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17c a Day
Opens the Way to Better Pay

A few dollars, plus your promise to pay the balance at the
rate of 17 cents a day, places in your hands the new
"Printype" model Oliver Typewriter
No. 5, our very finest production.
;^''The best advice that can be given
to the young man or woman is

:

Get an Oliver
Typewriter!

This offer places at your command a ma-
chine that turns time, energy, and enterprise
into the pure gold of success.

Thousands of ambitious graduates, with
the aid of Oliver Typewriters, have won their
way to better pay and broader opportunity.
This is the age of mechanical writing. The
great world of modern business revolves around the typewriter. Typewriter operators
are in demand everywhere. Our employment Bureaus in all the important cities are
swamped with calls for competent Oliver operators.

QUIVER
The Standard Visible Wrtter

Easy to Pay--!? Cents a Day
You can make the machine meet the

payments. You doubtless spend more
than this amount every day for trifles you
do not need.
V Thousands have paid for Oliver Type-
writers on this plan without the slightest
effort. Are you going to let a matter of
pennies stand between you and this
money-making machine ?

Against yo^lr risk of a few dollars we
risk a $100 typewriter—the same machine
that is used by the greatest firms and cor-

porations throughout the world.

Shall we send you full details of the
Easy Purchase Plan ?

Catalog mailed on request. Addre'"'

The Oliver Typewriter Co., 116 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, 0.
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Erditorial
Our cover picture for this issue shows the

apiary and poultry-house of W. R. Bartlett,

Elyria, Ohio, whose article appears on page

17.

We hoped to give at least a brief report

of the New York State convention in this

issue; but at the last minute we found it

would have to be left over till Jan. 15.

AN EXPLANATION.
Some of our readers, after reading H. H.

Root's article on imbedding wires in foun-

dation, page 799, Nov. 15, got the idea that

tlie wires in the frames are loose. They are

not loose, but drawn taut in the frame in the

ordinary way. When imbedding them in

the foundation they are drawn out of aline-

ment just enough to accomplish the result

shown on page 802.

NO DEMAND FOR HONEY DURING THE HOLIDAY
PERIOD.

As a general thing there is a slack time in

the sale of honey during the holidays. The
honey-salesman might just as well stay at

home as to try to make sales during that

tim-e of the year. But he can begin again,

perhaps, soon after Jan. 1. It is very nec-

essary that he do so, because there is a large

amount of honey yet to be sold before the

1914 crop comes on.

EDITOR OF " POULTRY LIFE " A BEEKEEPER.
The breezy editor of that excellent poul-

try journal, Poultry Life, Mr. Miller Pur-
vis, is a busy man and a bee-man too. We
quote herewith the first part of one of his

editorials in the October issue.

A PERSONALi WORD.
If any one thinks the editor of this magazine

passes his days in elegant ease, wearing a tailor-

made suit and a tall collar, it would be best to re-

vise this mental picture. The editor of Poultry Life
fets up in the morning and works all day about six

days out of seven. .lust at this writina; he is finish-

ing the task of digging three carloads of potatoes that

-^ he and one other raised this year. He also takes care
=»< of a rather sizeable flock of fowls, enough bees to

35 make it interesting, and an orchard that is going to
""* make him rich enough some day so that he can afford

f=^to throw his typewriter into an irrigation ditch, and

forget that he ever sat up nights spoiling white paper
for the purpose of saying things to the public.

Here's long life and success to this fearless

writer who is a poultry-man, fruit-man, and
last, but not least, a bee-man as well.

A. I. ROOT ON THE SUBJECT OF WINTER NESTS.
In this issue, page 6, our correspondent,

Mr. Byer, believes that A. I. Root is not a
supporter of the winter nest as advocated
by his son in later years. He refers to page
863 of our issue for Nov. 1, where A. I.

Root is mentioned as favoring combs of
sealed stores of 15 lbs. each, jjlaced in the
center of the brood-nest. Api^arently this

might look as if he were in opposition to the
practice advocated later in Gleanings; but
if Mr. Byer will turn to the top of the next
page, 864, he will see that A. I. R. recom-
mended cutting circular holes in the combs
near the top-bars for a passageway. This
would also provide a winter nest, if Ave take
into consideration the fact that A. I. R. has
always been an advocate of putting the bees
into winter quarters early. After all, if bees
are given solid combs of stores early in the
fall they will soon make a winter nest of the

kind that we recommend in December when
cold weather sets in.

THE IMPORTANCE OF UNIFORMITY IN MAKING
MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Our Colorado correspondent, Mr. Wesley
Foster, on page 8 of this issue, calls atten-
tion to the lack of uniformity in the market
quotations in the bee-journals. For instance,

he says, " Some of the reports are from
houses selling to retailers, some selling to

wholesalers, and some, if not all, probably
selling to both." He then goes on to give
specific instances of how Cincinnati makes
prices on honey going to retailers, and how
Kansas City gives jobbing prices. If the
producer does not know on what basis these
quotations are made he is liable to be misled.
We are addressing a circular letter to all

those who quote prices, calling attention to

this lack of uniformity, and asking if a
more uniform scheme can not be adopted.
In the mean time, it would be wise for any
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beekeeper, before he consigns his honey, to

secure prices by mail, based on sample or

samples.

PRICES ON HONEY EASING UP AS A RESULT OF
SOME HEAVY LATE SHIPMENTS.

We have time and time urged the impor-

tance of selling honey, especially that in

the comb, early. The latter should be sold,

as far as possible, in the large jobbing cen-

ters in September and October—certainly

before the holidays. After that time it is

liable to granulate or break down during

shipment, and, what is worse than all, car-

load shipments of comb honey after Janu-
ary' 1 often have to meet markets already

overloaded with the product. The situation

this year is not as good as it miglit be. Nu-
merous carloads of honey have lately been

coming from the West, and in some cases

have been dumped on to markets already

congested. If these same shipments could

have been delivered two or three months
earlier, when consumers are calling for new
comb honey, better prices would have been

secui'ed. Too many times producers have

gotten the impression that, by holding off,

prices will become firmer. In a very few
instances (and very few they are) delays

have been to the advantage of the beekeep-

er; but such delays are always exceedingly

dangerous, and usually there will be a slump
in prices along toward or shortly following

the holidays. It is difficult to get them back
again, because buyers, fearing that their

comb honey will granulate on their hands,

will begin to cut prices.

While the situation is not quite the same
with extracted honey, yet the market on
liquid honey will generally ease up along

about January.
This past year has seen an unsual pro-

duction of clover honey, both comb and ex-

tracted ; and had it not been for the short-

ness of the California crop, prices would
have been completely demoralized. As it is,

delayed shipments of Western comb honey,

and extracted also, are being dumped on
the Eastern markets, when they are in no
condition to receive them. It is impossible

to maintain prices under such conditions.

Another thing that has eased the market
somewhat this season is the oi^en winter we
have been having. Buyers invariably claim

that honey sells much better during a snug
cold winter, and there is a reason for this.

Carbohydrates (fats and sugars) are heat-

producing. During cold weather our sys-

tems crave sweets. Neither candy nor hon-

ey sells during mild winters as they do in

cold, hence it is not surprising that there

has been less of a natural craving and de-

mand for honey this winter.

One heavy clover year is not likely to

follow another; and the probabilities are

that prices will equalize another season. In
the mean time a lot of comb honey now on
the markets may become granulated, and
gi-anulated comb honey, if sold at all, must
go at a big sacrifice.

EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD NOT THE TERROR IT

ONCE WAS ; HOW IT IS ELIMINATING
BLACK BEES.

We have lately been in districts where
this disease has held sway for a few years
back. But the foul-brood inspectors tell us
that it is not as ditlicult to handle as ii was
formerly supposed to be. In the first place,

it has been clearly demonstrated that a
vigorous strain of Italians will hold it in

check, and often cure it. Some even go so far

as to say that where this strain is used ex-

clusively tliere need be no fear that the dis-

ease will make any headway, and probably
never get even a start. There are numerous
instances where Italians are free from this

disease, notwithstanding other yards of
black bees within flying distance are rotten

with it. Indeed, it is becoming increasingly

apparent that European foul brood will

ultimately clean out the black race entirely.

It has already done so in many sections.

Another thing, the Alexander treatment,

or a modification of it, is coming to be more
and more thought of for treating European
foul brood. While it fails in some cases, it

is very clear that the shaking treatment
fails quite as often with the same disease.

In this connection one will do well to read
an article on it by E. F. Bender, in the last

issue, who only voices opinions concerning
this disease that are beginning to be ac-

cepted in many parts of the United States.

Taking every thing into consideration,

the up-to-date, progressive, careful beekeep-

er need not fear European foul brood pro-

viding he keeps a vigorous strain of Ital-

ians, and is otherwise careful to avoid in-

fection by buying indiscriminate lots of

bees. Indeed, we have heard that in some
sections European foul brood has been a

blessing in disguise in that it has eliminated

entirely the careless, haphazard beekeepers

who have always been a thorn in the flesh

of the man who makes beekeeping a busi-

ness. It is this don't-read-the-papers class

who dump their honey on the market in all

shapes and at prices that are ridiculously

low.

In this connection it should bo clearly

understood that European foul brood is

very different from the American type of

the disease. While combs can be saved,

many times, when treating European foul

brood, there is no substantial proof yet
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advanced to show that they can be saved

when alTected with American foul broo'l.

While a vigorous strain of Italians is more
immune to this disease, yet unless one

exercises due precaution American foul

brood can cause fearful havoc among them,

On the olher hand, it may be said that

the shaking treatment, if care is exercised,

is generally efficacious in treating Ameri-
can foul brood.

BROOD-REARING IN ONE OP OUR BEE-CELLARS.

Elsewhere in this issue (page 27) we
I'efer to certain experiments in giving bees

liard candy as a winter food. Our Mr.
Pritchard, who is looking after our bees in

the cellar, reports (Dec. 27) that in the

upper cellar (under the machine-shop) the

bees are breeding very heavily. The tem-

perature stands at about 52. There will

doubtless be considerable increase in the

strength of the colonies in this cellar. There
are very few dead bees on the cellar bottom.
Tlie bees are quiet, but brood-rearing is go-

ing on at a lively pace. This is probably
due to the fact that the moderate weather
before the bees were put into the cellar, and
the candy feeding, as explained elsewhere,

had started brood-rearing outdoors. The
disturbance incident to putting the bees in

the cellar, and supplying them with hard
dry candy, has stirred them up still more,
with the result that brood-rearing is going
on as heavily as ever, even in the cellar.

Queens are laying, even in the colonies hav-
ing nothing but natural stores.

It will be remembered that we had one
yard of bees that we put in the cellar a year
ago last December that was in poor condi-
tion. The colonies were weak, and we put
them inside, as we felt sure they would die

if left outdoors. We supplied some of them
with hard candy; but those with candy and
those without began to breed. The bumping
on the sled in moving had stirred them up.
so that the bees were clustered all over the
front of the hives when they Avere placed in

the cellar. Naturally one would think this

would spell disaster—that the bees would
never quiet down again, and that the result

would be dysentery and death. But these bees
began to rear brood, and kept it up all win-
ter; and when we took them out in the
spring they were strong colonies instead of
being two and three frame nuclei as when
they went in.

Well, now the same process is going on
this winter in the upper cellar, for we just
overhauled the bees and found brood in all

stages in all the colonies, and here it is just
the close of December. Brood-rearing may
be going on in the other cellar, but we have
not yet investigated to find out. More anon.

bees and poultry; the combination of
THE two vs. either ONE ALONE.

In this issue will be found considerable
matter from beekeepers who are also poul-
try-keepers, discussing the combination of
bees and cloickens, and the poultry business

as a sole means of livelihood. Some interest-

ing evidence is produced, showing that the

combination of bees and poulti-y goes well

together. When the work is most active

among chickens in the winter and early
spring, the bees are dormant, requiring little

or no attention; and when the work is most
pressing among the bees, in the late spring,

summer, and fall, the conditions are such
that the chickens can to a large extent find

their own feed—especially so if they can
have the range of a yard or a farm.

One fact has been brought out; and that

is, that the average farmer can raise eggs
and chickens for market cheaper than the
man who makes the business a specialty.

When chickens are confined in yards they
must be fed regularly balanced rations, and
this feed costs money. On the other hand,
when the hens have the run of the barn-
yard, or the whole farm, in fact, they can
find their own feed. The bugs and insects,

many of them injurious, are numerous
enough in the ground to make up an impor-
tant part of their diet. Under such condi-

tions the poultry business will yield com-
paratively large returns. It is during the
warm part of the year that bees require

most attention.

We know of numbers of people who run
a small farm in connection with bees. On
tliis farm they have a large number of
chickens and 200 colonies of bees, say. The
whole combination, especially if not remote
from a good market, will yield good returns.

Apparently, from the testimony given in

this issue, keeping more chickens is not as

profitable as keeping more bees. There are

hundreds and hundreds of beekeepers who
have anywhere from 300 to 500 colonies,

and not a few who have as many as a thou-
sand or more. The fact that these men have
been in the business, are staying in it, shows
they are making a living; and if we may
judge by the comfortable homes, by the au-

tomobiles and other home conveniences that

some of these large honey-producers have,

the business of honey production on a large

scale is more profitable than the exclusive

business of producing eggs for market in

a large way.

Mr. J. E. Hand, on the other hand, a type
of the other kind, is not only a successful

beekeeper but a successful ponlti-yman. He
is running a combination of the two, year
in and year out. While he deals with only
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tlie poultry side in this issue the readers of

this journal know him best as a beekeeper.

There is another ijhase of this whole ques-

tion ; and that is, the average backlotter can

usually keep a .dozen good hens in a small

yard. The scraps from the table, especially

meat scra^DS and ground bone, will go a long

way toward the maintenance of the flock.

If they can have all the cuttings from the

lawn-mower from the front yard, they will

get along very well, providing they have

with the table scraps mixed grain which

they should always be able to get during the

daylight hours.

A small number of chickens in the back
yard will yield not only a fair return but

afford a large amount of pleasure to the

good woman of the house; and last, but not

least, eggs that she knoivs are fresh.

The prices that eggs are bringing now in

market, especially during the winter months,

and the securing of winter eggs when no one

else has them, should be carefully consider-

ed. Ordinarily that means early chickens

—much earlier than the average man will

have them.

FOUL-BROOD QUARANTINE IN IMPERIAL CO.^

CAL.

In the early part of last year, as noted in

Gleanings at the time and later, the supei'-

visors of Imperial Co., Cal., passed an ordi-

nance prohibiting the shipment of bees into

the county from other counties of the State

or other States, without first giving notice

of such shipment within 24 hours after their

arrival. This ordinance in case of violation

places a penalty of fine and imprisonment,

not only on the representatives of the rail-

roads, but on the shipper himself. It ap-

pears to go further, in that it gives the foul-

brood inspector authority to prevent the

landing of bees (Avhether diseased or not) in

the county from districts where disease of

any kind is supposed to exist.

On Sept. 11 the foul-brood inspector, Mr.
A. F. Wagner, in the exercise of authority

given him by this ordinance, declared a

quarantine against the shipment of any bees

into the county. See Gleanings, Oct. 1st,

p. 665. The inspector has evidently had his

troubles. Two wagonloads and one carload

of bees have been shipped in, and Inspector

Wagner ordered the bees to be shipj^ed back
immediatel5^ The railroad company demur-
red, but finally took them and carried them
out of the county. Suits and counter suits

for damages have been threatened. Whether
they have been carried into court or settled,

we have not been informed.

In the last issue of the Western Honey-
lee, published at Los Angeles, a full text of

the ordirance and quarantine is given. In
an open letter to tlie Board of Supervisors
of Imperial County, Mr. J. Edgar Ross, one
of the most extensive beekeepers in the

county, refers to this ordinance as " a gross

injustice to the Imperial Valley immi-
grants." He says he has never brought bees

into the county, and never expects to.

Among other things he says:

The key to the entire situation is simple. A few
extensive beekeepers now located in the valley wanted
to put up a hi^h board fence to keep others away
from what they know to be a good thing. There
might be some plausible excuse for this if the valley

were, as they claim, already overstocked with bees.

That this is not the case is abundantly proven by the

rate at which nearly all beekeepers in the valley are
increasing the number of their colonies. As a matter
of cold fact, hundreds of tons of honey are going to

waste in this valley for the simple reason that there

are not enough bees to gather it. The interests of

my pocketbook, as any one can plainly see, lies in

silence, for I have bees for sale, and bees are worth
three times as much here as they can be bought for

on the coast; but I do not write my principles with
a dollar-sign, and am decidedly opposed to this dog-
in-the-manger policy.

Of course, Gleanings has taken no sides

in this matter. Although we have been ad-
vised that trouble was brewing we thought
best to say nothing about it, hoping that the

case or cases would be settled out of court.

We have received intimation that one case

has been " settled," but on just what terms,

and how, we are not as yet advised.

The situation, in a nutshell, resolves itself

down to this : There is European and Amer-
ican foul brood in some counties of Califor-

nia. The beekee])ing area in Imperial Co. is

isolated inside of a desert; and under ordi-

nai-y circumstances disease will not get into

the valley unless shipped in with other bees.

Its beekeepers, desiring to protect them-
selves from the importation of bees from in-

fected counties into their county, apparent-
ly prevailed on the board of supervisors to

pass the ordinance, which they did a year
ago. But there seemed to be some dissatis-

faction over the action of Inspector Wagner
in enforcing' the ordinance; that he was un-
fair in letting some in, and not others. As
nearly as we can ascertain, some beekeepers
and perhaps the majority in the county are

in favor of the ordinance; but one of the

most extensive ones among them, Mr. Ross,
believes it is unjust and unfair, and he pro-

ceeds to pay his respects to Mr. Wagner
(the inspector) and to his coUeagiies, in no
uncertain language, in the Western Honey-
bee for December.

Mr. P. C. Chadwick, in his department in

this issue (see page 7) appears to feel that

the ordinance will act as a boomerang on
the beekeepers of Imperial Co. if the time
ever comes when tliey desire to move bees

into some other county.
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Stray Stravrs
Db. 0. 0. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Happy New Year!

Hey ! Mr. Editor, you nearly arg\;ed me
into painting hives. After reading Doolit-

tle, p. 842, I'll let 'em stay unpainted.

I claim only part credit for the 266 sec-

tions per colony, 1913. Most of the work
was done by a woman—a hustler—Miss
Emma W. Wilson.

C. r. Bender's article on European foul

brood, p. 897, sliows plainly he's been there.

The most comforting item is that he has not

seen a foul cell for three years, and yet he

has kept his old combs.

L. S. Edison, you ask, p. 864, whether to

put frames of foundation in the center or

side of the brood-chamber in April. You
can do either ; but the best place is to leave

them in the shop till a month or two later.

A SPECIAL advantage of the motor-truck
for out-apiaries is that your symj^athies are

not drawn upon as with horse flesh, when
you want to hurry home without stopping
to rest, or crowd two days driving into one.

Lately a man told me that the bees in

the middle of the cluster in his hives fanned
lively to get up heat when too cold. Is that

the orthodox belief? [That is certainly not

the orthodox belief, and, what is more, we
do not believe it is true.

—

Ed.]

A. I. Root, after reading what you say,

p. 911, I feel proud to say that, with a

single exception, I have found the toilet

rooms of all the public institutions in Wash-
ington scrupulously neat and clean. More-
over, lavatories are furnished with hot and
cold water, soap, and individual paper tow-
els, entirely free.

J. E. Crane has my thanks for sometliing

I never saw before—a piece of comb with
worker-cells on one side, five to the inch, and
drone-cells on the other side, four cells mea-
suring 11/^ inches. A plain case, with no
bend in the septum. [This is quite a re-

markable ease. Has any one else seen any
thing like it?—Ed.]

, You never can count on weather. At
Medina you were caught Nov. 9 with hives

3 feet under snow. I was caught the other
way. Nov. 11 I left home feeling that the

bees were safe in the cellar ; but immediate-
ly a warm spell turned up, such as never
was known before, and I almost dread to

learn what shape I'll find the bees in when
I reach home Dec. 19.

In American Bee Joiirnal for 1861, 17
days is given as the time from the laying of

the egg to the emergence of the young queen.
That was, I think, on the authority of
Dzierzon and Berlepsch, and was, pretty

surely, from rearing queens in not very
strong nuclei. Later, 16 days was counted
the time—3 days in the egg, 6 days feeding,

and 7 days sealed up. I think those are

the generally accepted figures to-day, and
they are so given, Gleanings, p. 567. But
Cowan, and later the A B C and X Y Z,

reduced the days of feeding to 5, making
the time from the egg to virgin 15. In order
to learn something about it from the bees

themselves I made some experiments, not
with nuclei, but with a full force of bees.

I got some positive results, although not

very exact. In one case, instead of 9 days
from the laying of the egg to sealing, it was
not more than 7 days, 20 hours, 45 minutes,

with a possibility of a good bit shorter time.

(In the course of the years I have seen so

many small larvae in sealed cells "that I am
inclined to believe that cells are often sealed

after four days of feeding or less. I sus-

pect that the bees are not very particular

about the time of sealing up; but at any
time after an abundance of pap has been
placed in the cell, whether the time be more
or less, they say, " There, now, you little

pig, you have more than you can cram
down, and you may as well be sealed up
now as any time.") In this ease the full

time from egg to virgin could not have been
more than 4 hours over 15 days, with a pos-

sibilitj' of being more than 4 hours under
that time.

Aug. 5, 3:05 p. m., I gave a comb to my
best queen, and after 2 hours gave it to

queenless bees. Aug. 19 I put the 4 cells in

a nursery. Aug. 20, at 1 :05 P. M., no queen
was out of its cell. At 3 :05 one was out.

At 5 no other was out, but another was out

at 6 :10. I did not look again till next

morning at 5 :15, when I found the remain-
ing two were out. The longest possible

time of that first queen was exactly 15 days,

with a probability of 2 hours less, and a

possibility of 4 hours less. The time of that

second queen ranged from 55 minutes less

than 15 days to 3 hours 5 minutes more
than 15 days. The two remaining queens
must have been at least a few minutes long-

er, but there's no telling how much longer.

Here's a chance for some of you ambi-

tious youngsters to give us some more exact

figures. Get your eggs laid witliin a shorter

period than two hours, and then make more
frequent observations than I did.
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Notes from Canada
J. L. Byer, Mt. Joy, Ont.

I have just read with interest the plan of

wintering given by A. I. Root many years

ago, and referred to on page 863, Dee. 1, by

L. M. Brown. While there must be some

mistake in saying that the four combs the

bees were to be wintered on must weigh

about 15 pounds each, the fact, I see, is that

A. I. R. seemingly did not place as much
stress on the necessity of a " winter nest

"

as does a son of his at the present. If I am
wrong in my understanding of the plan as

given, please correct.

I understand that Dr. Miller has a crop

for 1913 that averages over 260 sections per

colonj. Accept heartiest congratulations,

doctor, for such a wonderful record. We
thought that the crop was fair here in On-

tario; but after that report we have come
to the conclusion that we got only a taste of

honey after all. However, there is no envy

on the part of this scribbler; and to my
mind such a crop means a combination of a

wonderfully good honey-flow, wonderfully

good bees, and last, but not least, wonder-

fully good management.

THE EFFECT OF THE WARM WEATHER.

" The mildest November on record " says

the report of the observatory at Toronto in

regard to the weather of Ontario during last

month. No frost during the first week of

December in our section ; so this is another

record. To-day, Dec. 8, it is colder, and we
are having our first light fall of snow. How
this continued mild fall weather will alfeet

the bees is a question I have been asked
frequently of late; and, frankly, I have no
certain answer to give to the query. Most
of the time it has not been warm enough for

bees to fly much, and I am not fretting vei'y

much as to any bad results that may follow.

At the Cashel apiary there may be an ex-

ception, as there the bees are surrounded on
the north, east, and west by swamp; and
during many of the November days a trip

to the yard would show hundreds of bees

sipping water from the bog, only a few feet

from the bees. Bees carrying water freely

generally means brood-rearing, and natural-

ly I will watch with interest as to how these

bees winter.

SNOW COVERING THE HIVES.

This matter of snow being left around the

hives is a live question in all our northern

locations where we are apt to get lots of the

beautiful. Snow falling in " season " can

pile up just as much as it likes, and I will

leave it around or over the hives with no

fear of bad results. But my hives^ali have

quilts over the frames, and the outside cases

have a space under the gable between pack-

ing and roof. If the bees had sealed covers

on them instead of quilts I might have to be

more careful of the snow ; but I have no use

for the sealed covers in our latitude, so the

snow does not bother. As to falling in

" season," I mean any time after the middle

of December, and I want no deep snow over

hives after late in March. That fall of snow
you had in Medina was unseasonable, and

I do not wonder that it threatened bad re-

sults if it had been left piled over the bees.

After brood-rearing is well on in the spring-

it is very dangerous to allow hives to be

covered any length of time, particularly if

the old snow has been taken away and an-

other fall of heavy wet snow should come
and cover the hives to any great depth.

THAT WHITE HONEY IN ONTARIO.

See here, friend E. R., you are going to

get into trouble for insinuating, p. 836, Dec.

1, that the water-white appearance of our

clover honey is due to the admixture of this-

tle honey. I am told that thistle honey is

very white ; but I can give no positive proof

personally, for the reason that I am not sure

that I ever had any pure. While some sec-

tions that are poorly farmed may have

enough thistles to make a slight showing in

the surplus, such places are in the minority.

In our home locations I think the editor

could carry in a few armfuls all the thistles

he could tind in the alsike within reach of

our bees, so you can see that thistles cut no

figure in our case. Up at the Lovering yard

there are more thistles; but the honey there

is not as white as we get at home, owing to

the presence of some other plants that do

not grow in York Co.

By the way, T am informed that the editor

took such a fancy to our Canadian honey
that a policeman actually caught him with

a bottle in his pocket—taken, presumably,

from the honey exhibit we had at the big

show. After an investigation he was let go

on suspended sentence, owing to the near-

ness of the holiday season.
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Beekeeping in California
p. C. Chadwick, Redlands, Cal.

The Western Honey Bee, as edited by Mr.

J. D. Bixby, is in keeping' with the quality

of work of the former editor, Mr. Geo. L.

Emerson. Mr. Bixby will doubtless make
himself fit into the position admirably, as-

suring the success of the journal, with

proper support. There was no fault to find

witli Mr. Emerson, who, to the writer's per-

sonal knowledge, made a saci'ifice in his own
business to launch the journal successfully.

Success to you, Bro. Bixby.

I quote the following from Orchard and
Farm: "A carload of bees taken into Im-
perial County from San Diego County, in

defiance of the quarantine on bees from that

section, were ordered returned to the con-

signor." In the natural course of events

there will be some beekeepers who will want
to get out of Imperial County some day,

and the task will be made no easier by the

attitude they are now assuming. Self-pro-

tection gives every one a right to protect his

own interests ; and if these bees were dis-

eased the action was right and proper. But
the chances are they were not diseased or

they would never have been shipped.

* * *

The year 1913 has closed, leaving a feel-

ing of no particular regret to the beekeepers

of California, especially those of the south-

ern part of the State. It was a most dis-

astrous season for the most of us. Some of

the favored few in the orange district made
a fair crop, but they Avere the exception and
not the rule. In the alfalfa districts a fair

to good crop was secured, the condition

there being about noi'mal. Disease has

spread in some localities at a rapid rate,

black brood (European foul brood) princi-

pally. This has added to the burden of

some, as it has been a year in which fighting

the disease has been very difficult, owing to

the almost entire absence of fresh nectar.

The rains have added a new hope to our
future, so we hope and trust that the season
of 1914 will bring new life and courage to

our beemen, as well as financial gain. The
writer wishes a prosperous new year to

those who have stood by their bees, giving
them all the attention consistent with their

time and means.

« » «

So this is the " Bee and Poultry " issue.

Well, T was never much of a " hen granny,"
and my success with chickens was never to

be bragged about. Once in my boyhood days

I went out to set a hen on Friday. My
mother told me I would have no success if

I set her on that day of the week. Mother
was not sui^erstitious, but liked to have

some fun with the boys once in a while. I

went ahead and set the hen just the same.

In about a week my mother came running
down to the hen-house to see what was caus-

ing the commotion among the hens, and she

arrived in time to see the last egg going-

after the hen that was set on Friday. She
had a good laugh at my expense, saying,
" I told you so." My answer was that a

Leghorn hen did not have sense enough to

sit, any way.

Let me tell you something of my wife's

success with poultry, esjiecially with tur-

keys on a city lot. There are many people

Avho think a turkey must have at least 160

acres to run on. I once thought so ; but

Mrs. C. has proven to my satisfaction that

I was mistaken. For the past three years

she has kept a jDair of these fowls for breed-

ing purposes, allowing the hen to lay a full

laying, then hatch and raise her own brood.

This year she hatched 14, successfully rais-

ing ten of the brood, which is about as good
results as one ever gets with turkeys. But
she knows how to care for thera, Avhich is

half the battle. Two or three days before

time for the eggs to hatch, there is always a

noticeable decrease in the amount of milk

the family cow is furnishing the table. Oh,

yes ! clabber milk for the turkeys—no fur-

ther arguments needed. The chief food they

are given for several weeks is clabber cheese

and green onion-tops cut fine and mixed
with the clabber. My! how they grow if

kept warm and dry! and the old mother hen

knows how to do that.

But how about chickens? Mrs. Chadwick
does well with them, but takes more interest

in the turkeys. We keep only the White
Plymouth Rocks, for the reason that we
have an exceptionally fine laying strain of

this breed, from which we get eggs the year

round. There are other breeds of chickens

that are good layers, but the objection with

us has been to get a strain that not only

lays well, but that is also of some value for

the table. For a general all-round chicken,

the breed and strain we liave can not be
excelled. Just the other day Mrs. C. sold

tlu-ee old hens for 20 cts. per pound, for

which she received $3.60. It is not so much
the breed as the utility of the strain that is

to be sought.
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Beekeeping Among the Rockies
Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

Wanted—a real good method of gather-

ing sweet-clover seed. I fear the beemen

are neglecting this plant when the seed is so

valuable, and the bloom so fine for bees.

THE MARKET QUOTATIONS.

It has long been somewhat of a puzzle to

me just how to interpret the honey quota-

tions given in the bee journals. It seems

they do not record very clearly the rise and

fall of the honey market. This is easily

explained by the different standards of grad-

ing used. For instance, a dark comb honey

would sell for several cents a pound more in

some markets than in others. Take the

quotations given in Gleanings, Dee. 1, as

an example. Some of the reports are from

houses selling to retailers and some selling

to wholesalers, and some, if not all, prob-

ably selling to both. Some of the jobbers

sell to other jobbers who sell to wholesalers

who sell to retailers who sell to consumers

who eat the honey that the bees made!
The reports from Boston, Indianapolis,

and Cincinnati are undoubtedly the quota-

tions at which the honey is going to retail-

ers. The Chicago report of Mr. Burnett

shows conditions there very well. All sorts

of prices have been asked and secured.

Some consignment honey from the West
having been sold very low, the market has

been badly hurt. This price-cutting, I be-

lieve, has been done by houses that are not

especially interested in building up the hon-

ey business.

The Kansas City report gives the jobbing

price, the wholesale price ranging ten to

twenty per cent higher than this. Wlien I

was in Kansas City the lowest price I was
quoted on any No. 1 comb honey by the

wholesale fruit-houses was $3.35 a case ; the

highest I was quoted was $3.75, which was

about November 15. Kansas City was very

heavily supplied with comb honey at that

time, but it was moving out at a good rate.

The best price I see in all the quotations

is 17 to 18 cents in a jobbing way at Zanes-

ville, Ohio. The retailer must pay 20 to 21

cents wholesale for this honey, which is the

highest I see in all the quotations.

Comb honey sells in Denver to the retailer

at $2.50 to $3.00 a case of 24 sections, with

some shading from this price where the bee-

men sell direct to retailers.

The St. Louis report gives the conditions

about as I found them when I was there late

in November. Wholesale fruit and produce

men in Kansas City handle considerable

honey, while in St. Louis they do not handle

it to speak of at all, leaving the honey busi-

ness for the wholesale butter, egg, and
cheese dealers and wholesalers who have less

perishable produce than fniit.

poultry-raising in town does not pat.

The writer's experience with poultry has

not been very satisfactory. There are sev-

eral causes for this : First, I am not situated

so that feed can be bought as cheaply as it

should. During October and November the

feed bill was $15.65, with only about six

dozen eggs to show for it. Our flock aver-

ages about 170 eggs per hen per year, which,

I am told by Mr. Vaplon, poultryman for

the Colorado Agricultural College, is above

the average.

We have been unable to dispose of all the

eggs throughout the year direct to consum-

ers, as should be the case. If I were on a

small farm where I could let the hens run,

I believe a flock of about a hundred hens

would take care of the grocery bill. I have

averaged about $1.50 a year profit per hen,

not figuring any thing for labor. Figuring

labor at 20 cents an hour, the poultry has

faced a deficit of about $75 per year. I

believe the city or town man can not profit-

ably keep poultry on the meat and egg

basis if he buys feed at market prices, sells

his eggs at market prices, and figures his.

time at even starvation wages. I will have the

]ioultry-men of our Agricultural College

back of me, I believe, in this statement.

The place where chickens pay is where

they can pick up half or more of their liv-

ing—where they can run. The commercial

poultry-plants succeed through getting

above the market prices for eggs and selling

fancy stock at high prices. There are very

few successful commercial poultry-plants in

the West, for the reason that they can not

compete with the farmer's supply of poul-

try and eggs which is produced so econom-

ically. When I move to a farm I want a

nice flock of chickens for profit; but in

town I want them only to furnish a few

eggs and a chicken occasionally for the

table.

I hope this is not too hard on poultry-

keeping, but I believe it fairly defines the

limits of the business.
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Conversations w^ith Doolittle
At Borodino, New York

THE BEST BEES.
" You have been telling us different things

about breeding, etc., but you have told us

little if any thing about which kind of bees

are best suited for different kinds of work.

What I want to know is whether all bees

are alike suited for comb-honey production,

extracted-honey production, or for the pro-

duction of wax. If there is a difference,

which are best suited for these different

kinds of work?"
" I am well aware that volumes have been

written on the subject of the best bees, each

Tvriter having his own ideas ; but many do

not have the matter fully settled in their

own minds, even at the present time. Only
recently one of out best apiarists told me
that he was not fully persuaded that the

Italians were better for any purpose than

the blacks."
" But you do not think that there are

many beekeepers who will agree that the

blacks are as good as the Italians for any
purpose? "

"There are two points in which the blacks

excel, as I think is acknowledged by most

of those who have experimented closely.

The first is, they cap their section honey
whiter than any others; second, they use

more wax in doing such capping. AncI here

you have an answer to working for the

production of wax. It is doubtful, even at

the present high prices of wax, whether it is

as profitable to work for wax, under any
circumstances, as it is for either comb or

extracted honey, but if trying the experi-

ment I would certainly choose black bees

for such a test. At times of a good honey-

flow, with little room for comb-building,

these bees will plaster things over all about
the hive with little bunches of wax, some-
thing similar to the way in which Caucas-
ians will plaster up the entrance to their

hives with a mixture of pollen and propo-
lis."

" But how about extracted and comb hon-

ey production? "

" If I were producing comb honey alto-

gether, I would procure a good queen of the

golden variety, rearing all queens from her,

and allow them to mate with any drones
they might chance to meet, the most of

which, without doubt, would be from an
entirely different blood from themselves,

which would give a direct cross. Such di-

rect cross always gives the greatest vigor;

and in reference to your question as regards

the best bees for comb honey I should not

care one cent whether the young queens
from such a mother mated with drones from
black or hybrid stock, as all my experience

goes to prove that thoroughbred golden Ital-

ian queens, mated to drones from either

black or hybrid mothers, give bees equal

to the very best for comb-honey production.

But if I could conveniently hinder such

'

mating I should prefer not to have these

queens meet drones fi'om young queens
reared from imported mothers."

" How is that? Do not many of our best

beekeepers claim that queens from imported
stock give the very best honey-gatherers?"

" Yes, and undoubtedly such claim is ab-

solutely true. It is not because they would
not give bees just as vigorous and of just

as good honey-gathering quaities; but for

the reason that, as a rule, workers having
such imported blood in them do not cap
their honey nearly so nice and captivating

to the eye as do those having more of the

golden, hybrid, or German blood in their

veins. There is no one thing that helps to

dispose of a crop of section honey to so

good advantage, nor so promptly, as do the

nice white and smooth cappings of the

combs. Have you never noticed that all

fancy honey quotations are based on the

looks of the cappings to the combs, and
that honey quality takes second place in

this matter?"
" That is right, now I come to think the

matter over. But are not such bees as we
have just been talking about the best for

extracted honey also ?
"

" Well, hardly. They may gather just

as much honey, but they use more of that

honey in secreting wax, and wax production
plays no important point in the production

of extracted honey. Dark or leather-color-

ed Italians, those nearly related to imported
stock, often cap their honey with so thin a

covering of wax, and that thin covering

placed so close that it touches the honey,

causing section honey to have such a greasy,

watery appearance that it takes a gi'ade

much below fancy in the market, even with

the same good quality as fancy in the combs.

Now, while this is all against comb-honey
production, it is in favor of extracted honey,

for nice capping to the combs is never

thought of in an apiary devoted to extracted'

honey ; hence the less honey that is con-

sumed for the secretion of wax, the greater

yield of the extracted article. For this rea-

son, were I working exclusively for extract-

ed honey I would select the darker Italians,
Continued on page 34.
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General Correspondence
COMMERCIAL EGG PRODUCTION

A Resume of the Business from the Question of

Building to the Hatching and Feeding of

the Chicks

BY J. E. HAND

From the dollar-and-eent point of view

it is, perhaps, advisable for the expert bee-

keeper to concentrate his capital and ener-

gies upon his chosen profession. There are

conditions in human existence, however, that

are infinitely more desirable than the mere

making of money. " Variety is the spice of

life;" and the human mind becomes broad-

ened and invigorated by branching out upon
different lines of thought and action.

Beekeeping is not a year-around occupa-

tion, hence a beekeeper on even a quite ex-

tensive scale may relax the tension upon his

mind, broaden his views, and increase his

finances, by branching out and taking on a

side-line winter occupation. Among all rural

industries, jDerhaps none is so well suited

for this purpose as commercial egg produc-

tion, since it is largely a winter occupation,

though virtually an all-the-year avocation.

While poultry-keeping alone is by no means
the money-making bonanza or the highway

to wealth that it is too often painted, yet

with intelligent management it will give

good returns for the capital and labor ex-

pended, including a reasonable profit. And
you don't have to wait six months or a year

for it; for after the plant is in operation,

with proper care and attention to every

detail commercial egg production will yield

a daily and hourly income, rain or shine,

summer and winter, with no off seasons.

You carry out the feed in the morning
and bring in a basket of eggs at night to

pay for it, including a profit commensurate
with the investment, pi'oviding you attend

strictly to every detail of your occupation.

Born and reared on a farm, and familiar

with every branch of rural husbandry, I

know of no line where more skill is required,

or where a little neglect is so quickly felt in

the profits returned as in the poultry busi-

ness; nor do I know of any that will yield

as prompt returns for extra care. Let no

one who may read this article delude him-

self with the idea that he can, without any
previous experience or knowledge of the

business, step into a profit-yielding business

of commercial egg production on an exten-

sive scale—a business where vastly more
science and skill is required than in th"

production of fancy section honey and the

control of swarming.

A beginner should start with 50 to 100
pullets, and increase his stock in proportion

to his experience and ability. I emphasize

these points because it is the purpose of this

article to help beginners instead of leading

them astray by painting the situation in

roseate hues to foster hopes and ambitions

that can be realized only upon the condi-

tions herein mentioned. This does not nec-

essarily imply a constant grind of ceaseless

toil and arduous labor, but it does demand
a constant supervision and strict attention

to the most minute details of the business.

The first thing to be considered is the

location and buildings. It is very desirable

to have the ground sufficiently undulating

to admit of ample surface drainage. A side

hill sloping south has advantages along this

line. If in an orchard, all the better for the

poultry as well as for the trees, for the hens

will scratch the ground and pick up innu-

merable injurious worms and insects, and
in return for the favor the trees will pro-

vide protection for the fowls in winter and
refreshing shade in summer, all of which

are important factors. While the buildings

need not be expensive, it is imperative that

they conform to sanitary rules, as well as

to conditions that favor winter egg produc-

tion ; for pure air and cleanliness means
health to the fowls, and the healthy hen is

the one to lay eggs in winter, when they

bring the highest price, and we should as-

sist her by imitating nature and making
conditions as near normal as possible.

While we do not claim that the system

herein outlined is superior to all others, we
feel justified in recommending it in prefer-

ence to any other for two reasons. First,

it has been uniformly successful with us,

and we are not sure that other methods
would be. Second, it is practically the same
system that is practiced by the leading poul-

try-men of the country, therefore we don't

feel justified in confusing the beginner with

a multitude of systems and innumerable

visionai-y theories. So please don't consider

it egotism that leads us to outline one par-

ticular system instead of branching out

upon unexplored territory.

It is advisable to have the laying-houses

in a continuous row, extending in a line east

and west, and fronting south. This is im-

perative, since the warm and penetrating

rays of the sun reflected through the win-

dows dispel the gloom of an otherwise dull

monotony, and bring happiness and content

to the inmates, even in zero weather, as will

be attested by their scratching and singing,

likewise by a better filling of the egg-basket.
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It should be not less than 16 ft. wide, and
of sufficient length to house the number of
hens desired, for no one has as yet placed a

limit to the number that can be successfully

operated in one continuous room unbroken
by partitions. So long as correct sanitary

conditions are rigidly maintained it is safe

to assume that 1000 hens in one flock will

give as good results as a flock of 100 ; and
the minimizing of labor in caring for large

flocks is an important item that swells the

poultry-man's profits.

The building is sheeted outside, roof in-

eluded, with matched lumber, and covered,

except the front, with felt roofing, and
treated to a coat of roofing tar; if tarred

every two or three years the roof will last

indefinitely. The inside, except the fi'ont, is

ceiled with plaster-board, for which studs

and rafters are correctly spaced. The raft-

ers are 2x8 material to support the roof,

without props. The floor is double boarded
with light roofing felt between. The lower
may be of cheap rough lumber; but the

upper floor is a medium grade of matched
flooring, thus making the room warm, and
precluding the possibility of a draft of cold

air to endanger the health of the inmates.

In the front, at intervals of 8 ft., is a

single-sash window of 10 x 14 glass, sliding

upward between studs, and protected inside

by wire netting stapled to studs. At equal
distances, between each pair of windows, is

a door hung in two pieces to swing out-

ward. The lower half is 32 x 42 inches, and
the upper half 32 x 36 inches. Hinged at

the top, swinging inward and upward, and
hooked to the ceiling, is a netting-covered

frame of equal dimensions with the upper
door, so that, when it is opened, the screen

is swung into position, preventing the exit

of the inmates and admitting of ventilation

by day. These doors are opened every morn-
ing, and closed at night during winter, re-

gardless of weather conditions. As a further
means of ventilation by night and day is an
opening six inches wide next to the roof in

front, and extending the whole length of the

building. It is covered with burlap, and,

being so high, changes the air without creat-

ing a draft over the heads of fowls at night,

or forming any accumulation of frost or
moisure on the ceiling. The floor is at least

two feet from the ground, and well ven-
tilated underneath to guard against moisture
in the scratching-litter, and three feet would
not be too much, as this is an important
factor in sanitation; for moisture here
means filth, which breeds disease.

During cold winter weather a light frame
covered with muslin is tacked on to the

upper door-screens, thus combining light

and warmth with suitable ventilation. Next

to the north wall, and extending the whole
length of the building, is the droppings-
board, of a width to accommodate three

lines of perches. These are in ten-foot sec-

tions, 16 in. above the droppings-board, and
swing back against the ceiling. Under the

droppings-board are the nests open to the

liens from beneath and behind, and operat-
ing like the drawers of a work-bench. At in-

tervals of 20 ft., intersecting the perches, is

a short partition of equal width, extending
from the droppings-board to the ceiling.

This prevents the action of currents of air

that would otherwise pass over the heads of
the fowls at night with undesirable results.

It will be noticed that the floor is free from
encumbrance, and is virtually a mammoth
scratching-room provided with perches and
nests.

Impure air and filth breed disease; and
a sick hen is neither a laying nor a paying
hen ; hence droppings should be removed
daily, and dry fine sand sprinkled over the

board. If kept dry the dropping"s are worth
more per ton than the ordinary brands of
commercial fertilizers.

STOCKING THE PLANT.
Next comes the stocking-up with early-

hatched pullets, for these are the glory of

the poultryman, and the winter egg-makers.
This is the most complex problem of all,

since it involves the rearing of hundreds of

chicks by correct methods—methods that

will produce strong healthy chicks; for a
pullet with a weak constitution is an unde-
sirable proposition. It is advisable to se-

cure a sufficient number of yearling or two-

year-old breeders of known health, vigor,

and utility as egg-makers. This is impera-
tive, for like produces like. Incubators were
a success with us from the start, but it cost

us dearly in dead chicks, wasted time, and
money invested in artificial chick-killers

under the cognomen of brooders. As killers

they were all a howling success, and we
eaiTied the dead ones out by fives, by tens,

by fifties, and by hundreds. " Experience
is a good school, but the tuition is rather

high" (Billings), for it cost us dearly to

learn that the best brooder on earth is a

gentle Wyandotte hen. She is well equipped
with soft fluffy plumage, and will mother
any thing from a jack-ralDbit to a bull pup,
and do it scientifically. We owned one that

brooded four collie puppies until six weeks
old. How is that for a brooder?

In practicing artificial methods with bees

or poultry, our success will be conditional

upon operating along lines that harmonize
with the nature, habits, and instinct of the

individual with whom we have to deal. While
it is perfectly natural for full-grown fowls

to congregate in large flocks, right the re-
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verse is true in nature's method of rearing

chicks. Instinct unerringly guides the acts

of the prospective mother-hen in hiding her

nest, and isolating her downy brood so long

as they remain under her control. This is

nature's method of rearing strong, vigorous,

healthy chicks. While we may not improve
upon her methods, we can imitate them so

closely as to secure equally good results.

Hence at the time of starting the incubators

we secure a sufficient number of broody
hens to mother the prospective hatch, and
stock each nest with tested infertile egg's,

treating each hen with louse powder twice,

and anointing their heads with head-louse

ointment before the chicks appear, other-

wise the treatment will kill them also.

If chicks become chilled or overheated in

an incubator after hatching they will dwin-

dle and die in spite of the good offices of the

mother-hen ; therefore we must be on the

spot when the hatch is due, and, when over,

the door is propped open to allow suffieient

change of air to prevent panting with open

mouths, and not enough to cause the chicks

to pile up for warmth. When conditions

are right they will be spread evenly over the

tray, sleeping quietly. I emphasize this

point because a mistake or a little careless-

ness here will render all our labor and effort

of no avail, since a chilled or scalded chick

had better be dead so far as ultimate results

are concerned. As fast as they get strong

on their legs, place them under the hens at

night, giving to each hen 35 chicks, making-

sure the hens are on a fiat surface, otherwise

the chicks will fall out and become chilled.

The last batch removed will be the weaker
of the hatch, and should be given to a gentle

mother.

When three days old, begin feeding com-
mercial chick-feed, soaking it in water for

20 minutes, and spreading it on a clean

board. Feed sparingly four or five times a

day for the first week on wet feed, giving

no water nor grit. Begin feeding dry chick-

feed and drinking-water the second week,

but no grit until two weeks old, and then

sparingly. The gizzard of a young chick

is a very small organ ; and if given access to

fine sharp grit, chicks will fill their gizzards

with it to the exclusion of life-sustaining

food, and literally starve to death in the

midst of plenty. The ignorant attendant,

thinking to cure an imaginary distemper,

dopes them with more grit and shells, with

fatal results. When three weeks old the

colony houses are isolated, and the chicks

given a gi-ass run, or fresh-grown oats, with

chick-feed or cracked corn and wheat morn-
ing and night, having access also at all

times to hoppers full of dry-mash food the

same as given to laying hens. If these in-

GLBANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

structions are obsei'ved the result will be
strong healthy chicks.

The chicks are hatched during April and
May, and the colony houses should be of a
size to accommodate the hen and her brood
until they are full grown. Some of the pul-

lets will begin laying in September, but

should not be pushed for egg production

until about November 1, when they are to be

assembled within the winter laying-house,

and not permitted to step outside until their

year of egg production is completed and
they are taken to market.

FEEDING FOR HIGH-PRESSURE EGG PRODUCTION
This is the most interesting stage of the

progTam, and tlie enthusiastic attendant

watches the rapid development of his pets

and the reddening of their beautifully curv-

ed combs with bright anticipations of future

success in the form of heaping baskets of

beautiful eggs of snowy whiteness; and if

lie performs his part faithfully and intelli-

gently his hopes will soon be realized. Next
to the rearing of the chicks, this is undoubt-
edly the most critical part of the poultry-

man's experience; for the success of the

whole venture depends upon the correct

feeding of a scientifically balanced ration.

A mistake here will result in a waste of

expensive food material and a proportion-

ate decrease in profits. Every feed contains

a certain amount of necessary moisture

varying from 8 to 90 per cent of its weight;

hence the wisdom of supplying so-called

dry-mash foods unmixed with water.

Since tlie hopper system of dry-mash
feeding has been uniformly successful, and
has economized labor to the extent of mul-

tiplying the number of hens that can be

eared- for by one man, and in one flock, it is

not worth while to consider any other; and
the subject of greatest importance is, how
to compound the mash feed correctly. Space
forbids a discussion of the composition of

feed stuff and the nutrient value of differ-

ent rations. Suffice it to say, it has been

determined by carefully conducted experi-

ments that the following ratio of mixing
feed is second to none as an economical egg-

making mash food : 100 lbs. corn meal, 100

lbs. ground oats, 100 lbs. gluten meal, 100

lbs. middlings, 300 lbs. bran, 100 lbs. beef

scrap, 100 lbs. alfalfa meal. This compound
sliould be kept constantly before the fowls

in hopi^ers, while the morning and noon
ration consists of a light feed of scratching

material of mixed grains consisting of

cracked corn, wheat, buckwheat, and millet.

This is scattered in straw six inches deep,

and the hens are literally compelled to

scratch for eveiy kernel of grain they get.

At 4 o'clock P. M. they are given all the

corn and wheat they will pick up in 20 min-
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utes, which causes more singing and scratch-

ing, and the hens will go to roost with a full

crO'P, which is very desirable, because this is

the proper time for the digestion of a grain

ration, since it maintains a healthy action

of the digestive organs during the night,

keeping the blood warm and the fowl com-
fortable.

Economical feeding depends upon the

amount of food digested rather than on the

amount consumed, hence green vegetable

food must be libei-ally supplied, preferably

in the form of mangolds, cabbage, and fine-

cut clover. Granulated charcoal, granulated

bone, grit, and oyster-shells should also be

kept constantly before
the fowls in separate
hoppers. It has been
demonstrated that this

system of feeding will

maintain health arid

vital energy during a
protracted period of
high-pressure feeding.

Fowls require more
water in proportion to

weight than other do-
mestic animals; hence
a liberal supply should
be kept constantly be-

fore them, preferably
in a large container

fitted with a drip fau-

cet regulated to the

amount they will take
without running over
the trough, and should

be tempered with hot water during extreme-
ly cold weather.

FEED-HOPPERS.
Manifold are the hoppers that do not

hop, and legion is the name for those that

hop so fast that an industrious hen will

ingeniously hook the contents out upon the

lloor with her beak in search of choice bits

that are always found in dry-mash feed;

hence such feeds should be ground exceed-

ingly fine. We overcame this waste of feed

material by using a hopper that does not

hoj), but always remains wide open, and
defies the most energetic hen to waste a

morsel of its contents. Here it is : Make a

Warner's poultry and bee yard corobined.
grass down.

The chickens have the run of the apiary, helping to keep the
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One of J. H. Warner & Sun'
hens eaeli.

poultry-houses accommodating 250

light box with open top 30 inches square,

6 inches deep, mounted on legs 12 inches

long; a loose-fitting frame, covered with

inch-mesh netting, acts as a follower as long-

as the feed lasts, and the biddies soon be-

come disgusted with hooking beak and toe-

nails upon intervening wires in a vain at-

tempt to explore its contents.

CHOOSING THE BREED.

We would not select a Percheron horse

for a trotter, and for the same reason we
should not select any of the general-utility

breeds for exclusive egg jDroduction. While
single indix-iduals of these breeds may equal

the best Leghorns as egg-producers, the fact

remains that the Leghorns stand pre-eminent

among all breeds as walking egg-machines;

hence the name " Leghorn " is a synonym
of efficiency and utility in egg-production.

The white vai'iety is conspicuous on account

of her queenly form and gi-aceful carriage,

as well as her beautifully drooping crimson

comb and the exceedingly large size of her

snow-white eggs. Undoubtedly the Leghorn

as a breed will stand high-pressure feeding

for commercial egg production better than

any other.

Birmingham, Ohio.

BEES AND POULTRY IN THE YEARS GONE BY

BY L. G. GARY
PouUry Judge

This subject will bring out some good

articles, no doubt, written by those capable

of writing interesting articles; but as for

myself, I have had experience that, if I had

talent to relate in an interesting and proper

manner, I might have an article worth read-

ing. However, it is plain talk tbat we like

to have, and facts that

will do us some good.

I have been a poul-

ti-y lover all my life,

and can not remember
the time I did not have

my few thoroughbred
birds. When a boy of

eight years I owned
some grand pit games
and raised them for an
uncle of mine who was
a great fancier, and
paid some fancy prices

for them. He kept me
in stock, and I certain-

ly sj^ent many a happy
hour with my favorite

birds. I almost lived

with them, when I had
time from running
errands for my mother

or helping my father around the farm.
Boys began helping earlier those days than
they do now, it seems to me.

At the age of forty I can look back to

those days of my childhood and readily

understand why it is that I can not help

raising i^oultry, and, furthermore, why I am
interested in the production of thorough-

bred birds. It seems to me I am a bigger

crank than ever about all kinds of poultry.

I will say that I have found my poultry

work very pleasant, and, of course, interest-

ing and also profitable.

I also remember back in those barefoot

days, when I was taking my first lessons in

poultry culture my father, who was very

fond of honey (I might as well include my-
self in this fondness for honey) got the

notion that he would raise some bees. At
that time we knew little of the Italians or

any particular breed of bees. We just

thought bees were bees, and that was all

there was to it, and that any kind of box
was a hive. I do not remember where he

got his first start, but I think he bought
them at a sale. Anyhow, we had some bees,

and in the spring more bees, as they swarm-
ed often.

How well I remember what a turmoil

there was on the little farm when the bees

swarmed ! My father and I out in the corn-

field were startled to hear the dinner-bell

begin to ring about nine in the morning;
but we had no more than started for the

house when we were assured that no greater

calamity had happened than the bees swarm-
ing, as we could hear the din and rattle that

mother and the other children were making
to get the bees to settle. We thought if we
would beat on tin pans and make a furious
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noise of some kind it would cause the bees

to settle.

The bee business did not pay big results.

If we got enough honey for the table we
thought we were doing well; for whenever
we took honey we had to kill the bees with
sulphur.

Poultry was not a very paying item of
the farm then, as the birds were left to roost

in the trees and in the wagonshed, on the

fences—in fact, about wherever they took a

notion to stop. Their feed consisted of what-
ever they could steal from the horses, hogs,

or sheep. When very cold weather came,

and a continued cold spell with snow for

several weeks, my mother would issue orders

that the chickens that were roosting out be

caught and put in the hen-house; so when
dusk came we began gathering them in.

They were wild, and such a lot of squawk-
ing and squalling as we carried them to the

hen-house and dumped them in at the door

!

They would keep right on squalling after

we threw them in the house. It is not much
wonder tliat we did not get eggs in the

winter. When the warmer days of spring

came, and the hens began to lay a few egg's,

you may depend upon it we did not get any
eggs to eat, for they had to go to the store

to help buy our g'roeeries ; and from that

time until cold weather again those abused
and neglected hens would buy the most of
the groceries for the table. In those days if

the hens began to lay, then they would get

better care ; but when they shut off in lay-

ing, then the feed was stopped. Now we
know better than that. We must give our
poultry good care at all times; for when
moulting time comes, and the egg supply
slacks off, we must feed well to hurry
through the moult so that, without loss of
time, the hens will go to laying again.

What great improvements we have seen

with bees as well as poultry ! Then it

would have seemed beyond reason to say
that one swarm of bees would yield honey to

the amount of 75 or 100 pounds during one
season. It would likewise have seemed in-

credible to say that one hen would produce
200 eggs per year. All this has come to

pass, and hens have been tested and known
to lay more than 250 eggs per year. These
hens are thoroughbred stock too. It does
not pay to raise any other.

Bees have been improved, and the hives

have been improved, until it is a science to

raise and care for bees intelligently. The
old box hive has given way to the new frame
hive, and the few unprofitable swarms to

the prosperous and paying apiary where
pleasure, interest, and profit go hand in

hand. Likewise the old log hen-house, with
its mongrels, has given way to the well-ar-

ranged poultry-house with its number of
thoroughbred birds, eggs in winter—profit-

able the year round. In the days of boyhood
we got ten cents per dozen (often less) for
eggs. Now we are selling fresh eggs at

forty cents per dozen.

Bees and poultry go well together, and
the successful poultry-breeder is very likely

to be a successful beekeeper because he
must be a person who looks into the details

of his occupation and never tires of doing
the little things that must be looked after to

make success in both. A poulti-y-farm and
bee-raising make a combination that, if

looked after intelligently, and details and
care given to every part, aft'ord pleasure,
health, and prosperity. A good location for
poultry is a good location for bees; and one
who loves the work of poultry-raising will

find bees as interesting, if not more, and
very profitable as well.

Trimble, Ohio.

POULTRY-RAISING AS A SIDE LINE WITH
BEEKEEPING

BY ROSCOE F. WIXSON

It seems to be a noticeable fact that a
number of prominent beekeepers in differ-

ent parts of the country have adopted poul-
try as a valuable side issue to their business.

On the other hand, there are a few who rely

almost entirely upon the poultry as a means
of livelihood, making the bee business whol-
ly secondary, or not attempting to bother
with it at all. In this section of the State
the popular impression is that considerable
ought to be made from chickens and com-
paratively nothing from bees.

I agree with the late E. W. Alexander,
who said, " If you want a larger income,
just add on one or two hundred more colo-

nies." But in my case, with only a few
colonies of bees and not many years' expe-
rience, I find it impracticable to increase

too fast ; and, accordingly, the fall and win-
ter months leave me almost nothing to do
with the bees. For several years I have kept
a number of chickens, not only to take up
the time but also as a means of profit.

The accompanying view of my home yard
of bees shows also the two poultry-houses
which stand a little to the left of the pic-

ture. The hives and the two houses are so

closely placed together that it is a very easy
matter to attend to the wants of each with-
out going out of my way.

The White Leghorn seems to me the best

all-around hen for steady egg production.
In order to keep the stock up to perfection,

I introduce pure stock every year. Some
time ago I found that a hen kept the third
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Apiary and poultry-house of Roscoe F. Wixson, conveniently located close together.

winter does not lay as well as a pullet or a

year-old hen. Without the use of leg-bands

I often had trouble in telling the older

fowls. The hens are now so banded that

no fowl is kept for the third winter. The

bands are aiTanged in two sets of numbers,

the bands on the pullets being all No. 1,

while the year-olds are numbered 2. When
the yearlings arrive at the two-year mark
they are sold, and the bands changed to the

pullets of that year's raising. The selling

generally comes along in October, so they

are someAvhat over two years old when sold.

For feeding I follow the balanced ration

given out by the experts at Cornell Univer-

sity. They consider 60 pounds of wheat,

60 pounds of corn, 30 pounds of oats, and

30 pounds of buckwheat mixed together an

ideal feed for winter use. During the late

frll and winter, ground bone and meat can

be obtained at the markets. This food will

induce hens to lay when all others fail. At

this writing, November 28, it is impossible

to procure the ground bone, so I am feeding

m^at scraps with good results.

In looking over the books for 1913 up to

the present time, I find that the total num-
ber of egg-s sold from 23 hens is 2495. In

this amount no attention has been paid to

the number used in the household during

the year for cooking. The hens still have

yet a month left to their credit before the

year is up. At the present, the average

yield per day amounts to about 9. There-

fore for December they would have at least

270 more, which would bring a total of

2765, or an average of 120 eggs per hen for

the year. If the total number used for

cooking were known, quite a good showing
could be made.
By also referring to the books, results

show that the hens up to the present time

have i^aid me a profit of 95 cents each. This

does not take into consideration the value of

17 pullets, although the cost of raising them
has been charged to the hens.

Ever since the spring of 1905 I have been
interested in bees. Last season gave me some
experience, and also a fair crop of honey
from thirty colonies of bees, spring count.

In the Aug. 1st issue, page 525, I told some
of my experiences in regard to beekeeping,

so I will give only a brief report of last

season. The total number of sections of

honey produced amounted to 1397. In addi-

tion to this I obtained about 500 pounds of

extracted honey. On account of a number
of colonies being reinfected with foul brood
in the spring, there was an increase of only

11 colonies. When the season commenced,
it never occurred to me that an extractor is

a necet^sity in every bee-yard, especially

when one increases by artificial methods.

By July 1 I realized the great importance

of a machine, and ordered one, but it did

not arrive until the latter part of July, so

I was able to procure the above amount
only. I have no doubt that 1000 pounds of

extracted honey could have been produced
if the extractor had been in the yard the

entire season.

There is considerable profit and pleasure
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Fig. 1.—General view of W. R. Bartlett's apiary and poultry plant, located in a young orchard,
similar view is shown on the cover for this issue.

both in poultry-raising and in beekeeping.

Both of these pursuits require i^atience and
perseverance ; so success in many cases de-

pends entirely on the man. It is my plan

to keep on raising a few chickens as long

as they do not interfere and bother me in

apiary work.
Dundee, N. Y.

1500 CHICKENS AND 50 COLONIES OF BEES

Why the Two Lines Go Well Together ; Special-

izing in the Production of Sterile Eggs

BY W. R. BARTLETT

The combination of bees, poultry, and, I

might add, an orchard, is an ideal one. We
have two acres of land in a young orchard,

and liere we have the bees and poultry. A
good growth of eldei'berry bushes and small

trees on the south, east, and west lines of

the lot, and the poultry-buildings on the

north, furnish a good windbreak. We have
from 1000 to 1500 chickens and 50 colonies

of bees.

As we hatch all our chickens with incuba-

tors we are enabled to produce eggs and
broilers (cockerels) when the prices are the

highest. We feed the newly hatched chicks

nothing for the first 48 hours, after which
one of the commercial chick-foods is given

every two hours for the first four or five

days, gradually reducing the feeding to

morning, noon, and night.

The brooder house, one room 28 x 16, is

divided into pens by poultry wire, and a

lamjD-heated movable hover is placed in each
pen of 100 chicks. This admits plenty of
pure air, gives scratehing-space, and insures

perfectly sanitary conditions.

Grit, oyster-shells, and charcoal are con-
tinually before all fowls. The morning and
evening meals for the fowls of all ages con-
sist of mixed grains thrown into the litter.

A dry mash, fed in troughs, is given at

noon. Green food is fed to all at nine in

the forenoon.

At the age of six weeks the chicks are
placed in the colony houses and given the

free range of the orchard. About Oct. 1

the pullets are moved to the large winter
houses. The males are put Avith the two-
year-old layers during the breeding season
only—from January 1 to June 1. The pul-
lets are kept for laying entirely, as we make
a specialty of sterile egs for table use. We
have a special trade in Cleveland, wh3re
there is a growing demand for sterile eggs.

We have not been in the bee business as
long as we have in the poultry business;
but we find business methods apply to the
bees as well as to the poultry. A complete
system of accounting is maintained. The
hives are placed in rows, each one in the
shade of a tree. Each hive bears a tin tag
on which is painted the row letter, and hive
immber, enabling one to locate any hive im-
mediately.
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Fig. 2.—One of Mr. Bartlett's poultry-houses at close range.

In the management of bees and poultry,

every man, as he gathers experience, adopts
methods peculiar to his own needs and con-

ditions. We have found that it is the best

policy to have all hives and parts uniform
and interchangeable; and we therefore pur-
cl'.ase all our supplies from one reliable

manufacturer, which saves much time and
labor.

We operate principally for comb honey.

In order to check swarming somewhat we
believe in plenty of hive room and ventila-

tion. In the spring all queens are eliiaped.

We find the smoking plan of introducing

queens one of the best.

There are several devices which have
liroven to be very convenient, among which
is a frame the size of a hive covered with

wive cloth, which, when placed over the top
of the frames, prevents the bees from flying

out and robber bees from getting in when
the cover of the hive is off. At the same
time, one is able to see what is going on in

the hive. When a hive is being robbed we
find a wire-cloth box, large enough to tele-

scope over the entire hive, very effectual.

Early in the fall all colonies that are

short of stores are fed a sufiflcient amount
of syrup, so that none have less than 25 lbs.

for winter. Weak colonies are united by
placing one hive on top of the other, with

a screen between them for three or four
days.

Our bees winter on their summer stands,

and are protected with chaff cushions in a

super on top (grain-bags, one on each side),

together with an outer covering of roofing

paper securely tied with a heavy cord.

There are many reasons why the bee and
poultry businesses work together advanta-
geously. Each business has its own busy
season. The incubating and brooding of
chickens is practically over before the busy
season with the bees begins. Another ad-

vantage of the combination is that the same
land can be utilized for both. Besides this,

poultry fertilizes the land, bees fertilize the

fruit, and the fruit-blossoms furnish the

bees with nectar.

Our idea is to have a good laying strain

of White Leghorns, a good laying strain of
Italians, and to " keep on the job."

North Ridgeville, Ohio.

A BEE AND POULTRY PARTNERSHIP

BY RUTH C. GIFFORD

My mother and I are in the poultry and
bee business in partnership. The days I

am busy with the bees she takes entire

charge of the poultry. We have struck some
" bumps " with the bees, but more with the

poultry. So the thing's that follow in this

article are from plain hard experience.

For several years our troubles started a

few days after the first chicks were hatched,

and, in spite of all our care, we seldom
raised half of them. Some died with the

Avhite diarrhea, and others just dried up
until they looked like bumble-bees, and fell

over dead. Then we decided to change the

feed and the method of management. Since

that time we have seldom had a sick chick.

With this method we give the chicks luke-

warm water and grit when they are 40 hours
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old. Two hours later

we give them a little

bit of fine oatmeal.

This is given them
every three or four

hours for three days.

After that Ave use a

good chick-feed of

mixed grains. We usu-

ally buy this by the

hundred pounds direct

from some poultry-

supply house, because

we find that by so do-

ing we can save about

a cent a pound. When
the chicks are a week
or ten days old we
start to give, once a

day, a level teaspoon-

ful of commercial beef

scrap and fine bone for

every twenty cliicks.

We feed often, but

give a very small quan-
tity at a time. All the

feed is scattered in

straw or hay-heads,

and the chicks have to

scratch for it. When
they are about a month
old we add wheat and
cracked corn to their

ration, and give them
all they want to eat.

We never give chicks

any kind of ground
feed.

Next the gapes start-

ed among the chicks.

We finally settled on
the old- fashioned

horse-hair method to

remedy that. We could

not always make it work, though, until some
kind neighbor told us to catch a small string

behind the two little hooks on the back part

of the chicks' tongues, and to hold on to the

ends of the string with the thumb and first

finger of tlie left hand. This prevented the

chicks from jerking in their tongues and
sending the hair down their throats instead

of their windpipes. If the little loop in the

hair is dipped in turpentine the worms let

go much easier. We never send the horse-

hair down their windpipes more than three

times. Then we let them sleep in a basket

for several hours, and after that try again
if they are still gaping. However, we usu-

ally find that they have all stopped.

Our chicks had lice, too ; but we never

even touched them to look for lice until they

Fig. 3.—Mr. Bartlett's method of preparing hives for winter. A super
is placed over the brood-chamber containing a chaff cushion held away from
the top-bars by means of a Hill device. The super-cover is then put on, and
the whole hive wrapped in a heavy grade of black enameled felt. The regu-
lar hive-cover is put on top, and the whole tied together. Lastly the paper-
cover shade-board is put on and weighted down.

were ten days old. Then we poured a mix-
ture of four parts of coal-oil and one part
of crude carbolic acid over the bottoms of
the coops, and that night picked the head-
lice off their heads. This is not pleasant

work ; but chicks can't live with lice boring
into their brains. We waited until they were
ten days old, because then the handling does
not weaken them, and we did it at night

because they were sleepy and did not make
a fuss.

When the chickens weigh about three

pounds we select the pullets we want to

keep for laying. As our chickens are Plym-
outh Rocks we have to try to guard against

the type that gets overfat. We select the

active, bright-eyed pullets that have medi-
um-large combs, broad breasts, and are wide
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between the pelvic bones. Even after this

care we seldom risk keeping' them over two
years. In order to tell which are the two-

year-old hens, we place hog'-rings on the

left legs of the pullets one year, and on the

right legs of the pullets the next year. Then
we sell the hens in June and July after their

second winter. We like the hog-rings be-

cause they are easy to use and so cheap that

we don't have to botlier removing them
when we sell the hens.

North East, Md.

BEEKEEPING, POULTRY- RAISING, AND GAR-
DENING

BY C. H. GEBHARDT

On Nov. 1, 1912, I housed 18 yearlings,

25 pullets, and three cockerels of the White
Wyandotte strain. After having tried many
other breeds I think that the Wyandottes
are the best all-around breed for every pur-

pose. I had White Leghorns once, and could

get a few dozen eggs more per year; but

for broilers they are of no use; and in the

fall, when one wants to sell the old hens,

their carcasses will bring hardly any thing,

while Wliite Wyandottes make the finest

broilers, and the old hens weigh from 7 to

8 lbs. They are good layers and good moth-

PiG. 1.—C. H. Gebhardt, Lake Geneva, Wis., and
his White Wyandottes.

ers, while Leghorns are non-sitters; and if

one wants to raise Leghorns he can not find

enough sitters, so he must keep a few of

some other breed for sitters or use incuba-

tors, which will not pay for a man with

small means.
I feed my laying hens a mash composed

of equal parts of bran, corn meal, ground
oats, chopped alfalfa, and 1 lb. of beef

sciaps, keeping plenty of oyster-shells,

grits, charcoal, and fresh water before them
all the time. At noon I give them a few
handfuls of wheat in their litter to keep
them busy scratching. In the evening I feed

them equal part (my own mixture) of

wheat, cracked corn, and oats.

Fig. 12. -Mr. Gt ipiajy, Lake Geneva, Wis.
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I paint the perches every week with ker-

osene and carbolic acid, and powder the

nests every week with Persian insect-pow-

der. Once a month I change the nest mate-
rial, also the litters out of the seratching-

pens. For the laying hens I have a room
10 X 12 feet next to my horse-stable, so it is

nice and warm. The scratching-pens, as can

be seen at the extreme left of Fig. 1, are

made out of old hot-bed sash 10 x 12 feet.

The yard is 20 x 50 long, and in summer the

chickens have free range.

My wife takes care of all the young chick-

ens, hatching them under hens. All this we
do in our spare time, as I must attend to my
garden from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m. The bees I

attend to mostly alone in summer.
Sometimes I took comb honey out at 3 a.

M. as the bees were quiet, and it was not so

hot' as in the bright sun, and at 7 A. M. I

was through. The extracting of honey and
grading of sections we did evenings. You
see if a man is ambitious be can do a good
deal.

Lake Geneva, Wis.

BEES AND POULTRY FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE

Chicks Eating Drones

BY H. H. SNOWBERGER

My wife and I, now both past 75 years

of age, jointly own three acres of gi-ound,

and have for years kept bees and chickens

in the same lot. We have been quite suc-

cessful. While I do the work with the bees,

and feed the old chickens, the care of the

young chicks falls mostly to her during
swarming time, and until the honey-flow is

over, when I assist her to some extent until

later in the fall when cold weather sets in.

Then I assume all the work, both with bees
and chickens. While I do quite well with
the bees, there is occasionally a season, as

all beekeepers know, when the honey crop is

short or an entire failure; then an income
of from $150 to $175 per year from our
chickens comes in good play to bridge over
the shortage from honey.

" But," many ask, " will the two get along
peaceably together? Will not the bees sting

the chickens'?" Well, that depends. So
long as we kept any black chickens we had
many a chick stung to death ; but when we
changed to Barred Plymouth Rocks there

were not so many. Five or .six years ago we
changed to Buff Orpingtons, and have had
practically no trouble from stinging since,

although the hens with their broods (we use
no incubator nor brooder) are among and
close to the hives more or less all day. I

don't think we have had a chick badly stung

since we ha\e kept Buff OriDingtons. A
very few times I have seen one or two bees
attack an old hen when she came too close

or became too fussy close to a hive. But
she would soon skeedaddle, and the brood
would follow.

One advantage in keeping chickens in the
same yard with bees is getting rid of drones.
I don't aim to rear many drones except in

a few choice colonies ; but, as all beekeepers
know, almost every colony will find or make
a place to rear a few drones; and in man-
ipulating my bees I always have a sharp
knife in my tool-kit; and if I find any un-
desirable drone brood I shave their heads
off, when, of course, the bees will drag them
out and drop them in front of the luve,

where the chickens soon find them and learn
to eat drones, and soon go to catching live

ones, picking them from among the work-
ers on the alighting-board, and even catch-
ing them on the wing in front of the hive.

I have my hives close to the ground ; but if

I have any choice drones that I wish to save
I must set the hive 20 or 24 inches above
the ground. This work is invariably done
by the young chickens after the mother henj
has left the brood, or when they weigh 1^/4

to 2 lbs. I don't remember ever seeing an
old hen catching drones; but the chicks do,

and they go about it with perfect impunity,
seldom being attacked by bees. Not all the
chicks nor even a majority of them catch
drones; but every season a few learn the
trick, and they practice it industriously and
succesfully. I have often watched them to

see if they caught workers, but could never
see them catch a worker.

The Buff Orpingtons do finely for us
along with bees. They are of good size,

easily confined, a fair layer, good mothers,
not easily excited, a splendid table fowl, and
the nicest fowl to dress we ever raised.

They sell very readily on that account, but
the hens are inclined to be a little broody.
We eat all the eggs and chicken we want,

and sell $150 to $175 worth of eggs and
chickens per year. We also keep a cow,
and from these three sources we make a
comfortable living on our three acres of
ground, and have a little laid by for a rainy
day which is fast approaching.

Before I engaged in bee and poultry
keeping I worked by day's work, and little

more than made a living. For some years
I have not been able to do hard work; but
by keeping bees and chickens I need not
work nearly as hard as I formerly did, and
can make a much better living than when
doing day labor; and there are many elder-

ly people in limited circumstances barely
making a living at hard labor who could
materially increase their income, and per-
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Anton Larsen and his six honey-eaters.

haios prolong their lives, if they would quit

hard labor, for Avhic-h they are no more fit-

ted, and engage in these same occupations,

especially if they have a small permanent
home of their own.

Huntington, Ind.

A BACK-YARD POULTRY-PLANT

BY GEORGE T. WHITTEN

My poultry-plant occupies a plot of

ground about 20 by 50 feet, and consists

of four houses six feet square, two-story,

with gable roof, G^/^ feet to gable, and 4^/2

feet to. the eaves. The lower floor is for a
scratching-space, and the upper one for

roosts and nests. A shutter is provided on
each side, two feet high ; these open out and
rest on prop, and are kept open in summer
for ventilation and shade. They are closed

in winter, making the house absolutely tight

except the door in the south end, 2 feet

wide by 5 feet 8 inches high, which has wire
on the inside and muslin on the outside.

The cloth is jout on late in the fall, and
taken off early in spring.

All inside textures are home-made except
tlie drinking-fountains. These are eight-

quart galvanized-iron jjails, costing ten cents

each. They are the most convenient foun-
tain I can get, and give the best satisfaction.

They are placed on a slatted platform rais-

ed 14 inches from the floor. This keeps the

water clean, and does not take any of the

floor sjDace.

I feed scratch food in the litter night and
morning, except two or three feeds a week
when oats, corn, or boiled vegetables are

given for a change. Dry mash is kept be-

fore them in hoppers at all times, also gi'it,

shell, and charcoal. They have green feed

every day in the form of lawn-clippings,

turnips, Swiss chard, or beets. I sometimes
feed sprouted oats.

My chickens are hatched by hens and in-

cubators both, and brooded in fireless brood-

ers. These are 3 feet square, with floor, and
a covered rim 3x6 feet on the front. Cheese-

boxes are used for hovers with a hole cut on

each side in front 10 inches apart, so the

chicks can pass in and out at either side.

These are placed in shoe-boxes that are the

same width as the cheese-box, so that the

entrances to hovers come in the corners of

the box, or against the sides. In this way
the chicks crowd one another into the hover

rather than out. A cover is provided for

the hover by means of a wire hoop that fits

the inside of the cheese-box, and covered

with burlap. Wires for holding it are bent

to hang over the edge of the box. By these

the mats can be adjusted to the size of the

chicks by raising or lowering them. Chick
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feed is used, and growing mash kept before

them at all times. Green food is given every

day.

For the best results pullets should be
hatched the last of March or the first of

April, and kept growing as fast as possible

so they will begin laying during October.

Results for one year : 39 hens averaged
171 eggs each for the year. Paid out for

feed, etc., $115.29 ; received $277.65—profit.
$162.36. This includes eggs and chickens

I hat were i^roduced and sold.

I think there is no combination that could

be worked together on a farm to better

advantage than bees, poultry, and fruit.

Hartford, Ct.

WEEDING OUT THE HENS THAT DO NOT LAY

The Use of Trap Nests

BY C. A. KINSEY

Three years ago I bought two cocks and
twenty hens, reputed to be good layers,

because, I suppose, they were White Leg-

horns. For two years those hens and in-

crease did not more than pay for their feed.

1 fed them the best I knew how, which was
according to the good old days on the farm
when I was small, and went out in the

morning and threw the hens a pail of grain

from the granary, and gathered the eggs at

night. Once a year or so father traded a
rooster with one of the neighbors, and the

neighbors all did likewise. I don't believe

now that any of those flocks ever paid their

keep, barring the fact that there was a good
deal of grain scattered around that they

could get which otherwise might have been
wasted.

A year ago I got a second-hand incubator,

and through the catalog with it I secured a

lot of free poultry literature from the man-
ufacturers.

Feb. 1, 1913, I selected 25 Leghorn pul-

lets and 8 Barred Rock hens and pullets,

and I bought two Leghorn cockerels and a
Barred Rock cockerel to mate them with.

They commenced to lay during the fore part
of February, and laid fairly well during
March and April, but not enough to pay for

more than their feed. I knew that some
were laying better than others; and in order
to get their eggs for hatching I made some
trap nests, put numbered bands on the

pullets, numbered each pullet's eggs, and
saved the best layer's eggs for hatching. I

]Hit in the trap nests May 12, and by July
12 I had found out several tilings about my
hens. Out of the 25 Leghorns there were
six that had laid 35 to 40 eggs each. Others
laid from 5 to 20 each, and three none at all.

They were good lookers; and but for the

trap nests no doubt I would still have those
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tlu-ee hens for breeders this year, for those

three hens, mind you, would go into the

nests just as often as the better layers,

settle themselves comfortably for an houi-

or so, and then cackle as loud as any, but
never lay an egg ! When I dressed them for

the table later, I found them to be practical-

ly baiTen.

During the latter part of the season some
of the medium layers caught up with the

best ones; the others I sold, or killed for

our own use.

The total eggs laid by the flock from
March 1 to Dec. 1 would pay for the feed

consumed by the old flock and the new.
We have had eggs for our own use and

hatching, and sold the rest; had all the fry-

ers needed for a family' of four, and sold

$16.00 worth besides ; and have for breeders

15 Leghorn hens and 6 Barred Rocks ; also

30 Leghorn pullets that are beginning to

lay, and 32 Barred Rocks. I got some new
cockerels of both breeds from flocks of good
reputation as layers. I am also following
the best methods I can learn as to feeding;

viz., feeding in litter for winter, balanced
rations, mash, green bone, sprouted oals,

chopped vegetables, clean quarters, etc., and
if they don't lay it will be because it isn't

in them to do so. However, I expect that,

with proper care, they will lay fairly well,

and, with the aid of the trap nests, I shall

be able to select the best layers, and thereby
get cockerels that will produce layers, for

it is claimed that the cock is two-thirds of
the flock in that respect.

Another thing, I don't have to hunt in all

the out-of-the-way places for eggs. The
hens prefer the trap nest, where they are

unmolested. The big Barred Rocks will even
push their way in some time early in the

morning before I have set them for the day.

Of course, trap nesting requires attention.

For the good of the hens they should be
looked after every two hours, at least,

though mine have to go from one o'clock to

nearly six in the afternoon.

Belgrade, Mont.

ASHES TO EXTERMINATE RED MITES AND
LICE

BY W. H. LEWIS

It is over 30 years since I bought my first

dozen of eggs from pure-bred fowls, and
about the same time made an incubator.
During this time I have had about all of
what A. I. Root calls " happy surprises."
" Convergent " poultry-yards and round
barns wei'e voted a " dismal failure " in this

region about 20 years ago. A few were

built of each; but in every case they were
torn down and the colony plan, or long
house with yards on each side for fowls,

and the square barn for the farm, were
substituted.

Hot tallow for chicken perches I tried

about 15 years ago, and it is a waste of time
and tallow. Dirt sticks to the tallow in a

very short time, and the mites make
" bridges " over it.

During these thirty years, up to the last

four years, my wife has been considered the
" boss " of the poultry part of our ranch,

and she knows something about chickens too.

During the time mentioned of our " joint
"

management we have fought mites and lice

by the millions, and I must confess we came
out second best, as we never could exter-

minate them.

Four years ago I determined to take up
the chickens as a sole business, having ar-

rived at the age where the old man is crowd-
ed out by the younger, and also concluded
that, if I could not make a success, it did

not much matter, as my wife and I have
always tried to sit tight on the " nimble
shilling."

I commenced by increasing the flock, and
cleaned out all the chicken-houses; we had
used a good deal of slack lime as a deodori-

zer prior to this time ; but not having any
on hand the idea occurred to me to use

ashes, which I did, and soon came to the

conclusion that ashes are better than lime.

Before summer was over I also noticed that

my young chickens in fireless brooders were
alive with mites while the stock in the old

houses was perfectly free—first credit to the

ashes. About this time I sold the old farm,

built a new home and a lot of chieken-

liouses on the colony plan ; moved my young
stock from the old farm, sold the rest, and
have done nothing else since (three years)

but tend to my chickens and bees. I have

used nothing in my chicken-houses (which

are double-floored) but coal ashes as a de-

odorizer, about two gallons to each house

holding about 50 hens, once a week at clean-

ing time, throwing the ashes on the drop-

pings platforms, and over the top and ends

of the roosts. Up to the present I have not

seen a mite, no lice, but few fleas. These

houses, now three years old, have not been

whitewashed, nor has a jDarticle of disin-

fectant of any kind been sprayed on the

inside; and now I will give a bonus big

enough to start all tlie millionaries of the

T jiited States hunting to find a single mite,

louse, or flea on the inside. Nothing but a

plentiful dusting of coal ashes did it, and
tlio ashes go out witli the droppings every

week to fertilize the garden, and a new lot
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put in. Two years ago I gave my daughter,

living on the lot next to me, a dozen hens

from my pens, and in about a year the mites

and lice came near finishing them—no ashes

used. Since then ashes have been used
according to my directions, and now chick-

ens are clean.

To conclude, thoroughness is necessary in

every tiling to be successful. If my method
is followed, and fine coal or wood ashes

used, it will positively rid and keep clean

any chicken-house, at least in this locality.

East Barnaby, B. C.

THE BEST POULTRY-HOUSE FOR SUMMER
AND WINTER

A Home-made Poultry-house for a City Lot

BY E. H. UPSON

After more than forty years of experi-

menting with dit^^erent styles of houses I

have, by close observation, come to the con-

clusion that a cheap well-ventilated dry
liouse is more satisfactory than the more
elaborate affair. Having retired from the

farm 1 am now located in the suburbs of a

city of 13,000, and last spring I built a

poultry-house which is so satisfactory that

I should like to describe it briefly for the

benefit of others of the Gleanings family

who, like myself, are small beekeepers and
poultry-raisers in a sort of play-and-profit

combination.

The house is 12 x 20 ft., inside measure,
and 7 feet high at the eaves. It has a pitch

roof, and is set on a solid concrete wall.

In order to make it rat and mouse proof I

cemented the floor with a concrete of one
part Portland cement and six parts gravel

without sifting.

For convenience in letting the fowls to

and from the yard I have an opening about
9 by 18 inches, fitted with a slide which I

carefully close at night, and feel sure that

nothing can molest the chickens, as all other

openings are carefully protected by galvan-
ized wire cloth. In one side, and near the

end, I have a door 2 ft. 8 inches by 6 ft. 6,

which, of course, I keep closed all the time
except when in actual use. The building is

enclosed with beaded drop siding, which
makes it sufficiently warm for ordinary pur-
poses.

For ventilation I left two openings on
the south side, each 20 by 60 inches; one
opening on the north side, 20 by 60 inches,

and one in the east end 20 by 40 inches;

also an opening in the door 20 x 20 inches.

AH these opening-s are closed with heavy
galvanized cloth of mesh 5 to the inch. For
summer I open all these windows and leave

them open ; but for winter I tack heavy
brown muslin over the openings except on
the south. I have two barn windows, and
on the east one window. This gives sufficient

light, and the muslin gives sufficient ven-
tilation and at the same time prevents the
winds from blowing into the building. I

have two rows of perches extending the
whole length of the building on the north
side. Two rows across the west end, and
two rows on the south run up nearly to the

door, which is located near the east end.
These perches will accommodate 150 ordi-
nary-sized chickens, and are high enough
to give jjlenty of room for nests underneath.
The perches are all placed above droppings-
boards; and for ease in cleaning, the drop-
pings-boards are all hinged on one side and
hooked up on the other, so that it is the

simplest matter in the world to clean the
boards. For convenience in handling the
fowls I placed the perches in rows around
tlie walls, and can reach any bird in the
house from the floor without disturbing any
of the others.

Tlie material for this building cost about
$90 in our local market here. This includes
paint for two good coats.

Inasmuch as I did all the work myself,
digging the trench, making the wall, doing
all the carpentering, painting, etc., I am
unable to state just what the entire cost

would be ; but the labor and painting would
probably be not far from $35 at present
prices for labor of this kind. Some readers
may wonder why I use a cement floor in-

stead of a board floor. I will tell you. I

consider a board floor the uwrst factor in

producing disease among fowls that I know
of.

Ubee, Ind.

A WOMAN'S EXPERIENCE WITH BEES AND
CHICKENS

BY MRS. S. H. STOCKMAN

I have been a beekeeper for forty vears,
and a poultry-raiser for more years than
that. As I said in the March 1st issue of
Gleanings, my husband and I were in part-
nership with the bees after the first few
months (not a silent partnership) until I

took sole charge of the 20 colonies left,

about 15 years ago, I think ; but the poultry
from the first has been my sole charge.
My husband's mother started me in the

poultry line in 1870—43 years ago—with a
Brahma hen and her flock of crossbred
chickens. It was late fall, the chicks were
about half feathered, and I smile now when
I think what an unprepossessing lot thev
were ; for if there is a more ungainly thing
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in existence than a half-feathered Light

Brahma chick I have yet to see it. I have

never been out of hens since. I commenced
beeli:eeping in 1871, and have enjoyed both

as well as helped to keep the family pocket-

book from getting entirely emjoty at times.

I have kept many pure breeds and some
crosses; but after all these years and the

experiences which they have brought me T

prefer the White Wyandottes for a general

all-round-purpose money-making fowl. If

well bred I find them healthy, good feeders,

good layers of handsome eggs, and always

ready for market from broiler size to adult

fowl. I have of late years tried the Rhode
Island Reds and Barred Rocks beside them,

and found the White Wyandottes ahead in

many respects. I have hatched for thirty

years, mainly with incubators, and raised in

brooders. I used at first the Monarch as

made by James Rarkin ; later the Cypress
incubators and brooders, which we have

found perfectly satisfactory if given proper
care. We hatched chicks then by the hun-

dreds for several years, and had very little

loss by disease, my husband using the incu-

bators and I the brooders, and caring for

the laying hens. For the last 15 years I

have kept from 50 to 100 layers, and raised

from 100 to 200 chicks, seldom with a loss

of more than half a dozen for the trying

time the first two weeks.

I know well from experience that bees

and poultry go well together in the way I

manage it. While my husband is running
the incubators in March and April (as we
must hatch in those months in this State to

get well-matured pullets for winter laying),

I am looking over the brooders, cleaning

them out, etc., and any thing needful, doing

also the same with the bees. We ran a bee-

supply business at our village; had for 15

years before coming to the farm, and I did

about all the nailing and painting, putting-

together the frames and other inside work
of the hives, so I well know how to do it,

and enjoy doing it. Still, when the chicks

hatch I take the sole charge of them and the

brooders. After the bees are all looked over

in April there is not much to do for them,

so I give the chicks my sole attention for

two weeks, then get them on to dry chick

feed; and after that, with full feed and
water-dishes, they nearly care for them-

selves. V/hen the busy time comes with the

bees in July, swarming time, as I have my
queens all clipped, and practice brushed
swarming, I soon have them so but little

needs to be done for them except to give

them room if needed; and as I have their

fixtures all ready in early sming I have

nothing to do but set on the filled supers.

About Aug. 1 I take ot¥ all clover honey.

prepare the hives for the fall flow from
goldenrod, fireweed, and aster; cut out and
sell all the cockerels that have reached the

broiler size, and all the undersized pullets;

sell alive all my two-year-old hens, which
compose about half my flock of about 100,
leaving room for my 50 or more pullets

which I get into the house for winter laying.

I sell all my stock alive to a neighbor who
sui)23lies a large summer hotel. My bees
usually get enough for winter from the fall

flow, and seldom swarm after July. So I

generally have little feeding, if any, to do

;

so by October I am pushing my pullets with
good feed, and get them to laying by
Thanksgiving or before.

Auburn, Maine.

OLD HIVES RETAIN THEIR VALUE

Painting Necessary

BY L, W. CROVATT

Apropos of the discussion, p. 750, Nov.
1, regarding the value of old hives to the

producer of honey, I wish to say that the

article was correct in all essential details, as

has been demonstrated in a practical man-
ner in my own yard. Dr. John S. Howkins,
who was, perhaps, one of the largest bee-

keepers of this section of Georgia, had at

one time 400 colonies located in West Sa-
vannah. Illness caused the physician to turn
the active management of his yard over to

other parties, and, as usual, neglect caused
a quick deterioration both as I'egards the

attractive appearance of the yard and the

production of honey, the bees having been
allowed to dwindle rapidly.

After one year Dr. Howkins decided that

to attempt caring for his bees was out of
the question; and at the eleventh hour, in a

fig-urative sense, I was called upon to take

over the bees and fixtures. Of the latter

there were, perhaps, some hundreds of

frames and a hundred hives. These had
been in use for three or four years, some
longer; but after getting the bees and
empty hives to my home yard I immediately
stored them out of the weather and made
such small repairs as necessary, this being
largely in the form of new rabbets, etc. The
hive-bodies, after exposure to the elements,

have proven, after a thorough examination,

to be absolutely sound, only about ten or

twelve being bad. These were discarded,

and the sound ones again placed in use. The
old hives are doing full service, having been
in use in my yard for over nine months, and
lliey compare favorably with the new ones
—that is, stock made up for increase, etc.,

within the past few months.
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I regard the old

hives as equal to (he

new so far as point of

service is concerned,

and the outlook now is

that a new coat of

fresh paint will be all

that is necessary to

carry them through
several years of work
in the apiary. In view
of the advance on lum-
ber the advance on
hives was a foregone
conclusion some time

ago, and the saving in

tliis line represents a

rather "pretty penny"
in the operating ex-

penses of this and the

coming year.

Hives can be saved and used corsianlly

for years by the judicious use of paint ; but

it is a wise move on the part of the Soutli-

ern beekeeper to have the bottom-boards
well above the ground in order to avoid the

absorption of moisture from the bottom-

board into the lower edges of the body sides

and ends.

And now for the results of painting. I

am well aware of the fact that there are

strenuous advocates of the unpainted hive;

but if these had gotten a glimpse at the

results of the weather on the few bad hives

they would have probably been convinced

«K^^

Fig. 1.—The fl

ninttly 1% in. thick
nished cake or block of candy. It measures anproxi-
6% in. wide, and 9% in. long. Weight about 5 lbs.

that paint is valuable in the preservation of
the wood; for in every case where the old

bodies had crumbled from rot, the outer
portion, in the form of a shell, was the only
part remaining intact—rotten to a certain

degree, but by far better than on the inner
portions. Had it not been for the jDaint the

whole structure would have crumbled at the
first rough touch.

Savannah, Ga., Nov. 25.

HARD CANDY FOR WINTER STORES

Some Experiments in Wintering Bees on Candy
Alone

BY H. H. ROOT

Fig. 2.—Giving the candy to the bees.

As promised in our last issue, we are pre-

senting herewith a number of engi'avings

showing the different steps in the process of
supplying' cakes of hard transparent candy
made of granulated sugar and water.

For the benefit of our readers who do not
have access to back numbers we are repeat-

ing herewith the directions that have been
given before in these columns:

HOW TO MAKE THE CANDY.
Into a dish of hot water on the stove slowly pour

an equal amount of sugar, stirring constantly. Make
sure that the sugar is all dissolved before boiling

commences. If this precaution is not observed, some
of the undissolved sugar is likely to burn, injuring
the flavor of the candy and almost surely causing
trouble with the bees later. If you have a candy
thermometer, watch the temperature, and do not let

it go above 275 to 280 degrees. Test frequently by
dropping a very little of the syrup into cold water
(about 50 to 55 degrees F.). When the boiling has
continued long enough the drop of candy, when
cooled in the water, should be hard and brittle when
taken out; but when placed in the mouth it should
soften slightly, so that it is tough. When this time
has arrived, pour the syrup immediately.
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Pig. 3.—Cake of candy in position.

The color of the candy when cold should be about

that of light amber honey. If it is darkened very

much it is scorched and unfit for the bees. To pre-

vent the scorching, reduce the fire toward the last

so that the syrup will boil but slowly.

We find that the block of candy is made
tougher, and that it is less likely to assume

a granular form so that it crumbles to

l^ieees, if a small amount of honey is mixed
with the syrup. About one pint of honey

to 25 lbs. of sugar is sufficient. We also

find that a given amount of sugar will make
very close to an equal amount of candy. In

other words, if one desired to make up 50

blocks of candy about the size shown in

these illustrations (which average 5 lbs.) he

will need to get ready about 250 lbs. of

sugar.

If the boiling is done in a kettle it is a

good plan to put in about half a teaspoon-

ful of lard in order to prevent the mixture

from boiling over.

If the paper pie-plates that have been men-

tioned before in these columns hold enough

candy, the syrup, when it is ready, may be

poured into them; but ordinarily a some-

what larger amount of candy is necessary.

The pie-plates hold about 11/2 lbs. of candy.

Fig. up the caudy with a chaflf-tray.

Fig. 4.—Sheet of

candy.
]tli laid over the

The cakes of candy shown in these illustra-

tions are about IV2 inches thick, 6V2 wide,

and 9% long, and they weigh, on the aver-

age, 5 pounds. Forms should be made of

proiDer size, which will make the cakes of
candy smaller at the bottom to facilitate

their removal when cold without taking the

forms apart. Before pouring in the candy,

line the forms with wrapping paper, fold-

ing the corners neatly.

The appearance of the finished cake of

candy is shown in Fig. 1. When giving

candy to the bees, lay three or four small

sticks across the top-bars in order to leave a

bee-space underneath, F-igs. 2 and 3. Lay
an enamel cloth on top. Fig. 4, over which
set the chaff-tray or super containing a

chaff cushion as the case may be, Fig. 5.

The bees start working on the candy at

once; and after a week's time, if the cakes

are lifted. Fig. 6, a line of gi-ooves corres-

ponding to the space between the top-bars

is the result, said grooves being eaten out

by the bees.

Fig. 7 shows a close view of the candy
after having been in the hive just one week.
By this time the three spacing-sticks will

have become imbedded in the candy to some
extent; but the spacing is not so important
after the bees have once eaten some of the

candy, forming passageways.

Fig. 8 shows the remains of a paper pie-

])Iate of candy that has been in the hive for

several weeks. The plate retains its shape
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Fig. 6.—Examiniog cake uf Laiidy after being in

the hive a week.

fairly well, even to the last, although, of

course, when the candy is about gone the

bees gnaw the edges to some extent.

We are wintering enough colonies on
hard candy alone, without any liquid honey
or syrup whatsoever, to give the plan a

thorough test. So far all is well, although

we shall make a fuller rej^ort later on.

On Dec. 4, when we made the last exam-
ination, we found brood in all stages in

many of the colonies. The great blizzard

occurred Nov. 9—11; but the weather during
the last half of the intervening period was
quite warm.

Mr. Pritchard believes that liard candy
is the best material to feed in an emergency
during cold weather. It may be that in

some cases it might pay to winter bees on

candy alone throughout the whole winter,

although the bees having the candy seem to

be somewhat more active and more inclined

to fly than bees having sealed stores of sugar

syrup or honey. No doubt tliis is because

the food sujDply is ahvays opened up, so to

speak, thereb3' placing the bees in very

much the same situation that they would be

in if they were being fed slowly.

BEES AND POULTRY, OR JUST BEES FOR THE
EXPERT APICULTURIST

BY O. L. HERSHISER

Fig. 7.—A close view of a cake of candy on vv

feeding one week. The grooves show the amount the

It is to be presumed that the poultry en-

thusiasts will come forward in the special

number opened for a discussion of their

interests to show how that occupation may
be taken up by the beekeeper with profit-

able results. If it be permissible for one
who holds adverse

views to gain admis-

sion to this poultry

circle, and raise his

\oice above the din of

• ackling and crowing
1 should be pleased to

say a few words.

Can an expert api-

arist afford to divide

his time and attention,

and devote a part to

poultry"? The results

of close observation

and careful calculation

prompt me to answer,

emphatically, no!
I have an acquain-

tance who is abundant-

bees had'eTteil"'
'''°

^^ ^ble to carry on the
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poultry business in the most approved
fashion, and he is noted for his strict atten-

tion to the details of his business enter-

prises. Some years ago he launched into

the poultry business with a zeal born of a

determination to make it a financial success.

Eight thousand dollars was invested in a

strictly up-to-date plant. His best season

was some years ago when 25 cts. per dozen
was realized for his entire output of 3000

dozen eggs, and his gross receipts for the

same were, therefore, $750. As the plant

was run for eggs, the receipts for breeding

stock, eggs for hatching, and poultry for

table use, are inconsequential. From the

total gross income must be deducted cost of

feed, interest on investment, taxes, and other

lesser items, such as heat, egg-containers,

help, etc.

Only superficial mathematical calculation

is required to show that there was little or

no real profit in poultry for this individual

out of the sum slightly in excess of $750.

Allowing for eggs for hatching, poultry for

breeding and for table use, must first be de-

ducted interest on investment, $480, and
taxes at the rate of over 20 per thousand, or

at least $160, making the sum of $640. Then
we have remaining very little for all the

other items of expense and profit. It is

needless to say the business has been aban-

doned and the plant gone to destruction.

As the writer had an apiary of from 75

to 150 colonies of bees in one corner of the

plot of this ijoultry establishment for sev-

eral years, a fairly accurate comparison
may be made. The best season with the bees

was a crop of 8000 lbs., about 2500 of which
was comb, for which an average of 11 cts.

per pound, or $880, was realized. Expenses
consisted of rent of yard, $25 per year ; cost

of sections, foundation, cases, and help, in

all not to exceed $180, leaving for the sea-

son a profit of at least $700, and this on
an investment hardly in excess of $1100.

I have in mind an apiary consisting of

about 65 colonies, spring count, at this time

increased to 118 colonies, situated 30 miles

from the owner's home. The honey from
this yard has been sold for a little over

$625 ; and. allowing $175 as the value of the

increase, it makes a total gross profit for

the apiary of $800. Allowing $150 for all

expenses, which would include interest on

an investment of $1000, there is left $650
as the net profit, or 65 per cent on the in-

vestment. Figures showing as much profit

for an apiary about a quarter of a mile

from the owner's home could be shown ; and
figures showing over 100 per cent for an
apiary about 15 miles from the owner's

home could also be produced. The hired-

help bill for operating these three apiaries

did not exceed $20 except teaming and car-

penter work in the honey-house construc-

tion, and these are not exceptional eases.

Except for a very few extreme specialists

who have, by expensive advertising and
years of persistent effort, succeeded in

working up a demand for eggs for hatching

at several dollars a dozen and birds at

scores of dollars each, where are the poul

try-men who can show the net profits from
their investments that the expert beekeeper
can from his?

Out-apiaries need be visited only at inter-

vals, and are left for the winter months
without attention, and may be left for weeks
at a time during the summer months with-

out detriment ; but the poultry-man must
give his fowls daily attention, at least in the

matter of feed and the gathering of eggs.

Indeed, any success with poultry depends
upon the strict and critical attention of the

man behind the hen, and he must he in

evidence daily.

Operating several out-apiaries by a man
living in a village or city where neither bees

nor poultry could be kept, is entirely prac-

ticable; but the keeping of one or several

poultry establishments successfully at such

long range is unthinkable.

Extracted honey does not deteriorate ap-

preciably if kept one or several years, when
market conditions may warrant it; and even

comb honey may be successfully carried

over the winter if necessary; but the poul-

tryman must sell his eggs and dressed poul-

try when fresh, regardless of market con-

ditions. After all his " fuss and feathers "

with the plumaged tribe, the average poul-

try-keeper receives a net compensation for

his work and attention that would make the

beekeeper's occupation look like a failure.

I imagine the poultryman who finds the

close attention reqiiired in his business a bit

wearing would find restful recreation and
satisfactory profit in keeping bees provided

he has the natural adaptability for it; but

if the expert apiarist wishes to make more
money without the close daily attention re-

quired in the i^oultry business, and has a

few hundred dollars to invest, let him estab-

lish some out-apiaries and " keep more
bees."

This is not to be taken as advising against

the keeping of a few chickens to provide

fresh eggs and poultry for the home table,

nor the keeping of poultry by the beekeeper

situated on the farm, where the details can

be attended to by hired help, and where more
or less cheap feed is available— nor the

keeping of poultry as a pastime, where the

pleasure of the occupation is the chief com-

pensation.

Kenmore, N. Y.
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Heads of Grain from Different Fields

Power Extractor vs. Hand Extractor

I began to work -Hath bees twelve years ago. I

did not know how to use a smoker nor how to get

the bees out of the honey-supers. I have gained

much valuable information since then from reading

about how to care for bees, and from experience.

At first I ran for comb honey ;
then I ran part of

the bees for extracted honey, and used a four-frame

honey-extractor; but I found that it was nonsense

to use a Iiand power extractor if there is much ex-

tracting to do. I made a mistake when I bought the

hand power. I traded it and bought an eight-frame

automatic extractor and a 1% -horse-power gasoline

engine to run the extractor and to pump water. I

back the wagon up to the pump at an out-yard and
let the engine pump a tankful of water to water the

bees. This is a great saving of labor, and it will

pay for itself in two or three years if one has much
extracting to do. The honey gets thick, and candies

fast as the weather gets cold in the fall; and it is

hard work to turn the hand-power extractor when
the honey is thick.

I use a push cart and haul from four to six ex-

tracting-supers, and eight or ten section supers at a

trip.

A motor wagon would be handy to haul honey and
1 ees where the roads 'are good. I have hauled hun-

dreds of colonies of bees with horses and wagon, but
it is necessary to be careful to shut the bees up well,

and not have the horses near the bees when the hives

are opened.
A small honey-house is handy at an outyard to

store bee supplies and to extract and store honey

;

but the honey-house needs two doors—one at each
end, on account of robber bees. One door needs to

be double, as the eight-frame extractor and honey-

tanks will not go through a narrow door. When the

bees are thick at one door where they smell the

honey, there will be no bees at the other door where
they can not smell it.

I made a mistake by not working for a beekeeper
two months or one summer to learn how to work
with the bees and how to take the honey, as it is

slow work for a beginner.

A honey-house may be in the middle of a bee-yard
if one uses a motor truck ; but I use horses, and I

want it at one side of the yard, so I can load or

unload supplies or honey at any time in the day.

I have hauled some honey home from outyards to

extract it, but I prefer to have a small house at each
yard.

I need one small table in the honey-house, high
enough to scrape and case the comb honey, and a

low table at the end of it. The two take up the

length of the room. I want it high enough to put a

50-lb. lard-can under the gate to the extractor when
it is on this table. Sometimes I pile more than 200
section-supers on one table at one time, all full of

honey. I make the frame of a table out of two-inch
lumber and slant the table legs a little at the bottom,
at the ends, and at the sides. I have six legs to a

table if it is a long one. Where ants are bad, tables

are necessary. It is well then to put small tin lids

under the table legs, and to put a little pine tar in

them.
Chamberino, N. M., Apr. 4. The Bee Man.

A Queen whose Eggs do not Hatch
I have been a beekeeper for the last twenty years,

and thought that I had seen about all the turns in

the bee business; but I have run across something
new to me, for we have a queen that has been laying
prolifically for the last two weeks, and there is not
one single egg hatched that we can find. She is a

queen about four weeks old. I don't know her ex-

act age, as we bought her mother this spring from
a Texas firm and introduced her; and the queen
that we got from Texas was laying nicely, so we quit

watching her till we noticed that they were not build

ing up as we thought they should, then we found
that she had been superseded, and a young queen
was in the hive ; and now the young queen's eggs do
not hatch. Can you tell any reason for their not

hatching?
San Jose, 111., June 21. Fred Tyler.

[Once in a great while we run across a queen
whose eggs do not hatch. No reason can be given

for this ; but it is evident that you had such a queen.—Ed.1

Do King-birds Eat Bees and Queens?
Question No. 4, page 557, October Farm Journal,

is, " The king-birds here eat my father's bees, and
sometimes catch the queens. Should they be pro-

tected? " The answer is, " Yes. The king-bird feeds

on beetles, canker-worms, and winged insects. He
does occasionally eat bees; but ornithologists declare

that he selects only drones, and does not do enough
damage to hurt the hive seriously."

I want to know if the answer is correct. I have
watched them eating bees a considerable time after

the workers had destroyed or ejected the drones. As the

Farm Journal editor says, the king-bird does not

hurt the hive, but he certainly hurts the colony if he

gets only one worker, as every little (one) helps,

you know.
Abilene, Texas, Nov. 4. M. E. Pruitt.

[Ornithologists generally agree that king-birds do

not eat worker bees ; but we have had reports show-
ing that the crops of these birds had been opened,

and that scores of worker bees had been found there-

in. It has generally been claimed, however, by or-

nithologists that they eat only drone and queen bees.—Ed.]

Experiment in Fitting Comb Honey in Sections

Successful

I was greatly interested in the article by Dr.
Humpert, Oct. 1, p. 674. I have only five colonies

of Italian bees in eight-frame hives. In the summer
of 1912 I worked with shallow extracting-frames on
each side of the super, filled up with 4 ^4 x 4 1^ plain

sections and fence separators. I had a customer
who offered to take all the honey produced by my
bees ; and as I was getting fifty cents for section

honey I naturally wished that the extracting-frames

were all sections. After thinking it over, I decided

to cut out the honey and fit it in sections and give

it to the bees to fix, which they did in fine shape.

This was during a light flow from balsam. I left

the sections on for five days, and received fifty cents

each. I found that the best way to cut the honey
was with a small fret saw.

Tuxedo Park, N. Y. E. Wilson.

To Hive Swarms Clustered on Fence Posts

On page 790, Nov. 15, in speaking of places where
swarms settle, you say that in many cases they seem
to take particular delight in settling on one of the

posts of the wire fence where it is a slow and
tedious operation to get them. In cases like this, if

you will set the empty hive on the ground near the

post, and strike the post a heavy blow with an ax
or heavy stick, the jar will dislodge the bees and
they will fall at entrance of hive as nicely as though
they were shaken from a small limb or basket ; then

a little smoke puflfed on the post will stop them from
crawling up again. I would rather have swarms
alight on posts than on trees.

Filion, Mich., Nov. 24. David Running.
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Removable Roosts and Dropping-boards

For some years I have used the arrangement for

roosts described in the accompanying engraving, and

found it convenient. It is my own idea, and I do

not know that any one else has any system lilie it,

I have not given it to any poultry journal; but if

' any one thinks it has any merit I shall be glad if

he makes use of it.

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

only what they supply themselves, so I do not see

why one should not combine the two; for if one

pays, the two ought to pay better.

Grand Rapids, Mich. J. A. Pearce

A, piece of galvanized iron cut 10 inches, trian-

gle shape (nailed to the ends of the roost) with two

holes in to hook on two nails in the side of the chick-

en-house (the nails should slant upward). B, hanger

Dailed under the droppings-board and supported liy

nails in the end of the house. C, broom handles

driven deep in the earth floor to support the drop

pings-board with a 14-inch hole bored through so

that a ten-penny nail can drop in. D is a similar

support for roost hangers. E is the roost turned

bottom up on the floor for small chicks. The perch

is then 7 inches high.

The advantage that this system has is that, with

a 7-inch hoe having a handle 4 ft. long, and an iron

water-bucket, I can clean the droppings-boards from

50 hens, and throw on three handfuls of road dust

in about five minutes.

Furthermore, all the hangers (iron) and supports

are easily kept gieased with crude oil or soft grease

with a paint-brush, and will last some time. Then
if the roosts hang 12 or 14 inches from the wall, no

insects can get to the hens.

Finally, the droppings-boards, being 15 inches

from the floor, the hens can go under them and use

all the floor space, and the sun can shine under-

neath also. If wanted, straw can be spread all over

the floor for scratching, and all this arrangement

tan be taken out to clean or oil, and put up again

in a few minutes ; and it can be easily and cheaply

made, the galvanized iron can be cut, including nail

holes, with a sharp cold chisel on a hard-wood block

if no tinner's shears are handy. My droppings-

boards are made of soap-boxes.

St. Louis, Mo. Chas. W. Collett.

Blue Ointment to Kill Lice on Poultry

In a recent issue of your magazine Mr. A. I. Root

mentions having trouble in keeping his fowls free

from lice. The poultrymen
in this vicinity apply blue

ointment around the vent,

and consider this treatment

one of the most valuable

discoveries for the preven-

tion of body lice on fowls

that has been made for

some time, as one treatment

will iLSually keep the birds

free of lice for from four

to six months. The body
lice go to the vent to drink,

and, not being able to cross

the ring of blue ointment,

perish.

The blue ointment must
be specially prepared by be-

ing softened with vaseline,

as the ordinary article is

too hard to spread. The
method of applying is to

take a small amount on the

end of the finger and hold

it against the bird until it melts, then make a ring.

It must not be used on young chicks, as it is too

sti'ong, and will kill them ; but it can be used after

they are six months of age. It costs here 50 cents

for half a pound, which is enough for a small flock

for a year.

The best time to apply is in the evening, just after

the birds have gone to roo.it, as it is easiest to catch

them at that time.

Tacoina, Wash., Aug. 6. D'^vight Whitman.

The Poultry Journals Criticised

I'm getting disgusted with the poultry journals.

About all there is in them is a write-up of " .Tones'

fancy strain of White Leghorns that we visited last

week," or " It will pay our readers well to visit

Smith's poultry-yards and see his strain of fancy

new-fangled breeds," and, of course, plenty of adver-

tisements of the different breeders and supply deal-

ers, which is all right if there were only some prac-

tical articles on the problems that are daily con-

fronting the man with a flock of utility hens which he

is keeping for production, and not just to sell fancy-

bred stock to another buyer at a high price for him

to raise to sell to a third party at a high price, and

so on. SUBSCRIBBK

[It is true that a large proportion of the poultry

journals are filled up with " puffs " for this, that,

and the other ; however, there are some good journals

that are strictly high-class in every sense of the wor.l.—Ed.I

Bees Kept in Poultry-house

Bees may be nicely kept in a poultry-house if it is

kept as a poultry-house should be. I built such a

one last year, and it practically does not need a

thing after it is ready for the poultry to make it

ready for the bees, and the bees do not take up any

(if the room that poultry would use. One has to visit

tlie poultry seven hundred times a year (twice a

day), and they also have to be provided with an

enormous lot of feed ; but the bees will get along

with only two visits a year, and no feed, or feeding

A Profit of $2.20 per Hen ; a Chicken that Learn-

ed to Eat Drones
In the fall of 1911 we moved into a rented place

on which there was no poultry-house ; but as we had

15 hens, 13 of which v/cre pullets, I made a coop

out of three drygoods-boxes. The following spring I

fenced off a plot surrounding this coop with poultry-

netting, and confined them. This plot was about

four rods square, containing three large apple trees

under which I placed 16 colonies of bees. My in-

vestment for coop and fence was about $5.00.
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Besides givinfj me a profit of $2.29 per hen they

performed valuable service by banishing the wood
ants from the bees. When I first put my bees in

this place these ants vi'ere very numerous, and
swarmed all over the hives. I went for a shovel

and sousht out their beds, dug them up to start the

chickens scratching, and they did the rest. By
scratching up their beds and eating their eggs the

ants decided it was too warm a place and moved
out.

Bees and cliickens lived peaceably together all

summer. One pullet learned to eat drones, and
would catch them at every opportunity; but I never
saw her catch a worker.

Ogden, Utah, Nov. 28. Joseph H. Peterson.

An Enthusiast in Florida

This is our sixth winter in the State, and our
fourth one here. One winter was spent on the east

coast and one at Winterhaven. We have a home
here. We like it very much. I have been a Meth-
odist minister for over fifty-three years. I shall soon

be 76 years old. I am fond of fishing, bee culture,

and chicken-raising. I bought three stocks of bees
last spring; transferred and Italianized them, and
out of the three I made seven. I lost about half of

the queens by the king-birds. The bees are all in

hives of ten frames. I started north July 3, getting

back again Nov. 6. There were two hives in fair

condition. The other five were nuclei. I put supers
on si.x of the hives. The bottoms of the hives were
all well filled. The supers on the two best were well

filled—32 sections from one, and 31 from the other.

Another had 17 sections, another 16, and the last

had 4—100 sections, 4 x 5. All had very good honey.

I do not think my bees will be idle more than two
months in the j ear. James G. Tetu.

Tarpon Spring, Fla., Nov. 24.

A Bunch of Questions
I have 18 stands of bees, and am going to buy 30

stands in the spring. Part of them are in crooked
combs, but in L. frames and dovetailed hives, so the

ones in crooked combs I shall have to transfer to

straight combs. This is a fair locality. Please an-

swer the following questions

:

Nn. 1. What kinds of Italians are the best—the

golden or leather-colored ? Are they the stock you
look to for your surplus honey ?

2. Do you practice spring feeding to stimulate

brood-rearing when the colonies to be fed have plenty

of honey ? What proportion do you use of water
and sugar? and is there any preference in favor of

beet or cane sugar?
3. What kind of feeder do you use for this pur-

pose ? I have chosen the Boardman entrance feedBr.

Is there any danger of starting robbing where the

feeders are kept clean and no syrup is besmeared on
the outside to entice the bees.

4. What time in the spring should I transfer my
bees? My plan is to wait until the weather gets warm
and quite settled, and then drive the bees and queen
into a new hive, put a queen-excluder on top of the

old hive, and let it remain for 21 days; then drive

the rest of the bees into the new hive.

5. In three weeks I want to divide the new hive

and introduce a new queen of the best stock. Is

that the right time?

6. When you divide your bees in the spring, say
a ten-frame hive, how many stands do you usually
make from a strong or average stand, considering
the honey crop more than increase ? How long should
the queenless part be without a queen ? Do you put
wire cloth over the entrance for two or three days ?

This last part would consume lots of time for an
outyard four or five miles distant. Is the above way

a practical plan, or is stuffing the entrance full of

grass a better way ?

7. In buying queens with V2 lb. or 1 lb. of bees,

is there any advantage in buying the bees to be only
a sort of pad to the queen to prevent injury to her?
Should the bees be introduced along with the queen
to my queenless colonies?

8. Do you practice pinching queen-cells through
the swarming season to prevent swarming? I am
going to run ten-frame hives for comb honey, and
eight-frame for extracting. Do you use full sheets

of thin foundation for sections? Is there any real

gain by it? Do you use bee-escapes for releasing
the bees from the supers ?

9. In raising a few queens to restock with, will

the bees make a queen-cell out of a regular-sized
honey or worker cell ? In Bulletin 49, by the De-
partment of Agriculture, Albany, N. Y., the instruc-

tions are to take a frame that has had brood in it

once or twice; cut two rows of cells, and leave one.

Then let the frame be cared for by a queenless colo-

ny ; but it does not state whether it is to be drone-
cells or not. Would not the regular cells be too small
for queen-cells ?

10. What kind of wire cloth should I use to make
cages for cagini; queens? Can I get it of the reg-

ular dealers '!

Belle Fourche, S. D., Nov. 30. W^. A. LOSH.

[1. As a general thing we prefer the original

strain of Italians—the leather-colored ones. There
are some fine strains of goldens ; but most breeders
of them have apparently overlooked the business
qualities, and breed for color only. This is the rea-

son why so many of the goldens are inferio)

.

2. The practice among our best producers is to

feed literally in the fall, and to avoid spring feeding
as much as possible. Still, there are times when stim-

ulative feeding in the spring can be practiced to ad-

vantage. But very often a beginner does more harm
than good. For stimulative feeding we use equal
parts of sugar and water well stirred together. For
fall or winter feeding, we use two parts of sugar to

one of water.

There is no preference between the two sugars ; in

fact, there is no possible way of detecting the differ-

ence, even by the best chemists.
3. Of all the feeders on the market we prefer the

Boardman. It is excellent for stimulating, and does
well in early fall in feeding up for winter. It is not,

however, suitable for late feeding. Where one de-

sires to give a colony its full supply of stores at one
or two feeds it is too small. In this case the Miller

feeder is Leiter.

The Boardman will not cause robbing if one will

use ordinary precaution. The outside of the cans
and the feeder blocks must be cleaned of any daub
of syrup, and the colony must be strong enough to

put up a fair defense at its entrance. In feeding
weak nuclei an inside feeder, or, better still, slabs
of candy are Letter.

4. The best time to transfer in the Northern States
is in the spring during fruit-bloom; but the work
may be done at any time of the year providing there
is no danger of robbing. If practiced during the
clover flow it will cause more or less of an interrup-
tion with the colony ; and if the season has been on
for any length of time it means the cutting up of

combs that are heavy with honey. By transferring
in the spring during fruit-bloom it avoids this.

Your plan of procedure as outlined is not quite
cl:ar to us. It we understand you correctly you mean
that you drive the bees with their queen into a new
hive on empty combs or frames of foundation. We
infer that the old hive is left on the old stand, and
that the new hive with its bees and queen is put on
top of the old stand, with perforated zinc between.
If this is your plan you will be doing an unneces-
sary lot of work. Better by far remove the old hive

from its stand a few feet. Put the new hive on the
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old stand and drive most of the bees witli the queen
into the new hive. Then 21 days later, after all the

brood is hatched in the old parent hive, shake the

rest of them in front of the entrance of the new
hive ; finally remove the old hive with its combs,

which may now be melted up into wax.

5. The answer to this question will depend some-
what on the mode of treatment adopted in the answer
to No. 4. If you are running for increase you can
divide. If you are running for honey, we would
not advise you to make the division.

6. As a general answer to this question, we would
state that, if you desire to make increase, you should

not practice dividing. If you desire to make in-

crease and honey both, practice the Alexander meth-

od as described in his book. Four or five nuclei

can be made from one strong colony ; but this is on

the basis of no surplus. As a general proposition

we would advise making all increase after the main
honey-flow is over, and then resort to feeding if the

bees need stores. When practicing dividing it is

usually necessary to shut up the entrances of the

nucleus (moved from the old stand) with a little

grass, for two or three days. Grass is better than
wire cloth, because it will wilt away, releasing the

bees without the aid of the beekeeper. But a far

better plan where one has out-apiaries is to move the

divided colonies from an outyard. In other words,

make the division in some yard other than the one
in which they have been stationed previously. Try
as you may, splitting a good colony into several

units, in the same yard, will result in a part of the

flying bees going back to the old stand. The veteran
beekeepers know how to overcome this to a certain

extent, but not entirely.

Every nucleus should have a laying queen, a vir-

gin, or a cell, as soon as the division is made;
otherwise valuable time will be lost. Another thing,

a nucleus, as a rule, will not produce cells that will

result in strong, vigorous queens.

7. Packages of bees without combs can be sent

with or without combs. The presence of Her Maj-
esty does not, so far as we can discover, detract

from or add to the success of the shipment. If a

pound of bees, however, is given to a nucleus with
a queen, the latter should be caged in an introduc-

ing cage for 24 or 48 hours. It might be advisable,

also, in the case of hybrids or cross bees, to smoke
both lots a little before uniting.

8. It is the general practice of honey-producers to

destroy cjueen-cells at the beginning of the swarming
season. Swarming-cells, if left unmolested, are al-

most sure to cause swarming.
You had better run your eight-frame hives for

comb honey, and the ten-frame for extracted. In
producing comb honey it is always advisable to use
full sheets in sections. Starters are used by the

manufacturers of bee-supplies for the reason that

sections with full sheets do not ship well. Aside from
this, there is no reason why starters should be used
except on the ground of economy, and a poor econ-

omy it is.

We use bee-escapes when we can. Sometimes at

outyards we shake and smoke the bees out of the
supers.

9. In the instructions above referred to, worker-
cells are probably meant, both on the ground of con-

venience and because they might be accepted more
readily for queen-cell purposes. Before you expect
the bees to work out these prepared cells, all other
brood in the hive to which they will go should be
removed first. If you succeed by this method you
will need to follow carefully the directions in the
bulletin referred to.

10. Ordinary black painted wire cloth will give

good results. Do not use any wire cloth painted
green, on account of the Paris green in the paint.

A two or three frame nucleus with a queen will ship

almost anywhere with scarcely a failure.

—

Ed.]

Danger of Spontaneous Combustion
Referring to page 599, Sept. 1, do not store waste

in an empty hive, in a box or a small building, but
in a tin box with tight cover. Never let waste touch
wood nor get air to feed any flame that may stai't in

it.

Spontaneous combustion is one of man's worst
enemies, being but little understood, and working
silently day and night. It requires just enough air

to combine with the combustible to raise it to the

temperature of ignition. A draft of air would keep
the temperature down and prevent it.

An empty hive is an ideal place to start a fire by
spontaneous combustion ; but in a tight tin box the

heat passes through the tin, lowering the inside tem-

perature, and in case of spontaneous combustion the

tight tin keeps the air away from the fire, allowing

it to smoulder without danger.

Hammonton, N. J., Sept. 7. C. E. Fowler.

One Cause of Dark Wax
If I boil bee-comb in an iron or metal kettle to

extract the wax, will the wax be a dark color ?

Williamson, Pa., Dec. 1. L. H. Lindemuth.
[Wax will not be darkened in an iron kettle unless

you let it boil for a considerable length of time. The
lest way, as soon as the wax is melted, is to dip it

off immediately; then you will find no discoloration.

An iron kettle will discolor wax a great deal less

than a receptacle of galvanized iron, or, in fact, of

almost any other metal except the plain iron. The
important thing is to see that the wax is dipped out
and cooled as soon as it is melted. Wax kept hot

for an hour or two, or longer, will invariably be

discolored. The longer it is kept hot, the darker it

will be.

—

Ed.]

CONVERSATIONS WITH DOOLITTLE

Continued from page 9.

or tliose produced from queens reared from
an imported mother, allowing these queens

to mate with whatever drones there were in

and about the ajjiary, as such crossing would
give additional vigor to an already vigorous

I'ace of bees.
" Allow me to sum ujd this matter briefly

from a standpoint covering a period of

nearly forty-five years : Except for the

breeding of queens for market, 1 would say.

first have your queens mate with drones as

distantly related to your queen mother as

possible; second, use queens as closely re-

lated to imported Italian stock as possible,

where working for extracted honey, for

there are no bees in the world, in my opin-

ion, that excel those one generation from
imported stock for large yields of extracted

honey. Third, where white capping of combs
becomes one of the great objects to work
for, as is the case where working for section

honey, choose the golden Italians on account

of their qualities in that direction. These

bees are in no way second to Italians from
imported stock as to their honey-gathering
qualities. They simply use, of that gather-

ed, only enough to give the nice white cap-

pings required when producing fancy sec-

tion honey."
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Our Homes
A. I. Root

Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest

he fiill.— I. Cor. 10:11!.

Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a

right spirit within me.

—

Psalm 51:10.

He that ruleth his spirit is better than he that

taketh a city.

—

Prov. 16:32.

Every little while I get to thinking I have

got past at least some of my weaknesses of

early life, and that I am now, in advanced
age, making a pretty good record as a citi-

zen and as a Christian ; but it almost seems

sure, after such reflections, that Satan gives

me another pretty severe " tussle." I think

that one of my experiences of recent date

may be helpful to some of you.

This is the third winter I have been run-

ning the Sears automobile I have told you
about, and it has given me more satisfaction

during the past six weeks than ever before.

It has not been to the shop once, for Wesley
and I have been able to make all repairs

needed. After standing untouched during

the whole summer, with gasoline left in the

tank, it started right off promptly.
Xow, wliile the machine has been all that

could be desired, the compound pump sent

with it, for pumping up the tires, has been

giving a lot of trouble. It has for some
time failed to pump up the tires real hard.

Ernest always scolds because I let my tires

get down so soft. I tell him there is less

"jolt" in riding; but he maintains (and
justly) it is harder on the rubber tires, and
takes more power. In turning corners it is

also much harder work if a tire is partially

flat, because a larger surface lias to twist

round on the pavement or sandy road, and
this twisting also wears the rubber tire much
faster. First, oil worked over into the small

rubber air-tube of the pump, cutting the

rubber so it clogged. A big wire pulled

through several times removed two bits of

rubber. Then I had trouble and worry in

finding how to get the double cylinder apart.

When I finally got at the plunger, one leath-

er was worn through. Each time I found
some defect I was " dead sure " I had rem-
edied the trouble; but each time the pump
failed to push up the tires good and hard.

This pump that cost enough to do the best

kind of work puzzled me, so I lay awake
nights thinking about it. Why not take it

to a garage? There are several reasons. We
have a garage of our own in Medina, and
I have been in touch with mechanical work
all my life, and it hurts me to give up beat-

en. Very likely there is some foolish pride

right along here.

It was my 74th birthday, but I had forgot-

ten it at the time. I had worked in vain at the

l)ump the day before, and was at it again
until nearly noon. My nervous hands were
covered with black grease, my back ached,

and I was conscious I was getting in a bad
frame of mind. That " alarm bell " was
getting louder and louder. I was vexed and
impatient. I didn't want any dinner, nor
any nap before dinner. On this day par-

ticularly it was incumbent on me to be

pleasant and smiling to Mrs. Root when I

sat down to the dinner that she had taken
unusual joains in preparing. A drinking
man once said to me, " Mr. Root, I am on a

horse I can't manage. When he goes I have

to go." I told him that " horse " would
land him in a drunkard's grave, and it did,

not long after. As I struggled with that

rebellious spirit I wondered if I, A. I. Boot,

was not in danger of being in a like pre-

dicament. Suppose a visitor or a group of

visitors should call as they do almost every

day, wanting to see and shake hands with
the author of the Home papers. The thought
of it almost made the chills run down my
poor tired back. I rushed to my little room
upstairs in our home where I take my day-
time naps, and tried to sleep, but sleep

wouldn't come. I had not yet " let go " of

the pump, and, in fact, I could not get it

out of my mind. I jumped out of bed, knelt

down as I have done many times before,

when, all at once, that wonderful prayer,

that heautifid prayer of David's, occurred

to me, and I prayed, " Create in me a clean

heart, God, and renew a right spirit with-

in me."
Were ever words before framed to fit so

exactly such a ease as mine? I said men-
tally, " Now I can sleep ;" but Satan was
not ready to give up just yet. I remember
thinking the prayer was not going to do any
good, after all, tliis time. Let me pause
right here. Unbelief and doubt are the

result and a part of all sin. They go along
together. But now listen : In spite of my
still cherished rebellious thoughts and un-

belief, the dear Savior, with his great pa-

tience and infinite love, had mercy on me.

In his arms he'll take and shield thee;

Thou wilt find a solace there.

That is just what happened. Oblivion

came—blessed oblivion ! My troubles were
forgotten—wiped out. In half an hour I

awoke, " clothed and in my right mind,"
and went down to dinner praising God, and
the good wife who had provided such a

beautiful birthday dinner.

In the afternoon I discovered the leather

I was using was too thick and hard. In
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this kind of pump, where the plunger takes

the place of valves also, a very thin soft

yielding leather is needed, and in a little

time the pump was sending out a stream of

air for certain, and with force enough to

make every rubber tire on each of the four

wheels " stand up " so only a veiy small

sjDot, comparatively, touched the cement

floor; and when turning corners, especially

on hard-surfaced roads, but a touch on the

steering lever is all that is needed.

There is a great lesson for poor frail

humanity in our last text. Great rulers and
gi'eat generals must, as a rule, first learn

self-control before they can expect to be

chosen for important offices. One who

allows himself to push ahead when he is

vexed and impatient,* as I did, is a poor
specimen of Christian, to say nothing more.

1 kept thinking I would have it all right in

a few minutes, until I was too tired and

nervous to do any thing well; and my old

arch enemy saw his chance. While I think

of it I thank God that it was only an inani-

mate object that I was vexed with, and not

any fellow-traveler in this world of sin. I

also thank God that, when I realized my
" armor " had dropped off, and seemed to be

lost, I made haste to apply to " the Lamb
of God that taketh away the sin of the

world."

Poultry Department
"the high cost of living—FOR chickens/'

AND SOME OTHER MATTERS.
The above has been on my mind a good

deal for some time past, and Mrs. Root and
1 have had some " jangles " about it because,

as she insists, I tell all the pleasant things

about chickens and say but little about the

cost (especially down here) of wheat, corn,

and oats. I am paying now for each 100-

Ib. sack $2.15, $1.95, and $1.90. I could

buy a little cheaper in quantities, say in the

city of Tampa, but I could not readily turn

my eggs every day as I do at the grocer's

toward my grain, which is delivered as I

need it right to my granary in the center of

the " convergent poulti-y-yards." But be-

fore we get down to " figures " let us read

the letter below from a good brother who
seems to be " worried " in regard to the

matter

:

Mr. A. I. Root:— I have been reading your Poul-

try Department in Gleanings for some time; but
fliere is one important thing that I should like to

know. What is the average cost of feeding a hen
for a year? I have heard that $1.25 or $1.50 will

do it, but Green's Fruit Grower says that a healthy

hen will eat $3.65 worth of grain in a year. If that

is true I will get rid of my chickens, for there is no
profit in them at those figures. I rely on your tell-

ing us in Gleanings?.
Cokeville, Pa., Nov. 21. John Major

If Green's F7-uit Grower said as above,

without any qualification, I should say they

were careless, to say the least. It is possi-

ble that a large hen, laying 200 or more
eggs a year, shut uj) (say on the Philo

plan), and having little but grain, and the

grain bought in small lots at the grocer's (at

a big price), may eat a cent's Avorth a day;
but I am sure not on the average. Look
up the reports of our egg contests in the

different States, and see what they have
published in regard to cost of feed.

Our own chickens have a range of about

five acres (if they care to go so far), and
my feed bill with Buttercups and Leghorns
for grain (wheat, corn, and oats) is only

about 1/4 of a cent a day, and this result

was obtained where the grain was in galvan-

ized tubs when they all helped themselves

all day long. With my flock of 80 hens and
ducks, half a dozen eggs (40 cts. per dozen

at the grocery), 20 cts., paid for grain for

the whole flock. Now, before a lot of you
rise up in protest, listen. We buy oats every

day; get lettuce and cabbage not fit to ship;

provide Bermuda grass " pasture," and last,

but not least, give them nearly all the

ground bones and meat they care for, and
the " chicken bones " are given me at the

combined grocery and meat market in con-

sideration of giving them our trade. A
half-dozen eggs pays for all cash outlay.

]f you get three dozen eggs a day, which is

certainly a very moderate estimate, you have

a dollar clear every day for properly caring

for your fowls.

Just one thing more. If the droppings
from the roost are cleaned up every day
they are, down here in Florida (where stable

manure is $3.00 a load), worth quite a little.

Somebody may ask if it is not pretty

extravagant to provide five acres of " run "

for 80 ducks and chickens. Yes, it is; but

the five acres cost me only $150 per acre,

and just now the assessor appraised them
at $400. Then comes the question, " Why
not raise grain or something else for chick-

ens on this idle land so as to avoid these

* Giving way to nervous impatience, especially

wlien assisted by drink, is probably the cause of a
lot of the murders, followed by suicide, that are now
chronicled in almost every issue of our daily papers.
When Satan gets his victim well started he crowds
him ahead with relentless haste, making the most
of his opportunity.
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expensive g-rain-bills? " 1 have for years

been searching among "God's gifts" (for

the people here in Florida) for something
that will grow here and take the place of

grain. May God be praised, for my search

has been rewarded; and may he be thanked,

also, for onr Department of Agriculture

that helped me to get it. Listen

:

Just before going back north last April
my good friend Bannehr, of Manatee (a

beekeeper), gave me some canes and roots

of cassava, and told me to plant them, say-

ing that the roots were " good for chickens,"

etc. Now, to illustrate how we often neg-

lect and pass by some of God's most pre-

cious gifts (sweet clover?) I shall have to

own up that, after throwing the roots to the

chickens, and finding they didn't seem to

notice them, I let the canes lie around un-
cared for until Wesley said he knew how to

plant them, and so he cut them up and
l)lanted perhaps a doaen pieces that looked

about like corncobs. When we were plant-

ing dasheens the cassava was just peeping
above the gTound, and I told Wesley he

might as well chop them otf, as I didn't

believe they were of any use. Well, eithei-

Wesley didn't hear or he didn't get around
to it for some reason, and I foi'got all about
the cassava until we got here a few days
ago, Avhen all at once I said :

" Why, Wesley, what are those great

branchey trees down among the dasheen?"
"Why, Mr. Eoot, that is the cassava."
" Do you mean they have made all that

gi'owth in the past six months?"
By my direction he dug some roots as big

as my arm, and a yard long or more. After
taking some pains to teach the chicks, they

soon ate them with avidity—no cutting up
nor any preparation needed. Then T sent

to Washington for a bulletin (No. 1G7)
which I recalled having seen. Let me give

you some clipping from said bulletin

:

If the entirp crop is not wanted for use during
the winter following its growth, a part of it may be
left in the ground for another season, as the roots

will continue to grow several years if not disturbed.

Roots which have grown two or more seasons often

rea'-h an enormous size, sometimes as much as 8 feet

in length, and forming clusters weighing more than
100 pounds; but they become more hard and woody
than at the end of the first season, and so are not

as eood for the manufacture of starch or for feeding

as those which have grown only one season. When
it is known heforehand that a part of the crop is to

he kept until the second season, it is better to dig

alternate rows, so that the plants remaining will be
less crowded.

MEANS OP REMOVING FnO.M THi-: GTOUXD.
As the roots are of considerable size, often from

3 to 4 feet in length by 2 or 3 inches in diameter,

and as they gi-ow in clusters of from 4 to 8 on each
stalk, a single cluster often weighing from 20 to 30
pounds, digging can not be done with a plow, as

sweet potatoes are dug, but must be done by hand.

Dr. Stockbridge states, in Bulletin No. 49 of the

Florida Experiment Station, that when five lots of
pigs were fed a period of seventy-five days, cassava
gave a greater net profit and a greater percentage of
gain in weight than did either corn, chufas, or pea-
nuts, and a greater net gain in weight than did any
except corn. The cost of the increased weight of the
cassava-fed pigs was only 1.04 cents per pound,
while the increase of the corn-fed pigs cost 3.06 cents
per pound. In these tests the cassava was charged
to the pigs at the rate of $6 per ton and the corn at
60 cents per bushel, these prices being somewhat
more than the actual cost of growing the cassava
and less than the usual market price of corn in
Florida.

FEEDING TO POULTRY.
In localities where it is grown, cassava is used

more commonly than corn in the feeding of poultry.
It needs no preparation before feeding, as the roots
are so tender that they can be eaten readily, and
poultry eat them as greedily as do other kinds of

stock. When fed alone cassava makes hens so fat

that they do not lay well, as is the case when they
are given an exclusive corn diet, so it is better to

mix it with wheat, oats, or some similar nitrogenous
feed. It is unsurpassed when fowls are to be fat-

tened for market, as it makes a rapid increase in
weight with very little expense
One poultry-raiser at Orlando, Fla., who keeps

from 500 to 700 fowls, states that he has fed cassava
since 1885, and that it is the most inexpensive as
well as the most satisfactory feed he can find for use
in the place of corn, though it is not so complete a
food as is needed by growing chickens and laying
hens. Others who have used it for feeding poultry
make similar statements ; and it is the general ex-

perience that, when it is used as the principal food,
from one-third to one-half a feed of wheat or oats
should be added to the ration, and that the feeding
of cassava saves fully one-half the usual cost of corn.

Our cassava is growing on ground that

was for several years a chicken-yard. As
it is desirable to change yards, a very lim-

ited piece of ground will gi'ow the roots,

and, after well started, the chickens may be
let into the yard again. If I were to try to

grow grain of any kind a horse would be
needed. While it is a very small job to pre-

pare and plant cassava by hand, and the

harvesting for chickens is nil, as the great

roots grow just under the surface, and the

spreading branches soon keep down all

weeds, and even Bermuda gi'ass gives up
trying to grow under rank cassava, the

roots are almost equal to Irish potatoes for

table use.

jMrs. Root will scold if I stop here without
telling the other side, so here goes

:

" THE OTHER SIDE OF POULTRY •" IN FLORIDA.

It is the long wet summers, especially for

those who live here only in the wintertime.

If you will turn back to p. 356, May 15,

191.3, you will see that, when I left for

Ohio. I had 125 chickens, none over four
montlis old, and about 25 ducks; 150 fowls

in all. I offered a neighbor all the duck
eggs and all the roosters when they were
big enough to sell for looking after them
during the summer, I to pay all the feed-

bills. What did the feed cost for the six

months? Just about as many "dollars"
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as I bad ducks and chickens when I arrived

here in November. When I left in April

I had a credit of about $38.00 at the gro-

cery. It took all this and almost as much
more to feed roosters and all. Sorehead or

some similar trouble took off a dozen or two,

and " varmints " a few more. Laying hens

could be left with neighbors cheaper, it is

true ; but a lot of " youngsters " are " no

good " for eggs, and often a " heap " of

trouble. It would have been as cheap or

cheaper t- have " sold out " in the spring,

and bought more in November; but who
wants to sell young- pullets just beginning-

to lay? Another thing, I wanted my es-^>t;-

cial cross of Buttercups and Legliorns. If

I stayed here the year rotaid, like neighbor

Abbott, it would be much cheaper; but even

he (who has several hundred laying hens)

begins to think bees rather more profitable.

They don't need corn, and seldom need su-

gar. While I think of it, neighbor Ault

(the man among the big dasheens) in some
of his apiaries here near Bradentown se-

cured last season about 200 lbs. per colony.

But this was an apiary of only about 25

colonies.

Just a word more about the chickens. I

think our Experiment Stations find the large

breeds need more grain than the Leghorns;

but, if I remember, in one egg test the

Rhode Islands Reds came very near taking

the prize, and neighbor Ault. says he had a

flock of reds that, while they had access to

a field of alfalfa, gave a big egg yield and

had almost no grain at all. This reminds

me that three laying hens, Rhode Island

Reds, were kept all summer just for their

eggs ; and while eggs were 50 cts. a dozen

in November I several times liad an egg

from each red hen. Let us go back to that

letter from friend Major before closing.

Friend M., let us suppose you have no

lettuce, cabbage, nor even a field of alfalfa,

and that it does cost a " whole cent " to

feed your hen one day. If she lays an egg

that is worth four cents in the market, or

more, can't you stand it?

DO THE HIGH-SCORING CHICKENS AT FANCY
PRICES GIVE US THE BIG-LAYING STOCK?
An effort has been made to show that our

great layers in the " egg-laying contests
"

are the outcome of the high-scoring stan-

dard fowls; but here is something that does

not exactly agree if I understand it correct-

ly. The clipping is from the Pacific Poul-

tryman.
Another claim to the world's chompionship for egg

production has .iust been put forward. Professor

Drvden, of the Oregon Agricultural College, gives a

record of 291 eggs in a period of one year by a hen

of mixed blood, owned by the college, which he claims

is the best performance in the world to date.

I need hardly add that we have probably
no better authoxity than Prof. Dryden. The
above hen was probably a first cross, and,

verv likely, from standard breeds. See p.

624, Sept. 1.

GRASSHOPPERS AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR MEAT
SCRAPS FOR POULTRY.

In the Ladies' Home Journal for Novem-
ber is a letter from a widow who did won-
derful things with poultry by feeding them
grasshop)iers that she trapjDed, and then

killed with formaldehyde. The account
does not tell where she lives, but it says she

trapped "eighty odd bushels" in two weeks,
and she says it answers the place of ground
bones or meat scraps wonderfully well. 1

confess that several times when I read of

the grasshopper scourge in the Southwest
I wondered if they could not be killed and
dried so as to be preserved for winter ra-

tions for poultry. Can any of our readers

tell us wliether the above is fact or fiction?

MUSTARD FOR CHICKENS AND MUSTARD FOR
TABLE use; WHERE ARE THE MUSTARD-

FIELDS ?

I see in one of A. I. Root's articles he mentions
receiving a barrel of ground mustard for his chick-

ens. Now, I should like to know if mustard is grown
an:'where in the United States in a commercial way;
and if so, could there not be a way to get in com-
munication with the growers, and order from them?
Town Line, N. Y., Oct. 15. J. H. Calkins.

Perhaps The French Co., of Rochester,

N. Y., who advertise mustard for poultry,

can tell us where the seed is grown, that

beekeepers may locate near the mustard-
fields, to the advantage of the grower as

well as that of the beekeeper.

BANEFUL DRUGS; A WORLD-WIDE WAR
AGAINST THEM.

Another evidence that God's kingdom is

coming on earth is that the nations of the

world are uniting in a war against opium
and other baneful drug-s. See the follow-

ing, which we clip from the Cleveland Plain

Dealer:
Dr. Wright reported that up to date thirty-five

governments have signed the opium convention, in-

cluding the thirteen nations that joined in the first

conference in Shanghai after the movement had been
initiated by the United States. Some of these coun-

tries, notably Great Britain and Germany, are with-

holding their ratifications until the last moment, tak-

ing the ground that to be really effective the conven-
tion must have the unanimous support of all nations.

So far twenty-six governments have agreed to de-

posit their ratifications, and they probably will be

received at The Hague before December 31 next.

All of the signatory powers are to meet at a third

conference at The Hague after December 31, next,

to agree upon the date when the prohibition of the

use of opium and other baneful drugs shall go into

effect throughout the world.
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High-pressure Gardening
DASHEEN—MORE ABOUT THOSE IN THE PIO-

TUKE, P. 784, NOV. 1.

When neighbor Ault was digging that big

hill of 2OV4 lbs., I picked up one of the

long leaf-stalks he cut off, and took it home
to see if that would make a soup or stew as

good as the little shoots. I took it, leaf and
all, and Mrs. Root used the whole thing for

soup, and it made about the best dish of

dasheen we have had. Of course we peeled

off the outside covering near the ground.

Just think of it, friends ! Supjoose you could

take a tall stalk of corn that had given a

big crop already, and make two or more
good meals of one " cornstalk! "

I have mentioned the fact that he used

lime as well as stable manure. Well, he has

just given me an additional fact in regard

to his astonishing yield. When he came on
the place he found a heap of little shells

his predecessor gathered for some reason or

other. Having no use for them he used
them for stable bedding. After the horse

bad tramped them up tine he shoveled the

manure and all around the dasheen. I wish
our experiment station would tell us if these

mashed shells might have had any thing to

do with this enormous growth of the dash-

een.
DASHEEN DATA DASHEEN IN OHIO, ETC.

Dasheen purchased from the Brooksville Develop-
ment Co., May 1, 1913, arrived and were planted

May 10 on different kinds of ground. All grew and
were up June 1. Dasheens planted on clay soils

failed because of lack of moisture. One hundred and
fifty tubers planted on sandy black loam did exceed-

ingly well. Dug first mature tubers from them Sept.

1, 1913. They were entirely matured Sept. 15, dug
on that date, the yield being six pecks.

None of these received irrigation ; those receiving

irrigation were frozen Sept. 22, 23, unmatured.
The average height of plants was forty inches

;

number of leaves about twelve. Dasheen planted
here on suitable ground, and given ordinary cultiva-

tion, will mature.
Cedarville, Ohio. Harry Powers.

The above, with sample tubers, was sub-

mitted to the Department of Agi'iculture,

and below is their reply

:

Mr. Uarry Powers:—Your letter of October 14
and the package of dasheens was received several

days ago, and we desire to thank you heartily for the

same. I have tested a few of the tubers on my table,

and find them of very good quality. The quantity of

tubers which you secured would hardly warrant your
continuing the culture of the dasheen in Ohio, from
the commercial standpoint especially, as the corms
and tubers are very small; but if by irrigating and
fertilization in the first half or two-thirds of the sea-

son you could stimulate the growth of the plants, you
might obtain a considerably more satisfactory yield.

It would be, of course, necessary to withhold water
toward the close of the season, in order to allow the

tubers to ripen. I may add that stable manure is

probably the best form of fertilizer used.
I have to thank you again for sending us your

report, and to congratulate you on the degree of

success which you have attained. A smaller number
of plants started indoors a month or more earlier,

and then set out, would no doubt give a yield as

large or larger. R. A. Young,
Washington, D. C, Nov. 5. Scientific Assistant.

Permit me to suggest that the irrigated

tubers that did not mature would have made
an excellent stew, as I have several times

described, and we prefer this stew of im-
mature tops and tubers to any other way of

cooking the dasheen. In regard to yield,

on our Medina stiff clay soil we had about
three bushels of tubers from 50 plants, some
of them very small indeed. Now hold your
breath and listen : I have just been over to

neighbor Ault's, and saw the corm and tu-

bers from one of his best hills (see picture

on p. 784, Nov. 1). After being dug .and

washed there were 20^/4 lbs., the product of

one small shrunken tuber, in just about
8 months from planting. Besides a good
dressing of stable manure, Mr. Ault saj's

he sowed about a peck of lime and worked
it in on his patch of little more than a rod
square. It may transpire that, like the

clovers, lime is the thing. One more valu-

able thing about the dasheen: Unlike the

Irish potato, light, and even strong sun-

shine, improves the tubers instead of doing
injury.

We clip the following from the Manatee
River Journal

:

That the dasheen is a coming food product of

Florida is borne out by reports made by parties who
have been experimenting in growing it. Mr. A. I.

Root, of Medina, Ohio, who spends his winters in

Bradentown, and has just recently returned, dropped
in a few days ago and showed us a letter from Mr.
Young, of the Department of Agriculture, and called

attention to articles from Bradentown upon the dash-
een in his paper Gleanings in Bee Culture. The
following is the letter

:

Mr. A. I. Root:—I have recently returned from a
trip to Hawaii, California, and the Southern States,
to study the taro and the dasheen. I find your let-

ters of July 21 and July 22, with proof-sheets of
your articles on the dasheen. I wish to thank you
for these and the continued interest you are taking
in the introduction of this vegetable, which we be-
lieve will eventually prove of much value, especially
in the Southern States. * * * j ^ag ju Braden-
town early in October, and was greatly pleased with
the dasheens grown by your neighbors, Mr. Harrison
and Mr. Ault. They were the best I had seen up to
that time, outside of our own planting at Brooksville,
though the next day I saw a three-acre commercial
field a few miles from Tampa that had made a re-
markable growth. This was in muck soil that had
been previously used for trucking.

R. A. Young, Scientific Assistant.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 7.

In the November issue of Gleanings a letter and
a half-tone picture of a mammoth dasheen is a con-
tribution from Arthur E. Ault, of Bradentown. The
plant pictured was between six and seven feet high,

and he says the soil upon which they grow is a well-

fertilized humus-filled sand, and that he ridged the
soil with furrows six feet apart, planting two row^
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of dasheens to each ridge. He says the soil is moist,

and there lias been water in the furrows nearly all

summer, and tubers were then forming rapidly. Mr.
Root adds that dasheens are fair eating before ma-
turity, but not at their best until fully matured,
although the young shoots and tender leaves are all

right, and make a good substitute for mushrooms or

oysters, with a few crackers added.
As experiments indicate that the dasheen is going

to prove prolific in South Florida soil, information

about it is interesting at this time, though limited

to experimental planting.

Later.—A mammoth dasheen is on exhibition at

the office of Messrs. Wyman & Green, the largest

that we have had the pleasure of inspecting. It is

true that we have seen only two, the other being the

one that was recently placed on exhibition at the

Journal office; but this one is so large and well de-

veloped that we conclude it must be the limit. The
hill weighed 19% pounds when first taken out of

the ground, and removing the small tubers it weighed
n V2 pounds. They were grown by the Mr. Ault

already mentioned. The largest before reported was
18 pounds grown up near Brooksville at the Govern-
ment plant.

Mr. Ault's yield of dasheen, as given

above, would be just about 1000 bushels per

acre, which is more than the Department of

Agriculture has ever mentioned, even on

small areas. Perhaps 1 should explain that

he put on the plot quite a liberal dress-

ing of stable manure which his chickens

scratched into the ground quite thoroughly.

He also worked ashes in between the rows.

Aside from its great value as a table vege-

table, it will pi'obably be valuable for stock.

Our chickens eat the large center corms with

avidity. Mr. Ault's place is just over the

fence from our own five acres.

The dasheen grown here on our place

needs no sal-soda nor soda of any kind (to

(oun'eract the "acridity" mentioned), ei-

ther in washing or cooking. The tubers for

baking need only a brushing with a stiff

brush before they are put into the oven, and
for stews the stalk and stems, with small

green tubers, need only rinsing and pouring

the water off, as mentioned on p. 740, Oct.

15.

l^arcel post. I mailed 3 lbs. to Mec^ .la, and
below is Ruber's report in regard to them.

The package of dasheens reached me safely yes-

terday morning. No danger of any frost, for the

weather has been very warm here for the last week
or so. We baked some to-day. I ate five, and we all

liked them very much. They remind me of roasted
chestnuts, although a little drier, and flavor some-
what less pronounced.

DASHEENS IN THE GREENHOUSE OR IN A BOX }

IN A AVINDOW.

Our friends who are anxious to test the

new food-i^lant can start them any time in

the winter as they do tomato, cabbage, and

other plants; and when spring comes, put

them out when danger of frost is past. As
they will grow with proper care higher than

your head, they need a long season. Re-

inember they are delicious food from the

time they are an inch high until they are

above your head, and every bit of the plant

is edible, both above ground and under
ground. My impression is, after the tubers

are well seasoned they can be mailed safely

all winter. We are testing the matter now,

and will report. I hope some seedsman or

some one else will soon advertise them by

EOSELLE^ ANOTHER OF " GOD'S GIFTS."

Some time in the summer our good friend

Reasoner, of the Royal Palm Nurseries, On-
eco, Fla., sent over to our place about a

dozen Roselle plants which Wesley planted

and cared for until we arrived in November,
when we found them covered with " fruit."

You might not call it fruit by the look; but
we recently had cranberries and roselle both
on the table at once, and, although they

taste and look very much alike, I much pre-

fer the roselle. I am sure they can be grown
in the North if started in a greenhouse
like tomatoes, for some of our plants are

full of fruit when less than a foot high.

See clipping beloAV from the Florida Grow-
er.

Roselle, or Jamaica sorrel, or lemonade plant, as it

is often called in Florida, is one of the hibiscus family.

The flowers are solitary with a red and thick calyx.

Theee calices, when cooked, make an excellent sauce
or jelly, almost identical in flavor and color with the

crani erry of the North. The leaves make an excel-

lent and refreshing di'ink. It is hardly necessary to

give recipes for the above. The calices are removed
from the ovary and used in the usual way, same as

northern cranberries. A salad may be made of the

stems, leaves, and calices just as a turnip salad. A
syrup that can be used for coloring purposes can be
made of calices or stems and leaves, boiled in the

ordinary way and sealed in bottles for future use.

To make the jelly, use less than the ordinary propor-

tion of sugar; it is excellent for cake, but is not as

firm as guava jelly.

I think you can get seed, and perhaps
plants, of Reasoner Bros., Oneco, Fla. If

you want to know about the wonderful
fruits and plants that can be grown in

Florida write for their beautiful new cata-

og.

SHALL WE WIN BY " FIELDS OF BLOOD " OR BY THK
"sweat" or "honest labor"?

Here is an extract from an Armenian paper which
states a truth that those who clamor for vast arma-

ments .should try to absorb into their belligerent

minds :
" It is an old and dead belief that a nation

is as strong as the powerful army she possesses, and
that she is as vital as her cannon is large. The fate

of nations is built, not on the field of blood, but on

that of sweat. It is formed in factories, in the depths

of mines, on farms, in temples of art and science,

through reformed and just administration, through

the creative desire which runs after perfection, and
which leads the nations toward moral greatness and
material prosperity."

A hearty amen to the above, which we
clip from the Farm Journal.
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17c a Day
Opens the Way to Better Pay

A few dollars, plus your promise to pay the balance at the
rate of 17 cents a day, places in your hands the new
"Printype" model Oliver Typewriter
No. 5, our very finest production.

The best advice that can be given
to the young man or woman is

:

Get an Oliver
Typewriter!

This offer places at your command a ma-
chine that turns time, energy, and enterprise
into the pure gold of success.

Thousands of ambitious graduates, with
the aid of Oliver Typewriters, have won their

way to better pay and broader opportunity.
This is the age of mechanical writing. The
great world of modern business revolves around the typewriter. Typewriter'operators
are\in demand everywhere. Our employmentJBureaus in all the important cities are

swamped with calls for competent Oliver operators.

Prinf^^pc

GUIVET?
The Standard Visible Writer

Easy to Pay—l? Cents a Day
Yoji can make the machine meet the

payments. You doubtless spend more
than this amount every day for trifles you
do not need.

Thousands have paid for Oliver Type-
writers on this plan without the slightest

effort. Are you going to let a matter of
pennies stand between you and this

money-making machine ?

Against your risk of a few dollars we
risk a $100 typewriter—the same machine
that is used by the greatest firms and cor-

porations throughout the world.

Shall we send you full details of the
Easy Purchase Plan ?

Catalog mailed on request. Address

The Oliver Typewriter Co., 116 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, 0.
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Editorial
Our bees on the Apalachicola River, Fla.,

are doing finely. Ti-ti is just about ready
io open up, when the bees will have natural

pollen and nectar:

Some recent reports go to show that Cali-

fornia is having refreshing rains. Wheth-
er these are going to insure a crop of moun-
tain-sage honey or not we have not yet been

advised.

When we read the telegraphic reports of

the floods in Texas we wondered how our
bees on the Apalachicola River would fare,

because they are on platforms but slightly

above high-water level on the banks of the

river. Fortunately for us, however, the

floods did not visit that section.

THE FLOODS IN TEXAS.

In this issue, page 47, Louis H. Scholl

tells of the awful destruction wrought by
the floods in certain parts of Texas ; of how
he and certain other beekeepers lost many
hundred colonies. The sympathy of our
readers, we know, will go out to them.

OUR COVER PICTURE.

The cover picture for this issue shows
Benjamin J. Mayo and his son at the edge
of their ])icturesque apiary. The engraving,

page 62. shows a larger portion of the api-

ary situated in a well-sheltered location. In
addition to the particulars given in the

article by C. B. Morris, page 59, Mr. Mayo
himself writes as follows:

I cleared a sm^all part of my woods and made a

beautiful grove for my growing apiary (as shown on
the cover page) ; Init as the bees did not build up as

rapidly as I thought they should, I moved some into

my orchard, a more open place (as seen by the pic-

ture on p. 62), where they got more sunlight. This
solved the difficulty, as those in the orchard did far

better than those in the grove, shaded so much. My
spring count (1912) found me with fifteen hives of

the dovetail pattern.

I should also like to add my testimonial to the
plan of Mr. Arthur C. Miller of introducing queens
by smoke, as I have tried it with twenty queens and
find it works every time.

I have been running for extracted honey only, as
I think the honey in this locality is too dark for

comb. This I have been selling in three-pound
packages at fifty cents, and have no difficulty in
disposing of all of it. I think I increased too fast
last season as my crop was not what I thought it

should have been; but I did fairly well, getting 1000
lbs.

Metuchen, N. J., Oct. 31.

THAT WINTER NEST AGAIN.
We recently received a letter from Mr.

George B. Howe, of Black River, N. Y., one
of the most prominent honey-producers and
queen-breeders of that State, and a very
close observer. Among other things he refers
to the winter nest. As it confirms our posi-
tion we present it here for what it is worth.

I wish to say something on this winter-nest ques-
tion. You are right. I go to the bee for all my
knowledge. Go to any hive—better yet, a bee-tree

;

cut said tree and see what condition you find. Back
to the hive ! Unless you have fed said colony beyond
all bee reason, again you will find that winter nest,
and in cold weather a bee and sometimes more than
one bee in a cell. The colder the time, the more com-
pace that cluster will be: and unless you have stud-
ied this question you will not believe it possible for
a large colony to get into so small a space when it is

zero or below. The age of the queen does not change
the color of, her drones. The color of the comb may
make a slight difference. Some claim this .

George B. Howe.

THE SPECIAL NUMBERS FOR 1914.
For the last two years we have received

occasional letters from readers who have
oveilooked annoucements regarding special
numbers, and who, after reading some one
of the special numbers, jumped to the con-
clusion that Gleanings has "gone daffy "

on the special subject in question. For in-
stance, after the publication of our last
poultry number, which was our regular Feb.
15th issue for 1912, we received a letter
from a subscriber complaining because of
the undue amount of space we were giving
to tho question of the raising of chickens,
He pointed out that our Feb. 15th issue was
almost all on that subject! Not being a
poultry-man he was naturally afraid "we
were going to get too far away from the
straight and narrow path of beekeeping.
As there have been other letters each year

from those of our readers who have not
noticed the announcement of our plan, we
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wish to mention again the list of special

numbers for 1914. Jairuary 1 (last issue),

bees and poultry; February 1, bees and

fruit; March 1, beekeeping in cities; April

1, breeding; June 1, moving bees; Augiist

1, crop and market reports; September 1,

wintering.

THE NEXT NATIONAL CONVENTION TO BE HELD
AT ST. LOUISj FEB. 17—19.

Our readers will notice elsewhere that the

next convention of the National Beekeepers'

Association will be held at St. Louis on Feb.

17, 18, and 19. St. Louis has the reputation

of being the most centrally located large

city in the United States. As it is conve-

nient from the east and west and from the

north and south, there ought to be a large

attendance. Mr. R. A. Holekamp, of the

Holekamp Lumber Co., St. Louis, has been

asked to arrange for a hall in which to meet.

He writes us that he would appreciate it if

those who expect to attend would send him

a postal card so that he may arrange for

proper hotel accommodations at reduced

rates. Mr. Holekamp is an enthusiastic

beekeeper and a live wire at conventions.

The members of the National, and all others

who expect to attend this convention, will

do well to get in toueli with him immediate-

ly. Unfortunately for us the date of this

meeting comes when E. R. R. will be in

Florida; and this necessarily means that

his assistant, H. H. Root, will be doing

double duty at Medina. We shall try to

liave a representative present, and probably

aiTange for a demonstration of a power-

driven extractor with a complete modern

extracting equipment, just such as is now
used by large producers. This will be given

in a separate room or building, apart from

the regular convention hall.

We understand that the management is

laying plans to make this a big meeting, and

a great social meet as well.

MOVING BEES TO THE SOUTHLAND FOR IN-

CREASE ; LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP.

Apparently our experiment of shipping

a carload of bees to Florida to make an in-

crease of 100 or 200 per cent is attracting

a good deal of attention if we may judge

from the correspondence that has been com-

ing in. We desire to say to one and all, do

not think of moving a carload of bees south

till you have spent a month or so in or near

the point where you propose locating. There

are three tilings you should know. (1) It is

very important to find a spot that will not

overlap on some one else. (2) Make sure

that the point is one that will support bees.

(3) Learn the locality before moving.

The only way one can make it practicable

to take a carload of bees south is to arrange
with some beekeeper already in the vicinity

to find you a location that will be advanta-

geous to you and not interfere with the

other fellow. A better plan is to go a month
ahead and look the situation over. There
is plenty of unoccupied territoi-y in the

South, providing one will take the pains to

find where it is. No beekeeper in the North
or elsewhei'e can afford to go into a locality

already overstocked. He will be interfering

with his own interests, and at the same time

cut down the yield of the local residents, and
at the same time incur their ill will. This

country is so large that there is room enough
for all; but there is not room enough for a

man to put his bees in a location close to

another.

It sometimes haiDpens that one can buy
out the location of another beekeeper. This

is precisely what we did wdth Mr. A. B.

Marchant. He had a location apart from
every one else which he was willing to sell.

This was secured, and that is where our bees

are noAV placed.

An experienced beekeeper from the North
would be working to a gi'eat disadvantage

if he does not know the bee flora of the new
bee country. This is the reason he should

spend some time in the proposed location

in advance and before he moves the bees.

Beekeeping in tlie South is not the same as

beekeeping in the North. Any one who at-

temi^ts to move a car of bees South without

the proper knowledge of the new conditions

will fully comprehend when it is too late

that " Experience is a good school, but the

tuition is high."

'J HE NEW METHOD OF INTRODUCING W^ITH

SMOKE; REQUEENING WITHOUT
DEQUEENING.

We call attention to the suggestive article

l)y Mr. A. C. Miller, p. 50 of this issue, en-

titled "The Economics of Requeening." Our
correspondent figures that the direct loss of

fjueens introduced by the cage plan is about
40 per cent. This may be true, perhaps,

when we consider queens sent through the

mails and introduced by jjersons of little or

I'o experience; but our loss does not exceed

10 per cent, and is usually less. The loss by
tlie average beekeeper is greater, perhaps,

because he is over-solicitous in that he keeps

opening the hive and peeping into it to see

how the new queen is coming on. If he paid

three or four dollars for hei% and he is a

beginner with only two colonies, he will open
the hive every few hours, and perhaps he

will try to hasten the operation. Such a

]n-ocedure only makes the matter worse.

Our best results from inti'odueing by the

cage plan have invariably been secured by
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leaving the colony severely alone, allowing

several days to elapse after the queen is

supposed to have emerged from her cage.

Repeatedly have we seen queens balled that

had been out of the hive only a few hours.

Naturally enough, she is shy, and the act of

opening the new hive frightens her the more.

If she starts to I'un, or skulks, and especially

if she pipes or squeals, she invites attack,

with the result that she is promptly balled.

Yeare ago, when we were rearing queens,

and introducing, we found so many cases of

balling immediately after opening the liive

that we concluded it was a bad practice.

Now, then, to return :

If Mr. Miller figures in the class of be-

ginners who will tinker with their bees too

much while the process of introducing is

going on, the loss may be as gTeat as 40 per
cent; but we do not believe that, with the

experienced beekeeper, it will be over 10 per

cent. We remember one large producer or-

dered 100 queens. He wi'ote back and ordered

ten more queens after he had introduced the

hundred, saying he had bad luck. He had
lost ten queens by the cage plan, and he

wanted ten more. He intimated that some
of the queens might have been old virgins,

and if that were true it would account for

his failure.

AN IMPORTANT CASE OF HONEY ADULTERA-
TION W^ON BY THE GOVERNMENT.

When the new pure-food law went into

effect, and later the pure-food laws in the

various States, the adulterations of honey,
particularly with glucose, were stopped or

almost entirely so. Prior to that time a large

part of the bottled honey on the market put
out by the packing-houses was adulterated
with glucose, and there was no way to stop
it. In the mean time the honest beekeeper
had to compete with this cheap twangy
stuff; and as the grocer could buy the glu-

cose mixtures for less money, the beekeeper
was given a poor show. But since the en-
actment of the national pure-food law
(thanks to Dr. Wiley) glucose adulteration

has, to a great extent, ceased. To some ex-

tent cane-sugar syrup has been used as an
adulterant, but to only a very limited extent,

because glucose Avas so much cheaper. As
it was comparatively easy to detect the addi-
tion of cane sugar or glucose—especially

the latter—the honey adulterators were
compelled to quit using them or get into

trouble with Uncle Sam.
But later on there came a species of adul-

teration that was very difficult to detect. A
process had been discovered for making
what is called " invert sugar." Although an
artificial product, this came very near an-

swering the chemical tests for a pure honey.
The adulterators then saw their opportunity
to put invert sugar into honey and sell tlie

combination for much less than any pure
honey could be sold for. They felt safe

from detection because they believed no
chemist would positively be able to show up
tlie fraud. But it was not long before the

Governmfiiit chemists were able to do so, f^-l

the adulterators were stopped. Shortly
after, however, the chemists of tlie manufac-
turers discovered another process for making
a new invert sugar that they felt sure would
defy the best pure-food chemists of the

country, and for a time the Government
men were up against a hard proposition.

But the Bureau of Chemistry, Washington,
D. C, kept busy, and finally discovered sev-

eral methods by which even this new invert

sugar could be detected when mixed with
honey.

A recent test case before the United States

court held in Philadelphia was tried and
won by the Government. This is one of the

most important cases ever held; and the

fact that the Government is now able to

detect any form of invert sugar when mixed
with honey or any other kind of sweet is

going to mean much to the beekeeping in-

terests, not only in the United States but to

the whole world, for Uneie Sam will see to

it that all the chemists are properly inform-
ed as to the methods he used in detecting

invert-sugar adulteration in honey.

So important and far reaching was this

case that we asked our chemist, Mr. Selser,

who was not onlj^ present 'but a witness at

the trial, to prepare a technical statement
showing the methods that were used by the

Government to prove the presence of invert

sugar in tlie honey that was seized. Before
doing so he shows the difference between the

two invert sugars.

Furfural was so pronounced in the conversion of

the dextrose of cane and beet sugar into the first in-

vert sugar or levulose and dextrose that Browne &
Fehles' chemical tests soon exposed the fraud. The
food adulterators soon discovered their mistake. They
then, by using a small per cent of tartaric or other
acids, and heating at a low temperature, accomplish-
ed the inversion without producing any furfural.

They now felt they had an invert sugar that the
pure-food chemist could not detect from the natural
article, honey. They became very bold through the
assurance of their chemists.

About January, 1912, a large syrup and honey
company of New York, doing a business of a quar-
ter of a million a year in mixing honey, etc., sold and
shipped to a Philadelphia dealer in pure honey six

cases of what he bought as pure honey, and labeled
" Choice Pure Strained Honey." The government
officers, waiting for the opportunity, at once seized
the shipment as misbranded and adulterated. This
New York firm, evidently, were so sure their adul-
teration of honey with invert sugar could not be
detected that they employed the highest-priced and
best corporation lawyers doing a large business in.
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the United States Supreme Court, along with the

best expert chemists they could find. The Govern-

ment, finding that the defendant would not submit

to the fine and penalty, and realizing that it would

be a test ease of chemist against chemist, had its

two Un'i.d States District Attorneys in Philadelphia

and its chief Prosecuting Attorney from Washington
prepare the case for trial. The Government called

only expert chemists, its own Chief Chemist with his

three assistants from the Sugar Laboratory at Wash-
ington, making all its pure-food analyses; its Chief

Chemist in the Philadelphia laboratory, and the best

Government expert on honey analysis in the United

States, brought from Seattle, Wash., and one expert

from civil life, who has spent about a quarter of a

century on the analysis and natural composition of

pure honevs. There were thus arrayed legal and
chemical experts against legal and chemical experts,

resulting in the cost to each side of many thousands

of dollars, from which the beekeeper will get a last-

ing benefit.

Every legal obstacle was thrown in the way, and
many of the expert chemical opinions challenged by

the defense, with a counter chemical expert's opinion,

and, as a result, the trial which might have been

concluded in a single day lasted for about ten days.

For those who may be interested in the chemical

side of the case, and others who might feel there is

yet a chance of safety in mixing their honey with

this new invert sugar made with tartaric acid, we
give a brief outline of the chemical lines upon which

the case was fought and won.
The first and most important fact brought out in

the testimony was the difference between natural

invert sugar (honey) and artificial invert sugar made
by the use of tartaric acid. Judge Holland was espe-

cially interested in the line of testimony on this point,

questioning the witness again and again. The Gov-

ernment chemists showed that all natural honeys

contain soluble salts and basic acids. They had a

table of the honeys of the world gathered in Wash-
ington, showing the variance of these salts and acids

in the honey of all varieties. The defense claimed

their honey was 80 per cent Cuban and 20 per cent

buckwheat ; but the government showed that there

could not have been over 40 per cent of these honeys

in the sample, since the sample was just in that

proportion deficient *in these soluble salts and basic

acids. This point was contested by the defendant on

the ground that some mineral salts had been extract-

ed with the dirt when it was heated and strained,

and that this heating and straining would account

for the deficiency. The Government admitted that,

while some mineral salts could be extracted with

the dirt, yet the salts that the Government chemists

showed deficient was in xolvtion, and, if present,

could not have been eliminated by heating, straining,

or filtering.

The Government further showed that the inversion

in the honey-sac of the honeybee is never quite com-

plete in the case of sweets gathered by the bees from
sugar-cane, corn-blossom, honey-dew, or sugar syrup

fed to the bees, for the very reason that soluble salts

were never present in any of them. This explains

why sweets gathered by bees, from the above sources,

fail to make a honey that will meet the requirements

of the Government standard; but all nectar gathered

by the bees, and stored from polleriized plants or

flowers, has soluble salts in their composition.

Again, the protein test was another strong point

in favor of the Government, and an important factor

in winning the case.

The Government chemists, in determining the ni-

trogenous material, by both the ordinary and the

Kilderhahl methods, found .14 per cent of protein in

a sample seized, where the records show that a nor-

mal Cuban honey, of which the defendant claimed

the sample was 80 per cent Cuban, had .5 per cei,t,

or Vz of one per cent, while the German government
specialists' literature state that .2 per cent is the

lowest known protein in any pure honey.

The polariscope test was another hotly contested

one. The direct and invert reading at a temperature
of 20 Cen. and at 87 Cen., figured on a dry basis,

showed the resultant actual difference in the two
temperatures to be 23.2. Literature on the subject

shows a range of 23 to 33, with an average of 27,

clearly showing it to be away below the average, or

just what 40 per cent with 60 per cent of invert

sugar would allow.

Again, in the tartaric-acid test there was found
.08 per cent of tartaric acid in sample, while natural

honeys contain only a scanty trace, and in Cuban
and buckwheat honeys no tartaric acid is found.

Finally, in the pollen-grain test of the microscope,

while it was admitted to be inconclusive, the result

corresponded with the small per cent of honey in the

sample seized.

We here give part of Judge Holland's charge to

the jury, for it is significant

:

Geyitlemen of the Jury:—Every man, woman, and
child in the United States, when he is hungry, needs
food; and when he is sick he needs drugs; and the
individual citizen is unable to see to it that the food
purchased or the drugs purchased are pure, and the
Government has taken on itself the work of perfect-
ing that for the whole people, so that this is a con-
test for pure food for the protection of the individual
citizen who has not the facilities or the information
to protect himself. It is a very, very beneficial act;
but it has no terror for the man (or, rather, the
manufacturer) who sells the pure article and brands
it what it is. It is a fact, notwithstanding the at-

tempt which did throw a great deal of doubt and
uncertainty over the work of the experts in this case,

that chemistry has been wrought to such a high point
of efficiency that it can be told with certainty, or at
any rate with a certain degree of certainty, what is

contained in almost any substance, whether or not
it is pure, or whether or not it has some other sub-
stance mixed with it.

You will notice that an article is adulterated if

any substance has been substituted, whole or in part.
There is no question as to whether the adulteration
be deleterious or injurious to the health. Tlie sub-
stitution may be beneficial ; but the law is to guar-
antee each citizen that, as a consumer, he shall know,
when he desires to purchase a certain article, what
he gets and what he pays for. That is the object
of the law. It is to protect the consumers against
the adulteration or misbranding of their goods and
their drugs so that they may be able to rely on what
an article is said to contain, and may rely so that
they will not be misled by the label.

The Government, in its supervision of matters of
this kind, concluded that this particular brand of
honey, which is labeled " Excelsior Choice Pure
Strained Honey," is not a pure honey, and it seized
these six cases, and it now brings this proceeding,
charging that it is impure or adulterated in one of
its labels, and in the other that it is misbranded.
Their label on it, " Choice Pure Strained Honey,"
is not true, as it contains other matters besides pure
honey, and, therefore, it is misbranded. Their ex-

pert proved what is alleged.
Now, we are entirely dependent upon the testimo-

ny of experts with the sole exception of the defendant
himself. Tlie Government experts gave authority,
and testified and gave an account of the analysis they
made for the purpose of ascertaining what this mix-
ture contained. They stated positively that they
made his examination and they gave the result. They
started with what they regarded as the most signifi-

cant analysis, which is the one which produces the
ash result, and they went through an entire list of

known methods in chemistry by which they can as-

certain whether the honey is pure or adulterated.
They took Browne & Fehles' tests, and produced part
dextrose and levulose, and the polarization in finding
tartaric. There were nine tests in all.

As evidence on the side of the Government, you
will recall with what intelligence Government experts
maintained their position as to the work they had
done; and you will judge, of course, of the method
in which it was done, and judge whether or not you
will accept their conclusion or the conclusion reached
by the expert of the defendant.

The j^iry retired at the close of Judge Holland's

charge, and, after deliberating about 50 minutes,

brought on a verdict of guilty on both cha-rges of

adulterating and misbranding.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

J. E. Hand, thanks for sounding a needed

warning note as to feeding sugar, p. 858.

Besides the reasons you give against it,

there is, 1 think, another. In honey there

are elements not found in sugar (iron, etc.),

and these may be of great importance to the

health of bees, even though small in quan-

tity.

Replying to Thos. P. Bowles, I would say

that it is as well to have the same number
of sections ready in advance when prospects

are poor as when they are good. After a

severe drouth, all clover apparently killed,

I've had (|uite a crop; although little or

nothing may be expected next year from
plants starting from seed next spring. But
honey may come from unexpected sources.

At any rate, foundation in sections will

keep all right till the first good year that

comes.

Robert Hudson asks if Caucasians look

like liybrids. They look more like blacks

—

so much so that sometimes an expert may be

fooled. There are, however, yellow Cau-
casians that look more like Italians. [Cau-
casians look so much like blacks that we do
not believe that even experts can tell the

difference. Sometimes it is very difficult

to distinguish the difference between Carni-

olans and blacks, although the former have
more of a bluish-black appearance than a
grayish black.

—

Ed.]

John Phin, recognized authority on agriculture,

died of pneumonia at St. Joseph's Hospital in Pater-

son, N. J. He was 85 years old. It was as a micro-

scopist that he became prominent after retirement
from teaching twenty years ago. He wrote more
than 200 books on scientific and other subjects.

—

Chicago Daily, Jan. 1, 1914.

Another good friend gone. He kept
abreast of the times in matters apicultural

to the last, and not long ago wrote me that

he still kept one colony of bees. [We also

have been having some delightful correspon-

dence with Mr. John Phin. We first made
his acquaintance when we were studying the

microscope nearly 40 years ago. We read
with delight his book on the subject, and
his journal on microscopy, published at the

time. We had lost track of him until a re-

cent letter showed that he still maintained
his interest in bees. Perhaps some of our
older readers will remember that some years
ago he got out a dictionary of beekeeping
terms.

—

Ed.]

" Mr. Pritchard believes that hard candy
is the best material to feed in an emergency
during cold weather," p. 29. No doubt that's

right ; and with emphasis on the " emergen-

cy," the emergency being when good honey
can not be obtained ; for I don't believe

that sugar candy is ever as good for man or
bee as the best honey. [That depends. We
have put some colonies on dry combs, and
all they have is dry candy. The candy is

the thing that induces brood-rearing, and
perhaps you would not use it for that rea-

son. What we are after is a large force of

bees early in the spring. Sealed honey or

sealed stores of any kind do not invite

brood-rearing. Indeed, it is our opinion

that colonies will go into a state of hiber-

nation on sealed stores more readily than on
any other kind of feed that can be given.

—

Ed.]

1 don't know that I've ever taken much
part in the controversy about bees moving
eggs, but it never seemed reasonable to me
that bees would do such a thing. To be sure,

eggs have been reported where no queen
could reach; but there was no accompany-
ing affidavit that no laying worker was in

the hive. Queen-cells were also found in

such places, but I don't remember that any
one ever reported that a good queen came
from such cells. If the thing had been fol-

lowed up I should have expected a dead
drone to have been found in the cell.

But, June 6, No. 49 swarmed. The queen
was caged, and the cage stuck in the en-

trance. Ten days later, when cells were
killed and the queen freed, on one of the

combs was found a spot perhaps two inches

square rather compactly filled with young
brood and eggs. Somewhat curiously, pre-

cisely the same thing occuiTed with No. 14,

and with the same dates, only in No. 14
three queen-cells were started with very
young larvas. Here was my chance to see

what would come from the brood in that

comb, and especially from those queen-cells.

I put; the comb in an upper story over an
excluder, and some time after the cells were
sealed I tore one of them open. The inmate
didn't look like a drone. I put the other

two in a nursery, and in due time put the

resulting queens—for any thing I could see

they looked like any other queens—into

nuclei, and when they were laying they were
introduced into Nos. 6 and 27, and, so far
as I know, they are doing duty as faithful

sovereigns in those two colonies to-day. Now,
will some obliging friend with a better stock

of argument than I possess please come to

my aid and help to explain how all this

happened without admitting that the bees

carried eggs dropped by the queen while in

the cage?
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SIFTINGS
J. E. Ceane, Middlebury, Vt.

I hope the shipping of bees to Florida by

the Root Co. may prove a grand success.

We are all interested.
* * *

The most interesting page in Gleanings
for Nov. 1 is the last one devoted to temper-

ance rather than bees. Oh, my ! how it does

quicken the i:»ulse to read the good news

!

* * *

That illustrated article by Prof. Gates, on

pages 755 to 759, Nov. 1, is well worth the

careful study of beekeepers desiring to make
exhibits. Those Connecticut beekeepers are

ahead of all the other New England States

on honey exhibits, sure.
» * *

Does beekeeping pay? When I read in

the ABC some time ago that our friend

Dr. Miller had sold from his colonies devot-

ed to the production of section honey an

average of $39.97, I said, " It certainly does

—sometimes." * * #

I have been making beeswax the past

week; and from about 480 combs in Lang-

stroth frames I made some 160 lbs. of wax,

or 3 1-3 lbs. for each ten frames. I find the

secret of success is a good wax-press, plenty

of boiling water, and patience.
* * *

What Mr. Porter says, page 819, Nov. 15,

about home-made hives and fixtures is well

worth careful reading and meditation by all

beginners. The shabby hives that many be-

ginners use is enough to try the patience of

Job, and do more to discourage prospective

beekeepers than almost any thing else.

« * »

The article by Prof. Lovell, page 687,

Oct. 1, ought forever to settle the question

of the likes and dislikes of bees for certain

colors. The reason he gives for bees trying

to sting dark objects before white is because

they see the dark object more readily—

a

fact that beekeepers will do well to remem-
ber.

^ * * *

I thought, Mr. Byer, that you lived away
up north, almost under the shadow of the

north pole, and here you are comjalaining

on page 751, Nov. 1, that you were suffering

from torrid heat Oct. 10. The weather was
just fine away down here in Vermont at that

time—-just right to start the clover for next

year. « » *

Dr. Miller makes a good point, p. 740,

Nov. 1, when he says it costs 39 per cent

more per square foot to rear drones than

workers. If we add to this the fact that

drones are large consumers from the day
they hatch till they die, while workers make
themselves useful from the day they hatch,

we see the folly of leaving large blocks of

drone comb in our hives.

* * *

On pages 682, 683, Oct. 1, are some illus-

trations of winter cases that remind me of

one I made a year ago to house twelve colo-

nies. It was Sy2 feet long by 41/2 feet wide.

Three colonies were placed in it to face each

side four inches from the wall, and about

two inches apart. The space between the

walls and hives was packed with planer

shavings and some between the hives, and

ten or twelve inches of shaving's above the

bees. They wintered perfectly.

* * *

PIECES OF COMB VS. FOUNDATION.
It makes one feel good to read how Mr.

J. E. Hand is able to fill his sections with

drawn comb, pages 805—807, Nov. 15. It

looks as though it would work, too, where
one has only a single yard to look after.

But when I have six or eight yards to look

after it makes my back ache to think of it.

One might get drawn combs one year, and
fit them into sections during the winter ; but

then they would be old combs and not look

as nice as new, nor work as nicely either. I

might say in this connection that I cut down
all my partly filled sections to about one

inch thick so the bees will build out with

new wax the face of the comb from i?4 to

% of an inch, which gTeatly improves the

appearance. I do not seem to have much
trouble in getting bees to commence in sec-

tions if honey is plentiful in the fields.

MELTED WAX BRUSHED ON TO FOUNDATION TO
PREVENT SAGGING.

Mrs. G. N. Wisgate asks, page 620, wheth-

er there can not be some way devised easier

than wiring frames to prevent sagging of

combs. Dr. Miller, page 749, suggests the

use of splints, and I should like to inquire

as to the experience of those who have coat-

ed the upper part of the sheet of foundation

with melted wax applied with a brush. It

can be applied more quickly than frames

can be wired and wires imbedded ; and as I

saw it practiced by Mr. Poppleton in Flor-

ida it appeared to be a success. I placed

strong swarms on such foundation sheets

without their sagging in the least so far as

I could see ; but there was little honey com-
ing in at the time. The extra wax is util-

ized in drawing out the foundation into

comb.
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Beekeeping in the Southw^est
Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Texas.

ROSELLE JELLY, AND ADVERTISING IT.

It has not been very long since our senior

editor bad mucb to say about " roselle " and

its culture. Not until recently, however,

have I seen this plant grown to any extent,

and the fruit made into delicious jellies and

placed on the market. At one place I saw

some four acres of roselle maturing its red,

acid-flavored fruits in remarkable abun-

dance. The plants averaged about six feet

in height, spreading over the ground about

five feet, and even more where they grew

near irrigation ditches.

The product put out is a superior pure-

food article, very clear and beautiful, red

in color, and put up in glass jars nicely

labeled, making an attractive package.

I noticed it in nearly all of the general

stores. At some of the hotels several of

these jars were left, one at a time being

opened, and left with a spoon in it to be

tasted by the patrons. This seemed unique

to me, and may be applied in advertising

honey to advantage perhaps.

HEAVY LOSSES THROUGH FLOODS IN TEXAS.

The year 1913 will go down in Texas
history as one having a most excessive rain-

fall and some of the most severe floods ever

witnessed in this State. The damage done
will run into many millions of dollars, be-

sides the loss of over 1.50 lives.

Among tlie first lives lost was the wife

and four children of our friend Polk, a

prosperous beekeeper at Belton, Texas.

When Mr. Polk learned that there was dan-

ger of high water near some of his bees he

proceeded there, with his oldest son, for the

purpose of bringing them to higher ground.

The flood came on so rapidly, however, that

he was soon cut off: from his own home and
family, all of whom were lost, leaving him
only the one boy who had gone with him.

The bees he tried to save were also lost,

since the flood reached unexpected propor-
tions. Our sympathy is with this bereaved
beekeeper in the loss he has sustained.

OUR OWN LOSSES ALSO HEAVY.
The Brazos River flood, the highest in

history, made toys of seven of our eleven

apiaries located on the large plantations of

this rich river valley. Although the hives

were located on high, heavily constructed

scaffolds, out of danger of any previous

floods, the water, which was 14 feet at most
of the locations, swept away every thing.

Our new two-story ironclad honey-house,

workshop, and warehouse, 28 by 36 ft., our

manager's residence, a neat city-style home,

barn, and all other out-houses, went along

also, together with several carloads of sup-

plies, all of our equipment, including wag-
ons and buggies. The two horses, a valu-

able cow, hogs, and poultry were all drown-

ed, and the entire place left in ruin.

Our manager of apiaries, Mr. H. L. Rus-
sell, who has been a most faithful assistant

for nearly four years, was with me at New
Braunfels, for a few days, making plans for

the next year, when the news of the high

water came. He started back immediately,

requiring almost a week to make the jour-

ney, walking the biggest part of the way
through flood-swept territory. He had left

his family and other relatives at home; and
the reader can imagine the frenzied anxiety

that possessed him.' He had learned that

every thing was washed away ; but he could

not ascertain in any manner the where-

abouts of his loved ones from whom he was
separated. After reaching there he was
only able to find that they had escaped by
means of boats they constructed after the

water came, and were safe somewhere in an

adjoining county. All communication being

cut off, it was impossible to locate them,

however; and although two weeks have

elapsed, he is still separated from his fam-

ily, and neither do they know his where-

abouts.

I am writing this on my way to the strick-

en district and to these good people who
have suffered so much. Although our loss

is from .$10,000 to $12,000, I have given it

little thought, because, nppei-most in my
mind, has been the welfare of these faithful

persons; and while I am making slow head-

way from one halting-place to the next, over

the miles and miles of ruined tracks, just

rejflaeed to let the first trains pass after

more than two weeks of suspended traffic,

my anxiety to reach our now ruined former

fields of operations is the gi-eater. Although
Ave have lost heavily, Mr. Russell has lost all

of his bdlongings in this terrible flood except

the clothes worn by him. But we know
that the faithful will receive their reward;

and this happy thought is exemplified by
the fact in this case that a number of good
friends who remembered the Russell family

from a few months' residence in my employ
at New Braunfels, before Mr. Russell was
placed in charge of the apiaries in the

Brazos River Valley, have placed in my care

a large trunkful of warm clothes that T am
to deliver to them upon reaching my desti-

nation.
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Beekeeping in California
p. C. Chadwick, Redlands, Cal.

DOES HONEY FROM THE SAME PLANT VARY?
It seems that I am almost alone in my

views on the color of honey from the same
plant. That part does not bother me as

much as do some of the arguments used to

prove that I am wi'ong'. Some are not only

claiming a difference in the color of honey
from the same plant, but have gone further

by saying there is also a difference in the

body and flavor. No doubt this will be of
great advantage to those who have an in-

ferior grade of honey, for they can choose

a fancy name and thereby augment the sales

of their crop ; but it is hardly necessary to

state that the true article from which they

have borrowed the name must in time suffer.

But, according to the trend of the discussion

at the present time, they will have quite an
array of argiiment to sustain them. In that

case the name white clover, basswood, buck-
wheat, sage, orange, etc., will mean abso-

lutely nothing. We have a prominent bee-

keeper in California who was also long a
producer in New York, who says that he

has seen the early flow from cultivated

buckwheat so light that it could not be told

from white clover by sight. He also con-

tends for the difference in color of sage,

according to the soil and elevation.

I wish to review briefly Mr. Wesley Fos-
ter's argument on p. 838, Dec. 1. I agree
that plants are constantly undergoing a

change; but I contend that it is not an over-

night change. Mr. Foster has the following
to say :

" The various honeys such as alfalfa,

orange, white clover, and basswood, how-
ever, approximate a certain definite stan-

dard." Yet in the Imperial Valley of Cali-

fornia we are told that alfalfa^runs as Ioav

in color as dark amber. Buckwheat in New
York as light as white clover, and white
clover in New York as dark as buckwheat

!

Where are we at? Mr. Foster also says.
" It is an accepted fact that the climate has
an effect on the color of people's skins, hair,

eyes, etc. People on the Pacific coast have
a' different complexion from those in the

Rocky Mountain region." Yet in Germany
we find light-haired blue-eyed people, while
just across the line in France we find tliem

dark-haii'ed and black-eyed. So far as the

complexion of people here on the coast be-

ing any different from those of the Rocky
Mountains is concerned, that is a fallacy.

I had many talks on this color proposi-
tion while at the California State conven-
tion, for I was the target that several people
wanted to shoot at. Nine out of ten agreed

thpt, the heavier th^ flow from a source^ the

lighter the honey. That was my original

contention, that we obtain only the pure
nectar from any flower when it is yielding

bountifully; at other times it can not be
judged as pure, from the fact that other

plants are yielding enough to change the

color. Take the button sage, for example.
No amount of preaching can make me be-

lieve that it is not water-white in its purity,

for I have studied this flora for ten years
under all conditions; yet there are some
years when we get the pure water-white

grade, though most of the nectar is from that

source. The button sage, under the influence

of warm sunny Aveather, will yield a perfect

stream of nectar, so to speak, while a dark,

cloudy, cool day will cause the wild alfalfa

to yield more and the sage less; then the

bees go to the wild alfalfa, and within the

period of a few days will often color an
extracting of sage honey until it reaches the

light-amber class. Strictly speaking, it is

not sage honey, yet it contains only suffi-

cient wild alfalfa to throw it oft" color for a

strictly sage product.

A gentleman from Nevada told me that I

was mistaken on the color of alfalfa honey
—that it varies from white to light amber,
the white being secured when there is a

heavy flow on, and becoming darker as the

flow becomes lighter. I asked him if he was
sure his bees were getting only alfalfa in the

light flow. He admitted that he was not.

In a recent issue of the Western Hon-
eybee, " Honey-plants of California " was
quoted at some lengih to break down my
arguments; one of the quotations given there

] am quoting here: "Page 1017. Mint
family. Marrubium vulgare L; horehound.
Common weeds of old fields and waste places

about farms and villages everywhere in the

Coast Rang'es, Sacramento, and the San
Joaquin valleys and Southern California.

Evergreen with us; season May to Septem-
ber. A splendid yielder of dark-amber hon-

ey too strong and dark for table use, but is

used largely in medicine. The honey is re-

ported by some Ventura County beekeepers

to be of a light color ny^th a greenish tinge
''

(my italics). "It is, however, probably

wild-alfalfa honey with a slight addition of

horehound, as the latter is very aromatic."

The facts in the matter are wliat we are

after and what we should have. We should

also know if all honeys vary according to

soil and climate, and to what extent; for if

if can be proven that sage honey is at times,

a light amber I must apologize to a firm of

western buyers who quoted light-amber sage.
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Conversations w^ith Doolittle
At Borodino, New York.

SOME QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
" What is your experience with raw or

boiled linseed oil for coating hives'? Would
it not be better than paint? Don't your hives

get water-soaked without paint or oil"?
"

Answer.—I have never used clear linseed

oil on wood surfaces, but 1 do not see why
it should be better than paint. To paint

liives properly, or any thing else, the first

coat should always be mainly oil and a very

little white lead, or whatever is used to

thicken the oil. Thin oil penetrates the wood
instead of being absorbed by the pigment

used; and when it hardens, it largely pre-

vents moisture passing through the jjores.

Some seem to think that the propolis which

the bees use on the inside of the hive lias the

same etfeet as does oil or paint; but this is

a mistake, ns the thin coating of propolis-

varnish which the bees use in all places (ex-

.^epting on rough surfaces) contracts, checks,

or cracks to sucli a degree when cold weather

comes on in the fall, or during cold nights,

that it becomes sufficiently porous.
" If shade-boards such as I recommend are

rsed, the sun does not shine on any part of

the hive during the hottest part of the day.

And any shade-board which will properly

shield the hive from the sun will shield it

from all storms as well, unless such storms

are accompanied by extreme winds; and
then the water will only be driven against

the bottom part of the hives.

INDUCING LATE BROOD-REARING.
" My bees did not continue to rear brood

as late the past fall as they generally do;

consequently they went into winter quarters

deuleted in numbers, and I fear for the re-

sults next season. Is it possible to force

bees to continue brood-rearing during the

fall by feeding such colonies as are not in-

clined to do so'?
"

Answer.—It is quite generally supposed
that late feeding will induce late breeding,

pnd so it will; but when the laying of the

(jueen has dwindled away the last of Aug^ust

or fore part of September, it takes time to

gfet her started again. Even a natural flow

of nectar from the fields, if of short dura-

tion, fails to produce brood-rearing after

the queen has once -topped laying. Brood-
rearing is never carried on during Septem-
ber or October, in this locality, to an extent

equal to what it is in May and June, no
matter how long feeding is continued, or

how good the yield of nectar from the fields

may be. And especially is this the ease

where the laying of the queen has once
ceased, preparatory to the bees entering

upon a state of rest for the winter. But

continued feeding will start up brood-rear-

ing after a week or ten days have elapsed;

snd when once started again it will general-

ly be kept up as long as the bees can com-
fortably take the food without becoming
chilled. If we desire brood-rearing to con-

tinue into cold weather, it can be kept up
well toward winter by feeding regularly

each day, and in all cold snaps giving the

feed as w^arm as can be borne by the hand.

But after having colonies come out well the

next spring, where no eggs were laid by the

queen after August 10 to 20, I do not now
worry about this matter of late brood-rear-

ing as formerly. Very late breeding often

results in prematurely wearing out the vital-

ity of such bees as are of the right age to

stand the rigors of winter the most success-

fully, and in such cases late brood-rearing

is a detriment rather than a remedy.
PUTTING FOUNDATION IN BROOD-FRAMES
" I wish to fill my frames for the brood-

chamber of the hives with foundation this

winter; but when nailing them up I did not

know that it was necessary to have a saw-

kerf cut in the under side of the top-bar in

order to hold the foundation. What would
you do in such a case?

"

Answer.—In all the frames I have made
during my 40 odd years of beekeeping life

T have never used a saw-kerf in one of them,

ror do T consider it necessary. Proceed as

follows: Upon a board slightly larger tlian

the frame fasten anotlier board, just^large

enough to slip into the frame easily, and

scant half as thick as the top-bar is wide,

r^it the frame over this " form," then lay on

the foundation with its straight edge or side

close against the under side of the top-bar.

It is well to have a handle of some kind on

the under side of the first-named board.

when, by holding the whole firmly in the

left hand, you can pour from a tablespoon

into the angle between the top-bar and the

foundation a teaspoonful, or such a matter,

of melted wax; and by holding the form in

such a way that the melted material will

run quickly from one end of the foundation

to the other, the same can be fastened in the

frame as securely and as perfectly as by
any other process. When I first used this

plan I turned the frame over and fastened

the other side in the same way. But years

of fastening only one side has proven that

this is not necessan'. Keep a vessel of the

wax warm over a lamp or in some other con-

venient way. I use this method even when
the frames are well wired.
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General Correspondence
THE ECONOMICS OF THE NEW METHODS OF

REQUEENING

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

The editor's kind remarks aiDpended to

my article on " Requeening without De-

queening," p. 851, Dee. 1, are encouraging

and at the same time suggestive. They sug-

gested to me the fact that the economic

importance of this new method as well as

that of direct introduction by the smoke

plan is being overlooked. Furthermore, the

economics of honey production are being

sadly neglected. To be sure, a stray item

now and then alludes to cost of some pro-

cess or suggests some saving, but they most-

ly have to do with the price of supplies, not

with the labor, the operative cost.

From the best figures I have been able to

obtain, the direct loss of queens put in by
the cage plan is about forty per cent, to say

nothing of the subsequent loss of maimed
and injured queens which occurs later. But

not a word is said as to the loss in labor in

the several inspections of the colony, nor is

m.ore than a passing remark given to the

loss from having the colony queenless for

three to six or often more days. Then there

are those colonies which persistently refuse

to accept a queen, sometimes dwindling

until they are of no value save to unite with

some other colony. By the smoke method

of introduction such loss is cut out, nearly

one hundred per cent of the queens being

accepted, and that immediately on the re-

moval of the old queen. So certain are the

results that it is unnecessary to inspect the

colony afterward to see if the queen is safe.

The aggTegate saving throughout the coun-

try in cost of queens alone is immense; and
if the labor item could be figured it would
astound us.

By " Requeening Without Dequeening "

we save the labor (costly time) of finding

the old queen. If we raise our own queens

and raise as many of them as we had to

when introducing by the cage method, we
can save almost all of that time and thus be

far ahead of the cage plan. All that is

necessary is to run in the new queen at the

proper tim.e, and the next morning look for

a dead queen in front of the hive. Occasion-

ally it is the second day before she is thrown
out, and now and then longer; but even so,

it takes very little time to walk along before

the hives and look for a dead queen. They,

are readily seen, usually having a few work-
ers " nosing " them over. If a system of

clipjjing queens reared one year one way,

say (for example) the left wings, and those

of the next year having the right wing's

clipped, there is never any question as to

which queen is thrown out. The veteran

can readily distingaysh between an old

and a young queen ; but sometimes the bees

have been doing a little superseding unbe-

known to the beekeeper, and a young laying

queen is thrown out. Clipped wing's make
identity positive.

I have said, " If we raise as many queens

as we had to when using the cage method of

introduction." By that method we lost about

forty per cent outright, which meant that^

out of 100 queens, only 60 are accepted;

hence 40 more must be reared to take their

place; and if about 40 per cent of those

forty are lost twenty or twenty-five more
are needed. In other words, under the cage

system about twice as many queens had to be

raised as were needed, and I have known
beekeepers to raise over three times as many,
because of the loss of virgins both in intro-

duction and in mating. Just stop and figure

the cost of that ! Divide it by the number
of your colonies and see how much it adds

to the cost of your honey per colony and

thence per pound.
The reason I said raise as many queens as

when operating by the cage method is be-

cause my loss when requeening without de-

queening is about the same as by the cage

method. But I save the expense and annoy-

ance of looking for the old queen and re-

moving her, and all of the queens accepted

are " sound in wind and limb," which is not

the case by the cage plan.

In the article above alluded to I said (p.

851) that where the queens Avere supposedly

equally matched the bees sometimes took a

hand. So far as I have been able to find

out, the bees never meddle with either queen

uidess one runs—and perhaps " pipes "

—

then balling usually follows. Either queen

may do the running.

One item in running queens into colonies

having a queen may be an important factor

in the results, and it may not ; and that is

where she is imn in, whether at one or the

other side or in the middle of the entrance.

Suppose she is put in at one side and the

old queen is at the opposite side, and they

do not meet for several days, as may occur;

then the new queen has filled up with eggs,

and has not the advantage over the old queen

which we desire. Also, the old queen may
have cut down egg-laying either from age,

for a resting-spell, or preparatory to swarm-
ing, and tluis have a still further advantage

over the new comer. These are some of the
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thing's to which I referred when I said 1

had not determined some factors to my sat-

isfaction.

A little history in connection with this

latest thing in requeening will, T believe, bo
of interest at this time. Some twenty or
more years ago Dr. C. C. Miller experiment-
ed with putting' in ripe cells to cause forced

supeisedure and for the prevention of

swarming. I am not sure that he was the

first to try that, but I do know that subse-

quently others, including myself, tried it,

and also used virgin queens. The results

were far from satisfactory, though Mr. Da-
venport, I believe, experimented with the

same thing and is understood to have had
less loss than the rest of us. The use of
virgins or cells I believed was economically
a mistake; and for that reason, and because
of the small success, I abandoned their use.

and turned to the use of young laying

queens. The change proved wise, and
brought success.

Now comes in another bit of history of

particular interest to Mr. Allen Latham and
myself. For years before we became ac-

quainted we found ourselves working out

the same problems and arriving at the same
solutions. As time went on we got to com-
paring notes; and when we failed to agTee

I always, and I think he generally, went
over the problem again and most carefully.

In other words, when he agrees with me 1

feel sure that 1 am right; and when he does

not, I dig for facts to prove one or the

other of us wrong. We have had many a

long and interesting discussion of sundry
matters pertaining to bee culture, and fre-

cjuently remarked on the interesting fact of

our so often tackling the same question and
arriving at the same conclusion, each with-

out the knowledge of what the other was
doing. One day I asked him why he had
been following me all these years? For an
instant he sort o' gasped; then, catching

the twinkle in my eye, he came back with
one of his knock-out retorts. Look out for

liim.

Well, we have both been working on this

problem of requeening without dequeening,
he with cells and virgins, and I with those

and (later) with la5dng queens. Neither of
us said aught to the other of what he was
up to, though he told me he Avas at work on
something wliich he considered of great

promise. When I decided to publish what I

did I wrote to him for his opinion ; and, lo

and behold ! we again had been working at

the same problem. When I say that we agree
in believing it one of the most important
advances in modern bee culture, and also

agree in believing that we will soon make
the results as uniform and as certain as

they now are in the smoke method of intro-

ducing to queenless colonies, the beekeepers
may be assured that they are not chasing
any will-o'-the-wisp in following it up.

And this reminds me of a phase of the

subject which deeply interested both of us,

namely, the requeening of colonies in trees,

boxes, and box hives, where the owners for

sundry reasons do not want their property
disturbed, and where the cost of getting out
and transferring the bees is prohibitory.

The displacing of black stock under such
conditions with good disease-resisting Ital-

ians means more than at first thought ap-
pears.

Providence, R. I.

BEEKEEPING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Bureau Hive for the Peculiar Weather Con-
ditions

BY F. DUNDAS TODD

Unlike ancient Gaul, which, as schoolboys,

we learned was divided into three parts, the

big Province of British Columbia is popu-
larly divided into two, generally known as

the wet and dry belts. The section of the

province under my care as a bee-inspector

and instructor in apiculture lies in the wet-

test part of the i^rovince.

Generally sjjeaking, beekeeping is carried

on by the let-alone plan. Under my super-

vision are at least three thousand hives

eared for in every conceivable way, and un-

cared for in ways that are inconceivable.

Again and again I have wondered exceed-

ingly how, with such awful lack of protec-

tion, a few hun.dred bees could survive a

winter where the thermometer would drop
to ten degi'ees below zero, and where often

steady rainfall for days would soak every

inch of comb, especially when the most fa-

vorable conditions of protection and food
supply often result in the extinction of the

colony. Some day I may tell my readers

some of my experiences and some of the

conclusions about wintering I have reached.

Our springs begin along in March, and
not infrequently dawdle along in most ex-

asperating fashion until near the end of

June. Our nights are always cool, except-

ing for a few days in the height of summer,
and even at their worst they are far from
being unpleasant.

Brood-rearing begins in March. In a fa-

vorable season an eight-frame hive will be

packed with brood by the end of April. At
that time a second brood-chamber may be
given, and by the first of June both stories

will be crammed with bees and brood. I

have seen l)oth chambers of a ten-frame hive

ci'owded with bees on April 20,
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Front view of Todd's bureau hives modeled after the hive described by Samuel Siininiiis in a " Modern
Bee Farm."

There is another side. A colony the least

bit below par will dawdle along in a cold

spring until about the beginning of the hon-
ey-flow, and then give up the ghost. Last
spring (1913) was the worst in twenty
3'ears, and it makes my heart sore to open
up, as late as the last week of May, hive

after hive the whole day long only to find

a few hundred beas and a poor queen which
is industriously doing her task and laying

as many as a dozen eggs in every cell cov-

ered by the bees.

For several years I have pondered much
on the problems of temperature and damp.
I have seen and handled many kinds of
covere and hives, but it would appear to be
almost impossible to design one that will be
waterproof in the valley of the Lower Fra-
ser. Bit by bit I have come to be of the

opinion that the real solution will be found
in the use of a bureau hive on the lines of
the one outlined by Mr. Simmins in his
" Modern Bee Farm." I dare say many
readers of this journal have wished that Mr.
Simmins had given specifieations of the

bureau; and since I have worked out the

details for myself, made one with my own
hands, and supervised the making of three

by a first-class carpenter, I am in position

to give definite data.

My duties keep me all summer a hundred
miles and more from my own apiary, so I

have been unable to make comparative tests,

but 1 have learned a few of its merits. For
instance, it will not permit bees to fly out in

a warm day with snow on the ground. Such
a condition occurred in my territory last

winter, and many beekeepers assured me
that the snow was literally black with bees.

Much of the terrible spring dwindling this

season was doubtless started by this cause.

1 have also learned that it is a good winter-

ing hive, and one in which brood-rearing
advances very rajDidly in the spring.

The general idea of the bureau hive is to

jH-ovide an absolutely waterproof shelter for

bees, and one in which an air-space sur-

rounds the hive-bodies and so tends to a uni-

form temperature in the colony. It is also

a handy hive to work, as any hive body can

be withdrawn for examination without dis-

turbing the others. Furthermore, as all

handling is done at the rear of the bureau,

any bees that rise from the combs at once

fly to the entrance, and so the beekeeper is

not annoyed by their buzzing about his

person.

My bureaus are made from 4-inch tongue-

and-gToove lumber smoothed on both sides.

A little over 100 lineal feet of this wood is

required for each house.

The specifieations that follow are for a

hive whose outside measurements are 13%
X 19%. They will have to be modified a

little for a different size.

Platform is ISVzxSlVi; sides are 23%x35;
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Back view of tlie hives, showing one of the Lack pieces removed and the middle story pulled out.

front is 15% x 32; hack is 15 1/^ x 35; inside of cov-

er, which is of the telescope variety, is 17x23^/4.
Bill of goods for one hureau :

Lumber, 120 lineal feet of 4-inrh tongue and
groove, smooth on both sides.

%-inch square wood, 30 lineal feet.

Screws, 5 dozen 1 % -inch steel.

Screws, 1 dozen 1%-inch brass.

Roof, canvas or galvanized iron.

The hive-bodies are carried on runners attached

to the sides of the bureau. The bee-space of % inch

between sets of frame* is determined by the distance

between the runners, hence the hive-bodies are made
of the same depth as the frames—that is, 9% inches.

To put it another way, when the frames are hanging
in the hive-1 ody, both upper and under surfaces are

flush with the correspondinng edges of the hive.

We therefore start out by reducing the height of

the hive bodies to be used to the proper size, then
along the upper edge of the long sides we fasten

with screws a pair of cleats % x% xl9%. These
cleats carry the hives on runners attached to the

sides of the bureau.
Tlie upper surface of the hive-body now under

consideration will be 15% inches across. Allowing

Vs inch for play we arrive at 15% inches as the

inside width of the bureau.
As the sides of the bureau are nailed to the sides

of the platform it is better to begin with the latter.

The upper boards are fastened to a frame made of

i % X 3 % wood set on the narrow edge. The side

p'eces are 32 inches long, the cross-pieces 12. In
nailing the parts together the front cross-piece is set

flush with the ends of the side pieces, but the back
I'ross-piece is i-et in % inch. This frame should be

cxac'ly 15 Vj inches wide.

The platform is made 15% xSlM. Both in front

and back it is flush with the cross-))iec6s of the

frame.
Tlie sides of the bureau are 23% x 35. Once the

pieces are fitted together and trued up, draw four

lines across at the following distances from one end

:

2 inches, 11%, 2078, 30%. The two-inch line marks
the point of contact with the upper edge of the plat-

form. It is advisable to nail a % -inch-square cleat

along this line, to rest on the platform. It is ©spe-

cially helpful when the sides are being fitted. The
other three lines mark the upper edge of the runners

on which the hive-bodies are carried. These runners

are % x% x22i4 inches long. When in position

they leave a blank space of % inch at each end.

The front and back will butt tight against the ends

of the cleats. At this stage it is wisdom to make all

fastenings with finishing nails, but for permanency
screws should be used, as a heavy weight will have
to be carried by these runners.

The front board is 15% x 32. Across it draw three

lines, one 9%, one 18%, one 28% inches from what
is to be the bottom edge of the board. These lines

mark the upper edge of the % cleats, cleats against

which the end of the hive will strike when in posi-

tion in the bureau. The top edge of the cleat will

be flush with the top surface of the hive-body. To
avoid mashing bees when the hive is run home it is

1 etter to have a couple of screws projecting a trifle

less than % inch from the face of the cleats on the

front board. It is well to nail a binding cleat of %-
in<b wood along the lower edge of the front board.

.Ul cleats are % x % x 15% inches.

The back board is 15% x 35. Across it are drawn
four lines, one 2 inches from the bottom end, one

12%, one 21%, and one 31% inches. The two-inch

line marks the lower edge of the fastening-block,

which must be strong, say 1x2x15%. The other

lines correspond with those on the front board, and
mark the upper edge of the cleats % x % x 15%.
We are now ready to assemble the body of the

bureau. First, put the sides in position, the back

edge flush with the cn<l ; nf the jj-oio'-ting sides of

the bottom-board, the lower cleats resting on the

platform. Fasten temporarily with finishing nails.

Next comes the front board. The entrance is to be
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exactly one inch high. To make sure of getting the

height correct, place a block the proper thickness

under the front board. If construction has been

carefully done the cleats on the front board will rest

snugly on the runner cleats on the side boards. Fast-

en with finishing nails. "When the back is slipped

into place it will be found that the projecting ends

of the foundation frame will prevent its going home,

so pieces to correspond with these ends must be cut

out of the back board. These will be about 1% x

1%.
The lower end of the back board is held in place

by iron dowels that project from the surface of the

bottom-board and about 4 inches from each end. Drill

fastening-block. The dowels are easily made by cut-

ting off from a couple of four-inch wire nails pieces

IV2. inches long, measui-ing from the point. The

position of each is 1/2 inch from the edge of the

bottom-board and about 4 inches from each end. Drill

holes for them, then insert the blunt end and drive

home, leaving % inch projecting. Replace the back

board and force it down upon the points of the nails

so as to mark the position of the holes. Drill these.

The cover may now be made. The telescope sides,

if the cover is a tight fit, will draw all parts of the

bureau tightly together ; hence it is better to make
the roof first, the exact size being the outside dimen-

sions of the bureau—that is, 17%x23% inches.

The side pieces of the cover are made of % x 2^/2-

inch wood, and are best made with a miter joint.

To insure easy fitting it is advisable to chamfer the

inside lower edge.

To make the roof perfectly water-tight it should

be covered with a zinc or galvanized iron roof, or

with canvas to which are applied three coats of paint.

The entrance block is % x 3 x 17. On one side

is a cut-out % X 5 ; on the other, % x 8. We thus

have a choice of three different sizes of entrances.

In addition, by the use of blocks of wood we can

contract as much as we please.

To hold the blocks in position, put lugs on the

sides of the hive, the size being % x 2 x 6. Cut out

a space % x 3 to permit the entrance block to fit in.

By slipping the hive bodies into place, one can

test the accuracy of the construction. There ought

to be a %-inch space between each hive-body. The

front and back cleats should be flush with the top

of the hive opposite. The lower hive should be even

with the lower edge of the front board.

When fitting is perfect, remove all pieces and fast-

en all cleats and runners in place with 1 %-inch

screws, not forgetting the projecting screws on the

front board cleats.

The permanent fastening of the sides and front

board is best done with brass screws, as they are not

liable to rust.

The above design is suitable for extract-

ed ; but by changing the position of the

upper runners and cleats it can be made
available for section honey.

The quilt should be I5V2 s 1934. Plenty

of room is given above the uppermost hive

for piling on lots of old sacking to retain

the warmth. On very hot days upward ven-

tilation is secured by turning back the rear

end of the quilt and prying up the cover a

little.

To presei've the woodwork of the founda-

tion frame it is advisable to set the bureau

on cross-pieces of lumber.

The three hives T had made early in June
are now in the care of three beekeepers in

my territory. British Columbia readers may
be interested to know where they ai'e locat-

ed. One is at the experiment farm at Agas-
siz ; one is under the care of Wilfred Smith,

of Dewdney ; the tliird is in the apiary of

John Reagh, Ladner. The latter is a bee-

keeper of twenty years' experience who
successfully manages a back-yard apiary of

about 40 colonies in a very tricky locality.

Wilfred Smith is a young man of twenty-

one who last year took over the home apiary

of thirty colonies that had been moderately
neglected, and beat his dad out of his boots,

much to dad's delight. The superintendent

of the experiment farm is keenly interested

in bees, but, unfortunately, is overwhelmed
with the care of many things, and so has too

often to attend to the bees at odd moments.
But somehow I feel that the very variety in

the conditions will be all the better for the

test. All have one condition in common

—

cool nights and plenty of rainfall.

On July 28 Wilfred Smith reported, "For
the coast district it looks as if the hive is

perfection itself. It does not seem to be

affected by rapid changes of temperature
such as cold nights after a warm day. The
bees never hang out in front, no matter how
hot the weather. (This, by the way, is my
own experience, so far as I have had oppor-
tunity to notice.) Brood-rearing never

ceases, and is reared right up to the outside

walls of the hive body. In a single-walled

ten-frame hive, you know, the two outside

frames generally contain no brood. In an

eight the inner surface of the second frame
is used for brood."

The real test will be the wintering and
springing. The results I should be able to

report bv July.

Victoria, B.' C.

REPORT OF THE MICHIGAN BEE-KEEPERS'
CONVENTION HELD AT DETROIT, DEC.

10, 11, 1913

BY G. A. OFFINEER

The convention was opened by a very

]:)leasing address by President Jenner E.

Morse, of Saginaw, in which he welcomed
the beekeepers at the convention, and
brought forward in a very prominent way
the advantages of the friendly spirit which
should exist between beekeepers.

He was followed by an address, " The
Production and Sale of Comb Honey," by
Mr. Leonard Griggs, of Flint, Mich., who
spoke at length on the production of honey,

both comb and extracted. He advocated the

use of the double-Avalled hive for the winter-

ing of bees, and also for the pi'oduction of

honey, both comb and extracted. He ships

all of his honey by freight, packing the

comb honey in the regular way and the
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Colony belonging
of 224 4x5 sections.

to H. F. Edsall, Hammonton, N. J., that filled in 1913 seven supers, making
That's going some.

a total

extracted in 60-pound tin cans. He favored
selling to the wholesaler in preference to

the commission man, or direct to the retail

trade. During his speech he said that he

expects to buy a jjower extractor and to

increase the number of his apiaries so that

he can produce much more honey than he

did this season, this season's production
amounting to 35,000 lbs.

" The Relation of Beekeepers and the

Fruit-grower " was presented by Mr. R. H.
Pettit, of Lansing, ]\Iich., Professor of En-
tomology in the Michigan Agricultural Col-

lege. With the aid of lantern slides he

brought before the convention the benefit

to fruit-growers by having bees in their

neighborhood. His talk was followed by a
cjuestion-box, in which the whole convention

took part in a general discussion of the

topic.

The evening session was opened by an

address by Mr. E. B. Tyrrell, Detroit, Sec-

retary of the National Beekeepers' Associa-

tion, on " Imagination as Applied to the

Bee Business." Mr. Tyrrell mentioned the

instance of the Root Company sending bees

to Florida as being the result of some one's

imagination being put to the test for the

benefit of the beekeeping industry.

Mr. J. Pomeroy Munson, of Grand Rap-
ids, President of the Michigan State Horti-
cultural Society, spoke on '' The Relation

between the Fruit-gTower and the Beekeep-

er," and dwelt largely on the subject of bees
being poisoned by spraying, and also on the

so-called danger of bees spoiling ripe fruit.

Prof. F. E. Millen, of Lansing, State In-

spector of Apiaries, gave a long talk on
" Foul Brood of Different Kinds, and Meth-
od of Treatment," covering the subject very
thoroughly, and answering the many ques-

tions asked him. He urged the co-operation
of every beekeeper, and the assistance of
every i^erson to help get control of the dis-

ease in Michigan.
Mr. A. G. Woodman, of Grand Rapids,

gave an attractive demonstration of a new
machine for fastening foundation in sec-

tions, which seemed to interest many mem-
bers, the machine putting starters in both
top and bottom, and folding the sections in

one operation.

Thursday's meeting was opened with an
address by Prof. Morley Pettit, Guelph,
Ontario, of the Ontario Agricultural Col-

lege, and also Secretary of the Ontario Bee-
keepers' Association. His address dwelt
largely on the relation of the different asso-

ciations in beekeeping, on how to procure
new members, and on the bee industry or

the development of the bee industry in gen-
eral. His addi'ess was received with much
applause, and many questions were asked.

The subject of " Wintering Bees in the

Cellar " was thoroughly discussed by Mr.
David Running, of Filion. He is vice-presi-
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dent of the Michigan Beekeepers' Associa-

tion. He discussed the subject very thor-

oughly from the conditions in his own local-

ity and those of liis own apiary, answering

many questions on the wintering proposi-

tion.

Mr. Ira B. Bartlett, of East Jordan, who
was to speak on " Wintering Bees on Sum-
mer Stands," was absent, and a paper on

the subject was read by the Secretary.
" How to Manage 500 Colonies for Ex-

tracted Honey with the Least Labor " was

the subject of an address by Mr. C. P.

Dadant, Hamilton, 111. His talk was very

pleasing, and he answered the many ques-

tions asked him on the production of ex-

tracted honey, in a thorough manner.

The afternoon session, which was the

closing session of the meeting, was given

mostly to business of the Association and

the election of new officers. By a unani-

mous vote of the convention the Secretary,

Mr. 0. H. Schmidt, Bay City, was instruct-

ed to east the vote re-electing the entire list

of officers of the previous year. It also

elected the President, Mr. Jenner E. Morse,

as the next delegate to the National Asso-

ciation, and the place of the next Michigan

convention is Lansing, at the Agricultural

College.

FITTING SUPERS TO ODD-SIZED FRAMES

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN

There are two distinct classes of beekeep-

ers. Those in one class have every frame

in the apiary the same size, and even of the

same make, the brood-chambers uniform,

and the upper stories of the same capacity

and size. By that I mean the frames are

not only of the Langstroth dimensions, but

they are all either Hoffman, staple-spaced,

or not self-spacing at all.

On the other hand, the beekeepers of the

other class buy almost any thing which is

a beehive, not because the bees are in good

shape and they get them at the right price,

and intend to put them into other hives as

soon as time or perhaps even money will

permit, but because a hive is a hive, and the

matter of uniformity or interchangeable-

ness does not enter into their calculation.

Those of the latter class never make much
headway in beel^eepi ig.

To tlie first class I aim to belong; but I

liave bought a good many colonies of bees,

and in that way have many frames which,

while of the Langstroth type, are not staple-

spaced, but spaced by the Hoffman method,

and some are not self-spaced at all. Unless

a colony has crooked combs or lack of time

does not permit transferring, I aim to get

every one into the twelve-frame Langstroth
hive soon after buying. However, there

have been times when I have had to fit a

sujier upon a hive which did not fit it for

perhaps either length or width, and neces-

sity has schooled me to do this with a very

fair amount of success.

If a hive is not wide enough for the

super, the queen-excluder can be made to

stick over on each side (the width of the

rim is generally '/g inch), or a cleat can be

tacked on each side of the hive. The same
can be done at the front of the hive. The
difficulty here is with the cover; and the

only way out of this is to take some roofing-

jiaper, tack it on a rim, and put the pre-

vious cover on top of this. At the season of

the year when supers are on, this answers
fairly well.

Brantford, Canada.

ISLE-OF-WIGHT DISEASE ABATING

A Criticism of Some of the Statements Made by

Joseph Tinsely in the Sept. 15th Issue

BY JOHN SMALLWOOD

Mr. Tinsely 's experiences, p. G-J7, Sept.

15, are so diametrically opposed to those of

others and to ray own that I feel compelled
(lest there should be any mistake) in de-

fault of some one better to take up the cud-

gel myself and dispute them. But first let

me say that the rock-bottom and exhaustive

authority on this question is the Report of

the Board of Agriculture (price 1 shilling,

post free, from the Board) ; and as there is

a revision of it published this year it is the

last word on the subject.

Let us notice especially the first paragraph
of your correspondent's letter. Writing of

the disease he remarks, " It shows no sign

of abating.'' It is evident the writer either

is too careless or else has not taken the

trouble to acquaint himself with the truth.

Unquestionably during this current year
tlie scourge has mucli abated. Better climat-

ic conditions, an abundant yield, and also

)irobably because the weak colonies have
been wiped out, are the possible reasons for

tlie improvement. I should very much have
liked to give official statistics; but as there

are none published, this is impossible. 1

must, therefore, prove my assertion from
other sources.

As expert (or inspector) for two counties,

Oxford and Middlesex, the latter of which
lost 80 per cent of the colonies in 1910-11,

my personal visits to our subscribers have
occu]ned me from the early spring until the

date at which I am writing. I have found
very few new cases; in some instances even

the bees have seemed to cure themselves, and
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Colony killiil liy Isledf Wiyht disease.

unquestionably the colonies compare favor-

ably with the two previous years.

And 1 have other interesting evidence.

When the pestilence was at its height, every

morning the Bi\tish Bee Journal received

quite a consignment of samples of dead bees

on which to adjudicate the cause of their

demise—a kind of coroner's inquest. Now,
the Bee Journal informs me, very few are

sent ; further, callers and correspondents
from all parts of the kingdom write and
speak of the abatement of the disease and
the marked improvement. I think, there-

fore, we may comfort ourselves very reason-

ably with the hope that we are through with

one of those cycles of years in which tins

disease appears. In no way is your corres-

pondent's statement true, that it shows no
sign of abating.

London, Eng.

MORE ABOUT THE ISLE-OF-WIGHT DISEASE

BY W. HERKOD
Junior Editor British Bee Jovrnal

I notice on p. 647, Sept. 15, an article on
the above by Joseph Tinsely which is most
misleading. It is a pity that such canards
should get into a i:)aper of Gleanings'
standard. Your correspondent is a little

careless in what he says, nor does he take

the trouble to verify
the statements made
to him by others.

In the first place,

Ids statement that
" the disease shows
no sign of abating "

is entirely wrong.
In my capacity as

junior editor of the

British Bee Journal
1 claim to have the

best opportunity of
any one in Great
Britain for judging
this, and I can assure

you it is abating. In
some districts it has
disappeared altogeth-

er. Take, as an in-

stance, the apiary at

Swanley, which he
mentions. This was
attacked in 1910, but
there has been no
outbreak since then.

Right from the

commencement of the
disease, bees have
succumbed from it in

winter as well as summer. He speaks of the
bees " seizing small pieces of grass and
weeds to raise themselves higher where they
clustered in knots." Can anybody under-
stand what he means'? Fancy a knot of bees
clustering on a blade of grass ! What really
happens is that the bees cluster in knots on
the alighting-board and on the ground. His
illustrations of dead bees, etc., are mislead-
ing. Similar ones could be taken at any time
by any beekeeper. The pictures I send show
diseased bees actually clustering on the
alighting-board; a colony dead, and the
staining of the outside of the hive, which
occurs far more frequently than staining
inside.

There is no conflict of opinion as to cures.

A number of beekeepers are trying hard to

find a remedy, and the rest are praying that
they may be successful.

If your correspondent knew as I do the

tremendous amount of work done by the

Board of Agriculture he would not make the

remarks he does. One thing they have prov-

ed conclusively is. that the disease has been
spread by careless and unscrupulous bee-

keepers, and they state it is impossible to

stamp it out until a " Disease of Bees Act

"

is obtained. Your correspondent is one of

those fighting against this being obtained,

as will be seen from the following under his
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Aliglitiug-board of colony afflicted with Isle-of-

Wight disease, showing the bees gathered together in
knots.

name in the Staffordshire Chronicle of Auii".

2, 1913

:

It is cause for congratulation that the Bee-disease
Bill has been dropped this session.

Then to shoAv how inconsistent he is, com-
pare the following paragraph from the same
pajiier with the article written in Glean-
ings :

To show the fallacy of hastening such legislation,

it is now candidly admitted that in many cases of

Isle-of-Wight disease, the hees will overcome the pest
if given time; and I have also proved this with mj'

many experiments. Had legislation been in existence,

\nany excellent colonies would have been destroyed.
In two or three counties in England there has been

such a wholesale destroying of colonies that it is not
possible to raise a honey show this year and War
wickshire is one of them. One can not help but
think that too much has been made of the disease,

and that many stocks have been destroyed that had
no Isle-of-Wight disease at all.

Now, any one with the slightest experi-

ence of Isle-of-Wight disease knows that,

once a stock is attacked, it is doomed.

His statement that Italian bees are not
affected is as inaccurate as the rest of his

remarks. There are not many Italian bees
kejDt in Great Britain, so that it is difficult

to make a comparison. The disease is no
lespecter of the race of bees, and I have
had a number of specimens of Italian and
Carniolan bees sent me which were badly
affected.

He mentions one county where 500 colo-

nies perished. I can tell him the number in

that county is thousands and not hundreds,
and also that his informant wrote in a con-

temporary in July, 1911, " I shall be able

to go on and keep my bees and not let them
die of disease as was the case at Swanley."
That boast has not been fulfilled, as his

a])iary is among those wiped out in the

county mentioned. It is the gross ignorance
of people of this description which is the

means of spreading disease in this country.

Then with regard to the queen he states

that "it is a peculiarity of the disease she

is the last to die," but gives no reason for

this. Surely if he had studied the disease

he sliould know. Neither c|ueen nor brood
is affected, because their food is given al-

ready digested, therefore it does not contain

the germs of microsporidiosis which undi-

gested food often does.

London, Eng.

LIQUEFYING GRANULATED HONEY

The Tops of the Cans Should Not be Submerged
in Water

BY T. P. KOBINSON

Entrance of a hive containing a colony afflicted with
the Isle-of-Wight disease. Note the staining of

the front of the hive.

The writer's attention was called to Mr.
Louis H. SchoU's article on heating granu-
lated honey to reliquefy it, in the Nov. 15th
issue; and having had much experience in

this work I have decided to offer a few re-

marks.

Mr. Seholl is right in his statement that

honey should be heated slowly for best re-

sults, but painfully wrong when he tells us

to submerge the cans in hot water and cover

the top of the vat entirely. One great drn-
iier of inundation is that water is liable to

creep in through the caps of the cans. The
otiier is that of overheating the honey. 1

liave heated something like 20,000 pounds
of honey since August, and I think ihe

matter of reliquefying honey a part of bee-

keeiDing, just the same as any other part of

the work, which is an absolute requisite in

Hiis part of the State with our cotton and
horsemint honey.

My cauldrons or vats hold 12 five-gallon

cans each, and I usually heat about 2000
pounds at one time. The cans are made
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just as deep as the

five-yalloii cans are

high plus one inch to

accommodate wooden
strips placed in the

bottom of the vat on
which to place the cans

to prevent burning the

honey. The water in

the vat comes to a

)"oint one inch from
the top. The vat is

placed on brick six

inches high, so as to

have the fire flush

against the bottom of

the vat. When heating

begins, the water is

used as a thermometer.
The water in the vat

around the honey is

heated to the tempera-
ture of hot dishwater,

and held at this tem-
perature. Presently the

heated honey will be-

gin to flow to the top
of the can, allowing

the granulated part to

sink to the bottom of

the can. This process of the heated honey
rising and the solid parts going down con-

tinues until the whole mass is liquid. I heat

the honey until it reaches about two-thirds

the boiling-point. The cans are kept sealed

tight all the while to retain the aroma of

the honey. The stirring referred to by Mr.
Scholl is unnecessary.

I ielic|uefy and redeem chunk comb honey
by thus heating, and have as a result fine

' extracted honey with a nice cake of wax. I

have used this method of reliquefying hon-

ey for 1.3 years, and it has been very satis-

factory to myself and customers. I have
yet to receive my first complaint.

Bartlett, Texas.

B. J. Mayo's tree
500 pounds.

A TREE HIVE

BY C. B. MORRIS

B. J. Mayo, of Metuclien, N. J., a bee-

keeper of forty colonies, has an interesting

specimen of bees in a tree-trunk that was
obtained in November, 1913, at a cost of

considerable trouble and labor.

The colony was discovered in the woods,
about twenty-five feet from the ground, in a

dead tree. An investigation proved the worth
of both bees and honey, and on the follow-

ing night the first steps toward gathering

were made. The tree-tnink was sawed at

hive, weigliing, with the bees, in the neighborhood of

the point where the bottom of the combs
was correctly judged to be, and allowed to

fall over and down into a smaller one. The
smaller one was cut, and allowed to fall into
a still smaller one, and so on until four trees
in all had been cut down. This permitted
the lowering of the hive by degrees, and
thus saved the otherwise 25-foot drop that
would have resulted in an entire loss of
bees.

As the bees were of the Italian breed, and
not the common black kind that are so often
found in the woods, it was an object to save
them as well as to obtain their honey.

The top half of the tree was larded safe-
ly, and the extent of the colony judged to
be .51 inches upward from the bottom cut.

This estimate proved to be wrong, as the
saw passed tlrrougli the combs, leaving about
a quarter of them still in the top. The
smaller portion was then cut off, and, with
the larger one, placed in a wagon and taken
to Mr. Mayo's apiary.

The picture shows how the larger portion
was made fast to a tree, the smaller one ly-

ing on its side empty.
It is the desire of Mr. Mayo to have the

bees in the larger portion work their way
up and into the hive on top, filled with the
remains of extracted honey-combs, and then,
under favorable conditions, remove the colo-
ny to a place where other hives of this pat-
tern are located. Already this procedure
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Ontario honey exhibit in Horticultural Building of the Toronto Exposition in November. 1913. See next page.
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A portion of the apiary of B. J, Mayo, Metuchen, N. J. Mr. Mayo started three years a?o with only
five colonies. The cover picture for this issue shows Mi\ Mayo and his son standing near the edge of their
apiary.

has been successfully worked on the smaller

portion, and the honey taken from it.

The hive as it now stands measures 51
inches in height, 58 in circumference, and
is estimated to weigh 500 pounds.

Metuchen, N. J.

THE ONTARIO HONEY EXHIBIT AT THE HOR-
TICULTURAL EXHIBITION, TORONTO

BY E. R. ROOT

Last year, in November, there was held in

Toronto the usual horticultural exhibition

and poultry and fat-stock show. But the

thing that would interest the beekeeper par-

ticularly' was a magnificent honey exhibit in

the vei-y center of the horticultural building,

mounted on a large table. This exhibit was
]irepared under the direction of Mr. H. G.

Sibbald, of Claude, Ontario, a director in

the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and
one of the prominent and most successful

beekeepers in the Province. When I say
" successful " I mean that he is one of the

largest ])roducers of a fine table extracted
lioney on the continent. Thei'e are but vei"y

few men whose crops are larger, and cer-

tainly none who produce a finer honey.
During the winter he changes his residence

to Toronto, where he looks after the selling

of his crops.

When plans were made to have this horti-

cultural exhibition, the beekeepers of the

Province saw to it that their allied industry

was i3roperly represented. As we know that

bees make more and better fruit possible,

what could be more apjiropriate than that

honey should be shown at this horticultural

exhibition?

Perhaps the most striking tiling in this

whole exhibition hall, unless it be the Peel

County exhibit of fruit opposite, was the

Ontario beekeepers' honey exhibit as shown
in the illustration preceding, occupying as it

does the very center of the vast building.

Mr. Sibbald, though he had had no pre-

vious experience, or at least a very limited

one, was prevailed on to take charge of and
erect this exhibit. That he has the artistic

sense so necessary in a work of this kind, I

think Avill be agreed to by all who look at

this picture. Instead of following the con-

ventional lines of a blocky or massive dis-

l)lay it will be noticed that he adopted a

variety of schemes to set off the honey. The
big tower in the very center of the exhibit,

made up of comb honey and bottles of ex-

tracted, not too crowded, stands out in

strong relief. The pyramids and smaller
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towers are scattered here and there with
smaii groups of honey in \ariuus parts. The
effect with the open spaces is very pleasing.*

I have before spoken of the beautiful

color and quality of Ontario clover honey,
it comes as near being water-white as any
honey 1 have ever seen, with one exception,

and that is the guajilla of Texas. As every

one knows, honey in a picture will take

black; but if you can imagine these black

bottles containing a very pale crystalline

iioney you can get something of an idea of

the beauty of this exhibit. Of course, there

were dark honeys, such as buckwheat, but

the great mass of the display was made up
of Ontario white clover.

By the way, our correspondent, Mr. Byer,
on page 6 of our last issue, another large

producer of fine honey, thinks I shall be

taken to task for intimating that the white-

ness of Ontario clover is due to thistle. We
have nO' thistle in our clover honey on this

side of the line; and in view of the fact that

the Ontario product has something else in

its flavor that is very pleasant, and lighter

in color than our clover, I naturally con-

eluded that thistle explained the difference.

Nor did several of the Ontario beekeepers
with whom I talked demur at the suggestion.

Mr. 0. L. Hershiser, one of the best judges
of honey in the United States, and who was
a judge of some honey at the Ontario con-

vention, gave it as his opinion that there

was a little thistle in much of the Ontario

clover honey.

In our last issue, also page 6, our corres-

pondent, Mr. Byer, could not refrain from
commenting on the fact that a certain editor

had been held up by a " cojd " for stealing

honey. Now that " the cat is out of the

bag " I might as well " put on the shoe "

and explain. I stood, very innocently, in

front of this honey exhibit, as shown in the

picture, while a good beekeeper kejDt me in

close conversation. Whether there was any
design on his part, I know not. I remem-
ber somebody bumped up against me, and a

movement in or toward my overcoat pocket.

As the occasion of the collision was my
friend Charles E. Hopper, I did not feel to

see what I missed—or in this case acquired.

I merely supposed it was an accident, and
let it go at that. Soon afterward a Cana-
dian policeman, with an artificial sternness

on his face, took hold of my arm and said,

" So you are the chap who has been stealing

some of this honey? I have caught you with
the goods on you." Remembering that bump
against my pocket I reached down and

found a bottle of honey. I immediately
turned about and saw a twinkle in the eyes
of Mr. Sibbald, Mr, Hopper, and. I think,
of Mr. Byer. I turned to Mr. Policeman
and said, "Those fell/V.-^ over there have
been stuffing my pockets.'

" That is a very good stoi-y for you to

tell," said he; "but you had better come
along with me." By that time the assumed
sternness on his face had broken into a
smile, and a suppressed giggle was heard
in the direction of my friends.

It seems that some of these bottles of hon-
ey, so easy of access, had been stolen, and
the police had been instructed to keep a

watch, and the first man he caught with the
goods on him Avas the editor of Gleanings !

Well, if I do not get into any worse scrape
than this I shall count myself fortunate.

FIELD MEETING OF THE NEW JERSEY BEE-
KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION

BY E. G. CARR

* The great trouble with many honey exhibits is

that the display is too crowded. The open spaces,
a'; in the exhibit above, help to set off the groups of
honey.

One of the best-attended meetings of the

New Jersey Beekeepers' Association was
held at the apiaiy of Geo. Grover, on June
25, there being 63 present.

The first subject under discussion was tlie

improved robber cloth by Dr. Cheney, of
Hoboken. This, besides being ingeniously
gotten up, contains valuable features. This
was fully described and illustrated, p. 270,
April 15. Another device shown by Dr.
Cheney was a stand on which to place re-

moved supers, which is so constructed as to

make it almost impossible to mash bees on
the under side of the super, and, besides, is

very simple in construction.

The next was a discussion by W. W. Case,

of the tube escape and its uses. So far as

can be learned, Mr. Case is the originator of

this device; and, while primarily designed
for the treatment of foul-broody colonies, it

is also ideal for transferring from any sort

of hive or box which can be made bee-tight.

This was also fully described and illus-

trated, page 406 of the June 15th issue.

After lunch, " Short cuts in finding

queens " was discussed by I. J. Stringham,
of New York ; Dr. Cheney, of Hoboken, and
Pres. Root, of Red Bank. Mr. Stringham's
plan is particularly adapted to finding

queens when robbers are bad, and in black

or hybrid stock. The eperation is as fol-

lows :

The hive which is to be manipulated has

placed near it a bottom-board; on this a

queen-excluder and two empty hive-bodies

over it. The hive is gently smoked at the
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One of C. H. Root's apiaries showing his winter cases.

enlrance, lifted from its bottom, and placed

on the two bodies. It is now opened, and
two outside frames removed ; and after

making sure the queen is not on them they

are covered from robbers. The remaining

frames in the hive are spread and smoked
freely. The bees, together with the queen,

will cluster under the bottom-bars.

Now raise the hive about an inch, and set

it down sharply, thus dislodging the cluster

of bees. Replace the combs on their stand,

return the two removed combs, and, after

smoking the bees from the upper empty
body, remove it and place the lower body
with the queen-excluder over the brood-nest.

Now gently smoke the bees down through

the queen-excluder, and the queen will be

found trying to pass through the zinc.

Dr. Cheney makes use of a queen-exclud-

er on which is nailed a four-inch board

flush with the edge. The hive under man-

ipulation is removed from its bottom-board,

and an empty hive-body put in its place.

On this is put the queen-excluder with the

board attached so it leaves about 3 inches of

the lower liive open at the top. The hive of

combs is now placed square on the queen-

excluder, and the combs removed one by

one ; and after making sure the queen is not

on them they are placed in the lower body

through the uncovered space, each one be-

ing shoved along to make room for the next.

Pres. Root said all who enjoyed this kind

of sport were welcome to it; but this way he

considered superior. It is, to keep nothing

but quiet gentle Italians; and he never had

any trouble locating the queen by just look-

ing for her.

The last subject to be discussed was the

winter case, by Pres. Root. This case is of

Mr. Root's devising, and is double-walled

with two inches of packing, and telescopes

over the regular dovetailed hive-body, the

liandhole cleats being left oft to insure a

close fit.

The brood-nest is covered with the thin

super cover. In connection with this win-
ter case is used a double-packed bottom-
board and packed telescope cover. Mr. Root
claims a yearly profit from the use of this

case of $2.00 per colony in saving in winter

stores and extra honey gathered early be-

fore the cases are removed.

As an indication of the interest in this

meeting, one couple started at three o'clock

A. M., and rode bicycles 13 miles to catch a

train. Several members were enrolled.

MBERS AND NAMKS OF THOSE IN SUMMER MEETING.
. G. V. Barnes, Pemberton, N. J.

. Geo. Grover, Trenton, N. J.

. B. .1. Mayo, Metufhen, N. J.

. P. G. Snvder, Swiirthmore, Pa.

. C. H. Root, Red Bank, N. J.

. Mrs. W. F. Dilts, Pleinington, N. .T.

. W. W. Case, Frenchtown, N. J.

. Mrs. E. G. Carr, New Egypt, N. J.

. Edna Carr, New Eg>pt, N. J.

. J. A. Hallinger, Titusville, N. -J.

. C. G. Lippincott, Little Silver, N. .T.

. S. Powers, Wading River, N. J.

. F. G. Pox, Pipersville, Pa.

. Henry Bassett, Salem, N. .T.

.
.Tuliiis Hittel, Plainfield, N. J.

. R. Grabo\vski, Trenton, N. .1.

. G. Franssen, Lyons Farms, N. -J.

. Mordecai S. Haines, Mt. Holly, N. J.

. W. I. Green, Shrewsbury, N. ,T.

. Hudson B. Haines. Mt. Hollv, N. J.

. W. B. Bennett, Bloomfield, N. j.
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J. L. DiiBiee, Jenkintown, Pa.
Dr. C. D. Cheney, Hoboken, N. J.

F. C. Templeton, Plainfield, N. .1.

Dr. W. .r. Wolfert, Red Bank, N. .1.

Ed Krekl, Northvale, N. J.

,Tno. D. Antrim, Burlington, N. J.

E. J. Dienst, Newark, N. J.

Wm. Clayhunce, Titusville, N. J.

Henry Mull, Newark, N. J.

Richard D. Barclav, Philadelphia, Pa.
W. E. Housel, Hampton, N. J.

Jos. W. Tonkin, Sicklerville, N. J.

Jos. J. Wolcott, Eatontown, N. J.

Dr. H. D. Powelson, Bound Brook, N. J.

I. J. Stringham, Glen Cove, L. I.

Harold Hornor, Mt. Holly, N. J.

J. H. Wilson, Ringoes, N. J.

C. S. Sharp, Newark, N. J.

E. C. Stevenson, Burlington, N. J.

W. A. Selser, Philadelphia, Pa.
Jas. J. Keller, Glendale, L. I.

Chas. Sfhilke, Matawan, N. J.

Mrs. S. Powers, Wading River, N. J.

Mrs. E. C. Stevenson, Burlington, N. J.

Mrs. H. D. Powelson, Bound Brook, N. J.

Miss Grace O'Connell, New York.
Mrs. .(ulius Hittel, Plainfield, N. J.

Mrs. B. J. Mayo, Metuchen, N. J.

Mis. Henry Mull, Newark, N. J.

Mrs. E. E. Alexander, Red Bank, N. J.

Wm. .r. Corlett, Clifton, N. J.

Sim Bardslev, Edge Moor, Del.
E. G. Carr, New Egypt, N. J.

BEEKEEPING IN THE TROPICS

An Open Letter to F. R. Beuhne

BY CARLOS M. CARMONA

Although I have read Gleanings for

many yeai"S I have not cared to enter into

discussions about the merits or demerits of

jilans advocated relating to certain beekeep-

\vg fjuestions carried on in its columns, on

account of my ignorance of the language,

because of my meager knowledge of bee-

keeping, and also because of so much con-

tradictory advice given by the different con-

tributors. Furtliermore, most of tlie ques-

tions discussed refer to questions not affect-

ing tropical beekeeping; and, after all, I

have to adapt American conditions and

knowledge of beekeeping the best I can to

local tropical conditions for want of any

source of knowledge of tropical beekeeping

to which I may apply.

But lately 1 have found Gleanings im-

proving so much, and publishing contribu-

tions from different parts of the world

touching matters that also affect tropical

beekeeping, that I have been mucli interest-

ed, and have been benefited greatly on cer-

tain points which I have heretofore been

unable to understand or explain. Having
a new interest in the matter, therefore, I

beg to ask a few questions and report my
e periences to confirm certain questions

dealt with recently.

To begin with, I beg to confirm every

word. p. 537, Aug. 1, as my own experience,

beginning, " Years ago it used to be much
heavier," to the end of the article, with the

exce]>tion " I merely abandoned the plan as

unreliable," for it is only lately I abandoned
it on account of recent contributions in

Gleanings, and presto ! the loss of 50 per

cent of my queens stopped, to my surprise

and delight. Formerly I had noticed that,

after a swarm in a normal colony issued,

the remaining virgin queen ahvays returned

fertilized, and began to lay in due course

without any meddling, notwithstanding the

colonies were ])laced quite close together and

under a shed, and while the nuclei, placed
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as far apart as i3ossible, with the entrances

contracted with different contrivances to

help the queen find the location, were queen-

less most of the time. I could not explain

the reason, but now I can. The last contro-

versy about the matter enlightned me fully,

and the exi^erience confirms it.

The answer to the query on p. 536 is,

" Normal conditions/' as in the case of su-

persedure.

Mr. Beuhne says, p. 535, " Early in the

spring I exchange queens between colonies

liaving a three-year-old queen and nuclei

with previous season's queens." Would he

or you please ex^Dlain the modus operandif

It may be quite plain to experts, but I

should be thankful for details. By the by,

tliis three-year-old-queen business does not

confirm last paragraph on page 518.

If " hives are tiered up three and four

stories high without a queen-excluder,'' how
is the extracting managed? No brood in

the top stories? How is one sure where the

queen is? How are the supers taken from

the hives—by using Porter escapes or brush-

ing the bees from the combs? How about

the lower stories having combs full of hon-

ey at the sides? Is there any entire absence

of drone comb in the upper stories?

Mr. Beuhne says, p. 535, " These are, of

course, the best colonies, and the general

average for the 100 colonies in this apiary."

How is it that out of eight colonies in this

apiary not less than five colonies are num-
bered over the one hundred—viz., 260, 248,

205, 127, and 256?
In the spring Mr. Beuhne expects the

queen to lay in at least two stories; there-

fore, before that, she is confined to one story.

As the colonies are tiered later three and
four stories high, where and how does he

keep so many empty combs? I have no-

ticed the instructions given on pp. 547 and
486. This is a perplexing question with me,

and one of long standing. Although I can

not practice the freezing part, for obvious

reasons, I thought that combs kept from

the moths would last indefinitely, being

made of wax. Two galvanized tanks of 250
and 150 gallons each were properly packed
to the top with the combs, carbon bisulphide

applied at intervals, and the tanks properly
covered. But the combs crumbled, disinte-

grated, and turned to earth in the end. Only
a heap of dust at the bottom of the tanks
and the stacks of wired frames was found.
The tanks were in the extracting-room.

Trinidad, B. W. I.

[Mr. Beuhne's reply follows.

—

Ed.]

EXCHANGING QUEENS BETWEEN DIFFERENT
COLONIES

BY F. R. BEUHNE

In reply to Mr. Carmona, above, as to the

method of exchanging queens as mention-
ed in my article, Aug. 1, p. 535, there is

really very little to explain. A comb of
brood with the three-year-old queen on it is

taken from the colony and inserted in the

vacancy made in the nucleus by the removal
of a similar comb with the young laying

queen. The latter is then in turn put into

the vacant space between the brood-combs
of the colony. A small box is used to hold

one of the combs ar.d queen while the other

one is put into its place. This exchanging
of queens would, perhaps, be somewhat
risky if the bees in an apiary are demoral-
ized by robbing. I have not, however, had
a single failure. Of course, queens can be
exchanged by the introducing-cage method:
and when the nuclei contain frames of dif-

ferent size from the colonies it is the only

liossible way. I much prefer the other

method, as there is then no need of going
back to see whether the queen has been re-

leased and to remove the cage.

queen-excluders; tiering up.

In answer to the question, " If hives are

tiered up three and four stories high without

a ciueen-excluder, how is the extracting

managed?" I would say that the theory is to

let the queen have the free range of the

whole hive before the main honey-flow. At
the first extracting, the queen and the most
suitable brood-comb are put into the bottom
body with an excluder between it and the

upper stories. An exit is provided for

drones to escape from the upper stories to

avoid getting the excluder clogged with

dead drones. I admit this entails some extra

work and attention to details, but it is well

paid for by results. Inserting the queen-

excluder when extracting for the first time

is the best method for " an ordinary honey-
f^ow." If the flow is heavy, such as men-
tioned on pages 534, 535, Aug. 1, the ex-

cluder is not needed at all. The intake of

honey is so great that the queen is forced

down to the lower combs. No brood in top

stories? Yes, of course there is. Brood
from top stories is exchanged for combs of

honey in the lower chamber. Porter escapes

are not used by any one here so far as I

know. In two of my apiaries the very small

ants would be in before the bees get out of

the combs; and why go to a hive twice

—

once to put the escape in, and then to take

the honey away when you can take the hon-

ey away at once in very little more time?

One frame is taken out and temporarily
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placed against the hive ; the bees of the

succeeding ones and the first as well are

shaken into the hive (not in front of it).

Where are the bees which were shaken oif

one or two bodies of combs while the lattet

are being extracted? In my own practice

they are already at work on the empty
combs, which I left there when removing

full ones. If I have no spare emj^ty combs
when commencing extracting I replace tlie

first full combs removed with frames of full

sheets of wired foundation. The extracted

combs as they come from the honey-house

are exchanged for full ones, and so on to

the end of the day's work, when the remain-

ing bodies of extracted combs are placed on

top of the hives to be extracted next day.

Thus it will be seen that taking away the

lioney and returning extracted combs is one

operation.

Is there an entire absence of drone comb
in the upper stories? No, not entire; but

as nearly so as the use of full sheets of

foundation in all new frames can make it.

To make the best use of a heavy honey-floAV,

such as Ave get from some of our eucalypts.

one must have plenty of supering. It is all

a matter of preparation during the short

winter, and the investment of a little extra

capital. When the flow is on, the bees will

draw out one set of frames of foundation

after another with astonishing rapidity.

There are conditions of Aveather or other

circumstances which Avill sometimes prevent
extracting Avhile yet the bees are storing

steadily. Well, put on more supers, and
you will increase your yield considerably.

Bees Avill not fill up a cell to the rim with
thin honey, because it Avould not evajDorate

properly; and Avhen the cells of one set of

combs are half full, and no other empty
ones available, the bees are not doing what
they might do.

HoAV is it that, out of eight colonies in an
apiary of 100 stocks, some are numbered
above one hundred (page 535, Aug. 1) ?

The answer to this question is : All my colo-

nies are numbered. The number individ-

ualizes the colony the same as a name does
a horse or a cow, and therefore the number
follows that colony AvhereA^er it goes. The
colonies in the apiary referred to were se-

lected from my home apiary, those in the

best condition to stand the transportation
being picked out. They retained their orig-

inal numbers, otherwise I should lose all

record of their past jjerformances, pedigi'ee

of queens, etc.

In reply to the question as to keeping
surplus combs during winter. I can add
nothing to what appears on page 547, Aug,
1, and in the A B C and X Y Z book, except

that I have never fumigated combs in any
way, and never have any trouble with wax-
Avorms, although they aie plentiful enough
in tiiis district. I put the combs aAvay in the

supers, covered moth tight in a bee and
moth proof honey-house; and as the combs
of Italian bees are free from moth eggs

while on the hive, the important point is

not to let the moths get access to them by
leaving them unprotected after removal
from hive and before putting away moth-
tight. It is little use putting combs away
secure from moths when the moths are al-

loAved to lay eggs in them first. I am of

opinion that the combs in the galvanized-

iron tanks Avere destroyed by the action of

e-arbon bisulphide applied to excess.

Tooborac, Victoria, Australia.

WINTERING BEES ON LOAF SUGAR

BY E. G. CARR

In replying to the question as to Avhen to

transfer bees, somebody has said, " When-
ever you Avish." While this can not be
taken literally as meaning at any time of the

year, still if one has the material and skill,

transferring can be successfully done at

seemingly very unfavorable times.

A neighbor Avishing to " take up " a box
hive asked hoAv best to kill the bees. Wish-
ing to exjieriment Avith loaf sugar alone as

a substitute for honey for Avintering, I of-

fered to take the honey from the box and
leave it Avith him and take the bees.

On Dec. 16, 1912, the Aveather being fair

and the temperature near 50, the old box
was turned bottom side up, well smoked,
and the side pried off. The combs were
removed one by one, the bees brushed into

a box, taken home, and dumped into a ten-

frame hive containing Avet extracting-combs.

These combs Avere extracted late, and con-

tained perhaps a pound of honey in all. A
tAvo-inch rim was put on top of the hive.

The folloAving day an unsuccessful searcli

was made for the queen.

On Dec. 21 another search Avas made for

the queen ; and Iavo patches of brood, each

about six inches in diameter, were found
Knowing the queen to be safe, ten pounds
of loaf sugar was put on top the frames,

and an ordinary flat cover placed on the

hive. No packing Avhatever was used.

An examination on Feb. 1 shoAved the

cluster of bees partly above the frames and
through the loaf sugar, this being also the

condition on Feb. 8.

March 20 the sugar was removed, weigh-
ed, and found to be 6 lbs., 4 lbs. haAang been
taken down in three months. At this time
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It is well to bear in mind that this is not

liiven as a tested cure for Eiu'opean foul
brood, but only a plausible theory which
may or may not be of value.

New Egypt, N. J.

Hive fitted with tray for feeding loaf sugar in cold

weather.

two frames contained brood, the total being'

almost equal to 1 1-3 framefuls. There was

less than half a pound of stores in the

combs, a few cells being sealed. A very

nice supply of new pollen had been gather-

ed, the bees working on maples and elms at

inten'als since Feb. 21.

On March 31 the sugar was again weigh-

ed, showing 51/4 lbs. still on top of the

frames, and not over half a pound of stores

in the combs. There was no noticeable gain

in brood after March 20, and very few days

when bees could do much work, owing to

high cool winds and rain.

About the 10th of May one frame of

honey was given this colony, although there

was a small amount of loaf sugar left. This

colony was worked for comb honey, and

about 40 sections from clover taken. It was
quite a small cluster of bees when originally

transferred.

The experiment shows that bees in this

climate can be wintered on loaf sugar alone.

It has been suggested that this knowledge

can be made of use, not only in supplying

a deficiency of winter stores, but also in

treating for European foul brood after the

breeding season when there is not on hand

a supply of tield combs on which to shake

the bees. The idea was to exti-act the honey

from the infected combs, return them to the

hive, and place loaf sugar above the frames.

The theory is that the bees will thoroughlv

clean the cells of honey, preferring it to the

loaf sugar, and there will be no infected

honey left to start the disease when breed-

ing commences.

THE 24TH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE
CALIFORNIA STATE BEEKEEPERS' CON-

VENTION

BY P. C. CHADWICK

The convention was held at the Y. M. C.

A. building in Los Angeles, December 9-11,

as per schedule. Nearly the entire time was
taken up with business, the usual papers
and lectures being dispensed with that all

matters of business might have careful at-

tention. Harmony prevailed through the

session, though at one time danger ahead
was signaled when the failure of our foul-

brood law was being discussed. Trouble
was averted, however, by a prominent mem-
ber pointing out that there was to be noth-

ing gained by wrangling over the question.

The meeting was, indeed, a representative

assembly of active beekeepers of the State.

Familiar faces from the north and the south

were to be seen among the workers. There
were also beemen present from Idaho, Utah,
Nevada, Colorado, and Ohio. Most prom-
inent of these were Mr. G. C. Matthews, of

Idaho ; Harry Crawford, of Colorado, and
A. L. Boyden, of Ohio. Some new members
whose faces have not before been seen in

the convention were welcomed, for they

must in time take the place of the older

ones, just as, in the last twenty-four years,

new ones have come and old ones have gone,

there being always an enthusiastic bunch,
nevertheless, to carry on the work. One is

reminded more of a fraternal or religious

gathering than that of beekeepers. Hope
abounded in spite of two seasons of failure,

and there were smiles and jollying words
for every one. Indeed, the phrase might
w^ell be coined, ''As hopeful as a beekeeper."

There was no regular session on the 9th,

the afternoon being devoted to pre-conven-

tion committee work.
At 10 :30 A. M. of the 10th, Pres. Farree

called the regular session to order. This

session was occupied by the reading of the

minutes of the previous meeting, the treas-

urer's report, and the appointment of new
committees. The afternoon session was short

as a body, nearly the entire time being de-"

voted to committee work, all members will-

ing to work being placed on a committee.

The banquet announced for 6 :30 r. :^r. was
deferred until noon of the lltli.

On Dec. 11 the convention was called (o
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order by Pres. Fanee. The exliibit com-
mittee reported progress, but stated they

were in need of funds to carry on tlie work,
and an appeal was made to every beekeeper
of the State to aid by sending in immediate
donations or give a pledge for a certain

amount at a later date.

The corporation committee explained why
the Consolidated Honey-producers of Cali-

fornia had been incorporated. If I am cor-

rect it runs like this: There was a clause in

the proposed foul-brood law in which the

names of the president and the secretary of

the State Association were named as mem-
bei's of the apiarian commission. When the

bill reached the legislature it was found that

there was no such organization incorporat-

ed, and the secretary was so notified. There
was a hurry call to organize legally in order
tliat a stumbling-block might be avoided. It

was found that it would be impossible to

organize under the name of the California

State Beekeepers' Association, due to the

fact that there was on file in the office of
Secretary of State a name very similar, and
lie would not allow it. It was then decided

to adopt the name of Consolidated Honey-
producers of California, Avhich was done,

the new organization being the legal head
of the present association and belonging to

it. As nearly as I could glean from the

discussion, here was a worse stumblingblock
than tlie one sought to be avoided, for the

reason that the new organization was organ-
ized, not as a mutual association, but as a

profit-sharing company. J. Edgar Ross, of
Imperial Co., I think, exjaressed the situa-

tion when he said the appointment of an
officer of a business corporation on a com-
mission to regulate its own business could

not be sanctioned any more than to appoint
an officer of the Southern Pacific R. R. as

State Railroad Commissioner. This leaves

me with the impression that the governor
was justified in vetoing our bill, and that

there should be no blame placed on the

shoulders of Prof. Cook, as has been done
by some. If the neAv corporation had been
organized as a mutual concern instead of
a profit-sharing one I believe the bill would
have been signed.

The noonday banquet was the most enjoy-
able time of the session, there being talks

on topics of the apiary, toasts, roasts, and
jokes, the burden of which fell, as usual, on
our good-natured President, Mr. Farree.

At the afternoon session Pres. Farree and
Sec. Shaffner were unanimously electea to

their respective offices, Messrs. Bixby and
Allen taking the places of Emerson and
Mendleson on the executive board. A meet-
ing of the Consolidated Honey-producers of
California was called to meet the third Tues-

day in January in the Clamber of Com-
merce to complete arrangements for han-
dling the honey crop and furnishing sup-
plies foi' the Association.

THE NEW YORK STATE BEEKEEPERS' CON-
VENTION HELD AT ROCHESTER, DEC. 2, 3

BY E. R. ROOT

As stated in our issue for Dec. 15, 1U13,

page 873, this was the largest convention of

beekeepers we have had the pleasure of at-

tending this winter in the United States.

The only larger meeting was in Toronto,
Ontario. President Geo. B. Howe makes a

good presiding offi.cer. His enthusiasm is

such that it will wake up a whole conven-
tion. Ordinary discussions, in which possi-

bly but very few would take any interesi, l:e

will enliven with his own jjersonalily ; and
Ijefore he gets through he will have every-

body wanting to talk. He is also a practical

honey-producer as well as a queen-breeder.

With the possible exception of the Colo-

rado Honey-producers' Association, the bee-

keepers of New York are better oi'ganized

than those of any other State. Tliis is large-

ly due to the efforts of Mr. W. F. Marks,
who for years has been president of the or-

ganization, and the man who has taken so

much interest in fostering the association

idea throughout the State.

On account of our space being so limited

it will be impossible for us to give any thing

more than a brief resume of what was said

at this meeting. Again, there will be some
gaps in our report, not because the discus-

sion was not interesting, but because we
were interrupted at times in taking notes.

At the time we entered the convention

room there was some talk as to whether the

proceedings should be taken in shorthand.

It was finally voted down on account of the

expense. If there were any proceedings
which were worth publishing in full they

weie those that took place at this meeting.

After some preliminary discussion in re-

gard to membership fees in the local socie-

ties affiliated with the State organization,

the general program was taken up.

The president, in his opening address,

spoke of the importance of advertising our
product. He called attention to the honey
writing-pads tliat are sent out by members
of the association to the consuming public.

These pads.* calling attention to honey as a
food, will be kept prominently before the

consumer because of their utility. He re-

ferred to the importance of having crop

* These pads were gotten up by W. P. Marks. As
they are very unique we will have an illustration of

one of them later.
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reports from various sections of the State

and country, in order that the honey-pro-

ducers might know how prices would prob-

ably rule. Under present conditions the

small i^roducers set the price. Some plan

sliould be formulated by which these men-
can be brought into line. Again, we must
have organization. This should be so thor-

ough that there will be a spirit of co-opera-

lion and a general knowledge of conditions

of the season. So far the New York State

Association has kept aloof from the Nation-

al; but the time has now possibly come
wlien the State organization should affiliate

with it. The old prejudices of the past

sliould be allowed to die out. If mistakes

have been made they should be forgotten.

He would recommend that measures be tak-

en to get in touch with the National.

During the afternoon the question " What
can be done to i3revent the variations in the

price of honey? " was introduced by Mr. S.

D. House, of Camillus, N. Y. Any one who
attended any one of the meetings of the bee-

keepers in New York could not help noting

that Mr. House is a live wire. He is an-

other one whose enthusiam is contagious.

Mr. House started a lively discussion. It

was not so much what he said as what he

drew out of others until everybody wanted
to talk. It is not the little beekeeper only,

said Mr. House, who is making the trouble

with the demoralization of prices. Some of

the large producers, who are not in close

touch with the organization or with each

other, will establish a price of their own
that will knock the bottom out of the mar-
ket. He believes we should have a commit-
tee of five to get out crop reports. Later

this question was thoroughly thrashed out,

in whidi it was shown that some members
were selling too low. It was decided that

prices could not be fixed at that time, but

that some scheme should be adopted to in-

sure a uniform scale of prices. This sub-

ject was thrashed over until it seemed there

would be no solution when Mr. Marks moved
that the whole matter be referred to the

committee on resolutions. This was agreed
to.

This was followed by an address by Mr.
H. L. Case, of Canandaigua, N. Y., entitled,

" Is the capping-melter a necessity? If so,

what style is best?" Mr. Case somewhat
startled his hearers by saying, " I never saw
a capping-melter in my life. I am a pro-

ducer of comb honey, and therefore have no
use for such a contrivance." Then he paid
his respects to the secretary for assigning to

him a subject that he knew nothing about;
but now that he was on the program he was
going to say a few thing's relative to what
he had found useful. One of them was a

little tin pocket that he attaches to the side

of the hive to hold the hive-record. These
records are made of pieces of common sec-

tion boxes. The pocket is so constructed

that it sheds water and protects the record

from the weather. He had also a scheme for

wiring frames that would do away with

drone comb.
At the close of his brief address he was

followed by Mr. Baldrich, who went on to

describe that the capping-melter that he

uses is not a device for taking care of the

cappings as fast as they fall from the knife,

but to melt them after they are drained. The
device consists of a double water-jacketed

boiler that may be used on a common stove.

Mr. Irving Kenyon, secretary, uses some-
thing similar to this, and he has found it a

great convenience. Mr. House described a

machine he had seen at the A. I. Root Co.'s

l^lace, that melts the cappings as fast as

they fall from the knife.

We next listened to an address from a

government man, Mr. Geo. S. Demuth, of

the Bureau of Entomology, Washington, D.

C, on the subject entitled " Some Critical

Periods in the Season's Management." There

are several things that might happen to a

colony of bees, and some of these are under
the control of the beekeeper. The source of

nectar and weather conditions, of course,

are entirely beyond the control of the bee-

man ; but there are other conditions which
the beekeeper may modify; and one of these

is the condition of the colony. Sometimes
we have all the conditions favorable, and
then we can secure a good crop. Then come
times when bees need to be fed. Scarcity of

stores may mean a loss of brood, of bees,

and the honey crop. Then there is the prob-

lem of keeping the forces together instead

of having them dissipated by unnecessary

swarming. This is more difficult to accom-

plish in the production of comb honey than

extracted. The question of when to put on

another super, and whether to place the

same under or above the one already on the

hive, is important. He believed that a great

many beekeepers do not give room fast

enough. Some err in giving it too fast. He
would impress the very great importance of

contentment in the family.

At the close of this address Mr. S. D.

House spoke of this idea of " contentment,"

saying that, in order to get the maximum
work out of a colony, there must be content-

ment and not uneasiness—a condition where
all hands seem to be busy with the single

object in view of gathering nectar from the

fields, and making a place to store it. He
also indorsed what Mr. Demuth said on the

subject of tiering up—that some do not give

room fast enough. The discussion naturally
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turned to the conditions that bring about

swarming, and liow to prevent or forestall

the same. Mr. Demuth in the discussion that

followed stated that contentment can be

brought about sometimes by giving more
ventilation, sometimes more room, or both.

The Asi)inwall hive, for example, provides

both of these conditions. Mr. House said

he believed that the Aspinwall hive would
etTectually stop swarming, but he thought it

too expensive, and that a sectional hive, on
account of its easy manipulation, was cheap-

er, and better for the i:)urpose. Dr. Dines

agreed. In the course of the discussion

that followed, some thought that an over-

plus of drones tends to induce swarming.
Mr. Charles Stewart held that it was not

an overplus of drones but too many nurse

bees. To this Mr. House and Mr. Demuth
agreed. Speaking of the Aspinwall hive,

Mr. Irving Kenyon reported that he had
tried it out very thoroughly and had found
it a success, both in the matter of prevent-

ing swarms and in the production of comb
honey, but considered it too expensive for

the average beekeeper to adopt.

IS IT DESIRABLE TO KEEP BEES IN THE SHADE?
This was discussed by W. D. Wright, of

Altamont, N. Y., who is not only an ex-

tensive beekeeper but also one of the State

foul-brood inspectors. This question, he said,

may be answered by yes or no. The apiarist

needs shade as a matter of comfort to him-

self; and incidentally it may be useful to the

bees. He had long advocated and practiced

using an orchard with medium-sized trees as

a desirable place to have an apiary. It is

not always possible to have such an orchard,

but he was sure that too much shade is too

much of a good thing, and for that reason

he did not advocate large trees. Shade-
boards may be satisfactory, but he consid-

ered them objectionable on account of their

inconvenience in handling, and because they

detract from the appearance of the hive.

Years ago he tried out shade-boards, but

discarded them. In conclusion : 1. He would
keep all hives painted white; 2. Provide a

good circulation of air around the hive; 3.

Give large entrances; 4. Give all strong-

colonies plenty of room.
Mr. H. L. Case said he had used shade-

boards both for shade and at other times of

the year, when the bees do not need them.

At such times he puts them in,, front of the

hives to kill the grass.

Mr. Chas. Stewart had a part of his hives

in the shade and a part out in the open. He
could see no difference in honey production.

He has observed that when the hives are not

sl^aded the bees go out earlier in the morn-
ing, while tliose in shaded hives would work
better during the heat of the day. President

Howe said that black bees and Caucasians
need more shade. Mr. W. F. Marks arose to

ask "Who has black bees? Does not Mr.
Howe mean brown bees?" This brought
out not a little discussion showing that there

were two strains of black bees; viz., the

little black bees and the larger brown bees.

Mr. C. B. Howard next discussed the

(juestion of whether we should retail ex-

tracted honey in liquid or granulated form.

He had been selling granulated honey like

lard and butter. Such a plan eliminates the

cost of handling, and at the same time edu-

cates the trade to honey in that form. The
discussion naturally drifted toward selling

liquid honey in various forms. Irving Ken-
yon sells his in pails; Louis Wahl in milk-

bottles, and he showed some very pretty

honey of his production. He allows three

cents for each j^int bottle, and five cents for

a cjuart bottle wlien returned.

At the evening session there was a lively

discussion of the question-box—breeding

queen-bees and breeding bees in general;

best sections for the production of honey;
best Italians to resist bee disease, and the

color of Italians.

President Howe gave it as his opinion

that the imported Italian bee may show only

two yellow bands. He had been informed
that there are very dark Italians in Italy

—

some of them even black.

On the question of whether comb and ex-

tracted honey could be produced profitably

in the same hive, there was quite a difference

of opinion. Some of the largest producers
seemed to feel that it was not practicable,

although it might be done.

Wednesday morning Mr. Greiner, who,
up to this time, had taken no part in discus-

sion, was asked to give his opinion on the

proper location for an apiary. First, he

said he would have a good honey location;

second, good roads; third, a shady place in

which to work. He could not always use an
orchard, although he preferred it. Some
locations out in the open, he said, have more
swarming. One yard he had in dense shade

gave him some of his biggest yields. Mr.
Coggshall, one of the most extensive bee-

keepers in New York, said, " Locate any-

where, just so you do not crowd on other

people." He found that clay land gives the

liest clover. The apiary should be well pro-

tected by undergrowth for a windbreak. At
all his yards he has a building, and one key
for the locks of all the buildings.

Mr. Geo. S. Demuth, of the Bureau of

Entomology, next delivered an address that

ought to be printed in full. We have quite

a complete digest of it ; and every beekeeper,

especially if he intends to keep "more bees,"

should read it over carefully.
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PROFITABLE AND UNPROFITABLE EXPENDITURE
OF LABOR IN HONEY PRODUCTION.

One of the remarkable things one notices,

he said, when visiting beekeepers is the vast

ditTerence in the amonnt of time and labor

expended by ditferent individuals in accom-
plishing similar results. It is not always
the professional beekeeper who produces his

crop with the minimum expenditure of time
and labor, nor is it always the amateur who
produces his crop with the maximum ex-

penditure of time and labor.

There are men here who are operating a

series of apiaries with probably a less ex-

pense than others are expending on a single

apiary. A peculiar thing about this feature

of beekeeping is the fact that it is not a
phase of the business that can readily be
taught at conventions nor through the jour-

nals, nor even by visiting the more efficient

beekeei^er. It seems rather to come from
experience — not experience measured in

years of routine work in the apiary, but the

experience of the manager, the experience
of the man who is not so covered up with
the details of his business that he is unable
to see their interrelation and relative im-
portance.

To make the problem more difficult, the

beekeeper is at once both manager and rou-
tine laborer; and one tendency is to become
so engrossed with the routine work that

ability as a business manager may be de-

veloped slowly. Fortunately, however, bee-

keeping calls forth such a variety of activi-

ties that it stimulates development in vai'ious

directions. Beekeeping is a business of de-

tails; and while one may be overwhelmed
with the multitude of details, another with
double the number of colonies, and perhaj^s

other business interests, somehow gets

through the busy season and lives to tell

about it.

The paradox that the one who has the

most to do has the most time for extra work,
holds in beekeeping as well as elsewhere.

The usual trouble with the man who is over-

worked is that he hasn't enough to do to

compel him to systematize his work. It may,
therefore, sometimes be a kindness to over-

worked individuals to impose extra burdens
upon them.

The greatest efficiency in beekeeping is

not develojied by operating a single apiai-y

of one or two hundred colonies with no
other business carried on in connection. He
had in mind a beekeeper who was forced
into greater efficiency by a series of promo-
tions in other business. He has gradually
increased the number of colonies operated;
and during the same time has been compel-
led to decrease the amount of time spent in

the apiaries. Years ago, with a single api-

ary and but little other work, he was a very
much overworked individual; but now he is

operating three apiaries of 60 to 100 colo-

nies each, for comb honey, is otherwise em-
jiloyed, and several hundred miles away
from the bees during 10y2 to 11 months of
the year.

Compared with some of you, this partic-

ular beekeeper is but half grown; but it

lequired considerable external pressure to

compel him to become more efficient as a

beekeeper.

The beekeeper who uses his energies and
ability at " half capacity " in order to be
able to label himself a specialist is paying
a high ]irice for a fancy label.

The beekeeper with 100 or 200 colonies,

who hesitates about keeping more bees,

should by all means take up some other

work in connection with beekeeping.
The motto, " Keep more bees," should

stand as a monument to the memory of the

remarkable man who so patiently and per-

sistently taught it; and it would seem like

sacrilege, he said, to change it in any way;
but could we not put up in big letters,
'' Keep more bees," then write underneath
in small letters, "but if you don't, get an-

otlier job to be carried on in connection with

beekeeping, and woi'k at the other job most
of the time"?

The election of officeis resulted as fol-

lows: President, S. D. House; Vice-presi-

dent, John T. Green ; Secretary, Irving

Kenyon.

ODE TO A HONEY-BEE

BY T. F. NORRIS

Dear bee, thou art a rover

When the meadows bloom with clover.

From bloom to bloom thou'rt goin?

Where the sought-for nectar's growinsj

Fearless of the rain and thunder,

Through the distant fields you wander

Where the winding streamlets flow

EveJ onward, still you go.

Onward still, thou blossom-rover.

Till the autumn flowers are over.

With too much courage for a bee.

Or any thing so small and free.

Through noontide's scorching ray.

Ever hastening on thy way,

On thy way on pinions fleet.

Still in search of hidden sweet.

Toil on, thou restless rover
;

O'er many blossoms thou dost hover;

Merrily o'er each bloom bounding,

With your merry hum resounding.

Toiling while the day is closing.

Thence homeward to thy home reposing

Is thy home a hive or tree ?

Pray tell me, dear honey-bee.

Vanceburg, Ky., Dec. 17.
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Heads of Grain from Different Fields

Moving Bees in Mid-winter

On Feb. 1, 1913, bees had a flight. It turned

cold that night, and we had a snowstorm Feb. 11. I

moved 40 colonies about 100 yards, and a few days

afterward bees could fly again. I asked my man if

he noticed any bees go back to the old place. He
said, " Yes, they were all down at the old place for

a few days, but always went back at night." That
going back at night he was just guessing about.

From what I have noticed in moving a colony that

had been in ten days on account of bad weather,

this fall, late, and the going back last winter, I am
under the impression that a lot of flying bees are lost

by cold-weather moving. I have some to move a

short distance, but I am not pleased with this cold-

weather moving, as a flying bee has no time to hunt
a home when away from the cluster in cold weather.
They simply perish. I have a neighbor who was com-
pelled to move 30 colonies from one side of his house
to the other a few days ago. I asked him if they

went back. He said, " Yes, but they seemed to get

back home to their new location again," and added
that he could not notice that he lost any.

Galena, Kan., Dec. 8. J. P. Brumfield.

[Your bees had not been confined long enough to

move them only one hundi-ed yards. A far better and
safer way is to put them in the cellar and keep them
there for two or three months. Then you can move
them 10 another location ; but even then some of the

bees may be inclined to come back to their old stands.

When bees are moved out of the cellar, and put back
in the same location, though not on the same stands,

they will mix more or less; but this does no harm.
In moving bees in midwinter from one side of the

house to the other, it is desirable to have the old

location changed as much as possible ; and the longer

the bees can be confined to their hives before they fly

again the better. They will go back, providing it

does not turn cold toward evening too quickly, chill

ing Ihem so they can not return if they would. If

there is a period of a couple of weeks of bad weath-
er from then on, these chilled bees will never get

back ; but if the cold spell lasts only two or three

days, and then warms up so the bees can fly, these

chilled bees, as soon as they warm up, will generally

take wing and go home. This is not a crude giiess,

for we know whereof we speak.

—

Ed.]

Best Time to Requeen
What is the best time to requeen in central Iowa?

How is it best and easiest to find the old queen?
Edward Wurtzel.

[The best time to requeen will depend somewhat
upon conditions. If there is European foul brood in

a locality, and the bees are black, the sooner you
do it the better. If you rear your own queens, a

good time to requeen is during the swarming season.

Cut out swarming-cells from the best colonies; put
them into nuclei where they can hatch virgins; then
allow them to mate. After they get to laying, kill

the poorest of the queens in the full colonies, and
put these young queens in their place. - If you buy
your queens the best time to requeen is after July

1, when prices are at their very lowest. During
July and August, queens can usually be bought at

quite a reduction in price, providing a quantity is

taken.

There is no best and easiest way to find the old

queen. In the case of black bees it is sometimes
advisable to run all the bees through perforated zinc

and catch the queen on the metal after all the bees
have gone through ; but in the case of ordinary Ital-

ian and hybrid bees, or any bees that will be quiet

on the combs, the best way is to look over the combs
carefully one by one until she is found.

—

Ed.]

Apiaries—Proximity of to Common Highway and
Line Fences

Have you any knowledge of cases tried in this

State to determine the distance the law requires bees

to be set from a public or private highway ? The
reason I am inquiring is that a party is trying to

force a private highway through the edge of my
apiary. Should he be successful in securing the

road, would I be obliged to move my bees ? I have
always used this yard for my bees.

Alamo, Mich., Nov. 29. Bert Williams.

[We have no knowledge of any cases tried in

Michigan to determine the distance that bees may be

kept from a common highway. As a matter of pre-

caution, however, we always advise that bees be kept

as far away from roadways as possible, and in the

same way advise keeping a good distance away from
a line fence, especially if there is pasturage on the

other side, where horses or cows are allowed to

pasture.

We do not know what the law would be in a case

such as you describe; but we may say in a general

way that you are liable for any damages that may
take place. We would advise you to move your bees

away from the proximity of the private roadway to

be on the safe side—that is, providing you can do
it, and we suppose you can. It is very much better

in cases like this to avoid trouble in the first place

rather than to run the danger of tourt proceedings.—Ed.1

A Correction
Mr. Root:— I am in receipt of copies of the De-

cember 1st issue of Gleanings, and I wish to thank
you very much for the kind words, also for usherir'^

me to the front cover of your magazine. I wish to

mention one error in the write-up. I note it reads

that I am a son-in-law of Mr. H. P. Cary, which
should be W. W. Cary, Jr. I think the following

explanation will make clear how this came about.

There was a senior and a junior Wm. Whiting Cary.

Senior W. W. Cary was the man who worked with

Langstroth and helped care for the first successful

importation of Italian bees to Long Island, imported
by Parsons. Mr. Parsons gave this Mr. Cary a sup-

ply of Italians when he returned home from his

season's work in 1860. W. W. Cary, Sr., continued
breeding Italian bees from that time on until W. W.
Cary, Jr., took the business and added to it the vine-

gar business, which has developed very rapidly. Mr.
H. F. Cary is the son of W. W. (!!ary, Jr., and he is

my brother-in-law. He now devotes his entire time

to the vinegar business, and W. W. Cary, Jr., spends
his winters in Florida. You will note the bee busi-

ness has been passed down from W. W. Cary, Sr., to

W. W. Cary, Jr., H. P. Cary, and to me.
Lvonsville, Mass., Dec. 15. Earl M. Nichols.

Snow Does Little Damage if Entrances Face Di-

rection the Wind is Blowing
During the snowstorm on Nov. 9 and 10, as men-

tioned p. 836, Dec. 1, some of our colonies were
under snow to the depth of about four feet for some
time. In mountainous countries, where men and
beasts ai'e occasionally caught in snowslides we know
snow may be very porous, and air may pass through
it quite freely ; but we have all seen the result of a

sudden change of weather when snow changes from
a porous blanket to an air-tight covering—often in

as short a time as one hour; and couseqiently I

always look to all colonies facing any direction but
east, which have no windbreak on the east. I have
never found colonies with east entrances, and with

no obstruction or windbreak in front of them, en-

tirely difted shut. There is always a blow-hole form-

ed by the warm breath of the bees. This blow-hole
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usually inclines at an angle of about 45 degrees,

leading away from the entrance of the hive, and
consequently drifting snow passes over it and does

not drift into it or close it. If we have a wind-

break in front of the entrance, snow will swirl and
drift back, closing it.

Greenwich, Ohio, Dec. 9. R. .J. Wililams.

Some Experiences with Queenless Colonies Gath-

ering Pollen; Will Bees Gather Pollen with-

out Queen or Eggs ?

About the 10th of April a chicken caught a queen
from one of my hives. I saw the chicken catch it,

and thought it was then a good time for the bees to

work on the pollen. On the 20th, ten days later, I

opened the hive. Of course there were no eggs, but
a good colony of bees for the time of the year. On
the 10th I dequeened two other colonies. They also

were examined on the 20th. I found no eggs in

either hive, and I had cut out all queen-cells, which,

of course, left them in the right condition for a trial

on the pollen question. About the 23d the black-

oak trees began to bloom, and they furnish more
pollen than all other bloom combined in this country.

They were in full bloom for over two weeks, and
the queenless colonies gathered about the same
amount of pollen as the other colonies. They all

went at it with a rush, and kept it up during that

time; but after that was over, Nos. 1 and 3 began to

slack off on the pollen. No. 2, however, brought about

as much as the other colonies.

I gave brood to each of the colonies for a month
or more. I supplied each with brood of the same
strain, and No. 2 did not let up on gathering pollen,

but broiight in about as much as those colonies with

queens.
About six weeks after taking the queens I tried to

introduce one to each hive. I failed on 1 and 2. I

tried again and failed again. I then put a queen
between the tops of the frames, and they were both

accepted and are strong colonies now with hives full

of honey and pollen.

There is a great difference in the strain of bees in

gathering pollen. No. 2 had the most solid frames
of pollen I ever saw. I swapped pollen for honey
with other hives so as to equalize. These bees are

hybrids, five or more times crossed up with Italian

and brown German. They are just bees—that's all.

BROWN LEGHORNS STUNG.
I have White and Brown Leghorn chickens run-

ning in my bee-yard, and the bees will sting the

Browni Leghorns, but they will not sting the white

chickens at all. E. C. Frazier.
Central City, Ky.

More About that Peculiar Disease

You invite information, pp. 547, 548, Aug. 1,

regarding a peculiar disease appearing in Colorado
and California. I have noticed this trouble in this

vicinity for the last two years, but have not thought
much about it until this year, when it appeared in

two out of tive hives which I keep in the back yard.

The young bee,s hatch all right, but crawl around for

a while and finally get out in front, never to return.

Also the old bees bite the cappings and carry out

bees all the way from one with just a little color in

his head to bees that are ready to hatch.

I examined some of the bees that were carried out,

and caught some as they left the cells, and found
that some hatched without wings. Others had a

part of the cocoon so tightly stuck to them that it

was impossible to remove it without killing the bee,

and some seemed normal. All bees that were old

enough were left alive and kicking outside.

Now, I don't think this is chilling, poisoning, or

paralysis, as it doesn't correspond to the symptoms of

these. I fed my bees for six weeks on the best of

sugar sywip without the least change, and there was

no honey in the hive and none outside to gather, so

it couldn't be poisoning. There is no spraying of

fruit-trees here either. The trouble commenced in

May, and lasted three months, stopping suddenly. It

weakened two colonies until I had to unite them,

and exterminated another. It doesn't appear to be
contagious, as no other colonies caught it. I hope to

.see more about it.

Corona, Cal., Nov. 12. Dale Rycraft.

Alfalfa Honey Varies According to Locality

Mr. Chadwick seems to think that honey-plants

furnish the same grade of honey in all localities. My
experience with sage and alfalfa is that they do not.

When keeping bees near Bakersfield, Cal., a few
years ago I had two apiaries just four miles apart.

One was in the district known as the " Weed Patch,"

where the soil was very sandy and the water was
from twelve to eighteen feet from the surface. The
other was on the Bloomfield ranch, where water was
close to the siirface, soil heavy, and with much alkali.

Ninety per cent of all the honey gathered in either

district was alfalfa. The honey gathered in the Weed
Patch, to quote an enthusisustic friend, was "White
as milk, and sweet as a sweetheart's kisses." The
honey gathered in the lowlands was amber. The
taste of the two rroneys was different, and the dark

honey probably had a higher percentage of water, as

it was much easier to throw it from the combs with

the extractor. In-fo Co., Cal., on the east side of the

Sierra Nevada, furnishes a water-white alfalfa honey,

as does the country nbout Keno, Nev. In Imperial

Co., Cal., and Yuma Co., Arizona, alfalfa honey is

dark. It is no use saying that the dark honey has

been mixed with honey from weeds, etc., gathered at

the same time. Bees do not put different grades of

honey in the same cell, and at my Bloomfield apiary

I never saw as much as one cell oi white honey; yet

the bees got alfalfa honey, as thousands of them
could be seen working on the blossoms of the great

fields of that plant about them.

Yuma, Ariz. W. G. Hkwks.

Honey a Cure for Erysipelas

I am going to tell of an incident that happened
in our family last spring. My husband's uncle, who
makes his home with us, was afflicted with erysipelas

in his face so that it was swollen very much. Out

physician advised us to get strained honey and apply

by spreading on a soft cloth and covering the pa'ls,

removing every two or threi' hours, bathing the ptrts

in warm water, and apph'ng a fresh cloth prepared

as before. This we did, and in a short time the

erysipelas disappeared, and there has been no more
trouble with it.

Our physician, in talking about it said, " I was
called to attend a young lady having a bad case of

erysipelas, and did every thing I could to relieve her,

but with no success until I thought of strained hon-

ey. I spread some on a cloth and applied it to her

face, which was so badly swollen that all the features

were obliterated. On leaving I told them to keep the

application on ; and next morning, when I called, her

eyes were partly open. We continued the honey
until we had a complete cure.

" Some time after, I was called to Cleveland to at-

tend a man who had been under another doctor's

care. He had a trained nurse who thought that I

was a cross-roads doctor who did not know much

;

and when I told her to put on the honey she openly

smiled. But I told her to do what I said, as the

man was in such a bad state that I was afraid I

could not save him. However, after three days he

was so much better that I left for home, telling them
to keep me advised as to his condition. He was
cured, so I feel that honey is a sure remedy for

erysipelas."

Warren, Ohio. Mes. W. T. Daeby.
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Our Homes
A. I. Root

Suffer little children, and forbid them not to come
unto me, for of such is the kingdom of heaven.

—

Matt. 19:14.

Take heed that ye despise not one of these little

ones ; for I say unto you, that in heaven their angels

do always behold the face of my Father which is in

heaven.

—

Matt. 18:10.

By the way in which I have frequently

spoken of Mrs. Root, in these Home papers,

some of you might imagine she was without
weaknesses like the rest of humanity ; and
if she imagined I was going to bring out

some of her weaknesses right here in these

Home papers before all the world I suspect

she would " go for " me with a stool or

chair or whatever else might come handy.
But I am going to risk it at all events; and
I am going to speak of two special weak-
nesses. First, she will not put up with

being deprived of God's fresh air. If you
shut her up in a close room with the win-

dows fastened down, and tell her she has

got to sleep there she will get " fighting

mad." Perhaps that is a little exaggeration

after all; but still I think it is not very far

out of the wa}'. If you ask her to go to

prayer-meeting, and there are more than a

hundred in one little room, with the doors
and windows all shut, I am afraid she loses

her religion in her indignation; and I must
own up that I do not know but I stand

px'etty near her in that respect. But per-

haps I have learned to put up with bad air

a little more patiently than she does, and
some of her children are just like her. They
say they will not go, unless they can have
good air to breathe. I hope that some of

the good people who complain, if a window
is opened just a little, near them, will read
this and think about it. (If they would
pray about it too I think they would do
better yet.) Many a time have I been en-

joying a good sei'mon and feeling the spir-

itual uplift because some nice fresh air was
coming in from the window near by, when
some old person would get up and shut the

window clear down, when he could have
taken a seat away from the draft, with even
less trouble.

Another one of Mrs. Root's weaknesses
that I am going to s^Deak of just now is that

she can not keep still when she hears a baby
cry; and I do believe she has more sense

and wisdom in knowing how to do the right

thing to make a baby haiDjDy than anybody
else in the world. Now, that is a pretty big

claim, is it not? I do not know all the good
women in the world, and so you will have
to make allowance for my narrow vision in

regard to motherly women who love babies.

I told you some time ago of how a baby's
]3laintive cry roused Mrs. Root's motherly
instincts; but for fear you did not all see

it I will briefly go over it again. By some
blunder Mrs. Root and I had no jjlace to

sleep except in an ujDper berth when coming
home from Florida. I think she was a little

car-sick, and feeling badly; and when told

she would have to climb up into the " loft,"

through no fault of our own, she became a

little contrary and said she would rather sit

up all night. But she could nut sit up all

night, because there was no place to sit. At
this juncture a good woman (thank God for

good women, " the salt of the earth") sug-

gested that her two children would gladly

exchange their lower berth for the upper
one; and, sure enough, it was just fun for

them to climb up. By the time we began to

feel happy, and were getting into our lower
berth, somebody insisted on having the heat

on in the steam-pipes ; but the porter said

we could not have a lower window open, for

it was against the rules. Then Mrs. Root
became cross again. She said she would not

sleep in that hot place, without a breath of

air, for all the money in the world. Come
to think of it, however, I do not think she

said that in just so many words. She said

it only by action. About this time I began
to be so worried and troubled that that little

prayer of mine started up of itself—" Lord,
lielp ;" and right away after, Mrs. Root was
startled by the plaintive cry of a baby. She
asked our next neighbor about it, and was
told that the young mother was so badly
car-sick that she was vomiting, and a lot of

women were trying to pacify the baby.
They added that the sick mother had only
ai; upper berth, and she was so sick she felt

as if she could not climb up into it. Can
you guess what Mrs. Root did? She fairly

insisted that the poor mother with her baby
should have our lower berth and we would
climb " upstairs." But the mother protest-

ed against having old people like ourselves

get away up there. But Mrs. Root vehe-

mently declared she would much rather have
an upper berth, and did not mind climbing
up at all. There, now I have put my foot

in it. Don't you see I started out to say

that Mrs. Root had only two weaknesses

—

first, she always gi'umbled when she could

not have plenty of fresh air; second, she

would never lie down and go to sleep and
get the rest needed when she heard a baby
cry (and I honestly believe it does not make
much difference whether the baby is any
relation to her or not). And now I have
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blundered into a third weakness. She some-
times "tell fibs" when she is in a liiilii

place. She actually told that young mother
she much preferred an upper berth. whc:i

she had told the porter an hour before tliat

she would rather sit up all niyht than m
climb up there.

The above reminds me that cue of our
grandchildren—I guess it was a little girl

—

after her mother had given her a spanking',

after she got through crying she said to her

mother, "''l lofs you still." Well, like the

spanked little girl, I want to say of Mrs.

Root that, even if she does get cross when
she does not have good air, and bounces out

of bed when she hears a baby cry, and e\ eri

tells fibs (the kind of fibs 1 have described)

to help a sick motlier. like tlie little uiil.

" I lofs you still."*

Dear friends, the above is a rather \ov\v.

introduction; but it paves the way to the

following, which I clip from the Younps-
town Telegram. Just a minute right liere.

Do you know there are quite a few dailies

that exchange with Gleanings? Yes. tliey

are actually sending a paper evei-y day for

a whole year, and all they get in return is

Gleanings twice a month. Is not this a

clever world to live in? Well, below is what
I read in the Telegram:

WELSHES AT FIRST THOUGHT BABV'S CRIES WERE
THOSE OF A CAT.

The lusty cries of an eight-months-old baby prob
ably saved its life early Sunday morning when it

was found, muddy and bedraggled, in the front yard
of 630 Hayman Street by Harvey H. Welsh, 709
Hayman Street. The police, after working an entire

day to discover the parents or guardian of the child,

are without a clue as to whom it might belong.

The infant was nearly dead from exposure when
found. Had it ceased its cries it is likely that it

would have lain in the yard until daybreak, and it

is doubtful if it could have stood the ordeal.

According to the police the cries of the child were
first heard about 3 A. M. by a sister of Mrs. Welsh.
She awakened Mrs. Welsh and her husband, and the

latter dressed to go out to make a search. But think-

ing the cries were those of a cat, Welsh took off his

clothes and returned to bed.

The wails continued, and Mr. and Mrs. Welsh
were again awakened by the sister who insisted that

they make a thorough search. Welsh dressed himself

a second time and went out. He found the infant

not far away, about three feet from the sidewalk.

It wore several dresses, which were water-soaked
and covered with mud.

Welsh gathered the infant in his arms and took it

home, and the two women set about to prepare food.

* Of course, the above about telling fibs is a pleas-
antry. Mrs. Root never tells tibs, and will not tell

even little ones. She simply changed her mind when
she heard that baby cry ; and even if she did change
her mind rather suddenly, and was rather vehement,
I hope other women, especially every mother who
reads this, will be ready to change their mind very
quickly under like circumstances.

I forgot to add in the proper place that, when we
got up in the loft, I pulled the ventilators wide open,
and Mrs. Root slept nicely, even if she did spend
quite a little time helping to care for the baby and
its mother. My little prayer was once more answered.

—Courtesy Younystown Telegram.

They removed the wet clothing and bathed the child

in warm water. The baby, which was a girl, drank
the milk given her as though she were nearly starv-

ed. Her little body being warmed she fell asleep.

The police were at once notified, and took the

baby to the City Hospital. Detective Moyer was de

tailed on tlie case Sunday morning, and worked the

entire day without results. The child does not belong

to the neighborhood in which it was found, and no
one has reported to the police that a baby was miss-

ing.

The child was left purposely in the yard to be

found, or to die from exposure, or may have been
placed there by a drunken mother returning home
from a night's revel, the police believe.

Along with the above account came the

picture of that forsaken baby. Just think

of it, will you? Some woman, some mother,

left her own baby in a place like that; and
when the i^oliee made every effort to find

that mother they could get no trace of her.

Of course, not all women are like Mrs.
Root; but I think the greater part of them
would have been called irresistibly by the

cries of that poor little deserted waif. Im-
agine a mother, if you can, who would go
away under the circumstances and leave her

baby out in the cold and wet. She did not

even take the pains to place it on a porch

or under shelter. She probably knew it

might rain, and so how could she perform
an act like that? And after she went away
did not her conscience trouble her? How
could she sleep? how could she rest at all

with that terrible burden resting on her

soul, that she had thus in such a cowardly
way deliberately left her own child?

In these latter days, not only are women
taking up men's work, but they seem to be

taking on men's vices. One of these dailiM
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T have mentioned has been telling about a

woman pickpocket. We can imagine a man
so lost to all sense of fairness and honesty

as to be willing to appropriate the hard
earnings of another man by picking his

j)0cket; but is it possible that there are

women also who are so lost to all sense of

honor and justice? Let us now get back to

that baby. We are compelled to admit that

there are fathers—-yes, a lot of them—who
run away and leave their children. They
generally leave them to burden and drag
down the poor patient hard-working moth-
er; but is it indeed true that there are

women—mothers fashioned by God's hand
—so lost and depraved that they would
abandon their own children, and an eight-

months-old babe at that?

Before we close I want you to turn over

again and take a look at that baby. I have

looked at it again and again, and that little

puekered-up mouth, so plaintive in its dis-

ti-ess, almost moves me to tears whenever I

catch sight of the picture. As the little one
lay there suffering with the cold and rain, in

its baby mind it was wondering where the

mother was ; and it was wondering, too,

where all the good peoj^le who had loved it

and kissed it in time past had gone. It

cried again and again for help.

We all know that babies must be kept
warm. Whatever you do, do not let the

little ones get chilled. Give the baby plenty

to eat; and if out in the open air, protect

it with the best, softest, and warmest cloth-

ing the world can afford. Jesus said, " The
foxes have holes, and the birds of the air

have nests ; but the Son of man hath not

where to lay his head." God has made am-
ple provision for the birds and the beasts;

but humanity has to be cared for—especial-

ly the first stages of humanity here in this

world of ours. These same daily papers
have been telling us of the appalling num-
ber of deaths of babies—little babies—and
the whole world is up in arms to protect

these little innocents. Not only are they to

liave better milk, but kind and wise nurses

are sent out to instruct the mothers. God
bless the nurses; and may lie bless the

Christian nation that is taking this matter
in hand. Grown-up people are more or bss
to blame for their misfortunes and troubles;

but babies are in no way responsible. The
responsibility rests on the shoulders of the

fathers and mothers—on your shoulders

and mine. It rejoices my heart to think

that my life-long companion accepts this

responsibility. She very often becomes very

tired, I know; but a baby's cry is a strong-

er appeal to her mothei'ly heart than almost

any thing else on earth. Let us as a people

not only look out for better environment

foi- the babies in the way of health, but let

us think of their spiritual nature. The wurld
is just now discussing how much environ-
ment has to do with helping the babies to

become G^od-fearing, law-abiding people
instead of criminals.

The police and everybody else were ask-
ing what could have possessed a mother to
forget her motherly instincts so far as to go
away and leave that pitiful baby there in

the wet gi-ass and weeds to die from expos-
ure, for no one heard its plaintive cries.

The police, after long experience, suggested
an explanation, and the only possible ex-
plantation for such a state of affairs. It was
the old, old story of strong drink; and I

suppose we shall have to admit it is true
that in these latter days women are getting
to be slaves to strong drink as well as the
men. We have had pitiful tales of men

—

or they were once men—who took the shoes
from their poor babies' feet and pawned
them to get drink. This woman sacrificed

the baby entirely, and went away and left

it because she loved drink more than she
did her babe.

Let us now once more take a look at that
plaintive picture and then repeat the words
of our text :

" Suffer little children, and for-

bid them not to come unto me, for of such
is the kingdom' of heaven."

LIFE OR DEATH—WHICH WILL YOU CHOOSE?
We are told the following was clipped

from the Youth's Companion:
THE BOY AMD HIS FATHER.

" And the father laid a kindly hand on the boy's
shoulder, and said: ' Come with me, son. I want to

show you something.' He led the way to his work-
room in the attic. There were his carpenter-bench
and his tools and his lathe; and in the corner was
the dynamo that worked them all. The boy had seen
them all many times.

"'What is it, father?' he asked.
" The father laid his hand upon the dynamo.

' Boy, by means of this a mysterious power becomes
mine. We call it electricity, but no one knows what
it is. We only know that, if we treat it in the right

way, it will enable us to do wonderful things. It

will work our mills and light our houses and our
streets and run our cars. It will enable man to do
more than any other power that has been discovered.

But at the same time, if you treat it the wrong way,
it will strike you dead.'

" ' Yes, father, I know that,' said the boy.
" His father turned toward him with an earnest-

ness the boy had never before seen in his face.
' There is another power, my boy, much like thai in

its results. There is the mysterious feeling that men
have for women, and women have for men. Treat
that right, and it will bless your life, and ennoble it.

and make you ten times—yes, a hundred times

—

the man you ever could be without it. Nothing else

on earth will do so much for you if you treat it

right. But treat that feeling wrong, and it will

curse you and blast your life and kill your soul! '

" For one moment father and son looked at each

other square in the eye; then together they went
downstairs in silence. In the hall below the boy put
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his hand on his father's arm and whispered: 'I
know what you mean, father, and I know it's true.'

"

I can say with that boy, " I know it is

true." The boy spoke from a limited ex-

perience, promi^ted by the voice or con-

science, while I speak from the standiaoint

of a man over 70. It is true in youth, it is

true in middle age, and it is most emphati-
cally true when a man gets to be threescore

and ten.

Ye are of more value than many sparrows.

—

Matt.
10:31.

We clip the following from the Press

Bulletin of the American Medical Associa-

tion for October 25

:

THE ANIMAL VERSUS THE HUMAN BEING.
Inquiry was recently made of the Minnesota State

Board of Health as to a certain family affected with
tuberculosis. The family was large and the house
small, so that such care could not be given to the

atiiicted as to prevent the infection of others. The
father had means and could afford to care properly
for those diseased, if compelled to do so. A State

inspector was sent to investigate, and this is what
he found. A well-to-do farmer, with a farm of 320
acres, worth $100 an acre or more; a breeder of

horses, having at the time of inspection seven im-

ported Percheron horses and a herd of about twenty-

five horses in all ; a breeder of registered hogs, his

hogs being among the tirst in the State to be given

the serum jirotective against hog cholera. This
farmer has lived in County for about thirty

years. Sixteen years ago his first wife died of tuber-

culosis, leaving three childi'en. He married again.

His second wife had thirteen children. The family

now consists of father, mother, and fourteen children.

A daughter of the second wife, aged 15, died last

August of tuberculosis. A son of the first wife, aged
19, has been ill with tuberculosis for at least two
years. No precautions have been taken to prevent
his infecting others. The mother, with one newly
born child and another too young to walk, is respon-

sible for the care of this family of fourteen living

children. There is no medical icare being given the

son afflicted with tuberculosis. Apparently this farm-

er can appreciate the breeding of horses and the pro-

tection of hogs from hog cholera ; but he can not

apprejciate the danger of tuberculosis or the need of

protecting not only the members of his own family,

but others also, from this disease. The annual loss,

in Minnesota, caused by the death of wage-earners
from tuberculosis, is about $12,000,000. The num-
ber of deaths annually from tuberculosis in Minne-
sota is about 2250. The estimated number of cases

of tuberculosis in Minnesota at the present time is

10,000 or more. Is this human disease worthy of

the same efforts for its extermination as is hog chol-

era or glanders ?

APPLES AND OLIVE OIL.

We clip the following from the Rural
Xeiv-Yorker :

The latest "sure cure" for catarrh is living 90
days on apples and olive oil.

So far as apples are concerned, I am
fully in accord. I do not know much about
the olive oil, but very likely it might make
a " balanced ration " with apples, some-
thing like the little bit of cheese that I use

with my apple supper. Who will test the

above and report?

ILYING-MACHINES UP TO DATE; 900 MILES
IN 900 MINUTES.

As Gleanings was the first periodical on
ihe face of the earth to give an eye-witness
account of the Wright brothers' "first flight

to make the machine come back to its start-

ing-poinl, it is no more than proper that

Gleanings should occasionally notice the

progress that is being made in navigating
the air. The steps of progress are so rapid
now, and as our daily newspapers and mag-
azines are full of it, it would take too much
space to give here an account of all that is

bfing done. Just now, however, the world
is startled by M. Pegoud, who not only
" loops the loop," but flies quite a little dis-

tance with the machine upside down. Of
course he has straps to hold him securely 1o

hife seat. At flrst the world was inclined lo

say his success was accidental—that he could
not do it again; but he has done it again
and again, and I think he says it is no very
difficult trick. The whole tiling is described,

vith some very good illustrations, in the

Independent for Oct. 23. We give below
the closing paragraph of the article:

At the present time the cost of aeroplanes still

ranges from $5000 to $10,000 per machine, which
is too high for the average man ; and the sportsman
and enthusiast has an extremely safe craft in the

water aeroplane—the airboat, which is essentially a

boat with wings, and the hydro-aeroplane, which is

an aeroplane with floats to enable it to land on water.
Water-flying is much more safe than land-flying,

because the water always presents a flat surface to

start from and land on; and, in case of a spill, the

aviator, who is dressed in a floating icoat, just gets

a drenching. A score of American sportsmen ac-

quired airboats in the past summer and flew them
continually, and made from 60 to 80 miles an hour
while they flew them ; and two of them actually flew

from Chicago to Detroit, 900 miles, which they

covered in 900 minutes, going through a succession

of storms which no boat could have weathered; but
there were no accidents, not even a drenching. The
demonstration of the safety of water-flying was so

conclusive that scores of other sportsmen were (Con

verted, and the four principal aeroplane constructors

—the Wrights, of Dayton, Ohio; Curtiss, of Ham-
mondsport, New York; Burgess, of Marblehead,
Massachusetts, and Benoist, of St. Louis, Missouri,

are working overtime turning out this sort of ma-
chine.

New York City.

I am not prepared to say exactly who
should have the credit for the water aero-

plane, as it is called above; but I do know
that the Wright brothers made experiments
wth a craft to skim over the water of the

Miami River, that passes through Dayton, a

good many years ago, and before any thing

ot the kind was mentioned in the papers.

This I did not get from the Wright broth-

ers themselves, but from one of their work-
men. The Wright brothers certainly have
the credit (and I guess it is acknowledged
world-wide) of making the first heavier-

than-air machine to rise up from the
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ground ; and I am inclined to think they

were the tirst in the world to experiment
with hj^dro-aeroplanes. Somebody will prob-

ably cross the ocean vei'y soon with such a

craft. If they can go a mile a minute, and
skim along in spite of wind and wave, there

will be comparatively little difficulty in

making the trip. We clip the following

from the Cleveland Plain Dealer:

TESTS NEW aircraft; OKVILLE WRIGHT SHOWS ONE
PROPELLER MODEL AT DAYTON, OHIO.

Dayton, Ohio, Oct. 6.—Orville Wright, himself

driving todaj', tested out his latest aeroplane model
in a series of successful flights.

The new model has but one propeller, which with
the motor, seat, and drive, is in one unit in the »cen-

ter section, as compared with the former two-pro-
peller machines, with blades in opposite directions.
The new model " E " is made especially for exhibi-
tion purposes, and is capable of dismantling in short
time.

Much of the machine is built of aluminum. In a
test against time a flight was made, and the entire
machine dismantled and loaded ready for shipment
in twelve minutes. This model has been viewed by
representatives of the International Club. Another
test will be made Oct. 15.

High-pressure Gardening
THE DASHEEN AND SOMETHING ABOUT IRISH

POTATOES^ ALSO.

I have spoken several times of the diffi-

culty of getting Irish potatoes suitable for

planting here in Florida, say in October and
November, and we had the same trouble this

year. Of course, there are potatoes on the

market, but only those recently harvested,

and therefore no sign of a sprout started.

Two years ago we tried keeping over the

potatoes we grew, and dug in April; but

the rats got into our cellar in our absence

and ate them all; and this past summer,
when we boxed them up secure from the

rats, they all rotted. On that Brooksville

trip through the " wilderness " in front of a

lone dwelling I saw some beautiful sprouted
potatoes on the grass in the yard. The own-
er explained that he kept them through the

summer without any trouble by simply
spreading them out on the barn tloor; and
since then I have met several people who
kept them in a similar way so as to be all

ready for planting when they retunied from
the North. Neighbor Ault, the man of the

tall dasheens, is just now digging beautiful

new potatoes, and has sent us a panful to

mix with our " creamed " dasheens, and, I

may also add, very nice new potatoes are on

sale, where I sell my eggs, at 60 cts. a peck.

We have been, for a month back, fitting our
ground and planting Bliss Triumph pota-

toes as well as dasheens.

In regard to dasheens, see the following,

which I have just clipped from the Jack-
sonville Times-Union:

It will not grow in soil suitable for cotton, but
may be grown in soil suitable for potatoes. The im-

portance of the dasheen to the Southerner lies par-
ticularly in the fact that it matures in the fall,

whereas the main potato crop in the South matures
in the spring, and in winter the Southern States
have to obtain their potato supply from the North.
If dasheens were grown and properly appreciated
there would probably be little need for the South
ever to buy northern-grown potatoes for food.

DI.STRIBUTED FROM BROOKSVILLE.
The department's office of foreign seed and plant

introduction, which has been the means of making

the dasheen known in America, has received a num-
ber of letters like the following

:

' On March 20, 1913, I received from your de-

partment some dasheens shipped by the Brooksville,
Fla., station. I planted them March 24, on a loamy
soil here in Monroe, La., two blocks west of Ouachita
River. They soon came up and were large enough
to begin eating the greens and stems, which our
family soon became very fond of. I grew 40 hills.

The plants grew up 5 feet high. Some of the plants
made only 5 pounds of dasheens while others made
as much as 10 pounds to the hill. I have not dug
mine yet. In fact, I can leave them in the ground
this winter here, as the ground does not freeze so
much here. We have been eating the dasheens for
some time, and like them better than Irish potatoes.

" I think you should add another name to them,
and call them ' dasheen, or poor man's friend,' since
any person with very limited space can plant a few
hills in a garden or yard early in spring, and have
nice fresh greens from early spring until frost, and
then, best of all, come the tubers."

Let me say once more, where in the world
can you find another plant (or vegetable)
that produces a nourishing and delicious
food just as soon as it is above ground, and
also where every bit above ground and un-
der the ground is edible at every stage of its

growth, and that gives a yield like that,

mentioned in the clipping? At this date,
Dec. 20, I have seen no 1914 seed catalogs.

• I am curious to know how many will have
enterprise enough to offer dasheen tubers.
They will need but little room in gi-een-
houses, hot-beds, cold-frames, and window-
boxes, until the big leaves begin to spread
tliemselves. Our " amadumbes " from South
Africa are growing finely, and so far look
very much like the dasheen. As the beauti-
ful leaves unfold I am watching them morn-
ing, noon, and night.

I find I omitted one important fact in re-
gard to the dasheen at the Government sta-
tion at Brooksville. While there was a fair
yield of tubers on ground without manure
or fertilizer, the yield was almost doubled
by a generous application on several rows
through the middle of the field. The ama-
dumbe I have several times mentioned (from
South Africa) is now making a splendid,
growth. A leaf just unrolling grew 5 inches*
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(during a warm rain) in 24 hours. So far it

looks almost exactly like our Trinidad dash-

eens. Of course I have not as yet tested

them for food.

THE DASHEEN MAY YET StrPPLANT THE POTATO
;

NEW VEGETABLE MAY REVOLUTIONISE OUR BiLI.
OF FARE IN TIME.

I clip ihe following from the Jacksonville
Times-Union :

A recent issue of the New York Sun had the fol-

lowing:
From Florida comes the report that the dasheen is

finding much favor among the farmers of that State,

and that it is becoming popular as table food, thanks
to the experiments of the State Agricultural Depart-
ment and to the government farmers at the Brooks-
ville, Fla., plant-introduction field station and else-

where.
The government's interest in the cultivation of the

dasheen is due to its anxiety over the Irish or white
potato, which has developed a tendency to contract
various diseases, and which is admittedly becoming
more uncertain in quality and quantity as the har-
vests go on.

In a recent number of the Fruitman's Guide a
Floi'ida correspondent writes that the successes of

the Florida farmer in cultivating dasheen will make
the Northern farmers sit up and take notice. He
points with pride to the crop of a former Jerseyman
named Porteus, who planted five acres to dasheen
near Tampa and raised 35,000 pounds, or nearly
700 bushels, of the vegetable to the acre. Purtite,
he says, expects to clear the snug sum of $5000 for

his season's work, or a cash return of $1000 to tlie

acre.

The correspondent admits that the price of dash-
een (5 cents per pound) is high; but insists th:n

its general cultivation will reduce prices.

Florida, he says, is particularly adapted to the

raising of dasheen, as it will grow in the summer
months on land that is not generally used for any
other purpose. The land where the ex-Jerseyman's
crop was raised was planted to celery on November
1 of last year, and produced $1400 to the acre; and
on February 1 he planted Irish potatoes, realizing

$500 to the acre. On June 1 he put in dasheen,
which at $1000 per acre will give him a grand total

of $2900 per acre for his year's work.
According to Robert A. Young, scientific assistant

in Unclj Sam's office of foreign seeds and plants of

the Agricultural Department, the dasheen is closely

allied to the taros of Hawaii, China, and Polynesia,
and is well adapted for culture in iBost lands of the

South.
Each hill of dasheens contains one or two large

spherical corms, growing to five pounds in weight,

around which are developed numerous tubers. Both
corms and tubers are similar to the potato in compo-
sition, but contain less water.

One plant will produce from four to ten pounds
of tubers in good rich soil. Both corms and tubers
have an agreeable nutty flavor and are easily digest-

ed.

Government analyses show that dasheen contains
27 2-3 per cent of carbohydrates (starches and su-

gar), and 3 per cent of protein, as against 18 per
cent carbohydi-ates for the whito potato and 2.2 per
cent of protein.

The dasheen requires rich sandy soil, very moist,

but well drained. It is not injured by an occasional
flooding, and the hammock lands of Florida are
therefore especially adapted to it.

The corms do not keep as well as t.c^ lubers, and
it is considered advisable to utilize them first. The
first-grade tubers weigh from four to five ounces, and
are thought by many to be superior to the Irish

potato.

It is believed that the dasheen will be a familiar

vegetable in our markets before long.

Temperance
god's KINGDOM COMING.

We clip the following from the Farmer's
Wife:

SUFFRAGE IN ILLINOIS.
The advocacy that Illinois is going to the bad, and

that women vote for politics instead of principle,

was smashed to smithereens on November 4, when
tlie women of that State got out and voted four to

one in favor of no license in 25 different munici-
palities. In Jacksonville the total vote showed an
excess of women's votes over those cast by men to

the number of 39. In many of the towns the vote

of women was almost equal to that of men.
Illinois is a crucial field, a field wherein womel

fiave nor been wholly united in the desire for suf-

frage, but where it has been granted to them. The
results of this election prove that when women have
a duty to perform they measure well their moral
responsibility, and go out and perform that duty
to the best of their ability.

And now read this from the Wheeling
Advance:
Oklahoma City, Sept. 25.—Not a newspaper in

this State will carry a liquor advertisement in any
form—it is the only State in the country with such

a reputation.

Can any other State come up to this

'.' high-water mark " ?

god's kingdom coming down IN TEXAS.

We clip the following from the American
Advance. Please notice concluding sen-

tence.

Texas' new anti-liquor shipment law, which has
just gone into effect, prohibits the shipment of intox-

icating liquors into any dry county, dry town, or

even dry precinct, from any State, wet county, or
wet precinct; and every man participating in the

transportation of liquors, even from a wet portion of

a city to a dry section of the same—-shipper, carrier,

agent, receiver—is made liable to prosecution under
a penalty clause providing from one to three years
in the penitentiary as a persuader against violation.

No firm, corporation, or person is allowed to solicit

or accept orders in or from dry territory by letter,

circular, or other printed matter.

Now read the following from the Union
Signal

:

The attorney-general's department of Texas is re
ported to have handed down an opinion that news
papers are prohibited from carrying liquor advertise
nients in papers circulating in dry territory.

Our big city dailies will begin to thinl

things look serious when told they can't senc

copies containing liquor advertisements int(

Texas.
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Hand Saw, No. £88 23
Price $2.00

Screw Driver, No. K50 6
Price $0.40

Auger Bits, No. KS 8, Price
$0.30. No. KB 8,Price $0.60

Tools That You Need
For the thousand and one repairs around
the place, for building the needed things

with wood, you need Keen Kutter tools

because they make easier work. And they
cut true, hit true, and stay with tiieir job.

Be sure to buy

mHKumR
Tools

and be sure to look for the Keen Kutter trade mark.
That means first-rate materials, honest workman-
ship, rigid shop inspection and the full worth of your
money. It means, too, that if yon aren't satisfied with
the way any Keen Kutter tool acts, any Keen Kutter
dealer is authorized to return your money, whether
you bought the tool from him or not.

The Recollection of
Quality Remains Long After
the Price is Forgotten. "

—E. C. SIMMONS.
Trade Mark Registered

.

If not at your dealer's, write us.

SliUIVIONS HARDWARE CO.
St. Louis New York Philadelphia

Toledo Minneapolis Sioux City Wichita

Pocket Knife
No. K618
Price $1.00

Bract, Nu. KP8
Price $1.50

Block Plane, No. KllO
Price $0.50

Hammer, No, Kl

'

Price $0.75

NEW Bingham
^'^ New Bingham Bcc SmoRcr

Bee Smoker
Pa.tented

llu' ail-iniporl.-uit tool of tlic most (.'xtcn.sivL' honey
produc-iTs of the world. This illustration shows
the remarkable steel fire-grate which such men as

Mr. France, Mr. Rauchfuss, the Dadants, and
others say is the best on the market. . The
Smoke Engine grate has 381 holes for air and
draft—ec(ual to an opening two inches square.
15uy the large sizes and be pleased. For sale at

\our dealers or direct.

Smoke luifrinc, finch .stove, wt. iM lbs.

Doctor, sK^incli .stove, wt. l^s lli.s., . .

Two larj^er sizes in I'opper, extra . . .

Conqueror, ;i-inch stove, wt. 1^ lbs. . .

Little Wonder, 2}4-inch stove, wt. 1 11)., .

Two largest sizei witli hinged cover.

$1.25
.85

.75

.50

A. G. WOODMAN CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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Editorial
OHIO EEEKEEPKRS, TAKE NOTICE.

We wish to call the attention of Ohio
beekeepers to the program (as given on
page 119 of this is.sue) of (lie convention to

be held at Athens, February 12 and 13. We
know that no eifort has been spared to make
(his meeting a great success. E. R. Root
will be in Florida at that time, but H. H.
Root expects to be present.

RAIXS IN CALIFORNIA.

Just as we go to press we have the fol-

lowing from Mr. Chadwick, our correspon-

dent in California:

We have just had a four-inch rain, and our pros-

pects are much brightened in consequence. Mendle-
son says that we shall get the largest honey crop in

years, the winter having been open and warm.

The morning papers to-day, Jan. 27, are

telling of a terrible rainstorm yesterday in

parts of Southern California—the worst

ever known. We doubt whether so much
water falling at once will do as much good
as it would if it came more slowly; but

certainly from the beekeepers' standpoint

the outlook is the most promising of any
season in recent years.

bees and poppies.

For the past few months there has ap-

peared in the newspapers in various forms
a story of bees becoming stupefied by work-
ing on i)oi>j>y blossoms. The various items

have included the names of different parties,

and certain details have been so obviously

exaggerated that we have thus far given the

matter very little thought. During a recent

conversation with A. H. Berno, of Mans-
field, Ohio, he said that last season on sev-

eral different occasions when his bees were
bringing in honey rapidly he found them
working on poppias; and each time, after

about a day, he said he could see a large

number of bees lying about on the ground
near the poppies, unable to fly, which bees,

however, would finally recover and gener-

ally get back to the hives by night. He cut

down the poppies, and in about a week the

bees were working again as usual.

Mr. Berno is the florist at the Ohio State
Reformatory, and he has had considerable
exjjerience with bees as well as with flowers.

If others of our readers have had oppor-
tunities for making similar observations we
should be glad to hear from them.

PKOF. A. J. COOK vindicated.
When an honest and capable man' tries

to do his duty fairly and impartially, in a
public office, especially if he does not favor
some chronic office-seekers, he is pretty sure
of inviting a fusilade of attacks. Prof.
Cook, ever since he has taken the position
of State Horticulturist of California, has
had criticisms of one form and another
hurled at him at different times. Matters
finally came to a culmination recently, dur-
ing which the opposition called a hearing
before the Governor. Xot a single charge
was proven true. Prof. Cook was thorough-
ly vindicated on every point.

Our readers will be glad to know this,

because Prof. Cook has been so well and so
favorably known for so many years back
by the entire beekeeping world.

LESS WATER USED IN MAKING HARD CANDY.
The following note from C. H. Howard,

Boston, Mass., came in too late for insertion

elsewhere in this issue, and we thought best,

therefore, to give it here as some might like

to trv' the plan that he suggests in making
candy for use late this winter.

In your recipe for making hard candy you say,
" Into a dish of hot water on ths stove pour an equal
amount of sugar, stirring constantly." I have made
hard candy for bee-feedin? for years, and do as you
say, with this difference: I use one part water to six

part-s of sugar, and usually boil from five to ten
minutes. I think you will find it quite a saving of
time if you try this amount of water.

We tried using less water than the amount
stated in the directions in our January 1st

issue, but we had difficulty in getting all the
sugar dissolved at once. If any sugar re-

mains undissolved by the time boiling com-
mences, the candy is sure to crystallize. It

is true that it takes a little longer time to

evaporate this extra amount of water, but
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it seemed to us the easier way. Possibly

others might think differently. At any rate,

we should be glad to have reports from any
who may try both ways.

A COURSE IN APICULTURE AT THE IOWA STATE

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

In keeping with many of the other pro-

gressive States, Iowa is to have this spring,

a course in beekeeping in connection with

the State Agricultural College at Ames.
This course is to be an eminently practical

one, and the students are to be given daily

lectures upon different phases of beekeep-

ing, no text-book being used. In this the

plan will be similar to the one carried on

at some of the other institutions where bee-

keeping is taught. Briefly, the course will

consist of one lecture and one laboratory

period of three hours per week for half a

year. Among other things will be taken up
a study of the anatomy, physiology, devel-

opment, and habits of the bee, including

practice in general apiary methods, the

handling of bees and their products, the

races of bees, diseases, etc.

COVER PICTURE.

The view shown on the cover gives a

glimpse of some beautiful apples hanging

in the trees just before picking time. No
amount of careful blending of printer's ink

can bring out the rich coloring, and we are

glad that we made no attempt to imitate

the natural tints. This picture, and the

ones on pages 95 and 96 were taken last

fall in the fifty-acre orchard of Van Rens-

selaer & Southam (see article by Mr. Van
Rensselaer on page 94). Very close to tins

orchard is situated our Stone Hill yard, a

part of which is shown on the cover of our

July 15th issue. The spraying outfit used

was also shown on the cover of our June
15th issue. Messrs. Van Rensselaer &
Southam are enthusiastic over the value of

the bees as pollinators, and they want even

more bees, if possible, next season.

Is it at all strange that the most progres-

sive and successful fruit-men do not need

to be told of the value of bees as pollinators,

nor of the bad etJect on the fruit itself of

spraying in full bloom?

BEES AND GRAPES.

During September and October we usu-

ally hear of one or more instances of trouble

arising between beekeepers and grape-grow-

ers because of the supposed injury that the

bees do to the grapes in biting or stinging-

holes through the skins of the grapes and
sucking the juice. Of course, it has been

shown many times that bees can not do this;

that birds are the real culjjrits, after all,

and that the bees merely suck the juice from
the fruit that has burst because of being
overripe, or that has been punctured by
birds, and is, therefoi'e, unmarketable. To
get the grape-grower to believe this when he

sees the bees with his own eyes working on
the juice of the grape, is rather difficult.

There is some difference of oj^inion as to

whether bees pollenize the blossoms of

grapevines. Our Mr. Marchant says he has

seen bees working on the blossoms in the

South, and he believes that bees do cross-

pollenize grapevines.

In our own apiary we have very large

crops of grapes on the vines growing at

each stand; but we confess that we ourselves

have no absolute proof to otfer one way or

the other. We should be glad to hear from
any of our readers who have such proof'

for if it can be shown that the bees pollenize

Ihe blossoms of the grapes as they do of so

many other fruits, tlus fact will go a long

way toward overcoming the prejudice

against the bees that exists in the minds of

some of the gi'ape-growers.

MISBRANDING AND ADULTERATION OF SPRAY-

ING MIXTURES.
In this special number on bees and fz'uit

it may be pertinent to call attention to the

fact that fruit-growers, besides having to be
extremely careful as to the time for spray-

ing, must also pay strict attention to the

quality of the solution which they use for

spraying. In these days of adulteration it

is a favorite practice on the part of many
sensational writers seeking for a little more
notoriety to call every thing adulterated,

even comb honey, as our readers know.
However, tlie United States Department of

Agriculture in a recent statement for the

press has called attention to certain cases of

adulteration and misbranding that the fruit-

growers among our readers would do well

to notice. Because of our lack of space we
are unable to use the whole statement in

question. The following is the introduction :

GOVKRNMENT WINS INSECTICIDE AND FUNGICIDE
CASES.

Washington, D. C—The Government has recent-

ly secured judgments against a number of concerns
for violations of the Insecticide Act. These involve

the misbranding or adulteration of insect-powders,

moth-balls, roach-exterminators, and various other

insecticides and fungicides shipped in interstate com-
merce. Following is a resume of each case:

We can not use the resume of each case,

nor is it necessary here to mention all of the

cases listed. The following, however, being

instances of adulteration or misbranding of

preparations used for spraying will be of

interest

:
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" Persian Insect Powder," shipped by
Lewy Chemical Co., New York; " Orchard
Brand Atomic Sulphur Fungicide," " Or-

chard Brand Arsenite Zinc," " Orchard
Brand Atomic Sulj^hur Combined with Ar-
senate of Lead," " Bordeaux Arsenate of

Lead Mixture," " Bordeaux Mixture," all

shipped by Thomsen Chemical Co., Balti-

more, Md. ;
" Kerosene Oil Emulsion,"

" Lime, Sulphur, and Salt," or " Horicum,"
" French Bordeaux Mixture," the last three

shipped by Benjamin Hammond, Fishkill-

on-Hudson, N. Y. ; and " Lead Arsenate,"

shipped by Fred L. Lavanburg, New York.

A careful reading of the article by " A
New England Veteran," page 91, will con-

vince almost any one, we think, that spray-

ing is often gi'eatly overdone; or else it is

done injudiciously by i^ersons who are fol-

lowing unreliable directions, or, worse still,

following no directions at all. If spraying
is done in a haphazard manner, perhaps it

is just as well that the solution used be

adulterated.

Up-to-date fruit-growers and beekeepers
will do well to pay especial attention to the

emphatic statement by Prof. H. A. Surface,

in the extract on page 93, copied from the

Practical Farmer. We wish that all ihe

farm j^apers would publish such a state-

ment. It would have more weight than the

same thing in a bee journal, because the bee

journal is supposed to be i^rejudiced in

favor of the bees.

" INVESTIGATIONS PERTAINING TO TEXAS
BEEKEEPING."

The above is the title of Bulletin No.
158, by Wilmon Newell, State Entomologist,

and F. B. Paddock, Assistant Entomologist,

and by William Harper Dean, formerly
Assistant Entomologist at College Station,

Texas. Seldom do we run across a bulletin

from any station that contains more inter-

esting and valuable matter on the subject of

bees than does this one. Mr. Wilmon New-
ell. State Entomologist, is an enthusiastic

beekeeper. Unfortunately, he is not in posi-

tion where he can devote all his time and
energies to the subject of bees; nevertheless,

he and his assistant have given us some
valuable experiments, all of which are re-

corded and given in the bulletin mentioned
above.

DOES IT PAY TO DIVIDE IN RUNNING FOR COMB
HONEY?

Wilmon Newell, unlike many experts,

sees not only the scientific but the prac-
tical side of bee culture. In the two first

pages of this bulletin he gives the results

of some experiments regarding swarm
control that are exceedingly valuable—val-

uable because he has gone after the work
from the standpoint of the trained scientist.

One of the problems he has tackled is,

" Which is the more profitable—to prevent
a colony from swarming, and thus conserve
its strength, or divide it into two colonies

early in the season and have both of them
gather honey? " He admits that the consen-

sus of opinion is in favor of the colony not

divided. He selected a number of colonies

-—one set he did not divide, and the other

set he divided, giving a part of them queen-
cells and a part laying queens at the time
of the division. The colonies that had the

laying queens had the advantage. He says

:

" It seems a safe conclusion that, had the

ones which were provided with ripe queen-
cells at the time of division been provided
with laying queens instead, their production
would have been at least as great as the

others. The conclusion is justified that the

purchase of queens for these colonies, even
at a price of one dollar each, would have
been profitable, inasmuch as this would have
increased the average production of these

colonies by 30 lbs. of extracted honey." The
average from colonies that were divided had
114 lbs. of surplus; that is to say, the com-
bined surplus from the two after division

was 114 lbs.

In the apiaries where the colonies were
not divided, which either did not swarm or
which were prevented from doing so, gave
an average of 127 lbs. surplus per colony,

or 13 lbs. more than the ones that were di-

vided. " But," says Mr. Newell, " we ob-

tained from divided colonies not only a sur-

]ilus of 114 lbs., but a colony of bees," which
he puts at the very low price of $3.00.

Looking at it this way, and figuring the

honey at 7 cents, the difference in favor of
division was $2.09.

]\IETHODS FOR CONTROLLING SWARMING.
With regard to the methods for prevent-

ing swarming, he found that increasing the

size of the brood-chamber delayed it in

some cases and stopped it in others alto-

gether. Increasing the super room did no
good. Shaking on foundation stopped the

swarming and gave an average of 137 lbs.

each. Colonies which did not swarm gave
an average of 121 lbs. " One might be in-

clined," he says, " from a consideration of

these flg^ures, to suppose that the shaking
treatment had actually increased the pro-

duction. But such a conclusion would not

be correct." The shaken colonies had the

advantage in that they were stronger in the

first place than the colonies that did not

SAvarm.

THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE BEE MOTH.
Perhaps the most striking thing in this
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bulleiin is tie life history and control of

the bee moth, by F. B. Paddock. This is the

most elaborate and complete treatment on

the subject that we have ever seen; and

while we believe that the author unduly

magnifies the bee moth as a serious enemy
(and it doubtless is such among the box-hive

beekeepers of Texas), he has nevertheless

given us a stoi-y that supplies many gaps in

our knowledge of this pest. Its life history

is illustrated by numerous fine half-tone en-

gravings. It would be almost impossible to

give a review of this magnificent piece of

work, because it should be read entire in

order to be understood. It is so well done

that we shall beg the privilege of making it

owr into one of our booklets when the sup-

ply of this bulletin has been exhausted.

This treatise on bee moth is followed by

a critical study of Texas beekeeping, by "W.

H. Dean. Some of the figures ai'e interest-

ing in showing the importance of the bee-

keeping industry in Texas. In spite of Avhat

Mr. Dean says to the contrai-y one would be

surprised to find so large a number of bee-

keepers who keep black bees in old box

hives. This fact will explain why the bee

moth is really a serious enemy to some bee-

keepers in Texas. Mr. Dean summarizes

his report as follows

:

The average production of honey, all grades, per

colony in Texas for the season of 1911, as secured

from reports of 2733 beekeepers, was 26 pounds.

Were the production from box hives eliminated from

this estimate, the average would be much higher in

spite of adverse seasonal influences.

Bulk comb honey ("chunk honey") is the chief

production of the Texas apiary. It follows extracted

honey and sections, the latter form being compara-
tively scarce.

In the data expressing the views of Texas beekeep-

ers as to whether apiculture is profitable as a side

line rather than as a profession it is interesting to

note that the most extensive beekeepers maintain that

the industrj' is tinprofitable unless conducted on a

large scale, and that those who claim the industry is

profitable only as a side line are almost invariably

beekeepers who follow the calling on the correspond-

ing scale.

DISTURBING BEES IN WINTER.

In the American Bee Jotirnal for Decem-
ber is an article from G. M. Doolittle on this

subject. In a general way he advises against

it; but toward the latter part of his article

he gives some testimony that goes to show
that it may not be altogether an unmitigated

evil. We quote:

I have many times proven that such disadvantage
wa^ overbalanced bj' the advantage gained along

other lines. Let me give one or two illustrations

:

When I had been keeping bees some two or three

years a farmer living two miles distant advertised 27
colonies for sale in box hives at $5.00 each. This
was considered a big price at the time, but, like any
beginner, I was anxious for more bees, so I went to

Bce them. He kindly consented to let me look them
over, which I did by carefully tipping the hives on

the benches they occupied, as they were wintering

outdoors. I found that most of them were light in

stores, and that there was only one colony in the lot

that I considered worth the $5.00. I offered $5.00

for this one, which he took. I wrapped it in one of

the sheets I had brought along, put it on the opposite

side of the cutter seat which I occupied, turning it

bottom side up, and drove home in the twilight of a

cold evening in the fore part of January. I well re-

member how the bees roared, as the sleighing was
poor, and how I inwardly censured myself for not

leaving them where they were until spring, as " such

a disturbance as this " would surely cause them to

die. When they got quiet, about 10 o'clock that

night, I carried them to the cellar where the rest of

the bees were, took the sheet off, and set them in

their place beside the others, still bottom side up,

as in the early 70's we always wintered bees in box
hives that way.
No more of the farmer's bees were sold, and im-

agine my surprise to find on going there one day the

last of April, that all but two of the 26 colonies left

were dead, while the one I had disturbed " nigh unto
death " was one of the best colonies I had. It gave

a good swarm that year and stored 129 pounds of
" box honey."

After our great loss of bees during one winter in

the latter 80's, a winter extremely cold and long

drawn out, the claim was made that the bees " froze

to death." I did not believe it, but claimed that no
chance to fly during five months of " long confine-

ment " was the cause. The argument "waxed so

hot " .that one afternoon the next winter, when the

mercury stood at 12 degrees below zero, I took a

colony of bees, and, with cover and bottom-board
removed, suspended the hive a foot above the ground,
leaving it thus for 36 hours, during which time the

mercury got as low as 23 degrees below. This colony

was then put on its old stand again, and came out in

May fully equal to any of its fellows which had no
disturbance above the usual winter's elements.

In conclusion, allow me to say that, if there is any
thing in this article that would seem to show that

the disturbing of bees in winter does no harm, I

protest in advance against the assumption that I

advise such disturbance. I do not so advise except
where some gain is expected.

We do not know but that we agi'ee with
Mr. Doolittle that the average person, per-

haps, should avoid disturbing his bees in

midwinter. It is a good deal like a ease of

spreading brood in the spring, and, we
may say, spring feeding. But there are

many things that the average beekeeper
should not attempt, but which an expert can
practice to advantage. We do not say that

all experts under all conditions can disturb

bees in their cellars and get an increase of

25 and even 50 per cent ; but there are some
who can do it. We have accomplished it

two different seasons, and have succeeded
nicely with one lot of bees in our cellars

thus far.

Mr. Doolittle, in the second pai'agraph
from the last, above quoted, shows that the

one colony that was disturbed was the only

one out of the whole lot during that severe

winter that came out in good condition,

while the rmdisturbed colonies nearly all

died. Now, then, what an expert shoiild

do is to discover the conditions under which
an increase can be secured in the cellar.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. MlLi.KR, Marengo, 111.

L. W. Crovatt tliiiiks, p. 27, that his ex-

perience would eoiivince adv^ocates of un-

painted hives " that paint is valuable in the

preservation of wood." Friend Crovatt, I

think they agree with you that paint is good

for the hive, but they think it isn't good for

the bees.

I SUPPOSE Italians are not alike in the

matter of capping. At any rat€, my Ital-

ians have hardly tallied with what Bro.

Doolittle says about their dark capping, p.

9. With a few exceptions there has hardly

been a noticeable difference in the capping

of my Italians and blacks or hybrids.

Drone Juice for Uniting.—In Rhein.

Bztg. it is recommended to mash up drone

brood, thin the juice with a little water, and
then sprinkle bees with it to make them
unite peaceably. [We should be afraid that,

under some conditions, this would result in

fearful robbing. Moreover, mashed - up
brood of any kind is liable to cause sting-

ing also. We certainly would not advise

beginners to ti*y it if they do not want to

get into trouble.

—

Ed.]

J. E. Crane^ if you mean that four-foot

board to be used for the whole apiary, p.

879, it seems to me your record will be

crowded. If you mean one for each colony

it must take quite a lumber-pile. You say

glue makes leaves of a book stick together.

I've glue galore, and the leaves of my books
are daubed with both glue and honey, yet it

makes no serious trouble in the space of 50
years or so. How it might be as a perma-
nent practice I can't say.

William Tanner has my thanks for a
package of genuine German lebkuchen made
in Nuremberg. I'm sending you a share,

Mr. Editor. In Germany these lebkuchen
associate' honey with Christmas in a way
not known in this country. [The samples
came duly to hand, and they are certainly

very fine. It is to be regi-etted that in this

country we do not have this German custom
of eating tliis honey-cake lebkuchen during
Christmas. The recipe for lebkuchen will

be found on page 33 of our booklet of hon-
ey recipes.

—

Ed.]

I'd like to know what Mel Pritchard
looks like. Is that he, p. 28? [Yes. His
picture appears on pages 27, 28, 29, also on
page 892 of our issue for Dec. 15. On page
888 appears a picture of our Mr. Marehant,
who is now in Florida with our 300 colonies.

Mr. Ray, another one of our apiarists, ap-
pears on page 891. Mr. Mel Pritchard

!iiakes smokers when he can not work with
the bees. Mr. Ray goes out selling honey,
and Mr, Marehant is taking care of our
southern apiary. We always endeavor to

keep our beemen busy the year round.

—

Ed.]

In Germany " early breeders " are disap-

proved, colonies that start brood-rearing
later being considei'ed more successful. It

begins to look, p. 3, that you were reversing

that rule at Medina. [Here is a case where
locality would have a bearing early in the

spring in Northern Ohio. In the cellar espe-

cially, we should say if brood-rearing can
start by the first of January, and be main-
tained from then on till the bees are taken
out of the cellar, it will mean stronger and
better colonies. Of course, one has to guard
against starvation. Unless the bees are sup-
plied with candy or unsealed stores, they
may not do much brood-rearing.

—

Ed.]

Laying Workers.—As reported in III.

Monatsblaetter, Silvester Hirsch unqueened
a normal colony, took away its unsealed
brood, and gave it from time to time frames
of sealed brood. During all this time, of
course, the bees could rear no queen, neither

did laying workers appear. Then he gave
a comb with brood four or fiv|e days old, but
nothing younger. The bees immediately
started queen-cells, but destroyed them be-

fore maturity. The worker brood proceed-
ed to maturity, and, shortly after the emerg-
ence of the young workers, eggs were found,
two to ten in a cell—^of course from laying
workers. He thinks extra food produced
laying workers. Whether they can always
be explained in this way is a question.

I have always believed that a worker
never stings a queen, for if it did why
should a queen live for hours when balled?

One day last summer, while I held a queen
in my hand a worker jumped upon it, and
in a jiffy that queen was a dead queen. But
I still think that a balled queen is rarely

stung, if ever, j^erhaps because in the ball it

is impossible for a worker to get into prop-
er position to sting. [There have been so

many reports that the bees have actually

stung a queen to death inside of a ball, and
we have had so many cases of it in our own
yards, that we should say that death by
suffocation was the exception and not the

rule. It will be remembered when this mat-
ter came up years ago, we stated that we
had repeatedly had queens stung in the

thorax when pulled out of a ball of bees.

—

Ed.]
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Notes from Canada
J. L. Byee, Mt. Joy, Ont.

A mild winter so far, here in Ontario.

At this date, Jan. 10, we have not yet had
zero weather. But there is lots of time for

real cold weather yet, as from now till Feb.

15 is the time we usually get our most se-

vere snaps. Although the weather is mild,

yet the air is not warm enough to stir the

bees up any, and from all appearances they

are wintering nicely so far.

DECEMBER BROOD-REARING A DOIjBTFUL DE-

SIRABILITY.

Brood-rearing is going on nicely in De-
cember, page 3, Jan. 1. May be all right

for Medina, but none of it if we can avoid

such a thing for us in this locality. If those

bees could not be taken out of the cellar

till some time late in April, as might hap-

pen here in Ontario, I feel that so much
December brood-i'earing would spell disas-

ter. Although the editor tells of weak
colonies going into the cellar and coming
out strong in the sj^ring, I must say I am
very skeptical about such a thing being

possible in ordinary practice, to say the

least. If there is any thing I feel sure

about, it is that brood-rearing, especially

out of season, is very hard on the vitality of

the bees raising said brood, and that is the

reason I have always been opi:)osed to the

policy of early spring feeding for stimula-

tive purposes.
* * *

OUTDOOR WINTERING MORE IN VOGUE IN
ONTARIO.

Judging from what one reads in Glean-
ings lately, the indoor m.ethod of wintering

seems to be popular around Medina, 0.

This seems strange to us chaps away north

here in Ontario, as the present tendency is

more toward outdoor wintering all the time,

and I suppose the climate of Ohio is much
milder than with us—indeed, from the very

fact that we are so much further north we
no doubt have much colder Aveather than

they have down there. This fall I have re-

ceived letters from a number of beekeepers

who are north and east of me, and where
cellar wintering is mostly practiced, the

writers declaring their intention of trying

the outdoor plan next season. While I have
in every case advised caution in changing
from a plan that has given fair satisfaction

to that of a system in which they have had
no experience, yet I believe that the outdoor
plan can be safely followed in manj^ local-

ities where it is commonly thought to be

unsafe to try to winter outdoors. We have

;;~"" cclcnics wintering outside exactly 100
miles straight north of Toronto; and while
this is but our second winter in that section,

I am not worrying much as to the outcome.
* * *

BEES AND FRUIT.

This is an alluring combination that will

have a tendency to make many city dwellers

anxious to take a try at the " back to the

land" policy. In a small way, fruit-growing

goes nicely with commercial beekeeping;
but unless competent heljD can be obtained,

the specialist beekeeper is better to have
just enough of the smaller fruit for his own
use. They come in at the same time as the

honey harvest; and as many of as could say
from experience, we don't feel much like

picking fruit for market when the bees are

rushing us good and hard.

Late apples, pears, etc., come on at a time
when they can be handled better by a bee-

keeper; but then the most of the commercial
beekeepers do not have a large acreage of

land to farm, so this line is out of the

ciuestion. However, " bees and fruit " ap-
peals strongly to this scribbler, and some
day I hope to be able to settle down with
one ajDiary and have the time and pleasure

of reveling among all the choicest kinds of

fiiiits that our climate will stand for. This
is one of my dreams. Whether I shall ever

be in position to realize its fulfillment or

not is another question.
* * *

BOATS FOR TRAVELING TO BEE-YARDS.

What Mr. Scholl has to say in the D.ec.

loth issue about Grant Anderson, of Texas,

simply reaffirms what I stated some time

ago on the subject of motor boats. With-
out a doubt, if I were starting in beekeei^ing

again, and could find some locality suitable

for honey production that had a navigable

stream running through the country, that is

the place I would choose to establish a series

of out-apiaries. As mentioned before, we
liave a gasoline-launch at the yard north of
Toronto, 100 miles, and it is certainly the

ideal way to get around nicely and cheaply.

Unfortunately the river is not navigable far

enough for us to put any more apiaries on
its banks; but the boat has demonstrated its

usefulness along the lines indicated by Mr.
Scholl. No tire troubles annoy us, and no
bad roads stop you at any time in the season

when working with the bees. Then again,

the launch is not so expensive to buy or

maintain as is an automobile. But I am
sorry to say we have few locations around
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US witli the necessary navigable waters, so I

shall have to use the means of traveling at

my command, and be satisfied.

* * *

FIGHTING AMONG BEES OF THE SAME COLONY.
A. C. Miller is, in my opinion, quite a

keen observer. I say this in all sincerity.

In just the same spirit, I can not help ex-

pressing the opinion that he sometimes
makes claims to tilings as being facts when
common practice seems to say there is noth-

ing in his contentions. Writing in the

American Bee Journal on the theme of

queen introduction, odor, etc., he says that,

when some colonies have combs with adher-

ing bees taken from them, if these combs
with tlie bees adhering are stood outside the

hive for ten minutes or so, against trees,

buildings, etc., when returned to the hive

again there will be violent fighting among
the lot united again, so that a quarter or

more of the colony will be destroyed. Now,
1 don't pretend to be much of an observer

;

but I don't believe this can be possible and
not be noticed by men handling hundreds of

colonies for years. In some old systems we
used to have of finding queens in populous
colonies for purposes of dividing for mak-
ing increase, etc., often have we had the

combs separated for much longer than ten

minutes, and never once can I recall seeing

a " scrap " such as Mr. Miller refers to. Of
course, friend Miller says " some " colonies,

so perliaps he has something out of the

ordinary. But at present I am inclined to

think he has stated very emphatically some-
thing that will be hard to prove to be correct

in actual practice.

* * *

BROOD-REARING IN SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER.
" Only young queens, thirty daysj or

younger, will lay during the months of Sep-
tember and October in the Northern States,"

p. 777, Nov. 1. Isn't that putting it a little

strong? Any way, if it is true of the North-
ern States, it is not the case in Ontario,

still further north. At the Cashel yard I

had 16 colonies in single-walled hives—in-

crease made in July, all queens being of
that month's rearing. They were left very
late—too late, in fact, before being trans-

ferred to double-walled hives. October
29 they were lifted into the winter hives,

each comb handled singly. Fourteen of the

colonies had brood hatching in two frames,
while two had three frames each. Of course
the frames were not filled with brood, as the

colonies had been fed heavily for winter.

A few of the colonies had too much space
with no honey, to suit me; and when brood
was hatched they were given some more
winter stores. In no case did I observe un-

sealed larvEe; but as I handled the frames
rather rapidly I may have overlooked any
if it was present. But the comparatively
large amount of hatching brood was prhna
facie evidence that these queens had been
laying all through the first week of October,
and they were at least three months old.

BEES GETTING INTO THE TVRONG HIVES.
That bees in an apiary mix up a great

deal is a well-known fact; but it is only
when unusual conditions prevail that I have
a chance to see how much mixing is really

done, and to get an idea of how any disease

that might be carried by bees would soon
spread all through an entire apiary. At the

Cashel apiary the bees are nearly all Car-
niolan and their crosses, only a very few
pure Italians being in the yard. In the

row furthest west, which contains about 25
colonies, there is one hive of pure golden
Italians, the workers being about as solid

yellow as any I have ever seen. It is need-
less to say these bees are very conspicuous
when mixed with other colonies of dark bees,

and I was much surprised during the

past season to see how these goldens have
mixed up with their neighbors. For at least

30 feet on each side of the hive they come
from, golden bees may be found in all colo-

nies ; and while some are present in the row
back of the one they are in, not nearly as

many show up as in the hives in the same
row. On one side of this hive its neighbor
iiive is exactly tlie same in color, and I

should judge that about one quarter of the

inmates are golden. On the opposite side

of the hive the next neighbor is of a differ-

ent color, and very few goldens are mixed
with them. Still further away on the same
side as the different-colored hive, the next
one is of the same color as the one with
golden bees, and in this hive the yellow
fellows show up very plentifully. This
would seem to show that the young bees are

attracted by the same-colored hive, as they
certainly have not gone into the dark hives

near them to any great extent. The colony
of goldens does not seem to have so many
dark bees, so they have not gained any by
their indiscriminate mixing with their neigh-

bors, and it looks as though they are not as

•good home-finders as the dark bees. I re-

member G. B. Howe telling me that there

was always a much greater loss in mating
among Italians than with the darker races

;

and from my experience of the past few
years I am ready to endorse that idea, as I

continually find a much greater loss among
Italians in cases of supersedure, etc., than
is the case with the Carniolans and other

dark bees.
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Beekeeping in California
p. C. Chadwick, Redlands, Cal.

SELLING HONEY THE SAME WAY THAT
ORANGES ARE SOLD.

This will not reach its readers until after

the meeting on market at Los Angeles is

past history, and I have not felt that it was

my business to attend the meeting, as I am
not on the committee; but I have thought

many times, and still think, the only logical

way to handle this marketing business would

be on the lines on which the orange business

is handled. This plan could be followed out

successfully if properly managed. Not only

would the beekeeper be saved the profits of

a middleman or two, but the buyer would

get the honey at a figiu-e that would let it

reach the retailer and ultimately the con-

sumer at a reasonable figure. The orange-

marketing system as followed in California

to-day is one of the most sane and satisfac-

tory of any system of marketing of an agi-i-

cultural product. I might profitably give a

synopsis of the workings of the California

orange pool, and explain the advantages.

There are really several pools in opera-

tion at some of the packing-houses at the

same time. For instance, we first have the

Christmas pool. This includes all of the

fruit picked and shipped for the Christmas

trade, and closes about Dec. 10 as a rule.

All growers who put fruit in the pool

receive the same for their fruit of the grade

they furnish. Then there is the season's

pools, and pools of various lengths during

the season. It is the season's pool of which

T will speak principally, for it will serve my
purpose best in comparison. The holiday

fruit is, as a rule, not included in the sea-

son's pool, but all of the remainder of the

shipping season is included which runs

over a period for the navels from Jan. 1st to

near the first of June, varying a little ac-

cording to the season. The fruit is hauled

into the packing-houses and weighed, set

aside, and the boxes marked. "Wlien they are

ready to pass over the grader, an account is

kept of the amount of the different grades

as well as the culls. These records are com-

piled from day to day as the fruit of the

individual comes in until all of his fruit has

passed over the grader. At the end of this

period the entire amount is added, so many
of such and such a grade, and so many
culls. The great advantage in the season's

pool is that the grower receives for his fruit

exactly what every one else in the pool re-

ceives, or an average for the entire season.

If the market happens to be bad in New

York or Chicago for a week or so, and the

price runs down at those points, the grower
need have no fear of his fruit being sold

cheap on that market, for after his fruit is

packed it loses its identity, and no one
knows or cares where it goes, and the result

is that no one man gets all of the high

prices nor all of the low, but the average

for the season is figured on the entire

amount, as so much per box, and the grower
gets the average on the number of boxes he

furnished for the season. When the fruit

is packed the packers will advance a certain

amount on the fruit shipped.

This plan could be followed in handling

our honey without any great outlay of capi-

tal. Honey in the warehouse, covered with

insurance, is considered gilt-edge security

by our banks. There could be a central sell-

ing agency from which all of this business

could be handled, and a pool agreement
signed for the season. When I had, say, 50

or 100 cases of honey stored I could take a

warehouse receipt for it, get it insured, and
forward it to headquarters; the manager
could go direct to the bank, present the

receipt and bon'ow on it, which in turn

could be mailed to me in the form of a draft

or check. This, at the end of the season,

would be deducted from my returns for the

season. An inspector could be put on the

road to travel and check up the amount of

each producer of the grade his honey would
be classed under. If, for instance, there

were ten beekeepers in Redlands who had

honey stored, it could be inspected, graded,

and reported to the selling agency as to the

amount of the different grades. The selling

agency could in turn sell a car of a certain

grade and order it loaded and forwarded to

a certain point. The beekeeper always needs

money right away, and in this way could be

satisfied, and yet help to hold the crop di-

rectly in the hands of our own agency. This

would eliminate also the habit of buyers

traveling through the country, paying a

difference in prices ranging as high as two
cents for the same grade of honey in the

same locality from different producers.

I know this could be done if the beekeep-

ers were ready to back the agency, and

would put the honey market in the hands of

the beekeepers instead of allowing the buy-

ers to place arbiti-ary prices on our crops.

I have written something on this line

previously, but desired to enter a little more

into details at this time.
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Beekeeping Among the Rockies
Wesley Poster, Boulder, Col.

IS THE SUPPLY LIKELY TO BECOME GREATER
THAN THE DEMAND?

Boulder County produced over three hun-

dred thousand pounds of honey the past

season—that is, ten carloads, and all comb
honey. One of the smallest counties in

Colorado produced twice the comb honey

that a city like St. Louis can consume in a

year. Forty beekeepers produced all the

comb honey that two million people eat.

There is something wrong, and conditions

must be changed, or we shall see worse

ahead in honey-marketing. When a State

like Colorado produces enough comb honey

to supply twenty cities like Kansas City

with their supply, consumable production

and overproduction are drawn on pi'etty

close lines. Western beemen must shortly

bestir themselves in the line of educating to

honey consumption. They are now paying
heavily for their blindness to the narrow-

ness of the market for comb honey. A
bumper crop will put us in bad shape every

year it comes.
* * »

HEAVY SNOV^FALL IN COLORADO.

Northern Colorado has had the heaviest

snowfall in the writer's seventeen years'

residence in the State. All together more
than 40 inches of snow fell, completely

covering all hives. Concern for the safety

of the bees was immediately felt by the

beekeepers, as the snow was very heavy and
wet. Some began at once to shovel out the

hives, opening the entrances by digging a

trench along in front of the rows of hives.

Others, through lack of experience, shoveled

out the hives and set them on top of the

snow. A large proportion of the beemen,

however, left their colonies covered up, as it

was found that the warmth of the clusters

had melted the snow away from the four

sides fully eight inches. Fear, however, was
felt that, when the snoAv began to melt, it

would form a slush at the entrance, and
freeze at night, closing the entrance and
smothering the bees. The writer shoveled

his hives out by throwing the snow back
over the tops of the hives, leaving a trench

clear to the ground along in front of the

entrances. In this way the hives have the

protection of the snow on the remaining
three sides and the top. The entrances can

be watched, and any danger of freezing

quickly remedied. However, we have had

several warm days which have melted the

snow close to the entrances nearly all away,
so that danger is now practically past.

ALFALFA PROSPECTS FOR THE COMING SEASON.
The precipitation for 1913 was nearly 19

inches, or 4 inches above normal. This

was caused by the big snow late in Novem-
ber and early in December. Abundant wa-
ter for irrigation is assured, and we hope
the present good prospects will continue.

Alfalfa is our main dependence for honey.
The fall rains put all the clovers in prime
condition, and the heavy snow has protected

the clover since winter came. The ground
is not yet frozen, January 3, and it is not

probable that the snow will be gone for

another month. Alfalfa is injured more by
winter and spring freezing than in any
other way. The snow so far has prevented
winter-killing, and the usual winter pastur-

ing has not been done. The late spring
freezes are the most serious injury that can
come to the alfalfa; but these will be less

destructive as the hardier varieties are more
generally grown. It has been demonstrated
that the deep-green alfalfa will stand much
more freezing without injury than the light-

green varieties. With the selection of better

varieties, and their more general cultivation,

we may expect more uniform crops of alfal-

fa honey every year.

The varieties of alfalfa that the beekeep-
ers and farmers may well enthuse over are

the Grimm and Baltic varieties. They have
proven superior in hardiness, tonnage, and
seed production. The southern varieties

which originally were introduced into South
America from Spain, and then brought
north, make up the bulk of our commercial
varieties now gi-own.

There is another important characteristic

of the Grimm and Baltic varieties: They
begin blooming before getting full growth.

Fully ten days to two weeks of honey-gath-

ering is provided for the bees before the

alfalfa is ready at the earliest to cut. It is

reasonable to suppose that varieties heavier

in seed production are more valuable for the

honey-bee, and this is another point where
the northern varieties excel.

May the time soon come, as it undoubted-

ly will, when the hardiest of the northern

varieties will be universally grown. As
selection goes on, it will not be long before

the hardiest varieties will be still further

improved.
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Conversations with Doolittle
At Borodino, New York.

CONTRACTION OF THE BROOD-NEST.
" In an old paper I read that much more

honey can be obtained when the brood-nest

is contracted than where the bees are allowed

to have their whole brood-nest to work in as

they i^lease. If contraction is profitable, I

want to make my dummies this winter."

Much depends upon what contraction is

used for, and when it is used. The advocates

of an eight-frame Langstroth hive use this

size of hive for the purpose of securing an

early rush of bees into the sections. They
consider this the best way of getting a larger

yield of section honey from white clover

and basswood, as with this small hive the

bees have little chance to store any of this

honey in the brood-combs where very pro-

lific queens are used, the brood from such a

queen (and the necessary pollen needed for

this brood ) keeping the combs of the brood-

chamber filled so that, where any honey of

any amount is stored, such must go into the

sections.

Some of oiu' most successful apiarists of

the past have claimed that a hive, even

smaller than the eight-frame L. hive, gives

still better results, and so have used dummies
to take the place of one or two of the out-

side frames, thus using a six or seven frame
brood-nest. They take these dummies out

after the white-honey flow so that the bees

can fill the frames, which now take the place

of the dummies, with fall or dark honey for

their winter stores. However, such contrac-

tion, where a colony has a g'ood queen, is

liable to bring on swarming; and when the

fever is once contracted it is hard to con-

trol, the prospects for a good yield of honey
often fading away through the continued

efforts to swarm, unless the colony is shaken

or some other manipulation used, either to

draw off a part or all of the working force

from their brood, or take a part of the

brood away.
On the other hand, with an ordinary or

poor queen a gain can be made at the com-
mencement of the white-honey flow by using
a dummy for every frame not occupied
-vholly or in part with brood. Otherwio^

the combs not having brood in them will be
filled with honey, the queen still further

crowded down, resulting, as a rule, with
little or no honey in the sections.

The advocates of a ten-frame Langstroth
or larger hive are quite sure that all con-

traction of the brood-chamber can only re-

sult in a smaller crop of section honey, rea-

soning that, according to their views and

experience, any contraction is a most unwise

course to pursue. In the first place they

claim that we need to raise all the bees

possible before the opening of the main
harvest ; that we must have an abundance of

these workei'S or the harvest will be in vain,

and to rear these workers there must be

plenty of available cells. Second : In a hive

we need all of the cells which a good queen
will keep full of brood, and enough other

cells for the storing of pollen and the need-

ed daily allowance of honey that is neces-

sai-y for an abundant supply to stimulate

the whole household to its fullest degree.

Then, when the coming harvest finds these

combs all filled with brood, pollen, and hon-

ey, there is nothing to be gained in taking

out some of these combs and putting in

dummies ; for if the brood-nest is full when
the honey comes, the surplus must go into

the sections.

Then there are others using large hives

who claim, where the season is poor up to

within a week or so of the expected harvest,

thus allowing several of the outside combs
to be empty of any thing, that the best

means of getting the bees into the sections,

with the first flow of white honey, is to feed

an inferior honey until these empty combs
are filled the same as they would be had the

season been good, thereby placing them in a

better condition than would be possible by
using dummies.

Then contraction is practiced and advo-

cated by some of our most practical bee-

keepers using a ten-frame L. hive, which is,

{he hiving of the large swarms sent out

from these large hives on six or seven

frames, using dummies to fill out the rest of

the hive ; and in a locality where the surplus

white honey is gathered in a short period of

from two to four weeks, this is generally a

profitable mode of procedure. Especially is

this the case where the fiow from white

clover and basswood is followed by a dearth

of honey for a month or so before the flow

from buckwheat or fall flowere begins. Un-
der such conditions it often hap^Dens that

one of these large colonies will get profitably

at work in one, two, and sometimes three

supers of sections, when, all at once, out

will come a large swann. If they are re-

turned, more likely than not the bees will

keep on attempting to swarm till the harvest

is over, resulting in scarcely a section of

marketable honey. By hiving this large

swarm in a contracted hive on the old stand,

transferring the supers to the newly hived
Continued on page 112.
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General Correspondence

HELP! WHOLESALE SPRAYING OF BLOSSOMS CAUSING WIDE-
SPREAD DISASTER IN EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS

BY A NEW ENGLAND VETERAN

It was with great pleasure and satisfac-

tion that the writer read of the forthcoming
" bee and fruit " number of Gleanings—
not only from the anticipation of the enjoy-

ment of reading something good—we have

learned to expect that—but there comes the

belief that the powerful influence of this

widely read magazine may relieve the pres-

ent situation in Eastern Massachusetts which
has already gone far to destroy the beekeep-

ing industry and interest of Essex, and, to

a considerable extent, of other counties.

That the matter is of vital and immediate
importance to the gardener and horticultur-

ist is obvious.

In the matter of disease, while realizing

fully the seriousness and the difficulties

which beset both inspector and owner, the

writer is optimistic, and from experience

believes that in time it may not only be con-

trolled, but, by eliminating the careless and
ignorant beekeeper, raise tlie gentle craft to

a higher and more satisfactory plane.

For some thirty years bees have been to

me at first a study and recreation, then my
occupation, and have brought very satisfac-

tory returns.

Although surrounded by salt meadows
and hard-wood forest-land, the fact that we
are in the " apple belt," and that our farms
are well tilled, has made the flow of nectar

sufficient to give reasonable profits, and the

aroma and flavor of our honey is such that

there is no difficulty in selling locally all we
can produce. In my home yard a sale of 25
swarms and a trifle over half a ton of comb
honey has been a fair summer's work; but
it is neither unfair nor exaggerated to say
that, for several years, the authorities have
taxed my bees in April and destroyed them
in May. My crop last year was 42 lbs. of

honey—no swarms ; and after heavy feeding,

and the purchase of many queens, the api-

ary is reduced in value one half below spring

count and appraisal.

With the advent of the gypsy and brown-
tail moths there came the covering of the

face of nature with, first, Paris gTeen, of

which two-edged-tool people had a whole-
some and well-grounded fear ; but later, with
the arsenate of lead, of which they seem to

have no fear at all; probably because, al-

though it is quite as dangerous, and in some

ways even more deadly, it was free from the

evil reputation of Paris green, and was to

most people a new substance—merely an
" insecticide." It now sells at five cents a

pound, and is to be found in the barns and
sheds of most people who own trees or cul-

tivate gardens.

Frankly admitting, as I do, the absolute

necessity of its use, it is still a good thing
re remember that it is a very powerful
cumulative metallic poison, but very imjDer-

fectly soluble in the water with which it is

applied; and, once exposed, is practically

indestructible as a poison, although it may
undergo some unimportant chemical changes

'

bv oxidation. Its value is in its ability to

kill

!

Let me be plainly understood that the

beekeeper is, or should be, the first to ac-

knowledge that, where these pests have
appeared in any considerable number, the

only course is to spray ; but unless done at

the proper time, and intelligently, it will

defeat its own purpose. In this I find the

men at the head, " the men higher up," are

entirely with me. The ignorant employer,
the farmer who does not know what he is

doing, or, worse yet, does not care, or who
i^ working on the absurd theory that filling

the blossom with poison will kill the codling

moth, not knowing that this moth takes no
food of any kind, are the ones who have
practically destroyed beekeeping and the

wild bees in this locality.

You may have more patience to listen to

my sermon if I set down here something of

the damage done last spring to the bees

under my personal care and observation,

other than my own.
One yard of ten colonies in excellent con-

dition, just beginning work in the supers,

reduced by the second week in July to two
nuclei. These were inspected, and pro-

nounced free from disease. They had dur-

ing the summer a loss of thirteen queens.

Neither care nor expense was spared in the

effort to save them.

Another apiary of six strong colonies was
reduced to five weak; no swarms nor har-

vest. Two small apiaries were entirely

wiped out. A market gardener, reduced
from five to two ; an apiary of three reduced
to one nucleus. A yard of five reduced to
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two, and here every thing was done to save

them, expense not being considered. A yard
of seven was cut to three, this being an espe-

cially interesting case, as they developed
two mild cases of European foul brood,

giving positive evidence that a case of foul

brood properly treated is of less injury than
" spraying in bloom." This list could be

extended, covering my work in both Essex
and Norfolk counties. Of all the bees under
my care or advice, only two lots did any
satisfactory work. One colony was kept in

;i cucumber-house until the spraying in

bloom had passed, returned a very handsome
profit, and gave two swarms which went
into the winter nearly as strong as the par-

ent colony. Another yard of four, on a

large estate where tiie spraying was con-

trolled, and both bees and fruit protected,

increased to six and gave some 200 lbs. of

fancy comb honey. Under normal condi-

tions this is a good locality, and not greatly

troubled by disease.

To consider this question fairly and from
'all sides, one should bear in mind that the

cutting out and killing of most of the wil-

lows under the belief that they promote the

increase of the gypsy moth has deprived

the bees of their early pollen ; and hence,

unless artificial pollen or pollen substitutes

are supplied, the bees do not build up early

enough to get the apple-bloom honey into

the supers. This works out as of much
greater importance than one would think.

Also the cutting and burning of all roadside

shrubs and bushes to destroy the moths sup-

posed to be distributed by automobiles takes

away in the aggregate a large amount of

nectar, miles of elderberry, sumac, golden-

rod, asters, etc.

The filling of a " ripe " apple-blossom
with a solution of arsenic may not be the

most healthful treatment for the blossom;
but I am a beekeeper, and will not attempt
to discuss botanical matters.

To say nothing of the money loss, it is

not pleasant to see the yard covered with
little bunches of bees quivering in the agony
of arsenical poison, for arsenate of lead is

" slow and sure," and the torture may con-

tinue for hours. A neighbor came in haste

to ask what was the matter, for his onion-

bed was, as he expressed it, " covered " with
dead and dying bees.

The loss is not by the beekeeper alone,

but the entire community is damaged, as

shown by the fact that a large strawberi-y-

field a short half-mile from my yard failed

to fruit, although blossoming freely. The
owner, an expert at the business, declares

that, as my bees were practically the only

ones available, their destruction caused his

loss, which he estimates at $200, and it was
to liim a very serious matter.

Many who have enjoyed cultivating gar-

dens are giving them up, as they depend on
the bee for their early cucumbers and squasli.

Tlie practical extermination of tlie bumble-
bee has been the ciiief factor in raising the

price of red clover from I2V2 to 45 cents

per lb., and farmers no longer buy. Surely
the loss of this valuable forage plant is not

to be ignored. In spraying, especially with
an engine of five to ten horse power (town
machine), and in reaching tall elms and
ether shade trees, a wide area is covered,

both around and beneath the tree; therefore

much clover, both white and red, is filled,

iis the blossom is well adapted to receive and
liold the poison. In this ease the nectar

serves to carry the poison; but my observa-

tion and experience convince me that the

chief damage is by pollen, which soaks up
and retains the arsenic; hence the slow
ijuilding-up of a j^oisoned colony. The ni-

ti-ogeneous foqi as stored up in the cells

Idlls both old and young.

Of this very serious aspect of the case I

have observations and experiments, but will

not take space to give them here. A thing

difficult to prove is that queens receive

poison directly from the honey-sac of the

worker, either as food or drink; but I am
convinced the very great mortality among
<iueens following spraying in bloom can best

be explained that way.

Do not think the writer wishes to mini-

mize the danger or damage of the moth pest.

Eight wood lots lying in four towns, and
all, so far as any future profit is concerned,

absolutely ruined by the moths, are quite

enough to convince him that we face a " con-

dition and not a theory," but if we are to

use a powerful poison by the ton—and three

tons per year will hardly supply this small

town to spray its highways and a part only

of its orchards—let us use it intelligently

:

and as that is enough to kill all the inhabi-

tants in the State, with a ton or two left

over, why not use it carefully?

Is there need to say this? Well, judge
for yourself. A year or two ago the person
in charge of the spraying in this section

assured me that arsenate of lead, which he

termed, with a considerable degree of accu-

racy, " arsenic of lead," would " not hurt

any thing that breathed through the mouth."
This might be a valuable bit of information

for the doctoi's who condemn "mouth breath-

ing," and at any rate it showed his pro-

found knowledge of respiratory processes.

Last spring the owner of a valuable horse

which was drawing a part of the spraying

outfit offered, if I would, as he expressed it,
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" put up fifty dollars," to feed a pound of

the poison to the horse. I was assured by
other employes tliat, where their dinners had
been wet down and accidentally " soaked "

by the spray, they took no harm, and "would
as lief eat the stuff as not." " It killed my
bees," said one, " but it was only one swann,
and this is a pretty good job."

I was assured a few days ago that forcing

the poison into the blossom "gave a much
better color to the fruit;" and I was told,

but can not vouch for the fact, that a cer-

tain large orchard was sprayed on the

mature or nearly mature fruit to preserve

the color and prevent any skin fungus.

Few lealize the danger of a cumulative

poison ; but the i)rogress can be observed on
the song bird or the toad tliat eats the dying
larvEe—if an insectivorous bird or a toad is

left to die next summer. There may be a

few, but they are mostly gone.

It should be noted that the poison is quite

attractive to the bee, either because of a

sweetness in this form of lead, or, as some
believe, by the mixture of an adhesive like

the " molasses " from the sugar-beet manu-
facture, which, as a waste product, is very

cheap and eff^ective.
'''^

This arsenate is extremely adhesive; and
if spread upon the fully developed leaf it

will remain effective for the fall crop of

brown-tails; but I know an old nurseryman
who says he does not like to have " the lungs

of his trees " clogged up all summer, and
asks, " Why not spray when the leaves are

small, kill the larvae when they also are

small, and have done less damage; then let

the leaf and fruit develop?" That sounds
sensible to me; but he is past 80, and so,

probably, is wrong.
It is unavoidable that some poison be

taken into the hive from the foliage, espe-

cially as wet up by dew, rain, and rarely by
honey-dew! but that is a loss the beekeeper
should bear patiently. No one is to be
blamed ; and the loss, as compared with that
resulting from spraying in bloom, is trivial,

although where large areas of forest land
pre sprayed it will destroy the bees in tlie

immediate vicinity.

Late spraying is also destructive to the
various parasites and predatory insects

which would, could their numbers be suffi-

ciently increased, keep both gy^psy and
brown-tail in check. This part of the ques-
tion is sufficiently important to be discussed
in a paper by itself, and by a more compe-
tent person than I.

In reviewing this article I am convinced
that 1 have not put this very serious matter
too strongly, but, rather, that I have not
expressed it forcibly enough; neither have I

touched upon the loss of domestic animals
by the careless and excessive use of the

poison, nor upon the injury to the new
growth and more easily injured parts of the
trees and plants which it is intended to pro-
tect.

The United States Department of Agri-
culture, our vei-y efficient State Board, the

AgTicultural College, and many officers of
the Gypsy-moth Commission and State For-
estry, are doing all they can to spread in-

formation and explain " safe and sane

methods." Even the dealers in the poisons

print (in some cases) warnings not to use

in bloom; but still the evil increases, and
only yesterday I was told by a man who had
planned to set a rather large orchard in the

spring that he had abandoned the idea, for,

as he expressed it, " They have killed my
bees, and won't let me keep any more, and
T can't fertilize my blossoms by hand."

NEVER SPRAY FRUIT-TREES WHEN IN BLOOM

An Extract from the Practical Farmer

[The following article, coming as it does from the

bees, has all the more weight. Notice that the emphatic
Ed.]

A fruit-grower, who should by this time

know better, writes to State Zoologist Sur-

face, Harrisburg, and asks :
" What kind of

spray is best to use when peach-trees are in

bloom?" Prof. Surface is anxious to have

the substance of his reply reach every per-

son who may even be interested in the least

in the subject of spraying. He says that it

should be " proclaimed from the housetops

and written in the schoolrooms." The reply

is emphatic, and based upon years of expe-

rience and study. It is as follows

:

Practical Farmer, a paper not directly interested in
reply is from our old friend Prof. H. A. Surface.

—

" I note with interest that you make in-

quiry concerning the kind of spray to use

vvhile the trees are in bloom. Again I hasten

to say that you are decidedly wrong. Please

get it out of your head now and for ever, for

your own sake and that of your crop as

well as for the bees, that no trees, shrubs,

bushes, or vines of any kind should ever be

sprayed while in bloom. Please tell this to

your neighbors. Please tell it to the editors

of all the papers. Proclaim it from the

housetops. Let everybody learn that, to
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spray a tree while in bloom, is liable not
only to injure the fruit and thus help to

destroy the crop, but also kills the bees and
other insects that are absolutely essential in

carrying pollen from fruit to fruit, and
thus help fertilize the blossoms and insure

a crop.
" If there is any one tiling against which

there should be definite and emphatic legis-

lation in this State at the present time it is

the ignorant and absurd practice of a few
persons who yet appear to spray while in

bloom. Please help us to educate the people

against this practice. Education as practi-

cal and rational as this would do much more
than legislation, as growers, if educated on

this point, would understand it is greatly te

iheir disadvantage to spray wliile in bloom.

This fact should be placed before each

schoolteacher, and kept on the walls of each

schoolroom of the State. Let us make it

strong. Tell every schoolteacher in your
county to write on the blackboard in capi-

tals :
'• Never spray while in bloom.'

" Another reason for not spraying while

in bloom is that there is no need of it. There
are no pests that must or should be killed or

prevented at this time. It will not do any-

where near the amount of good that it would
to spray before the blossoms appear, and
again after they fall. Before the blossoms
open, spray with the boiled lime-sulphur
solution, either home-made or commercial,
boiling one pound of lime and two pounds
of sulphur in one gallon of water for one
hour, and dilute this with about six or seven
times its bulk of water, and spray the trees

tlioroughly and before the blossoms open.
About the time the leaf buds are swelling is

the best time. This is good for all kinds of
trees, shrubs, and bushes. After the brown
husks of corollas fall from around your
peaches and plums use this same prepara-
tion, but ten times as much water as you
would at the other time ; and to every fifty

gallons of the extremely dilute preparation

add two pounds of arsenate of lead, and
spray again. The first spraying here men-
tioned is to kill the San Jose scale and cer-

tain other insects and plant-disease germs.

The second spraying is for the cureulio that

makes wormy fruits, and when used on pome
fruits, or apple, pear, and quince, it is for

the codling moth and certain other insects

and diseases."

REDEEMING BY CAREFUL PRUNING AND SPRAYING, A
NEGLECTED APPLE-ORCHARD OF SOME 50 ACRES

BADLY

BY J. L. VAN RENSSELAER

That Ohio is equal to and perhaps even

better adapted for the raising of apples

than are Oregon and other western States,

has been thoroughly demonstrated this fall

by W. H. Southam and myself. Early in

the spring of 1913 we rented what is com-

monly known as the Wm. Bennett farm,

,]ust south of Stone Hill, in Brunswick,

Medina Co., 0. The farm consists of 200

acres with approximatelj' 55 acres of or-

chard with 1400 apple trees. The farm was
leased for five years of Mrs. Frank Isham,

47 Beersford Road, Cleveland, 0., with the

privilege of buying at the expiration of the

lease. We took possession of the farm in

January, 1913, and immediately set about

pruning and trimming the badly neglected

trees until we had the entire 55 acres of

orchard in the best of shape, with all the

dead and diseased limbs removed and burn-

ed before the warm weather of the spring

airived.

The orchard was in a worn-out, run-down
condition, and for years had borne but a

scanty crop of wormy and ill-shaped fruit

;

but this fall, under careful management,

thousands of bushels of perfect fruit have

been harvested,

The first spraying was done with a lime-

and-sulphur solution while the buds were
dormant. The second was done when the

buds began showing pink, early in the

spring, with 3I/2 pounds of arsenate of lead,

to 1^/4 gallons of lime and sulphur to 50
gallons of water. The third and practically

the most important spraying was done when
the petals showed first signs of falling; and
the fourth followed within ten days after

the third. The fifth commenced July 1.

The same formula was used for the last

four complete sprayings. As a result of

careful work the pickers found on an aver-

age but one wormy apple in a bushel of all

apples harvested.

One year ago, 25 acres of this orchard
had almost no leaves, and it has been years

since this portion has had any apples at

all. By these regular sprayings this same
orchard had perfect foliage, and practically

evei'y tree in the orchard was very heavily

loaded with perfect fruit.

The orchard presented one of the most
beautiful sights imaginable, with the hun-
dreds of trees, and their branches bending
to the ground, heavily loaded with beauti-

fully colored fruit. There are trees of al-
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A pile of 500 bushels of perfectly formed apples—not an ill-shaped one to be found,
and perfect pollenization by the bees, responsible.

Intelligent spraying

most all of the old standai'd varieties, with-

out a poor variety among the 1400 trees.

It required about six weeks of continual

work on the part of the staif of pickers to

harvest the enormous crop of fruit. Tents
were erected, and the pickers had a jolly

time camping out, which added spice as the

work was being accomplished. The results

have been a revelation to farmers for miles

around, and the orchard is attracting State-

wide attention.

Fifty swarms of bees were placed in the

orchard by The A. I. Root Co., which great-

ly aided in pollenizing the blossoms. We
find the bees very beneficial to our crop, and
we advise each fruit-grower to secure bees

to aid them in this great work.
We have proven conclusively that the

apple-orchards in Ohio have long been neg-
lected, and that the Buckeye State is won-
derfully adapted for the raising of apples
which will rank with the best in the country.

NO FRUIT SETS IF THE WEATHER IS COLD DURING BLOOMING TIME,
SO THAT THE BEES DO NOT REACH THE BLOSSOMS

BY J. W. ROUSE

We know of no two other businesses that

fit so well together as bees and fruit-gTow-

ing, as neither interferes to any great ex-

tent with the other, and each of these pur-
suits needs the other to succeed well.

Bees can do without fruit-bloom in early

spring, as they are compelled to when it is

too cold or wet for them to work on the

bloom when out; but in many eases the

fruit-trees do not do nearly as well as when
bees work on the bloom. We would not
pretend to say that no fruit could be grown
without aid of insects to cari-y and distrib-

ute pollen, yet in many cases it is true that,

unless insects do do this work, the trees

often fail to set more than a veiy little fruit.

Horticulturists are agreed that fruit-trees

should be located so that the diffei'ent kinds
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A close view of some of the apples just before they were picked (see preceding page). Notice how thickly
they are clustered, and that every one is a perfect specimen. See also the cover picture for this issue.

may blossom at nearly the same time so as
to distribute the pollen properly. The wind
often aids in this work ; but in unfavorable
weather, if the winds are contrary, or dur-

\ug a wet time when no insects can get

around, it often happens that no fruit is

set. Even under the most favorable circum-
stances insects are a gi'eat help in the proper
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distribution of the pollen, as they mix it to

a great extent, and thus in a large measure
prevent in-breeding, which is so detrimental

to fruit-growing in most instances. Many
of the leading liorticulturists are now agreed

that bees are a great lielj^ in fruit-growing.

One of the most extensive fruit-growers,

who has a great many orchards in different

States, says that he always wants bees in or

near his orchards, as in so many cases they

aj'e a necessity to growing fruit by properly
securing fertilization of the bloom.

As has been stated before, there are other

insects that work on fruit-bloom besides

bees; yet, as most people know, in early

spring in blooming time, when it is so nec-

essary for the insects to work on the bloom,

bees are anich more plentiful than perhaps
all other kinds together, especially when
bees are kept in any great quantities, as the

bees live through the winter in colonies,

whereas other insects live as indi\dduals,

and have to breed up. In many cases they

are too late for early fruit-bloom. . As an

illustration, bumble-bee queens winter sin-

gly, so that, when the first bloom of clovers

is on, there are only a very few of these

bees ; but by the time the second crop comes
on, the queen bumble-bee has raised large

families, and there are gi'eat numbers of

them at this time; so the second crop of
clover—especially red clover—is the crop
that has the seed, the first crop having but

very little. If it had been properly fertiliz-

ed it might have as much seed as any crop.

In our observations in the past we have
noticed that in a wet time, when bees can
scarcely get around, but little fruit sets on
the trees. During one wet cold time the sun
came out for a wliile, and we had one pear
tree on the east side of a house that the bees

worked on an hour or so. This tree set

fruit, and had pears on it, and no other of
cur trees or any others in our neighborhood,

so far as we know, had any pears on the

trees that season. If fruit-trees are so pro-

tected that bees can not visit the blossoms,

little or no fi'uit will set. In all our experi-

ments on this line we have never had any
fruit to set if the bees could not get to the

bloom.
Mexico, Mo.

500 PERFECT COMBS FROM FOUNDATION HAVING WIRES IMBEDDED
OUT OF LINE.

BY W. N. RANDOLPH

[The following article was written last spring, but our correspondent had neglected to send it to us
until the publication of the article by H. H. Root on the same subject in our Nov. 15th issue. We are
glad to place it before our readers here as an additional endorsement of the plan of pulling the wires
out of alignment when imbedding.

—

Ed.j

It seems that, with all that has been writ-

ten on the subject, it would be exhausted;

but I am satisfied that we have a lot to learn

yet in all departments of beekeeping. Be-

lieving this, I will give you my plan.

I use the Hoffman brood-frames with

full sheets of foundation, and with four

wires imbedded in the wax across the frames.

I use the frames with grooves and wedges
in the top-bar to hold the foundation fast

at the top ; but I find in practice that the

heat of the hive will very often loosen the

foundation, and the bees drag it down and
make a mess of things, even with the wedges
pressed firmly in. In order to prevent this

I pour a tiny stream of melted paraffine

along each side of the foundation where it

joins the top-bar, to hold the foundation
secure. I use the paraffine because it costs

only 9 cents per lb., while the wax is worth
30 cents, and the bees do not seem to notice
the substitution.

In wiring I use the spur imbedder. There
is a point in wiring that is overlooked; the
top strand of wire should be pulled down

slightly in the center, and the bottom strand
should be pulled up in imbedding, so that

the bottom wire will brace against the pull

of the top wire, and prevent the wrinkling
or buckling of the foundation. The two
middle wires should run straight across

the frames. This will give smooth straight

and strong combs, with the wires braced
as in a suspension bridge, and the wires will

take the jars from the combs as they were
intended to do. The wires should not be
pulled down too tight or a job of buckling
may be the result ; for while outside the hive

the foundation may be cold and stiff enough
to offer sufficient resistance to the pull of
the wires and look just right when it is in

the hive, and the heat of the bees softens it,

it will often give way to the pull of the

wires.

I used this plan in making some 2400
combs a year ago, and an equal number last

season, and nearly or quite all of them made
perfect combs.
Do not give your nice new prepared

combs to the bees until a honey-flow is on
and they are secreting wax. Remember to
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Peach tree that blossomed in cold -vveathei' and bore a good crop because it stood so close to the Lees.

run new extraeting-combs gently through
the extractor the first season used; for when
new they are very fragile. After the first

season they will get tougher each year. It

is strange that, Avhile the bees will always

store honey first in the old combs, they will

start queen-cells in the nice new combs in

l^reference, even if they have to move eggs
from the old combs to the new.

Letohatchee, Ala.

PEACH TREES NEAREST THE BEES PRODUCED THE BEST CROP

BY S. II. BURTON

Dr. C. C. Miller, page 517, Aug. 1, says

he has always had just a little doubt as to

the statement that bees are of more value as

fertilizers than as honey-gatherers; but the

cranberry business, p. 479, July 15, may yet

remove all doubts. I herewith submit some
photographs of our peach orchard which
may help to dispel any doubts. Dr. Miller

may be from Missouri, and have to be
" shown."
We have eight colonies of bees located in

our packing-shecl, with the entrances facing

east. These stands are set on a bench, and
the alighting-boards extend through an
opening in the wall. When the peach trees

commenced to bloom it was nice balmy
weather, and the bees were flying finely

;

but by the time two-thirds of the blossoms
were out the weather turned very cool with
a cold rain following. For a pei'iod of ten

days we had damp, cool, muggy weather,
and the bees did not venture far from home.
However, as our packing-shed and the bees

are located right in the midst of the peacli-

f-rchard the first row of peach trees directly

in front of the shed, and about 30 feet fi'om

the alighting-boards, were loaded with

jeaches, while the second row of trees from
(he bees showed more fruit on the side next

to the colonies than on the off side. At the

rear of the farm, across a five-acre lot, the

peach trees averaged about two dozen

jieaches to the tree, all the same variety,

( armans; all trees had equally good care

as to spraying, pruning, and cultivation.

Now, I don't say that the bees are entirely

accountable for the great shomng of fruit

on the td-ees next to the luves, but it does

look as if the weight of evidence was in their

favor. Of course, some one will say that

the shed had something to do with it; but

one tree at the corner of the shed, and not

protected by it from the prevailing cold

winds, had more peaches than any of the

rest. This tree stands within five feet of

the hive, and just at the side of the line of

flight. During the cool spell referred "to

above T noticed that very few bees were
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working on the peacli bloom on the further

side of the orchard, I having- some work
there which caused me to take note of the

fact ; but I never thought to observe if they

were working on the trees near the shed;

but since the trees have fruited 1 have
studied over the matter.

By the way, if any beeman wishes to set

a good variety of peach he can not miss it

on the Carman. It gets ripe here about
rhree weeks ahead of the Alberta; comes on

the market after early peaches are gone, and
if Que for canning or dessert. It is an early
and prolific bearer, and very hardy in bud.
The orchard shown is five years old, and
IJroducing its first crop of any consequence.
We are able to market every peach at home
at $2.00 per bushel, and the people cry for
more. Next spring, if we have indications
of a good peach crop I shall scatter the

hives tln-ough the orchard and note results.

Washington, Ind.

COLONIES WINTERED OUTSIDE RUNNING SHORT OF STORES

BY A. C. GILBERT

No doubt, owing to the very mild weath-
er up to Christmas, thousands of colonies

of bees will die before March from lack of

stores in the northern sections of the United
States if not looked after. None of our hives

have racks on during the winter, as they are

all removed in the fall when all colonies are

examined to ascertain that all have a suffi-

cient amount of stores. At the time of re-

moving the racks, small cobs are first laid on
the top-bars a la Dr. Miller, over which a

piece of cotton cloth or burlap is covered;

then the chaff tray or cushion is placed in

proper position. At any time in the winter

any colony can be examined very easily by
lifting off the chaff tray or cushion and
turning up the covering a little from over

the top of either end of the top-bars; and
as the bees will generally be closely clustei'ed

at this season of the year, the amount of

stores and number of bees can be ascertained

very readily. Some colonies will be found
to cover a large portion of the combs; often

less, and perhaps some may not occupy one-

third of the combs. The last mentioned may
have several combs of honey to spare. At
the same time it will be a great benefit to

such a colony to have the frames of honey
removed and the division-board moved up,

thereby making them far more comfortable,

and putting them in better shape to pass

through the rest of the winter, also lessening

their chances of being robbed.

We have saved many of the largest colo-

nies by dropping in two or three combs of

honey along in Tebruary and March on even

a cold day without harming them in the

least by the operation. Some very populous
colonies which apparently have a great

plenty of honey in the fall run short, espe-

cially in a mild winter, when so much more
is consumed.
One season we lost several of the largest

colonies in the yard from staiwation along

in March. Since examining them as stated

we have lost rone. It would be a good idea
to heed the editor's warning in the Dec. 15th
issir«. Don't let your bees starve.

SXOW-COVERED COLONIES.

We doubt whether it is a benefit to have
the snow drift entirely over the hive. From
what experience we have had it is best not
to have much snow around the hives if it

can be avoided—that is, to have it come up

^,. ^.', "W ^^*

A peach tree that blossomed in cold weather, and
did not produce a good crop because so far away
trom the bees they could not reach it.
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Members in attendance at the Iowa Stale Convention, Des Moines, December 12-13, 1913.

very high on the hives. Before building a

high tight board fence back of the hives in

our apiary the direction the snow generally

drifts from, most of the hives were fre-

quently completely buried in the snow ; con-

sequently the bees in those hives would com-

mence to breed too early, which greatly

excited them, causing a greater consumption

of honey, which, with the dampness and

sweat, would generally bring on dysentery,

etc., while the bees in other hives where the

snow did not drift on them were entirely

free from the disease, and wintered in fine

shape. By the way, not much has been

written lately about the above disease and
the pollen theory since the days of the late

James Heddon.
Honeoye Falls, N. Y.

THE SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE IOWA STATE
BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION

BY H. H. ROOT

When a few Iowa beekeepers first became
enthusiastic over the possibility of an organ-

ization among the beekeepers of the State

they were told that there were too few bee-

keepers, and that they were too widely sep-

arated to make the plan a success—that it

had been tried before and abandoned, etc.

Nothing daunted, however, they started in

to do their best at perfecting an organiza-

tion on the assumption that " where there

is a will there is a way." How well their

efforts and the efforts of others who helped
succeeded is best told by the convention

picture which appears above, but the picture

does not show all the members in attendance
by any means. In all there are now about
double the members of a year ago. Good
for Iowa ! The second annual meeting was
a success in every way, both in point of
attendance and enthusiasm.

A large amount of honey was contributed

by the members for the Salvation Army
Chi-istmas dinner, and a jar of honey was
also sent to Governor Clark for his Christ-

mas table. To encourage the use of honey
at Christmas time, large display cards were
furnished all who desired them, bearing the

words, " Eat Honey for Christmas Dinner."
As I was able to be present at but one

session, I shall make no effort to give a

general report of the convention beyond the
synopsis of the president's address and a

brief report by J. W. Stine, which follows.
T secured several papers that had been read,
parts of which will appear in later issues.

SYNOPSIS OF ADDRESS OP PRESIDENT FRANK C.

PELLET.

1. Only one State of equal area ranks

ahead of Iowa in the value of her bees.

Iowa far outranks Colorado, Idaho, and
other western States of greater area whose
possibilities are so widely advertised.

2. With proper encouragement Iowa can
soon rank first, area considered, as a honey-
producing State. Only California and Texas,
with their great size, are now far in ad-
vance.

3. The society has secured the passage of
a foul-brood quarantine law, and better sup-
port for the inspection work the past year.

Also greatly increased attention in the way
of better premiums and facilities at the

State and county fairs.

4. The greatest need of the beekeeping
industry in Iowa now is a better under-
standing on the part of the public of its

importance to the State, and better methods
of production and marketing on the part
of the beekeepers.

5. Instead of asking for increased sup-
port for the bee-inspectors' office the bee-
keepers should begin a campaign of educa-
tion to the end that the treatment and pre-
vention of diseases be better understood and
tliat inspection be less needed as a result.

6. The use of second-hand honey-contain-
ers and other equipment should be discour-
aged unless thoroughly disinfected, as tliis

lias been a source of much of the spread of
foul brood.

7. The society should endeavor to work
out some system of crop distribution that
would net the producer better prices witb-
''ut injury to the consumer. Too much
honey is shipped to commission merchants

in Chicago to be sold to jobbers, who in

turn sell it back to grocers near at hand.

The securing of a list of all persons who
desire to purchase honey, by the secretary

of the association, who will place said list

at the disposal of every member of the

association, will be a step in this direction.

If grocers wishing to buy honey knew that,

by writing the secretary, their wants would
be placed before all the leading beekeepers

of Iowa, they would readily take advantage

of the opportunity.

8. A system of regular crop reports from
each county should be developed, to the end

that the probable production may be as-

certained early, and prices governed accord-

ingly.

9. The society should appoint a commit-

tee to look into the possibilities of co-oper-

ative marketing by members of this asso-

ciation.

10. The beekeepers should endeavor to

secure an extensive campaign of education

through the State Department of Agi-icul-

ture, the ag:i'icultural college, and other ave-

nues, rather than to attempt to secure fur-

ther increase in the support of bee-inspec-

tion work at present. Better undei-stand-

ing, on the part of the beekeepers, of bee

diseases will largely reduce the necessity for

inspection by a State official.

11. Beekeepers should begin a campaign

to establish the use of honey on every table

for the Christmas dinner. The Salvation

Army and other charities should be provid-

ed with honey for the poor who are un.^ble
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Julius Johansen, of Port Clinton, Ohio, standing under a pear tree loaded with blossoms and bees,

apiary is just back of the greenhouse out of sight.

The

to buy it for such occasions. With a little

effort honey could easily be made as essen-

tial to holiday dinners as cranberries have

become already.

THE DISCUSSION ON FOUL BROOD
BY J. w. STINE, Deputy Bee Inspector.

One of the topics of special interest to

those having diseased bees, or who had near

neighbors with diseased bees, was the paper
en the foul-brood situation in Iowa by Mr.
Edward G. Brown, of Sergeants Bluff. He
told of a very interesting and practical way
of dealing with American foul brood. The
plan in brief was as follows : Take the dis-

eased colony and shake or brush all the

bees from the comb and hive it in a hive

with starters. Insert an empty comb in

f>]aee of one frame, with the starter, thus

giving a place for the bees to deposit the

diseased honey. As soon as the honey has

been deposited, probably by the next morn-
ing after hiving, take away the comb of

honey and insert a frame with a starter.

All the combs built from the starters are

saved by this method.
The beekeepers of Iowa as a whole seem

(juite willing to co-operate with the inspec-

tors in getting rid of disease among the bees.

As a matter of fact, the work of the inspec-

tor is educational; and when the beekeepers

ire all willing to become educated along

apiarian lines, especially with bee diseases,

there will not be the need of the field work
of the inspector that there is now.

FRUIT-GROWING SO GENERAL THAT BEES CAN NOT MAKE A LIV-
ING : YET THE FRUIT-MEN ARE BUYING MORE BEES

BY JULIUS JOHANSEN

On the so-called " Peninsula," Danbury,
and Catawba Island, fruit-gi'owing has be-

come so general that the farmers there buy
their own feed stuff, every available foot of

ground being planted to fruit. It is only

when an orchard has become too old, and
is. consequently, pulled out, that the land is

planted to farm crops a few years to in-

vigorate it. as they say. Then it is planted

to fruit again.

]\Iost of the farms are small—many only

ten or twenty acres, with very few above 40.

Many of these small farmers were also

beekeepers on a small scale a few years ago.

They kept eight or ten colonies each : and

one of whom I knew had 25 or 30. How-
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Apiary of D. S. Zedeker, Parlier, (Jal., consistiug of 151 colonies, ail located under a grape-arbor.
"Why don't the bees " eat the grapes "

'i

ever, as fruit-growing became so general,

the bees failed for lack of food, I think.

Not able to get what they wanted, they took
what they could get—honey-dew, I suppose.
Some have asked me why their bees made
nothing but black, bad-tasting honey. On
account of it the colonies often died through
the winter.

After most of the bees had died the fruit-

growers began to realize that some certain

\arieties of peaches did not do so well as

they did when there were bees to visit the

trees. Tliis was especially noticed by a
Mr. R. Shumardebeck, an extensive fruit-

grower, and a keen observer of nature. He
called on me, and asked for the loan of some

bees. He said that, since liis neighbors' bees
were dead, he scarcely saw a bee in his

orchard; and since then this variety of his

1 eaches had given very small crops.

Well, he got the bees, and hauled them
six or seven miles; and after fruit-bloom
was over he brought them back again full

of honey. In the fall he brought me some
peaches, and said the bees had greatly ben-
efited his crop. At this time he also made
arrangements to get some bees for the next
spring.

Since then I have heard that some of the

smaller growers have stocked up again for
the sole benefit of their fruit.

Port Clinton, Ohio.

EXCELLENT HONEY DISPLAY AT THE BRATTLEBORO (VT.) FAIR

BY DR. BURTON N. GATES
Assistant Professor of Beekeeping, Massachusetts Agricultural College

The Valley Fair, held at Brattleboro
annually, has the New England reputation

for superiority of the materials exhibited

in all classes. This September Mr. Robert
G. Coombs, of Guilford, made an especially

attractive display of bees, wax, api^liances,

and comb and extracted honey. For the

honey display, as shown in the illustration.

Mr. Coombs used the massing effect. This
was accomplished by means of shelving
arranged in graduated steps. A further

unique and desirable feature was the illumi-

nation of his display by numerous electi'ie

lights in the rear. This added materially to

the brilliancy and s^Darkle of his products.

The fair being held after cool weather had
set in i^recluded the possible disaster from
the entrance of robber bees which might
have attacked the exposed comb honey. To
obviate this difficulty, as has been previous-

ly mentioned, the Connecticut Beekeepers'

Association have prohibited the display of
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Honey exhibit at the Brattleboro (Vt.) Fair, 1913. This is an excellent set-up of the local product,
the brilliancy obtained by the electxic illumination from the rear.

Note

comb honey which is not glazed or otherwise

protected from the attack of bees. The
glazing is further advisable from the sani-

tary standpoint. Another feature which
Mr. Coombs might have utilized is the glass

shelving so much liked by those who display

in Connecticut. Glass shelving, of course,

facilitates the transmission of light and adds

lo the brilliancy of the exhibit.

Mr. Coombs is, by the way, an enthusi-

astic and progressive beekeeper. He in-

forms the writer that, from 131 colonies, he

secured 1793 pounds of fully capped comb
honey and 2209 pounds of extracted honey.

Mr. Coombs also raised upward of 1000
queens, and has, besides, handled upward
of 400 colonies of bees, a part of which was
tlie increase from his yard. He puts into

winter quarters about 131 colonies. The
neetar flow in his locality is largely clover

and raspben-y. By judicious manipulation
it is estimated that at least 500 colonies may
be supported in the vicinity.

Amhei-st, Mass.

THE OPINIONS OF SOME FRUIT-MEN AS TO THE VALUE OF BEES

Location for Outyards Provided by the Fruit-men who also do
all the Hauling Necessary

BY J. M. DONALDSON

On page 790. Nov. 15, the editor says:
" We believe the time will soon come when
beekeepers living in fruit districts need pay
no rent for out-apiaries." With me that

time has already come. When I moved into

the fruit-belt of New Jersey, long before I

liad increased my bees enough to make out-

apiaries necessary, I began receiving re-

quests from fruit-growers to place bees in

their orchards, owing to the fact that they
wanted the bees more than I did the loca-

tions. I was able to make bargains with
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J. M. Donaldson's apiary, located in the Ballinger orckard. Mr. Ballinger is so anxious to have the bees
there that he does all the hauliag free of charge.

litem that were very much in my favor. My
agreement usually is that I place the bees on

the farm in question, and in return the own-
er gives me ground rent, and does all my
hauling- to and from the yards. This agree-

ment makes it possible for me to operate all

my yards with one outfit without either

keeping or hiring horses.

Of course I give my landlords all the

honey they need for family use, but in

return they give me fruit and berries that

equal and often exceed the price of the

honey.

Cut No. 1 shows my Ballinger yard, locat-

ed on the farm of David Ballinger. This

farm has 138 acres planted with fruit and
berries. Here is what Mr. Ballinger says:

The liees at my farm I consider a very necessary
adjunct to fruit-growing. I sjrew last year 15 acres
of strawberries; and althouga we had several frosts

which killed quite a lot of bloom, and also fruit that
was set, we had a fair crop, for which I give the

bees the credit, as they helped to fertilize the later

bloom, which, of course, was weak in that particular.

I also find the bees valuable for helping to get a

set of fruit on my apple and peach .orchards, as

oftentimes we have either too much wind or some
days none at all.

My crops of fruit and also strawberries have been
larger, and also more regular, since keeping more
bees.

Cut No. 2 represents my Lippincott yard,

located on the farm of J. Howard Lippin-

cott, which contains 120 acres planted with

apples, peaches, and berries. I was unable
to get a written statement from Mr. Lippin-
cott, but the fact that the apiary is there

should be sufficient proof that he considers

Ihem valuable.

I have oiily one yard that is not located

en a fruit-farm. That is my Campbell yard,

located on the farms of the Campbell Soup
Co. They grow vegetables and berries, also

cucumbers, both in the open and under glass.

Mr. H. F. Hall, their general manager, who
is also president of the Vegetable-growers'

Association, says

:

The service of the honeybee is of the utmost im-

portance in growing cucumbers under glass ; as,

without their aid, it would be necessary to hand-
pollinate every female flower in order to obtain a

crop. This would result in higher prices, due to the

extra labor required, as well as to the fact that a

liahter yield with a smaller percentage of high-grade
fruit has always resulted when hand pollinating is

substituted for the work of our little friends the

honeybees.
The bees adapt themselves very readily to the

greenhouse environment, provided the hive is not
Uept at too hi?h a temperature. During warm
V, ealhcr it is advisable to place the hive outside the
l'ou!-e, and provide an opening through the wall or

I think that beekeejjers who are located

near fruit-growers can hasten the time spok-

en of by the editor if they will arm them-

selves with expert testimony, go to the fruit-

men, and have a heart-to-heart talk.

Moorestown, N. J.
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Another of Mr. Donaldson's apiaries, located in the Lippincott orchard, consisting of 120 acres of apples,
peaches, and berries.

COLOR SENSE OF THE BEE

A Lecture hy Dr. Carl MuUow, Munich. Pullislied in the Aluenchner Bienenzeitung.
Heberle, B. S., Markt Oberdorf, Bavaria, German j.

Translated hy J. A.

[The average American reader is apt to skip over scientific articles, especially those which are not
illustrated. In other words, we read what can be read quickly, and often put off the long di-scussions for
another time—another time which too often never comes. The following list of experiments, proving that
bees are not color blind, is interesting and valuable, and we feel sure that those who pass it by will be the
losers.

—

Ed.]

The relation between flowers and insects

has long been one of the most favored and
interestnig- chapters of biology. The natu-

ralist Christian Konrad Sprengel was the

first one who, at the end of the 18th century,

showed by many experiments that flowers

do not, without compensation, give their

sweet treasure (the nectar) to the visiting

insects. He demonstrated that the flowers

were dependent on the visits of the insects.

He showed various forms and devices of

the blossoms that insured the necessary

pollination by the nectar-gathering insects.

The floweis secrete nectar, not as a generous

gift for the benefit of the insects, but for

the selfish purpose of being pollinated to

propagate the species. Sprengel was also

of the opinion that the various bright colors

and the sweet scent of the flowers were for

the purpose of attracting the insects. To
facilitate the finding of the nectar in the

depths of the blossoms there are often con-

spicuous markings and jDatches at the base

of the petals—signs to show the insects the

way—to lead them to the nectaries.

After Sprengel other naturalists continued

the study of these interesting observations,

and added numerous new facts. Most nat-

uralists accepted the theory that the bright

colors of flowers are for the purpose of

attracting the insects. Some scientists, how-
ever, opposed this theory, especially the

French scientist Plateau, who endeavored
to show by numerous experiments that the

color is of no importance for the finding of

tlie flowers by the insects. Other scientists

who opposed Plateau's view devised new
experiments to show that Sprengel's theory
was well founded.
The entire controversy was opened again

when the oi3hthalmogist Hess, who had
made an extensive investigation about the

color sense of various groups of animals,

asserted that the insects, especially the bee,

have no color sense—that she is color blind.

To digress a little, a few words about what
is meant by color blindness. The color-

blind man can distinguish various colors

from each other, but he does not see as the

man with the normal eye ; various colors he

sees as only different shades of gray. He
distinguishes the colors only after their

lirightness. Through long experience the

color blind has learned from childhood that
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his associates called this blue, that red, etc.,

so that in most eases he can tell the color of

objects from its brightness. If, however,

two colors tliat are of a decidedly different

hue (shade) have the same brightness, then

the color blind can no longer see a differ-

ence. So we may say the color blind has the

ability of distinguishing various colors, but

has no sense of color—he sees the colors not

as such.

Hess came through liis extended investi-

gations to the conclusion that a sense of

color is developed only by the higher order

of vertebrate animals, and that the lower

order from the fish downward are destitute

of the sense of color. Hess used m many of

his experiments the bee, and thereby was
the controversy whether the bees or the in-

sec' s were attracted by the flowers through

their bright colors opened anew.

If, as Hess asserts, the bees are color-

I)lind, how are the various experiments by
which many scientists formerly showed that

the bees were attracted and the sense of

location assisted by the colors to be explain-

ed? The explanation is very easy. All

these experiments showed merely that the

bees can distingTiish between various colors

the same as the color-blind man, but are no
proof that the bees have color sense. This

is the new principle on which Hess (and
perfectly correct) wants the question solved.

That is the theoretical part of the ques-

tion. Now we will consider some selected

experiments which have been recently made
with a view of proving the color sense in

bees. We will determine the value of these

experiments after the new theory developed
by Hess.

The zoologist v. Dobkiewicz made numer-
ous experiments which, in their arrange-
ments and results, often agreed with those

of former investigators. For instance, on a
clover-field that was visited by a great num-
ber of bees he put up conspicuous artificial

flowers of a yellow color that were fllled

with honey. These flowers remained unno-
ticed by the bees for a long time. The bees

when once started to work on a flower are

not readily detracted. If, perchance, a bee
alighted on one of these artificial flowers,

or the experimenter put one on, such a bee

returned to the new feeding-place as long
as she found something there. She is gtiided

by the sight because now she alights also on
yellow artificial flowers which contain no
honey.

In a similar way bees may be trained to

visit colored disks. In a place in his garden
over which the bees of one colony flew

regularly, v. Dobkiewicz put up large disks

that were covered with red, yellow, and

orange colored paper. These disks were not

noticed by tlie bees. He put a plate with hon-
ey near these disks. This plate, with a few
bees that had alighted on it, was set upon
the yellow disk. The bees were now for days
fed on the yellow-colored disk. One day the

places of file colored disks were exchanged,

but tlie honey remained on the yellow disk.

The bees visited only the yelloAv disk—never

the orange-colored one that had been put on

the place that the yellow had occupied. Fi-

nally the disks were again placed as at first.

The yellow disk was now without honey, but

the red and orange colored disks received

honey. The bees visited again the yellow

disk, looking in vain for the accustomed
honey, while the honey on the red and
orange disks was not noticed. The bees liad

been trained to look for food on the yellow

color.

The possibility of training bees to visit a

certain color is shown very nicely by the

following experiment also carried out by
V. Dobkiewicz.

A square box was used having three sides

of glass and the fourth one of cardboard. In
the cardboard two openings were cut, one to

the left side, the other on the right side. A
comb of honey was put in the box. The
bees had been trained in a former experi-

ment to use an opening in a yellow box. On
the cardboard sicle of this glass box a yellow

disk was put next to tlie hole on the left side

(the hole was kept open). The other hole

on the right side was m.arked likewise, but
a red disk was used, and the opening was
closed. Inside both openings wei'e marked
just as on the outside. The bees, which had
previously been trained to the yellow color,

used for entrance and exit the yellow open-
ing on the left. After some time the mark-
ing was exchanged, the red disk was put to

the left and the yellow to the right opening.
This change was made not only on the out-

side but on the inside also and both holes

kept open. The bees were not confused;
they used the yellow opening as before,

After some time the marking was changed
back as it was on the start of the experi-

ment, but after a while the marking on the

inside of the box was changed, the outside

disks remaining unchanged—both holes

kept open. The left opening on the outside

was now marked yellow and on the inside

red. The opening to the right was outside

marked red, but on the inside yellow—both
holes kept open. Again the bees used with-

out hesitation the yellow opening on the left

side for the entrance, and the right opening,

which was yellow on the inside and red on
the outside, was used as exit. We might say
that their sense of location, or the entrance
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and exit in this experiment, was governed
entirely by the yellow color.

These experiments proved what older in-

vestigations had already shown—tlie bees

were in fact locating (finding their way) by
colors. But do these experiments prove that

the bees possess the sense of color? No, the

bees might be color blind and react just as

they did. By these, as by older experiments,
was proven only that the bees can distin-

guish some colors. Whether they see colors

as such is a different question which may
also be solved by experiments, as we shall

see by the following investigations of the

zoologist K. v. Triseh, Munich. He takes

issue with the views of Hess regarding the

color sense of animals. He has also made
experiments with bees to disprove the view
of Hess that the bees have no sense of color.

K. v. Frisch in arranging his experiments
was guided by the following jDrinciple :

A color-blind eye sees the colors only as

various shades of gray. It sees no colors

—

only colorless brightness of variable inten-

sity (farblose Helligkeitswerte).

Therefore to each color—for instance yel-

low—there must exist a certain shade of
gray which a color-blind eye can not distin-

guish from yellow ; both Avill appear of the

same colorless brightness ; both will have the

same " farblosen Helligkeitswert."

K. V. Frisch took 30 pieces of gray joapers

wliich showed all the various shades of gray
from white to black. These papers, all of
equal shape and size, were fastened on a
table, not in the regular order of the shades
of color, but at random. Among them were
also placed two papers in shape and size as

the others but of yellow color. On each
paper a small dish was placed. Those on
the gi'ay papers were kept empty, while the

two dishes on the yellow paper were filled

with sugar syrup. As soon as the bees of a

nearby colony discovered the syrup on the
yellow paper they began to visit these two
dishes in large numbers.
The bees were fed for two days on the

yellow paper to train them to the yellow
color. The places of all the papers were
frequently changed so the bees might not
learn to locate the syrup after the order in

which the papers were arranged on the

table (to eliminate as much as possible
every thing for guidance except the color).

The bees alighted always on the yellow
paper without the least hesitation.

The two yellow papers and the dishes
were taken away and two new yellow pa-
pers were put in other places. Two new
dislies were put on these yellow papers.
'IMiis was done so there would be no odor
to attract or guide the bees. Now all the

dishes on the gray and yellow papers were
filled with syrup.

From this experiment the following de-

duction was made : If the bees are color
blind they will see the yellow only as a gray,

and must mistake some one or more of the
30 gray shades for the yellow. The bees,

however, made no such mistake; they visited

only the two yellow papers and paid no
attention to the many syrup-dishes on the

gray papers. In locating the syrups they
were guided only by the yellow color.

After the syrup had been removed from
the dishes on the gray papers and the bees

fed for some time on the yellow, the dishes

with the syrup were removed from the

yellow and replaced with empty dishes, so

that all the papers on the table contained
only empty dishes. The bees visited the two
dishes on the yellow papers in great num-
bers, searching in vain for syrup, but not a

bee alighted on one of the gray papers.

In the preceding experiment it has been
proven that the bees recognize tlie yellow
paper not only by the colorless brightness

but by the yellow color. K. v. Frisch show-
ed further by experiments that the same
results can be obtained for blue.

Tlie following is a strong proof. After
bees had been trained to blue the two blue

papers wei'e removed and two new blue

papers were put on another place. All the

30 dishes on gray paper were filled with
syrup ; only the two dishes on the blue

paper were left empty. The bees visited

the empty dishes on the blue papers in great

numbers, and searched industriously for

syrup, while the dishes with the syrup on
the gray papers were for a long time not

noticed.

Against the preceding experiments the

following objection might be raised. Al-
though the shades of the 30 gray papers
were so nicely graded that the human eye
could barely distinguish the two nearest

shades, perhaps the eye of the bee is so

delicate for perceiving differences in color

brightness that even if it sees no color it

can readily distinguish the yellow and blue

paper by its shade of brightness. If that

were so, then the bees could be trained to

one particular shade of gray. K. v. Frisch

made the following experiments

:

The bees were fed nine days exclusively

on gray No. 15. After removing the syrup-

dish from No. 15, and replacing it with an

empty one, the bees were searching for the

syrup on the various gray papers without

any preference to No. 15. The objection to

the experiments is therefore groundless.

With the above-recited experiments theie

has doubtless been proven that the bees
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really see colors. Another question is

whether the color sense is similar to ours

—

if not, in what way it differs. K. v. Friseh

has tried to solve this problem too. After

bees were trained to a certain color, he used

besides the gray papers various other color-

ed papers also, and found that the bees

sometimes, besides the color they were train-

ed to notice, would also take notice of similar

colors. Since the investigation is not com-
plete we will not detail them further. It is

interesting to note that the bees could not

be trained to pure red. They would mistake

it for black and dark gray. That means
that the bees can not see the red color as

such.

The fact that the bees can't see red as

such brings us back to the relation of insects

and flowers. In former times when no one

thought of making exact experiments about

the color sense of bees, investigators had
l^ointed out that blue and violet blossoms

were preferred by the bees, and the pure
red neglected. This is true only of pure

red. Purple and carmine red contain some
blue, and are, as v. Friseh showed, recog-

nized by the bees, but easily mistaken for

blue.

The results of the experiments are in

harmony with the colors of the flowers.

With the exception of the poppies, whose
size without the color is sutticient to attract

the insects, there are hardly any pure-red
flowers in our flora.

Many plants produce shining-red fruits,

but these are intended for the birds, not the

insects. It is of special interest that in

some countries red blossoms are found quite

abundantly, but by those plants that are

pollinated by the humming-birds, not by
insects.

The investigations of v. Friseh have
doubtless proven that the bees have color

sense. The old theory that the colors of

flowers are designed to attract the insects,

which has been opposed by Hess, has been
successfully vindicated.

Markt Oberdorf, Bavaria, Germany.

REPORT OF KENTUCKY STATE BEEKEEPERS' CONVENTION

BY RICHARD PRIEST DIETZMAN

On Friday, January 9, 1914, of Farmers'
Week, conducted under the auspices of the

Agricultural College of the Kentucky State

University, there was held a beekeepers'

convention in one of the assembly rooms of

the State Experimental Station. About fifty

beekeepers were present when the conven-

tion was called to order at ten o'clock in the

morning by Professor H. Garman of the

State Experimental Station. He welcomed
the beekeepers in a few well-chosen words,
and introduced Mr. H. F. Hillenmeyer, of
Lexington, Is-j., who presented a very inter-

esting paper on " Kentucky as a Beekeep-
ing State." He was followed by Dr. J. H.
Kastle, the director of the station, who had
prepared a paper outlining the purposes of

the meeting.

Professor C. W. Matthews, of the station,

was introduced and read a very interesting

paper on " Bees in Relation to Fruit-grow-
ing."

Dr. M. A. Auliek, of Bradford, Ky., was
next introduced, and gave a most interesting

talk on his methods of producing extracted

honey. We understand that Dr. Auliek is

one of the most successful beekeepers in the

State, and that his extracted honey has
always a ready market at the best prices.

When he concluded his address, the points

that he made were discussed on the floor by
various people who were interested in the

subject, after which Mr. H. C. Clemons, of

Boyd, Ky., delivered an address on " Win-
tering Bees," advocating the use of sealed

covers. There seemed to be a number pres-

ent in favor of the absorption cushion, and
an animated debate took place, which
brought the convention up to the adjourn-
ing hour for lunch.

After lunch, Professor Garman presented
a paper on the " Prevention of Swarming."
Mr. E. E. Barton, of Falmouth, gave a talk

on sweet clover. Mrs. J. T. Marvis of the

same town was unable to be present, but
sent a paper on the same subject, which was
read.

Mr. Clemons then delivered a second
address in the absence of Mr. Jordan, of

Morgan, Ky., on " The Importance of Good
Queens in an Apiary."
The convention then proceeded to organ-

ize a State Beekeepers' Association. Dr.
Auliek was elected President, Mr. Clemons
Vice-president, and Professor Garman Sec-

retary and Treasurer. The constitution was
adopted, and plans were laid for a vigorous
campaign for members.
A bill had been prepared to strengthen

the law concerning foul-brood inspection,

and it was next taken up and discussed,

section by section, and unanimously approv-
ed as prepared, and each member present

pledged himself to use his best endeavors
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Benjamin Paine's apiary and orchard at Roswi Reprinted from the March 15th issne for 1907.

with the members of the Legislature from
his district to secure the passage of this bill,

after which the meeting adjourned.

It is hoped during the coming year a

large number of beekeepers in the State will

become members of the State Beekeepers'

Association, and that when we meet again
next January during Farmers' Week we
will have a strong, live, and com^Dact organ-
ization, and a meeting that will be full of

interest and instruction to all, from begin-

ner to expert.

A LARGE FRUIT-GROWER WHO IS ALSO AN EXTENSIVE BEEKEEPER

BY BENJAMIN PAINE

[Remembering the picture of the apiarv in an orchard which we published in our March 15th issue
for 1907, we wrote Mr. Paine, asking him to tell something of his experience during the six years that
liave elapsed. It transpired, however, that he had moved from the former location to another one near
bv—but his article, which follows, gives the particulars. The engraving referred to is reproduced here-
with.

—

-Ed. ]

Finding I could not combine farming
with beekeejDing without hiring a great deal

of help (and that took all the profit), I sold

the forty acres that I lived on, at the time
the accompanying picture was taken, for

$205 an acre, and bought ten acres about a
mile from the original home. I built a new
home, and planned near it my bee-yard. I

planted 98 cherry trees between the house
and honey-house. They are from 10 to 12
feet high now, at 3 years old, and this year
some had five gallons of cherries on them.

The bees, however, did not do as well, and
for five years I kept getting less and less

honey. After investigating this I found
there were too many bees in my locality—
nr)0 colonies in all in a circle oi: three miles

fu-Qund me, so I could see it was time for me
to do something or lose out. I scattered

my bees out in different yards from three to

ten miles from home.

I had about 200 colonies last spring.

They increased to 400 colonies, and I got

$600 worth of comb honey and 14,000 lbs.

of extracted honey. I put about 12,000
pounds of this in five-pound paj^er bags,

and I got 7 to 7^/2 cts. a pound for it. There
is more and more call each year for honey
l»ut up in this way. I had orders for tons

that I could not fill this year.

Seven to twelve years ago when I was
nearly the only one that kept any amount
of bees I could count on $10.00 to the colo-

ny, spring count. Now since others have
crowded in, if I get $3.00 to $4.00 a colony
I do well. However, by spreading them out

T did some better last year, although it takes

more time and expense to care for them.

My wife and I and my son tended them this

year, so the expense was not very great. I

have an extraeting-wagon with power to

run the extractor.
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Idaho is a good bee country, but it is

fretting badly overstocked for profit to the

beeman.
Roswell, Idaho.

[Mr. Paine has promised us a set of pic-

tures of his portable power-extracting out-
fit. These Avill ai:)pear later in the season.
—Ed.]

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS CONCERNING BEES KEPT PRIMARILY FOR
FERTILIZING FRUIT-BLOSSOMS

FROM HERBERT MILES

What is the best apparatus for separat-

ing honey from the comb for use on a farm
having from five to ten hives'?

What is the best method of keeping the

luimber of hives down to ten? Please under-
stand, we have not time to practice any
scientific methods of swarm j^i-evention and
processes of that sort, but we don't want to

lose any swarms or weaken our present

stands by too much swarming. What we
want to do is build up permanent strong-

colonies that will produce the gi-eatest quan-
tity of fine honey each season for our own
consumption and that of our friends and
relatives.

The i^rime purpose for maintaining these

bees is to 'fertilize our fruit trees, flowers,

etc. We have 150 acres in the heart of

Maryland, one-half under cultivation, the

other half in woodlands.
There is no running stream

very close to our bees, and the

writer noticed a number of
them drinking out of a cess-

pool a considerable distance off

in the field from the house, into

which are drained the ui-inals,

bath-room, and kitchen of the

dwelling. I believe this is a

dangerous proceding, and one
that is liable to carry infection

not only to the bees but the

people eating the honey. Of
course, we have been told many
times by scientists that water
purifies itself after being ex-

posed to the air and running a
certain distance, and it Avould

be difficult to cover the entire

draining system from this cess-

pool. The only other place for

the bees to get water would be
at the horse-trough or around
the well-curb of the windmill.
Can you suggest any easy and
practicable arrangement to pre-
vent the bees dinnking at the

cess-pool drain.

New York City.

[Under the circumstances we
suggest that you keep all queens

clipped, clipping the two right wings even
years and the two left wings odd years.

This plan will automatically enable you to

tell the age of the queens at any time.

Undoubtedly it would pay you to produce
extracted honey, as the problem of swarm
prevention in extracted-honey production is

very small compared to the same one in

comb-honey i)roduction. Use good shade
boards if the hives are located out in the

cpen, and make sure that there is plenty of
ventilation, both at the entrance and under
the cover in the hottest part of the hottest

days. Use pieces of broken sections under
the cover, one at each corner, to give a little

ventilation at the top in the hottest weather.
This will do much toward preventing
SAvarming, but, of course, should be done
awaj^ with entirely when the nights are cool.

FHH .HONEV BEE {^ipis ii/eili//ca)

A.N 15 flER F^RODUC^ S.

The cover of the writing-pad sent out by the N. Y. State Bee-
keepers' Association. See Jan. 15th issue, p. 69.
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Follow the shaken-swarm plan for pre-

venting- increase. This takes only a little

time, and effectually prevents increase be-

yond a certain point, if you so desire.

For an extractor we would recommend a
four-frame non-reversible. This would be
as large as you would ever need for ten

colonies, and would be a very inexpensive
simple outfit.

Bees must have considerable water, but

they use it in brood-rearing, no water ever
being mixed with honey. Bees seem to pre-
fer water that is briny or salty. If you
locate a half-barrel close to your bees, and
see that it is kept well supplied with water,
you will very seldom see them obtaining
water any place else. Use cork chips, or

wooden floats, so that the bees can take the
v-ater readily without danger of drowning.
—Ed.]

BEES AND FRUIT IN ENGLAND
B^ VFM. J. WOOLLEY^ JR.

I am a fruit-grower on a small scale. I

rent five acres of land and " let off " half of
it, as I employ no help except in the summer
months, and I want only 2V2 acres. One
acre is planted with established plum trees

in full bearing. One acre I have had planted
12 months with young apple trees, and
cropping in between with strawberries, nar-

cissus, and other flowers, marrows, tomatoes,
cauliflowers, etc., and the other half-acre is

generally planted with potatoes, which do
well there.

This last year (1913) the fruit crop in

England was recorded in the trade papers
as only one-fourth to one-half a crop on the
average; yet in my holding, all the trees

were loaded and some breaking down with
the load of plums, with the exception of the

Damsons, which bore only one-fourth of a
crop. The trade papers mention three causes

of the poor crop. 1. The fruit spurs on the

trees were not well ripened, through the

constant wet season of the year previous,

and so were not able to carry their proper
share of fruit.

2. The cold and wet period of 1913 when

the trees were in bloom so that the blossoms
did not set properly.

3. The attacks of aphides,etc., which were
very numerous through the season.

If those were the causes, whj^ were my
trees able to carry such a crop of plums?
I had the same wet weather to contend with.

My answer is, the thoroughness with which
the bees fertilized the blossoms. On the few
days they were able to work while the trees

were in bloom, the weather being so change-
able, the bees did not fly far away from
home, and, in consequence, the trees nearest

TO the hives carried a grand crop of fruit.

Only one mile from my apiary an extensive

fruitgrower with every convenience and ap-
pliance confessed to me that the season with
him was " rotten." He did not keep bees.

Do you not agree that every fruit-grower

ought to keep bees ? I believe that the bees

would pay the grower in increase of fruit,

oven if he did not reap a good crop of
honey as well. I find by experience that they

pay me on an average $5.00 in honey be-

sides the good they do to the trees.

Evesham, England.

CONVERSATIONS WITH DOOLITTLE
Continued fr

swarm, and then preventing after-swarming
of the parent colony by placing it a foot or
two away from where it originally stood,

and in seven days, when the bees are flying

freely, carrying it to a new stand, thus
drawing most of the flying force in with the
swarm, work will be resumed and continued
in the supers without interruption, and the

surplus be nearly as great as though no
swarming had taken place. Contracting in

this way throws the whole working force
into the supers just at a critical time, and
secures a crop of white honey that would
otherwise have been frittered away by a

continued effort at swarming, or used in the

om page 00.

rearing of bees that would have come upon
the stage of action when about the only
thing that they could do would be to con-

sume much of the honey previously stored,

and hang on the outside of the hive during
the heat of late July and early August days.

All know that white honey brings a higher
]n-ice than does the dark honey gathered in

the fall, while the latter, as a rule, is just as

good for winter stores. The contracting of
the brood-nest, when properly done, with
an eye toward securing the greatest amount
of the higher-priced honey, puts this white
lioney in the market and the cheaper grades
in the hive for winter.
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Heads of Grain from Different Fields

Is a Hungry Queen More Likely to be Accepted ?

I have been much interested in your account of

the smoke method of introducing. I have tried it a

number of times the past season, and have failed

but once, and that was in the case of a double hive.

Afterward I noticed the partition between the two

colonies had a crack large enough so the bees of the

two hives could go back and forth. Whether this

was the reason for the failure I do not know.
Do you think it would make any difference with

the success of the method if the queen has fasted a

few minutes before she is run in? There would be

a few minutes when she would be without food if

she were put into a cage alone, before we could get

the colony in shape to run her in. Supposing the

queen is received by mail with workers which would
feed her, would she be as acceptable, in your opin-

ion, as a queen that was a little hungry ? No doubt

you have had experience in this. I have not, as all

the queens I have introduced by this method have

been queens taken directly from my own hives.

Have you been as successful in running virgin

queens into full strong colonies as you have with

fertile queens ?

Randolph, N. Y., Dec. 1. George Shiber.

[Undoubtedly the leak between the two hives was
the cause of the one failure that you report in the

smoke method of introducing. A fasting queen, un-

der ordinary conditions, will be more readily received

by the bees than one that has been well fed. You
will find the fasting method of introducing given in

Samuel Simmins' book, " A Modern Bee-farm." A
description of this same method will be found under
the head of " Introducing," in our ABC and X Y
Z of Bee Culture. Mr. Arthur C. Miller, however,
the author of the smoke method of introducing, does

not believe that it is necessary to go to the trouble

to starve the queen before she is given to the bees.

See his footnote regarding the fasting method as

given in our ABC and X Y Z of Bee Culture.

Ordinarily it is easier to introduce a laying queen
than a virgin three or four days old to a full colony.

But a virgin just hatched can be more readily in-

troduced than a laying queen. But when the smoke
method of introducing is used, it does not seem to

make very much difference whether the queen be a

virgin or a fertile one.

—

Ed.]

The Smoke Method of Introducing Used for Years
It is several years since I adopted the method of

introducing queens by running them in at the en-

trance with a little smoke. If the bees then kill the

queen they would also kill her if she was introduced
under the best caging method. F. A. Hooper.

Four Paths, Clarendon, Jamaica, B. W. I.

[The smoke method of introducing, as applied by
Mr. Henry Alley, is very old; but Mr. Arthur C.

Miller's modification of the Alley plan, so far as we
know, is comparatively new. You will find quite a

difference between the Alley plan and the Miller

method.

—

Ed.]

Combs Built in Sections Between Shallow Ex-
tracting-Combs

In the Nov. 15th issue, p. 805, I read the article

by J. E. Hand on getting bees to work readily in

comb-honey supers when producing section honey.
I have made some experiments along this line with
frames such as are used in N supers. I fill these

with sections, and the sections with full sheets of

foundation ; then place these in shallow extracting-

supers, alternated with shallow extracting-combs,

making sure that the outside frames of the super are
combs. If these section frames are left a few days,

Ag described, and just over the brood-nest, or in a

strong colony, and over an excluder, the foundation

will be found nicely drawn out if there is a fairly

good honey-tlow.

These section frames, with sections of drawn
combs, can then be removed, and placed in section-

honey supers, with fences between them, and then

placed on any hive, when the bees will proceed to

work on them at once if there is honey coming in.

I think if Mr. Hand will try this method, instead

of drawing out sheets of comb, and cutting up, plac-

ing in sections, etc., as he describes, he will find the

labor has been cut one-half without loss in principle.

Shellman, Ga., Dec. 6. D. W. Howell.

Should Winter Cases Project Below the Bottom-
board ?

I should like to know about using winter cases.

I received one, and in putting it over the hive and
leaving it an inch higher than the top of the hive it

does not protect the lower part of the hive. Is it to be

used that way, or should it go away down over the

bottom-board and all, and an entrance cut in front?

Charles L. Sommer.
North Tonawanda, N. Y., Dec. 3.

[We do not know what style of winter case you
refer to; but the ordinary outside winter case that

slips down over a hive will not cover the bottom-

board and the entrance. The point of protection

should be applied to the top part of the hive. If you
are using a winter case that telescopes over the

general body of the hive, it is usually advisable to

remove the regular hive-cover, put on a super-cover,

and then place on top several folds of newspapers,

old carpeting, burlap sacks, or any kind of packing

that will make a space of 1 % or 2 inches over the

top of the hive and around the sides. When these

are carefully tucked down, the winter case is shoved
over the whole, making a nice warm enclosure over

the hive on the inside. The outside cover of the

hive is then put over the winter case for the winter,

or it can be taken inside of a building if necessary.—Ed.]

Hundreds of Acres of Sweet Clover Sown for Pas-

ture
In the Dec. 1st issue, p. 869, I have read the

article by L. R. Witherell in regard to sweet clover.

This clearly proves that he is either ignorant or

prejudiced as to its good qualities. For 20 years I

have been advocating it as an all-round better plant

than alfalfa. I can show Mr. Witherell hundreds of

acres sown to sweet clover for pasture, and more
being sown every year. There is nothing as good as

sweet clover for enriching poor land.

Salix, Iowa, Dec. 12. Lewis Lamkin.

Prospects Good in Jamaica

May be Gleanings readers vnll be interested to

hear what the bees are doing in Jamaica. We are

enjoying the finest November weather we've had for

many years, making ideal conditions for the bees.

It is sunshine and showers, not two days together

when the sun has not shone. The bees are working
on Christmas pops (bell-flowers) and a profusion of

minor bloom, many strong colonies storing well in

supers, and the weakest getting enough honey to keep

up brood-rearing. So favorable has been the fall

weather that no drones were destroyed by the beos,

so queen-rearing has gone on uninterruptedly, Jind

fine full-sized queens raised.

Most apiarists have not had to feed an ounce of

sugar ; but, instead, have obtained a tidy surplus.

This season is in marked contrast to that of 1912,

when such wholesale losses were sustained by the

flood-rains, and the crop was so much shortened.
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With the bees at their present strength, or stronger
when logwood opens next month, it is reasonable to

expect a bumper crop and a big increase in bees to

make good the losses of the past season.

The cool balmy air, soft yet bright sunshine, to-

gether with the healthy hum of the bees over myriads
of wild flowers, all go to make one feel that it is good
to be alive in this land of perpetual summer.

Arthur W. Rogers.
Belvedere, Jamaica, Nov. 26.

Number of Colonies Needed per Acre in a Fruit

Orcliard

My brother and myself have about 200 acres of

orchards of various fruits, and are interested in

having plenty of bees to pollenize the fruit properlv.
There is an apiary about three-fourths of a mile east

of me, and another about the same distance west,

and a party in Toledo wishes to establish another on
my place. I do not care to take on another business
myself, but want as many bees in the vicinity as

will thi-ive properly. Can you give me any data that

will help me to decide how many that is?

Waterville, O., Dec. 22. W. W. Farnsworth.
[ So far as we know there is no exact scientific

data to determine the number of bees necessary for

a given acreage of fruit trees ; but we may say this,

that more bees are needed in some seasons than
others. For example, there may be a number of days
while the trees are in bloom when it is cold, chilly,

or rainy, so much so that bees can not fly. If there
is only one or two flying days during the entire

blooming time, obviously it will take more bees to

pollinate the trees in a given acreage than if the
weather is favorable for a week or ten days. On
this account, therefore, it is desirable to have as

many bees as you can get on the place or near it.

There is a forty-acre apple orchard about nine
miles and a half north of Medina that was leased

last year by Van Rensselaer & Southam. The former
is an old experienced fruit-man, and he began prun-
ing the trees, as the orchard had been neglected. He
got in touch with us very shortly, and desired us to

put as many bees in and near the orchard as we
could spare. Wliile there were quite a number of

small apiaries in the locality, he wanted a yard of

bees riglit in the orchard. We put in some fifty

colonies of bees, and at the time he said he would
be glad to have more if w^e could spare them, but as

we had similar calls from other fruit-growers we
were unable to supply them with any more bees. At
the close of the season they harvested 16,000 bushels
of apples from the 40 acres, and Mr. Van Rensselaer
told the writer that he would not have secured as
large a crop as this had the bees not been placed
right in the orchard. He is a great believer in hav-
ing plenty of bees close to the trees. See his article

in this issue, p. 94.

To answer your question a little more specifically,

we should guess that about one colony would be
required to take care of an acre of fruit trees, but
two or three colonies would do much better work if

the weather is at all bad during the time the trees

are in bloom.
We are convinced that the fruit-growers have not

half appreciated the importance of having plenty of
bees on the place. We are sending you a copy of
our journal. Gleanings in Bee Culture, for Aug.
15, and refer you to page 561 for the testimony of
the Repp Bros, regarding the value of bees in an
orchard. You will find further particulars in an
article about these men in the Country Gentleman
for May 24. While you are doubtless familiar with
their fruit-growing operations, we suggest that you
write to them, and ask how many bees they consider
i* necessary to have per acre.

There is another fact that might be somewhat in-

terestiii,.; n you, and that is this: Last summer we
visited the Logs of the Cape Cod Cranberry Company,

of Boston, Mass. The president of this company was
very desirous that we should come and visit his place,
which we did. He had discovered that, when they
were growing cranberries in a very small way,
the bees in the woods were sufficient to take care of
the work of pollinating the plants, but when they
began to increase their acreages of cranberries, then
something was wrong, and they were not able to get
the berries. He finally discovered that, by putting
bees around the bogs, he was able to get the usual
crop. He showed one bog of some ten or fifteen

acres that had only about four or five colonies of

bees. It was very evident, he said, that the fruit

was much more abundant near the bees, and the
yield began to taper off the further the plants were
from the hives of bees, showing that the bees went to

the nearest blossoms first. In other words there were
not nearly enough bees to take care of the entire
bog. We should judge from what we saw there that

it would take anywhere from ten to fifteen colonies,

or about a colony to the acre of cranberries.

For your two hundred acres there, it would seem
as if you ought not to have less than 200 colonies,

and we might suggest that it would be better to have
these scattered over the orchard. You will be sur-

prised in the inwease in the amount of fruit if you
will increase the number of bees. We have seen so

many examples of remarkable results from such
work that we wish to suggest that you get as many
bees on the place as possible.

—

Ed.]

Bee Space on Both Sides of Ventilated Escape-

board
On page 887, Dec. 15, is a photo of Hodgson's

escape-board. I made two Labor Day to try out.

They are all right. I want no others, but I made
them of copper wire, put the escapes with opening
toward the outside, and had a bee-space on top of

the wire as well as under it. I made the bottom
piece 1 Vz inches wide, % thick ; the top piece 1 x i/^

inches, and put the wire between. This makes a

much stronger and better job—no brace combs. The
Lees go out much quicker than in the wooden ones.

Lestershire, N. Y., Dec. 29. John H. Rising.

[We believe Mr. Hodgson also uses a bee-space on
both sides of the wire cloth. Those which we have
made in an experimental way were so constructed

—

viz., wth a %-inch cleat above and below the wire.—Ed.]

Winter Disturbance

We have been thinking of storing our bees in a

shed where an auto is kept. Do you think the fumjs
from a running car would be injurious to the bees ?

The car will be running from time to time.

Norris, Mont., Dec. 1. Hadzor Bros.

[We do not believe that the going and coming of

the automobile will interfere with the wintering of

the bees. They will soon get used to it, so that, if it

should arouse them the first time slightly, they will

pay no attention to it later. We presume the shed
is opened up in such a way that the bees would be

protected from the prevailing winds.

—

Ed.]

An Explanation
There is one item in the article by H. H. Root in

the Dec. 1st issue that I do not want to leave as it

is, and that is the statement of our honey crop for

1913. It was my intention that in connection with
that report should go my statement that I knew of

seasons when I never wet the extractor at all, or

during the season did not wet it with white honey.
I have blamed others, and justly, for giving one-

sided reports, and I do not want to be an example in

this direction myself.

Brantford, Ont. R. F. Holtermann.
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Our Homes
A. I. Root

Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.

—

Matt.
22:39.

Oh how I love thy lawl

—

Psalm 119:97.

This is the condemnation, that light is come into

tlie world, and men loved darkness rather than light,

because their deeds were evil.

—

John 3:19.

I have lately been having some business

experiences that tempted me to think that

a great part of the world (but not all the

world, thank God) have just now a sort of

craze to raise prices on every thing. Some-
times I have been tempted to think they

tuck on a bigger price when I come around,
because ihey have got it into their heads
tliat 1 have plenty of money and am so

good-natured that I would not make a kick

any way ; and as I got to studying over the

matter—yes, tliis very morning—I said

mentally, " Oh how 1 love good honest

people—i^eople who really love their neigh-

bors almost as well as themselves !
" I did

not put it as it is in the text, " as thyself,"

for I feared that that would be expecting
too much of any of us, good or bad; and
tlien I reflected that if there were not any
greedy or grafting people in this world we
would not fully appreciate the honest ones.

Yes, thank God, there are people (and quite

a lot of them) who do not charge as much
as they really ought to. I have in mind one
good friend who is a sort of drayman who
delivers goods from the railway station

and otherwise. Several times I have laugh-
ingly told him that he did not charge enough
for liis bother and trouble. Now, this man
has lately united with the church, and he
began putting liis Christianity into practice

by just this sort of thing—^working so cheap-
ly that many times his customers laugh-
ingly remonstrated with him. Perhaps the

dear old soitl will see what I am writing on
these pages. Well, while this whole thing
was passing in my mind I thought of David's
speech or prayer, or we might almost call it

a jDrayer, " Oh how I love thy law !

"

Dear friends, I am having a lot of kind
words. I think they come every day of my
life, and sometimes they seem so extrava-
gant that I hesitate to put them in print.

Right before me is a letter that caps them
all, and it comes from a man away up in

public service. He is president and general
manager of an electric railway company in

a city of something like 30,000 people. You
will note liis reasons for having his name
and address kept out of print. His reasons,

briefly summed up, seem to be that he is

already having about as much trouble in

his efforts to encourage righteousness as he
can well bear; and if I should give liis name

in full, and tell where he lives, he might
Iiave more trouble yet.

His request for a French bee-journal has
been complied with; and may the Holy
Spirit be Avith him and sustain lum in Ins

battle for the right, and may God be praised
for the victories that have already come in

consequence of the brave standout from one
single individual with heavy responsibilities

on his shoulders. Will the readers of Glean-
ings unite with me in a prayer for the
writer of the letter below?

I wonder how many large cities in this

nation are being managed as outlined below.

Tlie A. I. Root Company:—I read French, and
would appreciate it very much if you could send me
a copy, even if it is an old one, of a French bee
paper corresponding as nearly as possible to Glean-
ings. You must have a number of these among your
exchanges. If I like such a paper, I am considering
suDscribing for it.

I am also enclosing a little expression of appre-
ciation of Mr. A. I. Root, which, perhaps, you would
like to print for your own good. If you do, how-
ever, please leave out any reference to the city men-
tioned or the author, as I am not looking for any
more trouble than I already have.

AN APPRECIATION.

For the last six years I have been reading Glean-
ings, and I appreciate it more every year. Because
I happen to be the head of a publi«c-service company
which, like all other companies in the same line of
business, seems to be continually embroiled in strife

and trouble with politicians, I could not understand
how it could be possible for any business to exist
where there seemed to be peace and happiness and a
spirit of Christianlike tolerance and forbearance.
Why, in the bee business even rival bee-papers speak
kindly of each other—a condition which is entirely
too good to be true. And then all of the bee-papers
interpolate their reading-matter with the real spirit
of Christianity, and with talks on temperance and
kindred subjects. I am afraid that at first I read
Gleanings mainly out of astonishment and curios-
ity. I have kept bees in a small way, and have got-
ten a little honey every year ; but I have a greater
satisfaction than the amount of honey I get in the
knowledge that I am engaged in a pursuit which
seems to be entirely free from petty jealousies and
personal strife. I have particularly enjoyed Mr. A.
I. Root's temperanice talks—not that I am a tee-

totaler, for I was born and brought up in a wine-
growing country of Europe, and I have a sort of
sympathy for the product of the grape ; but I admit
that every single thing that Mr. Root says about
intemperance, whisky, and the whisky gang is abso-
lutely true. Placed in such a position as mine, with
hundreds of men in my employ, I know the evil of

intemperance among workingmen. Several years ago,
about the time I first took Gleanings, I issued an
order forbidding all employes to enter saloons or to

take any intoxicating liquors; and I am inclined to

credit Mr. A. I. Root's talks with stiffening my back-
bone for the purpose. We had to lose some good
employes before they realized I meant it ; but others
took their place, and by strictly enforcing this rule
we to-day have an organization of employes in our
electric railway, electric light, and other publiic ser-

vice, which is probably better emancipated from the
curse of intemperance than any other similar organ-
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ization in the country. The saloon element rose up
in arms against such an order by boycotting my com-

pany. They boycotted the cars, would not use elec-

tric light, would not have any dealings with the

•company unless they were absolutely compelled to.

But vfe stuck to the order, and have prospered in

spite of the opposition of the saloon element. This

same saloon organization controls the politics of our
city, and they elect their own mayor, sworn to en-

force the laws, and he enforces them so well that

saloons are open day and night, Sundays, holidays,

election days, or any other day. On any pleasant

Sunday or holiday, citizens may have the pleasure

of seeing "His Honor "(?) seated at a round table

in the back room of some saloon, guzzling beer with

his boon companions. You may rest assured that

that kind of mayor has used every effort in his power
to annoy a public-service company, so utterly regard-

less of the ordinary amenities of politics as to dare

oppose the gang in power—the gang in this case

being the saloon men. Naturally there has been a

time in this city about as (cheerful and entertaining

as the proverbial Donnybrook Fair. The brewers, the

i^alonn men, and their friends are a crafty lot of

individuals. Pew people realize the enormous power
jf the liquor element in politics. If they did, the

whole gang would be wiped out in one election.

Some very level-headed thinkers have been of the

opinion that much of the hue and cry against public-

service corporations has been skillfully engineered by
the liquor interests to draw attention away from the

ulcer of their own existence. In the midst of this

turmoil, and the mud of political campaigns involv-

ing saloon men, it is and has been a pleasure to

receive Gleanings twice a month, and go through
its pages reading of the clean, honest business icon-

ducted in a clean and honest way, and capped by
the kind observations and comments of your Mr. A.
I. Root.

FROM NEAR " TJIE LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT
SUN ;" A VERY KIND LETTER FROM A

NORWEGIAN SCHOOLTEACHER.
Dear old Friend:—Of course you have long since

forgotten me; but I often think of you, especially

among my bees, and every tim. when Gleanings
flies into my house; also among my poultry I think

of you.

Since you are in my eyes an old brotherly friend,

whom I should so like to see, I will make bold to ask

you a favor. Many of our newspapers speak of a

new plant as an exceeding blessing to manhood,
going to supplant the potato. They call it dasheen.

I. S. Young told me of you. He is dead now. Now,
I should like you to send me a little seed, and at the

same time tell me how it is planted, and when and
how it is treated, and when it is ripe. The news-

papers say not only the root is excellent, but also the

leaves, stewed like salad. Both also are good for

cattle. Are the roots cooked or fried? or both, like

the potato ? The bags you put it in must be strong,

so that the seeds may by no means be mixed up.

You know schoolmasters don't earn much, and I

have eight children to educate, so my little part of

Norway (exceedingly picturesque) costs me only 280
English shillings ($70.00), and consists of wood,
mountain precipices, debris, and oak roots; but now
I have cleared it myself, with the assistance of my
wife and children, and have two fruit trees and ever

so many bushes and a kitchen garden. If what these

three American plants or grasses promise holds good

I might also easily have a cow (or even two), which
would be a grand thing.

My three oldest sons go in for the agricultural

line, so you see what way my interests go along with

teaching children, which is by far the most beautiful

and blessed calling of all in life.

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULtURfe

My oldest son is just now with two empty hands,
but a life and heart full of good will; and after

having passed his agricultural examinations with
the very greatest distinction, he bought a farm of his

own; and if now these American plants hold good,

you know what a blessing it would be to him as well,

if I give him part of what you send me. Of course,

I shall pay your outlay. His farm cost 24,000 En
glish shilMngs ($6000), and he has but 3000. Fan
cy, then, how the poor fellow will have to work.

Perhaps you think, like others, that Norway is a

country high up under the pole, with " ice bears

"

in the streets. Well, if you do, to undeceive you I

will tell you that here in the South our gardens are

as full of the most splendid apples, pears, plums, etc.,

as ever you saw, and myself and another man here

get ripe grapes and peaches and apricots every year

on free land ; therefore I don't think you need fear

your seed would not thrive. To-day, Sept. 12, we
have 73 degrees Fahr. in the shade (no sun in the

sky to-day, otherwise it would be still warmer), and
the water in the "fjord" (bay) is 72 Fahr. It

would give your heart joy to see how happily and
tidily people live in their little houses, and how the

weest spot of ground among the mountains and
rocks, by means of stone walls, is made into a gar-

den with fruit-trees and flowers, often no bigger

than 5, 6, or 8 feet square, and even less than that.

Indeed, so rocky is this part of my glorious father-

land that there is not a single garden about the town
but is now, by means of stone walls, built up 15

feet high to get a patch of garden no bigger than

the floor of your own dining-room. You never saw
the like ; but if you once have such a little spot,

whatever you plant grows most beautifully, and the

steep mountains around absorb every ray of the sun
and make it very warm, day and night ; and as the

nights are very light even here in the south you can,

if you will strain your eyes, read your newspapers
at twelve and one o'clock at night in your garden

about the middle and end of June. The plants grow
day and night as well. Such a country, with so much
stone and so little earth, must needs be poor; but

as the nation is enlightened and gifted and pious

and striving, you never see extreme poverty as you
see in the rich countries.

I do believe the word of God thrives nowhere so

well as in the valleys of Norway, and perhaps you
will think I speak right when I tell you of our

missions among the heathen. We carry on missions in

Zululand, Madagascar, Santhatistan, China, besides

among the .Jews, and a minor mission in our own
country. Well, the statistics some 20 years ago (and

I feel sure it is the same yet) said that Norway
alone (2% millions of inhabitants) gave as much
to the mission as Sweden (5V^ millions of inhabi-

tants) and Denmark (2^4 millions), and half of

Finland (2% millions of inhabitants), put together.

May I not be proud of such a fatherland, for Sweden
and Denmark, at least, are ever so much richer

countries than Norway. Norway is, perhaps, the

most democratic country of Europe. Indeed, since

1827, nobility and gentry are forbidden by law. We
are Lutherans ; and in all the country there are but

a hundred Jews or so, and but 1100 Roman Catho-

lics, which is a most happy state of affairs.

Formerly our people were very much given to

drink; but during the last thirty or forty years the

uation has made such violent efforts against this

unhappy habit that there is now but one country in

Europe that consumes less spirits—viz., Finland.

I am more than happy to say that, like their father,

my three grown-up sons (28, 27, and 19 years) have

not been under the influence of wine a single time

in their life, which is much; for when young fellows

come together in Norway their first thought is whis-

ky. I think it is all owing to a tale out of my own
brave, unselfish father's life. He distinguished him-

self so much serving as a soldier that two lieutenants

and one captain in the army offered to send him to
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the military high school some years and make a

lieutenant of him. He was as poor as a church
mouse, and would have been ever so happy to accept

this grand offer ; but he was engaged to my sweet
mother ; and because he was the man he was, he saw
a chance to marry pretty soon, and said " no," much
to his regret afterward, when we children came.
Well, one of these lieutenants had confided to him a

most exceedingly important key. What should hap-

pen ? My father attended a party and got intoxicat-

ed ; and, going home in the pitch-dark night, heard
the key falling down somewhere as he pulled out his

pocket-handkerchief. He lay down in the greatest

anxiety, groping for the key, when a man came that

way—the very lieutenant who had given him the

key, and would have paid for him for years. He
lighted a match and helped father, who felt nearly

sober from fear and despair. Of course, father ex-

pected to be scolded and arrested, and was miserable

for days. But the lieutenant (God bless him for his

heart and deep understanding of his fellow-man)

gave him back the key and never uttered one word
of anger or reproach. My father then swore a holy

oath. " It was and is to be the first and last time in

my life," and he kept his word till he died, 72 years
old, as an " over custom-house officer," as we call it,

in the king's service. This tale and his long life of

sacrifice for his children (we were eight

—

i. e., seven
sisters and a boy) made such an impression on me,
his only boy, that already, 14 years old, it was as

clear as day on my mind that I could not live

through the day when my father should be compelled
to lower his eyes before the world for the sake of

his boy. And as my father kept his promise holy,

I have kept mine. And now my three boys have
stood out brave after us two, although they have
been tempted enough. I have not been able to give

them pocket money worth speaking of. Well, at a

party some young fellows, some 20 and 22 years old,

laid 12 English shillings on the table to my boy if

he would drink a glass of pure whisky. He did not

touch it.

Bees are doing well this year. In my district we
have the weather to rely on. Once I put my hives

on the scales every day a week. My best colony once
carried in 8 pounds.

My parents allowed me to keep hens, as I was
but seven years old, and I have gone on with them
since then. I thank my prudent parents in their

graves ; for, thanks to this intense love of animals,

which sprang up then (I have or have had hens,

geese, turkeys, ducks, canaries (hatched them),
sheep, goats, doves, rabbits, peacocks, swine, and
even once for some weeks a horse). I have been
sticking to my home and poultry-yard and garden
every leisure hour of my life. You should see me and
my boys mining, shooting, and building terraces in

the rocks every spare hour, and digging and manur-
ing the garden. Well, the trees are yet small, but
yet every inch of the floor of a middle-sized room is

to-day, Sept. 22, covered with apples, and the pears
are yet on the trees. There are joys and blessings

in the footsteps of work.

I believe mostly in hens and geese, and wish I

could afford to buy a reliable incubator that would
hatch these two sorts of eggs ; but I can not nor
dare buy one for fear it might be a failure. I once
made bold to buy a machine for grinding or cutting
bones for my poultry ; but it was quite an impossible

thing, and I had to throw it away as rubbish. In-

cubating under hens is all right, but it can not come
to much, which is a pity for a man without neigh-

bors, and with a place where chickens of all sorts

may roam about as much as ever they like. There
is a rivulet going through to a little pond in my
garden.

If I get a photo of " Min lill vea imellanbergan "

(my little nook among the rooks), as it runs in a

most beautiful Swedish song, I shall have pleasure

in sending you one. Perhaps you will shudder to

see people building their houses like birds' nests
among the precipitous rocks; but we live happily
there, I assure you, and our animals with us; and
such beautiful views, your heart would leap with
joy 1o see them, and you would fold your hands in

prayers and thanks to the great Lord who made this

grand earth. You should see the lovely farm my boy
has bought, and will now try to hold good with his

two empty hands. A workman in Norway lives more
beautifully than a prince in foreign countries as re-

gards the view. I am now trying to get him some
calves and one cow, for he has ever so much hay,

poor boy, and not a single cow. Now you are tired

of me long ago ; but you see you talk to me in every
Gleanings, and I never speak to you. My motto
has been all through life, " All or nothing," a whole
man in every thing, or, as a Norwegian saying
runs, " Not det skal vere Jul, skal det vere Jul," i. e.,

when it is to be Christmas, then it is to be Christ-

mas

—

i. e., nothing by halves. I shall wait ever so

long, perhaps, before I write to you again ; but if

I do write, I will send you only two lines. If you
send the seed I shall have to thank you in my own
name and that of my noble boy who is fighting his

battle like a man. It is hard at times; but upon the
whole I know for certain, for I have seen much of

the world—one year at Oxford, on year at Paris,

and two years and a half as a teacher in a German
grammar school near Dresden, Saxony, living in

such a poor country. If my boy could get 2000
shillings he could buy a magnificent island covered
with plenty of wood and with excellent pasture, only
15 minutes from his home—an island whiA it took
me fully an hour to row around in a boat this sum-
mer ; so you see land may be cheap in Norway, and
a man may have his chances even here; but what
is the use of it when money is so scarce 1

Harold Hovind, M. A.,

of the University of Christiania, Head Master
of the High School of Tvedestrand.
Tvedestrand, Norway, Sept. 15.

Our readers will notice that we print the

above letter substantially as it came. Our
good friend's phraseology, coupled with his

many kind words, makes it seem almost as

if we were visiting in and around his north-

ern home. If I were not so well along in

years I should be tempted to take a trip to

Norway. It seems he was a friend and
acquaintance of the late Ivar S. Young, the

big Norwegian who paid us such a friendly

visit many years ago.

My good friend, I can not understand
why your bone-cutter was a failure unless

it is because it is too hard work to grind

bones.

I would not advise you to undertake to

hatch hen eggs and goose eggs at the same
time together. Although it has been done,

there are several reasons why it does not

pay. The manufacturers of our best incu-

bators do not recommend it.

If I am correct, your locality is one of

the best spots on earth to see real high-

pressure gardening. May God speed you,

not only in agriculture, but in temperance,

righteousness, and in spreading the gospel
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High-pressure Gardening
PRODUCER AND CONSUMER — SAVING YOUR

OWN SEED.

Just about a year ago I wrote aDoui my
troubles in getting seed of sweet corn to

plant here in Florida in December. Before

I could get any I sent to three different

seed-houses. The first, after considerable

delay, said they hadn't yet got in their seed;

the second didn't list the corn (Golden Ban-
tam) I particularly wanted; and finally I

sent to one of the great seed firms in the

North, and had my order promptly filled;

but although the Bantam came up, almost

every seed of the Black Mexican, in a row
close by, gave only here and there a jDlant. I

advised the seed firm to look after their

Black Mexican, and" test before time to plant

in the North. Never a word in reply; but

several of our readers called my attention

(as you may remember) to the fact that the

Bantam, not being a sweet corn, is more re-

sistant to cold, etc. I accepted this expla-

nation, but yet I did not quite excuse the

seed firm for entirely ignoring my courte-

ous letter. I finally succeeded in growing a

fine lot of green corn. The neighbors said

that it was the best they ever ate; but on

account of delays I have mentioned, it ma-
tured just after we went North, about April

20.

Now we are ready for what I have to tell

you. When our nice sweet corn was at its

best in Oliio (that I have told you about) I

tied strips of cloth to certain stalks to be

reserved for seed ; and when the ears were

finally mature I dried them out back of the

stove, and brought three kinds down here-
Bantam, Mexican, and Evergreen, planting

all three side by side in November. All

three came up, every kernel, apparently

Black Mexican just as well as the Bantam.
How much is it worth, friends, to have good
seed that you know will grow? Let us go a

little further.

For some time past I have got into the

habit of using more seed than is needed,

proposing to " thin out " the plants at the

proper time ; but there are three serious ob-

jections to this plan : It takes a lot of time

;

it is often neglected ; and, besides, the small

plants are hindered by coming up too thick.

Down here we plant in drills because the

fertilizer can be worked in so much better

with a hand cultivator. Well, with my own
good seed I placed just one grain of corn

to about every foot of drill; and as I look

out of the windows while I write I see my
corn about a foot high, no crowding, and no
missing hills; and it is so easy to hoe and

cultivate that not a weed can be found.

Don't you think that " growing your own
seed " will be another " short cut " between
" producer and consumer," and a gi-eat sav-

ing of loss and disappointment? The man-
ager of the great onion-farms in Ohio de-

clare they miost grow their own onion seed.

They get far better seed, and seed they

knoiv will grow.

DASHEEN—WHERE CAN THE SEED BE PUB-

CHASED FOR PLANTING, ETC.?

So many are inquiring, I have thought

best to copy, by way of answer, the adver-

tisements below, taken from the Florida

Weekly Grower (Tampa, Fla., $1.50 per
year).

Trinidad Dashebn. — Edible, wonderful yield.

Very decorative. Send 25 cts. for sample tuber and
directions. Dr. H. A. Smith, Samville, Fla.

Dasheen fob Seed foe Sale.—$4.00 per bu.

;

quick delivery ; choice stock.
Mrs. R. p. Burton,

800 So. Willow Ave., Tampa, Fla.

The Dasheen.—The South's substitute for the
Irish potato. Very productive. Have yields up to
500 bushels per acre. Successfully grown from the
Carolinas south. Plant here beginning February 1,

and until April further north; seven months to ma-
ture. Cultural directions sent with seed ; cooking
directions with cooking tubers. Seed $4.00 per
bushel, f. o. b. Write for prices on five-bushel lots

or over. Cooking tubers, $2.00 per bushel f. o. b.

f Reference, The Grower.)
Thos. Porteus & Sons,

Rt. 3, box 126, Ybor City, Fla.

Besides the above, Crenshaw Bros. Seed
Co., Tampa, in their new seed catalog ad-

vertise " 1 lb., 25 cts.
;
per bushel, $4.00."

Of course, the above are all small tubers for

planting except where noted. The big "corms
for cooking " are cheaper. From Brooks-
\'ille I have an offer as below

:

Dasheen Seed.—$3.00 per bushel; $2.50 in five-

bushel lots or over. Geo. Kitchen, Brooksville, Fla.

DASHEEN TUBERS FOR PLANTING OR FOR TABLE USE.
Two of my neighbors, Mr. Ault and Mr. Harrison,

have a limited amount of dasheen which they grew
from seed I furnished, which they offer as follows:

Single pound, 10 cts.; 10 lbs., 80 cts.; 25 lbs.

(% bushel), $1.75. The above are for small tubers
for planting; larger ones for table use, one-half above
prices. Your postmaster can tell you how much to
send in addition to the above for postage if wanted
by parcel post. Address Arthur E. Ault or C. L.
Harrison, Bradentown, Fla.

BUYING LAND IN FLORIDA ; SOME " BOILED
DOWN " COMMON SENSE IN THE MATTER.
I clip the following from the Times-

Union :

Don't buy land till you have actually seen it in
person, and made the acquaintance of a few people
(in the vicinity) who have no land for sale.

I have two swarms of bees, and took off 250 lbs.

last season.
Grand Haven, Mich., Jan. 15. I. N. TUBBS.
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Ellis Hall, Athens, Ohio, where the Ohio convention is held. See program below.

Convention Notices

The regular meeting of the Kansas State Beekeep-
ers' Association will be held at the Commercial Club
Rooms, Topeka, Feb. 26, 27. All persons, whether
beekeepers or not, are cordially invited to attend.
The meetings will close with a banquet on the after-

noon of the 27th.
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 20. O. A. Kebne, Sec.

The annual meeting of the Pennslyvania State
Beekeepers' Association will be held in the Capitol
building, Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 20, 21, 1914. It

was decided to hold the meeting in Harrisburg on
account of train service, and the city being more
centrally located. A good program is prepared.
Everybody welcome. H. C. Klinoer, Sec.

Liverpool, Pa., Jan. 20.

A district beekeepers' convention will be held in
the county council building, London, Ont., Feb. 12
and 13, with the following program:

THURSDAY.
1:30 P. M.—The use of steam in the workshop,

Denis Nolan. Wintering Bees, James Armstrong,
Cheapside.

7:30 P.M.—Marketing honey. Prof. Pettit, O. A.
C, Guelph. Spring Management, John Lunn, Fingal.

FRIDAY.
9:30 A.M.—^Extracted-honey production, R. F.

Holtermann, Brantford. Queen-rearing, Wm. Elliott,

Adelaide.
1:30 P.M.—Beekeeping Appliances, W. A. Chrys-

ler, Chatham. Question-drawer, John Newton,
Thamesford,
A cordial invitation is extended to every one to

come and make this a good convention.
Lambeth, Ont., Jan. 20. E. T. Bainard.

PROGRAM OF THE OHIO BEEKEEPERS' CONVENTION TO
BE HELD IN ELLIS HALL, OHIO UNIVERSITY,

ATHENS, FEBRUARY 12, 13.
THURSDAY, 1:00 P.M.

Address of welcome. Dr. Alston Ellis, President of
Ohio University. President's address. Report of
secretary. Report of Treasurer. Report of Chief
Inspector of Apiaries. " Swarm Control," O. J.
Jones, Urbana. " The Swarming Instinct," E. R.
King, Creola. " Soft-candy Feed," Dr. Burton N.
Gates, Amherst, Mass.

THURSDAY, 7:30 P.M.

Music. " Short Cuts in Preparing for the Honey-
flow," H. H. Root, Medina. " Apicultural Progress
with Plans for 1914," Dr. Burton N. Gates, Presi-
dent National Beekeepers' Association and Prof, of
Beekeeping in Massachusetts Agricultural College.

FRIDAY, 9 :00 A. M.

Music. "Wax Rendering and Refining," D. H.
Morris, Springfield. " Sac Brood," J. E. Venard,
Wilmington. " Some Recent Findings in Brood-dis-
ease Suppression, Dr. Gates. " Producing a Crop
of Extracted Honey," J. F. Moore, Tiffin.

FRIDAY, 1 :00 P. M.

" A Hive Standard," Dr. Gates. " Short Cuts in
Extracting Honey," H. H. Root. General discussion.

Athens, O. W. A. Matheny, Sec.

NATIONAL BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION CONVENTION,
ST. LOUIS, MO., FEBRUARY 17, 18, 19, 1914.

The annual convention of the National Beekeepers'
Association will convene at the Planters Hotel, St.

Louis, Feb. 17, 18, 19, 1914. The first session will

be held Feb. 17 at 10 A. m. A large hall and office

rooms have been provided at the hotel.

The following rates on the European plan have
been granted to the beekeepers and their friends

:

FOR ONE PERSON.

Rooms without bath, $1.50 to $2.00 per day;
rooms with bath, $2.50 to $5.00 per day.

FOR TWO PERSONS.

Rooms without bath, $2.50 to $3.00 per day;
rooms with bath, $3.50 to $7.00 per day. For each
person over two in a room, $1.00 additional.

The Planters Hotel is one of the finest in the city,

and guests will be nicely taken care of.

It is hoped that this convention may prove one of

our old-style gatherings, where we meet many of our
old friends and make many new ones. All meetings
will be open to all the beekeepers who will come,
whether members of the Association or not.

What is needed is a large attendance. Let the
beekeepers rally and make this a rousing gathering,
such as we had in 1909, during the World's Fair.
Bring your wife and daughters. St. Louis will try

to make it pleasant for all.

There will be rooms in the hall for exhibits if any
manufacturers or beekeepers wish to show, or ad-
joining rooms can be had if desired.

Robert A. Holekamp,
President St. Louis Beekeepers' Club.

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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PREI^IMINARY PROGRAM
The headquarters of the National Beekeepers' con-

vention will be Planters Hotel, where the meetings
will be held. Those wishing hotel reservations may
request the Secretary, Mr. B. B. Tyrrell, 214 Ham-
mond Bldg., Detroit, Mich., to assist them.

Some of the peculiar features of this convention
may be outlined. Arrangements are pending for the
use of the new moving-picture film relating to bee-
keeping. The showing of this film will possibly be
in a moving-jjicture theater.

.-Vn attempt is being made to procure ample space
for displays of manufacturers, dealers, and inventors
of new appliances. Those intending to make dis-

plays should communicate with the secretary.
The meetings of the convention will be divided as

found requisite, devoting time to the reading of the
numerous important papers as well as to the trans-
action of business by the delegates.

It may be announced to the delegates, however,
that a number of vital and important problems con-
front the Association for action. Every affiliated

society should, if possible, be represented by a del-

egate. Otherwise send communications and instruc-
tions to the secretary.

The program as announced below is preliminary,
and is subject to change. An eflfort has been made,
however, to secure the very best talent available in
the counti'y and abroad. In the absence of authors
of papers, the contributions may be read for the
writers. Any suggestions or addition,s will be ap-
preciated.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17.

9:30, opening session. Seating of official dele-

gates. Appointment of committees as well as routine
business will be prosecuted in due form. " Sugges-
tions for the Betterment of the National," Editor E.
D. Townsend, Northstar, Mich.

1:00 P.M. Session for discussions. (Since the
program is constantly growing, final arrangements
are not yet possible. The papers offered are, there-
fore, grouped and listed below.)

7:00. Business session.
8:00. Lectures with the lantern.

WEDNESDAY.
9:00 A.M. Business session, with papers as time

may permit.
1:30 P. M. Short business session.
2:00. Discussions and papers.
7:00 p. M. Business session.
8:00. Lectures.

THURSDAY.
9:00 A.M. Business session, followed by papers

as may prove possible.
2:00 P.M. Closing session. Pinal adjournment is

subject to the business program.
PROGRAM OF PAPERS AND CONTRIBUTIONS SUBJECT

TO ARRANGEMENT.
Apicultvral Education and Promotion.—" The Ques-

tion of Apicultural Education," Prof. Morley Pet-
tit, G-uelph, Ontario, Canada. " Developing the
Industry," Mr. Frank C. Pellett, Atlantic, Iowa.
"Modern Business Methods Applied to Beekeep-
ing," Ml-. F. B. Cavanagh, Hebron, Ind. " Organ-
ization of the Beekeepers," Mr. Jenner E. Morse,
Saginaw, Mich.

The Queen Business.—" Direct Introduction of
Queens," Mr. J. M. Buchanan, Franklin, Tenn.
" Selective Breeding," Mr. George B. Howe, Black
River, N. Y.

Beekeeping by Localities.—" New Jersey Beekeep-
ing," Prof. T. J. Headlee, New Brunswick, N. J.
" Honey Resources of New Jersey," Mr. E. G.
Carr, New Egypt, N. J. " Californian Beekeep-
ing Up and Down to Date," Mr. J. D. Bixby,
Covina, Cal. " Beekeeping in Southern Califor-
nia," Mr. Homer Mathewson, Binghamton, N. Y.
" History of Beekeeping in California," Mr. J. E.
Pleasants, Orange, Cal. " Development of Apicul-
ture in Oregon," Prof. H. F. Wilson, Corvallis,
Oregon. " Beekeeping in Europe," Mr. C. P.
Dadant, Hamilton, 111. " Making a Market for
Five Hundred Cars of Western Honey," Mr. Wes-
ley Foster, Boulder, Col.

Winterinci.—" Building the Perfect Bee-cellar," Mr.
E. S. Miller, Valparaiso, Ind. " Humidity in the
Wintering of Bees," Dr. E. P. Phillips, Washing-
ton, D. C. Others to be announced.

Special and General Suhjectn.—" Restoring the Soil
Fertility and Producing Honey," Dr. H. A. Sur-
face, Harrisbnrg, Pa. " The Secretion of Nectar,"
Dr. F. W. L. Sladen, Ottawa, Can. (Subject to
be announced), Mr. J. J. Anderson, Salem, Ida.
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' Moving Bees from the North to the South for
Increase," Mr. E. R. Root, Medina, O. " Bee-
keeping as a Money-making Proposition," J. J.

Wilder, Cordele, Ga. Subject to be announced.
Prof. Wilmon Newell, College Station, Tex. " Au-
tomatic Recording Instrument," Prof. C. E. San-
born, Stillwater, Okla.
Remember there are other papers to be presented,

but which can not yet be announced.
All interested in bees, especially ladies, are cor-

dially invited to attend the meetings. The sessions
are open to the public. Business sessions, however,
are participated in only by delegates.

Amherst, Mass. Burton N. Gates, Chairman.

Kind Wordsfrom our Customers

THE MISSION WORK AMONG THE HIGHLAND-
ERS OF KEXTUCKY.

Among the many thing-s I have to thank
God for is the one of being in touch, with
the great and good men aiul women of the

present age. Before I submit a " kind let-

ter " from one of these I want to introduce

him by an extract from a sermon by DeWitt
Talmage entitled " Bloody Breathitt."

Many years ago a soldier in Morgan's Confederate
army rode over the mountains of the South. There
for the first time he came in touch with the misery
and ignorance and the nobility of the mighty High-
landers. After the war was closed, this brave sol-

dier of war entered a theological seminary and be-
( ame a soldier of the cross. Called to one of the
chief pulpits of Louisville, he felt that barrack duty
was not the place of honor. He longed for the picket
line. He wanted to fight at the front, as he did in
Morgan's brigade. Called to be a synodical mission-
ary, at once he accepted the appointment.

.4s the synodical missionary, his thoughts imme-
diately turned to the place of the greatest want and
wretchedness, to the Highlanders of the mountains.
He organized church after church. He sent mis-
sionary after missionary into these hills. Then the
synod met and began to count its money. Little
money was there. Then the officers of that synod
ordered this synodical missionary to retrench, and
not to build so many churches and schools, as they
could not aff'ord to pay for them. Then a wonderful
thing happened—wonderful because it was so simple
in a man of great faith.

Doctor Edward O. Guerrant resigned as the synod-
ical missionary. Before that synod he uttered these
words: " Brethren, if you can not afford to pay for
the schools and churches and the missionaries for
the poor Highlanders, God can pay for them." Doc-
tor Guerrant went back to his home in Wilmore,
Kentucky. There he knelt and asked God for help.
The money commenced to pour in. Church after
church has been established. School after school has
been built. Missionaries after missionaries have
lieen gathered for these fields. The orphan children
were gathered info a home. Though wonders have
been accomplished by this man of prayer, yet only
the outer edge of the harvest has been gathered.

My Dear Mr. Root

:

—My friend and neighbor, Mr.
DeVault, takes your interesting magazine, and was
kind enough to let me read your last number, and
especially your article on the sorrowful condition of
the poor people in New Jersey, etc. I am glad that
such people have such a friend, and hope that God
will raise up many more. I take pleasure in en-
closing you some information of another class of our
poor countrymen, who, though poor, are not degen-
erate, and still retain many of the noblest traits of
their ancestors. Gen. O. O. Howard was my friend,
and twice honored us by visiting our home in Ken-
tucky, and traveled with me to many of our mis-
sions among the Highlanders. If I were at home in
Kentucky I should be very glad to send you his
graphic account of his tour among the Highlanders.
I am spending a few months here, during our cold
weather in Kentucky.

With assurances of my kindest regards and best
wishes, and begging an humble place in your pray-
ers, I am sincerely
Your brother and servant, Edw. O. Guerrant.
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POLLYANNA
THE GLAD BOOK
By ELEANOR H. PORTER, author of "Miss Billy"

and "Miss Billy's Decision;" illustrated, cloth -bound,
$1.40 postpaid.

"Enter Pollyanna. She is the most
irresistible maid you have met in all

your journeyings through Bookland.
She is so real that you forget that she

is a story girl. After the first introduc-

tion you will feel that the inner circle

of your friends has admitted a new
member. A brave, winsome, modern
American girl, Pollyanna walks into

print to take her place in the hearts

of all members of the family.

"

Twelfth Printing
Read some of the press comments:
" Pollyanna is the ' gladdest ' book that was ever written. It is of more real

value than any thousand sermons to which I have ever listened."

—

Fassaic
Daily News.

" It is a book that charms at once by its style, and delights by its charac-
ter-drawing and the interest developed by the story."

—

The Boston Jounud.
" Pollyanna is a delightful character, and the book reft-eshingly natural."

—

Cedar Riqyids Record.

Premium Offer
Send us two new yearly subscriptions to Gleanings

IN Bee Culture with remittance of $2.00, and we will

send you postpaid as premium a copy of "Pollyanna."'

A copy of ** Pollyanna'' for TWO NEW
subscriptions to Gleanings in Bee Culture

d-<- <Hi 1 OO f^c»r^\-% /See Mr. A. I. Root's write-up of this book\dU i^l.,\J\J Cdt^Il. Un page 155 of this copy of GLEANINGS./

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
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Erdi torial
Indications for another good honey year

are exceedingly favorable throughout the

country. Snows and rains have put the soil

in fine condition for the clovers. Abundant
rains in California practically assure a sage

crop.

A NEW WAY OF MAKING BEE-CANDY FOR
WINTER FEEDING.

In this issue, p. 141, our con'espondent,

Mr. A. V. Small, calls attention to a very

simple and what we believe to be a very

feasible plan for making bee-candy for

winter feeding. We hope some of our read-

ers whose colonies may be running short

will make a trial and report.

SIMPLIFYING OUR NOMENCLATURE.
The suggestion comes from Dr. Miller,

through the Dadants, that in the future we
write the words " foul brood " as one word,
" foulbrood." We entirely agree with the

suggestion ; and the very fact that we have
made as one word for the last two years

such words as beehive, beehouse, beekeeper,

beekeeping, beemaster, beestiug, and bees-

wax, consolidating them as one word, makes
it easy for us to adopt foulbrood.

FURTHER PROSPECTS IN CALIFORNIA.

Reports continue to come in telling of the

amount of rainfall in California. The num-
ber of inches varies according to the partic-

ular locality, of course, but there is no doubt
that prospects on the coast are brighter at

this time than they have been for a good
many years. Most of the rain, top, has
" soaked in." The following from C. H.
Clayton, at Los Angeles, is indicative of the

tenor of the reports in general.

We are having fine growing vs'eather—as fine as

we liave even seen at this time of the year. Last
year at this time we had 2.95 inches of rain. This

J ear to date we have had over 15 inches.

ARTIFICIAL substitutes FOR NATURAL
POLLEN.

Several schemes have been proposed for
supplying the bees with jjollen artificially

when the natural article is not available by
reason of peculiar weatlier conditions or the

scarcity of the sources of supply. Some

progress is being made, but we should be
glad to get reports from others who have
discovered means by which we can make our
bees rear brood on artificial substitutes in

the cellar, or outdoors when the weather is

inclement.

OUR COVER PICTURE.
The view shown on the cover of this issue

shows one end of the apiary of J. A. Ninin-
ger, of Nickerson, Kan. Mr. Nininger writes
that the picture was taken in the fall of
1912, at which time there were 39 colonies
that had averaged about 50 pounds of comb
honey each. The honey was mostly from
alfalfa, which, together with smartweed and
heartsease, are the principal honey-plants in

the locality. The smartweed honey is dark
and strong, but there are some who will liave

nothing else if they can get it. The flow
commences about the last of July or the first

of August. The colonies build up on it in

fine shape for winter.

Ten-frame hives are used throughout.
The high stack of supers shown are extract-
ing-supers set over a hive for the bees to

clean up.

The colonies are wintered on the summer
stands; but a super is put on filled with
packing material, then several thicknesses
of newspaper are wrapped around, and tar-

paper placed over the whole. During the
winter of 1911-12 the cold was very severe,
the thermometer registering 24 below zero.
There was considerable snow, however,
which was in the bees' favor. All came
through in good condition and built up
early in the spring with the exception of
two colonies which had no protection. More
than twice the average number of bees had
died in these two colonies.

THE VALUE OF HONEY RECOGNIZED BY
WHOLESALE GROCERS.

We note with pleasure that the large
wholesale gi^ocers in the country are begin-
ning to recog-nize the peculiar valuable
features of honey as a food as they never
have before. Many of them are making-
special displays, and are featuring honey as
it desen-es to be featured, instead of letting
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it sell itself in a haphazard way as is so

often the ease.

In a large catalog of the wholesale gro-

cers, Acker, Merrall & Condit Company,
sent us by one of our subscribers, J. M.
Thore, there are articles written by experts

along the various lines describing the dif-

ferent articles of food, how made, etc. The
article on honey is ably written by one who
knows not only the science of honey, but

how to write of it in an interesting way.

Mention is made of the well-known fact

that honey may be eaten safely by many
persons who dare not eat sugar. The arti-

cle ends with several good recipes using

honey in making cakes, puddings, etc.

ALVFAYS SIGN YOUR NAME TO CONTRIBUTIONS.

Quite a number of our subscribers when
asking questions or sending in an article for

publication do not sign their names, but sign

instead " Subscriber " or " Beekeeper." We
are able to answer in Gleanings only a

small part of the questions that we receive.

We reply to the rest by letter; and if no

name is signed we are helpless unless it so

happens that there are no other subscribers

at the particular postofiice indicated by the

postmai'k. Furthermore, we are frequently

obliged to write for more particulars before

an answer can be given in Gleanings ; and
if the name is not given we are put to con-

siderable inconvenience, and many times we
can simply hold the communication await-

ing another letter, possibly a complaint,

later on. If for any reason you do not wish

your name to appear in case your letter is

published, simi^ly mention the fact and your

wish will be complied with.
" Subscriber " at Brooksville, Ky., will

find the Miller smoke method of introducing

fully described on page 370 of the June 1st

issue for 1913.

THE HARD CANDY SOFTENS AND MELTS IN

THE HIVE.

There have been two reports of the hard

candy made according to the directions in

our January 1st issue softening when placed

over the combs to such an extent that it

melted and ran down, killing bees. We have

made and used quite a large quantity of this

candy, and we have had very little trouble,

although this year (see editorial elsewhere)

it has seemed softer than usual. It is likely

that the conditions within the hive have a

great deal to do with the consistency of the

candy after it is placed over the combs. If

the air is heavily charged with m.oisture the

candy absorbs water more easily than in

another hive where the air is drier. How-
ever, perhaps it may be well to reduce

slightly the amount of honey used. Instead
of one pint of honey to twenty-five pounds
of sugar as specified in the January 1st

issue, perhaps one pint to thirty-five or

forty pounds of sugar would be safer. If

no honey is used at all the cake is likely to

assume a granular form so that much of it

is wasted.

CONDITIONS FOR CELLAR BREEDING.
In order to get bees to breeding the tem-

perature in the cellar must be warmer than
is customary for orthodox wintering. The
bees must be disturbed more or less, and
fed continually. Candy of the right kind
is better than a syrup or sealed stores in the

combs. Higher temperature, disturbance,

and continuous feeding are necessary for

brood-rearing. It is understood, of course,

that there should be pollen in the combs.
Without a nitrogeneous food there will be
no brood-rearing.

Caution.—The average beekeeper should

try out cellar breeding on a small scale.

Try a few colonies first. If you succeed

with these try more another winter. It has

its dangers, and before one can succeed with
it he must have experience, and some of it

of the kind Josh Billings tells about.

A NFAV OLD SCHEME FOR GIVING BEES WATER
IN MAILING-CAGES.

We believe that the method of giving bees

water when shipping them long distances

by mail is going to solve the problem of

sending bees across continents, and perhaps
around the world. We expect to give our
new method a thorough test from Apalachi-
cola this winter. Illustrations of the new
scheme will be given later. The reason why
we feel optimistic is because Mr. A. I. Root,

some thirtj' years ago, tried out almost pre-

cisely the same thing, and he demonstrated
beyond a question that it was a success. But
the Good candy he used at the time caused

him to abandon the water-bottle scheme for

candy. It is rather funny now that we are

discovering at this late date that the water-

bottle scheme is a practical necessity.

Our experiments last summer were not

entirely satisfactory, in that our water-con-

tainers had a fashion of leaking and wetting-

down the candy before the bees arrived at

their destination. The new containers we
have devised make this practicallv impossi-

ble.

ADULTERATION IN GERMANY.
Our correspondent from Germany, in this

issue, page 132, calls attention 1o the im-

mense quantity of adulterated honey that is

sold in that country. The beekeepers of the
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United States can hardly appreciate the

great benefits we are enjoying under our

national pure-food law supplemented by
our State laws. The adulteration of honey
here has praetieally ceased.

The same correspondent, on page 133,

says, " Chemists to-day have no method by
which adulteration may in all cases be prov-

en." That may be true in Germany, on
account of the diversity of sources from
which their honey is gathered ; but it is not

true in the United States. Any packer is

taking a long chance if he adulterates honey
in this countiy.

We especially recommend that our Ger-

man brethren get busy and secure a nation-

al pure-food law ; and, when once enacted,

we feel satisfied their chemists will be equal

to the occasion. Germany has men of science

who are second to none; and if they can not

detect all species of adulteration it is be-

cause they have not given the matter atten-

tion on account of a lack of a pure-food
law.

E. R. root's trip to FLORIDA.

We are just leaving for Baltimore to take

the boat for Jacksonville. After spending
a couple of days at that point we shall go
direct to Apalachicola where we have 300
colonies of bees, arriving there between the

16th and 17th. We shall remain at that

point for three or four days, when we shall

go to Bradentown, where A. I. Root is,

arriving there the 21st or 22d. We shall

remain in Bradentown for two or three

days, when we shall go to Stuart, Fla., and
from there go with Mr. W. A. Selser. We
expect to spend two or three days at that

point, visiting the territory in Mr. Selser's

launch. We will go on to Palm Beach, then

take another launch for a cruise of five days
down to tlie Keys, stopping at Pompana
and Miami. We expect to return to Medina
about March 10.

We shall be accompanied by Mr. Geo. M.
Gray and wife, of Fostoria, old college

mates; and while we go on business and
pleasure, they will seek pleasure only.

Our purpose in going south at this time

is to see what our bees on the Apalachicola
River are doing, and to determine whether
the scheme of moving a carload of bees

south to that point will prove profitable.

So far. our Mr. Marehant reports that every
thing is coming out according to schedule.

Just how many bees we shall bring back

—

well, we will not say now. Let the future

tell.

Our pui'pose in visiting the extreme south-

ern part of Florida is to determine whether
it will be possible to establish a queen-rear-

ing yard that can be maintained the year

round, supplying queens any month of the

year.

Of course, we shall be supplied with
cameras, and our readers shall have the

benefit of our investigations. Soon after E.

R. Root returns, H. H. Root will go down
to Apalachicola to be present duiing the

extracting season.

the modern shake method of curing
FOUL brood defective.

The ordinary modified McEvoy method
for curing foul brood in brief involves the

process of shaking or brushing bees from
diseased combs on to frames of foundation
in a clean hive. Mr. A. F. Wagner, in tliis

issue, page 137, calls attention to the fact

that such treatment will result in bees

swarming out in many eases. Our own
experience and obsei'vation, as well as re-

ports from others, confirm the statement.

In some cases it means the loss of the colo-

ny, and perhaps in others the danger of

spreading disease to a bee-ti'ee or another
liive.

Quite a number of our correspondents,

including Mr. Wagner, to avoid this swarm-
ing out have suggested leaving in an old

comb temporarily as a bait to hold the bees,

or, as Mr. Wagner suggests, putting in a
single frame with a starter in the diseased

hive; and after the bees have drawn it out,

and filled it with honey, remove all the

combs and substitute frames of foundation,
leaving the first frame as a bait to hold the

bees. To shake or bnish the bees into an
entirely different hive on frames of founda-
tion is such a radical change of environment
that swarming out is very apt to occur,

especially if the treatment is administered
during the middle hours of the day; and
even when practiced at night we have notic-

ed that the bees will often swarm out the

next morning. While we do not believe that

such bees when they swarm out carry in-

fection to other hives, there is a possibility

of it, especially where the act of shaking
causes them to gorge themselves with dis-

eased honey—honey that they may hold for

a day or two until they get into their per-

manent quarters. We believe the time has

come Avhen the orthodox treatment for

American foul brood should be modified in

such a way that there will be no danger of

absconding.

OUR WINTERING EXPERIMENTS AT MEDINA

;

feeding HARD CANDY.
We are wintering our northern bees in

two cellars. Those in the warehouse cellar

are being wintered along orthodox lines.

The temperatui'e is maintained i\ about 45
degi'ees without disturbance or feeding.
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Many of the colonies in the upper cellar are

being fed dry hard candy, and breeding has

been going on rapidly ; but, unfortunately,

the candy this year had too much honey in

it. (See editorial esewhere.) Some of it,

and we might say much of it, has been so

soft that it ran down on the bees. Fortu-
nately, we discoverd it before much damage
had been done. But the extreme softness of

the candy caused the bees to consume more
than was needed for brood-rearing, with the

result that signs of dysenteiy began to show
on some colonies. Fortunately we had three

or four days of warm balmy weather when
the bees were taken out of the cellar and
given a nice flight. The soft candy was
removed, and in the mean time breeding had
progressed very satisfactorily in most colo-

nies. While the bees are still outside, they

will be put inside to avoid the threatened

blizzard. More anon.

We asked our Mr. Mel Pritchard, who
has worked our basswood beeyard for some
years, how much brood-rearing he had no-

ticed in the hives in and out of the cellar

for years back. We remarked that some
skepticism had been shown to the effect that

cellar breeding would result in disaster.
" That is a joke," said Mr. Pritchard. " For
years and years I have noticed brood in

hives in the cellar, sometimes in January
and February. This brood hatched out, not-

withstanding the colonies had had no flight

until they were set out in April."

We have ourselves observed that breed-

ing continues in our cellars. Once or twice

we have noticed that our cellared colonies

b-ave come out stronger than when they went
in. Two years ago this present winter after

it turned so cold we put our Carniolan api-

ary in our machine-shop cellar in midwinter
when it was bitter cold. We placed this

yard inside because the colonies were so

weak that we knew they would not survive

a month outdoors. When we took them out

in the spring they were very strong, and
the only lot of bees that severe winter that

wintered well, while the outdoor bees were
weak and dwindling.

STAXDARDIZATION OF BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

A COUPLE of years ago Dr. Burton N.
dates. President of the National Beekeep-
ers' Association, called attention to the

variation in our standard hives and frames
as put out by manufacturers throughout the

country; that under present conditions the

beekeeper was almost under the necessity of

continuing with the same style of goods with

which he started.

An effort is being made on the part of

manufacturers to standardize goods. For
example, more and more the manufacturers

are adopting the same styles and sizes of
shipping-cases. In years gone by, the mul-
tiplicity of sizes and styles was most con-

fusing to the beekeeper, and expensive for

the manufacturers and dealers to maintain.

Now the styles and sizes have been reduced
to a very few ; and it is to be hoped that the

time will speedily come when the beekeeper
can buy shipping-cases anywhere, and have
them match those he already has on hand.

More and more the novelties in hive con-

struction are being eliminated. The tenden-
cy is most decidedly toward the simple ten-

frame Langstroth hive, without portico.

Bottom-boards are plainer and stronger,

hive-covers are becoming less numerous in

design, and the something-new-under-the-
sun hive or hives have all but disappeared.
'Tis well.

Incidentally, we believe that the plan
suggested by Charles Howell, page 1.51, will

do away with one of the odd-sized sections,

namely, the 4^/4 x 4%. We see no objection

to the plan—on the contrary there are cer-

tainly many advantages. The springs, if

they are too stiff, must be weakened by
being bent backward somewhat ; otherwise
the top-bar will be bowed up out of line.

At the present time there are the ten and
eig'ht frame hives, both of which require a
complete layout of supers, escape-boards,

honey-boards, covers, and bottoms. If the

ten-frame hive becomes the standard it will

mean a large saving to the manufacturer
and dealer as well. Just a few years ago
the majority of hives sold Avere the eight-

frame. Now the ten-frame outnumbers the

former nearly three to one.

Mr. Louis H. Scholl has something to say
about standardization of hives and fixtures;

and on this subject he says in this issue, p.

129, '' My own experience has taught me
that, on the average, a colony in a ten-frame
hive is usually just so far ahead of one of

eight-frame capacity as the difference made
by those two extra frames after the combs
are built out."

The day is not far distant when the eight-

frame will be eliminated. The twelve-frame
hive may have some advantages, but it is too

heavy for the average person to lift. If a
larger capacity is needed, it can be easily

secured by means of an upper story with
half depth or full depth. The ten-frame
liive may be made a fifteen-frame or twenty-
frame capacity by tiering up with the great

advantage of having a unit of such a size

that an ordinary man can lift it. The six-

teen-frame hive, for example, would requiro

two men to handle it; and in these days of

outapiary work and moving bees, the unit of

hive consti'uction should he of such a size

that an ordinary man can handle it.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. MiiiLEE, Marengo, 111.

Notable is an ad. in the Swiss bee jour-

nal of a hotel and sanatorium desiring to

buy honey. Our hotels haven't got up to

tliat yet.

Walter S. Pouder's package for sending

candied extracted by post leaves nothing to

be desired unless it would be to take an inch

from its height and add a trifle to its diam-

eter.

The uncapping-fork, claimed to be better

than the knife, has not yet got this side the

ocean, and now comes an ad. in Schweiz-

erische Bztg., by J. Arter, offering an un-

eapping-plane claimed to be better than

knife or fork. Price $1.68.

I'm asked to give in detail the different

steps that led to last summer's crop. If I

were to do that in full it would take up too

much space in Gleanings. Besides, I've

given it all already, for we followed exactly

the plans given in " Fifty Years among the

Bees."

Lately I was told I'd change my mind
about paint on hives Avhen I learned that

the inside of a hive is coated with imper-

vious propolis. Well, I'll quote my answer
from my good friend of so many years, G.

M. Dooiittle, who says, p. 49, that the glued

surface is " sufficiently porous." I wonder
what would be said if I should bi'ing good
authority for the statement that enough
moisture goes through the propolized inside

of a hive to raise blisters on the outside

painted surface.

" There is nothing special in the ' red-

clover ' strain, as all hive bees can work the

second crop of this plant, although it is im-

possible for them to work the first," says the

editor of tlie British Bee Journal, p. 450.

Has that able authority been caught nap-
ping, or are things so very different under
the British flagf On this side it is a raritj'

for hive bees to work on the second crop of

red clover, yet there have been strains in

which there was something decidedly " spe-

cial," and they would work on second-crop

red clover when other bees neglected it.

Alas that it is so difficult to continue such

strains

!

" The most important spraying was done
when the petals showed first signs of fall-

ing," p. 94. That's given apparently with
eonajnendation ; but at this distance it looks

like spraying in full bloom. I'd like to

know what Prof Surface thinks about it.

[We were present when Van Rensselaer &
Southam sprayed their trees. As Mr. Van

Rensselaer states, one of the sprayings was
applied when the petals showed the first

sign of falling. There may be a question as

to this procedure. But we had about fifty

colonies in the orchard at the time. The
bees were not working on trees where the

first petals began to fall, the presumption

being that nectar is no longer secreted; and

Mr. Van Rensselaer stated there were no

bees on such trees. We lost no bees, and

made good increase at that yard. On the

other hand, there is just a little danger that

less experienced fruit-growers might do a

fearful amount of damage by spraying

when the first petals begin to fall. We shall

be glad to hear from Prof. H. A. Surface on

the point.

—

Ed.]

Allen Latham thought the orthodox 21

days was too much for the development of

a worker. Didn't say why—just thought so.

I thought I'd refer the matter to the bees.

I gave an empty comb to a queen Aug. 5 at

3:05 p. M., and took it away at 5:05. As it

was the only comb she had, I could be sure

the last eggs in it were laid just before 5 :05.

Then by watching when the very last young
workers emerged from their cells I could

know exactly what the length of the time

was in that particular case. Aug. 25, at

11 :55 A. M., I thought I would see how much
unhatched brood was still left. Would you
believe it ? there wasn't a bee left in a cell

!

So I was too late too find out just how long

it was from the laying of the egg to the

emergence of the last bee. But tliis much I

do know : that in this particular case the

full time for the development of a worker-

bee was inside of 19 days 18 hours 50 min-

utes, and how much inside 1 don't know.
Don't tell me there was some mistake. The
top-bar of that frame was plainly marked
" XIX," and I can't see any chance for

mistake. Likely enough the 21 days was got

from a nucleus, while I operated with a full

force of bees and in hot weather. I suspect

we should learn to say " 20 days " instead

of " 21 days." [There is quite a variation

in the time of hatching chickens. When
conditions are favorable the hatch will be

earlier than when they are othenvise. May
not the same rule apply to bees?

If brood will hatch in 20 days from a full

colony, and 21 days in a nucleus, we ought

to know it and make our calculations ac-

cordingly. The point is not only of scien-

tific interest, but of practical import as well.

We shall be glad to get reports from others.

—Ed.]
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SIFXINGS
J. E. Ceane, Middlebury, Vt.

That article on European foul brood,

page 897, Dec. 15, is worth the careful study

of every one who has not had experience

with that disease.
* * *

On page 854, Dec. 1, the editor shows the

place where the first Langstroth hive was
set up, and the vinegar business built up
by W. W. Gary & Son. Mr. Nichols, who
runs the queen and bee-supply business of

the company, recently called here, and he

told me that the firm had the past season

ground and made into cider some 73,000

bushels of apples.
« * *

That picture of Mrs. Melntyre and fam-
ily, p. 893, Dec. 15, is well worth a year's

subscrijjtion to Gleanings. If the truth were
known I believe we should find many who
have been able to secure an education with

bees Avho otherwise might have been unable

to do so. I know one man, now jdresident

of a college, who found the bees of great

assistance along this line. A crop of honey
is good, but the crop that Mrs. Melntyre
shows is better.

* * *

Here is a nut for beekeepers to crack. If

sweet clover is to be introduced as a farm
crop, who can better do it than the beekeep-

ing farmers? If these farmers who keep

bees can show their neighbors that it pays
to raise sweet clover as a farm crop it may
soon come into general cultivation. But if

beekeepers who may get a crop of forage or

seed and a crop of honey from it are un-

willing to cultivate it, I fear it will be a long

time before beekeepers can persuade the

farmers who do not keep bees to try it.

* * *

Good words and true are those of Dr.

Miller and Mr. Holtermann, page 811, Nov.

15, on truthfulness in advertising and other-

wise. There is another side to this subject.

The use of superlatives for almost every

thing one is talking about leaves no words
to use when that which demands such adjec-

tives comes to pass. When a person de-

scribes every little ache and ail as something
dreadful, terrible, awful, he has no words to

express that which is worse. Nothing in

language is more beautiful than the simple,

exact truth. If we add to our imperfect

knowledge of facts our inability to express

accurately in woi'ds what we conceive to be

the truth, a disposition to magnify or min-
ify or distort the facts, who shall know the

truth?

REQUEENING WITHOUT DEQUEENING.
The article on this subject by Arthur C.

Miller, page 850, Dec. 1, is one of more than

usual importance. Most queens will live one
year, others for two years, and others even

longer, and do well at egg-laying; but often

in tlie spring or early suimner we find more
or less queens beginning to fail, so that we
sliould like to replace them with young
queens of the present season. If we can

remove the old queen, and, by the smoke-

method, replace her at once with a young
queen brought from the South, there is little

loss but the work of looking up the old

queen and the cost of the new one. But
if we can introduce a virgin safely while

the old one is still in the hive laying even
moderately, much will be gained, as eggs

and brood in May or early June are of more
value than at any other season.

There are several things to be gained. A
young laying queen in a colony will, as a

rule, increase the vigor of the bees so they

will both breed faster and gather honey
more rapidly, when it comes. I have often

found such colonies among my best for sur •

plus. Such colonies, if left to supersede

their own queens, become often so reduced

in bees that their surplus is likely to be

much below the average. Again, such colo-

nies are much less likely to swarm than
those having old queens. Many colonies

swarm simply as a result of the supersedure

of old queens.

It is not a difficult matter to rear a few
queen-cells quite early to near maturity, and
then introduce them in a cell-cage into colo-

nies where a young queen is needed. But
will they supersede the old queen? I sub-

mitted this question to some of the most
intelligent beekeepers in Connecticut some
three yeai-s ago at the Charter Oak Fair at

Plartford, and it seemed to be their opinion

that a virgin hatched in a colony would not

be likely to be killed when first hatched;

and later, if she came across the old queen,

and thej' were to test strength to see which
would survive, the young queen would be

more than a match for the old one. I have

been absent from home so much of the time

during the three seasons I have had but

little opportunity to test the matter. I hope
others may do so and report. It seems to me
there are large possibilities along this line.

Mr. Merwin, page 851, discusses the same
subject, or one closely allied to it—the su-

persedure of old queens. Here is a problem
well worth the attention of any experiment

stations that can give it time.
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Beekeeping in California
p. C. Ohadwick, Redlands, Cal.

The meeting- scheduled for the marketing

eonimittee on the third Tuesday in January
was postponed, there being no quorum pres-

ent.
* * *

Bro. Byer and the editor are having a

spar over the color of a certain honey. Sic

e'm! I had the most fun out of that—was
even asked what made the African turn

black.
* * *

W. G. Hewes says, page 74, " Bees do not

put different grades of honey in the same
cell." It may be that Mr. Hewes has his

bees educated that high, but I never knew
mine to draw the color line.

* * *

Mr. Louis H. Scholl certainly has the

sympathy of every beekeeper who knows of

his sad misfortune. We in California who
have missed a honey crop or two think we
are in hard luck; but when a man loses

seven out of eleven beeyards by flood he

certainly has sustained a great loss.

* * *

Dr. Miller, go slow with those large hon-

ey-yield stories. Some people do not swal-

low them a bit easy. Only a short time ago
a gentleman who had never had a big honey
crop gave me an awful shock, and almost

ruined my reputation by his criticism, be-

cause I said that I had a colony in 1905 that

put up 500 pounds of extracted honey. Mr.
M. H. Mendleson, of Ventura, has a record

of 450 pounds on the average for a season

—

I think he said 1897. Many of his colonies

that season exceeded 500 pounds.

The eyes of the beekeeping public are on

the outcome of the Root Co.'s movement of

bees to the South for increase as well as to

secure two honey crops. The movement of

bees from Utah to the orange-gToves of the

southern part of this State has been going
on for some time; and I believe that, as a

rule, it has proven a success. Mr. G. C.

Matthews, of Idaho, last spring purchased
125 colonies at Whittier, Cal. ; increased

them to 600, then shipped them to Idaho for

the alfalfa crop. Just recently he has re-

turned to this State with his 600 colonies to

increase still more, expecting to return all

to the alfalfa-fields of Idaho. The distance

from Idaho to Orange Co., Cal., is about
the greatest I have known of bees in car lots

having been shipped. Mr. Matthews is in-

terested with Mr. N. E. Miller.

I wish to call the attention of the Califor-

nia beekeepers to the fact that the time has

arrived for us to act on the final campaign
for funds for our honey exhibit at the

World's Fair. As secretary of the exhibit

committee I should be pleased to have every

beekeeper from Siskiyou to Imperial Coun-
ty write me as to what they are willing to

donate on this exhibit. We want every bee-

keeper to feel that he (or she) has had an
opportunity to aid us. If we can finance

our plans, this will be the grandest display

of honey and wax ever seen. Write me at

your earliest convenience as to what we may
exjDect from you.

* * *

Dr. Miller says on page 764, in speaking
of robbers, " Most of them never find out

that they can rob ; but let a bee once get

into its little noddle the knowledge that

there is such a thing as getting in another
hive stores piled up ready to hand," etc.

You are right, doctor, and I just want to

emphasize what you say. Bees that get

started to robbing badly will never entirely

give it up until they give way naturally to

a generation following that has not acquired

the habit. One of the first things I always
instruct my help about is, not to leave any
honey or combs containing honey exposed
to the bees. There are times, when honey
is coming in freely, when it would do no
particular harm; but it is best to make a

practice of keeping every suspicion of

trouble under cover.

« * «

One of the most beneficial rains we have
received for several years began falling Jan.

9, continuing for five days. The average
for the southern half of the State was near-

ly four inches, while the northern half re-

ceived a larger amount. The weather dur-

ing the entire winter has been warmer than
usual, with but very little north wind at any
time. I have never seen prospects brighter

at this time of the year than at the present

time (Jan. 25). Should the winter con-

tinue wet and warm, as now seems highlv

probable, we shall doubtless get a bountiful

honey crop the coming season. The condi-

tion of bees is satisfactory, considering the

season of dearth we have passed through.

Some feeding is in progress, and much will

be done later ; but we shall be relieved soon-

er than usual by the abundance of wild

flowers that are sure to come earlier.

Later.—Another very heavy rain is fall-

ing.
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Beekeeping in the Southw^est
Louis SCHOLii, New Braunfels, Texas.

BULK COMB HONEY DURING THE WINTER
MONTHS.

During the first years of bulk-comb-honey

production in Texas, the home of this prod-

uct, every precaution was exercised to dis-

pose of all of this kind of honey before the

cool weather of the late fall months and the

winter set in. This was done to evade the

danger from granulation of the honey,

which makes it unmarketable if this should

take place. As a result, this effort on the

part of the beekeepers has led to a tendency

to lower prices toward the end of the season.

The beekeepers themselves are responsible

for these lower prices to a large degree, in

that they offer their bulk comb honey for

less money rather than run the risk of hav-

ing it granulate on their hands. On the

other hand, most of the buyers have always
discontinued handling honey, and bulk comb
honey especially, as soon as cool weather

began. This is unfortunate for the beekeep-

er who is not able to dispose of his crop in

time. Some have lost considerably in a few
instances.

With the idea of overcoming this difficul-

ty I have experimented quite a good deal

during three or four years, with the result

that I have been selling and shipping bulk

comb honey throughout the entire year. Al-

though I carried over, through last winter,

only about 6000 lbs. of both comb and ex-

tracted honey for this purpose, there will be

at least twice this amount used this year;

and the indications now are that this will

not be enough to fill all the orders that I am
reasonably expecting from the steady rate

they have been coming in thus far. In com-
parison with last year's receipt of orders up
to the same time in the winter, I have had
more than twice the number already.

The secret of handling bulk comb honey
during the winter time is in the manner of

packing it. Unlike the methods employed
by most beekeepers, that of packing the en-

tire crop as soon as the harvest has been

obtained, I have very little packed in ad-

vance of orders for it. On the one there is

too much danger of the honey granulating

before it is sold, or at least presenting the

appearance of old honey when it reaches the

customer. Newly packed honey displays

that fresh appearance of new goods.

For this reason our comb honey is kept in

the frames in supers, and the extracted hon-

ey in cans. When orders come in, the comb
honey is packed in the desired size of pack-
ages, and the extracted honey, which has

first been heated to a temperature of about

150 degrees F., is poured over it quite hot

—

not too hot, or it will melt the comb. Usu-
ally the extracted honey has granulated in

the cans ; but this does not matter, as it can

be liquefied easily since it must be heated

any way.
* * *

STANDARDIZATION OF HIVES AND FIXTURES.

It is rather unusual to notice so few im-

]_irovements or changes in hives and other

beekeepers' supplies in the catalogs as this

year. Heretofore our first desire, upon
opening one of these catalogs, was to find

what new things were added to the list or

whether any of those already listed had been

changed or improved.
In our opinion the beekeepers are bene-

fited by this greater stability in the sup-

plies, both in the cost of the investment as

well as in the greater uniformity of the

supplies purchased from time to time. I

do not want to be understood as being op-

posed to improvements of any kind in the

hives and the rest of the supplies and ap-

pliances. Far from that ; for, in fact, I am
one " who is gnilty " of having been at vari-

ous times instrumental in bringing about

certain changes and improvements in api-

cultural things; and a few good substantial

improvements have but recently been added

to the list of the beekeepers' necessities.

But I do deplore many of the radical

changes and so-called improvements that

have been put forward at various times that

were so entirely different from the old that

great expense was necessary for their adop-

tion. Many such changes have cost beekeep-

ers much money; but they are discarded

again, sooner or later, for " something new
and better "(?), and perhaps as entirely

different as in the first case.

My most earnest desire has always been

for a more uniform standard in every tiling

used by the beekeeper. The less difference

in the large numbers of hives, supers,

frames, sections, bottoms, and covers, used

by the beekee]ters of the counti-y, the cheap-

er can they be manufactured. The same
applies to shipping-cases and eontainei's in

which we market our crops. It would also

mean much toward a reduction in the cost

of most other articles used.

Tlie more complicated an article, the more
difficult to manufacture; and, consequently,

the higher the cost of production. The more
immerous the sizes or styles of such articles,

the more expensive machineiy is needed, all

of which costs more money. For that rea-

son greater simplicity and uniformity are
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very essential indeed. ]t would be well

to strive toward this end rather than be con-

tinually adding- a greater number of new-
fangled articles to the already large number
catalogued.

HIVES FOR EXAMPLE.

The longer I study the question of the

size of hives the more convinced I am that

the ten-frame width of hive is the nearest to

if not the proper size for all parts of the

country. The prevailing opinion years ago
was that the ten-frame hive was better

adapted for the South, but that the eight-

frame was better suited for northern local-

ities. It has long been apparent, from the

fact tiiat the ten-frame hives have become'

more popular in the North, that this is a

mistaken idea. The further fact that ev..n

larger hives, and those of gi-eater width, are

used successfully by some beekeepers in the

North, is an indication that the ten-frame
liive is not too large.

My own experience has taught me that,

on the average, a colony in a ten-frame hive

is usually just so far ahead of one of eight-

frame capacity as the difference made by
those two extra frames after the combs are

built out. This provides the bees with addi-

tional room for winter and spring stores to

begin with, and it enables them to spread
out their brood-rearing operations so mucli

more that more powerful colonies of bees

may be obtained, and these with a lessei

desire to swarm on account of the additional

room. Such rousing colonies will also do
better work in ten-frame supers, especially

after they are tiered up several high on the

hive. Since the work is over a larger sur-

face, the super work is kept closer to the

brood-nest where the bees do better work.

THE EIGHT-FRAME TOO SMALL.

The eight-frame liives proved too small

for good results in my yards yeare ago, and
T am sure that those who advocate and use

tliese small hives, even in the North, could

obtain better results with the ten-frame
hives properly handled. This item alone

would be worth something, and in favor of

the ten-frame hives if the eight-frame size

could be discarded in time. Such a move
would be in the direction already suggested

—that of decreasing the number of different

sizes and also the different styles of hives.

It would be more eoonomical, in our opin-

ion, to have only the one size, all ten-fram.e

hives and supers, covers, and bottoms, and
such other things as are used with the hives.

Besides, there would be less confusion in

ordering new goods, and less trouble on this

score in the apiaries if only one size of liives

were kept.

THE HIVES I USE.

It may be asserted that I am deviating

from the very thing that I am advocating
in this article because I use a hive that is

altogether different from the standard hives

in use. Most of the readers know that I am
a strong advocate of tlie shallow-story hives

or divisible-brood-chamber liives. But I get

better results with this kind of hive, espe-

cially since I depend upoir a large number
of apiaries. With over thirty apiaries scat-

tered over the country, and visited only at

what most beekeepers would term long in-

tervals, it has been possible to keep up with
the bees, especially during the swarming
season, just because certain maniiDulations

were ]:)ossible that enabled us to reach the

end desired.

It must be remembered also that our hives

are composed of entirely standard parts.

Nothing but supers of the Ideal ten-frame
size are used throughout for brood-cham-
bers and all. The regular ten-fram.e bot-

tom-boards and covers fit every hive made
up of these sim^Dle supers, and the size of

the hives can be enlarged or decreased with
the greatest ease. There is only one style

and size of frames, and only one kind of

foundation is used in all of them, whether
they are used in the brood-cliambers or in

the supers for comb or extracted honey.

Neither are any of the frames wired, which
is another item in saving in both time and
expense.

Since we have tried many styles of hives

during over twenty years of beekeeping,

testing a number of each kind side by side,

we have found that there is quite a differ-

ence between the results that may be obtain-

ed from the several kinds of hives. The
shallow-hive system, incorporating the di-

\'isible-brood-chamber hive that we have
tried most thoroughly for over fifteen years

right beside other styles, both eight and ten

frame, gave us the best results ; and its very
simplicity of construction throughout, to-

gether with the interchangeability of the

various stories of the hives, has prompted
me to make the suggestions for more simple

hives, supers, and other beekeepers' supplies,

with a view of lessening complications and
confusion, and lowering, if possible, the

price of our necessities.

Not in the Queen Trade
Will you allow me to state through your columns

that I am not in the queen trade? I gave it up
twenty years ago. Since I gave my opinion on what
constituted a good queen in Gleanings I have had
a large number of inquiries for queens, and it will

save my time and correspondents' if you will publish
the fact that I have none to sell.

Major Shallard,
South Woodburn, N. S. W , Australia.
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Conversations Avith Doolittle
At Borodino, New York.

THE APIARIST HONEY PEDDLER.
" I have more extracted honey than I

shall use this winter; and as the bees have

an abundant supply I should like to dispose

of it. Do you tliink that it would pay me
to go out into the suiTounding country and
villages peddling this honey?"

In 1869, when I first commenced to keep

bees, the demand for honey was in excess of

the supply, and even strained honey sold

readily at high prices. But with the seven-

ties came movable frames quite generally,

then the honey-extractor, comb foundation,

etc. Bee journals multiplied, and through

these things the industry was given such a

boom that large quantities of honey were
produced, and prices began to tumble till

the disposal of honey became a more serious

problem than the question of production.

A little later on, the tide changed from
comb-honey production to extracted, as the

extracted readily brought fifteen, eighteen,

and in some instances twenty cents, when
shipped in barrels holding 500 lbs. Up to

this time all comb honey was shipped by
express, and the high rates and numerous
breakages laid heavily on the minds of the

producers. Hence, the cheaper freight rates

with no danger from breakage revolution-

ized matters, and much more extracted

honey was produced than comb. Then arose

the question asked by our correspondent,

and many beekeepers went out into the
" lanes and byways " selling honey from
house to house at a lower price than was
realized in the early seventies in 500-pound
packages delivered at the railroad station.

I was never given to peddling; in fact, I

hated such a thing, but the taxes had to be

paid and the family supported, so I was
driven to that wliich it seemed to me I was
never fitted for. And, strange as it may
appear, I found that I could sell an average

of 100 pounds a day in any good farming
community, while in villages I could do even

better.

First in importance is having good thor-

oughly ripened Iwney, no matter whether it

is clover, basswood, or buclrwheat. The
latter should sell at about three cents less

per pound than the white honey. When
ready, take a sample in one of the five-gal-

lon cans, and a half-gallon Dover measure.
This measure has a funnel attachment so

that as little or as much may be poured out

as desired without the dripping or smearing
of tilings generally, as is the case with dip-

pers and such like, generally used for sam-

pling honey. If the honey is granulated it

should be liquefied; and if the weather is

cold one of the numerous heaters should be
taken along so that the honey in the measure
can be kept warm enough to pour readily.

There are two ways of finding buyers.

The way I used, and the preferable one,

where time is not too limited, is, with

measure half or two-thirds full, to call at

every house—do not skip one; and when
the door is opened, say to the one opening
it, " I have some very nice honey ; and if

you will bring me a sauce-dish I should like

to leave a little sample of it for a taste for

you and the children," putting the emphasis

on the children, if you see any, for a child's

t.aste for honey is a better advertisement for

you than a hundred printed advertisements.

When the sauce-dish is brought, pour in till

it is two-thirds full, and leave a printed

slip, telling that you will be around with

honey like the sample in two or three days.

Give the price per pound, making the price

one cent a pound less where one or more
dollars' worth is taken.

The second day, if the weather is favor-

able, load on your honey-extractor can,

filled with honey, and fill all orders, even to

as little as one pound ; for a small sale often

paves the way for a larger one, leading to

a steady customer for years to come. It

always pays to be accommodating and oblig-

ing. Do not annoy people by urging them
to buy when they do not want to, and be

invariably polite and pleasant, no matter

whether they buy or not. In this way
friends can be easily made who will be glad

to see you come again. Follow the same
route each year, and your sales will increase

each time, especially if you keep your honey

up to the same standard of perfection.

If a wet poor year comes when the honev

is not so well ripened, or gets mixed in with

other honeys owing to the slowness of the

gathering, explain the matter, and put the

price accordingly. It is the most satisfac-

tory to let the purchaser furnish the dish,

then there is no package to pay for or be

returned. However, it is well to have a few

filled five-pound pails with you to meet any
demand that may be made for such.

The second plan is to take the big can of

honey right along with you, and upon enter-

ing each house let whoever meets you sam-

ple the honey, and then sell at the same call

;

but if you have the time the former plan

will give much the better results.
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General Correspondence

NOTES—NOT FOR DISCOUNT

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

These " Notes " are not an attempt to

steal Byer's thunder. These are quite a

different kind. These are not for " dis-

count."

Prejudice, the gTeatest stumblingblock to

modern bee culture. Forget it. Better err

on the side of trying a lot of fool things

than miss one good one because you " know
it won't work."

The Chinese keep bees as our grand-dad-
dies did. Excuse me, our gi'and-daddies

kept bees as the Chinese did and do, and
doubtless have done for thousands of years,

in hoUowed-out log's. Sometimes a rough
box is used.

No wonder chunk honey is popular where
it is not subject to extreme cold. What is

more inviting than a piece of comb of virgin

whiteness with golden honey dripping from
its broken cells? I've just been sampling
some, and ought to know how good it is.

Every now and then one or another of the

boys is heard to say that he will " risk his

reputation " that somebody's pet scheme
won't work. Reckless remark that. First

thing they know some meddler will look up
their reputation, and who knows what they'll

find ? Ginger

!

Stimulative feeding for spring should
always be done in the fall. Give them all

you think they will need, then double it, and
then add half as much again for good mea-
sure. Then forget them until late spring.

I have given this instruction for many years,

but some have not yet learned it.

Funny how difficult it is for some persons

to tell whether results are on account of or

in spite of something or other. Half the

time the scheme or contraption has nothing
whatever to do with the outcome. What
have I in mind? I'll not tell you; 'twould

hurt too many feelings, and I'm not looking
for trouble.

In the American Bee Journal for Novem-
ber, T. W. Hall, of Colo, Iowa, is quoted as

requeening at the beginning of the hai"vest

and winning by it. Hereabout we do it

before the harvest, the fall before, and also

win. It is easier then, and a whole lot

cheaper too. Good practice this, having
young queens at the head of all colonies.

Paste it in your next summer's hat and try

it.

If, some bright morning, you find your
horse minus tail and mane, lay it to an
Ontario chap named Munro. He is recom-
mending it to stop robbing—probably sets

the bees to hunting for the tailless horse

(and, say—why don't they sting the horse

smell on the horse hair? Answer me that,

you odorous champions). 'Most any of the

creosote preparations smeared about the en-

trance will stop robbing at once. Worth
remembering.

Buying versus making supplies often

agitates the beekeepers, and the answer is

an interrogation-mark. Much depends on
fhe man, something on his manner of bee-

keeping, and an excuse is given to " loca-

tion." Not a few of the boys buy some from
the supply manufacturers, some from local

concerns, and make some. Good scheme,

too, and interesting to see how you shift

about each year. If you don't shift you
have stopped thinking, or have reached

perfection—i. e., died:

In the language of Artemus Ward : "They
are amoosin little cusses." Who? Why,
those Southern New England beekeepers

who are talking about the white-clover flow

and their crops of that honey. Well, igno-

rance is bliss, 'tis said, and they are just as

happy as if their honey really came from
that instead of from half a dozen other

sources. If they only knew the sources of
their surplus they would soon increase it.

Think it over from now till the next har-

vest, then look; but have a care where you
look.

If Hand and Bonney want to get might-

ily stuck up in their way of producing comb
honey, I don't care, and probably they don't

care either about anybody's opinions.
" Stuck-ui3 people " don't. We hereabouts

think it cheaper to let the bees put the honey
in the sections from the start. We get ideal

filling too. How? Oh, pshaw! What's the

use of my telling you ? We New Engiand-
ers are not considered in it for raising honey.

But you notice we stay right here and don't

keep moving apiaries, as they do in Ontario

and Ohio and several elsewheres.

In November 15th Gleanings Louis

Scholl has a fine vat for melting candied

honey in cans. (Note.—Not a pun.) I had
a glimmering recollection that honey was
slow to cut that caper in his vicinity.
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Chunks of the 60-gallon size evidently are

too big. There is a scheme used by some
which beats that plan. Put the cans on their

side slightly sloping toward the outlet (for-

merly the inlet), apply gentle heat under
cans, and as fast as the lioney melts it runs

out into a large tank, stirring itself on the

way. Great scheme, and rapid. Pscholl

!

If one should judge from the seemingly

fiendish glee with which peoj^le write and
editors publish all sorts of makeshifts, one
might be pardoned for believing them the

virtuous and better way of beekeeping. Cut
out all such. Throw away, burn up, de-

stroy, annihilate, all misfit and obsolete ma-
terial. It is the poorest sort of economy to

use it. It gives one a pain—yes, several

—

to see the worse than jDoor planning and
management of some beekeepers. And the

amount of non-productive labor they do is

—well, it makes one too weary to think of

words to describe it. No wonder such peo-

ple groan and kick at the preachment of
" keep more bees." Poor souls, they have
all they can do to keep what they have.

Not that I would cast any reflections on

H. H. Root's groove-and-wedge method of

jjutting foundation into brood-frames, but

'tis horribly slow, and wastes foundation at

the rate of one sheet in about thirty. At 50

cents per pound, and only 7 or 8 sheets per

pound, it counts up in a few hundred
l)ounds. Down in this corner of the country
several of us do it faster than that, waste
no foundation, use a grade running 11 to 12
sheets to the pound, and get perfect combs.
But then, we don't sell foundation. We
buy it of the Roots and others, pay them
more than 50 cents for it, and save money
at that. But this is another story. I'll tell

it to you some day—if you will promise to

listen and try it before you comment on it.

Wesley Foster, the professional Colora-

do wanderer, says that one Nichols, of that

part of the continental roof, " has demon-
strated that a beekeeper can successfully

rear good queens by the most approved
methods and produce a crop at the same
time." Now, Wesley, please tell us how
many cjueens, and the cost per queen, and
how many colonies it took for queens, and
how many for crop. But, better still, just

run down here and we will show you how to

have one colony raise four liundred queens
in one season, magnificent ones too, and
liave that same colony a rousing one at the

end of the season ; and when we want to put
a few thrills into the Western amateurs, we
produce a crop on that same colony at the

same time. And by the way, Wesley, the
" most approved " methods are not always
the " most effective."

NOTES FROM GERMANY
BY J. A. HEBERLE

In Germany we have no comb-honey
canard, but we have something much worse.

We have artificial honey and cheap foreign

honey from Central and South America.
Although we have a duty of $9.60 for 220
lbs., the beekeepers complain of this com-
petition as unfair. Of course this blame is

on the home merchant, not the foreign bee-

keejDers.

This imported honey, so it is said, is in a

very unclean condition. It could not be sold

as it is im^Dorted, because nobody would buy
such nasty-looking stuif, even if the law
would permit. The importers heat it up,

clean it thoroughly, and sell it as " warrant-
ed pure honey." The beekeepers say that

the origin of all honey sold should be de-

clared, so that the consumers may know
what they are getting. This foreign honey
costs probably about 3 cts. per pound at the

door of the beekeeper, and even less. The
price for good honey in Germany is high,

because the bee-pastures (and the weather)

are very poor compared with those of

America. In some districts (counties) 10

to 12 lbs. is the average per colony in a

normal season. In poor seasons many bee-

keei^ers do not get any surplus; 25 to 30

lbs. is in many districts considered a very

good crop. Real good crops we have in

some seasons in districts of the Black Forest

and the '' Vogesen." At tlie base of the

needles of a fir-tree a sweet juice exudes.

It is not honey-dew nor from the jjlant-

louse. The bees gather some years a great

deal of this black honej^, which has a pecul-

iar sweet taste reminding one of the forest;

but it lacks the fine odor and taste charac-

teristic of honey from the nectar of fiowers.

A good many people like it, and consider it

especially salubrious.

An immense quantity of artificial and
adulterated honey is sold. Often an inferior

syrup is mixed with some of the cheap

foreign honey. It is usually sold under a

fancy name that has the word honey in its

combination. Manufacturers and retailers

gain heavily, so that, if now and then one

is fined a few dollars he does not mind that.

We have a law, but the meshes are too wide,
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and most crooks get through without being

caught.

The beekeepers of Grermany could easily

have the present laws so amended that the

origin of the honey would have to be de-

clared, and so that all artificial products

and mixtures would have to be sold as such

—not being allowed the use of the word
" honey " in any combination.

Beekeepers here have still another wish.

They want a law enacted by the national

parliament so that it may be uniform—the

same in the whole empire—about foul brood

and other diseases of the bees. The general

government and the parliament would read-

ily accede to these demands, notwithstand-

ing the opposition of the manufacturers of

artificial honey and the importers and vend-

ers of cheap foreign honey. Years ago this

honey was used exclusively by the confec-

tioners.

The beekeepers should be united in one
powerful federation. " There is the rub."

Conferences with that end in view were held,

and it was generally believed that the right

formula was found. The statutes had been

accepted. It was agreed to complete the

Union in July last at Berlin. But there is

" many a slip 'twixt cup and lip." The pres-

ident of the largest organization, at the last

moment, at Berlin, ignored the agreement

—

the formula he had helped to make. Now the

union is further off than ever. We have

two large unions, each with 70,0Q0 members,
and some smaller ones; but we have not

what we should have. It seems that some, a

little top-heavy from the importance they

have in their own estimation, are to blame
for the failure at Berlin. Now some with a

talent for demagogy are trying to draw a

Mason-Dixon line. I suppose the beekeep-

ers will have or get the organization they

deserve.

DO BEES CARRY EGGS FROM ONE COMB TO
ANOTHER ?

The Schweitzerische Bienenzeitung brings

a short article that answers this question in

the affirmative. Mr. Gassman writes that he

wanted to get a series of queen-cells from
" Esther." For that purpose he dequeened
a strong colony eight days before. On the

19th of May he wanted to get the eggs from
" E;" but this colony had swarmed, and the

swarm had eggs in one comb. This comb
was taken and given to the colony that was
to rear the queen-cells. Before the comb
from E was given to this nursing 'colony all

the queen-cells (19) were destroyed. Seven
days later this nursing colony was examined.
On a comb this side of the one from E, on
the upper periphery of the brood circle,

there was a capped queen-cell on each side

of the comb. The contents of both cells were
white queen pupas. On the comb from E
there were 18 capped queen-cells. Mr. G is

sure not to have overlooked the cells on the

19th of May; but if he had, the queens
would have emerged, or the cells would at

least have been ripe. He concludes that the

eggs from the comb given were carried to

the adjacent comb. The one comb given

seemed not sufficient for the colony.

Another theory would be that the colony
had preserved the eggs from the original

queen. It has been reported that bees do
sometimes preserve eggs. It is a fact that

fresh bee eggs can be preserved several days
under proper conditions without losing the

quality of hatching.

A NEW METHOD TO DETECT ADULTERATED
HONEY.

Dr. Armani and Dr. Barboni have discov-

ered a reaction whereby adulterated honey
may be easily detected. Two grains of the

honey are put in a porcelain dish and dis-

solved with 10 e. c. of distilled water. The
solution is transferred to a test-tube, and 1

c. e. of a solution of benzin saturated with
glacial acetic acid is added. Adulterated

honey will color the solution a yellowish

red, while pure honey will not change the

color. The color reaction takes place imme-
diately, and the intensity will be in propor-
tion to the quantity of the artificial product
in the sample examined. This test is very

easy to make, and does not take much time.

It can hardly be expected to detect every

adulteration. It will answer, probably, for

only one artificial product; but the whole-

sale adulterators have able chemists in their

employ, and most likely find a way so the

reaction won't work. Chemists have to-day

no method of analysis by which an adulter-

ation may in all cases be proven. The
natural honey differs so much according to

the source of nectar that proving adultera-

tion by analysis is not a success. It would
be easier, for instance, to prove that a cer-

tain sample is not alfalfa or white-clover

honey, because either of these honeys will

show very little variation, no matter where

it is from; but here we have mostly honey

derived from five, ten, and more different

fiowers, and these flowers furnish nectars in

various proportions; so if we take one in-

gredient that can be determined quantita-

tively we must allow a large limit as mini-

mum and maximum before we can say this

honey is adulterated. Manufacturers know
this and act accordingly.

BEES MOVED l^/o MILES TO BASSWOOD.

Mr. Freuden stein, in his Neuen Bienen-

zeitung, writes that he moved his bees this

summer IV2 miles to get the benefit of the
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Among the big pines in Bluejay Canyon. Photographed by P. C. Chadwick.

basswood-honey flow. Not one bee flew back
to the old stand. That is quite difl^erent

from the orthodox teaching, and what our

books say about changing" or moving bees

during the summer.
Markt Oberdorf, Bavaria, Germany.

BEE-LIFE IN THE SAN BERNARDINO MOUNTAINS

BY P. C. CHADV^^ICK

I have lived in the foot-hill region of the

San Bernardino Mountains for ten years,

and have penetrated them for some distance

in the canyons and lower levels; but my
desire to reach the liigher elevations and
study the flora, and ascertain to what eleva-

tion bee-life could be found, was not grati-

fied until August of last year.

I planned my trip with the object of

reaching the limit of vegetation, and to that

end decided to start for the top of Mt. San
Gorgonio (old Graybaek), wliich is the

highest point in the southern part of the

State, reaching an elevation of 11,485 feet.

The summit is reached only by narrow
trails, and they are rather dim m many
places, making a jjiiide necessary. In this

respect I was fortunate in that my olde.st

son had made three trips to the summit, and
was thoroughly acquainted with the trails,

though he is but fifteen years of age. He
made a fine companion, and gave me much
pleasure by describing the various streams,

peaks, and historic spots.

The elevation at my home in Redlands is

1400 feet. Forest Home, a mountain resort,

and the end of our first day's journey, is 17

miles distant, with an elevation of 5000 feet,

This, the first lap of our journey, was made
by automobile with a friend, our tent and
camp equipment coming by auto stage a few
hours later. Our tent was pitched and per-

manent camp established at this point,

which is 16 miles from the summit of old

Graybaek, but is the highest point to which
roads are made. Aside from making a short

This flower is known as cow cabbage, and is found
in tlie higher parts of the San Bernardino Range.
Bees work it freely for nectar. Photogi-aphed by P,
C, Cha4wicli.
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The lighter-colored shrubbery iu the foreground is mountain lilac

mesquite. The little bush in the center of foreground is mesquite.
and the darker, the scrubby mountain

Photographed by P. C. Chadwick.

trip with Wallace (my son) eai'ly the next

morning, the day was spent in making
camp comfortable for my daughter Ruth
and her friend who were to keep camp alone

while we went into the higher altitudes.

Here I wish to say a word about the auto-

mobile in the mountains. It is wonderful
what a load the auto truck running to this

point is able to climb the grades with; and
the machines that reach this resort over

mountain roads are many indeed. However,

of all machines that get there the little Ford
is about the first and most sure, and I be-

lieve that, for light roustabout work for an
apiary over any kind of roads the average
beekeeper has to travel over, it is about the

best and most sure of any, regardless of the

price.

The second day we started out early for a

trip to Dobbs Cabin by way of the Dobbs
trail. This we reached after six miles of
steady climbing which brought us to the big

A field of wild buckwheat containing over 40 acres on the mountain-side near Forest Home. Elevation 5500
feet. Photographed by P. C. Chadwick.
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pine forests. There was wild buckwheat to

be seen in the canyon, from tlie time we
entered, eight miles below Forest Home, a^

well as wild clematis, which was abundant,

and alive with bees. These two comprised

the chief flora of the region around Forest

Hiome and for some tkree miles up the can-

yon above this point. But here we began to

iind traces of white sage. Though it was
nearly out, there were bees busy trying to

yather what nectar it contained. I might

add here that there was no great amount of

white sage anywhere in tliis canyon, nor on

the mountain-sides adjoining. After travel-

ing up the canyon three miles we began the

ascent "^f the steep trail toward the summit,

traveling slowly and making careful study

of all honey-bearing plants. We saw white

sage and wild buckwheat up to an elevation

of nearly 7000 feet, but no higher. The
entire mountain side was covered with wild

lilac, mountain mesquite, and amanzanita,

but the blooming period of all these had

passed at the highest elevation we reached

on this day's travel, about 7500 feet. Tlio

A giant sugar pine. No lumber grows that is

lietter suited for liives. The clear lumber in this

tree would retail in Redlands for $150 per thou-
sand. Photographed by P. C. Chadwick.

P. C. Chadwick watching a bee working on the
cow cabbage at an elevation of 9000 ft. The bare
peak in the distance is a part of the summit of the
San Bernardino Range.

abundance of bee life found was a great

surprise to me, for every flower of which
there were a few of many varieties con-

tained bees. At 7500 feet I found them
watering, and coursed them on up the can-

yon among the giant pines, firs, and red-

wood. It is not generally known that there

are redwood trees in these mountains; but

we found one that was almost 15 feet

through at this great elevation.

The day was more than half gone, so we
returned to camjD satisfied with what we had
accomplished.

We had found no lack of bee life to the

limit of altitude reached; had found to

about what level the wliite sage and wild

buckwheat could be found; secured some
fine ])ictures, had photographed a field of

buckwheat on the side of this mountain,
that contained more than 40 acres, as well

as being able to find one bee-tree and many
sources that we did not take the time to

follow up.

The following day we were up and off

early, for we had decided to go to the limit
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of vegetation which required a walk of

nearly thirty miles for the day. This time

we continued further up the canyon and
tooli the Vivian trail lo Vivian Canyon, and
then on over toward the summit. The eleva-

tion of honey-plants was found about as

we had found them the day before, up to

HOOO feet ; but at this point the mountain
niesquite was blooming profusely, and was
literally alive with bees. But by the time

we reached an elevation of 9000 feet the

bloom had not yet come out ; but the bees

were working on what is known as the cow--

cabbage and a few small flowering plants.

We had almost reached the limit of vegeta-

tion, there being no trees but the lumber
pines, some amanzanita brush of low scrub-

by growth, wild lilac and mountain mesquite
not yet blooming. Vegetation was so thin,

and flowers so scarce, that we decided it

would be useless to continue the Search,

though I returned fully convinced that it

was probable that bees often flew over the

barren peak of old Grayback, and that the

flowers that bloom on this peak at times are

visited by the bee for its store of honey.
As Uncle Sam zealously guards the giant

trees and all growth in this a national forest

reserve, the little bee will doubtless occupy
tliis vast stretch of mountain fastness un-
disturbed for many years to come. The giant
pines of the mountain sides, coves, and can-
yon will remain in their natural state to

help protect and retain the vast amount of
winter rain and snow that finds its way into

the soil, to come again from the springs that

feed the mountain sti'eams, finding its way
to the valleys to water the orange-gi'oves

and other farm products that help to make
life in the great semi-arid region of South-
ern California.

Redlands, Cal.

DO NOT MINIMIZE THE DANGERS OF AMERICAN FOUL BROOD
BY A. F. WAGNER

Of late, when speaking and writing of

bee diseases, European foul brood seems to

be uppermost in the thoughts and writings

of most beemen. Is there not a possibility

that, in our zeal to prevent its importation,

and eradicating it when found, the clanger

of American foul brood is minimized? A
word of warning at this time may not be
amiss.

American foul brood still exists in per-

haps all of the counties of Southern Cali-

fornia. At a recent meeting of the Board
of Supervisors the chairman said that, if he

was not mistaken, beemen are not afraid of

this disease, European foul brood being the

most feared. When asked if I felt the same
about it I answered that I surely dreaded
American foul brood, and so w'ould any one
else who had ever had any experience with
it. The beeman who thinks he has a light

job on his hands to eradicate American foul

bi'ood will find out his mistake before he

gets through.

A description of this disease in this arti-

cle will hardly be necessary, as a description

of it can be found in any book on bee cul-

ture, so that any intelligent person can
readily detect it. But I should like to write

a few words as to how it may spread and
become a menace to an entire neighborhood.

It is often caused by swarms, either natu-
ral or absconding, from affected colonies.

The danger is most in the latter. To guard
against this, never hive a swarm into a hive

containing drawn combs, nor unite a swarm
with weak colonies. I know this to be a

practice Avith many beemen. Don't count
too much on those stray swarms that hap-
pen to come to you. Let me give you an
illustration : On inspecting a certain yard I

found sevei'al affected colonies, and the

regular treatment was prescribed. On a
trip to this yard later I asked the owner
how he had succeeded. The answer was,
" Oh ! all right, what are left. Some of
them absconded." (I want you to notice

they absconded. Where to?) I had tried

to get this i^arfy to use my mode of treat-

ment, but he took what he thought a quicker
mode. Those absconding bees perhaps went
to a yard in the neighborhood, and perhaps
were hived directly into a hive containing
drawn combs, and you know the result.

Later another case of foul brood, another
shaking, another absconding swarm, etc.

To be on the safe side, always hive stray

swarms on starters.
" But," you say, " how can I prevent ab-

sconding and get rid of the disease? " In
answer I will describe a treatment I used
some ten or eleven years ago.

After trying the shaking plan one day,
and finding one-third of the number so

treated clinging to brush the next morning,
and some gone entirely I marked every
colony that needed treatment, and worked
every thing down to the brood-chamber by
extracting the honey and melting the combs
into wax. Next I took one comb out of the

center of the brood-nest and put in its place

a frame containing about two inches of
comb foundation which Ave will tei'm a
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starter. In two dajs I removed every thing

except this starter which had by this time

been drawn out, and perhaps contained

some honej'. I i^laeed this starter to one
side of tlie hive and filled in with full sheets

of comb foundation. Every thing that was
removed was taken care of by extracting the

honey from the combs and then melting the

combs into wax. One or two days later 1

removed the starter, and in some instances

the comb next to it also. By this treatment

95 per cent and over were cured, and there

was no absconding.

Some say, " Why not cage the queen to

prevent absconding? " I will say that 1

have had them abscond and leave the queen.

And, more than that, the bees were so con-

fused or excited that they would swarm out

and form into two or three different clusters,

and either try to enter, or actually enter,

other hives in the apiaiy.

Others say that we are bound to have the

disease as long as the trees contain wild

bees, or some farmers have only one or two
neglected colonies. To the first I will reply

that I have yet to meet the first man who
ever mentioned that he had found foul

brood in a bee-tree. I do not say it isn't

there; but did you ever see a bee-tree being

robbed out by other bees? In case they get

foul brood and die, the moths are generally

there before any thing else. The danger

from this source is not great. From the
other source, of course, the danger is great-

er, but not generally as great as imagined,
as bees that are not much disturbed are
hardly ever robbed by other bees; and
should they die by becoming queenless or by
disease, the moths soon have every thing.

Another means of spreading this disease

is when the honey from diseased colonies is

sold to retail trade and the empty cans are
thrown where bees can clean out the con-
tents. It would be a good plan to make a
law making it compulsory for each to mark
or stamp each can, stating that the honey
was taken from bees containing foul brood.
I believe tliis last, if it could be enacted,

would rid the counti-y of foul brood quicker
than any thing else.

El Centro, Cal.

[We agree with nearly all that our cor-

respondent says, except that we believe it

would be impossible to get a law passed
compelling a i^roducer to mark all honey
from foul-broody apiaries, for honey so

marked would be almost unsalable. The
average consumer, knowing nothing of the

nature of the disease, would consider honey
from a hive containing foul brood unfit for

table use.

As to whether swarms may cany foul

brood, see editorial.

—

Ed.]

FROM NORTHERN OHIO TO NORTHERN FLORIDA

BY J. E. MARCHANT

This venture was undertaken by The A. I.

Root Co. in order to determine the advisa-

bility of shipping a carload of bees from
Ohio to Florida, a distance of fifteen hun-

dred milas, Avith the prospect of making an

increase of 100 per cent, and perhaps a fair

crop of honey.

Six days prior to the time this shipment
was made, a severe blizzard raged in that

section of Ohio, covering the ground with

about two feet of snow, making it necessary

to dig the hives from under the snow. The
raib'oad being blocked by snow it necessitat-

ed a delay of five days before shipment.

For shipment we used a ventilated refrig-

erator car. The bees were loaded in the car

with the frames running the sam.e way as

the car, with three rows on one side and
two on the opposite, with a narrow passage-

way between, and four tiers deep. They
were kept in place by means of a frame-

work of 1 X 8 boards reinforced by a rail-

ing, and a stanchion of 2 s 4's, which, with

the thickness of the cleats on the bottom-

board, and the thickness of the screen on

top, left a space of eight inches between
every two tiers, this making it possible to

water every hive in the car. The hive-covers

were stored in any i^lace where it was possi-

ble, in order to economize room.
My sleeping accommodation consisted of

a cot, which I was unable to use, placed in

the alleyway. Dining-car accommodation
not being available, it left me many a time
with a hungry stomach. Upon leaving Me-
dina I took a supply of eatables which
lasted me till I got to Nashville, Tenn. There
I walked the length of the train, some sixty

cars, and half a mile beyond, and had the

l^leasure of paying twenty cents apiece for

some small railroad sandwiches. During this

flip a few breakdowns occurred, which ne-

cessitated sawing occasionally some boards
and drivang nails. The motion of a fast

freight made tins operation somewhat dis-

agreeable, as it made it as easy to hit the

thumb as the nail.

Soon after leaving Birmingham, Ala., a
portion of the staging broke, compelling me
to stop over at Montgomery for repairs.
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This necessitated the removal of 135 colo-

nies. In making repairs and reloading,

fifteen hours were lost. From Montgomery;
to Bainbridge, Ga., a little water was used

—possibly twelve or fifteen gallons. Upon
arrival at Bainbridge the bees were taken

from the car and placed on the steamboat
dock. From the time of unloading to the

departure of the steamer, thirty hours

elapsed. The shortness of time and nearness

to destination prevented me from giving

them a flight. To keep the bees quiet during

(his interval a very large amount of water
was used. Four hours were ccmsumed -in

loading the bees upon the steamer; the

weather being very warm, and the bees

being piled upon the open deck, necessitated

an almost continuous supply of water.

The trip from Bainbridge to Randlett's

Landing, Fla., took twenty-four hours. Up-
on arrival at Randlett's Landing I had a

crew of five men in readiness. The boat's

crew carried the hives ashore, and my men
placed them ui>on their stands. The bees
were then released and given a flight after

thirteen days of confinement. Upon exam-
ination next day I found three colonies

dead, making a loss of one per cent. Ac-
companying these bees there was a carload
cf supplies. During the past six weeks 1

have been very busy in nailing frames,
£esembling hives, and painting them. In
regard to stimulating, I now have 200
Boardman feeders in use.

To-day, Jan. 8, I saw a few drones flying,

and the bees are gathering an abundance of
pollen. Examination shows brood in all

stages in advance of the season.

In conclusion I would say tliat, if any
beekeeper thinks this trip was all pleasure,

I extend him a cordial invitation to accom-
pany me on my return trip.

BEES WORK MORE READILY ON BROOD FOUNDATION THAN ON THIN
SUPER, EITHER IN THE BROOD-FRAMES OR SUPER

DY GEOI.Gi': T. WHITTEX

Last spring, when fitting up one of my
observatory hives, I was short of medium
brood foundation to fill two frames. I filled

three of the center frames with half medium
brood and half thin section foundation

—

that is, a strip of" each covering half the

width of the frames. As the strips of sec-

tion foundation were about two inches too

short to fill the space, they were placed

down within half an inch of the bottom of

the frame, and a piece of brood foundation

filled in the space at the top. The three

frames were i^laced in the center of the hive.

The bees were put into the hive, and at once

began to draw out the brood foundation,

leaving the thin section. They continued

drawing out and filling it with brood and
lioney until the outside frames were nearlv

filled.

When I found they would not work on

the thin foundation if there was any thing

else, I took the frames out, melted some wax,

and painted them Avith a thin coat ; Init they

still refused to work on them. T then cut

these portions out and put in medium brood

foundation. The bees then went to work on

them, drew them out. and filled them the

same as the others. They would draw the

brood foundation out, and fill and cap it,

up to the very last cell where the two came
togetlier.

I observed that, while they were working

on the foundation early in the season, when
there was not much honey coming in. they

worked the foundation out very thin ; but as

the floAv increases they do not work it out
much but build on to it.

This experience led me to think that one
reason bees hesitate to work in sections is

the tlun foundation used in them.
I filled some sections Avith a strip of medi-

um brood foundation % of an inch wide,
all the way around the edges, and some with
thin super, full sheets, and placed them
alternately in an observatory super, and I

found that the bses worked on the brood
foundation first in every case, and filled the

sections out to the edges well.

I intend to give this a more thorough trial

this coming season. Whether tliis has any
effect on the swarming problem I do not
know, for I have not had a natural swarm
in four years, and only three in seven years.

Hartford, Ct.
"

[Your experience is quite in line with

that of others. There can be no question

but that bees prefer brood to thin super
foundation. This preference is so marked
that some large producers have been using

brood foundation in their sections in place

of thin super. The bees will enter supers

Avith heaA'ier foundation much more readily

than supers with ordinary thin.

This may and probably does have a beai'-

ing on the swarming question. The princi-

pal reason Avhy thin snper should be used

—

and tliat may be an important one—is that

it leaves less midrib in the comb honey ; bi;t
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during the past summer we tried light brood
foundation in several of our section su^Ders.

After the sections were filled and capped
over we asked Dr. Phillips, of the Bureau
of Entomology, Washington, D. C, who
took dinner with us, to try them. He, like

the rest of us, was frank to say that he

could detect no appreciable " gob " or mid-

rib. In fact,, if we had said nothing about

the brood foundation in the first place he

would have thought nothing about it except

that it was very fine honey, equal to the

very best in every respect.

We are coming to believe that perhaps we
beekeepers have magnified the evil of using

brood foundation in sections. The fact is,

we doubt very much whether the average
connoisseur can detect the difference be-

tween a nice section of comb lioney built

from brood foundation, and a comb built

from ordinary thin super.

There is another factor to be considered
—namely, that brood foundation will cost

more per square foot than thin super; but
the relative difference is not great. If by
using the heavier grade swarming can be
reduced, and if the bees will enter the sec-

tion supers a day or two earlier, we may
well afford to pay more.

Mr. Whitten's observation, that bees will

thin down foundation more when they have
time, is in line with experiments by the late

Mr. E. B. Weed some fifteen years ago.

This is an interesting question, and we
shall be glad to hear from others who have
any thing to offer on the subject.

—

Ed.]

PROVIDING WATER FOR BEES AND QUEENS SENT BY MAIL

BY L. J. DUNN

There is always a loss by shipping queens

and bees by mail without water, especially

export shipments. With a punctured water-

can, as in the one and two pound packages,

the cages are in all kinds of positions in the

mail-sacks, and the opening may be above

the water at times, leaving the bees without

Avater. By inserting a piece of cloth for a

wick, as I have done, the water siphons out,

no matter what position the cage is in. The
plan has proven satisfactory with me on
long shipments.

San Jose, Cal.

[We have had no opportunity of trying

Mailing-cages with water-cans to provide moisture for the bees en route.
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a wick in the can of water used in the mail-

ing"-eages, but we see no reason why it

slioukl not work. In the accompanying'
illustration the larger cage has Mr. Dunn's
water-can in the upper left-hand compart-
ment, the wick being indistinctly shown in

the side. We tried on quite a large scale a

similar can shown in the upper right-hand

compartment of tlie smaller cage. We used

a very thin can or box containing hardly an
eighth of water. By this plan the bees can
reach the water through the jaerforation as

long as there is any left, unless the cage
stands on edge when the water is nearly

gone. The use of the wick ought to give

better results, provided it can be adjusted
in such a manner as not to waste the water.

—Ed.]

A NEW WAY TO MAKE CANDY FOR COLD-WEATHER FEEDING

BY A. v. SHALL

Under separate cover I am sending a

sample of winter candy made by a process

that I consider easier and safer (less danger
of burning) than the cooldng-down method.
The process is simply to pour into a box

of dry sugar enough thick syrup, boiling

hot, to make a mixture about the consistency

of mortar. In a few hours this will cool

into a solid granular cake, and then it is

ready for the bees.

By experimenting I find that this candy
can be made as dry as ten pounds of sugar
to one of water, and it can be made as moist

as seven pounds of sugar to one of water.

I consider the proportion of eight to one
about right. To each pound of water add
an ounce or more of honey. This gives the

candy a food flavor; and as the bees eat it

they smack their lips and say, " It's just

like mother used to make." And I don't
think the candy has the flinty hardness
when a little honey is used.

A convenient way of forming the cakes
is as follows: Put a partition in a super
and fold a piece of heavy wrapping-paper
so that it will just fit in one of these spaces
like a paper box. Into this put your dry
sugar. If you want a cake that contains

nine pounds of sugar, put six pounds in

the box. You will get the other three

pounds of sugar when you add your thick

boiling-hot syrup.

Pour in enough syrup so the sugar can be
worked like mortar. Let it set until cold,

when you can lift it out, paper and all.

Trim the paper down to within half an inch
of the surface of the candy. Place this,

candy side down, on top of the frames,
supported by little blocks. Now put on your
packing, and with a good water-tight hive-

cover your bees are ready for winter.

There are a good many advantages about
feeding candy, particularly for out-apiaries.

Prom the trend of beekeeping to-day we
may expect som.e of tliesp to be brought
before the public in the next few years.

ARTIFICIAL POLLEN.
On page 864, December 1, Mr. B. W.

Bi'own asks for an artificial substitute for

pollen to be fed inside the liive. Duiing bad
weather in the spring I have fed graham
flour, honey, and a little powdered sugar,

mixed to the consistency of stijff dough.
This was packed in paper tubes, % inch in

diameter by ten long. The tubes were closed

at one end; and the bees, having access to

such a small surface of the dough, ate their

way through the tube slowly.

These tubes were placed on top of the

brood-frames, two tubes in a hive. They
were not used until after natural pollen had
appeared, and then they were given to the

One of W. I.. ('Iieiifx's swarms that clustered con-
veniently on u wire fence.
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A swarm large enough to fill a wagon-bed! Mr. Cheney, Jr., ready for work.

bees only during stormy periods. The bees
seemed to relish the mixture, and I attribute
the steady laying of my queens during
stormy weather to -the feeding of this arti-

ficial pollen.

St. Joseph, Mo.

[We have examined a sample of the candy
sent us by our correspondent. It resembles
moist loaf sugar, although it is somewhat
softer. We should think it might crumble
enough to cause some waste by particles
dropping down between the combs, but per-
haps not. It is simpler to make than the
hard candy describee! in the Jan. 1st issue.

Later.—The following came to hand
after the foregoing was written.—Ed.]

Your letter of Jan. 20 is at hand. I have
just looked at fifteen hives having the candy
slabs over the frames. There has been some

crumbling, as you suggest. The slabs with

the greatest amount of water crumbled
most ; but the slabs with the least amount of

water crumbled no more than the hard
boiled-down candy which I have used here-

tofore.

I find that, if the syrup is made too thick,

it will " wet up " only a small amount of

dry sugar, resulting in a slab of candy with

too much water. I find tliat syrup made
two of sugar to one of water will wet up a

large amount of dry sugar; and by using

only enough to moisten the sugar nicely we
get a very hard slab which crumbles but

little as the bees work it.

I have made some slabs in paper boxes

about the size of a cigar-box. These were
placed two in a hive, candy side up. The
bees come up between the two slabs, and
work the candy from the top. This is very

satisfactory.

SOME SWARMS THAT DID NOT CLUSTER UP IN HIGH TREES

BY W. L. CHENEY

I have been reading the Aug. 1st issue in
regard to shinning up trees for swarms.
The pictures show how obliging some of my
swarms were.

I have 70 colonies, all in ten-frame hives.

I am running for both comb and extracted

honey. We have a fine white-clover flow.

I feel like telling every one to use the steam
uncapping-knife. I would not go back to

the old hot-water knife unless compelled to

do so.

Mason, Mich., Aug. 4.
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A PLEA FOR FARM BEEKEEPING
BY A. J. JAMES

Beekeeping is essentially a rural pursuit,

and it is but natural that bees should be

found on farms. Bees and farms have been

associated in the popular mind from time

immemorial, yet, as a rule, the farmers have

not done a great deal toward the develop-

ment of apiculture. This work has been

done largely by specialists who have devot-

ed their lives to it. The farmers usually

have so many other interests that it is not to

be expected that they would become very

extensive beekeepers. However, there is no

good reason why every farm should not

have a few colonies, at least, if only for the

sake of providing the family table with one
of the most wholesome and delicious sweets

known.
The farm is the ideal location for an

apiary. There the bees can be in close prox-

imity to the nectar-

bearing blossoms, and

they will also perform

an almost invaluable

service by the fertiliza-

tion of the plants they

visit. The most exten-

sive beekeepers have

their apiaries in the

country frequently on

the farm of some one

who, for a nominal

consideration, lets an-

other man's bees gath-

er the honey which lie

could just as well have

for his own. If the

farmer himself has not

the time to devote to

the bees, it would be

well to get the boys

interested. It is a

well-known fact that

when the farmer boys
have a few acres of

women folks take care of the bees, and
women do make excellent beekeepers. They
can do all tlie work needed, except, perhaps,
the handling of heavy hives and supers, and
some of the men can usually be pressed into
service for that. Bees make a fine combin-
ation with poultry-raising, and have made
lots of pin money for the Avoraen.

Occasionally some writer holds forth with
a glowing account of the large profits some
one has made in the production of honey.
It is true that quite frequently large profils

are made, but usually by those who are
experts in the business. The production of
honey is not a get-rich-quiek game, and
there are ups and downs in that line of
work as well as in any other. However, the
farmer beekeeper with a few colonies will

usually make enough honey for his own use

ground to work
themselves they are

not so anxious to go to

the cities, and this idea

would work out nicely

with the bees by giving

them a few hives for

their own. Let them
learn how to handle

them, and reward their

efforts by buying their

lioney for the table.

They could thus earn
their spending money.
Frequently the

for

Foot-power saw made by N. H. Wilson, Derhy, Vt. It is made of
2 X 3-ineh maple, and the legs are 39 inches high. TJie top is 2 ft. wide and
3 long. The pieces are bolted together with %-inch bolts.
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with perhaps some to sell in almost any
year, and when the extra good seasons come
he will profit aocordinglj'. One item to be

considered is the increase in the number of

colonies. In an ordinary year each strong

colony will usually produce a swarm, or it

can be divided, thus making an extra colony,

which, in a good hive, will soon be worth

from five to eight dollars.

Decide now that you will keep a few

colonies at least. If you have had no pre-

vious experience, do not start on too big a

scale, but let the increase of your bees and

your knowledge of them go hand in hand.

Many a promising beekeeper has made a

failure by yielding to the temptation to

l^urchase a good-sized apiary at a bargain

when he knew little or nothing about the

management of it. Five or six colonies will

usually be sufficient to begin with, and after

experience is acquired, more bees can be
purcliased if the original stock does not

increase fast enough.

Above all things, use only good, factory-

made hives of a standard size and style. A
miscellaneous lot of hives is considerable of

a nuisance in an apiary. Uniform liives will

be interchangeable, which is a great advan-
tage, as it frequently becomes necessary to

move them from one bottom-board to an-

other, or to sliift supers from one hive to

another. There is no economy in making
your own hives unless you are skilled in the

use of tools, and can get lumber cheaply,

and even then it will be better to buy the

fixtures required for the inside of the liives,

as they are made by machinery, and can be

produced in a factoi-y more cheaply than by
hand.

San Antonio, Texas.

HELPS AND HINDRANCES IN DEALING WITH FOUL BROOD
BY J. W. STINE

Read before the Iowa State Beekeepers' Association at Des Moines, Iowa, December 11 and 12.

From the standpoint of a foul-brood

inspector I will try to line up briefly the

helps on one side in dealing with disease,

and the hindrances on the other, and to

come to some practical conclusion as to the

situation in southeastern Iowa the past sea-

son. The Bible says, " No man liveth to

himself, and no man dieth to himself." This

is as true in beekeeping as in any other line

of work. We are either a help or a hin-

drance to one another. This leads me to say

that I believe the beekeeper himself can be

either the greatest help or the greatest hin-

drance pertaining to the foul-brood situa-

tion. I quite agree with Mr. Pellett in what

he says in his article, page 856, Dec. 1.

It is surprising how many we find Avho

know little about the inside of a hive, and

nothing at all of bee diseases. Tlien there

is the man who thinks he knows all there is

to be known about bees and is not willing

to learn. He is the hardest to convince.

One man whose bees we inspected last sum-

mer said he had known about foul brood for

25 or 30 years. But he let three colonies

die that we had marked diseased, failing to

treat them as we had requested. We had to

take extreme measures, much as we were

loath to do so, and burn one weak colony

that we knew would not winter, before he

would believe we meant to carr>' out the

letter of the law. This is the most extreme

case we have found, and as a rule we find

the beekeepers ready to get all the informa-

tion and help they can.

We recall one other instance when we did

not see the owner, but the boys tried to pilot

us around through the blackberry bushes
and underbrush in the back yard and show
us the bees. The boys Avatched at a safe

distance, saying those Avere the Grossest and
blackest bees in nine counties. I proceeded
to give the bees a good smoking; and the

poor things, so unaccustomed to such a

thing as being handled at all, scurried up
among the combs in the old box, glad to find

a place of refuge in the furthest corner. I

lifted the box from its bottom-board and
found it had been placed on top of bees and
evergreen brush, and the poor little fellows

had to make their way through that brush
all summer to gain the inside of their home.
I gladly removed the brush, and placed the

box back on the bottom-board, and not one
of those little blacks offered any resistance

—

but such a way to keep bees ! It is just

keeping them—it isn't caring for them. Not
a frame hive was in the whole bunch, and
the only way I could get a peep at their

brood was to tip the boxes up or break a

piece of comb out of the hive to examine it;

It is nearly impossible to do even this in

some cases, as the hives or boxes are nailed

to bottoms, and some are so badly decayed
that it is nearly impossible to handle. Thus
we find in this case, as in many others, the

man, the bees, and the hives are the gi'eatest

liindrances.

One of the greatest helps we have found
is good foul-brood and quarantine laws
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backed up by a loyal fraternity of beekeep-

ers and friends. While the laws of the

different States may differ somewhat, they

are essentially the same so far as I have
been able to ascertain. I believe Iowa has

as good a foul-brood law as any State, and
what we need most is a larger aj^propriation

of money from the State to carry the law
into effect in a general and educational way.
Two other great helps should be men-

tioned, and these are the bees and the hives

in which they live. Mr. W. D. Wright, of

Altamont, New York, has the following to

say in an address on the subject :
" The

Italian Bee as a Factor in the Extermina-
tion of European Eoul-brood," delivered at

the New England N. S. and Canada bee-

inspectors' convention at Amherst, Mass.,

Feb. 7, lfll2. He said he always advised
inUoducing I lie Italian bee wherever he in-

spected bees. At first the New York bee-
keejaers were slow in using tliis method;
but after using it a while they became very
enthusiastic over the Italians. Some of the
men used the dequeening method with Ital-

ians this year with good success. For several

reasons I believe the Italians are better in

fighting American foul brood. In regard
to the hives, I will say I much prefer the

ten-frame Langstroth hive to any other
kind ; but the main thing is to have the bees
in movable-frame hives.

We have mentioned that the beekeeper is

the greatest help, and I believe it is equally
true that the beekeeper may also be the

greatest hindrance.

EARLY SPRING FEEDING ADVISABLE ONLY TO PREVENT
STARVATION

BY J. L. BYER

During the last three months of the year

1913 I received more letters asking for

information along certain lines in beekeep-

ing than I have ever received in any six

months previous. Briefly the questions ask-

ed can be summed under three heads:

Spring management, controlling swarming
when producing extracted honey at out-

apiaries, and wintering. These queries were
in the main from beginners; yet some who
have been in the business for years were
inquiring about running out-apiaries, while

others are contemplating changing from in-

door to outdoor wintering. All replies Avere

answered to the best of my ability (which

is not saying that the parties got much
satisfaction), and I have been thinking it

might not be out of place to give the gist of

these replies in Gleanings; for, although

these subjects are all well worn in some
respects, yet they are questions of a vital

nature to our industry, and many things in

connection with them will bear rei^etition.

In this article I shall briefly outline my
notions as to best methods of spring man-
agement ; and while I do not pretend that

the ideas presented will meet with the ap-

proval of all beekeepers who live in north-

ern latitudes, yet they have proved to be the

best with me; so, after all, that is the only

ground I have to make any claims upon.
In fact, no one is justified in debating any
thing from the theoretical standpoint alone,

as experience is needed to separate the chaff

from the wheat in all these debatable ques-

tions.

As we liave often said, the secret of any
successful system of spring management is

in doing the right kind of fall work. Hav-
ing young vigorous queens in all the hives

is one of the things to do in early fall.

Packing the bees good and snug not too late

in the season is another matter. But the

greatest factor of all, aside from being sure
that colonies have queens with vigor enough
to build up rapidly in the spring when
other conditions are right, is that I want the

bees to have abundance of good stores. By
" abundance " I mean enough to carry them
through till apple-bloom, provided they are

not able to get a bit of nectar before that

season of the year. Some years, when the

weather is favorable, the bees will get

enough to keep things going in a way from
the time early willows bloom ; but such sea-

sons ai'e the exception, in our part of On-
tario at least ; and whenever the bees are

stinted for stores in the spring the colonies

do not build up as they do when they have
" millions of honey " as friend Doolittle

would say. Wintering outdoors exclusively,

the first real work in the early spring is to

see that snow is shoveled away from front

of hives when weather is warm enough for
the first flight. This is generally late in

March or early in April, seasons varying a

great deal one year with another. While I

rather prefer snow around and over the

hives previous to this time, yet after the

bees have had a flight, if at all possible to

do so I want snow kept free from entrances
from that time on. After a flight, brood-
rearing goes on rapidly ; and with a fall of
wet snow, as we are apt to get late in the

season, damage is sure to result if hives are

covered for any length of time. If at all
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possible I like to shovel the snow away from
the hives the night before 1 expect the bees

to have a fly next day. If snow is shoveled

away from the entrances during a cold sun-

shiny day, quantities of bees will rush out

on account of the disturbance, no matter

liow much care is used, and be lost on the

snow.

After the bees have had a flight I leave

them severely alone for the time being,

unless there is standing water in part of the

yard; and in that case I scatter straw or

other material over such places, as open
water in an apiary in the early spring

means the death of thousands of bees when
they can ill be spared. Of course apiaries

should be situated on a dry place ; but often,

with, a heavy fall of snow going away rapid-

ly, water will stand for a few days in places

that are ordinarily dry. Watch for these

places and save lots of bees during their

first flights in the spring.

Although I want to have all colonies as

heavy as already intimated, yet I always
liave a feeling in the spring that one wants
to be sure that all have enough stores. Ac-
cordingly, as soon as snow is all gone so

that one can get around the hives readily, I

make an examination and see that everj^

colony has sealed stores. This examination
takes but a few moments at each hive, and
not a frame is lifted in the work. I take

off the covers of the cases and turn back the

packing at the rear of the hive, rolling the

quilt forward so as to expose an inch or two
of the back ends of the combs. A few puffs

of smoke are sent over the bees gently if

needed. Often this is not even necessary,

and a glance will at once show if the stores

are there or not. Bees wintering outdoors
always consume the honey from the front

of the hive first; and rest assured, if no
sealed stores are in evidence at the rear of

the hive, the colony will soon starve if not

attended to. In half a day a hundred colo-

nies or more can- be examined; and after the

work is over, even if not a colony is found
short, it gives a feeling of satisfaction to be

sure they are all right.

If one is so unluckj^ as to find starving

colonies early in the spring, the only thing

to do is to feed in the way that is most con-

venient. If the weather is warm enough to

allow opening of hives, full frames of honey
can be given; but for temporary help I

much prefer, in a case of this kind, to lay

the frame of honey flat over the top of the

bees till warmer weather comes later in the

season. Candy made of sugar is a handy
method of feeding; and as a last resort good
thick syrup can be given in a feeder invert-

ed over the bees, and all securely wrapped
over to prevent heat coming from the hives.

In running a number of out-apiaries this

work outlined is all that 1 want to do before
fruit-bloom comes on ; and as that intro-

duces the swarming problem I shall deal

with that feature in a future article. I am
not in favor of early spring feeding nor
manipulation of the colonies in any way.
Xeedless handling of frames and bees early
in the spring causes hundreds of good
queens to be balled every year, and explains
much of the queenlessness in strong colonies

that have apparently wintered well. As to

early stimulative feeding, even if I felt sure
of its benefits in any way, it is entirely im-
practical to carry out any system on this

line when out-apiaries are being looked
after. Roads are bad at the season, bees are

all packed in winter cases, and to feed hun-
dreds of colonies away from home regularly

would mean a gTeat expense and a great

amount of work. As I have no use for early

feeding unless as an absolute necessity to

avoid starvation, I think that those who are

following this plan of early feeding are

doing a lot of work for nothing. In the

early spring bees need all their vitality

reserved as much as possible, and experience

has shown me conclusively that the feeding

of syrup made of sugar, in the early spring,

wears the bees out rapidly, with nothing
gained to compensate for the loss of the

bees or the cost of syrup fed. With normal
wintering outdoors, and abundance of stores

in the hives, our colonies that have good
queens are always boiling over by fruit

bloom, and in most seasons many have to be
supered at this time to hold back swarming.
What more could be desired, even if feeding

did help? for who wants bees to get in the

swarming mood before the coming of fruit-

bloom?
I have been asked what amount of stores

I consider necessary to carry colonies

through till fruit-bloom. In answer, I can

hardly give any thing definite. This winter
we have 100 eight-frame Langstroth hives

wintering outside in one yard—a hive alto-

gether too small for my ideas, so far as my
choice is concerned. About the middle of

last October these bees were fed all they

would take of syrup, the hives averaging
probably 15 povinds of honey each, before

being finished up with syrup. The larger

hives were all made heavy, but none were
given all they would take. As I rarely if

ever weigh a hive, I can only guess at the

amount given, and would estimate it at

about 35 or 40 pounds of stores to each

colony. After fruit-bloom we have a dearth

for about two weeks, as a rule, and then it

will pay, and pay big, to feed the bees

—

especially to see that all colonies have open
stores enough to feed the great amount of
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brood that will be present at that time in

all strong colonies.

One other point that leads me to see the

utter uselessnpss of early spring feeding is

this : In my experience, colonies that are

weak in the sjoring, and yet have a good
queen, always have all the brood they can

care for, but are likely to be short in bees.

If stimulative feeding is for the purpose
implied by its name, lo cause the queen to

lay more freely, what good will this extra
laying do if the bees already have all the

brood they can care for?
Mt. Joy, Ontario, Can.

SOME DIFFERENT IDEAS ON SPRING FEEDING COMPARED
Feeding the Entire Amount Necessary, at One Time.

BY E. S. MILES

The subject of spring feeding is, perhaps,

one that is about as little understood, and
one about which there are as many diiferent

opinions as any question connected with our
pursuit. Who has not heard the mysterious

phrase " stimulative feeding," and who
can say positively just what it means? One
will tell you confidently that, if you feed a

little syrup each day through early spring,

even when the l)ees have plenty of honey in

the hive, you will always have strong colo-

nies for the harvest. Another will contend

earnestly that, if you see that your colonies

have an abundance in the fall—so much,
indeed, that they will under no condition of

weather run short, you will always have
strong colonies for the harvest; and while

you are turning these statements over in

your mind, hopeful, perhaps, of an ultimate

reconciliation, a third steps up and asks,
" Did you ever see bees breed as they do
when there is a nice flow from fruit bloom,
and they have plenty of empty comb ?

"

Now, these three statements do seem at vari-

ance at first thought ; but, like many things

we hear, there is truth in all, and the whole
truth is there in the three propositions.

There is, however, a little error mixed in

the truth of these statements. (How a little

error does hinder one from seeing the

truth!) So if we are to get at the truth in

this, as in any thing, we must begin by
eliminating the error.

Experience has shown that, given a good
colony of bees in a suitable hive, with good
combs and an abundance of stores, so much
that the bees will not use them all, no matter
how bad the spring should be, they will

breed up for the harvest. If this is true,

there is an error in the fii-st statement, and
the bees build up, not because of the daily

feeding, as claimed in it. but in spite of it.

But what of the question of a good flow

and plenty of empty combs? Do not under-
stand us as claiming the bees will build up
under any circumstances, without all the

comb tlie queen needs being available: and
as we all know that empty comb alone will

not be sufficient to enable the bees to build

up, it follows that 'A must be the flow, or, in

other words, the feed. This brings us to the

conclusion that we can do no better than to

have a good colony with plenty of food, and
leave it alone through early spring.

But another question arises : Suppose,
through some misfortune, we find ourselves

with colonies not in this ideal condition.

Can we feed them after the manner of the

natural flow? If so, how? I have done
considerable feeding of bees, and under al-

most all conditions of colonies and circum-
stances of weather; and my experience thus
gained has shown that it is impossible to

obtain by feeding as good results as come
from a natural flow. A little reflection will

show why this is so. ^The necessity for

feeding in spring arises almost invariably

from bad weather, and bad weather aggra-
vates the troubles of feeding. On this ac-

count, no doubt, we have found it difficult

even to approximate, by feeding in bad
weather, the results of a natural flow.

We have always observed that, when bees

are fed, and especially the first time when
they are short of stores, it creates a great

excitement among them. If it is daylight

they rush from the hive in great numbers,
and without noticing, apparently, where
they came from or where they were going.

In bad weather, no doubt, many never re-

turn. If this is repeated day after day, is it

any wonder the colony does not increase in

strength? If we wait for good weather the

colony may starve, and we would feed in

any weather rather than allow that.

But if the ideal spring condition is, to

quote an eminent authority, " Millions of
honey at our house," and if from any cause
we find ourselves short of this, why not

bring it about by feeding enough at one
time?

It may not be possible to do this by syrup
feeding in the case of weak colonies; but
with good fair colonies it is quite practica-

ble. It must be mentioned in this connec-

tion that we have no use for anv feeder
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which does not allow the bees to take the

food at a rapid rate. In our opinion, the

Alexander feeder is pretty hard to beat for

all practical purposes, especially if it is

made large enough. Either have it large,

or put two feeders on at one time. In case

it becomes necessary to feed, we put on the

feeders; but unless the weather is warm
enough for bees to fly perfectly, we feed

only in case we fear starvation unless cir-

cumstances are so we can feed after dark.

Then when the first good day comes we
jjrepare enough feed to feed each one
enough to last it till there is flow enough to

supply the needs as nearly as can be fore-

told.

If it is early in the spring, and the

chances are that they will not gather much
for some time, we begin in the morning and
feed right along all day, or until they have
enougii. We find, by this way of feeding,

that there is not so much trouble with rob-

bers as where just one feed is given, for the

bees soon become gorged, as in a natural

flow, and while in this condition no robbing
reed be feared.

After this kind of feed they will care for

all the brood they can keep warm, which is

all one can get under any method of feed-

ing. If, after one of these feeds, we find

we have misjudged the future, and the bees

begin to gather, it is not a hard job to slip

out a comb or two and give empty ones in

their i^lace; or if the colony is good, give it

a super of combs, preferably a shallow ex-

tracting-super. It is surprising how much
the bees will use, and how much brood they
will mature under this treatment. We like

this way of feeding, especially for outyards,
for we can fix a yard in one day so it will

not be necessai*y to visit it again for two or
three weeks.

In conclusion we should like to ask those

who have been feeding after the old way, a
little at a time, to try this way on a part of
their colonies, and see if it is not an im-
provement over the old.

Dunlap, Iowa.

CRUSHED OIL CAKE AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR POLLEN

BY R. J. T. MUCKLE

Last sprinff, 1913, was cold so long that

no pollei. was to be had, and the colonies

were dwindling rapidly, the queens ceasing

to lay. I tried flour, corn ineal, oatmeal,

and finally shorts, and was gi'aiified to see

that in this latter I had got something
the bees scrambled for. My nephew, for

fun, put out crushed oil cake, and from
that moment even the shorts were almost

deserted. Queens began to crowd the combs
with eggs, the bees of which are not only

the largest, and incidentally the brightest-

colored Italians, but as gatherers of pollen

and nectar, and builders of whitest caps,

the best yet produced in the many years I

have been a bee devotee.

Flax seed subjected to pressure separates

an oil, as you know, leaving in the press a

cake of fibrous nature. This is then put
through a crusher and becomes the "crushed
oil cake " that I use.

This is of immense value in feeding stock.

It contains about 50 per cent of protein,

and is on this account, I believe, peculiarly

suited to the rapid maturing and intense

energy of our short-lived friend the honey-
bee.

Claudeboye, Manitoba, Can.

FOOD ANALYSES; DIFFERENT FOODS COMPARED AS TO PROPOR-
TIONS OF ACIDS AND ALKALIES

BY E. P. ROBINSON

A number have written for more detailed

information than is given on p. 904 of the

Dec. 15th issue, regarding food values, hoAv

the numbers 1860 and 4220 are obtained,

meaning of last column in table, etc. As
other readers may also have failed to under-

stand the table fully I write these few lines

instead of replying to the letters personally.

The analyses given were obtained from
bulletins published by the United "States

Department of Agriculture, and may be had

by applying to Senators or Representatives
in Congress, or by paying a small price.

The flg-ures 1860 and 4220 are accepted

by nutrition experts as about the correct

number of calories to be obtained from a

pound of protein, carbohydrates, and fat

when fully digested. A calory is the accept-

ed unit of heat, amount necessai'y to raise

tlie temperature of one gram of water one
degree centigrade.

The figures given in the last column are
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merely the result of division of calories or

food value of each food by its cost in cents.

Take sugar for instance: 1860 caloi'ies di-

vided by 5, cost in eenls of one pound, gives

372 as the number of calories, or units of

heat value, for each cent expended. The
last column was headed " Value i^er cent."

If it had been expressed " Value for each

cent " it would have been clearer.

Another point not usually considered by
students of nutrition is the matter of bal-

ance of mineral acids and bases. It is now
quite well agreed that an acid (inorganic

acid) condition is obnoxious in the nutrition

of both animals and plants, and to be avoid-

ed so far as possible. Acid soils are neutral-

ized or sweetened by applications of lime,

and stomachs are sweetened by doses of

soda and magnesia. With knowledge and
care in eating, this acidity may easily be

avoided, many desirable foods being highly

alkaline, as may be seen by the table below.

A preponderance of mineral acids over

bases in the diet may result in malnutrition

and underdevelopment of the bones, and
therefore of the stature and size of tlie

growing child or animal. Rheumatism, dia-

betes, fevers, rickets, and acidosis also are

results of an excess of mineral acids in the

food, as compared with mineral bases. It

should be carefully obser-ved that it is min-
eral (inorganic) not organic acidity that is

so injurious, the latter rarely proving ob-

noxious. An oddity occurs in not a few of

our fruits and vegetables, they being highly

acid organically, and still more highly alka-

line inorganically. Rhubarb is an example,
about the highest in organic acidity, and
nearly the highest in inorganic alkalinity.

It may be stated that all meats and cereals

are acid inorganically, while all fruits and
vegetables are alkaline. White bread has

over four times as much excess inorganic

acid as oatmeal. All who eat meats and
cereals should also eat liberalh' of vegeta-

bles and fruits.

MINERAL ACIDS AND BASES OF VEGETABLE AND ANI-
MAL KOODS.

I
Mineral

|
Mineral

! Excess | Excess
I

Bases | Acids
| Base | Acid

Eggs
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REPORT OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA BEEKEEPERS' CONVENTION
BY GEORGE F. WEBSTER

The convention was held at Vermilion,
Jan. 21, and was a most successful meeting.

President R. A. Morgan called the meeting
to order at 1 :30 p. m._, and Geo. F. Webster,
of Sioux Falls, was called upon to discuss

the subject of bees on the farm. He pointed
out that bees are as necessary to the farm
and orchard as the flowers are to the bees.

He mentioned also the desirability of having
honey on the farmers' table in place of the

unwholesome glucose syrups, and the pleas-

ure which may be derived from handling
and working Avitli bees for any one who has
the taste and time for the work.
W. P. Southworth, of Sioux City, gave

an interesting talk on experiences and ex-

penses of marketing honey, which was to

the point and well received.

F. A. Dahl, of Gayville, described how he
produced his big crop of fancy comb honey,
having supers piled nine high on some colo-

nies.

T. M. Goddard told of his success with
feeding sweet clover, both green and dry, to

all kinds of stock, and had found no trouble
in getting them to take hold of it with a
relish.

Dr. E. A. Morgan, who has had extensive
experience as a beekeeper and queen-breeder
in the Northwest, led a very instructive dis-

cussion of foul brood, giving his method of
using the McEvoy treatment, which must
prove helpful to those who are having trou-

ble from that source.

The afternoon session closed after it had
been decided to hold a picnic next summer
at either Vermilion or Gayville—time and
place to be decided by the president and
secretary.

The evening session was called to order
at 7:30, the program opening with the pres-

ident's annual address, which showed that

the speaker had made the subject, " Does it

pay to keep bees ? " one of deep study, pre-
senting many facts and figures to prove that

honeybees indirectly keep the wheels of
commerce moving by making possible great
crops of fruit and grain and vegetables. He
showed that, as " all flesh is grass," and that

as all vegetation is derived from seed, all

flowers have to be fertilized in order to

produce seed ; and the honeybee is one of
the principal factors in producing perfect

pollination. If the facts put forth in this

discoui-se could be understood by the general
public the beekeeper would be hailed as a

benefactor.

The subjects of extracted honey, winter-

ing bees, split sections, chatf hives, etc., were
taken up, and pi'oved so interesting that a
motion to adjourn had to be suggested by
the janitor touching the button, causing the

lights to blink.

The election of officers resulted in a unan-
imous vote to retain the present incumbents,

R. A. Morgan, of Vermilion, President, and
L. A. Syverud, of Canton, Secretary and
Treasurer.

Vermilion was selected as the place for

the next convention, to be held early in

December.
Tire following among others were present,

nearly all of whom took part in the discus-

sions :

Mr. Byerhoof, Geo. Carpenter, Miss Alice

Cope (County Superintendent of Schools),

Dr. and Mrs. Cotton, Alonzo Cotton, An-
drew Dahl, T. M. Goddard, M. L. Mickelson,

Dr. E. A. Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. R. A.

Morgan, Miss Edna Morgan, W. P. South-

worth, L. A. Syverud, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.

Vincent, George F. Webster, and T. R.

Walker.

REPORT OF THE WASHINGTON STATE BEEKEEPERS' CONVENTION

BY J. B. RAMAGE

We beekeepers of the State of Wasliing-
ton have just held our 20th annual conven-
tion. It was the best in the lustory of our
association. In point of numbers, enthu-
siasm, educational benefits, and good fellow-

sliip, we had a larger attendance than any
previous convention, and the enthusiasm
was at high tide at all times. Every paper
and talk was instructive, and every one
enjoyed the presence of the others.

We had the pleasure of having with us

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Espey and daughter,

from Iowa. Mr. Espey gave us a short

method of curing American foul brood
without wasting so much valuable comb and
foundation. His talk was very instructive.

Mrs. Espey read a paper on why women
should be beekeepers. It was also a valu-

able paper.

Our oldest member who has been a con-

tiniTOUs beekeeper, Mr. Anson S. White,
Cowichee, Wash., told us how he increased
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from four colonies to thirty, and secured

730 lbs. extracted honey. One of the lot

was evidently very weak, and has died. All

the rest are strong, and have a large winter
supply of food. Mr. White has resided on
the same farm for the last thirty years, and
has kept bees nearly all the time, producing
honey by the carload. He is one of tlie

pioneers in the county. Mr. White and Mr.
Leigh R. Freeman, editor Northtvest Farm
and Home, are the only ones left of the

original membeis of the association.

All the papers were full of good whole-

some instruction, and created a good deal of

discussion, especially when the care of al-

falfa and sweet clover was mentioned.

Just before the noon hour the secretary

called the officers to their feet in front of

the members and presented them with the

badges of their office, which, he stated, had
been generously donated by the proprietors

of the American Bee Journal. After which
tellers were appointed to take the names of

all present and give them a badge neatly

printed as follows: "Annual Convention
Wasliington State Beekeepers' Association.

Noi-th Yakima, Wash., Januaiy 7, 8, 1914."

Every one present offered a vote of thanks
to the donors.

The afternoon and morning of the second
day were full of discussions, and filled in

by music by friends of the association. The
piano was generously loaned us by the

Sherman-Clay Music Co., the manager being
one of the singers.

The banquet was a success in every way.
After the toasts the election of officers took

place.

The following officers were elected

:

E. E. Starkey, Prosser, President; Lee G.

Simmons, Ellensburg, re-elected Vice-presi-

dent (thii'd term) ; Gus Sipp, Selah, re-

elected Treasurer (second term) ; J. B.

Ramage, North Yakima, re-elected secre-

tary (fifth term).

Three new members were added to the

list, with promise of more soon. The pres-

ident, secretary, and C. W. Higgins were

elected a legislative committee to draft the

foul-brood law and have it presented to the

legislature in January, 1915, and do what
they could for its passage.

When the convention adjourned, the hap-

piest bunch of beekeepers separated which

it has been my lot to be associated with in

my beekeei:)ing experience.

North Yakima, Wash.

A NEW WAY TO USE THE NEW SPECIAL SECTION SUPER

BY CHARLES HOWELL

I have been putting the new special super
to a test for two years for fancy comb
honey, as I wanted to use a section-holder

that would protect the section all around,
and I find some difficulty in getting the

sections out of the fraroes. Furthermore, I

do not like the odd-sized sections. Both

gives the four sections good compression,

so that one can handle them as easily as

brood-frames. I do not tier up, as I can

easily take out finished sections and fill in

with empties, so this is a big saving. The
14-inch bee-space above sections is a great

help to the bees in doing fine work.

objections I have done away with without
making any change in any of the fix-

tures.

By using the 4I/4 x 414 plain section in

the frames made for the 4% sections I place

a slat 17 inches long on top of the sections

held in place by one super spring, which

I do not think there is a super made that

can beat it. One can finish up all his 4%
sections all in the same super until they are

gone, produce chunk or extracted at the

sides if desired, and still be using regular

fixtures.

Hackettstown, N. J., Jan. 5.
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COMMENTS ON SOME RECENT STATEMENTS

BY J. T. BOWEN

HOW LONG HAS THE SMOKE METHOD BEEN
USED?

A unanimous vote of thanks is due Mr.

A. C. Miller for liis smoke method of intro-

ducing queens. Nearly 3000 years ag'o Mr.
Solomon said there was nothing new under
the sun. At said period milk and honey
was an article of food, so may be Mr.
Solomon or his apiarists knew all about

smoking in the queens; at any rate, Mr. R.

F. Holtermann has been using it over 30

years, page 902. Mr. Hopper, of Jamaica.

West Indies, of queen-rearing fame, used

the same practice—to what extent I don't

know ; but in 1905 I saw his colored assist-

ant run in queens at the entrance with

smoke, sometimes rolling them first in honey.

FLOODED BEES.

Blessed be the beeman who has no need

of a bee-cellar and no fear of snowstorms.

Page 5, Jan. 1, Dr. Miller is found dreading

in what condition he will find his bees in

the cellar on his return home; and the A. I.

Root Co. is digging colonies from three feet

of snow. But " man is born to trouble

as the sparks fly upward." December 30

it rained and rained, and then rained some
mjore. The following morning found every

one of my 145 colonies under water from 2

to 6 inches. Tlu-ee were floating abroad.

Still it rained ; but a big day's work lifted

them on to their stands. I feared a tremen-

dous loss. January 8 was California weather.

Every colony seemed on a rampage. Even
tlie three that went swimming suifeved no

harm beyond that of moldy combs.

Page '731, Oct. 15, 1913, John Pashek
uses ^-inch mesh to keep out mice. I should

think the bees would have a hard time in

carrying out their dead. T use %-inch,

which is mouse-ioroof, and offers less in-

convenience to the bees.

A GOOD RECORD BY A BLACK COLONY.

On page 728, Oct. 15, A. P. Haberecht

has an apiary ranging from pure blacks to

golden Italians, and as honey-gatherers

finds no difference. My 145 ten-frame colo-

nies are a similar mixture. My record colo-

ny gave me two big swarms (i. e., Alexan-

der), and seven supers of extracted. I run

eight frames in supers. The queen was so

black I thought I would end her career in

the spring, but hated to do so, as she was
beating every other queen at laying. Her
progeny were like their mothen—not a

yellow streak to indicate any trace of Ital-

ian blood. With such a record, hands up
of tliose who would advocate changing such

a queen for an Italian or any other for-

eigner !

On page 843, Dec. 1, Arthur C. Miller

says bees don't sting dead things. Don't

you believe it, Mr. Miller. Once in Jamaica,

W. I., I threw away a dead rat—yes, sir,

really dead. Accidentally it stnick a hive.

A few seconds later, not knowing the cause,

you might have sworn that colony was
swarming. They settled in a heap on that

poor dead rat. If they were not stinging

it, then what under the sun were they do-

ing? Not till I pulled it away with a long

stick did they become tame.

LIVING TO BE 100 YEARS OLD NOT YET OUT OF
FASHION.

A. I. Root expresses a hope that he will

live to be 100 years old. That should be

easy so long as he continues to behave liim-

self. My grandmother went home at 102
years, after bringing up to maturity 14

children. My great-grandfatlier went to

sleep with his fathers at 100. Both were of

English stock. Neither of them was a stu-

dent of dietetics. They took ho thought
what they should eat or what they should

drink.

GREAT DIFFERENCE IN COLOR OP ALFALFA
HONEY.

I wonder if Bi'o. Chadwick is still of the

conviction that alfalfa honey is always one

and the same color. This is a purely alfalfa

district, dependent solely on irrigation. Wild
flowers have long since passed before the

honey-flow, hence there is absolutely noth-

ing to give coloring to the nectar; yet be-

tween the flrst and last extracting the dif-

ference in color is so pronounced that an-

cient Isaac, whose sight was so dim he didn't

know Esau from Jacob, could, I think, make
a good gTiess as to which was light and
which was dark. If the above is not so,

then I must be oolor-blind or I need an

oculist.

BEES CHASING BLACKBIRDS.

Has anybody ever seen bees chase black-

birds? In this valley we have millions. The
past season I have repeatedly noticed a

bee appai-ently making a desperate effort to

overtake one of these birds. Whichever way
the bird would twist, the bee would follow.

Dixon, Cal.
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Heads of Grain from Different Fields

A Vision of Spring

The trees still stand naked and brown and bare,

With never a leaf showing anywhere.
The snow's piled deep, and the winds are chill

As they sweep o'er the orchard upon the hill.

The bees are housed in their quarters snug.

With plenty of honey for each small "bug;"
And they scarecly hum ; they're almost as still

As the giant trees upon the hill.

But we'll shut our eyes, and in vision see

How the spring will alter each bare brown tree.

See ! out from their cozy cradles come
The leaves and the flowers, one by one,

Till even the tiny gurgling rill

Will sing of the fragrance upon the hill.

Then deep in their hearts, 'neath the pollen gold,

The blossoms a promise of fruit will hold.

And, courting the blossoms, we find the bees
In the branches swayed by a Maytime breeze.

In the happy hum of the bees we hear
Tlie promise of honey to eat next year.

Though the trees are bare, and still the bees' hum,
We know that the glad spring in due time will come.

Gladwin, Mich. Ikma True Soper.

Trouble in Malting Hard Candy
I have been trying to make hard candy for bees

according to the instructions given in Gleanings.
It is easy enough to boil it down to the consistency

you recommend, but it is difficult to do so without
darkening the candy and having it go back to sugar.

I have tried to make it several times, and each time
I got a cake of sugar about the color of goldenrod
honey. Some of these experimental batches were
boiled briskly, and others very slowly ; but in each
case the result was about the same. It is not fit for

bees. If you can give any further information it

would be appreciated.

St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 9. Subscriber.

[We are not sure from what you say that your
candy is unfit for the bees. Goldenrod honey, owing
to the fact that it is so often not pure goldenrod,

varies in color from quite light to quite dark, so

your comparison is not definite. The candy, as we
make it, is considerably darker than most clover

honey, but not dark enough to be called a dark am-
ber. It might be called light amber, but, of course,

this also is somewhat indefinite.

When you place a little of the candy in your
mouth you should not be able to detect at once a

strong scorched or burnt taste. We have just been
eating some of our candy, and we find after it has
remained in the mouth a few minutes it is possible

to detect a slight taste along the caramel order—

a

pleasing taste rather than a scorched burnt tast€.

If your candy has a distinctly burnt flavor we are
sure that vou boiled it too fast or else too long.

Perhaps you added too much water in the first place,

so that it required too long exposure to the heat to

evaporate it to the right consistency.

—

Ed.]

Tiie 4x5 Sections Used in a 4X Square Section

Super
I am using 4x5 sections in an ordinary super

made for 4% square sections without any change in

the super except strips nailed to the upper edges to

make the side walls the proper height. Instead of

putting a false end in each end of the super to take
up the extra space I make a special fence, the end
cleat on one end of which is enough wider to make
thu fence reach from one end to the other of the

super. The section-holders are also a little different,

one upright being nailed far enough from the end
of the bottom-bar to be just right for the four sec-

tions.

I use the 4x5x1% sections in the same supers
formerly used for the 4i/4 square section. At any
time if I should want to use the latter again it will

not be necessary for me to pry out any false ends in

the supers, nor to make any other alterations.

I use a top-bar over the sections, so that I really

have wide-frame section-holders. I find that this

keeps the sections cleaner, and saves lots of scraping.

San Jose, Gal. W. A. Barstow.

Granulated Sugar Not Suitable for Queen-cage
Candy

Being a subscriber to Gleanings, I am presuming
on that fact to address you. I also have your A B
C book. In looking over its columns, I note the

formula for making "Good" candy. I find that the

common granulated sugar is not a success in making
this candy, as the crystals will not dissolve. I have
plenty of pulverized sugar, but fear to use it on ac-

count of the small quantity of starch or flour that all

this class of sugars contains. Would the common unre-

fined brown sugar do ? I note a late formula in

Gleanings for making candy, but can not get all

of the ingredients. What shall I do?
Berea, W. Va., Jan. 1. J. E. Meredith.

[ It is not practicable to make Good candy using
granulated sugar or even brown sugar. The only

thing that you can use is pulverized sugar. Usually

you can secure this without any starch in it. It is

very possible and even probable that the pulverized

article you refer to has no starch in it. We suggest

that you try making it according to the directions

given in the ABC and X Y Z of Bee Culture. In
the mean time, if you desire candy for feeding bees

during the winter we refer you to the hard candy
referred to in Gleanings. See Jan. 1st issue.

—

Ed. J

Wintering Bees in a Room with an Open Window;
Deep vs. Shallow Frames for Wintering

Would it be practicable to keep two or more colo-

nies of bees in a building 15 feet square, using a

window four feet square as a common entrance?

Other conditions being equal, should bees winter

better in deep or very deep frame hives than in

shallow-frame hives ?

Marlboro, N. Y., Dec. 8. Chas. E. Dowling.

[ It would not be impossible to keep bees in a room
with an open window such as you describe, but we
do not believe it would be advisable. The bees, after

a time, would get accustomed to going into this open-

ing, and then into their individual hives; but the

difficulty would come at the close of the day when it

became so dark that the bees would not be able to

locate their entrances properly, and on that account
would not fly out very early nor very late in the day.

The time was when it was thought the bees would
winter better on deep frames or square frames than

on shallow ones ; but if one shallow hive is placed on
top of another the advantage is in favor of the shal-

low frame. The bee-space between the two sections

makes it possible for the cluster to reach the stores

in any part of the hive, and at the same time pro-

vides a fine clustering-space.

—

Ed.]

The Heat of a Solar Extractor

Is the heat in a solar wax-extractor detrimental to

the wax ? It has been asserted that the heat gener-

ated causes the wax to be too brittle for foundation.
I have never tested the heat in mine, but it must go
over boiling-point of water, I think. I vrill note it
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when we get a roally hot day. Mine is 2 i/^ ft. deep,

and there are two sheets of glass with an inch air-

space between.
St. Albans, Christchurch, N. Z. E. G. Ward.

[Heat from a tropical sun where a double glass

is used in the solar extractor will sometimes scorch
wax ; but nowadays a single glass is used almost
universally. Years ago, with a double-glass machine
we fried eggs, and raised the temperature nearly up
to the boiling-point. As wax melts at 140 degrees
the wax might be lurnt if retained too long in the
machine.

—

Ed. ]

The Quarantine on Bees in Imperial Valley, Cal-

ifornia

Mr. Editor:—It would seem to me, after reading
your issue for Jan. 1, that a few words from me
would not come amiss. One J. Egar Ross, a part of

whose letter you published, presumes to take up the
cause of a few disgruntled beekeepers and writers
who were trying to override an ordinance in force
in this county by bringing in bees in violation of a

quarantine. This letter was published in full in the
Wi'fitern Honeuhee.

Space will not permit me to go into his letter in

detail, so I will take iip the most of the important
points.

He says great injustice was done to a party who
shipped in a carload of bees. Nearly every beekeep-
er in this county knew that these bees were coming
in to test the law, and fully expected to take this

into the courts, and that the railroad company refus-

ed to deliver them to the consignor, as I held the
railroad company responsible for violation of quar-
antine, and they returned them to the consignee
after keeping the ^vires hot three or four days.

I acted only in the capacity of an officer doing his

duty, of which the owners were fully aware. The
question as to whether they were healthy or not
never entered the ease ; but they came from a quar-
antined county.
He goes on further to state that I permitted some

to come in while I objected to others. Again he is

silent as to the reason for this apparent partiality.

This was before the quarantine was established, and
was like this: The ordinance leaves it to my discre-

tion as to whether or not bees could be brought in.

There were certain counties that I accepted a bill

of health from without quest" jn, and others I was
not so ready to accept; and j. explained my position
in each case. Personally I treated all alike, without
fear or favor.

Now as to the dog-in-the-manger argument. If
the beekeepers were not afraid of- importing disease
would they not have gone out and bought up these
cheap bees ? They have as good a business instinct,

and are as anxious for bargains here as anywhere
else.

One more noint : Mr. Ross puts himself up as an
expert on bee diseases. The fact is, he did not know
American foul brood when I showed him a case in
his yard last spring.

I think Imperial Co. has gained a great point in

the enforcement of this ordinance for which they
have a progressive board of supervisors and district

attorney to thank by standing back of the beemen,
for which the beemen are very appreciative.

A. F. Wagner, Inspector.
El Centro, Cal., Jan. 21.

Twin Mating Nuclei with Three Combs on a Side
I am making up a supply of twin mating-boxes a

little different from any thing I have seen. I am
making them with loose bottom and loose central
division-board fitting in grooves cut in the ends and
resting on the bottom-board with division-board out.

They take seven frames the same size as the fr^me

in the Root twin mating-box, the only difference

being a long top-bar with division-board in. They
take three frames to a side, making a nucleus with
comb area the same as one standard L. frame. Three
of these boxes united, with division-boards out and
frames substituted, make a colony for winter with
<-omb area the same as seven standard L. frames.

Liberty, Tenn., Dec. 15. J. Ivan Banks.

[Your form of twin mating-box is almost the same
as the one that we are using in our own yard. We
started out with the idea of making the central

division-board removable. It is of very thin stuff,

and sliaes down into corresponding grooves in each
end-board of the nucleus box. WTiile these can be
removed very readily when the hives are new, it is

practically impossible to get them out when they are

stuck up with bee-glue. We find it perfectly prac-

ticable to run the twin nuclei side by side, and there

is really no need of withdrawing the central division-

board except at the close of the season. A plan
could be readily devised for making the division-

board easily removable, even though it were covered
with propolis at the end; but it would be quite ex-

pensive.

—

Ed.
]

Bees Working on Sawdust for Pollen

A few days ago I sawed 20 cords of green wood.
To-day is a warm shiny day, and the pile of sawdust
is entirely covered up with bees. They seemed to be

gathering pollen so far as I could see. I noticed

some of them had a good bit of pollen on their legs.

Never before have I seen bees after sawdust.

Roanoke, Va., Jan. 22. Henry S. Bohon.

[During a dearth of pollen, when the bees are

fairly crazy for it, they will make things pretty lively

about stables where bran is kept, or about a barn

where there is an accumulation of screenings, etc.

We have heard of bees working on sawdust, although

not very often. Whether they really get a nitrogen-

ous substance that they can use in brood-rearing, or

whether they are deceived, we do not know. It is

iiard to imagine any thing nutritious for young brood
in sawdust.

—

Ed.]

No Bad Results from Feeding Thin Honey in the Fall

I have read the article on feeding sugar syrup b)

J. E. Hand, Dec. 1, p. 858. I consider this an im-

portant question, but it seems to me Mr. Hand is

mistaken in his claim that the bees do all the evap-

oration while on the wing. If so, why do we find

thin nectar in the extracting-super, and that, too,

when the bees are gathering only a little.

I have never fed such thin feed, but for a num-
ber of years I have practiced feeding Lack honey
thinned to the consistency of nectar, through the

month of September, for the purpose of finishing

sections, and have never experienced any winter loss

from those so fed. On the other hand, I sometimes
lost 15 per cent of those not fed, which has led me
to believe that fall brood stimulation is good. Last

fall I fed all my bees half a pint of thin honey each
night from Sept. 17 to Oct. 4, the result of which I

shall watch with interest.

Durkee, Ore., Dec. 13. J. O..Baird.

Color of Alfalfa Honey Differs with Successive

Crops
p. C. Chadwick, of California, holds to the opinion

that one kind of flower gives but one sort of honey
so far as color and flavor go. He would not think

so if he lived in the Pecos Valley. As alfalfa is our
only honey-plant through the summer, how is it then
that the nectar from the first and second crop is

amber, at least, while the third crop's honey is

water-white ?

Dexter, N. M. C. Vanden Bout.
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Our Homes
A. I. Root

Be glad in the Lord, and rejoice, ye righteous, and
shout for joy, all ye that be upright in heart.

For of such is the kingdom of heaven.

And a little child shall lead them.

—

Isaiah 11:6.

A year ago I told you about being happy
over a Christmas present—a little bag of

dasheen tubers that came in the mail on
Christmas eve from the Department of Ag-
riculture of our nation

—

God's gift—and I

believe it will prove to be a precious gift to

hungering multitudes. Well, I have just re-

ceived another new and most precious gift;

but it is more along in the line of spiritual

blessings than either food or raiment. When
some kind soul sends me " a book to read,"

of late years, I almost always feel a bit

sori*y; for how can I read hooks when the

news of the world's progress lies untouched
before me, week after week, and often

month after month, because I can not get

time and still take the exercise in the open
air I must have. I have tried several times

to read current fiction; but almost every
time, after wasting precious moments, I

have said invariably, " Why do ye spend
money for that wliich is not bread, and
labor for that which satisfieth notf" Christ-

mas eve came, and several books. Among
them was one entitled " Pollyanna, the Glad
Book," by Eleanor H. Porter. (L. C. Page
& Co., Boston.) I believe it first came out

in the Christian Herald in 1912. Since then
it has, during the first half of 1913, under-
gone " eight impressions." I read the first

chapter and said to Mrs. Root, " This book
is diiferent." Although it is of late hard
for me to read any thing more than about
half an hour at a time, the book was finished

next day. Then I turned back to the begin-

ning and proceeded to read it all over again,

for the latter part threw a new and unex-
pected radiance (yes, that is the word) over
the whole book. In one sense it is not a
" religious " book. I don't think a text is

quoted, nor is there any mention of the

Bible, until near the last part. It is a unique
creation. May God be praised for the woman
whom he has commissioned to deliver this

message to an unhappy and hungering
world.

Before I can deliver my " message " I

^hall have to give you a brief sketch of the

book. My sketch won't spoil the book when
you come to read it. Briefly, the well-to-do

parents of a bright young girl planned to

have her marry a rich young man; but she

preferred a young and perhaps obscure

young preacher. They stormed, and threat-

ened; but, like Moses of old, "choosing

rather to suffer affliction with the people of

God than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for

a season," she cast her lot with the young
pastor, and, disowned by her family, they

two moved out west and he began Avith the

customary small salary. In the eyes of the

world he didn't seem to be very successful.

Oh, dear me! how little does the world

know ! Two little girls were born—"Polly"

and " Anna;" but both soon died; and after

giving birth to another, named Pollyanna,

the poor unfortunate mother died also.

When the last little girl was eleven years

old, the overworked and poorly paid pastor

died also, with nothing left for the poor

child but a few things that had come in " a

barrel " from some " ladies' aid " society.

They found the child had only one relative

living—her aunt Polly, who was living an

idle, unsatisfied life, and who had not, after

all these years, forgiven her poor sister's

" want of sense " in marrying a preacher

without a cent in the world. Now, this poor

preacher who lacked fame and renown, and
the things of this world, was (especially be-

fore he died) rich in God's Holy Spirit, and
he spent the last days of his life and his last

remaining strength in instilling into the

heart and mind of that eleven-year-old child

the riches of God's holy kingdom. Happy
as a lark, she started out on her mission, the

ladies' aid society paying for a ticket to her

Aunt Polly.

Now this wise father, recognizing how
difficult it is to teach children spiritual

things, had been teaching the motherless girl

a little " game," as he called it, and this

game was to try to find something to be
" glad " about, no matter what comes up.

To illustr?te: When the child first came, her

aunt, who priJed herself on her fixed rules

and promptness, told Pollyanna to be sure

to be on hand when the supper-bell rang at

six o'clock; but the child was away off in

the fields, admiring her new home. As a

punishment she was told she could have only
" bread and milk " in the kitchen with
" Nancy." To her aunt's gx'eat surprise,

and almost consternation, she replied, " Oh

!

thank you, Aunt Polly. I just love bread

and milk, and I love Nancy too; and you
needn't feel bad about it, one bit." In fact,

her little life was just full -of the beautiful

text commencing "Rejoice and be glad;"

and that was not all. She commenced at

once teaching every one, young and old, rich

and poor, the beautiful " game," as she call-

ed it, of being " glad " always. By accident

she ran across a poor discouraged minister
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ill her new home. He had gone off into the

woods to pray. His deacons were in a quar-

rel. Three of the best workers in the "la-

dies' aid " had withdrawn ; the choir had
''split;" the officers of the Endeavor Soci-

ety were in a jangle; and the Sunday-school
superintendent had resigned ; and while he

was praying over the troubles, God sent

Pollyanna as an angel of light to his trou-

bled soul. Here is the way the book tells

it:

" Do you like being a minister? "

The Rev. Paul Ford looked up now, very quickly.
" Do I like— Why, what an odd question ! Why

do you ask that, my dear ?
"

" Nothing—only the way you looked. It made me
think of my father. He used to look like that

—

sometimes."
" Did he? " The minister's voice was very polite,

but his eyes had gone back to the dried leaf on the

around.
" Yes, and I used to ask him just as I did you if

lie was glad he was a minister."

The man under the tree smiled a little sadly.
" Well, what did he say? "

"Oh I he always said he was, of course, but 'most

always he .said, too, that he wouldn't stay a minister

a minute if 'twasn't for the rejoicing texts."

"The

—

what?" The Rev. Paul Ford's eyes left

the leaf and gazed wonderingly into Pollyanna's
merry little face.

" Well, that's what father used to call 'em," she

laughed. " Of course the Bible didn't name 'em that.

But it's all those that begin ' Be glad in the Lord,'

or ' Rejoice greatly,' or ' Shout for joy,' and all that,

you know—such a lot of 'em. Once, when father

felt specially bad, he counted 'em. There were eight

hundred of 'em."
" Eight hundred! "

" Yes—that told you to rejoice and be glad, you
know; that's why father named 'em the 'rejoicing

te.xts.'
"

" Oh! " There was an odd look on the minister's

face. His eyes had fallen to the words on the top

paper in his hands—" But woe unto you, scribes

and Pharisees, hypocrites!" "And so your father
—liked those rejoicing texts," he murmured.

" Oh, yes! " nodded Pollyanna, emphatically. "He
said he felt better right away, that first day he

thought to count 'em. He said that if Grod took the

trouble to tell us eight hundred times to be glad and
rejoice, he must want us to do it

—

some. And fa-

ther felt ashamed that he hadn't done it more. After
that, they got to be such a comfort to him, you know,
when things went wrong; when the Ladies' Aiders
got to fight—I mean, when they didn't agree about
something," corrected Pollyanna hastily. " Why, it

was those texts, too, father said, that made him think
of the game—he began with me on the crutches—but
he said 'twas the rejoicing texts that started him on
it."

" And what game might that be? " asked the min-
ister.

" About finding something in every thing to be glad

about, you know. As I said, he began with me on
the crutches." And once more Pollyanna told her
story—this time to a man who listened with tender
eyes and understanding ears.

A little later Pollyanna and the minister descended
the hill, hand in hand. Pollyanna's face was radi-

ant. Pollyanna loved to talk, and she had been talk-

ing now for some time: there seemed to be so many,
many things about the game, her father, and the

old home life that the minister wanted to know.

I talked about the book in our Wednesday

evening jDrayer-meeting, and at the close a

lady came to me and said

:

" Mr. Root, I am glad to know that you
are of such a happy disposition."

" Oh ! bitt I am not. Mrs. Root could

probably tell you quite a different story.

The reading of that book really startled me
to think how many times, almost every day,

something transpires that I a"m not glad
about at all."

" Eight hundred times." It keeps ringing
in my ears. Shall everybody " be glad " all

the time, no matter what happens? No, no !

there are conditions. See Pollyanna's text

at the head of this talk. It is only the
' righteous " and " ye that are upright in

heart." It is not enough that we " love

God " and " our neighbor as ourself." After
having done this we are to " be glad " and
' shout for joy." I do sometimes (thank
God) shout for joy, especially when I am
working out among the "dasheen;" and I

often feel like it when I don't shout; but,

oh dear me! what a tremendous job the dear
Savior has on his hands to finish the work
of making me over so that I am really and
"truly," as "Nancy" (bless her heart)

might say, " born again " and fitted for his

kingdom

!

Years ago a physician and a church mem-
ber came to me greatly excited because his

leputation was being injured by what he

called undeserved gossip. He declared he

would go to the full extent of the law. As
we were well acquainted I tried to persuade
him to stick to business and let it drop.

Finally I said, " Blessed are ye when men
shall revile you and persecute you, and
shall say all manner of evil against you
falsely for my sake," but to my surprise it

only made him angrier still.

" Mr. Root, is that your doctrine? "

1 laugliingiy replied, "No, my good friend,

it is not my ' doctrine;' but the doctrine of

the Lord Jesus Christ."

A prominent business man, a doctor with
quite a practice, and a professing Christian,

was in heatJien darkness, one might almost

say, of the blessed promises in God's holy

word. It was to him an "unexplored region."

Again, at one of our " teachers' meetings"
that were always well attended by quite a

number of old Bible scholars as well as an
able pastor, I happened to say that somc-
vJiere in the Bible we were told not only to
" rejoice and be glad " when " lied about,"

etc., but we were admonished to " leap

tor joy." One of the company felt sure I

was mistaken ; and when I didn't find it

I'lght away the Avhole company turned on
me, and even the minister " turned the laugh

on me," because I insisted our Lord ever
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uttered any tlung so extravagant; but when
I read to them Luke 6 :22, 23, they made
profuse apologies all aiound.

I mention these two incidents to show
how the child Pollyauna was, in her simple

faith, " head and shoulders " above the

whole community, not excepting the poor,

ivorried, and tried pastor of the churcli.

Once in a while we tind a man (or wom-
an), not always a professing Christian, who
can look kind and pleasant when big quar-

rels are started. I know a few such. One
man (who may see this) has many a time

turned angry looks to smiles by his happy
way of starting innocent jokes when trouble

loomed up ahead. He is alm.ost always
'' glad." A daily at my elbow tells of a

policeman who, while looking into the bar-

rel of a revolver in the hand of a man who
declared he would never be arrested, talked

kindly to the man, and finally induced him
to surrender peaceably, when he would like-

ly have killed several more of his townsmen
otherwise.

A few weeks ago I asked you to pray for

me that I might have grace to meet the boys
that annoyed me a year ago. Well, for a

time they seemed to have forgotten all about
it until during the holidays, when there was
no school. As I came out of the postofiPice

one day there was a yell I understood, and
a crowd of boys were climlnng all over my
machine.

Asking the Savior to guide me T said,

" Why, hello, boys ! How many do you
suppose this machine will pull? Climb in,

all of you, and we will try." This, of course,

was unexpected. By managing just right

I succeeded in taking the whole load through
the streets and up to the bank. It seemed
risky leaving them with the machine; but T

decided the good will of the town boys was
of more value than a whole automobile, and
went into the bank. I had to wait a little;

and when, on looking out of the window. 1

saw them pulling and twisting every thing

movable, my faith and courage began to.

fail. Just then the story in the Bible of how
God told his jDeople to stand still and see

him. fight the battle came into my mind.
When I was ready to go, to my surprise

the engine started promptly. At the grocery
where I traded the proprietor said

:

" Mr. Root, won't that gang of boys in-

jure your machine?"
He seemed surprised when I didn't seem

disturbed, and he then spoke again.
" Mr. Root, they are actually wheeling it

aAvay. Nobody knows where you will find

it when you are ready to go."
I presume he thought it strange I didn't

call the marshal; but as I saw it moving
away I remembered a story of some mission-

aries who held a consultation as to whether
they should fight the natives who were going
to destroy the church, or trust to the power
of prayer. What do you suppose happened "I

When I was ready to go 1 found my prop-
erty intact, about ten feet from where I left

it, and not a boy in sight. The old doctrine
of " an eye for an eye and a tooth for a

tooth" would have landed both boys and
myself—where? The individual who can
" rejoice and be glad " under all circum-
stances will not only be a power in his own
community, but—listen to what the scrip-

ture says :
" He that overcometh and keep-

eth my words unto the end, to him will I

give power over the nations."

THE DIVINING-RODj OR " WATER-WITCHING.^'

On page 662 I classed the above among
the suiDerstitions. Since that has been in

]nint I am glad to see vai ions periodicals

taking it up. The Scientifi,c American^ in

answer to an inquirer, indorsed my state-

ment. The Country Gentleman informs us
that Germanj' is making exhaustive investi-

gations to see if it is a humbug. Their con-
clusion seems to be that these people who
call themselves water-witches may have a
sort of " intuition " that enables them to

guess shrewdly where water is most likely

to be found; and, of course, this queer
thing which they call " intuition " would
not work with their eyes blinded. In re-

gard to the witch-hazel or peach-tree switch

they agree that the water-witch must in-

voluntarily make the thing swing around.
This explanation, you will see, admits that

the water-Avitch may be honest and sincere.

The German people call the water-witch a
" dowser." With this explanation let me
quote from the Country Gentleman:

Oui- home-bred scientists have, in a way of speak-
ing, doused the dowser with cold water. Replying
to the German savants, the majority of a jury of

American scientists have rendered this verdict: The
divining-rod theory is all rot! "Yes, rot," asserts

Professor Hering, who occupies the chair of physics

at the New York University. " I don't think any
competent scientist in this country has ever taken
the divining-rod seriously or attempted to experiment
with it. Although I have seen it tested several times

T have never seen an attempt to locate water with

it result in success." George C. Stone, of the Amer-
ican Institute of Mining Engineers, echoes this sen-

timent. Professor Peele, of the Columbia School of

Mines, adds his contempt for the dowser, and tags

him as a charlatan and faker. During the recent

drouth Kansas tried the " water witch " along with

the rainmakers. But he failed, or the water proved

to lie salty when he did find it.

T am glad to see the matter brought to

tlie attention of men who stand away up in

jn-actical experience in matters that should

fit them to become judges.
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High-pressure Gardening
MORE ABOUT THE DASHEEN UP TO DATE.

When we reached here in Xovember 1

asked Wesley about the last planting near

a ditch where we had never been able to

raise any thing, and he replied " Nothin'

doin,' " even with the dasheens, and said

they gTew only about a foot high. Some
time later I investigated and found quite a

crop, after all, of small tubers, very clean

and solid, that had grown in almost pure

white sand ; and, sure enough, we got quite

a big wheelbarrow load. When I was a boy

(60 years ago) I was enthusiastic on "sor-

ghum," and there was much difference of

opinion in regard to the new syrup. Final-

ly it transpired that cane on poor soil pro-

duced a much better syrup than that raised

on rich mucky soil just right for big crops

of corn. I wondered if it would not be so

with the dasheen; and, sure enough, these

diy tubers, almost as heavy as bullets, were

the very nicest for baking. One more " dis-

covery," and a very important one: When
we first came I went out to where I planted

the Government tubers a year ago, and with

my knife I cut out the top of one of the

largest corms, taking stalk and big leaves,

and had it made into dasheen stew as I have

described. Now, the big eorm was left in

the ground with the cluster of smaller plants

all around it. I cut out so much of the

corm'that it left a saucer-like cavity that

held rain water, and I supposed, of course,

this would cause decay. Just about
_
two

months later, as it seemed to look all right,

I took it in for dinner, and Mrs. Root called

it the best baked dasheen we had tried. It

had kept in the ground right where it grew,

perfectly sweet and good, even when muti-

lated in the manner I have described.

This opens up another fact. In this

frostless region dasheen may be left in the

ground until wanted for the table, the year

round; and, in fact, the vei-y hills that I

planted over a year ago are now bright and

green, and growing finely. Of course they

are greatly crowded, and the central corm

has mostly dried down; but the other-s are

still making a larger crop of small tubers.

We are dividing these hills of a dozen or

more plants, and making new plantations,

without waiting to have the tubers die down.

Now, right in here comes something that

has been only lightly touched upon. We
have found a few of the corms that were

dug and stored in November that had com-

menced to decay with what seemed to be
" dry rot." But this was mostly when the

roof of an outbuilding leaked, or when they

were left in heaps before being dried out

thorougldy. When Die smaller tubers have
been dried in the sun, and then spread out

on inch poultry-netting under shelter, they

have so far kept perfectly. I wrote to the

Brooksville Station about it, and below is

Prof. Gomme's reply.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
BUREAU OP PLANT INDUSTRY

Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction
Plant Introduction Garden

Dear Mr. Root:—-Your letter of ,Tan. 8 came to

hand. We have experienced trouble in the keeping
of the corms of the dasheens. The rot you speak of

may be due to two things—viz., dry rot, or a fungus
known as sclerotum. I am sending your letter to

Mr. Young, in Washington, who will, no doubt, write
you fully. He has charge of the dasheen project,

and would rather, perhaps, give his views of the

matter. This year all of our medium and seed tubers
have kept well, but the corms as usual have decayed
somewhat. I find that they will decay under any
conditions, especially if stored damp. The corms
especially evaporate while in storage. From our
planting on the 314 -acre tract, we obtained about
1093 bushels, which was not a bad yield.

I wish to thank you for sending me Gleanings.
It is very interesting and instructive. Myself and
wife both enjoy it.

Brooksville, Pla., Jan. 11. Wm. Gomme.
Assistant Farm Superintendent.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
BURKAU OF PLANT IXnuSTKY

Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction
DASHEEN CORMS MORE ABOUT THEIR KEEPING

QUALITIES.
Dear Mr. Root:—Mr. Gomme (of Brooksville,

Fla.) has referred to me your letter of June 8 in-

quiring with regard to the keeping of dasheen corms.
The corms of the dasheen do not keep as well as the

tubers. This is, no doubt, partly because the corm is

the first growth that takes place, and it would natu-

rally be the first to yield to decay of any kind.

While temperatures as low as between forty and
forty-five degrees may lower the resistance of the

corms we have no data to show to what extent this

affects their keeping qualities. It is likely that they

are affected by some definite disease, such as that

known as Rolf's sclerotum or one or two others to

which the dasheen is susceptible.

In our last circular on the dasheen, issued in May,
1913, we advised using the dasheen corms as soon

as practicable after harvesting, because of their not

keeping as well as the tubers. A copy of this circu-

lar is supposed to have been sent to you ; but on the

chance that you have not received it I am asking

that another one be sent. I also enclose herewith

a sheet of special directions for baking the corms,

and general directions for cooking dasheens. If any
other information is desired regarding dasheens I

shall be very glad to answer as far as possible.

R. A. Young, Scientific Assistant.

Washington, D. C, January 16.

Permit mc to add to the above, that up to

the present time (Jan. 19) the safest way
to keep the corms here in Florida is to leave

them i-ight in the ground where they grew,

until wanted for the table. I have been

using them twice a day all winter, so far,

and greatly prefer them, as a steady diet, to

the best Irish jDotatoes. Here are the direc-

tions i-efeired to

:
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DEPT. OP AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

THK COOKING OF DASHEEN CORMS.
The dasheen is one of the new vegetables with

wliieh the Department of Agriculture is experiment-

ing in the Southern States. It is the staple food of

millions of people in tropical and subtropical coun-

tries. The plants themselves look something like the

large-leaved ornamental caladiums or elephant-ears

of the garden. Various parts of the plant are edible,

but the principal food is furnished by the large,

spherical coim, or " tuber," and a number of smaller

tubers which are attached to it in the ground.

The dasheen corms can be prepared in many
ways; but they are generally liked best when par-

boiled for about fifteen minutes, and the cooking

completed by baking in a fairly quick oven. De-

pending upon the size, they should be baked from
one to two hours, a fork being used to test them.
Corms weighing more than two pounds should gen-

erally be cut in half from top to base (lengthwise)

beforehand, in order to reduce the time necessary
for baking, and to prevent the chance of forming
too thick a crust.

The appearance of the corms for serving is im-

proved by scraping off the fibrous skin before boiling.

If this is done and the corms are not baked so long

as to make the crust thick and hard, it will be
found to be of delicious flavor. If the corms are

dipped in water during the scraping, as is usually

done, a little baking soda should be added to the

water ; otherwise a slight irritation to the hands may
be caused.

The interior of the cooked dasheen may be' cream
white, pearl gray, or some shade of violet. It is

usually quite mealy, though sometimes, especially

when first opened, it may be somewhat moist. The
flavor is generally more or less nutty. The upper
or bud end, after cooking, is sometimes rather moist,

or a little fibrous, as compared with the middle and
lower parts, and when so may be discarded.

.Vs soon as done the corms should be cut open
lengthwise, covered with a napkin, in a warm dish,

and served immediately. If they have been cut open
before cooking, the thin crust formed over the cut
surface should at once be lifted, on taking from the

oven. (This crust is itself very palatable.) The
mealy interior can be taken out easily with a fork
or spoon. Baked dasheens are generally drier than
baked potatoes, and therefore need more butter. Salt

is used in seasoning.

If impossible to serve immediately when done, the
corm should be prepared for serving, as already
described, or pricked several times with a fork to

allow the steam to escape, and kept covered with a
napkin, or other loose cover, in a warm place. If

avoidable, however, there should not in any case be
a delay of more than a few minutes in serving.

THE OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES IN REGARD TO
GROWING ALFALFA.

I suppose there really are two sides to

every thing. A periodical called Better
Farming sums up the one objection to hav-

ing a field of alfalfa. Here it is

:

Tliere is one objection to alfalfa : It was discover-

ed by an Oklahoma farmer who uncovered his ach-
ing heart the other day in print, and told his tale

of woe. He said: "We hear a good deal about the
value of an alfalfa crop. Some people never let up
blowing about it. They tell you if you feed it to

your work team you won't have to feed grain to

keep them fat ; that it is worth pound for pound as
much as bran for feeding milk cows ; that it is one
of the best pork-producers ; that it is fine for feeding
beef cattle. Give us a rest I It makes us tired! In
May, just at the time you ought to be hoeing out
your cotton, you have to go into your alfalfa field

and cut the first crop. Then in .Tune, just when you

have a chance to go fishing, there's another crop of
alfalfa to cut, and you don't go. It's blazing hot in

July, and you feel like you ought to shade some, but
you have to get in another crop of alfalfa. In Au-
gust you want to go to camp-meeting, swap \ arns,

have a good easy time, and imagine you have got
religion. But you can't—there's that dog-goned al-

falfa again. In September it has always been your
custom to visit the wife's kinfolks, but do you do it?

Not much. Confound that alfalfa 1 In October you
are done with most other crops, and you want to go
off to that gambling contraption known as the coun-
ty fair, and spend some of your money, but you have
to harvest another crop of that infernal alfalfa. And
iu November in desperation you turn the cattle in

on the field, and they graze on it all fall. Are you
through then? Heavens, no! You've got to spend
all winter feeding it up."

Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have
entered into the heart of man the thing.^ which God
hath prepared for them that love him.—I. Cob. 2 :9.

FLYING TO BE MADE SAFER IN THE NEAR
FUTURE.

I am sure the friends who have followed

me in my reports in regard to the develop-

ment of aviation by the Wright brothers

will read with interest the following, clipped

from the Cleveland Plain Dealer:

Dayton, O., Jan. 5.—Orville Wright, premier avi-

ator, to-day discussed the possibilities of his automat-
ic stabilizer, which, he declares, will make flying
" fool proof " and as comparatively safe as transpor-

tation by land. It means that an unskilled operator
may make a trip from Dayton to New York and re-

turn with comparative safety. He said:
" We have invented an automatic stability device

which will revolutionize flight," said Wright. " It is

more accurate than any aviator can be, and will

make flying fool proof, or as nearly fool proof as

any thing can be. I have flown many miles with it

;ind have never touched the controls. We are now
simplifying, and expect to be able to bring it to the
point where it may be put in general use by early

spring.
" We believe in making aerial work as safe as any

on land," he said, " and we will continue to labor
in that direction! We hope to see the day when it

will be just as safe to board an aeroplane and take
a long trip as it is at present to make this journey
behind a locomotive.

" The stability device will go a long way toward
making this dream a reality, and we are enthusiastic

about it. Our device insures lateral as well as fore-

and-aft stability. It depends in part on electricity,

and we shall soon have the mechanism so perfected

that it will not get out of order, and that means
safety in flight.

" As may be generally known, many of the acci-

dtnts in aviation have been due to what is called

stalling. The aviator lets his speed sag below a

certain point, the point necessary to secure sufficient

w.ind pressure on the wings to sustain the machine,
and it falls. Nothing can stop it.

" If he is traveling on an even keel when he re-

duces his speed below the danger-point, his machine
will slide back, tail first, to the ground. Our device
prevents the plane from rising too sharply ; and if the

speed falls below the danger-point it automatically
directs the machine to the ground so that it will

acquire speed enough to sustain it."

Discussing the future of the aeroplane, Wright
said

:

" The aeroplane will be used for commercial pur-
poses, especially as a means of speedy transportation
over vast distances. Over waste places and deserts



tlie aeroplane will be used; in fact, wherever water
is not available.

" Mails w^ill be thus carried, doubtless, over large

stretches of territory in Texas, Utah, and New Mex-
ico. Automatic stability is all that is needed to make
it vcholly practical, and I believe we have solved the

problem."

Judging from a pretty close acquaintance

with Orville Wright, I feel sure he would
not express himself so hopefully were it not

that he has some very good reasons for so

doing. I wonder if they will not be coming
down to Florida to test this great invention.

DASHEEN, FLYING-MACHINES, AND SOME-
THING ABOUT GOD^S NEW AND WON-

DERFUL GIFTS TO US IN 1914.

Some of you will think, no doubt, my
heading embraces a queer combination.

Well, perhaps it does; but the idea was
suggested by a picture Huber has just sent

me of our Medina plant that is to come out

in our new catalog. When I stirred the

world up on bee culture years ago I had, as

people thought, some extravagant day
dreams of the outcome of the honey indus-

try; but it is all coming to pass, and even

more than I ever dreamed of. Later, when
I visited the Wright brothers, and told what
I had seen, the world laughed again ; and I

confess events have crawled along a little

slower than I expected; but just listen to

what has been going on almost " under my
nose," and I didn't know it. About a week
ago our good friend Mr. Gault (of " Gault

raspberry " fame ) wrote me as follows

:

Dear Mr. Root:—As you are interested in air-

ships I enclose a circular which you may care to

look over. If you come over, call on me.
St. Petersburg, Fla., Jan. 6. W. C. Gault.

Below is a copy of the circular.

ST. PETEESBURGTAMPA AIR-BOAT LINE ; FAST PAS-
SENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE.

Schedule:—Leave St. Petersburg 10:00 a.m. Ar-
rive Tampa 10:30 A.M. Leave Tampa 11:00 a.m.
Arrive St. Petersburg 11:30 A. M. Leave St. Peters-

burg 2:00 P.M. Arrive Tampa 2:30 p.m. Leave
Tampa 3:00 P. M. Arrive St. Petersburg 3:30 p. m.

Special-flight trips can be arranged through any
of our agents or by communicating directly with the

St. Petersburg Hangar. Trips covering any distance

over all-water routes, and from the water's surface

to several thousand feet high at passengers' request.

A minimum charge of $15 per special flight.

Bates: $5.00 per trip. Round trip $10.00. Book-
ing for passage in advance.

Note.—Passengers are allow-ed a weight of 200
pounds gross including hand baggage; excess charg-

ed at $5.00 per 100 pounds; minimum charge 25
cents. Express rates, for packages, suit-cases, mail
matter, etc., $5.00 per hundred pounds; minimum
charge, 25 cents. Express carried from hangar to

hangar only; delivery and receipt by shipper.

Tickets oii sale at hangars or city news stand, P.

C. West, Prop., 271 Central Ave., St. Petersburg, Fla.

I confess at first I could hardly believe

t]'.at an airship right here in Florida was
carrying passengers and express matter on

a schedule, and I wrote asking if it was
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true, and if they really were making daily

trips. In response I received a copy of the

St. Petersburg daily for Jan G, from which
I clip as follows

:

SWIFTER THAN ANY CRAFT IS THE AIR-BOAT; ST.

PETERSBURG TAMPA LINE AVERAGED TRIPS
YESTERDAY IN 22 4-5 MINUTES.

Averaging twenty-two and four-tifths minutes per
trip the St. Petersburg-Tampa Airboat Line is carry-

ing out the schedules advertised, and is making time

between this city and the terminal across the bay
which few express trains could equal. Yesterday in

the two trips to Tampa the time was, first trip, 24
minutes over and 22 back; second trip, 21 over and
24 back. This is time which is unequaled in the

South by either passenger trains, automobiles, or

any other passenger-carrying flying craft but the

Benoist.

Tom W. Benoist, who is the head of the manufac-
turing company in St. Louis which makes the Be-

noist air-boats, is rushing his works to capacity in

order to send several more machines here as soon as

possible. Jannus and Fansler state that they are

e.xpecting to hear from him any day with the in-

formation that the machines have been placed in

transit. With the arrival of the additional air-boats

the service to Tampa will be greatly improved, and
more passengers can be carried every day. With
additional air-boats new trips may be arranged, and
it is possible that Bradentown and Pass-a-Grille will

be put on the list of ports of call. With a variety

of trips which may be made by the air-boat more
passengers will be carried, and the entire fleet of

machines kept busy every day, is the belief.

That the inauguration of this, the first commercial
line of flying craft in the world, St. Petersburg is

becoming known in a way she was never before

heard of, and by people who otherwise would likely

never hear of this city.

Later.—After being in operation for two weeks,

during which time the air-boat line has maintained
its schedule without any serious mishap, the little

air craft, after completing the flights made yesterday,

had traveled 1002 miles. During the past week the

air-boat has made its usual record in aeronautics,

having completed the week by not only maintaining
its regular schedule but having made the trips with-

out any delay or engine trouble.

The air-boat will be pressed into service Sunday,
Feb. 1, to bring Don C. McMullen, president of the

State Anti-saloon League, who will deliver a lecture

on that day in this city on the saloon question. Mr.
McMullen is anxious to attend Sunday-school in

Tampa in the morning of that day, and that wall

make it too late for him to catch the steamer and be

in this city in time to make the lecture. Rather
than take an automobile he made arrangements to

come over by the air-boat.

The air-boat has proven a decided success for

commercial travel since the inauguration of the line

in this city. The eyes of the aeronautical world are

upon St. Petersburg, and the air-boat line and many
of the prominent aviators of this and foreign coun-

tries are watching with interest the results of the

air-boat line in this city.

—

St. Petersburg Times.

I find the daily flying machine between

St. Petersburg and Tampa, Fla., mentioned

above, is really a hydroplane. It starts m
the water, alights in the water, and drops

in the water again if any thing goes wrong,

and in fact keeps only a few feet above the

water on the whole trip of about 30 miles.

Notwithstanding, passage is engaged a long

way aliead. At present tliey carry only one

passenger at a trip.
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ROOT'S POWER EXTRACTORS

for the LARGE PRODUCER for 1914

The late W. Z. Hutchinson, when
asked as to what would combine
best with beekeeping, said, " The
best thing to go with bees is

—

more bees." If more bees is the
slogan, then the best equipment
should be installed. This would
be an outfit that will handle ad-

vantageously the product of 200
or more colonies with a minimum
of time and labor.

POWER EXTRACTING OUTFIT.—The value of this cannot be gauged
entirely by the number of days it is used during the season. It should
be remembered that it displaces a large amount of extra equipment in

the way of extra supers and combs. The extracting must be done quick-

ly in order to hold in check the swarming that is sure to follow unless

room is given when needed. The amount thus saved, including reduc-
tion of labor and time, will materially reduce cost of production.

ENGINE.—This should not be selected without due examination. There
are certain types of gasoline-engines that are not fitted for driving
honey-extractors. Machines requiring to be started and stopped an
endless number of times during the day require an engine of special

construction, and the beekeeper will do well to investigate thoroughly
these points before purchasing. Our new engines, the

'

' BUSY BEE, '

'

are selected for and are exactly adapted for just this kind of work.

CAPPING-MELTER,—No extracting house is complete without one.

We have a number of styles and sizes to select

from. Illustrations of all these will be found in

our large catalog. The smaller sizes are intended
to be used with wax-presses, which also are shown.

HONEY-KNIVES.—For rapid and easy work our
new steam honey-knives can't be beat. Extra tub-
ing is furnished when ordered. Send for our new
34-page book,

'

' Power Honey-extractors,
'

' describ-

ing these fully.

These equipments are supplied by various
dealers throughout the country. Information as
to nearest dealer on request.

The A. I. Root Co,, Medina, Ohio
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Editorial
As reported by our California correspon-

dent, Mr. P. C. Chadwick, in his depart-

ment for this issue, the conditions for the

honey-flow continue favorable in California.

While in many localities there was but little

rain in February, yet the general rainfall

for tlie winter is far above the average. All

reports indicate that the bees are bringing
in iDoUen, and breeding up rapidly.

Gleanings has just been enjoying a visit

from Morley Pettit, Provincial Apiarist of
Guelph, Ont., Canada, and his sister, who
stopped at Medina a part of one day on
Iheir way home fi'om the National conven-
tion at St. Louis. Miss Pettit has almost
entire charge of practically 300 colonies, and
is an experienced beekeeper in the fullest

sense of the word. She makes use of a

power extracting outfit, and is an expert in

the handling of extracted honey.

Mr. Pettit has been doing some splendid

constructive work in Ontario, and he de-

serves the good wishes of all, whether on
this side of the line or on the other. So far

as beekeepers are concerned, this " line " is

becoming more and more imaginary.

Mr. Pettit desires to correct the statement

made in an editorial in our Dec. 15th issue.

While a frequent contributor to the Cana-
dian Horticulturist and Beekeeper, he is not

tne editor of the apiarian department.

DEATH OF p. B. CAVANAGH.

Our readers will be greatly shocked to

learn of the very sudden death of F. B.
Cavanagh, of Hebron, Ind. Mr. Cavanagh
had been ill for several months, but no one
was prepared for his death, which occurred
on the morning of February 12th. Mrs.
Cavanagh has the sympathy of the entire

Gleanings force. We understand that the

entire outfit of bees, etc., is to be sold.

Mr. Cavanagh was a successful beekeeper
and one who was rapidly becoming an au-

thority on many topics connected with our
pursuit. He was a frequent contributor to

these columns, and his articles bore the

stamp of accuracy inspired by an intimate

knowledge of the subject acquired through
personal experience. His opinions were
really tlie result of his own experiments,
and he rarely proposed untried theories.
When we visited him in July, 1911, he

seemed to have any amount of physical
strengUi and endurance. It is hard to be-
lieve that our friend has been thus suddenly
cut off from finishing his work here.

DEATH OF A NEW YORK BEEKEEPER.
We are very sorry to be obliged to chron-

icle the death of Mr. Chas. L. Wardwell, of
Union Springs, N. Y. He was one of the
vice-presidents of the Cayuga County Soci-
ety, and an expert in comb-honey produc-
tion. At the time of his death he had over
TOO colonies, which he had packed for win-
ter on the summer stands. He put his hon-
ey into cartons, and secured the best prices.

Mr. Wardwell died very suddenly in De-
cember. He would undoubtedly have be-
come a comb-honey specialist of note.

A CORRECTION.
The following will explain itself

:

In your editorial in the Feb. 1st, issue I note one
point which may be a trifle misleading. On page
83, second column, second paragraph, first line, the
word " apiaries " is used where " colonies " was
evidently intended. All the experiments mentioned
in bulletin JSTo. 158 were made in one apiary, and,
indeed, such experiments would not be worth much
unless they were in one and the same apiary. Colo-
nies side by side are under the same conditions as
regards the supply of available nectar, and as re-
gards weather conditions, but comparisons could not
be made between colonies in different apiaries, as
there would be practically no possibility of condi-
tions being the same in the different yards.

WiLMON Newell.
College Station, Texas, Feb. 13.

prospects IN FLORIDA—E. R. ROOT's TRIP, BY
TELEGRAPH.

The general cold in the North has made
it colder than usual in Florida. In the
northern part of the State there were some
frosts, but not enough to do any damage.
The weather has turned warm again (Feb.
20), and the abundant rains throughout the
State give promise of a good crop of honey.
In the region of Bradentown the penny-
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royal has started brood-rearing, so that the

bees are in excellent condition. The pal-

metto and orange promise a good yield. The

cool weather in Florida about the loth,

when I arrived, made it seem better to do

the South first, and then take in Apalaehi-

eola, where our bees are. Later reports show

that they are building up rapidly so that

we shall soon make increase.

In our next issue I hope to give a full

report. Next week I expect to visit the

region of Stuart, on the east coast, where
Poppleton and Selser are. At that point

we expect to take a launch, and tour the

inland waterway a short distance.—E. R. R.

KEEPING BEES WITHIN CITY LIMITS.

Seldom have we been so deluged with

copy for a special number as we have been

in case of this number—the special on bee-

keeping in cities. We have not been able

to use all which we received by any means;

and in order to get in a representative lot

of experiences from all types of city bee-

keepers we were obliged to condense quite a

number of articles that we did use.

There are some drawbacks which we be-

lieve should be mentioned at this time. As
several of the writers in this issue point

out, at times there may be trouble with

neighbors who have not made a careful in-

vestigation, and who do not know very

much about the subject. In several in-

stances that have come to our notice in the

past, a beekeeper having a few colonies in

his back lot has been asked to move his bees

outside the city limits. The beekeeper in

question obligingly did so; but the one com-
plaining has found, somewhat to his sur-

prise, that there were just as many bees
" biting his grapes " as there were before.

The point is this : Bees are not observers of

local ordinances ; and unless all colonies are

moved some two or three miles outside ihe

city limits there probably are just as many
bees found inside the city as ever. But since

there are likely to be bees in trees, etc., near

the city, it is next to impossible to prevent

bees from flying about inside.

In another way, however, bees within city

limits may sometimes prove to be a nui-

sance. We refer to bees kept in such a

place that the natural line of flight is across

some street or alley. In this case passersby

are likely to be stung occasionally ; and if

one person is stung more than once he is

pretty likely to make a vigorous complaint,

which complaint is really justifiable. In our
opinion, if a place for the bees can not be
found where they will be compelled by sur-

roundings to fly pretty well into the air

when they leave the hive, or where they will

have a natural line of flight away from
thoroughfai'es or other places where there

are likely to be i3eople passing back and
forth, it would be better to make no attempt

at keeping bees at all. Nearly always, how-
ever, the hives may be placed where the bees

will molest no one. Oftentimes if they are

located on a roof, even in a crowded dis-

trict, their presence will hardly be known.
The beekeeper should select gentle bees,

also, and he should be very careful not to

stir them up during a time when they are

naturally a little irritable, as during a hon-

ey-dearth, when they are inclined to pry
into everybody's business but their own.
Summing up the whole matter we may

say that it rests entirely with the beekeeper

as to whether his bees are a nuisance or not.

By taking some thought as to the location

of the hive, to the selection of the bees, and
to the time and manner of manipulation,

he can avoid all trouble. Carelessness re-

garding any of these points invites trouble.

are city beekeepers a menace to the IN-

DUSTRY IN general?
Frequently some of our professional bee-

keepers deplore the existence of the large

army of beginners in beekeeping; first, be-

cause they produce considerable honey and
contribute to the overstocking of city mar-
kets, thus lowering prices; second, because

disease is likely to get into their yards, so

that other bees are in danger.

To the first of these points we should like

to say that the average beginner, for a

number of years at least, produces more
enthusiasm and interest than he does honey.

In other words he creates a much larger

market for honey than he can possibly sup-

l^ly himself. Furthermore, the average be-

ginner gets a better price for his small crop

than most professional beekeepers do. It

seems to us, therefore, that fears along this

line are groundless.

As to whether a beginner allows liis bees

to become diseased, thus endangering the

health of the other colonies in the vicinity,

we should say that this depends upon the

beginner. In our opinion, trouble along

this line is more apt to come from careless

or overworked farmers who really have no

interest in the bees at all, and who keep

them merely because their fathers used to

keep them, or because they are able to hive

occasionally a stray swarm. A beginner

who is interested in his bees is not likely to

foster disease. In case of city beekeepers

especially (at least those who are as bright

and as up-to-date as the writers of the

articles used in this special number) we
believe we have very little to fear from foul

brood or other bee disease.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

My first start in beekeeping was in the

very center of a place now a city (Maren-
go), with an apiary of one colony in a whole
sugar-barrel.

" As the soil, so the honey," is the caption

of an item in Leipz. Bztg., 125, in which it

is stated that analysis of soil from Ram-
boulliet shows 30 per cent more iron than
soil from Bid ; and honey from RambouUiet
contains 75 per cent more iron than Bid
honey.

Messrs. Doolittle and Root agree that

bees may be hauled with no inconvenience
in hives with entrances open. Certainly

this mode of transport would not be toler-

ated in Europe.

—

L'Apiculteur, 32. I think

Doolittle and Root hardly commend it as a

general practice.

The British Bee Journal has uniformly
opposed beet sugar for bees. I never knew
just way. But now I find, p. 510, that it is

difficult to purify beet sugar and to get rid

of all the potash salts. " These salts cause

fermentation, and it is principally for this

reason that cane sugar is to be preferred."

Dr. a. Ludden thinks my bees were cross

last summer in anticipation of a partial

stoppage of the flow. At Elwha, Wash., he

says it is " the rule that 24 to 48 hours

previous to closing of a honey-flow they get

hostile, and 'tis not safe for any one to go
into the yard, and honey coming in at a

good clip too." I wonder if it can be possi-

ble.

For the first time in many years I had
some combs filled last summer, for extract-

ing. They were extracted in January, of

course after warming up. It went better

than I expected, but I don't recommend
January as the best month for extracting.

T have an up-to-date extractor; and what
fun extracting is, compai'ed with extracting

years ago with the ancient Peabody

!

That able authority, D. M. Maedonald.
says, British Bee Journal, p. 478, "I do hold

that with us blacks live longer than Italians,

the latter being here a softer race." No
doubt that canny Scotchman had a vision

of a lot of American beekeepers jumping
on to him ; hence the cautious " with us "

and " here." Yet he may not be entirely

safe from some of his own countrymen.

Nos. 29 and 59 stood back to back. June
10 queen-eells were killed in 29 and its queen

removed. June 16 No. 59 swarmed and re-

turned, its clipped queen not being found.

Within 15 minutes No. 29, whose queen had
been removed, swarmed out, and a clipped
queen was found in front of the liive. It
was the queen of No. 59, which had entered
No. 29 wliile the swarm of 59 was in the air,

and then ordered a walkout in No. 29.

The few hundred pounds of extracted
honey I produced last season I put on the
home market in 5-pound friction-top pails.
I determined I wouldn't have any worry
taking it back to liquefy it or to explain be-
cause it candied after customers got it. I

made sure it wouldn't candy in the hands
of customers by letting it candy before sell-

ing it. If they don't want candied honey
they don't have to buy it. But it sells all

right, and I've heard no complaint.

Allen Latham is making trouble. He
wants to know, Mr. Editor, on what ground
you base your disbelief in the fanning of
bees in the midst of winter cluster. He says
we should not disbelieve simply from igno-
rance—fuller information may change" be-
lief—hard to prove a negative—and more
of that sort. Jan. 13, 14, mercuiy hovering
around zero, and wind howling, he went to
his hives and all were noisy, some buzzing
almost as much as in a summer nectar-flow—no bees at entrance, no warm air issuing,
and he wants to know what's wrong with
thinking the noise came from inside the
cluster. Here's the way it has always seem-
ed to me : We are told that when very cold
the bees shrink into an incredibly small
cluster, and when crowded thus close what
room is there for fanning? Still, just to
accommodate A. L., I'm ready to change my
belief on later and fuller information, and
leave you, Mr. Editor, to say why you dis-
believe. [We know that outdoor bees some-
times set up a roaring in vei-y cold weather;
but we always supposed the condition was
abnormal. When bees in a compact ball are
in a state of semi-hibernation or hiberna-
tion, if you please, in which they seem to go
into a dead sleep, without a tremor of mo-
tion except a slight tremble of the wings
when the hive is opened, there could be no
buzzing or fanning. On the other hand, if
we open up an outdoor colony in the dead
of winter and find the cluster scattered over
the frames, and buzzing, we feel sure that
that colony will die very soon, even though
it be the strongest stock in the yard. Yes,
doctor, we are in line with you, "but we are
willing to change our belief if necessary on
fuller information.

—

Ed.]
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Notes from Canada
J. L. Byer, Mt. Joy, Out.

Normal winter weather here in Ontario

since last Notes were sent in; and to-day,

Feb. 10, we have about 6 inches of snow

covering- the clover that we hojie to get some

honey from next year. We had much more

snow, but the rains took it away. Bees are

wintering nicely so far—last flight Nov. 23.

» * »

THE SHORT COURSE AT GUELPH.

The writer spent two days at Guelph

during the " Short Course " in apiculture.

As I fully expected would be the case, there

was a bumper attendance—probably about

100 in steady attendance for the different

sessions. One of the best things in connec-

tion with the different lectures was a series

of demonstrations on queen-rearing by Mr.

J. A. McKinnon, of St. Eugene, Out. Mr.

McKinnon is more at home in the real woi'k

of producing good queens than he is before

a big crowd of students, but nevertheless

anybody could see that he was thoroughly

practical and fully understood this v^ery

important part of beekeeping. Mr. McKin-

non is one of our younger men in the busi-

ness, and one of the very few who make a

specialty of raising good queens for sale

here in Ontario.

* * *

DIFFERENCE IN VARIOUS STRAINS OF BEES IN

RESPECT TO CAPPING HONEY.

Dr. Miller speaks in last Gleanings

about Italians for capping comb honey, and

says that his compare favorably with other

breeds in that respect. Certainly there is a

wonderful difference in strains of this breed

so far as capping goes, as one good breed-

er, so far as his stock is concerned in other

respects, has Italians that would not do for

comb honey at all, if fancy sections were

to be produced. Invariably, when bringing

in combs to be extracted, the helpers in the

honey-house notice the dark-looking cap-

pings and say, " Some more honey from

Mr. s' bees." However, as a rule theso

bees are good stock, and for extracted-honev

production their habit of placing capping?

so close to the honey makes no difference.

* * «

CO-OPERATION ; THE TRUTH IN REGARD TO THE
COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO ADVISE ON

PRICES OF HONEY.

Much is being written on co-operation,

and just at present, no doubt, many are

wishing that we had some good system in

operation. The writer has always been i.i

favor of the principle of co-operation, but

he is not even yet convinced that we can

successfully operate such a system when we
have so many difficulties to overcome. Bee-

keepers are so widely scattered over the

country, so differently situated in the matter

of being large or small producers, and there

are so many different qualities of honey
produced, etc., that the more I consider the

subject the more herculean the task seems
when we try to devise ways and means of

forming a co-operative association. One of

the serious questions in a matter of this

kind is the financing of such a project to

start witli ; but one of the most serious ob-

stacles of all, as I see it, is the fact that

among beekeepers, as in other callings, there

are always a lot who are selfish and unrea-

sonable. This leads me to remark that I

had not much thought of co-operation in

mind when I started to write this note, only

in so far as a matter of comparison as to

what we might expect if we were trying to

run a co-operative society.

« « »

PARCEL POST IN CANADA,
To-day, Feb. 10, Canada at last starts out

in giving us a parcel-post system. A glance

over the proposed system as now in force

seems to suggest that there is lots of room
for improvement before it will interfere

much with tJie express companies which
have things pretty much their own way at

present. As in tlie United States, the zone
system is used ; but the regulations now in

force, e:cept in a very few instances, are

not nearly as liberal as those across the line.

The worst feai ui'e is that the first zone takes

Ml a distance of only 20 miles. For that

distance the ficst pound is 5 cts., each addi-

tional pound,] cent extra. The second zone

lakes in the limits of any one province in

the Dominion, and the rates are about dou-

ble those of the first zone. In other words,

it would cost rne as much to send a parcel

to Toronto, wldcli is 22 miles from my home,
as it would to send one to Port Arthur, on
the north shore of Lake Superior. How-
ever, we are now committed to the principle

of parcel post, and with lots of judicious

kicking, we shall get something that will

make the ex])ress companies take notice.

All together, six zones arc arranged for,

and for the longer distances small parcels

can be sent quite a bit cheaper than by ex-

press. One of the first changes that will be

sure to be asked for is that tlie first zone be

extended to iV) miles at least.
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Beekeeping in California
p. C. Chadwick, Hedlands, Cal.

SEASON PROSPKCTS 'I'O DATK.

January was liberal with us in the matter
of moisture, an average rainfall of eight or

more inches having fallen during the mon!h.
At some places the fall was excessive, doing
much damage. At Santa Barbara eleven

inches was recorded for the storm, while at

other points there was even more. Beekeep-
ers are generally much encouraged at the

prospects, very substantial advances in sea-

sonable conditions having come with the

rain. The ground is wet deeper than it has

been for two years, with warm weather,

early breeding, and excellent growth of

honey-jjlants to encourage us still more.

We are not yet assured of a honey crop,

however; but an occasional good rain dur-
ing February and March, with showers in

April, and continued warm, should bring us

an old-fashioned bumper crop for the sea-

son of 1914.

Feb. 12.—No rain so far this month. Bees
coming on fine.

BEEKEEPING IN THE CITIES.

The back-lot or back-yard beekeeiDer is

the future keeper of hundreds or perhaps
thousands of colonies. In a recent issue of

the Country Gentleman 1 read this :
" The

best way to become a successful dairyman is

to grow up in the business." With the bee

business it is equally true. In fact, I believe

there is no branch of agriculture that re-

quires as intimate a knowledge to make it a

success IS does the bee business. At any
rate, the back yard is the incubator of future

beekeepers. I wonder what per cent of our
beekeepers of to-day had their start in this

small way. My guess would be that fully 95
per cent start with a few colonies. I know
of a few men, however, who started at the

top, and are working down ; and they are

coming down faster than many of us went
up. The small beekeeper is not looked upon
with favor in this part of the world, as he
is considered a nuisance on account of dis-

ease spreading more rapidly with him than
with the large beekeeper, who usually looks

after his colonies a little more closely than
the beginner. Be that as it may, we have
the small beekeeper here, and he will be ever
bobbing up while time lasts, so the inspector
may as well give him a show. I enjoy the
little fellows, and I like to converse with
them, tell them of foolish things I did years

ago and hear them confess to laughable

mistakes.

THE CITY BEEKEEPER STIMULATES THE HONEY
MARKET^ AND THUS HELPS THE PROFES-

SIONAL BEEKEEPER.

The small beekeeper is a better advertiser

than the large one, for the large one does

not have time to go and hunt a market, but

looks for a wholesale liouse to take his crop,

while the little fellow goes out and sells to

liis neighbors and teaches them to use honey.

Then when the little fellow has a crop fail-

ure his patrons hunt a market elsewhere,

and thus they remain permanent users of

honey. Many of the advances that have been

made in bee culture are not due to discov-

eries in large apiai es. but are the result of

inquisitive experin 3: ting by the small bee-

keepers. My knowlelge of the bees is very

largely gained by keeping a small number
of colonies always near my door where they

can be watched daily.

Five years ago I decided to start in the

bee business in a small way on the back of

my city lot, my plan being to buy a few
colonies and work up just as though I had
no apiary at another place. So I purchased
three colonies and went to work just as if I

had my first colonies. I have now increased

them to such an extent that I have 30 colo-

nies in my back yard, to say nothing of ten

that wore taken to the apiary three years

ago. From them I have taken considerable

honey, done much experimenting, and, best

of all, have enjoyed their presence for the

pleasant sounds they make and for the addi-

tional inspiration they have suppled me.
* * *

I fear Mr. Foster is figuring wrong with

his poultry expense. He counts his time at

twenty cents per hour, which I think should

be added to the other side of the ledger. In

the summer I put in from three to five hours

on weeks days with my cows, chickens, bees,

and garden in general, in addition to my
regular day's work of eight hours. If I

'

figured this time I should be losing on an
average of $2.00 a day, and should soon be

bankrupt. But my view of the matter is

that I am salvaging that much time that

might otherwise be an entire loss. When
my time is worth full value, Mrs. C. or one
of the children gets the job of feeding the

chickens. There is a lot of time in agricul-

tural pursuits that is figured at very much
more than it is worth.
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Beekeeping Among the Rockies
Wesley Poster, Boulder, Col.

WILD FLOWERS IN THE FOOTHILLS IN APRIL.

Bees located near the mountains have the

advantage over those out on the plains. The
wild flowers are in bloom in the foothills

during the fore part of April, and the bees

that reach this bloom are well sui^plied with

pollen, and breed up faster.

RYE GRAHAM FLOUR FOR BEES.

I would urge every beekeeper whose colo-

nies may cause the neighbors trouble in the

spi'ing to put out rye gxaham flour. Many
farmers hold a prejudice against bees be-

cause they frequent watering-troughs, feed-

stalls, etc. The beekeeper owes it to his

neighbors to cause them just as little incon-

venience as possible. One of the marks of

a good neighbor is neighborliness; and the

beekeeper can manifest this spirit by keep-

ing the bees so well supplied with the best

water easily obtainable near the apiary that

they will not frequent other places; and by
putting out flour or meal the bees may be

kept away from the sheep and cattle feed-

ing-bins of the farmers. Put out the flour

and water before the bees get to frequenting

other places.

* * *

SLOW GERMINATION OF SWEET-CLOVER SEED.

The interest in sweet clover is uncovering

some important facts regarding the plant,

one of the most important of which is the

slow germination of the seed. That this is

not understood generally has been shown to

me by the letters received from prospective

customers and from others who have bought
seed. One man wrote to me, asking if I

could guarantee 80 per cent germination of

the seed. The chances are that very little

seed (if any new seed) will test that high.

Old seed seems to germinate better than

new. The amount of seed required to soav

to the acre could be greatly reduced if the

germination percentage were higher the first

year. The slow germination is caused by
the hard seed coat that is so impervious to

water that the seed can not sprout readily.

All who are intending to sow sweet clover

should thoroughly post themselves upon the

characteristics of the plant, and the seeds-

men should furnish all possible help also.

The sweet-clover bulletin by J. M. Westgate,
published by the Department of Agi'icul-

ture, Washington, will be of great help to

those interested.

HOJrE-MADE BEE SUPPLIES.

Mr. W. L. Porter diifers with me on the

fjuestion of home-made bee-supplies. It is

probable that, if we both had the same set

of facts placed before us, we would agree.

The average beekeeper can keep bees just

as well in a box or home-made hive as in a

factory-made hive; and as he makes no

profit to speak of from his bees he is better

off than if he had them in factory-made

hives, because he has less money invested.

However, the readers of Gleanings or the

Review, where my article originally appear-

ed, are not average beekeepers. I believe

from my observation and acquaintance

among beemen that the majority of up-to-

date beekeepers have been well satisfied with

their results in making some of their sup-

plies. No one beekeeper is so situated that

he can make all his supplies, and this was
stated in my original article, I believe. I

would distinguish between the average bee-

keeper and the average reader of the bee

journals.

Most of the western beemen who make
any of their supplies have them made at a

planing-mill, so that they are only partially

home-made. In the actual making of home-
made goods there is little of it done ; but by
having hand or power saw the beekeeper

will find it a wonderful convenience. The
way the sun warjjs lumber in the West soon

makes factory and home-made hives look

much alike, both requiring constant renail-

ing and painting.

Quite a large proportion of our most
successful beemen figure that it pays to have

some supplies made at home to their order.

Several beekeei^ers I know, who count their

colonies by the hundreds, make their own
and their neighbors' foundation. One of

them who made up several hundred pounds
of brood foundation last winter told me it

was his first e.xperience, and that it was
about as difficult as turning a clothes-wring-

er.

Personally I do not want any homo-made
frames or section-holders or other inside

hive furniture; but I am using some hive-

bodies, super-bodies, covers, and bottoms

that are giving me as good satisfaction as

any factory-made goods I ever owned. I

have made mistakes, and always shall; but

\he man who can not correct his first mis-

takes will not make a beekeeper.
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Conversations Avith Doolittle
At Borodino, New York.

WHEN TO SET BEES FROM THE CELLAR.

" Will you tell when the bees should be set

from the cellar in the spring? Do you think

it would be any advantage to set them out

the latter part of February or the fore i>art

of March if there is a good day? "

The time of setting out may depend a

little upon the time of their last flight in the

fall. If you set your bees in the cellar the

loth of November, and they had a good
flight the 14th, they would be likely to re-

main in the cellar in good condition two or

three weeks longer than if their last flight

had been on Oct. 22, as was the ease in this

locality several years ago. One beekeeper

said that he knew that, if bees had a good
flight as late as November 15, they could

stand the confinement necessary from that

time till the fore part of April. I do not

feel so sure about this.

My experience has taught me that the

time of putting in and setting out, within

reasonable bounds, has very little to do with

success; and this I say after having set the

bees in as early as November 3 and as late

as December 18, and having set them out as

early as March 5 and as late as May 2. I

think I can tell what the results will be

as early as January 20—how the bees are

going to come out in the spring, and this at

a time when I am without any knowledge as

to what the length of the confinement is to

be. Some years I am sure that, if spring

were to open by the middle of February, as

it does generally in May, and the bees were
set out then, there would be spring dwin-
dling, with many colonies too weak for the

first surplus, while at the same time other

years I am sure that they could bear con-

finement in the cellar till May 1 and come
out bright and strong for the harvest from
white clover. If, on November 15, I could

be informed as to the character of the stores

which the bees have in their combs, the age
of the greater part of those going into their

winter repose, together with the temperature
and moisture of the air in the cellar, I could

tell pretty nearly how they would come out.

But these are things which we are, not al-

waj'S sure about, as a cool wet season is

likely to give inferior stores and bees with
a low vitality, while an open winter makes
the control of temperature and moisture
much more difficult.

Some say that, where bees seem to be
wintering poorly in the cellar from any
cause, they should be set out the latter part

of February, or on any favorable day there-

after, for a fiight, and at night returned to

the cellar; but from years of experience

along this line I do not find that they are

profited thereby enough to pay for the labor

required. Others advocate setting all colo-

nies out when any are so treated; and where
any colony is so " sleepy " that the bees do

not seem inclined to wake up we are told to

pound on the hive while it is still inside the

cellar, so as to stir them up so they will be

ready for their purifying flight before the

cool of the evening draws on. Locality may
make a difference in this matter; but some-

bow I doubt it. Here in central New York,

when the bees sleep very quietly in the cel-

lar, as they are doing to-day (Feb. 6), they

do not need .a flight at all. And when we
are likely to have spring dwindling, they

are so restless that they will run out and

spot the hives in front before this time,

and, if moved at all, will rush out pell-mell

with scarcely any reference to the tempera-

ture. At such times as this last, it would
seem that a flight might do some good, and

for a few days after setting in they do seem
more quiet ; but when the time of surplus

comes, colonies set out prove no better than

those left in, or not enough so to pay for the

labor spent in getting them out and back in

again. On the other hand, if they are left

out they all generally perish.

I used to try to convince myself that the

time to set bees out is when the blossoms

of the soft maple and the elm open, and
once wrote that, when the bees can come in

with pollen obtained from these flowers an

hour after setting out, one bee with its fel-

lows can rear and bring on the stage of

action three other bees, while an earlier set-

~ ting-out would mean that three old bees

would be required to raise one young one. I

verilv thought this was just as it should be;

but from careful watching and experiment-

ing, I am free to admit that the best results

ore obtained by setting out somewhat earlier

than this, or when the buds of these trees

begin to show their exjDansion by the sep-

arating of the outer covering which has

protected them during the winter. In this

way brood-rearing has gotten a little head-

way by the time the bloom opens, and then

the pollen coming in is of greater value by
pushing a greater volume of brood through

the activity resulting from the scramble in

preparing chyle for Ihat already in the cells.

The temperature should be 50 degrees F,
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A BEE FARM ON A ROOF IN NEW YORK CITY

BY HARRY HIRSCH

Country, town, or city, it's all the same

—

you can keep bees anywhere. If you have a

back 3'ard or a back porch, that will do. And
if you have only a flat roof with a vista of

chimneys and house-tops, that site is as good
as any.

In my estimation the most important

factor in city beekeeping is the careful se-

lection of stock. Bees inclined to vicious-

ness and swarming will not be tolerated in

a crowded city. There is only one strain of

bees fit to cope with the exciting conditions

governing a city apiary, and that is the

Italian.

So gentle and unobtrusive are my Ital-

ians, that, although I have been keeping
them on the roof for three years, neighbors

who live in the surrounding apartment-
houses will not credit the assertion that there

are thousands and thousands of bees living

just beneath their windows. " Why," they

exclaim, "we never see them; and, besides.

we never hear of any stings in the neighbor-

hood." Then I usually hasten to explain

that an experience based upon several years"

acquaintance with bees has convinced me
that stings are never heard but felt. Al-

ways n lover of nature I seek to set right my
fellow-l)eings on matters as pointed as these.

Italian workers, besides being perfect

ladies while " out shopping," as one little

neighbf:r has so aptly described it, are also

remaikably tractable when bearded in their

den. This trait is of prime importance; for

to get in touch with nature without getting

touched by it is a delicate problem in bee-

dom.
The only adequate hive for a busy city

man is the double-walled chaff hive. To it

I must ascribe my success, as it not only

conserves the heat during winter when every

icy wind has full play across the exposed

roof, but has great cooling qualities during

summer when the tin-roof, under the action

The sweetest spot in New York. A sheltered place on a roof is ;in ideal loiaticni for bees in a city.

These colonies have been on this roof for three years.
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of the sun, deludes itself into the belief that

it is an oven in full blast whose sole duty

is to bake both the hives and the bees so

unfortunate as to alight on its surface.

In addition to these commendable features

of the double-walled hives, the amount of

labor they take off the hands of the city

beekeeper at the approach of winter must

not be overlooked. There is no need of

l)acking, nailing, throwing the bees in a

tumult, and creating a general mess of ex-

celsior, hay, shavings, roof-paper, newspa-

pers, and a thousand other improvised odds

and ends, as is customary with single-walled

hives. The following spring, there is no

fuss in unpacking, with the risk of chilling

the brood in the hives by the sudden cooling

of the single walls. With double-walled

liives all is calm and tranquil with the bee-

keeper. Peace reigneth in his soul and in

his hives.
'

A city man is a busy man. A city man's

hobby must not en-

croach upon his regu-

lar occupation. It must
not tend to cause him
anxiety during busi-

ness hours nor enforc-

ed labor out of them.

The moment it does
this, it ceases to be a

hobby and becomes a
responsibility and a
bore.

Now, the conditions

governing my apiary
are peculiar. It is sit-

uated in the center of
the largest and busiest

city of America. Miles
and miles of dwelling-

houses surround it,

with no open country
for a long distance off.

Where, then, do the
bees obtain their hon-
ey ? Why, from a city

park — Central Park.
Is there enough nectar
to keep three hives go-
ing? you ask. Going!
Why, it's all I can do
during June and July
to keep the enthusias-
tic inmates of the hives

from moving over to

the park en masse and
staying there. Central
Park is an unusual
park. Within its one
and a quarter square
miles it contains trees

and shrubs from practically every part of

the world. The sylvan paths of this urban
arcadia present a bewildering array of alien

visitors. We discover a Chinese pagoda-tree

growing by the side of a Norwegian maple;

a Manchurian barberry nestling in the shade

of a pine from the far-off Himalayas, while

in the distance the dai'k foliage of a Crime-

an lindeii serves as a background for a

swaying bamboo-tree. Basswood (linden),

the standby of honeydom, is well represent-

ed here. Louis Peet, in " Trees and Shrubs
of Central Park," gives the varieties of this

tree as seven, mostly European. There are

fully thirty-five specimens of the linden in

the park, though whether they are all hon-

ey-producers I am unprepared to say. In

addition to the strange collection of native

and foreign flora. Central Park contains a

large botanical garden where tropical plants

such as bananas, cotton, oranges, etc., are

kept under shelter. During the hot days of

Taking a dare.
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summer the doors and windows of the green-

houses are kept open, and the place is visit-

ed by a constant stream of bees.

In short, variety rather than quantity of

bloom is the iDredominating feature of the

nectar pasturage in Central Park. This ex-

[dains why my honey embraces more differ-

ent varieties of flavors, fragrances, and
colors than is dreamed of in the philosophy

of the rural beekeeper. Frequently have I

emptied a pollen-cell of its little pellets and
found the'ni of so varied a hue that, if ar-

ranged in a row. they would go far toward
giving a fair example of a spectrum.

Extracting is out of the question with so

few hives. I merely run them for section

and comb honey in shallow frames. I use

the Danzenbaker super, and place sections

and shallow extracting-frames into it alter-

Lee Essenliower's bees on the roof of a department-store
Pa. A large tank of water keeps the temperature

nately. Whatever bait sections I may need
(and I And them indispensable) are secured
by inserting six sections of foundation in an
emjjty Hoffman frame. The sections can be

made to fit snugly with the aid of match-
sticks. The frame of sections is then placed

in the hive-body to be drawn out. When
tlie sections liave been drawn out about a

(juarter of an inch they are removed from
the frame and distributed in the supers.

During the honey-flow I practice severe con-

traction of the brood-frames. I know that

this is condemned by most beekeepers; but

the end justifies the means, and a nice array

of sections at the end of the season covers

a multitude of sinful contractions. By con-

traction and a judicious use of bait sections

I have averaged 16 section boxes and 12 lbs.

in extracting-frames from each hive.

Swarming must be

carefully guarded
against. Eternal vig-

ilance and clipped

queens are the price of

peace in a crowded
city.

In the very few cases

of stinging in the

neighborhood during

three years, investiga-

tion showed that the

bees were invariably

only on the defensive.

A child I'eturning from
school in the afternoon

perceives a " golden

fly " resting on the

window-sill, or per-

chance perched on an

iron paling industri-

ously cleaning itself.

Only a few minutes

before, the teacher has

inoculated the child

with the "swat-the-fly"

theory, and the child

now bubbles over with

supi:)ressed excitement

as happy fortune

places before her an
opportunity to reduce

I heory to practice.

With hand poised for

a blow, little does the

victim (I refer to the

child ) anticipate with

what swift retribution

lier ignorance of ento-

mology will be reward-

ed.

>, ;i^- „ • T? 1 „ There is much to be
building in Reading.

t -, n i i

nearly constant. derived irom bees be-
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A " house apiary " on a roof 100 feet above the street. The colonies are located inside a tank house.

sides honey or stings. What a wholesome
relaxation we experience from the every-day
sordid cares of the narrow cramped world
when we delve into the mysteines of the

hive ! A mere lifting of the cover of a hive,

and we are transported into an enchanted
city where our woes and cares are forbidden
to enter. We wander through the fascinat-

ing streets, we draw into our nostrils the

fragrance of perfumed treasures, we gaze

into golden enchanted palaces; and when we
at length reluctantly dejDart, and the cover

is replaced, we feel better, happier, and
(may we say it?) purer for our little jour-

ney into the charmed city.

Beekeeping with Italian bees in a double-

walled chatf hive is the nearest approach to

a non-wori-j'ing, joy-giving, business-relax-

ing hobby I can think of for a city man.
New York City.

AN AVERAGE OF 60 POUNDS PER COLONY, 100 FEET ABOVE THE
SIDEWALK

BY LEE ESSENHOWER

My bees are practically 100 feet from the

sidewalk, on the roof of C. K. Whitner's
department-store building. On May 25, 1911,
this building was destroyed by fire, and in

121 days was rebuilt. At this time the

thought struck me that the roof would be a

good place for bees, and they were put there

as an experiment. Last summer I took 360
lbs. of honey from six colonies, and built up
the others so that now there are eleven colo-

nies.

The hives are in the lower tank house, or

the house where the pressure-tank is kept.

There are, in fact, two tanks in operation

—

one simply a gi'avity tank and the other a

large iron tank 16 x 8 ft., under a pressure

of compressed air of 80 lbs. pressure, hold-

ing 60,000 gallons of water, ready for any
emergency. In this house the bees are kept.

Strange to say, the water holds the tempera-
ture pretty even all the year round, and
makes ideal winter quarters for the

bees.

High winds, to some extent at least, deci-

mate the colonies; but despite this fact we
have all along secured good crops. The bees

have about two miles to go before coming to

any real pasture for surplus honey. Our
pasture consists of melilotus mostly, though
we have a STeat deal of linden along our
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A view of tile hive eiiti'aiu- 111 tlie other side of the tank lioiis

sidewalks; in fact, we have a good linden

field. I wish to say in this connection that

I was the main instigator in introducing the

melilotus many years ago, when the country

seemed to be in an uproar for fear that bee-

keepers were introducing an obnoxious
weed ; but still I kept silent, and continued
to spread the seeds. I have been more or less

interested in bee culture since 1877.

Reading, Pa.

A CITY MAN'S BEES PAY HIS TAXES

BY HARRIS T. KILLE

If any of the readers of Gleanings
should ever have occasion to visit New-

Brunswick, N. J., and take a walk out on

Jones Avenue, they would surely stop and
lake a second look when coming opposite

the house owned by the subject of this

sketch. It is as much different from the

ordinai-y run of houses as a queen-bee is

different from a drone; and if the reader

should be so bold as to step upon the broad
colonial porch and ring the door-bell he

would find a man as different from the ordi-

nary run of men as the house is different

from the ordinary run of houses. Measured
by linear or avoirdupois your host Avould

not grade very high ; but if you should apply
to him the scale for the measurement of

genius you would have to use more than

your ordinary pocket-rule, and it would not

make the result of your estimate any the less

accurate if you shove the decimal point over

three or four places to the right after you
have made your most accurate calculations.

The name of this genius is Henry Mills.

His business is that of stock jobber for rail-

roads. But one might just as well call him
a carpenter, blacksmith, mechanic, or what
not. He's a veritable Jack of all trades;

and if we call him by that name we can say
that he lives in " the house that Jack built

;"

for he built that neat house (Fig. 1) all

himself, at odd times, without interfering-

wit h his regular work. He made his own
cement blocks—made evei-y thing, in fact,

except the doors and windows. He has not

quite finished it, but he has been living in it

for more than a year, and he started to

build it only two years and a half ago. He
showed me over the house; and the rooms
that are finished and furnished are certainly

beautiful.

In the back yard, not fifty feet from a
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neighbor on one side, and almost bordering

the street on the otlier side, are his bees.

He has 19 colonies. He made all his frames

and hives himself. His hives are built much
on the i3rineiple of the Danzenbaker, but

have frames one inch deeper. " The bees,"

said he, " winter much better on these than

they do on the standard Danzenbaker size,

which is entirely too shallow for good win-

tering unless two stories are used. How-
ever, if I were starting in again," he con-

tinued, " I would use nothing but the stan-

dard ten-frame L. hive. Then if I wanted

to sell out at any time I could get some-

where near the original cost of the hives."

To the question, whether his bees sting

the neighbors, Mr. Mills replied, " I have

never had any trouble from their stinging

the neighbors, for I manage so as to do no

work among them when they are gathering

no honey, or when manipulation would be

apt to enrage them. I have had, however,

some trouble in the spring, because we in-

variably have warm days when the bees take

their cleansing flights, even on Monday,
wash-day. The neighbors at first thought

that the spots on their clothes were caused

by sparrows; but my mother told them that

the bees were responsible, and ever since

then I have had more or less trouble." Mor-
al.—See that your truth-loving mother does

not tell all she knows.

A product of Mr. Mills' genius, with

which he seemed better pleased than he did

with his make of hives, was a honey-extract-

or. He had made it practically himself,

although he had to have a little assistance

from a local blacksmith in making the gear-

ing. For the tank he used an ash-can which,

by reason of corrugated strips extending

from the rim to the bottom at regular inter-

vals about the outside, has much gi-eater

stability than many factory-made extractors.

The revolving framework inside was built

for service. It Avas made of iron straps 1

Fig. 2.—Henry MilLs' home-made honey-extractor.

Fig. 1.—Home of Henry Mills, New Brunswick, N. J.

inch wide by ^ thick. The photo. Fig. 2,

shows the construction of the inside frame-

work and comb-baskets. The gearing was
also built for hard usage. If our manufac-
turers could combine the strength of this

built-for-service extractor with the lightness,

reversibility, and ease of running features

of their extractors, we beekeepers would not

have to deduct from 10 to 20 per cent for

deterioration every year from our net earn-

ings.

Although we do not have very severe

winters here in New Jersey, Mr. Mills be-

lieves in giving his bees protection. As will

be seen from Fig. 3, Mr. ]\Iills' bees are lo-

cated on a knoll overlooking the town. They
receive the full force of the cold northwest

winds which sweep over the town, so that it

is only by packing his bees well that he is

able to winter them successfully. He uses

an outside winter-case made of unplaned
half-inch lumber. This is so constructed

that, when set down over the liives, it leaves

an inch space all around the outside and
extends two inches above the top of the hive.

It is prevented from obstructing the en-

trance by the extension of the cleats on the

bottom-board on which the hive-body rests.

To the lower inside front edge of the case

an inch strip is nailed

the full length of the

case. This prevents the

sawdust and planer

shaving's (which he

]3acks in the space be-

tween the hive, and
case) from obstructing

the entrance. Around
the lower edge of tlie

other sides he wedges
a layer of coarse shav-

ings, on top of which

he pours sawdust until

the space is completely

filled. 'Mr. Mills always
leaves his excluders on
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Fig. 3.—Mr. Mills' apiary on a knoll overlooking the town of New Brunswick, N. J.

top of the hives so as to give the bees space
in which to pass from frame to frame, up
over the cluster where it is warm. Over the

excluder he si3reads a burlap bag or enamel
cloth, and fills in the two-inch space above
with sawdust and planer shavings. Mr. Mills

thus has the advantage of a double-walled

hive for wintering, and at the same time has

Fig. 4. -Winter case for holding packing material aroimd regular
single-walled hives.

his light single-walled hives for summer
manipulations. His winter case is shown in

Fig. 4.

Whenever Mr. Mills has had colonies light

in stores he has fed them successfully dur-

ing the winter by placing a slab of hard
uncrystallized sugar candy a S23ace above
the brood-frames, and covering the same

with burlap and saw-
dust to retain the heat

of the cluster.

To the question as to

how much his bees

paid him, Mr. Mills

replied, "It varies with
the season. Some years

the bees do surprising-

ly well, while other

years they don't store

much surplus. I don't

have a very good loca-

tion here, for the bees

get practically nothing
from clover. However,
I can usually count on
a fall flow of dark
honey. This dark hon-
ey sells here among my
neighbors just as well

as the best clover hon-
ey—in fact, better; for
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one year I had enough clover honey to sell,

and the customers came back stating that

they wanted some of that black thick honey
such as I sold them last year. But, even
though I have not as good a location ps

some," he continued, " I manage to get

enough from the bees to paj^ my taxes. My
taxes amount to over $40. I always lay my

honey money aside for that purpose. Every
year I have enough to pay my taxes, and
some years I have considerable left over."

Not so bad, I thought, for a city man who
l«eps bees for the fun and recreation he

gets out of the business rather than for the

financial gain.

New Brunswick, N. J.

OVER TWO TONS OF HONEY A YEAR FROM A CITY APIARY

BY GEORGE ZAUTNER

[Another picture of our correspondent's apiary appeared on the cover of our Oct. 1st issue.

—

Ed.]

I have been interested in beekeeping ever

since I was a little boy, though we have

always lived in the city. My father bought

his first hive of bees about 42 years ago.

When he built his home it was on the out-

skirts; but now the city has grown so large

that it extends a mile or more beyond us.

I always helped father when he was work-

ing with the bees, and I became very much
interested in them. The first comb honey we
produced was in a square box that held

about five or six pounds of honey, with

glass on two sides. In those days we were

satisfied if we got two or three such boxes

from each hive. Now all is different. The

improvements in beekeeping are something

wonderful. We now have the modern hives

and all the necessary equipment for up-to-

date beekeeping.

The honey season is very short in this

section. It begins about June 15 and ends

about July 20. We never get any surplus

from fruit-bloom. The bees use for brood-

rearing what they get from that source.

We depend on clover for our crop. When
the clover is gone, that ends the season.

So you can see we have to get our bees in

prime condition by June 15.

We have two large city parks quite near

us, and I think we get most of our honey

from that source.

We must give our bees the best of care in

order to get them in condition for the honey-

flow. In early May, when a queen has her

hive well filled with brood and bees I open

the hive, put her with a frame of brood in

another hive, filling the rest of the space

with drawn combs, and set it on top of the

other hive without an excluder. In three or

four weeks I have t^^o hive-bodies filled with

bees and brood.

About June 15 I take eight of the best

frames of brood and the queen, and put them

below with an excluder on top to keep the

queen below. Then I put on the first super

and set the other hive-body of brood on top.

This makes the upper hive queenless, and

the bees will start queen-cells eveiy time.

But in five or six days I open the upper
hive and cut out every queen-cell. This
operation will keep the bees from swarming
for the present. When the first super is

about half filled I put another one under the

flist one so as to give them plenty of room
to work.

In about fifteen days from the time I put
the first super on I take off the upper brood-
nest and set it on a' new stand. Most of the

brood will have hatched by this time. I

leave it on the new stand for a day or two,

when all the field bees will have flown back
to the old hive. A splendid way to make
increase is to give this hive a young queen.

Or it may be set on top of another hive

that is run for extracted honey.

In order to produce fancy section honey
one must have his hives overflowing with
bees. All our queens' wings are clipped. If

a swarm comes out the queen will drop in

front of the hive in the grass (I keep the

gi'ass short to prevent the queen from get-

ting lost). I cage her in a wire cage made
for that pui"pose, remove the hive to the

rear, and put an empty one in its place.

Then I place the queen in the cage on the

alighting-board of the empty hive. When
the bees in the air discover their queen is

not with them they come back, looking for

her. When sufficient bees come back to

protect her I release the queen, when she

will run in the hive, and all the bees follow

her. Toward evening I open the liive that the

swarm issued from, and cut out all queen-

cells. I then set the swarm to one side and

put the hive that the swarm issued from on

its old stand, shaking the swarm back in

front of the hive that it came from—bees,

queen, and all. After this I add another

super to give them more room. This opera-

tion of cutting out the queen-cells and shak-

ing the swarm back takes only about ten or

fifteen minutes. The next morning, befoi'e

the bees begin to fly, I set the hive on a new
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Home and apiary of Geo. Zautner, Albany, N. Y. Though located right in the city, the bees practically
paid for the house shown.

stand in a different part of the yard. This

seems to satisfy them.

We have no trouble with our bees stinging

the neighbors. When bees are cross, and are

inclined to sting, I believe it is due to rough
handling" more than any thing else.

Our average crop of honey is about 4200
lbs., and the average number of hives 65. 1

find ready sale for all the honey we can pro-

duce. We never have enough to supply the

demand.

Beekeeping- is only a side issue with me.
I work in the shop every day, and take care

of my bees in my spare time. I also have
quite a large garden. We raise all our own
vegetables and all the fruit we can make use

of and to spare.

Beekeeping goes a long way toward re-

ducing the cost of living'. The home shown
in the picture has practically been paid for

with the proceeds from my bees.

Albany, N. Y.

HOW I BECAME AN OUTLAW
BY THE OUTLAW

This is sub rosa, you understand—just

lietween you and me. The fact is, I am a

lieekeeper. As being a beekeeper is not a

crime per se, I shall have to explain further

that there is a certain city ordinance in

force here to the effect that no bees are to be

kept within the bounds of the city. The
ordinnnce is, in effect, as follows:

Be it ordained liy the rommon council that it is

hereby declared to be unlawful for any person or

persons to conduct or carry on the business of rais-

ing or producing honey from bees or keep or main-
tain an apiary or any hive or hives of bees, within
any portion of the city.

That any person violating any provision of this

ordinance shall lie deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall be punished with
a fine not to exceed $200, or by imprisonment in the

city jail for not exceeding one hundred days, or by
both such fine and imprisonment.

But I did not become a beekeeper and
violator of the city ordinance with malice

aforethought—no, nothing like that. I am
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just a victim of circumstances, merely doing

that which has been decreed by fate.

It happened tliis way : One Sunday morn-

ing, about the first of June, I encountered a

small after-swarm of bees in the act of set-

tling on the branch of a pepper-tree in

front of the house that constitutes my dom-

icil. Under such circumstances what could

I do but hive the swarm? It would certainly

not be right to leave a swarm of bees hang-

ing on the branch of a tree, above the side-

walk of one of the principal streets of the

city. The hiving was easily done with the

aid of a borrowed clothes-pole, and on the

end of this pole was attached a small basket.

Just think of it ! walking along the street

with my mind busy on matters that would

come up in the office on the morrow, and

then, ten minutes later, walking along the

same street with a swarm of bees i^i a bas-

ket ! The basket of bees was duly hung on

the clothes-line, while I proceeded to alter

into a hive a certain box which the grocer

had delivered with groceries the evening

before.

The alterations of the box sufficient for

the time being took about ten minutes. The

bees were then dumped into the hive, and the

next moment I found myself the owner of a

colony of bees, and also the violator of a

certain city ordinance, and subject to a fine

or a jail sentence, or both.

But before taking up with you my expe-

rience as an outlaw it might be well to lay

the foundation for my acts. But remember
I am telling you this biographical junk so

that you will be in the proper frame of

mind to understand and follow me through

my acts as a practical outlaw beekeeper,

working under an adverse city ordinance.

That is my honest reason. Of course, if you
in your own narrow-minded way think it

mere ego on my part—why, I will not quar-

rel with you—just let you retain your opin-

ion, and risk your calling up the chief of

police.

To commence at the beginning, early en-

vironment forged the first link by reason of

my father being an apiarist on a city lot.

Stings were part of my early education.

Then the wanderlust claimed me, with the

result that one bright summer day, follow-

ing the termination of the American occu-

pancy of Cuba, I stepped ashore at Havana,
and there among that band of pioneer bee-

keepers who followed the army of interven-

tion I met the greatest of them all, the
" Rambler."* Rambler was one of nature's

aristocracy. He was a man who cared little

for money and less for dress. He always

* J. H. Martin, whn was one of oiir most valued
correspondents about 15 years ago.

—

Ed.

associated the idea of a new suit of clothing

with a ten-dollar bill. But as a man he stood

the acid test. He was one who saw through
every sham of life; smiled quietly at the

various subterfuges and artifices which he

encountered in others and ever remained as

a nugget of pure gold among the pebbles.

By reason of his rambles and observations,

coupled with an inventive turn of mind, the

result was that his brain had become a store-

house of those little matters generally spok-
en of as kinks. And while he had for years

freely given his ideas to the beekeeping

world through Gleanings, yet when he

breathed his last there in the lee of Principe

Hill, ai)iculture lost a thousand thoughts

that were on record only in Rambler's brain.

Then there were the months I spent in

the locality of where was situated the first

apiary of bees in frame hives located on the

island. I wonder how many of those who
read this have been on the spot. How many,
like myself, have cut their names in the

trunk of that old royal palm-tree just above
the well ? For several years I led an ambu-
latory existence, to and from, over and
around, the island of Cuba, at that time the

greatest bee country in the world.

So, now, having turned for your inspec-

tion the foregoing page of the past, I trust

that all those who are true apiarists at heart

will understand and forgive my acts as an

outlaw.

In answer to those who raise the question

as to why I did not remove my colony of

bees outside the jurisdiction of the ordi-

nance, I will say that on one side of the city

is the ocean and on the other is the desert;

that the past season has been one when the

desert flora refused to yield honey, with the

result that, during all the time when I have

had my colony of bees, the apiarists outside

the city have had to joractice feeding in

order to keep their bees alive. Here in the

city, matters are different. There is an

abundance of peppei'-trees and eucalyptus

along the streets of the residence district,

and in the public parks are thousands of

eucalyptus of every variety besides thou-

sands of other trees and shrubs. So here

there is a continuous flow of honey, some-

what similar to the summer in western Cuba.
The result has been that my little swarm of

bees, without foundation, not even for start-

ers, has been able to build on an average

one frame each week.

Perhaps the question may arise in the

minds of some as to the legality of the city

ordinance under which I am an outlaw. To
such I will state that it is my own personal

opinion that the ordinance is valid; that the

coui'ts would sustain it under what is known
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H. C. Young's ajjiary in the country, 15 miles from Buffalo.

in law as the police power. As most bee-

keepers are not lawyers, I will say that

what is known in law as the police power is

the internal regulations of a State that have

in view the preservation of good order, good
health, good manners and morals, and the

general health of the public. Chief Justice

Shaw, of the Supreme Court of the United

States, in the slaughter-house cases, stated
" That upon it depends the security of social

order, the life and health of the citizens, the

comfort of the existence in a thickly popu-
lated community, the enjoyment of j^rivate

and social life, and the beneficial use of

property. Police power, as defined by
Blackstone, is ' the due regulation of domes-

tic order of the kingdom, whereb.y the in-

habitants of a state, like members of a well-

governed family, are bound to conform their

general behavior to the rule of propriety,

good neighborhood, and good manners, and

to be decent, industrious, and inoffensive in

their respective stations; that by the general

police i^ower of a state, persons and prop-

erty are subject to all kinds of restraint and

Ijurdens in order to secure the general com-

fort, health, and prosperity of the state.'
"

The courts of the various States and of

the United States have continually sustained

and upheld legislation that was enacted for

the public welfare, health, or comfort, even

though such legislation worked injury or

inconvenience to innocent parties, even
though it violated some organic law, holding

that such legislation was valid under the

police power of the State. For example,
the constitution of the United States pro-
vides that full faith and credit shall be
given by the various States to the laws of
the sister States. Very well; in Illinois is a
statute that provides conditions under which
a person can jDractice medicine. A doctor,

after complying with the laws of Illinois, in

going to California, for instance, will there

find that California pays no attention to the

law regulating physicians to practice, and
requires that an examination be taken ; and,

believe me, it is some examination—in fact,

such that very few physicians care to take
it. But the California courts hold that such
legislation, even though it is prohibitive, as
in effect it prohibits the Chicago doctor
from practicing medicine in Dogtown, is

valid under the police power, as it tends to

protect the general public from iueffieient

doctors.

So, under the circumstances, I have no
defense to offer, as I do not think a valid

defense exists. I am just like any other

educated lawbreaker. Being fully aware of

the position occupied in society, I take

every precaution to avoid being caught in

the toils of the law that is being willfully

broken.
To be continued.
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OVER 200 POUNDS OF SURPLUS HONEY PRODUCED BY ONE COLONY
ON A VERANDA IN THE CITY OF BUFFALO

BY H. C. YOUNG

Having bad no experience in keeping bees

—in fact, never having bad a good look at

a bee, I started to read Gleanings in Octo-

ber, 1911, and studied the ABC and X Y
Z of Bee Culture. The following spring,

ia May, I received my beginner's out lit.

consisting of one bive of bees, extra liive,

etc.

As I live on a corner of a prominent bus-

iness street in Buffalo, 1 decided to keep my
bees on tbe veranda on the second floor of

my bome, tvhicb is very close to tbe side-

walk. Hundreds of people pass daily, and
thousands of bees fly overhead.

Without the aid of an experienced bee-

man or any one else, I would open tbe bive

three or four times a week or oftener, with-

out tbe use of a smoker, ^^eil, or gloves, and
pull out frame after frame. I bad no diffi-

culty in picking out the queen, drones, and
workers; also tbe drone and worker cells,

and later I discovered tbe queen-cells.

About 11:30 a. m. on tbe 4tb of July my
bees swarmed, clustering on a poplai'-tree

about 25 feet from the bive, and they re-

mained there until about 2 p. m. With tbe

aid of my three brothers we set out to liive

tbe swarm. Imagine the crowd of curious

city people attracted by this undertaking
Our first thought was to cut down the branch
with the cluster and place it before the emp-
ty hive. Not thinking about the weight of

the bees, we began sawing, and soon there

was an unexpected cracking noise, and the

branch snapped off, throwing the cluster of

bees to tbe pavement, about twenty feet

below. In a few seconds the air. like a blind-

ing snowstorm, was filled with live bees.

The terror-stricken people scattered, and
ran in all directions for shelter. In order

to convince them that there was no danger
I hurried to the street with head and arms
bare, scooped up the bees in my hand, and
shook them into tbe bive without receiving

a sting. Soon the frightened ones regained
their nerve and returned to satisfy their

curiosity.

About a week later I found a new queen
in tbe old liive, which evidently became
mated with a black drone. I soon noticed

the difference in the disposition of her bees,

as photo No. 1 will show. Tbe old queen
and her bees in the swarm have maintained
their very mild disposition to tbe present

day.

The following spring. May. 1913, T pur-
chased five more colonies, I kept one colony

in tbe city and sent all tbe rest to tbe coun-

try, about fifteen miles away. Starting that

year with seven colonies, and with tbe cap-

ture of one stray swarm in the city, I in-

creased my apiary to fifteen colonies during
the summer, and secured about 500 lbs. of

honey.

From my limited observation I am led to

believe that a few colonies do better in the

city tbaii in the country. During a drouth

bees find little or no nectar in tbe plants of

the meadow or mead; while the warmer, the

drier, and the more arid the weather, tlie

more the city folks sprinkle their gardens
and lawns, thus keeping the honey-flow nor-

mal. 1 noticed during last summer, wliilo

we had a long drouth, tbe bees in th.e coun-

tiy Avere not gathering any honey, while

those in the city dniing the same dry weath-

er were busy working filling up cells day

H. C. Young, of Buffalo, N. Y., showing the result

of his first experience with hybrid bees.
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after day. 'JMiis one colony in tlie city pro-

duced a surplus of over 200 lbs., wliich was
nearly half of my entire crop.

I desirr to impress upon your readers

that, far beyond the profits arising- out of

my short experience in bee culture, 1 have

had pleasure of the highest order. The bee
is one of God's most remarkable creatui-es,

and a study of it has enlightened me as to

liis vast wisdom, and will, I trust, make me
a better if not a greater man.

Buffalo, N. Y.

A HOUSE APIARY FOR CITY BEEKEEPERS
BY C. S. NEWSOM

The photograph shows my house apiary,

every one of the sixty colqnies which it con-

tains being within 4 feet of my work-bench
in the center. When the picture was taken
1 neglected to open the doors in each side.

After building the house I sawed out large

openings and put hinges to the doors which
swing upward. The doors are held up by a

two-foot stick with a screw-eye in the end,

engaging with another one in the door. All

these openings make considerable light ; and
any bees inside soon disa^ipear through
them. The cupola is also arranged for large

openings for still more light if needed.

When my bees hang out in front of the

hive as they did in the sweltering sun last

season, I propose scooping them into hives

of comb foundation with a frame of brood
added, and a queen ; and those scooped will

be darkened in the house a day or so ; then

the hive will be set up on the frame for my
new swarms. Then I shall have a new
swarm, and the old hive not molested nor

even disturbed, and the work will gu riglil

on- The bees that cluster on the outside of
the hive are mostly young ones hardly able

to fly, and they can just as well have more
room and a chance to do something. I think
the plan will retard swarming. Hereafter
at the close of the season I do not expect to

have a great lot of unfinished and uncapped
sections. The bees can work at night in the

warm room. Breeding will also begin earlier

in the spring, and will keep up later in the

fall, insuring strong colonies.

The wall of the building around each en-

trance is painted a different color to enable

the queen or the bees to return to the right

entrance.

Athens, Ohio.

[While house apiaries are used consider-

ably in Germany and other parts of Europe,
especially where outdoor room is scarce,

they have been abandoned largely in this

country, chiefly on account of the expense.
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There is no other great objection, provided

there are suitable openings in the side which

will give sufificient light for finding queens,

bay, and for permitting any bees that have

the combs, when they are being looked over,

to get outdoors at once.

In our opinion, scooping up bees that

cluster outside because of the heat or over-

crowded condition of the hive, and forming
a new colony with them, would give rather

uncertain results. We think it Avould be

much better to make the increase in some
other way, for the cluster outside may be

eomposecl of field bees largely.

—

Ed.]

A DRUGGIST'S EXPERIENCE WITH BEES IN INDIANAPOLIS

BY H. D. HOPKINS

I am one of the many who have the bee

fever, and I have had it for about 18 years.

I keep my bees in the central part of the

city in a thickly settled district within half

a block of a schoolhouse. Occasionally I

loan the teachers my observation hive to

teach the children the habits and industry

of the bee.

I ii,lways winter about five colonies on

their summer stands well covered with

leaves, and piotected by a slied. I have

H. D. Hopkins' ornamental
hive for a city lot.

never had a winter loss.

I am a druggist, and
have little time to look

after the bees; but I

enjoy keeping' them
for the recreation. 1

have a neighbor three

doors below whom they

bother a little by mak-
ing use of her well-

spout for a drinking-

fountain. They have

to pump out the bees

before they get water.

I make my peace with

them when T take off

the honey.

The bees also object to the lawn-mower
next door, and sting the man or lady behind

it, so that requires more honey to keep i^eace

with my neighbors.

Last year I sold the increase, which was
six colonies. I took off 120 lbs. of No. 1

white-clover honey. I have no trouble in

disposing of it among my neighbors at 20

cts. I should like to keep more bees; but

there is not enough pasturage in the city for

them. I have tried chickens and pigeons;

but for real pleasure, profit, and little work,

give me bees.

AN OLD-FASHIONED BEE-GUM REMODELED.

While visiting my brother's apiary this

summer in Putnam County I found an old

abandoned bee-gum. 1 requested him to

send it to me, for I thought it would be a

curiosity. After it reached me I decided to

modernize it, so I made six brood-frames to

fit and hang on tin brackets. I cut' down an

eight-frame super to hold three of the D
section cases. The frames and sections can

be removed and replaced at any time. 1

covered the log with bark and gave it a roof

(if bark, so I think I have quite an orna-

mental as well as a useful" hive. It stands

^ai^m^^f'r^

Cover and super removed, showing- the cumbs in the brood chumbur.
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4 feet high, and has an IS-inch brood-cham-
ber 12 inches wide in the center.

Indianapolis, Ind.

[It is true that bees kept in a city are

sometimes troublesome about outdoor

pumps or watering-troughs. This trouble

may be partially prevented by providing

water close by, for they must have it at

times. Adding some salt to the water often

helps, as the bees seem to prefer it for some
reason. At times it is also very important

to place artificial pollen whei'e the bees can

get it, to keep them away from nearby

barns, etc.

—

Ed.]

F. A. Connor's jumbo hives in Worcester, MavSS.

JUMBO-DEPTH HIVES FOR CITY BEEKEEPING

BY P. A. CONNOR

My small apiary of Carniolan bees is

located in the suburbs of this city. I am
a great advocate of jumbo hives. The pic-

ture shows my extracting hives. I might
mention that these hives consist of two
regular dovetailed jumbo bodies, Hoffman
lli/4-inch-deep frames, metal-roofed covers,

Danzenbaker bottoms. I have found, after

an experience of about 20 years as a bee-

keeper, that this is the ideal hive for ex-

tracting, especially with Carniolans.

I am constantly meeting with severe crit-

icism when I advocate this style of hive ; but

there are several important advantages in

using this hive. One can adopt the jumbo
hive and still keep on using the standard
Langstroth ten-frame hives and supers. In
my judgment it is of great importance to

have a hive which standard supers and cov-

ers will fit, and one adapted to bottom-
boards. The queen rarely goes out of the

chamber she is in, as the brood-chamber is

of sufficient capacity for the most prolific

queens; hence queen-excluders are not nec-

essary. As a non-swarmer, or practically

so, when operated for extracted honey, I

have found this hive the best I have ever

used.

Possibly I have given too much praise to

this hive ; but let me say here that one should

study his locality very carefully before de-

ciding on what size of hive to adopt as his

standard.

In this locality bees are unable to gather

nectar for more than six months in the year,

and colonies must necessarily be kept strong
throughout the season.

Worcester, Mass.
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BEEKEEPING FROM A CARTOONIST'S VIEW POINT

BY J. H. DONAHEY

[The writer of the following is the cartoonist of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, who, as we mentioned
editorially in our Dec. 1st issue, is an enthusiastic beekeeper. Mr. Donahey is in E^pt at present ; but when
he returns he is going to furnish Gleanings some cartoons depicting the joys and sorrows of the beekeeper.
A more extended notice of these will appear later.

—

Ed.]

Three years ago, on the evening that

Halley's comet v.as supposed to strike the

earth and demolish us, our tirst colony of

bees arrived. They were hybrids, very cross,

and in a single-walled eight-frame hive. We
lad never kept bees before, and knew prac-

tically nothing about their care beyond a

faint memory of the old-fashioned box hive

that used to stand under the apple-tree in

the country village.

With a desire to do something with our
own hands, husband it, and make it gi'ow,

and from the fact that we wanted life in

some form in the flower garden, we chose

ihe colony of bees. We knew they would
occupy very little space, and would lend that

( ompleting touch we felt our garden really

needed, although it was an experiment pure
and simple.

In our haste to place the colony on its

stand we neglected to read the instructions

accompanying the new veil, and so received

our first baptism of formic acid. Hoav well

we remember when the good wife looked up
into the sky at the flying comet, inquiring if

we really thought it would hit us. We an-

far greater than we had ever hoped or

dreamed.
The next year, during our absence, a

colony concluded to swarm. Mrs. Donahey,
who had never handled bees, tried a new
trick, and one we had never heard of before.

Knowing we could not get home in time to

hive them, she secured the lawn hose lying

near, and, turning on the water, directed the

stream on the bees as they were pouring out

We did not care one whit whether it did or not.

swered that we did not care one whit wheth-
er it did or not.

We have had many enjoyable experiences,

and have had to hasten to our volume of the

ABC and X Y Z of Bee Culture very oft-

en ; but with it all we have found a pleasure

of the entrance. She explained later that

she had read somewhere that bees do not

swarm when it rains, and she concluded to

try a summer shower on them. They went
back into their hive that day, but they did

it all over the next morning, but we were
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there \o put theiii I'itilit into their new Iiome.

Our hist hive, after being reqiieened with

an Italian, has grown to fourteen, and last

season we took off one thousand jjounds of

very fine comb honey, and the clover secre-

tion was as white as any we have ever seen

produced in the country.

The bees are kept in tlie double-walled

Huckeye hive, and are wintered out of

doors. They are on the side of a hill that

is covered with some timber overlooking a

stream, facing the southeast, and in the rear

of our home. The little workers come and
go all day* long without our neighbors ever

knowing they are there, unless we by chance

present them with a toothsome bit of honey,

or invite them over to inspect the busy
homes.

To the city man or woman who loves

nature, and who has but a small back yard,

the bee offers many advantages over any

other form of outdoor amusement or recrea-

tion for profit. We know of no occupation
better adapted as a diversion to any one who
deals in the abstract. The little bits of wis-

dom picked up from the insect world, the

messages they bring as their tired little

wings carry them in from the fields laden
with lioney, the lessons they teach us in their

patience and perseverance, all tend to create

a stronger feeling and a better love for our
fellow-man, to say nothing of the dividends

received in golden nectar.

We have learned many things from the

bees, and look forward to the time when we
shall understand them better; for we long
ago gave up hope of ever getting them to

understand us. But the knowledge we have
already acquired is far greater than we ex-

jiected to attain in one small back lot in the

city.

Cleveland, Ohio.

BEEKEEPING A SIDE LINE AND FOR THE FUN OF THE THING

Read before the Second Annual Convention of the Iowa Beekecpcvs' Association at Des Moines, Iowa,
December 11, 1913, by Hamlin B. Miller, MarshalUown, Iowa*

My subject to-day is of such a nature,

and my beekeeping experience of so short a

duration, that 1 must confine myself to per-

sonal experiences more or less, in order to

make my remarks of sufificient length and
interest. I don't presume in this effort to

teach you old-time beekeepers any thing. I

am just going to be satisfied if I can only

entertain you a little, and jDerhaps take you
back to your beekeeping youth.

It tickles me every time I think of the

funny thing's I have read in Dr. Miller's
" Fifty Years Among the Bees." I am not

related to Dr. Miller, the pioneer beeman,
that I know of; but I have experienced

some of his early and peculiar symptoms of

bee troubles in my own bee-work infancy.

I often congTatulate myself upon the for-

tunate escapes I several times have already

made, and fully appreciate the many hints

and experiences that others have given in

the bee-journals that have helped me to

avoid many pitfalls and needless humilia-

tions that I otherwise would have fallen heir

(o in spite of my already fast accumulating
experiences in bee culture or " bee smart-
ness." Right here I do not wish to forget

to mention that I OAve the greater part of

my bee knowledge to the bright, up-to-date,

and resourceful bee-journals.

After I really started, I was going some.
I couldn't stop long enough to eat my meals.

IMv physician had ordeied me to go on a

diet. I even overworked that. T fasted. I

didn't eat at all, seemingly, and soon lost

thirly-hve pounds of flesh with my fasting

and " bee fever." But then, it did me good
—have regained part of my flesh, but have
never been able to break the fever.

Now, every man has (or at least should
have) a hobby. Some think a hobby means
chasing a golf-ball for hours over a forty-

acre field. Others think it is to travel on
foot twenty miles or more over the roughest
localities, carrying a heavy gun and ammu-
nition, just to get a chance to see a fiock of
ducks too far away even to hear a gun.

My physician having ordered me to stay

out of the printing-office, adding that I

must rest from the nervous strain I was
carrying, I immediately landed on my neg-

lected lawn with a lawn-mower, a rake, and
a spade. It was fun—never had really en-

joyed it before, because I did not know I

I^ossessed another talent besides the acquired

printing-office habit. Then my wife also

landed on me for fiower-beds and various

other yard improvements. It just seemed as

though she would sidetrack my hobby for

hers, she was so industrious about it; but I

was too far gone to lose out on the bees.

While all these new-found pleasures were
becoming settled upon me, a new neighbor in

the meantime had moved in next to me, and
lie had two colonies of bees. I was just a

* On afro'int nf our tack of ppa'-p in this special
niunljer we have not lieen able tu n^.e (|uite all of the
paper.

—

Ed.
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little bit leary of the pesky things, for the

sight of a bee had always affected me just

the same as it does the majority of mankind.
I was never unprepared to make my get-

away.

It wasn't long before my neighbor was
making an awful smudge and monkeying
with those bees. By tip-toeing around and

peeking over, I saw it all. Standing on

somewhat higher ground I was astonished

as I beheld him actually putting his hands

down in that hive, right among those bees.

The cold chills ran relay races up and doAvri

my nervous body as I watched him lift out

the frames covered with the yellow-banded

fellows and dozens of them running over his

hands. " Hello ! George ! What are you do-

ing? " I asked, in as calm and possessed a

manner as I could muster up. Without lift-

ing his eyes he said, " I'm trying to see what
these little fellows are doing."

His calm answer and the seemingly in-

different manner with which he turned those

frames of comb and bees over and around,

all the while critically examining them, cap-

tivated me, and I tvas stung with the " hce

fever." May be you think it strange; but

the fever has not yet abated.

Well, my confidence soon grew bolder,

and I was finally near enough to peek over

into the hive. Wonderful! delightful! en-

trancing!

But, horrors! He asked me to hold a

frame for him while he did something or

other that needed attention. My nervous

chills immediately changed to " shiverinos."

My teeth would have chattered themselves

loose had I not set my jaws firmly together;

and (would you believe it?) when some of

those varmints ventured to run over my
hands the water seemed to ooze off from me
in a manner that would put a Turkish bath

to shame. After it was all over I went

home, weak as a cat, and lay down to ru-

minate, resuscitate, and recover, for I had

experienced a drenching equal to any Turk-

ish bath I have ever had administered to me.

I couldn't rest. I wanted some bees; and

their not stinging me was one of the best

reasons I should have them; and then,

again, I had never before in all my life had

enough honey to eat.

My neighbor was Mr. George Belt. I

asked him to find me some bees. He did.

We soon became fast friends, just because

we had found true pleasure in the same
hobby. My wife soon called me " nutty."

George and I were both fatally afflicted witli

the malady. Many an hour we ruminated

on the possibilities and tlie pleasures we liad

discovered in the yellow-banded friends.

growing more " nutty " every day. Ever
after we hailed each other as " George B."
and " Hamlin B."

1 soon secured three colonies, brought in

from the country in home-made hives. Gee

!

but I was afraid of them just the same
Setting them on boxes in the back yard I

carefully pulled oft". one of the cleats that

kept them in the hives, and ran away tO' a

safe distance. They were so overjoyed at

the fresh air I had let in that the whole yard
seemed to be full of bees and their music,

which I did not understand, as they played
in and out of the hive. As soon as their

enthusiasm had waned I stole up and lib

erated another hive. Now, " George B."

did not see this or he would have laughed.

My wife also became interested at this

juncture, and began handing out advice as

to how I should conduct myself and manage
the newly acquired backyard friends. Many
have been tlie fool things we thought of and
experienced during the past three years.

This was in the fall of the year, and I

put those three stands in the cellar, and shut

tlie cellar up tight from the air as well as

light. Every time I went down cellar I

hurried out again. My wife always made
me go down for vegetables and canned fruit,

I had to be bold, of course, but I was really

afraid, just the same. The bees would come
out and fly around. The floor,was becoming
thickly covered with them. I was awfully

worried. I knew they would all be dead on

the floor before spring. They got so noisy

at times, and so bold, that I put off taking

them out of doors until after the middle of

the following April; and when T did grow
bold enough to do so I had another case of

chills; for while cai'rying out the second and
third hives the other bees took especial de-

light in settling on me as the most likely

object and place in the whole back yard to

rest, and they actually turned my hat and
clothes into a brown spring suit. It made
me somewhat disgusted ; but my wife wisely

remarked, " You can't expect much else

from bees." She knew all about it, of

course. Well, there were less than one million

bees in those three hives after all had died

in the cellar that wanted to die there.

We ham-ested (or, rather, stole) sixteen

pounds of bulk honey from one of these

colonies that fall, but had to feed two colo-

nies all winter. The other colony fell dead

on the hive bottom three days before I put

tlie others out the following spring—starved,

of course. " Fool trick," my wife said. " I

know it," was my response. I pined for

thirty days—never felt more uncomfortable

in all my life, for I really thought they had
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enough to li\e on until it was time to put
them out.

Thing's began to go better, i had six

strong colonies the next fall. Took out 150
nice sections of honey. T ate honey all win-

ter and sold the rest at 25 cents a section.

I wintered the six colonies perfectly. I

had a thei*mometer in the cellar, and kept
liie cellar windows open nearly all the time,

but darkened the opening with a long heavy
curtain. I discovered that every thing else

also kei)t better in the cellar with the tem-
perature around 45 degrees.

During the past summer I increased to

eleven colonies. Lost two of my queens, and
then consolidated three stands into one,

leaving me nine. I'll tell you how it was.
Tlie colony that had up to this time made
me 108 sections of fine honey did not swarm
until the last day of June. I was lounging
in the yard swing, watching half a bushel or

so of the tenants hanging on the front of

I lie hive, when all at once they came out of
that hive like a cloud rose in the air, and
left like a roaring tornado. I was mad. J

never before had had nerve enough to clip

a queen. My wife was excited also. More
advice was given me as to how I could have
prevented sucli a blunder. I got out my
tools, jerked the supers off from that hive,

and found the queen. I think now she was
a virgin. Then I slipped the scissors under
her wing and clipped her; also clipped the

queen of another colony that had just

swarmed. After it was all finished, I re-

pented what I had done, as my book knowl-
edge had then had time enough to soak
through and leak out, and I realized what I

probably had done. The next day I found
one of those clipped queens balled on the

front steps of the next-door hive. I sprin-

kled water on the ball. She emerged and
ran into that liive before I had time to stop
her. Something happened to that colony
as it became queenless. So did the other hive

where I had clipped the queen. I don't

know about the colony with the runaway
swarm. They kept on working. But I do
not know yet Avhether it still has a queen.
I presume I shall find out next spring

—

another fool notion, I suppose. I presume
mv wife will tell me about it at that time.

I harvested 247 nice sections of honey
that year, much of it No. 1 fancy, and all

selling at 25 cts. per cake. 1 weighed ten

sections that 1 sold to one party for $2.50,
and the scales showed ten pounds and four
ounces—25 cts. per pound, you see, and the
customer wanted more.

If there ever was a hobby to get a man's
mind off from every thing else, the bee is it.

They say fish and cabbage are foods for the

brain. Well, I do believe the bees are the

emergency brakes in cases of overwork and
brain-fag. I have wasted thirty-fi\e years
of pleasure and fun, as well as profit and
better health, by not having discovered the

interesting and industrious bee as my friend.

There would not be so many bioken-down
business and professional men if they had
taken time to become interested in a few
colonies of bees. I also believe the outdoor
treatment of bee cultui'e, taken early in life

by the average individual, would eliminate

many cases of the white plague commonly
called tuberculosis, not to mention other ail-

ments that the outdoor life would benefit.

God made the bees for us. He has her-

alded the praises of honey in the book of
holy writ. Man makes sugar and molasses

by chemical processes. The bees make hon-
ey by the process provided by God himself,

who never patented the process, and never
has changed, nor invented a better way than
he started the bee out with at the beginning,
notwithstanding all the tlieories that Dr.
Bonney and the many other wise and learn-

ed fellows are continually contending about
in tlieir endeavors to make over the bee and
its habits.

Do you know I have learned to appreciate
and love, more and more, God's outdoors
since I got this bee trouble? I had never
seen the sun rise since I Avas a little boy on
the farm until the bees gave me the morning-
boost. I have got so I can't successfully

night-hawk it any more, and neither can I

lie in bed in the morning while the bees are
out and at it. But I have never been able

to get out so'early but that I have seen them
coming home as well as going out.

My health is better, I feel better, and
really am better, because I have learned to

love the bees.

ARRESTED FOR KEEPING BEES

BY A. T. RODMAN

I have decided to tell my troubles to the

readers of Gleanings. During the summer
of 1912 my neighbors across the street in-

formed us that our bees were destroying
their grapes. The facts were that we had

had a dry season just as the gi'apes were
maturing, and then, just as the gi*apes ri-

]iened, a heavy rain. This caused a rush of
sap into the grapes; and as the skins had
been hardened by the dry weather they
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Map of the part of the city in which tlie trouble arose.

burst open. The results were that the

bees commenced to hull them out. We ex-

plained to our neighbor the cause of the

trouble, and told him to ])ick liis grapes at

ouce.

The season of 1913 was different. It was

dryer than the season before, and there was
a scarcity of insects for the birds. This,

caused them to turn to the ripening- fruits

for food. My neighbor again complained

about the bees. I told him that, if he would

keep the birds away from his fruit, the bees
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would not be there. You see I bad been

watching the biids feeding on his grapes
before he was out of bed. However, he

came over one Sunday to inform me that he

was going to make a test case of it, and
intended to swear out a warrant for me the

next day. I tried to reason with him, and
look him to see my grapes. I also read

of several cases to him as published in the

ABC and X Y Z of Bee Culture. I also

(old him that he would likely beat rae in

police court, but I would defeat him in tlie

end in a higher court. Before he left he

said he was going to leave it to somebody
else to prove that bees damaged fruit, and
Ihat he was going to drop it. I thought the

li'ouble settled, and in\iled him over again.

Contrary to liis i)romise he went the next

morning and swore out a warrant for my
iii'rest. He also put out sweetened water
;ind scalded llie bees, and poured coal oil on

ihom and killed them in every way possible.

1 notified the liumaue officer, and he put a

stop to the slaughter at once. However, he

.-•wore on the si and that he had killed half a

peck of bees. They also made a pretense of

being afraid of the bees. This caused me to

have some pictures taken to show that

bees do not sting when in search of food
unless squeezed in some way. My neighbor

(if he can be called such) is a politician;

and when he found out I had taken the

pictures he said it would not make any
difference—as much as to say he had the

judged ''fixed." The facts are that the judge
is a friend of his.

In order to make liis case good he went
all over the neighborhood and found out all

the children that had been stung by step-

ping on bees. He liad their parents sub-

poened and brought into court as witnesses

against me. His next-door neighbor, who
had some hard feelings against me, swore
that he could not sit on his front porch of

evenings till bed time on account of the

bees. Just think of it, brother beekeepers!

what an industrious strain of bees I have,

flying around at night and driving my
neighbors in at a distance of 315 feet from
my apiary

!

Another stated that her children were
afraid to pick the peaches on account of the

bees. That same boy came to my house and
looked through eleven colonies of bees while
I was away. But when his mother wanted
him to pick peaches he was afraid of being
stung

!

As the trial progressed, everybody thought
that I was sure to be discharged. No one
could swear that the bees the children step-

ped on were my bees—in fact, no one could
sav that the bees that were on the fruit were

my bees. 1 also proved that my next-door
neighbor had bees as well as many others;

in fact, 1 had only about one-fourth of the

bees in that district.

1 also exhibited fruit that had been in the

hive for 58 hours, and not a grape was
df'maged. After all the evidence had been
nitroduced the judge le'videred the following
decision :

" There has been a great deal of expert
testimony introduced that proves that bees

do not injure fruit. On the other hand,
there has been more convincing testimony
that people have been stung by the bees.

However, I want you to get a decision in a

higher court, and I will find the defendant
guilty, and place the amount of his fine at

•$100, which is the minimum amount." I was
l)laced under arrest at once, and detained i)i

the police station for a time. I gave a $200
bond, and was released. Strangers to me,
when they heard the decision, left the court-

room in disgust. One man was heard to say,

as he sliook his fist, "I'olitics! politics!

d—d politics!
"

Then I got busy preparing for the higher

court. There was no law pi'ohibiting the

keeping of bees in the city limits. I took
several photos of other apiaries, some of
which are shown on the map. I live on a plot

of ground 125 x 250. and control two other

plots of the same size adjoining me on the

north. I had 22 colonies. I found one
apiary of 100 colonies on a fifty-foot lot in

a congested residence district. The picture

will show how close the houses were on each

side. Does it not look a little strange that

T should be fined .$100 for keeping 22 colo-

nies on 21/4 acres while others could keep
100 on a 50-foot lot ?

When the trial came up in the criminal

court I was well prepared. Mr. J. F. Die-

mer, of Liberty, Mo., who is also secretary of

the State Beekeepers' Association, was pres-

ent and volunteered his assistance. Mr.
Austin D. Wolfe, of Parkville, Mo., also was
present as a witness with fruit to introduce

as evidence. I had an observatory hive of

one frame of bees with a lot of grapes in-

closed, as well as a pear and a peach to show
that the bees did not damage sound fruit.

When my case was called, my lawyer did

something that I did not altogether approve
of, and without my knowledge. He produc-
ed the city ordinance that I was charged
with violating, and showed that the city had
not proceeded according to law against me,
as I had not been notified as required by
the ordinance; also that I had not violated

the ordinances cited in the complaint.

After Judge Latshaw examined the law
he promptly dismissed the case. Many of
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my friends who keep bees in the city were
present, and what a hand-shaking time we
had!
Of all the beekeepers in my neighborhood

1 am the only one who is really making any
thing out of bees. The people never see any
one else carrying away honey as I do. They
also see me on the street cars with bundles
of queens in mailing-cages; therefore they

seem to forget that there are any other bees

than mine; so if a bee gives anybody any
trouble it's always mine, and I hear about it.

I use up-to-date methods in caring for my
bees, to which I attribute mv success. I

have supplied my beekeeping neighbors with
queens, so it was impossible to identify my
bees.

Many of my neighbors were willing to

testify for me, and some came and oifered

their services. ] shall alwa.ys feel ven'
giateful to them for their assistance. While

I should very much have preferred to settle

the case on the strength of the testimony, it

possibly was better to have it dismissed.

The man who had me arrested stated that
lie would have an ordinance passed prohib-
iting the keeping of bees in the city ; but we
have beat him to it, and the prosecuting
attorney has stated that it would likely be
unconstitutional.

I have also learned something. The next

time any one tlu'eatens me with prosecution
I will go and see the prosecuting attorney
at once, talk the matter over with him in a

reasonable way, and that will end the trou-

ble. Any one who is likely to get into

trouble should remember that attorneys are

ignorant in regard to beekeeping, and are

likely to issue a warrant through ignorance,
and put one to a lot of trouble and expense
in defending himself.

Kansas City. Mo.

HIGGINS VS. VAN WYE ; A MAN WHOSE BEES GOT INTO COURT
BY W. A. H. GILSTRAP

The above action was called in the Supe-
rior Court of Stanislaus County, at Modes-
to, Cal., about 10:40 o'clock, Oct. 24, and
was concluded after sunset the same day.
The case was of special interest to the bee-

keepers of the county, and of passing inter-

est to many others.

Mr. Higgins, in his complaint, said that

Mr. Van Wye's bees were located near his

home on the land of another person (Mr.
Garver), and that they came to his pump
and trough in great numbers, stinging his

stock, his family, his hired help, and him-
self, causing suffering and loss of service

;

that he wanted the bees removed, and called

for $400 damages. Mr. Van Wve denied il

all.

The case had been thrashed out at the

meeting of the beekeepers at the Oct. 7th
session of the county club, and Mr. Van
Wye was strongly advised to move his bees
and avoid a suit. He in turn insisted that

we should help him in the suit, as it was
ours as much as his ; for if he could be made
to move his bees when some one wanted him
to, "others would have to do so, and there

would be no place left to keej^ bees.

During the trial it was clear that Judge
Fulkerth wanted to get at the exact facts

and the proper remedy for the trouble. At
a remark from an attorney the judge said

in substance, " Bees are lawful property,
and beekeeping a good business. What the

court must determine is what the conditions

in this case are." He asked more vital ques-

tions than the lawyers, perhaps.

The plaintiff said he fought the bees with
his hat till he was exhausted; that they

stung him and made him so nervous he
could not sleep; that in striking at a bee
with an oiler he struck near his eye and
made a bad wound on his face; that he

tliought he would be in the insane-asylum
in three months if the bees stayed there.

The bees were located there in June, 1912,

and he had offered the defendant a location

on his place further from his house, where
they would not bother him so much, but
defendant would not move them. When
(|uestioned he admitted his health was poor
before the bees were there.

Mrs. H. said she was stung three times

the day before the trial; that the bees scared

her by getting in her hair and clothes, agree-

ing with Mn H. that their little girfhad
been laid up by beestings, but denied that

Mr. Higgins was made nervous by the

stings, saying she was the " nervous one."

A man 25 or 30 years of age, perhaps,
was the best witness for the plaintiff. He
lived near, and was. stung on the. temple
while working for Mr. H., and lay uncon-
scious for some time in the alfalfa. He had
been stung on previous occasions without

serious results, and supposed the results of
that sting were from the place it struck him.

The bees were thicker at Mr. H.'s place than
where the witness (I forget his name) lived,

but at the hitter's place they were quite an
inconvenience. He was so candid and fair

in his statements that a person would have
to believe what he said.
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Willis LyiK'h, ouf county inspector, and
J. G. Gilstrap, who had tried hard to keep

the case out of court, gave long testimony

about the location of the bees, their man-
agement, variety, what should be done with

them, etc. The apiary was about 590 or 595

.set from the well, 100 feet from Mi'. H.'^

hog-corral. The only water provided for

the bees when the case came to trial was a

tub about a third full, in which was a grain

sack on a float of some kind, probably a

redwood board. The water was stale, and
unfit for bees. There were no trees or other

screen between the ajDiary and the well,

except a partial screen of weeds part of the

year, while the bees were located on ground
too high to irrigate.

Several witnesses not mentioned were
called to the stand, and several more present

did not testify, as it was late, and the evi-

dence was sufficiently clear.

When all the evidence was in, the judge
said it was clear that the bees Avere an in-

convenience, and they would have to be

moved; that tlie plaintiff was unnecessarily

nervous, but had suffered no financial loss,

and the court could grant no damages; that

he did not wish to work any unnecessary

liardship on the defendant, and wished to

know how soon he could conveniently move
llie bees. Mr. Van Wye would not answer
directly, as he did not know that he could

get another place for them. The judge in-

formed him that bees are entitled to protec-

tion, but human habitation is of first impor-

tance, and suggested 30 days as the limit.

The defendant preferred a rainy day late in

the winter if they had to be moved. Then
the decree came that the bees must be moved
far enough from the plaintiff so that they

would not annoy him, by Nov. 15.

Judge Fulkerth said, in summing up the

case, that such little cases should not come
into court, but should be settled as neigh-

borhood affairs. He warmly commended J.

G. Gilstrap for trying to keep the case out

of court. Mr. Van Wye has the costs to

]5ay. He had a Modesto lawyer, also one

from San Francisco.

Modesto, Cal.

BEEKEEPING FOR PROFESSIONAL FOLKS IN CITIES

BY W. M. COPENHAVER, M. D.

It is very important and very necessary

that all who are closely confined by office

work of various kinds find, sooner or later,

some outdoor attraction, be it some of

the various athletic sports or some such
work as gardening, chicken-raising, etc.

;

and the more intensely interesting such live-

lihood may become, and at the same time
proving a source of profit to the partici-

pant, the more likelihood Avill there be of its

remaining a source of recreation. In the

undertaking of almost any enterprise in life,

it seems natural for one to consider the

profit to be derived therefrom, and few of

us care to undertake any work without the

belief that there will be some return for the

labor and energy expended. This seems to

be human.
After considerable thought and study di-

rected toward the choosing of a side line or
" hobby," if you please, suitable for one of

sedentary habits, one that Avonld afford op-
portunity for considerable study, and at the

same time bring one in touch with outdoor
life, and because of its adaptability to life

in a city, I have chosen that of beekeeping.

There are few cities, large or small, where
a few colonies of bees may not be kept with
more or less profit and a great deal of pleas-

ure.

Dwelling briefly on tlie profit side of our

hobby, I might say that, for tlie amount of

capital invested, the returns from beekeep-

ing will often show a larger profit for the

expenditure than from almost any other

enterprise; and as proof of this statement

T may say that T started with one colony in

the spring of 1908, whicli was my first year

with bees, and increased it to nine colonies,

and received 50 lbs. of fancy comb honey as

surplus.

In my present location, a town of 16,000

people, where bees had never been kept, two
miles from nectar-secreting plants, from one

colony, bought the spring of 1912, I made
an increase to four colonies, and took 108

lbs. of fancy comb honey.

During the year 1913 these four colonies

gave a return of $15.00 per colony, spring

count, with increase to 17 colonies, and $20
in prizes at the Montana State Fair. This

shows in a small way what can be done on

a back lot in the heart of a city, and proves

the statement tliat, besides pleasure, there

is also profit in keeping bees.

But there is the more important side of

beekeeping for the individual of sedentary

liabits than that of profit. I refer to the

thoroughly absorbing subject of the study

and manipulation of these very interesting

inmates of the hive. One can not become
interested in the study of the habits and life
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of the honeybee witliout also becoming- in-

terested in plant life; for the life of the bee

is so intimately associated with that of the

flowering' i^lants, especially those that pro-

dnce honey and pollen, that the stndy of the

former enlarges into that of the latter.

When weary with office cares and the ills

and woes of others, how quickly one forgets

himself and all else while manipulating the

busy bees and studying the many wonders
of the hive. So absorbing are their activi-

ties that one gains thorough relaxation, and
returns to his work refreshed through this

relaxation, and exhilarated by the enthu-

siasm which bee culture inspires. I have
found the subject of beekeeping very fascin-

ating, and an ever increasing interest seems
to accompany its study. It seems to be
specially suitable for professional folks,

because the work connected with it can be
performed at odd times, and does not need
constant attention. If one must be away
for some time the bees move quietly about
their duties, regardless of our absence.

The subject of beekeeping is not all writ-

ten as yet. New problems and new condi-

tions are continually arising, and many
surprises are in store for the apiarist. All

in all, the student will find it a fascinating

study, and much recreation and relaxation

in it from office toil.

Helena, Mont.

BEEKEEPING IN THE LARGEST CITY IN THE WORLD
BV D. M. ilAf'DOXALD

Perhaps London is about the last place in

the world in which successful beekeeping
might be looked for; yet it is an undoubted
fact that, within a few miles of the very
center of the city, it has been made to pay.

I have seen small ajiiaries on the flat roofs

of buildings, one in a beehouse, and several

in observatory hives fixed in windows, and
I have been informed of scores of apiaries

all over the metropolis.

In some respects London is the Mecca of

beekeeping in the British Isles. A very

large proportion of the honey grown finds

its way to its markets. Our leading appli-

ance manufacturers and dealers are located

there. Our monthly and weekly bee journals

are published there. Three of the leading

shows are held within its boundaries—the

dairy, the gToeers', and the confectioners'.

To these all the best samples of honey whicli

have stood first at local and county shows
gravitate as a natural center for final adju-

dication. Our new Government Apiary ai'<l

Lecture Rooms, carried on under tlie Devel-

opment Grant, are located at the Zoological

Gardens, Regent's Park. The British Bee-
keepers' Association has its library, reading
room, and offices in the Strand, where all

the business is transacted, and there country

visitors interested in apiculture call, when in

the capital, to talk bees.

No large apiaries exist within the metro-

politan area, but countless small ones are

carried on for either pleasure or profit. A
single hive may, under exceptionally favor-

able circumstances, yield from 100 lbs. \\p-

ward, and I am able to cite one case where
180 finished sections were obtained, and sold

for 24 cts. each, thus yielding a return of

$43.75. It is more interesting still to learn

thnt I'ight in London, only VA/o miles from

Oxford Street, a fair-sized apiary can be
carried on over a series of years, and that it

can be made to pay. One beekeeper with
two hives had a total I'eturn of all but 1000
lbs. in eleven years, and he would have ex-

ceeded it but that in the last two years he

had foul brood. He had an average of 51
lbs., leaving out this period. On three occa-

sions he had 100 lbs. surplus.

Mr. Baden-Powell keeps bees at Hyde
Park Corner, in the very heart of London,
and they not only keep themselves, but se-

cure some surplus. Some of the hives over

the metropolitan area are of the observatory

type, and are kept in the drawing-room
window Avhere they are a center of interest

to the lady owner as well as to numerous
visitors, who very much enjoy seeing the

bees and their wonderful works.

Bee lectures are frequently given in va-

rious parks in the metropolis, and of late

tlie cinem.alograph has been considerably

utilized to spiead a knowledge of bees (and,

incidentally, of honey) in places where the

bee and its product were perhaps never

before heard of. Recently 2000 children from
twenty metropolitan elementary scliools

came with their teachers, in batches of about

fifty, and had half-hour lessons on the bee

The observatory hives shown proved in-

tensely interesting. Seeing the queen was a

delight; obsei'ving the bees' tongues sipping

up syrup was much enjoyed, and hearinc'

of that man-elous Aveapon the sting proved
very fascinating to the youngsters. The
Telegraph and the Daily Mail, two of Lon-
don's leading dailies, devoted a large amount
of space to bees and beekeeping a year or

two ago. They even kept hives on the roofs

of their offices, in the very center of the

city, and issued daily bulletins in the season
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of the bees uiul ut' their doings. In this way
lliey did much to popularize honey, and
diew the thougiils of many to the marvels
of the hive interior. Very many suburban-
ites started apiculture, and a beekeeper who
went out and in among these, reports records

of 60 lbs. of sections; 108 well-tinished sec-

tions, and a host of 40 to 50 lbs. surplns.

Swarming was not troublesome, as special

precautions were taken to avoid it.

These crops were obtained near Tooting
Common, some miles from Epping Forest,

Nimbledon, East Ham, Hyde Park, South

Kensington, Battersea, etc., and most of it

was gathered from lime, plane, and fruii

trees and bushes ; but a good share was from
mixed sources. Racks of sections were taken
off perfectly completed, in some cases, in

May. Queens have been mated in the city,

and turned out quite prolific mothers in the

early days of June. Proposals have been
made from time to time to start apiaries in

the public parks; but the initial cost, and
the difficulty in finding qualitied care-takers

prevented the idea from bearing fruit.

Banff, Scotland.

SOME DRAWBACKS CONNECTED WITH BEEKEEPING IN A CITY

BY HENRY REDDERT

There is no difficulty in keeping bees in or

around a large city, provided the beekeeper
is democratic and diplomatic. By democrat-
ic I mean that he should assure the same
rights to his neighbors that he himself would
demand if he were in their place. It goes

without saying that bees at times will cause

trouble to the surrounding population. Here
is where diplomacy comes in. The beekeeper
should be ready with adequate explanations
for any trouble, however great or small, that

causes discontent among his neighbors. I

liave had sufficient experience along tliese

lines to know whereof I speak. I have often

I'ead something running like this: " I never
have any complaints about my bees from the

neighbors;" or, "My bees never sting any
one in our neighborhood," and similar re-

marks. Notwithstanding these assertions,

the fact remains that bees do sting the

neighbors sometimes, especially during the

lioney harvest. So*ne people being stung
are too modest to complain ; others set up a
yell like a stuck pig. But just let them be
sweetened with a pint or so of honey, and
all is well. In due time the neighbor will

begin to ask questions about bees, honey,
etc.; and if the beekeeper is a good conver-

sationalist he'll soon have them on his side,

and glad to know all about bees and the

good they do to humanity.
I once had a neighbor who complained

that my bees were puncturing all his pears.

The fact is, he never had such fine pears

before my bees pollenized the blossoms ot

his trees. This he admitted. After I ex-

plained the causes that led to the punctures
(birds or hornets), and the good bees do in

poUenizing tlie blossoms, he said, " Let the

bees come over as much as they please."

I do not approve of keeping bees in an

attic, tower, or housetop. The least seen!

coming from the windows of adjoining

buildings during fruit and berry preserving

time brings them by scores around the win
dows, trying to get in, consequently annoy-
ing the inmates, Avhich finally leads to con-

demnation. These and similar circumstances

should be considered when one embarks in

the bee business. With tliis in mind, and
a fair knowledge of the nature of bees from
text-books and bee-journals, with ner\'e

thrown in, I don't see why any man or

woman Avho loves nature should not kee]i

bees.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE CITY BEEKEEPER CREATES A LARGER DEMAND FOR HONEY
THAN HE CAN SUPPLY

BY L. D. MARTINE

Some of the professional beekeepers may
feel that this special number will do them
an injustice by encouraging beekeei^ing in

cities, as that is wheie they expect the de-

mand for their ])roduct. Others, no doubt,
will feel that it does not affect them, as they

sell to the jobber. Both, however, are mis-

taken; for what affects one in tliis case will

also affect the other, as it is the demand

made by the consumer that regulates the

price received. The question is, " Will the

city beekeeper increase the demand, or

merely help supply what already exists?"

At present, the consumeis depend on the

grocers mainly to supply them with honey.

so these grocers are the agents, eitlier direct

or indirect, of the honey-producers. He
places the honey on the shelves with qthej
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supplies, and awaits the demand for it. He
knoAvs it is honey, and that is the limit of

his knowledge I'egarding it. The patrons

who buy it know very little more, and rec-

ognize it merely as a sweet. These are the

conditions that have existed for many years

;

but a rapid change is now going on, and this

is due to the progressive city beekeeper.

The best advertisement he has is his bees,

and he can make a great deal more by work-
ing them to create a demand for bees and
honey than he can by producing honey.

There is better matei'ial for him to work on
than thei'e is for his bees. Almost any one
living in the city becomes deeply interested

when told some of the Avonderful habits of

the bee, and will appreciate an invitation to

the city beekeeiDer's yard where the latter

explains every thing about the bees, and also

about the honey—the way it is gathered, the

process it is put through which makes it

easily digested, etc. The beekeeper in this

way creates a desire for honey that never

before existed; and since the bees are shown

to be not " savage little creatures," he is apt
to make a beekeeper, a honey-eater, or at

least a good advertiser out of each visitor.

He will then find a demand for his honey.

A good grade of honey in the homes of
the people he has educated to its food value

is highly appreciated, and the honey-eating
habit is encouraged. It is wonderful t'O note

how much such homes will consume, as it

proves both economical and healthful; and
the city beekeeper will be making sales to

many he has been recommended to ; and be-

fore he realizes it he will find himself in a

])rofitable indej^endent business as a side

issue.

No doubt many beekeepers in cities have
never realized these opportunities that are

open to them. Others will think it too good
to be true; but it is being worked out suc-

cessfully by the writer, who feels that the

city offers greater opportunities for bee-

keeping as a side issue than the country

does as a larofession.

Cleveland, Ohio.

FROM ONE COLONY IN A CITY TO A SERIES OF THREE APIARIES

BY J. P. MARTINE

In 1904 my health was such that my
|)hysician advised me to give up my court

work—^official court reporter—for a time,

and take a complete rest, which I did. After
a rest of four months he told me I could

take up my court work if I would get in-

terested in something that would give me
outdoor exercise and take my mind com-
pletely off my court work each day after

leaving my office. Following a friend's ad-

vice I purchased a colony of bees ; but hav-

ing no yard space I placed the hive upon a

shed. The part of the city in which I live

is thickly populated. My bees swarmed
within two weeks after I got them; but I

hived them, and they gave me between thirty

and forty jiounds of honey that season. I

spent considerable of my spare time watch-
ing and studying the bees, and my health

improved from the time I got them.

My bees continued to increase each year
until I had eight colonies on the shed, and
they never failed to give me considerable

lioney each season. In 1910 I had had such
success in getting and disposing of my hon-
ey that I concluded to increase my bees

enough so that I could devote my entire

time to the bee and honey business. I there-

fore increased and purchased bees until I

had 35 colonies in an outyard I had started

12 miles above the city. In 1911 I made
arrangements to handle bee-supplies, and in

1913 mv business had grown to such an

extent that 1 resigned my position as offi-

cial court reporter, rented a store in the

central business portion of the city, and am
now devoting my entire time and attention

to the supply business and bees and honey.

I now have three beeyards, and handle the

three-banded Italians exclusively. Every
Saturday during the summer I have from
fifteen to twenty-five persons at jny middle
yard—just inside the city limits—and dem-
onstrate to them the manner in which the

bees are handled and how the honey is pro-

duced, taken from the hives and extracted,

and I never fail to have an appreciative

audience. I have also taken out whole classes

of schoolchildren. I still keep bees on my
shed, and while they have to go quite a

distance to get to the clovers, when it comes
to gathering honey they hold their own with

bees in either of my outyards.

Louisville claims a population of 275,000;
and I am personally acquainted with quite

a number of persons who keep bees—some
of them in the very center of the city—and
their bees will average as much honey as the

colonies in the country. They are kept in

attics, stable-lofts, on sheds, and in yards,

by professional men, merchants, and me-
chanics, and seem, to do about as well in one
place as another. I have completely recov-

ered my health, and my physician says it is

principally due to my working with the bees.

Louisville, Ky.
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Heads of Grain from Different Fields

650 Pounds from Four Colonies in Detroit

The past season has been a good one. I increased

Ironi 4 to 10 colonies, and have 650 lbs. surplus.

The honey is mostly from sweet clover.

Detroit, Midi,, Oct. 27. Fred Koepfgen,

A Large Yield in a City of 100,000

I have 13 colonies in the rear of my city lot ; and
while I had a very good crop of honey last year I

could have sold twice as much if I had had it. The
buyers come to the house to buy, without my making
any effort to sell. They seem to think that honey
produced in a city is a great novelty.

Youngstown, Ohio, Nov. 28. J. R. McCurdy.

Bees to Educate Three Boys

I had seven colonies in the spring, and took off

over 500 lbs. of comb honey, and increased to ten

colonies. I bought ten more hives for next year. I

am absent from home two and three weeks at a time

;

but by shaking my colonies I did not lose a swarm
this year. I hope to make the bees educate my three

boys. I am glad I have been led into such a pleasant

and profitable avocation.

Brownstown, Ind., Nov. 18, D. F. Rankix.

Four Colonies on a City Lot 75 by 120 Feet

I will try to tell about my success last season.

Last spring found me with twelve strong colonies in

fine condition on a city lot 75 x 150, four squares
from the courthou.se on one of the main streets.

From these twelve I took 1307 sections of honey
made from white clover, sweet clover, and buck-
wheat. This was all sold to the local trade, without
advertising, at 20 cts. per lb., which netted me
$210.25. Besides this I sold $34.50 worth of bees.

I consider this doing very well, taking into consid-

eration the small amount of time I had to give to

them, which wa>s in the morning before going to

work, and after six o'clock at night.

Columbia City, Ind. Frank Langhor,

Increasing 3 Colonies to 17 in Two Years, and Se-

curing 2100 lbs. of Honey, all on a City Lot

We live in the city on a lot 40 x 120. We have a
chicken-coop on the back of the lot, with a good-sized
yard to it, and in this yard we keep our bees. A
year ago last fall we put five colonies in the cellar

and lost two of theui. The other three were in pretty
good shape, and that summer we took off 500 lbs. of

comb honey and got 8 new swarms. I put the eleven
colonies in the cellar in the fall, and last spring we
carried out the eleven, all in good condition, and
this fall we quit with 17 swarms, and I took off 1600
lbs. of honey—800 lbs. comb and 800 of extracted
\ioney. We had one little after-swarm come to ns
the latter part of June. I built it up and took 106
lbs. of comb honey from it, and the bees had plenty
left to winter on.

Madison, Wis. F. D. Johnson.

What can be Accomplished in Four Years
Perhaps it would be interesting to know that, four

years ago next spring, I placed an advertisement in
Gleanings, seeking a position on a honey-ranch. I

landed here at Elso with just $50 in my pocket, I

went into partnership with Henry Willis of this place,
and bought 50 stands of bees, he furnishing the cap-
ital. Last fall I bought out his half interest, and
I now have, all my own, about 250 stands of bees

wliich produced nearly 20,000 lbs. of alfalfa honey
the past season; about 200 extra hives, frames with
full sheets of foundation, 1000 supers, both extract-

ing and comb—-the former with either full sheets of

foundation or combs di'awn out; one bee-cellar, one
honey-house, large power extractingouffit, one I. H.
C. auto truck, and one 50-horse-power Springfield

roadster for ,ioy-riding. Last, but not least, I have
a honey market which will take at least 40,000 lbs.

of honey a year. Can any one beat that ?

Elso, Mont,, Jan. 24. A. H. Bell,

807 Sections from Six Colonies, in Auburn, N. Y.

Tlie inclosed report is from my notebook, telling

the date and number of sections taken from each
hive. The sections were all fancy. No. 1, and a few
No, 2. I also have over 100 unfinished sections that
I expect to use for baits. Hive No. 6 is a stray
swarm that clustered on our hospital porch .June 14,
to which I gave all brood from the other hives, using
Doolittle"s plan described in " A Year's Work in an
Out-apiary."

Hives 12 3 4 5 6

July 4, sections 32 42 20 70
.July 12, sections 36 26 35 26 50 43
July 20, sections 21 48 22 36 15
August 23, sections. .. . 40 42 37 30 42 44
September 20, sections. 20 10 12 8

97 168 146 112 189 95
Total, 807 sections from 6 colonies.

Auburn, N, Y, MRS, .Joseph Raesler.

Castor Beans for Shade for Bees on a City Lot

I am only a backlot beekeeper, located here in a

city of 30,000 inhabitants. Here one has many
things to contend with that the man out in the country
is free from. In the first place, we must not place
the bees too near the house or the walks in the yard,
or the " boss " of the house is liable to put in a

vigorous protest. The neighbors have to be taken
into consideration also-; and to keep peace with all,

and have the bees well located as to sun and shade
i.5 no easy problem with the limited space at hand.

I keei3 my bees in a small house, 6 x 10 ft. This
provides the required shade; but in the house the
light is poor and one can't see to work with the bees
to advantage. Last summer I planted some castor
beans sent me by a friend from the Botanical Gar-
dens, Washington, D. C. I planted the seeds about
five feux south of the fenc» on the north side, of the

lot; and when the plants started to grow, " Jack and
the Beanstalk " were distanced a mile. The growth
was very rapid and strong ; and when the trees came
to maturity they were from 6 to 8 feet tall, and some
of the leaves were 2 ft, across.

I had a bracket on the fence to place a hive of

bees on. The trees shaded this stand very nicely,

and made an ideal place for one colony. The shade
STiggested to me that this would be a good opportu-
nity to use the plants for other than ornamental pur-
poses, and also an easy manner to get the desired
shade when the hive-stands are in exposed positions.
The plants can be trimmed from time to time ; and
as the season advances, if more sun is needed, say in

September, cut the trees down.
I call the plants " trees " for the reason the ones

I had were trimmed just as one would trim a shade-
tree. I have promised to furnish, seed to a friend
out in the country about ten miles. He has 100 colo-

nies of bees, and very little shade for them in the
beeyard.

La Crosse, Wis,, Jan, 17. Thos. D. Budd.
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Sources of Honey around Portland, Oregon

I am lint as yet a beekeeper, even on a small

scale ; but I hope to get a few colonies next spring.

My work is very confining, and I shall not have a

great deal of time to devote to bees, nor can I have
room to keep very many of them ; but with, say, five

colonies (as I plan to start with five) I should be
able to get some increase as well as a fair surplus
of honey.

The part of the city in which I live should furnish
good bee pasture, as there are lots of wild flowers in

addition to dandelions, dogwood, and white clover.

On the hills above us are myriads of dogwood, wild
blackberries, thimbleberries, wild strawberries, wild
peas, and numerous other flowers that I know no
names for. In addition there are hundreds of acres
of hazel brush that I suppose would furnish poilen

enough for all the bees in the State.

On the open places on the hillsides, and down on
the lower lands, including lawns, white clover and
dandelion grow in profusion ; so it looks to me as

though I am admirably situated for keeping a few
bees. We also have a kind of thistle here which
bears a (matured) burr similar to the cockleburr
(the blossoms are of a kind of shaving-brush shape,
of the ordinary thistle), which must be a good hon-
ey-plant; for during the summer I noted one plant
on which bees were working ; and while; I can not say
how many of them, I would venture a guess at about
fifty.

Portland, Ore., Oct. 17. D. C. Millican.

Bees in an Attic

I have a large attic in my house some 10 feet high
in the center, and 36 feet wide, with sloping roof.

It is perfectly dry. The house faces the north and
south. I have been told that this would be a good
place to keep bees. It is in a good residential sec-

tion where there are plenty of white-clover blossoms
all summer. Any assistance you may be able to give

me will be greatly appreciated.

Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 8. W. D. Frasee.

[There is no reason Avhy you can not start bee-

keeping in your attic as you suggest. About the

only objection to the plan is that it is a little incon-
venient to take supplies up and down, and it is also

a little difficult to manipulate the bees without having
a good many of them fly out around the room; and
as they can not find their way back they become lost.

The first objection named need not be a serious

one if the work is planned as it should be; and the
second objection can be overcome if the hive or hives
can stand by a window, which, during the summei
at least, is removed entirely. In the fall you can
replace the window, allowing the bees only a small
entrance, and the colony will winter very nicely,

since the hive is well protected.

If your attic has a south window this would be
the window in which to locale the colony of bees, for

it pays to select a sheltered window if possible.

A gi-eat advantage in having the bees located in

the attic is that they are up so high that very few
persons will ever know you have any bees, and no
one is likely to be troubled by them. There is hardly
a city in the country that does not have a number of

colonies of bees located in attics.

—

Ed.]

with the bees. About two years ago I went into the
machinery business as a side line, and thought per-
haps that with a helper I could attend to the bees
and at the same time make good with the machinery.
Before I took on the machinery end of the deal I was
averaging from $4. .50 to $6.00 a colony per season
Owing to the honey-flow and weather conditions I

run mostly for extracted honey, but have found that
since I have been doing both the bees have not aver-
aged me over $4.00 per colony, because they have
not had as good care. I find there is ahvays some-
thing to do around tlie beehouse or apiary at all times
for the betterment of the bees as well as to the profit

of the keeper.

Any one who wislies a larger income than at pres-

ent, and who has a few liundred dollars more to in-

vest, will do well to put on a few more colonies of

bees. He will be better satisfied in the end, and will

have more dollars in his pocket.
I have seen king-birds eating bees by the hundreds

when there were no drones in the yard to speak of.

I also have shot these birds at different times, and
found worker bees in their crops in great numbers.
If these birds are allowed to hang around the apiary
ill great flocks, as I have seen them, they will weak-
en the working force of every colony.

Haskinville. N. Y.
"

M. C. SiLSBKh.

If a Beekeeper Wislies a Larger Income Let Him
Get More Bees

I have just read Mr. O. L. Hershiser's article, p.

29, Jan. 1. To a beekeeper who wishes to make the

most out of his bees I would say that I would not
advise him to take on another line in connection

A Good Record from Kansas

About May 1, 1913, I bought four colonies of Ital-

ian bees, paying $20.00 for the four, and $.3.00 extra
for fixtures. I brought them home and set them on
places I had provided for them to stay all summer.
The hives were in fairly good condition as to strength
when I got them. About June 1, or with the com-
mencing of white-clover bloom, I worked them ac-

cording to the Alexander plan of increase, leaving
the queen with one frame of brood and nine frames
of foundation in the body below with queen-excluder
over them. I set the old body with brood on top,

then let them alone for nine days. On the ninth day
I looked through them. The brood was all capped
over, and three of the four had plenty of nice queen-
cells capped over.

One hive had not started any queen-cells, so I let

them stay as they were. One of the hives I did not
think quite strong enough to divide. I cut out all

queen-cells and let them alone without making any
division. From the two other hives I set the top

body off on new hive-stands. So you can see my
increase in that way was from four hives to six.

However, I formed a nucleus later on and built it

up to a fairly strong colony by cold weather.
I worked the bees for extracted honey ; but the

drouth cut down the white-clover and sweet-clover

crop about half, if not a little more than that. The
season was so dry we did not have any fall honey-

—

only a little which they got from the river bottoms,
which are about two and a half miles from my place.

However, my bees made a living after the clover gave
out, but nothing more, up until frost. I know they

got it from the river bottoms, as there were no live

flowers nearer to my place for about a month or
longer before frost. They gathered some surplus
during a part of June. I sold $28.00 worth of ex-

tracted honey, and kept three gallons for home use.

I sold it at 50 cents per quart, the parties furnishing
the vessel into which they put it. My honey weighed
full 12 pounds to the gallon. This surplus was noth-

ing to brag about; but the price was good—16 2-3

cents a pound.
This is where the city b<»r keeper has the advantage

of the beekeeper who pa>8 freight, commission, and
tlien gets a low price for his honey. I had customers
who came back for more, but I had to refuse them
or do without myself.

Kansas City, Kan. W. A. Dillon.
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Our Homes
A. I. Root

Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where
neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where
thieves do not break through nor steal.

—

Matt. 6:20.
Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his right-

20usness, and all these things shall be added unto
you.

—

Matt. 6:3.3.

Let us not forsake the assembling of ourselves

together.

—

Heb. 10:25.
They that feared the Lord spake often one to an-

other.

—

Mal. 3:16.

I have told you how eagerly I questioned
every beekeeper and every one I could get

hold of who knew any thing about bees

when I was first attracted by that runaway
swarm. After I had gotten hold of the book
" Langstroth on the Honeybee " 1 became
still more entranced with my new hobby. I

hired a horse and buggy and hunted up the

beekeepers in our immediate locality, but
they all had box hives. Some of them had
heard of such a thing as a queen, but they
did not know for sure. At length I heard
of an old farmer east of town who actually

had his bees in Lang-stroth movable-comb
hives. You can hardly imagine with what
haste and anticipation I went over to his

place. There they were, sure enough, in his

dooryard—a dozen or more hives, just such
as I had been reading about in that wonder-
ful book. I can not quite recall, but I think

he opened a hive and showed me a queen.

Then we two all at once became fast friends.

I soon had some hives made, using one of
his for a pattern, besides following the di-

rections in the book. After I had vay colony
transferred to this Langstroth hive I order-

ed tliat $20.00 queen I have told you about.

He asked me several times if I had got them
in good shape to winter; " for," he added,
' it would be a sad thing to lose a queen
that cost so much money, besides being the

first Italian bee brought to this region."

Finally he went down to my home and de-

clared my poor weak colony of Italians

would not hold out a month. You see I bad
experimented with them, making them raise

queen-cells, etc., until there were really not
very many bees left. By his instructions I

purchased a good strong colony and got my
queen safely introduced.

At tlie time of which I am speaking I was
manufacturing jewelry, and doing quite a

good business. This friend of mine, Mr.
George Thompson, was a devoted Christian,

and one of the leading men in our nearby
CongTegaiional church. As I made progress
with the Italians he used to drop in quite

frequently to find out how I was getting

along with tlie bees. After we had become
quite well acquainted he came into the store

one day and said

:

" Mr. Root, you are beginning to have
considerable property here."

He glanced around at our establishment,
and then continued:

" I suppose you have it well insured? "

I replied in the affirmative.

"You have your home insured also?"
I assented as before.
" And your life is insured also? "

When I replied as before, he added some-
tiiing like this

:

" Mr. Root, I am glad to know it. It has
been remarked to me that, although you are
making wonderful progress in your work,
you are a careful and prudent business
man. That is right and good. Now may
I take the liberty to question a little fur-

ther? "

I laughingly replied, " Go ahead, friend
Thompson. I am glad to see you interested
in my welfare, and I shall take great plea-
sure in answering any question you choose
to ask."

I think that, up to this point in the con-
versation, I had no intimation of what he
had in mind. So far as I can recall he said
something like this

:

" Mr. Root, you are managing admirably
for the things of this world, but what ' in-

surance ' have you for the Avorld to come ?

What provision have you made for ' the
home over there.'

"

He pointed up as he said this.

I thanked him, and he hurried away, but
although a very busy man at the time with
bees and the little factory, watch-repairing,
selling goods, etc.. his remark kept ringing
in my ears. The thought kept coming up
like this; and let me put it in language as
my good friends down south might say it

—

" Right smart " of the things of this world,
but how about that " home over there "

—

the unseen world to which we are all hasten-
ing? What have you done about treasure
in heaven? What i^rogress is being made
in thQt direction?

I was forced to admit tliat a frank and
honest answer would have been, " Nothin'
doin'." It would really have been true at

that time, dear friends, that I ])aid little or
no attention to what was going on in the
world outside of bees and business. I was
keeping track of the boy Edison, reading
the Scientific American, and the farm pa-
pers that touched on bees ; but I did not go
to church nor to Sunday-school; and yet at

the very time a prayer-meeting was being
held in one of the upper rooms of my store.

I used to drop in and take a back seat for ^
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little while, sometimes; but as I was not
particularly interested I did not seem to

catch on. I presume it was a little later—
perhaps two or three years—that our two
children, a boy and a girl who went to Sun-
day-school as regxilarly as the rising of ^ne

sun (thanks to the good mother), begaa to

inquire why pava never \^'f,nt to church nor
Sunday-iT'liool. I have already told you
something about how ii happened that I
" woke up." I remember vividly one par-

ticular Sunday of going to Sunday-school.
The superintendent put me in the men's
Bible-class. My friend Thompson was the

teacher. I remember wondering how it was
that I had never before become intimately

acquainted with the members of that class.

They were good and bright men, and my
heart warmed toward them all. In fact, it

was at a time when I was just beginning to

love humanity and God the great Creator.

I do not tliink I ventured to take any part
in the exercises tlmt day. It was all too new
to me. At the close of the lesson the teacher

took out a little book and " called the roll."

It seemed at that time (close to forty years

ago) that it was the custom in the report to

give the number of regular attendants and
also the number of visitors. My good friend

had his pencil raised from the book a little,

and said, " Mr. Root, shall I enroll you as

a regular attendant of our class, where you
know you will be most welcome? or shall

I put you down as a visitor to-day? "

How well I remember the kindly look he

gave me. I hesitated a little. It was a crisis

in my life. God only knows how grave a

crisis it was. Years of anxiety and years of

turmoil, contrasted with years of joy and
happiness hung on my decision. You know,
dear friends, I am impulsive, and have been
all my life. I finally replied, a good deal

'inder the sudden impulse, and said:
" Friend Thompson, you may put me

down as a regular attendant; and, God help-

ing me, I am going hereafter to Sunday-
school every week in my life."

I do not know what he wrote down in that

little book. It is probably lost by this time

;

but I do remember I felt troubled about it

right away afterward. Not only my good
friend but toward a dozen others heard my
declaration ; and above all, and incompar-
ably more than all, God heard it. I called

on him to witness my pledge or vow, if you
choose to call it so, that I was going to

Sunday-school from that time on, evei-y

week of my life. I not only had stepped

through, but I had put up the bars behind

me. There was no retreat. I could not well

ask him and the good friends I me^ on that

momentous Sunday to let me recall those

hasty words. There was nothing to do but
to push forward; and as I puslied forward
my footsteps grew lighter and happier
every day of my life. I soon learned there
was a weekly prayer-meeting, and my pledge
seemed to include that prayer-meeting also.

To be consistent it also included the preach-
ing service, morning and evening; and pret-

ty soon it began to be remarked that, if no
one else were present, A. I. Root was suie
to be unless he was too sick and hence eouid
not go. My punctuality has been commented
on wherever I have been; and as of late I

am really obliged to get up nearer to the

teacher or preacher, my invariable presence
is more conspicuous. Please do not think,

dear friends, that it was only a hobby of
mine. A good pastor away out in California
once said that, during all his life, he had
noticed that those who are crowded up close

to the sacred desk are the ones who got the

most good; and accessions to the church
always come from that part of the audience
nearest the speaker. Our pastor has of late

been ui'ging at times—yes, vehemently urg-
ing—the members of the church to come up
in front, and to leave the back seats vacant
for strangers or those who do not go to

church very often. I can not understand
why so many good people crowd into the

back seats, away off from the front, when
it is such a pleasure for me to get up close

to the speaker. There have been spells dur-

ing all of these forty years when I was too

sick to go to church; and sometimes I have
ventured to go when the rest of the family
remonstrated, and I always feel better after

going to church, Sunday-school, or prayer-
meeting, and it is a good thing for the health

to meet with God's people. I feel sure it

has been the means of prolonging my life

—my regular habit of being on hand at

religious worship. Out in California, away
up in Michigan, and one time down in Tlor-

ida, my friends informed me that there was
no Sunday-school; but in all three places

I managed to have at least a sort of Sunday-
school when the time came around; and in

at least two of the places a church has been

built up where I started a Sunday-school.

Assembling with God's people on his holy

day is laying up treasures in heaven. Giv-

ing your money and your time to the cause

of temperance, repressing gambling, the

white-slave traffic, and all such evils, is lay-

ing up treasures in heaven. If men do not

tell you so, the Holy Spirit will. What do

the baubles of this earth amount to com-

pared with " treasures " laid up " where
moth doth not corrupt and where thieves

do not break through nor steal " 1
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High-pressure Gardening
HAVING THE GROUXD ALL OCCUPIED.

After our " high-pressure " soil has been

carefully tile-drained, worked up fine, with

all trash plowed or spaded under, manui'e

and fertilizer worked in, it is of the utmost
importance that we have a plant of some
kind, wherever there is room for a plant.

Down here in Florida sometimes one hun-
dred dollars' worth of fertilizer is applied

to a single acre. Now just think what folly

it would be to have " missing hills " or

spaces where nothing is growing in the

rows ! worse still where only weeds are

allowed to gTow. I have recently spoken
about saving your own seed so as to have
eveiy kernel of corn that is planted come
up ; but this can not always be done. I have
also spoken of planting field corn, not only

the second time but even the third; but this

last i^lanting usually gives only fodder,

which is better than nothing. I have also

told you about what a crop of white beans

we secured, with no cost except the price of

the seed and the labor of planting them
when the corn failed, or when the croAvs

pulled it up. One season we raised several

bushels in this way, and they were sold to

our factory help for a good price as soon as

thej- ran out from the thrashing-machine.

Well, 'in truck-gardening there have been
many attempts to grow something of value

wherever there happened to be missing hills,

or perhaps a space to get in a row of some-

thing. Cabbage-plants are often put in

;

but, as is the ease with white beans, when
the main crop is off, the cabbage or beans,

or something else, may not be ready to har-

vest. Let us consider a moment the impor-
tance of having another crop occupying the

high-priced gi'ound the very day the first

crop is removed. I remember, years ago,

telling Mrs. Root one morning to take a

good look at a fine patch of Early Wakefield
cabbage. Said I, " Sue, before sundown
every cabbage will be off, and the ground
covered with growing strawberries." We
did it; and by the aid of a transplanter I

had invented, scarcely a strawberry plant

wilted. The above illustrates finely the

advantage of filling vacant spaces with
something that can be all cleaned off the
" minute " the main crop is harvested. Here
cuTPf'^ in, " gentle reader," my latest " new
discovery." Dasheen will fill the bill, for it

IS always ready to harvest, the easiest thing
.0 transplant, and, if you want further

proof of the value of growing shoots for

food, read the following from a bulletin

just issued from the Department of Agri-
culture by our good friend Prof. Young. I

have already spoken of the difficulty of
keeping the large central corms after being
dug, and tliis solves the problem. The bul-

letin is entitled " The Forcing and Blanch-
ing of Dasheen Shoots," and contains five

beautiful cuts. I quote as follows, omitting
the cuts

:

As the growing of the dasheen as a tuber crop
begins to assume commercial proportions, it seems
desirable to make available to growers and others
who may be interested the details of a special treat-

ment of the corms (large spherical tubers) by which
a delicate fresh vegetable for winter iise may be ob-
tained. Credit is due to Mr. P. H. Dorsett, of
the Bureau of Plant Industry, for the original sug-
gestion of raising the shoots in this way. Other
workers associated with the bureau have also- con-
tributed helpful suggestions during the process of
the experiments. Acknowledgment is also due to Dr.
J H. Kellogg, Battle Creek, Mich., for carrying out
the extensive greenhouse-bench experiments illustrat-

ed in this paper.
The young blanched shoots of the dasheen make a

very tender and delicious vegetable and are used
much like asparagus. The flavor is delicate and is

suggestive of mushrooms.
CULTURE.

To obtain the shoots, corms, weighing 2 to 3
pounds or more, are planted in a fairly warm place
in very moist sand Or sandy soil. A half-and-half
mixture of sand and ordinary potting soil has given
good results. Wet sphagnum moss has also been used,
but the sandy soil is probably better. The corms are
just covered, the terminal bud being at the surface.
Provision must be made for keeping the shoots in

total darkness from the time they begin to grow.
Water should be supplied often enough to keep the
sand or soil continuously moist.

Several ways of forcing and blanching dasheen
shoots have been tried, and all have been successful
in that satisfactory shoots were grown. In any
instance, however, in which the raising of shoots is

to be undertaken, the method best adapted should be
selected. In the first experiments made by the De-
partment of Agriculture, both sand and sphagnum
moss were used in which to plant the corms. In one
of these, blanching was accomplished by keeping the
shoots covered with sand, while in the others a frame
covered with several thicknesses of burlap was used.
The boxes in which these experiments were carried
on were placed in a warm greenhouse on a bench
that was supplied with bottom heat.

Neither of the foregoing methods is adapted for
use where the production of shoots on a large scale
is desired. For such a case, provided the weather is

not too cold and a suitable greenhouse is available,
a bed may be prepared under a bench. The space
may be darkened by hanging several thicknesses of
heavy paper or burlap from the sides of the bench.
This plan is suited to the spring of the year, while
those methods by which bottom heat can be applied
may be used at any time after the corms become
available, in the late fall or early winter.

The method which is probably best for large-scale
production is to use a raised bed provided with
bottom heat. A cover practically light-proof and
with sides 18 to 24 inches high, is required. The
temperature inside this should be about 70 degrees
Fahr. The soil (or sand) should be a little warmer,
say 80 degrees. To obtain this temperature it is

best to enclose partially the space beneath the bed.
The first crop of shoots is usually ready for cut-

ting in 35 to 40 days after planting. From 6 to 10
cuttings can be made at intervals of 10 to 14 days,
depending upon temperature and the size of the
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eorms used. The shoots are cut close to the corm,
and, as far as practicable, before the leaves begin to

expand. They will then usually be 8 to 16 inches

Ions.

After the corms become exhausted, which is indi-

cated by the weak growth of the shoots, they are

discarded.

Out of doors in a warm region, as in Florida, the

corms may be planted in rows in sandy soil, and the

shoots blanched by ridging up the soil as growth
progresses. Instead of ridging the soil, boards may
be used, as in blanching celery, but the shoots must
not at any stage of their growth be exposed to light

for any considerable length of time.

Our readers of last year will recall that

these bleached shoots were frequently men-
tioned. Well, in digging our dasheens in

November it was rather difficult to get out

every small tuber, and, as a consequence,

they are all the time coming up here and
there. As the garden was spaded pretty

deep, many of these " volunteers " have
long- bleached shoots before they get up to

daylight, so we have the " asparagus dash-

een " for just digging them out.

About two weeks ago neighbor Rood said

some stable manure would help my stufE on
the new ground, and I bought a load

($3.00). Well, after it was well worked in

with a hand cultivator we had a very heavy
rain, and this manure, in addition to the

commercial fertilizer, just " hit " the buried

dasheen tubers, and their ivory-white shoots

are now sticking out all over the garden.

NORTHERN-GROWN SEED POTATOES FOR THE
FLORIDA TRADE.

In order to give you just a little glimpse

of the traffic in growing seed jDotatoes for

the Florida truckers I clip the concluding

j^aragraph from a letter from a very good
friend of mine.

Florida is planting an immense acreage to pota-

toes this season. Our potato sales into Florida for

planting alone must exceed 50,000 bags of 150 lbs.

each, since Nov. 1, 1913. I am keeping my eye on
the dasheen, and expect to be selling them (southern
grown, of course) within two years at least. Our
seed-potato trade includes Texas, Florida, Louisi-

ana, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Virginia, New Jersey, and Delaware.

Maiden, Mass., Feb. 6. Edwin E. Harrington.

One of the first things we did when we got

here in November was to plant some pota-

toes in the garden, and we have been plant-

ing more and more as fast as the ground
was ready ; and if you could call on us now
(February 10) I would show you the finest-

looking potatoes I ever saw, and the new
ones we are now digging are as fine as they

look.

FROM PRODUCER TO CONSUMER.
The following hits so many nails square-

ly on their respective heads, we clip it en-

tire from Farm and Fireside of Nov. 22

:

SKLLl.XU I1:G.1 CLASS HONEi'
By K. E. Hawkins

" George, I'll give you fifteen cents for all the
honey you'll bring me this year," remarked the
groceryman to a steady farmer customer.

" Not on your life," was the ready reply. " Why
should I sell it to you for fifteen cents when I can
get twenty for all I have, and more too?

"

There is the rub with the farmer beekeeper. The
storekeeper, the commission man, and a dozen others
fleece him out of half he might make in the honey
line, and it's usually his own fault. This man sells

his honey to private customers, getting the best retail
price foa- it, instead of turning it over to the store-
keeper at five cents less a pound. True it means a
little more work, but work brings its reward.

PURE HONEV HAS A DEMAND.
When your honey crop is ready ask your wife to

put a case or two in the buggy when she goes to
those private customers with the butter and eggs.
They are always glad to get honey the purity of
which is assured. Then, too, they always pay top-
notch prices, as they do for the good butter. I know
one farmer's wife in Illinois who makes one trip to
.Toliet every week of her life with butter and eggs.
Her husband has nine swarms of bees, and this very
year the product of the bees has been over one thou-
sand sections of marketable honey. Nearly every
private customei', and they have many, in .Joliet, has
ordered a case of honey from the sample she showed
along with the butter and eggs. Nearly every cus-
tomer had a neighbor or two who bought some of the
product when they saw it, and were told about it

by their friend.
" After I got home last night wife made hot bis-

cuits, and we had some of that honey you gave us.
Say, it was good. Can't you send us twenty pounds
by parcel post?" might well be the text of a letter
to a farmer from a friend. The new rate would
allow the sending of twenty pounds for fifteen cents
within 150 miles from the farmer's postoifice. Every
farmer has many relatives and friends he can drop
a line to, and sell a great deal of honey this way.
In fact, I know of an Iowa farmer who has already
shipped some five hundred pounds this way, solely
on orders got from letters written to friends who
knew by experience the value of his products.

WHERE THE MAN HIMSELr IS IMPORTANT.
The whole thing is marketing it yourself, saving

the middleman's and several other betwixt men's
profits on your owti goods. Get a small rubber
stamp, and stamp your name and address on each
section. You will be surprised at the number of
orders it will bring. Be sure your honey is clean,
and that the surface of the sections is cleaned. Ap-
pearance forms an important price in grading, and
grading makes the price. Don't sell combs which
are broken and leaky. Poor honey on the market
lowers the price of all other honey there. Most
people will buy any thing because it is cheaper

.

Poor honey is always put out at a lower price.

I am pleased to note there seems to be
just now an unusual movement to get pro-
ducer in touch with consumers. Even the

manufacturers of poultry-netting and fenc-

ing are offering to send fencing direct to

farmers, and, more still, no pay until 30
days' trial. The Kitselman Fence Co. (see

advertisement) send their fencing anywhere,
and if not satisfactoiy in price and in every
other respect they pay the freight back
again. Send to Muncie, Ind., for their

elaborate catalog.

" TERRY AND TEMPERANCE."
Friend Root:—I shall be 77 years old next Febru-

ary, and have practiced Terry's methods for years,
and do almost as much work now as I did 40 years
ago.

Doesn't it do you good to see how the drys are
gaining? We have a real President at Washington
now.

BelleviUe, 111., Jan. 26. E. T. Flanagan.
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POLLYANNjA
THE GLAD BOOK
By ELEANOR H. PORTER, author of "Miss Billy"

and "Miss Billy's Decision;" illustrated, cloth -bound,

$1.40 postpaid.

''Enter Pollyanna. She is the most
irresistible maid you have met in all

your journeyings through Bookland.
She is so real that you forget that she

is a story girl. After the first introduc-

tion you will feel that the inner circle

of your friends has admitted a new
member. A brave, winsome, modern
American girl, Pollyanna walks into

print to take her place in the hearts

of all members of the family."

Xw^elfth Printing
Read some of the press comments:
" Pollyanna is the * gladdest' book that was ever written. It is of more real

value than any thousand sermons to which I have ever listened."

—

Fassaic
Daily News.

" It is a book that charms at once by its style, and delights by its charac-
ter-drawing and the interest developed by the story."

—

The Boston Journal.
" Pollyanna is ;i delightful character, and the book refreshingly natural."

—

Cedar- Ropids Record.

A Copy of Pollyanna as Premium
Send us two new yearly subscriptions to Gleanings

IX Bee Culture with remittance of $2.00, or your own
renewal for one year and a new subscription for one year

with remittance of $2.00, and we will send you postpaid

as premium a copy of "Pollyanna."

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
Canadian postage :?()c extra per year; Foreign postage (JOc extra per j'car.
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Editorial
THE HEAVY SNOWS AND CLOVER.

Thk heavy snows that have covered the

iiTouud all over the North during the last

month will go a long way toward insuring

a good crop of white, alsike, and sweet

cloxer. The snows not only protect the

clovers, but thoroughly wet down the soil

for the early spring growth.

WEATHER IN SOUTHERN FLORIDA.

The weather has been very beautiful in

Bradentown—bright si.inshine and a cool

crisp air while the Northern pajDers repert

blizzards, zero weather, and snow. It has

been cool at night, in the morning, and
evening, and warm during the middle of the

day. Ordinarily it is much warmer than

this; but the exceptional cold weather in the

North has had its influence in the South.

THE COLD FEBRUARY AND ITS POSSIBLE

EFFECT ON WINTERING.
The exceptionally cold February through-

out the North, preceded bj^ a comparatively
mild December and January, may have a

bad effect on outdoor-wintered bees, par-

ticularly if brood-rearing got much under
way in the warmer part of the winter; but

the cold coming so late probably will not

do much damage if March is not too severe.

The cellared bees of course will be all the

better oft' for the cold. We are not sorry

that the most of our bees are in Floiida this

winter, and the rest in our Medina cellars.

OUR COVER PICTURE.

The cover picture for this issue shows
the result of taking a colony of bees from
a tree, as described by J. Bakula, page 221,

of this issue.

If the work is done at the right time of

;he year and in the right way, a good strong

colony of bees may often be obtained be-

sides considerable honey. Ordinarily it does

not pay to remove bees from trees in the

fall; for unless conditions are unusually
favorable the colony obtained can not be
wintered with any degree of success. Very
early in the fall might be all right if the

bees have time afterward to adjust them-

selves to their new surroundings; but, of
course, unless one has watched the bees in

the tree for some time he runs the risk of
having all his trouble for nothing. More
than one large tree has been cut down in

the fall, revealing only a late swarm, and
a weak swarm at that, with practically no
honey.

THE ROOT BEES AT APALACHICOLA.
The last reports from our apiary on the

Apalacliicola River show that the weather
has been cool and unfavorable during th.e

last two weeks of February. Notwithstand-
ing, our Mr. Marchant in charge says the
bees have been breeding right along, and
that he is now about ready to put on upper
stories ; but he has had to feed. The bloom
from ty-ty is just opening up, and it is ex-
pected that the yard will be on the boom.
Before swarming, the two-story colonies
will be divided and another yard* establish-
ed.

E. R. R., now in Florida, after visiting
the southeast coast, will go on up to Apa-
lacliicola, arriving there from the 12th to
the 15th of March. The weather was so
oool on coming into Florida on the 13th of
February that he decided to visit our apiary
just before his return to Ohio. The defer-
red visit will give him a better opportunity
to study conditions and thus better deter-
mine whether the experiment of moving
carloads of bees into this region for increase
and honev is a success.

AN EXPLANATIOa.
Quite by accident, we left out the last

half of J. L. Byer's discussion in tlie last

issue relating to the condition of the honey
market in Ontario. As his first paragraph
on the subject was not very complete, we
hasten to place the rest of it before our
readers at this time. The second paragraph
in (s(uestion is as follows:

As nearly all beekeepers in Ontario know, for a
number of years the Ontario Beekeepers' Association
has appointed a committee each year to gather statis-
tics as to crops of honey, and then they advised each
member as to what price they should expect for their
crop. I suppose that, if the beekeepers had been in-
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terviewed at any time previous to August, 1913, 90

per cent of them would have said, and truthfully,

too, that this committee had put thousands of dol-

lars in the beekeepers' pockets during the last five or

six years. This year, as usual, the committee did a

lot of work and sent out the usual report ; but in

this case, for reasons neither they nor anybody else

thought of at the time, the price they recommended
proved to be too high to move off the honey; and

what a different story there is now on the part of

some producers! Some actually had the nerve to

write letters saying that the " ring," and other choice

epithets of like nature, had issued the price list for

the purpose of holding back others so that they (the

committee) could sell their honey at the higher price

before the general drop in prices would come into

effect. The men on this committee have done a lot

of work for no monetary consideration, for years

;

and to think that for once they in common with

nearly all other beekeepers did not foresee the ab-

normal conditions ahead they should be accused of

crooked work—candidly, Mr. Editor, you wouldn't

print what I feel like saying, and I am not a pro-

fane man at that. Just to give the lie to such insin-

uations, I might say that the men on this committee

did not sell in the early market, and at least one of

them has the bulk of his crop on hand at the present

time. I might also say that I was not a member of

said committee; but I did attend their meetings on

invitation, and acted in an advisory capacity along

with the members. This being the case, I take full

responsibility with the members in so far as being

mistaken in our estimates and in not anticipating

the dull times; and I repudiate any crooked methods

just as emphatically as though I had been an actual

member of the committee in question. These are

pretty plain remarks, but no plainer than the occa-

sion calls for.

PKOOF THAT DISEASE CAN NOT BE TRANSMIT-
TED BY COMB FOUNDATION.

At the Pennsylvania Slate convention at

Harrisbuig, Feb. 20, 21, the question came
up as to whether the use of comb founda-

tion is not responsible for the rapid spread

of disease. This point has been raised a

good many times in spite of what we con-

sider very good proof to the contrary. Some
years ago experiments were made with a

view of transmitting foul brood by using

foundation made from wax rendered from
foul-broody combs; but these were not suc-

cessful. However, in our opinion the

strongest proof that foundation is not re-

sponsible for the transmission of disease is

that it is being constantly used in healthy

apiaries where there is never any disease.

There is scarcely an apiary, large or small,

in which comb foundation is not used every

year. In case of large apiaries hundreds of

pounds are used. Most makers of comb
foundation divide the wax which they re-

ceive into two grades—the light and the

dark. The light, being made principally

from capping^, is used for making the

thinner grades of foundation used in supers.

-

The dark, generally rendered from old

combs, is used for brood foundation. Now
then, while it is practically impossible for

any maker of foundation to tell whether the
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wax he receives is made from foul-broody

combs, it remains a fact, we believe, that

considerable of the dark wax made into

brood foundation was originally rendered

from foul-broody combs. Perhaps most of

such wax is made from old combs in box
liives, crooked combs, etc. ; but much of the

wax is from diseased combs, the exact pro-

portion, of course, no one being able to

ascertain.

Here is the point : Assuming that a large

proportion is made from wax rendered from
diseased combs, if such foundation had the

power to transmit the disease into the colo-

nies in which it is placed, then we should

expect foul brood to break out immediately

all over the country to such an extent that

the beekeeping industry would be almost

wipfd out in the course of a single year.

As a matter of fact, there are hundreds and
thou.sands of apiaries where foundation is

i;sed year after year—brood foundation, too

—where disease has never been known.
Now, if there is any stronger proof than

this we should like to know of it.

It might be argued that strong colonies

may be able to resist the disease. Tliis might

be true in case of European foul brood, but

it is certainly not true in case of American
foul brood.

HOW DOES DISEASE TRAVEL?

In our opinion there is nothing strange

about the transmission of disease among
bees. The most direct cause is the tendency

of the bees to rob openly and violently

during a period of honey dearth. Bees,

when possessed of the robbing mania, will

often go further for honey than they will

for the nectar of the flowers during a hon-

ey-flow ; and the easily overpowered colo-

nies, weakened by disease, become the prey

of these mad robbers that seize the stores

only to find, later on, that, by so doing, they

have " poisoned " their own brood, and
accomplished their OAvn downfall. In rare

instances bees have been known to go seven

miles for the nectar of the flowers. This

shows that an apiary can hardly be expected

to remain free from disease indefinitely if

such disease exists even four or five miles

away.

CITY BEEKEEPING IN FLORIDA.

Intensive farming, market gardening,

and the phenomenal growth of the towns

and cities in Florida, are driving the keep-

ing of bees more and more into the out-

lying districts where the hand of man has

never touched the ground. On this virgin

soil will be found the palmettos, gallberry,

and pennyroyal, all of which yield honey.

In other parts will be found the mangrove
and the tupelo.
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An exception to the rule of the city and
the garden driving- out the bees is the mam-
moth orange and grapefruit groves. It is

in these that the hand of man has developed

an important and increasing source of nec-

tar supply. These groves and the unculti-

vated areas of palmetto furnish a blend of

a beautiful light-colored fine-flavored hon-

ey. There is scarcely any thing better for

(able honey, north or south, than a palmetto

honey with the flavor and aroma of the

orange-blossom. The time will come when
there will be a distinct demand for it, just

as there is a demand for Florida oranges
and grapefruit.

ORANGE HONEY.

This is coming more and more to be a

staple article of commerce, not only in

small but in car lots. One who has not seen

the mammoth groves of citrus fruits in

California and Florida can not form any
conception of their vast areas, covering

square mile after square mile of territory.

While the groves in Florida are smaller

tliey are more numerous and more scattered

tlian in California. From the latter State

orange honey is being shipped east by the

many carloads, as the large honey-buyers
will testify. In Florida an orange honey is

more apt to have a blend of some otlier

source like palmetto; but it should not be

understood that no pure orange is produced
in Florida. The larger and more numerous
the groves, the purer will be the honey,

especially if the territory adjoining is

under cultivation, as is the case in many
sections of the State.

FLORIDA LAND^ GOOD AND BAD.

As a rule the character of the soil varies

so much that some areas will be productive

while that immediately next to it is too

poor to produce any thing but scrub pal-

metto. For instance, here will be a fine

piece of hammock land that will gi'ow any
thing from celery to oranges. Right next

to it will be an area of white sand with no
hardpan beneath. On the former, one can
get good returns from his investment. On
the latter, he can get no returns, and he will

be a sadder and a madder man—mad enough
to kick the real-estate agent who sold him,
clear into the middle of the Gulf of Mexico,
where he can not " catch another sucker."

Some " sti'ike it rich;" but many poor suck-

ers are left stranded without a penny to get

back.

Speaking about real-estate agents, there
are plenty of them all through Florida. In
some places they are literally thicker than
bees. It is actually true that the countrv'
could afford to have " more bees " and less

of some of these sleek, oily-tongued chaps.

A tourist seeing the numerous signs of real-

estate agents in St. Petersburg very inno-
cently asked a Florida cracker how many
there were in the city. " As many as there

are inhabitants," was the instant response.
While this is a slightly exaggerated state-

ment, the craze to buy and sell land per-
meates a large part of the population. In
many instances the land has doubled and
tripled in value in the space of two or three

years. Such sudden wealth has developed
an unhealthy mania to " get rich quick "

that is more or less pronounced—a condi-
tion that is certain to bring disaster sooner
or later.

We see precisely the same thing in Okla-
homa, in California, in New Mexico, Ari-
zona, and Oregon. There are honest real-

estate men in Florida as everywhere else.

There are men there who are proud of the

business they have done for their clients.

THE FOUNTAIN OF ETERNAL YOUTH.
There are numerous chances to buy good

land at right prices, and there are thou-
sands who have found home and health in

the State. It is literally true that many
Math failing health, or who could not stand
the Northern winters, have found a new
lease of life in Florida. Not a small part
of the population were forced to come south
or die. One man in the last stages of
Bright 's disease came to Manatee as a last

resort. He was directed to eat plentifully

of grapefruit, drink from the Manatee
spring, and live outdoors. He is to-day a
well and rugged man, the manager and
owner of a large truck-farm. He certainly

looks as if he had found " the fountain of
eternal youth " that the Spaniard of old

sought and did not find. While we don't
believe much in the curative value of spring
waters in Florida or anywhere else, we do
believe that the Florida outdoor air has
performed miracles in restoring health. To
see and talk Avith those that have been cured
is to believe.

WILL THE BOOM IN FLORIDA LAST?
Many believe that there is bound to be a

slump in the present exaggerated value of
lands in the State; that such boom times
can't last ; that there will come a time when
the " get-rich-quick " mania will exhaust
itself; that in the mean time thousands who
have " invested " will lose their hard earn-
ings. While this is bound to be so in some
places, and to some extent in all places in

the State, it is to be hoped that it will not

be true generally. As long as there are
thousands and thousands of sick and over-
worked people in the North needing a rest

and a warm climate during midwinter, there
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will be a demand for homes and land. The

average person, if he does not take time to

investigate thoroughly before investing in

land—especially land remote from a good

town or water front, will lose out; for inost

of tlie land in the State is good for nothing,

either to-day or at any time in the future.

The three elements that determine values on

land in Florida are water front, proximity

to a good town, and productiveness The

man or agent who can guess where a big

town or resort will locate will strike it rich

if he can live long enough.

A. I. root's FLORIDA VISITORS; AN OPEN LET-

TER FROM E. R. ROOT TO THE READERS OF

GLEANINGS.

From one to half a dozen people almost

daily visit A. I. Root at his Florida home

in Bradentown. There is nothing great or

remarkable at his place; but our readers

evidently want to see the man whose writ-

ings on home, garden, and religious topics

they have read so long. Said a visitor the

other day, " There are just two men in this

world I have been wanting to see. One is

Elbert Hubbard and the other is A. I. Root.

Excuse me," he coiTected, " I mean A. 1.

Root and Elbert Hubbard. I shall go back

to my friends now and say I have seen Mr.

Root';" and he evidently was pleased; but

there are some, doubtless, who go away with

a different impression when they see a little

old ip.an in old clothes with cap drawn down

over his ears, who gives them only a moment
of his time, and wlio possibly rather abrupt-

ly excuses liimself, and they see him no

more.

In all fairness to Mr. Root, it should be

stated that he was never of robust health.

Once, as a child, he was given up to die;

but his mother, the neighbors said, would

not let liim die. From childhood up he

suffered from frequent lung trouble, and

during the intervening years he has had to

be very careful of his health. The building

ui) of two large businesses during his earlier

manhood soon put him where it was thought

he would not live long. The doctors pre-

scribed midday naps and letting go some of

his business cares. He did not readily ac-

cept the latter part of this treatment until

a siege of malarial fever, which neaiiy took

him away, comjDelled liim to relax. His boys

came out of college, and from then on he

gradually let go of tlie active care of the

business. This, fortunately, enabled him to

go on with his experimenting and writing

until now many who have followed liim

these years, and read those lay sermons, are

anxious to see the author.

Nearly seventy-fi\e now, his years have

begun to pull upon him, so that he is

obliged to take not only his noonday nap
but one or two more during the afternoon

and evening. If a visitor perchance hap-

pened to come upon him just before one

of these naps he may be surprised and

pained at the abruptness of the interview.

To apologize or explain might make matters

worse.

The fact is, that there are times when
A. I. Root is i^hysically unable to give his

callers much attention. At other times,

fresh from a nap, his visitor may be sur-

prised at the exuberance of liis enthusiasm

in showing his garden (particularly his

dasheens), his chickens, his ducks, and his

tropical plants around the house. Such a

treatment seems wholly in accord with the

style of his writings. The abrupt inter-

views perhaps seems to be the very antithe-

sis of his Home papers.

No one regrets more than Mr. Root that

he is unable to give to all the same consid-

erate attention that he gives to some. The
former may be justified in the belief that

the real A. I. Root is not the same as the

A. I. Root on paper.

Right here it is proper to remark that

when A. I. writes matter for publication he

does it in the fresh hours of the morning,
or after a nap in the afternoon, when he is

at his best. In this connection, also, it

should be said that Mr. Root has no office

force at his Florida home—not even a sten-

ographer or a clerk. His replies to the nu-

merous questions that are sent to liim at

Bradentown, if at all, must necessarily be

brief.

I wish to suggest that all questions be

sent to the Medina office. I have studied

Florida, and am fairly familiar with what
my fatlier is doing, and his views on va-

rious subjects. As I am in Medina eleven

months in the year I can, with our office

force, the dictaphone, and stenographer,

answer most of the inquiries that come in.

I make tliis suggestion that father may
prolong his life, and thus give tliousands

the benefits of his Home talks and lay

.sermons. The answering of many letters

is becoming a serious task to a man of his

age.

A. I. says visitors are always welcome at

his Florida home; but if any one of you
should get a short visit or interview you
will knoAv that it is not because it is you,

but because you happen to come at his nap
times when it is absolutely necessaiy that he

take a rest, and without which his Home
talks would soon be no more.

E. R. Root.

Bradentown, Fla., Feb. 27.
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Stray Stravs^s
By Dii. ('. C. Mii.i.KK, Marengo, III.

Henry Reddert disapproves of bees on

hiuisetops because the bees try to get in

windows in time of preserving fruit, p. 193.

Why should bees on housetops trouble more
I hau bees on the ground '!

•' Bees do not put different grades of

lidiiey in the same cell," j). 74. No, nor dif-

ferent colors of pollen in the same cell, nor

\isit more than one kind of flowers on the

same trip. That's the rule, but there are

exceptions, friend Hewes, in all three cases.

Alexandre Astor^ ApicuUeur, 6, says

science shows that honey contains mineral

salts—salts of iron, potash, lime, phos-

phates, etc., and that these are indispensable

to the formation and maintenance of living

organisms. Since sugar is almost entirely

deprived of these salts, bees fed almost

solely on sugar must necessarily deteriorate.

" The Outlaw/" p. 178, trusts " that all

tliose who are true apiarists at heart will

understand and forgive his acts as an out-

law." That might pass for a joke; but

taking up a column or so to prove that he is

really a breaker of valid law can hardly

come under that head. Let us hope that
" to be continued " may give the key to the

I)uzzle.

A VARIATION of the McEvoy treatment by
E. G. Brown is given in Review, p. 12.

Prepare a hive with frames of foundation

or starters, only let there be one frame of

drawn comb. Brush the diseased bees into

it, and when they have been in the hive long

enough to emjjty their sacs, draw out the

comb of honey, carefully brush off the bees

in front of the hive so as to scatter no hon-

ey, destroy the comb, and replace it with a

frame of foundation.

Endorsing the editorial on European foul

brood, p. 2, I may say that, if it were left to

me to decide whether it should continue in

this neighborhood or not, I should hardly
know which way to vote. [Do you mean that

European foul brood has been a blessing to

you in that it has eliminated the black strain

of bees, or the careless haphazard beekeeper,
or both? It is certainly doing both, and
therefore to some beekeepers, at least, it is

not an unmitigated, evil.

—

Ed.]

Longevity I am inclined to believe an
important factor, and I am quite willing to

be convinced that greater longevity brings
greater storing. But I'd like to have some
proof that the extension of life is in the

gathering period, and not in the previous

portion of the bee's existence. We are told

that in the busy season a worker lives 6

weeks—16 days as a nurse-bee and 26 days
as a gatherer; that is, 62 per cent of its

span is spent at field-work. If, now, we
can get a bee to live 12 weeks, what gain
will there be unless more than 62 per cent

(if its life is spent as a fielder?

McIIenry County, III., in which I live,

has a " Soil Improvement Association,"

l)artly supported by the U. S. DejDartment
of Agriculture, with a resident Soil Expert
belonging to the Department. There have
been planted 350 acres of alfalfa, and for

the coming season 115 bushels of alfalfa

seed have been bought. But the special thing

1 wanted to tell you is that 20 bushels of

sweet-clover seed have been bought, or more
than one-sixth as much as alfalfa. So far

as I know, that is without any reference to

bees, but solely for hay and pasture. It

shows that sweet clover is forging to the

front pretty rapidly, and that Uncle Sam is

lielping to get it there.

"Increasing the suj^er room did no good."
That's quoted, p. 83, from Wilmon Newell,

as referring to jjrevention of swarming.
I'm a bit skeptical about his meaning that

without qualification. I think he believes

that, if bees are crowded for super room, it

favors swarming; and that's not such a

great way from saying that decreasing super
room favors swarming; which, again, is not

so far from saying that increasing room
favor's prevention. Personally I am of
opinion that there are eases in which, with
timely enlargement of super room, there is

no swarming, whereas without that enlarge-

ment the bees would have swarmed. My
practice accords with that belief. Whereas
I formerly added an empty super beneath
as soon as the lower super was partly filled,

I now add an empty super on top as well.

Especially do I believe in abundant super
room before the bees begin to liave swarm-
thought. [" Increasing the super room did

no good " was not a direct quotation from
Wilmon Newell, as you say, or at least we
do not find any quotation-marks in the copy
before us. As the paragraph is brief we
might as well quote the whole of it. This is

what Mr. Newell said on the point

:

Many experiments were tried in which a large

amount ot super-room was furnished the colonies,

both prior to the development of the swarming fever
and afterward. It is unnecessary to take space for

describing these experiments, as in no case did the

addition of abundant super-room have any percepti-

ble effect upon the swarming tendency.
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SIFTINGS
J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

I will take off my hat any day to Anton
Larson and his six honey-eaters, page 22,

Jan. 1. * * *

" Cheap, twangy stuff " is what the editor

calls honey adulterated with glucose, and

he is right, p. 43, Jan. l.'x

* * *

Can any one tell us whether sweet clover

will kill out quack-grass when sown on a

turned sod of this kind of grass?

Mr. Glenwood Beard is right in liis state-

ment, p. 856, Dec. 1, that swarms from

colonies infected with American foul brood

do cari-y diseased honey with them.

My experience in making money by poul-

try corresponds quite closely with the ideas

given by 0. L. Hershiser, page 30, and I

have gTeat respect for the business ability

of those who make a fair success of poulti-y

on a somewhat extensive scale.

« « «

Dr. Miller says, page 5, Jan. 1, that most

of the work of securing that bumper crop

of honey in 1913, of 266 sections per hive,

was done by a woman. " Did you ever?
"

AVho shall say from this time on that bee-

keeping is not a woman's business?
* « »

Mr. Byer, in speaking of Dr. Miller's last

year's crop of honey, page 6, says, " Such

a crop means a combination of a wonder-

fully good honey-flow, wonderfully good

bees, and last, but not least, wonderfully

good management.'' That is what I call a

wonderfully good combination.
* » *

C. W. Dayton'.? experience in sliipping

honey by parcel post, as given on page 859,

Dec. 1, would seem to show that it may be

sent safely in this way. We have had no

difficulty. We use corrugated paper, how-

ever, instead of wood for cover. Let us

remember that the word " parcel " means
" something done up," and for this purpose

it should be done up securely.
* # »

It makes one's heart flutter a little to read

on page 860, Dec. 1, of Mr. Gilstrap's

young son getting a hundred stings at one

time. It is not all of us who have whisky

or brandy at hand, so I want to say that

carbonate of ammonia is even better than

any form of alcohol. A lump the size of a

bean should be dissolved in half a glass of

water, and a teaspoonful given every half

hour or oftener. Ammonia is a quicker

stimulant than alcoholic liquors, and, be-

sides, it is an antidote to bee-poison.

Dr. Miller is right, p. 45, Jan. 15, in

thinking bees will move eggs for the rearing

of a queen. I had a case of this some thir-

ty-five years ago. The bees built a queen-

cell on a comb that I gave to a queenless

colony in spring. The comb having been

wintered out of a hive, and as there was no

f|ueen in the hive, they must of necessity

have moved an egg to rear the queen where
they did.

* * «

I received some time ago a copy of a

booklet edited by A. I. Root and J. T. Cal-

vert. It would be cheap at a dollar consid-

ering the facts it contains. Its title, " The
Truth about Sweet Clover," does not appear
to be in the least misleading. What is more
it doesn't cost a dollar. Just write to the

A. I. Root Co., and they will send you a

copy for the asking.

BROOD REARING IN THE CELLAR.

That which interested me, perhaps, more
than any thing else in the Jan. 1st number
was the brood-rearing in one of the bee-

cellars at Medina, page 33. It seems to me
that we have here the germ of something of

great value. If weak colonies in the fall

can be so wintered as to come out strong in

the spring it is a mighty improvement over

having strong colonies in the fall come out

weak in the spring. This account of win-

tering bees and winter brood-rearing re-

minds me of what the man said of whom I

bought my first hive of bees nearly fifty

years ago. He said the best way to winter

bees is to leave them out of doors until late,

and then take them to a cellar, when they at

once commence breeding. That is just what
tliey have done at Medina, and with just

the result that he stated. They have had a

season of rest, and the moving has caused

them to consume or fill themselves with

honey; and what could be more natural

than that they should feed their queen and

she begin laying freely, and that in the

higher temperature the eggs should be

hatched and the brood reared? But the

supply of pollen, and how far this brood-

rearing can be carried without the bees

flying or producing disease, is something

we long to know. Please, Mr. Editor, tell

us more about it.
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Beekeeping in California
p. C. Chadwiok, Redlaiids, Cal.

Mr. Crane, p. 794, Nov. 15, following'

vonr reasoning', bees in a twelve-frame colo-

ny might build up faster than those in a ten

by having a greater amount of stores than

those in the ten-frame hive. There is no

question that ample stores have much to do

with rapid increase in the spring, far more

than is generally supposed; but I had in

mind equal conditions in this line when I

made my original comment in the July 1st

issue.

Some of our California beekeepers seem

to think it is a waste of time for them to

read of wintering bees. In reality it is one

of the problems we have much to learn of

—

not of the extreme cold, but to know really

how to handle the problems that arise from

season to season that we should be able to

meet intelligently and promptly. Tn the

East I was able to tell very closely when the

winter was over ; but here the bees may be

ahead of the season, or the season ahead of

the bees. The latter is the most important

we have to watch; for if the season is much
in advance of the bees it means a loss of

valuable time.
* * »

It began to rain Feb. 17, after three

weeks of practically cloudless skies. More
fell on the 18th ; still more on the 19th, 20th,

and 21st, by which time California began

to resemble a " drowned rat," and flood

conditions became grave indeed. Redlands

received no mail from Los Angeles for three

days; but the Los Angeles daily papers were

able to reach us by auto truck. Such a

storm is rarely experienced in this section,

as the rainfall was little less than phenom-
enal, ranging from four to as high as 15

inches in various localites. The gi'ound is

soaked to a great depth, vegetation is at

its best, and anybody coming in on our

overland trains would be very likely to form
a false conception of the beauty of our

foothills by the way they look now. I have

never seen a finer growth on the button sage

at this time of the year than at present;

but for all of our good prospects we may
not be able to harvest the crop that many
anticipate. The spring is unusually early,

but may be late yet if the winter should

be like "that of 1905. Both March and April

may yet be cold and backward, as was the

case that year after a warm January and
February. In case warm and open weath-
er should continue, the season will arrive

before the bees are ready for the harvest.

However, the condition of the soil and the

great amount of water stored therein will

doubtless prolong the blooming season of

oui' honey-plants to sucii an extent that

there is almost sui-e to be a good harvest.

AN OPPORTUNITY AND A PREDICAMENT.

There are some opportunities ahead of

us that I wish to point out at tliis time, even

thougli we are likely to pass them in our

eagerness to take toll as heavy as possible

from a good season. There is an oppor-

tunity ahead to eradicate almost entirely

black brood (European foul brood) by tak-

ing advantage of a heavy honey-flow to

retard the progress of the disease while

we are getting our colonies requeened witii

good vigorous Italian stock. If every bee-

keeper in the southern part of the State

would make it a point to Italianize, our

trouble by another season would be so lim-

ited that there would be no grave fears in

any quarter. The chances are, however,

that many will not do so, and the disease

will linger among the careless for years to

come. Those who do requeen with good
resistant stock will be paid for their trouble,

and at the same time will lessen the chances

of the disease becoming malignant.

A predicament that we shall see to our

sorrow, if the prospective good season does

arrive, is that of a big supply of honey on

hand among a disorganized force of bee-

keepers while the buyers are organized to

make the best of the disorganization. That

is business on their part, for they can see

ahead. It is foolishness on our part, and
we shall realize it when our fine sage honey

drops to a figure much below what we even

let ourselves dream of now. We can not

blame the buyer. He is " on to his job."

The entire trouble is that we have failed to

form a mutual agreement by which we may
hold the market of sage honey in our hands.

The buyers could then go to our represen-

tative for his honey at a figure fair to both

the buyer and the producer. But we are

willing to let the other fellow make the

market, and buy at a price fixed by himself;

so if we get " stung " we shall know who is

to blame for the pain. We meet together

once a year, and resolve to resolve to re-

solve. We appoint committees to resolve

further, and at the end of another year we
are ready to begin anew the same old proc-

ess. I wonder if we shall ever wake up.

Perhaps about half of us will at a time,

while the other half is sleeping.
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Beekeeping in the South^vest
Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Texas.

TEXAS HONEY PRICES, AGAIN.

Several times we have discussed honey

prices and market conditions of the past

season in Texas, and several letters of com-

ment have come in. Below is one.

I notice that you advocate that beekeepers of Tex-

as get together and agree on a more uniform selling

price of their honey. I believe this ought to be done.

I can not see why we can not have quotations of

prices of honey in Texas published in Gleanings
twice a month as other sections of the country are

represented in the Honey Column. It would help

some. I am often at a loss to know what price to

ask for my honey when the season opens up. I do

not want to undersell any one, so I have to guess at

about what it may be selling at.

Tehuacana, Texas. T. M. Jones.

The above communication has brought on

another thought—that of quoting the price

of honey in the Honey Column of this jour-

nal so that the Texas beekeepers, and others

too, who may be interested, can keep posted

to a certain degree at least. I have recently

met a number of beekeepers who told me
that they found, after they had disposed of

most of their honey at a certain price, that

they could have obtained a little more for

it if they had had some means of learning

the reigning market price at that time.

Can you not arrange in some manner,

Mr. Editor, to give our readers such quota-

tions as mentioned above? I feel that this

service would be highly appreciated by a

large number of them. [We will see what
can be done.

—

Ed.]
« * »

THE EVIL EFFECTS OP SELLING OFF-GRADE

HONEY.
There are two evils that are responsible

to a marked degree for causing low honey
prices. One of these is the beekeeper who
does not read bee-journals nor keep posted

on the market price of honey; and who,

when he does have some honey to sell, sim-

ply dumps it on the market at any ridicu-

lously low price that he may be able to

obtain. The other evil is the beekeeper who
puts inferior honey on the market at any
low price that he may be able to get for it.

Either one of these beekeepers will have a

tendency to affect the entire honey market
and bring down the price.

Under the first class Ave may place tlie

large number of small beekeepers who own
only a few colonies, and these, perhaps, in

box hives. Those of this class do not care

to keep up with the times; and since the

amount of honey they have to sell is usu-

ally small they are not so particular about

the difference in the price they obtain and
that at which they ought really to sell.

However, there are a great many beekeepers

who have a much larger number of colonies

who can be put in this same class. And
the amount produced by all of them amounts
to enough to cut quite a figure.

With the beekeepers who put inferior

honey on the markets we can class some of

our better beekeepers as well as the smaller

fellows just mentioned. It has surprised

me many times to find some of our well-

posted beekeepers putting up honey for the

market that we were sure they knew ought

not to be offered for sale. It often hap-

pens, however, that many of these beekeep-

ers must dispose of every bit of honey that

they can get together in order to make ends

meet. This is especially true during less

favorable seasons, and it is during those

years that inferior honey is more plentiful.

This is not always the case, however, for

we have found honey in many of the stores

we had occasion to visit on our trips during

the most favorable seasons that ought not to

have been packed at all. Much of this was
packed with fancy honey, and this made
the contrast between the good and the bad
so much greater. While the mixed lots of

honey were a drug on the merchant's hands,

good honey was in strong demand. But the

chance of selling these merchants more good
honey was cut off because they were stocked

u]) and would not buy until this " stuff
"

was disposed of.

It makes a gi-eat difference if the mer-

chants can get good honey and keep it mov-
ing off their hands. It gives room for other

purchases, and in this manner large quan-

tities of honey can be moved off on to the

consuming masses. How different, though,

if the merchants are loaded up with inferior

stuff that they can not move! During the

time it remains on the hands of the mer-

chants there is little chance of moving more
honey, even though it be of better quality.

The result is that the market becomes more
or less demoralized. The merchants hesitate

about buying more honey, even after they

have succeeded in disposing of the " stuff."

It is to be hoped that moi'e attention will

be paid to these most important matters.

The difference of even only a fraction of a

cent per pound more for our honey is to be

considered seriously in this time of greater

cost of production and higher cost of living,

and with the honey price not keeping the

same pace of advancement in price with

other commodities. The margin between

profit and loss is not great enough to per-

mit of much carelessness.
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Conversations Avith Doolittle
At Borodino, New York

THE HARD OR SUGAR MAPLE.
" Will you tell which is the first thing in

the spring to give the bees a good send-off

on their way to a successful gathering of

suri^lus from the white clover? We have
plenty of the hard or sugar maple about

here. Is there any thing better than this?
"

Any beekeper who has a spark of love

for his pets is all awake for the season Avhen

the first song of the bluebird breaks forth

on the air, and the musical croak or peeping
of the frog in the pond is heard once more.

And especially is that apiarist interested

when the workers of the hive begin to bring

in the first water, and when scanty loads of

pollen can be seen in the pollen-baskets

after a search far and near for this great

incentive to brood-rearing. He knows then

that active brood-rearing in such a colony

has commenced. With us such activity

commences with the pollen furnished by
the skunk cabbage, this being found from
three to ten days earlier than from any
other source. Then comes pollen from the

various pussy willows, and a day or two
later that from the soft maple and ihe

swamp elm. These last furnish a limited

supply of nectar, or enough at least to en-

able the bees to pack the pollen in the

pollen-baskets without cari-ying honey from
the hive, as is done with most of the very
early pollen-bearing flowers. I know of

nothing more cheering to the heart of the

wideawake apiarist than the bees scrambling
into the hive with their loads of pinkish-

hued and yellowisli-green pollen from these

two sources, for they forecast a successful

harvest from the white clover and basswood.
These flowers lay the foundation for the

great army of workers needed for the gath-

ering of the harvest in June and July.

Yet, notwithstanding this, the harvest

would be meager were not these sources

followed a week or two later by something
which enables the bees to complete the

stnicture that is necessary over this foun-
dation. And this something is the bloom of

the hard or sugar maple. Occasionally there

is a year when a heavy freeze, or cold rainy

weather cuts off Uie maple bloom, in which"'

case the army of bees which are generally

reared in time for the haiwest do not ma-
terialize unless the apiarist is awake to his

job and provides plenty of honey for each
colony so that there is no disposition to

retrench in brood-rearing during the time
of scarcity which, under such circumstances,
occurs between the soft maple and elm and
the fi'uit bloom, the latter a week to ten

days after the hard maple. Especially

necessary is this maple bloom when the

fruit bloom is cut off by bad weather, which
is far more liable to be the case than with
the maple, as there is only an occasional

year when the maples fail, while a good
yield from fruit bloom is the exception

rather than the rule. Then the hard maple
possesses a quality inherited by no other

tree with which I am acquainted. It not

only yields pollen the most bountifully of

all trees, but gives a fairly good yield of
nectar at the same time; and, coming as it

does in ample time to incite the bees and
queen to the greatest activity in brood-rear-

ing, where this tree abounds the apiarist is

assured of a good yield from clover and
basswood unless the weather is unpropi-
tious, or unless the bloom should fail from
these two last greatest in value of all the

nectar-producers here in the w^hite-clover

and basswood belts in the northern United
States and southern Canada.
One reason why hard-maple bloom rarely

fails of giving the bees a good chance to

work on the bloom is that the bloom is held

in the bud for a long time in unpropitious
weather: and just as soon as the sun comes
out bright and clear, and the air begins to

become balmy, out will come the flower-

buds, hanging from long golden threads,

and often in less than 36 hours a tree Avhich

looked as though it would not bloom in

weeks comes out h: full bloom, looking as

though each twig were a festoon of silver

and gold, as bright in color as a bed of dan-

delions when in full bloom, and gi^dng

whole tree-tojDS a glorious appearance. And
one of the strange things, and a fact rarely

noticed except by the close observer, is that

at the first blossoming stage there is scarce-

ly a leaf put out till after the buds have
mostly opened, inviting the bees to a sump-
tuous feast which they are on hand to enjoy
from early in the morning till late at night.

In my first years of beekeeping I thought

tliat the combs got pollen-bound from the

enormous quantities of pollen stored, where
good weather lasted till the wind-up of this

bloom; but later I found that, before the

fruit bloom put in an appearance two
weeks later, this pollen was nearly if not

quite all turned into brood, with which
nearly every available cell in the comb was
teeming. Then, besides this honey and
pollen coming to the bees, there is another

marvelous sweetness coming from the evap-

orated sap which flows in early spring from
any wound that may come to the tree.
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General Correspondence

SWARM PREVENTION AND SWARM CONTROL

A Definition of Principles

BY J. E. HAND

It is well known that the conditions that

favor section-honey production are likewise

productive of swarming'; hence it behooves

the producer of the most fancy product of

the apiary to adopt methods and principles

of swarm management. There are two sep-

arate and distinct principles involved in

the operation, known as " swarm preven-

tion " and " swarm control."

SWARM PREVENTION.

Swarm prevention, as its name implies,

is supposed to prohibit swarming entirely.

While many have laid claim to successful

swarm prevention by manipulation, such

claims have not been well sustained; be-

cause, in order to aceomplisli it, the colony

is usually thrown so far from a normal

condition as to render it practically unpro-

ductive during an ordinary clover harvest.

The dequeening method is generally conced-

ed to be the most effective in this class. It

consists of rendering the colony queenless

for ten days, and removing queen-cells at

the beginning and end of that j^eriod. Since

queenlessness is an abnormal condition that

has a deleterious effect upon the working-

qualities of bees, little can be said in favor

of swarm prevention by dequeening. There

are other principles of prevention by man-
ipulation, but they are all more or less ob-

jectionable.

SWARM CONTROL.

Swarm control is different from swarm
prevention, in that it does not prohibit

swarming, but governs, directs, and con-

ducts it along lines that harmonize with the

swarming habit of bees. Chiefest among
methods of swarm control is the shake-

swarm method. It consists of substituting

the artificial for the natural swarm after

queen-cells have been built. It is natural,

because it satisfies the swarming impulse.

It is profitable, because it places the swarm
in precisely the same condition as though
they had voluntarily migrated to a new
domieil—a condition that ensures the best

work that bees are capable of performing.

It is economical, because it admits of swarm
control by mechanical means, which elimi-

nates excessive labor, such as moving heavy

hives, peddling combs of brood about the

apiary, etc. Thei-e are other principles of

swarm control, but they are all more or less

objectionable because they ignore psychic

conditions of bees and its influence upon
their working qualities. We may prevent

a horse from running away; but if he re-

fuses to work he is of little account, for we
have lost control of him just as much as

though he had run away ; and the same con-

dition will apply to bees.

SWARM CONTROL BY MECHANICAL MEANS.
While the basic principle of swarm con-

trol by mechanical means has been exploit-

ed at frequent intervals during the past

quarter-century, the correct method of ap-
plying the principle as herein described is

a recent invention, for which a patent was
granted in 1911. The equipment consists

of a bottom-board wide enough to accom-
modate two hives side by side, said bottom-

board being equipped with a simple device

that is out of sight under the hives, and is

capable of shifting the field force of a col-

ony into an empty hive, or of two colonies

into one hive, by turning of two switches,

the ends of which proti'ude from an en-

trance on each side of said bottom-board.

Here is the method : Begin operations for

swarm control by placing a hive with full

sheets of foundation and a queen-excluder

on the vacant side of a switch-board beside

a strong colony that has queen-cells started.

For convenience we will designate the col-

ony as No, 1 and the hive as No. 2. Move
levers so as to close both entrances to hive

1. which will direct all comers into hive 2

without changing the appearance or posi-

tion of the entrances, which are wide open
when viewed from the outside; hence bees

will enter the new hive through their accus-

tomed entrance without any hesitation.

Transfer the supers to 2, and shake most

of the bees off the combs of 1, letting them
run into 2, making sure to get the queen

also. Insert a flat conical bee-escape in the

entrances back of the levers, so that no

bees can leave hive 1 except through the

escapes, wliich discharges them close to the

entrances to 2, which they will enter on re-

turning from their first flight. No. 2 will

thus receive constant re-enforcements of

young bees during the next three weeks;

and if the harvest is of long dui'ation it

may prepare for swarming in spite of the
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treatment. In this case the operation is re-

versed, and the bees are shifted back into 1,

in which conditions that favor swarming do
not exist. The second shift will not be nec-

essary in an ordinary harvest from clover

and basswood. This method is positive in

operation and results, and is superior to

any other method of swarm control that I

have tried ; furthermore, it will cure an or-

dinary case of foul brood, while the shake-
swarm method as usually practiced will

have a tendency to scatter it broadcast.

There are many ways in which this simple
equipment may be utilized for the econom-
ical control of bees by mechanical means,
but this article is limited to swarm man-
agement.

Birmingham, 0.

A NEW JERSEY HONEY SPECIALIST

BY E. G. CARR

C. H. Root, of Red Bank,
N. J., the only producer in
the State who devotes his

entire time to the business.

About 15 years

ago a SAvarm of

bees alighted near
a wood - working
shop of Mr. C. H.
Root, at Red
Bank, Monmouth
Co., and then was
started a beekeep-
ing career which
has been one of if

not the most suc-

cessful in New
Jersey. Mr. Root
is a skilled wood-
worker, and at
the time had a

number of em-
ployees, and had
given such close

a p p lication t o

had become im-

for him to

business that his health

paired, making it necessary

abandon his regular work.
Having always been very active he quick-

ly realized that idleness would not be desir-

able, and that some light work would be

beneficial. He began to inquire into the

possibilities of beekeeping as a business.

He early realized the importance of avoid-

ing costly fads and mistakes, and adopted
the plan of appealing to a beekeeper in

whom he had utmost confidence when any
problem or new plan presented itself.

Living in a city of 8000 population, Mr.
Root at once adopted the small outyard sys-

tem, and has since successfully kept to this

plan. He now operates about 300 colonies

in eight yards, situated in all directions

from Red Bank from l^/^ to 8 miles dis-

tant. These are all on the premises of

fruit, berry, and vegetable growers who ap-
preciate the good services of the bees and
are glad to have them there, a number of
them having requested that the bees be so

placed. Five of the yards are worked for

extracted and three for comb honey. The

comb-honey yards ai'e successfully run on
the Doolittle plan. Mr. Root tinds that

shaking "a la Doolittle," however, will not

always pi-event swarming, particularly if

the colony has contracted the swarming
fever previous to the shaking.

Eight-frame hives with Hoifman frames
are used in two yards, and ten-frame hives

in the others, the ten-frame size being pre-

ferred. The 4^ square plain sections with
fences are used for the comb-honey work.
Only the necessary tools are kept at each

yard, and the honey is hauled home for ex-

tracting, and for grading and packing.

Previous to 1913 a bicycle was used to

visit the yards, and a horse and wagon to

do the hauling; but this season a Ford run-

about is being used with perfect satisfac-

tion, both for visiting yards and for the

hauling, Mr. Root having built what he

calls tlie working body, which he uses, just

back of the seat in place of the regular

equipment. This is quickly detachable.

The entire work is done by Mr. Root
alone—not only the producing but also the

packing of the comb honey. The entire

crop of extracted honey, with the excep-

tion of about 50 one-gallon cans, is put up
in 1/2, 1, and 2 pound jars. The crop for

1912 was nearly ten tons.

It would be difficult to find a more par-

ticular honey-producer. All hives are put

together with painted joints, and the same
degree of thoroughness is characteristic of

all his work. An equipped wood-working
shop, and his skill and connection with the

lumber trade, enable Mr. Root to make his

bottom-boards, hive-stands, covers, and
winter cases, and no factory-made goods

could excel them. He does not think it

would pay him to make hive-bodies or

frames.

A summer visit to Mr. Root's yards will

show an idea which appears to be original

with him. The summer hive-covers are of

the telescoping type, three inches deep and
of half-inch material; but instead of being
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One of C. H. Root's apiaries near Red Bank, N. J.

roofed with metal they are covered with

canvas brought down and tacked under the

bottom edge, and given three coats of

paint. This is a cover that will not blow off,

leak, or become hot when in the full sun-

light, and does not require frequent paint-

ing.

It io a generally accepted statement that

beekeepers are particularly weak on the

selling end; but Mr. Root seems to have
been very successful in this respect in sell-

ing through a broker who gets him 16 cts.

for comb honey, f. o. b. his depot, and such

a price for the extracted honey that it nets

liim 1'2 cts. after deducting all expenses for

glass, labels, packing, and labor figured at

a good price per hour. While Mr. Root is

the only one at present in New Jersey who
devotes all his time to producing and mar-
keting honey this is no indication that this

may not be done in a number of other

places; but it rather goes to show the possi-

bilities of specialization along this line in

this State.

Mr. Root is ex-mayor of Red Bank, and
the present president of the New Jersey

Beekeepers' Association.

New Egypt, N. J.

REPORT OF NEW JERSEY CONVENTION

BY C. D. CHENEY

The 1914 meeting of the New Jersey Bee-

keepers' Association, held in the Entomol-
ogy building at the State Experiment Sta-

tion at New Brunswick, Jan. 21 and 22,

may be set down as the most satisfactory

meeting yet held by the association.

Several gentlemen on the program failed

to appear or send a paper; but these lapses

were overlooked amid the abundance of dis-

cussion in which Mr. A. C. Miller, of Prov-
idence, R. I., Mr. George M. Steele, of

Philadelphia, and others took part. The
matter of winter feeding was discussed in

its various phases, Mr. Steele saying that his

experience was most satisfactory with block

sugar dumped directly on the frames and

covered with table oilcloth (cloth side up),

in a dry climate, or with burlap in damp
situations, the idea being to secure about the

right moisture to enable the bees to take the

sugar without waste.

Mr. Miller described very carefully and
minutely how to make Fuller candy, and
pinned his faith upon it, claiming earlier

brood-rearing, and no danger of getting

any of it stored in the surplus. Incidentally

he mentioned that his friend Latham had
demonstrated that five pounds of this candy
would carry a colony through without other

stores. This statement, being so much at

variance with the accepted standard, caused

the assembled beekeepers to gasp. Mr.
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Hornor had just before stated tliat he had

fed two barrels of block sugar, giving each

colony 15 to 20 pounds, and had two barrels

yet to feed

!

The evening session was even more inter-

esting. Mr. Miller gave a talk on " The Dol-

lar and Cent Side of Beekeeping," and it

was very evident that liis training as a

i)anker had certainly qualitied him to figure

things down to one-half of one per cent,

and then multiply. As usual in bee " talks,"

many most interesting and instructive topics

were brought in and discussed, and many
side-lights were thrown upon matters only

indirectly related to dollars and cents. Mr.
Miller stated, in reply to a question, that he

liad at one time a considerable number of

colonies of yellow Italians, but that he "was
glad to be rid of them—they are the worst

of sneak thieves."

This remark caused a roar of laugliter, as

Mr. Miller had unwittingly trodden upon
Mr. Steele's toes. Mr. Steele retorted by say-

ing his yellow bees are not that kind. They
are very gentle, and he never has any rob-

bing. Mr. Miller said, " Put some highly

colored feed in your dark-Italian hives, and

in a day or so you will find it all in the
yellow hives! "

Good-humored tilts like this made things
interesting tliroughout the meeting, and
Mr. Steele was subjected to considerable
" joshing," which he met with characteristic

humor and energy.

It is not possible, in a brief account like

this, to do justice to the paper by Dr. Phil-
lips, on " Two Essentials in Honey Pro-
duction." Suffice to say he threw new light

upon well-known methods by explaining the
bearing and relation of various scientific

principles. The ground was thoroughly
covered and fully discussed.

Mr. C. H. Root, of Red Bank, was re-

elected President, and Mr. E. G. Carr, of
New Egypt, was also re elected Secretary-
Treasurer.

There was a rather small display of hon-
ey and wax, for which prizes were awarded.
The " newest useful invention " presented
was adjudged to be the tube bee-escape for
transferring and treating foul brood with-
out shaking. This also received a prize.

Many new members were enrolled.

Hoboken, N. J.

BEES MOVED EGGS FROM ANOTHER HIVE AND REARED A GOOD
QUEEN

BY W. L. MILLER

I notice that Dr. Miller, in his Stray
Straws, Jan. 15, doubts whether bees ever

actually move eggs from one hive to another.

I had an experience last summer that has

absolutely convinced me that bees actually

do steal eggs and move them to their own
hive in time of need.

Last June I hived a swarm that had issued

from No. 3. In hiving I saw that they had
a very fine-looking queen which, of course,

went in with the rest.

About a week later I had occasion to

look in this hive to see if every thing was
all right. I found about five completed
combs nearly full of honey, and some pollen,

but no eggs nor brood. All the combs were
carefully looked over for the queen, but she

was nowhere to be found; so, thinking that

I had possibly missed her, I went on, hop-
ing all might be well by the next time I

came around.
Exactly a week later I again could find

no eggs nor bi'ood ; and after shaking all

the bees through a queen-excluding zinc,

and finding no queen, I sent for one. A few
days afterward, on again looking in, I found
a lone egg. A diligent search was at once
made for more, and two more were found,
one in the same comb and one in another.

No queen could be found. It was not the
work of a laying worker, as I had been
troubled with them befo4'e and could see
that it was none of their work.

This was something I had never before
encountered, and the developments were
noted with jealous care. Queen-cells were
built over all three. They were sealed. The
day before they were due to hatch I acci-

dentally destroyed one of the cells. The
next day I found the two cells hatched and
two large vigorous virgins on the combd.
A few days later one was found dead in

front of the hive. The other was in the
hive, and mated. Five days later this queen
began laying and kept at it all summer. I

still have her to-da3^ and she is just as good
as any I have ever bought.

This incident has made me a stanch sup-
porter of the theory that bees do move eggs
from one colony to another. I should also

like to say that the Miller plan of introduc-
ing queens by the smoke method is by far
the best way to introduce queens. I tried

it for the first time on the very day that I

received the issue of Gleanings containing
it, and have used it every time since, and
liave yet to fail the first time.

Stephenson County, 111.
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DOUBLE-LENGTH SECTIONS CUT IN TWO

Furnishing the Bees a Larger Frame in which to Make Comb Honey

BY ELMER GRESSMAN

I have often had combs of honey built in

frames as straight as a board, with nice

white cappings, and have wished that it

were only in sections, so that I might reaUze

the price of fancy comb honey. I have tr:ed

selling the large combs at a reduced price,

but with poor success.

I have quite a trade in extracted honey

in 5 and 10 lb. pails, but some years ago

some of my customers inquired for comb
honey. Most of them belonged to the class

who are trying to reduce the high cost of

living; and being in sympathy with their

efforts I took along some nice shallow

frames of honey, which I offered at a ven'

reasonable sum, not including the weight of

the frame, which I figured out, so there

would be no excuse not to buy. My liber-

ality was not appreciated, however, for al-

most every one said, "Oh my ! those are too

large. I wanted it in those little boxes."

After explaining that it was harder to

produce it in little boxes, and listening to

their numerous objections, I made up my
mind that I was not equal to a woman in an

argument, even in my own line. So I went

home with part of my shallow honey a sad-

der but wiser man. That started me to

thinking night and da}'. I thought that, if

the combs were half as large, perhaps I

Gressman's super for producing honey in double-lenjth sections. After

the frames are full the f 'iir-' - lire nit in two 'n the middle, and the frames
taken apart. The fourth side of each section is then pressed on, and the

section is ready fur tlit market.

ouuld keep up my end of the argument ; but

1 found later there was no argument needed.

Never have 1 had a complaint about the

large size of the section.

The difference in the cost of producing
comb and extracted honey is getting greater

every year. We see all kinds of inventions

to aid in cheapening the production of ex-

tracted honey; but if one looks back he will

find there has been very little done to im-

prove on the production of comb honey.

For tliis reason it can easily be seen wliy

the drift has been so strong toward ex-

tracted honey.

We all know that bees will not work in

sections as well as in extracting-frames, and
that they are still more averse to them if

the sections are divided off by sepaiaturs.

I think my invention will be easily under-

stood by the aid of the illustration here-

with produced. The sectional frames are

made by pressing together six dovetailed

])ieces to make a long section which can be

cut apart in the middle to make two later

on. Of course the dovetails must be made
so they will come right. There is a small

metal stay to support the top section strip.

This stay causes a dei^ression in the surface

of the comb right where it should be cut

later on, and then the extra sides of the

sections are pressed

on. making two com-

plete boxes of honey
from one frame. These
are then put in a reg-

ular shipping-case to

dizain for a few days.

The shipping - case

should have a tin tray

in the bottom while

draining to catch the

drip, and exchanged
later for a paper one.

There is very little

work about the whole

process, as the section-

al frames can be as-

sembled very rapidly

witli my press. There

is no necessity of put-

ting the sections back

on the hive for the

bees to finish them, as

the artificial side is

hardly noticeable. The
stay causes a nice
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vonnded ed^e Hlce tlic

natural side.

The sectional
frames are used

crosswise of the su-

per with full sheets

of foundation, and
with the hive level

from front to rear;

a n d with fairly

strong colonies
sitraight combs will

be the result. If there

should be any partly

filled combs during a

poor season they can

be extracted the same
as shallow frames.

I would advise two
sizes of boxes—6%
X 5 X 11/2 for local

trade; a double box
fitting a ten-frame

super crosswise, or a

5^2 X 4 X 1% for eight-frame supers which
can be used on a ten-frame hive if neces-

The finished section. Note that the right-hand side
is the one that was cut.

sary, provided queen-excluding zinc is used

with a wide frame margin at the sides to

make it wide enough.
Hamburg, N. Y.

Double-length section-super adapted for eight-frame hives.

[In our opinion the value of this plan
hinges upon one point—viz., whether the

bees work more readily in long shallow

frames fitted with foundation than they do
in small boxes like the regiilar-sized sec-

tions. A number of beekeepers producing
comb honey in shallow frames have report-

ed to us that it costs them practically as

much to produce the honey in the shallow
frames, pound for pound, as in the small

sections ; that the reason bees enter extract-

ing-suijers more quickly is because the

combs in the latter are already built. We
ourselves seriously question whether the

slight advantage gained by the larger frames
would make up for the greater amount of

labor required in putting together the six-

piece frames with the stays, cutting the

combs apart, fitting in the third sides,

draining, etc. We may be wrong—we have
been before—and if we are we shall be glad

to be corrected.

—

Ed.]

EXTRACTING FROM THE BROOD-COMBS BEFORE THE HONEY-FLOW
TO GIVE THE QUEEN ROOM

1!Y GKORGE M. HUNTINGTON

In the production of comb honey, which
is the only honey produced in this vicinity,

alfalfa is the main source of nectar. I find

that, if colonies are brought through the

winter strong they will build up and gatlier

new honey for brood-rearing, and tliere will

be from one to two full frames of old honey

remaining in the liive, according to the
strength of the colony. The strong ones
will have the most left, and will commence
to store in the brood-frames so that by the
time alfalfa is in bloom (or from the middle
of June to July 10, wliich is the time two-
thirds of the honey crop is gathered), the
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Photographed by Chas. Y. Hake, York, Pa.

brood-chamber becomes clogged with honey,

and crowds the queen to the lower part of

three or four frames (I use ten-frame

hives), so that, by the time the main flow is

over, the strong colonies become weak on

account of restricted space for brood, and

gather little honey the rest of the season.

On the other hand the colonies which are

weak at the start will consume all the old

honey in brood-rearing, and do not get

much of the early honey on account of not

having a strong field force at that time, so

that their queen does not get restricted in

brood sjDace. These colonies will become
strong a little late for the beginning of the

main flow, but will remain strong through-

out the rest of the season, and store twice

as much in supers as the former colonies do

during tliis latter period, and they are then

apt to be the strong colonies the spring

following.

Would extracting two or three frames

fi'om the brood-chamber of the strong colo-

nies a week or ten days before the main
flow keep these colonies strong the rest of

the season? If so, would it stop work in

the comb-honey supers? If the queen oc-

cupied the extracted combs as soon as re-

turned to the chamber (say there are three

combs to extract, and that it is done one

frame at a time thi-ee or four days apart,

and inserted in the brood-nest between the

brood, and the season is warm at that time),

there will be no chilled brood. What would
be the result in the supers if the bees stop

work there?

As to spreading brood, it can be done
here any time after May 15 in ordinary

years. Wlien I find a colony intends to

swarm I brush every bee from the frames
and put the frames into a new body, leav-

ing a comb pf unsealed brood, and perhaps
a comb of honey on the old stand. All the

sealed brood (and there will be very little

unsealed brood in the new body) is placed

on a new stand and queen-cells destroyed,

and a new queen placed between the combs
as soon as enough young bees have hatched

to hold the queen from absconding. I do

not lose any brood from chilling. Of course

the entrance is made small until there are

enough to guard it. The old queen is left

with all bees, young and old, to draw out

the new combs. This overcomes swarming
for the season.

I have never had any spare combs at this

season, so I could not put empty combs
into the brood-chamber to see what the

result would be. I have tried frames of fu)l

sheets of foundation, which stops work in

supers until the new sheets are drawn out.

and the queen prefers the old comb for her

egg-laying. T could, to an extent, strength-

en the weak colonies by taking hatching-

brood from the strong and exchanging with

the weak for unsealed brood; then botli
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queens would become honey-bound and
siiither but very little of the later flow. If

extracting' fi'om the brood-chamber would
increase the amount of brood during- the

period just before and while the main flow

is on, the lioney crop of the later flow could

be doubled ; and even with my small apiary

the extractor would pay for itself the first

season. The late honey is of a much heav-

ier body than the main flow, and does not

grade as higli. The main flow is about 7")

per cent No. 1; the later flow, about 75 pei'

cent No. 2.

A strong colony produces three cases of

honey which has the largest per cent of No.
1. A weak colony produces three cases

mostly No. 2. A colony that keeps strong

throughout the season will produce five

cases averaging more tlian 50 per cent No.
1.

For extracting from two to three combs
per season per colony in an apiary of 75 to

150 colonies, what size of extractor would
you advise? The chances are that this will

remain a comb-honey territory on account

of the heavy body of the honey, and the

extractor would be used only to relieve the

brood-chamber or for extracting from combs
discarded on account of drone-cells or other

faults.

Bishop, Cal.

[After reading the above, one can not

fail to be impressed by the fact that locality,

in spite of the frequent jests whenever thj

name is mentioned, is an important item to

be considered, for it is emphatically true

that one system of management will not

apply in all places by any means. This

question of extracting before the main hon-
ey-flow is one of these problems that depend
upon the locality. In our opinion there are

few localities indeed where extracting be-

fore the honey-flow is necessary ; but under
the conditions mentioned by our correspon-

dent it is probable that the judicious use of

the extractor in giving the queen room to

lay Avould be the wise course to pursue. If
there is any regularity about the oversup-
ply of stores before the main honey-flow,
one might ask whether it would not be
better to supply less stores in the fall, and
so avoid the necessity of extracting in the
spring. Perhaps, however, it wonld be
risky, if not altogether impossible, to do
this.^

('oncerniiig the use of the honey-extractor
in the spring, no less an authority than E.
W. Alexander advocated this very thing.

We quote from page 28 of Alexander's
" Writings on Practical Bee Culture:

'*

I honestly think a moderate use of the extractor
through the latter part of May and fore part of June,
fspecially when running an apiary for comb honey,
would be the means of many beekeepers securing
twice as much surplus as they usually do. Here at
the North, May is the month of all the year when
our bees require the closest attention. It is then
that we should care for them so that every inch of
comb in the hive may be utilized for brood-rearing
that can possibly be used for that purpose. Bring
your extractor into use, cleaning your hives of near-
ly all capped honey, and see to it that every queen
in the apiary is doing her very best to crowd the
combs with brood; then you will soon have those
strong colonies that will give you a fine surplus, and
at the end of the season you will hardly believe it

when told that the summer has been a poor one for
the production of honey.

If the main honey-flow is preceded by a
comparatively long period of warm weather,
no doubt there would be no risk in using
the extractor; but it would seem to us un-
wise to extract just before the main honey-
flow, as otherwise the bees would probably
have a tendency to put the new honey di-

rectly back into the same combs, and it

would then be harder to get them broken
of this habit than if the honey had been
left there in the first place. Moreover,
nothing would be gained along the line of
providing more room for the queen.
We do not feel competent to cover the

whole ground suggested by our con-espon-
dent, and we should like to hear from oth-
ers, therefore, who may have had experience
along this line.

—

Ed.]

A BOTTOM-BOARD FEEDER MADE ENTIRELY OF METAL

BY JOSEPH FINSTED

The accompanying picture shows a metal

bottom-board feeder which has proved more
satisfactory than any other feeder I have
ever used for feeding bees in cold weather.

Last fall I had over 200 colonies that had
to be fed from 5 to 20 lbs. each to give them
ample stores for winter; but on account of

other work I neglected the bees until the

first i^art of October. Being so late in the

season I had planned to feed in a wholesale
way so as to be ready with the feeding be-

fore cold weather set in; but, alas! when I

was ready to go on with the wholesale feed-
ing my plans were shattered on account of
cold weather that set in unexpectedly.

I tried several feeders that are now on
the market, which are used over the brood-
nest ; but those feeders failed entirely to
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Joseph Finsted's metal feeder, designed to fit under the back end of a hive like the Alexander feeder. Note
that the edge of the tin on one side projects enoiigh to rest on the end of the bottom-board, while on

the other side it extends straight up, providing easy means of fastening to hive-body with a nail.

attract the bees on account of the cold, so

I had to resort to some bottom-board feeder

which would bring the syrup or honey in

closer contact with the bees. Then, in the

smaller quantities, the feed could be stored

before getting cold.

I tried the Alexander feeder, but found
the capacity too small, and it was also rather

difficult to attach it to the hives. I then

looked for a feeder that would overcome

those difficulties, and at the same time be

more substantial and have better lasting

qualities than any wooden feeder. The
feeder shown answers these requirements,

and it can be used on either S, 9, or 10

frame hives.

St. Paul, Minn.

[Mr. rinsted does not explain how the

feeder can be used under hives of different

widths. There are two sliding covers for

each end of the feeder. (Only one is shown
in tlie engraving.) When a narrow hive is

used, both ends project, being covered by

the slide. When the ten-frame is used, only

one end projects and the slide on the other

end may be removed if desired and not used

at all.—Ed.]

A SUBSTITUTE FOR POLLEN IN THE HIVE

BY JAMES W. WILSEY

Last March, when I examined my bees, I

was much disai:)pointed to find that no

brood-rearing was going on. It was evident

that brood had been reared in the winter,

and there was little pollen in the hives. There

was one hive in Avliich I was sure there

would be brood as the previous year the

queen had kept it full of brood early and

late; but this hive had none whatever.

I then took an empty comb, and, laying

it horizontally upon a table, I placed a

scoopful of ordinary wheat flour on it and
worked the flour back and forth with a post

card until it filled all the cells. I then

nibbed my fingers over the comb to pack

the flour down so that it would not fall out

when the frame was placed in an upright

position. This frame I placed in one of the

hives as far away from the cluster of bees

as I could get it. I did this so that I could

get at it to examine it without breaking the

cluster of bees, as the weather was cold.

The effect was magical. Brood-rearing on

a large scale commenced at once, and many
bees could be seen at work on the frame of

flour. I placed similar frames of flour in

my other hives with the same result, and

my colonies were fully two weeks ahead of

the colonies in the neighboring apiaries.

These frames of flour also kept the bees

from going out for pollen on cold and

windy days, as on tfich days my bees work-

ed on the frames of flour while my neigh-

bors' went out in the fields and swamps
looking for pollen.

We have all seen the yellowish and brown-
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ish scales which accumulate on the floors of

the hives when much brootl-reaiiny is going

on. These scaly particles the beos remove
to the alighting-board. As soon as the bees

begin using flour for raising brood the bot-

toms of the hives become covered with white

scales, and the scaly particles which they

remove to I he alighting-board are also

white.

My hives are kept in protecting cases the

year around, and the bees are warm and
Ciomfortable in the blustery weather of
»nring.

New Paltz, N. Y.

TRANSFERRING FROM A TREE ON THANKSGIVING DAY
BY AUSTIN I). WOLFE

About 7:30 on the morning of Thanks-
giving day, 1912, I looked out of the win-
dow and saw my neighbor' Ashby coming
out of his gate. He had an ax in one hand,

a bucket in the other, and he invited me to

go with him to cut a bee-tree in his pasture.

I took Paul, an ax, and a smoker and veil.

This seemed to promise a good appetite for

the Thanksgiving dinner.

The tree proved to be a linn (Southern
basswood), and fairly solid. We developed
considerable sweat before it fell. While we
took breathing-spells, a tall sinewy mulatto
swung i^ast us at the foot of the hill, with
an ax and bucket.

" Better come along o' me, Mr. Wolfe,"
he called.

"Where to, Nim? "

" Oh! I'm goin' to cut the biggest bee-tree

I ever see," he replied; "better come and
get some."

I did not go, but remained and saw how
much (or how little) Ashby got. The colo-

ny was small, the honey poor. It had not
paid for tlie effort.

But that evening Paul brought me word
from Nim that he had taken over 50 lbs. of
honey, and that the bees were golden Ital-

ians. So next morning we went again, and
roamed the timber pasture until the place

was located. It was another big linn, lying

on its side on the slope, with the evidence

of yesterday in chips, bark, and old comb.
In the hollow of the trunk there hung as

pretty an inverted pyramid of bees as I

ever saw. Rigiit then and there I should
have photographed them.

Into the frames of the jumbo hive I tied

panels of comb found on the ground. Then
I set the hive in the hollow of the tree and
began work. At first I scooped them by
handfuls and dropped them into the top of
the hive. Then the smoker came into play.

The bees dodged, and hid and tried to es-

cape through hollow branches and behind
dead wood, but at last learned the way to

Hive located close to an exposed cavity in the tree where the bees formerly made their home.
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the Ldve and marched there. I worked for

two hours, and then was able to record only

indifferent success. Nowhere was it possible

to catch sight of the queen or to gain a

good indication of her location. The shad-

ows began to lengthen under the cover of

the hill, and we felt that remaining was use-

less, so I propped up the hive, with the

entrance still in the tree, and left it for the

night.

Next morning with the little girls I went
to see what further developments were
noticeable. There were no bees in the hol-

low tree, but in the hive was a cheerful

humming. Listen as I might, however, there

was no indication of a queen. In the early

morning, under the shadow of the trees, I

made some pictures, and you can see how
they turned out. We then closed the en-

trance, tied down the cover, and carried the

hive by hand to the beeyard, half a mile

away.
Now the picturesque conclusion should be

that the queen appeared; that, under judi-

cious feeding, the colony thrived, and that

by the following fall they had yielded a

handsome surplus. Alas! not so. While I

fed them the bees lived. But there was no
weather warm enough to warrant sending
for a queen. What the colony might have
done under specially favorable conditions is

a matter of speculation. Perhaps some oth-

er beekeeper will tell what he would have
done under similar ciicumstanees. Febru-
ary and March were cold, and the bees died.

Parkville, Mo.

[This experience only goes to prove that

it rarely pays to transfer a colony, even
from a box hive, in the late fall of the year.

The transfeiTed bees are bewildered, and
their nest is not arranged according to their

liking; and if there is no warm weather,

soon the results are likely to be any thing

but satisfactory. If these goldens could

have remained in tlie tree until spring they

might have been taken at that time, and
built up into a useful colony.

—

Ed.]

CONDITIONS OF THE " LOCALITY " IN GEORGIA

BY L. W. CROVATT

" Locality," that term used by beekeepers

throughout the United States in discussions

of every conceivable character, is truly

blamed for many things; but in reading the

articles from the pen of P. C. Chadwick, of

California, dealing with the practical failure

of the honey yield last season, I am struck

v/ith the changed conditions obtaining. This

is certainly " locality." To the contrary of

what Mr. Chadwick writes, I am constrained

to say that in the year 1912, in the southern

part of the State of Georgia, we had one of

the most successful seasons. The yield was
bounteous, and it is an undoubted fact that

the natives were better repaid through the

energy of their bees than in several years.

It appears from reports sent by my friends

through the southeastern section that the

crop that season was the largest in a long

while, the honey being of that transparent

delicious coloring and body and flavor that

demand the very best prices, and which is

calculated, through its snow-white cappings
and pleasing contrast to the section wood,
to be an ornament to anj^ table, no matter

hoAv fastidious.

The bees in this section, where wintering

problems may be said to be negligible, built

up splendidly for the spring flow (1913) ;

and this being the case, the bees secured

the full benefit from the myriads of flowei^s

that, because of the " open character of the

winter," proved to be the most profuse in

many j-ears. There was a splendid yield

from the tupelo, which seems to be an early

spring growth in the swamps of Georgia.

The poplar is reported to have been a fine

source of nectar; and in later times, when
the gallberry came into flower, the bees were
working like mad.
The ty-ty, another sure source of surplus,

also yielded to an abnormal degi'ee, accord-

ing to those in the comparatively limited

belt, and it has been my privilege to eat

some of each kind. Never have I tasted a
finer flavor of honey.

The natural result of the big crop is that

beekeeping in Georgia, not considering the

temtoiy of Bro. Wilder, will be given a

stimulus for next year. Neighbors of the

successful men have taken notice of the

crop this year, and optimism seems to be
in the very air.

Considering the fact that Ave have, in tbis

region, none of the yielding plants regard-

ed as " staples " by brother beekeepers of

the North and West—notably clover, bass-

wood, alfalfa, etc., the results of the spring

work in Georgia and parts of South Caro-
lina are of a particularly gratifying char-

acter.
" Gallberry " may not, perhaps, sound

so romantic, as suggested in the A B C; but

no one can deny the fact, who has ever
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nuuUng the bee-tree.

tasted the honey from this pk^nt, that it is

a superfine product which is bought with

avidity by the general classes who consume
honey. From the fact that at least 75 to 90

per cent of this honey is consumed in the

South, however, this may explain why the

gallberry and ty-ty honey are not better

known in the leading markets.

Verj' frequently some of the big men
come out in jDrint with the statement that

better values may be secured, or should be

secured, for honey. The facts of the case,

however, are that the average rural bee-

keeper is already reaping the hai-\'est from
this source, for I find that they are now
securing from 12 to 121/2 cents per section

at wholesale, and the demand is good at

these values.

Years ago a buyer could secure all the

honey needed at from 8 to 10 cents per

pound ; but this is now a thing of the past,

for the average citizen of the country hav-

ing changed over to the modern hives from

the old-fashioned box, is securing surplus

in splendid marketing condition.

Two young men at Meldrim, Ga., recently

purchased an apiary of 75 colonies for

$600. They increased to 160 colonies, and
secured 12,000 pounds surplus of extracted

honey. The bees were subsequently moved
to Pennsylvania for a fall yield.

Another, at Ellabelle, purchased a large

number of new hives for section honey. He
transferred his entire yard of forty box
hives to movable-comb hives; captured 22
swarms in the spring, and has secured sev-

eral thousand pounds of comb honey, to the

surprise and envy of his neighbors.

The trunk cut off four or five feet from the ground.

We may not ha^ve another big yield for

some years; but the indications are that

many people who see visions of some " easy

money " will make a try for a crop next

year any way. They may reap better than

tliey know.
Savannah, Ga., June 2.3.

ONE HUNDRED POUNDS OF HONEY FROM A BEE-TREE

BY J. BAKULA

I have often had the opportunity of

watching a bee-tree cut at night ; but on the

special occasion concerning which I write,

the cutting of the tree had to be accom-

plished on a nice warm afternoon, as Ave

had to leave for home that same evening.

The tree was a short scrubby redoak (30

or 40 ft. tall) as often seen at the edge of

a field, some twelve or fourteen inches in

diameter, I judge it to be now. Thei-e were
two trees growing from the same stump, so

we cut it four or five feet from the ground
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in order to allow the

saw to enter betAveen

the trees.

When we started to

cut we discovered it to

be merely a shell about

two inches in thickness

all around, the cut we
made being within a

few inches of the hon-
ey. Cutting- away the

wood was done in a
short time, as large

pieces could be split

at a time, as it wasn't
thick.

It was a shame to

tear up the honey, as

it was packed in there

so close and nice, the

combs all being sepa-
rate and not built to-

gether as seen some-
times. It occupied a
space of ten or twelve
feet. Had the bees had
more space I'm certain

there would have been
much more honey, as

the colony was a large

one, and it had been
there since early in the

spring. I judge there

was about 100 pounds
in the tree.

I shall also have to

give you an idea of
how I was prepared
for the battle. My friend tied a mosquito-
bar over my head, but failed to tie it bee-
tight, allowing three bees to enter, so that

I had a chance to count them. I had on
gauntlet gloves with handkerchiefs tied

around my wrists. As I chopped, the hand-
kerchiefs worked off, allowing the bees to

get at my wrists ; but 1 was game. I stayed
to the finish. When completed I discovered

Section of the hollow log with one t^iJe split off, exposing bees and honey.

my wrists somewhat larger than usual, and
I had a double chin, which prolonged my
stay in the country a day longer. The next

morning quite early the bees were all settled

in a bunch underneath, so they were easily

swept into a hive with a whisk-broom.
Dubuque, la.

[The fourth picture, showing some of the

honey obtained, is given on the cover.

—

Ed.]

THE ACT OF AN OUTLAW
BY TTTE OT'TLAW

Continued from the March 1st issue, page 177.

Adjoining the house was a garden of
serai-tropical trees and shrubs. This garden
was the property of certain people living
several thousand miles away—heirs of an
eccentric old man. During the old man's
lifetime the garden had been one of his

hobbies ; but since his death the garden had

received but little care. It was in this' gar-

den, screened from passers-by along the

streets, that I placed my hive of bees.

GETTING COMBS BUILT.

As I have previously stated, I used no
foundation. Not one penny in money have

I spent to acquire any thing whatsoever
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necessary to the upbuilding of the colony.

The procedure 1 followed was this: Three

days after hiving the swarm I took all the

comb built up to that time; and with the

aid of a piece of twine string 1 tied the bits

of comb into a frame. From that time on,

additional frames were added as necessary,

care being taken to place the new frame
between two frames of unsealed brood when-
ever possible. From experience in making
inci-ease I have found that comb will be

built faster, and will be more apt to be

worker comb when the empty frame is

placed in the manner just statecl.

In the matter of avoiding drone comb,
there is another little kink that can be prac-

ticed. That is, when drone comb is built,

to make a practice of tearing it out, then

reversing the frame end for end. The re-

sult is that quite often the bees think they

have that drone comb yet, and build work-
er comb in place of the drone comb you
have removed.

In order to practice successfully the fore-

going, it is necessary to go through the

hives two or three times a week, depending
on how fast comb is being built. It might
be well to state also that the practice out-

lined is in case comb is being built in the

brood-nest. Surplus comb is a different

matter. If store combs are being built it is

best to let them build them as the bees see

fit, or use foundation if you want worker
comb.
And here, perhaps, a few remarks on the

subject of wax production might not be out
of the way. Some years ago this matter,

aside from honey production, was quite

widely discussed ; and at that time, under
certain conditions, I practiced wax produc-
tion successfully. It was in Cuba. There,

as is well known, the honey season is in the

winter season during the eampanilla bloom.
However, the swarming season is in the

summer months, from April to October,
and during these months the bees transpose
all the honey gathered into brood and wax
—the rule being that it is almost impossible
to secure any surplus honey during the

summer months. As increase was not want-
ed, my object was to produce wax in place

of bees. The method used was to have
nothing but worker comb in the brood-nest,
and quite often the brood-nest was con-
tracted. In the super, every other comb
was removed, care being taken to leave only
worker combs. Empty frames were then

placed between the combs in the super, and
a queen-excluder between the super and
brood-nest. The result was quite success-

ful, the bees building drone comb in the

empty frames; and as the bees desired and

expected the queen to lay in the drone comb
so built, they held it open, no honey being
stored in the new comb. All that was nec-

essary to complete the operation was to

make the rounds of the hives every week
and cut out the comb so built. This pro-
cedure quite successfully held down swarm-
ing, and converted the surj^lus energy of
the bees into profit.

The problem here confronting me with
my little swarm of bees was to build them
up as strong as possible; get all the comb
built that could well be done, so as to have
something to work with when the real hon-
ey-flow came on in the spring. As I have
previously stated, it was at the end of the
lioney-flow when I cajDtured my bees. While
the summer flow here is in many ways
similar to the summer flow in Cuba, yet the

bees have no desire to swarm. They seem
to know that the winter months will bring-

hard times, and not a time of prosperity.

At the end of two months my colony had
completed eight combs, which number filled

the hive, and with the completion of the

eighth comb there was another problem.
To have attempted to have the bees build
in the super would have been out of the
question, for two reasons : First, they were
not strong enough, even under normal con-
ditions, to have allowed a sufiflcient cluster

of bees to be formed in the super to build
comb ; and, second, had there been enough
bees, there was not a sufficient flow of honey
to induce them to build in the super.

But the bees could and would repair
a breach made in a vital part of the

brood-nest. So I continued as before, plac-

ing an empty frame, one at a time, between
two unsealed frames of brood, the combs
that were removed being placed in the

super, with the result that I continued to

get a frame of ^v^orker comb built every
week or ten days, where, had the bees been
left to their own devices, they would not
have built an inch of comb.

THE ANNUAL CLEAN-UP DAY.
While matters were thus progTessing

smoothly within the hive, a cloud appeared
on my horizon in the form of an announce-
ment, made by the mayor of the city, to the
eft^ect that September 10 would be the annu-
al clean-up day. Clean-up day, I might
state, is an annual occurrence here. A
proclamation is issued by the mayor of the

city, and evei-y householder and property
owner is requested to put matters right

about his premises. Briefly stated, it is a

universal external housecleaning in which
the entire city participates. This meant
that the representatives of the heirs who
owned the land where the bees were located
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woukl follow his usual custom of hiring

two or three men for a day to prune and
trim the trees and shi-ubs of the garden

;

and if the bees were allowed to remain, it

meant their discovery, and the opportunity
of my being a defendant in the police court,

together with the confiscation, or at least

banishment, of the bees from the confines of

the city. In the language of Grover Cleve-

land, I was " confronted with a condition,

not a theory," and that meant that some-
thing had to be done.

Where the true nature of a condition is

understood, there is, as a rule, some way
in which to meet it. While Robert Burns
stated a truism Avhen he sang

—

The best-laid plans of mice and men
Gang aft aglee,

and uttered a thought that has been a pop-
ular saying ever since, nevertheless the only

reason for the sad accident recounted by
Burns was a lack of knowledge of the con-

ditions; for had the mouse known and
taken care to build its nest lower down than

a plow-furrow. Burns would never have had
cause for lament. For my part, I took the

initiative, with the result that the procla-

mation of the mayor, the deed of the care-

taker, and the acts of the laborers came to

naught, and the bees remained within the

confines of the city.

To be continued.

TENNESSEE BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION, NASHVILLE, JANUARY 30

BY J. M. BUCHANAN^ SEC.

A most interesting and instructive meet-

ing of the Tennessee Beekeepers' Associa-

tion was held at Nashville on Jan. 30, with

perhaps the best attendance in the history

of the Association. Papers and addresses

on vital toiDics, together with lively discus-

sions, took up the entire day.

The opening address was by the Presi-

dent, Mr. J. M. Davis, of Spring Hill,

whose subject was " The Bee as Man's Co-
worker." He gave an outline of the history

of beekeeping, and showed the value of the

work of the bees, both in the production of

lioney and wax, and in their aid in the

fertilization of fruit-bloom. He pointed

out the fact that the apricot is the only

stone fruit that is not dependent on the

bees or other insects for the proper pollin-

ation of its blossoms.
" Fancy Comb Honey in Spite of Foul

Brood " was the subject of a talk by L. F.

Watkins, of Nashville. Mr. Watkins told

how, in addition to managing a farm of

200 acres, he had cleaned up an apiary of

neai'ly 100 colonies badly affected with

American foul brood, and at the same time

had produced a good crop of fancy comb
honey.
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In a discussion on marketing honey a

number of good points were brought out.

and emphasis was given to the need of

proper grading and packing, and also to

the advantage of hohling u]) the price. It

was shown that it is foUy to spend time

and Labor produeiiig a crop of nice h.oney

and then selling for whatever the merchant
offers. There is a demand for all our prod-

uct in the local markets, and at good
}U'ices.

Another discussion was in regard to

controlling swarming. It seems that most
of the members just " let 'em swarm," as

that seems to be the easiest way to " con-

trol" swarming. It was pointed out that,

in the production of comb honey, with pro-

longed and intermittent flows such as we
have, there is no satisfactory m.ethod of

prevention of swarming. It is, perhaps,

as well to allow them to swarm once, and
then throw the strength of the colony to the

swarm. When working for extracted honey
it is a much easier matter, as was stated by
B. G. Davis, as the use of young queens,

plenty of storage room, particularly of

drawn combs, and good ventilation, would
go a long way toward solving the prob-

lem.

Miss Mira Tandy, of Nashville, gave an

address on " Beekeeping as a Supplemental
Course in the Public Schools." She favored
the organization of beekeeping clubs among
the boys and girls, after the manner of the

boys' corn clubs. Such clubs would create

an interest in beekeeping, and she thought

would help to keei> the boys and girls on
the farm.

Dr. J. S. Ward, State Apiary Inspector,

gave a review of the inspection work for

tlie past season. He said there was a marked
improvement in the foul-brood situation in

the State, and that, with proper care, the

disease could be kept under control. Dr.

Ward spoke of the symptoms, and gave the

methods of treatment" recommended for the

disease. He showed that the introduction

of a hardy strain of Italian stock is essen-

tial in the cure of European foul brood.

As for sacbrood, he thought a change of

queens all that was needed, although this

had not been thoroughly tested. He said he

liad seen whole apiaries wiped out by sac-

brood.

A paper by Porter Ward, of Elkton, Ky.,

was read, in which he told of producing ten

thousand pounds of honey from 100 colo-

nies, besides running a farm of 150 acres.

This was bulk comb honey, and, by the

way, this seems to be quite a popular way
of packing honey in this State.

Tlie following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: President, T. J. Ayers, Cedar
Hill; Vice-president, W. B. Romine, Pu-
laski ; Seci-etary, J. M. Buchanan, Franklin.

Dr. J. S. Ward and J. M. Buchanan were
selected as delegates to the National con-

vention at St. Louis.

After the convention adjourned, an hour
was spent in a general social chat, which
was enjoyed by all.

Franklin, Tenn., Feb. 4.

WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS' CONVENTION

BY HARRY LATHROP

The annual meeting of the Wisconsin
State Beekeepers' Association was held in

the assembly chamber at the State Capitol,

Feb. 3 and 4. The attendance, while none
too large, was better than it has been in late

years. Considering the resources of the

State for beekeeping, we should have one
of the strongest State associations in the

Union ; whereas we have hardly an average
in numbers. I think the reason is, our State

is so rich in other agTicultural resources,

especially in dairying and stock-raising,

that organized beekeeping is crowded out.

At the opening of the convention, the

Secretary, Gus. Dittmer, announced that

our President, Jacob Hoffman, had died

during the year; and Vice-president Wilcox
Kot being present, it would be necessary to

appoint a temporary president. N. E.

France, State Bee Inspector, was aiipointed.

II nd took the chair. He introduced, as the

first and principal speaker. Rev. Father
Jaeger, of Minnesota. Mr. Jaeger is at the

head of the Department of Apiculture in

the Minnesota State University. His topic

was, " The present needs of beekeeping."
" First," he said, " we should look foi'ward

to see what is the goal or object toward
which we are to work." This goal, as he

stated it, is the placing of beekeeping upon
such a solid basis that it will yield a fair

profit. He called attention to the fact that,

vears ago, when the farmers made and sold

butter of all grades, colors, and flavors, the

price was very low. Since the dairy inter-

ests have been organized, and the product
made uniform and excellent, the sale has

greatly increased, while the price has been

getting higher all the time. The ul'.imate

aim of the beekeeper should be the produc-
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materials that the department of beekeepinji'

has gathered in one of the rooms.

One part of the program was the inti'o-

duction of short talks on some new thing

that each member had discovered during the

past season. I will not relate any of these,

because none of them proved to be new to

any one except the one who gave them.

Introduction of queens by the smoke meth-

od was described and discussed. It was ap-

proved by those why had tried it.

The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows: President, N. E. France; Vice-presi-

dent, Frank Wilcox; Secretary, Gus. Ditt-

mer ; Treasurer, Harry Lathrop.

The writer hoboes that the National con-

vention will be a hummer, and that the

Wisconsin men will come up to their annivil

meeting next year feeling fine, and get into

line like good little boj's.

Bridgeport, Wis., Feb. 9.

MAKING INCREASE BY TAKING A FEW COMBS OF BEES FROM EACH
OF THE STRONG COLONIES, AND AT THE SAME

TIME PREVENT SWARMING

BY W. C. HURDIN

About every eight or ten days we look

through our colonies; and if we think they

are getting a little too strong in bees and
brood, and do not have enough room for the

queens to lay, we take one or two combs of

sealed brood and the bees that are on them
and put them in an empty hive. We do the

same with other hives that are too strong,

and when we have enough combs to till the

empty hive we give them a comb of honey
and also a comb of eggs, putting this latter

in the center of the hive where it will keep
warm. This comb of eggs will provide

young larvse with which the bees can start

queen-cells if *here is no young queen to

give them. In a few days' time we thus

have a good strong colony.

Some will wonder whether these bees,

being mixed up from so many hives, will

not fight and kill each other. We made up
some twenty colonies last season in this

way, and we have had no trouble along this

line. I like to make up these artificial colo-

nies on a good hot day if I can, fo' then

most of the old bees are out of the hive in

the field, and there are not so many on the

combs to hinder me in finding the queen. I

always make sure that I do not get the

queen on one of the frames of brood that

I take out, of course. Most of the bees

taken away are young bees, and they mix
with bees from other hives easily, and also

stay in the new hive without trouble, for,

so far as they are concerned, one hive is

just about as good as another. However,
when the new hive is about full of bees, if

I see any of them that look as though they

were going to fight each other I give a

few puffs of smoke, and they soon quiet

down.
Some will say that it takes too long to

wait until the bees can start queen-cells of

their own, so, if desired, one can provide

young queens, either of his own raising or

some bought from a breeder, and give one
to each new colony started just as though
requeening.

If one has all the colonies he wishes, and
does not care to increase his apiary too

much, it is well not to give the bees a laying

queen, but let them start queen-cells of their

own. It will be some time before there is

any brood from the young queen. Conse-

quently it will be quite a while before there

will be more new bees in the colony.

In about ten days after going through
the old colonies the first time, go through
them again and see how strong they are.

If any of thein show signs of starting

queen-cells, showing that there is danger
that they will swarm, take out a comb or

two of brood and shake the bees all off back
into the old hive ; then put these combs of

brood in the new hives that were started

some days before, at the same time taking-

out of the new hive some of the combs that

had brood in them when the colony was first

started. By this time these should be emp-
ty ; and if these empty combs are put back
in the old colony the old queen will have

more ro ;^i: to lay in. In this way the old'

(|ueen can keep both colonies going until;

the new colony has a laying queen of its

own. Then, to(/, giving the eld queen plenty

of room to lay in helps a good deal toward
preventing swarming.
By the old way of making increase it

often makes both the new and the old colony

weak for a long time to come; while by the

plan tliat I have described, of taking a

ccmb "^v two of bees and brood at a time,

the old colony is left in good condition for

work at any time when the honey-flow

comes. One can give the new colony enough
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Delegates in attendauce at the meeting of the National Beekeepers' Association, St. Louis, Mo.,
Feb. 17, 18, 19, 1914.

combs of bees and brood right along to

make it just as strong as any colony in the

yard. We have started new colonies this

way quite early in the season, even when
the weather was fairly cold. But when the

nights are cold we cover the hives up until

they are well protected, and we have never

lost a comb of brood from chilling. We
have some quick changes, too, here in Man-

itoba, in the spring, and some very cold

windy days that are hard on the bees.

Last season none of our old colonies

wanted to swarm, in spite of the very hot

weather that we had. We like to keep all

colonies good and strong right along, for

the hives that contain lots of bees are the

ones from which we get most of the honey.

Gladstone, Man., Can.

BEEKEEPING BY A FARMER'S WIFE AMONG THE MOUNTAINS OF
NORTH CAROLINA

BY MRS. J. T. REEVES

I have thought that our experience with
bees might interest the readers of Glean-
ings, especially the women, as I am the
" beeman " at our place. My husband is a

great lover of honey, and wanted to get

some bees. We tried to buy sotne, but

failed to find any for sale, as almost every

one wanted more bees than he had. Then,

too, some think it is bad luck to sell bees.

Finally, however, when a neighbor offered

us some black bees in box hives on shares

we took two stands and kept them two
years. Both colonies swarmed. We lost

one of the swarms, and the parent colony

from which the other one had issued we lost

because the bees robbed it out before it

grew strong enough.

Soon after this, one of my husband's
friends from the other side of the mountain

said his mother had five colonies that she

would sell for three dollars apiece. I thought
we should not get so many at the start, as I

did not expect any thing except enough
honey for the table. However, my husband
brought them across the mountain late in

tlie fall, and these bees have been a constant

source of surprise and delight ever since.

We have made many mistakes, but I think

we have profited by them—at least, enough
not to make the same mistakes again.

The first season (1912) was a fine one for

bees. We did not put on supers until after

swarming time, and what a time we did

haye ! We ran out of movable-comb hives

and had to use all kinds of boxes. The first

colony swarmed four times, and in all we
had fourteen swarms. Some of these we
doubled, and some we returned (o the old
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hives so that in all we wintered just four-

teen colonics. As 1 think of it now it seems

a wonder that we got any honey at all; but

the bees did most of their swarming- during

locust bloom, and we secured more honey

than our family of seven could use. We
sold some and divided with relatives and
friends. This locust honey was the wonder
of every one who saw it, as, indeed, all of

our honey is to the people here who keep

bees on the " robbing " jdan. The locust

honey is Avater-white, and lias a very fine

flavor. The flow from locust is a little un-

certain on account of the danger of bad
weatlier oi' frost, as in the case of the year

1!)13.

In the fall of 1912 we had to feed con-

siderably in order to winter the bees; but

we did not feed enough. The followiig

spring was so cold that the bees nearly

starved, and only six colonies gave us sur-

plus honey during 1913. It was so cold all

the spring that we did not get any locust

or apple-bloom honey. On the contrary

they nearly starved until the last of June
when we secured two supers of fine honey
from each of the best colonies. Later we
were surprised to get a super of buckwheat
honey from each one, but we do not like

buckwheat honey..

We had no swarming during 1913. I gave

(he bees plenty of room; and whenever they

began to hang out on the front of the hives

I propped up the brood-chamber on four

blocks. I am anxious to see whether this

will keep them from swarming during a

good year, as I want to start an outyard
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somewhere along the mountain. We live at

the foot of the Blue, on the north side. On
the south side of the mountain they have an
entirely different climate with sourwood,
honey-locust, and many other plants tliat do
not grow on this side. I think our bees go
to the south side for sourwood honey. Our
side of the mountain is colder and higher,

but, nevertheless, a good country for clover.

The honey in 1913 came too late for the

beekeepers who depend merely on .robbing

the colonies in the fall, and we were the

only ones who had any honey to sell. It

was hard work dividing it, for the people

were so anxious to buy. In fact, we had so

much honey that the neighbors thought we
fed our bees, and one man tried to feed his

CO get them to make surplus also; but he

gave it up when the bees • from the sur-

rounding country nearly took possession

of his place.

Our bees have paid for themselves several

times over, and they certainly furnish plen-

ty of entertainment. They add much inter-

est to the life of the farmer's wife, to say

nothing of the money. I have chickens,

turkeys, guineas, pigs, and calves to attend

to, but I prefer my bees to all of them. My
friends laugh and tell me I am bee-crazy;

but they show some interest at once when I

tell them how much money I have made
from them. Beekeeping is just as much a

woman's work as taking care of chickens,

and I never get too tired to hive a swarm or

take off a nice super of honey.

Laurel Springs, N. C.

VALUE OF BEES FOR TRANSFERRING POLLEN TO DIFFERENT
VARIETIES OF APPLES

BY J. C. M. JOHNSTON

I have received so many queries from
readers of my article in Gleanings, May 1,

p. 316, on spraying apples and pollinating

the blossoms by means of bees, that 1 think

it well to explain the matter more fully.

W^hen apples are in bloom, bees fly from
liower to flower and from tree to tree to

collect the honey. Some of the pollen of

the blossom clings to the bees; some of it is

brushed on the next flower; some is carried

to the hive for bee-bread. But the jjart that

is transferred from flower to flower pollen-

izes the ovaries of the blossom, so that they

begin to grow and keep on growing until

they develop into an apple. Bees are thus
of vast importance to the apple-grower,
especially since the pollen does so much
more good if it is carried to another flower

instead of falling on the organs of the flow-

er where it grew. It does more good if it

is carried to a different tree instead of to a

blossom on its own tree. Finally, it is still

more valuable if the bee carries it to a

different variety of tree from that on which
it grew—say from a Northern Spy to a

Baldwin or vice versa. For this I'eason

modern orchards are often planted with the

varieties alternating—first a row of Bald-

wins, then a row of Northern Spies, then

a row of Greenings, and so on until the

whole orchard is planted. The result is that

the bees and the wind can readily carry the

pollen from Greening to Spy, from Spy to

Baldwin, so that each apple is pollenized

by pollen from a different tree and from a

different variety. Then the apples are big
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gei', richer, redder, more resistant to late

frosts, and better keepers. Hence the or-

chardist wishes to keep as many bees as he

can to poUeuize his blossoms.

Now, how shall we regulate the spraying
for codling worms so as not to kill the bees

when they come to the bloom for honey,

and, incidentally, to pollenize our young
ap23les"? Easily enough if we just wait until

the right time for spraying. After the

blossom-leaves (or petals, as they are nam-
ed) fall, the nectar dries up, the stamens

and other organs in the flower shrivel, the

calyx opens wide, and the young apple

stands erect on the stem. The bees now
cease to visit the trees, and the orchard is

in just the right condition to be sprayed for

codling moth.

Take j'our gasoline-si^rayer ; set the pres-

sure gauge at 200 pounds, and with a Bor-

deaux nozzle (not a Vermoi'el nozzle)

shoot the spray downward into the erect

end of every young apple on the tree. To

do this you will have to stand on a tower
on the spray-rig, or else have a gooseneck
on the end of your 12 or 14 foot bamboo
spray-pole, to direct the spray downward
into the upright young apples. The apples
are in the right condition, wide open, and
upright, for about seven days after the

petals fall. At the end of the seven days
the blossoms begin to close up and the

apples to turn downward on the stem. The
poison is now within the calyx (cup), and
when the worm hatches on the leaf beside

the apple, and crawls into the calyx for its

first meal it gets a tiny atom of the poison,

dies, and goes no further. This whole range

of activities — beekeeping, pollenizing,

spraying, closing the blossoms, developing

the apples—seems so nicely adjusted by

nature in order to furnish the greatest en-

couragement for the beekeeping orchardist

in his interesting but arduous work.

New Wilmington, Pa.

HARVESTING SWEET-CLOVER SEED

BY F. W. LESSER

Wesley Foster asks for " a real good
method of gathering sweet-clover seed," p.

8, Jan. 1. I have saved considerable seed

;

and while I do not know that my methods
are real good, I do know that we have lost

hut little seed.

In 1912 we cut a patch of a couple of

acres, and, it being near home, we used a

gi'ain-binder to cut it with. We cut it while

the dew was on, and very little of the seed

slielled off. We then put the bundles in

shocks, the same as grain, and let stand till

the stalks were thoroughly dried out, when
we made a stack of it to await the thrasher-

men. We would have put it in the barn if

^e had had room.
In hauling we spread canvas or horse-

blankets over the hayrack to catch what
seed fell off. In 1913 we had four patches

(about five acres in all) three miles from
home, and, as it was inconvenient to take

a binder that distance, we cut it with a

mowing-machine. A man followed the ma-
chine with a fork, and laid it to one side in

small forkfuls out of the way of the ma-
chine on the next round. It was allowed

to lie in this manner about two weeks, or

until the stalks were dried, and then hauled
and stacked. It does not handle nearly as

easily this way as it does when in bundles
from the binder, and I would prefer cutting

vrith a binder when possible.

Any thrashing-machine can thrash it, but

they leave about thirty per cent of broken

stalks, etc., with it, which must be removed
with a fanning-mill.

In cutting small patches with a scythe we
simply let it lie in small forkfuls until

cured. It may need to be turned in wet
v.eather, but it takes a lot of water to hurt

it. We have tried thrashing it with a flail,

etc. That way is all right for a small quan-
tity, but we never could get all the seed; a

machine gets practically all of it.

It is difficult to determine just when to

cut it to get the maximum amount of seed,

ar some seasons there will be seed in all

stages from the blossom to the ripe seed at

the same time; and if we wait for all to

mature, that which ripened first may have

dropped off. The fully developed green

seecl will ripen to a certain extent on the

stalk after being cut, but I do not believe

the seed is as good as that which ripens

before cutting.

It is a gi-eat crop, and I expect to plant

nine acres the coming spring.

East Syracuse, N. Y.

A Narrow Range of Vision

Sylvia, supple and slender, and Aunt Belle, bulky
and benign, had retured from a shopping tour.

Each had been trying to buy a ready-made suit.

When they returned home, Sylvia was asked what
success each had in their efforts to be fitted. "Well,"

said Sylvia, " I got along pretty well, but Aunt Belle

is getting so fat that about all she can get, ready-

made, is an umbrella."

—

The Youth's Companion.
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Heads of Grain from Different Fields
$75 Worth of Honey the First Year

I started in the spring with 12 colonies. I got

nine swarms, some my own, and some from my
neighbors. I also bought nine colonies (in old

hives), making a total of 30 colonies. I lost two by
old queens dying, leaving 28 to winter.

Fred E. Osborne witli a couple of his combs of bees.

Secured $44.12 for the comb honey sold, and
$.31.72 for the extracted. This is a fair average,
considering some of the diflficulties under which I

labored.

Norwalk, Ohio. Fred E. Osborne.

Wires Held by Staples instead of Being Threaded
Through Holes in the End-bar

During the past season I liave been using V4-inch

double-pointed tacks to fasten the wires to the frames
instead of threading them through the holes in the

end-bars, and find it easier, requiring no special

apparatus to hold, measure, or tighten the wire.

The staples are also better since the wires can be
drawn tighter, and they do not become slack after

the foundation is put in the frames, as they always
do with the usual method on account of the wires
sinking into the wood.
My usual method is as follows: In a small board

I drive a ten-penny nail deep enough to be firm, set

my spool on this, and drive another nail far enough
from the spool to allow the spool to turn freely and
prevent the wire from unwinding M'hen it is cut.

Then I take a case of hives, turn it down so the hive-

bodies rest on the end, and seat myself with one end
of this workbench opposite my left hand

;
place my

spool near the center, and a pile of tacks at my right,

and with a good tack-hammer I am ready to begin

work.
Taking a frame in my left hand, and resting the

end-bar flat on the bench, I start my first tack, tie the

wire in it, reverse the frame, draw enough wire from
the spool to reach the other end of the frame, place

second and third tacks over the wire, driving them
about half way in; reverse the frame, and continue

till the last tack is reached, when the wire is cut

and tied. All tacks should be set parallel with the

frames. Then placing the end-bar flat on the bench,

all tacks are driven in till the wire is tight enough.

The only disadvantage I find is that it requires

care to keep all wires in the center of the frame:

and until one becomes used to the method he will

likely get a few sheets of foundation slightly out of

line. Occasionally driving in a tack to tighten the

wire will pull the tack at the other end, but with a

little practice this will seldom happen.
The advantages are that the wire is taken directly

from the spool, and there is no chance for it to snarl

or kink, and there are no loose ends to bother at

any time. Personally I find it much easier to place

the tacks over the wire than to thread the wire

through the holes. The great advantage of thir,

method is that the wires never become slack; and
if the foundation is not drawn out at once after

being put in, the injury is far less from buckling
and warping.

BULK COMB HONEY HET.PS THE SALE OF EXTRACTED.
Perhaps most beekeepers would prefer producing

extracted honey to any form of comb honey, but

realize that the extracted not only brings a much
lower price but is much harder to sell at any price.

This season I have been selling on the local market
bulk comb and extracted honey piit up in the same
style of glass packages; and while at first the bulk

comb sold much more rapidly than extracted, of late

the demand for extracted has been increasing in

proportion, a greater number taking advantage of

the difference in price. The bulk comb attracts the

attention of the customers, and the price of the ex-

tracted attracts their pocketbooks.

The uniform packages, and the fact that they are

put up by the same party, help to avoid suspicion

that the extracted is adulterated. I believe that I

have sold at least twice as much extracted honey as

I could have sold had I been selling it alone, besides

the larger amount of bulk comb I have sold with the

same effort.

What we need for bulk comb is a wide-mouth
glass jar sold at the price of the Mason. The Pre-

mium is very good, but is hard to get, and the price

is too high and breakage in transit too heavy.

Oklahoma City, Okla. W. H. Hobson.

[If one does not like the usual plan of threading
wires through holes in the end-bars we should think

a more rapid method would be the bent-wire-nail

plan which has been suggested several times. The
nails are driven in part way, bent over, forming
hooks, and the wire strung back and forth.

—

Ed.]

Heat in the Hive as a Cause for Swarming
After reading the article in your September 1st

i.s.sue, p. 593, about Mr. Vernon Burt's scheme to

prevent swarming, I thought that possibly the ex-

perience of an amateur with bees might be of inter-

est; and when I say "an amateur," and inform you
that I am the owner of one single colony of bees j'ou

will agree that my experience along the lines of bee-

keeping will not add greatly to the knowledge of

your readers; but that idea of heat in the hive being
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one of the prime causes of swarming tallied so well

with my experience of 1912 that I feel emboldened

to wi-ite.

This is the third year of my actual experience

with owning and caring for bees. I started with a

single hive which, on the advice of the party from

whom I purchased, I located in the second story of

my barn, a nan-ow slit cut through the siding allow-

ing the entrance or landing board to project through

this slit outdoors, while the hive was on the iioor of

the second story close up to the inside of the siding.

It wauS in the southwest corner of the building, and

on a hot day this corner was a little hotter spot than

any I ever hope to inhabit in the future. During

the day my business calls me to the city (I am a

suburbanite on four acres). During the season of

1911 I realized too late that my bees had swarmed,

and that I had donated the swarm to a neighbor less

tlian half a mile away. That fall I realized about

2.5 pounds of honey from my bees. The next year,

1912, when the hot days came I noticed that my bees

would cluster around the entrance and hang in a

bunch to the entrance-board until long after dark. I

figured it out that the inside of the hive must be so

hot that the poor bees simply followed the plan of

poor human beings who live in the crowded and hot

tenements of our cities—whenever possible, to sleep

(or at least stay) out on the roofs during the nights

of the heated term. And this is what I did to help

out the situation.

It was a very hot Sunday afternoon. The bees

were flying in numbers around the entrance and

hanging to the board in bunches. I took a big pail

of cold water up into the barn, and, soaking some

heavy burlap bags and strips of old carpet in this

cold water, I laid the ends over the top of the hive,

allowing the wet bags to hang down around the

sides, and sprinkled what remained in the pail over

the whole thing so that it was dripping. Then I

went outside, and sat in the shade to watch results.

In thirty minutes the bunches of bees had dwindled

fully a half, and inside of an hour had disappeared.

That fall I frot nearly 90 pounds from my single

colony, and I did not hear any of my neighbors s-ay

that Barlow had donated another swarm of bees to

anybody.
Grand Rapids, Mich. .1. B. Barlow.

Getting a Colony from a Tree without Cutting

it Down
Some time ago I captured a colony of bees from

a tree, followins the plan given in the A B C and
X Y Z of Bee Culture, introducing a queen to the

bees that went into my hive. Five weeks I kept the

bee-escape on the hole in the tree; then I smoked
the tree well with sulphur. As the season was get-

ting late and flowers scarce I left the tree open for

the bees (now in the hive) to rob out.

In three weeks I went out, closed the hive, and
brought it to town in a boy's express wagon, walking

the five miles. I have a fine colony of well-marked

Italian bees, and they have eight brood-frames full

of honey in their hive.

I now have the two colonies up in the attic, east-

ern exposure, where they get the morning sun, and
by afternoon the whole roof is warm. They have a

direct nutlet to the outside, so there are no bees in

the room. There is a porch roof the whole width

of the house for them to alight on, and then they

can walk right into the hive.

Cleveland, Ohio. A. Lyndox Hitchcock.

Bees Transferred from the Wall of a House
I had quite an experience in transferring two

swarms of bees from the north side of a house in

October. A part of one of the swarms I succeeded

in getting in a hive where I had transferred several

empty combs and some brood. Some of the bees

stayed on the side of the hoiise, and I found the

queen in this small cluster of bees a few days later.

She had been away from the bees in the hive so long

that I thought it best to smoke the bees and queen
well. I then let her run into the hive, and the bees

received her all right. I am not sure whether the

queen went into the hive which I placed on a scaf-

fold, for the bees were next to the roof in the second
swarm. A small cluster of bees stayed under the

hive, and next to the house several days, and then
flew away. I am not sure that the queen is with

the bees in the hive or with the few bees which flevr

away.
There was enough honey, which was somewhat

dirty, being taken from between the siding and the

plastering of the house, nine squirrel-nests being

somewhat mixed in the honey. I placed this honey
in a super above the bees. I suppose there was 20
lbs. on each hive. I laid the broken chunks of

honey so the bees could come up into the super and
get plenty of empty comb transferred to frames be-

low. J. W. Stine, Iowa Deputy Bee Inspector.

Salem, Iowa.

Bees in a Stump in a Cornfield

While gathering corn to-day, Nov. 8, in passing

by an old stump my brother happened to put his hand
on top of it when the heart, about the size of a

saucer, fell in. Upon looking into the cavity he

found a colony of bees with stores. The stump had
rotted out from the ground up nearly to the top ; but

the top had not given way. The bees entered the

top of the stump through a small crevice. Here is

the novelty of the thing: I got a saw, cut the

stump off just above the ground, or about 18 inches

from the top of the stump ; put it on a cloth, part

of it on the wagon, brought it home, and put it near

my other bees. The old stump is very much decayed:

but I intend to keep it as a curiosity. I have found
bees in trees and logs, but these are the first I have
found in a stump in a field of corn.

Kenton, Tenn. Fred T.\te

The ["Advantage of Clipped Queens Late in the

Spring

By clipping the queens late in the spring when it

is safe for the bees to rear another, in case any thing

goes wrong, which not infrequently happens, and
by giving plenty of room, I find that not more than

one-third of the hives will swarm, even when run-

ning for comb honey.

The swarms are given another hive-body with

foundation, and the old hive is set to one side for

two or three hours, or until next day, if desired, or

long enough to allow all of the workers to fly from

it and return to the new swarm. It is then carefully

set upon a weaker hive for extracting purposes, with

an excluder between, and no attention paid to cells.

Of course there are a lot of bees in this old body

that it seems should be shaken with the swarm; but

those left are mostly heavy nurse bees; and now the

question is, would they train down and become field

bees, or remain nurse bees to the end? In the latter

case they may as well remain with the old hive-body,

where there is something for them to do.

Cincinnati, Ohio. John E. Roebling.

Pollen and Honey from Grape Bloom
You say editorially, Feb. 1, that there is some

difference of opinion as to whether bees pollenize

the blossoms of grapevines. I wish that you could

be here in May and June, and take a stroll through

the woods and hear the hum of the bees and smell

the delicious perfume. It would make you feel good.

Our wild grapes bloom one or two weeks later than

our tame, and the bloom furnishes a large amount of

])ollen and honey.

Concord, N. C, Feb. 9. W. D. York.
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An Open Letter from the Secretary-Treasurer of

the National Beekeepers' Association

Dear Bro. Beekeepers

:

—I wish to call your at-

tention to the fact that the beekeeping industry is

coming more and more into the hands of specialists

who give it all (or nearly so) of their time and
energy. These specialists are demanding, and with

good reason, that the National Association give the

practical features of the business greater attention,

and leave the theoretical and educational work to the

bee-journals and the special advocates in wliich we
are so fortunate in having so many able representa-

tives, employed and liberally paid by the different

Siates and the general Government.
The time has now fully come for a practical, hus-

tling, up-to-date business campaign, backed by en-

e."gy and means, going in with the determination to

stimulate the consumption, increase the demand, and
stiffen the prices of honey, and cooperate in our
purchases. This is my private view of the matter,

and it is the attitude I shall assume as the Secretary
of the National Association.

Other associated industries, similar to ours, are

getting splendid results along these lines by com-
bined and persistent efforts, stiffening prices and
standardizing their products, and we can do the

same. We may not be able to command as much
money to work out our plans as some of these can
do; but we shall have a big advantage in having
50,000 or more enthusiastic " bee cranks " boosting
together all over the country, giving us an advantage
to start with that is worth more than any amount of

mere money.
We must have money, of course, and the more the

better, to pay the printer, postage, and all those
things, and we shall have to " dig " for it, and you
will all be called on in due time to give your share.

There is one little word, none too elegant, per-

haps, but wonderfully expressive, that applies to the
situation to a nicety. If each and every one of us
would boost honey, individually and collectively, in

season and out, and all the time, honey prices would
soar. " Boost " it locally, and then lend a hand to

the larger work that is ecessary also.

It will be a pleasure for your Secretary to ex-

change views with you, and assist in any possible

waj to help matters along—act as a sort of clearing-

house as it were, in the exchange of "boosting ideas."

If you do not already belong to the Association,

get in as quickly as you can. I receive letters every
day asking, " What are the objects and benetits of

the Association? " I am going to answer that ques-
tion right here, and save lots of postage. The object

of the Association, in one word, is to " boost " hon-
ey and jiromote the business. The benefits are, a
stimulated consumption and better demand for our
products, and better buying facilities for our sup-
plies. Are you with us in this?

Yours for a " boosting " campaign,
Kedkey, Ind. George W. William.s.

not see as well unless there are large windows that
you can take out entirely ; the bees fly out about the
room when you are looking over the combs, for in-

stance, and are thereby lost. If the windows are
entirely open they finally find their way back into
the hives. See reply to M. D. Fraser, p. 196, Mar.
1.

—

Ed.1

Starting with Bees in an Attic

What is the best time in the year to start with
bees? I have an exceptionally good attic. Would
it be as well to keep them there the year round? It

would certainly be warmer for them in winter.
Would it be too liot in summer?

Frank F. Kinney.
Colonial Ridge, Port Chester, N. Y.

[The spring is, perhaps, the best time to start
with bees, taking every thing into consideration. It

rarely pays for the beginner to start in the fall, for
he may lose his colonies the first winter.

There are a good many possibilities connected
sive hives, and the bees are well protected in the
winter. However, it is a little more inconvenient
with beekeeping in an attic. You need less expen-
to work with bees inside a closed room. You can

Nutriment for Bees in Sawdust
In your reply to Mr. Bohou, page 154, Feb. 15,

you say that you do not know whether the bees are
deceived by the sawdust, mistaking it for pollen.
For my part I can not believe that the bees are
deceived, for I have seen them going to a sawdust
pile at a saw-mill close by, for the last three springs.
They go by the thousands, not only for one day but
for weeks at a time. I have actually caught bees on
the dust pile and examined the pellets on their legs.

It is of a dark-brown color ; and when I tasted it,

it had a mealy flavor and was just a little sweet.
My bees make a practice of carrying this fine saw-
dust until the maple trees are about through yield-

ing pollen, or until pollen is very plentiful. They do
not begin on the sawdust, however, until their store
of pollen in the combs is gone.
We know that moth larvse can live on the wood

of hives, frames, sections, etc., so it does not look
unreasonable to me to suppose that bee larvre may
also use the miniature grains of sawdust in like

manner.
Cushman, Ark. Geo, P. Gunthbr.

[While not wishing to take the position that the
bees are really deceived, and that there is nothing
nutritious in the sawdust, we should like to say,
nevertheless, that it is a fact that bees carry honey
from their hives in their honey-sacs to use in moist-
ening the pollen for the purpose of packing it in
their pollen-baskets. The fact that this dust on their
legs tasted sweet, therefore, would not necessarily
indicate that the sawdust is nutritious to the young
bees.

Different animals subsist on different kinds of
food. This is true also of different insects and dif-

ferent larvie, so that the fact that moth larvae bur-
row through wood would not prove that bee larvae
can get nutriment from sawdust. However, we ad-
mit that it is hardly likely the bees would work so
long and so steadily on the sawdust if they did not
find in it a nutritious substance to use in.stead of
natural pollen.

—

Ed.]

Pasting the Edge of the Label Only
There has lately been some difficulty in pasting

small labels on tin. I have had fair success with
a label about four by five inches that I use on any
size of can. I use an ordinary mucilage-brush, and
spread the mucilage, or paste, around the edges of
the label only, leaving the center dry. Then when
the paste dries, the label does not shrink off. I did
not use many labels at a time last season. I tried
a small bottle of mucilage first. But as that dries up
rapidly in Arizona I bought a tube of library paste
at a di-ugstore.

One of your contributors suggested the use of honey
to mix with paste. I tried it with both the mucilage
and the paste, and found it an improvement. I sup-
pose it prevented the paper from drying and shrink-
ing too quickly.

Hayden, Arizona. W. H. McCormick.

Ventilating by Raising the Brood-nest and also the

Cover from the Super
I have read with interest Mir. Vernon Burt's ex-

perience, p. 593, Sept. 1, in raising the brood-nest
from the bottom-board to give ventilation and over-

come swarming, as I have practiced the same method
for several years. I have never been able to get as
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low a percentage of swarms, but do know that ven-
tilating in this way goes a long wa.y toward over-
coming that difficulty. I go him one better by rais-

ing one end of the lid on the supers about Vz inch
when the weather is very warm. Contrary to the
usual belief, I have never had the slightest trouble
in getting the bees to fill out the end or corner sec-

tions when the lid was up, and many an evening
and morning I have found the oees crowded out and
hanging down the side of the supers.

I had three colonies this summer having queens
that were so vigorous that they went up into the
supers and laid in the sections. The only way I
could stop it was to raise the lower super V2 inch
at one end. They were ten-frame hives too.

I have never been troubled by the bees building
spur comb down to the bottom-board when using the
blocks-—not even with a hive where I put bricks
under the brood-nest to give enough ventilation.

Philipsburg, Pa., Sept. 13. "Willis N. Zeitler.

An Easy Way to Hive a Swarm Clustered on a

Fence
In the Nov. 15th issue, page 790, the editor says,

. . but in many cases they seemed to take a
paxticular delight in settling on one of the posts of
the wire fence where it was a slow and tedious
operation to get them." I would rather remove two
swarms from posts than one from a bush At the
beginning of the swarming season, take some old
pieces of rope and wind around the posts about
three feet from the ground. Pour some melted bees-
wax on this rope. (Old comb is better, but may
spread disease). I use a light skeleton stand about
2 % feet high to set a hive on ; and when a swarm
settles on a post I place an empty hive on the stand
and carry it to the post. To be successful the bol
tom-board must come in contact with the post.
Scrape a handful of bees on to the bottom-bo?,rd,
and the rest will soon follow. Or, give the post a
sharp blow with an ax. A man may then return to

his work, and in nine cases out of ten the swarm
will enter the hive in a few minutes. It requires
only two or three minutes to place the hive, and it

saves time and stings.

If I could have my choice in hiving swarms I

would surely take the fence-post.
Pinckney, Mich., Feb. 6. N. P. Mortenson.

To Make Increase and Prevent Swarming
The following I find a handy way to make in-

crease, and also to prevent swarming, and get two
strong colonies in place of one.

In the swarming season, in the home or outyards
I go to colonies that are strong, find the queen and
place her and all of the combs with brood and eggs,
but one, in an extra super.

Then I take the one frame with brood and eggs,
and place it in the old brood-nest ; fill it with combs,
put in a queen-excluder, set the super with the queen
and brood on top. Put in a honey-board; also some
warm covering; cover, and let it alone for 12 to 14
days. Then I look for queen-cells ; cut them out,
and put them into nursery cages, all but two, and
then wait until I think they ought to be hatched
out. If the two I left are hatched, or show signs of
one being hatched and the other destroyed, I again
put back the upper super and let it alone for about
two weeks.

Then I look for the old queen in the upper super;
and if I find her all right I look for eggs and brood
in the old brood-nest; and if I find them I set the
old queen on to a new stand, and have two good
colonies, and always get some surplus and no swarm-
ing.

If I do not care for increase I take a frame from
my best queen and put it into the brood-nest, and
then proceed as described, with the exception of
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destroying the old queen and letting the super stay
on the old brood-nest.

Vernon, Ct. J. G. French.
[Your plan is similar to the Alexander plan for

making increase in that you conserve the heat of
both lots of bees, and thus save all the brood. How-
ever, Mr. Alexander gets the old queen in the new
hive below on the old stand.

—

Ed.]

1913 Freeze Killed Half the Sage
The indications are good for sage honey but for

the freeze of last winter, leaving only half a stand
of sage. What there is will probably be good.

Redlands, Cal., Feb. 1. E. D. Bullock,

Feeding Candy in the Ozarks
We are having a warm winter after a very dry

summer. Bees in this vicinity went into winter
light in stores. I am wintering out of doors in

eight-frame dovetailed hives, situated on southern
slope, feeding hard candy. Bees are doing well.

The prospect for clover is very poor at present.

Morrisville, Mo., Feb. 18. H. Clay Day.

Cellar Breeding Not Desired
You call for reports in regard to supplying the

bees with artificial pollen so they will breed up in

the cellar. The scheme may be feasible, but I should
not want to see my bees breed up to such an extent

that they get the swarming fever while in their

winter repositories.

Mancelona, Mich., Feb. 23. S. D. Chapman.

Aster Honey for Winter Stores all Right so Far
I reported in the fall that my bees had nothing

but aster honey to winter on this winter. They had
a fine flight yesterday, the 22d, and I never saw a

healthier lot of bees. There were but very few dead
ones. We have another snowfall this morning

—

very cold. R. Thompson.
Underwood, Ind., Feb. 23.

Cottonseed Meal a Good Substitute for Pollen

Replying to your editorial, page 121, Feb. 15, I

have found cottonseed meal a fine substitute for

pollen. If the weather is inclement I put it in an
empty comb which I insert in the hive at one side of

the brood-nest. If the bees can fly, I put it outside

in some place where rain will not fall on it. I put
it in a box and place a hive-cover over it, so ar-

ranged that the bees can have free access to it.

Mathis, Texas, Feb. 27. H. D. Murry.

Sweet Clover Easily Grown in Florida

We have continued planting sweet-clover seed (a

few rows in our garden) and it never fails to grow.
This is a small effort, yet under some conditions
larger quantities could be grown. It grows well

here upon saw-palmetto or flat-woods land. We
have grown it from seed. We transplanted it, and
at this writing it can be found growing spontaneous-
ly.

Taft, Fla., Jan. 30. T. A. Worley

Variations in the Same Kind of Honey
I have kept bees in two places. At the first the

honey from persimmons was very light in color, with
a peculiar flavor which was noticeable as soon as
persimmons began to bloom. At the second location,

not more than seven or eight miles distant in a bee-
line, but in a very different soil, there is none of
this honey, although the bees work freely on per-
simmon.

Areola, N. C. R. B. Hunter.
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And in the morning, rising up a great while be-

fore (lay, he went out, and departed into a solitary

place, and there prayed.

—

Mark 1:35.

But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy clos-

et, and when thou hast shut thy door pray to thy

Father which seeth in secret; and thy Father which
seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.

—

Matt.
6:0.

There are a good many strange people in

this world. There are good people and bad
people; and there are others, like you and
me, who are good part of the time and bad
part of tlie time; and may God grant, as we
grow in years, that the bad times may grow
less and less, and the good times grow more
and more frequent. Well, there are selfish

people in this world, and, thank God, there

are unselfish people. Why, it is a positive

fact tliat there are people who send out

gosi^el literature day after day and year
after year, and pay the postage and print-

ing entirely out of their own pocket unless

some good man or woman sends a postage
stamp or may be a dollar bill. I have known
of quite a few such.* In fact, thei^e have
been one or two among our beekeepers who
have spent a large amount of money, not

to send out political literature, but to dis-

seminate the pure gospel of Christ Jesus,

and that, too, without money and without

price. 1 think one of them is dead and
gone.f But there is one who is still alive

and doing business, and I rather think he

is doing a lot of business too. Every little

while he sends me some tracts. I glance

over them hastily, and sometimes hand them
to those who I think will value them.

Just a few days ago, among these leailets

was one entitled " In the Desert with God,"
which attracted my attention. This tract

also contained a poem headed " Alone with
God." I tried to find it afterward, but it

had slipped away. But the thought kept
coming into my mind and repeating itself

—

* If I mistake not, our departed friend and bee-

keeper Oliver Poster was one of these quiet home
missionaries. If you will refer to page 373, June 1,

you will see that he was also one of the most suc-

cessful beekeepers, years ago, when he and myself
were in pretty close touch, not only with the bees,

but when we were both interested in the furthering
of God's kingdom.

t Among other good friends who are doing so

much to further the cause of righteousness I mist
mention also the Gospel Tract Mission, of Woodburn,
Oregon. They send out an elegant calendar with
choice selections that face the reader for at least a
month. This is a very practical way of combining
the practical and spiritual. Besides this they send
out large bunches of blotting-pads with Sicripture
texts that remind us almost unconsciously of better
things. Drop them a card.

yes, in the night I would say, " Alone with
God," and it recalls to me that, during my
busy business life, times would come quite

often when I felt as if I must be just a
little while alone with God. Perplexities,

misunderstandings, and disappointments
must come in a great and growing business,

and I can remember vividly that, when my
feeble efforts seemed to fail, when some of
the help got cross or " cranky," as we some-
times term it, at such times I longed to get
entirely away and be alone with God. I

sometimes thought of having a private oflice

where i could get off by myself and turn
the key. But somehow that did not seem
to be Christianlike. I do not know that I

have ever yet refused to see or talk with any
one. I have often, however, asked the

friends after a time to excuse me ; but I do
not think I ever locked myself in a room,
even when I wanted to pray. After the
busy throng had all gone home there were
particular places or corners where I used
to kneel down and feel that I was alone with
God. I could tell him all my troubles, and
a lot of deliverances—I think I may safely
say miraculous deliverances—came after
such times when I had been alone with God.

1 do not know how many of you there are
who sometimes get stirred up so that it

seems almost impossible to take your
thoughts away from the thing that troubles

you, and think of something else. I some-
times, after a rebellious conflict in my soul,

feel like an unmanageable horse. I remem-
ber one such time when I was almost boil-

ing over with resentment, and I could not
get over it. I left my work and plunged
into a field of growing corn. I went away
out into the middle of the field and knelt
down alone with God. I said in substance,
'* Create in me a clean heart, God, and
renew a right spirit within me." I then
went back to my work, as the good book
expresses it, " clothed, and in my right
mind." I was then enabled, by the grace of
God, to look pleasantly and kindly on con-
trary humanity. Now, such a spirit is catch-
ing. No wonder my help forgot to be con-
trary, and seemed to be transformed, like

myself. This being alone with God had
banished Satan, and Christ Jesus was lord
and ruler once more.

Well, this little tract reminds me that I

have not been alone with God of late as

much as I used to be. Let me stop right

here. It is an excellent thing to be able to

lead in prayer-meeting or other places when
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you are called on. We should always be
ready to " say grace," or give thanks, when-
ever we are called on to do so, wherever we
ha^jpen to be. Tliis praying in public is

good and eommendable ; but I venture to

say that every one of us, when so called on,

considers what effect his words will have
on his hearers as well as on the great Fa-
ther above. In other words, I think most of

us are tempted to pray to the people as well

as to the great Father who hears and an-

swers prayer. Now, here is the jDoint

:

If you get off by yourself (away otf in a
cornfield), there is no listener hut God. The
conference is between you and your Maker.
A man would be silly indeed if he thought
he could deceive the all-seeing Eye. If he

is never honest and sincere anywhere else

he surely must be (unless he is a fool) hon-
est when he is alone with God.

I told you I had lost that poem, so I de-

cided to write for another. Inasmuch as

our good friend had sent me one, and paid
the postage, I decided I would send him a

stamp. Then something said, "Two stamps;"
but the Holy Spirit (I think it was the Holy
Spirit) said I should send him a dollar to

help pay the postage on some tracts to other

people. The tract came right along, and a

letter with it; but before I give you the

letter I am going to give you the first para-
graph of that tract that has taken such a

hold of me, and the four stanzas of the

poem.
IN THE DESERT WITH GOD.

In these days of hurry and bustle we find our-

selves faice to face with a terrible danger ; and it is

this—no time to be alone with God. The world in

these last days is running fast; we live in what is

called "the age of progress," and "you know we
must keep pace with the times." So the world says.

But this spirit of the world has not confined itself

to the world. It is, alasl to be found among the
saints of God. And what is the result? The result

is—no time to be alone with God; and this is im-
mediately followed by no inclination to be alone with
God. And what next? Surely the question does
not need an answer. Can there be any condition
more deplorable than the condition of a child of God
who has no inclination to be alone with his Father?

ALONE WITH GOD.
Alone with him, make him thy confidant

;

Tell him each wish thou fain would'st have him grant

:

Oh! tell him every thing that's in thy heart.
Give him the key to every secret part.

Hast thou one thing thou would'st not have him see.

Hidden from him who gave himself for thee?
Hide it no longer, let it all come out
Free in his presence then without a doubt.

Trust him with every thing thy heart holds dear

;

Trust him with every thing of value here

;

Believe him; he will keep it safe and sound;
He loves each lamb his tender grace has found.

Alone with him he loves to have thee be,

Whispering softly that he cares for thee
;

Here in his presenjce dost thou love to dwell,
Learning of him what he delights to tell?
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I hope, dear friends, you are sufficiently

impressed with the above to want to seiid

for it; and I will tell you where to send by
giving you the following letter containing

another precious poem

:

My dear Brother Boot:—Your letter of the 18th,

with one of the Lord's dollars, came safely to hand,
for which we thank you. We sent at once the tract
" Alone with God," which you desired. We are

glad to have you use any of our tracts in your Home
talks as you have in the past, and which has brought
many calls for the same. X word from you goes a

good way in this.

I am quoting for you now some most precious
verses for your spiritual meditation.

Not now, but hereafter.

—

.John 13:7.

Not now, but hereafter shall all things be known,
And all of God's wonderful workings be shown;
All mysteries will fade in the light of that land.

All doubts will be settled, and we understand
Why ill was permitted, why God's ways seem slow.

And the path was so rough that our feet had to go.

Not now, but hereafter all things will be plain.

The sweet and the bitter, the loss and the gain;
In the light of his presence we clearly will trace

What now seems so wrong was but infinite grace;

And how all things here were but working for good;
God's beautiful plan but not now understood.

Not now, but hereafter, when we are like him.
And the scales have been taken from eyes now so

dim ;

When we view all our journey and scan all our way,
With praise, adoration, and wonder we'll say,
" I see and I know, and I thank him for all.

My precious Redeemer at whose feet I fall."

Swengel, Pa., Oct. 21. A. F. Cowles,

In regard to the last poem, had I received

it in time it would have been a most fitting

closing-up for my Home paper for Nov. 1;
and I hojDe my old schoolmate Coi^win may
see it.

AN OUT-OF-DOORS RELIGION.

We clip the following from Guide to

Nature :

Christianity is an out-of-doors religion. From the

birth in the grotto at Bethlehem (where Joseph and
Mary took refuge because there was no room for

them in the inn) to the crowning death on the hill

of Calvary outside the city wall, all of its important
events took place out-of-doors. Except the discourse

in the upper chamber at Jerusalem, all of its great

words, from the sermon on the mount to the last

commission to tho disciples, were spoken in the open
air. How shall we understand it unless we carry it

under the free sky and interpret it in the compan-
ionship of nature?

—

Henry Van Dyke, in " Out-of-

Doors in the Holy Land."

Not only is Christianity an outdoor re-

ligion, but it is an out-into-the-open relig-

ion, everywhere and every day in the year.

The gospel of Jesus Christ has no secrets.

It is all above board, and out in the sun-
light. 1 was once invited to a seance where
-they had a slate-writing in a tent. They
said I would have to stay until midnight
to see the modern miracle. I replied, "Why,
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my good friend, why not hang your slate

right outside of the tent at noon, where the

sun can shine on it? " They said it would
not work(f) that way. Well, any thing that

will not work and stand the full light of
day is a good thing to avoid. The great
Master said, " In secret have 1 done noth-
ing."

Poultry Department
.\1V •• SE'ITING hen" STORY^ ETC.

Iij our issue for Jan. 1 1 told you some-
thing ahout ray flock of about 50 pullets, a

cross between the Leghorn and Buttercups;

and I have before mentioned that this cross

gave us birds of all colors imaginable. Well,

the colors are not all of it. There are two
or three hens in the lot with feathers turned
inside out—the curve being outward instead

of inward, and, in fact, 1 don't need " leg-

bands," for there are almost no two hens at

all alike in the whole 50. And even this

isn't all of the result of such a cross. Both
Leghorns and Buttercups are non sitters;

but when I got here, about Nov. 8, I found
two hens that were just determined to sit.

In order to get roosters big enough to sell

in our market (they won't buy them here

unless they are close to 3 lbs.), I decided to

let both sit as soon as I could get eggs
enough. How long did it lake to get 15
eggs? Just four days; so one hen was set

Nov. 12, and before we could spare 15 for

the other it was Nov. 17. I tell you this to

let you see how my egg yield started in

November with pullets, some of them nearlv

a year old. The 30 eggs, when tested on
the third day, were all fertile but one, and
the two hens gave me 29 good strong chicks.

At this date, Feb. 12, both have weaned
their chicks—^one 14 and the other 13. Just

a word about this excellent fertility.

I have had a notion that the male serves

only the laying hens—that is, where there

are plenty of hens. We have two young
roosters with the 50, and one four-year-old

full-blood Buttercup, male. I have searched
poultry journals and books, but have never
seen the matter treated of; but you have all

doubtless noticed that, as soon as a hen
r-oraes off the nest cackling, there is a rivalry

among the males as to who will serve her
first. Is this one reason for the cackling?
If I am right, it is not at all strange that

ray eggs in November were almost all fertile.

Later I gave one of the Rhode Island Red
h.ens 20 egg's, and she hatched 19 chicks.

Let us now go back to the two sitting

hens. Both of their ancestors were non-sit-

ters; and Aviien they did occasionally act

like sitting, taking away the nest eggs usu-
ally cured them. Not so here. T have seen
hens determined to sit before, but none like

one of these. Another hen had been laying

in tJie nest, so I made a pencil-mark around
each egg, and planned to remove all eggs
that might be laid in with them. She bit

and scratched my hands so badly 1 bought a

cheap pair of cotton gloves; but when my
hands were covered she flew in my face and
made me look as if / {A. I. Root) had been
in a fight, so I dropped her in a box right

under the nest and put my foot over it until

I could see if all her eggs were pencil-mark-

ed. This did all right for a few times, until,

instead of going on the nest when released,

she flew in my face again. To head her off,

as soon as I removed my foot I slipped out

of the nearby barn door and closed it after

me. This worked all right fcr a few days;
but she soon demonstrated that a determined
young sitting hen is quicker on a run than
her 74-year-old " boss." She would slip out

of thodoor before I could get out and close

it; and then chased me half way to the

house* Was there some game blood in the

ancestry of the Buttercup or Leghorn that

cropped out when I crossed the two? She
made a most excellent mother. No cat or
dog even looked toward her chicks the sec-

ond time. She and I became excellent

friends when we " understood " each other.

Let me mention just one m.ore " sport " of
these cross-breds.

Som.e of them have great drooping red

combs hiding one eye. like the Spanish and
Minorcas ; others have Buttercup comb, and
still others no comb at all. There is one jet-

black pullet, with no comb at all, that has a

nest in a square can, " all her oAvn," that

has laid almost every day since she com-
menced in November, and she has the most
fascinating musical cackle I ever heard. It

gives me a, " thrill " every time I hear it. It

says to me, " Rejoice and be glad," exactly

as Pollyanna puts it.

Tliis winter I haven't bouglit a pound of
" chick feed." It costs too much, and there

is always a lot of stuff in it the chicks won't

eat. I give them " bread and milk " until

they are old enough to eat wheat. There is

no waste with bread and milk, and I think

they groAv faster than on any other diet, and
this reminds me I want to say a few words
more about that divergent poultry ranch.

.Just recall to mind the granary and feed-

* She didn't go " on foot " when she chased me
either—not much!
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house is in the center. Four double houses
sun'ound the granary, and every flock has a

yard running out like the spokes of a "wheel.

Now, four houses and yards are enough for

50 hens, so there are four more vacant until

the chicks begin to hatch, then every hen
with her brood has a house (really half a

house) all to herself. No big chickens get

at their bread and milk ; and as they gTow
she can take them further and further every-

day out among the palmettos and other un-

derbrush. If a storm comes up she is pretty

sure to make for the central shelter. All
feeding and egg-gathering, as a I'ule, is in

this central gr-ou^D of houses.

After they had all got located (a rooster

with his dozen hens to eat;h yard) I tried

opening the gates and letting the adult

fowls all run together on Stoddard's colony
plan, and it works nicely. At night they
all go to their own roosts, and each flock

goes away off in its own yard except when
they come home for feed and water, and to

lay. It is true a few hens have stolen nests

out in the undei'brush; but Wesley so far

has " spotted " them very soon by their

cackle, and brought in the eggs for home
use.

Well, when each hen with her brood has

a big yard all to herself she finds quite a lot

of bugs and worms, to say nothing of green
stuff for her brood. If she knows where to

get wheat and water every hour in the day
she almost cares for herself and brood.

Each hen and chicks has a big head of let-

tuce every morning, and the grown-ups have
a heaping bushel in the wire-cloth basket I

have described.

I told you that,' when we arrived here in

November, I got only four or five eggs a

day. Well, with all I could do the flock

came up very gradually; but now we get

close to three dozen every day. Until Feb. 1

we had 40 cts. a dozen; but all at once it

seemed " everybody's hens " began to lay,

and the price dropped to 25 cts. in about
one week.

THE INDIAN RUNNER DUCKS.
Early in November we got one day 17

eggs from 24 ducks; but through December
and January they didn't average a dozen,

and one or two days only three or four eggs.

This is so different from former winters I

hardly know how to account for it unless it

is true with ducks, as with hens, that small
flocks always lay better than large numbers.
Still, 25 should not be called a large flock.*

I gave them mustard liberally from that
barrel I told you about, but it does not seem

* Later.—It is tiott March 3, and the ducks Iiavf
been doinsc very well all this February : but duck
eggs brought only 20 cts., while hens' eggs were 25
cts.

to work with ducks (at least not this win-
ter) as it does with hens. We feed ground
bones and meat scraps two or tliree times a

week to all, big and little. Next to this they
all seem more fond of lettuce than any thing
else, and we are now growing lettuce just

for the fowls. It does finely on ground that

has once been a " chicken yard," and I be-

lieve the chickens' heads are " level " on
lettuce. It is God's medicine and food, both
together, and good for people as well as

cliiekens.

FLORIDA PESTS ; CASSAVA, ETC.
T have been reading this journal for 21 years, and

my sympathy is all with Mrs. Root in her efforts to

curb your fervor in description of " discoveries " and
in following you in your wayward career through
life and into the wilds of the west coast of Florida,

where I can easily believe the trials imposed by in-

sect pests, if not warded off properly, will induce
the same results as they do on this east coast: viz.,

profanity, disgust, and strong drink. However, if a
person will consider the matter calmly, and study
the ways of the pests, it is possible to beat them at

their own game of torment. For sand flies and mos-
quitoes, use a bee-smoker. Rotten heart pine is the

best fuel. A rotten railroad tie is the stuff. For
roaches (common palmetto roach) Palma tosilpha

Floridiana, I make traps of tumblers baited with
honey. Just grease the inside of the glass. A strip

of paper is pasted to the outside from bottom to top,

and then put in a dark place, and left alone until it

needs to be cleaned and rebaited.

Whitewash with common lime all dark places that

are their harbors, and let spiders, lizards, chame-
leons, and harmless snakes have the privilege of pur-

suing their prey in and about the premises, and kill

all you see.

Poison is dangerous, and not necessary. I can
draw on 27 years and 10 months of life spent in

southern Florida for experience to prove my theories.

I am 54 years of age, a native of New Jersey, and
Jack at many trades. I am not much of a gardener,
growing some things only for my own use and learn-

ing the reason why they have failed in the past to

produce any vegetables for home use, except by lucky
accidental planting; however, it is not by lucky acci-

dents that I can dig 20 and 30 lbs. of sweet potatoes

from one hill and runners, or gather 150 to 250
pods of okra from a single plant. It is soil, season,

and knowing how, supplemented by sub-irrigation

that naturally is found in low lands bordering rivers

and lakes.

If you care to try out my variety of sweet potato
I w^ill send you seed and cuttings at any time.

As to the dasheen, I wish to compare it with the

sweet potato in quality and quantity.

About your cassava, you wiU find the roots under
ten inches, when grated as horseradish is grated for

use, and then made into pudding as rice is used, have
something more than " chicken feed " in them. The
Bahama negroes use it as a staple article of food.

Grant, Fla., .Jan. 30. L. K. Smith.

In regard to cassava there are many in-

quiries as to where cuttings can be pro-

cured, as I do not find them advertised anj^-

where. If some Florida friends will under-
take to furnish canes for planting, say by
parcel post, I will give their names free of
charge. We are now getting " rooted cut-

tings " in a bed in the garden, to be put in

the field later, so as to have a perfect stand.
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High-pressure Gardening
ANOTHER OF GOU'S GIFTS FROM SOUTH AFRICA

—THE SESAME.
Mr. A. I. Root:—As you say that you would like

to try some of our sesame, as prepared by our na-

tives, and which we use a good deal, I am sending a

small sample of the same. We took some home
when we went on furlough three years ago, and it

kept all right except that it lost some of its flavor

and fragrance, perhaps. I inclose a few of the seeds

as they appear after the hulls have been rubbed off,

but before they are crushed. The process as the

natives prepare the seed is, first, to moisten the seed

with water (preferably hot), then rub between the

hands until the hull is removed. Then the seeds are

slightly roasted in a pan or piece of broken pot. This

is the most delicate part of the operation—not to

burn them or roast them unevenly. Then they pound
them in a wooden mortar to reduce them to meal.

We use this meal on our porridge, oftentimes,

with any other dressing, or alone, according to taste.

I think it goes especially well with honey.
Referring to our amadumbe as compared with the

dasheen, it would seem to me that those who write

concerning the dasheen emphasize the need of wet
ground more than would seem necessary in case of

the amadumbe. While they bear and need a fair

amount of water they are often raised with success,

and yield an abundant crop, on high ground, such
as would be quite suitable for Irish potatoes.

W. L. Thompson, M. D.

Mount Silinda, Melsetter, S. Rhodesia, Dec. 6.

The sample of sesame meal came to band

;

and if Mrs. Root had not forbidden I should

be very much inclined to say " It is the

most delicate, delicious, and nourishing food
1 ever tasted." Peanut butter comes nearest

to it; but there is a delightful " fragrance "

about it, as friend T. intimates, that is

unique. May God be praised for sesame as

well as dasheen. I have carefully planted
the seeds sent; and if they grow you may
exjject another " stir " from these parts in

regard to " the liigh cost of living." Oui'

Department of Agriculture had better send

our good friend Prof'. Young to look it up
and have it tried at our Brooksville sub-

station.

SWEET CLOVER THE SOIL-MAKER.
From The Ohio Farmer.

It was springtime in the late nineties when a

stranger rode along the winding highways of Ken-
tucky. The blossoms had fallen from the fruit-trees,

and the leaves on the forest giants were taking on
the deeper green of approaching maturity. The sun-
shine was soft and warm, and the very air seemed
to breathe life and vigor. The stranger's companion
—a native of that region—seemed to be the only
thing out of harmony that wonderful April day. His
face was sad and the wrinkles of care were not hard
to discern. Sorrowfully he pointed to the barren gul-

lied hillsides and said, " This was once a portion of

the famous Blue Grass country; but the soil is get-

ting poorer and poorer, for the rains are gradually
washing the fertility into the valleys." For a mo-
ment he paused ; and then, stretching his arm toward
the green plants which lined either side of the road,
he continued, " Aside from the trees, about the only
thing that'll grow up here is this weed!" The strang-
er looked intently at the growing plants ; then, spring-
ing from the buggy, he grasped a bunch in his hand

and exclaimed, "Man alive! this is not a weed, it's

sweet clover ; and to these limestone hills sweet clover
means a rebirth of virgin soil! " To-day those hills

are no longer eroded and barren, for great fields of
this legume are to be seen everywhere ; and, more-
over, the blue grass is again being established in the
wake of the sweet clover.

When the plant is young it is difficult to distin-

guish from alfalfa ; and, in fact, it is a sort of half-

brother to alfalfa, for the bacteria on its roots are of

the same species as found on the alfalfa roots, and
they perform the same function of gathering nitrogen
from the air to enrich the soil.

Naturally the question is asked, " If this is true,
why not grow alfalfa instead of sweet clover ? Alfal-

fa makes better hay and pasture. It will last for a
number of years, and its roots contain more nitrogen.
What is the advantage of sweet clover over alfalfa?"
The answer is apparent when it is stated that sweet
clover will grow on poor worn-out soils on which it

would be impossible to establish any other of the
clover family. Its seeds thrive on soils of the hardest
type where other plant seeds would fail to germinate.
It will make a most wonderful growth on soils total-

ly deficient in nitrogen if limestone, phosphorus, and
inoculation are present. On a soil of this type, sweet
clover will add an enormous supply of nitrogen, for
it depends wholly on its supply of this element from
the air. It is also an excellent crop when used to

pave the way for alfalfa, because, as mentioned
before, it carries the same bacteria on its roots.

If one choose a field with a water-table too high
for alfalfa or too poor to grow alfalfa, sweet clover
is recommended. Although the roots of sweet clover
do not grow to such a depth as alfalfa, yet they di-aw
considerable plant food from the subsoil. When they
decay they offer a source of drainage ; and the soil,

when plowed, breaks up fine and friable.

There are many thousand acres in the United
States too poor to grow paying crops of corn and
alfalfa, which could be profitably sown to sweet
clover. While the process of soil restoration is in
progress many pounds of honey, wool, mutton, and
beef would come from the growing crop. Consider-
able seed may be obtained from an acre, and it

brings a price equal to alfalfa seed. But, above all,

its greatest value is as a soil-builder. If turned
under it will supply ^more organic matter, more nitro-

gen, and at a minimum of cost, than any other
known fertilizer or legume.

The magical words " open sesame " swung wide
the doors of the great treasure-vault for Ali Baba in
one of those charming tales related in Arabian
Nights. Surely in our modern times sweet clover is

the " open sesame " of soil-building for the Ameri-
can farmer.

Champaign Co., Ohio. Trell W. Yocum.

THE " BLACK HAND " DOWN IN JACKSON-
VILLE, FLA.

We clip the following from the Times-
Union :

Mi's. Collins found the following Black Hand let-

ter pinned to the door one morning

:

" Deer Mis Collins—Onless you put a jar of jam,
a hunk of chokolit cake, a apple pie an' a bag of

candy down by the old well, we will steel vou little

boy and keep him, onless you pay us a millyon dol-

lars."

It seems to me the above has the ear-

marks, not only of the Black Hand, but of

somebody who is black all over.
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Health Notes
"good health and a good bank account

at one stroke."

I have thought fit to copy the following

iiom theYoungstown Telegram, contributed

by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, because it hits so

completely just what Terry and I have been

ior years trying to drum into the minds of

mankind. It not only hits squarely the high

cost of living, but it also hits just as square-

ly a method of avoiding expensive medi-

cines and doctors' bills.

ONE man's diet, and WHAT IT DID FOR HIM; SUCH
A MENU CALLS FOR GREAT SELF-DENIAL ON THE

PART OF MOST HUMAN BEINGS, BUT IT

SAVED THIS MAN FROM THE GRAVE.

In an exchange a man writes an account of how
he keeps his family in health and with appetites sat-

isfied on an incredibly small sum of money. Three

people live on two dollars a week, and enjoy the best

oi vigor. There has been no physician called in the

last seven years, and the bank account has grown
steadily.

The diet prescribed by this man would call for

great will power and continual self-denial on the

part of most human beings.

It is a curious fact that even those men and wom-
en who believe themselves to be quite spiritual in

tleir ideas of life, and who would Lo horrified to

think any one regarded them as carnal or gross in

their tastes, are yet unable to eliminate from their

diet for any length of time the foods which they

know to be injurious (or at least unnecessary to the

sustaining of strength and health). A very charm-

ing young woman, who is filled with high ideals of

life, declared she would rather die and be done with

it than force herself to give up her favorite foods

and beverages (coffee in particular) in order to

benefit her health.

Nevertheless, when a man makes such positive

statements regarding the benefits resulting from such

a diet, benefits to body and purse, it is worth con-

sidering. Let us listen to what he says:
" Here's a well-balanced ration for one day. I eat

only a little fruit for my breakfast.
" Breakfast—One apple or banana.
" Dinner—One dish of home-made corn flakes, one

dish of boiled wheat cereal, one dish of vegetable
salad, two or three slices of whole-wheat bread, one
La nana.

" Supper—One dish of home-made wheat flakes,

one dish of home-made hulled hominy, one baked
potato, one dish of fruit salad, whole wheat or gra-
liam bread.

' I suppose you will say that sounds monotonous,
but I don't eat to gratify a discerning and whetted
appetite. I eat to be strong and well, and to supply
uiy body with the foods that it really needs.

" Nine years ago I was a wreck—worse than that,

tvo doctors gave me from two to four months to live.
" The food elements needed by the body may be

divided into seven classes—protein, starch, sugar,
fats, salts, cellulose, and water—and these again
into about fifteen different chemical elements, all of
which are found in a sirgle kernel of wheat, in just
about the correct proportions.

" No other food in the world equals wheat in per-
fection. I have lived on wheat in various forms
with about 10 per cent of nuts, for weeks at a time'.

" I am careful about buying my supplies, so that
they will cost me the least money. I have a flakin"-
machine. You can buy one, and make your own
flakes at one cent a pound. I buy the corn and
wheat for flakes by the bushel, and watch for op-
portunities to buy the fruits and vegetables at lowest
cost. The apples and bananas usually cost me about
three cents a pound, and my bananas I always getdead ripe—just turning black, as thev are best then

" I buy bread one or two days old at the rate ot

five for ten cents, for nothing would induce me to

ear, new bread. Cabbage and many other vegetables

I eat raw.
' If I sometimes feel that I am not getting enough

protein I add raw peanuts when I am making, flakes

and a little soaked di'ied fruit, such as figs, raisins,

or dates, to make it a little more palatable.
" And all I drink is water—but plenty of it

—

though never near meal time.
" Now, that is my rule for health, and that is what

I eat. "What do you say to it? If you could have
seen me nine years ago and could see me now you
would know that there is something in it, for I am
about the healthiest person you ever saw."

While the men and women who are enjoying good
health may not feel interested in this menu, it should
be clipped and saved, and tried by the many dyspep-
tics who are paying useless money for patent medi-
cines and feeing doctors with no results.

Poor people who are trying to sustain life on
cheap food badly cooked, and who find the food
trusts an insurmountable obstacle to economy, could
not do better than to give this diet a fair trial for a
few months.

Health and a good bank account may result—two
great factors in happiness.

This man has a fruit meal for breakfast
instead of supper, as I do. The dinner is

nbout like mine; and, of course, if he has a
fruit breakfast he wants something differ-

ent for supper. " No other food in the world
can equal wheat." Terry and I have come
lo that conclusion exactly. Can some one
rell us about this flake-making machine?
Biead two or three days old is what I al-

Avays call for if I can get it. I also eat raw
peanuts occasionally—parched, of course.

When fresh fruits are scarce I "go for
''

the dried or evaporated fruit as you may
remember. Drinking water between meals
is also a very important matter. I heartily

agree with the writer where she says you
had better clip out the above and paste it

ujj where you can see it often. Now please
note the concluding sentence—" killing two
birds with one stone " with a vengeance

—

(jood health and a good bank account at one
stroke. Are you not ready to exercise a
little self-control as above?
We submitted the above to friend Terry,

and he replies as follows

:

The " flaking-machine " which Mr. A. I. Root re-
fers to in a recent letter, and which is mentioned
in inclosed proof, is made by The Dana Mfg. Co
Cincinnati, Ohio. It is called " The Dana Food-
chopper." I bought one several months ago, of the
Chicago man referred to by Ella Wheeler Wilcox,
for $1.25. It will " flake " into narrow stringy rib-
bons wheat which has been soaked for four or five
hours until soft clear through. I tried this " flaked
wheat " faithfully, both raw and cooked. For cook-
ing we much prefer wheat cracked finely, or granu-
lated, in our hand mill, and it is much less trouble
to prepare it.

The Dana is a much better cutter than we have
had before, and it is far easier to wash, as there
are only two pieces, and they are easv to get at.
Ours is No. 20, a small size.

It is possible that this raw flaking-machine wheat
is better food than our cooked cracked wheat, but Iam doubtful about it, and we like the cracked wheat
better. I think it well to be slow about accepting at
tlicir face value all the statements in that ariicle

Hudson, Ohio, Nov. 3. T. B. Terry
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ROOT S POWER EXTRACTORS

for the LARBE PRODUCER for 1914

The late W. Z. Hutchinson, when
asked as to what would combine
best with beekeeping, said, " The
best thing to go with bees is

—

more bees." If more bees is the

slogan, then the best equipment
should be installed. This would
be an outfit that will handle ad-

vantageously the product of 200
or more colonies with a minimum
of time and labor.

POWER EXTRACTING OUTFIT.—The value of this cannot be gauged
entirely by the number of days it is used during the season. It should

be remembered that it displaces a large amount of extra equipment in

the way of extra supers and combs. The extracting must be done quick-

ly in order to hold in check the swarming that is sure to follow unless

room is given when needed. The amount thus saved, including reduc-

tion of labor and time, will materially reduce cost of production.

ENGINE.—This should not be selected without due examination. There

are certain types of gasoline-engines that are not fitted for driving

honey-extractors. Machines requiring to be started and stopped an

endless number of times during the day require an engine of special

construction, and the beekeeper will do well to investigate thoroughly

these points before purchasing. Our new engines, the
'

' BUSY BEE, '

'

are selected for and are exactly adapted for just this kind of work.

CAPPING-MELTER.—No extracting house is complete without one.

We have a number of styles and sizes to select

from. Illustrations of all these will be found in

our large catalog. The smaller sizes are intended

to be used with wax-presses, which also are shown.

HONEY-KNIVES.—For rapid and easy work our

new steam honey-knives can't be beat. Extra tub-

ing is furnished when ordered. Send for our new
34-page book,

'

' Power Honey-extractors,
'

' describ-

ing these fully.

These equipments are supplied by various

dealers throughout the country. Information as

to nearest dealer on request.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
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Erditorial
EDITION OF " THE HONEY-BEE " EXHAUiSTKO.

We have just learned from Mr. W. D.

Wrig'lit that the edition of six thousand

copies of Bulletin 49, entitled " The Honey-
bee," published by the New York State

Department of Agriculture, is entirely ex-

hausted, and can not be supplied hereafter.

Mr. Wright adds, however, that some time

in the future a new edition may be issued.

If so, due notice will be given at that time.

WINTERING REPORTS.

On account of the late spring, it is still

too early (March 23) to get reports on win-

tering. It is certain that colonies in cellars

are having an extra-long siege, very few

having been taken out at this writing. With
the warm weather delayed so long, colonies

that were not strong in the fall, or that were

not 'Supplied with an abundance of good

stores,' are certain to suffer.

Advance reports from New Jersey, Mich-

igan, Massachusetts, Colorado, Wisconsin,

Iowa, and New York show but little loss.

Considerable loss has been reported in

certain parts of Kentucky where the weath-

er has been extremely changeable. Further

particulars will be given in our next issue.

OUR COVER PICTURE.

The bees shown on the cover of this issue

were photographed last fall from life, or,

rather, from death, for the bees were kept

under water over night, then carefully dried,

and brushed with camel's-hair brushes until

they assumed as near as possible the ap-

pearance of live bees.

We realize that these pictures are far

from perfect—for instance, the drone se-

lected appears to be a trifle undersized in

respect to length of abdomen. There are

several other defects having to do with the

arrangement of the legs, wings, etc., all of

which we hope to rectify some time when
we photogTaph bees again.

The original queen was just three-quar-

ters of an inch long from tip of abdomen
to tip of head. The larger view on the

cover is 2% inches in length, so that the

amount of enlargement of the bees in the

center of the page is in the proportion of
three to eleven; or, in other words, the
pictures are nearly four times life size. The
side views shown below are of the same
bees enlarged only a trifle over two timto.

THE CHARACTER OP THE MATERIAL USED IN
THIS SPECIAL NUMBER.

Some, after reading the various articles

by the queen-breeders in this special num-
ber on breeding, may feel that certain

articles savor of advertising. In justice to

all we should like to explain that it would
hardly be possible to publish a special num-
ber of this kiiid without using the best

ideas from some of our breeders. Some of
these breeders, feeling that their remarks
might be construed as an attemiDt at gettii'g

some free advertising, have suggested that

their names be not used, but that a nom (!<-

plume be substituted. On reading over this

array of splendid material, we have decided
that the articles would lose considerable i:i

interest if the names of the writers were
not known, and we thought best to treat all

alike, therefore, by jjublishing the names
and addresses as usual. We are convinced
that not one of the writers in this issue has
tried to advertise his own particular queens,
or tliose of anv other breeder.

BEFORE YOU CONDEMN A QUEEN, BE SURE
THAT THE QUEEN IS TO BLAME.

Frequently colonies are so situated that
the bees naturally drift to other hives near
by, which are either more prominent or else

there are more bees going in and out, which
causes the bees of the hive in question to be
naturally drawn toward the scene of greater
excitement. During a brisk honey-flow,
moreover, heavily laden bees falling in the

grass are apt to crawl into the first hive

they come to, where they are welcomed, of
course, because of their load of honey. Un-
der such conditions, especially when the

hives are located in groups, one or more
liives in the group may suffer by the deple-
tion in bees because they are located on the

side away from the main source of honey,
or on the side awav from tlie natural line
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of flight from the apiary. This causes such

a poor showing that the queen is likely to

be blamed, when in reality she may be

doing as well as any queen could under the

circumstances.

Our Mr. George H. Rea tells of moving

his weak colonies in the spring to the side

of the apiary nearest the natural line of

flight in order to get them strengthened by

many returning bees which, coming back

from the field (some of them at least), go

into the nearest hive.

Sometimes a hive is located in an unfor-

tunate position through the winter which

causes an unusual mortality of the workers.

In the spring the queen works at a disad-

vantage, having a much smaller colony to

support her. It is not safe to condemn
such a queen in the spring without giving

her a chance to show what she can do under

favorable conditions.

LONGEVITY A VERY IMPORTANT FACTOR.

Several of the writers in this number
touch on the subject of longevity of the

workers. Our Mr. Geo. H. Rea, referring

especially to Dr. Miller's Straw, p. 205,

March 15, submits the following:

It is generally agreed by beekeepers everywhere

that colonies strong in bees at all seasons of the year

are most desirable, and give best results in the

honey-flows. In spite of this fact it is often observ-

ed that some colonies very strong in bees do not

produce nearly as much honey as other colonies in

the same yard that are apparently not nearly as

strong. Several conditions may enter into this, but

it is not my purpose to discuss them, only in so far

as the question of longevity enters into it.

The subject may be divided into three proposi-

tions: 1. A good queen may easily lay sufficient eggs

to build up rapidly and keep a colony strong; but

the bees produced may be a little below the average

in length of life, and the working force may die off

so rapidly that the surplus honey gathered falls far

below the average. Strong in yoang bees but weak
in field force will, I believe, explain the reason for

such strong colonies that produce but a small sur-

plus. Such colonies are usually great swarmers.
2. A colony of average strength may produce

good results, because the bees live a little over the

average, and such a colony will really be strong in

working force while only fair in young bees.

3. A colony may be of average strength, and pro-

duce an average crop of honey because the death

rate may equal the rate of increase, thus striking a

balance.

Now, you scientifio queen-breeders, get your
thinking-caps on. How about the very prolific

queens that produce a long-lived working force ? It

is my opinion that they are the ones that produce
the big honey crops, and at the same time the

swarming average is low. While this theory may
be entirely wrong, yet the conditions exist just the

same. I have made this a subject of careful ob-

servation for years in my own apiary as well as

those of other beekeepers. My duties as inspector
of apiaries for the State of Pennsylvania took me
into several hundred apiaries last summer, and the
remark was frecjuently made by the beekeeper that
certain colonies, perhaps the strongest in the yard,
seemed to do very little. Investigation of such cases
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proved to my satisfaction tliat tiie force consisted

largely of bees too young to work in' the field.

Where was the older force? Only one answer, it

seems to me.
It is also a matter of observation that both our

second and third propositions are true. If this

theory is correct, then there are bees that excel in

length of working days, while others die compara-
tively young. But now some fellow will jump to his

feet and try to spoil all this pretty theory by stating

that a bee's life is only as long as its wings will last.

Even so, may not the hardy bee with strong flight

have wings that will outwear those of the less vig-

orous ? This argument will only strengthen the

theory of a longer fielding period.

This may sound like foolishness to our scientific

men ; but the conditions that I have mentioned
stand, nevertheless, and I for one would like to know
positively the reason for them. For a number of

years I have been of the opinion that this matter of

longevity is of prime importance ; in fact, I will

have the temerity to state that I believe it to be

the most important factor in beekeeping—more im-

portant to the honey-producer than races of bees,

color, or length of tongue. I am inclined to think

that many beekeepers of this country believe in this

same theory. Why not work it out?

AN OPEN LETTER FROM E. R. R. IN THE FIELD
;

CONDITIONS IN SOUTHEAST FLORIDA.

After spending three weeks on the West
Coast in the vicinity of Bradentown I made
my way to the East Coast, particularly the

southern portion, which I had never visited.

The West Coasters claim that they have the

better side—better farming land and fewer

mosquitos and sandflies ; that the East Coast

has been overboomed by the real-estate

agents. While I had previously visited the

upper part of the east side I was curious to

know if the indictment of the West Siders

were true. After having visited both sides I

am reminded of the kettle calling the pot

black. In many respects there is no differ-

ence. There are the same real-estate agents,

good and bad ; the same kind of land, good
and bad, and the same kind of mosquitos,

sandflies, and bugs, all teetotally bad; but,

fortunately, they are not bad all the time

and in all places. If one buys land near

swamps or stagnant water he must expect

mosquitos in warm or hot weather; but even

then their depredations can be very largely

mitigated by screens; and during the mid-

dle hours of the day they are not trouble-

some outdoors in the cities and towns, either

on the East or West Coast.

After having visited practically the whole

of Florida I have come to the conclusion

that there is no county that has more good

land capable of growing oranges and gar-

den truck than Manatee Co., on the West
Coast. I might make an exception in favor

of the Everglades; but this section is as

yet an unknown quantity. There are some
long narrow stretches of good garden land

along the canals and rivers on the southeast

coast. Of these I shall speak later.
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BEES AND GOOD LAND.

But you say, " What has all this garden-

truck land to do with beekeeping?" Very
much. Bees will not thrive where the soil

is poor. Mark that down strong. For ex-

ample, the saw or scrub palmetto, one of

the principal sources of nectar in the State,

will not yield honey of any account on poor
land. In order to make the keeping of bees

profitable, the saw palmetto should be three,

four, and (better) six feet high. Land that

will gi'ow it as high as that will also grow
the gallberry and the pennyroyal ; and in

some sections near the streams the black

mangrove, the ty-ty, and the tupelo. Loca-

tions that will not show a vigorous and a

heavy undergi'owth should be avoided.

OUR CRUISER TRIP DOWN THE EAST COAST.

Mr. W. A. Selser, who spends his winters

at Stuart, Fla., engaged for our party a

40-foot gasoline-cruiser so that we might
the better study beekeeping conditions from
Stuart to Miami. I will not at this time

go into details of the big fish we did or

didn't catch ; of the places where I stopped

and took notes and snapped the kodak, as

these will be given in these columns later

with the pictures. Mr. 0. 0. Poppleton, the

most extensive and successful migratory

beekeeper this country has ever known, was
our guide for a part of the distance. What
he doesn't know about this most southerly

bee territory in the United States is not

worth recording. I had an exceptional

opportunity to interview him and others

along the route, and, more important, stop

our boat and see the territory under con-

sideration.

Another member of our party was Charlie

Repp, of the famous Repp Bros., the great

apple-growers of New Jersey. The Repp
boys are authorities on the relation of bees

to apple-growing from the standpoint of

the fruit-gi'ower. Of course, I interviewed

Charlie, and, as the newspaper man would
say, he gave me some " good dope " that I

shall give to our readers. I say " Cliarlie,"

for that exactly expresses the kind of genial

good fellow that he is. Then we had Mr.
Selser and wife and Mr. Gray and wife;

and last, but not least, captain (the owner
of the boat and a friend of Mr. Selser), Dr.

F. S. Slifer,' of Philadelphia. He is not

only a physician of standing, but someAvhat

of a naturalist, although he might demur at

the last-mentioned title. Mr. Gray and wife

were old college mates, and Mr. Selser and
wife, of course, need no introduction. To
say that the trip was enjoyable is putting it

mildly.

As a preliminary statement to what I

shall Pay later concerning this trip T may
add that Southern Florida is not a paradise

for bees. While a comfortable living can
be made, it has come to be largely a matter
of the survival of the fittest. Only the
" stayers " are in the field now. Some think
I hey would have made more money north
with their bees; but they had to move South
for the climate, which Florida surely has,

whatever we may say about the land.

OUR BEES IN APALACHICOLA, FLORIDA.

The cold weather in the North, with the

spells of frost and freezing in Florida,

even as far south as Palm Beach and
Miami, made me fear what might happen
to the success of our experiment in making
increase from our 300 colonies on the river.

When I saw how the tomato-plants by the

acre had been frosted down in Southern
Florida, and read of the freezing weather
in the northern part of the State, I began
to wonder if the cold would not kill off the

ty-ty and the willow, upon which we were
depending for our pollen and nectar for

early breeding. If breeding at this stage

should be stopped it might practically put
a quietus on the whole proposition. Late
letters from our Mr. Marchant in charge
showed that, while hopeful, he Avas not sure
that he would escape trouble.

It was with some trepidation that I took
the train northward after leaving the

cruiser. I scarcely dared ask Mr. Marchant,
on arriving at Apalachicola, what he knew.
Greatly to my relief he met me with
a reassuring smile. " We are going to get

there yet. The cold—yes, it has put us

back; but the bees are busy on the willows,

and have just begun on the black tupelo.

The cold weather has held back the black
tupelo so that it Avill come more gTadually."

This will build up our colonies better

than if the flow were faster. Mr. Marchant
thinks, the black tupelo will last two or

three Aveeks. This will be foUoAved soon by
white tupelo, Avhich is the main source for

honey here. Yesterday I visited the yard
and found about 100 colonies Avith upper
stories, and queens in both; and there are

many more that will soon need upper sto-

ries. All conditions so far, in spite of
the previous bad Aveather, point to a good
yield from both tupelos. It is not wise to

count our chickens before they hatch; but
we feel that the venture is going to be a

success after all.

There is one thing I did not count on

;

and that was that a freeze in Northern
Florida does not begin to do the damage
that a frost does in the southern part of the

State. It transpires, then, that, beyond the

loss of time Avlien the Apalachicola bees

could not fly io gather pollen or nectar,

little damage Avas done.

Apalachicola, March 17. E. R. Root.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. Millee, Marengo, 111.

Speaking of the best time to cut bee-

ti-ees, if the bees are what you are after, cu!

in fruit-bloom; if you care only for the

honey, cut in fall—the earlier the better

after the flow is over.

" There is no doubt that the Italian bee

does not excel as a ' comb-honey ' bee,"

says L. S. Cranshaw, British Bee Journal,

79. They don't do so bad for me, L. S.

One colony of three-banders last year gave

me 390 sections—nice sections too.

Gr. M. DooLiTTLE says, p. 167, it's better

to bring bees out of the cellar a little before

soft maples bloom. " In this locality " I

never yet thought soft-maple bloom too late

for bringing out bees; but once or more I

have thought it too early. Still, I may be

wrong.

Ip you want to provide a watering-place

for bees so as to keep them from being

troublesome at pumps, watering-places for

horses, etc., be sure to do it early, before

any habit is formed. After they have once

started at the wrong place it's almost im-

possible to change them.

Young fellow, let me hand you a piece

of advice that will be worth dollars to you

if you follow it. Lay your plans right now
to keep close tab on every pound of honey

each colony stores this season. Then you'll

know which to breed from, and which

queens to replace because poor.

John E. Roebling, p. 232, pardon me,

but I don't believe that your clipping

queens in late spring has a thing to do with

prevention of swarming. For many years

I've clipped at that time all queens I could

find with whole wings, and so far as I

observed they swarmed as much as those

clipped at other times.

The question is asked, p. 232, Avhether
'^ heavy nurse bees " in a removed colony

would " train down and become field bees or

remain nurse bees to the end." There is

such a thing as bees continuing nurse bees

beyond the usual time, but only where there

is a scarcity of young bees. In the case in

question, some of the nurses would become

field bees in 24 hours, some in 2 days. :>

days, and so on, until at the end of abont

16 days all would be fielders.

C. S. Newsom, p. 181, says, " The bees

that cluster on the outside of the hive are

mostly young ones liardly able to fly." and

ye editor says. " Tlie cluster outside may be

composed of field bees largely." Those two

views are a long way apart. Some of you
wide-awake young chaps watch next sum-
mer, and tell us which is right', or wheth"i'

the truth lies between. [What we intended

to imply was merely that the bees clustering

out may be old bees or young bees, or bees

of mixed ages.

—

Ed.]

Hasn't " The Outlaw " struck on a rather

original way of getting wax, p. 223? At
any rate, it looks good. I know it's the case

in my sujiers that, when a section is not

entirely filled with worker foundation, the

bees are about sure to fill the vacancy with

drone-comb, and I'm likely to find that

drone-comb held open for the queen to lay

in. AlloAV no drone-comb in the brood-
chamber, and use a queen-excluder, and
there ought to be a fair chance for the finest

virgin drone-comb.

Replying to your question, p. 20ri, Mr.
Editor, I mean that European foul brood
is a blessing in the way of eliminating the

careless, haphazard beekeeper. As to the

other part, I don't care to say much, for 1

believe it to be to the interest of beekeep-
ers in general to introduce best Italian

blond to help fight European foul brood.

Nevertheless, I must say that in my own
ajnary I am not sure there is any distinction

between darkest and lightest bees. My bees

are now mostly Italians, but European foul

brood has not made them so.

i WISH George M. Huntington had given

rs fuller particulars, p. 215. He says by
time of alfalfa bloom strong colonies have
the queen crowded for room in the brood-
chamber; but he doesn't say whether supers
ar-^ on or not. Unless his bees do different-

ly from mine there will be no crowding of

the brood-chamber with supers on. If no
supers ai'e on at tliis early time, and tlie

brood-chamber is clogged, then extracting

will give the queen room. Later, when the

full flow is on. I have given empty combs,
only to have them promptly filled with

honey. Wlien Alexander talks abovct ex-

tracting in May or early June the sujiers

ai'c not yet on. and then clogging witli

honey is fatal to best results. Answering
the question whether extracting two or three

frames from tlie brood-chamber would stoy)

work in the supers I would say tliat earhi

it will interfere not at all; later, in the full

flow, as I have said, the emptied combs will

be filled with honey, and, of course, that

would interfere with super-work, at least

temporarily, for later it may be that the

brood will crowd out the honey.
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Beekeeping in California
p. C. Chadwick, Redlands, Cal.

March 10—no rain since Feb. 21 ; surface

g'etting dry; weather very warm; oranges

blooming, and sage in places showing nnicli

bloom.
* * *

Never in all my experience have I seen so

much pollen stored as now. Many of my
colonies have two full combs at the present

time.
^ # *

Hived my first swarm to-day, which is

the earliest I liave ever had the pleasure of

capturing a stray. The colony from which
it came must have been an exceptionally

early breeder.
* * *

The recent heavy rains brought to most
of us only joy ; but some of our beemen lost

heavily of hives and fixtures. In the ag-

gregate several hundred colonies were wash-
ed away, and I should not be surprised if

the entire loss would run into figures of

more than a thousand, if all wei'e reported.

M. H. Mendleson and J. D. Bixby were the

heaviest losers of full colonies. Mr. Bixby
lost 125, Mr. Mendleson something like 100.

* * -*

I wish to announce that I am no longer

connected with the exhibit committee of the

State Association. I am also informed that

chairman M. H. Mendleson, of the commit-
tee, has decided to withdraw. It is with
much regret that I announce my resigna-

tion ; but opposition to our plans, working
privately, as well as through the Western
Honey Bee, has forced me to the conclusion

that with such opposition our efforts could

not overcome the prejudice engendered.
* * *

There are some peculiar features in

connection with our semi-desert plants.

One of these in particular I noticed the

past year. Much of the wild alfalfa was
killed during our freeze in January, 1913.

There was very little of it in this locality

that ever showed a green leaf during the

entire spring and summer of that year,

though many of the stocks seemed to con-

tain life. Our recent heavy rains and warm
sunshine 'have caused fully half of it to

revive with the most luxurious gi'owth I

have ever se-en.
* * *

Mr. J. T. Bowen, page 152, takes another
" stab " at my opinion on the color of alfal-

fa honey. I wish to say to Mr. Bowen as

well as to all others who have written re-

garding the matter, that I am studying this

(luestion of the color of honey; and while
I may be wrong, it must be proven to me
that I am. I know the tendency of the

avei'age beekeeper to judge the soui'ce from
which his honey-flow comes far too well to

back down on this proposition simply be-

cause I am opposed. We have the same
contention about sage and other honeys in

my locality that I consider as having been
arrived at by immature observation.

We are face to face with the earliest

season for years. Our winter has been a
most unusual one in many respects. We
have seen very little trace of frost during
the entire winter, our rains have fallen in

great storrhs covering a period of a week
to ten days with very heavy precipitation,

after which the sky clears and the warm
weather continues. The oranges are begin-

ning to bloom abundantly, and within two
weeks will be in full bloom if the warm
weather continues. The sage is from four

to five weeks earlier in this locality than

usual. I have never seen bees build up so

rapidly from a small start as has been the

case this season. They have come by leaps

and bounds; but for all their speed they

are yet behind the season. I am informed
that things are not cjuite so advanced near

the coast.
* * *

GREAT LOSS OF BEES IN THE PAST YEAR.

The loss of bees during the past twelve

months has been quite heavy in many sec-

tions, while other parts have fared better in

this respect. The chief trouble in this sec-

tion has been the lack of stores; in other

places it has been black brood. In this

connection I quote from a letter of F. C.

Wiggins, of San Diego

:

The beemen that I know hereabout all report great

losses of bees owing to some disease, the same as

destroyed nearly all of my own in 1907 and '8, I

think. The hives would be found empty of bees

with plenty of honey. One of my neighbors has a

bee-ranch at Dulsura, and he has only 41 colonies

left out of 120 last summer. Another in the same
section lost all but one out of 50 colonies. Mr. Q.

P. Hedye, of Linda Vista, said he thought he would
not save over ten or fifteen per cent of two apiaries

01 about 300 colonies. A few that I have at present

all came through, and are getting honey from soma
sources so fast that I put on comb supers yesterday.

Conditions seem to be a great deal as

they were in the spring of 1905, so far as

the loss of bees is concerned; and if we
should obtain a heavy yield the loss of bees

would prevent a very great overproduction

at best.
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Notes from Canada
J. L. Byer, Mt. Joy, Ontario.

Are you joking, Dr. Miller, when you say

tjiat " on this side it is a raiity for bees to

work on the second crop of red clover"?

page 125. Nothing rare about it here in

Ontario, as, on the conti'ary, it would be a

rare thing indeed to find a field of second-

crop red clover without some bees being on

the blossoms. But it i.s a rare thing to find

them doing enough to show any results in

the supers. Only two or three times since

I have been keeping bees has this happened.

The March 1st issue is practically a '' city

number"," and this leads me to remark that

the average country beekeeper nas no iden

of the number of colonies kept in some oi

our large cities. Toronto, right near me,

with a population of over half a million,

has a great number of bees inside its limits,

as I learned when doing inspection work a

few years ago. From the standpoint of

disease, our city brethren have more to

contend with than we have, as there may be

bees within a short distance, and yet they

may know nothing about it. Tliis is not

insinuating that the city beekeeper is nec-

essarily not as well informed on the disease

question as his country brother, for, on the

contrary, I know many of them who are up
to date, and hustlers in every sense of the

word. But ove beekeeper exposing foul

brood in the city may do much more harm
than if he Avere in the country, for th*^

simple reason that very few may know that

he has bees, and damage may be done to

neighboring apiaries while the proprietors

have no idea of the source of infection.

Under date of Feb. 10 I wrote that winter
here in this part of Ontario had been above
the average in temperature. An old saying
is that " it is never safe to whistle till you
are out of the bush," and it holds good in

the present instance. Since that date we
have had a whole winteT''s cold in a month,
as for three weeks in February the weather
broke all records for our locality. At our
home here in York Co. the thermometer
said 30 below on two different occasions,

and for two weeks at a stretch it was never
above zero in the morning. At the yard
100 miles north of Toronto, wheie over 300
colonies are wintering outdoors, it was very
much colder than here in York Co. Three
days in sueeess'on it was 43, 37, and 33

below respectively ; and for the whole month
of February only five mornings registered

above zero. Results there will answer the

many who live further north than I do.

who,' the past fall, asked me if 1 considered

wintering outdoors would be safe for them
to practice. No report has come from this

noitli yard for the past three weeks; but I

am not worrying nuich about the bees, for

all that ; for, notwithstanding the unusual
cold, I jm not expecting a heavy loss. The
bees up there had a partial flight Nov. 23.

and as it is cold to-day (March 9) it looks

as though they will have had a steady con-

finement of four months at least before

getting a chance to fly again.

PAINTING PAYS.

Regarding the matter of painting hives,

as discussed by friend Doolittle on p. 842,

Dec. 1, I might say that his claims as to

economy of painting being a " myth " don't

ajipeal to me a bit. I am not prepared to

argue the cjuestion from the sanitary stand-

point as applied to the health of the bees

in painted or unijainted hives; but, honest-

ly, 1 have no fear of the painted hives doing
my bees any injury. But as to paint being

a wood preservative, it seems absurd to me
to try to prove otherwise. The oil in the paint

is the main thing; and it takes little experi-

menting to prove that oil-soaked wood will

not soak up water like unpainted wood;
and moisture in the material is the main
cause of decay, as I understand the matter.

Great corporations like our big railway
companies, etc., certainly think that paint

Tjays from an economic standpoint; and
business interests of that nature seldom
make mistakes of that kind. While I have

a few hundred painted hives I also have a

few hundred unpainted ones, so the above
is written from an unbiased position. The
unpainted hives always give me a feeling of

reproach whenever 1 look at them, as I feel

they are not a paying proposition, to say

nothing of other disadvantages they may
have. We have double-walled hives sheeted

on the outside with half-inch stuff that were
made over 30 years ago. They were well

jiainted at that time by my grandfather,

and are to-day in fair condition. Others,

made about 1.5 years ago, and not painted,

have the sheeting all curled up and split at

the ends in many cases. Certainly painting

would have paid in this case.
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Beekeeping Among the Rockies
Wksley Fcstkr. r> lulder, Col.

r.OTH SIDES OF THE SPRAYING QUESTION.

Yes, we have it in our Colorado law thai

spraying- fruit-trees while in full bloom is a

violation. It is this Avay : The clause deal-

ing' with tlie subject is inserted in the law

relating' to bee-diseases, otherwise known
as our foul-brood law. A number of years

ago a clause with the same substance was
inserted in the horticultural law, and re-

mained oil the statute-books for several

years, and did a great deal of good. Then
when the horticulturists wanted a new laAv

they drew up a bill and thoughtlessly left

out tlie clause regarding spraying. This is

only natural, for the fruitmen could hardl\

he expected to have the bees in mind all of

the time. Perhaps Ihe thoughtlessness Avas

on the part of the beemen in allowing the

subject to be passed over in that manner.
Rut that is what happened, and the major-

ity of Colorado beemen went blissfully on

mu'sing the belief that they had protection

from, spraying' in fruit-bloom.

A fruit-grower who has a large orchai'd,

to get over it all in time, has to begin

the spraying at the earliest date so that

results may be secured. Suppose he begins

when the petals have just begun to fall

—

what will be the result? There §re many
bees in the trees working on the blossoms.

Suppose he does kill most of the fruit by
his spraying that is not yet fertilized

There is generally enough already fertilized

to furnish a crop, and the work of thinning

will not be so hard. This is an argument
often made by intelligent fruit-groAvers

—

men who keep bees of their own, too; and
some of them have knowingly poisoned
their own bees, saying that it is better for

them to buy bees every year and bring them
in to be in turn poisoned than to delay the

spraying. There aie so many belated blos-

soms tliat some bees will be killed any way.
Different spraying methods and materials

are continually being tried, and new pests

of the orcliards are appearing, so that the

lot of the beeman is a hard one in a com-
mercial-orchai'd district. My candid opin-

ion is that the beeman had better keep out

of the commercial-orchard districts. At
Canon City tv/o years ago the leaf-roller

threatened the orchards, and s]iraying was
recommended and done throughout the

blooming period. It killed bees in large

quantities, and did no good to speak of in

control of the rollers. But another metliod
of control lias been found to be sure, so that

the beeman need fear nothing from leaf-

voUer spraying.

The recommendations of horticultural

authorities are generally to begin spraying

for the codling moth when two-tliirds of the

petals have fallen. If this is followed, will

not a good many bees be killed? And then

liow many fruit-growers can tell when any
proportion of the petals have fallen?

Anofher trouble from spraying comes
when the later summer and fall sprayings

are applied to kill the later hatches of the

codling-moth worm. Cover cropping is now
(juite generally done—alfalfa, sweet clover,

alsike, and white and red clover being used.

The bees working on the bloom under the

apple-trees that have been sprayed sip the

poisoned nectar from the blossoms, carry it

home, and poison the brood and young
liatched bees in the hive. New swarms hived

in July have perished in two weeks, and

many desert their hive jirecipitately.

In some sections of the fruit-growing

West the belief still is held by some promi-

nent fi'uitmen that bees are at least partly

responsible for the 'fepread of pear-blight.

Some hold to the proposition that, if the

bees were all moved out of a district, the

s]iread of pear-blight could be controlled.

The sentiment is strong enough in some
places to attempt this if it were not for the

difficulty of getting rid of the wild bees and

also the difficulty of persuading the beemen
of tlie truth of the proposition. I rather

think that the fruitmen are not all of one

mind on this question in any place.

A law to control the spraying of fruit-

trees during blooming time is a hard one to

enforce. It is a potent factor in the more
pronounced cases, and I am in favor of a

law ; but a frank recognition of the diffi-

culties, and a campaign of education by the

beemen, will do much good in getting the

fruitmen to follow the spirit of the law.

Tlie beeman is safe enough if he is located

in an orchard country where little spraying
is done, as then the nectar from fruit-bloom

will be a fine stimulant to the bees; but Avhen

the arsenate of lead comes along with the

blooming of the trees he must look out. He
may have nine neighbors Avho will folloAv

the rules closely enough so that they Avill

do no damage; and one neighbor by sprav-

ing a feAv days too soon Avill undo it all.

And if the beeman is busy, be may never

find out who that neighbor is. If he can

find out in time, it can be stopped if there

is a laAv in the State; but su])pose the one
man can't be found till after the damage is

done. The aA-erage man pockets his lo&s,

and does nothing.
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Conversations v^ith Doolittle
At Borodino, New York.

A BIT OF HISTORY.
" Do you practice line breeding, or do

you breed by getting in new stock from
other yards'?

"

A quarter of a century ago, instead of
" line breeding " the term would be, " Do
you breed all your queens from pure Italian

stock?" a question which, in those years,

was asked me scores of times. My answer
invariably was, "No;" and then I had to

explain that, according to my views, there is

no such thing as a pure Italian bee or

queen when viewed in the sense of a pure

race, as the German or black bee is pure.

At the best, I think the Italian bee is only

a thoroughbred. Proof of my views is found
in the fact that Italian bees vary from those

coming from Italy which are so dark (a

part of them) that they are hardly distin-

guishable from the German bees, to those

from some breeders whose abdomens look

almost like a " lumji of gold " when sport-

ing for the firet time in the noonday sun-

slune. If the dark or leather-colored bees

are pure, -with their three bands scarcely

distinguishable, and then only when the

bees are filled with honey, what shall we
say of those^ Italians whose five segments
are a solid golden color with only a dark
tip on the sixth?

We have, as a starting-point, a bee which,

through hundreds of generations, penned in

by the mountains of Italj', became establish

ed as a variety which proved to be superior

to any thing the world contained elsewhere,

which bee was imported to the United States

about the middle of the last century, father

L. L. Langstroth being one of the first im-

porters. Trom the progeny of this Lang-

stroth importation, Mrs. Ellen S. Tupper
advertised queens. We sent $20.00 for one

of her best queens. This queen was of a

light chestnut color, the whole length of her

abdomen, and gave workers and a queen
progeny above any thing previously coming
into central New York. About 187.3 or '4

we sent $10.00 to H. A. King, Nevada,
Ohio, for one of his best Italian queens.

In this queen we had something bordering
toward the orange, which gave bees with

three bands that showed a chestnut-golden

color, distinct enough so that all were to be

.seen without their i)eing given honey to

extend the abdomen, as was claimed neces-

sary with imported stock to test their pur-

ity; and in this King queen we had bees

that gave an average yield of comb honey
10 per cent nhove any thing before known
in this section.

About that time, Mr. N. N. Betsinger said

that he would rather have a certain colony
of mine for honey production than any
colony he ever looked at before. Later on
I went to breeding from this queen. Her
bees, and those from her daughters, readily

outdistanced all tlie others in the yard for

comb honey.

About that time I exchanged queens witli

Jos. M. Brooks, a noted beekeeper of Colum-
bus, Ind., and through this exchange I not

only added to the golden color of the bee;-'

I had already, but gained a point as to

honey production and white cappings.

During the latter eighties I exchanged
queens with Mr. L. L. Hearn, of Oakdale,

W. Va., who was a noted breeder of " the

best Italian bees " of those days, both of us

claiming that, by this exchange, a gain

would be made along all the lines necessarj

for the best bees. Since then I have made
several exchanges; but as none of these

seemed to make any advance over Avhat was
already in the home yard and at the out-

apiary, they were discarded without mixing
them with what I already had.

In the mean time nearly all the bees in

this section have been changed from the

blacks and hybrids of the past to good
Italian stock, very largely by furnishing,

with ripe queen-cells, free of charge, those

who would come to the yard.

To further these Italian bees still more,

drones from one of the choicest breeders

have been kept till other drones were killed

off, when queens from another best breeder

were of the right age to mate with them,

and in this way an improvement has been

made. In a year or two, queens would be

reared from the drone side, and young
drones saved from the queen side.

To get at the longevity part of the matter,

as well as to prove some other points, also

to prolong the life of the queen in question,

an extra choice breeder would be taken from
her colony in early June, and a queen giving

different-colored workers put in her place.

In this way it was easy to tell when the last

of the breeders' bees passed away. Making
a change in this way the first of August,

bees from the breeder I was then using were

found to quite a number on July 4 of the

next year, but none the tenth, six days later.

Now, I do not know whether this would
be called " line breeding " or something

else ; but I have given the bit of history

telling the soui'ce, and way used, to bring

our bees up from where they were in the

early seventies.
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General Correspondence

WHAT IS A GOOD QUEEN?

The Fact that Colonies Vary Proves that Improvement is Possible

;

Choosing a Strain Adapted to the Locality

BY E. S. MILES

The quality of our bees is the foundation
of our success. If one is to build a perma-
nently successful business it is my belief

I hat he must have a good strain of bees

—

one suited to his locality and methods; and
(he better the bees, the more successful the

business, other things being equal.

The writer noticed, many years ago, that

tliere is a great variation in bees; that they

are no exception to the rule of variation

thai the close observer sees in all the animal
kingdom.

If you want bad stingers you can find

them; if you want those that swarm every

favorable time—if you want those that sel-

dom store much surplus, you can find them;
and the wonder is that, under our present

haphazard hit-or-miss, go-as-you-like way
of breeding bees, they are not worse than
they are.

But, of course, the hit-or-miss way does

hit part of the time; hence some good colo-

nies among almost all strains. When I say

good colonies I do not mean strong ones

:

but I mean good ones from the viewpoint
of the honey-producer.

If I were a nature student only, and
interested in bees only as a study, I should
be, perhaps, as much interested in a poor
colony (from the honey-producer's stand-

point) as in a good one. But I am speak-
ing now solely on the utility of the bees for

honey production.

In bees we see then, I say, a great varia-

tion in characteristics. Some have under-
taken to deny this, but have simply adver-

tised their own lack of jDowers of close

observation or their lack of opportunity.
This variation is the breeder's hope for

better things. True, it will lead nowhere if

not followed intelligently, and that is true

of the hope of any thing better in any thing
in the world. But first, we must know what
we want in the bee—what traits to look for

—before we start selection for any thing in

particular; and I wish to go on record as

claiming that one should have bees adapted
to his own locality. A good strain developed
in another and a different locality may be
all right for yours, and then, again, it may
not be.

There is a gi-eat variation as to how they

breed before, during, and after the flow;

and the character of your location as to the

number of flows, and when they come, de-

termine when and how much you want them
lo breed for best results. And here I wish

to remark that, in my estimation, there are

two popular beliefs that do more to hold

back the improvement of the bee than all

else put together unless we except the old

sin of neglect. These are, the belief that

the more ^Trolific the bess the better, and
that queens reared under the natural-

swarming impulse are the best.

I do not wish to speak for other than a

white-clover or basswood locality, having
had no experience with any other, and I

am not of those who teach from other men's
experience ; but un.der that head I wish to

state, as positively as I can make it, my
dissent from these errors. Let us look at

the bees as though their characteristics were
habits. Let us say they have certain habits.

One strain has a habit of swarming; an-

other of not breeding strong in spring;

another of not living through tlie winter;

another of not swarming so long as they

have a chance to store up honey; another of

capping and building beautiful combs ; an-

other of making " greasy " cappings, etc.

All experienced beemen have seen bees with
all these " habits " and many more.

If we look carefully into these " habits "

it will surprise us to find how many of them
are linked together, or connected, one being

a natural sequence of another, so that, if we
avoid one, in some cases we also avoid an-

other or more; and if we like one, and
choose it, we may get another that is desir-

able along with it. Mind, however, that I

do not say, " If you get one good habit all

others are good;" for sometimes two good
habits are the result of one cause. Now,
when we come down to selecting, the real

difficulty begins; for what two men see

alike? What two men would both choose

the same colony for a breeder in any certain

yard? Yet in every yard of bees there is a

one best one for breeding purposes if we
could know it ; and the man who does know,
or comes nearest to knowing, every thing

else being equal, will produce the finest

strain of bees.
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Right here, perhaj^s, some one will say,
" Why, take that colony that gives the most
honey, of course."

Yes, that's one test, surely; but what of

(as we have heard of eases) a famous queen
whose daughters none of them come up to

her? In that case, evidently, we are on the

wrong track unless her daughters are above
the average quality we can obtain from any
other breeder. But there may be other colo-

nies not nearly so large surplus producers
that may produce daughters more uniformly
good producers. This can be explained on
the supposition that the queen of the large-

surplus colony may be a grade or mongi-el

in a very slight degree—so slight that it is

noticeable in no way except through her

progeny; or if not that, the mating is not

the proper " nick," as stockmen say, to

perpetuate all of the good qualities. Unless
I am mistaken, it is not always the very
finest and most perfect specimens among
our domestic animals that j^roduce the prize-

winners and sweepstake getters, but certain

strains mated in a certain way. As I un-
derstand it, the breeder is continually on the

lookout for a sire or dam which will produce
prize-winners, or specimens nearest to per-

fection.

What a howl of misunderstanding goes
up when one mentions an " improved bee,"

a " non-swarming bee,'" or a " red-clover

bee "! The wise one quickly says, " Let me
take your non-swarmers, and I'll make 'em
swarm the first good season." Why, bless

your poor misunderstanding heart, I can
take the finest thoroughbred cow and make
her as worthless as any scrub in a year, and
her progeny scrubs in four or five years or

less. No one expects to reacli perfection in

a few years, nor expects to hold it, if ever

reached, without his best efforts. There is

a vast difference, my brethren, between
" going on toward perfection," whether we
ever " attain " or not, and leaning back on
the traces and saying, " No i\se, it can't be
done." If you won't do any thing yourself,

my brother, in Heaven's name don't try to

hold back the ones who are trying.

But to go back to our subject, I wished
to call attention to a few of the habits that,

according to my experience, appear to be
related : Tlie trait, or habit, of prolificness,

and the swarming habit, go together. In
other words, if you want swarmers, select

very prolific strains of bees; but I have not

been able to get the honey-gathering habit
very strong in these extra-prolific strains.

I do not say it can not be done; but all

those I have had have not l)een honey-gath-
erers as compared wilh those with that

habit. There are strains, however, of the

Italian bee that breed fairly well until a
heavy flow comes, when their strong "habit"

of honey-gathering takes possession of them
and they bend every energy to storing hon-

ey, even to the point of almost stopping
brood-rearing some of the best days. These
are the bees to get our non-swarmers from,
and I have yet to find a colony slow to

swarm that was not a good honey-gatherer.

The point to decide and establish is,

" How strong do we want this honey-storing

habit, and not have it overdone so our
colonies will not keep up proper strength

for later use? " If I were running for ex-

tracted honey altogether, I should not fear

overdoing the matter at all; but for section

honey it would not do to have bees tliat fill

the brood-combs too early in the season (the

same bees that do this will not do it with
plenty of built combs), as in extracting.

My idea of a bee for this locality (white

clover and basswood) is one that must be
hardy, so as to winter, of course, and just

prolific enough to fill the hive fairly full of

brood by the clover harvest ; but they must
have the honey-storing " habit " so strong

that they fill every thing with honey before

tliey swarm. Then I make it my business

to see that they have plenty of room, so

that they never reach that stage.

Some one will say, " Yes, sometimes they

will fill every thing, and then, again, they'll

swarm witli lots of empty comb." True, my
brother; true enough, if you are talking of

bees bred " hit or miss," " promiscuous
like," as most bees are; but that is not the

kind I am i-eferring to. I say you can, by
selection, breed bees that will do as I sug-

gest, if you can select the right ones to

breed from. Why, how many times have I

had peo]ile ask, " Had any swarms yet? I

had a fine swarm to-day," and I would say,
" If I had a colony that would swarm at

this time of year I'd pinch the queen's head
off." The party would look at me as though
I were a freak, and just delighted in odd
saying's. Yes, if yoi; breed " hit or miss,"

as by natural swarming, you will have some
freak colonies that will swarm, apparently,

just to pass the time, and when they can

not get enough to live on.

It is possible to have a strain tliat will

gather a good living right beside these

worthless freaks, and be building up slowly

and steadily, and be ready for the crop,

without much attention, when the hit-or-

miss kind will surely miss unless you watch
closely and feed: and even then the chances

are for sivarms later instead of honey.

There is a laughable illustration of this

in the bee world to-day. The Avriter urged

breeding a bee more for honey-gathering
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and less for swarming, some years ago, and
gave a record showing a very small per-

centage of swarming. A certain writer

would no( hear to the idea that the bee

could be improved, but claimed that a bee

is a bee, always was, and always will be the

same, and that it is only through the igno-

rant imagination that unlearned men claim

a better bee than those commonly found
llu'ough the country; but now this man is

announcing that he has lost about all his

bees, owing to there not being enough nectar

for brood-rearing, and that he has given up
the production of section honey owing to

the api)alling number of unfinished sections.

Tlie writer kept bees for years within five

miles of this man's location; is well ac-

quainted all through his neighborhood, hav-

ing grown to manhood there, and knows
both from observation and personal experi-

ence that the locality is practically the same
as here ; yet we have produced, during these

same seasons, good average crojis; have

increased the number of our colonies each

year, and have found the business profit-

able right along, both of extracted and of

section honey. If this is not an argument
for ail improved bee, then pardon me for

relating it, as that is my only purpose.

Now a word about red-clover bees. I have
never had bees from the advertised red-

clover strains ; but, listen : Two seasons out

of the past seven these " improved " or

select-bred Italians have given me a nice

surplus from red clover, one year storing

clear white honey at the time that common
hybrids right beside them stored dark hon-

ey-dew.

A little is also due to the old-fogy notion

that natural-swarming queens are the best.

Whoever contends thus has not tried both,

or else he does not know how to rear queens

outside of natural swarming. If there is
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one thing I have learned, and am sure of,

it is that I can have better queens by arti-

ficial methods than by swarming—not only
because I rear them from the stocks I like,

so as to get the " habits " I want ; but I can

not get as good queens from these same
stocks if reared in swarming colonies. This
is something I can not explain ; but 1 think

the disposition of the colony nursing the

young queens may possibly be imparted to

the young queens to some extent. I am
thoroughly convinced that, to improve and
hold the improvement permanently, we must
breed our queens in colonies that have no
desire except for a queen, and possibly when
their energy is devoted to honey-gathering,

as in a good flow.

I would not give a fig for all the improve-
ment gained in 100 years by natural swarm-
ing, however managed. Such a plan is out

of date; it is a back number, and every

progressive and wide-awake honey-produc-

er can do better without it. He can handle

more bees and raise more honey with the

same labor without ; then why not get rid

of it'?

Breed it out! Breed it out! It isn't ^\\e.

fellows who have tried who say it can not

be done, but it's those who have not.

If you don't want swarming, don't breed

from swarming colonies nor use them for

cell-building. And don't keep bees that

tend to keep an extra-large amount of

brood through the flow, as, one year with

another, they will not pay as well in a

clover or basswood location, and they will

make more labor by swarming.

This is so large a subject that it is diffi-

cult to treat it in one or even two articles;

but this is given in hopes of giving cause

for thought and discussion.

Dunlap, Iowa.

THE LACK OF A STANDARD OF MARKINGS TO DETERMINE THE
DIFFERENT STRAINS OF ITALIANS

BY ARTHUR WILLIAMS

A number of years ago we began making
jireparations for conducting a series of

experiments with the different races and
their crosses, by acquiring some isolated

tracts where no bees existed, and wliere

forage was sufficient to insure success. Right
at the outset, however, we met with difficulty

in determining the purity of any certain

race, for there seems to be no fixed stand-
ard—no uniformity of type. Every breed-

er from Avhom we purchased queens testified

to their purity, yet hardly any two would

produce bees alike; and two queens from
the same breeder would show different colors

and characteristics.

Last year I began trying the direct im-

portation ; but the distance here is so great

that, with the present mailing-cage, it is

any thing but a success ; in fact, for all my
dealings with queen-breeders I have very
little to show but considerable expense and
experience and a magnificent collection of

queen-cages. I might add that, for inge-

nuity ill inventing excuses, I believe that
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queen-breeders outclass any other people I

have ever seen.

I received a certain breeder's card that

was sent with an untested golden that 1

ordered after trying tested queens with un-

satisfactory results. The queen accompany-
ing the card was a very pretty golden, all

right; but her progeny are any tiling but

goldens—two bands are the best that any

of them show.

A number of years ago Mr. A. I. Root
recommended gorging bees with honey and
examining them by transmitted light. Those

that showed only two bands were to be

called hybrids. Well, these bees are hybrids

all right. This is only one instance of many.
The trouble seems to be that there is no

well-defined standard to breed to; and as

long as this chaotic condition exists, bveed-

ei-s can dispose of mismated queens with

impunity; and even with the most consci-

entious there is bound to be so much varia-

tion that misundei'standings and dissatis-

faction are bound to occur.

My suggestion is that a body composed
of the best representative beekeepers in the

country, with The A. I. Root Company and
Dr. Phillips, form a standard as to what
every known race should be in its purity;

then The A. I. Root Company will publish

a little book with colored plates and com-
plete description. This should be accepted

as authority, and every breeder conform as

nearly as possible to the type therein set

forth. Then, and not until then, will there

be much progress made in developing the

honey-bee.

Arroyo Grande, Cal.

[It is true there is no uniform scheme by
which different strains of Italian bees may
be distinguished. A golden Italian bee may
be any thing from a bright-yellow three-

banded to a yellow five-banded with an oc-

casional specimen of bee yellow all over;

but we have the proof now that there are

very few five-banded and yellow-all-over

bees. The so-called five-banded queens usu-

ally do not show up any better than three-

banded, four-banded, with occasional five-

banded bees. There are those who have

claimed to have all five-banded bees; but

when we come to examine them very care-

fully it appears that the larger percentage

of the bees are four-banded, with an occa-

sional five-banded bee. For that reason we
have discouraged the advertising of five-

banded bees, and have recommended the

term " golden." This term is somewhat
flexible, and means any thing from a bright

three-banded Italian to a four-banded bee.

As there is such a difference in marking of
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the same queen it would be very difficult to

make a uniform standard ; and about all

one can do is to advertise golden bees and
state such a queen will run such a percent-

age of four-banded and such a percentage

of five-banded; but one can not very well

advertise to produce bees running nothing

less than four-banded and the majority five-

banded—at least we have not seen any stock

of that kind.

When it comes to pure Italians, it is

generally accepted throughout that three

yellow bands are the standard markings for

ordinary Italian bees; but nevertheless it is

a fact that bees direct from Italy will some-
times show only two bands and two bands
and a half; that is to say, the third band
next to the thorax is so indistinct that it

does not show unless the bees are filled with

honey, as A. I. Root recommended years

ago. Some of the finest and best workers
we have ever had have been leather-colored

bees; that is to say, they had two bands
clear and a third band showing indistinctly,

or what might be called a 2y2-banded bee,

as George B. Howe would say.

We don't like to discourage any effort

toward securing a uniform standard, be-

cause of the variation that appears in the

golden Italians. In the stock that we sell of

this kind, we do not guarantee any thing

except bright yellow color; and as far as

we ever go is to guarantee three 3'ellow

bands of bright yellow and occasionally

four yellow bands. Sometimes we are for-

tunate enough to have stock that will run
three-banded and largely four-banded, say

25 per cent three-banded and 70 per cent

four-banded, and perhaps 5 per cent five-

banded. Such stock we would call very

bright golden, and about as good as any one
could ever secure. Now, unfortunately,

queens from such a queen would show bees

three-banded and four-banded; possibly they

would show only three bands; they might
take after their father; and it is unfortu-

nate, too, that some of these so-called golden

breedei-s will have daughters that will show-

bees of only two bands. For that reason

we don't like to sell golden Italians; we
prefer to sell the regular standard three-

banded bees that will run fairly uniform.

Bees that have been bred for color are very
unstable in their markings.

If any one can propose any scheme that

will establish a uniform standard for all

bees, we shall be glad to adopt it. Tenta-

tively we might suggest for the leather-

colored Italians, especially imported, that

the standard be two, two and one-half to

three bands for leather-colored and import-

ed. For ordinary Italians, three-banded

;
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Mr. Harvey's apiary at Montrose, Col., spring count 2(iO; fall count, 280.
and 40 cases culls.

Honey crop 850 cases comb honey

for Goldeiis, three-banded and four-banded. When the standard calls for too much, the

It would be a great deal better to make the stock itself will be liable to fall below it,

standard a little under what the bees will and this will cause ill feeling and complaint,

probably show than to make it too high. —Ed.]

SOME BEEMEN I HAVE KNOWN
M. W. Harvey, Montrose.

BY WESLEY FOSTER

Once in a while we meet a beekeeper

whose careful, painstaking, methodical ways
stand out in bold relief. Such a beekeeper,

when found, will generally be quiet and un-

assuming, and one who has to be drawn out

by questioning. He will rarely speak at

conventions, and, unless asked, will not tell

of the methods used in his beekeeping pi*ac-

tice.

Such a man is M. W. Harvey, of Mont-
rose, owner of 700 colonies of bees all in

well-painted dovetailed hives located in api-

aries of methodical arrangement with a

well-built honey-house at each outyard. He
drives a Ford touring-car, and has had the

least expense for upkeep of any automobil-

ist I have heard of. Mr. J. C. Matthews
says that Mr. Harvey never drives faster

than 10 miles an hour. I asked Mr. Harvey
what he thought of the Ford, and he replied

that it was the best-built car, regardless of

price, and he spoke as though he meant
every word. His words have a peculiar

power of carrying conviction, probably be-

cause, when he does speak, he speaks out of
his experience. He will not give you his

opinion on any thing. If he does not know
he will tell you so—no " guess so " or " per-

haps " about it.

Mr. Hai'vey, contrary to the practice of

most beekeejiers, does not keep any bees,

fixtures, or appliances at home. If he does

he had them all out of sight when I called.

Every thing is kept in the houses at the

outyards, and the home place does not be-

tray his kind of business. From all appear-
ances Mr. Harvey might be a retired farm-
er, a business man. or a professional man
with his office over town. The same order

is evident about his neat home that is shown
at his apiaries. His methods of honey pro-

duction have been reduced to a system by
which he has been able to obtain higher

averages per colony, with a better quality

of honey, than his fellow beekeepers. He
told me that any beekeeper following the

same system, and working as thoroughly as

be does, can have the same results. There
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Closer view of Mr. Harvey's apiary, shovring the vcay western producers take off honey during a good
flow. A few of the bees are unoked out, the super .iprked off. and then stood on end to allow the revst of

the bees to come out at their leisure. This plan can be followed only during a honey flow.

is no wizardry about his methods unless the

careful, thoughtful, methodical worker is a

wizard.

Mr. and Mrs. Harvej' sjiend their winters

in California, as do quite a number of other

western beemen and families. Once a bee-

man goes there for the winter he goes back

year after vear if the crop warrants it. He
told me he' had made from $3000 to $5000

per year from his bees regularly, although
he has suffered very much from winter and
spring losses and from poisoning of his

bees by careless people spraying fruit-trees

while in bloom. Would that we might have
more beemen like l\'Lr. Harvey. He is help-

ing to raise the standards of beekeeping,

not by his preaching but by his practice.

Boulder, Col.

REARING GOOD QUEENS

BY R. P. holtb;rmann

From an address given hy Mr. Roy Eeet, Black River, N. Y., at a convention of the Jefferson and St.

Lawrence County Beekeepers

In Jefferson and St. Lawrence counties

live some of the best beekeepers in New
York ; and the past poor season in that pari

of the State did not appear to dampen their

beekeeping ardor in the least.

Mr. Roy Keet, of Black River, N. Y., gave

the following on reai'ing good queens:

A good queen is, in my estimation, the

most important factor of success in bee-

keeping. One may be the fortunate owner

of all modern equipment and still not have

good queens. Good queens are as essential

in the ajiiary as are good cows in the herd.

Success depends on the quality of the queen.

It may be well to explain here what I

mean by a good queen. She must be of

good stock; slie should be reared under the

best possible conditions, which I shall name
later on; she should be strong and proUIie;

she should lay her eggs in a compact clus-

ter, and not scatter them; her bees should

be gentle; and in these days of brood dis-

eases she must be purely mated. I will add
further from my experience, I believe she

should be a pure Italian.

METHOD OF REARING.
First, we must choose the colony for our

work. This should not be a difficult mat-
ter, for this colony need not be the strong-

est in the yard. One having six combs of

brood with plenty of bees to cover them
will answer. Having selected the colony,

we first remove the queen. If she is a valu-

able one Ave retain her in a nucleus for fu-

ture use. Fi-equently, under such circum-

stances, 1 build up this nucleus into a full

colony for winter. We next I'etnove as mucli

of the unsealed brood as possible. In a ten-
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Irame hive 1 crowd the bees down to five or

six combs, and follow up with a two-inch

chatt' dummy. Wc now liave the bees crowd-

ed; and, in addition to being cjueenless,

tiieir eggs and larva? will also have been

taken away. So we close the hi\e, and
leave them five days to their uni-leasant

meditation.

Unless honey is coming in steadily from
natural sources we nmst feed every morning
and night. For this i)urpose I prefer an

entrance feeder, consisting of a quart Mason
jar, having a perforated cap or cover. 1

close all the holes, but two, with wax. It

takes the bees about twenty-four liouis to

empty this jar of thin honey, and this means
tliat it comes to them slowly like a natural

ivoney-flow, and thus prevents robbing. On
this account it is much better than feeding

the whole amount at once. This feeding

should be kept up until the queen-cells are

sealed.

We now proceed to our breeding colo'iy.

and place a good clean worker comb in the

very center of the brood-nest, where the

breeding queen will be most likely to find it

fiist. When she has laid a few hundred
eggs this comb is taken out and placed in

the center of our prepared queenless colony

mentioned above. In three days they will

liatch, and be abundantly fed. In twelve

hours after they hatch they are ready to be

transferred to the cell-cups.

In this queenless colony the little larvae

will be fairly swimming in jelly. If the

directions have been followed closely, no
extra royal jelly will be needed in the proc-

ess of grafting. Lift from the cell the little

larva, jelly and all, on the point of a

flexible quill, and place in the prepared
cell-cup. Graft fifteen of these cups in like

manner, and take them back to the queen-
less colony. Make sure that the bees have
started no other cells in the meantime. If

so, cut out every one. Arrange the combs so

that the frame containing the prepared cell-

cups be placed between two combs of hatch-

ing brood. Close the hive, and do not dis-

turb it for forty-eight hours. Every cell

should be accepted, owing to the small num-
ber grafted.

The cells may be left till the twelfth day;
then take them out and place them in a

tiu'ee-frame nucleus to hatcii. Be very care-

ful that the cells be not chilled, for a chilled

cell will make a dark queen.

Several things must be kept in mind.

First, that the queen-rearing colony is free

from unsealed brood, and that the bees are

crowded down to fewer combs. Contract
the entrance according to the temperatuie.
and feed daily. Create in this way a pros-

perous condition, and do not disturb t!ie

bees unnecessarily.

Queens reared in this manner are started

from the egg. We do not guess at the age
of the larva, for we ti'ansfer larva, jelly,

and all at one time, so that tiie delicate

larva itself is not touched. From the very
stait the larva is fed as for a queen in jusi

the way the bees do it wlien left to their

own lesources. Under natural conditions
bees do not feed a larva three days for a

wdrkei', then change their minds and feed
royal jelly for a queen. They feed royal
jelly flora the rery start; so, in order to

rear good queens, we must do the same. Let
the bees work as near to nature as possible,

and thus avoid many mistakes.

Mr. George B. Howe, also of Black River,
said he generally uses a strong colony for
queen-rearing, and that he likes to find a
colony supeiseding their queen, but that
ex]iert beekeepers can rear good queens
without colonies that are superseding.

Mr. F. D. House, President of The New
York State Beekeepers' Association, said
that he prefers to crowd the bees even more
than the amount mentioned by Mr. Keet
above. That is, he crowds a ten-frame
colony down on to three frames, taking
away all brood, but leaving pollen, honey,
and water. He said further that fifteen

cells is a rather small number, but that such
number is all right nevertheless. Mr. House
feeds ten to fifteen days before queen-rear-
ing time unless there is a natural honey-
flow. This brings about swarming condi-
tions.

Mr. Howe said that in his locality he
wants the capped brood, because the nights
are cooler than they are in Mr. House's
locality. Mr. Keet said he wants the cap-
ped brood not only for warmth, but for
providing plenty of nurse bees.

A further statement was made to the effect

that the reason these bees cut out the sides

of the queen-cells and consume the royal
jelly, even in July, is the condition of the
honey-flow or absence of the flow being ad-
verse to queen-rearing; also dead larvae,

excitement, too much smoke, and black bees.

Brantford, Ont.

[An interesting point is raised above in

the plan given by Mr. Keet—that is, wheth-
er it would be better to have the larvae in-

tended for queens to be transferred into the
queen-cell cups with royal jelly at the very
first. The whole question hinges upon this:

Whether worker larvae are fed royal jelly

the first three days or not. Some of our
authorities have claimed that all worker
larvEe are fed royal jelly the first three days,
and that they are then fed a coarser food.
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Tliose intended for queens, however, are fed

the richer royal jelly right along. Whether
this be the case we do not know, as it is a

rather difficult matter to get any reliable
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data on. If any of our readers have had
any opportunity for making experiments
one way or the other, we sliould be glad to

hear from them.—En.]

THE STRONGEST VIRGINS MATE THE EARLIEST AND BECOME THE
BEST QUEENS

BY P. A. HOOPER

Why can not all the colonies in the same

yard store alike? In an apiary of, say, 300

colonies, one will find that about one-third

store on an average 8 imperial gallons of

honey (112 pounds each) ; another luuidred

will average about 4 gallons, and the re-

mainder will average from three gallons to

nothing. The first third we class as No. 1.

These colonies, on the opening of the sea-

son, have a large force of bees ready for the

field; and on examining them, the combs

will be found to have evenly sealed brood

and plenty of stores.

The next third we class as No. 2. These

colonies, on the opening of the season, are

not strong enough to take advantage of the

first bloom, for they are deficient in brood,

bees, and stores.

The remaining third we class as No. 3.

These, on the opening of the season, are so

poor that they have to be supplied with

combs of brood and stores to keep them

alive until they gain sufficient strength to

be able to gather nectar for themselves.

These 300 colonies may have queens all

reared from the same mother and under the

same conditions, yet some are very much

inferior to the others.

Again, suppose we make up, say, 100

three-frame nuclei, each nucleus having the

same amount of bees, brood, and stores, or

as near as possible. The cells are distribut-

ed the same day, and from five to twelve

days all these virgin queens are mated. In

eight weeks, and sometimes less, many of

these nuclei will have built up to strong

ten-frame colonies, while others will take

from three to four months before they be-

come established colonies. There are others,

again, that will not build up, but dwindle
and die out if left unaided.

THE FAULT LIES WITH THE QUEEN.
No one, by looking at a queen, can tell

for a certainty that she is of good quality.

I have had them as large as a queen should
be, yet they were not wortli a pound of

honey. On the other hand I have had queens
with nothing very remarkable about them,

yet their subjects stored twenty imperial

gallons of honey in one season—that is,

from December to the following June. From
these queens I bred several, but none of

their daughters proved of much value.

For the sake of experiment I once bred

some queens from very inferior stock, and
yet of that lot there was a couple whose bees

stored over 100 pounds of honey in a season.

Is there no method left untried to get all

our queens to give good results?

We all know that virgin queens take from
four to twelve days in mating. Those that

get mated on the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth

day generally turn out drone-layers, or start

drone-laying before they commence to lay

worker eggs. Note these queens carefully

;

and before the following season opens they

will have died out or absconded with their

little swarm.
In my opinion it is the strongest and most

healthy virgins that get mated soon after

hatching, and it is these queens we are in-

debted to for large yields of honey.

Four Paths, Clarendon, Jamaica, B. W. I.

UNIFORMITY IN QUEENS AND RESULTS NOT IMPOSSIBLE

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE

Mr. Hooper, in the foregoing, tells us

something of his experience with beekeeping

on that sunny island Jamaica, where there

are no frosts, to say nothing of the 20 to 30

degi-ees below zero which we here in York

State have to contend with. It would seem

that there should be no trouble in having

every colony in such a warm climate

brongiit to jierfection ready for any honey

harvest when it comes. But instead of per-

fection I find him telling of just about the

same thing I used to have 25 to 40 years

ago, namely, one-third of the colonies in

good condition for the harvest; one-third

scarcely fair, while the I'emaining third are
" no good " so far as any surplus is con-

cerned. And I note that he seems to think

that the fault of the jDoorness of the last
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two thirus, ur of 200 out of the 300 colonies,

lies will) the queen. Undoubtedly this is

lari^ely Irue; but the stores to be used by
the ditferent colonies while in a state of

repose, tlie age and vitality of the bees, and

the location of the colonies, all liave an

important bearing in this matter.

Some colonies get started to work to a

greater or less extent on different bloom

;

and where so started they will adhere to

(|uite an extent on that bloom ; and when
tliis bloom is a long distance from the liive

the vitality of the bees is worn out faster

than when it is nearer their home. Then
colonies located in the shade, in low damp
places, or with the entrance facing away
from the sun, do not ripen their stores as

perfectly as do those with conditions more
favorable. We used to talk about colonies

as '' near alike as two peas," with one doing
good work and the other getting scarcely a

living; but most of our j^ractical ajDiarists

realize that, where every thing is consid-

ered, two colonies which may appear per-

fectly alike can, by one or more " cog-

wheels " being out of mesh, be very dissim-

ilar; and this dissimilarity may make all the

difference between the good and the poor.

But let us turn our attention to the part

which the queen plays in this matter. Mr.
Hooper says, " These 300 colonies may have

queens all reared from the same mother and
under the same conditions, yet some are

very much inferior to others." Under nat-

ural swarming this is possible; but under
the guidance of an intelligent queen-breeder

it is not probable. With natural swarming
the rule is that, with the sealing of the first

queen-cell, out comes the first or prime
swarm ; and with this swarm go % to y% of

all the bees the colony numbei'ed before

swarming. The inmate of the first queen-

cell sealed has had all the food and atten-

tion lavished on it that the first one did

to bring forth a queen superior in every

respect; and all that is required from now
on till she emerges from her cell is sufficient

heat for her development. But as a rule

there will be half a dozen queen larvse in

other cells, all the way from those just

hatched from the &^^ to those near to seal-

ing over, and these can not have the atten-

tion lavished on them that the first did;

t herefore they, as Mr. Hooper says, " may
he inferior," and that just in proportion to

the lack of the best environment.

Again, Mr. Hooper tells us, " We all

know that virgin queens take from four to

twelve days in mating." If by this he means
that any queen ever mates in four days
from maturity, I can not be classed with the

"all;" for I never knew of such an occui'-

ence. I do not say that such is not possible

under the genial sunshine of Jamaica, but
even that is doubtful. 1 once rushed into

print with the report that I had a queen
emerge from the cell on the first day of
July, lead out a swarm on the second day,
and commence to lay on the fourth day of
the same month, and so I reasoned tliat all

of the old records were broken. But the
next year, during swarming time, we had a

week of cool rainy weather, so disagreeable
that not a swarm issued. On the eighth day
the sun came out, and the air was balmy.
Then, to my surprise, I found plenty of
young queens running around in hives
which had had swarms issue from them
with the old or mother queen, from four to

eight hours before. In this way my " brok-
en records " showed that I was not familiar
with tlie fact, often proven since then, that
virgin queens are often held in their cells

by the worker bees from one to eight days
after maturity, in which case they go out to

mate in accord with the length of time from
their matwrity rather than from the time
they emerged from the cell.

During those earlier years of my bee-
keeping life I was continually puzzling over
the problem of part of my colonies giving
good yields of honey while others did
scarcely any thing; and it was not till I

commenced rearing queens as given in "Sci-
entific Queen-rearing " that I found any
answer to that puzzle. Then, with the se-

lection of larvae of proper age, from my
best queen mothers, I began to obtain more
nearly like results from all the colonies in

the apiary. I now had matters under my
own control to a great extent; and by tak-

ing a frame of nicely cleaned and polished
comb from a colony which was preparing
the cells for the first eggs laid by a recently

mated virgin queen, and putting this in with
my best breeder for twelve hours, and then
taking it out and giving it to a queenless
colony. I learned just the size and looks of
a larva twenty-four to thirty-six hours old,

which were the ages when they could be
turned into the best of queens to the best

advantage by " broody " bees, with the rich-

est chyle they had prepared for these

larvae.

Having these tilings learned I then had
nineteen out of twenty of my virgin queens
mated and laying on the eighth or ninth day
after maturity, with not one out of fifty

failing to have plenty of eggs in the combs
of her colony or nucleus on the tenth day,
during the summer months, which would
give about such weather as Mr. Hooper has
during two-thirds of the year. When Sep-
tember and October come on, even the best

of our queens take more time after their

maturity for mating; and in October there
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is suitable for drones and queens to fly, in

which case the time of their mating is

wholly dependent on the weather.

At the present time, after years of breed-

ing from the best queens and along the lines

given, if we put the standard for a good

nectar season as 100 pounds, very few are

the colonies which give less than 80 lbs., and

efjually few are those which give more than

120 lbs., all colonies being given the same
attention by the one who " leaves no stone
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unturned" that success v. -.r: !e allained.

With a year such as Dr. Millei' had in 191;;,

these figures might be easily doubled, while

in a very poor year 30 pounds might be the

standard, with 20 lbs. for the i^oorest and
40 pounds for the best.

In this striving, and in a measure attain-

ing, has come a whole lot of pleasure, far

ahead of gossip at a country store, which
so many consider necessary as a " rest from
their labors."

Borodino. N. Y.

THE LACK OF A STANDARD OF MARKINGS TO DETERMINE THE
DIFFERENT STRAINS OF ITALIANS

BY H. G. QUIRIN

There is no doubt in our estimation that

the Italian bee has been improved to quite

an extent; but we feel equally confident

that there is still plenty of room for im-

provement. The progress toward a better

bee has been rather slow—the chief reason,

in our estimation, being that nearly all

queen-breeders ha\e a particular standard

toward which they are Avorking. The qual-

ities considered as most important by one

breeder may not be considered as such by

another. A bee best suited for a southern

climate may not be the best for our north-

ern States, and vice versa.

Mr. Hooper makes a statement in the

latter part of his article with which but few

breeders in the United States will agree; at

least we don't quite agree with him where
he says that those virgins which mate on

the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth daj^s gener-

allv turn out to be drone-lavers, or start

laying drone eggs before they commence to

lay worker eggs. We know nothing about
the weather conditions in Jamaica. Prob-
ably the weather does not interfere with the

natural inclination of the virgins to the

same extent it does here; but in our own
experience, where nice days are the rule,

virgins will mate (the majority of them) in

from six to nine days. A small per cent

will mate both before and after that time.

On the other hand, where weather condi-

tions interfere, or where a virgin is other-

wise prevented from taking her flight, she

may be mated considerably after the twelfth

day, and turn out to be as good and long-

lived as any queen. However, circumstances

alter cases. Where a virgin is kept in a

cage till ten or twelve days old she may
turn out to be a failure; while the same
queen, if kept in a nucleus and j^revented

from taking flight for two weeks merely by
inclement weather,

has a much better

chance for becoming
a good queen.

An old beeman
from whom we got

our first pointers on
bees many years ago
(he was a doctor and
a close student of

nature) told us that

he would a little rath-

er have queens reared

so late in the fall

that t h e y o u n g
queens would not be-

gin laying till the

next spring. When
we asked him why he

]) r e f e r r e d such
queens he claimed

Mr. and Mrs. .Tohn Stevensen among their bees in Everton, Mo. thai they were hard-
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ier. We can uol say whether he made suf-

ficient experiments alonii' this line to know,
or whether he simply held to this as a

theory. In our experience we can not recall

that we have ever noticed any difference.

From a tlieoretical point of view a hardy,

long-lived queen ought to produce long-

lived bees. The longevity of a worker bee

depends upon the disposition of the colony,

to a great extent. The Avorkers of a ner-

vously disposed colony are almost always
shorter-lived. They may be out mornings
somewhat earlier, and possibly out later

evenings; yet ever_y touch of their hive

brings them boiling out ; every ray of sun-
light seems to bring them forth in Cjuest of
stores. When it comes to wintering here in

the North, such bees won't winter as Avell as

the quieter bees, the main reason being that

they won't cluster as closely. They have a
sort of tendency to spread out over the

combs more than the quiet bees. It is our
candid opinion that the lack of longrevity in

some bees is due to their foolish habits I'atli-

er than to the lack of some inherited quality

from the queen, such as i)hysical hardi-

ness.

Bellevue, Ohio.

IMPROVEMENT BY SELECTION IN BREEDING IS GRADUAL

BY B. M. SPENCER

Many articles have been written on the

subject of the best bees, the rearing of

queens, etc., all of which lead up to the

same point—the production of the most
honey. We are all well aware that there

are certain races of bees that cap their

honey whiter—for example, the blacks ; oth-

ers that swarm considerably—the Carnio-
lans; a cross of the blacks Avith some other

race like the Italians makes a better bee

for the production of fancy comb honey,
while the Carniolan is a better bee for in-

crease on account of its tendency to swarm.
If the producers were all running for ex-

tracted honey there Avould be a far greater

gain in the purity of the bees in the coun-
try, owing to the fact that black stock Avould

be almost eliminated. A race of bees tliat

will gather more lioney is desired by the

extracted-honey producer; and thus a terri-

tory where extracted-honey production is

the rule is the best for rearing pure queens.

As Doolittle says in his department in the

January 1st issue, there is no race that

excels the dark Italians for honey-gathering
qualities, and there is no question but that

these bees are the ones for the extracted-

honey producer. The question, then, is hoAV

to produce mothers from these queens which
the apiarist buys from the queen-breeder
who is breeding from the best Italian

stock.

All honey-producers knoAV tliat there is a

great difference in the production of honey
from different colonies in the same yard
bred from the same mother, and this differ-

ence can not always be accounted for, even
by the most experienced apiarist or queen-
breeder. If it were possible to do so the

poor queens could be superseded at once,

and far more headway made, as in poultry-
raising, for instance. This brings us down

to the proposition of breeding from queens
that produce workers that make a certain

average in a yard.

Years ago I had a certain colony that

gathered seventeen ten-frame supers of nine
frames each of extracted honey, which su-

pers averaged about 30 pounds of honey
each. The average yield in this yard was
about 200 pounds per colony. Any breeder
knows that, if I had reared 100 queens
from the one queen whose bees made sucu
a record, it would have been doubtful
whether I could have secured one that would
have equaled the original colony in honey-
gathering.

The most practical plan for the apiarist

is to use any one of the well-tried methods
of rearing queens, and select several queens
to rear from, whose bees show better honey-
gathering qualities than the average in the

yard, and also drones from colonies show-
ing better honey-gathering qualities, thus
making a small gain each year. Too little

attention is paid to the drones when breed-
ing is considered. I expect to see the day
Avhen drone brood or drones will be shipped
by queen-breeders to apiarists for the pur-
pose of providing superior drones for the

mating of their queens.
HOW TO PREVENT THE LOSS OP YOUNG

QUEENS IN MATING.
The mating of the queen after she is

liatched has been one of the hardest prob-
lems, for so many of the young queens are
lost. It is usually supposed that the miss-

ing queens are caught by birds, or that they
enter the wrong hives and are killed. A
year ago I made some careful experiments
to see Avhat proportion of queens became
laying when requeening by giving cells due
to hatch within 48 hours after the old

queens were remoA-ed. In each of 100 Im^esi
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I gave the bees a cell as soon as the old

queen was removed. Out of the entire lot,

less than one-third became laying queens.

After this exj^eriment I again selected 100

colonies and gave the bees a cell three days
after the old queen was removed, cutting

out all the first cells started by the bees.

Out of this lot about half became laying

queens. Once more I selected 100 colonies,

but gave the cells eight days after the queens

had been removed, cutting out all cells

started by the bees as before. Out of this

lot fully 75 became laying queens. In each

test the queens hatched in over 95 per cent

of the cells given, showing that the loss

came after the queens emerged.

After the bees once find out the loss of

their queen, they start preparations to rear

another. These preparations are hardly

started within 48 hours when the young
queen hatches if the cell was given at the

same time the old queen was removed, thus

causing an abnormal condition, bringing
about the destruction of the virgin by the

workers. When the cells built by the bees
at the time tlie old queen was removed are
left until they are nearly ready to hatch
and then destroyed, and the new cell given,

every thing is normal and the virgin (|ueen

is accepted at once. Every apiarist knows
that the loss of virgins when mating from
parent colonies that have swarmed is not

very large.

Being an extracted-honey producer as

well as a queen-breeder I will say tliat,

judging from the experience I have had in

this section, the pure Italian stock is the

best, and I have made a gain in the average
colony by breeding from this stock. These
bees are more resistant to disease, and ijen-

tler to handle. No mistake can be made by
breeding from the best Italian stock obtain-

able, and '' staying with it."

Xordhoff, Cal.

SOME INSTANCES OF STRIKING VARIATIONS IN QUEENS REARED
UNDER LIKE CIRCUMSTANCES

BY J. 15. CASE

An article on queen-rearing, to be of

value, must not be the mere opinion of the

writer, but must be based on the experience

of one or more persons. Some important

inventions, methods, and plans have come
through a mere hint that, ])erhaps, the giver

did not profit by. So, while I may have

nothing new, yet it is possible that some one

may get a hint that may set some train of

thought in motion that may result in some-

thing valuable.

When Gleanings was a quarterly I had
two or three stands of bees in New Jersey.

As they increased I found that some colonies

gave much better results than others, al-

though, so far as I could see, all had an

equal chance. I had a buckwheat location

;

but my management resulted in pure Itat^

ians giving more honey than blacks or hy-

brids.

In 1881 I paid an extra price for the

colony that had made the most honey the

previous year in a yard of some 60 Italian

colonies. This colony was very strong, and
the bees evidently knew that the queen was
failing, as they built five cells and swarmed
when apple-blossoms were open, the old

queen being lost. As I was desirous of

getting as many queens from the stock as

possible I formed nuclei by breaking the

colony up, and succeeded in getting five

purely mated queens. The rest of the season

was very poor, and these nuclei went into

quarters weak in bees but with plenty of
stores from buckwheat. They were packed
in thin nucleus hives inside my large hives

on four combs of nearly solid sealed stores

with chaff all around. All wintered well;

and as soon as they became crowded they
were ]ilaced in large hives with chaff on
both sides of the brood-nest. Combs were
added as they became crowded: and when
the weather got warm the brood was spread,
and combs of honey with cappings broken
were inserted, and those queens laid^some."

There were in Long Idea hives.

About the middle of June, No. 1 swarm-
ed. The colony had 17 combs, with brood
in 15 to the amount of 1100 square inches,

actual measure. They were hived on eight

of the best-filled combs of brood, and gave
80 lbs. of section honey from clover and 45
from buckwheat. The old colony gave 50
lbs. buckwheat lioney in sections. The other

four did not swarm. No. 2 gave 140 lbs.

(had 1000 square inches of brood) ; No. 3

gave 125 lbs.; No. 4, 110 lbs.; No. 5 gave
the average of the whole yard—about 97
lbs. Here were five queens reared under
apparently the same conditions, and, so far

as I could see, given the same chance, yet

. one gave a swarm and nearly doubled the

honey that the other one gave. No. 1 gave
excellent daughters.

I moved to Florida in 1885 on account of

my health. In 1890 1 liad a nice little apiai-y
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with Italians I'roiii the old Xo. 1 stock. I

concluded to rear queens for the market,

and bought some good Italian queens for

my poorer colonies; got a Doolittle breeder,

and in 1891 offered queens for sale.

In 1894 T bought a breeder from Elmer
Hutchinson that was a dandy. 1 sold Harry
Mitchel, Hawks Park, Fla., 17 queens. The
next year was the " banner year " for this

part of Florida for honey. Mr. Mitchel

reported that all the queens were good, and
helped greatly to give him his large yield

—an average of 380 lbs., I believe—but one
had, by actual weight, given over 600 lbs.

These queens Avere I'eared as carefully as J

knew how, and the bees were managed by
one of the best beekeepers of that or prob-

ably any other day. Why the difference?

A few years ago I sent one of the most
prominent beekeepers of Texas six queens

—untested. The next year he wrote me that

one of the queens he bought of me was one
of the best he had ever owned, and was so

valuable that she ought to be used for a

!)ieeder; that she was extraordinarily pro-
lific, and that her colony had made a sur-

prising amount of honey. 1 arranged to

have her sent to me. Slie was medium in

size, but was the best all-around breeder I

ever owned, as she transmitted her good
qualities in a large measure to her daugh-
ters. Were all her eggs capable of )>roduc-

ing good queens'?

The six queens mentioned above were all

reared from the same mother, within a few
days, and under the same conditions as

nearly as 1 could give them. There was no
complaint about the other five; but what
accounts for this one being so far superior

to the others? Queens reared fi'om the

above queen, just before she died of old

age, seemed to be just as good as those

leared when she Avas in her prime. While
an extra-good queen can not be told from
her looks, vet the most satisfactory breed-

ers I have had have been of good appear-

ance, and medium to rather large. How-
ever, one " fancy " breeder that I paid a

high price for was one of the poorest breed-

ers or queens that I ever owned; but she

was a beauty to look at.

A heavy honey-flow, when bees store

honey around and on the cells, is not a

good time to rear queens. Some of the poor-

est queens I have reared were reared during

a heavy flow of honey. Some very large

queens are worthless, while some very small

ones are prolific; therefore size does not

mark a queen's value.

From some cause some virgins—fine ones

too—are very slow to mate when all condi-

tions seem to be favorable. I think the

slow ones account for most of the drone-

layers. Perhaps poor drones are the cause

frequently. Virgins delayed from mating
on account of the weather are not so likely

to be drone-layers as those that ai'e slow

from no ap]iarent reason. Is the fault in

the egg, feeding, or method ?

r believe the following points are essen-

tial in order to rear good queens

:

1. Use the best breeder available.

2. Use the best cell-builders in the yard.

3. Make the conditions, just as nearly as

possible, to conform to the natural condi-

tions when bees are contented and prosper-

ing, somewhere near the comb-building

point, when bees are feeding their young
lavishly, but not swamping them with hon-

ey-

4. Never use a larva that has been starved

at some time in her existence, or that has

not had an abundance of food of the right

consistency, and destroy all larvae not well

fed, or that have had honey stored around
the cell.

Briefly, I consider these to be important

points in rearing the best queens. I don't

know it all. Who does?

Port Orange, Fla.

THE VALUE OF CAREFULLY KEPT RECORDS IN BREEDING

BY C. F. BENDER

I think that the breeding of bees is one

of the most important matters connected

with our pursuit. " Pick the best colony

and raise all your queens from that" sounds
very simple, yet I don't remember a season

when T ever did just that—partly because

I could never be sure which was the best

colony, and partly because I feared the

effect of in-breeding if T stuck too closely

to one family. While it is not easy to choose

the best colony, all things considered, it is

not difficult, out of a hundred or Iavo hun-
dred colonies, to select a dozen or more that

are far above the average. It is quite a
help to have a large numbei- to select from.

When the bees are hauled to the outyards
in the spring, all the best are left for the

home apiary, as T expect to rear all my
queens there; and those colonies that are

not used for queens Avill furnish drones of

the best quality.

In selecting a queen mother the amount
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of honey stored is the first item. The dozen
or so showing the highest yields are graded
according to that; then those having serious

faults are marked out. By queen-rearing
time the choice has usually narrowed down
to three or four; and if all seem equally

good I prefer to breed from all of tliem. In

general, all faults except bad temper and
propolizing will help to I'educe the yield of

tlie colony, and so need not be specially

noticed. For instance, swarming or bad
wintering will usually put the colony beloAv

the average in storing, and so rule it out.

A system of records is a necessity if one

is trying to build up a good strain of bees.

A record must be kept of the age of each

queen, the amount of honey produced, and
the number of the colony from which the

queen came. For example, my best queen

the past season was marked on the record

.i2qll, meaning that the queen was reared

in 1911, fi'om brood obtained fi^om colony

No. 32. By looking over my records I find

that a dozen or more sisters of this queen

are still living, and that nearly all have

produced excejitionally good colonies. Turn-
ing to the 1911 record we find that the

mother of these queens came in like manner
from 29q08; and we can trace any queen

back and discover all her relationships as

far back as 1899, when my system of rec-

ord-keeping was begun.

If one is rearing queens to be used in

comb-honey production it is necessary to

keep track of the finish and filling of sec-

tions as well as of the number. Some
colonies Avill store a lot of honey, but will

put so much propolis on the cappings that

the honey m.ust he sold for No. 2. Some
will make a start in every section, even in a

light flow, and leave the majority of them
unfinished or very light in weight. Others

will start only a few sections at a time, and
fill them full as they go. I had a weak
colony the past season that gave 18 plump
sections weighing a full pound each, 3 partly

filled, and 7 with the foundation untouched.

I regTet that such colonies are usually below

the average in the amount of honey stored.

Sometimes it is a strong temptation to

use a queen whose bees are very gentle and
beautiful,, and only moderate as to storing.

In such cases I often raise just a few queens

from her, in the hope of getting one of her

daugliters whose bees have more energy. To
some extent each one must value the differ-

ent qualities for himself. I never saw a

hive of bees that had all the good qualities,

in perfection, with none of the bad. Per-

{sonallv I dislike cross bees of all things, so

a touch of bad temper cancels all merits for

me. There is less wear on my nerves in

working two colonies of gentle bees than
one of cross ones, and it takes me quite a
little longer to go through a cross colony.

With some fear of raising a storm of
juotest, I will venture to give my opinion
of golden or yellow Italians. T have han-
dled a great many so-called goldens. At
one time. I had an entire apiary of them,

with queens from all the leading breeders

of yellow stock. It is a matter of regret to

me that I can not afford to keep them
Their beauty and quietness on the combb
are very pleasant to see. They defend their

hives better against moth and robbers than
any other bees I have ever handled, and I

think they do nicer work in finishing sec-

tions than the common Italians. But as to

quantity of honey stored they range from
zero to moderate. I have had a few colonies

that would hardly gather a living in a good
season. Occasionally one finds so-called

goldens that are good workers, but with a

villainous temper, which I su])pose comes
from Cyprian blood. I have always found
goldens, even the gentlest, ver_y difficult to

introduce queens to, the loss by actual count
being three times as great as when introduc-

ing to common stock.

A queen can not usually be considered

tested for honey production before she is

two years old. I never like to give a queen
credit for good work until all the bees in

the hive are of her blood. This does not

usually occur before the end of the first

season. The second season is the real test

of her worker progeny, and we begin to use

her as a breeder about the beginning of her

third laying season, or the end of her second

year. I remember only one case where 1

was able to use a breeding queen at one

year old, on the strength of an unusual

record made on the fall flow. I have somt
prejudice in favor of breeding from young-

er queens if we had any way of deciding

which ones to use.

I like to buy a few queens each year for

the sake of introducing new blood, but

never use them or their descendants as

breeders unless they prove superior to my
original stock, which has not happened
lately. I have bought no imported Italians

for many years, as I have always found

them inferior for comb honey. Of other

races than Italians, I shall say nothing in

this article except that I no longer keep

them.

I have said nothing of selection for

hardiness or resistance to disease, because

these things largely take care of themselves.

If you want hardy bees, expose them to

hard conditions, and only the hardy Avill

sui*vive, of course. But I have never done
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-B. M. C'ara-iva\''.s apiary of 175 colonies nil rea'ly for (lie lionpy-flow, Tlie iiiiiioi-iniiy shows
the result of breeding.

that, and (lon't think I ever shall, except

where the hard conditions come naturally

and can not be avoided.

Some think that swarming, stinging,

propolizing, etc., arfe merely signs of ener-

gy, and that we must put up with such bad
qualities if we are to get good workers. If

1 were going to buy a mule 1 would hardly

pick a vicious kicker in tlie hope of getting

a good work animal. Kicking and stinging

are both manifestations of energ-y, to be
sure ; but in both cases it is energy misap-
plied, and our aim in breeding bees is to

get the living force of them applied for our
benefit.

Newman, 111.

WHAT I REQUIRE IN A BREEDING QUEEN
BY D. M. CARAWAY

At the outset I wish to say that I have

l)ut more thought on breeding for improve-
ment than on any other phase of beekeep-

ing. Every thing centers around breeding,

and around breeding centers the queen and
her subjects. For one I believe we can

improve bees and build them up to a higb.er

degree of efficiency. To prove this I have

been selecting my breeders for several years

past with this in mind. I select the colonies

that store the most surplus honey; and as

I have over 400 colonies to select from I

have an excellent chance to get the best. All

that make a high record I mark, and from
these record-makers I select the queens that

come nearest my ideal.

I want a breeding queen to be yellow, of

good size, and slightly slender rather than

with too thick an abdomen. The queen that

is a trifle slender is, as a rule, the most
prolific; and a queen to be a breeder must
be prolific. Her bees must be evenly mark-

ed, must show three yellow bands, must be
uniform in size and color (I prefer them of
medium size), and they must be gentle. I

would not use a queen for a breeder if her
bees were bad about stinging. I prefer to

have the bees cap their honey with an air-

space under the cappings, as this gives the

honey a much finer a^jpearance.

The final test comes after the bees from
such a queen have graded well in all the

above points; and that test is that the queen
must be able to duplicate herself in cjueens

—that is, the larger per cent of her daugh-
ters must be jirolific, must have a slender

abdomen, and be yellow. It does not matter
whether they are yellow to the tip, but they

must be mostly yellow. I select the mothers
of the drones with the same care that I

select the mothers of the queens. This is

very important.

Did you ever notice how much bees in the

same hive vary in size? A queen that pro-
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duces bees of all sizes does not suit me for

a breediui:; queen, for it could liaidly be

expected that her queens would be all of

the same size. It costs a queen-breeder no

more to use a breeding queen that produces

queens of regular size and color. However,

no one must expect to get all good queens

of regular size and color, even from the best

breeder in the world, unless the cells are

built in a colony that is full of young bees;

and they must have a natural honey-flow or

else one as near natural as possible, brought

about by stimulative feeding.

One colony should not have more than 18

cells to build at one time. The bees will

build more than 18, but some of the young
queens will probably be undersized or off

color. Furthermore, unless the cell-build-

ing colony is strong and composed of many
young bees, even with 18 cells there may be

some undersized virgins. This condition will

be found more often in case of a cell-build-

ing colony that has too many cells to build

at a time. The bees can not care for all of

the cells properly, and the outside ones

suffer for warmth and food while the cells

near the center have every advantage.

Nearly always the small virgins come from
these outside cells.

Fig. 1, accompanying illustration, shows

one of my apiaries—175 colonies in all

—

and they were ready for the honey-flow.

Every hive was full of bees from top to

bottom, and from one side to the other,

excepting a few containing nuclei that I

had formed a short time before for increase.

This proves that it is worth while to select

a queen for better bees.

I much prefer that all virgins should be

mated and laying by the time they are ten

days old, and not over twelve at the most.

Virgins that are not mated before they are

twplve days old make poor queens, as a

rule, and are likely to be drone-layers, or

Fig. 2.—A neglected colony in a neglected hive is

not a good business proposition.

Flii. .'..—The )iisuie of the liive slicnvn in Fig. 2.

.V mere nucleus at the opening of the honey-flow is

not in condition to do more than build up to full

strength by fall.

else will be superseded in a short time. This

is not always true, but I believe it is the

rule.

In any apiary where the colonies are

headed by queens that are reared from any
queen that gives pretty bees regardless of

other important qualities, the result will be

about as follows : One-third of the colonies

will get a good crop of honey, one-third

will get about half a crop, and the other

third will just barely live, and may have to

be helped by the good colonies. I do not

think such bees pay. In such a case I would
I'ccommend the purchase of a good breeding

queen from some queen-breeder that has

good bees, and head all colonies with good

vigorous queens reared from this one breed-

ing queen. There will then be another story

to tell the next season. Of course, the vir-

gins must be mated to good drones. There

may be a few queens in the last class men-
tioned above that will prove to be very good

queens the season following; but I do not

advise placing much dependence on them.

I would recoaiuie. .ipei scdii'g all such

(|ueens.

Fig's. 2 and 3 show how some people keep

bees. Can any one expect such a little colo-

ny to get any surplus during the next

honey-flow? The bees will do well to build

up to a full colony and get into condition to
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g'o into winter (luarters the following fall.

No matter how good the queen is, she could

not possibly build up so small a nucleus to

be ready for a honey-flow in the spring.

These pictures also explain the great

difference in the amount that some colonies

store. All must be strong if one expects to

get any surplus honey during the honey-

flow. The colony that has plenty of good
winter stores and some left over when the

next honey-flow arrives is the one that will

make the most surplus. Such a colony

is in ideal condition to winter perfectly

and be ready with the " tub right side up "

when the next honey " rain " comes. This

is the kind of colony that counts, and better

breeding lielped to make it what it is.

After breeding by selecting I find that

tlie poorest of my colonies are ahead of the

best of those belonging to beekeepers who
have not paid any attention to the question
of breeding. Yes, every once in a while
some one says that we can not improve on
the average strain of bees—that the bees
will revert back to the starting-point, etc. I

do not find that this is tlie case after ten

years of careful selection from the best.

When I first started 1 had little black bees.

Later on I ordered several breeding queens
from the most noted queen-breeders in

America. I also got some imported queens,
for I wanted the best that money could buy.
Please understand that I am not trying to

breed a better race, only a better strain of
the old three-banded Italians.

Mathis, Texas.

SUCCESSFUL BREEDING OF QUEENS DEPENDS ON A GOOD MANY
THINGS

BY W. L). AOHORD

A queen reared from the egg or from the

young larva, in a full-sized cell, and sup-

plied with more royal jelly than she will

consume, I call a normal queen. Such queen,

I contend, will give good results in honey,

and she will live, perhaps, two or more
years. She will also be large and strong.

An egg or larva of the same age in a small

cell supplied with more royal jelly than can

be consumed will result in a small queen.

Nevertheless her colony will give good re-

sults in honey, and she will live, perhaps,

two or more years. An old larva in a full-

sized cell, supplied as above, will result in a

full-sized queen, but her colony will be no
good for honey, and she will live but a short

time. An old larva in a small cell, and not

well fed, will result in a queen not so large

nor as good as the last one mentioned, and
slie will soon be dead. What is worse, often-

times the bees will fail to supersede her

successfully. The last two queens mentioned
will not commence to lay as early as the

first one. These conditions often prevail

when colonies are left to rear their own
(jueens.

In the foregoing I have ignored the stock

or strain of bees. Do I believe there is a

difference in the stock or strain? Yes, I

believe that " blood will tell " in bees as

surely as in people, horses, or hogs

—

if we
can control the mating. There are a great

many things for a queen-breeder to remem-
ber when trying to produce nothing but

good queens—the stock to select, the way
the work is done, the locality, etc. Here I

confess that I do not confine my ]3ractice

to noticing all tlie minor details wlien se-

lecting my queens to breed from. I have five

outyards, 600 colonies in all, which I run
for honey. On the hives I mark the age
of the queen, the amount of honey taken,

whether the colony tried to swarm, etc. This
I have done for the last three years, and
from these colonies I select the queens to

use in my queen-yard at home for drone
mothers as well as for queen mothers.

In color I prefer the dark three-banded
bees, and they must not be wanting to sting

all the time, though I do not expect to rear

a stingless strain. I find that, if bees do
not have energy enough to resent an insult,

they do not have energy to gather a big

crop of honey.

Cell-starters, finishers, and nursers must
be two-story colonies, the hives being filled

with bees from top to bottom and side to

side. Not all colonies in the same yard ai'e

the best cell-builders. On this account poor
queens may be reared if one does not select

the cell-builders. The larvae must be young,
and supplied with more royal jelly than
they can consume.

Nectar must be coming in every day for

best results. I much prefer natural nectar

to artificial feeding. Some localities are

good for honey but not for queen-rearing.

Others are good for queen-rearing and
honey, while still others are good for queen-
rearing but not for honey. It is also true

that some are good for neither (this is

something that I have experienced as well

as read about). A commercial queen-breed-
er should have a good locality for his busi-

ness or else quit the business.

Fitzpatrick, Ala.
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J. P. Moore, Morgan, Ky., the well-known queen-breeder and honey-producer.

J. P. MOORE AS HIS ASSISTANT SEES HIM

DY J. E. JORDAN

To the readers of Gleanings who have

not had the pleasure of knowing Mr. J. P.

Moore, the queen-breeder, I will try to give

a correct idea of him. If anybody should

come in at the Moore farm between the

hours of sunrise and sunset, and want to

talk to J. P. (as he is known) he would
have to keep moving all the time. He is on

the go constantly, and can keep at it longer

than any other man I ever knew. He is 53

years young, and looks about 38—hair

slightly twinged with gray, and inclined to

curl.

I really lielieve the I'eason for his activity

and youthful appearance is on account of

his good care of his stomach. Fruits of all

kinds, either conked or uncooked, come first

in the morning and last at night. Wheat,
cooked and uncooked, is also a favorite with
him.

Mr. Moore does not have much to say to

any one; but when a visitor begins to talk

bees he has hit a subject that he can talk on

from morning till night. It is a hard matter

to rutHe his temper. He is the best-natured

beekeeper you ever saw. Why? Because
he has the best-natured bees that you ever

saw.

The secret of his success is due to his

ability to keep at it so long at a time.

Cleanliness is another of his great traits;

and every queen that goes out or every can

of honey that is sold, may be depended on
in that line.

THE DANGER IN BREEDING EXCLUSIVELY FROM ONE STOCK

BY W. A. H. (ilLSTRAP

One of the first (juestions to puzzle the

breeder of bees is a choice between breeding-

one strain of bees or bringing breeders from
distant breeders. Like the Irishman, I say,

" Of all the exthrames, give me the middle'

one."

To " line breed " fixes certain character-

istics as no promiscuo/s breeding Avill. By

taking a few first-class colonies and keeping
their increase from crossing with other bees

one will in time produce a strain of bees

with a type different from any he is likely

to find. It is surprising how many distinct

strains are built up this way.
It might do to let the matter of selection

st()|) at tliat if vitality could remain unim-
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paired without introducing new blood ; but

it is bound to cause trouble sooner or later.

The' first defect of continuous breeding of

one stock, so far as I can learn, is a prone-

ness to paralysis. Why? The nerves are

deranged, just as in some of the royal fam-
ilies of Europe. Paralysis is a nervous
disease. Some say in-breeding can not pro-

duce bad results in bees ; but 1 am convinced

it has seriously deteriorated one good strain

of Italian bees.

My experience with bees has been confined

to stock from one or more breeders in each

of eleven or more States and Italy. The
only varieties tried are Carniolan, Cyprian,
Syrian, blacks, and Italians. The Italian

from Italy and the yellow descendants of

the same, bred by many in the United
States, are so little alike as to be in entirely

different classes for practical results. Both

dark and yellow Italians have good and bad
strains; but the best strains of either class

are not necessarily best adapted to every
locality.

It is possible that some localities may be
found where some other bee is better than
the Italian ; but such locations are scarce,

in my opinion. Ordinarily my belief and
practice are to ascertain by actual experi-

ence which is most satisfactory—the light

or dark Italians; then test individuals of

promising stock before raising drones from
them. Enough outside stock should be in-

fused in the strain to keep up vigor; but

radical changes should be avoided. While
a breeder may be trying ever so hard to

improve his bees he should remember that

others are trying just as liard to improve
the same general ijpe of bee.

Modesto, Cal.

IS THERE A TENDENCY ON THE PART OF BEES TO REVERT TO THE
ANCESTRAL TYPE?

BY L. W. CROVATT

There was a case experienced in queen-
breeding in my home yard last summer
when eg'g's hatched in the hive domain of a

golden queen, and grafted four days after-

ward by my own hands, developed several

queens of a color as dark as the average
German strain, and I have been casting

about without satisfactory results for the

logical reason.

Some may say that I got queens of black

color from the German brood. This is not

the case, though, for the cells were grafted.

The colony from Avhich the larvae were taken

was undoubtedly Italian of a very percep-

tible marking; and to clinch the proposition

I will state that the cell cups were all on a

stick—of the artificial or wooden type

—

and there wasn't an egg from the former
German queen tolerated until I could breed

Italians in the hive. In fact, I had removed
every comb excepting a few which had Avell-

sealed brood in them.

Now, what I want to know is this : Could
tlie golden queen from which I was grafting

have in any manner, through a previous

generation, been by blood related to some
German race? If so, would tliere have been

such a sudden and violent reversion of type,

and the young " mother bees " have so

changed in color from the time of grafting

to hatching as almost to be mistaken for a

German ?

Candidly, the thing has stuck in my mind,
and I have often studied over the proposi-

tion ; but it is seemingly no clearer to-day

than it was when, in the mild mid-afternoon

sun of the balmy summer day in Dixie, I

removed my queen-nursery cage from the

cell-building colony. The cells had been

placed in the Titoff nursery cages on the

eighth day to avoid loss, as T was busy with

other matters and hardly expected to reach

tlie rijie cells in time to prevent a youngster

emerging and " wrecking " the remaining
cells.

Surely it looks like atavism beyond per-

adventure; but who is qualified to say if

this is correct °?

Savannah, Ga., Feb. 11.

[The above was referred to Dr. Miller.

His reply follows.

—

Ed.]

So far as I know, there is no reason why
atavism should not occur among bees as

well as among other living creatures. It

might also be expected to occur more readily

in your golden stock than among three-

banders, since golden stock is something
comparatively recent, and not so nearly a

flxecl type as tlie three-banders. Moreover,

it is more likely that in previous genera-

tions some black blood had worked into the

golden than into the three-band stock.

You do not say positively; but from your

saying "several queens" I take it that all

the queens in that particular lot were dark.

I hardly think atavism is likely to occur in

such a wholesale way—more likely there

would be a single one of the lot showing
variation.
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Uri Hammond, Vivian, Louisiana. Master Hammond has " kept bees " in two States.

You speak of '' a sudden and violent

reversion of type . . . changed in color

from the time of grafting to hatching." I

do not understand that a change occurs

during that time from atavism, but rather

that atavism dates back to the earliest time

of the germ. And j^et it is quite possible

tliat the change might have occurred in

color during those few days; for cool

weather, scant food, or some other circum-

stance may sometimes make the royal prog-

eny of a pure Italian queen quite dark in

color, when her previous and subsequent

progeny appears as yellow as herself. But
that's not atavism.

After all this has been said, it remains

an open question whether there was any

black blood at all in the case. There may
or tliere may not have been. You do not

say, for you say nothing about the worker-
progeny of these dark queens. And that's

the deciding factor. If the worker-progeny
be mixed as to the matter of yellow bands,

the queen can not claim to be pure, no mat-
ter how yellow. If the workers are uni-

formly tln-ee-banded, then the queen need

not hesitate to claim purity, be she black

as night. Some queens direct from Italy

are as dark as queens of black blood, but

their workers are all right as to color.

You may have had a case of atavism ; but

it is not at all proven, and is quite doubt-

ful. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

FOUR HUNDRED QUEENS FROM ONE COLONY

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

In a recent issue of Gleanings I spoke

of one colony of bees producing about four

hundred fine queen-cells in one season, and
being- a rousing colony at the finish. The
editor tells me that many of his readers

want the particulars, and no wonder they

do; for either I told a "whopper" or else

have something' worth dollars to the frater-

nity.

Tt is worth dollars to all who will master

it ; but I tell you at the start it is not for

the careless man nor for the man who fails

to do the right thing at the right time in the

right way. On the other hand, it calls for

less work, less care, and less attention by
many times, than it does to produce the

same number of cells by any other system.

Not only is its cost in labor much less per

cell, but its cost in colonies is very markedly
smaller.

According to commonly accepted belief,

a coluiiv will not (or can not) construct

m.ore than about one dozen good cells at a

time, and should never be used to construct
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another batch until it has been returned to

its brood and allowed to remain thereon

until well re-enforced by more young bees.

Tliis is speaking of (he general custom

—

individual systems, mayhap, modifying it

slightly. Jn other words, it lakes the work
of about tliirty colonies to produce four

hundred cells by commoidy accepted meth-

ods; or using one colony six times during a

season means that live colonies must be

withdrawn from honey-producing, and be

devoted to the, task of raising four hundred
queens. The cost in dollars and cents you
may figure for yourself.

The improved system is any thing but

new in most of its details; but it does have

a few features peculiar to itself, and on
these features its success to a considerable

extent hinges. It is known hereabout as the
" Fuller system," having been worked out

and brought to success by Mr. 0. F. Fuller,

of Blackstone, Mass.
It is based on the old idea of having cells

6uilt in a colony with a laying queen, cells

and queen being kept apart by queen-ex-

cluding metal. Mr. Fuller's early efforts

followed much the lines laid down by Mr.
Sladen ; but he soon began to change and
modify in his efforts to secure more uni-

form results, and it is to some of these

changes that his success is due.

His mechanical appliances are few. He
uses a double-walled chaff-packi'd hive wide
enough to hold twelve frames, using this

size for convenience in manipulation. The
hive has a tight partition of queen-exclud-

ing metal so placed as to make one com-
partment ample for easy h.andling of four
frames, and in this chamiv".' the queen is

kept. Furtliennor" the i-ntrance to this

part is protected by the same sort of ex-

cluder metal. The entrance to the cell-con-

taining part is not so protected, and in this

feature his system is the opposite of all the

others, and to it I ascribe much of his suc-

cess. Reverse it and his success is no
hf'tiL'r than by any of the older plans of a

similar nature.

His other appliances are the common
wooden cell-cup holders, metal bars punch-
ed with holes to cari-y the wooden cells, and
frames in which these are swung, so ready
insiaection and handling are secured. So
much for the equipment.

The procedure is as follows : The colony
is made strong if not already so. It is strong
in the fall, has a young queen, and is win-
tered with the dividing partition out, so
usually it is booming in the spring. If it

is not, it is made so by the addition of
brood or young bees or both. When about
ready to begin cell-raising, the partition is

26fi

init in, and the queen is shut into her

com[)artment and given four combs, choos-

ing those wliich will give her some chance

to lay, but not much. On the other side are

several combs of brood, honey, and pollen.

At the start of the season Mr. Fuller some-
times helps matters along by filling this

compartment with combs of emerging brood
by adding two or three from other colonies.

At the end of a week all eggs in the " cell

chamber " have hatched, all larvae are too

old to be troublesome, and some queen-cells

may have been started. The combs are

carefully examined, and all such cells are

destroyed. One comb is now removed, and
a frame iiolding the cell cups put in its

place. In it are two dozen or more of the

wax cups.

Now begins the impor';!iit part: and
unless these details, which I will italicize,

are carefully observed, failure will pretty

surely follow.

Put the cups at least one comb-space

from the partition, and never fail to have a

comb between c-lls and the partition. In a

few hours, more oi less, a dozen to twenty
of the cups u:^- grafted and returned ta

their places, and every other day more cups
are graflrd. As they reach maturity they

are slipped into cages, hung in the same
cliamber, and the cells are allowed to hatch

tliere if no nuclei are ready. The presence

of caged virgins has no effect on the cell-

building. As the season advances and the

number of cells increases more room is

given in the cell-chamber, if needed, by
removal of a comb or two. If additional

frames of cell cups are used, be sure to have

a comb of brood between it and the other

cell-cup frame.

As combs in the cell-chamber become
empty of brood, they are exchanged for

combs of sealed brood, either from the

queen's compartment or from some other

colony. Combs contaimng eggs or young
larvae must never be put in the chamber
with the cells. To make tliis easy, Mr.
Fuller is accustomed to keep a few frames
of brood in an upper chamber of some
colony, and over an excluder, getting them
from the queen's chamber or from some
other colony.

The manipulation of the queen's chamber
is important. She must never have much
room for laying. Mr. Fuller often had
trouble in the colonies until this was learn-

ed. In other words, the colony is always

full of young nurse bees and short of babies

to feed. Supersedure conditions

!

To do this to the best advantage, it is

necessary to draw some of the sealed brood
from other colonies, so that, strictly speak-
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ing', one colony does not alone and unaided

do all the work. But a comb of brood now
and then, taken from a nucleus, matured
over an excluder and jiut into the cell-build-

ing colony, is really turning waste material

to profit, and it does not take many such

during the season.

Sometimes a colony refuses to " play the

game," and has to be discarded for another.

Why they behave so we do not know.
If honey is coming freely the cell-build-

ing colony will put up a suri^lus, and a

heavy flow is really a nuisance, as it clogs

the combs of the queen's part as Avell as the

other. If the flow is very light or inter-

mittent, feeding is necessary. Mr. Fuller

ke'iis a candy-feeder on top of the cjueen's

compartment, all tlie time, as a safeguard.

In such hives he has raised line cells in

April and as late as mid Octobei-. lie has

had as high as eighty cells in such a colony

at one time.

The cell compartment is the very finesl

place to keep drones. He had several

hundred in one hive on the 21st of last De-
cember. I'm of the opinion that the pres-

ence of drones, and their liberty to fly, is

a great help in his system, and I know that

1 like to have a dozen or more in each of

my baby nuclei. Drones are more of a
hel}) to us than we have supposed.

Providence, R. I.

THE CHIEF POINTS TO CONSIDER IN THE SELECTION OF A BREEDER
BY J. F. AECHDEKIN

I have made no new discoveries in the art

of queen-rearing, having confined my efforts

to orthodox methods. Of course, I have had
my share of novel occurrences which call

for special treatment; but I will pass to

more important things.

The first thing to consider is the breeder.

Briefly, a first-class breeder is a heavy layer.

Her colony winters well, the bees are gentle

to handle, and are hustlers. These are the

principal points to keep in mind. If these

can be combined with some others, so much
the better. The offspring of some queens

cap whiter tlian otheis; these are to be

favored. Some colonies propolize more than

others. This trait is not to be favored.

As to her personal appearance, the queen

should be fairly large, and should have a

thrifty look. While she should be active she

should not display this agility by running
over on the other side of the comb while you
are looking at her. Unless unduly disturbed

she should continue laying while you watch
her. She should be well marked, and the

abdomen an even color throughout its length.

If one has a queen which conforms to the

above qualifications he may be sure he has

something very desirable. I have reference

to the Italian bees, although the above is

probably true of most of the other races.

METHOD USED IN REARING.

After trying various methods for building

cells I have adopted the upper-story system.

As it is necessary to have a strong colony to

get large well-fed cells and vigorous queens,

the above answers the requirements perfect-

ly. A double-story colony is bound to be

strong. I use a queenless colony for accept-

ing the freshly grafted cells. The grafting

is done in early morning or late afternoon.

The morning grafts are transferred to the

cell-building colony in late afternoon, and
the afternoon grafts changed the first thing

in the morning. By this means I have been
enabled to get a larger number of cells

accepted than by any other method except

in colonies which are preparing to swarm.
These latter are not available all the season.

Should a cool spell of weather come early

in the season the cells in the upper story

will be safe, whereas they might be -lost in

the ordinary one-story hive. It is impor-
tant (at least comfortable to the operator)

to use gentle colonies for cell-builders. I

think this has some influence on the temper
of the offspring of the embryo queens.

QUEEN INJURED LESS IN THE MAILS IF NOT
LAYING HEAVILY WHEN SOLD.

For mating I use twin mating-boxes. The
frames measure 5% x 7 inches, and each

side takes three of them. This allows one
to keep a fairly large number of bees in

each nucleus; and if there is a good flow

these little colonies will often become honey-

bound. On the other hand, if many of the

bees are lost through following the queen on

her mating-trip the loss is not serious and
is more readily replaced than with full-

sized nuclei. I have found these latter very

bothersome about swarming out. Of course,

the plan has its drawbacks, but so have the

others. To me it is a method of turning

out a first-class product at a minimum cost.

Queens mated in small nuclei will always
ship well because they have never had an

opportunity to become fully distended by
heavy laying. Queens that are laying hea-

vily are in grave danger of being injured

in shipping if they are not slowed down by
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some means before being' sent out. Then it

is so much easier to find tlie queen in tliese

little colonies that the time saved in caging
amounts to considerable. It is very annoy-

ing to have to search any length of time for

the queen when one is in a hurry. Taking
it all around, 1 like the plan very much.

St. Joseph, Mo.

QUEEN-REARING ON THE ISLAND OF CYPRUS

BY M. G. DERVISIIIAN

Until within a very few years I obtained

my queens from natural swarms only, and
I used to have a large percentage of swarms
every year in April and May. The major-
ity of these ciueens were small in size, and
weak. The last two or three years, with
the help of Gleanings, T have adopted up-
to-date swarm-controlling methods, and
during two seasons I have had only two or

three natural swarms from between fifty

and sixty colonies. This improvement has

been profitable, both for the production of

honey and for vigorous prolific young
queens.

Years ago the colonies which swarmed
did not yield any honey, and those which
yielded honey could- not produce any queens

—that is, they could not do both together.

Under the i^resent seientifie methods I make
one or two of my weak colonies queenless,

and commence feeding. The bees start

queen-cells which I destroy before they are

sealed. I give cell cups grafted from my
best colonies having fine long queens. The
next clay, or about thirty or forty hours
afterward, I remove these cell cups into my
breeding colony which I especially pirepare

for that purpose as follows : Early in May
I create a very strong queen-rearing colony,

and I change the unsealed larvee from this

Avith sealed brood from other colonies, so

that in the lower story there remain two
combs of honey and pollen, one on each

side, two frames having full sheets of comb
foundation, and six combs of hatching
brood. I confine the queen of this queen-
rearing colony to the lower story of ten

combs Avith a queen-excluder. On top of

this excluder I put another full-sized story

which I fill with eight combs of hatching
brood from other colonies. I commence
feeding with thin syrup or (preferably)

honey mixed with water. Two or three days
afterward, when most of the brood has
hatched, I insert in this upper story cell

cups grafted from my best colonies having
long year-old queens. (These cells were
fii'st accepted by other queenless colonies,

and then transferred to this queen-rearing
colony). I continue feeding regularly every
evening.

The number of the cells given does not

exceed twelve, as 1 have reason to believe

that, the fewer the cells, the better the re-

sults obtained. By accident last September
I discovered that a moderate-sized cglony

out of which I had taken a queen started a

single queen-cell, and for an experiment I

did not replace this cell with one raised

under the fore-mentioned method. When the

cell was sealed I found it was the largest I

had ever seen, and tlie resulting young
queen was correspondingly larger. I intend

to keep her for the purpose of breeding.

When this colony started the queen-cell in

question the bees were fed every evening.

Some of the queen-rearing colonies I

divide into nuclei of three combs each, and
give each lot of bees a queen-cell. I keep
these nuclei about two feet away from each

other, all in one place, and confine the bees

in each nucleus for two or three days in

order that they may not return to their old

stands. On the third day after sunset, just

before dark, I remove the wire screens from
the entrances and put in front of each

nucleus a board a foot square, slanting

against the front in such a way that the

bees when they come out may bump their

lieads against the board. Each board is

painted a diff^erent color—red, white, green,

blue, black, etc., the object being to make
the queen and her escorts mark well their

new home. I keep these boards in place for

eight days. Before adopting this plan my
percentage of loss of queens was great, but
noAv hardly a queen enters the wrong hive.

I leave the queen of this breeding colony
with three or four combs of her hive, and
then refill the loAver story and the top story

with hatching brood from other colonies so

that, in a few days, this breeding-hive again

becomes crowded with young bees. After
this I again give cell cups started by other

queenless colonies as described above. As
soon as the cells become ripe in the queen

-

rearing colony I remove them into the nu-

cleus Iiive described, from Avhich the queens
are taken later on to be mailed. It is un-

derstood that the nuclei as well as the large

colonies are all fed regularly with a small

quantity of thin syru]i every evening. T

never sell queens from the nuclei until they

have been laying for about twenty days, so
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that they will have laid a large number of

eggs and I have had the opportunity of

observing the sealed brood.

HOW I PICK UP QUEENS.

Formerly I used to pick up queens with
my fingers as I was taught by Mr. Frank
Benton when he visited this island many
times in the 80's. For about nine years,

however, I have been using a pair of watch-
maker's tweezers, about three inches long,

M. G. Dervishian's method of catchin? queens, for
caging- or clipping their wings, by means of a jewel-
er's tweezers.

for taking up the queens by the wing, and
for putting in cages or clipping. I have
found the use of these tweezers more prac-

tical than the old method of catching queens
with the fingers. Besides being more con-

venient, there is then no contamination by

reason of any taint or odor to the queen;
and consequently a queen that is clipped,

for instance, runs less risk of being balled

by the bees. The catching and clipping of
the wings of a queen can be accomplished
in three or four seconds. The queen, being
seized by one of the wings, is held about an
inch above the comb; then with the other

hand the wing is clipped by the use of a

pair of small scissors, and the queen falls

back where she belongs. I have taught my
sons to handle queens with their fingers,

but they prefer the tweezers, as it takes less

time and is easier. The bees do not get

frightened as they sometimes do when one
picks them up with the fingers.

DRONE-REARING.
The selection of the best drones in a

scientific queen-rearing apiary is of great

importance. I have adopted a plan similar

to that explained in " Scientific Queen-rear-
ing," by G. M. Doolittle. I have a drone-
cell comb-foundation machine with which I

manufacture enough comb foundation to

supply all my colonies with a full sheet.

This I insert in the middle of the brood-
nest; and these drone combs, when built,

are filled with drone eggs from which I get

fine large drones from April to September
inclusive. I take great jmins to destroy all

drone brood reared in worker cells or any
from unfertilized queens that may have
been laying. I also take the necessary steps

to prevent laying workei'S.

Drones of small size, if any exist by acci-

dent, are at once trapped and destroyed.

Such drones result on account of the ab-

sence of sufficient drone comb in the hive.

Nicosia, Island of Cyprus.

DOES A QUEEN MEET A DRONE FAR FROM THE APIARY?

BY G. W. HAINES

My son and I, with a little help, are
running six apiaries. It has always been
my practice to keep a fine strain of bees
that are good honey-producers, and to work
for the extra ton of honey, letting the other
fellow raise and sell tlie queens. We often
hear of a beekeeper who is looking for an
out-of-the-way place to raise queens—some
island or some forsaken spot where neither

man nor bees are found.
To my way of thinking, a queen on her

flight never gets out of the lot where the bees
are kept. At my home apiary T have kept
from 200 to 220 colonies for a number of
years. Here I raise a few queens for my
own use at home and for the out-apiaries.

I have tried all ways, and have spent a lot

of time and money in small mating hives

and boxes, but I am now using a regular

eight-frame Langstroth hive with a division-

board in the center, and three Langstroth
frames on each side. The bees on one side

use the entrance in front, and those on the

other the entrance in the back. At any time
honey or brood can be given either nucleus

from any other hive, and in the fall the two
nuclei can be united. Of late I have had
about fifty nuclei for queen-reai'ing; but
my son, who has had an unusual attack of
(he bee fever, thinks we ought to have 75
next season and keep more bees.

My home apiary, with our 200 colonies, is

at the bottom of a large hill that slopes to

the north. By standing at the south side

of the yard, and looking north against the

hill when the sun is just right at my back,
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it is a surprise to see the g'reat cloud of

bees as well as of drones in the air. On
several occasions, when queens were about

to mate, 1 have watched them in tliis way-

Last summer J called my son to watch a

queen, and soon tliree came in sight at one

time with their tlocks of drones. It remind-

ed me of a flock of fifteen or twenty black-

birds flying around the lot. The queen in

each case was ahead, and the drones all fly-

ing very close after her at a far greater

speed than that attained by the workers.

They would fly back and forth around the

yard ; and whenever they circled higii

enougli to get above the hill we could not

see them against the bright sky.

I wish that some of the queen-breeders

would give this matter a little time if they

have a yard located just south of some big

liill or woods. A building or a few trees do

not afford enough of a background, as the

bees are soon out of sight.

If- a queen-breeder takes the necessary

care in the selection of his drones as well

as his queens I will venture that a queen

will seldom get out of an ordinary field

where bees are kept, if there is a crowd of

drones flying every fine clay.

Mayfield, N. Y.

[If there is a cloud of drones flying near
the apiary we would gxant that a queen
would seldom go very far away from the

apiary to mate; but suppose there are a

good many other colonies within a mile,

say, of the apiary in question. Can you be
sure that the cloud of drones in the yard is

made up entirely of your vigorous stock

selected? As we have reported before, we
have observed drones collecting in "schools,"

and if there is very much of an uproar
when these noisy fellows get together it is

quite possible that other drones from hives

located within a mile or half a mile may be

attracted thereby. In a breeding-yard com-
posed, say, of Italian stock exclusively, but

located in a territory where there are nu-

merous black colonies in small apiaries near

by, the proportion of purely mated Italian

queens is much lower than in the case of a

yard that is more isolated.

—

Ed.1

ARE THE BEES OF AN EXTREMELY PROLIFIC QUEEN AS HARDY AS
THEY SHOULD BE?

BY DAVID ROBERTS

Can a queen be too prolific? It is evident

that a colony must be strong if it is to do
well, especially in the super. But what is

strength? Is it always mere numbers? In

my experience I often find my most popu-
lous colonies surpassed as to surplus by
smaller colonies. As a matter of fact, "there

is no gain without a loss;" and is it not

possible that this surplus of numbers in the

brood-nest may become a deficiency of en-

ergy in tlie super? Indeed, it will unless

the apiarist interferes; and it is question-

able whetlier, even after these bees have
been distributed to the best advantage, they

are of much value, as their energy has been
greatly " diluted."

It is true that "in union there is strength ;"

but the strength of that union depends on
that of its components. In the inevitable

struggle for existence of all creatures does
not an increase in the reproduction of the

species indicate a decrease in the vitality of
the individual? and can one not read in this

extra egg in question a prophecy of earlier

death to its occupant?
What causes this prolificness in the

queen? One factor, and not the least, is

in-breeding. It is a biological fact that

mating individuals of distinctly dissimilar

characteristics jiroduces a pi-ogeny less

prone to prolific reproduction. Would not,

then, a cross between two strains of differ-

ent characteristics produce the desired liard-

ihood and longevity? It is true that pro-

lificness would be retarded, and, possibly,

beauty be lost; but what of it? Are these

the vital factors which reimburse the bee-

keeper for his labor? Such a cross has been

favored by the lights of beedom in the past,

and is still advocated by many of no mean
standing. However, as the first cross pro-

duces the salutary effect, the continued hy-

bridizing is to be deplored, for it causes too

great a reaction—that is to say, it tends too

much toward sterility.

Instead of trying to eliminate this dissi-

pation by the continued hybridizing of

colonies already crossed, it would be better

to select those from which to breed that do
not show this riotous tendency at all

—

colonies that have established their worth
as honey-gatherers; colonies that one knows
fairly well, and that will respond to some
general system of manipulation. Mr. Doo-
little, p. 144, March 1, 1913, gives valuable

hints on how to select such colonies, and I

heartily agree with him.

Knox, Ind.
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Heads of Grain from Different Fields

Few Goldens Found True to Name, but Those Few
were Good Workers

It is to be regretted that there has been so much
deprecation of golden bees in the columns of the bee-

journals. First of all, I want to say that I am not

a golden "bug." Always I want yields; and where
my bees do not give yields they are discarded.

Mainly the cause of the feelings against goldens is

the breeders who persist in breeding for color to

supply the demand for yellow queens and leave yields

to take second place in the qualities of their queens.
Some of the greatest beemen in the country prefer
very yellow bees. Last year Dr. Miller's yellowest

bees gave the best yields. However, that may not

be the leading attribute in his bees, and I don't

know that he advances any such theory.

Last year I spent about $100 buying golden
queens of various breeders in the United States,

mainly to see how yellow their product was, and to

try them out for yields. I never bought less Hian
six at once, and gave them a thorough trial. Of
course, I did not try out all the goldens in the

country, by any means. However, out of sixteen

breeders I found just three whose queens would
really pass for decent goldens, and all three of these

strains proved good yielders. To me this proves too

much breeding for color alone. Can any thing more
surely kill the golden demand?

In querying advertisements, and writing for prices

to these breeders and other beekeepers, I found a

most lamentable lack of even common business de-

cency in the answers. In one case I waited 22 days
in the height of the season for prices of queens. The
In-eeder lived 22 hours from me by mail, I found by
investigation. Many dealers have told me that bee-

keepers are often very unbusinesslike in answering
queries for them. Seemingly these men, particularly

queen-breeders, are afraid to figure a little service

cost against the gross profit made on their queens.

( Several breeders "\^TOte me letters containing mis-

spelled words and mistakes—some on the typewriter
that would have made me weep if one in any other
business went after my patronage in such a manner.)

For my location, goldens are best. Three-banders
are nearly as good. I have never tried other races
of bees. However, it is lamentable that some breed-
ers s.end out " goldens " which are hardly more than
quite yellow three-banders. Goldens should be yel-

low all but the very tip. I never received goldens
from reliable breeders which weren't so marked.
Many times I know golden breeders are asked if

there is Cyprian blood in their bees to give the color.

There may be in some; but the breeder who can't

breed up a yellow strain without Cyprian blood had
better go out of business. Certainly he is selling a

fake if he uses it.

Common sense will enable one to breed yellow bees
by selection. However, they must be where purity
of mating is insured. To my notion the yellowest
queens should go for queen mothers, while the high-

est yielders among the yellowest should go for drone
motiiers. But never a breeder for either purpose
should be chosen unless they are well above the
average in yield. Patrons will pass up your "dark" •

queens sold for goldens when they are business-get-

ters in yields. Drone mothers should be the highest
yielders, for to my notion, as with chickens, the
male line carries the quality of yield better than the
mothers. -Some breeders keep too many colonies in

their mating-yards. There shouldn't be any more
than are actually needed in the yard. There is too
much likelihood of letting colonies go where there
are too many, and where some breed undesirable
drones. Every breeder owes that much to his patrons.

Fakirs exist because the buyers don't investigate
their claims. The time is rapidly coming in bee-

keeping when the man who doesn't deliver the goods
must get out. It is so in yields. It will be true in

breeders. Fair business methods deserve patronage,
and nobody knows it better than the fellow who once
gets stung.

Plainfleld, III Kexxeth Hawkins.

An Extraordinarily Good Colony
I had the best honey crop last year that I have

ever seen in this locality. The bees just rolled in

the honey in June and July. I had one eight-frame
colony of red-clover Italians that would fill a 28-

seetion super in four days when the white-clover

yield was at its best. My crop for the year was 675
pounds from seven colonies, spring count. This one
eight-frame colony made 17 shallow extracting-combs

of honey and 168 4x5 sections, most of them fancy.

I think that this queen is worth a lot to me. The
same colony made seven supers of honey in 1912.
The queen was four years old last fall, and the

colony has swarmed but once, which was during the

first year after I got her. On that occasion, for

some reason the queen • could not fly, and my son

picked her up on the ground and put her in a cage
until I came home. I took from the hive a couple

of cells that I wanted, and destroyed the rest and
put the queen back and she is there yet. She is not

clipped, for she has good wings so far as I can see.

She is the largest queen I have ever had.
During the four years that I have handled this

colony I have been stung but once, and that was
when I pinched one pf the bees. When the frames
are taken out of the hives the bees stick closely to

the combs and do not fly around my face. They can
be handled without veil or smoke.

Tliere have never been any queen-cells in the hive

except that one time mentioned above. All that I do

to prevent swarming is to remove the % strip at the

back of the bottom-board and put a piece of wire
screen in its place during hot weather.

Elizabeth, Pa. Amos E. Meyers.

Breeding for Honey Instead of Color

While I am not an extensive beekeeper I breed

for honey rather than for color. About the first of

June I go through my yard watching the fronts of

the hives until I find the one I want. Then I look

inside tOi see whether the bees of this particular

queen are gentle and evenly marked, also whether
the combs are well filled with brood from top to

bottom. Then I find the queen to see whether she

is leather-colored with a bit of black at the tip. If

so, all right. If not, I look further for one having

those markings.
I prefer to have the workers go out of the hive

like a bullet, and when they return drop on the

alighting-board and hurry inside. Furthermore, I

want a queen whose bees enter the super readily,

whether producing comb or extracted hone\

.

Referring to the record of the colony in question

I make sure that her bees winter well, and that they

do not daub the sections with propolis badly.

It is just as important to have the mother of the

drone show these good qualities also.

Cattaraugus, N. Y. Harold W. Scott.

CoJony Fed Artificial Pollen Ahead of the Others
Rye graham flour may be used as a substitute for

natural pollen. In the spring of 1913 I fed a

colony of bees rye graham flour. This colony swarm-
ed out May 26, while all the other colonies did not

swarm until after June 10.

Adolph C. Rosenquist.
Parker's Prairie, Minn., Feb. 27.
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Our Homes
A. I. Root

I pray that they may all be one, as thou, Father,

art in me, and I in thee, that they may also be one
in us, that the world may believe thou hast sent me.
John 17:21.

I am come that they might have life, and that they
might have it more abundantly.

—

John 10:10.

DOUBLING UP THE COUNTRY CHURCHES, ETC.

Perhaps we could leave out the word
" country " and consider for a moment dou-

bling up churches in general—city churches

and all. Read the following:

Mr. Root

:

—We like your Home talks. We wish
to ask you a few questions. Is the church of Christ

celestial only, or is it a part of the world?
The Comforter is to guide us into all truth. How,

then, can Christians differ?

Are not divisions carnal, and classed with the

fruits of the flesh ?

Do you justify the existence of sects ?

Rev. W. L. Beers, of Topeka, Kan., it is said,

killed his wife because she was a Catholic. Can you
not pray to God for some light on this subject, and
give us a sermon on unity ?

Guilford, Kan., July 7. T. & H. Shoet.

My good friends, I presume you have
read what we gave on the subject on page
059, Sept. 15. While I am hoping and
praying that there may be a " doubling-up "

instead of having a few more churches

started every little while, I think I realize

somewhat the diftieulty of rushing things in

this direction too fast. There are, all over

the world, people who are, comparatively
speaking, good and earnest Christians who
probably will not be persuaded to go into

this doubling business. I am inclined to

think it is the old and gTay-headed people,

mainly, who stick so tenaciously to their

own particular denomination. Some years

ago in Northern Michigan my good friend

Rev. A. T. Reed and I visited the homes
round about Bingham, Mich., in the endea-

i'or to collect the scattered Chi'istians and
revive the church in that community thai

seemed to have gone to pieces. The greater

part of them absolutely refused to drop
theological differences and unite in Chris-

tian fellowship. Almost the only hope was
among the younger members of the Sunday-
school who have never got hold of doctrinal

points. With childlike innocence—that is,

innocence of the things that our fathers and
mothers had quarreled over—they came
with enthusiasm, and in a little time the

community that had open saloons and
baseball on Sunday was made over. I told

you that, during my recent visit, the saloon

had died out for want of patronage, and a

very good congregation met in that little

Bingham church.

Now, my good brothers, let us be careful

about huri-ying matters to such an extent

that we stir up again old disputed points.

As thing's are now, 1 am inclined to think
it better that there should be different de-

nominations. You probably know how often
good people differ in regard not only to

theology but questionable amusements, etc.

Some are loose in their ideas, and others
are too strict, and quite a good many will

tenaciously stick to unimportant matters.

While this is true, is it not well, at least to

a certain degree, for people who think alike

to get together and hire a minister who
believes and thinks as they do, but who
are willing, notwithstanding, to leave minor
differences, and go to work unitedly for

temperance, for sanitary measures, for good
roads, and for good government, etc. Our
good friend E. E. Hasty, one of our old

shining lights in bee culture, will be remem-
bered by our older readers. He went so

far as to insist that sects be done away with
entirely, and let every man worship God
according to his own notion. Let us accept
the fact that there are almost no two people
exactly alike. God, in his gi'eat wisdom and
love, has probably thought best to make us
different; and what would the world be

—

how could there be such a diversity of work
now going on as there is, were it not for

tliese differences? As it is, there are a mul-
titude of different things for us to study up
and work out. We can, each one of us,

have a different hobby ; and it is really a
delight to me to see one man or woman take
u]) one thing and another something else,

and push it to its fullest development. For
several years good people laughed at me,
and were almost afraid to trust me because
I was crazy on bee culture ; and yet God has
permitted me to live long enough to see our
institution buy and sell honey to an extent

tliat I would not have believed possible then.

In spite of the high cost of living, and
other difficulties that block our way, there

is room enough for all, and peace and plenty
for all, if we are only willing to reach out

and accept it from the hand of the loving

and gracious Father.

EMPTY PEWS IN OUR CHURCHES; A SUGGES-
TION AS TO THE CAUSE.

Dear Mr. Root:—I am enclosing a clipping from
one of the New Brunswick papers which I thought
might interest you. It shows that all of our preach-
ers are not so busy reading ancient history or study-
ing Greek that they forget that they are living in an
age that has problems of its own. I wonder if the

reason for the empty pew is not to be found in the

fact that m-any of our ministers are so busy search-
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ing the literature of the ancients for brilliant illus-

trations and high-sounding phrases that they do not

recognize the needs of the present day. I beliove

that, if our ministers would burn half their books,

study the newspapers, and stick their noses out of

their studies occasionally, they would begin to preach

sermons that would hold the multitudes. At any rate,

St. James church here was packed so that there was
hardly standing room last night, simply because Rev.

Mr. Yard had announced that he would reveal his

discoveries, and the discoveries were those that con-

cerned the people. Mj-. Root, I believe that, if we
had more such preachers—men who can fit religion

into politics and everyday life, the world would grow
better many times faster than at present.

Harris T. Kille.

New Brunswick, N. J., Oct. 27.

My good friend, I have for a long time

been " hungering and thirsting," if that

expression is not too extravagant, to hear

our ministers touch on things of the present

(lay a little more. Just now, however, here

in our Ohio home, as you may judge from
the two sermons I have given in these Home
papers, my wish has been gratified. Per-

haps I should explain to our readers that

the quotation alluded to by Mr. Kille comes

from the New Brunswick, N. J., Times. The
pastor mentioned, Rev. George W. Yard,

said in his sermon, " A howl went up to the

ceiling when I asked the ministers at a con-

vention they held, to help me in this fight,

so I started out single-handed." On Sunday
and Sunday night he visited 80 saloons.

Only 6 out of the 80 were closed up accord-

ing to law. He tells in his sermon where
lie went, what was going on, and mentioned

names. No wonder that St. James church

was " packed so there was hardly standing

room."

Thou Shalt not kill.

—

Exodus 20:13.

We clip the following from the Cleveland

Plain Dealer:
THE PENALTY FOR MURDER.

Twelve years ago a young tramp was found guilty

of a most revolting crime. He had drifted from the

east, a worthless derelict. An old and crippled watch-
man took pity on the tramp and repeatedly befriend

ed him, sharing his meager lunches with him, and
giving him shelter.

In return for this kindness the youth deliberately

planned the murder of his benefactor. He waited till

pay day, and then beat the old man to death with a
( oupling-pin, stole his money, and tied. He was ap-

prehended, and charged with murder in the first

degree.

The verdict of the jury was an utterly unjustifi-

able compromise—murder in the second degree. If

the defendant was guilty of any crime it was first-

degree murder; but the jury could not be brought
to send him to death. The death penalty, as estab-

lished by Ohio law. was responsible for a verdict
which was wholly at variance with the facts. And
yesterday, after having served a dozen years, the
prisoner was released from the penitentiary, paroled
by order of the Board of Pardons.

When I first saw 1 he above I could hardly
keej) still. It comes right on the heels of
the report of another murderer who has
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been pardoned. You may recall a temper-
ance detective (Etherington) who was cru-

elly strung up by a drunken mob at New-
ark, Ohio. The leader of that mob lias been
" pardoned out " after serving only three

years in the penitentiary. Has this young
tramp, who seemed to have no scruples

about murdering his benefactor, and a poor
crippled man at that, been pardoned out, as

we must look at it, to go and do the same
thing again"? The only excuse we have for

such pardoning is that he had a good record

for behavior during the dozen years. Now,
if the daily paper had stated that he was
truly penitent for his crime, had expressed

sorrow and regret, and had started to lead

a Christian life, giving reasonable evidence

that he was truly born again, perhaps it

might be well to pardon him out; but even
then there is the record standing before the

world as a precedent, and other men (and

boys) seeing him get off so easily would be

more likely to be tempted to do likewise.

The paper does not tell us that his crime

was committed under the influence of drink.

We only read that he had been in the habit

of going to that good old soul when he was
hungry; and that was the reward the good
man got for having had pity on the poor
tramp. And, by the way, how does it come
that this young vagabond had no money to

pay for food? He was in the prime of life;

and, so far as we know, was well and
strong. In the great city of Cleveland there

is all the time an unfilled demand for help
- -any kind of help. Just at the present

moment, wlule I dictate these words, we are

paying skilled masons who came down from
Cleveland almost a dollar an hour; and the

mason's helpers that came along get half as

much. Yet able men are going about beg-

ging for " cold victuals," etc.

" THOU SHALT NOT KILL.-^'

Somewhat more than a month ago a mob of citi-

zens of Spartanburg, S. C, dynamited the outer gate

of the jail and demanded of Sheriff White that he

yield to them the person of a negro prisoner. Sheriff

White stood before them, supported by a single dep-

uty. There was a revolver in Sheriff White's hand.
"Gentlemen," he said, "I hate to do it; but, so

help me God, I'll kill the first man who comes past

that gate."

Perhaps the members of that mob knew Sheriff

White well enough to understand that he meant pre-

cisely what he said. Perhaps they were influenced

by mere cowardice. But, at any rate, the mob evap-

orated.

The negro who was the object of the mob's efforts

has now been tried by a jury of white men, and has

been found not guilty. There was, it appears, never
any thing but ilimsy suspicion against him. Mere
suspicion had been sufificient inspiration for the Spar-

tanburg disciples of .Judge Lynch.

The above, which I clip from the Cleve-

land Leader, vividly illustrates several im-
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portant points—first, tlie foolisli, senseless

fasiiion that some crazy people have got

into their heads of taking- the law into their

own liands. Second, that, notwithstanding

the command, " thou shalt not kill," there

is a time when it is right to kill in order

that we save the lives of the innocent; and
may God be praised that we have men like

Sheriff White who dare stand before a

crazy mob and say, " So help me God. 1

will kill the first man who comes past tliat

gate." I hope, if the time of trial sliould

come, God will give me grace and courage
to stand by this man. No wonder the mob
" evaporated." The above clipping does

not say whether that crowd was drunken or

not ; but judging from what I know of such

things, the mob was probably fired up with

beer or whisky. That is why it is getting to

be the fashion of closing the saloons when-
ever any violent outbreak occurs. After it

was all over, it turned out that the poor
colored man was entirely innocent.

In our peaceful town of Bradentown,
Fla., a poor fellow was dragged out of jail

and hung up by just such a crowd. The
sheiiff excused himself by saying that " it

was not i:>ossible to stop them." The color-

ed man who worked for me informed me
aftenvard that the poor fellow who was
strung up was not right-witted, and prob-

ably was innocent of any deliberate wrong.
Of course the mob did not know about this,

and I fear some of them would not have
cared if they had known. The authorities

of Bradentown have recently broken up
several " speakeasies " in the colored part

of the town.

GARDENING AND GODLINESS.

Years ago I did a nice little business

growing and selling horseradish. We had a

grater run by the machinery in our factory,

and our women employees ground the roots

and put in our 1-lb. honey-bottles, and these

were carried fresh every day on our market-
wagon. As the bottles were returned next

trip, we sold a 1-lb. jar full for 10 cts.

Counting every expense as far as I could,

the gTated radish cost only about 4 cts., but
T tell you it took some " bossing " to secure

smooth running all the way from " pi'oducer

to consumer." With the above preface, let

us consider another successful ( ?) horse-

radish " son of toil." See below from first

page of Cleveland Plain Dealer of Dec. 26

:

At the point of a revolver two masked burglars
early yesterday morning compelled Samuel Hirt, 2216
E. 40th St., horseradish manufacturer, to march
downstairs in his night clothes to a first-floor room of
his home, where they forced him to unlock a safe
containing $739, the receipts of his Christmas mar-
keting trade.

Police last night still were searching for the rob-

l)ers, who fled fi'om the house in haste as soon as

they had snatcliod the rolls of bills and bags of

currency that the safe held.

Aroused from sleep by noises in the rooms below,

Hirt left his bed and went to the top of a staircase,

where lie pressed a Ijuttou that lighted the lower hall.

He saw a masked man standing at the foot of the

stairs with a revolver pointed up at him.
" Turn that light out and be quick about it," the

Inirglar commanded hoarsely, giving a flourish of his

revolver to emphasize the order.

Hirt didn't lu>sitate. With his hand still on the

button he gave a push that darkened the hall below
liim. Almost at the same instant a pocket lamp In

the hand of the burglar sent a stream of light up the
staircase.

"Samuel—Samuel, what is the matter?" Mrs.
Hirt called to her husband from the bedroom

" Don't say a word," commanded the burglar.
" Now, come on down the stairs."

As Hirt walked slowly down with his hands in the

air the burglar at the foot of the steps called to a

companion in another room.
"Come on in, .Jim; it's easy now," he said.

A moment later a second masked man walked into

the hall.

Indicating that they were familiar with the loca-

tion of the rooms of the house, the burglars compelled
Hirt to go to the room containing the safe.

" Unlock it," one of the robbers ordered crisply.

With trembling hands the market man figured the

dial to solve the combination. In his nervousnesvs
he was unable to open the doors quickly enough to

satisfy the robbers.
" Remember, no bluffing goes," one of the burglars

warned. " Open it in a hurry or we'll send a bullet

into you."
Again Hirt turned the dial and this time the large

handle on the door turned when he tried it. A mo-
ment later the door swung open. The electric flash

lamp lit up the interior and showed the treasure the

robbers were seeking.

Hastily stuffing the money into their pockets the
robbers turned to Hirt with a parting warning.

" Don't call for help until we get out of the

house," they said.

The light flashed out and the robbers headed for a
rear door.

A few moments later Hirt rushed into the street

and called for aid. A group of excited neighbors
gathered and a call was sent in to police of the third
precinct. No trace of the burglars was found.

Hirt conducts two horseradish stands in the down-
town market district. One of his shops is at Huron
Road and E. 4th St., the other at Bolivar Road S.

E. and E. 4th St. The amount in the safe, $739,
represented his receipts for the three days preceding
Christmas.

.V half-dozen other liurglaries on Christmas eve
were reported to police yesterday. Hold-up men also

plied their trade actively according to reports from
victims.

Do you ask what the above has to do with
godliness, or what it has to do with us?
Listen : Friend Hirt is an honest, hard-
working man. Through days of toil he had
reaped his final harvest, and was sleeping
tlie sleep of the just. His money, taken in

late at night, was deposited in a good safe.

He was a prudent man; but what did his
" safe " or any safe amount to? A fiend in

human form coveted his hard-earned savings
made from growing and selling horseradish.

We are sometimes tempted to ask, " Is thete

really a God above? " If so, why does hc^
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permit such things? Joshua asked the ques-

tion, you may remember, and Jehovah told

him it was because there was an " Achan "

in their midst. There is an Achan in the

big city of Cleveland, and all the increased

force of policemen will never restrain the
" carnival of crime " {Plain Dealer again)

until that Achan is disposed of. You and I

are sut¥ering because of him; we are all

suffering ; and God will permit things to go
on from worse to worse until we wake up
and " do something." A thousand or more
saloons have just been " licensed." In God's

name, why not license these masked men we
have been reading about, to go on with their

" industry " ? Yes, and then let them buy
and sell these licenses. The same daily tells

us three schoolboys, excited by the way
" hold ups " succeed, got a pistol and made
a man give up his money. Several times,

when there is labor or other troubles in

large cities the saloons have all been closed.

Is it not nearing the time when the mayor
and chief of the police decide, as a last

resort, to destroy this Achan, as Kansas,
Maine, and other States have done?

SOWING GOOD SEED, ETC.

1 think I have explained before, that,

when we are down in Florida, Mrs. Root
and I attend the Presbyterian Church. In

fact, I should like to say we are a part of

the Presbyterian Church—that is, if the

good pastor and the good people there will

not object. Well, of late my heart has been
warming more and more toward our Pres-

byterian people; and here is a letter from a

good Presbyterian brother that I hope will

warm the hearts of all readers of Glean-
ING.S, no matter what denomination they

belong to:

Mr. A. I. Root:—l am largely indebted to you for

the contents of the " sticker " which I enclose. I

am a Presbyterian minister. I have been on the road

for a number of years in the interest of our church

papers. After I had been traveling for some time I

noticed that " drummers " often had " stickers," and
it occurred to me that I might have one with which

to " drum up " the Lord's business. But I was much
at a loss as to the form. While in this dilemma I

read one of your articles, in which an expression

very much like the first of my "sticker" occurred.

I took it, changed it somewhat, and had a thousand

of them printed. My intention was to create a more
devotional reading of the Bible. "When I would hand
them to some one I would say, " Stick that in your
Bible. It is a good little prayer to offer before you
read your Bible, or when you come to a good pas-

sage, or a hundred times a day when things don't go

right."

At first I did not have my name on them. I gave

one to a drummer. He said, " That's all right, but it

hasn't any name on it." I said, " I do not believe

that people are interested in my name."
He put his hand in his pocket, and, taking out a

dollar, he said, " Here is a dollar. Have a dollar's

worth of those printed at my expense, and put your
name on them." So I have been putting my name on
them ever since.

I thought you would be interested in this, and
thought it nothing more than right that you should
know the good your article was doing.

If any of your readers would like to have some
for their own use, or for distribution, I will take
pleasure in sending them free of charge if they will

send a stamped self-addressed envelope, and say how
many they want.

Hulbert, Okla., Sept. 22. E. P. Keach.

The sticker he alludes to is a sort of
gummed label, or card, and below is what
we read on it

:

Teach me, O Lord, just the
lessons you want me to
learn, and make me willing
to do what you want me to
do that I may be thy child

indeed.
E. P. Keach, Temple, Texas

1913

Dear friends, I hope you will read that
over and over. And now let me ask you the
question, does it seem possible that any man
or woman who reads and endorses that lit-

tle prayer (for indeed it is only an enlarge-
ment of my little prayer, "Lord, help"),
can be selfish or tricky or deceitful? God
forbid.

SEVENTY-THREE YEARS OLD, AND—''THESE
ARE THE BEST DAYS OF MY LIFE."

Bear Brother Root:—Several months ago you
made mention in your Homes article of a new dis-
covery you made. As I read it I was reminded of
an experience of my own more than forty years ago.

One day my hired man said to me, " On next Sat-
urday evening there will be a preparatory service at
the Lutheran church. There will be communion ser-
vices on Sunday." I did not say any thing to the
Lutheran brother, but I wondered what kind of ser-

vice that might be. I had never heard of such a
meeting. However, I decided to go. But before I

left I went into my bedroom and got down on my
knees and asked God to keep me from going as a
critic, but that I might get something good. They
had an after-service, and the pastor began to ask his

member.? questions about their daily life
; and as he

asked, and they gave their answers, I would mental-
ly ask myself the question, and give the answer. I

can remember only two questions. One was, " Do
you have family worship in your families every day?"
I, of course, could say " Yes." The next was, " Do
you read God's word in your families every day? "

To that question I had to say " No." The spirit of

God had been talking to me about that very duty,

but I did not take heed to it. We had a custom of

singing a hymn, then have our prayer service. But
there that Saturday eve, in that Lutheran church, I

promised God I would read his word to my family

every day, and I believe I have kept my promise up
to this time. The children then were in their teens

and under. Now they are all grown to manhood and
womanhood, and I will ever praise God for the de-

termination lie put in my heart to live for him.

I am now in my 73d year, and these are the best

days of my life, although the half of my family,

which means my wife and six children, have passed

over, and I am here with six children and twenty
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grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. My chil-

dren were all converted, and some of the grand-
children. I expect to meet tliem some day. But, most
of all, and first of all, I want to see my Savior.

Abilene, Kan., Oct. 13. N. G. Hershey.

Dear friends, the above is the record of

one of our good veterans who, by a chance

word of a good faithful pastor forty years

before, took up Bible-reading while sup-

porting a family of twelve children. I do

not know, and perhaps nobody but God

knows, the influence and effect of reading
the Bible every day for forty years. It had
its influence, too, you may be sure on the

grandchildren as well, and perhaps on the

great grandehildren. And, besides all that,

he is enabled to stand up before us in this

little " class meeting "—for that is really

what it is—and "testify" that, even though
he is past threescore and ten, " tiiese are the

best days of my life."

High-pressure Gardening
ANOTHER " GREAT INVENTION " IN THE LINE

OP " CHICKENS " AND " GARDEN SASS.-"

Before we can grasp the " magnitude "

of my discovery in full, I shall have to take

up some other lines leading up to it. In
making garden in years past I have bought
many loads of stable manure; for until I

came to Florida I had got to thinking if it

is true that it is " money that makes the

mai'e go " it is about as true that it is

" manure that makes the garden grow."
Well, one drawback on the manure, espe-

cially if bought at the livery barns, is the

weed seeds that come with it. Besides the

weed seeds are the seeds of oats that seem
to pass the digestive organs with vitality

enough to grow " right smart " ofttimes,

when they must be pulled out by hand. I

remember mulching some choice strawber-

ries with stable manui'e, and the oats came
up so thickly we had almost a green lawn.

Really, tliere is need that Terry and Fletch-

er give the iiorses lectures on chewing their

food more thoroughly. Grinding the oats

would certainly prevent germination; but,

if I am correct, our experiment stations

have not reported any very great advantage
in ground feed. There is certainly a big

waste in feeding oats along in this line; but
I really don't know the best remedy. I

believe it is generally agreed that poultry
have a " mill " that God gave them that

pretty well cuts off all chance of germina-
tion. Below is a clipping from the IHC
Almanac tliat may have it about right

:

It is a pretty generally accepted fact among farm-
ers that, to get the greatest feeding value from grain,

it should be ground. Investigation has demonstrated
that in some instances as high as 35 per cent of

grain can be saved by feeding it ground. The aver-

age saving, however, wnll probably be about 12 per
cent.

For several years past we have kept dry
sand under the roosts in all our poultry-
houses, and Wesley has swept up the drop-
pings the first thing every morning. They
are kept in tin cans until wanted in the

garden. Since we have done tliis we have
had little or no trouble from vermin. An-
other reason is that almost every day we
have visitors who take Gleanings—oft-

times ladies; and when I "show them
around " it is worth a good deal to me to

find no droppings visible in any of the

poultry-houses. Now you are about ready
to take in my " discovery."

Mr. Rood, in looking over and admiring
my garden a few days ago, said he believed
some stable manure, even if it did cost $3.0U
a load, would be a profitable investment on
some of my new ground. I put a heavy
dressing on about 100 square feet where I

sowed alfalfa and sweet clover. I also put
on half a jjailful of air-slacked lime. The
seeds came up finely ; but there was also an
excellent stand of oats as usual. After
spreading two big loads on the garden where
it seemed to be needed, there was about two
wheelbarrow loads left. I told Wesley to

jjut it under the poultry-roosts. There were
probably oats in this like the rest ; but there

were very few when night came, and no
poultry manure visible; and Wesley says
fine dry stable manure is very much less

work to handle than heavy, useless sand,

Terry, in all his writings, has been very
emphatic about having stable manure work-
ed up fine before putting it on the land.

Do you know of any " machine " that will

fine uj:) manure as will a hen and chickens?

When I saw how it worked 1 got a whole
load and put the manure six inches deep
under the roosts of all our eight houses.

When we used sand, and esjaeeially when
we fed much lettuce, the droppings were
often so moist they went on the garden in

lumps or chunks; and often in hoeing I

spent quite a little time in breaking these

up and mixing Vv^ith the soil. The hens now
do all tiiis, and we have the floors all look-

ing tidy if we leave them to the care of the

hens a week or more.
Can you imagine any better way of keep-
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ing and liaDdling the droppings and apply-

ing them to the land, than mixing and
composing them with stable manure?

In conclusion I suppose I shall have to

own up, as with many of my other discover-

ies, that it is not exactly neiv. In fact, it is

just the way I kept chickens when a lad

of ten or twelve, more than 60 years ago.

My chicken-house was a " lean-to " back of

the horse-stables. I tixed a door under the

sill of the barn so manure could be shoveled

into the care of my fowls easier than to lift

and throw it out at the little door. The
chickens dug it over and over, even in zero

weather, and I had eggs to sell when no one
else did ; and when it cam.e summer time,
" our garden " (mother's and mine) was
ahead of the whole neighborhood because

of our supply of fine, di'y, pulverized poul-

try and stable-manure compost.

Health Notes
" IP EVERY ONE DID AS TERRY DOES."

V. W. Clough, Brewster, Wash., writes to Glean-
ings IN Bee Culture, heartily endorsing The Prac-

tical Farmer's health book. And tlien he adds that,

" If we all lived as Terry does, eveiy tiling in the

eating line would be a drug on the market, with the

possible exception of fruit ; it would mean the bank-

ruptcy of our nation." You can leave out the "possi-

ble." The fruit would all be eaten, and much more
called for. We see no reason why the demand for

vegetables would not be about the same as at pres-

ent. There would be less grain products eaten, be-

cause we would get more good from a smaller

amount, on account of more thorough chewing. So
there would be far more grain to ship to England,

which would be good for the nation, and would in

no way injure the producers. White beans are a

leading article of food in New England, but they are

not as much used as they should be in many other

sections. If every one lived as Terry does, the mar-

ket price of the legumes would be higher than at

present, unless many more were raised. Terry bought
3 % gallons of extracted honey last winter. If every-

body used as much, the price of honey would go

soaring. He bought three gallons of pure olive oil,

and will soon have to get another. Growers could

not begin to supply the demand if every one ate as

much. His wife and he eat from 1 V2 to 2 pounds
of lest creamery butter per week. The price would
go higher than it is now if every one used it as free-

ly. If all let meat alone, as Terry does, because he

can do better, there would be vastly more to ship to

Europe, where it is wanted. The nation would actu-

ally gain by it. If Terry's simple, wholesome way of

living were followed by all it might make a tempo-

rary trouble for egg-producers, but soon they would
find a way to can or evaporate their products and
ship them to countries not so well posted. This

would not bankrupt our nation, although it might

be considered as not loving our neighbors as well as

ourselves. As to adulterated, poisoned, and injurious

articles, they ought to be " a di-ug on the market."

If every one shunned liquor as Terry does, there

would be enough more grain to sell to pay soon the

huge national debt. And there would be hundi-eds of

millions more money in the hands of the people for

comforts and real luxm-ies. Terry has never used

tobacco. If every one did the same, the saving in

money and the greater efficiency of our young men
would soon boom business away out of sight of what
it is in any other country on earth.

The above comes from the Practical

Farmer. If Terry means that he and his

wife use perhaps 31/2 gallons of honey a

year it certainly would send the price of

honey soaring if every one used as much.

If the necessaries of life, especially butter,

eggs, and milk, should get to be a " drug

on tlie market," it would be a gi'eat boon
to the hard-working people who are at pres-

ent complaining of the " high cost of liv-

ing." When eggs get down to 20 cts. a

dozen, instead of 30 and 40, in my Florida

home, I always feel happy, because it is

such a blessing to poor people, even if it

does come a little hard on the " chicken

man." May God speed our good friend

Terry and his hosts of followers.

CASSAVA—SOMETHING MORE ABOUT IT.

We clip as follows from the Florida

Grower:
In Jamaica a new industry has recently sprung

up in the line of making cassava wafers which are

now exported to the United Kingdom and the United
States. These wafers are made in several forms
from the huge coarse " bammies," consisting of the

grated root with a little of the starch pressed out,

made into thin sheets and toasted or roasted or fried,

to the delicate " tea wafers " which for some time

have been used at fashionable luncheons and after-

noon tea parties, especially in Boston. Nowhere is

there any thing else in the bread line quite so good,

in my opinion, a-s hot-buttered " bammies " fresh

from the fire.

Not only the wafers, cookies, and cakes, but also

the new breakfast foods, tapioca, flour, etc., made
from the grated root treated in different ways, are

bound to be popular.

GETTING RID OF ROACHES, ETC.
Some years ago I saw an article in a newspaper

saying that roaches could be destroyed by placing in

their reach a mixture of flour, sugar, and plaster of

Paris, all finely pulverized. The mixture is to be put
in a dry place. I don't remember the proportions of

the different ingredients; but the readers of Glean
ING.S in Florida might try equal parts of each.

Portland, Ore., Aug. 25. C. Wanty,

The above would certainly be preferable

to poison of any kind; because if you poi-

son the roaches, and the chickens afterward

gobble them up, you kill the chickens also

—at least so they tell me down in Florida.

In the above it is the plaster of Paris that

does the business, and chickens do not mind
plaster of Paris. The same thing has been

frequently recommended for rats and mice.

After they take a drink, the plaster sets.
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ANSWERS
TO 150 QUESTIONS

By the Editor of

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE
The first fifty or sixty questions are those commonly

asked by beginners. The remainder are queries that nat-

urally arise in the minds of more experienced beekeepers.

The last hundred questions have been asked by Glean-
ings subscribers, and are put in permanent form in this

way because they cover those points which so often per-

l)lex beekeepers.

The index enables one to find at once answers which
will help him to solve many of the puzzles connected with

the care of bees.

The five questions given below have been taken at

random from the book.

How can I tell a queen-cell from all the rest ?

What is the best way to introduce a valuable queen?

What must be planted for bees to work upon ?

I have an engagement to give a live-bee exhibit at

our county fair this fall. This will be my first

experience. Is it advisable to feed the bees

while the}' are confined ?

In comparison, all points considered, for comb hon-

ey, what advantage if any has the 4/^x4/4^x1^
o\er the 4x.tx13^ section?

Send for the book as premium when you renew your subscription to

GLEANINGS, and read the answers to these questions and the other 145.

A copy of "Answers to 150] Both
Questions" and "Gleanings > for

in Bee Culture" one year
J

$1.00
Canadian postage, 30 cts. extra; Foreign postage, 60 cts. extra.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
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EDITOEIAL,
Latesll; Reporte froim ttlie Apaladaico-

Honey is, ooming in from blacii tupeio

with a rush—so much so that it is crowding
our queens and delaying brood-rearing. See
page 306. As we are running almost en-

tirely for increase we should prefer a more
moderate flow. Prospects for white tupeio

are excellent, and this is the main source of

honey for that district. In spite of the

backward weather in February and March,
conditions are very good for making the

expected increase. Perhaps the question

may be asked, '' What is the ' expected in-

crease ' 1 " Well—er, we'll tell later after

we get it.

Later.—Black tupeio stopped on the 6tb

with white tupeio about ten days off.

According to a clipping from the Los
Angeles Times, reprinted in the Western
Honey-bee, H. J. Mercer, lawyer, beekeep-

er, supply manufacturer, and supjoh^ dealer

at Los Angeles, has been given a sentence

of nine years in Sing Sing prison for forg-

ing a mortgage of $250 on an aged woman.
We are also informed that he was wanted
in Los Angeles " on a felony complaint
charging him with hypothecating fraudulent

notes alleged to be worth $2000." It is

further alleged that detectives who have
been on his trail assert that he got away
with at least $75,000 from other sources in

the past year or two.

We are very sorry to hear this—more so

because Mr. Mercer was a bright keen
young man, capable of earning an honest

living as a lawyer, as a bee-supply dealer,

or as a beekeeper.

History repeats itself. The young man
started out as thousands of others have done
with a good bringing-up and with an honest
heart. As nearly as we can learn, he was
trying to do things on too large a scale. He
incurred obligations which he could not

meet, and then sometlung happened—temp-
tation, flight from justice, and finally prison
walls.

The reader should not get H. J. Mercer
confused with L. E. Mercer, a prominent
beekeeper of California who enjoys an hon-
orable record.

While in many places bees in the South
can work every day in the year, that simply
means that the bees that go into late fall

or winter will not see spring. The old bees
will constantly die oft', and the young bees
will take their jdaces. This means that
brood-rearing will continue with interrup-
tions all winter. If 10 to 15 lbs. would
take care of a colony of bees for six or
seven months in a good cellar in the North,
it would probably take four or five times
as much to carry the same colony through
for the same period in many parts of the
South. Said Mr. 0. 0. Poppleton, "My
problem is not so much to encourage brood-
rearing as to keep it down. Constant breed-
ing compels the bees to fly for water, pol-
len, and nectar, wearing themselves out.

If a colony in southern Florida can gathei-
a surplus of 50 lbs. average, when the sea-
son is at its best, those same bees will prob-
ably gather, during the entire season, four
or flve times as much honey as a similar
force of bees would in the North. If it

were not for the constant renewing of bee
blood our Southern beekeepers would have
a great bonanza of honey production.

The OM Original BcDok, " Langg

The reprint of the old original edition of
'' Langstroth on the Hive and the Honey-
bee," dated 1853, and containing over 400
pages, in cloth, is now ready for distribu-
tion. Our older readers will remember that
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this old volume, about the time father

Langstroth brouglit out his hive and system,

was one of the most charmingly Avritten and
entertaining books that was ever published.

Indeed it so stirred A. I. Root that he wrote

in his A B C of Bee Culture

:

What a gold-mine that book seemed to me I
* * *

Never was romance so enticing—not even Robinson
Crusoe ; and, best of all, right at my own home I

could live out and verify all the wonderful things

told therein.

There have been repeated calls for a re-

production of this famous work, so much so

that The A. I. Root Co. finally decided last

fall to make a reprint of it. It has now
been reproduced in paper and binding with

all the original cuts just as it appeared in

1853, without any change whatever save an
introduction by C. P. Dadant.
Some of our younger readers might feel

that perhajjs this work would be out of date.

While this is true, of course, to a certain

extent, the fact is, that father Langstroth

was 60 years ahead of his time—so much so

that he revolutionized beekeeping through-

out the world. The old original book that

helped do this is well worth reading—espe-

cially so as it contains many tricks of the

trade that are being heralded to-day as

something new. From a historical point of

view it is invaluable. No bee library can

be complete without it.

We are able to furnish this old edition,

just as it came from the hands of father

Langstroth, the father of American bee-

keeping, in 1853, for $1.00 postpaid; or in

connection with Gleanings at the very low
combination rate of $1.50, or clubbed with

the A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture, a

$2.00 volume, for $2.50; or with Dadant's
Langstroth Revised, $1.85.

Wintering, and thie Prospects for a

Late reports show general good winter-

ing throughout the country, with the excej)-

tion of one or two areas where the late cold

weather seems to have put the bees in a

weakened condition. One district is in and
around Philadelphia, and other districts are

in the middle-southern States. However,
we do not remember the time when the bees

seemed to have been in better condition for

harvest than this spring.

The prospects for a honey crop are from
fair to good. Conditions were itnfavorable

in California, but late rains have improved
the situation. Northern Florida is showing
up well, and the southern part will do bet-

ter than usual.

WMle the clovers do not show up quite

as well as they did a year ago, there is every

reason to suppose there will be a fair crop
from that source. A good deal will depend
on whether there is a drouth from now till

the time the clovers begin to mature. Spring
is opening up favorably and rather early

everywhere.
Later.—We are having regular blizzards

of snow and rain.

It in Y.

We are in receipt of a program announc-
ing a course in practical beekeeping to be
given in the Y. M. C. A. schools of Louis-
ville, Ky., on Thursdays from March 26 to

May 28 inclusive. We regret that it arrived

too late for our April 1st issue.

OUTLINE OF COURSE. J. O. DUNKIN, INSTRUCTOR IN
CHARGE.

Thursday, March 26, " Possibilities in bee culture—How to begin." (Illustrated with moving pictures.)

Richard Priest Dietzman. Thursday, April 2, "Inhab-
itants and industries of the hive," J. O. Dunkin.
Thursday, April 9, " Equipment—location and ar-

rangement of apiary," J. P. Martine. Thursday,
April 16, " The hive and how to handle it," Walter
C. Furnas. Thursday, April 23, "Swarming of bees
—transferring," Ernest W. Brown. Thursday, April
30, "Enemies and diseases of bees—remedies," Otto
F. Recktenwald. Thursday, May 7, "How to produce
comb honey," Richard Priest Dietzman. Thursday,
May 14, " How to produce extracted honey," J. P.
Martine, Otto F. Recktenwald. Thursday, May 21,
" Interrelation of bees and plants—Robbing in the
apiary—Details about honey and beeswax," J. O.
Dunkin. Thursday, May 28, " Feeding and winter-
ing bees," Walter C. Furnas, Ernest W. Brown.

For full particulars write Y. M. C. A.
School, W. H. Lippold, Director, Third and
Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

This is a step in the right direction, and
deserves the encouragement and financial

support of every beekeeper. Educational
work of this kind is strictly in keeping with
the purpose of such schools. Beekeeping
has been, unfortunately, left out of our
school work of the past ; but it is coming
now more and more to be recognized, not

only in our public schools, but in our agri-

cultural colleges. The two most prominent
at the present time are those of Amherst,
Mass., and Guelph, Ontario, Canada. The
tide is rising, and coming generations will

feel the impetus and benefit of college-bred

beekeepers in the same measure and in com-
mon with other agricultural pursuits.

Natural Pollen Far Superior to Arti-

At our Apalachicola yard we have been

furnishing our bees with artificial pollen

substitutes, when natural sources were lack-

ing. While we succeeded in starting up
brood-rearing by giving bees common wheat
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flour such as we make bread of, yet it was
easy to see that the natural product was far

superior.

Said Mr. A. B. Marehant, whom we regard

as one of the best authorities on bees in the

United States, "I believe, Mr. Root, the

reason why natural pollen is so much more
effective is because the bees get a small

amount of nectar at the same time. If we
can furnish nectar or sweetened water along

with our artificial pollen, we may be able to

gpt practically the same result. But some-

how we do not know yet how to make the

combination."

Mr. A. B. Marehant discovered that com-
mon white wheat flour would be taken by
bees about as readily as any other artiftcial

substitute. He spread some old combs out

in a sheltered location, and then sprinkled

common flour over them. The smell of the

combs attracted the bees, and both he and
his son Ernest have discovered that the bees

will take the flour from these old combs far

more readily than they will from pans or

trays. Mind you, the combs are not put in

any hives, but placed outdoors where all the

bees of the apiary can have access to them.

Mr. Ernest Marehant, at our suggestion,

tried the experiment of mixing flour and

thin sugar syrup ; but he soon discovered

that the bees would daub themselves up
with the sticky paste. Notwithstanding he

was feeding thin sugar syrup in Boardman
feeders at the entrance of the hives, the

pollen substitute on the combs did not yield

the results of the real article.

Mr. A. B. Marehant's idea is that thin

nectar should be fed to the bees in such a

way that they will get a supply of nectar

and flour both at the same trip. We know
that bees require saliva or nectar to mix up
pollen and stick it in their pollen-baskets.

Now, who is there who is going to solve the

problem of making an artificial combination

of the two that will yield the same results

as natural pollen?

vs. Wagon or Auitomoljile Trucks.

During our recent trip to Florida we had
an opportunity to compare the two methods
of transportation between yards of bees.

In Florida, especially yards near rivers.

bays, and lakes, a gasoline-launch is the

prevailing means of going to and from
yards, carrying stuff back and forth, and it

is a very nice way. It is free from dust

and dirt, bad roads or mud, scaring horses,

and punctured tires. There is nothing more
imdgorating or delightful than to go tuppy,
tuppy from yard to yai'd in a gasoline-

launch; and, conversely, there is nothing
more aggTavaling than a boat out in mid-
bay or river that will not go. If out in a

lai'ge body of water, the wind and waves
rising, there is no particular delight in

monkeying with a motor that positively re-

fuses to mote. Some of these two-cycle

motors are an aggravation in this respect;

but as a general thing an experienced boat-

man will overcome all of these difficulties.

One disadvantage of the boat is slowness

of travel. Unless one owns a high-power
boat, wliich would be too expensive, the

speed will not be much over six or eight

miles an hour, while an automobile would
double or treble that rate of travel. But
one of the gi'eat advantages of the boat for

outyard work is the smoothness of running.

There is no jar or jolt, no puncturing of
tires, no slipping or sticking in the mud, no
delay or stoppage on account of rain, but

an abundance of fresh air, so necessary in

moving bees up and down the river or bay.

Still again, a motor boat that wiF carry

forty or fifty colonies will not cost over

$200 to $300, and a second-hand boat can

be obtained for half these figures, while an
automobile would cost four or five times

these amounts. The only possible trouble

from the boat may be leakage and motor
trouble; while in an automobile truck there

are a hundred and one things that may go
wrong, any one of which may stop the

machine on the road. Unfortunately, how-
ever, most of the good locations are remote

from rivers, bays, and lakes, and the great

majority of beekeei^ers wiU have to submit

to the cost and inconvenience of wagons
and motor trucks.

More and, more the value of bees is be-

coming recognized in the agricultural papers

of all kinds. The progi-essive fruit-jour-

nals, most of them at least, have given the

bees their rightful credit while the farm
papers voluntarily run editorials telling of

the value of bees for pollenizing blossoms.

It indicates the beginning of the end of this

wholesale spraying of blossoms.

The Connecticut Farmer and New Eng-
land Farm in their issue for January 31

have a splendid editorial that is right to the

point. We quote here a few sentences at

random

:

We have long been blinded to the beneficent offices

of these little creatures. V\'ithout them horticulture

in all its departments would perish. * * * Strange

to say, there are any number of fruit-growers who
make all sorts of wild claims that bees puncture the

skin of fruit. There is no evidence on record suffi-

cient to convict the bees of any such depredations.

* * * In one of Mr. VanPelt's addresses at the
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State Board of Agriculture meeting he told of the

efforts made by westeru farmers to rid the country

of sweet clover, as they considered it a noxious weed

of the worst character. They even went to the extent

of proposing that beekeepers be driven out of the

country, because bees help to spread sweet clover;

but of late these same farmers have come to realize

that the much-despised sweet clover is a forage crop,

second in importance only to alfalfa. When fruit-

growers argue that bees destroy fruit they are taking

the same stand taken by western farmers in their

misguided crusade against sweet clover. *****
Every fruit-grower ought to realize the positive ne-

cessity of delaying spraying operations until the

blossoms are so far gone that the bees have ceased to

work upon them. To spray trees in bloom, thus

poisoning the bees, is a case parallel to that of the

miser who killed the goose that laid the golden egg.

We have always felt that articles in a

bee-journal along this line are not very

convincing to fruit-growers, for they natu-

rally think that the bee-journal is prejudic-

ed. However, after our special numbers on

bees and fruit we have noted with a con-

siderable degree of satisfaction that the

beekeepers make use of the material thus

furnished in stirring up an interest in their

local papers and in the farm magazines,

^peed the day when the truth may become

nv'dely known!

GraHiam, who, it i

For some months past we have been

receiving complaints regai'ding Mr. C. I.

Graham, formerly of Oroville, Cal., but now
of Reno, Nevada. It is alleged that he has

been moving diseased bees from place to

place, scattering foul brood wherever he has

been. It is also claimed that his dealings

with several persons have been unsatisfac-

tory; that he buys or rents bees, alleging

that he is going to form a big stock com-

pany.

Other parties go on to say that his

methods are slovenly and careless; that if

he had foul brood every beekeeper in range

would get it, that he somehow gets control

of a lot of bees and moves them into a new
territory, and that it apparently makes no

difference to him (Graham) whether the

bees are diseased or not; that when he is

through extracting he scatters his scraps

and leavings of combs out to be cleaned out

by rohbers; and, of course, the bees of his

neighbors, if there is disease in such combs,

would be infected. Among these complain-

ants are several men of standing.

In the American Bee Journal for Novem-
ber, page 368, a clipping was published to

the effect that this Mr. Graham was arrested

and found guilty of exposing diseased

brood-combs, to the injury of the bees in
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the vicinity. We were also informed that

another case against him was pending. Just

what the outcome of this was we have not

been advised. ^

Believing it is always fair to give the

accused a chance to defend himself we
^vrote to Mr. Graham, explaining the nature

of the complaints, and under date of Feb
21, at Reno, Nevada, he writes a very good

letter, from, which we quote the following:

I have no desire to attack any one; and the at-

tacks made upon me are unjustified and unjustifiable.

I have been made the subject of bitter persecution

here in order to drive me out of this field as a com-

petitor. The article in the American Bee Journal,

to which you refer, was furnished by Inspector

Guthrie, of this county, for that purpo.se, and was \

tlie result of malice and ill will—a feeling that I do

not reciprocate. It is true that I was arrested, and
tried in a justice's court here last fall for exposing

diseased bee-combs. My apiary was visited by the

inspector when he knew I was absent, and he took

with him two men who were my avowed enemies;

and while they did not produce any diseased bee-

combs, as they would have done if they had found
any, I could not, with these three hostile witnesses

against me, escape conviction. ... I am here, and
here I am going to stay; and as I am not guilty of

any wrong-doing I have no fear of what my ene

mies can do to me. I have been taught from child-

hood to return good for evil, and I shall do so in this

unfortunate controversy. "When the opportunity ar-

rives that, with my 23 years of experience as a bee-

keeper, I can do Inspector Guthrie and the other

beekeepers of this community where I live a good
turn, I shall be on the spot to do it.

We can not think there was any malice

or ill will on the part of Inspector Guthrie.

As inspector of foul brood he had a duty

to perform.
Wliile we do not believe that Mr. Graham

is malicious, yet the testimony in the form
of various letters before us would indicate

that he is slovenly, careless, and neglectful

in his methods—so much so that his bees

would readily get foul brood if it Avere

anywhere around. It would appear, also,

that if he got the disease he would not be

greatly concerned about it. When such a

man practices migratory beekeeping, mov-
ing bees from place to place by the carload,

he would make trouble for beekeepei-s in

any territory where he might go. Either

Mr. Graham (if the above charges are true)

should mend his methods, or his bees should

not be admitted into localities protected by
law. Assuming that lie means just what he

says, he should at once clean up his bees

and keep them clean (if he has not done so

already), or go out of the business. His

neighbors have moral as well as legal rights

that should be respected. It is surely up to

Mr. Graham if he has been scattering foul

brood unintentionally or otherwise to do his

neighbor beekeepers " a good turn." Will

lie do it? We are going to take him at his

word that he will.
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CCo STEAY lareogo.

I'm suri)rised at the general belief in

breeding for improvement among writers in

April 1st Gleanings. Not one, I think,

opposes it.

If thin super foundation is worked less

readily by the bees than medium brood, as

shown, p. 139, extra-thin super must be still

worse. I've no use for extra-thin, anyhow.

No JOKE, friend Byer, about rai-ity of

bees here, on second-crop red clover. In

Ontario you say some bees work on it, but

in England all hive bees can work it, while

here rarely any.

My first thought on seeing those bees on

cover of Gleanings, April 1: " Those pic-

tures are faulty; but they're 'the real

thing.' " I don't see how you got dead bees

to look so life-like.

0. Bromfield, I use five splints to hold

medium brood foundation in frame. Don't

know whether four might answer. I boil

splints in wax till it stops frothing, then

put in when wax has cooled to be just

liquid; no special tool for imbedding—just

the edge of a little board soaked in water.

G. M. DooLiTTLE says, p. 209

:

Any beekeeper who has a spark of love for his

pets is all awake for the season when the first song

of the bluebird breaks forth on the air, and the

musical croak or peeping of the frog in the pond is

heard once more.

That's not written in rhyme, but it's

poetry of the right sort. The man who
isn't thrilled with such sounds is not a true

beekeeper at heart, and thrills of that sort

are beyond the purchase of money.

A. I. Root, you seem just a bit inclined,

p. 275, to think we might as well sit com-
placently with folded hands and continue a

lot of denominations of churches with the

difference between tweedle-dum and tweedle-

dee. Now look here; you old fellows may
as well make up your minds to get out of

the way for us younger ones, because the

uniting of the sects is coming, believe me.

In Canada a movement is on foot to unite

Methodists, Congi-egationalists, and Pres-

byterians; in this country some denomina-
tions have already united, and it's in the

air all over the land. When Billy Sunday
was in Marengo all the churches worked
together as one. The idea that they could

do better work together then and better

work apart afterward ! Get out

!

E, G. Finnup, Finney Co., Kan., the

world's champion sweet-clover grower, also

an extensive stockman, has 1500 acres de-

voted to " the weed." From a 100-acre field

he harvested 900 bushels of seed, bringing

$13,000. He considers sweet clover the

equal of alfalfa; makes earlier pasture;

will not bloat cattle; stands dry and freez-

ing weather better; grows on land where
alfalfa will not; yields with him a greater

tonnage of hay; and grasshoppers don't

bother it, but are very fond of alfalfa.

—

Country Gentleman, 657. [The farmers of

Kansas seem more generally to recognize

the value of sweet clover as a forage-plant

than the farmers in some other parts of our

country. In. Kansas they have demonstrated

that land that is too poor to grow any thing

but prairie grass will grow sweet clover,

and sweet clover is making that land come
up- in value in a way it never did before.

It is very strange that some apparently up-

to-date farmers, and even some scientific

agriculturists in the East, regard sweet clo-

ver as a mere weed. Years ago they so

regarded alfalfa. History repeats itself.

—

—Ed.]

I THINK I was the first to publish that I

had had a queen reared over a colony with

a laying queen. That was accidental. T

think I have never since succeeded inten-

tionally. Last summer I tried it over ten

colonies—dead failure; but in two or three

cases where I had no thought of rearing a

queen, where there happened to be brood in

an upper story I was surprised to find a

nice brood-nest with a young laying queen.

Who knows the secret of success? [When
Doolittle first brought out his book on

queen-rearing, there did not seem to be any
thing so very difficult about raising queens

in an upper story with a laying queen be-

low; but it will be remembered he used

perforated zinc between the upper and low-

er stories; but later on he found that the

upiDer-story proposition was not a success

except during a general honey-flow when
brood-rearing would be stimulated at its

best. While we do not believe that the

mating of queens in upper stories is a

general success, we never regarded it as a

difficult thing to accomplish when there

were suitable conditions. Queen-breeders

have for years raised cells in upper stories,

and do it yet, as the simplest and most
successful plan for securing well-fed baby
queens. It is only a step further to get

tliese young ladies married. Well, if you
will turn to the last edition of the ABC
and X Y Z of Bee Culture you will find

some of the requisites for cell-building in

upper stories.

—

Ed.]
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J. Eo Crane IFTING
J. L. Byer tells us, page 145, all about

bis method of spring feeding and manage-
ment, and be is sound to tbe center on tbis

important subject.
* * *

Wbat is tbe matter witb your bees, Dr.

Miller, tbat tbey do not work on second

crop of red clover at Marengo ? Tbey work
on it readily here in old New England. See

page 125.
* * »

The Feb. 1st number of Gleanings, with

its beautiful pictures of fruits and loaded

fruit-trees, and advice about spraying, made
it look almost like a horticultural journal.

Wbat a satisfaction to know that our bees

are often of as much value to our neighbors

as ourselves

!

* * «

A truckman told me to-day that his horse

would grow poor as fast standing in tbe

cold as at work. Of course ; for it requires

fuel as surely to produce beat as power;
and if bees have to endure long-continued

cold it will just as surely reduce their vital-

ity as work, and so shorten their lives.

Mr. Mayo's experience with bees in an

orchard and grove, page 42, corresponds

witb my own. A little shade is good; but

dense shade is bad. We have one yard
partly in dense shade, and part but little

shaded ; and we find those having but little

shade have done tbe best for a number of

years.
* -* »

Dr. Miller says, page 125, that a Swiss

hotel and sanatorium advertise for honey,

and remarks that " our hotels haven't got

up to that yet." Well, perhaps not exactly

;

but we have supi^lied a sanatorium for some
time, and I put up a lot to go to a hotel in

one of our larger cities this very forenoon

:

and it is not the first hotel to buy of us

either.
* * «

"Incomparable observer" is wbat Darwin
called Henry Fabre, the celebrated French
entomologist. Some of bis works have been

translated into English, and are full of

interest to any lover of insect life. " The
Social Life of Insects," " Tbe Spiders,"
" The Life of a Fly," and " Tbe Loves of

Insects," are written in a simple, delightful

style, and ought to be in every public

library.

A. I. Root's temperance column reminds
one of an old law enacted three or four

thousand years ago :
" If an ox gore a man

or a woman to death, tbe ox shall be surely

stoned, and its flesh shall not be eaten; but
the owner of the ox shall be quit. But if

the ox was wont to gore in times past, and
it hath been testified to its owner, and be
hath not kept it in, but it bath killed a man
or Avoman, tbe ox shall be stoned, and its

owner shall be put to death." Alas! who
shall count the number of men and women
that a modern beast has gored? Shame on
our boasted civilization that allows both the

beast and the owner their liberty

!

* * *

A good deal has been said of tbe value of
parcel post in Gleanings, for beekeepers.

We have used it for shipping small lots of

honey, but lately we shipped a box of two
dozen small bottles of honey to New York,
which, on arriving at destination, was
found to have bad nine of tbe bottles taken
out without regard to the command " Thou
sbalt not steal." On inquiring at the local

postoffice we were informed tbat tbey were
not responsible, as we bad not bad the

package insured. At tbe express office we
found the package could have been sent for

even less by express than by mail. Perhaps
we shall have to conclude tbat the most
valuable service of tbe parcel jDost is in

compelling the express companies to reduce
their rates to a reasonable sum. [In many
cases express is cheaper than parcel po;.t.

—Ed.]

Arthur C. Miller tells us, page 131, tbat

stimulative feeding " should always be done
in tbe fall. Give them all you think tbey
will need, then double it, and then add half

as much again for good measure." Now,
that is generous, and it always makes us

feel good to be generous ; and it never pays
to be stingy witb our bees; but let us ex-

amine tbis statement a little. I find many
colonies the 1st of October that I think need

at least 35 lbs. of heavy syrup. Suppose I

double it. That would be 70 pounds; then

lialf as much again would make 87^/2

pounds—more than tbe colony could store

in an eight or even a ten frame hive. I

tried feeding very heavily once, many years

ago. How I enjoyed seeing the bees lie out

in October! Next spring they didn't lie

out, but a good many of them were laid out.

.No, Miss or Mr. Beginner; feed enough and
then stop. Mr. Miller is a good fellow and
a gTeat thinker, and I enjoyed bis notes

immensely; but some of them need to be

discounted a little.
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In the March 1st issue, under High-pres-

sure Gardening, A. I. Root speaks of the

potato industry and the great sale of seed

for southern markets by E. E. Harington.

I never see the subject of the potato busi-

ness mentioned but that I am at once inter-

ested. I followed the potato-growing busi-

ness for a good many years in the Kaw
River Valley, in eastern Kansas. At that

time nearly the entire valley from Kansas
City to Topeka was one vast area of pota-

to-fields. AVe discovered early in the history

of the industry there that northern-gi-own

seed is far superior to any we could pre-

serve; for that, indeed, was the secret of

the greater success with the northern grown.

We secured nearly all of our seed from the

Red River Valley of the North, and used

nothing but the early Ohios. The secret

is, the fact that the potato dug (of neces-

sity) as soon as matured, holds all of its

vitality. In the South we were obliged to

keep our native seed for at least eight

months after maturity, and its vitality was
very much exhausted by planting time. 1

am the originator of the White Early Ohio

l^otato. I discovered two white tubers,

evidently sprouts, when following the pota-

to-plow in a field of the Red variety. I

placed them in the cellar side by side. Un-
fortunately one of them froze; but, very

fortunately, the other did not. I planted it

in the spring. About half of its crop went

back to the red stock. Only the white ones

were replanted, and so on until the fourth

season, when they came pure white. I had

them gi-own in the Red River Valley of the

North for two seasons, then sold the entire

lot to the C. J. Vaughn Seed Co., of Chica-

go. They were introduced by this firm.

* * *

No rain has fallen since February 21.

The entire period from that date until

March 21 was a jDeriod of cloudless skies

March 16 a desert wind began blowing

—

one of those dry electric winds known as a

" norther " that drives our moisture away
faster tlian any other weather condition.

On the 18th the record for high tempera-

ture came nearly being broken, it having'

reached the highest point for 39 years.

These conditions, together with the warm
winter, have forced the spring forAvard till

the flora now blooming is a full month or

more ahead of its season. Last year the

first orange flower I saw open was on the

7th day of April. This year the bloom will

be almost entirely gone by that date. The

sage has been blooming more or less for the

past month, and is now almost at its best,

more than a full month ahead of its season

;

for as a rule Ave figure on little surplus from
the sage before May 1.

Some of the most peculiar conditions

have come with the season I have ever seen

;

and while the bees have improved every

mom.ent, building up from very small colo-

nies to full-fledged honey-gatherei-s, yet

they are behind the season. February 23 I

discovered that I had about forty colonies

very short of stores and long on brood.

Fearing they would have to face a Aveek of

bad Aveather at any time, I decided to feed

them at once; for such conditions would

have forced them to starvation.. I fed 17

colonies a gallon each of sugar syrup. My
son returned to the apiary in a feAV days to

feed the rest. My anticipated bad Aveather

did not come, but I Avas not able to return

to the apiary for a period of tAvo Aveeks.

AVhen I did return I not only found some
of my syrup still in the feeders, but all had

an abundant supply of honey gathered from

the sage, and many colonies storing surplus.

The sage has been yielding freely until the

21st, Avhen the Aveather became cooler and

the clouds overcast the sky. So far I have

not seen a trace of our old enemy the sage

weevil. We shall doubtless harvest at least

a fair crop from the sage. The condition of

the bees in the sage belt is not gratifying.

The average loss Avill reach .50 per cent at

least, according to reports received. Re-

ports from San Diego Co. indicate that the

loss there has been very heavy. I am in-

formed by Inspector Meeker that in my
own county (San Bernardino) the loss has

been fully a half, some apiaries having lost

as high as 80 per cent. I ahvays figure

myself in San Bernardino County; but in

leality my bees are in RiA'erside except

those at my home.
On account of the heavy loss of bees,

together Avith the slowness of many colonies

in reaching the supers, we can not expect

an excessive heavy crop from the sage,

especially if we should not have more rain

during the spring, which looks probable.

Later.—Since Avriting the above, liglit

rains have fallen, which improves the i^ros-

pects to a great extent. The button sage

Avill develop to its fullest capacity, and is

assured of moisture to sustain it until na-

ture bids it cease blooming. The white

sage, Avild buckAvheat, etc., now seem as-

sured of their needed moisture.
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Conversations with Doolittle
At Borodino, New York,

BEES AND APPLE-BLOSSOMS.

" I see that Doolittle lays considerable

stress on the pollen and nectar which come
from the early bloom, and especially that

from the willows and hard maple. How
about the ai^ple-blossoms ? Are they not of

equal help to tlie bees with those of an

earlier blossoming'? I had supposed that

the nectar the bees gather from apple-bloom

is the greatest factor of all the year in

stimulation of brood-rearing in time for an

army of bees for the white-honey harvest."

1 consider your supposition as regards

the " greatest factor " correct, providing

the bees have gotten well under headway
with their brood when the bloom from the

apple appears. But to have this bloom of

the greatest value, brood should be started

so that 8000 to 12,000 bees are nearing

maturity when the apple-bloom begins to

open. I consider the great value of nectar

from apple-bloom to lie in its stimulating

quality, toward plentiful brood-rearing, and

in producing stores to tide over the period

of scarcity which immediately follows this

bloom for a time approximating twenty to

twenty-five days.

More than half a century ago our beloved

M. Quinby penned these words :
" In good

weather, a gain of 20 pounds is sometimes

added to the liives during the period of

apple-blossoms. But we are seldom fortu-

nate enough to have continuous good weath-

er, as it is often rainy, cloudy, cool, or

windy, all of which are very detrimental.

A frost will sometimes destroy all, and the

gain of our bees is reversed ; that is, their

stores are lighter at the end than at the

beginning of this season of flowers. Yet
this season often decides the prosperity of

the bees for the summer. If there is good
weather now, we expect our first swarms
the fore part of June; if not, no subse-

quent yield of honey will make up the

deficiency." And no truer words were ever

uttered, as applied to central New York:
and what applies to this locality will apply
quite generally to the Northern States.

From this we see that the apple-tree

bears no mean relation to the person inter-

ested in apiculture, outside of the fruit it

yields. Apple-blossom honey is somewhat
rank and strong when first gathered ; but

after staying on the hive till thoroughly

ripened, it assumes a nice spicy flavor,

though when at its best it can hardly be

said to equal that from clover or basswood.

I believe that, if we could have the same

number of bees in the hive in ap2)le-blossom

that we do in basswood, and if the weather
could be equally good, the yield from this

source would be nearly or quite as good
while the bloom lasts; but the trouble is, the

bloom comes so early in the season that we
do not have the bees; and, still worse, the

weather is usuajly such that the bees do not

have an opportunity every year to work
more than enough to encourage brood-rear-

ing, and sometimes not even that. For this

reason I have found that it does not pay
to try to work the colonies up to an unu-

sual strength with the hope of securing a

surplus in comb honey from this source.

It is quite amazing what a good colony

which has wintered well will do where there

is continuous good weather when the apple-

trees are in bloom. In 1877 we had a good
yield from this source—so much so that

many colonies stored, capped, and finished

from five to twenty pounds of surplus in

the section supers, besides storing in every

available cell below not occupied with brood
or pollen; and the result from tlie apiary

that year was the highest ever obtained by
the writer, which was an average of 166 2-3

])ounds from each old colony in the spring.

Another year, when we had continuous good
weather throughout the whole bloom, a hive

on the scales made a gain of 31 pounds
during the bloom.

1 well remember trying a guessing exper-

iment that year. I counted the bees as they

came in at the entrance loaded with nectar.

Tliey were well at work at about seven in

the morning, and the first count showed 42
loaded bees coming in during one minute:

the next minute, 46; the third, 41; the

fourth, 44. At about ten o'clock I counted

again, and the average at this time was 49

to the minute on five counts, while at one

o'clock the average was 51 per minute, and
at five o'clock the number of loaded bees

entenng the hive proved to be nearly the

same as the first count in the morning. I

figured that each bee carried a drop of

nectar; then estimated the number of drops

it would take for a pound, calling nine

pounds as the weight of a gallon of this

nectar as it came from the fields. Then I

" struck an average " to get the number of

bees per minute for the whole day, and
multiplied this number by the number of

minutes worked, and decided that the result

of that day's work would be 71/2 pounds.

T had weighed the hive in the morning.

l)efore any bees went to work, and the
Continued on next page.
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KEEPING IN THE SOUTHWEST
Loinis Ho Scholl, New Brauinifelg, Texas.

Texas and California, both with a I'epu-

tation as leaders from an apieultural stand-

l)oint, seem to have an even start this yeai'

as concerns the prospects for a good honey
season. With an unusual amount of rain-

fall through the winter months, and rains

last fall and this spring, indications are for

a large crop of honey in each of these two
States. Strange it is, though, that, while

both of these States are leading honey-pro-

ducers, Texas does not affect the northern

and eastern honey market, while California

does. Instead, Texas consumes almost all

of her own honey, assisted by Oklahoma,
where a g'reat deal of Texas honey finds a

good market.

The more 1 study the matter of unpainted

hives vs. painted ones, the more convinced

I am that painting them is the only sensible

thing to do. These observations, of covirse.

are for this part of the country where the

sum.mer sun is perhaps somewhat more se-

vere. The more unjoainted hives T see in

ray travels around, the more I detest them
on account of their unsightly weathered

appearance and the gaping corners and
split sides or ends. Some of the wise ones

claim that the latter trouble is all due to the

way the hives are nailed ; but I am here to

tell you that there is not so much in this

argument. Of course, there is a difference

between good and poor nailing of hives:

but I want to say that there is also a great

difference between well-nailed painted hives

and the best-nailed unpainted ones. The
paint should be put on just the same.

Locality does not have so much effect on

some things as has been claimed, it seems.

For instance, I remember a good many
times when our bees were just as cross

toward the end of a good honey-flow, and
mth honey still coming in " at a good clip,''

as Dr. Miller quotes Dr. Ludden, p. 163.

It seems that, when the hives have been

stored full of the golden stores, the bees are

the more determined to protect them against

any possible intruder that may come along

and deprive them of these after the long

hard toil of storing. It has often seemed
to me that a colony of bees that has its hive

exceedingly well filled with honey is more
difficult to handle at that particular stage

than under ordinaiy conditions. This has

come to my notice several times with colo-

nies that ordinarily behaved very nicely and
did not seem to repel our manipulations as

wlien we approached the hives to take away
the surplus honey toward the end of the

honey-flow.

Keeping bees within the city limits has

been defended by the writer in a number
of instances, and our own number of colo-

nies has ranged from a few to forty and
more colonies right in the heart of this city

of some four thousand inhabitants. While
we have had no trouble on account of their

presence from neighbors and others, we
have decided to move them all away to a

safe distance to prevent them coming back
and loitering about the honey-house as they

now do. In this respect they have annoyed
us a great deal—so much so that we moved
all of them away once before. But the fact

that various colonies and nuclei can be

picked up here and there at different times.

and can be more conveniently cared for at

liome, this number has again increased to a

dozen or so. The annoyance about the

honey-house and the honey-wagons, and
every thing else, is so great that we prefer

not to have them about. It is true that
" the other fellow's " bees may come just the

same; but with ours out of the way the

number will be decreased appreciably.

Continued from preceding page.

evening weight showed a gain of 8 pounds
and 2 ounces in excess of that in the morn-
ing, so I had guessed within ten ounces of

what had really come in that day.

But I think I liear our questioner asking
" What has this guessing-bee to do with

practical apiculture?" Well, it had a lot

to do with me, for it brought to me the joy

and fun that was to be found with the

" trade " called " apiculture." Very few

indeed have made a practical success in life

wliere they entered any trade or calling

with nothing in view but the money there

was in it. When toiling for the dollar,

every thing is drudgery. But when a person

love^ his calling so that he is eager for the

next day's fun, every night as he lies down
to sleep, he not only gets the joy and fun.

but money as well.



GENERAL
GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

'PONDENCE
OPERATIVE COSTS; THE FREQUENT WASTE OF TIME AND LABOR

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

Arthur C. Miller

In the Jan. 15th

issue, page 50, 1 tried

hard to bring home
to the readers some

of the economics of

bee culture, using the

new method of queen

introduction as the

^ehicle to convey my
ideas. I rather flat-

lered myself that I did very well, and

thought I said things in such a manner as

would set some of the beekeepers to think-

ing, and to considering the cost of some of

tlieir methods. In fact, I felt quite sure

that I had so carefully expressed myself

that there would be no missing the message

T wished to give.

The editor gave it a kind notice in his

department; but as he seems to have been

so interested in the percentage of queens

lost that he quite missed the matter of

dollars and cents, I fear that I was not as

clear as I thought. The editor also slipped

up in his percentage figiires, as I think I

can show. He says the loss by the cage

method in his yards is 10 per cent, and that

by two of the most expert queen-handlers

in the country. Then he says that of 100

queens sent to a customer, the latter lost 10

per cent; and it was right there, I fear, his

arithmetic gave out. He lost 10 per cent,

tlie customer lost 10 per cent of the same
lot of queens, and ten plus ten makes twen-
ty. But of all the queens he produced he

had only 90 per cent left to sell; so, to be
really accurate, his customer lost but 10 per

cent of 90 per cent, or 9 per cent—total, 19

per cent. But that isn't correct, though it

may appear to be; for if his loss was 1!)

per cent, then he must have lost one of the

extra ten he bought; so the real shrinkage
on the original lot of queens was 20 per
cent. Now that, mind you, was by experts

When I said the loss by the cage method
was about 40 per cent, I based my state-

ment on answers to queries, on testimony
jiicked up when inspecting and by personal
experience. If you choose to pull in the

poor beginner by the scruff^ of his neck you
will find his loss will average nearer sixty

than forty per cent.

Whatever t' e editor does with my figures,

he must double his own. He based his on

exiaerts, while I based mine on all classes,

which, from the lesson I was trying to teach,

was the proper basis.

Accepting the loss of twenty per cent by
experts as the correct one for the commer-
cial beekeepers, and leaving the novice and
amateur out of the question, we still have a

startling money loss by the cage method of

queen introduction. If memory serves me
aright, the editor's output of queens is

about 5000 annually. Tor the sake of easy
figuring, we will use the retail j^rice of un-
tested queens as the unit price, to wit, $1.00.

That means $5000 worth of queens. Of this

he confesses to losing 10 per cent by the

cage method of handling, or $500. His
customers lose an equal amount—a rather

serious loss on a $5000 business, eh?
Xow figure the loss to all the beekeepers

of the country, and set it over as one of the

overlooked costs of honey production.

But two other items he has quite over-

looked—the labor {time used by the bee-

keeper in the cage plan of introducing and
subsequent inspection, etc.), and time colo-

nies are without a laying queen, and the

conseonent upset and indirect loss. To be

sure, the thoughtful man does his requeen-
ing when this latter is trifling; but it must
be reckoned, be it large or small.

If the method of requeening without
dequeening proves successful, we may save

the time of hunting up the old queens, and
another \ery large cost item. Avill be removed.

In other words, beekeepers are more
Avasteful of time and labor than they have
the slightest conception. By some of the

most popular and most widely taught meth-
ods of bee culture it costs as high as $5.00

and even $6.00 per year merely to handle
each colony of bees. It costs the best of us,

when using our brains all the year to save

us labor during " the season," approximate-
ly $2.00 a year to " handle " our bees. Un-
der exceptionally favorable conditions the

cost has been lowered to $1.00 per year

:

but I believe $2.00 to be much below the

average, and am supported in this view by
some careful investigators.

In the term " handle " I include all the

expense of keeping and operating a colony

of bees, such as interest, taxes, depreciation,

insurance, and labor. Supplies, such as

sections, super foundation, hives for

swarms, etc., are no part of operative cost.
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A man with sufificient ability to operate

a commercial apiary successfully and prof-

itably market the crop, should be able to

earn at least $5.00 per day at any one of

several other lines of business, so I used

that figure on a ten-hour day, or 50 ets.

per hour as time value in apiary work.

If some of the advocates of thorough

spring overhauling, of stimulative feeding,

of building up weak colonies, and of the

hundred and one other needless and worse

than needless operations, will just keep

account of the actual time used in the api-

ary for one season, they will be staggered at

the total.

It will not take much thinking to estimate

the hours given to each colony in a year.

You can figure it by taking the total of days

the owner and his helpers spent at it and
dividing it by the number of colonies; or

if the beekeeping is a side line, and attend-

ed to at odd moments, it is not difficult to

determine how long each operation takes.

Hunting up the old queen and getting in

a new one takes perhaps as much time for

the average beekeeper as any part of the

work, and for that reason I used it to illus-

trate what I had to say on economics.

If beekeepers had devoted to operative

costs a small part of the time and though!

they have given to supi^ly costs they would
have profited immeasurably. It is well to

keep cost of equipment as small as possible,

that interest charges and depreciation may
be less; but in trying to force supply costs

down, there is danger of getting such poor
goods, etc., as to result in ultimate serious

loss. Within certain limits it is wise to put
quite a sum into the equipment provided

the annual operative cost is thereby reduced.

If the increase in prices of supplies serves

to turn the beekeeper's thoughts to the eco-

nomics of his business, it will be worth
much to them. I would go even further,

and say that I think the rising i^rice oi

supijlies a blessing, for it will deter m.any

persons, who are not financially able to

enter the beekeeping business, from under-

taking it; and it will gradually crowd out

those who are poor managers, always short

of cash, and always hurting the honey

market by sacrificing their crojjs.

Devote your thoughts to the expenses of

operation, and let cost of supplies alone

for awhile.

Providence, R. I.

[Ti-y as hard as we may, it is not always
easy to make the other fellow understand
just what we mean. If we missed the point

that our correspondent was making, it is

apparent to us, at least, that he did not

entirely get our point of view as to the

actual loss by introducing on the cage plan.

If we introduced 5000 queens in our apiaiy,

and the loss from the cage plan were 10

per cent, then if the other fellow who
bought them of us should lose 10 per cent

in inti'oducing, it would be jDroper to add
the two i:)ercentages together, and thus

make the 20 per cent loss. Mr. Miller is

correct when he says we reared 5000 queens.

We actually did better than that. But there

was only a very small percentage of fertile

queens that were introduced into our yards

—l^robably not one per cent of the number
reared. On tliis basis there would be 99 per

cent that would have only one introduction

instead of two; therefore the percentage of

loss on the part of the expert would be, as

we figure it, not liigher than 10 per cent.

But possibly our correspondent was figur-

ing on the loss in introducing virgins. If

he figirred that way, then we shall have to

confess that the loss by introducing on the

cage plan would go away beyond 20 per

cent.

Mr. Miller says that a man with sufifieient

ability to operate a commercial apiary suc-

cessfully and profitably, and market the

crop, should be able to earn at least $5.00

a day at any one of several lines of busi-

ness. He then figures on a ten-hour day,

and operating expenses 50 cents an hour

for apiary work. As a general thing, one

good man can furnish the brains for half a

dozen or a dozen men or boys with an abun-

dance of muscle and a little exi^erience.

Said an old and successful beekeeper the

other day, " I can hire all the men I need,

and some pretty good ones, at $1.50 a day:

but, mind you, I furnish the brains. They
do the work." Ordinarily we would say

that 15 cents per hour is a low figure; but

20 to 25 cents will usually buy a pretty

good man in the capacity of operator to

work on general plans supplied by the boss.

Mr. R. F. Holfei'mann goes one better. He
hires student help every year, pays them so

much a month and board, and a percentage

on what the season develops. His labor

item probably would not exceed 15 cents an

hour ; but his own time is probably worth

50 cents or more per hour. If we sujipose

that the average man who operates 1000

colonies is cajiable of bossing five or six

other men, the relative cost per hour would

be reduced in proportion. Tor example,

five men at an average price of $2.00 per

day would earn $10.00 per day. The bee-

man himself would make this $15.00, fur-

nishing the brains and doing some of the

labor. The operating expense of the six

men then would be $2.50 a day, or 25 cents

an hour. Perhaps this is what Mr. Miller

has in mind.

—

Ed.]
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MEQUEENING WITHOUT DEQUEENING

BY J. E. HAND

On p, 851, 1913, J. B. Merwiii outlines a

method of requeening without removing the

reigning- queen. This article introduces a

subject that has been discussed pro and con

in the journals with the unanimous verdict

that, wliile bees will tolerate a plurality of

laying queens or queen-cells, acting on the

principle that " to the victor belong the

spoils," they will not, as a rule, tolerate a

virgin queen at mating age in the same
colony with a laying queen of any age,

unless she is actually failing, even though
separated by a queen-excluder. There are

exceiDtions to all rules, however, and un-

doubtedly friend Merwin's case is the ex-

cei^tion and not the rule. Some 20 years

ago Mr. Doolittle became quite enthusiastic

about rearing queens in a hive having a

laying queen, the bees having access to both
compartments, but was compelled to aban-

don the project because a large majority of

the virgins were either killed or driven from
the hives by constant nagging and worrying
by the bees as the queens arrived at mating
age.

Viewing it thus, it is safe to assume that

friend Merwin's success was due to one of

two conditions—either the laying queens
were actually failing or weak, or else an un-
usual honey-tlow had a soothing etfeet upon
the disi>osition of the bees temporarily; for

many manipulations can be performed witli

bees at such times that would result in

disaster during a dearth of nectar. It is

generally conceded that a plurality of lay-

ing queens are safe in any hive until they

hapi^en to meet when both are in fighting

trim, which may not take place for several

days, or even weeks. This gave rise to the

false theory that any number of queens
would co-operate peacefully in the same
liive if the bees would accept them. The
late E. W. Alexander became very enthu-

siastic about it ; but nature asserted her

l)ower, and the queens fought in mortal
combat until but one remained, and the

theory was exploded.
It strikes me that the method of requeen-

ing without dequeening, as outlined by A.
C. Miller, page 850, gives promise of ulti-

mate success when operated in conjunction

with the smoke method, for the reason that

a queen on arrival by mail is slim and
active, while the reigning queen is sluggish

and corpulent ; hence if they meet after

the bees have become reconciled to the new
queen the chances are all in favor of the

new queen. But the chances are even that

they will meet Avhile the bees are still viewing
the new queen with suspicion, in which case

the bees would undoubtedly decide the con-

test in favor of their recognized monarch.
This contingency could be easily provided
against by using a division-board between
them for two or three days.

Hirminaham. Ohio.

KEQUEENING WITHOUT DEQUEENING IN NEW ZEALAND

A Duel Between Two Queens

BY N. SMKDLEY.

In the December 1st issue, 1913, page
851, is an article on requeening, by J. B.

Merwin. This is a step in the right direc-

tion, and will prove a cheap and safe meth-
od of requeening. I have just tried it with
100 hives. In some cases where cells were
already started, I grafted these without cag-

ing the queen, and they were accepted and
drawn out to fine cells. This copy of

Gleanings came at the right time, as I was
thinking over this requeening problem. I

was killing the old queens and gi-afting what
cells I found already formed. Any found
queenless would receive a laying queen from
another hive, and the hive the queen was
taken from would be grafted. The queen's

wings are clipped. Killing these queens in

the middle of January (in my locality), I

consider is no loss; for by the time the last

of the eggs are hatched out the lioney-fiow

is about done.

I have also tried the smoke plan of intro-

ducing virgins; but the virgins were not

successful in ridding the hive of the old

queen, but they were accepted in every

([ueenless hive. I had a one-frame observa-

tory hive with a laying queen. Toward
evening I ran in a virgin queen. She pass-

ed the guards, and I watched her climb up
the frame. The bees took no notice of her.

She went among them quietly and seemed at

home; but presently she came to the queen
of the hive, and they fought immediately,

rolling down the frame locked together, on

to the bottom-board. Now, here is the point

:

As soon as these queens started to fight.
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llie workers ruslied down upon them and
separated them and killed the virgin.

SWARMS ENTERING HIVES OCCUPIED BY
OTHER BEES.

I should like to know if you have ever

known the following to happen : 1 was
working in an outyard of 55 colonies at

swarming time. A swarm issued from a

three-story hive at one end of the yard. I

hived it in a box and set it to one side, as I

wanted to finish with the hive I was work-
ing at. About five minutes later a second

swarm came out lower down the same row
of hives. This was a good after-swarm. At
this time I had finished my work at the hive

mentioned, and stood waiting for this

swarm to settle. To my surprise it went
into the hive that had just swarmed, the

swarm being still in the box. I went to this

hive and watched them going in. Presently

a virgin queen alighted on the front board.

I caught her and killed her. I destroyed all

queen-cells but one in this hive, and the bees

went to work a week later in another out-

yard. In working through this yard I came
to a hive ready to swarm. The queen's

wings were clipped and the cells cut out,

but I found afterward I missed one. Half
an hour later this hive swarmed. I picked

up the queen and caged her, and was pre-

paring to receive the swarm in a prepared
hive when I noticed them entering two
hives about twelve yards away. One hive
stood in front of the other. One of these

hives had swarmed earlier that day. The
other was a division from a strong hive ear-

lier in the season. There were no bees re-

turning from the swarm to their hives, or at

least not enough to be noticed.

Te Awamutu, N. Z., Jan. 31.

[The occurrence of swarms going into

other hives that have just swarmed, while
not common, have been reported from time
to time. We do not know how to explain
them, unless there are a few stragglers from
the swarm that are returning to their old

home. These attract the bees of any other
swarms that may be in the air with the
result that such bees go in the hive just

vacated. If cells are destroyed there is no
reason why the two households can not
unite as one family.

Your account of how the bees took a hand
in the queen fight is interesting. It shows
that they do sometimes interfere in behalf
of one of the queens. There is evidence
that at other times they do not meddle in

the row. We should be glad to get any
other facts that have actually been seen.

—Ed.]

50IL FERTILITY AND HONEY PRODUCT

Paper presented by Prof. H. A. Surface, of Harrisburg, Pa., at the convention of the Naiional Beekeepers'
Association in St. Louis.

It is generally agreed that we can not

afford to plant for nectar or honey produc-

tion alone. In other words,' to sow a field

to any kind of crop, merely for the sake of

the honey it might produce, is scarcely

profitable. If, however, the field crop can

be made a successful primary feature, the

factor of honey production as a. secondary
feature may be entirely clear gain, as most
profits come from comparatively small

things. We note, for example, tliat the

packing-houses of Chicago utilize absolute-

ly every part and by-product of the hog
excepting the squeal, and it is now proposed
that they utilize that in making phono-
graphic records to aid the old-style noisy

beekeepers in making more noise to help

hive their bees.

In this day of keen agricultural competi-
tion every factor possible should aid the

husbandman. Natural conditions are against

success from continued ci'opping or from
the old-style farm methods. It becomes
necessary to keep up Avith the times by

adopting such new methods as the scientific

experts show are beneficial. It is impossi-
ble for any husbandman to succeed without
considering as an entire unit all the factors
that enter into modern agriculture. I mean
to say he may be up to date in many things

;

but if not in all, he may fail. For example,
he may select seed in accordance with the
methods of Holden or Hunt; he may fer-

tilize in accordance with the latest direc-

tions from Hopkins or Thorne, and may
cultivate according to Hilgarde, and spray
according to Gillette, Forbes, or to Howard;
but when the crop returns are to be sought
he must see the " handwriting on the wall "

or hear the saddening statement that was
heard by the rich young man who went to

Christ,
'" One thing thou lackest." This is

organic matter with soil fertility. We can
not afford to buy enough commercial fertil-

izer to depend upon it entii'ely, year after

year, as a sole source of plant fertility. It

will eventually make a rich man poor. We
do not have enough barnyard m^vnure tg
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"We have been favored by a visit from Mr. C. P. Dadant, as well as the Viscount Triaca, of the Apicol-

tore; Mr. Herrod, the Secretary of the British Beekeepers' Association, and Prof. Cotini, Director of the

Italian Federation of Beekeepers. We have taken some photographs, vehich we are sendinsc you, together

with one of our apiary and of our Director, who is also instructor at the Royal Agricultural School at Imola.

Castel San Pietre, Bologna, Italy, Dec. 5. Gaetano Piana.

meet the needs of our extensive agricultur-

ists or horticulturists. How, then, can a

poor man increase his yield by economical

means? This is a question of such far-

reaching importance as to justify our at-

tention for a few minutes, even though at

first it may be beyond any thing pertaining

to beekeeping", and appai'ently inappropri-

ate before this assembly.

Let us remember that the greatest element

of plant food is that which is commonly
called " nitrogen." It is by all means the

most expensive element in our commercial

fertilizers, and the most difficult to get into

the soil by artificial means. At the same
time, it is the most abundant element in the

atmosphere. Practically eleven jiounds of

this material rests upon each square inch of

the earth's surface. Why is it not directly

utilized? It is because it must be made
over or transformed into the kind of com-

pound that can be taken up by plants. An
illustration is to be seen in the lowly field

bean. In its raw state it will scarcely sus-

tain human life; but let it be properly

cooked, and there is no more nourishing

article of food for mankind. Thus, wlien

the nitrogen in the atmosphere is trans-

formed it becomes at once tlie most stimu-

lating or invigorating element in the food

of plants.

How is this transformation effected?

Here is the important point of our story.

This is done in nature's laboratory by myr-
iads of organisms known as bacteria that

live in a mutually beneficial relationship,

known as symbosis, upon the roots of the

legiime plants. These are the members of

the jDulse or pea and bean family, botani-

cally known as Leguminosae. Upon the

roots of all members of this family these

beneficial bacteria, gathering and trans-

forming nitrogen, live in great numbers,
forming little lumps or nodules. Upon
practically each kind there is a different

species of bacterium, as is shown by the

fact that the nodules taken from the roots

of different kinds of legume plants differ in

size, shape, color, and general appearance
These nodules, or lumps, are large enougli

to be seen readily by the unaided eye. Take
up, for example, the roots of the common
white clover, sweet white clover, the red

clovex", crimson clover, alfalfa, the locust-

tree and the redbud-tree, keeping the sur-

rounding earth wi'.li them until they are
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A more iliN of one of (lie apiaries of Gaetano Piana, Ca 'tro, Bologna, Italy.

placed in watei' and very gently washed to

avoid breaking off their most minute fibers.

Note the small white, pinkish or brownish
lumps that are there to be seen. These are

the nodules which are homes of myriads of

bacteria which are plainly seen when any
lump is crushed under a compound micro-

scope of high power. Not only are sue)]

lumps the homes of bacteria, but they are

composed almost entirely of available nitro-

gen, transformed from the unavailable ni-

trogen of the atmosphere by the vital action

of these microscopical organisms, and thus

rendered fit for immediate use by the plants

upon which they gTow, as well as by other

plants that may be grown in the same soil.

Therefore, it can be seen that, the more of

such legume plants are grown in any soil,

the more fertile will the soil become from
the standpoint of increase of nitrogen and
organic material therefrom.

As the plants mature they draw upon the

nitrogen stored in the nodules on their

rootlets, using part of it in the formation
of tissue, especially seeds.

A bulletin just at hand. No. 145, from
the Agricultural Experiment Station at

Brookings, S. D., says, "Every ton of clover

hay takes 40 pounds of nitrogen from the

air, and every ton of alfalfa takes 50

pounds from the air through the roots of

these plants." Hence by gi'owing these

crops, or other legume crops, and returning
them to the soil, either directly or after they
have been transformed into manure, a sup-
ply of nitrogen in the soil may be main-
tained, provided, of course, that sufficient

amount of legumes are grown.
So much for the primary story of in-

creasing soil fertility, which is really more
important than increasing the size of the

farm. Now, there is a secondary point
for consideration, which, for us as beekeep-
ers, is of no small importance. This is the

fact that, among the very best honey-pro-
ducing plants of the world, are the legumes.
In connection with crimson clover and lo-

cust-blossoms in the spring Ave have a close

succession of alsike, white clover, sweet
yellow clover, alfalfa, and sweet white
clover, all of which the honey-bees work on
to a very remarkable extent. Every one of
these legumes here mentioned is of great
benefit as a soil renewer, and at the same
time they are recognized as being the chief

honey-producing plants of America, with
but few exceptions.

Another important j^oint of the story is

that, in addition to being soil-renewers and
neetar-yielders, they are our greatest forage-
plants. No plants contain as much protein,

or are as beneficial as feed for live stock.
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Tlie eiiertiy of the workhorse and (lie yield

of milk from dairy cattle, increase whei)

liicse [lanls are used either as pasture or

hay. The growth of pork is greater when
these plants supplement the grain feeds. The
pioduclion of eggs is increased by their

proper use in the poullry-yard, and, in fact,

there is a report of a banquet of Western
growers in which one of these plants (alfal-

fa) furnished not only bread and vegetable

food, but also a food used as breakfast

cereal.

To get the benefits of such plant growth

for the beekeepers it is necessary that they

bloom, and that the bees have opportunity

to visit the blossoms. This means they

should grow at least until the blossoms are

commencing to fade or wither. It is known
that the heaviest nectar secretion is just

at the time of the opening of the bloom.

After a flower has been visited by a bee.

and fertilized, the secretion of nectar stops

and the blossom fades and drops. Here
again, good agricul-

tural practice is in ac-

cordance with apicul-

tural profits. It so

happens that the best

results for hay 3r

stock food are obtain-

ed by cutting just be-

fore the seeds form,

which is just after the

blossoms have passed

tl'.eir stage of perfec-

tion and are withering:

also, when these crops

are to be turned down
for soiling crops the

best results are ob-

tained b y plowing

them down when they

reach this same stage

of perfection of devel-

opment. To plow
(h)wn a great crop be-

fore blooming- means
to put into the ground
too much water in the

form of thin sap, and
it is supposed there is

special danger of

souring- the soil then.

The juice in a jdanl

commences to become
thick and sticky after

it has passed the im-

portant vital period

of full bloom. That is

when it can be turned

down with safety, and
is also the time when

it has done its greatest work in transform-
ing and fixing nitrogen; but let it be re-

membered that the fertility is not lost by
using the plant as stock food. If the

manure, liquid and solid, is saved and
returned to the field it will have as gieat

fertilizing- value as though it had been

] lowed down, and the grower will have the

increased benefit of its feeding \alue for

his live stock.

From the further standpoint of tlie

greatest fertility from the nitrogenous nod-

ules it must be remembered that their best

stage of perfection is reached when the

plant is at its highest point of development,

or just at the end of blossoming and the

beginning of the ripening of the seed. Thus
whether the plant be plowed down, or cut

for the silo, or dried as hay, the best results

for honey production, for soil fertility, and
for animal food, are to be obtained by let-

ting them reach a fair stage of development
or perfection rather than cutting, as is the

Dadant,
British

with Viscount Triaca, of L' Apicoltore ; Mr. Herrod, of the
Bie Journal, and I'lof. I'otini. of the Italian Federation

of Beekeepers, at the Piana apiary.
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15ies of D. M. Bryant, Ethelfelts, Va., working on rye chop as a substitute for pollen.

fault of SO many husbandmen, before the

blossoms open.

It becomes important, therefore, for every

one interested in the tilling of the soil to

see that a definite effort is made to plant

legume crops at every opportunity. They
can be used as filler crops at the time of

year when nothing else is grown, as, for

example, by sowing crimson clover just

before the last time the cultivator is run

through the cornfield, and growing a sod

until the next spring. Last year the writer

sowed three quarts of crimson-clover seed

and half a pint of cowhorn-turnip seed to

the acre in a cornfield; and after the corn

was harvested he removed tons of the best

turnips for cow food and table use, and at

the present time has a good clover sod on

what would be otherwise only barren and

stubble. The time has come when it must

be regarded as slothful for a man to leave

his soil without a clover crop as we former-

ly regarded it for a careless person to leave

his implements exposed in the field during

the winter. From this crimson-clover sod,

next May will spring a wealth of scarlet

bloom, looking like a field covered with

ripening strawberries, and humming with

the busy bees as in the swarming season.

It must be remembered that the legumes

are averse to thriving in acid soils. The

soil wherein they are to grow should be
sweetened by the use of at least one ton of
lime or one or two tons of finely ground
limestone per acre, before seeding. In the

case of the corn, this can be done by
spreading the lime broadcast just before
planting in the spring.

Soil inoculation is one other important
point in order to be sure of an abundant
growth of the soil bacteria and nitrifying

nodules, and, consequently, the legume
growth. This can be effected best by sowing
broadcast two or three hundred pounds per
acre of soil taken from a field which has

previously grown the legume crop that is

to be planted.

Another means of inoculation is to sow
the crop and let it reach fair maturity, or

even go to sod again on the same soil. Then
turn it down and seed again. After two or

three repeated efforts on soil where lime has
been used to prevent acidity, there will be
an inoculation which will result in a good
growth in the future. A third proposed
means of inoculation is through commercial
cultures prepared by different commercial
concerns, and sent by mail. This is the

most expensive and least satisfactory means
of inoculation. As a rule, we do not recom-
mend it. The best means of inoculation is by
sowing soil from the field that has grown
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the crop desired. Apply it in the evening

or on a cloudy day, just before sowing seed,

and harrow in both soil and seed.

While as a rule each legume has its owd
kind of bacterium, yet there are exceptions,

as, for example, in growing sweet white

clover to produce the inoculation for alfal-

fa, as in tins case the bacterium is the same.

It is to be further remembered that the

legumes have their own proper or best

respective seasons for seeding, and the one
to plant at any time of year depends upon
the time of year when the ground is avail-

able for said planting. For exam^^le, we
sow red clover and alsike in our grain-fields

in February, when the ground is honey-

combed with frost. Just as early as the

soil can be worked in the spring we sow
Canada field peas, with or without oats. A
few years ago in our own fields we drilled

Canada field peas, oats, red clover, and al-

sike, and had a good stand of the three

legumes on tlie soil, so that, as the peas and
oats were cut, the clovei--field remained.
Later in the spring, and just after corn-
planting, is the proper time for planting
cow peas, soy beans, and field beans or soup
beans. In midsummer is the best time for

sowing crim.son clover, and in the early part
of August is the proper period for seeding
Avith alfalfa. Later in August, or early in

September, we sow hairy or winter vetch,

either with or without rye, but prefer one
peck of vetch and two or three pecks of rye
to the acre to give one of the best crops that

can be used for a winter-cover crop for re-

newing soil fertility, and also keeping the

bees busily and profitably engaged.
In conclusion let me say that the man

who learns how to use one or more legaime

crops in each ci'op rotation, and keeps the

legume always on his ground as a cover

crop, will have honey in his hives and
money in his bank.

ONE HUNDRED AND NINETY COLONIES IN A VILLAGE

BY L. V. HOWDKX

Our apiary is located in the village of

Fillmore, and contains at present 190 colo-

nies. We have had very good luck with our
bees, having produced as much as five tons

of comb honey in a season, the average usu-

ally being 50 to 60 lbs. per colonj'.

We are using double-walled hives, and
will transfer the 40 colonies on the other

side of the fence this spring, as we have had
several failures with single-walled hives.

We have not lost a colony in our double-

walled hives so far this winter.

The bees have been located two years as

shown in the picture. They were formerly
kept on our farm three miles from Fillmore.

The instances are very rare when they have
stung people, and I haven't heard of a

single complaint. No one ever tried to make
out that they are a nuisance.

The picture was taken from the Pennsyl-

L. F. Howden's apiary of 190 colonies in the village of Fillmore, N. Y. Photographed by C. A. Blastein.
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vania Railroad bridge, located about four
rods from our apiary. Our priucipal sources

of honey are alsike, clover, white clovei-,

and sweet clover; also fruit-bloom, bass-

wood, and buckwheat.
Fillmore. N. Y.

[Is tiiere another apiai'y of this size
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located within the corjjoiate limits of a
village? An apiary of nearly 200 colonies
"in town" is quite rare, although appar-
ently in this case the bees are just outside
the main part of the village. We expected
to use this article in our March 1st issue,

but it reached us loo late.

—

Ed.]

DO BEES SPREAD PEAM AND OTMEE KINDS OF BLIGHT ON FRUIT
TREES ?

If So, ig ihe Damage More ItliHiini Offselt hj the Good They do

'

nV CHARLES B. PIPER^ M. D.

I am enclosing' a communication received

from Mr. Jackson, of the Experiment Sta-

tion, Oregon Agricultural College. I had
written to him about the i^ossibility of the

dissemination of blight by bees, and place

before you what he has to say on the sub-

ject.

I have also perused Circular Bulletin No.
7. Crop Pest Series No. 1, " Fire-blight of

Pear and Apple," by Prof. Jackson. The
strongest statement in this publication is

found on page 9. The statement is, " The
fire-blight germs are naturally disseminated
chiefly by insects at blossoming time. As
noted above, active hold-over cankers exude
a sticky ooze, attractive to insects, in which
the bacteria are present in enormous num-
bers, and any insects visiting such cankers
will become covered with the germs. If,

after becoming infected in this way, they

visit the blossoms for nectar, they inoculate

the flowers, whereupon the germs find an

easy access to the inner tissues of the blos-

soms through the nectaries."

Leaving this publication for a minute T

would quote from Circular Bulletin No. 20,

from the same Experiment Station. " Tlie

Pollination Question." On page 5 I read.

"Probably 99 per cent or more of the trans-

fer of pollen is done by insects. Prime
among these may be mentioned the honey-
bee. Bumble-bees, ants, flies, and short-

tongued bees play an important part. How-
ever, there is no doubt that the common
honey-bee is by far the best of all, and it

will pay every orchardist to have a feAV

stands among his trees."

Realizing as I do the great menace to oni'

orchards of fire-blight, it is naturally some-
what disquieting to think that honey-bees
among my fruit-t]'ees would be instrumental
in disseminating blight. At the same time,

Ave are all convinced of the value of bees as

]iollenizing agents, and it is a problem to

determine at this time whether we shall do
without the bees as pollenizers, and in a

measure protect our trees from this dreaded
blight. I am endeavoring to collect all the
information possible, a)id have thought that
you might possibly have some opinions
gleaned from wide reading.

I have an orchard of twenty acres in the
Bitter Root Valley, Montana, in which I

have hoped ultimately to keep possibly 40
or 50 colonies of bees. At the present time
I am undecided as to whether it might be
a good procedure. That western country is

undeveloped; the apiarists are usually un-
skilled and not up to date in their methods,
and I believe that a good field i^resents
itself to a person of intelligence and in-

dustry. However, I wish to be absolutely
assured of the wisdom of any move before
making it.

Milwaukee, Wis.

[The letter from Mr. Jackson is as fol-

lows : ]

Our Crop Pest and Horticultural Report, dealing
with many other important subjects than the one you
mention, and our circular bulletin No. 7 on fire-

blight, have been sent you. I would say that there
i.s absolutely no doubt but that bees carry fire-blight,

as all authorities who have worked on this disease
apee. It is partially this that makes the disease so
difficult to handle, since cross-pollination is so neces
sary, and we can not use any methods which would
prevent pollination.

Corvallis, Ore., Feb. 2. H. S. Jackson.

[You need not fear fire-blight, pear-
blight, or twig-blight to any great extent.
There are certain seasons when all phases
of the blight are worse some years than
others. A few years ago pear-blight was
giving a great deal of trouble on the Pacific
Coast. The pear-growers demanded that all

the bees be removed from the immediate
vicinity, and it looked as if there were go-
ing to be a war between the fruit-growers
and the beekeepers. At that time I was
President of the National Association, and
as such I went into the territory to study
the matter. T knew that bees were very
necessary for the iiroper pollination of the
pear-blossoms, and I felt very sure that, if
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Part of A. J. McClanahan's 240-colony apiary near Payette, Idaho halt of the yard. the cover of this issue.

the bees were removed, the pear-growers
themselves would be the first to have them
come back. I accordingly recommended
that the beekeepers remove their bees from
the vicinity of . the pear-trees. This was
done. But the very next year, and the year
following, and from that time ou, the pear-
growers have asked the beekeepers to place
their bees as near their pear-orchards as
possible.

While we have to admit that bees can
carry a blight of any kind, as they cari-y

pollen from blossom to blossom, "yet the
good they do more than counterbalances the
damages they do at certain seasons. To
remove the bees because there was twig-
blight, pear-blight, and flre-blight, would
not help matters very much, because there
would be wild bees and common ordinary
insects that would scatter the blight just the
same as it did in California after the tame
honey-bees were removed. The only tlung
to be done is to get as many bees around
the pear-orchard as possible because bees
are almost indispensable for the proper
pollination of a good many varieties of
apples, pears, peaches, and certain stone
fruit.

Prof. M. D. Waite, of the Department of

Agriculture, went into this matter very ex-

haustively some years ago, and his decision

was most emphatically in favor of the bees

in spite of the damage they might do in

certain years in carrying- blight.

You doubtless would be interested in the

last report of the Massachusetts Fruit

Growers' Association of 1914 that was held

at Springfield, Mass. If you have not seen

this I think you would do well to send for

a copy. I refer you to Harold L. Frost, of

Arlington, Mass., or to F. Howard Brown,
Secretary and Treasurer, at Marlboro,

Mass. Wliile this does not have much to

say concerning the blight question, it docf

have some very important testimony on the

value of bees as pollinators of fruit-blos-

soms.

I am also sending you our booklet, " Bees

and Fruit." You will find farther infornia

tion under the subject of "Apple-blossonis"
in our A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture

A coui)le of weeks ago I talked with M''-

Charles Repp, of the famous Repp Brol ti-

ers, of New Jer.sey, the largest apple-grow-

ers, probably, in" the United States. M'-

Repp told me that the more bees they coiihl

have the better, and tliat (he question of

blight didn't cut very much figure with

them because they knew they must have the

bees, and the matter of blight was a small

item.

You, as a practical fruit-grower, know,
of course, that the first thing to do when a

blight shows itself is to cut it off. Of course,

if ordinary apple-twig blight shows up you

can not very well do this; but this will last

but the one season, and next year it will

disappear probably.— E. R. Root.]

A 240.COLONY APIARY IN IDAHO

BY A. J. il'CLANAHAN

The photogra])h of the 240-colony apiary
shown herewith is one of my out-yard 27
miles from my home at Payette, Idaho, ll

is located near the Owyhee River in Oregon,
' V2 miles from Nyssa.

I run my bees altogether for comb honey.
I am not genius enough to be an inventor,
^o I take all of the best bee-journals aiul

keep myself posted on the very latest meth-
"ds of proL'edure. 1 try in a small way
whatever I think would be an improvement.
H it proves better than my old way 1 use
']' if not, I discard it. In this way, there-
'^"le. I lose no time in trying to invent new
ipldian'-es.

.

I use a super that measures 17 1-1 (i

"K'hes, inside measure, and use loose section-
sliils without end-pieces, which make slats

easy to clean and store away in winter. 1

use only the 4I/4 by iV^ beeway sections.

I still stay by the old bottom-board as

made years ago, with %-inch openjng, and

not reversible. I find our climate too

changeable for very wide entrances in comb-

lioney production. Our surplus-honey yields

are not as good as they were a few years

back, on account of so many colonies ship-

ped in from (^olorado the last few years.

Some have not been as careful as thev

should have been about the rights of those

wlio were here before them. Ada (^anyon

and Washington Co., in Idaho; Malheur

Co.. in Oregon, all locations for apiaries,

are taken up; but if one wants to come

here and locate he can easily find apiaries

for sale already located: and beekee])ers
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liere would make them welcome. I shipped

tlie first car of honey that was ever sent

from Payette Valley, 12 years ago, to

Spokane, Wash. Now we ship from 10 to

17 cars of comb and extracted honey per
year. Our average is from $2.00 to $6.00

i:er colony, spring count.

Payette, Idaho.

THE ACT OF AN OUTLAW ; HOW BEES MAY BE A NUISANCE

BY THE OUTLAW

Cuidinued from the March 15th issue, paOe 222.

With apologies to the Bard of Avon—
the question was, to do or not to do; would

it be better for the soul to submit to the

humiliations and indignities of an outrag-

eous city ordinance, or take up arms against

such adverse legislation and attempt to

overthrow it? or, as an alternative to both

the foregoing lines of procedure, to con-

tinue to violate surreptitiously the orders

and mandates of the city Solons—in effect,

avoid all issues and follow the example of

tlie natives of Kentucky and produce moon-
shine honey. Well, the Kentucky method
was decided upon; and the result was that

one bright morning the bees found them-

selves in a secluded niche on the roof, and

there they are to-day.

To those who are unacquainted with

conditions where there are ordinances pro-

hibiting the keeping of bees within certain

jurisdictions, it might be well to state that

in certain parts of the country it is custom-

ary to find that there is a city ordinance

proliibiting the keeping of bees within the

limits of the town or city. Especially is

this true of California cities. The reason
for such ordinances, and there is a reason
and a valid one, is the fruit industry.

While the bees are very necessary to the

l)ollination of fruit, they are also capable of
making themselves considerable of a nui-

sance during the packing and drying of the

fruit. To illustrate the manner in which
bees are a nuisance, I will tell a story as it

was told to me by an extensive pi'oducer

of honey. He lives in a small town in the

San Gnorgonio Pass. The town is situated

in the center of several thousand acres of

fruit, consisting of prunes, pears, peaches.

ajDricots, etc. The surrounding desert and
mountains are his bee territor^^ The pas-

turage consists of sage, catclaw", alfllaree,

and what is commonly known as wild buck-
wheat. His story is as follows

:

'' It was in the 90's, the time we had the

three bad years. The third season T was in

nie Outlaw's bees permaueutly established in a niche of the roof.
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l,eu(_;il.i plus
regular

;

about as bad sbape fi-

nancially as tlie bees.

Well, 1 did not see

how I could buy sugar
to carry them through
another season. Still

1 did not want to see

them starve, so I de-

cided to bring the re-

mains of my three api-

aries to town and give

them the advantage of

the fruit-bloom. This

I did. During the

bloom the bees did

well, making a living

and a little more; but

in the fall, when the

fruit - drying season

commenced, it brought
trouble. The first inti-

mation I had was
when I was summoned
to the place of one of

the fruit-dryers. This

diyer had about half an acre covered witli

trays of drying fruit; and when I arrived

I found that the trays were literally covered
with bees. Not only did the bees visit the

fruit on the trays, but they also took an
interest in the fruit that was being prepared
for the trays, and two or three of the girls

got stung on the hands, causing the work-
ing force to become demoralized. The re-

sult was that, within a few days after the

commencement of the fruit-drying season, I

decided that the best thing to do was to

move my bees out of town. But the matter
did not end with the removing of my bees,

as the fruit-dryer claimed that, with every

drop of juice that the bees removed from
the drying fruit, they took a certain amount
of sugar; and every thing that the bees got

that was of use to them was to the direct

loss of the fruit ; that where the bees ob-

tained a pound of sugar, the fruit was in

consequence a pound short in weight, and
this I am inclined to believe was true, and
I later agreed to recompense him for the

probable loss."

There is another matter to be observed in

the keeping of bees in cities; and that is, to

see that they are not situated in such a

position that people who are unacquainted
with bees are apt to run afoul of them and
be perhaps seriously stung. For the benefit

of those who contemplate city beekeeping it

might be well to state two instances that

occurred during the time my bees were situ-

ated in the garden. The first instance was
when a young lady in a nearby house wan-
dered out one bright sunny morning to dry

). 1 lie t«u Irees to llie riyiit iii ihe foregiuuiui are
;-iiins; the one to the left is a Ijliie gum.-

her hair and sat down in the grass directly

in front of the hive, and about two feet

from the entrance. She knew nothing of
bees, and might have been seriously stung
had she not been warned. The other in-

stance was when a child of some four years
wandered into the garden, and, when dis-

covered, was trying his best to remove the

cover from the hive. So it behooves him
who contemjilates keeping a colony or so of
bees within town or city to see that they
are placed in such a position that it is im-
possible for some innocent person to be
stung by them.

THE QUESTION OF PASTURAGE.
As pasturage has played an important

part in my outlaw operations, a short dis-

cussion of the subject would perhaps not be
out of place. As every practical honey-
producer knows, the first essential to suc-

cessful beekeeping, be it either city or

country, is pasturage. My own observa-
tions here led me to the conclusion that, for

the man with just a few colonies of bees,

and who keeps them only as a hobby, the

average city affords better pasturage than
the country. While cities seldom have flora

that produces heavy flows of honey, as in

the sage regions for instance, yet they do
have a larger variety of flora that produces
honey for a greater number of days ; so

while it does not yield a profusion of hon-

ey, there is a longer and steadier flow.

Then, too, the flora of the cities is not as a

rule atfected by drouth, as any natural lack

of Avater is supplied by artificial means.

California cities, as a rule, are peculiarly
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A blue-gum tree (eucalyptus) in bloom.

favored in all that goes to make ideal con-

ditions for the business man who desires to

keep just a few colonies, there being large

parks; and throughout the I'esidence dis-

tricts many of the houses are surrounded

by a veritable riot of vegetation. Then tlie

streets are lined with trees, principally

pepper and eucalyptus. And here a word

about the eucalyptus, commonly called gum-

tree. There are many varieties of these

trees, all couiing from Australia. They all

keep their foliage throughout the year, and

are as apt to be found in bloom on Christ-

mas as on the Fourth of July. The most

common is the blue gum, the red gum being

next, these being the

most hardy varieties,

although throughout

the principal cities

will also be found

large numbers of lem-

on gum, sugar gum,
vate gum, and iron-

bark g-um.

From my own ob-

servations, the sugar

gum is the most pro-

fuse yielder of nectar.

The first time T saw a

sugar gum in bloom it

brought to my mind

the instance of my
first acquaintance with

pamarosa of the West
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Indies, there being two reasons—first,

the blossoms being similar, each consisting

of a hollow cup in tlie center, surrounded
by a mass of white hair-like petals; second,

(here being a number of bees around each

blossom, each bee waiting as it were for its

turn to obtain a load of nectar. The sugar-

gum blossom, however, goes the pamarosa
one better in that it has more odor, the

odor being not unlike that of a ripe canta-

loupe, and so strong that it conveys to one
the idea that the blossom itself is fruit.

As an item of general information if

might be stated that the eucalyptus is very
apt to play an important part in honey
production in California. The scarcity of

lumber has resulted in a number of com-
panies being formed for the pui-pose of

planting eucalyptus, and there are to-day

thousands of acres of trees that have been
planted recently. So I think it safe to

predict that, a few years hence, eucalyptus

honey will be a staple the same as honey
from clover, basswood, sage, etc.

And now a word of explanation : There
will be many, no doubt, among the readers

of this journal who will not approve of ray

attitude of mind, the procedure 1 have

followed, or of the story T have written.

To them I have no excuse to offer, no apol-

ogies to make. As to what I intend to do
in the future, I can only say that I have no
definite plans, other than that I will con-

tinue to keep my bees, and that I am think-

ing of working more for increase than for

honey during the coming season.

San Diego, Cal.

[The eucalyptus is said to be "a wonder-
ful producer of water-white honey, and as

many as three bees at one time have been

observed to sip up from a single blossom as

much nectar " as they could carry.

—

Ed.1

A drive through the park. The trees are acacias and the shrubs myrtle.
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AN IMPEOVEMENT ON THE ALEXANDEK BEE^VEIl,

r.V J. 11. PKTERSOK

I think (lie Alexander veil is supei'ior to

all otiieis for general use; but the one 1 use
is a modification of the standard Alexander
veil as sold on the mar-
ket. I purchased one of
those, but east it aside.

It did not furnish

enough shade, and it did

not stay fixed on the

head as I want it to.

However, 1 have im-

proved it so that I think

it is about perfect.

As I make it, it fur-

nishes plenty of shade,

being 12 inches in diam-
eter. In the top edge I

put a stiff wire, whieli

assists materially in

holding it in shape. My
most important im-

jjrovement, however, it^

tlw arrangement for

Iiolding it in place on
(lieliead. Without some-
thing of this kind it will

fall around from side

to side in a way that is

a great nuisance. I sew
a piece of tape about
four inches long, and
looped at both ends,

across the top of the

veil inside, about two
inches in front of the

center. I then tie a piece

of hat elastic into these

loops, and long enough to go around back
of the head and fit snug. Sometimes, if the

elastic is weak, I double it. This holds the

veil in place, and is not at all uncomfortable.
T also sew a piece of cloth about 8 or 10

inches wide inside at the back to protect the

back of the neck from the sun when work-
ing stooped over.

As thus made the Alexander veil becomes

cool, light, and comfortable; and it can be
worn without a iiat, with entire satisfaction.

Ogden, Utah.

Peterson's improvement on the Alexander veil.

[We have tested this plan, and found it to

be excellent. Indeed, it is the best suggestion
that has been made yet, to hold the Alexan-
der veil at such a point that the wire cloth

can not touch the head at any point. There
are many who like the Alexander principle

:

and any one having one of these protectors
can easily put the idea into practical effect.

—Ed.]

THE APALACHICOLA
ED LAST FEBMUAMY T

MVEM, FLORIPA: HOW IT

Catching Two Crops of Honey in a Season from the Same Eeeg

BY E. R. ROOT

The kodak views taken by our boys give; a

general idea of our apiary at Randlett's

Landing, about 16 miles above Apalachicola.

Fig. 1 shows the height of the platforms or

scaffolding. When Mr. R. L. Tucker put

up these elevated sidewalks in this place he
j^laced them two feet above the highest
water-mark ever known on the river; and
duiing tlie years that have elapsed, high
water has never touched the bees.
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Pig. 1.—A gtiifial \icw of the Koot apiary on the Ai)ala< hicnla Hiver, t'loiida. The 300 colonies are
placed upon raised platforms or scaffolding, some five or six feet high, or above high-water mark. While
these platforms are somewhat expensive, they are vei-j' convenient in affording easy access to all the colonies.

There is no uneven ground, no shrubbery or weeds to interfere with the work or the flight of the bees, and
a wheel-barrow has good wheeling to every hive.

One would naturally inquire, " Why not

seek out land that will always be above
high water, and thus save the expense of

these high runways'? There are only a

very few locations of that kind, and they

are all taken up. Mr. R. L. Tucker sought

out this point because of the abundance of

black and white tupelo and willow for fur-

nishing early pollen; and he located well,

as the subsequent history of the place has

shown. Mr. Tucker finally sold out to Mr.
A. B. Marchant and went north ; but he has

since conae back, and located another scaf-

fold apiary about four miles down the river.

Mr. Marchant, the first year after he bought
this scaffold yard, secured enough honey to

pay the cost of the investment—bees, plat-

forms, three buildings, and a launch, as seen

in Fig. 3; but as he had more locations than

he had bees to stock them he sold this one

to us, and it is now in charge of his son

Ernest Marchant.
As has been already explained editorially,

the cold and cool weather of February and

March gave us a little setback; but our Mr.
Marchant believes that he will make his

increase just the same. I told him I did

not believe he could do it ; but when I saw
the honey coming in from black tupelo on

the 17th of March I changed my mind. The
bees dropped down at the entrances just as

they would when working on basswood; and
when a comb was pulled out of a hive the

neciar would fall out like rain. But black

tupelo is not considered a heavy source for

honey. It comes in just right to build up
the colonies for the main flow later from
white tupelo, Avhich is a heavy yielder of
nectar.

It will be seen from Figs. 2, 3, 4 that the

hives are free from weeds, shi'ubbery, and
uneven ground. This is a big advantage.
While the ground •itself just beneath the

platforms is uneven, high and low in spots,

the platforms are level from end to end.

Our men, therefore, have nice clean board
walks to every liive in the yard. It will be
noticed that these long elevated sidewalks,

so to speak, radiate in different directions

from the workshops, one of which is shown
in Fig. 4. This renders it possible to have
tools and api^liances, and every thing need-

ed, within convenient reach.

On the 17th day of March 100 supers,

consisting of full-depth bodies, were placed

on the hives; and Mr. Marchant was ex-

pecting to put on as many more the next

good fly day. These supers contained frames
of foundation. When a colony becomes
strong enough, two or three frames of

foundation from the upper story are put in

the lower one, and an equal number of

combs and bees are placed in the upper
story, with frames of foundation between.

This is spreading brood with a vengeance,

and ordinarily in the North such practice
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would be inadvisable;

but Mr. Marchant as-

sured me that in this

climate it could be

done in safety. In one
case in particular I

looked into a single-

si ory hive, with about

six frames, where a

frame of foundation

had been given. Twen-
ty-four hours later it

was fully drawn out,

notwithstanding it had

been raining all day,

and a queen was be-

ginning to occupy it.

Mr. Marchant is un-

undertaking the prob-
lem of getting 6000 frames of foundation
drawn out before he ships the bees to Me-
dina. His plan is to build the colonies up
to one, two, and three stories high, and
then, just before coming back to the Xorth.

and after catching the main honey-flow,

split them up into single-story colonies,

giving each a queen. If every thing* works
out according to program we shall make a

big increase, secure an early honey crop,

move north, and then catch a clover crop.

We have done it once. It remains to be

seen whether we shall do it again.

At this writing, April 1, it would not be

wise to say how many bees we can bring

back; but if we have any kind of season

Mr. Marchant will put in Medina more bees

then we ever had before.

In the mean time our managing editor,

Mr. H. H. Root, has gone south to Braden-
town, Fla. About tlie 10th of April he

hopes to go to Apalachicola and help the

boys extract with some new power-driven

machinery that he has devised. He is equip-

FlG.

Fig. 2.—Tlie other platform next to tlie river frontage of the Root ap'.ary

in Florida.

ped with a camera, and probably will come
back with a lot of material to present to our

readers.

For further references to this Apalachi-

cola apiary, see the editorial department.

BEARS AND SNAKES AT OUR APALACHICOLA
APIARY.

There are bears and snakes at our camp.

Just after our boat reached camp one day,

Joe asked us if we saw that black bear

swimming the river. We said " Nu. Why
didn't you shoot him? "

" Didn't have any rifle, and hadn't seen

him soon enough, or I would have roped

him and brought him to our camp."
'' Sure it was a bear? "

" Yes," said Joe. " I could not have been

mistaken. As he reached the other shoie he

stood out in plain sight, shook himself, and

disap]ieared in the woods."
Now " Joe " is no weakling, and not in

the habit of telling things he can't do. He
is six feet six tall and well developed and a

giant in strength. He
has been known to

pick a 50-gallon barrel

of boney from the

gTound, and set it in a

wagon. If any man
could tackle a bear in

the water and bring

him ashore alive he

could. I told Joe if

the bear came back-

while I was there he

could have the " job
''

of roping, and I would
look on—with an op-

era glass.

It seems that a bear

had been prowling
out on to the river from the Root apiary. Our launcli

, a -d t\t„^
is shown tied to the dock. around the A, J3. Mar-
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Fig. 4.

chant apiai'y six miles

above. He had pawed
things over generally.

This same bear was evi-

dently making for our

bees; but seeing and
hearing our boat come
up the river he took for

the opposite shore, and
probably will not ap-

pear again.

Speaking about bears

and their fondness for

honey, Mr. A. B. Mar-
chant told of the expe-
I'ience of a friend of his

who watched a bear

climb a bee-tree. His
bearship ascended to the

bees and then began biting and tearing

away to make the flight hole larger. The
bees attacked him so fiercely that he rubbed
his eyes and nose with both paws. Down
he fell pellmell, crashing through the limbs

till he reached the ground. Nothing daunt-

ed he started up again and renewed his

attack. Finally the bear got his paw into

the combs of honey and began forthwith to

smear his face, eyes, and nose with the

sticky stuff. There was evidently method in

his madness. With this extemporized bee-

\eil he began and finished his repast on the

combs of honey.

This same eye-witness had seen other

bears in the same act. A bear will always,

he says, smear his face with honey as soon

;!s possible, the evident purpose being to

prevent the bees from stinging. How far it

would prevent them from using their little

weapons is difficult to say. But we do not

suppose any of our readers would care to

liives in readiness for (he increase at the Root Florida
apiary.

rely on this exjiedient in the absence of a

veil or smoker. If they do will they please

tell us how it feels—the honey or the

stings.

Speaking of snakes, there were several

large ones in the cam^j, and the boys feed

and play with them. They are the so-called

gopher snakes, useful in exterminating rats,

gophers, and other small vermin. They are

so tame that Ernest Marchant caught one
and put it around Thompson's neck, and
then took a photo; but the negative was
poor, or we would produce it.

Camp life at our landing is not altogether

uninviting. The boys buy their groceries

by the wholesale, and then divide up the

expense between them. Ernest Marchant is

the cook, and a good one he is. The fishing

is good, and squin-el-shooting fine. The
camp is 16 miles from Apalachicola, and is

seen from the river on the right side as one
goes up. More anon.

REPORT OF THE LONDON, TAMEO, DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS' CON-

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN

The recent meeting of beekeepers from
the vicinity of London was pretty well

attended, and there was no lack of interest

throughout the meeting. Mr. H. Gibson

occupied the chair.
" Spring Management " was a subject

vetT^' ably handled by John A. Lunn, Fin-

gal. He claimed that the foundation for

spring should be laid the year before. First,

there should be a young Cjueen, for with

such there is a better chance to bring the

colony through the sjjring. The old queen

might be good ; but there are rarely as many
young bees to go into winter quarters when

an old queen is present. The requeening
should be done the pi'evious August. Pro-
tection is a good thing; but Mr. Lunn had
seen colonies in box and other hives brought
through the winter without protection. The
bees should be packed on their summer
stands. Each colony should have an abun-
dance of stores; they should not be allowed

to run short, as scant stores means less

brood-rearing and a poorer colony. When
spring comes in his locality (Middlesex
County, Ontario), the colonies should be
examined, if possible, in March for winter

stores. If no honey can be seen between the
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combs, the bees should be given combs of

lioney, or fed.

The colony at that time should not be

examined for queens. Probably two weeks
later would be better, or as soon as pollen

is brought in. At such a time the queen is

almost sure to be laying. Then every comb
in the hive should be looked over, and any
drone comb removed. Or, if such comb is

full of honey, it should be placed at the

outside of the brood-chamber.
The bees should have jilenty of pollen.

If they are short, a substitute should be

provided. During the spring of 1913, in

Mr. Lunn's section the soft-maple buds had

been destroyed b}' frost. He then put out

a chop composed of oats, barley, and wheat.

The bees gatliered what they could out of it

during the day. and he feci the rest to the

pigs at night.

Some colonies are found weak. If any
ai'e queenless Mr. Lunn unites such with the

weak colonies. Prom that time on. the

colonies should be examined every ten days
or two weeks. As soon as the danger of

chilling brood has passed he begins to equal-

ize the stocks so as to have them all in equal

condition for the honey-flow. When the hive

is fairly well filled he puts on another supei-

with comb. He likes to get a colony in such

condition that the brood-chamber and supei'

of a ten-frame liive will be well filled with

bees, brood, and honey before the start of

the surplus-honey flow.

Care should be taken not to let a colony

get short of honey. If short, Mr. Lunn likes

to give them a comb of honey; or, failing

in that, 5 lbs. of granulated honey; or if he

can not give that, then a thick syrup.

BEE-ESCAPES.

Some discussion took place about bee-

escapes. Mr. John McEwen claimed that

the best bee-escape board he had been able

to find is one with an escape

in the center, and then an

opening through the front

strip of the escape-board. The
bees, as soon as they find the\-

are separated from the brood-

chamber and queen, pile out

through the opening in the

side, and in an unbroken
procession pass down to the

entrance of the hive.

Mr. John Newton advocat-

ed having the escapes near the

edge of the board. The bees

naturally run down the sides

and edges of the hives, and
for that reason pass out of

the supers more readily.

Drone-laying queen taken
from a ball of bees. The
worker shown has hold of

the queen's wing. Both were
dead when found.

R. F. Holtermann stated that he was
getting out 250 bee-escape boards with the

wire cloth in the board for ventilation, and
to allow the heat from the bees to keep the

honey warm.

QUEEN-REARING.

Mr. Wm. Elliott, in giving an address
upon the above subject, advocated selecting

ten of the very best colonies in the apiary
the previous season, clioosing on the follow-

ing merits:

1. Color. The queen must be purely
mated. His experience was that, among the

best working colonies, there will be tliose

with the best color.

2. A colony wliich starts brood-rearing'

early in the season, and one which has a

large proportion of brood.
H. The workers should have strong, well-

developed wing's. The strong-winged bees

can carry the heaviest loads. There is a

marked difference in the build of individual

bees.

The colony having the above characteris-

tics to the fullest extent should be kept,

from wliieh to obtain larvae for young'

queens. From the rest, take four or five of
the next best colonies and insert in tlie

center of the brood-chamber three or foui-

combs with drone-cells. In the rest of the

apiary try to prevent drone-rearing. Queen-
rearing should begin from about June 5 to

10. (This applies to southwestern (Ontario.)

Graft queen-cells in a couple of bars, and
put these in a frame in the' upper stoiy of
a strong colony with a card of brood on
each side of the queen-oell cups. The object

of this is to get royal jelly for jiriming the

future cell cups. Next remove the queen in

a good colony, saving her if she is young.
Combs with only capped brood can be left

in the now queenless hive, any other being
removed. Give the colony a reasonable

amount of pollen and honey,
and be sure there is a plenti-

ful supply of young hatched
bees. Leave three places in

the contracted brood-chamber
for frames of grafted cells,

the object being to make room
for the colony.

The cell cups used are the

Swarthmore. The royal jelly

is to be taken from the cells

in the super previously men-
tioned. The best time to graft

is when the sun is nearing the

western horizon. Stand at a

west window, and turn your
back to the sun so the light

will shine into the cells. Take
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16 prepared cell-cups and put a piece the

size ot a grain of wheat into each cup, jar-

ring the royal jelly into the bottom; then

with a proper instrument (Mr. Elliott lias

one that he made for himself), put upon the

jelly till' very smallest larva. Suspend the

cell cups in the holes in the top-bar when
readj', and insert them in one of the three

spaces in the queenless colony. . Do likewise

with the second and third frames. Leave the

cells uiitii next day in the fox'enoon. Use
but little smoke when examining. It will

be found that the bees have accej^ted two
cells out of three. Remove those not used.

Now, this colony has cost too much for

one batch of queen-cells; therefore remove
these cell cups and place them in the upper
story of a strong colony, making sure that

there is some other brood above, and also

provide a comb of larvae. Give the cell cups

to a colony with lots of young bees. The
queenless colony can start a batch of cells

three times.

The argument that queens from cells

reared for swarming are better is, in Mr.
Elliott's estimation, faulty. The queen-cells

almost invariably come from colonies which,

on the face of it, can not be as carefully

selected, and there is always the swarming
impulse in connection therewith.

Mr. Morley Pettit, 0. A. C, Guelph, gave
an address upon the subject of marketmg
honey. He advocated the development of

the home market, a good article, and fair

margins for the retailer.

There was a pretty strong feeling mani-
fested in the meeting that Ontario is pro-

ducing about all the honey the Canadian
market can talce undex present conditions.

Brantford, Ont.

THE INTRODUCTION OF MODERN METHODS IN SPAIN

BY OTTO HOLLANDER

According to the Gaceta Apicola de Es-
paria of January, 1914, the Beekeepers'

Association of Spain at its last annual
meeting resolved to give a course of lectures

in the various agricultural colleges and
experimental stations of Spain, and to so-

licit the aid of the Government and of the

various counties with this end in view.

This society has been doing excellent

Avork for a number of years in that country,

which is so well adapted to beekeeping by
virtue of its mild climate and the variety

of its flora; and through its organ, the

aforementioned Gaceta Apicola de Espana,
it is working very hard to convince the

majority of the beekeepers of Spain of the

advantages of the modern movable-frame
hive over tlie old-style fixed-frame hive.

The average American beekeeper can

hardly understand why it should be neces-

sary that any society or paper should have
to extol the virtues of the movable-frame
liive; but it seems that there are as yet a

good many farmers, and beekeepers as well,

in some of the European countries Avho are

slow to accept new ideas, and who still cling

tenaciously to the old box hive of their

forefathers.

In looking through these Spanish bee-

papers one is rather amused to iind that
" honey produced in movable-frame hives "

should be specially advertised, and. in fact,

quoted separately, bringing, of course, a

much higher price than the other. The fol-

lowing quotations ai'e taken from the last

number of the bee-paper mentioned:

Honey from movable-frame hives (miel

movilista), 1st class, 100 to 110 pesetas per

100 kilos.

Honey from movable-frame hives (miel

movilista), 2d class, 70 to 85 pesetas per
100 kilos.

Honey from fixed-frame hives (mielfijis-.

ta), 50 to 60 pesetas per 100 kilos.

The prices thus range from $6.10 to $9.60

per 100 pounds for the former, and from
$4..'?0 to $5.25 per 100 pounds for the latter.

Mr. Joaquin Layret is at the present time

the President of the Spanisli Beekeepei's'

Association, ably assisted by the Secretarv,

Mr. Santiago Baldo, and one can not but

hope that their intelligent propaganda may
be crowned with success.

[Gleanings is heartily in sympathy with

the efforts of this association, as well as

those of its Spanish colleague Gaceta Api-

cola de Esparia, and we wish our brethren

across the sea the best of success in spread-

ing the " gospel of modern beekeeping."

—

Ed.]

Smoke Method of Introducing Used 30 Years Ago
About thirty years ago I practiced the smoke

method of introducing with this variation: I would
smoke the bees and then take a frame from the

center, with adhering bees, and shake them in front

of the hive and drop the queen down among them;

and after they had run in I smoked them again.

My idea was to make it appear to the bees as if a

swarm were returning with a queen, and I found it

very successful ; but as I have generally bought my
queens I followed the plan given for introduction,

and have nearly always had good success.

Hoopeston, 111., Jan. 14. G. T. WiLHS.
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Heads of Graiiri frcoim Differeet FieMi
Questions Regarding Dr. Miller's Honey Crop
1. Would not Dr. C. C. Miller's honey oroi) be an

interesting subject for discussion on the relative

merits of the eight or ten frame hives for section

honey 'I

2. How about " shaking energy " into the bees

by Dr. Miller tearing the brood-nest to pieces every

veek or ten days to destroy queen-cells?

3. With this method to prevent svi^arniing, and
not wishing any increase, how does he get his young
(luei ns ?

4. How many supers did he have at one time on

tliaf colony that made 384 lbs.?

•5. How many swarms did come out on him in

spite of destroying the queen-cells every eight or ten

days?
(i. About when did the honey-fiow begin, and

when did it cease ?

Predericktown, Mo., Feb. 20. JA.S. Bachler.

1. Yes, that's a very interesting subject; but I

l:?,rdly know how we can compare two things if we
have only one of them to compare. There were no
ten-frame hives in the apiary. It is true, however,
that up to the time of putting on supers there was
no chance for the queen to be crowded in perhaps
any of the hives. When any queen had no longer

room in one story, she either had two stories, or

empty combs were exchanged for full ones, the latter

being put where they would do most good. Neither

\i, it certain that there was any crowding after su-

pers were put on, for abundance of super-room was
given, and I think that gives more room in the

brood-chamber. All things considered, however, my
guess would be that if any one has not on hand a

supply of eight-frame hives he would do as well or

better to use ten-framers.

2. I've had no very indubitable proof that any
energy was added by the shaking. Certainly I did

no shaking in any case where I thought it would do
nut to shake. If any one enjoys shaking I don't

believe it does any great harm, although it's possible

the bees might do just a shade better without it.

Then, again, may be they wouldn't. I don't know.
3. Raise 'em in nuclei from best stock only, and

then stick 'em in wherever needed. Besides, there

was the superseding. Please get it into your head
that there is no need of swarming to have young
queens, for in the natural course of events every
queen is superseded, and, of course, superseded by a

young queen.
4. I don't know. Eight was the highest number

on any hive at one time, and such hives were very
sc&rce. I wonder why you ask about 384. Three
colonies did better than that, one of them yielding

402.

5. I don't know. I've just looked over the first

20 numbers, and 7 of them actually swarmed. Pos-
sibly the general average was more than this, for it

was about the worst year for swarming I ever knew.
But, of course, no swarm was hived as a swarm.

6. Began about June 6, and closed somewhere
about Sept. 20.

Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

Painting; Is it Done Chiefly for Looks?
If one takes the attitude that painting hives or

buildings is done chiefly for looks it seems to me
that he has to stand alone against almost the whole
world. Our great railroad companies not only paint
the wooden but even the iron bridges; in fact, every
thing is painted regularly. If this is all being done
for the looks only, it is time that we should find it

out.

I have hives that have been painted for twenty
jears, and they are all in good condition. I'he cor-

ners have not opened up a particle. An unpainted
liive will open up at the corners, and become badly
warped, in three to five years in this climate. I

think Mr. Doolittle's story of the unpainted house
tliat lasted so long is like the man who used tobacco
all the time and yet lived to a good old age. That
•nan does not know how much longer he might have
lived if he had not used tobacco.

MOVING AinARIES SOUTH.

Moving bees south in the winter seems to me a

great scheme. In my locality, in September, when
the honey-flow is over, the colonies are in the best

of condition to keep right at storing honey ; but the

flow stops with the hives full of bees, mostly young
bees too, and I have to leave from forty to fifty

pcunds of honey for them to live on through the
v'inter and spring. Now, if I move south, ten

pounds or so would be enough, probably, and I

could extract perhaps thirty pounds per colony more,
which, at 8 cts. a pound, would amount to $2.40.

This would probably pay for moving the bees south
and back again in May, and then the honey secured
ill the south would be all gain. The trouble would
be to find suitable locations.

Brush, Col. Daniel Danielson.

[In your figures regarding moving bees south and
back again you do not take into consideration the

risk of accident on the way, or of having bad sea-

sons in the South when the bees get little or no
honey, but have to be fed considerably. When these

possible losses are all figured in as overhead ex-

pense, so to speak, the profits one year with another
are less. But, at the same time, there are great
possibilities in the plan. Of this we shall have more
to say later on.

—

Ed.]

Don't be in a Hurry to Condemn Your Own Lo-
cality

On page 895, Dec. 15, 1913, H. F. Wilson speaks
of Central Oregon as being a good bee country.
Now, for the benefit of such people as are in a fairly

good place, and are making a little each year from
their bees, I want to say, be slow about condemning
your own countrj' ; don't sell out and move to a

new field before making a thorough investigation,

and don't forget that any country will have its dis-

advantages as well as its advantages. I have kept
bees in Indiana and Washington, besides in Central
Oregon, and I am sure either place is as good as

this. We have no foul brood, neither sweet clover

nor white clover. Sage furnishes nectar once in

about four years. Whenever it rains on alfalfa

after it" blooms there is no honey from the blossoms
that get wet.

Redmond, Ore. C. H. Miller.

Camera Tripod to Support the Hive Close to Clus-

tered Swarm
I have had swarms settle on all kinds of places,

such as on the top of rail fences, the trunk of a

ti'ee, top of a fencepost, etc. I do a little in photog-
raphy, so have a fairly heavy camera tripod on
hand which I have constructed into an artificial

swarming device.

I first bored a hole in the center of a spare bot-

tom-board; then a small bolt fixed it solid on top of

the tripod. I then get the hive for the swarm on
top again, and adjust it to height by the thumb
screws in the legs; put the entrance in contact with
the cluster, and—there you are. I find it the easi-

est, surest, and most satisfactory method of catching
a swarm I have seen or heard of.

Arthur T. Harper.
Minnedosa, Manitoba, Can., Sept. 3,
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Widening the End-bars of Danzenbaker Extracting-

frames to Permit the Use of Eight Combs
in a Super

I wish to tell of a change I have been making in

our Danzenbaker extraeting-supers that has added
20 per pent to their efficiency, and much more than
that to their value in harvesting a crop of honey.
Frames spaced as they are, ten in a hive, while just

right for the brood-nest, make too much handling
and uncapping for the amount of honey harvested.

How to remedy this condition of affairs, and still

preserve the good feature of removing the case as a
whole, has been my study for some time. The prob-

lem has solved itself in this way: Rip out of %-
inch lumber, pieces scant % inch in thickness, and
tack these on to one side of both end-pieces of the

frames. With this attachment eight pieces of comb
will fill a ten-frame super, giving combs for twenty
per cent more hives, and giving the bees an equal
amount of storage room while the beekeeper handles
twenty per cent less of frames. A large saving of

time is thus effected just when time is of its greatest

value. The device delighted us with results last year.

TROUBLK WITH SMOKK MKTHOD OF INTRODUCING
As to the new way of introducing queens by smok-

ing them in, while successful in the early part of the

season, during a good honey-flow, later in the season
I lost two tine queens. Unless a good honey-flow is

on I still prefer the cage system—feeding the colony

about a pint of thin syrup for about three nights,

during and after the release of the queen by the

bees; and, I might add, and not opening the hive

for a week. This rarely fails us at any time of the

year.
\ " BEE-LINE."

Does not the word " bee-line " refer to the straight

course an absconding swarm takes en route to their

new home rather than to the course taken by bees
while in quest of or returning with their loads of

nectar.

Allow me to draw special attention to that very
valuable recipe for soft candy given on p. 158, May
1, 1913. It is so simple and inexpensive, with sugar
at 4% cts. per lb., that all can afford to treat any
doubtful colonies, whether indoors or out, to a cake
of it.

Toronto. Ont. F. P. Clare.

readily convinced of her safety by the way the bees
back away from her to make room as she crawls
about the comb. Hang the frame back in its place,
and the work is done. This is not a new method,
l)Ut I find it satisfactory for a small beekeeper.

Jamestown, N. Y. Rev. J. W. Wilson.

Securing Empty Combs for Bait

I have never learned how to get bees to build comb
in sections or in the super, when there is no flow of

honey, vrithout liberal feeding. They will often
occupy the supers in hot weather; and if no honey is

coming in they may mutilate the foundation; but
build they will not until they have honey to store.

My only way of securing empty comb in sections is by
letting the bees clean out all partly filled sections as

soon as the honey harvest is over. These may be
safely and profitably used the next season.

My method of using bait sections is to put one in

each corner of the super, for these corners are more
likely to be left poorly filled. With a bait section in

each corner the super will generally be filled solid.

A .SAFE WAY OF INTRODUCING BY THE CAGE PLAN.
I have not demonstrated the smoke method for

introducing, and I have not observed to what ex-

tent it is necessary to smoke bees to make them good-
natured so that the queen may be run in; but the
method that has met my needs best is as follows

:

When the new queen arrives, remove the one to be

superseded, by putting her in an introducing-cage
made of wire cloth ; and after she has been in the
cage about 30 minutes, take her out and allow the

new Italian, with all her escorts, to enter. Put them
at once down l>etween the frames; close up the hive,

and the next day lift the cage and a frame of brood,
and let two or three workers crawl out among the

other bees. If there is no fight you may be sure that

you can next release the queen ; and you will be

Burning Out a Smoker to Get Rid of the Creosote
My way of getting rid of the creosote in a smoker

is to put a little coal oil in the fire-cup and some
more in the cap. A large quantity is not necessarj-.
but there should be enough to soak the creosote well
Let it stand a few minutes, then put a plug of wet
paper or hard wood in the draft-hole at the bottom
of the fire-cup, and light the oil with a match, letting
it burn by laying the smoker down on its side with
the cap open. When it has burned long enough, or
if it gets to burning too fast, close the cap, and the
fire will go out. The wet plug is to keep the fire

from coming out at the bottom and charring the
bellows-board. xVfter burning out, scrape with a

putty-knife or screwdriver.
Georgetown, Del. Georgk W. Louder

My Method of Folding Sections
I use a table high enough so I can stand up. I

take fifty sections, lay them in front of me with a
cup of water handy. I slip a section off the pile

with the groove down, and place my fore finger in

the water, then over the grooves, till the pile is done.
Then I turn the pile over and fold them. They are
strong and square.

Oak, Neb. A. M. Devitt.

[We have tried a modification of this plan to

some extent. We spread a long row of sections on
the floor or table, groove side down, and all grooves
in line. With a soft marking-brush we wet the

lacks by drawing the brush along the whole row,
one groove at a time.

—

Ed.]

Newspapers to Keep Down Grass and Weeds in

Front of the Hives
I have just been reading the way to kill weeds

with acid, p. 821, Nov. 15. I have a method which
I have been practicing for several years, for keeping
weeds from growing in front oi the hives. I use old

newspapers—many of the big dailies are not good
for much else. Early in the spring, before the grass
and weeds start, I raise the front end of the hive-

stand and insert the end of a newspaper ; then

smooth out in front, and lay small stones or earth
c n the corners to keep the wind from blowing them
away. This will smother the grass and weeds.

Last spring I located an apiary in an old orchard
seeded to alfalfa, and I found the paper very effec-

tual in keeping the alfalfa from growing. There
should be six or more layers of paper.

Denver, Col., Dec. 17. W. L. Porter.

Hives Used 34 Years
On page 26, Jan. 1, I read what was said about

old hives retaining their value. I have some hives

in use in my bee-yard, called "Simplicity Improved."
They were made in 1879. They are made of white

pine, and were painted two coats. Two years before

I commenced to keep bees I sold the hives for one

Dan Royce, and transferred bees into them. I helped

to make the hives, so I know what I am talking

about. I made hives long ago without paint, of the

same kind of material; but they are decayed and
gone. I am using the dovetailed for all of my new
ones, but I paint them. I have only 76 colonies

now.
I have taken Gleanings ever since 1882, and be-

lieve I have every number up to this. I expect to

take it as long as I live.

Cowden, 111., Jan. 9. A. W. Spracklbn.
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Uniting in Spring; Rearing Early Drones
I have a colony of bees which has lost its queen

within the last few days. On one frame they have a

few scattered cells of brood, which is all capped, but
no eggs nor uncapped brood. They have started

several queen-cells, none of which have brood or

eggs.

I should like to know if I can unite this queenless
colony with another late swarm of last season, which
has a young queen. Both have plenty of honey, and
the young queen has a nice lot of brood now. Can I

do this successfully at this time of the year?
What is the proper way to handle one frame of

drone comb to each hive? I now have the drone
comb at the side of the hive. When would you move
it to the center? Most of them are full of honey.

Ghent, O., March 30. R, E. McKissON

[We think it would be advisable for you to unite

this weak colony with one of your stronger ones. To
do this, remove tlie cover from the strong colony and
place upon it a sheet of newspaper. Over this set

the weak one after having removed the bottom-board.

.Vfter a few days you will find that the bees will have
eaten away the paper and united peaceably. It is

best to do this in the evening after the bees have
quit flying, in order that you may have all of these

in the weak colony.

If it is extra-early drones that you are after, you
can accomplish this by moving the drone comb to the

center of the brood-nest at almost any time now; and
in order to stimulate the bees to the rearing of

drones, and to get the queen to lay in the comb, it

would be a good plan to mutilate the cappings of the

sealed honey. However, we doubt the advisability

of tr\ing to produce drones ahead of the time when
queen-rearing can be successfully carried on. It

would be better to wait until about fruit-bloom time

before making such a manipulation.

—

Ed.]

Swarm Control and Increase

I have five hives of bees, and am in business so

that I cannot be at home e.xcept Sundays. I should
like to do something to keep them from swarming.
and at the same time increase them. They are in

frame hives, but the combs are not straight enough
to remove without damage. My idea is to put a body
with full sheets of foundation under each colony.

with - a queen-excluder between the two bodies to

keep the queen in the upper body. When the bees

start work below, remove the upper body with the

queen to a new stand and either introduce a queen
to the colony on the old stand or put in a one-frame
nucleus with queen. Then the field bees from the

old hive will return to the new one in the old loca

tion. The brood hatching in the old hive will keep
it sufficiently strong. Is my theory all right?

T. H. Mettler
East Millstone, N. J., March 30.

[Your plan for swarm control, and at the t;uue

time making increase, is very good, excepting that
we think you would have better results by leaving
out the queen-excluder, and allowing your old queen
simply to go down into the frames of foundation in

the lower story and start a brood-nest. Then when
you remove the upper story to a new stand you will

have brood already there for your new start; and
when the division is made you can supply the queen
less colony with a queen.

—

Ed.]

getting the bees covered with it. They work it as
readily and as greedily as they would natural pollen
or even honey; and I never use honey or any thing
to get them started; but when natural pollen is ob
tninable, and weather such that they can gather it,

they desert the artificial.

A number of years ago, when living in the village

of Hillsboro. there was a handle factory only about
10 rods from my home yard, where they used noth
ing but green hard-maple timber. All handles were
run through a sandpapering machine, and the dust
from this was as fine as flour, and was blown with
sawdust into a heap outside. In early spring that

dust pile would be alive with bees, gathering it the
same as pollen, and carrying great loads of it into

their hives day after day. Of course it was slightly

sweet, and they utilized it in same manner as they
do pollen. They brought in lots of it ; but when
natural pollen opened up they quit the sawdust.

Union Center, Wis., March 5. Elias Pox

Sawdust as a Food for Bees
.Vfter reading the articles and editorial comments

with reference to bees working on sawdust, pages
154 and 233, the writer feels that some further
evidence might convince the editor that perhaps there
may be some nutriment (for bees) in sawdust. I

will, therefore, make bold to offer a few facts rela-

tive thereto.

In connection with our planing-mill we have been
operating a small log sawmill, on occasional days,
since 1905, so that there is some sawdust lying
around at all times. Every spring—yes, upon sue
cessive warm days any time after New Year, the
lees appear in great numbers. We cannot operate
this mill on warm days during the months of Feb
ruary and March, or until natural pollen comes in.

without killing thousands of them.
From the sawdust of some kinds of timber, notably

hickory and maple, the bees carry large loads in

their pollen-baskets, and regardless as to whether or

not they have pollen in their hives.

We know that bees may not for a long time work
(in rye chop set out in the open, and perhaps not at

all, unless there is some sweet added to get them
started; but they will readily find a pile of freshly

cut sawdust. However, once started, they will take
r,\ e meal in preference.

Littlestown, Pa., March 28. C. F. Bucher.

Fresh Sawdust from Green IVIaple for Pollen
Replying to an article relative to artificial pollen.

Feb. 15, 1 will say I have fed flour for 25 years
with apparently good results, though I would never
put it in the hives. I place it in the yard in shallow
boxes—rye, graham, shorts, and bran thoroughly
mixed. The coarser particles prevent snjothering or

Sawdust as a Substitute for Pollen
On page 154, Feb. 15, I notice an item regarding

the use of sawdust by the bees as a substitute for

pollen. My bees have obtained their first pollen

from a nearby sawdust pile for a number of years
The sawdust is freshly sawed, and they seem to seek
the fine particles. If a substitute is provided, such
as rye flonr, they soon leave the sawdust.

In looking over my bees yesterday I found one
colony which was afflicted with paralysis. Having
used sulphur before in similar cases I used it

this time, sprinkling it over the bees and at the

entrance. In a short time bees were seen loading
their pollen-baskets with the sulphur, and entering
a hive near by. They did the same to-day. I think
they will find themselves " stung " when they try

converting sulphur into bees.

Barkhamsted, Ct., March 17. Delo-s O. Hart

[This is an interesting report, in that it shows
that bees may be deceived. Now, then, if bees were
deceived by the sulphur may they not be deceived in

like manner and carry in a good deal of trash? One
beekeeper wrote us that his bees liked ginger! They
were carrying in great loads of ground ginger-roof

that happened to be exposed.

—

Ed.]
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MIGM^P
OUR FLORIDA GARDEN, ETC., MARCH 2, 1914,

1 am glad to give you some glimpses of

the best garden we have ever had in Florida,

and, in some respects, the best garden we
ever had anywhere; and I have always had

a garden of some kind since my good moth-

er (bless her memory) taught me to love

gardens seventy years ago. I have only

recently learned that here in sandy Florida

we need not only tile drains but surface

drains also ; and in pictures 1 and 2 yon
will notice between every four or five rows
of stuff there are deep wide paths that not

only serve as walks, but that carry off the

water when it rains so there is a surplus

Now, tliis isn't all. At the lower right-hand

corner of No. 2 you see a bed of potatoes.

Well, Wesley has been gradually " learning'

the trade" of turning under large amounts
of green stuff"; and Avhen the bed was made,
there was a swamp of gallberry, grapevines,

hlackbeny, Bermuda grass, etc., about as

high as one's head; and when I asked if he

could get it all under he replied

:

"Yes, sir; if you say so, under it goes;''

and in due time it was all out of sight, and

315

AKDENING
the mellow soil raked over smooth, rounding
up higher in the middle of the bed. Perhaps
1 should add this " thicket " had been a

favorite spot for the chickens for several

years, especially when the sun was hot, as

it was cool and shady, and no hawk could

follow them into this shady retreat. I con-

fess that when the potatoes were planted it

was with some misgivings ; but when they

came up so promptly and were "knee high,"

in about four weeks it was one of my
" happy surprises." On the left uj^per cor-

ner of cut No. 3 you will see some potatoes

at about six weeks from planting. They
are the Red Triumphs, and there are al-

ready potatoes as big as a goose egg, burst-

ing up under those gi'eat perfect leaves as

large as one's hand. This winter, the fact

we have had all the rain one could ask for.

is perhaps one reason why burying so much
green trash has been such a success.*

Let me digress right here to announce
another of my " big discoveries." We get

* After Ernest took the three hills of potatoes, I
dug one of the best hills and got 16 fair-sized pota-
toes, some quite large, and the hill was green and
still growing.

Fig. 2.—A glimpse of our Florida garden taken from the east. A. I. R. was anxious to get this picture
looking toward the west because it shows his dasheen and his potato-vines a little better. He is seen with
the hoe among his dasheen on the left. The potatoes are shown on the right. Speaking about the "hoe,"
A. I, would rather "play" with that than any gun, camera, fishing-rod, or ball-bat or any thing else in the
world. He is never happier than when in his garden " playing " with his plants.—E. R. R.
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^ .' e^. is.

Pig 3.—How the potatoes grow down in Florida, where Colorado bugs,
flea beetles, etc., are (as yet) unknown.

our new potatoes by " gTabbling " them
wherever we see the ground puffed up ; and
in this soil they are smooth, round, and
perfect in shape. Now, in preparing new
potatoes (that are not perfectly ripe) for

the table they are usually scraped instead

of being pared; and when I saw Mrs. Root
scraping a panful I bethought me of the

stiff palmetto brushes with which we brush

the dasheen tubers before they go into the

oven, and, sure enough, the brush removed
the potato skins in a twinkling. As we have
so much dasheen brushing to get them ready
for the mail, I bought a variety of brushes;

and a big stiff brush made for cleaning

horses proved the best implement. Now.
when Mrs. Root asks for potatoes for din-

ner I get the potatoes and Wesley waslies

and brushes them, and you can't imagine
how handsome they look when they are

ready for Mrs. Root.

I get them out of the ground first, because
T love to do it, and because I think I can
find them and disturb the still growing vine

less than any one else. Why, it's like catch-

ing big fish to catch

my finger under a

whopper and turn him
out, so handsome, and
l^erfect in shape.

Cut No. 3 shows a

spot whei'e I get them.

Cut No. 4 shows a hill

of dasheens that came
from a single small

tuber planted in Jan-
uary, 1913. The chick-

ens got at it last sum-
mer; and when I got

here it had made very

little growth. It has

now " stooled out," as

you see, so there must
be, I think, toward a
peck of tubers. I gave
it in December about

a pint of fertilizer and
cotton-seed meal, and
it soon responded to

the treatment. Besides

the tubers there are

enough green stalks

and leaves to make
several delicious meals.

Cut No. 5 shows
what Ernest calls our
"waterfall." The water

above is fresh, while

that below the fall is

salt; and as this rises

and falls with the tide,

the waterfall—or rath-

er, perhaijs, the " rapids "—varies in depth

from perhaps three feet to nothing at all, as

the tide sometimes goes so high as to cover

and obliterate the fall entirely. There is,

however, almost always enough fall to make
it what / call our " babbling brook," and I

always enjoy its music. It is a favorite spot

for the ducks; and if I don't get aroused

promptly at 8 :30 a.m. to let them out of

their yard they get up a concert of protest

that is louder than many " waterfalls." The
alligator cave is in the rocks just above the

fall, and visitors almost always inquire

about it, and I have to tell the story over

again about the alligator and the ducks. He
has never come back since Wesley made him
give up his unequal and unfair fight with

the courageous hen that was the mother of

the ducks.

The transparent water above and below

the fall is very prettily embellished with

pearly-wliite shells, and sometimes a duck's

egg adds to the beauty of the bed of the

nppling stream. It just now occurs to me
that we ought to have a book where the
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readers of Gleanings who uiake us a call

can put down their names, residence, etc.

It will need a fair-sized book, for they

come not only from all over the United

States, but I might almost say from Eu-

rope, Asia, and Africa.

MOTH-BALT^ AND CREOSOTE FOR SQUASH-BUGS AND
MITES.

I tried the moth-ball remedy for cucumbers and
squashes, and it worked to a certain extent; but I

did not get to try it till the vines were pretty badly

mutilated and squashes were full of worms, some of

them. Tlie worms hatch inside of the squashes,

melons, and cucumbers in this locality, different from
what they do in Illinois and Iowa, where I formerly
lived. I had some summer squashes, and quite a

good many cucumbers that did better than my neigh-

bors' in that line this summer.
In Your poultry talks I have never known you to

mention creosote (a by-product of coal, I think it is)

as a good thing to get rid of mites. I generally

have to apply it about twice through the summer to

keep pretty well rid of them. I use two or three

gallons with a brush, and go over roosts, nest-boxes,

and walls about as high as I can reach, and gener-

ally spill it around on the ground under the roosts,

and it answers for some time to come. Care should

be taken about using it in very close houses, as it

might smother young chicks, especially if the weather
is very warm. I lost several young chicks at one
time by creosoting a rather tight barrel. They went
into it at night, and several of them smothered from
the gas thrown off by creosote. It can be bought
here by the barrel at 15 cts. per gallon, and perhaps
a little higher in smaller quantities.

The Semet Solvay Co., of Ensley, Ala., manufac-
tures it, and will ship by the barrel or in less quan-

tities, I think. Guy N. Vedder.
Birmingham, Ala., Oct. 15.

" HELIANTl/-^ THE NEW " WONDERPLANT."

Almost 70 years ago my mother wanted a

flower-bed, and father fixed one up witli

some very rich dirt, and seeds were planted.

In due time a very thrifty plant appeared

;

The potatoes that grew in six weeks, and the brush that brushed the skins
off, instead of paring or scraping. They are the Red Triumph, and one
potato is shown only partly " peeled."

Fig. 4.—A clump or hill of dasheen where a rough
small tuber was planted over a year ago. A. I. Root
admiring his dasheens.

and while father declared it was a weed,
mother insisted it was one of her new ac-

quisitions. Along in the fall it did become
a wonderful mass of bloom, and this bloom

looked exactly like lit-

tle sunflowers. Father
still kept joking about
her great weed until

near frost time, when
somebody asked why
the ground was heav-

ing up about the plant
as if it concealed a

great hill of potatoes

or some similar tubei-;

and then there was a

big laugh all around
about mother's choice
" posey.' ' It was an
art i c It o k e that did

wonders under the

stimulus of very rich

soil and anxious care.

What brings the mat-
ter up now? Why, i\
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Fig. 5.—A ^'limpsu of thij drainage canal where the dueks play, at the foot of our garden.

circular with a picture that recalled to

memory mothers' flower, and with the pic-

ture one of an exaggerated hill of arti-

chokes. Here is some of the reading matter

:

BIG MONEY GROWING HELIANTI.
Helianti, the new " Wonder Plant," the great

combination vegetable. As a money-maker it's a

wonder. Unlike ginseng, you don't have to wait five

years for a crop. A very showy flower and a new
summer and winter vegetable of phenomenal merit.

This new plant produces showy golden-yellow flowers

like cosmos blossoms, in endless profusion, and im-

mense quantities of fleshy tubers, somewhat after the

style of sweet potatoes, that are splendid eating fall,

winter, and spring. It stands both heat and cold, and
will thrive anywhere in any soil or climate. What
would you think of hay, potatoes, asparagus, cauli-

flower, oyster-plant, mushrooms, squash, and beauti-

ful flowers, all on one plant?

The Postoffice Department and the De-
partment of Agriculture should get after

Burgess Seed and Plant Co., Allegan, Mich..

for advertising an old plant under a new
name, as something new. The artichoke is

really one of the sitnflower (Heliantlius)

family.

" COCOE," THE DASHEEN OF JAMAICA.
Dear Mr. Root

:

—I have been very much interest-

ed in your articles in Gleanings about the dasheen.

Ever since you first mentioned it I have been won-
dering if it is the cocoe we get here. It is grown
largely here, and the tuber is one of the principal

foods. The " head," or " corms," a.s you call them,

are given to pigs, and are used for planting cut up
in bits. The young shoots or " buds," as we call

them, are used along with " callalue " (a kind of

spinach), and piimpkin "buds," in making a soup
called "pepper pot." Of course, there is a lot of

pepper put in, and other things.

There are six different kinds of cocoes grown
here. These are black and white Commander ; black

and white Burban ; Minty and Baddo. The tubers

of the first five are eaten, and the first two are the

best. The last named, the " head," or corm, is also

eaten; but, say, I like it.

The general way of planting here is, after the

land is cleared of bush, holes are dug about one
foot by IV^, and 6 inches deep, and one "bit" (cut

from the "head") put in and covered. They are

generally planted on the side of a hill, and thrive

best in gravelly soil. They mature at a year from
planting, but can be eaten before, anywhere from

eight months. The leaves of the dasheen in the pic-

tures in Gleanings are just like the cocoe leaves.

The cocoe grows to a good height, according to the

soil. No manure is given here, but the land is

mulched before planting. After it is planted it is

just kept free of weeds—that's all.

I am sending you a tuber of the Black Command-
er under separate cover, as a sample. I hope it will

arrive in good order, and that you will like it. This

is only a medium-sized tuber. Some are twice this

size.

We are having cool weather here at present, which
I think is keeping back the bees from going into the

supers and building up generally. Of course I am
speaking for this locality only.

Herbert A. Kolle
Alma, Brown's Town, Jamaica, B. W. I., Feb. 28.

My good friend, we are exceedingly

obliged to you for the above, and for the

cocoe tuber. I cut otf the lower half and
baked it as we do the dasheen ; and, al-

though it has a slightly different flavor, it

is, I judge, fully as good. The top part

with the bud, I have planted near tlie Soutli

African " Amadumbe," and if this contin-

ues I shall soon have dasheen from all over

the world.
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HEALTH NOTE
overeating; rheumatism, sore throat,

ETC.

We clip the following from Terry's

Health Hints in The Practical Farmer of

March 14:

From Victor, N. Y. : "I have rheumatism, swelled

and painful finger joints. They are getting worse.

Doctors say they can not cure me. Please advise

diet." No drugs or medicines will cure your fin-

gers. But there is every probability that nature can

relieve you, so you can get along nicely, if you will

live rightly in every way. Life will be a burden

soon if you don't. Nothing else is so important as to

cure yourself right now. Best foods are fruits, un-

bolted grains, butter, vegetables, and a small amount

of properly baked beans or nuts when craved. Don't

forget baked potatoes, and to di-ink two or three

quarts of pure rain water per day.

HIGH CO.ST OF LIVING CUT DOWN TWO-THIRDS.

How would you like to live where it gets 50 de-

grees or more below zero? How would you like to

iive where the first freight in the spring gets in

about July 4th, by boat, and the last one in the fall

early in October—nine months without the possibil-

ity of getting any thing by freight, and perhaps only

letters to be had by mail. This is the condition re-

ported by one of our readers, Isaac Dutton, Fair-

banks, Alaska. He says: " When 1 was in town last

4th of July I got 21 copies of The Practical Farmer

at once, which had come in by boat the night be-

fore." Tliink of what it must be during the long,

cold winters not to be sure of having any papers or

magazines from the outside world to read, unless

they are laid in during July, August, and Septem-

ber. It requires close figuring to order things ahead

for the year so as not to run out during the nine

months when they are shut in by themselves. Per-

haps friend Dutton will be getting this paper to read

next July. We have a valuable report about cost of

his living from this reader. He says :
" I have

bought seven of your health books for myself and

neighbors. I am gradually getting around to your

simple way of living. In the past I used to lay in

nearly $400 worth of food supplies for the winter.

Two years ago I laid in $350 worth. One year ago

I reduced the amount to $250 worth. This last fall

I put up a little less than $100 worth of food sup-

plies, and I have an abundance; am feeling finely.

I am 55, but actually feel better than I did when

I was 35. Am growing young 1 have made up my
mind that it is foolish to grow old. I am eating

only the simplest foods which bring the most perfect

health." Think of such a progressive letter froui

far-off cold Alaska. Verily, Americans lead the

world.

There you have it, friends, with a ven-

geance. "The high cost of living" is not

only a great waste of money (in fact, that

is only a trilling part of it, comparatively),

but our pains ancl aches, sickness, and death

are the mrect result of indulging in food

needlessly mgh-priced, and too much of it.

This good man away off in the frigid North

tinds out by actual experiment that $100

worth of food actually gives better health

than the $400 he had been spending.

For some time I have been working (and

praying) to find out how much an excess of

food has to do with health, colds, grip,

neuralgia, etc., for instance. Well, I have

not had a bit of "cold" all winter (although

Florida has had th':' nicst cold days on

record), and I have been boasting I have not

had " sore throat and earache " for several

years. Along in March some friends from
the North came ; and, naturally, we had
more of a variety to let our friends see the

nice things to be had here; and, sure enough,

the old sore throat came back. My health

was so good, however, I soon rallied, and in

about ten days was mostly over it. One day
I was ravenously hungry. It seemed as if I

could not " get satisfied," and, somewhat as

an experiment, I ate " all I wanted." I felt

a little uneasy after dinner, and decided T

must get right at some hard work, and soon

forgot all about the matter. In the evening

I said, " Sue, my throat is stinging and
swelling awfully. It really seems as if I

must have this thing all over again. I have
been careful to wear my overshoes when on
damp ground, and I do not see what I could

have done to bring it back." I went to bed
with a hot soapstone at my feet and well

bundled up, and this morning I am pretty

near over it ; but I am satisfied the " big

dinner " caused it all. Suppose I had also

eaten a " big supi^er," as the most of you
do, and I almost always (after eating my
two apples and half of a grapefi'uit) feel

hungry enough for a " good supper;" where
would my sore throat and earache have
been ? It takes self-control, / know, as well

as you do ; but elderly people who have
given up hard toil mostly must learn self-

control or take the consequences. Just try

not eating any thing at all after 4:30 or 5

p. M., and see if Terry is not exactly right.

THE MODERN SKIRTS) WOMEN'S DRESS, ETC.

We have had no end of criticism through
the press about the way women, and espe-

cially young women, see fit to clothe them-
selves in these latter days. I have once or

twice suggested that the new fashion favors

health, because it admits air and light, and
is less burdensome on the wearer than the

fashion heretofore has been. Of course I

would not for a moment favor any thing

that restricts rapid walking or young girls

from running. At the same time, I would
not for a moment encourage any thing

tending toward indecent exposure. It seems

so good an authority as the Youth's Com-
panion has seen fit to enumerate some of its

advantages. See the following:

Is there not perhaps something to be said in de-

fense of the light, close-fitting modern skirt? Why
view it with hostile eyes merely because it is " some-
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thing different "
? Why judge it by the form it takes

in its most indiscreet and extreme inanit'eslations ?

Compare it with the slcirts of earlier fashions

—

the hoop-skirt—the elaborate draperies that accom-

panied the bustle, the full skirt that was stiffened

into enormous size by crinoline and horsehair lin-

ings, the plaited skirt with yards and yards of excess

material, the trailing skirt that gathered dust and
filth from the street. In any such comparison the

modern skirt is a triumph of common sense, comfort,

simplicity, neatness, and health.

By " the modern skirt " The Companion does not

mean the dangerous and ridiculous " hobble " skirt,

or the skirt that has to be slit at the side to enable

the wearer to walk; but the skirt that clears the

ground by two or three inches, and contains only a

half or a third as much material as its predecessors.

The new fashion does not distort the figure. For

the first time in many years, women wear no absurd

hump in any part of their toilet—no bustle, no puff-

ed sleeves, no ruff, no pompadour. With the lighter

skirt has come also the one-piece dress, which allows

the weight to fall from the shoulders. That is a great

gam.
The whole tendency of the change is away from

the distorted and the artificial, toward the freedom,

simplicity, and beauty of the Greek costume—a ten-

dency not imitative but adaptive. As such, the change

has much to commend it. It is in the abuse of the

new fashions, not in the use of them, that immodes-

ty lies.

The above reminds me that nearly all my
life I have been protesting against the

absurd and silly fashions for women's dress.

When I was in my teens I sometimes quar-

reled with my sisters, and with girls with

whom I was intimately acquainted, because

of tight lacing simply because it was " the

fashion." Then when bustles came in vogue,

where they could not afford a manufactured

bustle some of the girls wore folded news-

papers. Then when hoop-skirts came in, I

scolded more, especially when they were so

large that a woman could not get through

an ordinary doorway without tilting them

up. The fashion of " tight lacing " I have

objected to all my life; and I had almost

forgotten it until the Youth's Companion
mentioned it, that tight lacing seemed to be

finally out of fashion. God grant that it

has gone for ever. I believe the best au-

thorities in regard to the care of these bod-

ies of ours say that nothing should be tight

enough to impede free circulation ; and right

along this line for the best development of

health there must be abundant ventilation.

I have had considerable to say recently in

regard to ventilating the feet. Whenever

your feet get hot and sweaty, it is nature's

"protest, and a demand for more air; and

so with other parts of the body. Now, if

the modern style of women's dress is going

to give them something sensible in that di-

rection, and is going to give the mothers of

our land better bodies, and enable them to

give the world healthier children, shall we
not thank God and be a little slower about

criticising and finding fault?

Last, but by no means least, the modern

skirts are a saving in cloth, and in that way
it is a saving in expense. 1 think Mrs.
Root said that some of the former fashions

required three times the amount of cloth

that is used now. And besides the money
saved, there is less weight to be carried

about. Not very long ago I spoke of get-

ting rid, not only of every j^ound but of

every ounce that can be readily spared in

going about your work, especially in mild

or hot weather. Old people especially will

find their strength will hold out ever so

much better or longer when they get rid of

useless clothing or useless weight in the

clothing. Select something' that protects

from the weather, and which weighs just

as little as possible. In fact, I would not

mind jDaying a pretty good price for some-
thing that gives protection with the least

possible avoirdupois weight to be carried

about. Notice how farmers get rid of sur-

l)lus garments when working in the harvest-

field. Of course, we do not all work in the

field in that way. But all of us should have

some muscular exercise every day of our

lives, and all useless clothing should be laid

aside, and, so far as possible, let us have

tliis exercise out in the sun and open air,

with just as little clothing as comfort and a

reasonable degree of decency will admit.

"Running a Bill."

It seems economical, but really it is not. You feel

that because you are not parting with cash at the

moment, you are temporarily saving money; and you

are usually sure that when the bill comes in you
will be better off financially than you are at the

moment. Of course this idea is delusive
;
you find

on the first of the next month that the bills are

larger and the accumulated fund less than you had
expected.

Running a bill is subtly demoralizing. When you

open a new account, you are scrupulous to pay the

bill very soon after it is rendered; you wish to im-

press your creditor with the fact that you are an
uncommonly desirable patron. After a while you

feel that he has learned this fact, and you let him
wait for his check while you impress a new set of

creditors with your punctuality—and solvency. So

you keep putting off and putting off the creditors

who are " old friends " until finally it becomes a

scramble to prevent their sending in an account

headed by that discouraging item, " Bill rendered."

When you sink into the "bill rendered" class, you

have entered the second stage of indebtedness. The
third is marked by the receipt of dunning letters,

the fourth by personal visits from collectors, the

fiftli by menacing communications from lawyers.

It is difficult for men and women who have the

habit of " charging" every thing to put aside money
for investment. They have adopted a costly way of

living. The ability to purchase what you will, al-

tliough your pockets are empty, is an expensive lux-

ury. The shops that permit charge accounts are

the shops that ask high prices; a charge account

usually means that you pay from five to ten per cent

more for a thing than its cash value.

If you adopt the pay-as-you-go principle, you will

considerably reduce your own high cost of living.

—

The Youth's Companion.
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Announcing the New Typewriter

Oliver Number 7
We announce an amazing model—the OLIVER NUMBER

7 — a typewriter of super-excellence, with automatic devices and
refinements that mark the zenith of typewriter progress. A
marvel of beauty, speed, and easy action. Typewriting effi-

ciency raised to the «th power.

The OLIVER No. 7 embodies all previous Oliver innovations and new self-acting

devices never before seen on any typewriter. A leap in advance which places the Oliver

ten years ahead of its time. So smooth in action, so light to the touch, so easy to run,

that experts are amazed. A model that means to the typist delightful ease of operation

A model that means a higher standard of typewriting, longer and better service.

The NUMBER 7
''is now on exhibit and sale at all Oliver Branches and Agencies

throughout the United States.

T^pcWri-tfer |Mo. m
The Standard Visible Typewriter

The new model has more improve-
ments, refinements and new uses than

we can even enumerate here.

The "cushioned keyboard" with "an-
chor keys" and the new automatic fea-

tures mean less work for the hands, less

strain on the eyes, less manual and
mental effort.

With all of these masterly mechani-
cal improvements we have made the

machine more beautiful and symmet-
rical. From every standpoint the

OLIVER NUMBER 7 attains super-
lative excellence.

Nothing you could wish for has been omitted.
The new devices, refinements, improvements and
conveniences found on the NUMBER 7 repre-

sent an enormous outlay and vastly increase its

value

—

the price has not been advanced one
penny. We shall even continue in force our
popular 17-Cents-a-Day purchase plan, the same
as on previous Oliver Models.

The OLIVER No. 7, equipped with the fa-

mous Printype, if desired, without extra charge.

You owe it to yourself to see the new machine before
you buy any typewriter at any price. Note its beauty,
speed and easy action, its wonderful automatic devices.
Try it on any work that is ever done on typewriters
Try it on many kinds of work that no other typewriter
will do.

It is a significant fact that the typewriter that intro-
duced such epoch-making innovations as visible writing,
visible reading, Printype, etc., should be the first to in-

troduce.automatic methods of operation.

Oliver Book DeLuxe
We are just issuing a richly illustrated catalog de-

scribing the Oliver No. 7. A copy is yours for the ask-
ing. There are still openings for more Local Agents in
many localities. This is a good time to investigate these
money-making opportunities.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
368 Pine Street, San Francisco, Calif.
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EDITORIAL
We wish to call particular attention to

the article by R. F. Holtermann, on the

importance of drawn combs in practical

beekeeping.

Our old' friend Prof. E. G. Baldwin, of

Deland, Fla., is now one of the associate

editors of the Beekeepers' Review. We
congTatulate both. By the way, the last

issue of our esteemed contemporary is full

of good matter;, and, what is more, it is a

true Association organ devoted to Associa-

tion matter. Mr. Townsend, the editor-in-

chief, is an experienced beekeeper; and that

is of supreme importance in the matter of

selecting material for publication.

In the 29 years that we have had editorial

charge of this journal, we do not remember
a single spring when the reports showed
such universally good wintering. This

means, of course, that bees throughout the

country will be stronger and in better con-

dition for the harvest.

There has been a large amount of rain

and snow during the past winter, and this

is all very favorable for the growth of

clover and other honey-plants; but the

precipitation has been so excessive that we
fear a drouth may set in along in May or

June. The United States Weather Bureau
says that one extreme is likely to be follow-

ed by the other. We can only hope that

history will not repeat itself this coming
summer.

The latest reports from Mr. Marchant go
to show that we have been having at our
Apalachicola apiary a heavy flow from

black tupelo—so much so that it has been
crowding the queens, interfering with breed-
ing and with the drawing-out of the frames
of foundation. The boys were expecting to
extract, beginning with the week of the
13th, to give the queens room to lay. Our
Mr. Marchant is m,aking a desperate effort
to make his big increase; but the cool
weather in February and March, and the
heavy flow from black tupelo, have been
interfering with his plans. He begs, there-
fore, that he be given a little more time;
but the early spring in the North is shoving
out the fruit buds ahead of time, and we
may have to move one car of bees ahead of
our schedule. Mr. Marchant doesn't like
this a little bit.

laicrease in the Cellar

We reserved about 125 colonies at Medi-
na, and the rest, 300, were sent to Apalach-
icola, as before explained. The Medina
bees were left outdoors in double-walled
hives until in December when snow was on
the ground. They were then brought in on
sleds and wagons and put in our two cellais—one under the macliine-shop and one at
the warehouse which is made entirely of
concrete and brick. The walls are so mas-
sive in the latter place that a nearly uniform
temperature is maintained, and the bees
there were practically undisturbed all win-
ter. Soine of the colonies under the ma-
chine-shop were fed hard candy. The pur-
pose of giving them candy was to stimulate
brood-rearing, and it did. Our Mr. Pritch-
ard, who has just taken the bees out, reports
that many of them are much stronger now
than when they went into the cellar last
December, for breeding continued more or
less all winter; and even the bees in the
warehouse did not lose in strength, but
rather gained. There was no loss in either
cellar except among four or five that had
been robbed of queens and bees for observa-
toi"y hives in show windows.
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Me Do in?

We announce the arrival of a copy of the

report of the State Apiary Inspector to the

Governor of the State of Arizona, from
which we make the following clipping.

Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 31.
Hon. Geo. W. P. Hunt,

Governor of the State of Arizona.

I have the honor of submitting my report as your
State Apiary Inspector for the year 1913.

I was svsrorn in on tlie 14th of July, and entered

upon my duties as Inspector of Apiaries.

I ll»ve inspected 26,838 colonies of bees; 19,858
colonies in Maricopa County; 3630 colonies in Yuma
County; 2553 colonies in Graham County; 790 colo-

nies in Pinal County, and 7 colonies in Pima Coun-
ty.

I found 115 colonies diseased with foul brood in

Yuma County. I put all yards under quarantine
where I found disease, and instructed the owners to

destroy the diseased colonies by burning them.
I have appointed one Deputy Inspector for Yuma

County, and I think we shall be able to rid the

county of the disease.

I have collected from the five-cent inspection fee

per colony, $966.30 to date.

J. P. Ivy, State Apiary Inspector.

We have submitted this report to Geo. H.
Rea, inspector for Pennsylvania, who has

had considerable experience, and who offers

the following query:

Arizona Inspector of Apiaries appointed and en-

tered upon his duties the 14th day of July, 1913;
closed up his work and made his report to the
Governor on Dec. 31, 1913; 147 working days be-

tween these dates, inclusive. Inspected 26,838
colonies of bees. I wonder how he did it.

I worked hard last summer, and managed to

inspect an average of sixty-five colonies per day,

while the Arizona report shows nearly three times
that many. Since it is necessary for the inspector
to spend practically one-half of his working hours in

traveling and in conversation with beekeepers it

would seem impossible that so much could be accom-
plished unless he skipped or skimmed over many
hives. Or this might be true: The Arizona apiaries

are large, and comparatively close together ; but
even then the figiires, to an Easterner, seem large.

I do not raise the question in a spirit of criticism,

but desire to learn how my Arizona brother manages
to accomplish so much.

imating Whole Apiairies

More and more we are getting complaints
of wholesale poisoning of colonies of bees

—in fact, whole apiaries—as the result of
ignorant spraying of fruit-trees while in

bloom, or the ordinary spraying of shade-

trees in New England to stay the ravages of

the gipsy moth. It is getting to be a very
serious problem in some parts of Massachu-
setts, where some beeyards have been liter-

ally wiped out. It is evident that there has
been a widespread call for the article in our
Feb. 1st issue, page 91, by a Now England
Veteran on the subject of " Wholesale

Spraying of Blossoms Causing Wide Dis-
aster." So gi'eat indeed has been the de-

mand that the issue containing that article

was entirely exhausted before we knew it.

There are other good things in that partic-

ular number, but this spraying danger looms
up so large tliat evidently hundreds of our
readers have been asking for copies to lend

to their neighbors who practice spraying in

season and out of season. On the other
hand, it is probable that there are times

when spraying in bloom causes no damage.
But we have too many reports of how bees

have been poisoned to death—whole colo-

nies and whole apiaries killed out—to make
the practice safe.

N. B.—Perhaps there are some who would be will-

ing to spare their Feb. 1st issue. If so, send them in

.so that we can mail them to others, and thus spread
the truth where it can do more good.

'' The Masi wlio Never Loses aey Bees

In 1882 and '83 A. I. Root had a good
deal to say in these colmns about " the man
who never loses his bees." It was during
that winter that the heaviest mortality oc-

curred that was ever known ; and yet this

man, Mr. H. R. Boardman, then of East
ToAvnsend, Ohio (now renamed Collins),

wintered his bees that year without loss, the

same as he had been doing for years before.

During the long interval he has been doing
the same thing winter after winter; and
three years ago, when there was such a

heavy mortality, he did it again.

A few days ago we received a letter from
Mr. Boardman, saying he had again win-

tered without loss. We wi'ote asking if it

was in that same beehouse, and whether he

had been doing it right along. His reply

is worth publishing:

Mr. Root

:

—Yes, I have wintered again without
loss, and have been doing so in the old beehouse of

35 years ago, and am still the man who winters
without loss unless I yield to the temptation to do
too much experimenting in my wintering methods.

I need not tell you that three years ago wa^, a

disastrous winter for the bees ; but I wintered with-

out loss and sold off the increase from my stock for

$150 (for orchard pollination), and got a fair crop
of honey. My success in wintering is worth all

there is in the business now. One hundred colonies

is all I care to keep.

Collins, Ohio. H. R. Boardman.

Mr. Boardman will be remembered as the

man who held the secret for many years of
how to keep liquid honej^ from granulating
without the use of artificial heat. When we
])ublished Mr. E. B. Rood's method of put-

ting the bottles in a solar wax-extractor, our
old friend very generously came forward,
saying that that was the method he had
used ; and in view of the fact that the " se-

cret was out," he would tell tlie jmblic of it.
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Mr. Boardman is a man of unusual in-

telligence, a nature-study man, and a bee-

keeper who has just passed his 80tli birth-

day, and this fall we plan to give his method
of wintering in an upground beehouse that

he has pursued with such success these

thirty-five years or more. A full descrip-

tion was given by the writer, with a cut of

his beehouse, in these columns, April 15,

1889, page 319.

Is AsKieg to:

It is remarkable how the orchardists of

the country are waking up to the impor-

tance of having bees in the orchard. Tlie

facts presented in another column, by one

of the best pomologists of the country, are

well worlli reading. In this connection it

will be interesting to note that a big demand
for bees is springing uj) all over the coun-

try from fruit-gTowers—not because they

have the bee-fever or wish to produce hon-

ey, but because they have learned that they

can produce more and better fruit by having

bees on their places.

By the time this journal will have reached

our subscribers, many of our beemen will

be locating outyards. Do not forget to help

your neighbor the fruit-grower, and help

yourself by spreading the truth about bees

and orchards. Tell how the bees are actually

breaking down the branches; of the loads

of fruit they help to make possible on the

trees. By spreading this knowledge it will

be easier to secure fine locations, either at

no cost to yourself, or at an insignificant

rental price. Up-to-date fruit-growers are

often willing to pay you for jDutting bees

on their places instead of you paying them
for the privilege. But the policy of the

beekeepers should be to give and take on

equal terms—put the bees on the place

without charge either way.
In locating beeyards do not forget to

fence them. Woven-wire fencing is recom-
mended by Wesley Foster in his department
in this issue; and it is about as good and
serviceable as any thing we know of.

T!

In Mr. Byer's department in this issue,

page 337, he says he cannot understand
why the cold February and March we had
in the Northern States should cause us to

have a comfortable feeling that our bees at

Medina were in cellars, in a climate as
" mild " as that in Ohio. " Mild " climate

in Ohio ! It makes us fellows south of the

lakes smile a little. Yes, it is milder—but
we have changeable damp weather. It may
be down below zero for a few days, and
then the next week the temperature may be
50 above. Breeding will get nicely started

when another cold snap will come, killing

both brood and bees trying to hover it. A
long steady spell of cold weather, the hives

well protected with banks of snow, is not
nearly so hard on bees as extremes of cold

and warm, with little or no snow. With
these conditions of climate in Febi'uai-y and
March we could not help having a "comfort-
able feeling " that our Medina bees were in

our big cellars where the temperature does

not vary more than five or six degrees, and
where there is plenty of fresh air.

If we had a cellar under the house, that

was not frost-proof, small and damp, and
had 150 colonies to winter, we should be
decidedly more comfortable if those 150
colonies were housed in double hives out-

doors. As the majority of people do not
have an ideal cellar for wintering, the

majority of beekeepers in Ohio do better

with bees outdoors, providing, of course,

there are suitable windbreaks and warm
dry packing around the brood-nest.

'^ Slightly Exaggerated "—Oer Quteeii

Biugiiniegs iim Sotatlieriffi Florida

When the newspapers announced that

Mark Twain Avas dead, he said the report

was " slightly exaggerated." This is some-
what the situation in regard to a newspaper
report which inadvertently crept into our
columns, appearing on page 5 of our April
15th advertising section. The report went
on to say that " E. R. Root, son of A. I.

Root, millionaire honey-producer, and king
of the bee business," etc., had " practically

decided " on establishing in Pompano, 18
miles north of Miami, " a colony for raising

queen-bees." Evidently the reporter thought
that "colony" was not big enough; for later

on he says that we were going to establish

a " queenery that would mean several hun-
dred more bee colonies." The interview is

indirectly attributed to Mr. 0. 0. Popple-
ton; but with his usual accuracy of speech
we are sure he did not authorize any such
statement, much less any reference to A. I.

Root as a "millionaire honey-producer," for
tliis, of course, is .very greatly " exagger-
ated." A. I. Root himself will be amused if

not disgusted, as were we.

The facts are these: We were making a

tour of Florida, investigating, but have
come to no conclusion as yet. We have
made tentative arrangements to raise queens
at Pompano providing no other place can
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be sepured. The objections to Pompano are

the exorbitant freight and express rates on

bees as a distributing point; and dragon-

flies in April, that kill practically 90 per

cent of the queens that are out to mate; and

the month of April is the one month in all

the year when we could least afford such a

loss. The i^oint in favor of Pompano is

that bees and queens can be bred every

month in the year.

We might say in this connection that

there are several other exaggerated news-

paper reports concerning our trip into

Florida. The Florida newspapers are pro-

verbially inclined to boom their own town;

and if they can get a scintilla of truth they

frequently exaggerate it beyond all sem-

blance of fact.

A typewritten copy of the foregoing was
submitted to A. I. R., who adds:

T am not a millionaire—never was, never expect

to be, and don't vi^ant to be. I am sure God did not

intend I should. I am not built that way.

Slkowiiiii

Report of the Twentieth Annual Convention of the

Massachusetts Fruit-growers' Association Held
at Springfield, Mass.

A STENOGRAPHIC report of the twentieth

annual convention of the Massachusetts

Fruit-growers' Association lies before u.^.

A careful perusal of this will convince the

most skeptical of the value of bees in the

making of more and better fruit from the

standpoint of the fruit-grower. It contains

several addresses of more than ordinary

value—among them one from Dr. Burton
N. Gates, Professor of Bee Culture at the

Amherst Agricultural College, on the sub-

ject " Bees Indispensable to Modern Horti-

culture." This is followed by a paper by
Wilbur M. Purrington, entitled " The Value
of Orchards to the Beekeeper." This, again,

is followed, after some discussion, by a
paper from Earl M. Nichols, of Lj^onsville,

on the subject " Beginning with Bees, and
How to Secure Stock." So far the evidenc-e

is from the standpoint of the beekeeper;

but Prof. W. W. Chenoweth, the Assistant

Pomologist at the Massachusetts Agricul-

tural College, Amherst, next follows by a

paper on the subject " Importance of Bees
in the Cross-fertilization of Fruit " from
the standpoint of the orchardist, and for

I hat reason will have more weight with the

fruit-grower. Our space is too limited at

this time to permit us to give this address

in full; but we take pleasure in presenting

Prof. Chenoweth's summary, which will be

read with unusual interest

:

A thoughtful consideration of all the evidence be-

fore us, it seems to me, fully warrants the following
general conclusions

:

1. All tests, wherever made, and all general ob-

servations, agree that many varieties of apples,

peaches, pears, plums, sweet cherries, and grapes
are unable to set a crop of fruit when limited to

their own pollen.

2. Some varieties of the above-named fruits are

partially self-fertile, and a few are apparently wholly

self-fertile, though the degree of fertility varies be-

tween rather wide limits, depending upon location,

season, vigor of trees, etc.

3. All investigators agree that, as a general rule,

the fruit resulting from crossing, even in self-fertile

varieties, is larger and better developed than self-

fertilized fruit. This is explained by saying that

foreign pollen furnishes a greater stimulus to growth
because it is more acceptable to the pistil, and not
because it transmits size character of the variety

from which it came.
4. All evidence at hand contradicts the theory that

the wind renders any dependable assistance in bring-

ing about cross-pollination among the above-named
orchard fruits, while it does emphasize the impor-

tance of the honeybee as an agent in rendering this

great service to the fruit-grower.

5. It has been shown beyond dispute that spray-

ing open blossoms with arsenical poisons is injurious

to bees. The orchardists who persist in this prac-

tice secure little if any benefit which would not re-

sult from either an earlier or a later application.

Also he runs the risk of injury to the unfertilized

open flowers, in addition to leaving thousands of

poisonous cups which kill the goose which lays him
golden eggs.

6. The character of the weather at blooming time

is the final determining factor of the fruit crop.

Cool, cloudy, or rainy weather at this season not only

affects the development of the pollen, the growth of

the pistil, and consequent development of ovules,

but the action of insects is also reduced to the min-
imum, thereby lessening the chance for cross-pollina-

tion. It has been shown that excessively cool weath-
er at blooming time often renders self-fertile vari-

eties incapable of self-fertilization, though they still

retain the ability to be cross-fertilized.

In conclusion it seems safe to say that the fruit-

grower cannot afford to make very extensive plant-

ings of any of the orchard fruits under discussion

without making provision for abundant cross-pollin-

ation. This is most easily and practically done by
choosing commercial or standard sorts that will

bloom at approximately the same time, setting these

varieties in small blocks of only a few rows each,

and by establishing a few colonies of honeybees near
or in his fruit plantation.

We do not suppose that this report as a
whole is available to any except members
of the Massachusetts Fruit-gTowers' Asso-
ciation, of which Mr. F. Howard Brown, of

Marlboro, is Secretary and Treasurer, and
Harold L. Frost, of Arlington, President.

Those interested might possibly secure a

copy by applying to either of these gentle-

men.
A copy of this valuable report ought to

be in the hands of every fruit-grower, as we
consider it one of the most valuable that

was ever published—valuable because of the

data presented showing the intimate rela-

tionship that should exist between the bee-

keeper and the fruit-grower. Some very

full information is given on the subject of

pruning and spraying, and is the more
valuable because it is clear up to date.
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^r. C. C. Miller ITMAY
Bees came out of cellar, April 13, " in

apparently good condition;" white clover

looks promising, and dandelion blossoms

ai-e just opening. Glad I'm a beekeeper

!

Hello, Gleanings ! I suppose you feel

(|uite smart in your new dress. You do look

rather nice. When all the women are com-

ing out with their new Easter bonnets it's

only fair you sliould have new liead-gear.

The Chicago Record-Herald, one of the

leading dailies of Chicago, if not the leading

daily, lias come out Avith the announcement
lliat it will accept no more liquor advertise-

ments; also two Pittsburg dailies. That
means a Avhole lot.

Mention of workers taking a hand in a

({ueen-tight reminds me that years ago I had
several cases in which, after the introdue-

(ion of a queen, 1 found a good many dead
workers freshly thrown out. I took it that

there were two factions, one for and one

against the queen, resulting in a battle.

My bees were fed as soon as placed on
summer stands. A solid frame of sealed

honey was shoved into the entrance under
the bottom-bars (that's only one of the

advantages of that two-inch space under
bottom-bars). Then a little board was tack-

ed in front, leaving an entrance about %^
inch square.

Arthur C. Miller catches it, page 286.

That's right, Bro. Crane; he's always mak-
ing trouble, and you never know where he'll

start up next. After all, aren't you drawing
it a bit strong to make " at least .35 lbs. of

heavy syrup " the amount thought needed
to be fed October 1? It may be true in

some cases, but I think they are very ex-

ceptional. I doubt if I ever thought one of

my colonies needed to be fed more than 25.

Please remember that for every one like you
there are 20 who will gaiess that a colony

will get along with a good deal less than it

really needs. Here's the way it's likdly

to be : "I guess that colony will squeeze

through with 10 pounds;" and then when
he doubles that and adds half as much more,
like enough he'll have it about right.

I TOOK a well-filled section that weighed
14 oz., carefully cut out the comb, melted

it, and rinsed the resulting cake of wax.
The wood (of course slightly daubed)
weighed 31.6 grams (1.115 oz.) ; the wax,
13.27 grams (.468 oz.). Deduct weight of

wood and wax from 14 oz., and we have
left 12.417 oz. as the weight of the clear

honey. The consumer who buys such a sec-

tion at 25 cents pays at the rate of 32.21

cents a pound for his honey, since the wood
and wax are of no value to him. If he can

buy extracted honey at 15 cents a pound he

is paying 17 cents for the looks and possi-

bly better quality of comb honey. Yes, I

know I'm a comb-honey producer, but the

truth's the truth. [If you will turn to the

last edition of the A B C and X Y Z of Bee
Culture, page 698, and the former edition

under the heading of Wax, you will find

that your figures approximate very closely

those made by ourselves. For instance, we
state that a 16-ounee section of honey con-

sists approximately of 14% ounces of hon-

ey, a little over ^/^ ounce of wax, and about
an ounce of wood. When we take into

consideration the • fact that your section

weighed only 14 ounces to start on, your
figures are very close to ours. But look

here, doctor; don't you remember that hon-

ey in the comb, if well ripened, has a flavor

and bouquet that the same honey out of the

comb does not have? We never tasted any
extracted honey quite the equal of a cor-

respondingly tine article of comb honey
from the same source. Wax itself has an
arom.a all its own. Separate that wax from
the honey, and a part of the delicate flavor

is gone. The process of extracting, expos-
ure to the air, and the process of heating to

prevent granulation, robs virgin honey of a

slight amount of its original flavor. The
original flavors in honey are very volatile,

and are easily driven off: by exi>osure to air

or heat or both. While the ordinary con-

sumer, perhaps, may not notice the differ-

ence, the connoisseur will; and any consum-
er, if he has a chunk of comb honey and a

small amount of extracted honey from the

same comb, will detect a slight difference in

favor of the article in the comb, providing
the liquid article has been extracted several

days. Pardon us for quoting our ABC
and X Y Z of Bee Culture again ; but you
will recall that we have made a strong point

of this under the head of Comb Honey, and
again under Extracted Honey. We sent

these articles to a number of honey con-

noisseurs, and they all agreed that our
judgTnent of the relative merits of the two
kinds of honey were correct. Yes, sir, 'e;

the writer believes that we ought to empha-
size the fact that honey in the comb well

sealed is a little superior to the same honey
out of the comb equally ripened. If this

were not true, the general public would not

be willing jear after year to pay more than

twice the price for comb honey.—*Ed.]
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J„ L„ Ejer, )TE§ FROM Canada ^^^^^y^^^^-

LATE COLD SPRING.

As intimated in the third paragraph be-

low, we are having a very late cold spring.

Bees had a fine flight March 17, for which

we should be thankful indeed ; for since that

date we have had nearly a month without a

day for bees to fly ; but as the bees are held

back, so is vegetation of all kinds, so per-

haps the late spring mav not be so bad after

all.
* # *

CLOVER PROSPECTS.

What little clover went into winter quar-

ters appears to have wintered well so far.

although the cold drying winds of April

that we are having are not helping matters

much. But the frost is about all out of the

ground; and with no frost present, we rare-

ly have the " heaving " of the clover as is

tlie case when we have thawing by day and

freezing by night, when the subsoil is still

frozen hard from the winter's cold.

DID THE COLD SNAP OP THE NORTH GO INTO

THE SOUTH?
Wlule we have to report a late cool

spring, friends in North Carolina and other

southern-central States report to me that

their season is unusually early. But these

reports came a few weeks ago, and I have

been wondering if our cold snaj^ might not

be extending into the sunny South and

freezing some of the extra-early vegetation

down there. I sincerely hope such has not

been the case, but shall watch with interest

for future reports from various regions.

WINTERING IN CANADA AND OHIO.

Commenting on the unusually cold weath-
er during Tebruaiy and March of this year,

our editor expi'esses himself as not being

sorry that their bees are for the most part

in Florida, and the rest in cellars in Me-
dina. (April 1, editorial.)

I can understand the matter in regard to

the Florida outfit, for I believe they expect

to do more than double the stock sent down
there before bringing north again in the

spring; but why such thankfulness about
having the bees in the cellar in a climate as

mild as that in Ohio? I have been in api-

aries tills spring where the temperature
went below 40 two or thi-ee times in Feb-
ruaiy, and the bees had no flight between
Nov. 23 and March 17; and since the latter

date they have been shut in steady till date

of writing (April 13). During February
only four or five mornings recorded higher

than zero ; and yet for all that the bees have

not wintered badly by any means. As I

have often stated, I cannot understand these

differences in regard to outdoor wintering;

and ijerhaps at this time the editor will

more fully explain to some of ns wondering
mortals up here in the " cold belt." [We
have much more to fear in a frequent

changeable climate such as we have in Ohio

than you have with your colder steady cold.

For that reason, good cellars such as we
have, where the temperature can be main-
tained, is better for our bees than the un-

certain Aveather outside. We shall have

more to say on this point in our editorial

department.

—

Ed.]
* * *

WILL SPECIALIST BEEKEEPERS EVER AGAIN
SUFFER SEVERE WINTER LOSSES'?

This difference in conditions should be a

factor in making calculations for the fu-

ture; for we are quite safe in assuming that

winter losses among specialists will never be

as heavy as was the case among the gi-eaf

number of small beekeepers a few years

ago. Some few have presented the argu-

ment to me when professing to have no fear

of overproduction, saying that a bad winter

or two would soon even up matters again;

but as already intimated, I don't believe that

there is apt to be any veiy general knock-

out very often, owing to the business being

more in the hands of specialists who natu-

rally give the bees better care than do those

running a few on the farm simply as a side

issue.
* * *

THE TEMPORARY SLUMP IN HONEY PRICES

AND THE CRAZE TO GO INTO BEEKEEPING.

Although there has been undoubtedly a

slump in honey prices in Ontario (only

temporary I hope), this fact has in no way
affected the craze for people to go into

beekeeping; and as a result the demand foi

bees for spring delivery is very keen. Ow-
ing to heavy increase during the past few
years in many places with uniformly good
wintering, I believe that the heavy losses of

some years ago are more than made up, and
that to-day Ontario has the most bees in its

history. Of course there may not be as

many men keeping bees as formerlj^, for the

farmers that were wiped out during the bad
years have for the most part never attempt-

ed to get bees again—at least that is the

case in our vicinity. But the increased

number of specialists, with their largei'

holdings, more than make up for these ex-

ceptions.
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Beekeeping Among the Kocme:
Wesley Fostler, Bomkler, Colorado.

STOCK IN BKE-YARDS MAKING THE BEES ILL-

NATURED.
Last fall one-half of one of my out-api-

aries was moved into Boulder close to the

foothills. The colonies left at the outyard

are in a pasture where horses run during

the winter and early spring. There is no

fence around the hives, and the horses have

walked around among the hives more or

less, but not enough to cause any trouble

except that the bees are veiy cross. The
bees at the home yard that came from this

outyard are as gentle as need be. The
horses have apparently irritated the bees

and spoiled their tempers.

tion, fastening in with a wax-dropper on

the four sides. I expect also to put up
several thousand sections with light brood

foundation in full sheets waxed in on all

four sides. Several thousand sections will

be used with 2y2-inch top starter, and about

a half-inch bottom starter. Then a number
with one-inch top starters will be used, and

a half-inch at the bottom. A full sheet

fastened at the top only, and coming as

close to the bottom as possible, will also be

used. Perhai>s what 1 find out will not be

valuable to any one but myself,

[We should be glad to get your report of

this at the close of the season.

—

Ed.]

AVOVEN-WIRE FENCE FOR OUT-APIARIES.

For an out-apiaiy fence that can be

quickly built and as quickly taken down
nothing can surpass a woven-Avire one, four

feet to five feet high. If a barbed wire is

run around the top it will prevent hoi-ses

reaching over and perhaps breaking down
the fence. Posts made from old iron pipe

2 to 21/2 inches in diameter sharpened at

one end, and driven into the ground two
feet or more are good. Holes are drilled

through the pipe, and the fence fastened to

the iDosts with wire. A good strong woven-
wire stock fence is reasonable in cost, and.

if five feet high, will keep out stock and
also be a protection from molestation by
thieves or mischievous boys.

* * *

FULL SHEETS VS. STARTERS IN SECTIONS.

With a rapid uninteiTupted flow from
alfalfa and sweet clover, or, for that matter,

from any honey-plant, the advantages of

section honey-boxes filled with full starters

over a small starter are not gxeat. With
such a honey-flow an inch starter the full

width of the section across the top, and a

five-eighths starter the full width of the

bottom, will give as fine a filling as a S^/^-

inch top starter and a half-inch bottom
starter. There seems to be an advantage in

the bees drawing out the comb in one clus-

ter and then filling in around the edges

later. They will leave scarcely any more
pop-holes at the edges than they Avill make
by gnawing out in a full sheet. There is an
advantage in the full starter because it does

away with the uneven effect of the store

comb often built; also the filling of the

sections is better in a slow or intermittent

flow.

This season I am ti'jdng out the plan of

putting in full sheets of extra-thin founda-

PROSPECTS FOR COLORADO EXCELLENT.

Prospects still continue favorable. Alfal-

fa is in excellent condition, and sweet clover

will not be outdone. Weather conditions

have been ideal so far. The precipitation

is more than an inch above normal so far

for 1914, and the ground was saturated

from the big snow of December, 1913. We
have very favorable prospects for a good

flow from dandelion, fruit-bloom, and other

spring flowers, so that those Avho make in-

crease early should be able to build all colo-

nies and increase up ready for the surplus

flow from alfalfa and sweet clover in July

and August. Some farmers are predicting

a dry May and June on account of the

abundance of spring moisture; but there

will be plenty of water for irrigation dur-

ing May and June ; and with hot weather in

July and August, and a few good rains, Ave

should get honey. Cold rains ahvays hurt

us if they come in the summer; and if Ave

get a cold rain the middle or latter part of

August, our flow so far as surplus storage

goes is off for the comb-honey man.

My estimate Avould be that there are 25 to

35 per cent more colonies in Colorado than

in 1913, and bigger and stronger colonies

could hardly be desired. Six frames of

brood the 15th of March is considerable for

a colony ; but I had them, and they went

through a cold spell of 10 above zero with-

out the loss of any sealed brood that could

be found. The colony that can do that is a

strong one, to my notion.

This seems to be a year Avhen we can

easily fill all our empty combs Avith bees and
get a honey crop too ; but there is many a

slip, as we' fully realize. A hailstorm, grass-

hoppers, cold rains, or excessively dry

weather may each or all discount our pros-

pects.
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BEEKEEPING EN CAUEOENEA
K C, C

On page 137, Feb. 15, the words " lumber
pines " should read limber pines. I make
this eon-eetion because the pines at that

elevation are not fit for lumber, being of a
very scrubby growth.

« « «

GOLDENS SHOWING UP WELL.
The golden queen that was at the head of

my best producing colony last year is still

doing fairly well at the middle of her third

season. As a breeder she is worth much,
and will be used for that purpose. I have
goldens and leather-colored, but am decid-

edly partial to the goldens, not alone be-

cause they are bright, but because they are

producing results, and are attractive besides.

* * *

IMPORTANCE OF PLENTY OF COMBS.

There is nothing that increases the yield

like plenty of combs to catch the raw nec-

tar. A colony that has to wait for a super
of combs to be finished ready for extracting,

to give it more room, is losing valuable time.

A friend, whom I consider one of the best

beekeepers in the South), said to me the

other day, " If I had plenty of empty
combs I could get from a third to a lialf

more honey during the season." This gen-
tleman has not lost a colony in two years.

[See article by R. F. Holtermann, and foot-

note on page 331, this issue, that supports
your position.

—

-Ed.]

FEEDING IN THE SPRING.

Arthur C. Miller, page 131, says, " Stim-
ulative feeding for spring should always be
done in the fall," which reminds me of a
time in my boyhood days when my mother
instructed me how to feed the pigs corn.
She said, " Give them ten ears for supper
and ten for breakfast." I gave them twenty
ears for supper so they would need none
for breakfast. Mother thought I had a

wrong idea of the matter, and so I think of
Mr. Miller. [To make your illustration

entirely parallel, should you not compare
the feeding of bees in the fall to the putting
of corn in the corn-crib? The bees do not
eat all of that syrup in the fall; they put
it in the combs and keep it for future use.

—Ed.]
« « «

TOO MUCH FREE ADVERTISING.

I entered an agreement with a western
fruit and farm journal to furnish an article

for each month's issue. The first month I

wrote on "The Relation of Bees to the Fruit
Industry." For the second issue I submitted
some of my ideas on hives, frames, etc. My
copy was returned with the following letter

:

" Purely from the advertising standpoint,

don't you think the ijublicity given the

Langstroth hive and the Hoffman frame is a
little too great for a free notice? I do and
would ask you not to mention the names,
or else give me another article."

I felt faint when I received the letter, but
recovered in time to write the editor that it

would be impossible for me to furnish more
copy if I could not be permitted the use of
common terms. This man is doubtless a

success as an editor; but when it comes to

bee lore he does not know even common
terms.

» * *

HONEY-CROP PROSPECTS.

My last report spoke of weather condi-

tions not being favorable for honey-gath-
ering at that date, April S. Cloudy condi-

tions i^revailed more or less until April 10,

since which time the weather has been ideal

for gathering honey. The orange bloom is

now about gone, with the yield far below
expectations, due to the fact that the season

for orange " beat the bees to it," but would
not have been so bad had the weather con-

tinued warm instead of the many cloudy
weeks we had. But " what is one man's
gain to another man's loss? " With the

cloudy days came rain which gaye new life

to all vegetation, and undoubtedly extended
the blooming period of the button sage. At
the time tlie button-sage bloom was being
held in check by the cool weather, there

were millions of bees hatching to add to the

gathering force as soon as the weather
cleared. Those depending on the orange
alone ''lost out" with the weather; but
where sage was the main source a benefit

has been the result.

The button sage is yielding heavily, and
colonies that are ready for the harvest are

doing a land-office business. I believe we
shall get at least four more weeks of flow

from it. which will add greatly to our out-

put. Then if the white sage should yield

well, which now seems probable, it should
add two or three more weeks to our heavy
flow. Oh for the bees! but an enormous
crop of sage honey will be impossible this

season for lack of bees in condition to gath-

er it. Some apiaries will liarvest a large

crop, while otliers a few miles distant will

return but little.
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CONVEESATIONS WITH DOOLITTLE

PREVENTING SWARMING BY REMOVING BROOD.

" I wish to prevent swarming by the

removal of brood, as an old beekeeper tells

me this is Ihe best way. But I read some-

where that in removing brood only the

sealed should be taken, as swarming was
caused by any colony not having enough
unsealed brood for the nurse bees to care

for. In other words, when the unsealed

brood in any colony is not sufficient to con-

sume all the chyle prepared by the nurse

bees, swarming is sure to be the result. Is

this right?"

It is possible that there may be something
in this theory. If I am right, those basing
their claim on this lack in consumption of

the chyle prepared believe that the disten-

sion of the chyle-stomacli is what causes un-

easiness in the nurse bees, and that this un-
easiness is conveyed to the whole colony

—

so much so that the majority of the bees

with the mother sally forth for a new home.
But I have never been able to see the log-

ic in any such reasoning; for with the issu-

ing of any swarm, and the finding of a home
(when not interfered with by man), these

nurse bees do not have even a few larvaa to

which to feed their loads of prepared chyle.

Without the apiarist to provide a home for

any SAvarm, often days and sometimes weeks
elapse before any home is found at all. The
scouts will search for an old vacated hive, a

hollow tree, or a cleft in some rocks ; and if

none is found, the swarm will move on some
few or many miles, when the cluster will be
formed again. Scouts are sent out again,

and so on till a place for a home is foun d

;

and when such is found, comb must be
built and supi^lied with eggs by the queen,

and three days elapse before these eggs
hatch into larvae. So it has always seemed
to me that, if this accumulation of chyle

theory had any foundation in fact, the bees
were fools almost beyond measure, and their

instinct not equal to an emergency.
" Again, I have read that the main cause

of the bees swarming was a lack of cells in

which eggs could be deposited by the

queen ; and in removing brood the unsealed

brood should be taken, in which case the

queen could find proper employment for

her powers, not only in the cells of the

combs given to replace those taken with
unsealed brood, but in the cells vacated by
the emerging brood. Is this right? "

Now candidly, do you think it right to

try to tangle any one who has never ad-

vanced either of these theories in tiiis way?
I am well aware, that, with a hive large

enough to contain all the empty cells which
any queen can occupy with her eggs during
the whole season, little if any swarming will

be the rule. Our beloved Moses Quinby told

us, more than half a century ago, that with

a box filled with comb large enough to pro-

vide cells for holding all the brood, honey,

and pollen that all the bees produced by
any queen could care for and bring in, such

a colony would never swarm, and no one
has proved Quinby incorrect. But such a

box is not calculated for the wants of any
beekeeper who wishes to produce gilt-edge

honey to put upon the market, so is not to

be considered by the one who is working
for honey in the most marketable shape. I

have tried taking away from two to four

combs of brood from colonies that had got-

ten strong enough in numbers to swarm
two weeks or less before the harvest of

white honey commenced; and after compar-
ing results in taking away both unsealed

and emerging brood, I could see no differ-

ence in favor of either. If practiced in just

the right time before the harvest, and be-

fore the bees begin jDreparations for swarm-
ing, fairly good results may be obtained.

"When removing brood to prevent swarm-
ing, where should the two to four empty
combs (to replace the combs of brood re-

moved) be placed in the brood-chamber so

the queen will be most likely to occupy
them, instead of their being filled with

honey?"
I have tried putting all of them together

in the center of the hive, placing any combs
of honey the colony might have at each side

next the hive, then the remaining combs of

brood between these combs of honey and the

empty combs set in; and where the bees are

not storing much more than is used daily,

this seems to put big-business ideas in the

queen, and brings us as good results as are

obtainable in using this removal-of-brood
plan. Then I have tried alternating these

empty combs with the combs of brood left

with the colony, where nectar was coming
in sufficiently so that the colony was at

work in the supers of sections, and found
that this brought forth better results than

did the massing of the empty combs togeth-

er. But I must record many failures witl)

this plan of removing combs of brood to

prevent swarming—not only in its failin^r

to prevent, but in its being successful i'l

putting much honey in the sections.
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GENEMAL PONDENCE
BEES ENTERING COMB-HONEY SUPERS

Tlie Great Advantage of Drawn Commbs Over Full S

BY R. P. HOLTERMANN

On page 903, December 15, 1913, Mr.
McMurray refers to the natural like or dis-

like of bees to working in section-honey

supers on account of their subdivided and
crowded condition. I have not had the

experience he describes, that bees, when
given passages of communication, will close

them up with wax or propolis. It may be

due to locality; but I have found that bees

gnaw comb foundation and stop openings
when the supers are put on before a sur-

plus-honey flow or after the sections and
liive are crowded. They may also do it

possibly between periods of flow when
there is quite a length of time with no
nectar coming in. Then, again, when a

swarm issues, the bees are ready with a lot

of wax scales—material which they can use

for comb-building in their new home. If

the swarm returns, owing to modern meth-
ods of manipulation, that wax may have to

be deposited somewhere about the hive. In
corroboration of this statement I might say
that I have been able to detect the colony
that swarmed in my absence by observing
the wax deposited by the bees oh the front

of the hive. They were simply in a condi-

tion where they had secreted and were se-

creting wax scales for the comb they ex-

pected to build after first alighting to see

that the queen was with them, and then,

when next clustering, building comb. This
second alighting proved to be on the hive,

owing to my having previously clipped the

queen's wings, and a portion of the wax
was deposited by the bees on the front of
the hive, and more would be taken care of
in the hive.

THE ADVANTAGE OF DRAVS^N COMBS.

Bees do not care to go into supers con-
taining only comb foundation. This is

true whether the foundation is the size of a
Langstroth frame, or of the ordinary sec-

tion.

I do not hesitate to say that if the
extracted-honey producer has no drawn
surplus combs lie will have much more
trouble with the swarming impulse; and
tlio surplus-honey crop, particularly if

measured bv the amount in the supers, will

be materially reduced. Drawn comb invites

the bees into the supers in a way that

foundation entirely fails to do. The criti-

cal time in the prevention of swarming is

when the brood-chamber is near the point
of being crowded ; and unless the bees'

energies can be successfully diverted to the

accejitance of the super as a part of the

hive, they are likely to swarm. The differ-

ence between drawn comb and foundation
in the majority of instances is just enough
to turn the scale in favor of swarming.
When the bees have to draw out founda-

tion, they store honey in the brood-chamber
which would otherwise have been put in the

super, thus depriving the queen of room to

lay, with the result already mentioned. At
the same time, the worker force is decreased
if the flow is prolonged, so that there is a
corresponding decrease in the surplus-honej'^

crop.

After a careful observation of colonies to

which foundation was given in the supers,

side by side with colonies having drawn
comb, I would estimate that, if the former
Avould give 75 lbs. of honey in the supers,

the latter would as easily give 100 lbs.

The first year that I began beekeeping
afresh, and started with the twelve-frame
Langstroth hive, it was a bad (perhaps I

should say a good) year for swarming.
Some of my help, perhaps myself as well,

were not very skillful at detecting queen-
c^lls in recesses of comb. I had no drawn
comb, and I remember that on one Sunday
fifteen swarms issued and clustered togeth-

er, and this is an apiary that we were
trying to run on the non-swai'ming plan.

One going into the production of extract-

ed honey could well afford to pay 30 or even
35 cts. each, or perhaps more, for enough
perfect combs to supply half of each ex-

tracting-super with such comb. I do not
like to put more than two or three sheets of
foundation into a twelve-frame super at

one time. I am aware that there is a differ-

ence in the way in which individual colonies

will take such treatment. The honey-flow
also makes a difference. I almost believe

that, if the hive is on a loose bottom-board,
the new super, if it contains only comb
foundation, should be put for twenty-four
or forty-eight hours under the brood-cham-
ber with a queen-excluder between. Local-

ities may vary much in this respect ; but
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aiiiing thirty years or more I have kept

bees in quite a variety of localities, have

had varied season and honey-tiows, four or

live varieties of bees and their crosses, and

this is the conclusion that I feel justified in

coming" to.

In conclusion let me say that I am not

ignorant of the method of putting some of

the brood into the super. This undoubted-

ly helps in a measure, but only in a meas-

ure, and also has its disadvantages.

Biantford, Ont., Canada.

[We wish to indorse, as emphatically as

we can, Mr. Holtermann's argument in

favor of drawn combs in preference to full

sheets of foundation. While the beekeeping-

fraternity at large will acknowledge of

course that the former are superior, they

have not yet begun to appreciate how much
mure superior they are. Last summer some
colonies refused to enter extracting-supers

with foundation, but they would enter su-

pers with drawn combs without the least

hesitation.

Another thing Mi*. Holtermann brings

out that will bear emphasizing is the value

of drawn combs for preventing swarming.
If we could, we would shout this on the

housetop of every extracted-honey produc-

er, because it will prevent the loss of a good
many swarms, and the loss of a good deal

of nectar that might othei-wise be secured.

iSo important do we regard drawn combs
that we sent down to our Florida apiary

last winter 6000 frames of foundation ; and
one of the " problems " that our Mr. Mar-
chant has had to tackle is to force the bees

to draw these out and make increase at the

same time. If he had had drawn combs he

would have had 25 to 50 per cent more in-

crease.

Many and many a time we see beekeepers

who are careless about storing tlieir combs.

The worms get into them, and in other cases

hundreds and thousands of them are stacked

up in all kinds of heaps on the honey-house

floor, where they get bruised and broken,

and sometimes we find them in the back

yard where the sun melts them down. The
owners say they will pick them up " some
other time;" but they don't. The facts are,

these drawn combs, next to the bees them-

selves, are the best capital the extracted-

honey producer can have. If a full sheet

of wired foundation is worth, say, 16 cents,

a frame of drawn comb ought to be worth

35. In a good year they might be worth

even 50 cents.

The problem with many beekeepers should

be to get their frames of foundation drawn
out before the honey season. This can be

done by placing a full sheet between two

frames of brood, Avhen the sioreading of

brood can be practiced with safety. If

possible, get the combs drawn out in the

fall, during buckwheat or soon after; and

when once drawn, stack them up carefully

in the honey-house, where they can be fumi-

gated, ready for next season's use.

—

Ed.]

SHALL APICULTUMAL EDUCATION BE ENCOURAGED?

BY OREL L. HERSHISER

Beekeepers may be divided into two
general classes, more or less sharply de-

fined, one believing in offering the best of

apieultural advantages and encouragement

to any and all who may wish to learn the

science; the other, including all who do not

believe in so broadly offering such advan-

tages and encouragement.
In the former class may be included the

educators engaged in apieultural instruction

in schools and colleges; bee-inspectors and
government apiarists; authors of books on

apiculture; editors and publishers of api-

eultural periodicals, and most of the writ-

ers, correspondents, and contributors to

them ; and most of the members of beekeep-

ers' associations, especially those who read

papers and make addresses, and otherwise

give instruction.

Inasmuch as nearly all apiarists who
produce honey to sell avail themselves of

every opportunity to hear if not to engage

in the instruction and proceedings of bee-

keepers' conventions, it would seem that

nearly or quite all the entire membership
of the craft would be included in the former
class. However, paradoxical as it may
seem, it is well known that some apiarists

who are leaders in convention proceedings,

and otheiTvise prominently engaged in api-

eultural educational work, are also opposed
to offering educational encouragement to

students desiring to qualify themselves a?

beekeepers. It api^ears that the two classes

of beekeepers overlap each other, some in-

dividuals being not only on the fence but

on both sides of it at the same time.

Opponents of the scheme of education

and encouragement evidently fear that any
considerable accession to the ranks of bee-

keepers will result in an overproduction of

honey and consequent decline in prices to a

point where beekeeping will cease to be a

remunerative occupation. It should be re-
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membered tliat only those having the natural

adaptability for apiculture will ever be

extensively engaged in it ; and what would
be more natural than that the ednratioii of

all apiarists to a better knowledge of the

business would be mutually beneficial? If

all beekeepers were taught how to obtain

honey as good as the bees can make, the

average cjuality would be better, more de-

pendable, and more desirable than that

which is produced in ignorance of best

methods. Beekeepers well schooled in their

occupation know more of markets, and are

better advertisers and salesmen than those

of lesser knowledge. Unschooled, untutored,

and ignorant owners of bees are the real

menace ; and it is this class of beekeepers

who harbor infectious bee diseases, and are

instrumental in spreading them, and who
demoralize markets.

Not a large percentage of those educated

at agricultural colleges engage in agricul-

tural pursuits as a life occupation. The
sam.e is true, to a greater or less extent, of

other lines of technical training. After ac-

quiring his education for a certain purpose
the individual finds he lacks the adaptabil-

ity, or, for one reason or another, abandons
his first choice of a calling and engages in

some other lifework. It may be reasonably

inferred that only a small percentage of

those who make a scientific study of apicul-

ture, either at college or elsewhere, will ever

become honey-producers in the true com-
mercial sense. There is really no danger of

too many well-qualified beekeepers.

Phenomenal crops of honey are likely to

occur at long intervals; but overproduction

in the average season is not likely ever to

occur. Beekeeping has been carried on in

some state of advancement ever since the

dawn of history ; but extensive commercial
apiaries seem to be one of the developments
of the last century. In our own time we
have noticed localities where from one to a

few hives of bees could be seen near many
farmhouses, change to the extent that one
could travel for a day or two without seeing

evidences of bees kept by farmers. Yet in

some such localities, many times, more bees

are kept, honey produced, and profit real-

ized than when there were so many indi-

viduals who had only a few bees. The
natural protection of forests and fences

disappeared ; brood diseases came in ; the

bees, without a real master, perished, and
in their place an apiarist establishes an
apiary, and, with a thorough knowledge of.

the business, operates it as a profitable bus-

iness proposition.

Beekeepers who operated out-apiaries

thirty years ago were few and far between.

Scarcely more than half a dozen in the

Tnited States, and one or two in Canada,
are all within my recollection, and most of

these with an operator in each apiary dur-

ing the swarming season. Of late years,

however, while the numerous small bunches
of colonies owned by farmers are gradually

disappearing, we have not only many more
apiarists who run out-apiaries and make
apiculture an occupation, but also manv
more operating bees as a side line on a

smaller scale in a commercial way, as may
be judged by the attendance and enthusi-

asm at beekeepers' conventions.

During recent times the amount of honey
produced annually has greatly increased,

and the consumption has kept pace with the

production. Honey, having a high food

value and an agreeable flavor, should com-
mand a higher price, and we think prices

have not risen in proportion to the com-
parati\e values of some other leading food

products; yet it must be admitted that hon-

ey sells for far better prices than when
there was less produced. This tends to

prove that a greater number of expert api-

arists, and steadily increasing production,

have not, thus far, operated to the detriment

of apiculture as an occupation.

When we consider that the beekeepers of

many of the States and some of the prov-

inces have long since maintained State and
provincial beekeepers' associations, includ-

ing many local, branch, and affiliated soci-

eties, some of them receiving governmental
financial support ; that several colleges have
for many years been offering apicultural

instruction ; that several States and prov-
inces make liberal appropriations for the

maintenance of numerous bee-inspectors, a

part of whose duties is to instruct in the

proper care of bees; that the United States

Government, some State governments, and
the Ontario Government, each maintains a

department from which helpful pamphlets
and bulletins on apicultural subjects are

issued free, and that the science of apicul-

ture is enriched by numerous books and
periodicals of high class, we can not avoid

the logical conclusion that the unanimity of

these several educational agencies indicates

beneficial results that amply justify a con-

tinuancce of the educational scheme.

As the result of a bumper crop of wheat,

corn, hay, etc., was there ever an advocacy
of cessation of education and encourage-
ment to engage in agi'iculture? No; but.

on the contrary, the slogan is, " Back to the

farm," or " Keep the boys and girls on the

farm," as the means of keeping the State

and nation truly prosperous. As the result

of a ruinous bumper crop of fruit, has

dissuasion from embarking in horticulture

been advocated? No; but the States and
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provinces are deeply interested in the plant-
ing of new fruit areas, and " top working "

the worn-out orchards to make them pro-
ductive ; for time has proven that bumper
crops are exceptional. How much less, then,

should we fear ill effects from a bumper
crop of honey which time has proven may
be expected at very widely separated pe-
riods, and especially as extracted honey is

not perishable, but is as good several years
hence as at present, if properly handled!
Governments establish departments of

agriculture, including the various branches
of rural husbandry, for the purpose of
bettering the conditions of the rural popu-
lation in every way, and of increasing the

wealth of the State or nation. Governments
realize that the i^rosperity of the people,

especially those engaged in rural husban-
dry, is the prosperity of the Government.
As an aid to this end, agricultui-al colleges

are established and maintained. It can
hardly be possible that apiculture should be
an exception, and fail to respond advan-
tageously to governmental encouragement.

Conservation of natural resources—of
water for irrigation and power; of forests

and re-forestration, or reclamation, etc., has
engaged the attention of many eminent sci-

entists of late years. In fact, no line of
research could be of gi-eater benefit in main-
taining and increasing the wealth of a state

or nation than to conserve and increase the

materials naturally within its boundaries
that add to the welfare and happiness of its

people. Honey is a natural resource. If

not gathered by bees it is loSt. To conserve
it, bees and beekeepers are indispensable.

Perhaps much more than is gathered goes
to waste. Is it not true that the state would
add to its wealth in proportion to the addi-

lional amount of lionev saved from waste?

And whatever inures to the benefit of the
state benefits the people in the same ratio.

Let us, then, continue to offer encourage-
ment and instruction to any and all who
believe they can aid in the conservation of
tlie ungathered nectar, to the end that the
myriads of flowers of the fields may not
bloom and secrete their sweetness in vain.

Kenmore, N. Y.

[We believe Mr. Hershiser is correct in

what he says, all through. Education along
apicultural lines will do more good to elim-
inate foul brood than any thing else. The
beekeeper who makes the real trouble and
annoyance is not the one who has had api-
cultural training at some school, but, rather,

the man wiio has not read up, does not take
any bee-paper, and never goes to conven-
tions. The more we can have of apicultural
schools, and foul-brood inspectors who can
give apicultural instruction along general
lines, the better. There is plenty of unoccu-
pied bee territory in the country for all, and
the apicultural student has it pounded into
liim, as we happen to know, that he can not
make any money keeping bees if he locates
his yard within half a mile of another bee-
owner. No, he is not the man to crowd
territory or to overstock it. The few who
stick to the business will go into territory

where they can have all the nectar for the
simple reason there is no one else to get it.

Those who are casting reflections on the
possible value of our apicultural schools
will do well to read Mr. Hershiser's article

carefully. Frankly, is there any argaiment
against apicultural schools but a narrow
short-sighted selfishness that would elimi-

nate all competition? Is it not true that

they will stimulate a demand for honey?
—Ed.]

MORE DRASTIC MEASURES NEEDED FOR CURING FOUL BROOD
BY W. N. RANDOLPH

The only way to stamp foul brood out of
our country effectually is to use more radical

measures. Nearly all the schemes I have
read about look to saving every thing—bees.

hives, frames, and, worst of all, honey. I

think that a man should not be permitted
to sell honey from a diseased hive, nor even
from a diseased yard; much less do I be-

lieve that he should be allowed to rear
queens in a yard infected with foul brood
and send them out all over the country.
Boiling the honey to mix in the Good candy
sent with the queens does no good, because
to those of us who liave read the text-books
on the law of evidence it is a badge of

fraud. It makes the honest and careful

queen-breeder say in effect, " I may have
foul brood in my yard," and the careless or
dishonest one who knows, or ought to know,
" Oh, well ! I will warm up my honey a

little, and let it go at that. Who is to know
the difference?

"

If every beekeeper in the country would
resolve to use more drastic measures at

once, it would help to solve the problem of
foul brood. He should, on the first discov-

ery of the disease (and all ought to be on
guard now) destroy the bees after night-

fall; and unless he has a steam-boiler and
large tank he should destroy, by burning,
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all the fitting's of the hive—frames, combs,

and followers. As for the hives, bottom-

boards, and covers, a thick coat of white

lead and oil applied on evei'y surface, inside

and out, will bury beyond resurrection

every foul-brood germ, and will add to the

lasting quality of the hive : or burning over

with the gasoline-torch will do. Painting,

however, is more quickly and cheaply

done.

Cleaning up and starting anew a large

yard at this place, I both scorched and

painted the hives and outfit (of course de-

stroying all the combs and frames) and

raked off and cleaned the yard and bee-

house. For two seasons there has been no

further sign of the disease. I have enlisted

all of the out beekeepers in our fight. The
initial cost of our plan was gi-eater, may
be; but we feel well repaid because we are

done with that question.

The owners of this yard—bright, enter-

prising young men—had built up a splen-

didly equipped apiary, with all the latest

improvements, and had run it only three

years, when they sent to a queen-breeder

for a lot of queens with nuclei. These had

foul brood, and, not knowing any thing

about the disease, the first notice the owners

had was that their yard was rotten with it.

Now this thing ought to be stopped. It

can be stopped if the bee journals get busy.

No man ought to be permitted to send bees

or queens any distance, without a certifi-

cate from some competent authority, stating

that the apiary is free from foul brood.

We argue, theorize, and experiment too

much, and the system has spread the mal-

ady nearly all over the country, when it

should be a simple matter of destroying

and quarantine. By being watchful the

approach may be discovered, and one may
have to destroy only a hive or two. More
attention should be given to rearing of

queens whose progeny are more nearly im-

mune to the disease.

Letohatchie, Ala.

[Some beekeepers may take issue with

our coiTespondent. The man who has no
foul brood, and never expects to get it, will

probably argue that the other chap who has

the disease should not sell his honey. But
the latter would probably take the other

view, on the ground that the honey itself

would be harmless for human consumption.

The only danger from such honey is from
empty cans thrown out back of the grocery

or in the back yard of the consumer, and
herein lies a big danger.

Boiling honey to make Good candy does

a gi'eat deal of good. We know most of the

queen-breeders of the country personally,

and we are satisfied that they are doing bus-

iness on the golden-rule feature to the lett-er.

However,, there is a better way yet. The
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Miller smoke method of introduction will

ultimately supplant the cage method every-

where. If so, this will eliminate all possible

danger from the candy, providing the

queen-cages are burned.

We quite agree with our coiTespondent
that we cannot be too careful ; but we think

he errs in thinking that paint inside of the

hives will be sufficient to disinfect it. Some
paints will flake otf, leaving the wood clear,

just as it was before painting. Better use a
torch to scorch out the inside of the hive
and other appurtenances.

Neither do we recommend burning hives,

bees, and all unless the disease is confined to

one or two colonies. If it once gets started
in an apiary, wholesale burning is too ex-
pensive, and quit« unnecessary, as practic-
ally all foul-brood inspectors have agreed.
—Ed.]

A JAPANESE APIARY

BY K. NOMMA

Assuming that you may be interested in

learning how bee culture is enlarging even

as far as the Orient, I take gi-eat pleasure in

sending you three Japanese post cards.

They represent a small apiary situated in

the suburbs of Kokura, Japan, which is

owned and managed by my sister and her

husband. Despite the fact that it is still in

a primitive state, and established only three
years ago, they are showing the most favor-
able signs of prosperity.

Inasmuch as each succeeding year is

bringing more net profit, my sister and her
husband have just completed a plan to start
a new apiary in another part of the country.

Port Henry, N. Y., Dec. 17.

THE TIME REQUIRED FOR BEES TO MATURE FROM THE EGG
BY T. J. LANDRUM

I am much interested in Dr. Miller's

Straw, page 125, Feb. 15, in regard to bees

hatcliing out in less than 20 days. I am
quite sure Dr. M. has made some mistake

in liis test. I have tested this thing thne
and again in recent years, and I have al-

ways found a few cells of unhatchedhrood
after 21 days—that is, the bees didn't all
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liatc'h in 21 days, but a few would still be

iHihatched ou the '22d day from the time

the queen was taken away.
I had occasion to test this in transferring

bees from box hives. When breaking up
tlie box after 21 days, or on the 22d day.

1 have always found some unhatehed bees

(brood). Dr. Miller does not say that he

looked at this frame ("XIX") once be-

tween August 5 and August 25.

Now, Mr. Editor, I know by experience

that eggs don't always get a chance to hatch.

When taken from home, and put into a

strange colony, the bees sometimes take

offense at this strange batch of eggs and
destroy evei'y one of them. I wish Dr.

Miller would please tell us if he looked at

this particular "XIX" frame at any time

between August 5 and 25, and if he is sure

the eggs in this frame ever reached the

larval state. I am frank to say that I don't

believe bees will hatch in 19 days 18 hours

nnd 50 minutes from the time the egg is

laid; and T believe if Dr. Miller had taken

a peep at that frame any time between
Aug. 8 and Aug. 25 he would have found
e\ ery cell in said frame empty.

1 expect to test this matter thoroughly
tliis coming season, and will let you know
what I find.

Atwood, Col.

Dr. Miller replies

:

It's a g'^od thing there are sharii eyes

upon us, for there are many chances foi'

slips in conducting any experiments with

bees. I know that bees will sometimes
destroy every egg in the hive, but that did

not occur to me when I reported the case in

that Straw, p. 125. All that I reported
was that the last egg was laid just before

5 :05 P.M., Aug. 5, and that the cells were
empty 11 :55 a. m., Aug. 25. With no more
data than that, there is the possibility of

destruction of the eggs, and I am thankful

to friend Landrum for taking up the matter.

At the start, there was no thought of

learning any thing about worker-brood. It

was an experiment relating to queen-rear-

ing. I will now give the case more in detail.

The comb was taken from No. 28 at 5:15
P.M., Aug. 5 (the only comb in the hive),

and put into No. 91, a strong queenless nu-

cleus kept as a sort of storehouse.

Aug. 8, it was put into No. 69, a sti'ong

queenless colony, with the express purpose
of having queen-cells built. I made no

minute of whetlier eggs were present at this

time or not, and have no recollection about

it, but I think it doubtful that I should

have put into a hive a comb for cell-build-

ing without noticing that the eggs had been

removed. Still it is possible.

The record shows that Aug. 12, at 3 p. m..

no queen-cells were vet sealed. T can hardly

imagine the possibility of my examining
the queen-cells at this time without noticing

that the woi'ker-cells were empty, if such
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had been the ease, since it was a week since

I he eggs were laid. Still, it is not utterly

impossible.

Aug. 19 I cut out the cells, and have a

distinct recollection of seeing the worker-
brood in compact form; and when I had
cut the cells I jDut the comb into the upper
story of No. 1 fo)- the express purpose of
allowing the worker-brood to liatcli out.

It was put into that upper story with no
thought of noting the time of hatching; but

"some time after Aug. 19 it occurred to me
that here was a good chance to learn just

liow long it was from the laying of the egg
to the emergence of the young worker.

Aug. 25 I thought I would begin periodic

examinations, so as to be able to say be-

tween what two houi"s the brood had emerg-
ed, and 1 supposed I was looking while it

was yet certain that no young workers could

have emerged. Finding every cell vacant
was one of the surprises of my life.

Now, here are the thing's that I know. I

know that no eggs were in that comb Aug.
5, 3:05 P.M., and that the eggs in it were
laid between 3 :05 p. m. and 5 :05 P. m. It is

practically certain that the queen would
continue to lay in that comb, since it was
the only comb in the hive, until its removal
at 5:05 P.M. It is positively certain that

all eggs were laid in it after 3:05 p.m. I
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know that sealed worker-brood in appar-
ently good condition was present Aug. 19.

I know that not a cell of brood was present
at 11 :55 a. m., Aug. 25.,

So I know that the time from the laying
of the egg till the emergence of the perfect
insect could not have been longer than from
3:05 p. M., Aug. 5, to 11:55 a. m., Aug. 25
(less tlian 20 daj's), unless the bees destroy-
ed the brood some time after Aug. 19. Bees
when in a starving condition do tear out
brood, sucking out the juices and throwing
away the skins; but did you ever hear of
their tearing out normal worker-brood 14
days after the laying of the Qggi

Besides, this could not possibly be a ease
of starvation. It was in the midst of the
heaviest flow I ever knew. There were four
stories of extraeting-eombs, and not a drop
of honey had been taken away from the
time the tlow began. Is it possible that the
bees tore out a single cell of that brood
after Aug. 19?

I now submit the case to the jury, asking
the foreman, T. J. Landrum, to consider
\yhether there is a reasonable doubt that the
time of development in this case was witlun
19 days 18 hours 50 minutes, and whetlier
there is a possibility that a single cell took
more than 19 days 20 hours 50 minutes.

. Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

THE CONTROL OF 5WAEMING AT OUT-APIAMIES RUN FOR EX-
TRACTED

BY J. L. BYER

As stated in the Feb. 15tli issue, many
have written me asking questions about
different phases of out-apiary work. In
that issue I talked of early-spring manage-
ment, leaving off operations at the opening
of fruit-bloom. At this time I shall tell

some of the plans I use to control swarming
at out-apiaries; and right here let me ask

you to notice that I use the word " control "

instead of prevention; for, notwithstanding
the bulk of those who have written me ask

for means of prevention of swarming, I

frankly confess that I have yet to learn a

satisfactory plan that will work in all kinds

of seasons, with all kinds of hives, and with
all kinds of bees. As many are already

aware, I have bought nearly all the bees we
have in our different apiaries; and Avhile I

regret it, yet the fact is we have a number
of different kinds of hives in use. In one
apiary there are over 100 eight-frame L
hives; in another the hives are all ten-frame

Jumbo', while in another there are over 200
f'olonies on frames similar to the Jones,

only somewhat shallower.

In so far as the eight-frame Langstrotb
apiary is concerned, it is needless to say
that this is the one that gives us the most
trouble in the matter of controlling swarm-
ing; and when one has a lot of bees in a
hive of that dimension, certainly drastic
measures have to be taken to prevent whole-
sale swarming, if the colonies are all strong
at the opening of the clover flow and if the
yield of nectar is good and lasts any time
at all. To make the matter short, we have
found that the only thing to do in such
cases is to take away the major part of the
brood before the swarming fever shows,
substituting full sheets of" foundation in

place of combs removed. If the colony is

strong I recommend taking all but one
comb of brood away; and if there are no
signs of swarming at the time of operation,
these brood-combs can be placed above the
excluder in the super. If the flow is on, as
it should be when doing work of this kind.
T place a super of comlj next to the exelud
er, and then another story with the brood
in on top of that. With this l)rood so far
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away from the old brood-nest, queen-cells

will be stai'ted in the majority of eases; but

tliey can be cared for easily later on. T

have had queens hatch in this upper story,

and yet there would be no swarming; but

some have reported otherwise, so it does no

harm to look through these combs eight or

ten days afterAvard.

One great objection to this plan is that,

if there is any honey of inferior quality in

these brood-combs, it will spoil the quality

of No. 1 clover honey when the extracting

is done. This is a question that every bee-

keeper will have to decide for himself, as

locality and management of colonies pre-

vious to doing this work have a great deal

to do in determining results.

The advantages of the plan are that it

nearly always prevents swarming for the

season; you keep all the bees in the one

hive, and at the same time get a lot of new
combs drawn out each year. More than any

thing else, it means a crop of honey if

there is any to be bad, as no other plan that

I have any knowledge of will give a greatei'

surplus. This plan is old, and was first

given by a southern beekeeper whose name
I can not recall.

With four or five apiaries with the large

Jumbo hives, many might think we should

have no swarming when running for ex-

tracted honey; but unless due precautions

are taken, these same hives will give us lot?

of trouble as past experience has shown

conclusively. One of the main points to be

considered in heading off the swarming

desire is to give lots of room early enough

in the season so that the bees will have

supers to enter just as soon as they are at

all crowded in the brood-nest. Our greatest

trouble with swarming during the past five

years has not been with the very strong

colonies, but, rather, with those not strong

enough to super at fruit-bloom. They are

left till the opening of clover, and perhaps

by that time they are a bit crowded, and.

instead of going into supers when given at

that time, they make preparations for

swarming. When I find colonies in that

condition I generally raise one or two

frames of brood into the super, over a

queen-excluder. Now and then we may get

caught with a bit of chilled brood if the

weather turns cool suddenly; but, all things

considered, I would sooner take a little risk

that way, and be sure that the colony is not

going to get the swarming fever so early

in the season, and probably knock out all

chances of a crop of honey, particularly if

the season is very short.

Colonies that have entered the supers

during fruit-bloom, rarely give any trouble

at the opening of clover, so the idea should

be to get all in that condition as soon as

possible. Sometimes we get caught in fruit-

bloom, and find extra-strong colonies pre-

paring to swarm at the time we are clipping

queens. There are many plans of dealing

with such colonies at this date ; and if brood
has to be taken away to stop the notion of

swarming, one can always at that time find

many places to put it. I certainly break
U13 the swarming fever at that time in some
way, as one has no time to be tinkering'

with a few colonies at that busy season.

Last spring I movjed two carloads of
bees ; and during my absence the clover

started to yield. One apiary was unusually
strong with bees for so' early in the season,

and, before leaving home, I had clipped the

queens during fruit-bloom, and given a full-

depth Juiubo super. When I came home
and got to this yard I found three-fourths

of the colonies with the sujier full of fruit-

bloom and early clover honey, and about all

with queen-cells started. The bees were
nearly all of Carniolan blood, and I realized

that my absence had put tilings in pretty

bad shape at that place. I hastily decided

on a plan ; and whether it was on account of
certain conditions of honey-flow, or from
other causes, I knocked out about all the

swarming for the time being, and in the end
got a very large crop of honey. I hunted
out all the queens, and caged each in a

wire-cloth cage about % inch in diameter
and 6 inches long. The cage was placed
between the brood-combs beneath the ex-

cluder, two combs being spread apart to

allow the cage to go between. Each comb
was taken out and examined thoroughly for

cells, the bees being shaken in front of the

hive to make sure that no cells were missed.

Abundance of room was given above, and
they were left alone for eight days, when
the same process was gone over and all cells

cut out again. The old queen was liberated,

and, much to my surprise, the swarming
fever was done for, in spite of the fact that

the bees were Carniolans. I always think

that bees having a caged queen never work
so well as those in normal condition ; but in

this instance, for some reason, it seemed to

make little difference. The flow was very
heav}', and that may explain the mattet-.

Of course, this plan meant a lot of work

;

but it was a desperate case; and if I had
not been away on this moving trip, supers
would have been given and the trouble

avoided.

After colonies are all storing in supers,

if abundance of storage room is given thei'e

should be no swarming, particularly if the

bees are Italians and the hives at least as

large as the ten-fi*ame L. In my own case I

prefer the ten-frame Jumbo, believing that
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High trees that swarms did not alight on, and why.

better i-esults can be obtained with less

work than with a smaller hive, in so far as

extracted honey is concerned. During the

season, if you suspect swarming in any col-

onies the only way to be sure of the matter
is to pull off the supers and examine the

brood-nests. Of course, when there are

two or tlu'ee full-depth supers on each colo-

ny, tliis woirk is easier described than done.

However, I find that many are like myself
on this question ; for during the height of

the season, when one is jumping around
about 16 hours of the day, such a thing as

going through a whole apiary looking for
queen-cells is out of the question. One soon
gets to know from external conditions, by
the progress being made in supers, and in

various other ways, how to diagnose pretty
well without tearing into the center of the

brood-nest at every visit. We lose very few
swarms each season — possibly not more
than two or three at each yard; and this, if

nothing else, leads me to be more than ever
in favor of using large hives for out-apiary
work.
Mount Joy, Ont., Can.

HIVES SO LOCATED THAT THE SWARMS ALMOST INVARIABLY

BY RUTH C. GIFFORD

In the spring of 1912 I moved my bees

to a new location along the north side of

the front yard, and dii-ectly south of the

garden. Since then I have had the pleasure

of seeing evei*>' swarm except one (which

sailed to the limb of a fine tree) settle on

the blackberry-vines in the garden. In the

summer of 1912 I watched my bees closely,

and found that, with the exception of the

swarm above mentioned, they all settled on

the berry-vines. This summer T again

watched them closely. The result was the

same, for they again settled on tlie ben-y-

vines.

The position of the bees in relation to

shade and the distance from the blackberry-

vines must be the cause of their settling ou

the vines. Before T moved them to this

location I always had to climb trees for the

swarms, and several times even had to use

a forty-foot extension ladder.

Tlie lower half of one row of blackberry-
vines is 66 feet from the backs of the liives.

There are also some trees near by.

Unfortunately the pictures do not give a

clear idea of the amount of shade, because
they could not be taken until the last of
October. Some of the hives stand in dense
shade, but not all the time. After half-past

eight there is a dense shade in front of them
all day, and they don't get much sunlight

between half-past eight and half-past ten:

but after that they are shaded by the side

branches of only one tree.

During the swarming season I went
through the colonies carefully evei-y ten

days. I cut out queen-cells twice from
colonies which had them, gave extra venti-
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lation, and emply combs where necessaiy.

When I found queen-cells tlie third time J

noted it in the hive-records, closed those

luves, and left them alone until they sAvarra-

ed. I have found that, if colonies persist in

trying to swarm, after the queen-cells have

been cut out twice, and they have been

given extra room, they do far better woik
if allowed to swarm in the natural way.

However, I watched the above-mentioned

colonies closely, and was rewarded by see-

ing a swarm come out of every one of them,

and settle on the blackberry-vines. After T

hived the swarms I foUoAved the usual meth-

od of placing them on the old stands, and

moving the parent colony to one side. Of
course the weaker colonies were sloAver in

building cells and attempting to swarm
than the stronger ones.

I don't know whether the bees would
settle on a row of small trees as readily as

they do on the beiTy-vines or not. Their

liking for the latter is at times almost un-

canny.

One day this summer I saw three swarms
come out about twenty minutes apart and
quietly fly over and settle on the blackberry-

vines. I usually find the swarms clustering

around the post and clinging to all the

canes. This gives them more " standing

room " than the limb of a tree, and does not

compel so many bees to cling to a few. T

also notice they usually cluster in such a

way that the vines shield them from the

direct rays of the sun.

I expect to examine each colony twice

next summer for queen-cells. Both times T

mil give empty combs where they are

needed. Then I am going to keep them

suppli d with plenty of super room and
leave tliem alone. The colonies that are

determined to swarm will swarm anyhow,
or else sulk ; and I can hive a swarm from
a blackberry-vine in less time as well as

with more satisfactory results than I can

manipulate a colony to prevent swarming.

North East, Md.

[In locating an apiary there are several

considerations to be taken into account.

Fiist of all, the bees should be placed as far

as possible from a line fence or a general

highway. In either case, the streams of bees

in going to and from the fields in the height

of the season are liable to encounter teams

of horses and men, and sometimes this

causes trouble.

Another important consideration is shade

—not too much of it, but just enough to

screen the bees during the hottest part of

the day. In the securing of that shade, as

our correspondent points out, it is very

desirable to place hives near low shrubbery

to catch the swarms. If there is no such

shrubbery, and tall trees are close at hand,

there will be some unpleasant experiences in

trying to get swarms down from high places

;

in fact, some of them will be entirely inac-

cessible, and will be lost. It is a fact that

low shrubbery, if near the hives, will attract

a large percentage of the swarms; and when
a swarm has once alighted on a bush or

limb, that bush or limb will probably, on

account of the odor, attract other swarms.

This we have proven out time and time

again in the case of our grapevines, that

catch practically 99 per cent of our swarms,

the remaining one per cent going up on our

I all evergreens.

—

Ed.]

THAT APRIL 1ST COVEE PICTURE; LUCK IN BEEKEEPING

BY F. GREINER

I want to congratulate you on the fine

cuts exhibited on the title page of the April

1st number. We have at different times in

the past been searching for good representa-

tions of honeybees, but have always turned

away in digust from any thing that was
offei'ed us. In the line of a queen-bee Ave

found there were seven abdominal rings in

the best cut we could find. It would seem
as if an artist (

"?) putting out work like that

would hide his head. Representations of

bees and drones found in our text-books are

so faulty that it requires an expert to find

features resembling the real thing. In vieAv

of all this it does me a lot of good to feast

my eyes upon the title page of the April 1st

number of Gleanings. It is true that there

is not present in these pictures that sym-
metry found in engravings and Avoodcuts of

former efforts; but that only increases the

interest in them, and enhances their value.

The only defect seems to be in the drone, the

abdomen being too short, as you have point-

ed out in your editorial; and I hope that in

subsequent ti'ials you Avill succeed in elim-

inating this defect by selecting a specimen
Avith a fuller abdomen.

QUEEN NOT ALWAYS TO BLAME; SOME QUES-

TIONS RAISED.

The idea that the queen is not ahvays to

blame Avhen the colony is not coming up to

the mark is one I have entertained for n

great many years. I had at one time quite
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A tight board fence tluit is too iinu-li ot » good thing; a section of a bee-tree in the foreground.

a little controversy with our lamented friend

Hutchinson on this question, and he finally

made the concession that there was quite a

little in this worth ferreting out. Whatever
we may think and say about luck in our
enterprise, nevertheless there is such a thing

as luck. There is not one among us who
can control all and every condition that' has
an influence on the net result. Even if we
were smart enough to bring each colony up
to that point of gi'eatest populousness just

at a certain time, then we might fail in

judging when that time would be the most
appropriate and advantageous, for seasons

are not always the same.

Who can be held responsible for the
drifting of bees from one hive to another?
Who is wise enough to start his bees in a

certain direction, so that they will find cer-

tain honey-secreting blossoms? Many other

questions suggest themselves here. We have
had certain colonies do as good as nothing
one season, and the next season they did

wonders. Three little dwindled-out colonies

were united early in June, and outdid any
thing else in the yard that season. We are

a long way from having solved all the prob-

lems in beedom.

Naples, N. Y.

A DOSE OF FEVEM ; SOME DISCOURAGING EXPERIENCES, BUT
STILL HOPEFUL

BY W. H. DREYER

I send you a photo of a section of an elm-

tree containing a swarm of bees hauled to

my home June 3d. It was cut on the W. S.

Blakesley farm, about three miles Avest of

here, and was some job before it was safely

landed as you see it in the picture, with a

Langstroth body over the top cavity, leav-

ing the knot-hole for an entrance.

I have kept bees for about ten years, and
have had enough ups and downs in the

business to take the wind out of almost any
one ; but beekeeping has something about

it that continues throwing fuel on the fire,

even if it consumes some of our time and
carntal.

When I started beekeeping T bought my

first ten colonies in box hives of the man on

whose farm this bee-tree was cut.

My first loss was almost entirely from
robbing. I wanted to taste some of their

honey, and n|ake a bad spill of it, getting

all my bees excited, and inviting many
othei's.

But this was only an incentive toward
getting hold of bee-books and journals.

After reading the many possibilities on the

subject my enthusiasm grew instead of dy-

ing. Langstroth hives were bought, then

came 4x5 sections and fences, and all the

up-to-date things that go to make beekeep-

ing a pleasure. After laying in a good

supply of these things, enough to manage
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50 stands for comb honey, along came those

bad clover years, idle supplies, hard winters,

moth-eaten combs, and the like; but to top

matters oft, I was completely cleaned out in

the winter of 1911. There I was, beeless,

but not hiveless (I had the hives right).

In the jDhoto you will notice that $75.00
fence for protection. The winds got over it

somehow all the same; and those chaff hives,

about 40 in all, were of no avail—certainly

ti';^'ing.

The fall of 1912 I again bought 25 colo-

nies; and after tucking them away in their

winter quarters as carefully as I knew how
r Avas again ready for a new start.

How did I spend the winter of 1912 while
those bees were sleeping? Let me assure

you I did some tall thinking and also some
reading that often carried me into the wee
Iiours of the night.

I already had requeened my bees with
young queens, for that is a settled matter
with me—the first step toward success, all

things considered.

The next matter I settled on was single-

walled hives to be set in winter cases for
protection in winter. My bees never breed
up fast in chaff hives, but always show up
well in single-walled.

No Alexander feeder could be attached to

them as to the single-walled, and many
other manipulations are all out of the ques-
tion with double-walled hives; and, before
I forget it, let me state that the bees tucked
away in winter cases with five inches of
packing all around were as dry as a chijD

when I peeped into them April 1.

AFTER REMOVIKG THE CASES.

About this time in spring I equalize
stores, tack over each hive a sheet of heavy
building-paper, which holds every bit of

heat in the hives. An Alexander feeder is

placed underneath, and left alone until

about May 1. Then I equalize brood, to be
repeated about May 18 or 20.

Last spring my bees wei'e in splendid
condition managed on this system..

In closing allow me to say that the out-

look last spring was great. Anywhere one
looked the ground was white with clover;

but I did not see a single bee on the blos-

soms. Basswood was not touched by bees

so far as I know ; and had it not been for

sweet clover I should not have a pound of
honey. This yielded about 900 lbs. on 18
colonies. I have increased my yard to 60
colonies, and hope to have an outyard next

year if things are promising.
Findlay, Ohio.

[The winter when you lost so heavily was
severe all over the United States. Even if

your bees had been in winter cases your loss

probably would have been about the same.
Outdoor bees suffered everywhere, no mat-
ter Avhere they were kept.

One lesson we learned during that event-

ful winter was that a tight board fence
is not as g'ood a windbreak as trees or

shrubbery. The objection to a solid fenc-e

is that the wind strikes it, glances upward,
then dives downward, hitting some of the

hives; it starts counter-currents and whirl-

ing eddies. A picket fence is better; and
better still would be two or three picket

fences, one in front of the other, and about
four or five yards apart ; but as this would
be expensive, shrubbei-y answers as an ex-

cellent substitute. A screen consisting of
farm buildings, barns, houses, etc., if high

enough so the winds will skip clear over the

hives, are excellent. Behind such a screen,

bees in. single-walled hives will often winter
nieelv.

—

Ed.1

BEEKEEPING IN THE RED HILLS

BY J. J. WILDER

Seemingly, if there is any section in our
oreat country where beekeeping would be a
failure or a total impossibility it is in the
great Red Hill belt ; but no ; it is profitable
there, and is progressing; yet the amount of
honey-plants there is very small and widely
scattered. Such is the case in middle
Georgia, where some of our most progres-
sive beekeepers are located, such as Mr. J.

R. Durden and W. L. Wilder, of Macon,
Ga., and John W. Cash, Bogart, Ga.; the
latter operating over 20 apiaries.

The forest in this great belt consists

mostly of second-growth pines. The land,

lying very rolling, was worn out and broken
up in gullies many years ago, and this

growth of pines came up on it; but along
these larger gullies and branches and creeks

are a good many scrubby poplar-trees, some
sourwoods and wild plum scattered here and
there ; and along larger streams are some
tupelo gum; but there is not much of this.

On the teiTaces and around the patches
that are in cultivation, and the old fields

that are lying out, there are considerable

goldenrods and asters growing which yield
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Apiary of J. R. Durden, Macon, Ga.. and his scheme of roofina;-paper to take the place of shade-boards.

some nectar in the fall. Also, in some local-

ities the cotton-plant yields some honey,

all of which go to make up a little.

As a rule the beekeepers do not keep
many colonies in an apiary or one location,

and scatter them cut well over the country.

These beekeepers are doing just as well as

those who are seemingly in far better sec-

tions or where the honey-plants seem to be
abundant. The point is this : After all,

there is not much difference in our country,

up one side and down the other, when it

comes to our industry and the possibilities

of it; and the more I know of beekeeping
from experience and observation, and
tkrough correspondence, the more I am
convinced of this fact ; and if all beekeepers

could realize this there would be many more
contented ones in our ranks, and there

would not be so many disappointments
caused by pulling up and moving here and
yonder in search of better locations, and
resulting in failure, etc. As a rule we are

a nervous, restless set, always on the alert

for the good spot which is always just

ahead. This ought not to be, for we ought
to settle down and be contented so far as

the better section is concerned, and spread

our bee business out over the country

around us, and progress and be happy; for

there is but very little difference and not

enough to pull up and go after.

AN APIAEY AND ITS OWNER.

The photo here shown presents to our

vision an ideal apiary on the side of a red

hill owned by Mr, J. R. Durden, of Macon,
Ga., whose form also appears. This apiary
is located out in the open, surrounded by
waste land that is lying out, which has a

good gi'owth of goldenrod and asters on it,

and also some shrubbery. It will be seen

that no artificial shade is used to be in the

way of the apiarist, but a number of differ-

ent kinds of covets are used which can be
easily seen, and I believe almost every kind
sent out with hives. He says the cheapest
cover sent out, or a very cheaply construct-

ed one, is the best if it is covered with a
good grade of paper roofing, and hives set

in the open will not need shade-boards, etc.,

if put on in the manner he has put it on,

which can be easily seen. It is cut a little

wider and longer than the cover, and is

tacked well at the ends, and one tack put on
either side, so as to hold it down. Caps are

used with the nails so as to keep the heads
of the tacks or small nails from working or

lulling through the roofing.

These bees are located on an old apiaiy
site. Perhaps the first modern out-apiary
for hundreds of miles around was located

on this site. Swinson and Boardman have
kept bees here for many years, and so did

Mr. Judson Heard; also Mr. S. S. Alder-
man ; and Mr. Durden has had bees on it

for a number of years.

THE CAUCASIAN BEES.

As this race of bees has come into our
midst to stay, and so far has proven a gi-eat

blessing to our industry in nearly eveiy
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section or locality these bees have been
imported, and as there is no reason why
they should not be carried into sections

where they are not known, and at least

given a fair test, it may be that they will

prove a great blessing to our industry

everywhere. When they first came about,

there Avere some rejDorts from those who
had given them only a very limited trial

that were not in their favor; but such re-

ports have long since discontinued, and
nearly all if not all are in their favor of

late years, since they have been sufficiently

tested; and I believe such will be the case

in nearly every place they are tried. So if

I were the only beekeeper who has given

them a thorough test and found in them a

great superiority over any of the other

races of bees, I would be the last man to

pen another line in their favor; but hun-

dreds of beekeepers from almost all parts

of the country report the same thing after

testing them. Now, I feel safe in recom-
mending them to those who are not satis-

fied, or who do not obtain good results from
the bees they have at jDresent.

I obtained three of the first Caucasian

queens the government imported; and the

second year I had them I had seen enough
in their favor to head all the colonies in my
home or main yard with queens reared from
them; and from time to time I have estab-

lished from this yard many other yards,

and have done no little requeening with

this stock, with the result that it has revo-

lutionized beekeeping with me; and adopt-

ing this stock has enabled me not only to

operate several hundred colonies, but even

several thousand colonies. So I can not

say too much in their favor from my own
experience as well as that of others; and if

I am a success as a beekeeper it is due to

our government for sending me the founda-
tion stock of this variety of bees; for I had
already reached the climax—yes, and went
a little beyond if possible—with the Italian

and other varieties of bees. I will not as-

sume the responsibility of saying that these

bees are just the thing for every beekeeper

in all parts of the United States; but while

reports from some beekeepers in nearly

every section have been made, all have been

in their favor.

If it were left to the writer to be the

judge he would quickly and frankly say

that the Caucasian bees rank higher than

any others that have ever been imported

into our borders for commercial use.

It is said that almost any kind of hive

will suit almost any kind of beekeeper; and
the same might be said in reference to bees.

But the highly ambitious beekeeper who

wants to make the most of his bee business,

and a mark in our ranks, and number his

colonies by the thousands, could not even
think of adopting any other stock, because
they have greater merits or qualities.

THEIR GOOD OR BAD QUALITIES.

Tlieir good or bad qualities, as the writer

has found after some years of experience
with them from two colonies to two thou-

sand colonies, are these : First, there has

been but one very bad quality brought out

against this bee, and that was that it pro-

polizes the interior parts of the hive body;
but this was not (^uite so bad as tlie wads
or balls of brownish glue -found about in

the hive which almost put an end to man-
ipulating the interior parts of the hive.

\\"ell, this, of course, was a very serious

objection, and hence came the cry against

them.

Another slight fault found with them was
that they build too much burr and brace

comb. But what about these bad qualities

in this bee to-day? They have been almost

eliminated, and most of it done naturally,

too—that is, they have nearly cleared them-
selves of this objection, or to such an extent

that it is no longer an objection. I have
done but little if any toward breeding this

bad quality out of them; but I learned that

if I would give them plenty of ventilation

about the bottom of the hive, and plenty of

storing room, that colonies most inclined

would make only a small deposit of this;

and then, too, about the entrance, where it

could be removed easily, or would not in-

terfere with frame manipulation if left.

But briefly, what about the good qualities

of this beef Well, I would say this: They
embrace every thing that could be expected

of any bee—yes, and far more, which are

:

They are gentler, and far less furious at all

times; gather more honey, and give it a

much better body, especially if it is inclined

to have a thin body, which is common
among different kinds of honeys. They
will also give it a much better finish in

caj^iDing. This feature alone is a redeeming
one in favor of this bee, for I get 2 cts. per

lb. more for the honey they finish in one-

pound sections. The capping is beautifully

white, and in most cases has a very fine

silk-like finish, and in many cases white

veins running through the cappings from

one side of the sections to the other, run-

ning through it like veins in a human body.

Then they are less inclined to swarm; build

up earlier in spring; queens more prolific

throughout the season; requeen themselves

more often; in oilier words, they do not

tolerate their old queens as do o*I,er races
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A. B. Munliaiu's scheme of truiisfei ri iiu so limt iln- Ijees do practically all tlie work.

('aucasians, aiul it is also true of (.'arnio-

lans—tliey will breed up early, and they

will breed when Italians cannot be coaxed.

This very quality might make them desir-

able for Mr. Wilder in the spring.

But we should like to know hoAV he han-

dles them in the swarming season. If our
experience means any thing there would
have to be a man at every yard, and' that

would be exi^ensive. We operate with an
automobile Avhich carries our crew with

foreman from yard to yard. If an occa-

sional swarm comes out, and is discovered

by the farmer or his family, a telephone

call will bring one of the boys on a motor
cycle, to take care of them. But we have
comparatively few swarms, because we use

Italians. With our system of management,
which, as we figure it, is more economical
than to have a man at each yard all the

lime, we cannot tolerate Caucasians nor
Carniolans; and as a general thing Ave have
no difficulty in getting Italians to breed as

fast as they ought. A colony that runs to

excess in brood-rearing is likely to have
chilled brood in the spring.

—

Ed.]

of bees, and it is more liaidy—that is, it

will live longer under the greatest strain of

its -life.

Lastly and naturally, an apiarist can care

for more bees with less expense, so far as

labor is concerned, and at a much greater

l)i'ofit if he has this bee.

Cordele, Gra.

[The reports that have come in to our
office regarding the Caucasian bees do not

agree with those that have come to Mr.
Wilder—that is to say, those who have tried

them to any extent in the North do not seem
to be favorably impressed with them. We
tested them quite thoroughly, as we thought,

at Medina, and were compelled to get rid of

them. They are the worst bees we ever had
for out-apiary work, as they swarm in sea-

son and out of season. In fact, they are

much like the Carniolans in this respect,

with the further disadvantage that they are

bad propolizers, and excessive builders of

brace combs.. We were very glad to get

them out of our yard.

But there is one Ihinii' in favor of the

A NEW SCHEME FOM TMANSFEMMNG
IINATES ALL THE

[ BOX HIVES THAT PRAC-
CONNECTED WITH IT

Charlie Repp, of Itliie Eamoiuis Repp Broftliers, Fruiilt-grcDwerg off New Jersey

BY E. R. ROOT

. When I visited the boys at our Appalach-
icola apiary in March, our foreman, ]\Ir.

Ernest Marchant, in the course of our
conversation relating to the various metho(^s

for making increase, remarked

:

•
" Say, Mr. Root, you ought to see father's

method of transferiTing from box hives into

modern ten-frame dovetailed hives. It is

the slickest scheme I ever saw. You must

be sure to see dad and let him explain it;

and do not forget to take along the camera."
The next day we met the senior Mr.

Marchant, and with a launch proceeded up
to his Sumatra apiary, where the j^lan is in

successful operation. Fig. 1 shows a row
of hives in process of treatment ; and Fig. 2

is a still closer view of the same. thing.
You mav sav at first glance, that this
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Pig. 2.—Marchant's scheme of transferrins. An empty sujier of drawn comb is placed over an auger-
hole in the box hive; after bees and queen go above, a piece of perforated zinc is placed over the hole.

is precisely the same tiling that J. J. Wilder
described in the Beekeepers' Review for

March. It certainly looks like it ; but, as a

matter of fact, it is very dill'erent.

While I was adjusting my camera ]\Ir.

Marchant went on to ex^jlain that he had

bought up a lot of old box hives, as he

found himself short of bees, paying from
one to two dollars for the same. To trans-

fer in the old-fashioned way, and fit the

combs into frames, was out of the question.

Even the Heddon short method described in

our A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture in-

volved too much work.
" When I get ready to transfer," said Mr.

Marchant, " I prepare as many eight-fram.e

supers with empty combs as I have bought

hives to transfer. I now approach one of

these, lay it on its side, and blow a little

smoke in at the bottom. I determine, as

exactly as I can, how far down the brood

oomes. I saw off the hive, combs and all.

as close to the brood as I can, and tack a

board up against the sawn-off end. I next

bore an inch auger-hole in the side or what
is now the top, and then place over it

one of my regular supers of combs and the

job is done for the time being.
" But," said I, " how are you going to

force the bees, and, more important than

all, the queen, into the empty super? "

'' They will go up all right when black

tupelo is coming on, and providing I con-

tract the hive capacity of the old gum by
sawing it off as I explained."

" Yes," I said doubtfully ;
" and if tiie

bees go up how are you going to catch the

queen ?
"

" That is easy," said Mr. Marchant.
" With a contracted brood-nest and a lack

of room, and honey coming in, the bees are

bound to go above through that hole, for

we know that when honey is coming in bees

will occupy empty combs at once."
" But the queen? " I interposed.
" Oh ! she will follow the bees."
" But supi^ose she does," I asked ;

" will

slie not go back again into the old combs'? "

" No, sir. A few days after placing the

dovetailed liive on the old box I make an
examination. As soon as I find egg's and
brood in the upper part I put a piece of

zinc over the hole. In 21 days all the good
brood below will be hatched. I now remove
the old hive and add another super to the

transferred colony, and place the old gum
near the transferred hive, and let the bees

rob it out. When that is done I melt up the

old combs and convert the box hive into

kindling-wood."

In proof that such a scheme was working
well, Mr. Marchant showed super after

super where queens and bees had gone up
into the upper hive.

• " But," I said, " Mr. Marchant, will this

work this way every time? "

" Yes, if the empty comb below, the brood

in the box hive is cut off, and providing,

also, that honey is coming in from some
minor sources."
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The fact that box hives with black bees

can be bought in many places in the South

for one to two dollars a gaxm, makes this

method particularly attractive and simple,

where one has a preliminaiy source of

honey coming in so as to force the bees

above.

The Wilder method of transfen-ing ap-

peal's to ge a good deal like the one describ-

ed by Mr. E. D. Townsend some years ago

in Gleanings.

CHARLEY REPP, THE APPLE-GROWER^ AS A

TEMPERANCE MAN; BEES AS POLLINATORS.

In our issue for April 1, page 243, I

spoke of my interview with the genial

Charley Repp, of the famous Repp Broth-

ers, the apple-growers of New Jersey ; and
in our issue for Aug. 15, 1913, I gave quite

a complete description of the fruit-growing

operations of these three brothers. It will

be remembered that Albert Repp is the

grower of the apples and other fruit.

Charles Repp is the one who oj^erates the

10,000-barrel storage-plant and ice-making

plant ; and Joseph Repp is the merchant in

Philadelphia who sells their product when

Pig. 3. -Charlie Repp, of the Repp Brothers, the famous apple-grower;
sej'. " Now fire away with your questions."

the market is ready. The Repp Brother?
liave given some very strong testimony
showing that they must have bees in their

orchards ; and they have some orchards, for

they have 450 acres in Gloucester Co., N. J.,

that are devoted to the raising of fruit.

Some of the strongest testimony that has

ever been published showing the value of

bees as jTollinators has come from Albert

Repp, page 562, Aug. 15, 1913; also the

Country Gentleman for May 24, 1913.

It seems that the Repp Brothers have
extended their field of operations in that

tliey now have a cucumber farm at Delray,

on the southeast coast of Florida, and a

great success it is. When the boys bought
land down in that part of the country they

wei-e told that it would not be possible to

grow cucumbers there, on account of the

insect pests; but Albert Repi? remarked,
" Why not kill them off with insecticides in

the form of sprays'? " and they did.

On the Repp Brothere' Florida faiTo

there are acres of cucumbers that are being
grown successfully, and the probabilities

now are that, as they have blazed the way
in showing what can be done, winter cucum-

bers will be
grown in
Florida at a
price consid-

erably below
w h a t the
n r t li e r n

green house
growers can
produce them
The Repp
Brothers are

already doing
it. T merely
mention t h e

incident here
to show that

the boys, like

their father

before them,
are in the

habit of do-

ing what oth-

er people said
" couldn't be

done." That's

what makes
genius; that's

w h a t makes
success.

Mr. Selser

Av r t e me
while I was
i n Braden-

town, saying
of New .Ter-
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that \vlieiie\er 1 went over to the east coast

on any of my travels 1 should be sure to see

CU:arley Repp, who was looking after tlieir

cucumber farm at Delray. He Avould ar-

range, if possible, to have Mr. RejDiJ accom-

pany us on our trip south, as he felt sure I

would be glad l(j get some notes on the

value of bees as pollinators. To make a

long story short, our cruiser and party

arrived in due time at Delray, and Charley

Repp was at the dock, and soon jiiloted us

to his cucumber farm of Avhieh I have al-

ready spoken.

"Bees? Oh, yes!" he said; "couldn't

raise cucumbers without bees. There is a

colony or two, over there, and tliere are a

lot more of them about half a mile away.''

"You are positive that bees are necessary

for cucumbers'?
"

" Yes, I am sure of it," he replied.

As we walked down to the dock I said,

" Mr. Repp, I am greatly interested, as you

may surmise, in this matter of bees as pol-

linators, and ever since I read that Avrite-up

of you boys in the May 24th issue of the

Country Gentleman, where you gave such

testimony for the bees, I have been wanting

to see one of you and ask questions."

On arrival at the boat we took some camp-
chairs and sat on the upper deck, and then

began our interview. After Charlie had

seated liimself in the camp-chair that shows

in Fig. 3 he said, " Now fire away with your
questions."

" Say, Charley" (for I had become well

enough acquainted with him by this time

to address him thus familiarly), "how many
bees or colonies does it take to pollinate an

acre of apple-trees'?
"

" Oh ! ask me something easy," he repli^^d.

with a merry twinkle. " I can't answer that.

as so much depends on the size of the trees

and the kind of season."
" Well, about how many'? " I asked.

"I don't know; but I will tell you this

much : We can't have too many. The more
bees we can have, the better."

"Why?" I asked.

"Because," he answered, "in some seasons

the flights of bees are limited. Bees can't

pollinate during wet or bad weather; and

during the few good houi's of flying weath-

pr, of course we need a lai'ge number of

bees."
" But I have heard it said that there are

certain varieties of apples that are self-

pollinating—for instance, the Baldwin, and

that the bees are not needed on them."
" Possibly," be replied. " We can gi-ow

self-pollinating apples: but the varieties are

very limited. Bees are necessary to increase

the varieties. Tn order to make apple-grow-

ing a success, we must grow the variety that

is best adapted to the climate and soil.

Those we grow require the agency of the

bees. We can't grow the Baldwins, but we
can grow the Winesap, and the latter needs

bees."
" How about the value of bees on peaches

and cherries ?
"

" I do not think they are quite as neces-

sary on these blossoms; but apples must
have them."

" Well, now, Charley, I have felt that the

spraying of trees is a necessity, and that

pruning is also a necessity, but that bees are

only secondarily important."
" But why are not bees a necessity? " he

replied. " We simply can't gi'ow apples
without bees—that is, some varieties at least.

We can't dispense with spraying or prun-
ing, nor can we with bees."

HOW THE LIQUOR PEOPLE WERE GOING TO
" GET " THE REPP BROTHERS.

" To change the subject, Selser tells me
that you boys are strong temperance men;
that you have been active in the fight against

saloons—so much so that you have incurred

the wrath of the liquor people, and that

they have threatened to get you. Is that

so?"
" Yes," he said, " we have no use for the

liquor business, and fight it every chance
we get."

" I understand that one of the liquor

agents threatened to put you boys out of

business."
" Yes, but they did not scare us very

much."
" What were they going to do? "

" The liquor agent said that they were
going to put out mammoth orchards next

to us and undersell us. ' We will get you,"

they said. ' for you can't interfere with our

business without getting into trouble.'
"

"What did you say'?"
" I told them I would rather they would

I'aise apples than to raise hell. Then they

told me they Avere going to put up a mam-
moth ice-plant and make ice cheaper than

we could. I told them I would rather see

them make ice than to make bums. Then
they said they were going to put up a large

cold-storage plant and store apples, and
then undei-sell us. I told them I would
rather see them fill a cold-storage plant than

a jail."

" Did they try to ' get ' you in any other

wav?"
" ^'es, they went after our bankers and

Iried to get them to pinch us. But our

bankers were our friends."
" Did they start their apple-orchards and

cold-storaee plant? "

" Naw !

"
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IE BEEMEN I HAVE KNOWN; A SUCCESSFUL "

RIGHT EN THE CITY

BY WESLEY FOSTER

I submit lieie two pictures that show Mr.
J. F. Lyman, of Boulder, Colo., among his

bees. The source of his honey-flow is en-

tirely from mountain flowers and sweet

clover. The mountain flowers furnish nec-

tar early in May and June, and the sweet

clover in July and August. Mr. Lyman is

a city beekeeper. He lives right in the city

of Boulder, and his little apiary of a dozen

colonies is about half a mile from the foot-

hills. The sweet-clover bloom upon which
his bees work grows along the roadsides and
vacant property in the city of Boulder. Mr.
Lyman sold over one hundred dollars' worth
of honey from his nine colonies (spi'ing

count), the past season. He is the baggage-
transfer man for the Boulderado Hotel, and
sells the hotel a large part if not all of his

surplus cvop.

His crops have been remarkable to me
because of the lack of suitable bee-range.

Last season nearly 500 colonies of bees were
located within the city limits of Boulder.

In some seasons it seems a location can

hardly be overstocked, while other years it

is very easy.

Mr. Lyman is shown beside his banner
hive. He is using this photo postcard to

send to his friends and honey customers. It

sliould stimulate consumption, for it is an

example of stimulated honey production.

Some comb honey produced by a back lotter right
in a city where there were 500 colonies in the city

limits.
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Hake's octagonal hive dissected. The picture combines the complete outfit, consisting of brood-chamber,
super, super-cover, bottom-board, and hive-cover, painted with deck paint, which gets hard

and water-proof like hard enamel.

Of coui-se Mr. Lyman is an enthusiast, but

does not contemplate becoming a specialist

right away, at least. He knows from ex-

perience that all seasons are not as favor-

able as the last.

Boulder, Col.

AN OMNAMENTAL OCTAGON HIVE FOR LAWN PURPOSES

BY CHARLES Y. HAKE

Hake's ornamental octagon hive for lawn display.

I present here several pictures of a home-

made hive of octagon shape. This hive is

used for forming nuclei for increase in the

early part of the season. It is always in

use. I have a strong colony wintering in it.

The small open corners are used for feed-

ing. It contains a super with five regular

shallow extraeting-frames, and six small

frames one-half the size shown in photo.

The brood-chamber takes regular half-

sized Hoffman frames. Full capacity would
would be nine regular frames. In this way
the nuclei never go to waste, and are always

returned to the hive when not in use.

This peculiar-shaped hive makes an at-

tractive ornament for my front yard. I

have several real old-style earthen hives, one

shaped somewhat like the old straw eke,

and another circular one in two parts, a

brood-chamber and a super, bell-shaped,

witli a large handle that lifts off.

York, Pa.
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THE HONEY=EXTlRACTOR A§ A NECESSITY Td
PMODUCEM

THE COMB = HONEY

Some Timely Himtts on Spreadliig Brood

BY THE OUTLAW

One of my first impressions in comb-
honey production was that the extractor
was unnecessary; that extractors were only
for those who make a business of producing
extracted honey. That idea is sometliing,

liowever, I have since disproved. In every
locality with which I am fa-

miliar, and for the benefit of

the skeptic, I will state that I

am somewhat familiar with

comb-honey production from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, and
from the northern to the

southern boundaries of the

United States; that I consider

that all the comb-honey pro-

ducers should own and m.ake

use of an extractor; for there

are times in almost every sea-

son in every locality when an
extractor is necessary to get

the best results from an api-

ary. The matter that brought
this subject to mind was when
I overhauled my colonies of

bees on the roof. They had
received no attention since

about November 1, at which
time I removed the super,

thereby reducing them one story. On
examining them about March 1st I discov-

ered that they had filled every cell possible

with honey, and that the brood space Avas

confined to four frames, each of which was

about half brood. I immediately added
the super, took out all the frames of honey,
and iDlaced empty frames in the brood-
nest, thereby giving the queen an oi^portu-

nity to lay, of which opportunity she imme-
diately took advantage. The empty combs

Inside of the super.

Tlie scheme of frames in tlie Hake octagon liive.

that were j^laced above, and part of the

frames placed below, were immediately filled

with honey, so again I found myself in need
of empty combs. As these I did not have,
and having an extractor, I proceeded to

place emjity frames in the

brood-nest, one at a time, wait-
ing until each frame had been
filled with comb before giving
another one. Following this

procedure, in three weeks' time
my colony, in place of four
frames of brood, had seven —
something that would have been
impossible had the brood-nest
l)een left in the condition in

which I found it on March 1.

Two of these combs of new
brood were new comb built in

the empty frames.

The clogging of the brood-

nest with honey is something
which very seldom occurs in

the spring in the central States

;

but it does occur later in the

season, especially with colonies
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that have cast a swarm. Tliis applies

with double force to those colonies that

are allowed to cast an after-swarm. Per-

haps here I can best illustrate my point

by telling some actual occurrences. The
first was in an out-apiary in one of the

central States. The apiary had an attack

of the swarming fever, with the result that

every strong colonj^ had cast at least one
swarm. Along the latter end of July I went
over the brood-nests of some 40 colonies

that had swarmed. From those 40 brood-

nests, if I remember correctly, I removed 30

gallons of honey. This was the salvation of

those colonies. Had the brood-nests been

left in the condition in which I found them,

the queens would never have been able to

build up the colonies in shape to go into

winter quarters properly. It is just as es-

sential to proper wintering that there be

plenty of young bees as that there be plen-

ty of stores. Another instance occurred

in one of the Eocky Mountain States. There
a yard which contained some 40. colonies,

spring count, was run only for increase,

the idea being only to make as many colo-

nies as possible. This yard was extracted

twice during the summer, the extracting be-

ing done out of doors. The two extractings

totaled 150 gallons. This, of course, was
not all taken immediately from the brood-

nests, for the reason that, as there was a

sufficiency of empty combs, whenever a

frame became filled with honey it was re-

moved and placed in a super and an empty
frame j^laced down in the brood-nest. Here
honey was only incidental. The idea never

was to produce honey, only increase ; but in

spite of that fact the bees stored 150 gal-

lons of surplus. In connection Avitli this

there is another thing that it ofttimes pays
to practice in a small way, which, while it is

known to most of the old-timers, may be
new to some of the younger generation.

That is, to take the frame of honey and
uncap it, or at least mash the cajipings with

the hive-tool, and place this uncapped
frame in the center of the brood-nest, with
the result that the bees will, under the right

conditions, take a good proportion of this

uncapped honey and store it above, and
then utilize the comb for brood.

Another matter that goes with extracting

brood-nests is that of spreading brood.

Whenever conditions are such that the bees

store the honey in the brood-nest, when the

apiarist desires brood the spreading of

brood should be practiced. In spreading
brood, the great danger is in spreading it

too much. A colony of bees is something
like a sitting hen, as each can cover only a

certain amount of brood, and with either it

is very easy to give them too much to cover.

In spreading brood tliere is one hard-and-

fast rule—that is, never separate one frame,
of brood otf by itself. Always work them
in pairs. For example, if there are but four

frames of brood in a brood-nest, separate
them in pairs, and place the empty comb
between the pairs. If there are six frames
and plenty of bees, the six can be separated
into three pairs, and two empty combs be

Ijlaced between them. This matter of ex-

tracting the brood-nest and spreading brood
is a matter Avhich beekeepers in each local-

ity will have to work out for themselves.

There is no hard-and-fast rule that will

apply everywhei'e. It is necessary to under-
stand thoroughly the season as well as the

bees, and to consider what the future con-

tains, and then act accordingly.

San Diego, Cal.

[If a comb-honey producer does not have
a surplus of empty combs that he can draw
on when the queen becomes honey-bound, he

surely ought to have an extractor; and there

are some seasoriS that are too poor to pro-

duce comb honey. The same may be said

of some colonies in good seasons. A com-
paratively light colony will produce con-

siderable extracted honey when it cannot
be made to produce comb. In the same way
a good colony in a poor season will i^roduce
some extracted but no comb. A comb-honey
producer, however, does not need a large

four, six, or eight frame extractor. A small

two-frame machine will sui^ply his needs.

In the matter of spreading brood, there

is a good deal of science to it. An expe-
rienced man can very often build iip his

colonies just as our correspondent points

out, and thus be better able to catch a flow

of honey later on. Many and many a be-

ginner, and some expert beekeepers who are

short of help will allow their queens to" be-

come " honey-bound " at just that season of
the year when they can ill afford it. An
early fruit-bloom in some localities will

sometimes absolutely shut out a queen. If

three-fourths of the egg-laying room, is

occupied with honey there will be little like-

lihood that there will be a sufficient force of
bees to gather a clover crop later on.

The " Outlaw," so called, is an old corres-

pondent who has written for Gleanings for

years, and from different parts of the

country. While he is now a practicing

attorney we are glad to note he has not lost

his interest in bees. The very qualities that

made him a student of law will also make
him a better beekeeper. His article above
may, therefore, be read with unusual caie

l^ecause it relates to some very imporfa't
considerations for this time of tlie year.

—

Ed.I
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Heads of Graini fF€)iniii Differeett Fields
Painting Entrances with Creaso Dip to Stop Rob-

bing

About two years ago I was called by Mr. R. C.

King, of Wharton, Texas, to see what was the matter
with his bees, for they were dying by the thousands
We opened only two or three hives, when it was
plain that they were starving. Some colonies were
so nearly gone that the bees had eaten all the iin

sealed brood. I told him what was the matter, and
we got busy with sugar and water. It was about

April 15 or 20, with warm days and cool nights.

When the bees began on the feed they commenced to

try to get into the hives we had opened. I a.?ked

Mr. K. if he liad any carbolic acid. He said no, but

that he had some stuff that smelled a good deal like

it, so when he got it, it was creaso dip. We mixed
it with water, about half and half, and rubbed it on
the hive where the bees were trying to get in. They
stopped just as if one had caught them and carried

them off. In five minutes they were as quiet as

could be.

This fall we had a very good honey-flow that came
in October; and when we wore taking it off the

weather was cool and cloudy, and, of course, we had
hardly started before the robbers wanted to help. I

had a little bottle of creaso dip; and when I had
finished taking the honey out and had put the top

on the hive I put a little of the dip around the hive

under the edge of the top, and worked right along

with as good results as if it had been fine warm
iveather with a good honey-flow on.

With the smoke plan of introducing queens, and
%-inch blocks to prevent swarming, and creaso dip

10 stop robbing, what else do wc need except a good
honey-flow for ten months in the year to make a

success of the bee business?
Lane City, Tex., Nov. 10. W. H. Mosks

Swarming without Increase

Last season, in hiving swarms we did not wish
increase, so we put them into a hive as iisual. That
same afternoon we removed the parent hive a few
feet away, and put the swarm on the old stand
Next morning we took brood, bees, and all from the

parent colony, and gave them to the swarm, watch-
ing the frame* to see that we did not get the queen
in : and then we shook the bees remaining in the

hive on the ground in front of the new colony. We
could not take the time to find the old queen in the

.swarm. This plan worked finely last season. Colo
nies so treated worked with more vim and energj-.

and made more honey, than other colonies, and we
could not see that they started queen-cells any sooner
than if not given brood and bees from the old colony.

Since the old queen is left in the colony, what trou
hie, if any, shall we get into by keeping up this

liractice ? We can not follow directions given in

the ABC and X Y Z of Bee Culture, because we
use the Langstroth improved Simplicity hive. On
account of the rim we can not use one over the

other.

We wish to use some shallow extracting-supers,

keeping them on long enough to induce the bees to

«'ork above them, and put on section supers. Can
we use them without queen-excluders?

Whiting, Kan., March 23. JosiE Geay

[There is an old saying that "nothing succeeds
like success;" and if the method of swarm control

which you are using works well with you, then, most
undoubtedly, that is the method to use. However, it

is not new, but has been tried out by many beekeep
ers, and abandoned because it too often fails to give
the desired results. In many cases the bees, after

having been hived back on the old combs, would
swarm out the very next day, or would loaf until

another batch of queen-cells was well under way,
and then swarm again. In beekeeping it often hap-

pen.s that a plan which will work well one season
will be a failure the next, and we would advise you
not to count too much on this method until you have
tried it out at least another season. If you follow

up this practice it would be well to see that your old

queens are replaced with young ones at least every
two or three years, or you will finally have a lot of

weak colonies on your hands. This will be due, of

course, to the natural failing of the old queens.
\''our plan of using shallow extracting-supers to

induce the bees to work above before putting on the
section supers is a good one. However, unless you
use a queen-excluder you run the risk of your queen
laying eggs in them. In that case the brood can be
used to strengthen weak colonies.

—

Ed. ]

Death of Aaron Snyder, a Noted Beekeeper of New
York State

Mr. Aaron Snyder, of Kingston, died March 3.

1914, in his 71st year. He was born in Albany
County, N. Y., in 1843, and was a beekeeper from
the time he was 16 years old. In 1889 he moved tc

Kingston. Here he ran from four to five apiaries,

one being at his home bee-farm ,iust in the edge of

the city, and the others within driving distance,

from two to six miles away.
Mr. Snyder leaves a wife and four children, all of

Avhom are married, and live close to the old home
They have helped him in his business to such an
extent that he has his letter-heads, and all of his

hrney-labels headed with his own photo, followed

with the words. " The Snyder Bee and Honey Co.''

Mr. Snyder was a practical apiarist. He had an
inventive mind and made many changes, and used
many kinds of hives. He produced mostly comb
honey until the last few years, when he produced
extracted honey.

His choice of hive was a nine or ten frame, 18
inches long and 12 inches deep, with extracting
supers half the depth of the hive, holding Hoffman
frames. He believed in selling his own honey, and
could not produce all of the honey that he could
sell, as he kept agents on the road as salesmen. He
bought honey by the barrel, in addition to what he
produced himself to supply his customers. He put
up his honey in one-pound bottles, and some in five

pound pails, being careful to use good honey.
His agents would take back any honey that can-

died, and exchange it for liquid honey. This candied
honey was then heated in his shop, and new label?

put on the packages for the market.
In politics Mr. Snyder was a Prohibitionist. He

was a hearty good fellow to meet at his home or

elsewhere. He will be missed at our bee conven-
tions, and by all who knew him. He had a jovia!

way. When in good health he used to stretch him
self up by my side, then give me a couple of slaps

with his hand, and say, " We are about the same
height, and weigh in the same notch (212 lbs.), twin
lirothers." I should like to say more about his kind
and happy family, but space forbids.

A Friend

Increasing by the Nucleus Plan
After reading the editorial on page 83, Feb. 1, I

thought I would give my experience in making in-

crease without materially weakening the old colony.

In the spring of 1912 I had 60 colonies of bees,

and I wanted to increase to 100 ; but I did not want
to let them swarm, nor divide them, as I wanted to

secure a large crop of honey. So I decided to in

crease by the nucleus plan. I set to work to rear my
own queens, so I could give the nuclei laying queens
as soon as I started them. I started almost all of
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the nuclei on the first of July with one bis; frame of

sealed brood or two small frames, with all adhering

bees, and gave each one a laying queen and drawn
comb. Nearly all of them built up to good strong

colonies by August 10, about the time the fall honey-

flow commences, and they gave me an average of 30
pounds each of surplus honey, besides their winter

stores.

Brook Park, Minn., Feb. 9. Harry Bell

Increase the Consumption, Stimulate the Market,

and Stiffen the Mariiet of Honey
Are you reading the series of articles running in

the Saturday Evening Post, by Forrest Crissey ?

They are a revelation to those who are not familiar

with the "Association way " of doing things. He
has made a thorough study of associations, and in

these articles he compares the old, narrow, " cut-

throat " ways with the association methods now
successfully in use in many vocations. He tells us
how competitors who a few years ago were fighting

one another, each trying to build up his own busi-

ness by tearing down that of the other fellow, steal-

ing trade secrets, processes, customers, and even
skilled workmen, are now sitting side by side at the

association meetings, " swapping " information, im-

proved methods, and co-operating in every way for

the uplift of the vocation, using the energy formerly

required in tearing each other down to boost the

trade generally. In this way each is benefited finan-

cially, morally, and (I trust) spiritually by the asso-

ciation of effort.

Almost all vocations are now taking up publicity

for their products in the association way. Some of

of them pay their professional " boosters " a prince-

ly salarj'. I can name half a hundred associations

that are advertising their products, not as individ-

uals, but for all as an association. These progressive

associations are forging ahead, while the few that

cling tO' the old traditions and stay in the narrow
rut are not getting on.

When we comjiare the real food value of honey,

and the prices we are getting for it, with some of

the well-advertised products, we find that they are

getting more money for less value, and selling more
goods ; and about in the ratio of the publicity given

them, these other goods are in advance of our
product.

We have only ourselves to blame for this condi-

tion. We have increased our production, depend-
ing on the good qualities of our product to sell it-

self. But business is not done that way now. It

used to be ; and when it was, honey was at the head
of the list of all the good things. Nowadays we all

eat just what shrewd publicity men can convince us
is necessary, sometimes against our better judgment.
At the same time we are offering a delicious, whole-

some product with a high food value, admirably fit-

ted to take the place of meat on the laborer's table,

or to grace the most exclusive banquet as the most
dainty of delicacies. In spite of its manifold virtues,

we find thousands of tables where it does not appear
at all, and I have known grown-up persons who
never tasted it in their lives.

There is nothing surer than the fact that honey
will respond to proper publicity and pushing. We
have a case in point up around Chicago, where some
enterprising young men are " boosting " extracted
honey, and a medium amber at that, and they sell

tons and tons of it at a good round price, and do it

year in and year out. Honey advertising, local or
general, will give results as very few other products
can, as it has value, real value as a delicacy, and as

a health and strength giving staple.

We are likely to have a bumper crop this year, as
the conditions are favorable everywhere, and we
have the remnants of the last year's crop to clean
up. But with proper united effort we can handle
this big crop and stiffen the prices also. We have

20,000 beekeepers brimful of enthusiasm, ready to

attempt any thing that promises to advance the in-

terest of the industry. We have manufacturers of

supplies whose business would be doubled if we
double the production. We have big-hearted editors

of bee-papers who will help us every way they can

;

and all these, and the others who will be benefited

by the uplift, must work, individually and as an as-

sociation, to increase the consumption, stimulate the

market, and stiffen the price of honey. Alone, each
of us can do a little ; but all together, like a well-

drilled army, we can do wonders in this direction.

Do you belong to the association? If you do, get

Ijusy and boost. If you do not belong, get busy and
join so you can help boost. If you have only 200
lbs. of honey for the market it is a good invest-

ment, and the association wants you.
Geo. W. Williams,

Secretary National Beekeepers' Assn.
Redkev, Ind.

How to Prepare a Car of Bees for Shipment
I am going to ship a car of bees to my place in a

few days ; and as I have never done any of this work
T don't know much about it. They will be shipped
only about 150 miles. You people have had con-

siderable experience, and any thing you suggest will

be gratefully received. I shall have to change roads
on the way. How can I get the car transferred

most quickly ?

St. Joseph, Mo., April 7. J. F. Archdekin.

[In shipping a car of bees from one point to an-

other, especially where they have to be transferred.

it is very important that arrangements be made well

in advance before the car is started. To that end
ask your agent to have the matter looked up so the

transfer can be made promptly at the transfer point.

Tlie hives should be very securely braced in the

car to prevent any jarring or shaking one way or [he

other. The hives should be loaded so that the frames
will be parallel with the rails. If you have as many a.s

two or three hundred colonies it will be necessary to

make a very strong and rigid framework to hold the

hives in tiers one above the other. The frames should

be fastened if not of the self-spacing type, and dur-

ing hot weather there should be a wire screen at the

top and bottom of the hives. In addition it is im-

portant to have water along so that the bees can be

sprayed if they get too warm or get to roaring too

much in the hives. Of course, it is important to have
a man go- with them, and he must be prepared to

stay up with them almost night and day until arrival

at destination.

It is desirable to get the car as far forward in the

train as possible to avoid the smoke from the loco

motive; and, besides, at that point there is a little

less jerk when the train is started and stopped.

We cannot emphasize too strongly the importance
of having very strong framework, for the concussion

of the train is something terrific at times, and it will

knock down almost any ordinary light framework
unless the whole thing is made rigid and strong.

—

Ed.]

Combs Melting Down
As a bee country this upper Sacramento Valley is

nothing to brag of. During a long warm or hot

season the heat is sometimes excessive. The past

summer combs and foundation melted to a consid-

erable extent, and shade and ventilation did not pre-

vent it. With hives ventilated both below and above,

and top and sides shaded, I had much loss from
melting combs. The strong colonies suffered less

than the weaker ones. A neighbor beekeeper had his

comb honey melted in the upper story of his house,

which was well ventilated. The air seemed to be

actually hotter outside the hives than in them
Orland, Cal., Jan. 25. P. P. Martin.
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At the same time came the disciples unto Jesus,

saying, Who is the greatest in the kingdom of hea-

ven ?

And Jesus called a little child unto him, and set

him in the midst of them.

And said, Verily I say unto you, Except ye be con-

verted, and become as little children, ye shall not

enter into the kingdom of heaven.

—

Matt. 18:1, 2, 3.

Just recently, in the city of Cleveland a

new society has been started, called, if 1 am
correct, the " Safety First Society." It

came into existence because of the increas-

ing- number of children maimed or killed by
electric cars, automobiles, motor trucks, etc.

Its object is to educate the children, parents,

teachers, and everybody else, for that mat-

ter, how best to avoid the deplorable and
j)reventable catastrophes chronicled in every

daily paper. Proper teachers are to warn
the children in regard to playing- with

matches, drinking or eating stuft' out of bot-

tles, running before automobiles or street

cars, etc. Children and others are also

taught what to do when their clothing is on
tire ; remedies for poisons, danger of going
in swimming when very warm; reviving a

drowned person, etc. 1 think these matters

are to be not only brought up in our schools,

but " taught up " as well. God speed the

undertaking, and may it speedily bear good
fruit.

The whole matter was brought to my
mind by an incident of less than a week ago.

We had just been having a heavy rain,

and the ground was just in trim for setting

out plants. By mere accident, as it seemed,
1 went down to the lower i^art of our garden
(where it adjoins the " swimming-hole " in

the canal), and commenced transplanting

cassava " rooted cuttings." Looking over

the wire fence I noticed two boys, perhaps
a dozen years old, preparing to go in bath-

ing. As I overheard their frolic as they

chattered and splashed in the water I got to

thinking what a fine thing it was in many
ways to have a safe place where children

could be happy in the water. After a little

time I heard sounds that did not seem ex-

actly like " play." I found one boy stand-

ing on my side in the water, and the other

on the far side, aj^parently diving again
and again. While I was wondering that a

boy of his age could remain so long under
water, it suddenly occurred to me he was
exhausted, and I yelled to the one near me

:

" The boy is drowning! don't you see?"
" Yes, I know he is."

" Well, hustle over there quick and pull

him out !

"

He only shook his head and didn't move.

" Hurry up, or he may never come up
again. \ on must not lose a minute !

"

Although his comrade and playmate was
fast losing strength, and not a dozen feet

from shore, and in comparatively shallow

water, I could not get him to budge an inch.

A responsibility rested on my shoulders I

scarcely ever felt before. While I meditated
climbing the high barbed-wire fence and
plunging into the chilly water, old as I am,
1 caught sight of Wesley at work a few rods

away. I yelled, " Come quick! boy drown-
ing! " After some delay in getting Wesley
over the fence he plunged into the water,

T all the time hurrying him up. I did not

know it then, but Wesley cannot swim.
After he had waded until the water was up
to his chin, and the boy still beyond his

reach, he hesitated. Let me say here that

never before have I known Wesley to hesi-

tate an instant when I told him what to do.

The boy lay on the bottom, and had ceased

to move, and I was in mental agony for fear

he Avould get down into the deep water. I

said, " Wesley, you mitst push on and get

the bo3' before it is too late," and then, oh
how I did pray that the next step might find

liigher footing, and the prayer was answer-
ed. Wesley dragged the apparently lifeless

body to shore, and after I had directed him
to put his liead down hill so the water could

run out of his lungs I alarmed the neighbors,

then I rushed back and called to Wesley

:

" Any sign of life?
"

I thought of the prophet Elisha and Ge-
hazi, and then called back, as I was off quite

a distance.
" Now put his head up hill, and roll and

rub him!

"

Then I got to a telephone and called a
town doctor, and also got Dr. Morgan (one
of our family of beekeepers), who is old like

myself, and many years out of practice. I

prayed again as I ran back; and when in

sight, as I heard the welcome news, " Boy is

all right," I changed my " prayers to prais-

es."

Wesley says there was no sign of life

until the boy coughed and sneezed, and ex-

pelled great cjuantities of water from his

mouth. When I talked about getting him
home, he laughed and said, " Ho ! I am all

right," and the two started off as merry as
if nothing had happened ; and although he
}3romised me to tell his father all about it I

am really afraid that, child fashion, he will

forget to say anything about it. The doctor
felt his pulse, and said he guessed his nar-
row escape had done him no harm.
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Just a few days ago a beautiful bright

little girl was shot and killed by her brotlier,

in our neighboring city of Akron. Her
father, as former sheriff of this county, had
a revolver; but as he always removed the
shells when putting it away it was a mys-
tei-y for some time as to how it could have
been loaded. Finally it was discovered that

a young brother found where the shells were

kept, and put one in the revolver as he had
s?en his father do. Shall we all not be more
careful of these murderous firearms? If

they 7nust be handled, shall we not avoid

letting the children get even a sight of

them? Year in and year out, our papers
are telling the old, old story, " Didn't know
it was loaded."

TEMPERANCE
" god's kingdom coming."

We clip the folowing from the Cleveland
Plain Dealer for April 6

:

DANIELS PUTS END TO LIQUOR IN NAVV; ORDER CON-
STITUTES NOTABLE VICTORY FOE PROHIBITION

FORCES; GOES IN EFFECT JULY 1; EDICT
WILL PREVENT USE OF INTOXICANTS ON

ALL SHIPS AND LAND STATIONS.
Secretary Daniels to-uight made public an order

which not only will abolish the traditional " wine
mess " of officers, Lut will bar all alcoholic liquor?
from every ship and shore station.

This order, one of the most notable victories ever
won by prohibition forces, was issued on recommen-
dation of Surgeon General Braisted. It reads:

" The use or introduction for drinking -purposes
of alcoholic liquors on board any naval vessel, or
within any navy yard or station, is strictly prohibit-

ed, and commanding officers will be held directly re-

sponsible for the enforcement of this order."
In a statement issued to-night Secretary Daniels

said

:

" I am in hearty agreement with the views ex-

pressed by the surgeon general in his paper accom-
panying the recommendation. There should not be
on shipboard, with reference to intoxicants, one rule
for officers and another and a diilferent rule for the
enlisted personnel. The saddest hour in my official

life is when an officer or enlisted man must be pun-
ished for intoxication.

" During the past week it has been my painful
duty to approve a courtmartial for dismissal from
the service of an officer for intoxication. He told

me that he had never tasted intoxicating drink until
he did so in the wine mess on his cruises. Others,
who have been disciplined for drinking to excess,
liave made similar statements to me.

" Officers are now commissioned at the early age
of 22 years. Has the government a right to permit
this temptation which too often destroys the highest
usefulness of young officers ? I think not. If there
is one profession more than any other that calls for
a clear head and a steady hand it is the naval pro-
fe.ssion. Experience has shown the wisdom of li&v-

ing no intoxicants on our ships for the young men
who enlist."

Some time ago I read the Chicago Record-
Herald with much interest ; but its liquor
advertisements were so offensive I protest-
ed. As it seemed to do no good I dropped
it. See the following from the American
Issue :

RECORD-HERALD CUTS UVT LIQUOR ADVERTISEJIENTS.
The Chicago Record-Herald, one of the great daily

newspapers of the United States, in its edition of
last Sunday, gave notice that it has decided to elim-
inate liquor advertising from its columns. It will
fulfill its existing contracts to print this class of ad-

vertising, and having dune that it will accept no
more. In a statement of its position the Record-
Ilfrald says

:

" The Record-Herald goes into many thousand
homes. In virtually all of these homes there is an
abiding .sense of the need of protection against the

use of the liquor traffic, especially for the young. In
constantly increasing degree there is abstention

from the use of liquor for the sake of the young.
There is the haunting fear, that from the first indul-

gence the young and unformed character may uncon-
sciously drift into an uncontrolled and destructive

habit of excess. Liquor advertising does not dis-

criminate between use and abuse. It commends
without reserve what the best social sense of the day
more and more disapproves as dangerous."

This places one more of the great newspapers of

the country in the rapidly filling column of those who
refuse to be longer known as barkers for saloons for

the sake of the dollar.

VOTING WET, LICENSING SALOONS, ETC.

The following was sent us by Dr. A. F.

Bonney, Buck Grove, la., and it seems to me
it sums it up pretty fairly.

I am the mightiest king that ever lived. Other
monarchs have yielded to me as a child to its sire.

I have in every land laughed at their gods, from
Osiris to .Jehovah.

With my breath have I wiped whole nations from
the face of the earth.

For me men discard honor, and women virtue. I

destroy ambition, shame priests, debauch nuns, ruin

statesmen, and—^still they love me.
I fill the insane-asylums and the prisons. I house

my subjects in hovels and feed them on husks. Still

they love rac.

Fathers give me their sons, mothers their daugh-
ters, maidens their lovers, and—beg me to stay.

With one touch have I ruined great industries.

Judges yield to my power, and advocates forget

under my .'^pell to plead.

I burnt Rome. With one touch have I sunk navies

and destroyed great armies.

I never sleep.

I turn gold into dross, health into misery, beauty
into caricature, and pride to shame. Yet the more
I hurt the more I am sought.

I by turns raise a man to highest heaven and
sink him to deepest hell.

I am Satan's right-hand man. I do his work free-

ly, cheerfully, and without pay
;

yet the father of

lies is ashamed of me.
My name is Rum. Have you ever heard of me ?

Just now I am a little pressed, and I ask that you
_sign my next petition of consent, for only I can turn
men to brutes and women to worse, and have them
still seek me, and continue to until I am driven out.

Help me. Give me your son, your daughter, your
lover. Give me your honor, wealth, and life. Just
now I need the help of honest men.
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POULTMY DEPAETMENT
THE CONVERGENT POULTRY-YARDS UP TO

DATE ; SEE CUT ON PREVIOUS PAGE.

In Gleanings for July 1, 1912, I gave

you some diagTams, etc., of the above poul-

ti-y-yards. These pictures were at the time

largely theoiy. I now take much pleasure

in giving a real picture of the place where
I spend many happy hours. Ernest secured

the excellent view of it all by mounting a
long ladder (with his kodak) leaned up
against one of the pines, such as you get

a glimpse of in the i^icture. Suppose I go

Fig. 2.—A view of the other side of the nest-boxes shown in Fig. 1.

over it with you all, something as I take
visitors through it and " explain things," as
I do more or less almost every day.
The central building is the gi'anary where

all the feed is stored, and where we have
a bone-mill for gi-inding bones and scraps
of meat from the

butcher's, about twice

a week. On the north
of this building you
will notice two boxes,

one containing ground
oyster-shells and the

other mica crystal grit.

The whole crowd of

about 100, big and lit-

tle, visit these boxes
almost constantly ; and
just a few days ago,

when the gate was left

open, I noticed the

Indian Runner ducks
(18 in all) greedily

gobbling up the

crushed shells. As they
run in the canal every r^ n n.^
J . . . -L Fig. 3.—The wire
day (see picture or mustard, cabbage, beet

''waterfall") I supposed that they found
plenty of shells on its pebbly bottom.

However, as we are now getting from 12

to 15 duck egg's every day I concluded

to give them all the shells they wanted.

The ducks have a yard where they stay

nights, at the upper left-hand corner. There

is a very small structure where they can get

out of the hard rain in their yard; and the

lane where they get down to the canal is

just beyond this small covered shanty. If

I don't get around promptly to open this

gate at 8 :30 a.m.

there is a chorus of 18

V ices in protest.

On the north, south,

east, and west of this

granary, and at equal

distances from it, are

four similar buildings.

Each one is divided in

the middle with a wire
partition, thus making
eight separate houses,

and each of the eight

has a separate yard,

the division fences
running out like the

spokes of a wheel.

These fences go out
off in the woods as far

as the chickens care to travel. You can see
one fence in the foreground. It is looped
up to a stout wire. When this fence reaches
the " inner court," as we call it, you see a
group of eight covered nest-boxes. As I am
an old man, it is something of a task for me

netting basket used when I fet'd tlif llocli lettuce,
-tops, etc.
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The 'i\. I. Red hen that had 20 eggs and hatched 19 chicks. I tried to call them up with a head of
lettuce, but they were rather shy of the kodak, and skulked off among the palmettos.

to stoop over in gathering the eggs daily,

and so I have the nests at a convenient

height. The roof on the opposite side is

hinged (see picture No. 2), and v?hen

thrown up and back I can get the eggs,

handle sitting hens, etc., quite easily. The
bottoms of the nests are inch netting, so all

the tine stuff rattles through. I think this

plan favors keeping out vermin. At inter-

vals fresh dry grass is supplied. Each one
of the eight apartments contains a galvan-

ized tub fastened on top of a post about
18 inches high, and these tubs always con-

tain wheat and corn. Even the small chicks

soon learn to fly up into these tubs; but a

Florida rat, never. Where each diagonal

yard strikes the inner court, there is a i^an

of water; and this water is always clean

and fresh, for the windmill keeps water
dropping into the pan day and night. One
of these pans is just visible nearly undei-

the nest boxes, each pan supplying two
yards, as you will notice.

I will explain right here that the original

idea was to have all gates closed, and no
fowls allowed in the inner court. Well,

this is all right on the start; but I soon
learned each flock will stick to its own
house and yard pretty well after it has been

kept shut up for a few days. It saves lots

of work to leave the gates all open except
the ones that confine them safe from in-

truders in the night time. It is my pleasant
task to shut all the doors as soon as all are

on the roost at night, and to open again as

soon as it is light enough for them to want
to go out in the morning.

I have told you elsewhere how we now
care for the droppings; and it is a pleasant
task to sweep out the inner court with a
broom so it looks neat and tidy when visit-

ore come around. I confess, however, when
we have such abundant and frequent hard
rains as we have had this winter, it some-
times is a little " sloppy " until the water
soaks into the sandy soil, and to further
this, Wesley and I have just been putting
in tiles beside the surface drain around each
building. A hundred fowls give about a

dozen to each of the eight apartments, and
if there are many more than this on one
roost, there is more " nagging " by some of
the older and more important " biddies."

Each hen with her brood of chicks has a

house and yard to herself, and I tell you
this is a great convenience. I like to give

the youngsters bread and milk; but when
you do this you don't want any " grown-
ups nosing around."

Oats are buried in the soft mellow soil
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(with a cultivator) in every yard, abcut

twice a week; and although the ducks don't

scratch, they are as fond of digging out the

soaked oats as are the chickens. When the

young roosters get big enough to annoy the

pullets they, too, need a yard all by them-

selves. In order to get a vacant yard, we
often double up temporarily; and as each

house and yard is a duplicate of the others,

the moved fowls always know where to get

food, drink, etc. Much has been said about
dispensing with males; but a good rooster

will keep his flock together, and will take

them away off down by the canal and into

new forage where they may get a large part

of their food better than a flock of hens.

In cut No. 3 they were a little backward
about crowding up around the " gi'eens,"

because Ernest was a stranger. One hen,

however, it seems, was immodest enough to

hop into the basket and give us all a " back-
ward " view in another sense of the word.
Notice the different colors that crop out by
my ci'oss of Buttercups and Leghorns. Just

now (March 10) we are getting from 35 to

40 eggs a day from 50 layers, and two days
we had 44 eggs. At 30 cts. a dozen tliis,

with the ducks, pays very well. A visitor

remarked a few days ago, " Why, Mr. Root,

with your fine outfit it almost looks as if you
had nothing to do but "gather the eggs;"
but I tell you such a ranch needs pretty

close watching several times a day to do its

best. Sitting hens should be spotted and
taken away just as soon as a symptom is

visible; and quite often something goes

wrong that needs righting at once.

CASSAVA FOB CHICKENS, ETC.

Mr. A. I. Root

:

—Cuttings are about four inches

long, cut ready to plant ; are planted about 4x4
feet ; or 4 X 5 on good well-drained land will make
from ten to twenty pounds of roots per hill ; does
well on the high sand hills. It makes good feed for

cows and pigs, horses and chickens, also for table

use, grated and made up like sweet-potato pudding.
Four pounds is equal to one pound of corn as feed.

It will stand shipping by freight. I have grown it

in this section for the past 25 years.

Loughman, Fla., Mar. 14. R. Addison.

HIGH
THE TWO DASHEEN TUBERS SENT OUR SUB-

SCRIBERS, ETC.

Since my brief notice that the tubers were
ready to mail I have addressed more pack-

ages than I have for years past ; but the

kind words that came in almost every letter

or on every postal card made the task a

vei-y happy one. I presume they are most-

ly planted by this time, either indoors or

out; and you may be glad of some sugges-

tions as they begin to show their snow-white
shoots and unfold their pretty green leaves.

Old decomposed stable manure will likely

be the best " feed " for their tiny rootlets;

then give them water as fast as they seem
to need it. As they need much sun and
heat give them a place sheltered from the

cold winds. Although they are a sort of
water-plant there must be good drainage.

If they can get their white roots down into

damp loose soil, that will suit them. Years
ago I had a good deal to say about " Father
Cole's " " New Agriculture." The plan was
to gather and bury the rocks and cobble

stones on the farm, in a pit. On top of the

rocks was brush, old straw, and coarse sta-

ble manure, and then the soil. The roots

of the growing crops would go down into

the water between the stones and trash, and
be immune to drouth. We have been clear-

ing our wild land by burying weeds and

.E GAMDENMG
bushes in the same way, and this suits the

dasheen to a dot. Ours are at present mak-
ing a most astonishing growth.
Now here comes in another most wonder-

ful thing about this plant. After it has

grown a foot high or more you will notice

tiny suckers shooting out around the parent

stem. This is the way in which it multiplies.

So far as I know it never blossoms or bears

seed. Well, these suckers, if left, will each
make a tuber springing out from the cen-

tral parent tuber, or " corm ;" but if you
want rapid increase take them off at any
stage of gTowth, and plant them out. Our
finest bed was made by taking up our old

plants and separating them until each made
a dozen or more, and not one of the lot even
wilted a leaf. Some of our oldest "clumps"
will now give us 20 or 30 good plants for a

new plantation. Of course, this latter is

possible only where the plant can gi'ow

every day in the year, because we have no
frost. Let me repeat: Every bit of the

plant is always edible every day in the year
—the tuber under ground, the leaf-stalk,

both under and above gi'ound, and the green
leaves on top of the stalk. It is not only
edible, but delicious and nourishing food.

Huber and his wife are here with us in our
southern home, and they too seem never to

tire of what we call " dasheen asparagus "

and dasheen " spinach."
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POLLYANNA
THE GLAD BOOK
By ELEANOR H. PORTER, author of '^Miss Billy"

and **Miss Billy's Decision;" illustrated, cloth -bound,

$1.40 postpaid.

*

'Enter Pollyanna. She is the most
irresistible maid you have met in all

your journeyings through Bookland.
She is so real that you forget that she

is a story girl. After the first introduc-

tion you will feel that the inner circle

of your friends has admitted a new
member. A brave, winsome, modern
American girl, Pollyanna walks into

print to take her place in the hearts

of all members of the family.

"

Twelfth Printing
Read some of the press comments:
" Pollyanna is the ' gladdest ' book that was ever written. It is of more real

value than any thousand sermons to which I have ever listened."

—

Passaic
Daily News.

" It is a book that charms at once by its style, and delights by its charac-
ter-drawing and the interest developed by the story."

—

The Boston Journal.
" Pollyanna is a delightful character, and the book refreshingly natural."

—

Cedar Rapids Record.

A Copy of Pollyanna as Premium
Send us two new yearly subscriptions to Gleanings

IN Bee Culture with remittance of $2.00, or your own
renewal for one year and a new subscription for one year
with remittance of $2.00, and we will send you postpaid

as premium a copy of "Pollyanna."

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
Canadian postage 3()c extra per year; Foreign postage (>0c extra per year.
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EDITOKIAL
The American Bee Journal thinks Dr.

Miller is a half century younger than he

says he is, viz., 38 instead of 83. If any
man is young in spite of his years, Dr.

Miller is that man.

We stop the press to-day, May 13, to an-

nounce the successful arri\-al of the first

( arload of 300 colonies of bees from Apa-
lachicola, having been en route (thanks to

the railroad companies) only five days. Ev-
ery colony, thanks also to our good friend

M. J. Deyell, who came with the bees, is, so

far as investigated, in good order. Further
particulars in our next issue.

The Natiomal Ne1t=Weig]hilt Law
The reader's attention is directed to the

article on national and State laws regarding
fhe net weight on honey, on page 385 of this

issue. Every one who has honey for sale

(and that, of course, means most beekeep-
ers) should read this very carefully.

We are pleased to announce to our read-

ers that we have engaged one of the best

cartoonists in the United States—Donahey,
of the Cleveland Plain Dealer—to make a

set of pictures for Gleanings. Mr. Dona-
hey is a back-lot beekeeper*. He has kept
bees long enough to acquire a good working
knowledge of the business, especially back-

lot beekeeping. We have already received

a series of his cartoons; and to say they are

rich is putting it mildly. They will begin

in our next issue.

It requires somewhat of a stretch of the

imagination to think of flowers and bees in

Alaska; but the flowers and bees are tliere

nevertheless. We give herewitli a clipping

from the Neiv York World of October 20,

sent us by IMr. A. T. Cook.
Fairbanks, Alaska, Oct. 18.—Two hives loaded

with bees have arrived here, the first ever shipped to

the interior of Alaska. They are for Mrs. Ed Wiek-
ersham and Mrs. M. M. Truxtun, who will experi-

ment in bee culture. The fields and gardens in the
Tanana Valley abound in flowers from the middle of
May until the early part of September, and it is be-
lieved bee culture will be a success here.

Two different copies of Gleanings have
been going to Alaska regularly, and it is to
be hoped that the nucleus started by the
two colonies mentioned in the clipping
above may be increased as time goes on.
Who can give us further particulars in re-,

gard to possibilities in Alaska?

lom

;

In our April 15th issue, p. 282, editorial
department, we stated that the bees had
wintered quite Avell all over the country
except in the vicinity around Philadelphia.
Mr. F. Hahman, of that city, Secretary of
the Philadelpliia Beekeepers' Association,
says that the bees never wintered better,
and wondered Avhere we secured our infor-
mation. We saw a couple of letters from
parties in the vicinity of Philadelphia early
in the season, stating that they were fearful
there would be a severe loss in and about
tlie city, owing to the cold weather, and it

looked like it at the time.

'Mlg Ml

Brasilianische Bienenpplege, publish-
ed in the German language at Porto Alegre,
Brazil, publishes an account of our experi-
ment with shipping bees to Florida, in its

February number, and has the following to
say

:

It is quite a distance from Medina to Florida, but
thus far the experiment seems to have been success-
ful, and it seems to us that our German beekeepers
might well consider this matter of migratory bee-
keeping, which could be practiced to a considerable
extent in this country as well.

It may interest some of our readers to
know that, Avhile the Portuguese language is

the official lang-uage of Brazil, the German
language is spoken almost exclusively in the
southern part of that countiy, where there
are extensive German settlements, and, inci-
dentally, a large number of German bee-
keepers.
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The fact that beekeeping pays in Brazil,

and that the industry has developed to a

considerable extent, would seem to be prov-

en by the existence of a number of bee-

papers, the one mentioned above being in

its 16th year, and also by a number of bee-

keepers' associations. Brasilianische Bie-

nenpflege is the organ of the " Syndicato

Apieola Rio Grandense," and is edited by
Profesor Emil Sehenk, who also has charge

of the apicultural section of the Brazilian

Department of Agriculture. He has done a

great deal to develop modem beekeeping in

that wonderful country.

5ome

we may judge from a liberal sample sent us,

is some of the finest orange we ever tasted

;

in fact, we should call it pure orange honey.
Prof. Baldwin will have no trouble in dis-

posing of it.

Lljgo by One Man
Mr. Emilio Hernandez, of Cienfuegos.

Cuba, has on hand a crop of 850 barrels of

honey, or, moi"e exactly, 45,000 gallons. At
12 lbs. per gallon this would make 540,000

.lbs. or 270 tons. Perhaps Mr. Hernandez
will be willing to tell us something about

his extensive opei-ations in Cuba. We do

not know whether he produced these 850

barrels in one season or not; but we infer

that he did. Apparently his problem is not

so much to produce a crop as to sell it.

Perhaps we ought not to stir ujd a hor-

net's nest; but just suppose there were a

few hundred beekeepers in the tropics like

Mr. Hernandez, and that we had free trade.

Free trade or protection, we do not imagine,

we have any need to fear very greatly, be-

cause we have nearly free trade as it is on

honey, and, moreover, we do not, and prob-

ably will never have a few hundred or even

a dozen beekeepers who will produce 850

barrels in a season.

Prospects for this Season

With one or two exceptions the re^Dorts

of wintering have been most excellent

throughout the country. The spring has

been favorable, and rains have been fre-

quent enough to keep the soil for clovers

sufficiently moist. But it is only fair to say

that in our locality, at least, the clovers are

not as promising as they were a year ago

;

that is to say, they are not as abundant, but

there may be enough to take care of the bee

season later on. There is no reason, how-
ever, to suppose there will not be a fair

crop of clover. Some of the heaviest honey
years have been when clover appeared to be

very scarce; but there have been other years

when clover was everywhere, and yet not

much honey.

Some very fine crops of orange honey
have been secured in Florida. One crop,

by Prof. E. G. Baldwin, of Deland, Fla., if

The first few numbers of El Apicultor,
the organ of the Porto Rico Beekeepers'
Association, have just been received, the

first number of which publishes a letter

written by Dr. E. F. Phillips, dated Decem-
ber 11, 1913, at Washington, D. C, in which
he promises to assist the said association in

any way that he possibly can. Dr. Phillips

expresses the opinion that the island of

Porto Rico offers a v\'onderful opportunity
for the beekeeper, and that the formation of

the society will undoubtedly help to pro-

mote the industry.

Mr. J. W. Van Leenhoff is the editor of

the above-mentioned paper, and the said

gentleman is likewise the President of the

Porto Rico Beekeepers' Association, which
has been incorporated as a branch of the

National Beekeepers' Association of this

country.

Beekeeping has developed in Porto Rico
in a most wonderful manner within the last

ten years, and we have no doubt that the

formation of this association and the publi-

cation of El Apicultor will help very mate-
lially to further the interests of the Porto
Rico beekeepers.

Marchant^s Sclieme of Transferring

On Images 345 and 346 of our issue for

May 1 we illustrated and described the A.
B. Marchant scheme of transferring bees

from box hives into movable-frame hives

on a plan that involved but little labor on

the part of the beekeeper. This scheme at

first worked out all right for Mr. Marchant

;

but later on it failed so many times that he

cannot now recommend it without at least

some modification, and has so advised us.

Our readers will, therefore, take notice and

be governed accordingly.

We were somewhat skeptical, but as the

scheme had worked out all right up to that

time we thought it worth giving to the pub-

lic. The difficulty seems to be that the queen

will not go above in all cases. Her failure to

do this, of course, would make the scheme a

failure.

If more of our correspondents would be

frank enough to admit that some of their

new schemes, after being tried out on a

larger scale, are not a success, it would be

better for the beekeeping public. Perhaps
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tlie more critical ones will say that it would
be better if the editor would go slower be-

fore giving them to tlie world; and to a cer-

tain extent that would be correct. But very
often a discussion of these new and some-
times not thoroughly tried-out schemes de-

velops a i3lan that finally proves to be a suc-

cess. In this particular ease Mr. Marchant
has modified the plan, and later on will de-

scribe it.

With the second annual report on in-

spection in Iowa, the State Inspector, Mr.
Frank C. Pellett, has incorporated the pam-

pers read at the second annual convention

held in Des Moines, December 10, 11, and
12. The report as a whole is a great credit

to Mr. Pellett, and will do an immense
amount of good throughout the whole State.

Mr. Pellett makes the point that, accord-

ing to the census report, more than one
farmer out of every eight in Iowa keeps
bees, but that the average value per farm
was only $17.88 in 1910. However, most
of the extensive beekeepers of the State do
not reside on farms, and were, therefore,

not enumerated.
Referring to the inspection, 311 apiaries

were visited, and disease was found in 140.

The total number of colonies inspected .was

6973; total number diseased, 483. A con-

siderable portion of those found diseased

have been treated by the owner. In this

connection Mr. Pellett strongly emphasizes
the value of educational work.
A good description of the various dis-

eases is given, including the disease sac-

brood. There has been some inquiry from
our readers of late in regard to this disease,

and there seems to be some misunderstand-
ing. We are, therefore, copying here the

symptoms of sacbrood given by Dr. G. F.

White, of the United States Department of

Agriculture, as published on page 15 of the

report.

The strength of a colony in which sacbrood is

present is frequently not noticeably diminished.
When the brood is badly infected, however, the colo-

ny naturally becomes appreciably weakened thereby.
The brood dies after the time of capping. The dead
larvw are, therefore, always found extended length-

wise in the cell, and lying with the dorsal side

against the lower wall. It is not usual to find many
larvse dead of this disease in uncapped cells. Such
brood, however, had been uncapped by the bees after

it died. In this disease the cappings are frequently
punctured by the bees. Occasionally a capping has
a hole through it, indicating that the capping had
never been completed. A larva dead of this disease
loses its normal color and assumes at first a slightly

yellowish tint. " Brown " is the most characteristic

appearance assumed by the larva during its decay.
Various shades are observed. The term " gray "

might sometimes appropriately be used to designate

it. The form of the larva dead of this disease
changes much less than it does in foul brood. The
liody wall is not easily broken as a rule. On this
account, often the entire larva can be removed from
the cell intact. The content of this sac-like larva is

more or less watery. The head end is usually turned
markedly upward. The dried larva or scale is easily
removed from the lower side wall. There is practi-
cally no odor to the brood-combs.

Along the line of treatment the shaking
method is given fo)- American foul brood,
with some modifications. For European
foul brood, requeening with pure Italian
stock is recommended, and the shaking plan
is also given, being recommended by Dr. E.
F. Phillips.

Four

from One Sent Down
The last reports from our men in the

field at Apalachicola, Fla., go to show that
we shall certainly make an increase of three
carloads of bees from the one sent down
last November, and a strong probability of
an additional ear, or four cars in all. The
first car starts May 8 by way of the river,

Bainbridge, Ga., and "^Cincinnati. If it

makes schedule time it will arrive at Medina
on the 13th. Tlie next two or three carloads
will start May 20 or 22. One man will ac-
company the first car and tAvo men the next
two or three. Unfortunately the backward
season in Apalacliicola rendered it impossi-
ble to move the first car in time to get much
of the fruit-bloom in and about Medina; so
we have had to scratch around to find bees
locally to take care of orchards in tliis vicin-

ity-

Our boys have been able to secure a fair
crop of honey, possibly enough to pay the
freight on the bees back. But of this we
shall speak more i>ositively later.

The question may be asked whether our
scheme of moving bees south for increase
and honey, fo Apalachicola, has been a suc-
cess. As yet we are unable to give a definite

answer. If we bring back four carloads of
bees and twenty barrels of honey, the bees
arriving in good condition, the venture will

pay out well, without question ; but

There's many a slip
'Twixt cup and lip.

There are 6000 new combs just drawn
from full sheets of foundation. While they
have all been wired they will not stand a
trip of this kind of some 1200 miles like old
combs. If the weather should prove to be
extremely warm while the bees are on the
way, and if there should be poor connec-
tions, we might lose a considerable number
of bees on account of these new combs melt-
ing down. All of them, however, will be
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exiiacled so as to leave but very little honey

in them—barely enough to carry the bees

through to Medina.
To keep the bees cool there is nothing like

having plenty of water at hand. There will

be a barrel of water in each car, and these

barrels will be replenished as often as they

become empty. Past experience has shown
that a carload of bees will use up a large

amount of water—four or five barrels, per-

haps, to the trip. If we can keep the bees

cool by spraying or " wet blanketing

"

them, and if w^e can make good connections

all along the route, it is safe to conclude

the bees will get thi'ough in good order. In

the mean time we are getting in connection

with all the railroad people along the route

to see that there is no delay. While the cars

are moving there is no trouble to keep the

bees cool; but when they stop for a few

hours in midday the man in charge is kept

busy in watering the bees.

The cars are to be hooked on as close to

the locomotive as possible so as to avoid

some of the bumping and to keep the bees

out of the sulphurous smoke as much as

possible when going through tunnels.

It is not expected that the men en roule

with the bees will have a Pullman-car trip.

They will have to be up with the bees almost

night and day to repair staging when an oc-

casional bump jars it loose, and to fix the

screens and give the bees water Avhenever

they get hot. All kinds of weather, cinders,

locomotive smoke, rain and shine, hot and

chilly weather, cold lunches—all this is hard

on the men, and of course it means extra

time allowances. Taking it all in all, there

are some heavy expenses in connection with

a proposition of this kind; and the average

beekeeper should go slow about making-

such a venture unless he can, from a finan-

cial point of view, stand a loss. If he moves

all his bees south and then loses 50 per cent

of them in moving back, even though he

does make a good increase, he would lose

out.

In our ease we have one more bridge to

cross, and that is to get the bees north in

good condition. We shall be wiser and per-

haps sadder by our next issue.

It is proper to say in this connection that

the average northern man, even thougli he

has had a large amount of experience in

keeping bees will probably fail the first year

after going south, for the reason that con-

ditions are so very different. In our case we
]nit a man in charge, Mr. J. E. Marehant,

who was born and had been reared in Apa-
lachicola, and who, under his father, A. B.,

had a very large experience in managing
beeyards on th? Apalachicola River before

he went north. It takes a man of exiieri-

ence, both in the North and South, to make
a scheme of this kind woik out.

If we make a success of the plan this

year, we ought to be able to do as well or

better another year, because conditions this

winter have been unfavorable. The cool

months of February and March gave Mr.
Marehant the blues. He had set his stakes

for three carloads of bees and twenty bar-

rels of honey; but when the whole of Feb-
ruary' turned out to be so cold, and the fore

part of March being but little better, he be-

gan to be discouraged. But he made up his

mind that the plan would have to succeed.

So he has been crowding the queens by
every means possible during the good
weather we did have.* Had it not been for
the unfavorable February and March we
should iDrobably have had all the bees up
here in time to catch the apple-bloom. As
it was, Mr. Marehant thought it best to

catch the two tupelo flows and then move
north.

The boys have been busy during the bad
weather in making up hives and frames,

and putting in foundation. No one knows,
except the one who has tried it, that the

nailing together and i^utting sheets of
foundation in some 6000 metal-spaced Hoff-
man frames is no small job. No one man
can do it in a month. In fact, it took an
average of three men to do all the nailing

and painting when they could not work the

bees, between tAvo and three months. They
nailed and painted 500 hives with covers and
bottoms, and 500 tln-ee-frame nuclei. Each
colonv' and nucleus will be supplied with a

queen—not of our own rearing, but of the

rearing of Mr. A. B. Marehant, the father

of the junior Marehant managing our bees.

It will be seen, then, that we must charge
up against the Apalachicola proposition

queens, sugar for feeding, gasoline, launch
rental, and a considerable amount of labor
as well as freight ; but as it would have cost

us nearly as much to put the stuff together
and paint it at our Medina factory,_we will

credit up this cost when the bees arrive in

Medina.
There is one more item of expense, and

that is platforms to hold the hives, and
buildings to house the men during tlie bad
weather; interest and depreciation. No one
should get the idea that there is big money
in mo\dng bees south for increase and
honey. There are some big risks as well as
expenses,

* He has been crowdiiiE; his queens so hard in

brood-rearina: that many of them are failing, and the
bees are supcrs^edin'^. When we con'iider the fact
that the bees have increased fro'ii 275 folonies, not
overly strong, to 800 fair '•olonies. and 500 three-
frame nuclei, we can readily riidei'sfand why the
queens are beginning to fail and the bees to super-
sede them.
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STEAY STMAW:
Smith gets 50 pounds of lioney per colo-

ny; Jones gets 60 pounds. What per cent

greater success has one than the other? I

venture the guess that there isn't a man
connected with The A. I. Root Co. who can

give the correct answer in less than ten

words. Nor a woman either. [The answer
seems easy enough. What is the '' catch '"'?

We do not catch on.

—

Ed.]

Terry and wife use 31/2 gallons of honey
a year, p. 280. That's 1% gallons each. T

use 31/4 gallons a year for my morning-

drink alone. All the same, you're right that

it would give honey a boom if all would use

as much as the Terrys. It would take for

the United States about 2,000,000,000 lbs.

My only reason for using honey instead of

sugar in my drink is that it is better for

health, and I'm fairly long on health.

D. M. MacDonald, British Bee Journal,

72, questions calling worker-bee " fellows,"

I suspect because they are females. The
Standard dictionary gives as the first defi-

nition of fellow: "A person or individual:

a term of familiarity applied to almost any
IDerson of the male sex, and occasionally to

a woman." That ought to let in worker-
bees, especially where " votes for women "

have given women equal fellowship with

men. But when our Scotch friend, speaking

of the Americanisms of an author, says,
" His roof is a ' lid,' his flightboard an
' apron,' and he speaks of the ' Porter

'

' escaping" bees,' " I'd like to have him name
the author. A roof is always called a " cov-

er " here, and I've never seen either of the

three terms he quotes in American writing,

although I have seen " lid " in British writ-

ing.

" Bees can carry a blight of any kind,"

p. 300. I wonder. "Active hold-over cankers
exude a sticky ooze, attractive to insects,

.... and any insects visiting such can-

kers will become covered with the germs,"

p. 299. Now, did you ever see bees visiting

such cankers'? Don't they go straight for

the blossoms and alight nowhere else? You
know well that bees are strongly inclined to

stick to the same flower or other source of

sweets. Now, suppose a bee should visit a

canker; wouldn't it keep on visiting can-

kers? so Where's the chance of carrying in-

fection to trees with no canker? [You are

taking our language too literally. Bees will

have little occasion to visit a sticky ooze,

even though it might be veiy attractive to

other insects. What we meant to say was
that bees might carry blight if it were where

they would be likely to come in contact with

it. We will admit we are not well informed
on the subject of blight; but twig blight and
pear blight could be, and are, carried by
bees, and in a form that might find lodg-

ment in blossoms.

—

Ed.]

" The occurrence of swarms going into

other hives that have just swarmed " is men-
tioned, p. 293, as " not common." With me
it was painfully common when a number of

swarms issued on the same day with clipped

queens. The bees not being allowed to go
off with their queen, likely preferred to

return to some other hive than their own,
and the swarmy noise at other hives attract-

ed them. One day I had a case of that kind.

I moved the hive to a new place, and the

bees soon found it. Then I put it on a

wheelbarrow and trundled it about. As long

as I kept on the go it was all right, but

whenever I stopped the bees found it again.

[The reason it was " painfully common "

was doubtless because when it did come, it

came in a painfully inconvenient time. We
have had for years something like 500 colo-

nies in and near Medina, and the occurrence

of swarming bees going into other hives is

not common with us. As we do not clip

queens, because many of our customers

prefer them unclipiDed, it may be that this

explains the difference.

—

Ed.]

On page 283 there seems a desire to

discover some artificial pollen that will work
out just the same as natural pollen. May
be that would be no real gain. 0. 0. Pop-
pleton says, p. 281, " My problem is not so

much to encourage brood-rearing as to keep
it down," and in Germany " late-breeders "

are in general preferred to " early-breed-

ers." If we could get a colony a month in

advance of others in brood-rearing, it is just

possible it might fall below the others in its

season's storing. [Perhaps with the North-
ern beekeeper there would be no real gain

by artificial stimulation ; but in the case to

which we were refeiTing, inciting bees to

breed by artificial means in Northern Flor-

ida to secure increase would be a decided

gain. If an artificial substitute for natural

pollen can be found that will cause bees to

breed up as readily as on natural pollen it

will mean a great deal to many Southern
beekeepers who desire increase, but who
sometimes find there is no natural pollen,

notwitstanding general weather conditions

are favorable. There is seldom a scarcity of
natural jDollen in the North except very
early in the spring; but it is often lacking

in parts of the South.

—

Ed.]
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J. E. Crane IFTING
If Mr. F. A. Conner's jumbo hives are as

great a success in producing honey as they

are neat in appearance in the picture, page

183, they are a success, sure.

I have examined several yards of bees this

spring, and those wintered out of doors

appear to be in much the better condition

in spite of the severe winter.
* * *

After reading Mr. Van Wye's experience

in court, page 190, one can not help won-
dering if the old-fashioned rule of loving

your neighbor as yourself is not, after all,

the best way.
* * *

Wesley Foster says, page 166, that he has
" made mistakes and always shall." Just so

"me too;" but it is more than half the

battle to acknowledge our mistakes. Give

me your hand, my brother.
* * *

On page 163 Dr. Miller quotes from a

German bee-journal the statement that hon-

ey from some soils contains 75 per cent

more iron than that from other soils. This

may have a bearing on the color of honey
from different soils.

» * «

That house apiary of Mr. Newsome's,
page 181, is certainly attractive. Such api-

aries have some advantages. I run across

tliem now and then in inspection work; but

I find they have some disadvantages as well.

They are, however, a complete protection

against petty theft.

Do we beekeepers realize how fast the

larvae of bees grow? If a chicken were to

grow as fast it would in a week weigh about
125 lbs. ; and if a wee pink human baby
were to grow as fast as these baby bees, it

would weigh in the course of a week not

far from four tons, and be as large as a

good-sized elephant. These are, of course,

estimates, and, like the weights on freight

bills, subject to correction.
* » *

I will say in regard to that four-foot

board referred to, page 85, by Dr. Miller,

that one is enough for a yard. We give

just one line across the board to a hive, and
use shorthand thus. 27. S.6-20-X7-4 0.

Let me read it :
" No. 27 has a queen two

years old ; wing clipped ; is strong in spring,

and on June 20 found eggs in queen-cells.

The queen was removed July 4th, and in

seven or eight days a virgin queen was

given, which in due time was found to be
fertile." Having eight yards to look after,

we haven't much time for bookkeeping, and
a few signs seem to answer our purpose.

* * *

HOW THE MUCH-DESPISED SWEET CLOVER IS

WINNING ITS WAY INTO FAVOR.

F. W. Lessor says, page 230, that sweet

clover is a great crop, and he is going to

sow nine acres of it this spring. Dr. Miller

says, p. 205, that in his county the farmers
have bought twenty bushels of the seed. A
man in Kentucky writes me that he has sold

a carload of sweet-clover seed ; and our
State Commissioner of Agriculture told me
not long ago of a man in Kansas who had
plowed up 4000 acres of alfalfa to sow to

this despised sweet clover—not that alfalfa

was not good, but that sweet clover was
better, in that (for pasture) there was no
danger of bloat in cattle. Let the good
work go on.

* » *

REQUEENING WITH VIRGINS WITHOUT
DEQUEENING.

On page 126, Feb. 15, I inquired how far

young virgin queens could be introduced

into hives having a laying queen, and have

them become fertile, and take the place of

the old queen without the trouble of looking

her up. Ml". Adrian Getaz, of Knoxville,

Tenn., writes me queens tlu'ee or four years

old will be destroyed invariably. Those two
years old, not always. Those of the previous

year's rearing will often succeed in destroy-

ing the virgins—how often, I don't know

—

perhaps in one-third of the cases—^^often

enough to make the scheme unprofitable. I

wish he would tell us how he introduces his

virgin queens.
* * *

THE FELLOW WHO DOESN^T READ A BEE-PAPER.

An old gentleman offered me his entire

lot of twenty colonies of bees in all sorts

of hives, three years ago, for $60. I called

to see him a few days ago. He was not at

home, but his family informed me that the

bees had increased to thirty-five colonies,

and he was fixing them so as to put on

sections, and had made 250 sections for use

this season. I didn't smile—at least till I

got away from the house. It wouldn't have

been polite; but I couldn't help thinking

that, if he read Gleanings or some other

good journal, he would have wanted 2500

sections and 20 pounds of light foundation

to go with it. How much it has saved him
to go without a bee-paper or bee-book both

in time and expense!
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EEKEEPING IN THE SOUTHWEST
Louis H. Sclioll, New Braunifels, Texas.

A TOO COMMON MISTAKE.

In Gleanings, April 15, are shown excel-

lent photographs of various extensive api-

aries, both of this country and from across

the water. It will be noticed that the hives

are in long rows, spaced the same distance

apart in each row, and the hives entii-ely

alike in almost every instance. In my own
experience I found years ago that this was
not the best way to place the hives, and I

have called attention to the matter before.

The danger of not only bees but queens

mistaking the neighboring hives for their

own is the main objection against such an
arrangement. It caused me much trouble as

long as I had the hives spaced in such sys-

tematic order on account of the many queens

that were lost by going to the wrong hive.

And this did not stop until I moved every

other hive closer to its next neighbor so that

the hives, while still in long rows, were
aiTanged in pairs. Thus placed there is

little if any danger of the above-mentioned

trouble. I have wondered if other beekeep-

ers who have their hives arranged in such

regular order do not have these troubles.

My information from a number whom I

have asked is that they experienced a large

number of missing queens, but they had not

given the real cause of this any thought.

After mentioning the matter as outlined

above there was a general opinion that
" there is something in it." What do others

say?

VP^HAT TO DO V^ITH DARK HONEY.

The following letter has been forwarded

to me for an answer

:

Louis H. Scholl's objections to selling oflf-grade

honey have prompted me to write for information.

I agree -with him in regard to the evil effect of selling

the " stuff," as he terms it ; but the question is,

"What shall we do with it?" In my immediate
locality we have honey-dew in almost unlimited quan-
tities in the summer, just after the main honey har-

vest, and this is often mixed by the bees with more
or less good honey. It is never mixed enough to

make it any thing like a good grade of honey ; but
we are often compelled to extract quantities of it in

order to make room for the queen to deposit her
eggs; and as we don't need it for feeding purposes
there is nothing to do with it but either to sell it,

give it away, or dump it in the river. There is no
market for it that I have ever been able to find.

The biscuit companies refuse it, as they say they are
not permitted to use it in their goods. If you can
suggest some way to use it, or some profitable way
of disposing of it, it will be appreciated. Would the
name " honey-dew honey " on the labels of this grade
of honey conform to the pure-food laws, or would the
word "honey" have to be left off entirely?

Jonesboro, Tex., March 27. T. B. Cantbell.

My claim is that we should not put any
inferior gi'ades of honey on the market as a

good many beekeepers have done and are

still doing from year to year. The result is

that it has a material bearing on the price

good honey ought to bring, and therefore

should be avoided. In our own case we have
a good deal of quite dark honey at times,

and sometimes we get very light-colored

honey. Now, instead of selling the very

light honey alone, we use it with darker

honey to make a light-amber blend that we
have been selling for years. Long ago we
found that this is by far the best method of

procedure in a locality where honeys of

different colors are hai'vested. We find it

difficult to get enough more for our very

light honey over a good light-amber grade

to waiTant us in selling it separately, and
then, perhaps, run the risk of not being able

to dispose of our darker grades. A good
light-amber gi-ade of honey always finds a

ready market at a good average price. Be-
sides this we now avoid the occasion for

sending a customer some very light honey
at one time and then filling his next order

with dark honey or vice versa. Either may
cause reason for complaint.

My advice about the handling of the

honey crop in your locality would be to

harvest your main crop just before you get

any honey-dew mixed with it. The honey-

dew honey can then be left on the hives for

winter stores here in the South, as we have

not found that any evil results follow its

use as it might do in the North and East.

In my own apiaries I would provide the

queen laying room in. some other way and
leave the honey-dew in the combs for feed-

ing stores in the spring. The result of this

extra amount of food material during the

heavy breeding season in the spring would
mean rousing colonies for the honey-flows

later. I am sure that it could be used to

great advantage for this purpose. Instead

of putting it on the market in the form of

"honey," especially if of dark color, I would
turn this product into increase of bees and
then sell the extra bees. Such an exchange

would prove profitable. It would be far

better to use it up in tliis way than to put

it on the market at a low price. This always

has a tendency to bring the j^rice of better

honey down. [Honey containing honey-

dew can be sold under the name of " honey-

dew honey." This complies with a ruling

under the national pure-food law.

—

Ed.]
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CONVEMSATIONS WITH DOOLITTLE

BEES MOVING HONEY ; A HONEY-BOUND BROOD-

NEST.

A con'espondent writes tlins :
'' I should

like to have you take up the subject of bees

moving' honey in your Conversation depart-

ment in Gleanings. You advocate such in

your " Management of Out-apiaries," where
you speak of shaldng a colony on to its own
combs of honey that had been placed above

a queen-excluder in an upper hive till the

white clover begins to yield honey in suf-

ficient quantities for work in the sections.

You say that, when this upper hive is placed

on the stand the parent colony has occupied,

and the bees shaken from their combs of

brood into it, they will carry the honey
from these combs intO' the sections so as to

give place to the eggs and brood the queen
will fill them with. Now, I have never been
able to get one colony to do such a thing.

I note that Editor Root speaks of colonies

getting honey-bound, and I have had many
such cases myself, and that with i^lenty of

room in the sections above. The past sum-
mer I placed heavy combs of honey right in

the middle of the brood-nest to see Avhat

they would do with this honey. They shifted

the nest and let the honey alone. If there

is room, bees will move the brood-nest. If

there is no room, they are " honey-bound "

I have no reason to doubt what our cor-

respondent states. I have passed through
just such experiences several times myself.

But I found the removal of honey from the

brood-combs to the sections in the supers
depended on conditions, such as whether the

bees wished to swarm, whether the queens
were poor, or whether they were anxious
for the queen to lay eggs, and feeding her
for that vei-j' purpose. If the first two,

then apparently nothing would cause them
to remove honey. If the latter, notliing

would hinder them from removing it from
the combs in the brood-chamber, except no
place to put it.

I well remember one colony which had
commenced to work in sections nicely, when
all at once they stopped and commenced to

store more in the brood-chamber than in the

sections. As this was a " pet " colony, and
one I had made my " brags " on, I opened
the hive to see what the trouble was. I

found nine queen-cups started, and eggs in

every one of them. I knew that swarming
Avould blast all my hopes, so I determined
on vigorous treatment. I cut out all the cell

cups I could find, whether having eggs or

not; put the frames having the most brood

at the outside next either side of the hive,

and those having honey in the center, be-

lieving I had things my own way.
Right here allow me to say that I have

never had any success in stopping swarm-
ing through the cutting of queen-cells after

the queen had laid in them and the "broody"
fever had taken possession of the colony.

After nearly half a century of this work I

now consider such only a waste of time.

To return : Two days later I found "noth-

ing doing " in the sections—opened the hive,

found some twenty or more cell cups with

eggs in, and the honey in the center combs
untouched. I became desperate, cut out the

cells again, and uncapped every cell of hon-
ey the brood-chamber contained, cutting the

combs down even with the wood to the

frames. Did they carry the honey to the

sections'? Not at all. It ran out at the en-

trance ; and had it not been a time of a good
flow of nectar I should have had a fine case

of robbing on at the apiary. To clean up the
" muss," they stored evei-y available cell in

the brood-combs with honey, started more
cell-cups, and swarmed the next day with
over forty cups with eggs in them. I now
took out all the combs they had in the brood-
chamber, filled the same with empty combs,
hived the swarm back in their old hive,

shook all the bees off their combs with the

swarm, put the sections back on, and closed

things for two days. I then looked in,

found three combs cleaned for eggs, witli

eggs to the amount of perhaps a thousand
in these combs. T next took out the other

seven combs, and replaced them with seven

combs containing solid sealed honey. Three
days later the bees were making the combs
in the sections gi'ow like magic, and two
weeks later I took off two sujjers of 44
sections each, and left another super of 44
sections well under way, while an examina-
tion of the brood-chamber found evei'y cell

filled with brood except those containing

from five to seven pounds of honey and
those necessary for pollen.

From this it will be readily seen that,

when any colony is in a condition that

makes them desirous of brood, they will

feed the queen for the purpose of having
her lay ; and when they thus feed her they

ai'e sure to prepare the cells for those eggs
if there is room in the supers for the storing

of removed honey.

Now, if you will read " Management of
Out-apiaries " carefully you will see that

each colony, as far as possible, is brought
Continued on page 392
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GENERAL .PONDENCE
5TS IN BEEKEEPING ; A VALUABLE AMTECLE FROM

ONE m^HO KNOWS
BY R. F. HOLTERMANN

The article of Arthur C. Miller, followed

by your editorial on pages 290, 291, inter-

ests me. I believe the estimate of 10 per

cent loss in the introduction of queens is not

far from correct, although with me it gen-

erally runs somewhat less. I doubt if the

beginner has a much heavier loss in intro-

duction, as the rules for this Avork are pret-

ty well known, and, if followed out at all,

are likely to give just as good results with

a beginner as with any one else.

In introducing queens, especially in the

fall of the year, I feel sure that a matter

that is overlooked is that, at such time, there

are often two queens in the hive—mother

and daughter. We found a large number
of colonies in that condition last fall when
introducing several hundred young queens.

STUDENTS.

In the footnote attached to the same arti-

cle you are kind enough to value my time at

50 cts. an hour. The bee season lasts in all

about six months, or close to 150 days. That
would give me a wage of just about $750
per year. Would that not be a pretty hand-

some salary for a man who has been en-

gaged for over thirty years in a business?

I am afraid that, in counting the cost of

honey production, there are a large number
who do not consider that there are many
days for a beekee^Der when his time is worth
little or nothing, and that he must " make
hay when the sun shines."

Then as to students, you overstate Avbat

I pay tliem. I consider that it has cost me
considerable to learn what I have by ex-

perience. Moreover, I have spent a good
deal of money in going to conventions and
privately visiting beekeepers. T am run-

ning something like 800 colonies; and who-
ever comes with me for a season should get

the benefit of pretty long and wide experi-

ence. If a person goes to school, college,

or university, it costs money, and I do not—need not—teach a young man his business

and pay him besides. 1 have taken two
more young men than usual this year, and
could easily get as many more, to say noth-

ing about several young ladies.

I want men of clean habits. I do not call

tobacco-smoking a clean habit; for, even if

smoking is not indulged in at work, or

going back and forward to work with others,

one using tobacco always smells of it, which
is vei'y unpleasant for those not using it.

Then, if I judge from correspondence I

have with those who are likely to be suit-

able, they come understanding they Avork as

they learn, and get their board. That is all

that is definitely promised them. Their

Avashing is not promised them, but Ave have
done that for them with the exception of

fine shirts and collars. Then if I do Avell

(Avliich I fix as getting 50 lbs. of surplus

per colony, spring count), and they do well,

I promise them $35.00 at the close of the

honey season, and the promise to stay for

the season, April 15 to Oct. 1 (about).

I have no trouble in getting all the help

I Avant, and I have generally succeeded in

picking desirable and intelligent men. Mr.
H. H. Boot Avill not hesitate in saying I

made a good selection last year.

What I expect from students is an inter-

est in the work. The terms they come on

Avould indicate that; but there is a great

difference in men. Some are thorough in all

they do, Avhile others are the opposite. Some
have their mind on Avhat they do, and some
have their minds on almost any thing except

Avhat they do. Others appear to have no
mind at all. I have found, in the majority

of cases, a well-brought-up farmer's son a

good man. A shirker is a nuisance, and, as

a rule, between us he manages to get his

share of the load before the season is up.

Let me say here there is no trouble in

sizing up people. It is only the selfishness

of a person that prevents him from seeing

that every one can read him as readily as he

can an open book.

What I Avill not tolerate is a two-faced

person—one Avho can do things well Avhen

some one is around, and any Avay but Avell

Avhen no one is around. I expect students

to make mistakes sometimes. That is part

of their tuition ; but I do not expect them
to make the same mistake over and over

again. I do not expect them to make mis-

takes A'ery often that a little foresight

Avould have prevented. If they do it counts

against them. I have much symjDathy for a
person not naturally very alert so long as

T can see he is doing the best he can, par-

ticularly if he is frank.

I have had quite a lot of young men do
Avell under my tuition and management.
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Some, but not many, are fit to run 100
colonies after a season's practical experi-

ence. Others would be better off to take

another season and work for pay with some
one else, or to begin with half the number
of colonies. Others have such careless ways,
such a lack of thoroughness, that they had
l)etter not keep bees at all. I do not believe

any one should make his first aim in life to

earn his bread and butter. He should, rath-

er, live for God ; and what God gives him
to do he will do well.

Brantford, Can.

[Our correspondent is one of the best

beekeepers in North America—yes, one of

the best in the world. The fact that he has

b;^en making money with his bees, and in-

creasing year after year, shows that he is

a business man as well as a beekeeper. Most
business men have to pay dearly for their

experience, and Mr. Holtermann is entirely

right in contending that students that come
to him to acquire i^ractical experience

should not expect ordinary wages. In former
years, in England an apprentice had to

spend seven years in learning his trade ; and
it was only during the last year or two of
lliat period that he received any compensa-
tion whatever. If one desires to become a
competent beekeeper he should be willing in

some cases to work for nothing and board
himself. In fact, we have two lady students

who are coming to us tliis season, expecting
to follow our experts around for what they

can learn. Their labor will just about off-

set the inconvenience of showing them. The
time may come, perhaps, when Mr. Holter-

mann will find that he can get all the help

he needs from students who will be willing

to pay for board and lodging, and in addi-

tion furnish their labor for what they can
learn.

Perhaps we put Mr. Holtermann's hourly
wage too low ; but we figure it this way

:

The average expert beekeeper in most local-

ities will consider that he is doing well if

he earns 50 cents an hour; and in some
cases at least the skill that will enable one
to earn that wage during the bee season will

enable him to make an equal compensation
at something else during the other part of
the year.

Mr. Holtermann says that he considers 50
lbs. average is doing well. He evidently

considers this as a minimum figure on which
to base his extra compensation, although
during the season of 1913 his average would
be, of course, beyond that. If we take a

IDeriod of ten years, good and bad alike,

the average might not come up to 50 lbs.

Let us take a pencil and tablet and see how
the figures run. Mr. Holtermann has 800
colonies, and he thinks his minimum " does
well " if it is 50 lbs. average. This would
make him 40,000 lbs., which, at 8 ets. per
lb., would amount to $3200. The board and
lodging of his students, including washing,

would run up to about $5.00 per week, or

$125 per season for one student. Six stu-

dents would make this nearly $800. Depre-
ciation on his equipment, and winter losses,

on the basis of 10 per cent, would make
another $800, or $1600 all told. This would
leave him a net profit of $1600 for his labor,

or what would be a little more than $5.00

for one year of 300 days or twice that for

150 days. His time then ought to be figured

at nearly $11.00 a day on the minimum " do
Avell." If he had only 400 colonies his earn-

ing capacity would be considerably reduced,

and most beekeepers do not go bevond the

300 mark. But the late W. Z. Hutchinson
advocated keeping " more bees." Let's see

how tliis works out.

Four hundred colonies would make his

gross income only $1600 ; but as his over-

head expense would be higher in proportion

his net income would be $800 or a little less

than $5.00 for 150 days, or $2.50 for 300

days. If his knowledge and experience can

enable him to handle twice the number of

colonies, and make $11.00 per dav, why
shouldn't he keep 800, or, better, 1200 or

1500? That brings in new elements—more
bee range which he may not be able to get,

and longer distance to travel, and a greater

cost of transportation. The " more bees
"

slogan can't be worked too hard.

—

Ed.]

GOOD COMBS; THEM IMPORTANCE, AND HOW TO PRODUCE THEM

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

One does not have to serve long as an
inspector, nor do much visiting among
beekeepers, to become impressed with the

vast number of poor combs in use. But one
is surprised that so many beekeepers have

not the slightest idea of the great loss in

using such combs.

Not only are there many poor combs, but

many are so placed in the hives that half

of their surface is not available for brood.
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Part of this is due to faulty hives and part

to careless spacing, though the self-spacing-

frames have largely overcome the latter.

But it is of the quality of the combs that I

am more particularly to write.

The standard L. frame of commerce has

an area within bars of approximately 132
square inches, which, if filled wth worker
cells, would contain approximately 6600
cells on the two surfaces. If we accept as a

working hypothesis the figure of 3000 eggs
in 24 hours as a queen's capacity, then one
such comb will take two days' egg's, and 10

such combs (66,000 cells) will just do her

for the 20 days and a fraction necessary

for one cycle of brood.

But relatively very few " L " combs con-

tain any such brood-cell area, either worker
or drone, and very many contain a waste-

fully high per cent of drone. To illustrate

these points I append photographs showing
perfect, good, medium, and poor combs. In

speaking of areas in what follows, I shall

refer to one surface only. The good comb
shown in No. 1 is nearly perfect. Inciden-

tally I will say that I have hundreds as

good or better. It not only costs no more
to produce such combs, but it actually costs

one less to produce them than it does other

beekeepers to obtain poorer ones.

Com.b No. 2 will be classed by most bee-

keepers as perfect, as almost the best they

can ask for. It is a good comb, but it is not

well fastened in, and there are nearly 30

square inches of waste space within the

frame. Part of such is in the unfilled space
next to the bottom and end bars, and part

is in the shortened cells comprising the

rounded edges of the comb. Under right

conditions the space at the ends will be

built in.

Comb No. 3 will pass for good by many.
It is straight, firmly attached, fills the frame
better than No. 2, but has about 20 square

inches of stretched cells and drone comb,
besides the short cells at the bottom edge,

and the space next to the bottom-bar. All

together it has only about 86 square inches

of surface available for worker brood. Ten
such combs are equal to little more than six

like No. 1.

Comb No. 4 will be called poor by almost
any one, yet the inspector finds- many such,

and many even worse, as he goes his rounds.
It would take forty combs like that to equal
No. 1 for worker-brood production.
Combs No. 1 and 2 are profitable to use;

and if it were not easy to have combs like

No. 1 then No. 2 would be almost good
enough. But you may ask, " Why aren't

they, any way? " Well, I never throw such

away, you may be sure, but I am taking
pains to get No. 1 type now.
Ten combs like No. 1 and 2, with a good

queen and proper conditions, will furnish a

beekeeper with a rousing colony. Ten combs
like No. 3 and 4 will not. At best they have
many per cent less available worker-brood
area; and not only that, they contain an
excess of drone comb, besides having stretch-

ed cells near the top-bar which will be filled

with honey which should be in the supers.

You hear of men advocating twelve-frame
hives, two eight-frame or two ten-frame
bodies for one brood-chamber. Exanaine

their hives and you will, in most cases, find

their combs are many per cent below what
they should be. In other words, they are

using double equipment in bodies, frames,

and comb, or buying wide or deep hives at

special prices, merely to get what they

should and could have by proper attention

to the production of their combs at the

start.

Invested capital is too often lost sight of

in the efforts to get results by manipulation
of one kind or another. Do you hear the

man who is talking two bodies for a brood-

chamber mention that one body with combs
represents a flat cost (without labor) of

about $1.60, and that to get his desired

results he proposes to invest $3.20 for each

colony? He does not figure it that way.
Those figures are based on his using full

sheets of foundation in the ordinary way;
and if his combs are of the average from
full sheets, his two chambers will give more
room than is needed.

If he chances to have tried to economize

by using startere or half-sheets his double

story may give him plenty of workers, but

it will also give him a horde of costly drones.

I know one extensive beekeeper who, to

economize, makes his own foundation, say-

ing he cannot afford to sell his wax for 30

cents and buy foundation at 60 cents. He
makes six L. sheets of foundation from a

pound of wax, and then economizes( ?) still

further by using but half a sheet in a frame.

His combs are only about 60 per cent effi-

cient on a worker-producing basis. His
foundation costs him five cents a sheet for

wax; labor, he says, is nothing, for other-

wise he would be idle in the winter. I buy
foundation from the manufacturer at five

cents a sheet, and have no labor in making,

and get a better product than the man re-

ferred to. Who is the better off?

I use full sheets in nine of each ten

frames, and a half-depth sheet in the tenth.

I get the combs shown in No. 1 in nine

frames, while the tenth is half drone. Why
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1, perfect; 2, good; 3, medium; 4, poor combs.
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do I do tliatf Because the bees insist on
having" some drone comb, and 1 prefer to

have it all in one j^lace, and have that place

where it serves me best, which is at the back

of the hive. My hives are all with the combs
side to the entrance instead of end to the

entrance. Why "1 Because I can work more
easily with such arrangement ; because I can

remove most of the combs witliout disturb-

ing entrance conditions—usually a small

matter, but not always; because I can keep

a small colony across the whole entrance

where it can better defend itself, for I sel-

dom fuss with reduced entrances except in

extreme cases, and because my special drone

comb is at the back, where it is not used

until evei-y tiling else is full. The bees' con-

venience, or theory of warmth or cold,

enters not at all into the arrangement. I

use it because it suits me and serves my
ends best.

The top-bar of that frame with the half-

comb of drone is painted white—a practice

I followed and advocated many years ago.

So designated, it does not get put into other

parts of the brood-chamber unless I pur-

posely put it there for getting drones early

or out of season, or from a special queen.

But the instant the tops of the frames are

\asible, the location of such a comb is

known.
I think I may properly call my ten combs

so handled the perfection of comb efficiency

and economy. My results (operations and
colony conditions) are all that any beekeep-

er could desire, and T know that I do less

handling and overhauling than most bee-

keepers.

There "s one other item in my use of

combs which has much to do with the results

I obtain. My hives have half an inch more

width inside than the standard, and the

combs are offset from front and back walls

rather more than two full bee-spaces. Why 1

See the solid sheets of brood in the outside

surfaces of the outside combs and you will

understand why. Does it pay? Go and
examine the two outer combs in a standard
ten-frame hive and you will see. The outer
surfaces rarely have any brood, and the

inner surfaces are not usually well filled. I

cannot afford to lose the brood-containing
use of one comb out of every ten; so, after

I have obtained ten combs of the liighest

possible efficiency, I so place them as to

have every inch available.

I think that the available worker-cell area
in the run of ten-frame hives as the inspect-

ors find them is equivalent to but six or

seven combs of the No. 1 and No. 2 type.

If beekeeiDei-s would study their combs
more closely they might discover the reason
for some of the great differences reported
from use of hives of different sizes, propor-
tions, and protection. Poor combs are a

serious loss to beekeepers in more ways
than one, and it is the more grievous in that

it is easily preventable.

I have said that it costs me less to pro-

duce my combs than it does the average
beekeeper to produce less perfect ones, and
in some future papers I will tell you how I

do it. I use old and well-known methods,
correcting a few errors, adding one or two
things which I have found superior, all of
wluch will be described and pictured, so

that you can do the same if you will take

the same pains.

In the meantime, ponder on the quality

of combs, and the profit and losses arising

from the use of the diff(jrent kinds.

Providence, R, I.

I§ THE SUPPLY OF MONEY LKELY TO EXCEED THE DEMAND ?

BY RAY MITTOWER

Dr. C. C. Miller:—I am writing to ask

you for a little advice. I am a man in my
twenty-first year, and it is time I made up
my mind what my occupation will be. I

am a farmer's boy, and I have kept a few
bees for the last eight or nine years. I take

great interest in them, and have been suc-

cessful, as this is a good location. I have
always thought that I would make beekeep-

ing my business. This part of the country
is favorable for the production of comb
honey. Here is where I should like to have
your opinion. Is the supply of honey likely

to become greater than the demand? Will
honey be so plentiful that it will be a drug
on the market, and the prices be so low that

beekeeping would not be a paying propo-
sition? You will find a little article on this

subject in the Feb. 1st issue of Gleanings,
page 89. by Wesley Foster.

West Lodi, Ohio, March 2.

[Dr. Miller replies as follows:]

All that Wesley Foster says is, unfortu-
nately, only too true, and he is doing good
service in trying to get beekeepers to face

the situation. Your question is an impor-
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tant one, " Is the supply of honey likely

to become gi-eater than the demand?" A
search for the answer involves two other

questions.

1. Is the supply of honey likely to become

greater than the amount that can and ought

to be consumed for the best interests of the

public in general? The annual consump-

tion of sugar in the United States is some-

thing more than 80 pounds for every man,

woman, and child. I think the general con-

sensus of opinion among the medical pro-

fession is that this is detrimental to the

general health. There is probably little

doubt that it would be greatly for the

public good if three-fourths of this amount
should be replaced by honey. Let us, how-

ever, be modest in our demands, and say

that one-fourth of that amount should be

replaced by honey. Let us be even more
modest than that, and say that enough

should be added to the amount of honey

now used to total one-fourth of the number
of pounds of sugar now used. That would

make 20 pounds per capita. To supply

such a demand would require a vastly in-

creased production, such as is very unlikely

to be reached in your lifetime. So we are

pretty safe in replying to our first question

that theie is little danger that more honey

will be produced than can be consumed, and

that ought to be consumed for the best good

of the nation.

We now come to our second question : Is

it likely that the people will—not can, but

linll-—be so awakened to their own interests

as to demand and consume the amount of

honey that they should consume for their

best good? Replying to this question, I

must frankly say I don't know. It lies in

the hands of two parties. It lies in the

hands of those public ofificials who are look-

ing out for the public health, as the first

party. The tendency is now in the direction

of increased care for the health of the peo-

ple ; and if that tendency continues we may
yet find government doing as much for the

health of folks as it has been doing for the

health of hogs. When that time comes, one
of the things it may do is to urge the eon-

sumption of less sugar and more honey.

The other party to whom we must look to

make known the virtues of honey is the

brotherhood of beekeepers themselves. If

they were all as wideawake to the necessi-

ties of the case as Wesley Foster, the ease

would be hopeful. Alas that they are not I

Whether they ever will be to the extent of

taking concerted action is one of the things

ill the realms of the unknown.
There remains, however, the possibility

of individual action. There are individual

beekeepers who have done much to educate

the public in their immediate vicinity, and
this offers an inviting field to any young
man who contemplates adopting beekeeping
as a permanent calling.

Suppose you are located in or near a city

of 2000, or in a rural community of that

':ize. and that you have the field to yourself

It ought not to be an impossibility for you,

by a continuous persistent effort, to educate

your clientele so that they would consume
the 20 pounds per capita already mention-

ed. That would call for 2000 times 20

pounds, or 40,000 pounds of honey. That
looks as if there would be no trouble about
the demand, but that you might have trou-

ble about securing the supply.

I am not a prophet ; but if I might be

allowed to make a guess, I should say that

the prospect for the right man is just as

good now as it ever was, if not better.

Marengo, 111.

^§ OF A

Bee=tree ; the Meeiarkable Career of a Beekeeper, Mis-
sionary, and Explorer in Africa

BY EEV. J. M. LEWIS

I have read with unsual interest the writ-

ings of A. I. Root, especially those on

health and how to live long, and his fre-

quent references to Terrj'. In looking at

their pictures, which have at various times

appeared in Gleanings, and having noted

their gray hair and other marks of ad-

vanced age, I have wondered if. with their

careful diet and rigid mode of living, they

were more robust and energetic than the

average, or had retained their youthful ap-

]^earance above the average mau of seventy,

I am sending you a photograph taken on
my 70th birthday. I think I can claim the

honor of being a veteran beekeeper, having

been born among the bees and keeping them
at various times all my life. At the present

time I have twelve colonies, and am doing
nearly all the work on a small farm where
I have three cows, a horse, and a hundred
fowls. I have scarcely a gray hair ; my teeth

are exceptionally good, so that I crack nuts

and bite off a twdne string witli the greatest

ease, I have lived a very active life, and
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A beekeeper who, in spite of an eventful and active
life, is 70 years youns.

much of the time a laborious and trying
one. For several years I was employed in

the manufacture of furniture and children's

carriages, often making long trips, going
over a large part of the South and West,
buying stock and soliciting trade.

During those years I was interested in

Sunday-school and evangelistic work.
In 1887 I was called

to go to Africa, and in

March of that year 1

started for the " Dark
Continent," and enter-

ed the mouth of the

Congo River two
weeks behind Henry
M. Stanley when in

search of Emin Pasha.
I traveled a thousand
miles into the interior

a n d went where a

white man had never
been, going several

months without seeing

the face of a white
man. I encountered
many dangei-s, and
some narrow escapes

from death, and en-

dured hardships try-

ing in the extreme.

After five years of

mission arv work in

the hottest part of the world I returned to

my native land with health impaired, but
with courage and a good consiitution, and
took up pastoral work. My longest pasl or-

ate was seven years, and the shortest two
years, with one of three and one of four
years. I concluded that, by long service, 1

was entitled to a less strenuous life.

THE LARGEST BEE-TREE IN THE WORLD.
I retired to the farm where I could keej)

bees, which have been one of my hobbies,

and one I can ride with a great deal of
" sweetness " and very few stings. I not

only have the honor of being a veteran bee-

keeper, but of discovering the largest bee-

tree in the world, a jihotogTaph of which I

send you (see Fig. 1), with some otl:ers

taken while in Africa. I also claim the

lionor of making the first and finest collec-

tion of photogi'aphs of that country e\'er

brought to America.
The tree is the baobab (Adansonia diga-

tata). It measured sixty-five feet in circum-

ference. The bees entered the body of the

tree near the first branches. Some of your
readers may ask if I cut the tree down to

get the honey. Not much. Too hot. Fig.

2 is the trunk of the same tree with four
boys standing several feet apart to show ils

enormous size.

No. 3 shows the blossoms of the tree, any
one of which would nearly fill a peck ba.sket.

The fragrance is delightful, and can be de-

tected a long distance.

Fig. 4 is the oil palm showing how the

natives climb the trees. They gather the

fruit, which they use for food, and also the

sap, which they drink. This is procured l)v

Fig. 1.—The largest bee-tree in the world—65 feet in circumference.
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Fig. 2.—A closer view of the largest bee-tree in the world. The native cliildien in the foreground give an
idea of its size.

cutting- a gash at the base of the leaves. The
blossoms of the tree attract the bees, which

procure honey from them.

Fig. 5 is an African jungle where the

hum of the bee and other insects is heard

by the thousands, and where also is the

home of the elephant and leopard besides

many reptiles.

Fig. 6 is one of my latest productions by
way of a fancy hive. It is made in three

sections, and is double-walled. The inside

is a regular ten-frame Danzenbaker with

tAvo supers. The foundation on which the

hive stands is of stone laid in cement. The

stones were gathered from Maine to Cali-

fornia, some from all the New England

States, and some from foreign lands. One
of them a friend brought from the shores of

Galilee, wheie Christ spent so much time

with his followers.

In closing this rambling article I want to

say that I believe it is not so much what we
cat tVp.t gives us a long and vigorous life as

/ ow we live. I have eaten nearly every

kind of food that ever found its way into a

human stomach, and food cooked by nearly

every race of people. I have lived among
cannibals; but while among them I ate no

meat—for m.y own special reason. I have

sailed on English, French, Spanish, Portu-

guese, and Dutch steamers, and ate what
was set before me, and asked no questions.

I have a good constitution, inherited from
the old New England stock, many living

fourscore years and more. As a cliild I was
considered frail, but have wept at the graves

of many of my associates and friends whose
prosjDeets for a long life were far better

than mine. I have always been strictly

temperate, using no intoxicants nor tobacco

in any form. Unlike Bro. Root and Terry

I do not care to live to the century mark.

]n tracing my ancestry back for more than

four hundred years I find some of them
nearly reached that age. The oldest record-

ed was over 97.

I am not so much interested in what Die

next thirty years will accomplish by way of

great achievements as I am in the great un-

known and the Father's house where are

many mansions, and the location of that

city which is to be my future habitation. I

would rather leave tliis world with an active

brain and a mind unimpaired by the feeble-

ness of old age than to reach the century

mark with mind gone and body weak and
tottering, and a burden to those around me.

North Westport, Mass.
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Fig. 3.—Flowers from the biggest bee-tree, any one of which w iil nearly till a peck basket.

THE GOLD m THE BEE COLONY ; ONE FOR ALL, ALL FOI E

BY DR. BRUENNICH

The deeper we penetrate into the myste-
rious life of the bees, the more we find

feelings and passions kindred to our own

—

love and hatred, delight and devotion, jeal-

ousy and wrath—yes, even kindness and
avarice, and also fright, terror, and bravery.

If we investigate more closely the character

of the little creatures we shall conceive of

the colony with its thousands of individuals

as a harmonious unit. We begin to under-

stand therein the totality of the workers,

the queen, the drones (for as long a time as

they exist), and the Avax edifice with its

dormant brood containing its treasures of

13ollen, and its fluid gold—the honey. Such
a colony may reach an old age, perhaps
thirty years ; but its workers and drones are

renewed every year, and the mother queen
is replaced every three or four years by a

daughter. From time to time a new colony
is brought into existence by the act of

swarming, when the old mother moves out,

as a rule, leaving behind her a number of

queen-cells in which are sleeping the future
young queens.

From another point of view one may be
justified in introducing a new entity—-that

is, the bee-state from one spring to the
other, especially since all individuals except
the queen are renewed and replaced by new
ones from year to year.

In February, when the sun begins to

draw larger circles, the quiescent bee slowly
awakes to new life, and softly stirs around
in the contracted cluster, in the warm center
of which (the temperature curiously enough
corresponding to our own blood tempera-
ture) the queen is nursed and cherished.

The queen soon begins laying eggs in the
cells, increasing the number of them from
day to day with the growing warmth. At
first the brood circles are small in diameter

;

but soon they increase to considerable di-

mensions. Three weeks after the commence-
ment of egg-laying, the first young bees
begin emerging from the colls, and, corres-
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Fi^. 4.—The oil palm that funii.shes food and drink, also honey.

ponding- to the swelling brood surfaces, they
augment the number of little citizens. They
are kindly accepted b}' their elder sisters,

who clean them and give them food. This,

then, is the youth of our bee-state—the time
of immolating love. All effort is aimed
toward warming and nourishing the Little

helpless babies. And those tiny larvae, so

recently from the egg's, really need a great

deal of maternal care. However, their

growth is extraordinary; and after nine
days they build their own cocoons for
sleeping during their metamorphosis, which
requires twelve days. At intervals of a few
hours the young nurse bees give these larvse

exquisite food which they secrete from their

milk-glands situated around the cerebrum.
Only by a strict admirable arrangement is

made possible the enormous growth, from
about 15,000 inliabitants to 70,000 and
sometimes 90,000. For the preparation of

the milk (jelly) a

great deal of albu-

men-furnishing pollen

is needed, besides wa-
ter and some honey.

The oldest bees un-

dertake the dangerous
task of gathering the

water. This water can

not be stored directly,

but indirectly; a great

deal of the water is de-

posited in the honey
near the brood - nest,

and last, but not least,

in the very blood of

the bee. If, after a

long period of rainy

or snowy cold weather,

all the store of water
is consumed, t h o u -

sands of valiant work-
ers fly out if the wea-

t h e r permits, a n d

many remain on the

battlefield of work,
and never return to

the well - loved home.

Some become chilled,

and otheis are thrown
by the rough wind into

the water which they

are ti-ying so vainly to

take.

Other bees bring
pollen from the wil-

lows, alders, and othei

plants, for the trea-

sures of pollen in the

combs stored by the

sisters, long since
dead, begin to diminish rapidly, and the

bees do not like to live from hand to mouth.

In our country, toward the end of April

the love of the worker bees has a new
attractive object—that is, the care of the

male habitants of the hive—the drones

—

which are nursed with peculiar attention.

As the first drone youths are hatching in

their manly vigor and beauty, it is a joy for

the young sisters to cherish and nourish the

chivalrous knights; for at this time it is

beneath the drone to seek food in the comb.

Booted and spurred they stride proudly

across the rows of their devoted sisters ; and
when they fly in search of a bride one can

easily distingiiish their loud bombarding
tones.

This is the flowering time—the prime of

life of the bees—and at such a time it is a

pleasure to deal with them, for they know
nothing of vigilance, hatred, jealousy, or
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revenge. The greed for

gold is still slumbering.
The more of the liquid

gold that the bees store,

the more does love re-

cede — exactly as with
men. The covetous ones
begin to listen to sug-

gestions of Malthusian
ideas. The brood is re-

strained more and more,
and the number of
births diminishes fear-

fully; and when only a

little of the gold is com-
ing in a great change
takes place. The drones,

once the charm of the

sisters' hearts, have
grown old, and the bees

recognize that they are

practically parasites at

present, and it is no
longer worth while to

feed them.. Almost in a

night the bees have be-

come niggardly and
selfish, and their sole

object in life seems to

be to hold together their

riches. Cruelly the lit-

tle amazons push out

the defenseless ones
through the entrance, or

they place them in the

background of the hive,

thus inducing starvation. Soon thousands
of drone corpses cover the ground before
the hive.

At such a time it is not pleasant to deal

with the resentful bees. They watch the

entrance suspiciously, and woe to the

strange bee which they surprise on the

alighting-board. Two or three rush upon
it, dragging it by tlm wings and legs, and
try to kill it. A bee which has stung an-

other bee seldom loses its weapon, as the

barbs are not caught in the smooth edges of

the wound made in the stiff chitinous har-

ness.

In this country, in July the honey-flow

may again reappear with a consequent re-

vival of enthusiasm on the part of the

colony getting old. For a short time the

bees nurse the brood with more love than

before; but all the brightness of youth has

disappeared, and there remains only the

suspicion and the greed for moi'e gold. In

the last days of summer the bees pi'epare

them.selves for another winter's sleep by
pitching all the cracks of their home with
propolis. They have filled their storerooms

An African jungle, the home of bees, elephants, and reptiles.

with gold, and occasionally a bee is seen

flying out to get more pollen from a retard-

ed flower. Finally the bees again go to

sleep, sometimes for months, and the life

in the hive pulses but faintly. Quietly the

bees cluster around their queen, taking as

little of their stored treasure as possible,

and distributing it to their sisters. The
food is thus transformed into the necessary
warmth to preserve the inhabitants from
chilling. The honey is more valuable to the

bees than gold is to mankind, for the honey
not only heats the bee-home by its slow
combustion in winter and spring, but it

gives vigor to the muscles, and enables those

active little pets to do their stupendous
work in and out of the hive. The honey is

an important component of the food of the

young generation, and the very wax palace
in which the bees live is nothing but trans-

formed honey—transformed in the body of

the bee by certain glands. It is, therefore,

no wonder that the bees set a high value

upon their treasures of gold, and watch
them svispiciously. There are a few Door
creatures that, for one reason or another,
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Fig. 6.—Mr. Lewis' ornamental hive. The foun-
dation stones came from all over the world.

have almost no stores. Perhaps their mother
queen was old, and unable to perform her

duties as she should have done, and the bees
failed to replace her at the right time. Or
on the other hand, perhaps the colony was
a strong breeder, and all available cells

were filled with brood, so that most of the

surplus honey was consumed for the pur-
pose of feeding this brood. Or, again,

perhaps the bees Avere short-lived or not

diligent, etc.

Then there are great capitalists among
the bees whose storerooms are filled with
plenty of honey. Each cell is earefuUv
closed with a cover of wax, and only a small

number remain open for daily use. These
bees go with only the greatest reluctance to

ojien their trunks of gold—like the miser
wlio turns the dollar in his hand, taking
sorrowful leave of it when it goes. But
pitiless man demands of these devoted
workers a part of their treasure, for well he

knows, too, the noble virtues of the fluid

gold of the hive.

How much the love of gold, especially in

la.ri summer, domineers the character of the

bees, and even misguides them, is shown by

the following: If we disturb a hive by
opening it or by knocking on the side of it,

the bees whose honey-sacs are empty hasten

to the open cells for filling these honey-sacs,

for these latter are the purses of the bees.

The bees do not know what the trouble is;

but in any event a full purse is a good
thing, for if by some unfortunate chance a
bee loses its home, and is obliged to go
begging a place in another hive, it succeeds

by the help of its full purse. The first

guard it meets asks its tribute of a minute
drop, and this satisfies the rough officer.

The bees, when preparing themselves for

swarming, never fail to fill their pockets
with the gold of the hives. If one drops a

little honey on the alighting-board the vig-

ilant insects gather around, greedily taking
it up, and they forget to hear or to see. In

this condition they do not resent an intru-

sion in front of the hive, as they might
under normal circumstances.

Under these conditions the curse of the

gold appears in an ugly form in what are

called robber bees. As a rule these are old

bees from a neighboring hive, Avhich had
discovered that gold obtained by stealing-

is more convenient and more quickly se-

cured than by honest work in the field.

Well aware of their shameful trade they

fly cautiously and cunningly around the

entrance of the hive they intend to rob.

Watching carefully while they keep coming
neai'er, they fly back in an instant if a
guard in a menacing manner demands the

Ijassword. Immediately it comes back again,

searching for an unguarded place. If it

ventures to enter it may be grasped by one
of the giiards; but as soon as it escapes it

begins anew its shameless game. After some
more fruitless attempts the robber may try

another hive in the same manner. If the

guards here do not watch carefully it suc-

ceeds in gaining a sly entrance, and then

proceeds to the first open cell and fills its

honey-sac to overflowing. More than half

its own weight such a robber may take

away. In this connection it has been inter-

esting to me to observe that, the shorter the

distance the robber has to fly to its own
hive, the more honey it will carry. If it

comes from a distant hive it may take only

half a load. The escape from the hive is

generally easy because the guards pay more
attention to bees that are entering than they

do to those that are going away. There-

fore, as quickly as the heavy burden allows,

the robber goes to its own hive, where it

discharges its stolen load.

If one bee succeeds in its attempt at

robbing, others of the same hive are excited

to the point of taking a similar risk, and at
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once go k) the hive which is not guarded as

carefully as it should be. More and more
of the insolent bees come around the en-

trance. The longer Ihey keep at it the

bolder they become, and soon it is impossi-
ble for the guards to make any resistance.

Here and there, it is true, we may obsei've

an isolated duel on the alighting-board, but
soon complete demoralization ensues among
both robber and robbed bees. The first

spare nothing. In their fury they demolish
even the wax cells, and tear the brood out
of the cells, and sometimes kill the queen.
The robbed bees have lost their senses, and
in a kind of stupor they fill themselves
with honey and look on, perfectly helpless,

in the wild jumble.

Almost more perfidious are the highway-
men which may be seen occasionally when
the honey-flow is poor. The honey-loaded
workers come Avearily homeward, many be-

ing obliged to rest on the wall of the hive

or on the alighting-board, for their last

force is spent because of the long distance

they have had to fly. At such a time one
of these watchful brigands throws itself on
the worn-out bee, settling itself on the back

or the side of the tired bee, for, to come
honestly in front, the rascal does not ven-
ture. There it helps itself sumptuously to

the gold; and the poor exhausted gatherer,
knowing nothing better to do, gives of its

honey. Like diligent worker bees flying

from flower to flower, these highwaymen
rush from one to another of these resting
bees, sometimes four or five assaulting a
single worker. This profession seems to be
profitable, for these robbers quickly obtain
purses well filled with gold.

The bee-state is certainly an ideal com-
munity. The maxim, " One for all, all for
one," is carried through to the end. Each
member acts for the welfare of the whole,

whatever that may be, without reflecting on
its own individual sacrifice, especially if it

sees the colony in danger. At first sight

one might say that the bees are without

vices, but we have shown that there is a big

vice, the greed for gold, which is able to

corrupt the good—yes, even lead them to

crime—exactly as the same vice does in the

case of mankind.
Zug, Switzerland.

A NOTE FROM OKLAHOI

BY N. FRED GARDINER

The photograph submitted with this arti-

cle is that of the honey and wax exhibit of
B. F. Bartholomew and famil^^ at the 1913
State Fair. This is one of the five individ-

ual exhibits made at this fair, the premiums
being closely divided between this one and
Garee & Garee. W. H. Hobson and J. H.
Buirage had creditable displays.

As the product of this disj^lay of Mr.
Bartholomew was all " home grown," and
only a continuation of Avhat he has done for

years, it indicates what may be done rej^eat-

edly in good locations in Oklahoma by one
who knows how. Mr. Bartholomew has such
a location, and can be depended on to be on
hand with an attractive display of honey
each season. His wife puts on the finish

with the decorations in wax.
On the extreme right of the i^hoto can

be seen the model in beeswax of a locomo-
tive protected by a glass case. This Avas the

clever work of Master Earl Bartholomew.
Plans Iiave been started to provide a special

department for the boys and girls for an-

other season. We have in this State, under
the Agi'icultural and Mechanical College,

what is known as the " Extension Depart-
ment." In this department the boys and

girls are organized for club work, and some
wonderful results have already been obtain-

ed by the boys in growing corn, cotton,

kaffir, and other crops, and by the girls in

canning and preserving fruits and vegeta-

bles.

Upon the suggestion of Prof. C. E. San-

born, the entomologist and beekeeper at the

college, the idea, of including beekeeping in

the Avork of this Extension Department is

being developed. It is hoped that, by the

time of the next fair, a special de]:»artment

will be provided in the apiary building for

the boys and girls to display the results of

their work and study with bees. Suitable

prizes will be offered, and the young folks

should begin to plan early to enter the con-

test. Announcements will be made latei

as the plans are perfected, through the col-

lege press, Gleanings, and the farm jiapers

of the State.

On one evening during the fair a meeting

of beekeepers is always held. The fair

managers have always been liberal in pro-

viding seats and lights, and the meeting is

held in the building Avhere these exhibits

are displayed, Avhich helps to proAnde in-

spiration. If in the future we can have a
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Bartholomew's honey exhibit at the 1913 Oklahoma State Fair.

good attendance of these boys and girls it

will be doubly interesting.

The annual meeting is held each January
at the A. and M. College, Stillwater, Okla'.,

during the " Farmers' Short Course."
The authorities of this college are recog-

nizing the importance of beekeeping, and
are lending much encouragement to its ex-

tension. Those interested in beekeeping in

Oklahoma should make it a point to attend

one of these meetings of the Oklahoma Bee-
keepers' Association, and both of them if

possible. They owe this much to those who

are keeping up the work of the Association
and to the new methods they may learn.

Geary, Okla.

[Prof. Sanborn and Mr. Gardiner, as we
happen to know, are live wires. They are

doing much to advance the cause of bee-

keeping in Oklahoma, not only to make
better beekeepers, but to eliminate bee dis-

ease. The beekeepers of the State should

make an effort to attend the State beekeep-

ers' convention, especially if they wish to

keep disease out of the State.

—

Ed.]

BY H. C. KLINGER, SEC.

The Pennsylvania State Beekeepers held

their tenth annual meeting in the State

Capitol, Harrisburg, Feb. 20, 21. It was a

very lively meeting, and, from the point of

enthusiasm, perhaps the best ever held.

Dr. H. A. Surface, State Zoologist, who
is the President, was in charge of the meet-
ing. The address of welcome was given by
Hon. N. B. Critchfield, Secretary of Agri-
culture of Pennsylvania.

The subject of comb and extracted honev
in the same apiary was discussed by H. P.

Faucett. He runs his yard for both kinds
of honey, and says that colonies that some-
times can not be coaxexd into section supers
will work in extract ing-frames.

F. G. Fox spoke on 500 per cent increase

and a crop of honey. He demonstrated how
it is possible, with natural swarming, to

take the parent colony after the swarm has

issued, and divide it into nuclei and build

these up into full colonies.

The foul-brood inspectors, Geo. H. Rea
and J. 0. Buseman. made their reports on

inspection. These were quite interesting in

facts, and exceedingly amusing in the ex-

periences the inspectors had with the differ-

ent kinds of people they met in their rounds.

Inspection is doing a great work for bee-

keeping interests, simply by the contact of

the inspector and the education that is

spread over the State in this way, Bees are
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yet kept in all sorts of ways—logs, bee

gums, straw skeps, soap-boxes, and some
have even been found in beer-kegs.

The Coons hive and comb honey was a

demonstration made by R. L. and A. N.

Coons, of Coudersport. This is a shallow-

chamber hive of their own make with which
they have been very successful. This year's

crop was 28,000 pounds of section honey
from 400 colonies. These beekeepers (fath-

er and son) are the largest producers in the

State.

Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the University of

Philadelphia, who was on his way back
from the National convention at St. Loms,
and who was the delegate of Pennslyvania
to the convention, gave an address on two
essentials in honey production. He laid

emphasis on having the bees go into winter

quarters strong and with plenty of stores so

as to have plenty of bees early enough to

get the honey-flow when it comes. A large

number of us have plenty of bees when the

main flow is over and when the bees are not

needed.

F. J. Stritmatter spoke on house apia-

ries. This subject aroused considerable in-

terest, as it is quite novel to Pennsylvania
people. One of his buildings is three-stoi'y,

20 X 30 ft. This contains 86 colonies in

hives built solid to the floor of the room.
His experience tells him that he has solved,

to a great extent, the wintering and the

swarming problems by means of the house
apiary.

" Soil Fertility and Honey Production "

was the subject of the president's annual
address. Dr. Surface told the beekeepers
to increase the fertility of their soil by
sowing the legumes—clover, alfalfa, vetches,

etc., and by so doing reap another crop,

that of the sweet nectar which these secrete.

Dr. H. A. Surface, Harrisburg, was re-

elected President ; H. C. Klinger, Liverpool,

Secretary; Hon. E. A. Weimer, Lebanon,
First Vice-president; Mrs. Dr. L. M. Wea-
ver, Philadelphia, Second Vice-president;

R. L. Coons, Coudersport, Third Vice-pres-

ident.

Liverpool, Pa.

ENEMIES OF BEES IN CYPRUS ; A CL
THEM

BY M. Y. DERVISHIAN

The principal enemy of the honey-bee in

this island is a large red and yellow banded
hornet. These hornets

increase in August, Sep-
tember, and October.

They weaken strong

colonies of bees to a

great extent and extin-

guish weak stocks by
capturing a large num-
ber of bees from the en-

trances. They hover

about the entrances;

and if they do not find

guardian bees there they

go into the hives and
destroy the bees and
carry the honey to their

nests. To prevent this,

about a thousand or two
thousand bees guard the

entrances and often as-

sault and ball the hor-

nets. The damage done
to the bees, grapes, figs,

and other sweet fruits is

considerable. Their nests

are found in the ground
in the fields and in the

ci'acks and hollows of

walls. These hornets prosper in this country
because it does not rain from April to Sep-

A device for hornets tliat kill Ijees.
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lember. and in some years it rains very little,

perliaps once or twice scantily. When rain

commences in October the hornets disap-

pear, as rain destroys them. They do not

keep stores in their nests, and in rainy
weather they cannot lly.

For ten years I have been using the trap
shown in the illustration. The top "A" is

iilas? in a wooden frame. The lower part

is made entirely of galvanized sheet

We fill this with soapsuds about %
The frame of the top fits over the

lower part. Underneath the square opening
marked " C " a piece of liver, meat, or any
thing similar is used as a bait over a board
resting on four legs. Under the legs of this

board are jout small vessels containing about

V2 inch of water. This water prevents ants

from going to the baits. This device is

important, because if ants go to the food

Pi"

ii'on.

inch.

(lie hornets will not venture' near it. Each
trap catches about one thousand hornets a

day. Honey makes the best bait. A sheet

of queen-excluder or wire netting of about
Vi-inch mesh should take the place of the

top glass in order to let the bees out.

When a number of hornets are caught in

the trap, honey-bees will not visit it. This

trap has done excellent work. In three or

four days all hornets were trapped and live

bees saved. They enter from the bottom

and rise xip into the trap and fall into the

soapsuds. This affects their eyes so that

they can not rise up again, and in an hour's

time they are drowned. Vinegar will do as

well as soapsuds. Many beekeepers have

copied my glass trap as a substitute for

their bottle trap.

Nicosia, Island of Cyprus.

lOTT'S OFFICE AND QUEEN=BREEDMG YAMD
BY E. E. MOTT

Fi^. 1 shows a partial view of the home
apiary of 275 colonies. The honey-extract-
ing room is the first building at the right.

The second building at the right is the office,

and the third at the right is the storekeeiD-

ei"s dwelling. One long building at tlie left

is the warehouse and cellar that safely Avin-

ters 300 colonies of bees.

Fig. 2 shows the office at north end. The
bay Avindow gives a sight of east, west, and
north, while at the desk.

Glenwood, Mich.

Fig. 1. -Mott's home apiary o^ 275 colonies and matiiig-yard ; extractiug-liouse and offioe in the
Tlie

;ht back-
ground. 18 mating-hives are shown scattered between tlie huge hives.
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Pig. 2.—Mott's office at north end of the apiary, affording through the bay window a view of the whole yard.

NATIONAL AKD STATE L^ REGARDING NET WEIGHT ON HONEY
BY C. A. KINSEY

In a conversation with the Deputy Sealer

of Weights and Measures to-day I find that

Ite is of the opinion that the law apj)lies to

honey in sections as well as other articles

of merchandise. This law will certainly

give the old-fashioned 4^4 x 4^/4 sections the

best of it over the 4x5 plain sections. So
far as has been my experience, the 4^x4^
sections always weigh more than the 4x5
plain, commonly used in the Danzenbaker
supers. The 4x5 sections will seldom
Aveigh full 16 oz.. while the 4^4 x 4i/4 usu-

ally will weigh full IC) oz., and generally

more. (
". A. Kinsey.

Belgrade, Mont., Feb. 11.

[The above was referred to the proper
authority at Washington, whose reply fol-

lows.

—

Ed.]

The A. I. Root Co.:—Your letter of February 20,

addressed to Dr. E. P. Phillips, Pliiladelphia, has
been referred to this committee for reply.

For your information I enclose Circular 21, which
contains the text of the Pood and Drugs Act as

amended. The weight and volume amendment of

March 3, 1913, will be found on page 20, section 8,

" in the case of food," paragraph third, together with
footnote.

The regulations contemplated for the enforcement
of this amendment have not as yet been approved,

and when they are issued you will be sent a copy.

It would appear from the Act that all package.s or

food products, whether in bottles, jars, or other
wrapped or closed containers, will be considered
foods in package form, and required to be marked
with a statement of the quantity of the contents.

The law requires that this statement shall be plain

and conspicuous, and also provides that tolerancejs

and exemptions for small packages shall be estab

lished by regulation. These will undoubtedly allow

for such necessary variation as occurs in weighing
or measure under careful commercial conditions,

A. S. Mitchell, Sec. to Com,
Washington, D. C, March 3.

[The weight and volume amendment, par-
agraph 3, with footnote, is as follows:]

Third. If in package form, the quantity of the

contents be not plainly and conspicuously marked on
the outside of the package in terms of weight, meas-
ure, or numerical count: Provided, however. That
reasonable variations shall be permitted, and toler-

ances and also exemptions as to small packages shall

be established by rules and regulations made in ac-

cordance with the provisions of section three of this

Act.

The Act of March 3, 1913, provides that no pen-
alty of fine, imprisonment, or confiscation shall be
enforced for any violation of its provisions as to

domestic products prepared or foreign products im
ported prior to eighteen months after its passage,

[In addition to what Secretary Mitc^"ll.

of the Committee, says, we may add that
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sections of honey are nndoubtedly included

under this net-weight and volume law.

When a shipping-case of sections is sold the

net weight of the sections of honey in the

crate should show. When the sections are

sold individually by carton, a close approx-
imate weight of the section must show. In
the proviso, paragraph 3 as quoted above,
" reasonable variations " are permitted ; but
care must be exercised not to take too wide
a " variation " or there will be trouble. We
are allowed a variation, as we understand it,

of one ounce on the weight of a section—
that is to say, there must not be more than
one ounce below the marked weight, al-

though it may be any thing above. In pack-

ing our carton honey it is our practice to

run from one to two ounces above, as honey
that has been stored in a dry room for two
or three months at a temperature of 70 or

80 degrees to prevent gi'anulation will lose

slightly in weight. Another thing, it is well

to understand that there are State laws as

well as the national. Some of the former,

with reference to net weight, have been in

effect for some time back; and if one does

not know where his honey is to go he should
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be on the safe side, and that means, do not
depend too much on the national law that
allows of a "reasonable variation" in the

weight of an individual section.

Our correspondent is mistaken in think-

ing that the 4^ x 4^/4 section has the ad-
vantage over the 4x5 because it weighs
more. If the law provided that all sections

should weigh a pound, then the 4^/4 would
have a slight advantage; but a statement in

ounces of the weight complies equally with
the law the same as when the net weight is

stated in pounds or fractions thereof.

It will be apparent that all packages
containing foods must be marked with their

net weight within 18 months after March
3, 1913, which will be Sept. 3, 1914 ; but the

wise producer or packer of food stuffs

should begin (if he has not already done
so months ago) marking his packages ahead
of that time; and practically all of the

packers in the country began marking their

goods immediately after March 3, 1913.
The purpose of the law was to give the

sellers an opportunity to clean up and
dispose of all unmarked goods before the

law went into effect.

—

Ed.]

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO MEQUEEN?

BY F. GREINER

The above topic has been discussed a

great many times in conventions and in the

press; but the case has not yet been settled

to the entire satisfaction of all. It seems to

me that the question is not so much whcrt

we shall requeen as it is, when can we rear

the best queens? Nature has selected the

early summer, when the trees are blooming,

and flows are yielding pollen and honey
profusely, and has practiced the rearing of

queens at this time for untold centuries.

Could nature have made a mistake? I doubt

it. The first symptom of a colony's brood-

iness is the rearing of drones, and this ante-

dates the rearing of queens by several weeks
at the least. We can hardly hope, therefore,

to bring a colony into a condition, a frame
of mind, by a few feeds to do its best at

queen-rearing. The slow and long-contin-

ued spring honey-flow and pollen yield can

not be equaled by artificial feeding. Most
noted authorities of Switzerland and Ger-

many are of this opinion, and advise rear-

ing queens during the time when bees usu-

ally swarm. It may be more cheaply done
at the close of the season, and some of our

American beekeepers have practiced it more

or less extensively at such a season without
apparent detrimental result to the vitality

and utility of the stock of bees. We must
not forget, however, that our bees are thor-

oughbred by many thousands of years'

breeding by nature's methods ; and the mis-

takes that we may make are not at once
noticeable. It is with the bee as it is with

man—his nature is strong enough to endure
all sorts of mistakes and abuses. If it were
not so, the human race would have long
since died out ; and the bee would have
degenerated under the often irrational treat-

ment. Fortunate for us that the honey-bee

is constituted as it is ! Undoubtedly we have
blundered along many a time, and we are

still continuing. We are transferring lar-

vae. We think it is all right. We are de-

priving a colony of all its brood in order

that the bees may more lavishly feed the

royal larvae. We try to have young queens

mated from baby nuclei, and we do other

things out of the regular order of things.

Is tliere any evidence that we are rearing

better queens than formerly? any evidence

that the race has degenerated? What do we
know about it?
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Our friend House advocates requeening
in September or even later. I don't mean to

quarrel with Mr. H., and 1 have no objec-

tions to any one requeening at any time

when good queens may be had, and when it

is proper to open hives. Personally I don't

care to tear hives open in the late season.

And, by the way, I have hunted out queens
without removing a frame from the hives.

When it may be done in this way requeen-

ing is quite practicable, even in the winter.

But, generally speaking, during the summer
season is the best time to handle bees; and
beginners particularly will do well to bear
this in mind.

Objections have been raised to early-

raised queens. By " early raised queens "

we understand such as have been raised

during the early honey-flow from fruit-

bloom. A certain per cent of our colonies

will, some seasons, make preparation for

swarming, and often do swarm, unless we
intercede. With us this may happen about
the middle of May or thereabouts. I hold

that queens reared under these perfectly

natural conditions are as good as any. Our
friend House objects to the queens reared

at this season because he has lost the ma-
jority of them while mating or attempting
to, the weather usually being unfavorable—

-

cool and rainy. I have to consider such an
occurrence as very unusual. Before I had
discovered that our bees, particularly those

in the outyards, had to be looked after

during this early period in order to avoid
losses by swarming, I not unfrequently
found colonies in each outyard at the close

of fruit-bloom, which had cast swarms con-

trary to my expectations. It was usually

discovered, before any queen-cells had
hatched out, and my practice at such times

had been to divide the parent colonies into

three, four, or five nuclei. I do not remem-
ber ever missing or losing any of the young
queens. On the contrary, I was enabled to

build up these nuclei into prosperous colo-

nies with the brood-combs accumulating
from shaking swarm-ripe colonies, etc. 1

can not agree with Mr. H. that it should
not be a good time in May, when there is

an abundance of bloom all around, to rear

good queens. I should much prefer them to

those reared in August or September, after

all the bloom is over and stimulating by
artificial methods has to be resorted to. In
buckwheat sections the swarming fever
sometimes breaks out anew in the month of

August. This is an indication that good
queens may be reared at this time in that

l^articular locality.

How the conditions are in southern climes,

in countries where our early queens are

reared, I do not know ; but I guess that

their March and April may correspond with
our May and June, and I have suspected
tliat the queei^s we purchase from the South
for May delivery were reared under such
natural favorable conditions as outlined at

the beginning of my article.

There is at present a great call fur May
queens here among the honey-producers of
the North. We find it a profitable invest-

ment, though the queens may cost a little

more then than they will later. Even if we
had requeened every last colony during the
month of September and October, we would
still want the queens in May, possibly even
more of them on that account. It pays us
to divide the extra-strong colonies, such as

might be expected to cast swarms during
apple-bloom, and provide each queenless
half with a southern early-reared young
Italian queen. Thus, instead of having one
colony ready for the harvest, we may have
two, and avoid natural swarming by the

procedure. Southern queen-breeders ought
to realize that it is a great disappointment
to us when the queens ordered from them
for May do not reach us till June.

Naples, N. Y.

BEES AND BULK COMB HONEY AT THE KENTUCKY STATE FAIK

BY J. P. MARTINE

Our display of bees, supplies, and honey
at the Kentucky State Fair, held Sept. 15-

20, 1913, attracted considerable attention.

It seems as though almost every one is in-

terested in bees.

The queens in the observation hives, and
the handling of the bees in the demonstra-
tion cage, were the centers of attraction. In
the demonstration cage we explained fully

the manner in which the bees gathered and
stored honey; how honey is taken from the

bees by means of bee-escapes; how the cap-
pings are removed, and the njanner in which
the honey is extracted. We also, while in

the cage, gave talks on the subject of bees,

explaining the part that the queen, drones,
baby, and worker bees take in carrying on
the different functions of the hive.

During these talks and demonstrations
we never failed to have a large and appre-
ciative crowd.

We did not make a large honey display,
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J. P. Martine's exhibit at the Kentuckj' State Fair Si'ptemljer 15-20, 1913.

as our object was to advertise the manner in

which we put up our comb honey—that is,

we cut the comb from the frames in strips

about one inch in width and tive inches in

length, placing the same in wide-mouth
white-glass jars having perpendicular sides

so the cajDpings are shown to advantage,
and filling in the space with extracted hon-

ey. This was favorably commented upon

by a great many, and we sold quite a num-
ber of jars at To cts. each.

We have been putting up our comb honey
in this shape for the last three years, and
have never failed to dispose of all we could

produce at 75 cts. a jar. We have been

offered 65 cents per jar by the gross.

Louisville, Ky.

THE SMOKE iETHOB OF INTMODUCMG SUCCE^
THIRTY YEARS

BY MAJOR SHALLARD.

Please credit the discovery of smoke intro-

duction of queens to me, Mr. Editor, unless

some one has a claim prior to 1885. I started

to introduce queens by the smoke method at

that date, and have continued ever since.

My method has been to remove the old

queen, and to give the new one at once, to

close the hive, and then use smoke. I can
hardly recall a failure. I have removed an

old queen, and have given a virgin at once.

1 have even removed an old queen, and giv-

en a cell immediately, without any protect-

or. In fact, one can do almost any thing

witli bees if they become demoralized and
all have the same smoke odor.

My wife took over my queen-rearing bus-

iness for one season, 24 years ago, because

I had too many irons in the fire, and some
were getting burnt. She also ran the home
farm of 250 colonies for honey. I may
mention that she is an expert beekeeper.

She introduced all the queens that year wjtb

smoke. She introduced virgins into the nu-

clei, and had very few if any failures. She
took nine tons of honey that year with the

help of two girls, and her experience with

swarms was somewhat unique.

The season was a great swarming one.

One morning a swarm came out and settled

on the trunk of a tree. Almost immediate-
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ly another one came out and started for the

same phiee ; and before she had the liive

ready to jnit them in, the second swarm
started to settle with the others. She did

not know what to do, and she eould see

another swarm issuing down among the

hives. Suddenly it occurred to her to cover

them up ; so she put a sheet around the bees

and tied it on the tree above them. The new
lot settled on the sheet. The next swarm
came along, so she covered up the second

swarm with a chaff bag split open, and
the third swarm settled on the bag. Then
four more swarms issued almost at once,

and they all made for the same tree. She
divided the swarms as well as possible with

the shee.te, table-cloths, etc., and when the

swarms stopped issuing she had nine on that

tree, and all separate. Soon they were all

hived satisfactorily.

On another occasion she had 15 swarms
out during one morning, and seven of these

in the air at once; but she managed to keep
the latter apart with the spray pump.
Some time ago I wrote that a good queen

would not go into the top box, and the 'ge-

nial Dr. C. C. Miller reckoned ?!] queens
would do so if pressed for room, to which I

say amen ; and some other gentlem.an said

they would go up, but " of course I would
use queen -excluders." That is just the jjoint

T was making. I want queens that do not

need excluders to keep them down. The
old-fashioned leather-colored Ligurian queen

would stay down in the bottom box and
have a nice compact brood-nest, although

the hive was a four-story one, and all the

top stories empty; but a badly bred queen,

although she may bs pure, will not do this.

In times of dearth she will go upstairs and

transfer her brood-nest from the bottom to

the top story.

So. Woodburn, N. S. W., Australia.

THE §HAKEN=SWAMM PLAN AFTER MANY YEAES^ TEST

BY M. A. GILL

In that masterful work of Moses Quinby
he tells how he drove swarms from old box
hives for the purpose of transferring, just

at the time they were preparing to swarm.
The splendid results he obtained, according

to liis book, written over sixty years ago,

induced me during my early beekeej^ing to

try the same method; and after securing the

same splendid results lie describes I was led

to ask, if a swarm would do so well driven

from an old box just before a swarm issued,

why wouldn't it do as well if shaken from
a frame hive just before it was to cast a

natural swarm? After trying the plan
until the results proved I was doing it cor-

rectly, I have never abandoned it, nor do T

think that L. Stachelhausen ever did Avhile

he lived.

I can't tell Avhcn a colony is going to

swarm without some kind of examination.

Of course, an experienced eye can cruise a

whole apiary and give a good estimate of

how many colonies are about to cast o

swarm; but a thorough examination will

reveal the fact; and this is quite necessary.

or else the work would be as unsatisfactory

as putting a boy or man to watch for

swarms at an out-apiary who would allow

half of them to go off while he enjoyed a

nap under some inviting shade-tree. So if

in doubt, an examination of from three to

five combs for queen-cells is absolutely nec-

essary if one intends to prevent natural

swarming.
Modern medicine advises prevention rath-

er than cure, and thus all the little kinks

should be and can be used during the

swarming season to prevent it. But after

a colony shows a second inclination after

being once thwarted, it is wise to shake it,

for any further meddling will result in loaf-

ing or the raising of a new queen.

The idea that the season's results from a

shaken swarm are not as good as from a

natural one is erroneous; for when the

brood is carried to a new stand, as it always
should be, the new colony receives all the

flying bees, and in many cases the combs
are shaken clean, as the brood is needed for

weaker colonies. I can not imagine why
any apiarist should prefer to wait a few
hours, or perl;aps a few days, to allow a

colony to cast a natural swarm that might
cluster where he has to shin up a tree, when
lie can make just as good a swarm in from
five to fifteen minutes, and the work is a

l^leasure.

Three people can liandle from one thou-

sand to twelve hundred colonies in out-

apiaries. Of course, it is needless to say

that this can not be done without a month
of almost slavish work. But three can not

attend to that many comb-honey colonies

scattered over the territory they would
require if allowed to swarm naturally.
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The whole fraternity has been seeking for
years for a race of bees, or a particular hix^e

or some system of management, that will

eliminate swarming when working for comb
honey, and about so often some few declare
themselves " progressives," and will fly to

the journals that they have " the hive " or
" the race," and that the time has come
when all progressive apiarists should handle
hives instead of combs; and then the first

season something out of the ordinary hap-
pens, and all their hopes are shattered. In
my opinion the way to do is to reduce
swarming to the minimum by all the known
methods, and then handle the minimum by
the shaken-swarm plan when working out-
apiaries for comb honey.

It seems to me that so much has been

Gleanings in bee culture!

written upon the mode of procedure during
the past ten years that the details are un-
necessary. Some complain of absconding.
Tliis will often happen if the operator fails

to give a frame of brood or shakes the

swarm into a hot hive and then leaves the

hive out in the hot sun. Temporary shade,

at least, should be provided at such times.

During the past season we shook 300
swarms, and I do not recall that a single

one absconded. Any one who thinks this

system will propagate a swarming race can

replace the swarm-cells with cells raised

from their non-swarming colonies. From
four to five visits every seven days will

practically cover the swarming season.

Hyrum, Utah.

THE LET = ALONE HIVE? THE '^ LONG4DEA '' AGAIN

Produciaig Wax and Honey

BY A. W. YATES

It is quite natural to assume that out-

apiaries are those operated by persons who
are in the business for the dollars and cents
there are in it, or who take as much from
their bees as they can with as little outlay
as possible. One motto of the late E. L.

Pratt was, " Make your bees pay their way
and a little more." Beekeeping as a hobby
and beekeeping as a business are two differ-

ent propositions. If we are in it for busi-

ness we must make them pay their way and
a little more or we shall soon go under.
The great drawback in the maintenance

of outyards is the disposition of the bees to

swarm. If this could be done away with,

and the mass of bees held together, all other
difficulties could be overcome. The modern
hive as it is constructed to-day was never
built with this thought in view ; and if such
hives are used for this purpose they require
constant attention, and at times are the

source of a good deal of annoyance. If at

the same time some one bobs up with some-
tliing new in a hive our manufacturers are
skeptical, and very apt to look aghast at it

unless it presents something very striking
in its favor.

It has been said that " Bees, when given
plenty of room, will spend less of their

energy in swarming and more to the pro-
duction of honey."
A few years ago I constructed several

large hives holding 25 frames each. These
hives came so near filling the bill that I

made more, and am using one of similar
construction altogether at present.

It will be seen by a glance at the illustra-

tion that this is a double-walled hive; and,

being covered with a good quality of roofing

paper, it is both warm and dry, and at the

same requires no paint nor even lumber of

first quality in its construction. Living near

a city I am usually able to obtain shipping-

cases at the hat-stores for about ten cents

each, one of which contains nearly enough
lumber to build the body of a hive. The
hive 1 shall describe is intended for the "L"
frame; but it can be used with other styles

of frames.

The side boards are 39 x 9V2 inches, four
for each liive, nailed together in pairs, as in

A in diagram. The inside board of the

j'ront end is 181/4 x 9^/^ inches, while the

outside board is six inches longer, and
nailed together, as in B, so as to lap by and
form the corner, as in C. The opposite end
of the hive, being used only in summer, is

of single thickness, as is also the bottom of

the surplus comj^artment. When the hive is

nailed together the walls are packed with
planer shavings or chaff. A naiTow board, E,

is nailed on the upper wall edge to hold the

shavings in place. The eight-inch telescope

cover gives plenty of room for a chaff tray

for winter, or two supers side by side in

summer.
This hive, when so constructed, will hold

25 frames, ten of which answer for the

brood-chamber, and are separated from the

others by a perforated division-board, D,
reaching within half an inch of the bottom
of the hive. A. narrow strip of tin bent at

an angle of about 45 degrees is fastened to

the bottom edge of it, and this is placed in
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the hive with the bent tin turned toward the

brood-chamber. The object of tMs is to

allow the bees free access from the entrance

direct to rear of the hive beneath the di-

vision-board; but in case the queen should

come in contact with it she will walk down
until she comes to the tin, which will turn

her back to the combs.
This division-board, although not design-

ed'by me, I consider an important feature

of the hive. Sometimes, as in case of a

virgin queen i-eturning from her wedding-
flight, or by the excessive use of smoke over

the brood-chamber, a queen will find her

way to the rear of the hive ; but care should

be taken to provide a young laying queen.

The bottom and alighting-board are re-

movable, and the summer entrance, yg x 14,

or the full width of the ten frames, is closed

for winter with a block, E, through which
wire nails are driven % inch apart as pro-

tection from mice.

Some points in favor of this hive are

simplicity and cheapness of constrnction

;

easily built by any one at all familiar with
tools; no paint; provides plenty of room so

that three or four visits during the season
are all that is required; and the protection

it affords for wintering.

It has always been an opinion of mine
that bees produce wax at all times when
producing honey, and that this wax, unless

they have a place to use it, must necessarily

go to waste; that they will produce both
much faster when alloAved to hang in their

natural clusters. Taking advantage of this

fact, only narrow starters are used in the

15 frames for surplus honey; and as these

frames are all in one lower story they are

accepted one at a time, and for that I'eason

will be finished much quicker than if the

bees had to go above.

These fifteen frames, holding, when com-
pleted, about 90 pounds with 64 sections in

the two supers above, give the hive a capac-

ity of about 150 pounds, or sufficient, usu-

ally, for the season in this section.

The season's work is commenced during
April. The chaff trays are removed, the

chaff division-boards that are used during

C^ArrU^, w,
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winter are exchang'ed for the perforated
zinc ones, and, after examining the colonies

for queens, etc., the frames and supers are

l)ut in place and need not be looked at again
during the season, although I try to see

them two or three times.

When the honey is harvested, large cov-

ered cans are taken to the outyards, the

surplus frames are removed from the hives,

and held toward the light to see where the

light and dark honey lie; the light honey
is cut out into one can, and the dark into

another. In this way we are able to grade
it—something we are unable to do in ex-

tracting. It is taken home to be separated
from the comb, which is accomplished by
means of strainers. A table is used for this

purpose having a top made of galvanized-

wire screen, three mesh to the inch. A
clieese-cloth strainer is made to hang below
to catch the particles that pass through the

wire screen. An uncapping-can may be
used for small quantities.

When every thing is in readiness the

cluinks of honey in the cans are all maslied

fine and poured on top of the Avire-top table

to drain. The table should be elevated

above the storage tank so that the honey
will flow into it without extra handling.

It will be noticed by the foregoing that no
extractor or expensive extracting oufit is

required. The crop can be handled leisure-

ly, and at a time when the weather is more
agreeable .than it is sometimes Aviien ex-

tracting. Results can be obtained with much
less labor, time, and expense. Colonies are

less stirred up and excited from giving up
tlieir stores. We are able to produce fnllv

as much choice honey, I think, as by any
other method, and a good many pounds of

the very finest virgin wax, which of itself

is no small item.

Hartford, Ct.

[A number of beekeepers in New Eng-
land, particularly Mr. Allan Latham, Nor-
wichtown, Ct., and Mr. Yates, have been
working on this let-alone principle of keep-
ing bees—that is to say, they have been ex-

perimenting with lai'ge hives (or Long Idea
hives)—so large, indeed, that they have
sufficient capacity to cairy a whole season's

crop with little or no manipulation on the

part of the beekeeper. A year ago last

summer, when attending a convention of

beekeepers at Amiierst, Mass., we listened

to an address by Mr. Yates which he deliv-

ered on this subject before the convention.

At that time we requested him to prepare
an article, with illustrations, showing his

system of management, and the foregoing
is the result.

Mr. 0. 0. Poi)pleton, of Stuart, Fla., has

long advocated the use of a 24-frame or
Long Idea hive having a capacity similiar to

the one here shown. Many years ago he
used a 24-frame double-walled hive in Iowa.
He liked it so well that when he went south
he continued to use the same hive, but, of
course, without the double walls. We will

have an illustrated article showing Popple-
ton's entire system, which he was using till

within a year ago. That there are advan-
tages in the system caimot be denied. Wheth-
er the disadvantages for the average bee-
keeper will outweigh the advantages we will

not attempt to say; but it is a system that
the average reader can afford to look into

with an open mind. A little later on we
shall show another system somewhat simi-

lar, and yet very different, by J. E. Hand.
This is a 16-frame hive capable of vertical

expansion. More anon.

—

Ed.]

Continued from page 369

up to a condition where no desire to swarm
has becoine manifest; and those that have
become "broody " are allowed no comb of
brood, but several thousand empty cells at

the time of shaking. In the mean time the

sujDer of sections right above the combs they
are shaken on has from four to tAvelve sec-

tions full of drawn comb left over from the

previous season. In this way the colony
Avhich has not become broody at time of
shaking keeps right on with feeding the

queen, removes the honey in the brood-
combs to the sections, and the queen depos-
its eggs Avithout interruption. On the other

hand, the bees and queen from a broody
colony find their " house all SAvept and gar-

nished," with no incentive but to go right to

Avork as any good swarm should when com-
ing in possession of a neAv home. The
condition and tendency in both eases is to

rear brood in the brood-chamber and store

honey in the supers to the best possible

advantage.

Spacing Danzenbaker Frames Wider Apart in Ex-
tracting Supers

I have found the most effective method for spacing
Danzenbaker frames for extracting to be to remove
tliR siipporting rivets and replace them about tvpo

inches nearer the top-bar. This can be done without
mutilating the comb badly. The end-cleats of the

liive must then be raised to a corresponding level,

;uid the frame will hang perpendicular by its own
^\cight, .I'ust as do the shallow Danzenbaker extract-

inc-frames. As one seldom wants to reverse the
frames, this position for the rivet is as good as the
center.

Stouffville, Ont, F. L. PoIjXock,
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Meads of Gram frdDim Differeett Fields
Too Much Honey in the Brood-nest for Satisfactory

Breeding
We have a yard of 108 colonies in which the beoi-'

are very strong for this time of the year, having at

this ^^Titing an average of four frames of l.rood: in

fact, they have ahnost every empty cell filled with

brood, The other four combs are solid v^'ith honey to

the bottom-bars. There is, of course, some honey in

the frames having brood. In this locality the fruit

bloom is on about May 5 to 10, to be followed im
mediately by locust, then clover and sumac, with

practically no playspell between. Now, in your

.iudgment which would be the best—to extract about
two combs or put on supers early and have them
carry up the honey in order to give the queen room
for laying? We run this yard for comb honey. Do
you think the queen shoiild have six combs for brood
two weeks before fruit-bloom ? Last fall these bees-

had every frame solid with honey to bottom-bars
with an exception in most cases of a small nest ex

tending about three inches from the Ijottora-bar in

two combs. They wintered finely.

Conneaut Lake, Pa., April 8. R. A. Nusbaum.

[We are a little in doubt as to what kind of

answer to give. As a general proposition, plenty of

honey in the brood-nest, where there are at least six

frames of brood is a pretty good asset. In the two
weeks intervening, considerable of this extra honey
will be consumed in brocwl-rearing providing there i?

no source of nectar at the time. That being the

case, we would not advise disturbing the brood-nest
You have an almost ideal condition.

You might try taking away two comljs of stores

from a few colonies, but we would not extract, be
cause you may desire to give them back to the bees
later on, and there is nothing like combs of honey
for brood-rearing. Of course, the two combs removed
should be replaced by empty combs in which the

queens could lay.

It is Tery doubtful if the bees would carry the

honey up into the supers, although they might do so—Ed.]

Plan for Requeening
Referring to the article, page 234, in the March

15th issue, " To make increase and prevent swarm-
ing," I should like to inquire how it would do to

place the old queen above with a queen-excluder
between the brood-chambers, with only one frame of

eggs below. The excluder would prevent the old

queen from coming out with a swarm. When the
young queen below would begin laying, the old queen
could be destroyed. Would not this be a good way
to requeen each year and prevent swarming?

Gardner B. Willis
Providence, R. I., March 20.

[We can see no good reason why you should not
be able to requeen your bees successfully by the
method which you describe, providing the colony is

very strong and honey is coming in every day
Without these conditions the lower story might not
start cells. However, in case the honey-flow should
be cut short before the young queens hatch, you
might awake some morning to find them all de-

stroyed.

—

Ed.1

A Swarm that Stored More Honey than old Colonies

I have some strong colonie.s that make Ijut little

honey. Last year we caught a swarm on May 1 as

it came over our farm. It filled its hive and two
full supers and part of another. My old colonies.

apparently as strong, filled only one super with hon
ey, and two did not make any surplus, though
sirong. These were very cross. In the fall we could

detect a sour smell about the hive. Can you tell me
what to do? Do I need new queens?

Roxbury, Ohio, April 7. G. E. MORRIS

[For some reason a swarm, as a rule, works with

a vim not known to the colony which does not

swarm. This will partly account for the fact that

your newly hived swarm produced more honey than
your old colonies. They should have produced some
hioney ; and since some of them did not, it would
appear that there must be something wrong. Some
colonies of bees, although strong, never do much in

the supers, and in such cases it is wise to requeen.

It may be that the queens are old ; and while your
colonies were apparently strong, yet the failure of

the queens to keep the brood-nest filled with eggs and
voung brood would allow the bees to store the lionet

there instead of in the supers. Requeening would
be the remedy for that also. Since you detected a

sour odor in the fall we would advise you to look

sharp for European foul brood, although this odor
may have come from a honey-flow from fall astei's or

goldenrod.—En. ]

More about that Peculiar Disease
The editor asked for information, pages 547, 548.

Aug. 1, 191?!, regarding a peculiar disease appear
ing in Colorado and California. We have the same
trouble around here. It starts about the last of .Tunc

or first of July, and lasts six or seven weeks. I fi"st

noticed it three years ago. I thought the bees were
robbing. The front of the hive would be covered with

bees, and the ground alive with crawling bees toe

weak to fly. Each hive seemed to be killing its own
bees. They kept at it till all or almost all the old

bees were killed. The combs were well filled with

brood of all ages. There was no honey coming in

at the time, and the strongest would rob out some of

the weakest.

Napa, Cab, Feb. 19. W. E. Griffin.

Satisfactory Experience with Light Brood Founda
tion in Sections

Referring to Geo. T. Whitten's article, Feb. 15
page 139, I have had three years' experience with

light-brood foundation in sections. My bees work
this more readily, and have very much increased mj
honey crop since using this foundation. I can also

do a faster and better job by putting it in the sec

tions. I have tested the honey by cutting out the

partly filled sections, and I find the midrib at the

top slightly heavier than in sections. Where I used
super foundation, especially next tO' the wood, when
cut Vs inch below, I can tell no difference. I have
asked my customers if they have any complaint
about the midrib, but none have had any so far.

Ceres, Va., Feb. 25. F. A. Crabtree.

A Note of Appreciation from a Back-yarder
I have, for several years, been a subscriber to

your paper, and have always read it with consider-

able interest, but never before have I felt it my duty
to make any special comment on it. However, I feel

quite confident that the last issue, that of April 1, is

by all odds the most valuable and interesting to bee-

keepers of any periodical I have ever read on the

subject of beekeping. I enjoy very much the expe-

riences of those old tried beekeepers, and their ex-

planations are of such a character that almost any
person, though quite young in the beekeeping game,
could surely understand them.

I am what is commonly called by the big men in

the game one of those back-yarders ; that is, I have
what I think is the nicest little apiary of its size,

from every standpoint, located in Nebraska. I have
seventy colonies of bees, all in up-to-date ten-frame
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hives, placed in pairs on cement foundations, and all

the necessary apparatus for working them. I have

been in the business nine years, and have made a

success of it every summer. I made one bad winter

failure when I commenced cellar wintering. The
tirst season I prepared my cellar in accordance with

the instructions of several men who had practiced

cellar wintering. I put in thirty colonies of bees,

and took out seven living in the spring. Since that

time I have used some methods of my own for forced

ventilation, and have never lost a colony of bees that

could have endured one month of cold weather out

of doors. Last season I commenced with forty-two

colonies ; increased to seventy, and netted myself

$900.
I have noticed in Gleanings quite a number of

arguments from beekeepers for and against cellar

wintering. I am quite confident that in this locality

cellar wintering is by all odds the better. The saving

in honey would amply pay for the construction of

the cellar. I wintered my bees in 1912 on an aver-

age of 8 lbs. and 2 ounces of honey per colony,

weighing them in and out.

Omaha, Neb., April 14. H. C. CoOK.

Some Interesting Questions

1. Where " shook " swarming is practiced, how
soon can the two colonies be united without danger
of swarming?

2. Will queen-cells in an upper story with wire

cloth between the two stories have a tendency to

induce swarming?
3. How much space can I leave between the bot-

tom-bar of frames and the hive floor without danger
of combs being built between ?

4. How much space can I leave between dummies,
and have no comb built between ?

5. What should I do with combs that become
moldy ?

6. Will the steam-heated uncappingknife work
satisfactorily on combs of cold honey ?

Coffeyville, Kan., April 16. Bird Hart.

[1. Your question implies that you wish to practice
" shook " swarming as a method of swarm control

and not for increase. The intervening time between
shaking and uniting again without danger of swarm-
ing would depend considerably on the honey-flow.

If uniting were done near the close of the honey-flow
there would be little danger of their swarming for

the rest of the season ; but if honey-flows should
come on later the bees would be likely to swarm.

2. In our experience we have not found that

queen-cells in an pper story with wire cloth between
two stories have any tendency to make the bees
swarm.

3. It is generally regarded that if more than one
inch of space is left between bottom-bars of frames
and floor boards there is danger of combs being built

in the space. However, some beekeepers report leav-

ing much more space than that, without that trouble.

4. That depends on how much the bees are crowd-
ed during a honey-flow. Three-eighths to one-half
inch is about right.

5. A hive containing moldy combs may be set

under a very strong colony where the combs will be
cared for and cleaned up ; or one or two moldy combs
may be placed at a time in the brood-nest of a strong
colony.

6. On combs containing cold honey is just the
place where the steam-heated uncapping-knife will do
the most satisfactory work. It is hard to keep an
unheated knife from gumming on such combs.

—

Ed.]
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I started in three years ago with Gleanings and

me A B C of bee Culture, knowing practica.ly

nothing about bees. I took them out of buildings

and cavities in the rocks, and used good queens. I

had 21 swarms a year ago, and increased them to 43

last season and got 2300 lbs. of surplius honey from

them—half fancy comb, half extracted, and captured

27 more swarms, so I am starting this season with

70. So you see bees "go some" in Nevada, even

if it is classed as a desert, in the East.

Mason, Nev., March 20. A. J. Tedder

A Queen-excluding Honey-board Under the Hive

to Prevent Swarming
I have 14 stands of bees in Danzenbaker hives. I

am a day laborer, and do not want many more bees.

How would it do to put a queen-excluding honey-

board on the bottom-board under the hive at swarm-
ing time, SO' that the queen cannot get out?

Flora, Ind., April 6. S. W. High.

[Our opinion is that your plan would be a failure,

because the queen-excluder would soon become clog-

ged with the bodies of dead drones ; and, besides

that, it would be a serious hindrance to the loaded

bees passing through. A better plan would be to use

an Alley queen-and-drone trap on the front of the

hive.

—

Ed. ]

Feeding and tlie Kind of Sugar to Use
How do you prepare sugar for feeding bees? Is

there any profit in feeding? What kind of sugar is

used ?

Oakland City, Ind., Mar. 27. Albert Jordan.

[ Sugar is prepared for feeding by dissolving it in

water, thus making a syrup of a consistency varying

with the time of year in which it is to be fed. For
fall feeding it should be about half and half. For
spring feeding within the hive it should be about

three of water to one of sugar ; and for outdoor

feeding about nine water to one sugar. Generally

speaking, stimulative feeding in the spring is a very

good thing for the beginner to let alone. Granulated
sugar only should be used.

—

Ed.]

Ground Ants Bothering Bees
My bees are bothered by the ordinary garden or

ground ant in the summer. Do they hurt any thing ?

Tell me how to get rid of the pests.

Gilbert, Pa., March 30. Elmer E. Hinton.

[You can get rid of the ants by finding their nests,

and with a crowbar or some similar instrument
punch a hole down about two feet into the ground
in the middle of their hill. Drop in about a table-

spoonful of carbon bisulphide, and cover it up. This

ought 10 get rid of all the ants. If they should

bother you again from the same nest, give them a

little heavier dose.

—

Ed.]

Value of Bees in a Cucumber Greenhouse
A neighbor (a market gardener) has four colonies

of bees to fertilize his hothouse cucumbers. I take
care of them, and get the honey. From them and
two in our back yard last season I obtained 1007 lbs.

of extracted honey, which we sold at 12% cts. per

lb.

The second week of picking, the owner of the

four colonies picked 200 dozen cucumbers per day,

and received an average of 80 cts. per dozen.

Elmira, N. Y., March 18. P. F. Conklin,

Getting Wild Bees out of Caves in the Rocks in

Nevada, etc.

I am very busy at present, nailing up and getting
ready for increase of my bees. They have been
building up fast since the 8th on buckbrush.

Preventing Bees from Flying when it is Too Cold
The best method I have found to check spring

dwindling is to place the front of the hive to the

north and put a shade-board on the south side,

When it gets warm enough so the bees can fly they

can nearly always get back to the hive.

Elsie, ilich., March 22. C. K. Cabtee.
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Ao L M®€)tt OUE HOME
Fear not them which kill the body, but are not

able to kill the soul ; but rather fear him which is

able to destroy both soul and body in hell.-

—

Matt.
10:28.

MORE ABOUT THE BOY WHO WAS DROWNED
AND AFTERWARD RESTORED TO LIFE.

The matter for Our Homes in our issue

for May 1 was prepared hurriedly, so as to

be ill time for that issue. Later 1 found out

where the boy lived, and visited his home.

A little inquiry elicited the fact that the

two boys mentioned were truants from
school. The teacher imposed some penalty

—I think staying after school, or something

of that sort ; but, like many another thought-

less boy, he sought to outwit his good teach-

er by running away from school and going

in swimming. I wonder if a guilty con-

science did not have something to do with

his getting " rattled " while in the water,

so that he could not swim. I suggest this

because of some experiences of my own
when I was about his age. This boy's name
is Vaughn Tharpe, and he lives in the out-

skirts of Bradentown. Let me digi-ess a

little.

When 1 saw that boy repeatedly going
doAvn into the water, and was evidently

nearing his death, a terrible load of respon-

sibility rested on my shoulders. I recalled

vividly a recent story in one of the dailies of

a boy about his age who was run over and
killed by an electric car. When the poor
mother saw his mangled and lifeless body
she became a raving maniac. It took several

strong men to hold her, and her screams of

mental agony were heart-rending. I thought
of this boy's mother. Suppose she saw me
standing apparently heli^less while her boy
was going down to death. If the readers of
Gleanings could have seen me run as I

rushed to the house to tell Mrs. Root to

alarm the neighbors and to get a doctor,

they would have scarcely believed I was
close to 75 years of age. Luckily I was very
lightly attired; for in spite of Mrs. Root's
protests I work in the garden with just as

little clothing as possible. When we get to

be past threescore years and ten, most of us

get along with our work better by disposing
not only of every pound but of every ounce
of useless apparel. I think I can run for

a short distance about as fast as I ever
could. A sacred responsibility rested on me
to spare no effort, physical or otherwise, to

restore that boy to animation ; and, by the

way, every man, woman, and child should
be taught by competent authority what to

do in case of drowning. I knew the water
must be first gotten out of the boy's lungs,

for I had an experience of my own of that

kind years ago, when I, too, nearly lost my
life. I had sense enough to lie down on my
face with my head downhill; and it was a
feeling of relief I shall not soon forget

when 1 found I could breathe again. I

supposed the boy would revive in a like

manner; but he showed no signs of life

until Wesley turned him with his head up
hill and began to roll and rub him. I was
not present when he revived ; but Wesley
tells me the boy finally coughed and sneez-

ed, and then expelled another great lot of
water from his mouth and nostrils. When I

reached the place, just after calling the

(own doctor, the boy was able to sit up and
talk. Several days afterward, when he and
liis mother called at our place to thank
Wesley and myself, I questioned him about
playing truant, and he replied, " Mr. Root,
you may be sure I will never run away from
school again as long as I live."

Let us now consider our text for a mo-
ment. Yon may wonder what it has to do
with what I have been telling you. Let us

look at it this way

:

In answer to my prayers—mental pray-
ers, perhaps, although I think I spoke out
loud when the boy sank for the last time

—

God heard me; and when the water threat-

ened to be over Wesley's head,* so that he

feared he could go no further, I prayed for

footing for the next step, a little higher up,
tluit prayer was answered; and the third

time, when Wesley said all his efforts were
unavailing, I prayed again as I hastened off

for (he doctor. The prayers were answered,
and the boy is now alive and well.

But, my friend, what does it all amount
to, providing this boy should grow up to

be a drunkard, or, what is more likely, a
cigarette fiend? This "Safety First Soci-

ety " that promises to do a mighty work in

saving the lives of our children is a grand
undertaking. Every man, woman, and child

should join it and work for it. The mothers

* I tell you, friends, that was a serious and criti-

cal time when I took the responsibility of telling
Wesley, a man who could not swim, to push ahead
when he had to raise his chin to keep his mouth out
of the water. I came very near indeed having not
only a drowned boy on my hands and conscience,
but a drowned man also. Some of you may think
that one who cannot swim could push ahead a few
feet under water. Not so. In a second more the
water would have taken him off his feet, and then he
would have been as bad off as the boy. There was
no one near except the other boy, standing still and
shivering on the opposite bank. I could not get him
even to run for help ; and there was a tangled thicket
along both shores of the stream, and it was quite a
distance to any house. If there was ever a time
when one needed to pray for God's help with all the
faith and energy he possessed, that was the time.
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especially will do this; but what does it

amount to if we simply prolong life and do
iiotliing' for the immortal soul"?

Lucy Page Gaston (may God bless and
sustain the woman) informs us through the

Union Signal that last year there were man-
ufactured in the United States iliree billion

eifjlit hundred million cigarettes. She says
that new factories are constantly springing
uj) to make cigarettes for the boys. Many
of tlie older factories are working night and
day, the demand is so great. If you take a
little pains you will discover that children

are learning to use cigarettes on the sly

almost if not quite all over the land. They
are hired by the manufacturers to distribute

cigarettes and heli) cultivate an appetite

for them. Many a parent does not know
his boy has ever touched a cigaiette until

the child is pretty well along in the habit.*

The government of the United States some
lime ago started a. crusade against "habit-
forming drugs," and later still a movement
against " baneful drugs."

Now, wouldn't you think these two organ-
izations would hit cigarettes'? So far as T

can learn, they overlook or ignore cigarettes

because of the great American Tobacco Co.

The liquor business has shown itself to be
bigger than Uncle Sam; but just now Uncle
Sam is waking up and rolling up his sleeves.

The Anti-saloon League has sometimes
suggested that we should not undertake too

many jobs at once. I think that at one
great temperance convention they thought
best that Lucy Page Gaston should not talk

about cigarettes, as it might divert atten-

tion, just at a crisis in enacting laws against

the liquor-traffic. May be that is wisdom;
but, oh dear me! can we neglect our boys?

Once more: A kind Providence permitted
me to save that boy's life. Is that all?

Shall I now drop him and let him drift

aAvay out of my sight among the multi-

tudes? God forbid. The poor mother said

he had not been going to Sunday-school
since they moved into Bradentown because
he could not dress as well as the other chil-

dren. But I talked with the mother and
with the boy, and I also talked with Mr.
Rood, the superintendent of our Sunday-
school, and he will look after the boy. Fur-

* The city of Tampa is about sixty miles north of
Bradentown; and besides a raihvay there are two
steamers that ma!<e the trip from Bradentown and
return every day. These steamers not only bring
cigarettes but liquors as well into Bradentown, which
has never had a saloon, and, by God's grace, it never
will have.

After the above was put in type I came across the
followinsr which I clip from the Union Signal:

" In Tampa and Key West the conditions are ap-
palling. About eighty per cent of the children be-
tween eight and sixteen are or are becoming con-
firmed tobacco victims. The crusade there should be
continuous and persistent, educational, and in the
line of law enforcement."

thermore, I am going to send the boy
Gleanings; and while you are reading the
words I am now dictating, the boy may be
reading them also. I prayed tliat his life

might be spared, and God heard and an-
swered. Now will you not unite with me
and pray that a higher and more important
life may be developed, and that the boy may
grow UI3 to be a benefit to humanity? And
while we think of him and pray for him,
shall we not also think of and pray for all

the boys (and girls too) of our great nation
and throughout the wide world? I am re-

joiced to know that there are movements on
foot to save the lives of the boys and girls

in India, Cliina, and everywhere else, where
they are neglected and sutfering.

When I was two years old the doctors

told my good mother that there was no hope
—I could not live. But she i^rayed, and
had faith to belie\'e that I might live in

spite of what the doctors predicted. Of
course she was thankful for this; but she
was not satisfied, and kept insisting and
declaring all the time, until I was a married
man and had children of my own, that there

was a higher life for me that I had not
yet touched. I, a grown man, laughed at

lier faith and her continued jirayers and
importunity. She said, as some of the older

readers of this journal may remember, that

I was yet going to work for Christ Jesus
exactly as I had been so far working for

the honey-bees; and that is why, dear
friends, I am exhorting you all to-day not
only to care for the i^hysieal health, life,

and well-being of these little ones gTowing
up in your homes, but for that other life in

God's sj^iritual kingdom—that " kingdom "

we talk of in that wonderful prayer, " Thy
kingdom come, thy will be done on earth

as it is in heaven."

SHOULD A MIXISTER OK SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHER
USE TOBACCO, ETC. ?

Dear Brother Root:—I say, God bless the man
who strikes such blows at the liquor, cigarette, and
(for that matter) all other conventional follies right

from the shoulder. May he give more strength to

your muscle.

It is, perhaps, none of my business ; but candidly
I should like to know, if you were a regularly or-

dained minister, would you dare to speak as plainly

to your flock as you ^vrite with your pen ? If so,

I venture the assertion you would be asked to get
" down and out."

Please come with me to one of the largest churches
on this coast. Its pastor gets a big salary—I can
not say how many thousand dollars. It makes me
feel unusually " warm above the collar " when I

think of another pastor with a large family who gets

$700, lives in a place where you would hate to put
your chickens to roost, and can't afford to give his

children a ten-cent ride to the beach while the other

takes his annual trip abroad or across the continent.

Well, the pastor of the big church thunders against

the liquor traffic, white slavery, the slit skirt, tango,
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and all other up-to-date dances, and almiit every

thing else under the sun but tobacco. On this theme
he is deliKlitfulIy silent. Many of his officials, in-

cluding- deacons and Sunday-school teachers, smoke
and chew, and he knows on which side his bread is

buttered.

Allow mc to introduce you to a lad about eighteen.

A year ago he was a church and Sunday-school goer.

To-day he is in the high school, and smokes cigar-

ettes. Does he still come to Sunday-school? Of
course not. For convenience I will call him Tom.
Meet him, if you will, Mr. Root, and say, " Tom, my
dear lad, cut out those cigarettes. Don't you know
they will ruin your mind, body, and perhaps your
sou! ?

"

If I were Tom I'd say, " Mr. Root, go to Mr.
Blank, the church deacon, and Mr. Dash, the Sun-
day-school teacher. Get them to give up smoking,
then come to me. I'm following their example.

" Yes, but you say they smoke cigars. So will I

when I can afford to. It costs 10 cts. and up for

a cigar. I can get a dozen cigarettes at that price."

From my observation this condition obtains in all

churches. In face of these facts, is not the church
(no, not the church, heaven forbid, but so-called

members) responsible for our boys going to the devil

by way of the cigarette route? My wife (one of the
very best on earth) is an ardent worker among the
little folks in Sunday-school. I tell her if we had a
boy I'd hesitate sending him to Sunday-school for

fear lest, some day, be would come home and say,

"Father, my teacher smokes; and when I can earn
money I shall do the same." See the point? Paul
says, " If meat make my brother to otifend I will not
eat it (not much danger nowdays of meat making
our brother to offend—the price is too high) ; but
the good Lord knows tobacco is making our boys
" offend " beyond all conception ; and to my mind
there is no factor helping to spread this blasting

plague more than the example of church folks.

In lalkins this way to some people they say we
ought not to look at church members ; we should look
at .Jesus. What silly rotl If church members are
not to be looked at and imitated, then in the name
of the Master what on earth are they for? What does
the average boy or girl know about Jesus, any way?
Ask them why we observe Christmas or Easter. They
know it has something to do with Santa Glaus or a
new Easter bonnet. Beyond this they are ignorant,
and why not? They learn nothing of him in the
public schools, nor in their homes, and they don't go
to cluirch or Sunday-school. No, they can't see
Jesus; but they do see church members, his pro-
fessed representatives; and if their example is not
fit to follow, then in all common sense whom can
they follow? My feeling is, "when the roll is called

up yonder," 95 per cent of our church members
" won't be there " unless they get a " move on " and
change tremendously their fashion of living. If this

is not so. I need to be shown, and I'm not from
" Missouri " either.

Yours for Christ and the boys,
Dixon, Cal., Dec. 18. John T. Bowen.

My good brother, I fear you put it too

strongly. Our Medina, 0., pastor and our

Sunday-school teachers do not use tobacco,

and I think I can safely say the same here

in riorida. Our Sunday-school superin-

tendent frequently talks to the boys very

plainly and emphatically about avoiding

tobacco. Billy Sunday, Avhose converts are

continually going up into the thousands,

hits heavier than I do, yet his " audiences '

don't seem to grow small. Don't we all need

a little more " Pollyanna '"?

POULTRY DEPAETR'^T^fl
ST.\KTING THE EGGS UNDEE HENS.

Mr. A. I. Root:—I am much interested in your
writings, especially on poultry. I am in the poultry

business in a small way, and I want to tell you
about my splendid hatches with a fifty-egg Cycle in-

cubator.

Several years ago you suggested starting the eggs
under hens, testing out the infertile ones, and at the

end of a week putting the fertile eggs in the incuba-
tor and setting the liens over again. The first time I

tried your plan I put 56 eggs under hens, and on
the fifth day tested out five infertiles, and at the end
of one week put the 51 fertile eggs in the incubator
and set the hens over again. Out of the 51 eggs in

the incubator I got 50 chicks. The second time I

put 52 fertile eggs in the incubator and got 52
chick.s—fine, strong, and vigorous. Every egg hatch-

ed. I couldn't have done better. I call this way of

hatching chicks the Root plan.

I have one good vigorous yearling cock (S. C. W.
•Leghorn) mated with 25 splendid two and three year
old hens, and the fertility has been very good in-

deed; but I find that hens will start every germ,
which an incubator will not do ; so if one has enough
hens to start the eggs for a small incubator it is

quite a saving in eggs. I am using Buff Orpingtons
for sitters. I made a tester after your plan, out of

a ' Mother's Oats " box. I like it very much indeed,
but think I have improved it somewhat by having
my wife sew some soft cloth around the open end
that fits up to the forehead and nose. Being soft, it

shuts out every particle of light, fitting closely to the

law.

We use the sun for testing when possible, and
can do it more thoroughly and quicker than with a

lamp. I have 104 fertile eggs in two Cycle incuba-

tors, and really I shall be disappointed if I don't

get more than 100 chicks. I have hatched several

hundred this spring, and have had only one cripple.

I have advertised a little, and found that there is a

good demand for baby chicks. Several of my six-

day-old White Leghorn incubator chicks followed a

neighbor a quarter of a mile from the house, came
back with him, and seemed as fresh as ever when
they got home. I have never had such vigorous

chicks before.

DWARF ESSEX RAPE FOE CHICKENS.

I do not remember ever hearing you say any thing

about rape for chickens. In my estimation there is

no green quite so good for jjoultry as dwarf Essex

rape. You can sow the seed here about the middle

of August, and in six weeks you can begin to cut

or turn the chickens on it. It can be mowed or cut

(if not too low) three or four times during the year,

and will grow right up again.

I have a small patch that I sowed the middle of

August. When it was large enough I turned the

poultry on it and they stripped the leaves right down
to. the ribs. Then I cut the old ribs off and let it

grow out again. It is now fine and large, and ready
for the knife or the flock. It certainly is a wonder-
ful plant for poultry.

At first I tied the leaves in bunches and threw
them in the pens ; but, of course, that way they

could not eat the ribs, which was a great waste. I



now have a clover-cutter, and cut the leaves, ribs,

and all, so there is nothing wasted.
Lakeland, Fla., April 28. C. H. Tidd.

Our friends, or some of them, at least,

will recall that this matter of starting eggs
under a hen came up some time ago, and
several communications have indorsed what
I said—namely, that a sitting hen would
produce more fertile eggs from a given
number than any incubator made. If I am
correct, even the Cyphers people were
obliged to admit that this is true, at least to

some extent. My experience would indicate

that letting a hen have the egg-s for just

three days is an advantage, for in three
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days' time, with the egg-tester mentioned in
the above letter, the fertile eggs could be
readily picked out.* The suggestion of
having the pasteboard box lined with cloth

where it touches the face is a very impor-
tant one, for just a little light getting
through a crack or crevice will mar the
vision ; and the very best place to use it is

in a dark room where a single ray of sun-

shine comes through a knothole or crevice.

If you wish to be able to test out the fertile

eggs in three days, be careful to have every
thing just right. I am glad to see such a

good report from near my Florida home.

HEGe=PEE§§lUEE GAMPEMNG
THE DASHEEN ; KEEPING IT CLEAR FROM

WEEDS^ ETC.

There is one important i^oint in regard to

this new vegetable that I think I failed to

mention. When it first comes out of the

ground, as perhaps hundreds of our friends

are now noticing, it has a single point, al-

most as sharp as a needle. This will push
its way through very hard and uninviting
soil. In spading our gTound over where we
had dasheens last year, many of the small

tubers were turned under; and as I directed

Wesley to go down a full foot with his

spading, many of these little tubers were a

foot under ground ; and although it was
some time before they got up to the top
they did eventually, almost every one of
them. I have mentioned this matter before
in speaking of the " dasheen asparagus."
The shoot or stalk will, of course, be bleached
white until it reaches the surface. Now,
when it once gets up to the light, if you
throw some dirt over it, it will keep right

on shooting up; and in this way you can
get these asparagus shoots, as we call them,
not only a foot, but even 18 inches long.

Now comes the point of my discoveiy

:

Many of you have weedy gardens ; and as

t he dasheen is sometimes three or four weeks
or more in starting, there may be quite a

growth of weeds. If so, you need not try to

pull them unless you choose. Just hoe some
nice mellow earth right over the dasheen
plant. The dasheen will shoot right up
through this soil, but the weeds cannot do
it. So here is a short cut in the way of cul-

tivation. Plant your dasheen tubers in a

moderately deep furrow, as we plant pota-

toes. Now, instead of filling up the furrows
Avith dirt, just fill them up about half way.
When the weeds and dasheens both get a

start, throw c:i a little more soil. In a few

days tlie dasheen will get up through this

additional soil, and perhaps some more
weeds may start. If so, just turn on a little

more dirt, and in this way you can have a
clean field without any hand-hoeing at all.

The cultivation can all be done by a hand
or horse cultivator.

THE AMADUMBE OF SOUTH AFRICA.

Just before we left Florida we tested the

amadumbe by taking oif some of the side

shoots, tops, and tubers; and it is so viear

like the Trinidad dasheen we have been talk-

ing about, that we will call it all one and the

same thing. Thus it seems to transpire that

the dasheen that is so new to America has
for years past been one 'of the main prod-
ucts for human food over a large part of

the world. Once more, what is the matter
with our American seedsmen who have here-

tofore been so eager to find something new
and valuable for the home garden?

THE DASHEEN IX ALADAMA.
Dear Mr. Root:—I took pleasure in reading what

you had to say about dasheen in a recent issue of
Gleanings. The Bureau of Plant Industry was
kind enough to send me 24 tubers or bulbs last May.
These were planted about May 10. The tirst part of

the season was very dry ; but in August the rains
were plentiful. In October I used a common scoop
shovel and dug the crop. The ground was rather
wet, and I was afraid they would freeze if left long-

er. The entire roots, corns, tubers, and dirt, with a

portion of the rank necks, were banked in dirt. The
dirt was allowed to fall in between the roots so that

no two plants touched each other.

To-day, March 17, I took these dasheens out of

the dirt, and every one of them was as sound as a

* As to why a sitting hen is able to start the germ
in eggs that will not show any signs of life at all

when placed in an incubator, no one has so far been
able to tell, so far as I know; not withstanding, I

do believe it will pay to keep sitting hens employed,
especially the large breeds that want to sit so much,
in preparing eggs to be put in an incubator. My
experience agrees exactly with what our good broth-
er tells us.
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dollar. Not one had rotted. One corm, after all the

tubers, roots, and dirt had been separated from it,

weighed one pound and 15 ounces. The corms kept

as well as tlie fresh or young tubers.

My reason for calling your attention to this is

because you mentioned the fact that the corms were

not so easy to keep as the young tubers. Of course

my hill was protected from the rain, and the dirt was
thick enough to keep out frost. Lowest tempera-

ture this winter was 16 F. The sap had never left

these plants, and most of them had strong new
sprouts and roots to them, so that they are ready to

go right to growing in the pots where they were

placed. And, by the way, I am debtor to you for

the idea of starting them in pots. My pots are

heavy manilla paper sacks, which I expect to peel

off and set the rooted plant, dirt and all, in the open
ground about May 1.

Pell City, Ala., March 17. Bays D. Carter.

My good friend, we are exceedingly

obliged to you. The above demonstrates

that, with a little care and pains, the dash-

een may be kept with little trouble so it will

be available for food every day in the year

;

and, more than that, tubers kept in this way
will start out with wonderful vigor, and in

good soil ought to make plants as high as

your head before frost comes again. I am
l^leased, also, to note that you have succeed-

ed already in getting corms weighing close

to two pounds, and that even the corms
went through the winter without any loss.

Just now one of my good friends said in

one of his kind letters he hoped I would let

up a little in regard to dasheen. All right.

The dasheens are planted and growing tine-

\y, and we will now talk about sesame for

people and chickens. Another of God's un-

noticed gifts.

" SESAME "—THE NEW FOOD PLANT ; SEE
PAGE 239, MARCH 15.

After getting the seeds from South Africa
they were planted at once, but for some
reason none came up. Later I found the

plant already growing in Florida, and suc-

ceeded in getting a few seeds which Avere

planted and came up very promptly. When
I left Florida, about the last day of April,

they were up so as to show the second leaves.

Here is something from the West Indies in

regard to the same plant

:

Permit me to say to Mr. Root that I grow sesame,
and have been selling quite a lot by mail to nearly
all the SoutUern States—mostly in ounce packets at

10 cents. The sale was brought about by a letter

from myself to the Southern Ruralist of Feb. 15,

describing the seed and some of its uses, I am out
of seed now, except for planting, but will be ready
with more in about four months.

John M. Brewer.
Columbia, Isle of Pines, West Indies, April 20.

Later.—After the above was dictated I

ran across the following, which I extract

from the Florida Grower; and from what I

know of it I have no doubt that these little

seeds will be the nicest things in the world
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for little chicks. Some years ago we pur-

chased some French bread—I think they

called it French—that was very highly rec-

ommended, and all over the glossy surface

of this bread were some little seeds that

gave the bread a peculiar and (to me) very

enticing flavor. From what follows below I

think that, without question, these little

seeds were sesame. Now read the following

:

Of all known plants the magicians have selected

one, the sesame, or bene, as their own. Presto,

change! Open, sesame I These words are known
wherever the magician plays his art. It is simply a

transformation ; he uses the first incantation ; but if

from some closed or hidden source is to proceed some
" marvel, as a white rabbit from your hat, or a twenty-

dollar gold coin from your empty pocket, in all such

cases he says, " Open, sesame 1

" But how many of

us know why he says so ?

The sesame is an oriental plant. India largely

supplies Europe with the seed, which go mostly when
compressed into sesame oil. China exports thousands

of tons to America, which all Germans and Greeks

especially are fond of, whether eaten like peanuts or

put into bread, cake, candies, or sausages. The
seeds are small, somewhat like tomato seed, and are

rich, nutty, and oily in their taste. Each plant, about

five feet high and widely branched, produces 25,000

to 30,000 seeds. The leaves have medical virtues,

and, though not disagreeable to the taste, the plant

is never eaten by cattle.

The plant is the greatest known attractor and
feeder of birds in fields, parks, and game preserves.

The game preserves about my home here at Augusta,

Ga., have had finest results from sesame. It is

equally good about the home- for birds, poultry, or

little chicks. Doves and quail are exceedingly fond

of it, and it serves as a great attraction for them.

It is an annual—grows anywhere. When regularly

planted in fields, plant 3 % x 2 feet, 5 pounds to the

acre, in June, and it ripens in about 100 days

—

ripens as far uoTth as Kansas or Missouri. One acre

makes from 1000 to 1500 pounds of seed.

The five or six branches of the plant are loaded

with pods, and th^re are fifty or more seed to the

pod, which lie over and on top of one another. These

pods are about l^/i inches long, and have three or

four seed-chambers.

The magician comes in just here. The ripened

pods have a queer, quite magical way of suddenly

bursting and sending out in all directions showers

of seed. The force of the explosion sends this mist

of seed to quite a good distance. In the dry August
and September days these explosions are incessant.

One who sees them well understands why the world's

magicians have so long and so exclusively claimed

this plant as their own.
N. L. W^ILLET.

Editor's Note.—Sesamum Indicum, to which our

correspondent refers, has been extensively cultivated

in Asia and Africa since times immemorial. Sesame
oil, extracted from the seed, known in India as "til,"

is used for the same purposes as olive oil, and, al-

though less widely known by name, is commercially

a much more important oil. The leaves are used

medicinally in cases of dysentery and diarrhea in

children, and the soot obtained from the burning oil

constitutes one of the ingredients in India or China

ink. Large quantities of oil and seed are imported

into Europe from Asia for the manufacture of soap

and adulteration of olive oil. This plant might be

cultivated with advantage in South Florida.

If the sesame makes as interesting a breakfast

food as is described it ought to be very useful to

Florida folks, and I am quite anxious for the sum-

mer rains to get here so that I may plant the seed

for which I have sent. Judging from the descrip-
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tion it must he tliat the old time "benny" or "bene"
as some spell it, is a relative at least of this se?anie

wliirh is now being-started on its popular vtu- . The
old Lenny is described as dark-colored, making its

pads only at the tips of branches, while the present

jcsame species carries pods in long rows along the

branch and main stalk; and the seed, which is parch-

ed and used as a cereal, is nearly white. It is a

) ain;, -season crop, moi'eover, and said to grow quite

ta>ily on soil that is not especially rich. Besides

Lein;j used for cereal the parched seeds are ground at

home in the kitchen grinder, and used in pancakes.
If there is any thing as easily made as this is re-

ported, and available for two such uses, it will surely

make its way in Florida as soon as tried out. I am
sending alsO' for enough to see wb.at the flavor may
be. The' sesame which I have seen sprinkled over
liread baked by Syrian bakers in the New York quar-
tei's lends a fine flavor to their crust. These foreign-

ers may use it also in some way correspond n4' to

our cereal; but so far as my acquaintance with them
goes they are not strong on so-called breakfast foods.

TEMPEMANCE
THE •' OPENING CHASM."

A correspondent of the Medina Gazette

writes about the " eliasm " that separates

the ProgTessive and Republican parties, to

which Editor Rowe replies as below:

There is another " chasm " opening. It is a single

issue that is going to be presented at the bar of

public opinion in Ohio this year that will make this

" chasm " one so wide that there will be no bridging

it if it separates two parties. It is going to make a

"chasm" through the whole length and breadth of

this nation before another presidential year has come
around. It is the proposition for the absolute ex-

tinction of the American saloon—the wiping-out of

the nation's gi'eatest curse by the national prohibi-

tion of it. Business as well as the church, the home,

and the individual are rising in their wrath and
might against it. It h^s got to go—and the Progres-

sive party of Ohio is this year going to declare ab-

solutely for its extinction—for wiping it off the face

of the earth—without compromise or paltering.

Won't it make a "chasm"? "Will either of the

old parties dare line up on the issue? Will they do

any thing but evade and shuffle and compromise with

it as they have always done?

Amen to the above sentiment. It is the

best illustration of boiled-down " common
sense " I have seen in a long while. Once
more I ask, " Will the old parties dare line

up?"

" OUR CUSTOMERS ARE YOUR PROSPECTIVE PA-

TIENTS."

Please read the following, which we clip

from the Cleveland Plain Dealer:

William H. Anderson, president of the New York
Anti-saloon League, placed in the record a letter

addressed to a whisky " cure " concern at Dwight,

111., and signed by a distillers' distributing company
at Kansas City.

" Our customers are your prospective patients,"

it read. " We can put on your desk a mailing list

of over 50,000 individual consumers of liquor. Each
individual on the list is a regular user of liquois

The list of names is new, live, and active. We will

furnish this list in quantities at the prices listed be-

low."

A scale then was given.

Wayne B. Wheeler, superintendent of the Anti-

saloon League of Ohio, declared that the fight against

the liquor traffic had been finally brought " to the

last stand of the liquor interests, the barricade of

the national protection of the traffic."

What you do think of the above for

"cheek'"? These liquor-dealers not only

offer to sell the names of their patrons, but

coolly own up that their customers will sooti-

er or later wind uid in a " Keeley cure

"

institution ; and, by the way, is that not also

rather a " fling " at the whole " cure " busi-

ness ? Our older readers will remember that

when the Keeley remedy first came out I

strongly insisted that the only cure was the

gospel of Christ Jesus.

'• god's KINGDOM COMING.-^'

We clip the following from the American
Issue of April 18 :

Last week was certainly a nightmare to John
Barleycorn. It must have reminded him of the effect

he has on his victims. The week started with the

announcement of the Chicago Record-Herald that it

would not longer accept liquor advertisements be-

cause it did not care to commend that which society

regards as a menace. Then came the order of Sec-

retary Daniels prohibiting the ute of inlo.xicanls in

naval stations, in navy yards, or on board Uncle
Sam's ships. This was followed hy the abolition of

one thousand saloons by the voters of Illinois and the

cleaning-up of wet territory in Michigan, Minnesota,
and Nebraska. All this did not tend to boost brew-
ery stock. Before the week was half over, the com-
mon stock of the Hoster-Columbus brewery, the big-

gest concern of its kind in Central Ohio, was down
to one-fourth of a cent on the dollar, while for its

preferred stock but five cents on the dollar was bid.

LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL, ; A FAMOUS NON-
ALCOHOLIC EXPERIMENT.

Mr. Boot:—In Gleanings for Dec 15, page 914,

you speak of a hospital in England which has not

used liquors for 40 years. Now, that is a clincher.

Please write me the name of the hospital, and where
located. I have never seen the Union Signal.

Bergville, Minn., Jan. 10. A. B. White.

The above letter was submitted to the

Union Signal, and they reply as follows:

Mr. A. I. Root:—Replying to your letter of Janu-
ary 16, inquiring as to the full address of the hos-

pital referred to in the article in the Signal of Nov.

6, we beg to say the only address we know is The
London Temperance Hospital. We are sending to

Mr. White a marked copy of the Nov. 6th paper. If

you or he desires further information in regard to

the matter we would advise you to correspond with
Mr. Chas. E. Bailey, 1 Stanhope Road, Wheatley,

Doncaster, England. He has been a contributor to The
Vnioii Signal for a number of years, and we have
always found him accurate in his statements. We
feel sure that what he says in the article is correct.

Evanston, 111., Jan. 21. Julia F. Dean.
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The Old Original 1853 Edition of Lang-

stroth Reprinted Now Ready
for Distribution

One of the Most Charmingly Written and Enter-

taining Books that was Ever Published

It so stirred A. I. Root in the early days that he wrote: "What a gold mine that book

seemed to me! . . . Never was romance so enticing—not even Robinson Crusoe; and, best

of all, right at my own home I could live out and verify all the wonderful things told therein."

Here is what Others say

:

This will preserve the original for future genera I am much pleased to get the reprint of Lang-

jJQj^g G. M. DOOLITTLK. stroth, and I thank you heartily for the same. I

Marietta N. Y., April 16. have not yet had a chance to look it through, but
t ' , i' J -ii! ti,„ „„;„* ,„v,;,.v, Vioo did look into it enough to recognize the dear old
I am much pleased with the reprint which has

,^^^j. j^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^ j ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^
come to hand.

. ., ^^ t, ^j a.T,„e bees, and I read it through the first night—the night
Amherst, Mass., April 15. H. JN. UATES.

^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ j captured my first swarm. At least I
It is very interesting, not only from a sentimental j.ggd jj (jll I dared not sit up any longer lest my

but from a practical standpoint. father arrive on the scene with a slipper. I did not
Guelph, Can., April 21. Morley Pettit. j^re look at the clock when I finally did go to bed.

The dear old man was one of God's very own; Yes, I got the fever bad. Allen Latham.
and to have this reminder of him on my book-shelf Norwichtown, Ct., April 30.

will give me much pleasure.
__ ^ ^ ,. . , ^ .^

Sacramento Cal April 18. A. J. CooK, Entered according to Act of Congress in the year
'

State Commissioner of Horticulture. 1853, by L. L. Langstroth." Entered at the same
, ^ , J, •„ „!,„„„:„„ „„^i, time, without any act of Congress, by means of the

It seems good to read
f
g^in t^lis charming work^ '

.^ntaining the aforesaid legend and the hive
It must ever remain -to the American beekeeper a

^^.,^.^.^ accompanied it, a flood of ifght upon the dense

•^'''l^-j',,''?'^
instructive and fascinating

darkness that had from the foundation of the world
Middlebury, Vt., April 15. J. t.. CRAJ«e.

enshrouded the secret and mysterious doings of the
It is well to have Langstroth reprinted; and if all uttle busy bee within its closed domicil.

would read it, many would be saved from going over That divides the history of beekeeping into two
well-thrashed straw. I have several of the early edi- distinct periods—the long ages before 1853, and the
tions, and am glad to add this to them. little span of threescore years since then. The rap-

Arthue C. Miller. i^Uy diminishing few who have lived in both periods
Providence, R. I., April 20. are in best position to appreciate the immense diflfer-

I have a copy of the reprint of the 1853 Lang- enoe in the two. As we scan again the pages of the

stroth I have "long admired the writings of Lang- old—and ever new—book, " Langstroth on the Hive

stroth' and had read his original edition with great and the Honey-bee," how memories arise of " the

interest It is especially interesting in that he dis- grand old man " with the inventive brain and loving

cusses some of the points that are annually " dis- heart, and with the gentle voice we loved so well to

covered" by others who are unfamiliar with the hear 1 What a blessing that the same man who could

literature oii bees. I feel that it will benefit Ameri- make such a revolutionary invention could also write

can beekeepers to become familiar with this book, so beautifully ! Whatever other books the beekeeper

and trust that it will have a wide distribution. The may or may not have, he is likely always to cherish

book is a classic, and should be known to all good the one classic from the graceful pen of the beloved

beekeepers E. P. Phillips. Langstroth. C. C. Miller.

Washington, D. C, April 16. Marengo, 111.

While some of our readers may, perhaps, feel that this work would be out of

ri'itf^ t h P Trioi^ IS

FATHER LANGSTROTH WAS 60 YEARS AHEAD OF HIS TIME.
So much so that he revolutionized beekeeping throughout the world.

The book that helped to bring about this remarkable revolution is well worth

reading to-day. It is full of valuable tricks of the trade.

PRICE: 400 pages, bound in cloth, $1.00 postpaid: clubbed with GLEANINGS, 81.50;

with ABC and X Y Z of Bee Culture, $2.50: with Dadant's Revised Langstroth, $1.85.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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EDITORIAL
Broken

In addition to the danger of losing valu-

able swarms there is the added danger, when
one is obliged to climb trees, of breaking a

leg or an arm. For this reason, if for no
other, queens should be clipped.

We are indebted to one of our subscrib-

eis, George M. Fetzer, Allentown, Pa., for

a clipping describing a most jjainful acci-

dent to Frank Coffin, of Slatington, Pa.

Mr. Coffin had climbed a tree for a swarm,
and, holding himself by means of a line-

man's belt, began to saw off the limb on

which the swarm had clustered. In some
way his arm was broken as the limb swung
down; and as he was unable to free himself

so as to get to the ground he was so badly

slung that he had to be taken to a hospital.

Degtmietive Smeltteir Smmoke in ami

The following letter, received from our
Colorado correspondent, Mr. Wesley Foster,
came too late for ins3rtion in his regular
department ; but it is of such great impor-
tance that we have thought best to place it

before our readers in the editorial columns.
SMELTER SMOKE OR CITY SMOKE.

Several thousand colonies of bees have been deci-

mated by some undetermined cause. This is Vifithin

fifteen miles of Denver. The brood is not affected,

e.xcept as it becomes chilled or starved from the lack
of care and warmth. The great majority of the hives
have but a small number of bees in them—less than
one month ago. Some of the colonies may build up,
but there will be little surplus from them unless
there is a good late flow.

The strongest colonies are affected the worst, and
weak colonies with pollen carried over from last

year are not affected seriously. This leads to the
conclusion that it must be something which poisons
the pollen. Smelter smoke and probably ordinary
city coal smoke will do this. The sulphur deposit
from the smoke may fall upon and mingle with the
pollen to cause the trouble. There is nothing that

can be done that is known so far. The malady affects
the bees north and west of Denver for fifteen miles,
and east and south for eight or ten miles. This
trouble has visited the vicinity of Denver before,
and also has wiped out large numbers of bees around
Pueblo.

This, if it comes upon us often enough, will play
havoc with city beekeeping, and suburban beekeeping
for that matter. Beekeepers will have to remain
strictly " rural " to avoid smoke.

This bad report from Denver and vicinity will
hardly affect the crop in Colorado greatly ; but there
have been destructive hailstorms in the Arkansas
Valley in the past two days. Five inches of hail
fell at Colorado Springs, and a very destructive
storm visited the west end of Prowers County. I
will inform you later of its severity. Prospects are
simply unequalled in some parts of Colorado.

The New Rmliinig aim Regard la Lalbel-

_ MCft§

Our readers will remember, perhaps, see-
ing on labels covering many of the princi-
pal food products on the market the words,
"Guaranteed ui]der the pure food and drugs
act of June 30, 1906. Serial No. — . But
it now appears that certain unscrupulous
manufacturers are trying to make it appear
that when the Government gave them a serial
number it thereby put its seal of approval
on their products. All this serial number
signifies is that the manufacturer has agreed
to comply with the requirements of" this
food act. While he may comply strictly
with the letter of the law, his ]iroduct may
be of very poor quality, and the guarantee
clause has made it appear as if tlie Govern-
ment said they were all right. The Govern-
ment has now amended the rules and regu-
lations in such a way that after May 1, 9i5,
the words "Guaranteed under the piire food
and drags act of June 30, 1906, serial No.—," shall no longer be used. But a manu-
facturer has a right to guarantee on his bill

of sale, invoice, bill of lading, or other
schedule that the article is pure in accord-
ance with the pure food and drugs act.

Those who are using honey-labels with a
guarantee clause, as before mentioned, will
please take notice. To be on the safe side,
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all new labels should be printed with the

guarantee eliminated from now on to make
sure that there will be none left by May of

next vear.

ledma

;

The second car of bees ari'ived here in

splendid condition, notwithstanding it has

been very hot for a couple of days back,

and that at the hour of arrival the mercury

hovered close to 90 in the shade. To make
matters still worse, the honey-house door

had been left open on the Sunday previous,

and the bees, already in the yard, found it

very convenient to help themselves to honey

in the combs. They were, indeed, doing a

land-ofifice business when they were discov-

ered. The next day was the day when tlie

bees were to arrive, and we were exceeding-

ly apprehensive as to what the result would

be when the car should be unloaded, espe-

cially if there were any melted or broken-

down combs. As the mercury remained

high, and the hour for the arrival of the

bees drew near, we became still more appre-

hensive. In the mean time robbers had

pounced on some weak nuclei; and, besides

this, there was the characteristic hum of

robbing that is any thing but pleasant to

the beekeeper.

A platform had been built up at one

corner of the home yard, close to a siding

wliere the bees were to be unloaded. All

hands had been notified to be ready. The

automobile truck and our big team were to

be on hand in due time. The weather be-

came hotter and more sultry, and the rob-

bers were as mean as we had ever known
them in Medina.

In this connection perha];s we ought to

say that we always particularly stipulate,

when we hire men for the beeyards. that

they be careful to guard against robbing;

for a boy or man who allows robbing to get

started spoils his chance of getting an in-

crease in wages, even if he does not lose bis

job altogether. Well, when one of our edi-

torial force hived a swarm on Sunday, and

left the door of the honey-house open, the

joke was on us. We told the boys it was

a good thing that they had the laugh on us.

Soon Ave heard the toot of the approach-

ing locomotive, and our heart sank within

us. Our Mr. Calvert suggested, " Why not

unload the bees in the basement of the big

warehouse"? " Capital idea! Why didn't v/e

think of it before? We immediately got in

touch with our local railroad agent over the

phone. We told liim we wanted that cai'

switched down to the warehouse. The be-

fore-mentioned basement is cool, and even

on the hottest days it maintains a tempera-
ture not above 65. Soon the train came
thundering in. The car was put in place,

and then a gang of men began work, for

not a minute was to be lost. In the space

of an hour we had the car unloaded in a

cool basement, secure from robbers, and
two loads of bees on the way to the out-

yards. A third load was sent off before

dark; and by nightfall we had nearly 100
colonies located.

The basement is so nice and cool that the

bees at this writing, 8 A. M.^ May 26, are

perfectly quiet, and the automobile truck is

moving the bees to the outyard, 30 colonies

at a time. We shall have all the bees placed

by noon.

The weather was so extremely warm on
this trip that our Mr. Jack Deyell actually

gave the bees five barrels of water, and not

a colony has been lost so far, and the aver-

age bottom screen does not have a hundred
bees on it—sometimes not more than a doz-

en. The most that any has had is a double

handful from two or three colonies. Where
such loss occurred at all, it was evident

theie were too many bees to the hive.

We feel now that the next two cars can

not come through under worse conditions.

There is not a single comb, so far as we
know, that w^as broken down on this trip.

We assume we shall be able to do still better

on the next two carloads that are yet to

come, for conditions can scarcely be worse.

The last two started to-day, and will arrive

in Medina, probably, on the first of June.

The secret of moving bees successfully is

in having strong staging so as to provide

jtlenty of air space at the top and bottom
screens of the hive, not too many bees to the

Inye, and plenty of water en route. Our
first carload of bees came when the weather

was cool, and recjuired only two barrels of

water. The second car came when the

weather was extremely warm, and took five

barrels of wafer.

Oiir Cover Picture

Our cover picture for this issue, as men-
tioned on page 413, shows a boatload of

three-frame nuclei on the way from Rand-
let t's Landing, Fla., where most of our bees

were located, to the nucleus yard five miles

above. Before moving the bees north we
formed 500 nuclei, 50 at a time, and took

them five miles up the river, from which

point they were to be picked up by the big

boat on tlie way to Bainbridge when the
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shipments back (o Medina uero begun.
Som'3 may wonder vvny we moved them so

lar away, as it is necessary to have them
located only far enough away so that they

will not attempt to return to their old en-

1 ranees. The reason for moving them so

far was that along the Apalachicola River
the banks are low and tlie ground swampy
in many places, and it would be unwise to

locate bees anywhere at random without
building platforms to get them above high-

water mark. The nucleus yard is located at

Fort Gadsky, one of the few places where
the bank is high.

It is surprising what a large load one of

these small launches will carry. The hives

can be piled on the bow and stern, and
when the interior is filled up and also the

roof above, considerable of a load (twenty-
five to thirty hives) can be moved at once.

We were able to carry fifty or sixty of these

three-frame nucleus hives at a tim.e.

Since there is very little jar, there is no
need of fastening the covers, and the en-

trances are quickly closed with a V-shaped
screen pushed in without tacks.

Where Ito Locate Oiuillyards

As this number is devoted to the subject

of moving bees, the matter of locating yards
is so closely connected with it that a few
words on the subject will not come amiss,

even though they may savor somewhat of a

repetition of former statements.

First, as far as possible apiaries shonld

be located on a stone or gravel road to

avoid mud in wet weather. While a team
can draw bees and supplies over bad roads,

a large amount of time is consumed; wher-
as with good roads better time can be made,
esjiecially if the automobile truck is used.

Second, the yard should be located where
moderate shade can be secured, remote from
the general highway, and not next to or

adjoining a cultivated field. A young ap-
ple-orchard, surrounded by pasture, with a

driveway leading up to it from the road,

makes an ideal place.

Third, the yard should be located two or

three miles from any other yard to get the

best results; and sometimes it will be nec-

essary, on account of conditions, to put

them as close as a mile and a half apart,

and sometimes five miles.

Fourth, locate the yard on the farm of

some man well known to you—a friend if

possible, but always one who is broad-mind-
ed enough to know that bees are a great

benefit to some kinds of farm crops, espe-

cially the legumes, and all fruit-orchards.

Never locate on the farm of a narrow-mind-

ed, close-fisted man, and one hard to get
along with. Bees may sometimes be a little

cross. Their flight may encounter the path-
way of teams or stock. Bees may, when
short of natural pollen, makes themselves a
general nuisance around the feed-boxes of
stock. A narrow-minded, crusty sort of
chap will make no end of trouble; whereas
an up-to-date farmer will be Avilling to \)vA

u]) witli some inconveniences for the sake of
the benefit the bees may be to him. It is

very seldom that bees make any trouble
whatever; and to avoid difficulty it is best to

locate the beeyard a little back from the
roadway, and from the house and farm
building's.

Avoid a clump of woods that leave only
narrow openings in places for the bees to

enter. Returning bees want a clear wide
space for entrance into a grove. If these

openings are contracted they will concen-
trate their flight in places, with the result

that there will be thousands of bees flying

back and forth at these concentrated points.

If teams or cattle get into these lines of
flight they may be stung. Apiaries should
be located so that the bees may have a free
and unobstructed entrance to the yard from
all points of the compass. A piece of high
.iiTound is better than low ground, both on
account of danger of floods in the spring of
the year and on account of the fact that the
flight of the bees will be above teams or
stock on lower ground. Orcliards are usu-
ally located on high ground to avoid frost.

As bees are a direct benefit to the orcliard,

locations in such places are desirable in

every way.
Lastly, avoid a location next to a raiLroad

track. We had one such location, and
maintained it for a couple of years; but we
were compelled to abandon it on account of
fire from cinders lodging in the grass. We
had two colonies burned up, and it is a
wondei- that the whole yard was not burned
out.

Where one does not own an automobile
it is desirable to locate the yards along
trolley lines, so a man can, for a nickel or
a dime, go to his yards at very little ex-
pense.

Thatt Traimload of Bees en rouite
from Florida to Ohio

On page 363 of our last issue we stated
tliat we hoped to make an increase of four
carloads of bees from one, and we have

;

but as the weather was very unfavorable,
practically all of that increase was made
since the first of February, and the greater
part of it since the first of March. Mr.
Marchant did not have a full carload when
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he arrived at Apalachieola last November.
A blizzard of snow came on in Medina just

about as we shut the bees up Nov. 19, as

lias been explained elsewhere. They lay in

the snow for some four or five days, and a

couple more days in our warehouse. All

told they were confined for two weeks. The
cold blizzard in the North was followed by
a hot spell in the South, and the i^oor bees

were compelled to go from one extreme to

the other. The loss on the first car down
was nearly 25 colonies out of the 300, so the

increase was made up practically from 275.

Only a few of the entire number were fair

colonies. Practically a majority of them
were four and five frame nuclei. When the

cold weather of February and March came
on, it seemed very improbable that much of

an increase could be made. No wonder Mr.
Marcliant had the " blues." But a good
flow from black tupelo and better weather

conditions helped much. He felt that he

must succeed, and did to the extent of

making 275 weak colonies into 800 fair

colonies and 500 three-frame nuclei. This

would make the equivalent of nearly 1000

colonies all told. Mr. Marchant had figured

on bringing back three carloads from the

one. and in securing; enough honey to pay
the freight. He not only did this in a bad
year, but actually made an increase of four

carloads and secured enough honey to pay
the freight down and back on the bees, fie

did not, however, rear any queens. These

were furnished him by his father.

The first car started north on the 8th of

May, and arrived in Medina on the 13th in

splendid condition. There were only about

five combs broken down, and they were old

ones. All the new" combs had been extracted

down until there was very little honey left

in them, or just about enough to carry the

bees through to Medina. The loss of bees

was almost insignificant, or about two
pounds out of twenty colonies.

Weather conditions were favorable. The
next carload of bees started on the 19th,

and will arrive in Medina on Monday after-

noon the 25th. But the weather is extremely

warm at this writing, May 20; and if the

second car comes in as good condition as

the first, we shall be very happy. The hot

weather will mean, of course, that Mr.
Deyell, who comes with the second car, will

have to wet down liis bees much oftener.

This will be accomplished as explained else-

where in this issue. The last two cars will

start either on the 26th or 29th. There will

be one man to each car, but they will move
together. If we can get through the last

three carloads as well as we did the first, we
shall consider our experiments a big suc-

cess. In the mean time we are awaiting
them with some anxiety; for no one can tell

what extremely hot weather will do.

As previously exijlained, we loaded the

first car as near llie locomotive as we could

in order to avoid as much as possible the

suffocating gases from the engine in going-

through tunnels; but in doing this small

cinders were scattered all over the hives and
throughout the car of bees. A large portion

of the cinders sifted through the wire cloth

and down into the combs. When we exam-
ined some of the hives after being unloaded
we found the cells were filled with hundreds
of little black cinders. Wliether the bees

would remove them was the question. A
few days afterward we had the satisfaction

of seeing the bees taking the cinders out and
depositing them on the bottom-boards. At
first we were inclined to wire Mr. Marchant
to put the remaining cars of bees at the rear

end of the train ; but we have since conclud-

ed that the front end is all light after all.

IMPORTANT REQUISITES FOR MOVING A CAR
OP BEES.

In moving bees in car lots it is very
important to have all arrangements made in

advance. The first thing to settle is the

route. This should be carefully studied in

order to get through freights and direct

connection from one road to another. To
do this it requires considerable correspon-
dence with the railroad companies. It is not
always the shortest cut that will make the

quickest delivery. Sometimes it happens
that a little out-of-the-way route with
through or fast freights and good connec-
tions will be much quicker than a more
direct route with poor connections. The
bees will keep quiet as long as the train is

moving; but if the car is left standing in a
railroad yard for 24 hours during hot

weather they may cause serious trouble and
loss. When the car is on the way fresh air

will, of course, circulate over the hives.

The combs must not be heavy with honey
and the colonies must not be strong. A
strong colony is almost sure to die before it

reaches destination.

It is also very important to get an agreed
freight rate from the point of starting to

destination. Without this there may be
overcharges and no end of tiouble.

A special car of suitable size and lumber
for platforms must be ordered before the

bees start. Do not attempt to shut the bees

up until a car is secured and on the siding.

Next, have your carpenters engaged to put
your platform or staging inside of the car.

Nothing less than two by four stuff bolted

together should be used.
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Dr. C. C. Miller ITEAY
Speaking of lining up against the saloon,

the question is asked, p. 400, " Will the old

parties dare line up"?" Good question.

Here's another :
" Will Christian men dare

line up against the old parties if the old

parties don't line up against the saloon?"

A House-Greiner difference of opinion

as to " early-raised queens " occurs on page

387. Queens reared by my bees before clover

bloom have nearly always proved a disap-

pointment; but since dandelions have be-

come so abundant there have been more suc-

cesses. Just possibly the Greiner bees may
liave a better chance for early rearing than

the House bees.

Opposers of woman suffrage have ob-

jected that, if women had the vote, they

would vote just the same as the men. Illi-

nois women refuted that fallacy April 7.

Their vote closed a lot of saloons that the

male vote would have left open, and made
dry some of the larger cities such as Elgin.

[Late reports show that women's votes

made it possible to put out something over

a thousand saloons in Illinois. Speed the

day when the women in all the States can

vote.

—

Ed.]

M. F. Markle tells me that Jews are

great honey-users. They make a specialty

of certain cakes or cookies made with honey
because of their keeping qualities. In gen-

eral they prefer candied honey for table

use. [The Jews are certainly very fond of

honey. They dispose of large quantities of

honey granulated in the comb, while other

peoples regard it with suspicion and will

not touch it. The Jews have taught us

thrift and finance, and perhaps they can

teach us something about eating granulated

comb honey. It is really fine eating.

—

Ed.]

The Country Gentleman, p. 838, has a

full page on fighting insect enemies, in

which the sole reference to bees is in this

sentence: "Do not spray trees or plants

while in blossom, because of endangering

the lives of visiting bees." But that single

sentence is magnified many times by a sub-

head :
" Have a Care for the Bees." This

goes to show that intelligent horticultural

editors are awake to the im^Dortance of

bees; and a plea from one of them is worth
more than a plea from all the bee-editors on

the continent. [Our fruit journals and agri-

cultural pajDers are now very strong against

spraying trees while in bloom. As we have

before mentioned in these columns, the

fruit-groweis are waking up to the impor-
tance of having bees pollinate their trees;

and they are letting the fact be known by
asking local beekeepers to put bees on their

places.

—

Ed.]

F. Greiner, you're dead right in that

good article, p. 386, that there is no better

time to rear queens than swarming time, a

time selected by Nature. But isn't super-

seding time just as natural? Please remem-
ber that in the natural course every queen

is superseded, and that by the bees. With
me, at least (and I suspect other bees are

like mine) that superseding practically al-

ways takes i^lace after swarming time is all

over. [In tins connection we venture the

statement that an experienced queen-breeder

who understands the art of feeding—that is,

of stimulating—can rear just as good queens

out of season as during the swarming or

supersedure impulse. Said an experienced

queen-breeder wdio has raised thousands and

thousands of queens, " I prefer to have no

honey coming in ; then I have all the condi-

tions under my control ; and knowing those

conditions I produce the best of queens."

And we believe he is right. But the average

queens raised by the average person will

not be equal to those raised under natural

imjDulses.

—

Ed.]

FoLLOw^iNG the announcement of the Chi-

cago Eecord-Herald of its ban on liquor

advertisements, columns have been occupied

with endorsement and rejoicing from men,

women, and organizations of all sorts. On
the other side appears a defense of the

liquor business, occupying a column and a

half, by the president of the leading high-

class ( ?) liquor firm of Chicago. The great-

er part of it is occupied with a plea for

compensation from government in case the

business is closed up—clear proof that the

closing up is expected; and when those high

in the councils of the liquor power expect

the end it cannot be so very far away. [If

some of the temperance people would take

pains to write a courteous letter to the

editor of the daily that comes to their home,

protesting against the liquor advertisements,

and calling attention to the papers that have

already dropped them, it would have a tell-

ing effect. It is because Christian people

and temperance folks generally do not take

advantage of the power that lies in their

hands that these liquor advertisements con-

tinue. If an editor receives a dozen letters

a week from his temperance subscribers,

and if he has 100,000 names on his list he

would begin to think something would hap-

pen if he did not eliminate the offending

advertising.

—

Ed.]
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EEKEEPING AmONG THE MOCKIEl
"esley Foster, BouiMer, Colorado.

THE LOCAL MARKET.
The local market has quite a supply of

comb and extracted honey still on hand, and
some will undoubtedly be carried over. The
comb honey has not showed any appreciable

signs of gi'anulation. No. 1 and fancy comb
honey are retailing now at 10 cents in most
of the stores. No. 2 honey sells for 8 1-3

cents, but this is somewhat under weight.

The grocers are selling the comb honey for

about what the honey cost them in trade, or

a little less. * * *

WHY SWARMS GO TO THE HILLS.

Why issuing swarms almost invariably go

to the foothills has been a question for

which I have not had a satisfactory answer.

This is true of nearly all the apiaries located

from one to eight or ten miles of the foot-

hills. Do the bees see the mountains and
instinctively go toward them, or do they

make toward the hills because the early

spring pollen and nectar come from them?
The foothills do not furnish any thing like

the satisfactory pasturage throughout the

season that is to be had from the alfalfa-

fields, but perhaps the bees size up the situ-

ation by the early indications.

WE WANT IT DRY.

The editor, in the May 1st issue, says that

the Weather Bureau reports that an ex-

tremely wet season is likely to be followed

by a dry one. We have had the wet season

here, and we hope that this season will be

hot and dry. Of course, we shall not hope
it will be dry in the East. But it is this

way : Up in our mountains are millions of

tons of frozen and packed snow—ice is

really what much of it is. The " woods "

are full of it up near the timber-line, and
much of this will not melt and come down
to furnish water for irrigation unless we
have hot, dry weather in July and August.

We generally like to have one or two good
rains in July and August ; but it so often

turns cold after a rain that we do not wish

for much rain in Colorado.

PROSPECTS UP TO DATE.

To date. May 9, we have had something

over seven inches of precipitation since

January 1—over two inches above normal.

Apple orchards are just coming into bloom,

and dandelions liave been furnishing nectar

for about a week. Some of our colonies have

made preparations for swarming, and we
are bound to have some swarms during

fruit-bloom. Two weeks more and the dan-

ger of alfalfa being frozen back will be

over. If we have no freeze, alfalfa should

be in bloom by the first week in June. Extra
supers of drawn combs have been put on
thirty or more colonies, and another week
will see more than one hundred more go on.

Colonies are at least 25 per cent stronger

at this date than last year ; but I think there

is less honey in the hives.

* * «

CELLAR WINTERING IN THE WEST.

I have received several favorable reports

from Colorado and W^yoming of bees win-

tering very successfully in cellars. We have

very changeable winter weather in the inter-

mountain regions, and it would not surprise

me to see cellar wintering receive quite an

impetus in the next ten years. There is one

thing that augurs well for it, and that is

that it is easy to keep cellars dry in most
places. The most serious trouble I would
think would be in keeping the cellar cool

enough during some of the warm weather

we have some winters.

* * *

WHEN IS A COLONY INSPECTED ?

That report of apiary inspection in Ari-

zona brings up again the question of what
constitutes the inspection of a colony of

bees. To me it seems that the inspection

should be thorough enough so that any dis-

cernible evidences of foul brood will be

found. I consider that an examination of

all the combs with brood in them, and all

the emjDty brood-combs for the dried scales,

constitutes a thorough inspection. With the

small amount of money available in most

States for apiary inspection I do not think

it advisable to inspect every hive in an

apiary unless there is disease found there or

unless there is considerable disease in the

neighborhood. The competence and ability

of the owner will be a factor too. It is not

right for the intelligent beekeepers to de-

mand the inspection of all their bees each

year by the inspector. I have been called

upon to inspect an apiary, and instructed

to bring along scissors to clip the queens.

It is possible to inspect 100 colonies a day
if they are located in large apiaries. I in-

spected 140 colonies one day, but the owner
worked with me, removing cover, cloth, and
follower-board, and replacing them when I

was through. The average number of colo-

nies inspected in a day by the inspectors in

Colorado would probably be 35 to 50.
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BEEKEEPING IN CALIFOMNIA
^ c.

March borrowed some fine days from
April, and in return gave April some of her

own kindi The past two weeks have not

been weather that makes the beeman glad,

and the week now ending (April 30) has

been one that would try the patience of Job
had he been a beekeeper. Think of the

maximum temperature on April 29 being
only 50 degrees ! There has been a great

storm on in the southern part of the State,

one of unusual note, in that the rainfall in

the interior foothill region was very heavy,
reaching a total of 2i/^ inches in the San
Bernardino Valley, gradually becoming less

until in the coast region it amounted to

nothing. There is no question but that the

quantity of honey from the button sage will

be less than it would have been had the

weather continued fair. That the flow from
the white sage, buckwheat, and later-bloom-

ing plants will be materially increased in

this section seems probable, the ground be-

ing thoroughly soaked to a good depth. The
blooming period of the button sage may be
prolonged, but it has only a short time long-

er to bloom at best.
* * *

Referring to the editorial, page 281, April
15, " More expensive to winter bees in the

South than in the North," I tliink that there
is food for thought on this subject, and our
California beekeejDers can study it with
profit—not alone the exact text, but also the
quantity of stores necessary to keep colo-

nies in good condition through the winter
with an additional amount sufficient to tide

them over through the seasons of dearth.
For such seasons come, and invariably they
spell disaster to many of our beemen be-
cause they provide only for the winter.
These seasons of extreme dearth are nearly
always followed by a good honey-flow when
the bees are apt to be in the worst shape to

gather it. That is the condition that pre-
vails in California to-day—a good honey-
flow and a small amount of bees to gather it.

There are so many reasons why plenty of
stores should be left on the hive that I will

not attempt to discuss them all; but the fact

remains that, of all things that cause the
heavy loss of colonies during seasons of
dearth, the influence of lack of stores is 'he
chief cause. Mr. 0. 0. Poppleton is quoted
in the above-mentioned editorial as saying,
" My problem is not so much to encourage
brood-rearing as to keep it down." In this

respect we differ to some extent, for the
problem with us is generally to induce suf-

ficient breeding in the autumn to supply
young bees to give the bees a good start in

the spring, before they are worn out by age.

Plenty of stores are advisable under almost
all conditions in which the rearing of brood
figures. I have followed closely the condi-

tion of stores of my colonies through the

winter of 1912, and on down the long dry
summer, following with an eye to ascertain

the condition of the colonies that give the

best account of themselves. Invariably I

find that the colony having the greatest

amount of stores is the one to respond most
quickly to the influence of some pollen-pro-

ducing plant that came into bloom without
nectar. To my notion pollen is the greatest

breeding stimulant of all. Yet pollen alone
in time of a dearth is not sufficient to induce
breeding if there is a shortage of old honey.
With an ample supply of old honey at hand
the response is noticeable immediately.
The same may be said of stimulative feed-

ing. Colonies with ample stores will respond
moi'e quickly to stimulative feeding than
those with a very limited amount. This is

especially true in the winter and fall, for

nature seems to spur, the bees on to take

greater risks in the spring than at any other
time of the year. My heaviest colonies dur-
ing the past summer carried from forty to

fifty pounds of honey. These were not only
the strongest in stores but also in bees. In
the fall I began dividing their stores among
those having from nothing to a very small
supply. They were also low in bee force.

When through dividing I had sufficient

stores on all colonies to tide them over until

spring, but those from which I took the

stores were the heaviest in bee force, and
are to-day. It is from them that I am now
getting my heaviest surplus. I might modify
the above to cover a few colonies that had
old queens that were not able to bring thpir

colonies to their best. I have had the quick-

est and most satisfactory response to stimu-
lative feeding where fed in the open, with a

ten-per-cent-sugar syrup. This seems to

excite them to breeding in a more natural

way, as the active outdoor flight and the

thin syrup being carried into the hive, so

much like nature's way, gives the entire

yard a more natural activity. Much honey
is required to produce young bees, and this

should be figured on every year when leav-

ing the supply of stores, for the following
season may or may not give sufficient stores,

and on this account it is always best to be
on the safe side.
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J, L, Byer, Notes fmom Canada
Bees have wintered well in Ontario so far

as I have learned from the reports sent me.

Although the weather, as I have mentioned,

has been generally cool, yet the bees seem

to have built up nicely so far. On the 7th

of May, toward evening, I noticed two

colonies at the home yard with small clus-

ters outside of the packing-cases. Early in

the day they had been working on pussy

Avillows. These were two eight-frame L.

hives heavily fed last winter; and as they

were strong colonies with young queens, no

doubt the smaller hives explain the crowd-

ing outside. Clustering so early is unusual

in my experience; and, needless to say,

those two colonies will need attention as

soon as any nectar comes in.

At this date. May 11, hard maple and

willows are just opening, and dandelion is

making quite a showing on protected south-

ern slopes, so in spite of the cool weather

we had earlier, the spring is about on nor-

mal time so far as vegetation is concerned.

So far, bees have had very few days to

gather pollen; for, although we have had

little freezing for some time, cool weather

has been therule. In the May 1st issue it

is stated editorially that there has been a

heavy precipitation of snow and rain almost

all over the United States and Canada; but

that certainly does not apply to our section

in the vicinity of Toronto. We had very

little snow all winter, and this spring we
have not had a real rain yet. Around Lon-

don and other western Ontario points I

understand they have had heavy rains, so

it looks as though that section will be fa-

vored again for another season. But we
may all get all the rain we need yet; and

instead of looking for a drouth, as the

editor mentions, we are rather expecting

wet weather, as one extreme generally fol-

lows another.
* « «

Judging from the heavy correspondence

I have received in connection with an arti-

cle written in another journal, regarding

the question of overproduction, there is no

question in my mind but that the great

majority of the large producers (people

who depend upon beekeeping for a living)

honestly think that such a thing is not only

possible but probable in the near future.

Looking at the question in an unprejudiced

way, I think it must be admitted that bee-

keepers are often too anxious to tell of

their successes, when, on the other hand, we

do not hear of the failures so frequently.

A number have written me, suggesting that

it would be a good thing for all concerned,

for both producers and prospective bee-

keepers, if the occasional large crops pro-

duced were never published in the journals.

There may be something in this, as there is

no question but that some see "easy money"
in these big reports, only to find out later

that they have overlooked the reports of

total failures that go with the calling just

as surely as an occasional big yield.

CRUSTED SNOVSr DOES NO HARM IF THERE IS

VENTILATION AT THE TOP THROUGH
THE PACKING.

Some time ago I drove eight miles to the

Altona apiary to bring home three barrels

of cappings to be melted up. At this yard the

snow always drifts over the hives more than

at any of our other apiaries, owing to the

hives being in an orchard surrounded on

three sides by high evergi-eens. These trees

catch the snow just enough to drop it over

the hives when it is blown in the orchard,

and as a rule the hives will have lots of the

beautiful around and over them, when there

will be little at the other places. On this

trip I found conditions as described. As we
had a heavy shower the night before the

trip, followed by a cold snap, of course the

snow had a very heavy crust over it. Just

for curiosity I got a shovel and dug down to

the entrances of four colonies, the snow
being about on a level with the cases—some
.30 inches deep. In front of each entrance

there was a hole in the snow as large as my
head, it having been melted away by the

heat from the bees. I carefully lifted off

the top of one case, turned back the pack-

ing, and rolled up one corner of the quilt.

The bees were very quiet, so I left snow

around the other cases, believing the bees

were in better condition than they would be

if I dug away all that snow with the crust

on, for, no matter how careful I would have

been, there would have been more or less

disturbance, and bees would have left the

hives, as the sun was shining brightly. But

please bear in mind these colonies all have

quilts over the frames, and there is an air-

space between the packing and the tops of

the outside cases. If sealed covers were over

the bees, I should be afraid of snow over

them; but with the other plan, it is an alto-

gether different proposition.
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CONVEMSATIONS 'WITH BOOLITTLE
At Borodino, New York.

SHOOK SWARMING AND SECTION HONEY.

Mr. G. W. Babcoek, Brockport, N. Y.,

AVTites that he considei-s the " Doolittle

plan " of shook swarming the best of any so

far given to the public because by this plan

all after-swarms are clone away with, tlie

new colony does well, and the colony in the

parent hive on top can be absorbed by the

new colony, or it can be set off, given a new
queen, and thus made into a good stock

colony for the next season. He says that h.e

lias obviated the only trouble which he him-

self and others have found with that plan,

by using what he styles a " gauze board,"

the same being a thin board with an eight-

inch-square hole through the center covered

with wire screen. There is also a hole near

the front end which will allow two or three

bees to go down at a time to the colony

below. This gauze board is for the purpose
of allowing the heat from the colony below
to come u]) into the brood from which the

bees were shaken, now on top, so that there

will be no chilling of the same, as some find

to be the ease where enameled cloth is used

as was given in an article of mine written

some fifteen years ago.

During the past I have used the old Lang-
stroth honey-board which had six openings
through it, to corresi^ond to the openings in

six honey-boxes, these openings being about
one inch wide by five long, the same being-

covered with window-screen wire; and I

have also used a rim of the same size of the

hive with the whole surface covered with
wire cloth, the same being put on top of a

strong colony when it was to receive the

beeless brood from another colony.*

Some of these boards were used with a
hole in the end next to the entrance of the

hive. Then, when woi'king for section hon-
ey on the shook-swarming plan, the bees
emerging from the brood above could run
down through this hole and through the

space made by wedging the sections togeth-
er to the colony below, so that they could
fly from the entrance when they go out for
the first time to take their airing. This
hole in the wire cloth was fitted with a

* Here let me say that there is no "absolutely sure"
plan of introducing a queen equal to turning her
and her attendants loose in a hive of beeless brood
so placed over a strong colony. A laying queen
taken from one hive to another in the same apiary
can generally be introduced by almost any plan ; but
a valuable queen which has come through the mails
is too often missing when the majority of the so-
called snfe plans of introduction are used. Of course,
in such introduction with beeless brood there should
be no holes anywhere from this upper hive where a
single hee can get either out or in. After six days
this hive should be set on the stand it is to occupy.

queen-cell protector, point down, so that it

was easy for the bees from above to run
down to the colony below. Many would
not find their way back through the small

hole in the lower end ; and in this way, at

the end of 24 days, the upper hive could be
taken off with few bees and little honey,

while these emerging bees from the brood
above kept the colony in good strength for

storing honey in the sections in much better

strength than in case of a natural swarm,
as with such swarm fully a third if not a

half of the bees in the swarm would die of

old age before any young bees would emerge
to give strength to the colony.

How did it turn out? The sections were
filled and completed as was expected; but,

alas! the dirt and bits of cell cappings
gnawed off by the emerging brood rattled

down through the wire cloth and Avere mixed
in with the sealing of the honey to such an
extent that nice clover and basswood honey
would not bring the price of good sections

of buckwheat, and much more profit Ava,s

obtained from prime swarms on the old

]ilan than was secured from this third great-

er yield of miserable-looking sections.

Next I tried making wide frames with

tight tops to hold the sections, hoping that

enough heat might come up through the

space made by the wedges so that no harm
would come to the brood should a cold spell

come on immediately after shaking. Th's

kept the brood all right, but allowed so

large a space for the bees to go up, as well

as down, that when all the brood had emerg-
ed I had these brood-combs pretty well

filled with honey, and the sections not so

well advanced as by the old way.

After this T used the open-topped sec-

tions, and over these spread a sheet of

enameled cloth, the same having a hole in it

above the space made by the wedges, the cell

protector being used point down, as was
done when the wire cloth was used. This

lilan gave the best results of any thing up to

that time, as much more heat would come
up through this sheet of enameled cloth by
way of the openings, where the open-top
sections were used than was the case with

the closed-top w^ide frames. But sometimes
there Avas a loss of brood, as Mr. B. says.

Next I went about perfecting the plan as

given in the book " Management of Out-

apiaries," which not only makes shook
swarming a success, but puts every pound of

honey, not consumed by the bees, in the

sections, in good marketable shape,
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GENEMAL COMKESPONDE:
MOVING BEES FROM OHIO TO FLORIDA AND BACK

BY H. H. ROOT

In this special number on moving bees a

few remarks regarding our experiences in

transporting them by rail and by boat on
the way to Apalachicola, Florida, may be

appropriate. The universal opinion of all

those who have had any thing to do with

moving bees is that it is the unexpected that

always happens. So far as is possible, there-

fore, it is wise to make provision for taking

care of unusual calamities—in other words,

to expect the unexpected.

The illustrations in our December 15th

issue show how we
prepared the hives for

the long journey.
We use two screen

boards in hot weather,

one over the hive and
the other under it. Be-

ing made of %-iricli

cleats, there is nearly

an inch under the

frames and over an

inch above. In cool

weather an ordinary

deep bottom-board
with screened entrance

may be used instead of

the lower screen. How-
ever, it must be re-

membered that we lo-

cate the hives so that

every one of them can be reached, and we
provide plenty of water, as will be explain-

ed more fully later on, to keep down the

temperature in case the bees are suffering.

During a conversation with Mr. C. H.
Clute, of Palmetto, Florida, who, by the

way, has done considerable moving of bees

by rail, I found that he places a framework
at least three inches deep under the brood-
chambers, and he thinks that he gets better

results by so doing, as any bees which may
die en route fall down from the combs out

of the way, and there is less danger of suf-

focation. This takes considerably more room,
liowever, than the plan we use, and we have
liad such excellent results that we do not see

Fig. 1.—The bees in the freight house at Bainbridge, waiting to be loaded
on the steamer.

how we could better it. The two screen

boards securely held by crate staples pre-

vent any possibility of bees getting out, and
they afford plenty of room and ventilation.

After the difficulties

under which we work-
ed in hauling the hives

out of four feet of
snow when we got

ready to load them
last November, as re-

ported in the Decem-
ber 15th issue, when
the train with its car

of bees finally started

we fondly hoped that

our troubles for this

one trip might be over.

Our troubles were
over, but not so with

Mr. Marcliant, with
the ear. In this car

we had tried a newFig. 2.—The steamer which carried the bees from Bainbridge to Randlett's

Landing.
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Pig. 3.—Loading the bees on the steamer.

id instead of a solid frameworkplan ; an
from the door to the ends of the car to sup- 1

411

port the rows of hives, we made three sepa-
rate tiers which were put together before

being placed in the ear, our idea being that,

after the bees were unloaded, this frame-
work could be taken out in three parts and
used again when the bees were to be ship-

ped north. The plan did not work well,

however, for the framework was not as

rigid as it should have been, and there was
considerable trouble all along the way, ow-
ing to parts working loose. Mr. Marchant
wrote afterward that his hands were bleed-

ing most of the time owing to pounding his

iingers when attempting to drive nails while

tlie ear was in motion. At Birmingham,
Alabama, the staging gave way to such an
extent that it became absolutely necessary

to unload a large number of the colonies in

tlie railroad yard, and make repairs. Un-
loading a car is no small task at any time;

but in the midst of a busy railroad yard,

with trains switching back and forth con-

stantly, and with barely enough room for a
man to stand between tracks, the problem
becomes a serious one. However, room was
finally made for the hives to be piled up
while the staging was repaired, and, finally,

when every thing was ready again, the last

lap of the journey by rail was undertaken
without further mishap. At Bainbridge,

Georgia, the car was unloaded, and the colo-

nies located on the floor of the freight-

house, awaiting the steamer. The railroad

freight-house being located very close to the

river, there was no need of a transfer. Fig.

1 shows a part of the outfit in the freight-

louse, and Fig. 2 the two tracks for the

Pig. 4.—^^On the boat down the Apalachicola River, between Bainbridge and Bandlett's Landing.
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Fig. 5.—Wetting cloths to quiet the tees

cars, which are pulled up and down by the

cables, taking freight to and from the boat.

Fig. 3 shows some of the negro deck hands
carrying the hives on to the boat. This boat
by the way, like many other river boats, is a
stern-wheeler, the deck being flat, as shown
in Fig. 4, without a railing, so that the work
of loading and unloading is reduced to a

minimum. The boat can be jiushed up into

the bank to make a landing anywhere, the

great paddlewheel which drives it mean-
while remaining out in the deep water. It

has been suggested by some that moving by
steamer is a difficult proposition. This is

true in case of large lake or ocean steamers
in which the bees have to be placed down in

a dark poorly ventilated hold ; but there is

little trouble in moving on one of these flat

river boats. If the sun becomes too hot, the

canvas side curtains or tarpaulin may be
unrolled, as shown in Fig. 3, and if the bees

show any signs of becoming overheated,

cloths may be wet by dragging them in the

water and placing them over the hives to

keep down the temperature
Providing water to

quiet the bees while

being moved by rail is

a much more difficult

proposition. As stated

in the editorial in our
last issue, several bar-

rels may be required

for a carload of bees

shipped, say, a thou-

sand miles. We gen-

erally provide one
(preferably two) bar-

rels of water at the

start, and we fill these

at every opportunity,

or as occasion de-

mands.

-Figs. T) and 6.

We have tried many
different schemes for

Avetting the bees. At
first we used dippers,

having the hives ar-

ranged so that the

wire screen over the

top of each one could

he reached. This is a
slow nielhod, however,
and mucii water is

likely lo be wasted;
for if it is poured on
the screen, the bees get

too much at a time,

and they are likely to

suft'er before more can
be given. We also tried

hand spray-pumps
wliich could be used to direct a spray of
water at each screen. By adjusting the

nozzle so that the water is carried in an
exceedingly fine spray, almost in the form
of vapor, there is not much danger of wast-

ing the water, and a few strokes suffice to

cause the whole screen to drip. This worked
much better than a dipper; but Mr. Mar-
chant prefers to get x'olls of cloth which can

be unrolled over the hives at will. The cloth,

if dry, serves as a protection from the cold

if the temperature falls pretty low ; or dur-

ing extremely hot weather, if the bees are

suffering, it furnishes an excellent means of

providing water, for the water may be
quickly applied to the cloth, and the bees

take it more slowly than in any other way,
so that it does more good. The cold wet
cloth over the screen is a great help when
bees have to be shipped in extremely hot

weather.

MOVING NUCLEI PROM EANDLETT^S LANDING
TO FORT GADSKY.

Before shipping the bees north Mr. Mar-
cliant formed five hundred nuclei in special

Fig. 6.—Wet cloths over the bees on the boat.
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7.— Loading tliree-frame nuclei mi IIh' laiiiKli jiniiaiatcn-y to the trip five iiiilf": nji liic

Nucleus yard. The cover picture for this issue shows the boat loaded and under \vay,

three-frame hives, moving them fifty at a
time five miles up the river to a beautiful

spot on the bank that is as level as a table.

We shall have a view of this nucleus yard
ill Gleanings shortly, for it makes a beau-
tiful ]iicture. Fig. 7 shows the launch part-

ly loaded with these three-frame nuclei. Our
cover picture for this issue shows the launch
with its load under way.
Of all the conveniences for moving bees

—

wagons, sleds, train, or boat—the boat, if of
tlie river type shown in the photogTaph, is

bv far the most satisfactory. There is verv'

little jar, nothing has to be done along the

line of bracing the hives, and protection

either from the heat or the cold can be

easily provided. Of course, moving by
boat in rough water on a lake or on the

ocean is an entirely different proposition.

Moving by rail is the most nerve-wearing
of all ; and yet, in spite of exasperating

delays of trains that are sometimes unavoid-

able, more real serious accidents no doubt
occur when bees are moved by wagon, for it

lakes a pretty good horse to keep his head
if he happens to be stung a few times. We
presume more bees are lost when moving by
rail ; but there are surely more accidents

ard narrow escapes from actual loss of life

when moving by horse and wagon. In the

latter instance, if in no other, it certainly

pays to prepare for the unexpected.

lOVING IN NEW ZEAL4ND BY MOTOR TRUCK
BY E. G. WARD

At the end of last season I owned 35

colonies of bees which were spread out in

three locations. About half were at my
home in Christchurch, and the remainder in

two equal lots about five miles away. One
season of this kind of management convinc-

ed me that it was not a paying proposition,

so T decided to get the bees together in a

good country district. T was fortunate in

securing a location in a good clover district,

and I have a nice little apiaiy established.

The bees were loaded in the bottom of a

motor truck, and the supers, etc., piled on
top. The tops of the hives were covered

with a frame of x<'\ve cloth, and the en-

trances closed in with the same material full

width. I had the misfortune to lose three

of the best colonies by suffocation. These

three colonies were in nine-frame hives, and
very strong; and, although there was plenty
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of air on top, it was
evident that % by the

full width of the hive

was not enough for

the bottom.

The season has been

rather below the aver-

age, and the weather

very erratic. The flow

was three weeks to a

month later than usual

in starting, and weath-

er was not settled till

the flow was past. Not-

withstanding the draw-
backs, I have secured

a fair crop. I have
increased from 31 to

68 colonies, including

7 or 8 swarms frona

other bees I had
charge of; 14 of these are nuclei, and are

in good shape for next season. I have

extracted 3200 lbs. of honey, and secured

about 5 dozen sections and reared about 40

queens by the Doolittle plan. The six best

colonies gave 1121 lbs. of extracted honey.

All the queens were introduced by the smoke
method, and I am so well satisfied with it

that I am not likely to try any other unless

lb
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Fig. 1.—The elder Baldensperger sitting on the arch over the old hives in Solomon's castle.

Oui' first apiaries, in the old castle of

Solomon (Fig. 1), stuck up against the

walls, had a i^assage behind for the extract-

ing of honey. To see the bees at work, or to

brush away reptiles and other vermin, and
inspect them from the outside, we had to

climb along the protruding stones of the

castle to reach them—Fig. 2. Of course the

old methods gave little returns compared
with what we get now ; but the expenses in

the olden days were also reduced to almost

nothing.

The arches and the castle were not private

property, and no one knew to whom they

belong'ed. Bees have been there for genera-

tions, and the owner of the bees was also

owner of the whole. The old police agent,

a Kurdish cavalryman, did not care nor
know who was the real owner, and matters

passed along in the most primitive ways.
The different archways often had different

owners; hives were bought and sold on the

spot, and thus changed hands; but still one
partner was always the same old man—one

who had learned beekeeping in patriarchal

ways, and was the patriarch of the whole
fraternity. When an archway containing

some 70 to 80 hives gave a return of 300 to

500 pounds of honey and about 50 pounds
of wax, it was considered quite a good
affair. The police agent received a few
pounds of honey, and all was said and dore
till next year's har^'est. The swarming sea-

son being only work, the police agent cared

little for the proceedings.. The highly fla-

vored thyme honey of the mountains of

Judah (same as Hymettus honey) being
from the same flowers, fetched about 85
cents for 6^2 pounds. Expenses, except

for the transportation of empty jars, and
carrying away the filled ones, were greatly

reduced, as bees were never moved, stuck in

as they were for generations, and probably
they will remain there as long as the owners,
now fellahin of Bethlehem and Urtas, con-
tinue their old ways.
Our attention was called to new methods

by the British Bee Journal, but was further

developed by Gleakings about 1880, and
since then Gleanings and Mr. Root's arti-

cles have been in our homes, whether in Pal-

estine, Algeria, or France; also smokers,
extractors, comb - foundation machines,
either direct or indirect, by way of Pans,
are still the only ones used, and will be, till

better ones can be produced.
When the bar-frames were adopted the

arches were abandoned to the fellahin, and
field apiculture was introduced by the Bal-

densperger brothers. As roads were yet

scarce, or at all events led only along the

highways to Jerusalem, Jaffa, Bethlehem,
Hebron, etc., bees were carried to and fro

on camelbaek. Often the indolent drivers

had to be looked for at the fairs in some
small town, where also terra-cotta hives

were for sale. But the first transportations

of movable and bar-frame hives were effect-

ed on the heads of women who were also

recruited in the market. The first move,
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2.—Henry Baldensperger (a son of the writer) climbing along the old wall to see the lees.

over thirty years agO; from Kamleh to Jaffa,

to the orange-groves, was carried out by
women who carried the heavy hives ten miles

on their heads. Each woman w^as paid 10

cents for the work. Later on, camels were
hired, and two joackages of four hives were
carried by each animal, amounfing to 500 or

600 lbs. in weight. As a camel goes slowly

(about 2^/2 miles an hour) they were paid
between 45 and 85 cts. per night, as it was
not only dangerous for man and beast to

travel by day, but also bad for the bees,they

being in danger of being smothered. Some
adventures were related in Gleanings
away back in the '80's.

When the summer was over, the bees were
carried back to the plains in the same way
tliey were taken up to Judea; and the honey
in tins holding about 50 pounds was also

loaded on camelback. Hives of the old sys-

tem rendered 5 to 6 lbs. of honey ; but the

new hives often gave over 100 pounds each,

so not only many were scared by the enor-

mous amounts of honey wliich were ex-

tracted, recalling the well-desei-ved title of

a " land flowing with milk and honey," but

officials laid liigher taxes on hives, and bee-

keeping was on the point of becoming para-

lyzed ; and, moreover, the honey market was
as yet very unsettled. Small quantities

could still be sold at the old price of 85 cts.

a bottle, but thousands of pounds found no
buyers. All innovations are difficult to

ii;!i-o<';;(e ; h;;! n;oie so in n primitive coin-

try where the I'etvograde masses looked on

the quantities produced with great mistrust.

Thus for months and months the best honey
imaginable lay there, and prospects were
dreary—no hope for getting any thing in

return for the work and expense laid out.

With great patience and much sacrifice a

market was opened, when some of us re-

solved not to continue the struggle, and
decided to leave the country.

The orange blossom in Jaffa and the

l^rickly pear gave the first harvest in April
and May. Then the bees left for the moun-
tains. Fig. 4.

In those happy days for the keeping of

bees no kind of bee-disease was known to

us, and this greatly simplified the work,
provided the queens laid and were in good
condition. Wax-moths attacked very vig-

orously the empty comb ; but sulphur flunes

during the hot months protected the pre-

cious combs. Hornets may be said to have
been the great pest from August to the first

rains, October and November, when the

rains drowned them in their underground
nests. If the rains were too late the damage
was great.

For many of the above reasons, and some
additional ones, I moved to France, where
a part of the Oriental plagues have disap-

peared ; but civilization has also its plagne.

Here are iio hornets nor slow camels tramp-
ing 2V2 miles an hour—no hadjiis wislung

to kneel down and pray when work was
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most pressing; but

other pests spring up.

Instead of the camel

the hives are set on

carts, Fig. 5, and the

bees travel from N:ce

to the Alps and back

again at a greater

speed. Honey finds a

more ready market,

but here another ene-

my has to be fought.

In Mohammedan coun-

tries no fermented

drinks are allowed.

Honey is more freely

taken; but here, wine

and other drinks take

the place of that most

precious gift of natur-

al sweet, presented

naturally. Our best

patrons are vegetari-

ans and anti-alcohol

societies; and as an outcome of the stupid

belief that wine gives strength, our bees are

persecuted wherever there are vineyards.

Peasants are very keen for their interests

against every other man ; but when a bee

hovers over a ripe grape or over injured

berries to suck the sweet liquid, exaggera-

tion comes in, and our bees are accused of

ruining the whole vineyard. No lectures or

demonstrations can be strong enough to re-

assure the ignorant and show them the folly

of their theories. They have no other idea

of the natural liistory of the bee than that

their wine production is diminished by the

loresence of an apiary in the vicinity. I

have seen bees crawling about the uninjured

I-'ii:. !,- -(.I'liil (.iiMin_ a 1m;uI of i crs i)irnu-h the lanes of Jaffa;
gardens lined with prickly pears (cactus), and orange-tj'ees behind.

fruit for weeks, 3'et never touching a berry

;

but what is that to them? Fertilization of
fruit-trees by bees and the like is looked on
as a fable or at least not worth the trouble.

So in spite of all advantages our hardships

are still great, and we look for the wildest

sites, " where every prospect pleases," up in

the Alps, and there we pick out the best

even places to set our hives here and there

among the brushwood, stones, and other

things, Fig. 6. Very often it is in places

where it is so steep you would be tempted
'• to have to saw off one leg and splice it to

the other " (see Gleanings^ cover, Sept. 1,

1913).
Though some beekeepers can handle their

bees with very little

smoke, I use plenty of

it with a good " Con-
queror " smoker, and
am sure to be left

alone by the bees, as

now for years I have
not taken a veil to

handle the hundreds
of colonies spread
about in many out-

apiaries in the Alps.
I believe in plenty of

smoke, so I take olive

twigs or fig wood, or

any that happens to be
near that is not obnox-
ious to the bees, and
has no bad odor for

Fig. 5.—Loading Ik,. art in Prance.

We can not boast of

being rid of that most
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Fig. 6.—Tlie Baldensperger apiarj' among the olive-trees in the Alps.

hideous of bee diseases—foul brood. Many
" fixists " (so we call the old-hive apia-

rists) are about us; and though by some
writers the notion has been spread that the

movable-frame hives are carriers of disease,

this is true for only the negligent beekeep-
er. I know well that the contrary is true.

For me, " movable " beekeepers are at least

very careful, and Ave can examine not only

our hives but every frame—^every cell—and
put a stop to tlie pest ; at least, every care-

ful beekeeper does it. At tlie first visit in

spring, every frame is lifted out and every

cell containing brood is examined. In its

eai'lier stage it is very easy to fight, provid-

ed every affected lai-va is attended to—that

is, a liquid or solid of some kind is strewn

over the diseased colony, which enables the

bees to get rid of it withoiat danger of

spreading the evil. By the careful bee-

keeper, the European or American fo:il

brood can be handled Avithout danger from
the next colony, even though you go to work
at it after examining the sick one.

Some apiaries are miles and miles distant

from the central apiary, itself (in summer)
miles away from our home in Nice. In these

out-apiaries a bee-tent is set up, and ex-

tractors and honoy-cans are cai-ried there.

Fig. 7. As the tins contain 60 to 120 lbs.

of honey, it requires strong and surefooted

mountaineers to carry them down the de-

clivity on their broad shoulders till the car

carrying them to the central station is

reached.

When honey was first put on the market
in earthenware jars and without cases, our
ancestors were still proud of their products.

Progress has brought clear glass jars—has
taught us to manipulate with great care,

and to seek the customer sometimes with all

kinds of persuasive talks. Staple prices

have gone up ; life is dearer ; yet with all

this our honey fetches only a few cents more
per bottle than it did^certainly not suffi-

cient to pay extra expenses.

Nice, France.

[We wonder what the migratory beekeep-

ers of to-day would say if they could trans-

port their bees over the country at the rate

of only 2^2 miles an hour; yet that is the

average speed of a camel with a load, not

including the stops. Our fast freights some-

times reach a speed of from 40 to 50 miles

an hour—twenty times as fast as the camel

;

but, nevertheless, we fancy that the wi-iter

of the following article, Avhen obliged to

wait/ so long for ti^ains, would have been

glad to accept camels or any other kind of

animals to help him out.

—

Ed.]
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A DISASTROUS EXPERIENCE IN MOVING A CAM OF BEES

f Bad Luick

BY H. F. STRANG

I have noticed accounts of shipments of

carloads of bees where everything went off

like clockwork; for example, Holtermann's

shipment from Libert}-, Mo., to Canada

;

also the Root Company's shipments from

Florida to Ohio, and Abler 's shipments

from his home at West Bend, Wis., to Lou-

isiana. In view of these reports of success

I thought perhaps a report of an unsuccess-

ful shipment by rail, where everything went

wrong from start to finish, might interest

the reader.

I have kept from one to 100 colonies of

bees for the past 30 years; but owing to

poor health for a good many years I haven't

engaged extensively in the woi'k.

one of the Baldensperj
Alps in France.

I had been advised by numerous doctoi's

to try the mountainous section of the South ;

and as I had spent some time in southwest

Missouri and Arkansas when I was a young
man, I naturally turned that way.

Li Augiist, 1911, I left my home in Mich-
igan for a trijD in the south; and finally,

after looking over a lot of territory, I de-

cided to locate iri the southwest part of

Missouri a little way from the Arkansas
lii:e on Flat Creek, in the Ozark Mountains.

I went home and got ready ; but owing to

bad weather I couldn't get ready to start

before Nov. 15. When all was ready I had
to wait nearly a week, owing to sickness.

Finally I got the bees loaded, and left our
station on the Pere
Marquette Railroad
about 42 miles from
Grand Junction on
Nov. 21 at 2:30 p.m.
We had to be pulled to

Greenville by the local,

as where I loaded was
just a branch.

We reached Green-
ville at 4:30 p. m., and
were switched on the

Y for the through
freight to pick us up;
but the best-laid plans
of men go wrong some-
times. The through
freight, when it got
within about ten miles
of Greenville, ran into

some kind of an ob-
struction on the track,

Avrecked the engine,

piled part of the train

in the ditch, tore up
some track, and they
told ns it would be ]2
hours at least before
we could get away
from there. Instead
of 12 hours, it was 38.

Then tliey took us out
to a junction on an-
other branch, 20 miles
east of Grand Rapids,
and Ave were there ten

hours before we could

get away. So it was
just .52 hours from the

time T left my liome

station until we got to
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Grand Kapids. How is that for 42 miles'?

In about an hour we left the Pere Mar-
quette yards for Chicago.

I will say right here, before I proceed
further, for fear some one will say I ought

to have gotten busy Avith the telephone, that

I was a railroad man myself in my younger
days, and I believe that I did every thing

possible all along my trip to hurry matters.

In fact, I met several of my old chums on
my journey who did every thing they could

(o hurry the trip. Getting out of Grand
Rapids in just one hour shows that I left no
stone unturned to get out at the first oppor-
tunity.

When we arrived in Chicago my first

mistake, and my only one, showed up.

Nearly all (or all) railroad laws state that

each car of bees must be accompanied by
an attendant bearing a first-class ticket to

place of destination ; and the agent at ray

loading station told me I could put a cow
or horse in my car if I so wished, and the

railroad would have to give me a pass. I

had a very choice Jersey heifer which I

wanted to take with me, so I put her in

;

and the very first thing they asked me when
I arrived at Chicago was, " Is your cow
inspected ? " as the laws of the State I was
going into forbade the entrance of any live

stock without inspection. I telephoned over

to the government inspecting offiee, and got

word that a man would be on hand to begin
operations at 1 P. M. At 9 :30 the next

morning he arrived and started the test for

tuberculosis. It takes 24 hours to carry it

through, so I was in Chicago just 48 hours.

If I had known, I could have had her in-

spected before I left home, as there was a

neighbor of mine who was a deputy State

inspector for Jlichigan.

At 11 A. M. they took my car over to the

Wabash yards, and I hardly waited for it to

stop and find where it would be switched
before I was on the way to the transfer

office to have my papers transferred. I had
billed my car by the Wabash from Chicago
to East St. Louis, and from there to desti-

nation by Missouri Paeifie Railroad. When
I arrived at the AVabash office in Chicago, I

was informed they had just received news
of a washout and bad wreck on their freight

line near East St. Louis, and it would be 24
hours, and may be longer, before they could

get a train through.

They consulted maps as to my destination,

and told me they could take me to Kansas
City and transfer me there to the Missouii
Pacific, as they said, and showed me that the

Missouri Pacific would take me to within

about 30 miles of Kansas City before thej'

took me south to my destination. So they

changed my papers to read by Kansas City.

I hurried over to the yardmaster's office,

and received the pleasant intelligence that a

train couldn't leave till an engine arrived,

as they had had several wrecks lately, and
were badly hampered for motor jDower. He
thought they could put a train out by 4 P.

M. ; but in i^laee of 4 p. m. it was 1 :30 A. M.

when we finally left the windy city.

About two hours before we left Chicago
it began to snow and blow; and the further

south we went the harder it snowed and
blew ; and in place of being the custom-

ary three-days' storm it was three times

three, and then some. Well, we kept going
until we finally got out of Illinois across the

Mississippi River into north Missouri; but

there Avasn't a division point that we got

out of in less than 12 hours, and in one

place I remember it was 16 hours before we

Migratory beekeeping with straw hives as practiced by H. Gravenhorst.

—

From Der Practische Imker.
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Fis- 2.—Outyard No. 2, near enough to ihe buckwheat so that it does not have to be moved for that flow.

arrived. They made thirteen loads of the

stuif we loaded at the other end on to four

loads. 1 had notified the i^arties who were
to see to getting I he teams by telephone
from Kansas City when I left there. Wheii
I finally got them unloaded I found over a
third of them dead, and the rest might as

well have been ; for all through that storm,

of course, every bee. that broke the cluster

was a dead one.

But, thanks to Mr. Ahler's schooling, in

all the shunting (and, of course, rough
usage they passed through) never a hive

left its place an inch, nor was a cover loos-

ened, nor did a tiling of the kind go wrong.
That storm, as nearly as I could tell by
reading and talking with others, passed but

little if any south of the Missouri River.

The bees that were left had a good flight

tlie third day after I got them to their

destination. It stormed until the snow was
18 inches on a level, and we had eight nights

when the temperature went from 8 to 17
below every night. The old-timers claimed

that we had the coldest M'inter and the most
snow that had been experienced for years.

Instead of natural pollen in February it

was the last of March before we had any;
and then, to cap the climax, we had the

driest summer here they had had for 25
years. The bees got hardly a bit of white

honey, and the source of the fall flow all

dried, so I have had to feed.

Clio, Mo.

HGRATORY BEEKEEPING IN NEW YORK STATE

All Auto Truck for Movieg to Buckwlieatt LocaBioius

BY D. L. WOODWARD

As I practice migratoi-y beekeeping, no

doubt some of the readers of Gleanings
will be interested to learn the way in which
I manipulate my apiaries.

As I bring all of my bees home to winter

in my house cellar, I will start in the spring
with the bees all at the home yard, Fig. 1.

About half of my bees are shown in this

photo, the rest being set o'lt near the cellar,

to remain there until time to remove them

to the outyards. The ijhoto was taken the

day after the first supers were put on. If I

could have waited until later I could have
shown more supers, or I might have carried

out several hundred empty supers and
placed them on the hives while the pictures

were being taken ; but I am not so fond of

work as that.

In this locality we take our bees from the

cellar from the 1st to the 10th of April.
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Fig. 3.- -D. L. Woodward's bees moved to their temporary location to catch the buckwheat honey-flaw.
Hundreds of acres of buckwheat surround the yard in every direction.

Those that I expect to leave at the home
yard I set on permanent stands; the rest,

which are to be moved, are set near tlie

cellar, to save steps.

As soon as the weather conditions are

favorable we go tlu-ough all the colonies,

clipping" the young queens and making out

new record-cards. Tliese cards or tags are

made of boards sent out with new liives for

division-boards; and as we do not use many
of these division-boards we make use of the

lumber by cutting the boards in pieces four
inches long for use as record-tags. These
tags are tacked on the rear right-hand

corner of the hive, and the record is kept
with a blue leadpencil. The whole season's

lecord can be kept on this tag by writing

compactly and abbreviating where possible.

Some beekeepers I have noticed keep a

record on a similar tag, or piece of card-

board, but place it under the cover of the

hive; but tliis necessitates removing the

cover whenever one wishes to look at the

recoid; and, besides, there is a great chance

of the tag being mislaid or lost. Some others

prefer to keep their records in a book; but

that is cumbersome and slow. With my
method the record is always at hand, and
after a while one learns to know the condi-

tion of each colony in the yard almost by
heart.

'^hs fiist recuid to be put on the new tag

is the age of the queen. This is taken from

the old tag before destroying it (of course

the tags will become weather-beaten during
a season, and the writing will be rather in-

distinct, and on this account we prefer to

make out new tags each spring. The first

record would read " Q 1912 C," C meaning
clipi3ed. If a later reading on the old tag
states that the bees have swarmed, then we
know that there must be a young queen
there to be clipped. If there is no record of

a swarm Ave skip it, leaving it to be looked
after when all the young queens are clipped.

After the young queens are clipped we pro-

teed to go through those that have been
skipped, in order to ascertain if the old

queen has been superseded or not. At tliis

time we also note on the tag the condition of

the colony, whether "strong," "medium/'
or "weak." Later in the season other things

are recorded as they come along, such as
" Swarmed J. 7," " Queenless Jy 1," or
" Short of Stores Oct. 1."

All this work we like to do while tlie bees

are at the home yard; but it is not always
possible to do sa, as we want to get the bees

moved to the outyards, and get the supers on
before the swarming fever is started, as we
find from experience that it goes a long way
toward ju'eventing swarming. About May
15th we move tlie bees to the outyards, after

first moving the supers there ready to be
put on when the hives are opened up.

After the white-honey How is over, which
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is about July 20, we move the honey home
to extract. By this time buckwheat is com-
ing into bloom, and we start at once to move
the bees to the buckwheat locality, which is

about six miles from our home yard, leavin;^

our white honey to be extracted after the

bees are moved. In order to do this, one
must have plenty of sujoers with drawn
combs. Fig. 3 shows the bees in (heir tem-

porary yard, with hundreds of acres ot

buckwheat in every direction. In the back
row there are three hives with the moving
scieer.s still on them. These screens are

made in the shape of a telescope cover, witli

an inch-square cleat on all four sides of the

inside of the rim, and rest on the uppei'

edge of the hive, the top being covered with

wire screen. The entrances are closed tight

with a strip of board dropped into metal
slots which are nailed to each side of the

bottom-board. With our equipment it is

not much of a trick to move bees, as our

hives are all ten-frame Lang-stroth, well

painted and sound, so that we are never

troubled with leaks. Our truck platform
was built to carry 33 hives which fit snugly,

so that there is no jostling on the road.

Yard No. 2 is located at the edge of the

buckwheat belt, so that they do not have to

be moved for the buckwheat-honey tiow.

During the fore part of October the colo-

nies are all moved back home, and the sea-

son's work is finished as far as the bees a)e

concerned.

In 1912 I purchased a 45-horse-power
Fiat chain-driven auto and converted it into

a truck to haul my bees and honey. (See

page 213, April 1, 1913.) For that purpose
it proved quite satisfactoiy, but rather ex-

pensive. It carried the bees without any
jarring to speak of, and did it quickly. For
light work it proved too expensive, so in

1913 I purchased a small car for running
about to outyards, etc., and for retailing

honey. I had a covered box built to fit on
behind the seats which will hold 500 lbs. of

honey put up in pails and bottles. Tins is

about all that I can sell on the i)ublie mar-
ket at Albany during market hours. Here
I make such a display as is shown in Fig. 4.

The beauty of selling on a market of this

kind is that there is no delivering to speak
of, as each customer carries bis honey home.

Pig. 4.- -The light car used for selling hoiiey at the
public market in Albany.

I use a five-pound friction-top pail lith-

ographed with a red background, with gold

and Jblack lettering. I find that such a pail

is a great advertisement. Ofttimes people
will send to the market by a neighbor or

their children for a pail of honey, with the

instructions to be sure to get it from the

man with the red pails. I also use glass

bottles holding six ounces, which retail for

ten cents, and pint jars for which I get 25

cents. The pails retail for 65 cents.

I have educated my trade to take my
honey in pails granulated, but I always
have it liquefied in the glass, as it shows oft

to so much better advantage. I would advise

all producei"s of honey to encourage the use

of honey in the granulated state, by all

means.
Clarksville, N. Y.

GETTING STUCK WITH A LOAB OF BEES IN L'

BY G. FRANK PEASE

Some time ago I had occasion to take an
automobile load of bees 21 miles to another
locat^ion in Louisiana. There were 56 colo-

nies in the load, and they were moved be-

fore the clay roads became dry after liard

rains. The truck went down at one place,

and we had three hours of hard work to get

the wheels planked ujd so we could gel: out;
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Moving 56 colonies by auto truck in Louisiana.

but we made the trip successfully, and the

bees soon settled down to work.
Although it was in the latter part of

Sejitember we hauled the honey also in this

truck. There were two loads of over 5000
lbs. each. This honey was so thick that it

would hardly run through a large molasses-

faucet, even with a hole in the top for air.

I had an old valve from an automobile tire

that just fitted in the air-hole, so I took the

air-pump and pumjDed in a jDressure of air,

and in this way the honey was forced out

as fast as it could be handled. The honey is

so thick that a chicken nearly full-grown

which jumped into a pan partly full of dirty

honey could not get out, although only her

feet were covered.

A good way to paste labels, that beats a

brush all hollow, is to take a plate of win-

dow glass and put a small spoonful of paste

on it. Place a label on the paste and draw
it along the glass and over the edge, which

scrapes o& all surplus paste, and makes the

label adhere tightly. Several labels can be

pasted with each little dip of paste, and as

quickly as one can draw the labels over the

glass, for the pressure holds the label tight

to the glass as it is drawn.

Marshall, Mich.

SHUTTING OUT THE OLD FIELD BEES BEFORE MOVING

BY THEO. LEE

The plan of shipping bees to the South
for wintering and for increase has been

tried by a few Utah beekeepers. A North-
ern Utah beeman wintered some of his bees

in Southern Nevada in the wnnter of 1912,

and shipped them back in mid-summer.

1913. In shipping them back home, how-

ever, this beeman did one thing which it

seemed to me is especially worth recording.

Empty supers with wire gauze were nailed

on the top and bottom of each hive. The
bottom supers were nailed on in mid-day
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while the okl bees were in the field. This,

of course, left only young bees and brood
in the hives to be shipped.

He had taken 250 colonies of bees to

Moapa, Nev., in the fall of 1912. He made
275 nuclei, raising his own queens. Ho
placed the nuclei by the side of the old

colonies and removed the frames with young
bees and brood from the old colonies, and
left the old queen and field-bees on the old

stand. He had a shallow super-rim with
wire gauze nailed on top, and a similar one
under the bottom. He left a bee-space be-

tween the bottom super and hive till ready

to ship, and then slii)ped the hive so as to

close the entrance. He nailed the supers on
and shipped to Southern Utah. They came
through in a cattle-car, reaching Utah July

1, 1913. There was practically no loss of
bees, and they made a fine record for the

rest of the summer. They did better than
bees shipped from Southern California at

the same time and to the same locality.

It is the old bees that make trouble on
the way, and most of them do not survive

the journey.

Spanish Fork, Utah.

CAN BEES ON D SE HANGING FRAMES BE MOVED WITHOUT FAST=
ENING THE ¥Ri

BY E. S. MILES

I once supposed that loose hanging
frames would require secure fastening ere

they could be safely hauled around by wag-
on, and that belief came very near making
me a user of the Hoffman frame. I soon
found, however, that, for this locality, the

Hoffman frame is almost immovable except

on hot days, so I went back to the loose

hanging frames, thinking it better to have a
frame I could use, even if I had to fasten

them some way, if it became necessary to

move. Well, Avhen T came to move, as most
people do some time in life, I had about 185
colonies on loose hanging frames. I had
about 25 miles to haul them by wagon, and
I expected it to be a great job.

I myself had to go March 1, leaving the

bees to move later when time to set them
from the cellar. This necessitated a drive

of 25 miles to set the bees out; and as we
thought best to let them have a fly once, we
had to drive up one afternoon and set out

enough for two loads. (The people who
bought the place were afraid of bees, and
did not want us to set them all out at once.)

We found it took the next day to get them
out, fasten the frames and have the two
loads ready to load in the evening so we
could start back early on the morning of

the second day. It thus took us about 2^/2

days to make a trip and get two loads which
consisted of about 70 to 80 colonies. In
order to fasten the frames we bent or

kinked some stiff wire which we inserted

between the bottom-bars, tipping the hive

up from the bottom to do it, an assistant

smoking the bees up out of the way so that

it held the bottom of the frames from
swinging. This kinked wii'e rested on the

bottom-board, with each end bent up to

spring against the sides of the hive. This

held tlie bottoms of the frames nicely, and
the tops we stayed by a 14-inch strip of
board across each end, a small nail being
shoved through it into the top-bar of each
frame. This worked all right, but it was
also back-breaking work, and took about
half a day to fasten up 75 to 80 colonies.

We might have considered it a success, ex-
cept that circumstances rather forced us to

cut some corners.

By the time the roads were good for
Iiauling, it was getting rather late for set-

ting bees out; and as we were not there we
could not open the cellars at night to ven-
tilate; and so when we went on our second
trip we found the bees becoming very un-
easy. The cellars were warming up; and as
it was warm, and the soft maples in full

bloom we decided to set the bees all out that
trip.

The next day was warm, and there was a
strong south wind so that it was not fit to set

bees out. However, we felt it necessary
under the circumstances to get them out of
the cellars, so we set the rest out any way.
The wind and consequent drifting of the
bees made us longer in putting them out,

so it was too late to fasten frames unless
we waited over one day for the purpose.
The weather looked threatening, so we
determined to try two loads without fasten-
ing the frames. We did this with consider-
able foreboding, and only the fear of get-
ting held away from home by bad weather,
and having to haul over bad roads, and the
desire of the people to have us get the bees
away, caused us to take what Ave considered
at that time grave risks from loose combs.
Imagine our agreeable surprise, however,
on unloading at home, to find no injury
whatever to most of the combs. Those in
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the liiililer and older hives had not moved
at all to speak of; and the few heavier and
newer frames that slid over to one side of

the hive did no injury at all. The bees

simply clustered at the empty side. One
hive we overlooked till fruit-bloom, and
found the combs over to one side; yet that

colony was thriving, and had about as mucti

brood as any other. We moved tliree loads

this way on common hayracks, with a little

liay under the hives, and lost no bees, broke

no combs, and no queen was killed. People

around here said, '• Those people will ruin

their bees hauling I hem so far. The combs
will all break down."

That was seven years ago; and since then

we have kept outyards, moving bees each

spring and fall.

Now, if the manufacturer of hives could

see the hives with combs in as the farmer

with a few hives invariably has them, I

don't know whether he would attach much
importance to the kind of frames. It seems

to me lie might decide against frames of any
kind. I have picked up quite a lot of bives

from farmers through the country, in the

last 20 years, and 1 have yet to find my first

one with straight combs huilt in the frames.

I have found only one or two that were

enough in the frames to enable me on a hot

day to pry around so as to get the combs

out at all, and they had to go back just as

I hey came out, being too crooked to be inter-

changeable. Last year I bought one with
the dummy in the middle of the brood-
chamber and four frames on each side of it

!

I am giving my experiences with loose

frames as above for what it may be worth
to ihe beginner. If you think you must
ha^e self-spacing frames to haul by wagon,
in any locality where propolis is reasonably
plentiful, you are mistaken ; and I consider

the loose hanging frame much more desir-

able for real practical honey production,

where time and labor must be used to best

advantage, and it is hardly necessary to add
that we never think of fastening a frame,
and have never had a dollar's damage from
moving. We usually lift the covers, espe-

cially of the heavy hives, after moving; and
if the fram.es are slid around a little we
straighten them up; but it does not injure

brood, bees, nor queen to have them do so.

We have moved bees twice in Augxist, when
propolis was thinnest, without fastening

frames, and no injurious results followed.

I would not consider a self-spacer necessary

for any wagon-hauling reasonable distances

or on reasonably good roads. Our hives

are the regular dovetailed, with metal rab-

bets.

Du«lap, Iowa.

BY RAY C. WILCOX

My first experience with bees was during

the summer of 1906, when. I attemj^ted to

care for five colonies owned by a neighbor

who was more afraid of them than I. The
ricighbor had a sm^okcr, a pair of gloves,

and a veil, as well as a few empty frame
hives for use at " swarming time." I was
not just sure when " swarming time " was,

but had h^'ard that bees swarm, so I cleaned

up the hives and waited. At last a fine

swarm issued, and settled on a large limb of

a valuable apple-tree. The owner declared

that the limb must not be cut, and that the

bees would have to go. Thereupon I impro-

vised a swarm-catcher in the shape of a

large pail, which I held under the cluster

while the owner gave the limb a vigorous

shake. Most of the bees fell into the pail

and were immediately thrown on a cloth in

front of the prepared hive which tliey en-

tered.

If more swarms issued they escaped un-

seen; but the bees interested me; and,

besides, gave a neat surplus of honey, con-

sidering the effort expended. I decided that

I must have some bees of my own, and that

decision was develojoed into a resolution

when I found that one of my most intimate

friends was interested in bee culture, and
had obtained several copies of Gleanings.
Some of the latter I borrowed, and forth-

with became a real beginner.

In April, 1907, I bought four of the colo-

nies I had tended the previous summer. As
they were less than half a mile from my
home I had no great difficulty in moving
them, altliough at the time it seemed like a

great undertaking. In reality it proved quite

simple. I closed the entrances one evening
with screen Avire, and placed the hives in a

spring wagon. A few minutes later they

were safely placed on their new stands.

As much of my time when not in school

was taken up on the farm of my father, my
growth as a beekeeper and the increase of

the bees Avere slow; but by the spring of
1910 I had accumulated about 20 colonies.

My friend referred to above had a few more.
As Ave Avere but a few mile'; from a good
buckwheat location I proposed that we
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move our best colonies to the better rang'S

after the clover flow had passed at home.
Accordingly, in early August I selected ten

of my best colonies, and, with the help of

my friend, screened up the entrances, which
were Yz by 12 inches. This was done in the

evening, as soon as the bees had gone inside.

By nine o'clock we had loaded the hives

which had no ventilation except an air-space

above, composed of a super of empty sec-

tions. By midnight we had placed them on
their new stands without mishap, and they

seemed to suffer no harm from their con-

finement. The night was quite cool, how-
ever, and may have saved trouble.

My friend's bees were moved in practi-

cally the same way except that we started

early in the morning and reached our des-

tination before the sun gave much warmth.
The following year my father sold his

farm and moved to another, 35 miles away.
I was allowed to remain at the old home to

finish my course in preparatory school ; and,

judging from my experience related above
that my 30 colonies of bees could be safely

moved in August, I left them until that time.

The friend agreed to help me make the

trip as before, which we thought would be
accomplished without difficulty, so one day
about the first of August, when the weather
was very warm, I drove to my old home and
stayed with my chum until the next evening',

when, after many unforeseen delays, we got

the bees loaded, and a little before midnight
started on our long drive. Trom first to last

we seemed to have trouble. I know now
that many of our annoyances could have
been avoided by proper management; but
even so I could hardly have made the triji

without loss. Morning found us only little

over half way home. We decided to drive

into a field and unload when we found a
convenient chance ; but before the chance
came, bees began to escape from some of
my makeshift hives, and ere long the horses

were stung. One was a spirited black, which
came near making a deal of trouble. How-
ever, my friend, who was driving at the

time, finally succeeded in slipping the draw-
bolt and getting the plunging team away
from the wagon. The horses were soon
stabled in a barn; but the load of bees sat

all day by the roadside in the hot sun. We
did not get the bees unloaded until the next

day at noon. I presume all would have
been lost had it not rained, thus cooling the

air on our second night's drive. As it was,

only sixteen of the weakest colonies sur-

vived. A complete account of this trip will

be found in Gleanings for Nov. 1, 1912,

page 688. That was written by my com-
panion, and gives a good idea of our trou-

bles on the way. It was surely an experi-

ence that I shall never forget ; and whenever
I think of it I feel thankful to have escaped
with as little loss as I did.

The season following my disastrous
" move " was spent with a professional bee-

keeper, and I should like to say to any one
who considers making a vocation of apicul-

ture that there is no better training to be
had than a season with a successful apiarist

who gives the business end of the work the

most emphasis. The next spring, 1913, I

decided to begin beekeeping for myself in

earnest, so I i^urchased the only available

bees, which were twenty miles away. These
bees were in dilajjidated box hives; but they

were moved late in April without trouble.

I started on the trip at about nine o'clock,

and arrived at the beeyard in the afternoon.

The horses were stabled, given a good feed,

and allowed to rest until 9 P. m., when I was
ready to start. The bees were confined by
placing each hive in a large sack of burlap

which was drawn tight at the entrance, so

scarcely any bees escaped. The return trip

was made before daybreak, and the hives

placed on their stands before the sun was
up.

While I anticipate more experiences in

moving bees, I feel that one can never use

too much caution in what is, at best, a haz-

ardous task.

Spencer, N. Y.

A GOOD HIVE COVER

BY C. F. BENDER

I am not much of an inventor, finding it

easier, usually, to adopt the inventions of
others. But, after trying the different styles

of hive-covers that could be bought, T found
it necessary to invent several before I made
one that suited me.

I want a cover, above all things, to be
water-tight. It ought to lie flat on the hive.

For this climate I think it is important to

have a non-conducting cover, as far as pos-

sible—^one that will hold the warmth of the

cluster in the spring, and that will keep the

super warm during a fall honey-flow. If

one winters outdoors, a warm cover is worth
the extra cost for one winter alone. I win-

tered outdoors for several years, with no
packing except that contained in the covers.

It is also iniijoitant to have one that will
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last a good many yeai-s without too fre-

quent painting. Lightness is a desirable

feature, but difficult to get if all the other

requirements are filled.

The cover I am about to describe fills the

bill completely except as to lightness. Those
for eight-frame hives weigh 8 lbs. as I make
them. I make a rim of %-inch cypress

boards II/2 inches deep, the same width as

the hive, and 1^ inches longer. The end
cleats of this rim are made two inches wide,

rabbeted on one edge % x % inch. The sides

of the rim are rabbeted % x % on one edge,

so that, when the rim is nailed together, %-
inch cypress boards will fit inside the rab-

bets for a ceiling, with no edges or ends of

the boards exposed to the weather. The
extra width of the end cleats is allowed to

project on the under side to shed water.

After the ceiling boards are in place the

inch or so of space is filled with packing,
and a top of %-inch boards is nailed on,

with the grain ininning opposite to those

underneath. I put the ceiling boards cross-

wise of the hive, because the short boards
will not be inclined to warp. Those for the

top are placed lengthwise. The whole affair

is covered with the best gi'ade of asphalt

roofing, or, better, with galvanized iron.

Ihe exposed wood is painted. It is rather

hard to describe, and somewhat hard to

make, unless one has some kind of circular

saw. I make them on a Barnes saw, and
they cost me about 20 cents each for mate-

rial. They could be made and sold at a

profit for 50 cents each. I would gladly

give a dollar each for them rather than use

tiny other cover that I have ever seen.

Newman, 111.

A NEW YORK VETEMAN BEEKEEPER

BY ARNOLD IRISH

I send a picture of a beekeeper who has

been in the business for 50 years. He and
his brother owned the first extractor in this

town. This yard contained 150 colonies be-

fore European foul brood came, which all

but wiped it put of existence. Italian bees

saved the remnant. They certainly clean up
the foul stuff all right—at least they did

around here.

Lawton Sta., N. Y.

An apiary in which only the Italians survived European foul brood.
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HONEY PRODUCTION OF IOWA
BY FRANK C. PELLETT, STATE INSPECTOR OF APIARIES.

For some time past the writer has been

collecting records of honey production of

the various localities of Iowa. While no
such enormous yields are reported as we
hear of in distant regions, on the whole the

honey production of our State is fairly

constant. Wliite clover is the gi'eat nec-

tar-producer; and the localities where the

flow from white clover is supplemented by a

fall flow from heartsease or other plants

offer the beekeeper a pretty certain income.

Correspondence comes to this office from
every section of the State; and the yields

average much alike in all sections where
there is a fall flow. White clover is report-

ed as the principal source of nectar by
nearly every beekeeper reporting. One or

two place sweet clover at the head of the

list. In addition to white and sweet clover,

basswood, heartsease, and fruit bloom fur-

nish the nectar from which Iowa honey is

stored. The average per colony, per year,

counting good years and bad ones, good
colonies and poor ones for a long series of

years, is reported as from 45 to 50 pounds
from a considerable number of localities. I

may say that, judging from the reports, all

sections of the State where (here is a fall

flow may be depended upon to produce an
annual average of nearly fifty pounds per
colony in the hands of intelligent apiarists.

Localities where there is no fall flow report

from twenty-five to thirty pounds as an
average yield.

The record yield of a single colony, as far

as reported, is 290 pounds of well-filled

section honey, which was produced by F.

W. Hall, in Sioux County. Mr. Hall is now
at Colo, Iowa. We have several other

yields above 200 pounds. At least two re-

ports are at hand of the production of .300

pounds of extracted honey from a single

colony. It is a little surprising that the

record yield of comb honey should be al-

most as large as that of extracted honey,
although of course the general average is

much smaller. There are few entire fail-

ures in this State; and while the big crops
reported from western localities are lack-

ing, I am inclined to believe that for a long
series of years the producer will fare as

well in Iowa as elsewhere. There is, per-

haps, as much unoccupied bee range in our
State as anywhere, and the beekeeper need
not look far for a location. S. W. Snyder
of Center Point, reports that two apiarists

in his township produced 20,000 pounds of
honey last season, and did not occupy more
than two-thirds of the range in the one

township. From figures obtained, it is esti-

mated that not to exceed one-tenth of the

honey production possible to the State is

now realized.

J. L. Strong, the well-known queen-
breeder of Clarinda, has kept bees in his

locality for more than forty years. Since
1885 he has kept very careful records of the

production of his apiary. The average of
tlie seasons in his locality may be judged
by the following record of the colony on
scales. It will be noticed that not once in

the twenty-eight seasons has the colony on
scales failed to produce some surplus. Mr.
Strong's records for the seasons are as fol-

lows, all extracted, in pounds

:

1885. .
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worked up, as has been done already by

beekeepers on the ground. Some produc-

ers write me that their local markets take

their extracted honey at 15 cents per pound,

and comb honey sells accordingly. Other

markets are much lower, however.

Probably at least half of the State is

free from disease, and we expect the pres-

ent legislature to provide the means to

keep it free and to clean up the sections

now diseased. Wintering and disease are

the two problems to be met here, and both
can be managed by scientific methods. This

is no get-rich-quick proposition, but we con-

sider it a safe one.

Atlantic, Iowa,

SOME NECTAR AND POLLEN BEAMING PLANTS OF TENNESSEE

BY J. M. BUCHANAN

It is essential that the beekeeper have

some knowledge of the flora of his locality

ill order to get the best results from his

beekeeping operations. He should know-

when to expect a honey-flow, and be able

to tell with some certainty how long a flow

will last, and what quality of honey he is

likely to get from a certain source. Then
he will know when to make his increase,

when to expect swarms, when to put on

supeis, etc.

The character of the honey-producing

flora and the date of bloom depend on the

soil, the season, and the altitude. A list of

])lants that will be found in one place may
not apply at all to a location not very far

distant.

In Tennessee there is great variation in

soil and in altitude, the latter ranging from
about 300 feet in the Mississippi Valley to

over 8000 feet in the mountains of East

Tennessee ; hence it will be impossible to

give the exact dates of bloom of the plants

in this list. It would seem, from a casual

reading of the list, that we had a continual

flow from early in the spring until frost,

but such is not the case for any given local-

ity. This Avill be better understood from
the following general summary of condi-

tions:

The Tennessee River crosses the State

twice, and the Cumberland makes a long

curve through the central section, and in

these valleys white and alsike clovers, and,

in many places, black locust, form the prin-

cipal source of surplus honey. On the ridges

and tablelands of the central and eastern

sections, the honey is from poplar, sour-

wood, and wild flowers of many species. On
the plains of the western part of the State,

and in the Mississippi Valley, cotton gives

tlie greatest surplus.

The following list is by no means com-

plete, although it gives the most important

honey and pollen bearing plants of the

State, with their approximate date of

blooming.
Soft maple, Acer ruhrum, February, March. Pol-

len and nectar. First help to brood-rearing. Valleys.

Elm, Vlmxis americana, March. Pollen.

Susar maple, Acer saccharimim, March, .\pril.

Sweet .sap; nectar, pollen.

Dandelion, Taraxacum officinalis, February to

.lune. Nectar.

Peach, Amigdalii-s pcrsica, March, April. Nectar,

l)ollen.

Plum, PniiiKfi (loincsticu.s-, April. Some nectar and
pollen.

Turnip, Braisica rapa, April. Sometime^s gives

surplus where grown for seed.

I'edbud, Ccrcis ea,nadensis, March, April. Nectar,
jjollen.

Apple, Mabis. Nectar, pollen. Valuable for

brood-rearing.

Black locust. Robinia pxeudacacia, April, May.
(ruod yielder of tine honey ; slow to granulate.

Yellow-wood, Virgilia lutea, May. Some surplu.s

where abundant.
Poplar, Liriodendrnn tvHjrifera, May. Heavy

yielder. Honey amber, but good flavor.

Alsike clover. Trifolivvi hybridriw , May to July.

Almost equal lo white clover. Central and east.

White clover, I'rifoliv.m rcpens, May, .Fune. Prin-
( ipal source in central and eastern valleys. Honey
vhi'e.

Persimmon, DioKpiros rii-t/iniana . May. Honey
dark Uplands.

Linden, Tilia americana , .Tuly. Honey white, good
.\ icUler. Cenlral and eastern valleys.

Sourwood, Oxydendron arborcuni, .July. Uplands.
Good honey, almast entirely free from granulation.

Cow-pea, Tisjna sinensis, -July, August. Some
lioney, ma'nly from extra floral glands.

Milkweed, Ascl''pias, several species, July, .Vugust.

Some honey; sticky pollen.

Horsemint, Monarda rlinopodioides, .July. Some
surplus in western and central valleys.

Indian corn, Zra ma:js, July, August. Pollen and
so;ne nectar.

Ragweed. Ambrosia aptera. July, August. Heavy
bearer of pollen.

Smarlweed, Pcrsicaria mite, August. Light-amler
honey of good flavor. Lowlands.

Sumach., Rhus capolina, August. Some surplus.

Uplands.
Buckbush, Sijmphoricarpos vulgaris, .Vugu.'-t.

Sometimes gives surplus. Honey, amber.
Cotton, Gossgpium herbaceum, July to September.

Gmd yielder in western counties.

Bitterweed, Helenium tenuifolium, August, Sep-
tember. Amber honey, very bitter. West.

Hollv, Ilex glabra, -July, August. Honey, dark.
West.

Boneset, Eupatorium perfoUa, August. Yields
l:cavily along northern border of the State.

Laurel, Kalmia latifolia, July, August. Eastern
uionntains.

Goldenrod, Solidago, several species. September.
Pollen.

Aster, Aster, several species. September, October.
Honey, amber; strong in flavor, quick to granulate.
Good for winter stores.

Franklin, Tenn,
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THE BACKLOT BUZZER.
It's no place for Virgil's poetry, Plinij's philos-

ophu, and Aristotle's meditations on the honeiihe'',

when three swarms come off at the same time.

[The above is the first of a series of drawingrs de-
picting: the life and observations of " The Baclilot
Buzzer," by J. H. Donaliey, cartoonist of the Cleve-
land Plain Dealer. Each issue for sO'me time to

come will contain one of these drawings.

—

Ed.]

Another Case where Ignorant Spraying of Fruit

Trees Kills Bees
I have had heavy lo'^ses in my bees on account of

fprayins for the past tliree years. Thi.s loss by igno-

rant spraying is very illusory, in that many small

apiarists may ascribe their loss to wax-worms for the

simple reason that, when the colonies are reduced by
the poison, the wax-worms finish them up very quick-
ly.

My bees got the poison three years ago, in June,
just after I had put on the supers, about the 10th;
and about the last of the month there did not seem
to be half the bees that there were when I put the
supers on. In the mean time I had noticed dead
lees at only two hives I (bought that these had
the paralysis, as had two in previous years that had
it. As the weather \ra.= warm, and as they all had
eight or nine frames of brood which all hatched out,

I got 400 lbs. of extracted and about the same
amount of comb honey—all collected during the 21
days of August, and all from Clethra amfilia (L.),

sweet-piper bush, or white alder. I had seven
swarms during this time, and they were the only ones
during the year.

The next year (1912) after selling eleven to go
into cucumber hothou.ses I had 35 good strong ones,

and two or three weak ones. They were thriving
well until apple-trees got into blossom, at which time
they began to die off. It was so cold that large
quantities of brood died in the cells. About June 1

I united them all into 14 hives. I went away, and
was gone two weeks. When I returned, several had
gone under entirely until I had only eleven. I then
1 ought two hives of bees to give them bees to build
them up for winter. I also bought several queens
luid two 1-lb. packages of bees. I also had one
swarm come to me on Aug. 25. All of these gave me
12 colonies to winter. Every one wintered well, and
all were in fine condition when the apple-trees came
into blossom. In the course of two weeks they again
went down to three. This is pretty discouraging.

Woburn, Mass., April 11. John F. Coburn.

[This is one more link in the chain of evidence
showing how bees are killed off by the ignorant
spraying of fruit-trees while in bloom. The reports
of these cases are so numerous that it would hardly
seem there could be any question about it now.

—

Ed.]

The Effect of Climate and Soil on the Color of

Honey and Sorghum Syrup
I have been interested in this discussion of the

effect that climate and soil have on the color of the

honey of the same plant. I believe that the same
plant in two different kinds of soil will produce hon-
ey of different shades.

I was born on the Black Land country of Texas,
and I've seen a great many men there try to produce
sorghum mola-sses. The sorghum cane grows there
very luxuriantly, but the finished product, syrup, is

Hack and watery—a very poor substitute for some-
thing sweet.

Over on the clay hills and sandy bottoms of the

Cross Timbers, only a few miles away, sorghum cane
doesn't make such heavy growth, tut the sap from it

makes a delightfully clear, fine-flavored molasses in

which, in the winter time, there will be found fine

granules of sugar. This sandv-land syrup is '.he

next best thing to honey.
Rocky, Okla., April 22. Ko.s Hurst.

[That climate and soil do have some effect on the

color of honey there can be no doubt. Tlie clover

honey of Canada is undoubtedly lighter in color than
clover honey south of the Great Lakes. Still further
.'•outh, this same honey becomes a little darker. The
northern-grown alfalfa honey in the Western States
is lighter in color than the southern-grown. We
have seeii this statement contradicted; but the hon-
ey-buyers of the country know there is a difference.

For some reason the colors of palmetto honey in

different parts of the South vary somewhat. In some
places it is light in color, and in others it is a little

on the amber order.

—

Ed.]

The Science of the Granulation of Honey
What chemical change takes place when honey

candies? Is it as wholesome as natural honey?
What is the chemical action of v'negar in preventing
honey from candying? Is this addition illegal?

Spokane, Wash., April 24. J. C. Michel.

[This subject of the mechanical changes that take
place when honey granulates has never lecn thoy-

oughly investigated so far as we know. Chemically
there is no difference between granulated and liquid

honey ; that is to say, both will analyze the same.
Ordinary honey is an invert sugar, while the raw
nectar in the flowers is a cane sugar. It will be seen,

then, that the bees make a marked chemical change
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in the process of ripening and of evaporation. "Hon-
ey candies on standing," says Dr. Headden, Chemist
at the Colorado Experiment Station, Fort Collins,

Col., "because of the ability of its dextrose to as-

sume a crystalline form much more readily than the

levulose."

Ordinary honey contains a combination of dex-

trose, levulose, and vs^ater in approximately equal

proportions. Some honeys will granulate much more
readily than others because they contain more dex-

trose in proportion to levulose.

We can not say what the chemical action of vine-

gar would be in preventing granulation, if it pre-

vents it at all. In any event its use for the purpose
would be a violation of the national and State pure-
food laws.

—

Ed.]

Dry Pulverized Powdered Sugar Mixed witii Com-
mon Flour as a Substitute for Natural Pollen

Referring to page 283, April 15, article about
artificial pollen, why not try some dry pulverized or

powdered sugar, mixed with the flour, say one part
to ten parts of flour, and have water near at hand
for the bees to drink, so that they assimiliate the

mixture to the proper consistency of natural pollen?
This may seem a foolish idea; but one can never tell

until the plan has been given a trial, remembering
the old saw, " If at first-you don't succeed, try, try

again."

Lacrosse, Wis., April 27. Thomas D. Budd.

[The idea is worth trying; but at this time of the

year there will be no dearth of natural pollen, either

north or south. But we can remember the sugges-
tion for next year.

—

Ed.]

Queen Laying Several Eggs in One Cell

] have a stand of bees that, to me, acts peculiarly.

Last summer a pound of bees were put in a hive
containing full sheets of foundation, and as fast as it

^^ as drawn the queen placed as many as three eggs
in a cell.

This spring we find in many cells five or six eggs
in each. In others there is just one. They are in

fine condition, but I can't understand why so many
{ggs are laid in some cells.

Greenville, S. C, April 13. J. T. Burgard.

[In your case this condition may be due to the

fact that the queen is very prolific, and capable of

laying in a larger area of comb than the bees can
cover ; and rather than go outside of the cluster she
places the surplus eggs in cells where she has al-

ready laid. The bees usually remove all such eggs
except one, which is properly cared for. After your
colony becomes strong you will no doubt find that
this condition will disappear.—Ed.]

Building Combs from Starters in Wired Frames
Is it practicable to use starters in frames that are

wired? In building down from starters will the bees
attach combs to the wire, or should I use full sheets?

Concord, N. C, April 13. W. D. YORK.

[It is a difficult matter to get bees to build combs
in a satisfactory manner in wired frames from foun-
dation starters only. If the hive is set level so that
the comb will hang straight in the frame the bees
will build over the wires; but when they come to
them they are verj' likely to make a row of faulty
cells. Owing to the large amount of drone comb
usually built on starters, it is more economical to use
full sheets.

—

Ed.]

Maricopa County, Arizona, Overstocked
From the report of our efficient foul-brood inspec-

tor, Hon. J. P. Ivy, I find that we have 19,858
colonies in Maricopa Co. For some time I have been
replying to questions regarding locations, etc., but I

wish to say that the apiaries are overlapping each

other already. Our rigid foul-brood law has kept
many from locating here with diseased apiaries, and
I think we shall be able to exterminate foul brood
entirely in the near future.

Phoenix, Ariz. Wm. Lossing.

Proper Ventilation Removes Moisture within the

Hive
I have noticed paint " blister " on some of my

hives, but have usually attributed it to the use of

poor paint or failure to shellac boards showing ex-

cess of pitch.

There may be some difference in the amount of

heat reflected or absorbed from the sun's rays by
painted and unpainted hives ; but ventilation will

dispose of internal moisture more effectually than to

depend on the walls of the hive to absorb it.

Rocky Ford, Col., March 11. A. S. Parson.

Enclosing Hives in Cloth Bags to Make Them Safe

for Moving
Most beekeepers have a great time telling how to

fasten the bees in the hive so that they will be safe

under nil circumstances. The best way I can find

to fasten them is to get for each hive two yards of

sheeting; put the ends together, and sew up the

sides. Tills makes a bag. Draw this over the hive

and tif the end like a sack of grain. None will come
out, n I difference how far you move them, and you
do not need to close the entrance.

Emerson, 111., March 17. W. H. H. Stewart.

Borax to Keep Cockroaches Away from Bees
I have found borax the best remedy for cock-

roaches and ants. It acts rather slowly, however,
for it takes about a week to have much effect.

Covington, Pa. H. P. Knowlton.

[We ourselves have found borax a good remedy
for cockroaches. If scattered around where they are

found they seem to keep away after a few days; but
it usually has to be scattered around quite frequent
ly. So far as we know, it would do no harm to the

bees.

—

Ed. ]

Heavy Fruit Bloom ; Good Prospects
Bees in this locality are doing finely; very heavy

fruit-bloom ; also best prospects for a bouncer clover

bloom and basswood ; supers mostly have all been
placed on over the brood-nests, and bees have com-
menced work in them. Bees in this vicinity came
through the winter exceedingly well.

Glen Easton, W. V., May 8. James I. Lutes.

Ferguson Whiteside's remedy for backache when
moving bees.
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OUE HOME Editoir

When a man's ways please the Lord, he maketh
even his enemies to be at peace with him.

—

Prov.
16:7.

Dear friends, I have a wonderful story to

tell you; and (may the Lord be praised) it

is a true story. A few days ago a very

prettily bound book of about 160 pages
came through the mails. A printed slip in

the fore part of the book reads as follows

:

As a brother-editor I am sending you this book,

hoping that you will peruse it, and not only enjoy it

but profit by it, and then give it a review in your
iniper. FRED ROHRER, Berne, Ind.

The book is indeed "stranger than fiction."

I suppose most of you read in the papers
(some years ago) or heard something about
it at the time, that a temperance worker's

home was dynamited by saloonkeepers be-

cause he tried to enforce the law. Well, this

book was written by the man whose house
was dynamited, and who was assaulted and
pounded in the streets and in his office; but

as he trusted in God he was not so easily

scared out of town. As the preface is very
short we give it here entire

:

The object of this book is threefold:

1. To praise God for victory after a long and bit-

ter war of constant battling between the forces of

heaven and hell.

2. To encourage young people to do right because
it is right, no matter what people say ; for right wins
in the end.

3. To nerve temperance people individually to law
enforcement, for this, coupled with faith in God, is

the key that solves the temperance problem.

As I take it, Bro. Rohrer is a Mennonite

;

and, if I am -correct, the Mennonites are

what is sometimes called a non-resistant

class of people. They do not believe in

striking back, and their motto seems to be
to return good for evil. On page 9 we read
as follows

:

The towns are named after Bern and Geneva,
Switzerland, because the early settlers of this com-
munity hailed from the land of W^ilhelm Tell; and
about 80 per cent of the population of Berne and
vicinity speak the Swiss dialect to this day.

The above does not say he is a descendant
of William Tell, but the book seems to in-

dicate he has inherited the Tell spirit. We
clip the following from page 45

:

About an hour after the events just told, when I

had returned to my office where I happened to be
alone, Abe Bagley, who was then president of our
town board, came in, first on business, then asked
why I had made him go before the grand jury. He
had also been seen going into saloons when they
should have been closed, and that's why his name
was handed in witli the rest.

At that time our town officers would pat the sa-

loonkeepers on the back and tell them just to go
ahead and pay no attention to us; that ours was just

a mushroom enthusiasm which would soon die out

;

that we had a kind of crazy spell, and would get
over it after a while.

I hadn't said many words when the town presi-

dent came into my private apartment, behind the
desk, grabbed me around the waist, jerked me off my
stool, and knocked me on the floor. Just then the
door was opened, and in came some twenty men who
had been watching for just this moment.

The above gives us a glimpse of the con-
dition of affairs in Berne, Ind., when this

young printer started out against great odds
to insist on law enforcement. He tells us of
several places where they had a mayor so

much in sympathy with the liquor gang that

he had a fashion of fining criminals " one
dollar and costs " when they came before
him for law-breaking. Let me now give you
an extract from pages 46 and 49

:

Our town president proceeded to drag me out

;

but before he got me out of my private office I had a
chance to get on my feet again and caught hold with
both hands of the iron guards around my desk, and
I silently prayed to God to keep me from letting go.

The man of towering physique who had hold of me
again grabbed me around my waist, lifted me off my
feet and tried to jerk me loose until my hands were
blistered and skinned. Then he took hold of my
wrists and tried to work my hands loose from the
iron railing, so that both arms were swollen the next
morning.

The mob was in a fury, and became impatient.
Some cried:

" Bring him out, bring him out; why don't you? "

He replied:
" I can't take him out."

Then others shouted

:

"Punch him, punch him! "

Still others yelled:

"Pound him, pound him! "

As he brought his big fist down upon the back of
my head and on the neck in rapid succession I si-

lently prayed to God to help me bear it. And he did.

Bless your heart, God never goes back on a man
who doesn't go back on him. Although I saw the
stai-s fly in every direction at each stroke, they never
hurt me a bit. I never groaned, and never uttered
a sound during all the time the mob was in the office.

The town president hammered away on my head
until the town marshal, William Tucker, came and
with difficulty forced his way through the crowd and
ordered the men all out.

I was reading proofs when the men came in ; and
as they left I picked up the papers that were scat-

tered over the floor and went straight to my work
again. The town marshal was standing in front

of my desk and watched me while I was marking
mistakes on the proof-sheet. Presently lie remarked:

" This is going to be a bad night for you. I

wouldn't be in your shoes for a thousand dollars."

"Why? " I asked.
"Oh! they are red hot after you; and they will

get you to-night if they can. You'd better go home."
" Well, if they want me they can get me at home

just as well as here."

This incident has a bearing on something
that comes in at the end of the book. How
many Christians have we among us who
could stand treatment like that without
striking back? Friend Rohrer, it seems,

was given grace in answer to prayer to talk

kindly and good-naturedly to those who
threatened him, and finally knocked him
down and pounded him. Of course, those
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who attacked him were generally filled up
with drink; but the persecution became so

great against this almost single-handed tem-
perance worker that his best friends ad-

tnsed him to leave town. Here is an extract

from page 55 which shows that we have not

onlv a hero in our story but a heroine as

well.

On the evening before, after the two attacks upon
me, friencLs went to my house to console my wife and
be with her. Now, they and relatives urged her to

persuade me to stop fighting saloons. ' But she an-

swered:
" Why, that would be too cowardly to give up a

fight becau.se it is growing warm."
"Yes; but they will kill him as sure as you live,

and you can't stand it."

Very calmly and deliberately she replied:

"Kill him? Let them kill him if they wish; I've

given him up. I'd rather be the widow of a dead
hero than the wife of a living coward! "

."Vnd that settled it with me. .A.fter that I never
had enough nerve to act cowardly. With such a

woman at my side, what could I do but keep my
place on the battlefield, and stay there like an o.\

between a yoke en one side and an altar on the other

—ready for service or sacrifice ?

What do you think of a devoted wife
who can say to a mob of drunken men, " I

had rather be the widow of a dead hero than

the wife of a living coward "?

As an illustration of the way in which
this godly man stood up before his enemies,

see the following from page 75:
" Fred, I came to lick you! "

" All right, just lick me if you think it would do
you any good."
He then tried to provoke me into anger and get

nie into a fighting mood; but I jollied him all the

while and tried to keep him in good humor as long

as I could. Finally he thundered at me

:

" -Vre you ready ?
"

" Yes, I am ready any time; are you? " I answer-
ed, but remained seated on my stool and let on as if

T weren't paying any attention to him, and that, of

course, wasn't getting him ready very fast. You see

it's hard for a man to work up his fighting spirit to

the striking point when you try to make him laugh all

the time. Fighting and laughing don't mix very well.

It was like pulling teeth for that man to get started

in his fight ; but he finally mustered up enough cour-

age to raise his big arm and land a heavy blow on
my face sO' that I fiew off my stool into a corner like

a little squirrel, as he himself termed it.

I wish to call particular attention to that

sentence, " You see it is hard for a man to

work up his spirit to the striking-point

when you try to make him laugh all the

time."

This whole story reminds me most vividly

of some of my experience in years past
when I attempted to render good for evil,

and to love my enemies, and to '' do good "

to those who hated me.

After the saloonkeepers with dynamite
liad to give up, and the town of Berne was
made dry, and good men were put into

office, the neighboring city of Portland,
Ind., was ajaproaching a wet-and-dry elec-

tion. Thev sent for Mr. Rohrer to come

and talk to them, and he told liis story sub
stantially as given in the book, and caused
I'ighteousness to triumph. At the close of
his talk he clenched the nails as follows.

Here is what he had to say to the great

audience that packed the court-room:

" I see this sounds to some of you like a fish story.

But do you suppose that I would make up a story
like this when I know that one of the three men of

whom I am talking is sitting in this audience and
is listening to every word I say? If I wouldn't be
telling the truth, wouldn't he get right up and call

me down as a bare-faced liar?
"

Then everybody looked around, and the men just

craned their necks to see where he might be. I asked
Mr. Rinaker to arise and tell the audience whether
or not he is one of those three men.

Mr. Rinaker arose and addressed the meeting.
" Gentlemen," he said, " I am one of those men,

and I can testify that every word Mr. Rohrer spoke
is true. He did put me out of the saloon business,

and to-day I am glad of it," and went on to tell that
he is now in the restaurant business and likes it

much better, etc.

That was making a " hit," and it had the desired
effect. The ne.xt day the legal voters of Portland
signed the remonstrance freely, and by Friday fol-

lowing every ward in the city was made dry and the

saloons have never returned.

You see he not only whipped the saloon-

keepers to a finish, but he demonstrated the

possibility of transforming enemies into

friends; and this ex-saloonkeeper actually

went with him and sat near him while he

spoke and told his story, and then rose up
and testified before the gi'eat audience as

above. Now one thing more:

It might as well be stated, too, that Abraham
Bagley, the first man who assaulted me in my office,

and who was going to deliver me into the hands of a
howling mob, was the architect of the new Berne
Witness building, just completed and described in

the next chapter. I paid him $500 for drawing the

plans and assisting me in superintending the work,
for I bought the material for the building and hired
the laborers, and kept their time mostly myself, and
never had a quarrel with any one.

That illustrates most powerfully the

grand truth in the text I have chosen.

Friend Rohrer prospered in his printing-

business, and in his temperance periodical

called the Berne Witness, until he bought
the premises where the saloons had just

been carrying on their hellish work. Not
only that, he hired the man who (years

before) first assaulted him in his office to

make the plans for his great printing-office,

and to assist in superintending the work.
Truly, truth is stranger than fiction. On
one of the closing pages of the book we are

given a picture of this building. To illus-

trate how God prospered the fearless young
printer, read the following which I clip

from page 142

:

This, the first paper published in Berne, appeared
as a seven-column folio, and was printed on an old

Washington hand press. .V good friend of mine pre-

dicted that in a year the name of the paper would
be changed from " Berne Witness " to " Berne Quit-

ness;" but instead of doing that it was enlarged to a
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five-coluum quarto, and the force of two increased to

three. In April, 1899, it was changed to a six-column
quarto, and the force increased to four and soon to

five persons. The next year a German edition was
added, and continued until November 1, 1901, when
the two were mei'ged and issued as a semi-weekly for'

eleven years. On September 2, 1912, the semi-week-
ly gave place to a tri-weekly, in which form the
paper is now delivered to its readers.

In closing, let me lay emphasis on the

wonderful truth taught in the above. It is

a grand thing to enforce law and to come
out victorious over such a gang as infested

Berne, Ind., at the time the story opens.
And, by the way, I am afraid there are far

too many towns—yes, cities—that are in-

fested and ruled by just such a gang. We
have judges who fine a man " one dollar and
costs " wlien his oifense should send him to

the penitentiary. Well, this matter of law
enforce J^.ent is a good thing; but, dear
friends, how much greater and grander is

the victory when law enforcement can be
managed with so much love and kindness
that even the saloonkeeper, perhaps the

dynamiter, may be made personal friends
and set to work in something that is praise-

worthy before God and before all good men
and women

!

One thing more just now occurs to me,
showing the Christian devotion of this

young temperance worker. At one time
there was a discussion as to whether a cer-

tain kind of liquor was intoxicating or a
temperance drink. Mr. Rohrer called the

town marshal and asked to be locked up
with him, and one or two other witnesses.

He also got the marshal to keep him locked

up to s"e if the liquor made him drunk. He
then drank three glasses of what they called

" hop cream." He said it was a long time
befoie the door was unlocked and he was
permitted to go home without fear of beiue
arrested for public intoxication. His evi-

dence was accepted, and the man who sold
the hop cream was fined $75.00 and costs.

In a thousand other ways this man Rohrer
collected material for his temperance cru-
sade. He studied the laws of Indiana until

he knew them by heart, and the expert
whisky dealers found out that he was mo'te

tlian a match for them.
In closing let me say that the splendid

introduction to the book is by that m.agnifi-

cent man and temperance worker, ex-Gover-
nor J. Frank Hanly. Lack of space forbids
the whole introduction, but I want to give

the last paragraph.

Four 'times the sponsors of the traffic assaulted
and beat this man's person. Once they sought to

mob him, and once they dynamited the house where
his vnfe and childi'en slept. But his will was un-
breakable, his courage unfaltering. He remained
throughout it all as loyal to his convictions as the

needle to the pole, and as faithful to his purpose as

the circling stars in their courses, consoled and
sustained by a flawless faith—a faith that whatever
might personally befall him, the cause he served
would remain and go marching on until God should
crown it with victory. J. Peank Hanly,

(Goverrwr of Indiana 1905-1909.)

If you wish to help encourage such a

man, send 50 cents to the address shown in

this Home l^aper; and may God be praised

for this wonderful demonstration, standing
out sharply defined before all the world as

a vivid illustration of the wonderful truth

of my text, " When a man's ways please the

Lord, he maketh even his enemies to be at

peace with him."

HIGM^PEE
POULTRY AND POTATOES IN FLORIDA.

Before you commence to read this I wish

you would turn over to page 317, April 15,

and look at the picture of a plate of pota-

toes. I have something more to say about it.

When I took that plate of potatoes to town
to have it photographed I first carried it

into a grocery where I sell my eggs, and
asked them how much they would give for

such potatoes. They thought that $1.50

would be about right. I took the potatoes

to another grocery, where I also sell eggs,

and they said the same thing; but when I

looked at the new potatoes they had for sale

I said, " Look here, my good friend, if you
can get 40 cents a peck for the potatoes you
have there, you can easily get 50 cents a

peck for mine."

He told me that perhaps it would be a

E GARDENING
good idea to bring him half a bushel. I did

so, and they were snapped up almost before

1 was out of sight. The next day I brought
him a bushel, and they were promptly tak-

en in a like manner. Then I brought him
two bushels; and every day when I went
into the grocery with some eggs, my nice

washed assorted Triumph potatoes were
gone. Finally the proprietor of the place

first mentioned asked me why they could

not have some of the nice potatoes I was
growing. I told him it was because he of-

fered me only $1.50. "Well," said he, "nice

potatoes are worth more money now. Bring
ine a bushel."

The next day they wanted three bushels,

and so on until my whole crop of about
twenty bushels was all gone. When I first

started these nice potatoes the proprietor
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tliouglit they could not get 50 cents a peck;

but one of his young clerks interposed

something as follows:
" Why, yes, we can, Mr. B., for we have

quite a few customers who do not care any

thing about the jyrice providing they have

something that is good, and looks nice."

It occurs to me just now that I had better

tell you something about the potato market

in Bradentown when I arrived there in No-

vember. We carried down a few potatoes

I had just dug in my garden in Ohio. When
tliose were gone I bought a peck (for table

use, of course) in Florida. They were

potatoes that had been shipped down from
the North. I think they cost 69 cents a

peck. Of course, this price includes deliv-

ery; and I have sometimes thought tliat

peoi^le like myself who do not ask to have

things delivered should have a little lower

price. Well, of these potatoes that cost 60

cents a i^eck, nearly half of them had to be

thrown away. They were bruised, cut witli

a hoe in digging, and had begun to rot.

They were ill-looking and ill-smelling. T

went to another grocery, and there found

but little better potatoes. Mre. Root said

she had to throw away half of them. By
the time my new potatoes were on the m.ar-

ket, potatoes from the North were being

shipped in, and these were rather bettor,

and sold at a lower price—I tliink about 40

cents a peck.

Do you inquire why potatoes in Florida

should be 60 cents a peck when they are

digging them here in Ohio at 60 cents a

bushel f Well, there are several reasons.

Potatoes are bulky, risky to handle, and if

sent to Florida during the hot weather,

especially right after being dug, they are

liable to rot. Tliis does not explain, how-

ever, why we should find so many potatoes

down in Florida that are cut or otherwise

injured in digging. Mrs. Root declared that

somebody sorted out culls and then charged

consumer's 60 cents a peck for them. Some
of you may ask, " If new potatoes can be

sold down in Bradentown for $2.00 a bush-

el, why does not everybody go into the

business f ' I asked my neighbor, Mr. Rood,

why he did not grow potatoes by the acre.

He said, " Simply because I can make more
money in growing celery and strawberries."

1 suppose you know that new potatoes

are shipped from Florida to the Northern

markets by the hundreds of carloads, and

this is being done now while I write. I do

not think, however, they get the big price of

$2.00 a bushel.

Now, something else conios in right here

that Mrs. Root has complaired about. She

says the people who write for the papers

never mention it. She says that $2.00 a

bushel is not so much when they are paid

for in store pay, like our eggs and all sorts

of vegetables and fruit (that is, where we
do things on a small scale) ; the produce has

to be carried to the towns and sold at the

groceries, and all you get is " store pay."

I believe the rule is for the grocer to sell

potatoes, fruit, eggs, and vegetables at just

what they pay for tihem. Their profit comes
from the goods they sell in exchange for

truck.

A year ago, when I left Florida I had a

credit of about $40.00 at the groceries; but

it took it all, and more too, to pay for the
" chicken feed " from May till November.
Mrs. Root comes back at me just here and
asks where the profit is. The profit comes
in the young flock of pullets that have to be

fed until they are old enough to begin to

lay. You see I am now coming over to the

poultry part of my article.

We hear it over and over again that it

does not pay to keep chickens in Florida

because grain costs so much; and that is

true to a certain extent, or according to

how you look at it. Wheat, oats, and corn

cost about $2.00 per 100 lbs. ; corn and oats

a little less, and wheat a little more. But
now look here : Even if it is true that you
can't grow wheat, oats, and .corn profitably

in Florida, you can grow Irish potatoes (as

I have demonstrated every winter), and get

a good price for them. I can swap a bushel

of potatoes for 100 lbs. of corn, and usually

get 15 or 20 cents besides to m.y credit. I

do not know how many bushels of those

nice potatoes could be gi'own on an acre;

but I think it safe to say 200. Now, if every

bushel were swapped for 100 pounds of

corn, what sort of a corn crop would that

be? And, by the way, all the grocers in

Bradentown deliver their stock, and, if you

wish, they at the same time pick up your

products, such as eggs or garden truck. One
of the grocers recently purchased a Ford
auto truck, and he will come down to my
place, a mile from his store, to bring me a

bag of corn and take back a bushel of pota-

toes. Now, Florida has some drawbacks, I

admit; but is there not much to be tliankful

for also?

Just a word or two more about swapping
country produce. If I am correct, this

practice is not confined to Florida, but it is

a fashion almost all over our land. Take
your butter", eggs, etc., to the store, swap
them for groceries: and is not that a short

cut from producer to consumer? T think

that butter of late is mostly cash; and here

in the North we have egg-dealers who go

around to the farmers and pay cash. Mr.
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Rood, in selling his strawberries at the

groceries in Bradentown, has the same dif-

ficulty to meet. He takes pay out of the

store; but the grocer sells all kinds of pro-

duce such as meat, etc., and Mr. Rood keeps

quite a lot of men almost all the year round

;

and he also buys fertilizers by the ton. In

that way he does not have much difficulty in

trading out what is due him on the berries.

()f eoui-se, the people who go there to the

berry-fields after fresh fruit pay cash, and
he gets quite a little in that way.
While 1 think of it, our two sons visited

us last winter at different times, and they

thought there were no strawberries in all

the world better than the Florida product.

They just filled up on berries grown by Mr.
Rood, and " filled up " on cream also, fur-

nished by his Jersey cows. You see, Mi'.

Rood makes a specialty of " strawben-ies

and cream." Now, one reason why he keeps
so many Jersey cows is because of the

quantity of manure they furnish, which
down south is worth $3.00 a load. Now,
last but not least, I have got something else

that comes in right here most beautifully.

Some of you may come back at me and say,
" But, Mr. Root, you forget to mention that

you cannot grow those beautiful potatoes

sucli as you showed us in the picture with-

out buying a lot of expensive fertilizer at,

say, three or four dollars a bagful."

Yes, I can. The hundred or more chick-

ens I usually keep furnish me all the fer-

tilizer needed to grow the produce; and the

finest sweet potatoes as well as Irish, that I

ever grew, are right on the ground where I

have had my poultry-yard, and they are

good big yards too, which T have had for

several years.

Let us now wind up with a " summary "

of suggestions just as the experiment-sta-

tion bulletins give us. At the end of each

bulletin they say something like this

:

Potatoes can be planted all over Florida
from October to February; and if intelli-

gently grown and cared for they can be sold

for something like $2.00 a bushel ; and you
can, as a rule, swap a bushel of potatoes for

100 lbs. of corn or other grain. A good
jiart of the winter, eggs bring from 40 to 50
cents a dozen, and the poultry droppings
will furnish the very best fertilizer to help

supply the minerals that may be needed.

Now, this being true, how can anybody say
we cannot grow chickens in Florida because
the grain costs so much'?

Let me add, in closing, that my colored

man, Wesley, has had charge of my chickens

since I left, May 1. He has work around in

the neighborhood, so it is not much of a
task for him to look after the chickens

mornings and evenings, and he has just now
sent in a report, for this present month of
May, of an average of over three dozen
eggs a day from about fifty laying hens.

He takes the eggs to market every night,

and swaps them for grain. Of course, eggs
now are only 20 cents a dozen ; but the

three dozen eggs pay for the feed of not
only the fifty laying hens, but as many more
pullets not yet quite old enough to lay, and
still leaves quite a fair margin every week
to pay him for his morning and night visits.

HOW^ TO MAKE A HOT-BED ; ROOTED CUTTINGS,
POTTED PLANTS, ETC.

When I reluctantly left my garden in

Florida, and came here where there is frost,

about May 1, for a few days I felt lost

because I could not see " things grow." One
of the first things I did was to order a big

wagonload of well-rotted stable manure.
Down in Florida it is $3.00 a load, and you
can not get old manure even then, or not
often ; but here in Ohio liverymen deliver it

for only $1.25 a load, and a big load at that.

Well, next day after he had pitched it on a
pile on the edge of the garden I noticed it

was smoking. This was specially noticeable

after a hard frost. (We had several hard
frosts the first week in May, and one light

frost on the 15th). Later, as I did not wish
my precious manure to " burn up " I took
a rake and spread it out, leveling it so as to

let it cool oft". In doing this I noticed it was
almost boiling hot, and it occurred to me
that, if I could throw some good soil on it,

it would be a nice place to start seeds. Then
my eye caught sight of an unused hot-bed
sash over in my son-in-law's garden. All
there was wanting, under the circumstances,

was a frame or wooden box, without top or

bottom, of the size of my sash, to be placed
over the hot manure. Now, I was in a

nuriy ; but I recalled that in the basement
there were some i^ieces of boards left by the

carpenter. There were none that were 6

feet long the size of my sash; but by taking
two short ones and lapping them together I

made two pieces for the sides of the sash,

exactly 6 feet long. In a similar way the

smaller bits made the end pieces, 3 feet long.

With hammer and nails (but without any
saw or other tools), I soon had a very ser-

viceable frame or box for my hot-bed with
sash on top of it. Now, down in Florida
May is the dry month. . My man Wesley
writes me to-day. May 18, that there has
been scarcely a drop of rain since I left

;

but here in Ohio—oh dear me ! every thing

has been swimming in water for the past

two weeks. I managed, however, to find

some of our clay soil that was dry enough
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lo sift, and soon had two or three inches of

tliis soil covering- the hot manure inside of

the box.

Just a word about getting good soil for a

hot-bed or cold-frame. Florists go long

distances to get the right kind of material

for " potting-soil." If there is a creek or

stream near you, where the dirt or soil is

washed down the gullies, you can often find

an abundance of very nice friable loam.

Perhaps a little sand has washed in with it,

though it is a clay soil; and this wash fror.i

the hillside is often the very nicest material

to help make potting-soil. Let me digress

again.

Last fall our people bought a carload or

more of sweet-clover seed with the hulls on.

To save transportation charges to our cus-

tomers a clover-huller was employed to take

the hulls off. Well, these hulls lay in a heap
all winter; and this spring, when my eye

happened to catch on to them, it looked like

a pile of old well-rotted manure. There was
a heaping wagon-boxful, and I had it placed

right opposite my hastily made hot-bed.

This was sifted and mixed with the soil I

have mentioned, and I had a " compost "

that should have made any gardener happy.
Well, after my hot-bed was fixed I planted

melons, squashes, lettuce, radishes, beans,

some dasheen tubers, and a little of almost

every thing else. Then I went up to the

greenhouse in our town and got a dozen
potted tomato-plants. The manure at first

was too hot, even for the tomatoes; but

when it cooled off a little I put them clear

down where the roots could go into the hot

manure if they wanted to; and just now.
May 18, I have a little greenhouse that de-

lights my heart. Squashes, melons, and all

these rank feeders that love bottom heat, are

just doing their best.* Of course I have to

give them ventilation when the sun comes
up; but in the middle of the day my hot-

bed is shaded by some evergreen trees. The
ground is yet too wet to make garden out-

side, although I have had my furrows mark-
ed out. My melons, squashes, etc., will be
transplanted outside as soon as the weather
will permit; and under each hill I am put-

ting the manure and rotted clover chaff.

Much is being said in the papers now
about the " backyard garden " as well as

about the back-yard chickens. Well, now,
it will not pay you to fuss with a small

garden unless you can make the ground
exceedingly rich. Hunt up the proper ma-
teiials, and work them over well together,,

then put a shovelful of compost under each
hill, and you will get enormous crops. It is

* The " Helianti " tubers (see previous mention)
are makings the biggest progress of any and all the
rest.

some fuss and bother; but I tell you no one
knows as yet how much stuff may be grown
on just a few square rods of ground if you
feed and water the plants properly. Your
ground must be well underdrained to take

care of the heavy rains such as we have here

in the North ; and here is a nice thing about
hot-beds or cold-frames

:

Wlien your stuff' has already had too much
rain, put on the sashes to keep it off. Some
of you may say, when you read this, " This
is the wrong season of the year to talk about
hot-beds, cold-frames, etc." Well, that is

true to some extent ; but you can keep it in

mind and be ready to push things another
season. And there is one thing more about
it. How many of you have had experience

in paying out good money for choice plants

and had them die under the scorching sun
that is liable to come even in May as well

as in June? Let me tell you how to avoid
all such disappointments—that is, I can tell

you how to take a plant that is almost dead
and make it come to life, with just such an
arrangement as I have described, but with-

out the bottom heat. Have some good rich

soil, say half manure. Put in some sand to

make it friable, and have it carefully sifted

so as to get out all the lum^js, stones, etc.

If you are not very strong have your glass

sash hinged so it can be opened up and
hooked against a post or tree. As a 3 x 6-

foot sash is rather heavy, a coiled spring at

each corner to help raise it up will be quite

a convenience. I think it would be better

to have the arrangement in the shade of a

tree, or, say, a tree that will shade it in the

middle of the day. If not, you will want a

cloth frame to lay on top of the sash when
the sun is very hot. Put a thermometer
inside so you can have the heat just where
you want it. Now, while the sash is in

place, the air will be moist inside of the

frame, no matter what the weather is out-

side. When you get some new plants, put
them in this rich soil and keep the sash down
and shaded in the middle of the day until

the plants got well rooted.' Then you can
gradually harden them off and move them
outside almost without a failure if you keep
the matter of moisture just right. Do not

water too often; and do not let the soil

become either too wet or too dry.

ROOTED cuttings; potted plants, etc.

I have often spoken of friend Reasoner's
big establishment at Oneca, Fla., only five

or six miles from my Floiida home. IMr.

Reasoner has collected valuable semi-tropi-

cal fruits and plants from all over the

world, and, in fact, he is shipjiing them
daily almost all over the world. Althoush
they seldom have frost in that locality, he
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has quite a range of glass-covered gi'een-

houses. Then he has acres of garden that

can be covered in severe weather by cotton

sheeting; and once in a while he has stovt's

inside to warm up the temperature. Now,
one of his houses that greatly interested me
was a glass house for making rooted cut-

tings. It is kept at a high temperature, and
tlie air in it is always moist, and kept so by
sprinkling not only the plants but the floors

and walks. In this "forcing-house" he makes
" rooted cuttings " of almost every thing
for which there is a sufficient demand. For
instance, he will take a mulberry-tree and
cut the branches all up into little cuttings,

perhaps two or three inches long. They are
then sst in moist sand until they take root.

Then you may see not only hundreds, but
thousands of little plants and little trees all

the while being propagated in this forcing-

house. T felt a good deal pleased to find

out that the foreman of this house came
from our Ohio Experiment Station.

Well, when these cutting's of valuable

plants begin to send out their little white
roots they are put into small pots with such
a rich compost or potting-soil as I have
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described, ai:d kei)t growing until the roo*s
fill the little pots, and in this sliape they are
sent out to customers. The plants (soil and
all) are slipped out of the pot, securely
I'acked in damp moss surrounded with pai"-

afhne paper to liold the moisture, and then
they will keep in good order for long ship-
ments. During the winter 1 purchased thirty
or forty potted plants of Florida fruit and
flowers, put them out in my garden, and it

was a great pleasure to me to see almost
every plant keep right on growing almost
as if it had not been transplanted. When
these new fruits come into bearing I pro-
pose to tell you all about them. I have
before mentioned friend Reasoner's volumi-
nous catalog; and, if you are interested in

Florida and in what can be grown there, it

will repay you to get this catalog and study
it. It gives one full information in regard
to plants that are hardy enougli to stand
out without any protection; and it also

suggests the best and cheapest way to pro-
tect tender stuff that might not stand the

frosts that are liable to come almost any
winter.

POULTEY BEPAETMENT
HO".V TO GET HID OF MITES ON POULTRY.
We use bamboo 1 % or 2 inches in diameter, and

about 5 feet long. We take a hot iron and burn a

hole through the joints nearly the size of tlie bam-
boo ; then at each joint take a saw and cut in a

small notch Vs inch wide, V4 inch deep in a straight

line, so all will be under the perch when set up.

Drill holes in the end of the perch to drop a spike in

to keep it from turning. Do not use any spray or

oil on them, but keep them clean so the mites will go

in them; for when the chickens go to roost these lice

Jo their feeding, and then hunt a nesting-place. Tf

they are allowed to they will leave the chicken at

night,- and go into the holes under the bamboo, uikI

fill the percli from end to end. Then all one has to

do, a couple of times a week, is to lift up the perch,

liold it up over a can of hot water or oil, hit it on
the side, and see what happens. The results will

scare you, for the pests will drop out in one long

string. I have seen them come out in one mass not

less than 3 feet long, and finally, after a few clean-

ings, one can get only about half a teaspoonful. The
way we had our chicken-house fixed was to have the

roasts separate from the building so that, when the

chicken was on the roost, it could not touch the

building. Use crude oil on the perch-holder legs

about a foot otif the floor to keep what lice are on the

holder from going down on the floor and getting into

the building; and if any spraying is to be done, take

down the roosts and spray the house to make it heal-

thy. The bamboo keeps the fowls' feet warm.
San .Jose, Cal., Jan. 16. W. A. Baestow.

My friend, your suggestion is, I think, a

good one. Down in our Florida home I

have often noticed these bamboo poles,

sometimes about as large as your arm, or

perhajDS larger, which we find lying around
loose. I was wondering if those partitions

at the joints could not be easily bored out so

as to mako a very strong, light, serviceable
tubing. Your suggestion of a hot iron, I

think, would work it out to a dot. This
would be a cheap way, where bamboo is

jdentiful, to make "trap" ]ierches. While
in ("alifornia years ago I saw water carried
a considerable distance down the mountains
by means of bamboo tubing. The only trou-

ble was that the cayotes learned to gnaw
holes through the tubing so as to " get a
drink " when thirsty. We have gotten the

upper hand of the mites in Florida with
very little trouble by spraying with kero-
sene witli a little cresol added.

CUTTING OFF THE SPURS FROM OLD FOWLS.
In the issue of Oct. 15, you speak of good mother

hens, some being very old. We have several such
mother hens five and some six years old, which we
should like to keep, but they have long spurs on their
legs which make them almost unfit to- hover young
chicks

; and sometimes the eggs are broken by the
spurs while the hens are sitting on eggs. Can these
long spurs be cut or sawed off without injury or
pain to the hens ?

Ross, Cal., Dec. 27. Philip Schapee.

My good friend, we have repeatedly cut
the spurs off from our old roosters with a
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little thin saw such as is used for sawing
metals. You can buy such a saw and frame
at any hardware store for from 10 to 25

cents. I suppose any tine saw will answer.

It is done veiy quickly, and does not seem
to trouble the fowls at all. I noticed in the

poultry-journals something about the feet

of the fowls bleeding; but I have never seen

any thing of that kind. Sometimes these

spurs are very sharp, and, of course, they
are of no use at all to jieople like you and
me who do not believe in cock-fighting. I

presume they could be cut off: with a pair of
pruning-shears just about as well ; but I

think the saw will probably cause less pain
and do a smoother job. I feel sure the eld-

erly biddies will thank you for getting these

abnormal growths out of their way.

MEALTH NOTE
SOMETHING IN REGARD TO GRAPEFRUIT, FROM

A. I. ROOT
Our readers will recall that several times

I have mentioned the benefit I get from
grapefruit taken daily when I am in Flor-

ida. During the past winter our nearest

neighbor, Mr. Harrison, has kept me sup-

plied with great luscious fruit at only 40

cents a dozen. Many of them are so large

that I used only half of one with my apple

supper. In this connection in my reply to

friend Vincent, in Kind Words for April

15, I forgot to mention grapefruit. I have

several times alluded to the kidney trouble

that obliges me to get up in the night. Well,

just as soon as I have plenty of grapefruit

I sleep until broad daylight, without any
disturbance or annoyance whatever. Others

have corroborated it.

The ciuestion has frequently come \\]i, "If

it is really true that the grapefruit has such

valuable medical qualities, why not have it

bottled like grape juice, just now (thank

God) on sale in almost every corner grocery

from Maine to Florida"?
"

Now, I do not know how much has been

done in putting up grapefruit juice so i(

will keep; but another near reighbor is al-

ready at work on it, and has put it up in

bottles such as are used for grape juice, and
has kept it successfully for many montlis.

The only trouble with it at present is that

it is going to be rather more expensive than

grape juice.

Just one thing more about grapefruit. I

have not found it easy, when eating either

grapefruit or oranges, to avoid getting
" mussed up " more or less. If the juice

happens to spurt out on your clothing it

leaves a bad spot. Now. here is a sugges-

tion : Get a straw, or several of them, such

as are seen at every soda-fountain, and suck

the grapefruit juice through a straw. Just

cut a hole in the top and squeeze the juice

into the cavity, and there you have it, all

nice and clean, without any bitter from the

white inside pulp or lining of the fi'uit. By
the way, it has been suggested that this

bitter principle of grapefruit not only tastes

like quinine but acts like quinine in warding
off and curing chills.

May the Lord be praised for this beauti-

ful fruit that is both food and medicine;

and may the time soon come when grape-
fruit juice, pure and unadulterated, will be
as cheap as grape juice, which I firmly be-

lieve is just now (under the stimulus of the

temperance wave) taking the place largely

of beer and other intoxicants.

APPENDICITIS, OR SOMETHING ABOUT SURGERV
IN GENERAL.

A good lady at the close of a very kind
letter writes as follows

:

I do not think we can improve on God's plans.

The medical men (many of them) say there is no
use for the appendix in our day. I've yet to see the

first one who regained health so as to do the work
he might do if he had not undergone the operation.

Their nerves are wrecked by the shock and the drugs
they are required to take. These temples of ours are

to be temples of the Holy Ghost.—I. COR. 3:7.

Many thanks, my good friend, for your
very kind letter. Just a word about ai^pep-

dicitis. Our son Huber, while in school, had
sudden attacks on and off for two or three

years. They kept getting worse and worse,

until the doctors said that, if he lived

ihrough the last one, as soon as he was
strong enough he must have an operation.

It was successful, and for ten years he has

been well and exceedingly robust. Riglit

here is the important point: He has never

(since the appendix was removed) had a

single twinge of his old trouble that kept

coming at intervals for years.—A. I. R.

A KIND WORD FOR A. J ROOT AND ALSO FOR THE
r>ASHK''X.

After the 15th and 30th of the month I am always
on the lookout for Gleanings. While I am not at

present in the beekeeping line I like to read of the

other fellow's efforts. I hope to be keeping a few
colonies next year in British Columbia, where the

climate is milder, and to which Province I am going

this fall.

I like to read A. I. Root's Home page, an 1 trust he
will live to keep up the good work many years yet.

What he claims for the dasheen is all right, as I have
grown and eaten them in the West Indies.

Calgary, Can., Mai-ch 31. E. P. Grksham.
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POLLYANNA
XHE GLAD BOOK

By ELEANOR H. PORTER, author of

"Miss Billy" and ''Miss Billy's Decision"

and "Gleanings in Bee Culture," one
year, Both for $1.50

The book, POLLYANNA, has been one of the best-selling

books of the season because of the winsomeness of the story.

Pollyanna, a lovable little lass, is the daughter of a minister in

the West. She is left an orphan and is sent back East to make her

home with a staid and prejudiced maiden aunt. In winning the

affection of her aunt and the respect of the villagers, she finds a

place in the hearts of all her readers.

Send for the book as a surprise for the young people of the

family who will enjoy Pollyanna 's "Glad Game" as much as will

the older readers. A little romance in the life of the aunt forms the

plot of the story, and the reader finds himself wondering again

and again how it will end.

As long as our supply lasts, we are offering a copy of POLLY-
ANNA and GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE one year for $1.50.

Twelfth Printing

Read some of the Press Comments :

" Pollyanna is the ' gladdest ' book that was ever written.

It is of more real value than any thousand sermons to which I have
ever listened.

'
'

—

Passaic Daily News.

" It is a book that charms at once by its style, and delights by
its cliaracter-drawing and the interest developed by its story."

—

The Boston Journal.

" Pollyanna is a delightful character, and the book refresh-

ingly natural.
'

'

—

Cedar Rapids Record.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
Canadian postage, 30c extra ; Foreign postage, 60c extra.
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EDITOEIAL:

The year 1914 will reach the high-water

mark in the demand for bee-supplies. So
far as we know, all the bee-supply manu-
facturers in the country have had a bigger

(leiuand for goods than in all their history.

This looks as if the bee business were look-

ing up. The great season of 1913, with a

promise of another good one, has boomed
I he supply business away beyond normal.

UniMSnial Field=Dj

The beekeepers of Iowa are to have an
unusual opportunity to become acquainted
with Frank Coverdale, of Delmar, Iowa,
who has a national reputation as an author-

ity on the growing of sweet clover. In the

brief mention of this meeting in Gleanings
under Convention Notices the date is given

as July 7.

Beekeepers and farmers in general are

going to know very ranch more about sweet

clover ten years hence than they know now.
Mr. Coverdale is one of the pioneers in find-

ing new values of this old plant.

A Greater Demand for Power^clriveii

The large honey-jDroducers of the coun-
try are beginning to see that they cannot
afford to take their honey with hand-driven
extractors. One by one, the large produc-
ers are adopting the big outfits. They not

only extract honey more cheaply, but, what
is of considerable importance, they extract

the combs cleaner. And here is still one
more fact : The bigger the extractor, the less

out of balance the reel will be on account of

uneven weight of combs.
While the first cost of the machines is

considerably more, they are not more expen-
sive than a lot of little ones scattered around
at all the outyards. In this day and age of
the world it pays to draw the combs to one

ceiitial extracting-piant, and cart them bcu-k
again. Tor this purpose a small motor truck
is far more satisfactory than a heavy ma-
chine.

Slightly Exaggerated Again
We observe that Mr. H. G. Quirin, the

queen-breeder at Bellevue, Ohio, according
to the newspapers, will send out about six
million queens this coming season from his
place. Our subscriber who directed our at-
tention to this suggests that our project at
Apalachicola is a dismal failure in compar-
ison.

We only mention this as another sample
of newspaper exaggeration. The probabil-
ities are that Mr. Quirin told the corres-
pondent that he would probably raise some-
where around six thousand queens, and this
might be possible. If Mr. Quirin should
raise six million queens in a year, and he
does his work all alone, he would be some
hustler. In fact, there wouldn't be any
chance for the rest of us to rear queens.

(lj)iiieeeg m
Never before in all the history of beedom

was there such a demand for early queens.
The bee-martin seriously handicapped the
queen-rearing operations in Florida that
were to supply us with early queens. We
wired queen-breeders all over the country
for queens; but every one of them was
swamped with orders of his own. In the
mean time complaints began to come in
from dissatisfied customers who sent their
money to some of these queen-breeders, and
who had received nothing in return other
than an acknowledgment of the receipt of
the orders. There was a big demand for
early queens last spring, but nothing as
compared with this year.

Mr. A. B. Marehant, who was to supply
us with queens, was unable to get them to
us as fast as required. The main reason
for this was the bee-martin that would nip
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off his virgins as soon as they took their

wedding-flight. One would think he could

have cleaned them out with a shotgun; but

they were too numerous.

The Prospects of the Season ; Prices,

etc.

Clover is just opening up in this locality,

June 10 ; and while there does not seem to be

as much of it this year as last, there appar-

ently will be a fair crop. Indications all

over the clover area of the United States

seem to show it will be good; but for all

that, there may be a short crop. The exces-

sive hot wave over the country may blight

the crop yet. It is too early yet to make
any positive predictions.

In the mean time there is some uneasiness

over the matter of prices. There is no de-

nying the fact that there was considerable

honey left over from last season. Many
producers held out for better prices, and
in this they probably made a mistake. If

there should be a good crop of clover again,

and a fair crop of alfalfa, prices will be a

little easier than last year.

We are requesting our subscribers to send

postal-card reports from their respective

localities. Do not write more than one or

two sentences. If clover is scarce, say so;

if the drouth and hot weather have been

excessive, indicate that also.

Later.—Hot weather is drying up the

clover, and bees are not doing much. It

begins to look bad for clover.

A Handy Scythe for Beeyard Work
It is not often that we refer to articles

advertised in these columns; and when we
do, it is not because we have been paid to

do it. Our editorial space, and space in

Special Notices, is not for sale at any price

;

but when we do mention favorably any
article that has been advertised with us it is

because it has unusual merit. A case in

point is the imported scythe blades adver-

tised by the Marugg Co., Department C,

Tracy City, Tenn. The blade is very light

and thin—almost as thin as a Gillette razor-

blade, but it has a very rigid back. It is

very wide nearest the handle, and tapers to

a sharp point. The snath that goes with

these blades is very light also. The tool as

a whole is the handiest thing to mow around

a hive with of any thing we have ever tried

;

and it is away ahead of a common scythe

except for mowing brush. After you get

the " hang" of it you will like it and won-
der why we Americans do not use it more

generally. This same tool is used all over

Europe.
We placed one in the hands of an old

countryman. His eyes twinkled at once as

he said, " Dot's de tool for me." And he

knows how to sharpen it too.

The company furnishes a little anvil and
hammer to hammer the blade, and then it

has an edge given to it with a special whet-

stone.

Safe Arrival of the two Last Carloads
of Bees from Florida

The last two carloads in charge of our
two men, Mr. J. E. Marchant and J. P.

Anthony, arrived at Medina June 2. In one
of the cars we put 13,000 lbs. of tupelo

honey that we extracted, and some wax that

we had bought, billing the cars as " bees,

honey, and wax." The other car had bees

only. Mr. Marchant had planned to bring
back 800 colonies and 500 three-frame nu-
clei; but he brought back 650 colonies, and
nearly the full number of nuclei. The mos-
quito hawks (dragon-flies or devil's darn-
ing-needles, as some call them) are very
destructive to bees and queens in the South
at certain times of the year. Said Mr. Mar-
chant, "These mosquito hawks did us nearly
a thousand dollars of damage. They were
so bad, indeed, that we were compelled to

shut the bees in the hives in spite of the

extremely hot weather. This necessarily

caused some bees to worry and die; but the

loss in this way was nothing in comparison
with letting the bees fly, only to be killed by
the thousands by these fell destroyers."

A northern man can scarcely realize how
destructive these agents are. They come on
at certain seasons in gTeat swarms in differ-

ent parts of Florida and in different months.
Sometimes they come early and sometimes
late. Said Mr. 0. 0. Poppleton, " It seems
almost as though the bees learn to stay in

their hives, as they easily recognize their

natural enemies in this Southland."
Our recent trip through Florida was to

find some place where mosquito hawks do
not get in their destructive work, but we
found no such place. The result of closing

in our bees, together with the fearful work
of the mosquito hawks, cut our shipment
down nearly 150 colonies—at least we wei-e

that, number short of our original estimate.

Our Mr. Marchant who went down and
came back with the bees says this season

has been one of the worst that was ever

known. The cold backward weather delayed
the blooming of the tupelos; and when they

did come out the weather was so extremely
Iiot and dry that they were in bloom only
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about half as long as they usually are. But
in spite of this he increased one carload of

bees up to 650 colonies and 460 three-frame

nuclei, took 13,000 lbs. of honey, and drew
out nearly 6000 frames of foundation. An-
other year he thinks he can do much better,

as conditions can hardly be worse.

Now, then, was the experiment a success?

Even if we take into consideration that our

increase and honey crop fell short, our

scheme was not a failure by any means.

The project will pay out, and leave us

something to the good. In addition we ac-

quired some valuable experience, all of

wliich has been or will be given in these

columns for the benefit of the public at

large. When viewed from this standpoint

our project was a big success. In all the

history of beedom we do not believe that

any one ever before moved bees south, and
made a three-and-half-to-one increase. It

must not be forgotten that, in spite of tl;e

unfavorable weather, we drew out nearly

6000 frames of foundation into fine nice

combs. We have always been short on

combs; and we now have the nicest set of

wired combs we ever had. If we leave out

of the account entirely the publicity item,

which we feel sure means a big boost to

Gleanings^ we are still on the good side of

our ledger account.

As clover is very promising, and basts-

wood looks well, our Florida project will

pay out bigger yet if we get any kind of

crop. We now have eleven yards of bees.

The outyards run for honey will contain

about 60 colonies, or what is the equivalent

of two truckloads. Our light gasoline-truck

is able to carry 30 colonies at a time. With
this truck we can deposit enough bees at

the outyard to make three or four yards in

a day.

By the way, the big team and the wagon
can haul only 30 colonies. It takes the team
a good part of a whole forenoon to go to an
outyard and back ; but the gasoline-truck

will do the same work in an hour ; and, what
is of considerable importance, it does not

make any difference if there are a few bees

leaking out of the hives.

There will be some further illustrations

showing the whole project.

A Big Field=Day_ Meet; at Medina
Preparations are under way for a big

field day at Medina, July 9 and 10, under
the auspices of the Ohio State Beekeepers'
Association. At the last convention, held
in Athens, it was decided to have a field day
at Medina, on a date to be agreed on later.

Many have desired to see the A. I. Root

Co.'s manufacturing plant, their queen-rear-

ing operations, and the various methods for

taking honey with a power extractor, a

modern capping-melter and separator; and
a few have said they desired to see A. I.

Root himself, who has agreed to be at home
on that day. In this connection, the Pi'es-

ident, Prof. W. A. Matheny, writes

:

I fancy that I can hear all our beekeepers say
they are anxious to see your father, A. I. Root. I

trust that his health will be such that he will be able

to give us a short talk. I confess to you that to see

him is my motive in working up this meeting. Of
course, I am anxious to go over your plant again,

and I am anxious to have our beekeepers see what a
wonderful place you have ; but I know that every

one will enjoy most the privilege of hearing A. I.

Root.

Athens, O., May 29. W. A. Matheny.

It is proper for us to state that, while we
did not invite the State Association to hold

its field day at Medina, the organization is

more than welcome, as well as every one
else who would like to be here on that day,

whether they live in Ohio or not. Estimates

have been made that there will be 500 people

here, including a few prominent beekeepers

from all over the country. It is quite possi-

ble that we can arrange to have the veteran

Dr. C. C. Miller, of Marengo, 111., and per-

haps G. M. Doolittle. Mr. Doolittle is a

good speaker as well as a writer. It is worth
going a hundred miles to hear either of

them talk.

The date is set in July so that beekeepers

will not be tied xip at home on account of

their honey-flow.

As hotel accommodations are not extensive

here, we shall probably have to arrange for

one of our warehouse rooms where we can

sleep the men on cot beds and straw. The
women and children can probably be ac-

commodated in the homes of the town.

We have never felt that it was proper for

us to invite any beekeepers' organization

to meet at Medina, on account of the indi-

rect advertising it might give to our com-
pany ; but when an organization takes the

initiative, as the Ohio State Association has

done, we are glad to co-operate in making
Iheir field-day a success. In this connection,

every one who expects to come here will

send a card to Prof. Matheny in order that

he and ourselves may be able to make prop-

er arrangements to accommodate the people.

Many will arrive on the afternoon of

July 9; and while there will be some field-

day operations on that day, the principal

part of them will doubtless occur on the day
following. We do not know what the pro-

gi-am will be, but we suppose there will be

addresses on the evening of the 9th as well

as during the day of the 10th, accompanied

by demonstrations.
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Those near by can bring their lunches,

while others will be served, probably, at 35

cents a meal at the hotels, restaurants, and

by the ladies of some of the churches.

Somme WoMclerfuiil Bee Coimtry in tthe

Mr. G. C. Rahn, box 293, Haileybui-y,

Ontario, Canada, called to see us a few days

ago, and told us something about the possi-

bilities of keeping bees in his part of Can-

ada. As an evidence of what can be done

by a man who thoroughly understands his

business, he ordered from the southern part

of the United States a number of pound
packages of bees with queens. By careful

stimulative feeding he built each of these

pounds of bees into colonies so that they

averaged that season from 70 to 75 lbs. of

clover comb honey in Danzenbaker sections.

He also has produced as high as 300 lbs. of

comb honey from one colony, wintered in

his cellar, spring count. He had other yields

almost as good from other colonies he had

wintered. It takes a good beekeeper, of

course, to get yields like these, even in the

best of localities. But no beekeeper, no

matter how expert, could accomplish these

results unless he were in a good locality.

There are large areas in his country where

bees can be kept very profitably, especially

after the land has been cleared. Willow-

herb, raspberry, and clover follow on in

quick succession. The cattle from the lower

land, in their droppings distribute clover all

over this newly cleared land. The timber is

cleared off, leaving brush and stumps, which

are burned down clean—root, branch, and

stumps. The land will then be found in fine

condition for cultivation, and will grow al-

most any thing that thrives in the Northern

States—especially the clovers, which are

very abundant.

As yet, beekeeping in his part of the

country has not made much of a stir; but

there are splendid opportunities for the

practical, energetic beekeeper who learns

thoroughly the locality; but probably only

a few could make a success in that cold

country. Bees have to be confined in cellars

for 20 to 22 weeks, and during a part of the

time the tempei'ature has to be kept up by

artificial heat. The temperature goes down
to as low as 50 degrees below zero in winter",

and in the summer it goes as high as lOS.

It is a eountiy of extremes. The cold winter

weather will kill off the bees by the whole-

sale unless one thoroughly understands the

art of wintering, said Mr. Rahn. An ordi-

nary cellar will not do. Som.e have built

expensive conci'ete cellars; but the walls arc

G-LEANIJSTGS IN BEE CULTURE

too cold and damjD. Mr. Rahn has been

successful in wintering his bees in a sort of

log-house cellar. The walls are lined with

logs, and the top is covered with logs, and
then the whole is buried deep. The logs

absorb the moisture, so that the bees winter

very much better than in stone or concrete

cellars. Taking it all in all, the problem of

wintering in that country is a serious one,

and only a few succeed.

Mr. Rahn is particularly interested in

getting bees from Florida in May because

he says he knows what he can do if he can

get the bees early enough. If bees can be

brought from the South in pound packages
cheaply enough he can build them up into

colonies in short order.

In this connection he indorses our plan

of making increase in cellars. We told him
that quite a number of expert beekeepers

were inclined to poke fun at it as too vi-

sionary and too uncertain in results. Said

he, " Mr. Root, the plan is all right. I have
repeatedly put three-frame colonies in the

cellar, and brought them out ten-frame in

the spring, notwithstanding the temperature

outside was far below zero practically all

winter. I use and recommend for this pur-

pose cakes of candy the same as you use

and recommend."
Another thing he has learned is that,

when the colonies are too strong for their

winter stores, they are inclined to have
dysentery ; but he says a colony of moderate
strength, with pure granulated-sugar candy,

will have no dysentery, and will probably
be stronger than when it went into winter

quarters.

In speaking of the different races of bees,

he was rather fond of the Caucasians, be-

cause they breed up so well and stand cold.

They do not swarm any more for him than

the Italians. Our friend J. J. Wilder, of

Cordele, Ga., will take note as it confirms

his experience with them in the Southland.

With us Ihey swarm as badly as the Carnio-

lans.

We said to Mi'. Rahn that doubtless many
would like to settle in that country, and
asked what was the procedure to get land.

The Ontario Government is offering favor-

able inducements to settlers. The land is

sold at fifty cents per acre in 160-acre plots;

and when a patent is secured, fifty cents per
acre more is required.

Our Canadian readers will be interested,

and possibly some on this side of the line;

but remember the winters are bitter and
cold ; and if you are going to keep bees it is

important to know whether you or your
families can stand such cold, even if yon
feel that vou can Avinter the bees.
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Dr. C. C, Miller ITEAY STRAW!
J. M. BucHANAK, in your valuable list, p.

432, you give dandelion as a yielder of

nectar. Here it yields much pollen as well.

Your alsike is " almost equal to while (lo-

ver." I think it's better in the North.

My women folk are datfy on grapefruit,

taking it regularly every morning. But they

object to taking the juice through a straw,

as given by A. 1. Root, p. 4-12. if that means
"without any bitter," for they specially

relish the bitter. And they don't want any
sugar with it either.

J. L. BvER, the name you cannot recall,

p. 338, is G. W. Demaree, and right you are

to commend his plan for prevention of

swarming. You speak a little as if it is

only to be used " if there are no signs of

swarming at the time of the operation." If

1 am not greatly mistaken it works all right

after cells are started, only you must cut

them out, and the plan may even be used

after swarm.ing occurs.

Y^ou're right, Louis H. Scholl, p. 367, in

commending " hives in pairs." If I am cor-

rect, that i^lan originated " in this locality,"

and you cannot urge too strongly that put-

ting hives in pairs is practically spacing

them further apart ; in other words, by put-

ting them in pairs you can exactly double

the number of colonies on the same ground
without at all increasing the danger of go-

ing to the wrong hive. [This scheme is all

right.

—

Ed.]

Wesley Foster, you say, p. 327, that

with a rapid uninterrupted flow a one-inch

top-starter and % bottom-starter works
well. Won't that middle space contain much
drone comb? and do you think that makes
a nice finish? Besides, if you don't use
excluders the queen will come up to lay in

that drone comb; and if you do use exclud-

ers the bees will delay sealing, waiting for

the queen to lay in it. I'm much interested

in your contemplated experiments.

May 29 finds colonies strong in number.
Dandelion is just closing a busy career, and
white clover is beginning to bloom. It was
never more plentiful, but will it " honey,"
as the Germans say? The ground is so full

of water that clover can hardly di-y up for

some time, if it yields nectar at all. Will
the knowledge that ten supers apiece are

ready for them spur the bees to effort, or

will it utterly discourage them? [This is a

year of promise all over the country for

clover districts, so far as we have been able

to learn. The fact that the bee-supply man-
ufacturers are all busy is significant.

—

Ed.]

D. E. Lhommedieu's plan for draining
cappings seems good. Save the cappings
in a vessel with solid bottom without giving

them a chance to drain—all the better if

considerable honey is with them—then take

a stamper perhaps 2V2 inches in diameter,

which is cut off square at the lower end
;

stamii the cappings into fine pieces, and the

honey will then drain readily from them
when given an o;:.portunity. The draining

may be hastened by putting the cappings
through a honey-extractor.

Y^ou say you don't catch on to my ques-

tion, Mr. Editor, yet think the answer easy,

p. 365. Glad if it puzzles you, if I can only

get your attention to the sort of puzzles

you're all the time handing out to your
readers. If you had ventured an answer at

all, like enough you would have said that if

Smith gets 50 pounds of honey per colony,

and Jones gets 60 pounds, then Jones has

20 per cent greater success than Smith,
which may be quite right and may be very
wrong, because of the loose statem.ent in the

question. If the two men produce the same
kind of honey, 20 per cent is the right an-

swer. But if Smith produces extracted and
Jones comb, then 20 per cent is too small an
answer; and if Smith produces comb and
Jones extracted, then Smith is the more
successful, according to general experience.

I hope you've had so much guessing that

you'll stop making your readers guess in

every number of Gleanings when you let

some contributor mention so many pounds
of honey without si^ecifying comb or ex-

tracted. And please, please, when mention-
ing foul brood, don't leave any uncertainty

whether it's American or European. [When
a correspondent does not tell whether he is

referring to European or American foul

brood or comb or extracted honey, we can
not very well add the qualifying adjectives

without danger of making him say what is

possibly not true. It would be considerable

trouble to write to every one, especially

those who write only once a year or once in

five years, to find out the specific thing re-

ferred to. About all we can do is to request

our regular correspondents to say whether
they mean comb or extracted honey or

American or European foul brood, and we
are making this request at this time. When,
however, a correspondent describes his ex-

tracting outfit, or mentions it incidentally,

it is hardly necessary for him to cumber up
the article by adding the word " extracted "

every time he refers to his crop.

—

Ed.]
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J. E. Crane IFTINC liddiebury, Vtt.

I do not remember that we have ever had
a chemical analysis of pollen. If we have

had, we should know better what to substi-

tute for it where it is lacking. I am coming
;iiore and more to aiDpreeiate the value of

pollen and its stimulating effect upon brood-

rearing.
* * *

Mr. J. L. Byer, on page 248, says he is

using hives made or painted by his grand-

father thirty-two years ago still in fairly

good condition. I think I can go you one

better. I have double-walled hives in fairly

good condition that I made and painted 44

years ago. My ! how time flies

!

* * *

" Bees that cluster on the outside of the

l.i\e aie wasting their time," says Wesley
Fester, page 614, Oct. 1, 1913. I don't feel

sure about that. When honey is coming in

freely a large amount of evaporating must
hs done, and I see no good reason why bees

can not do this as well on the outside of the

liive as on the inside—perhaps better.

:l! * *

Mr. Byer, page 246, April 1, thinks that

there is more dangei' from disease among
bees in the city than in the country. I be-

lieve he is right. You may find them in an

out-building or in an attic, or, as I did on

one occasion, in the upper story of a barn.

Tliere is also greater danger of contracting

disease fiom bottles of honey that have been

emptied and thrown on a refuse-heap or

from broken barrels, or packages of honey

left where bees can get at them.

* * *

A long time ago some one looked up at

night and saw the stars, and said, " The
heavens declare the glory of God, and the

firmament showeth his handiwork." And
he was right, for they do. But it is just as

true to-day that the hills and valleys, for-

ests and fields, the birds, the bees, the flow-

ers speak of his wisdom, goodness, and love.

And it is just grand, these warm spring

days, to go out in the midst of such sur-

roundings and work with the bees. Let us

not forget those who are confined to the

workshop or factory, and thus rarely hear

the song of birds or the hum of bees.

SPRING DWINDLING IN VERMONT AND ITS

CAUSE.

Bees were considered in good condition

in western Vermont on April 1; but the

loth of May will find many yards in rather

bad shape, with some dead colonies, and

many greatly reduced in number—in fact,

we have had more or less spring dwindling.

What is the cause? Largely, weather
conditions, I believe. The weather station

near by reports the coldest April in over

thirty yeais—some nine degrees lower dur-

ing April than any other April since a

record has been kept in Burlington, Vt.,

thirty-one years. What was worse than the

average low temj^erature was, the large

number of severe freezes we have had.

Every week the temperature fell so low as

to kill most of the unsealed brood except in

the strongest colonies. On May 1st the

mercury stood at 26 degrees, and on the

13th the mountains east and west were white

with snow that bad fallen during the night.

Another difficulty was the shortage of

pollen. The cold killed many flowers, and
the weather was so cold that little could be

gathered from such as withstood the frost.

Only strong colonies could keep up under
such conditions. The old bees died off rap-

idly, and no brood-rearing could be earned
on to replace them with young bees.

* » *

ENOUGH TO MAKE ONE MAD ; MELTING HONEY
AND PLUGGING TIN CANS.

"Be ye angry and sin not" is pretty good
advice; for if there is any thing that makes
a man act like a fool it is getting angry or

getting drunk; but it is not always easy to

control one's self. A while ago I was melt-

ing up some honey in five-gallon cans, and
out of twenty or thirty cans no less than

ten had holes in them—mostly nail-holes, I

think. We melt in warm water; and if we
set a can in that has a hole in the side, when
the honey melts it will run out and the

water run in, just as a jug of water turned

bottom up will let the water out and air in

—^first one and then the other. It is not

conducive to good nature to discover, when
you come to empty the honey from your

can, that it is half water, as we sometimes

do. We try to find the holes before we put

them in the water, but do not always suc-

ceed. But if we find them, what then?

Why, just solder up the holes. Yes; but

the moment the hot iron touches the can

near the hole it will melt the honey before

it melts the solder, and out it comes, making
it impossible to make the solder stick. My

!

but wasn't it provoking? But it occurred

to me at last that the holes could be stuffed

with light cotton cloth with the point of an

awl or dull knife. I tried it, and it was an

entire success; and I note it down for the

benefit of others.
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EEKEEPING IN THE SOUTHWEST
LotLiis Ho ScliolL New Braeiiifels, Texas.

Several requests are still on my desk for

me to give my methods of swarm control,

together with my spring management, with

the divisible hives I use; but so far it has

been impossible for me to write this up as

fully as desired by these enquirers. This I

regret very much, as I feel that, since we
have been able to keep down swarming to a

minimum in such a large number of apiaries,

and for so many years, this information

may help others to hold the bees in check to

some extent at least. This year it happened

that we had continued rains and bad roads

to such an extent that we could not visit the

apiaries for weeks, and some of them we
could not reach at all during the entire

spring months. The spring was exception-

ally favorable for swarming; and as a con-

sequence of our inability to make the nec-

essary manipulations we lost many swarms.

In a few yards nearer home, and in those

near good roads, that could be reached at

the proper time, the bees did not give us

any trouble.

I am taking this opportunity to explain

why this question has not already received

my attention.
* * *

" COMB-HONEY SANDWICHES."

Little slabs of comb honey wrapped in

clean parafifine paper with a nice colored

band of paper around all, to hold it togeth-

er, as the sandwiches are put up that are

handed us at the railroad-station restaurant

now, ought to prove a splendid way of dis-

posing of a large lot of comb honey. It

would be cheaper to produce the comb honey
in shallow frames, cut it out into suitable

pieces, wi'ap it, and hand it over to a custom-

er. This is intended for the retail trade, of

coui'se. For shipping to market these "honey
sandwiches " need only to be placed in card-

board cartons, with so many to a case, and
the cases crated together for shipment.

Pound packages of comb honey of this kind
can be produced much cheaper than pound
sections; and although they may not take

the place of sections where section honey is

especially demanded, yet I do feel that they

would find a good demand with those people

who care more for the honey they get for

their money than for the appearance they

pay for in the section honey.

* * *

A VALUABLE ARGUMENT.

Some time ago I outlined an experiment
which could be easily made to- determine

which would be the cheaper to use, syrup or

honey. The test is made by placing on the

table two equal-sized tumblers and filling

one with honey, the other with syrup.

Enough of either is to be spread on the

bread with which it is eaten, to " give one

a good taste of either the syrup or the

honey." Close observation will reveal the

fact that it takes a good deal more of the

cheai^er-piiced syrups to " give one a good
taste " than if honey is used. It will be

found that the use of honey at a higher

price than the cheap syrups will go further,

and, consequently, be the cheaper in the

end. And not to be forgotten is the fact

that the honey is by far the more healthful.

Its constant use will not give any evil effects

like the many glucose and other corn syrups

on the mai-ket. We have recently used a

small pail of the lightest-colored syrup now
on the market; and while it " tasted " quite

good for a few meals, for a change, we do

not care for it any more. We simply tired

of it from the effect that the glucose and
corn syrups have on our systems.

OUR FLOOD LOSSES AND THE PROSPECTS.

A large number of our friends have sent

me encouraging letters since we experienced

the heavy flood losses in the Brazos River

Valley last December. These letters are

certainly aijpreciated. We feel more en-

couraged to go on with that which we still

have, and we feel the loss much less.

The weather the past winter and this

spring has been one continuous time of

excessive rainfalls. Since October of last

year there has been in this neighborhood
29.74 inches of rainfall, and it has rained

heavily all day today. This is a very ex-

ceptional occurrence for this part of the

State. Other parts of Texas have fared still

worse, while a few localities did not suffer

from an excessively wet season. Indications

are that there will be still more rain for

some time, and we can not tell when the end
will be.

Roads are almost impassable, and work
in the outapiaries will be impossible for

some time. Our work is being delayed con-

siderably. But the prospects for a good
honey crop in this part of the State are

excellent so far, although it may prove to be

too wet a season for best results. We can

never tell, until we have made our crop,

what it will be, as some seasons are too dry
and others too wet.
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BEEICEEPm(C IN CALIEOENIA
March and April have paid in full all of

the days borrowed from May, The closing

days of the month were of a variety that

would have fitted the season better in the

early spring. Fog, fog, fog, has been the

complaint of the beekeeper, and justly so,

for it has done no less than cut in halves the

crop of sage honey.

* » *

" BEARING " THE MARKET INSTEAD OF
" BULLING " IT.

The editor of the Western Honey Bee, in

the May issue, throws a bomb-shell into the

honey market that will not soon be forgot-

ten by the beekeepers of the State. It is

hard to imagine any thing that could have
been done that would have depressed the

honey market to the extent that the article

spoken of above has done. The beekeeper
is always more or less prone to be nervous
over the markets, and such reports almost

scare them to death. I have heard year
after year just such reports, but, as a rule,

from representative honey-buyers; but this,

coming from the pen of the very man above
all others who should bull the market to the

best of his ability, has caused profound in-

dignation among beekeepers of this section.

The editor of the Western Honey Bee is a

personal friend of the writer, and his know-
ledge of the bee business is fully recognized

;

but it is my opinion that he has made a
mammoth mistake in giving such a pessimis-

tic report of the market, especially when
every condition locally was in favor of a
steady market, at least, rather than against

it, so far as the outlook for sage or other

white honey is concerned. The eastern out-

put at that date had not yet begun, and
there was a chance rather for a shorter crop
than last year if we follow the trend of
events in the past. The few carloads of
honey in and around Los Angeles is not
going to injure the market to any great

extent if there is an outlet elsewhere.

The writer has followed the bee business

18 years in the East, and is in position to

say that it is indeed very seldom that one
honey crop follows another the next season
in the same locality. If I may venture a
prediction, the East will not have as large

a crop this season as last. One of the un-
pardonable things said in the above article

is the following quotations :
" And let us

welcome a period of low prices for honey
as wonderfully stimulating to its consump-
tion ;" again quoting, " When two or three

sections of good comb honey can be bought
by the working man for a quarter, and when
the tin pail can be filled at the grocery with
a gallon of good extracted honey for 50 or
60 cents, then we can do business; there will

be a demand that all the beekeepers of the

coast will be unable to supply." The last of
these quotations is absolutely true, for the

reason that, with honey at the price named,
there would be few beekeepers to supply
any demand that such conditions might
bring about. Honey in its purity is a lux-

ury, has always been so, and always will be,

from the fact that the bee business is uncer-
tain at the best, so much depending on the

vagaries of nature, the loss by disease, and
at the present time the expense of equip-

ping for the business. A man can not afford

to pay the present prices for hives and
equipment, nor even for bees, and sell honey
at such prices. It would be the ruin of the

industry from hive-factory down.
I see no reason why the beekeepers of

Southern California should sacrifice the

first crop of sage honey obtained for three

years when, on the very face of the facts,

the crop cannot be a large one. Raising
honey to feed the poor is folly.

[There is a chance here for an honest

dilferenec of opinion as to the best policy to

pursue. Perhaps it would have been better

to have kept quiet; on the other hand, if

conditions are as the editor of the Western
Honey Bee reports (and there are some
grounds for his fears) it would be folly to

put prices too high, for the result later on
would be a fearful slump, smashing the

market into smithereens.

We agree with Mr. Chadwick that it is

seldom that one good year is followed by
another good one. We do not believe that

we shall have as heavy a crop of clover in

the East as we had last year. If clover falls

down even a little it will boost prices in the

West, Avithout question. Undoubtedly our
policy at the present time should be optim-

istic until we can learn what the East is

going to do as well as some parts of the

West. A few carloads, either of comb or

extracted, here and there, left over from
last season, should not depress prices too

much. For the present, at least, it is wise

for us to " look and listen." Prospects for

a clover crop are good. Rut prospects have

been just as good before, with practically

no honey later.

—

Ed.]
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CONVEMSATIONS WITH DOOLITTLE
At Borodimo, New York«

SURPLUS INCREASED TENFOLD, ETC.

I suppose I have been keeping bees in a crude

form, or in the old-fashioned way, for I have allowed

my bees to swarm naturally, hiving all prime swarms,

one in each empty hive, and doubling up after-

swarms till a fair colony was made. In this way I

have secured an average of fifty pounds from each

old colony in tlie spring, and supposed I was doing

fairly well until a few weeks ago an old man who
had been making a specialty of beekeeping for thirty

years told me that the surplus from any apiary could

be increased tenfold by allowing only one swarm.

from each colony. Now is that right?

Without doubt the statement is exagger-

ated. It would seem that you can safely

count on fifty pounds of comb honey in a

good year from each good colony, and allow

them to swarm just as they please. With
one hundred good colonies, that would
amount to 5000 pounds. Now by allowing

only one swarm from each—which any act-

ive man could easily manage—if that

amount could be increased tenfold, or to the

amount of 50,000 pounds, the crop would be

worth, at ten cents a pound, $5000. Perhaps
this is something in which location " makes
all the difference in the world;" and if so it

would seem that the most of us must claim

a location much inferior to that in which
this specialist beekeeper lives.

However, there is something in what yon
were told regarding restricting your swarms
to only one from each old colony in the

spring, where natural swarming is allowed.

In my early years I allowed the bees to

swarm as they desired ; but I soon found
out that, if any after-swarm left the parent

colony, all prospect of any surplus honey
from the parent colony went at the same
time, the prime swarm giving all the sur-

plus, as the after-swarm would do no more
than to build up for winter, as in the case

of the old colony. But by limiting the old

colony to just one prime swarm, the old

colony, if rightly managed, gives fully as

good a yield in surplus as the prime swarm.
In this way the colonies may be doubled

each year, and the surplus doubled as well.

With the bad wintering which came to the

bees along in the eighties, this doubling

during the summer was quite a comfort to

the one who found his losses each winter to

average fifty per cent of what he had in the

fall ; while an average of 100 pounds of

comb honey for all of those ten years of the

eighties gave a zest to the beekeeper's life

not found in the fifty-pound yield. But the

days of swarms to be hived in separate hives

have seemingly passed by with the most of

our practical apiarists. By taking this

swarming matter in our own hands, swarms

can be made at pleasure, or swarming be

done away with, and a yield above what
could be done by natural swarming brought
about. By retarding the desire of the

bees for natural swarming through putting

on a hive of combs until the yield is about

to come on from the flowers which give us

our surplus crop, and then placing this

upper hive of combs, now partly filled with

honey, by way of exchange for the lower

hive of brood, and then shaking all the bees

from their brood and the hiye containing it,

so that they run in to what was a few min-

utes ago their surplus apartment, great

results can be obtained in the sections, even

in a poor season. At time of shaking,

supers of sections are put on, and thus the

sections become the storage room, while the

honeycombs the bees were eagerly storing

in a few hours ago are being emptied to

give place for the eggs the queen will be

depositing in the cells as fast as the honey
from them is carried above. And that which

is coming in from the fields, mingled with

that which the bees are carrying up from
below, causes the sections to lae filled as by
magic, and all swarming is done away with.

WHY BEES DO NOT LOSE THEIR STINGS WHEN
STINGING OTHER BEES.

Another correspondent wishes me to tell

why bees when stinging other bees do not

lose or leave their sting, the same as they do

when stinging the beekeeper. From what I

myself have seen, a slight prick is all that

seems necessary to kill a worker-bee, the

sting not entering far enough so that any

of the barbs on the sting enter the wound.
This does not seem to hold good in the case

of the queen ; for on several occasions where
I have had queens stung in the thorax,

where the wings, legs, abdomen, or head is

attached, the sting was universally left. On
the other hand, most of those who have kept

bees for any length of time have noticed how
quickly a colony into whose hive a small

runaway swarm has come will dispatch that

swarm, without leaving a sting in a single

bee. An old beekeeper once told me that a

bee had to strike a person, as does a hornet,

in order to sting, otherwise she would not

sting at all. This hardly holds true; but

she needs the impetus motion gives her, or

something to hold her to the work, so to

speak. Certainly a '' laying hold " is neces-

sary for the bees to drive the sting into any
thing so that it will penetrate beyond the

barbs that are on it; and when penetrating

to such a depth, the sting must be left.
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GENEKAL COEEESPONDENCE
GOOD COMBS ; THEIR VALUE, AND HOW TO PRODUCE THEM

' rames

;

BY ARTPIUR C. MILLER

In a previous article I tried to show the

loss in using poor combs, and how some
seemingly good combs are not as good as

they appeared. In this i^aper I will give

the fundamental steps for securing combs
of the highest quality in the most economi-
cal way. The methods I shall describe are

those I use; and I describe them because
with them I get the desired results. There
may be better or more rapid ways, and other

persons might use my methods more rapidly

than I do. They are not new unless, per-

haps, in some minor things, nor are they of

my own invention save in two or three

parts ; but the union of them all is mine.

Before I describe

the methods, I want to

lay emphasis on the

fact that good results

are due to the atten-

tion to every detail, to

having every thing

right, and doing every

thing as thoroughly as

possible.

First, buying the

frames. Get only good
accurately made
frames—those that are

made of good lumber,

and cut with sharp
saws. I say, "cut with
sharp saws," because
some manufacturers
are not particular, and
send out frame stock with feathers enough
on it to clothe a big flock of poultry. And
those fuzzy edges hinder and prevent good
work. At present prices every frame should

be like fine cabinet work; and if they are

not, then try some other maker.
When good frame stock is secured, the

frames must be nailed up square, and with
nails which will hold them so. For accurate

and rapid work a " jig " is indispensable.

Beekeepers usually say "forms;" but by
either term it is a device for holding the

parts of the frame firmly in proper position

while being nailed. There are all sorts of

devices, but I prefer the simple one shown
in Fig. 1, with an unnailed frame in place.

It is a jDlain, thoroughly seasoned straight-

grained white-pine board, with four cleats

on the front, as shoAvn, and two across the

Fig. 2.— I'.io'; Ml f]-amc tlmt was
the end-bar to the top-bar.

nailed through

Fig. 1.—A. C. Miller's frame-nailing jig.

back—the latter to keep it stable when on

edge, leaving the hands free for hammer
and nails. No buttons or springs are need-

ed if it is accurately made and the frames
accurately cut.

In nailing I put two nails through the

lop-bar into each end-bar, and one through
the end-bars into each end of the top-bar.

This is the opposite of the manufacturers'

irstructions; but please remember I am
telling the way I work. My way is more
rapid ; and, from experience with both ways,
T like it better. I clon't have frames break
like the one shown at Fig. 2, which was
nailed the manufacturer's way.
Rapid nailing of frames demands system.

The different pieces should be stacked in

piles, each kind by itself, and all pieces of
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each sort the same
way, and all piles al-

ways in the same place

on the bench. The nails

should always be in

one place, and the

hammer should be of

the right weight to

drive the nails with the

least number o f

st)-okes, and at the

same time not so heavy

as to bend them. When
every thing is so ar-

ranged, work is rapid,

the procedure being as

follows: The two end-

bars are put into the

jig, and then the top-bar and the four top

nails driven; then the one nail in each end.

The bottom-bar is next inserted, and two

nails driven in one end only, the other end

being left unnailed. Some persons use only

one nail in each end of bottom-bars; but I

believe it poor economy. The frame is then

removed from the jig, and the frames are

piled in a convenient place for the next

operation, which is putting in the staples.

I nail until I am tired or the pile gets in-

conveniently high, and then change ofi to

stapling.

Preferably (because more rapid) the sta-

ples should be put into the end-bare before

the frames are nailed up ; but the staples

best for the purpose are so long that they

project through the end-bars ; therefore

stapling is done after the frames are nailed.

A metal block is used for stapling. It is

like the wooden one which the manufactur-
ers supply, except that it is a little longer.

Try it and you will soon see why it is better.

As fast as stapled, the frames are stacked

with the unnailed ends of the bottom-bar,

Fig. 3.—Winding the wire on A. C. Miller's wire-stretching reel.

all in the same direction, and ready for the

next step, which is wiring.

Wiring is a fine art. If one may judge

by the many methods illustrated and de-

scribed in times past, very few persons

know how to do it in a rapid way or with

Ihe best results. Unless the wiring is thor-

oughly and properly done through every

stage, speed is impossible, and satisfactory

combs will be the exception.

The first step is stretching the wire.

Wiring from the spool is an absurdity. The
method I use is best shown by the photo-

graph at Fig. 3. The big spool of wire is

mounted on a pivot on which it will turn by
a slight pull on the wire, but will not spin

and cause the wire to kink and snarl, and
this pivot is held in the bench vise. Th«
reel, or stretching-board, is shown in detail

in Fig. 4. This is pivoted on a bolt through

the front of the bench, and is rotated by the

right hand while the wire slides through a

gi-eased cloth in the left hand. If the spool

of wire frictions on its pivot properly the
" drag " will be uniform and all the wires

will be wound on the stretching-board with
uniform tension.
When wire for about

fifty frames is wound
(count as you wind),
the wire is made fast

to a tack on the stretch

ing-board, and severed

from the spool; but

don't let go of the end
leading to the spool.

Wind the surplus back
and make the end fast

to a tack in the end of

the spool. You will not

forget this precaution

more than once, I as-

sure you.

A word about theFig. 4.—Stretching the wire on the reel.
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\. C. Miller's frame-wiring clamp.

wire, and baiidliiig- it. Be sure that the wire
you buy is new and bright. If it is brown
or rough, send it back, for it has begun to

rust and will be rotten, and break. Wipe
machine oil or vaseline over the wire on the

spool when received, then it will keep until

you need it. I keep mine wrapped in an
oily paper when not in use. In reeling it,

the oily cloth keeps the salty moisture of
the fingers oE, assures a greasy coating to

the wire, and also prevents sore fingers.

Take pains to avoid kinks at all times. A
kinked wire will break, and a broken wire
costs heavily in time.

When enough wire is on the reel—fifty or

sixty wires are all that stretch rapidly and
easily—stretching begins.

A table-knife or putty-knife is slid under
the wires on one side, the wires lifted slight-

ly, and a stick pushed under—I use a frame
end—and the operation is repeated on the

other side. Then the sticks are turned on
edge, banjo-bridge fashion, other sticks in-

serted nearer the ends of the board and
turned up, and wider sticks used until the

wires are as tight as safe. Try until you
find the limit. In a few moments the sticks

can be turned down and removed, and the

wires will be found to lie nearly straight

with little or no tendency to curl when cut.

Soft string is wound twice around the board
near each end, and also at each side of the

center, where the pivot is, and tied tightly.

The wires are cut by slipping the scissors in

the recess at one end, as shown in illustra-

tion No. 4.

The L-shajJed hooks remaining on the

wire ends are then all cut off, leaving the

wires as straight as needles for threading
through frames. The slight amount of wire
wasted is too small to consider, particulaily

when we view the results. I use rubber
bands to hold the wire instead of soft string,

but either will do.

The stretching-board is made of two half-

inch boards, four inches wide, nailed to

blocks as shown. The ends are covered with
tin to prevent the wires cutting in. Head-
less nails or conical-headed tacks (see No.
3) are driven in the ends to prevent the

wire slipping off while reeling. The board
is 43 inches long, and the wires, after cut-

ting and trimming, are 87 inches long—just

long enough for easy work. Don't try to

save on wire by using shorter pieces. You
will lose in time and temper, and get poor
results. With the wires straight, and the
" spring " and much of the stretch out of
them, we are ready to begin threading them
into the frames. To do this rapidly, and to

make the wires so tight they will " sing," we
must have a good jig to hold the frames
firmly. Mine is shown in illustration No. 5.

It consists of a piece of heavy plank, old,
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straight, and free from tendency to warp,

supported on legs, and having at its lower

edge a shelf for nails, tacks, and tools. The
various cleats and angle irons are so located

as to furnish support at the right places,

and not interfere with threading the wire,

and yet hold the frame firmly without any
springs or other contrivances. The various

parts have been outlined with white to show
them more plainly. The board is stained

dark for the sake of the eyes, and, inciden-

tally, wires are seen more easily.

The frame is put into the jig with the

bottom-bar up, and the unnailed end to the

left. The reel of wire is conveniently at

hand with the looped end of the wires to-

ward me. A loop is seized, and the wire

pulled out.

When the ends are almost free the other

hand grasps the wire close to the ends, and
both ends are started through the middle
pair of holes; for as long as one's head is

tipped to one side, it is as easy to start two
wires as one.

The ends are then seized with the other

hand, both wires pulled across, and the

process repeated at the other end of the

frame.

As the wires are drawn snug, the upper
one (that nearest the bottom-bar) is drop-

ped while the other is laced back through
the holes next to the top-bar, and then the

other wire is treated likewise. As the end

of the latter is drawn through the last hole,

it is made fast about the two headless nails

on the lever at the right by wrapping, as

one wraps a rope about a cleat. Then a

2y2-oz. tack is put at the top and bottom
opposite the ends of the angle irons, as in-

dicated, and these tacks driven in, because

the wires are to be wound firmly about
them. The lower end is wound completely

about the nearest tack twice—that is, three

sweeps of the hands; m.ore is too much; less

is not enough; the wire cut, and the tack

driven home. T cut the wire before driving

the tack, as I do not appreciate sharp points

of wire which are left if cut after driving.

I use and prefer cutting-pliers rather than
scissors, as they are handier, and one is less

likely to cut the wire at some other place at

the same time.

The wire is now ready for tightening.

The lever at the right (which is to save

fingers rather than for power) is siezed by
the right hand and pulled firmly to the

right, while the left hand " walks up " the

wires in the frame much as shown in the

dealers' instructions for tightening wires.

The first wire is pressed down, then the

second, then the third, while the lever takes

care of the fourth and all of the slack. The
process is repeated three or four times.

The left-hand end-bar is thereby pulled

in at the free end one-half inch, until it

rests against the cam, as shown in No, 5.

The wire is pulled from the nails on the

tightening lever, drawn snug, wound about
the upper tack, cut, and the tack driven

home. The handle actuating the cam is then
moved until the end-bar is out to its place.

The cam handle (a springy piece of iron)

is caught behind a nail placed for the pur-
pose, and the free end of the bottom-bar is

nailed.

All the wires sing when struck, like the

string's on a banjo. There is no stretch nor
give to them under any load they will get

while combs are building, and the frame is

absolutely square. They are ready to hold
foundation properly.

It has been asserted that the lowest wire
will be the tightest; but the difference be-
tween it and the others is not appreciable.

The description is necessarily long, but the

actual work is rapid. Rarely is a wire brok-
en ; but when one is, it is cut out and a new
one put in. Never try to mend or piece it.

As to time used in the operation, I nail

and staple 35 to 45 frames an hour. Wind-
ing and stretching the -wire for fifty frames
takes about five minutes. Wiring from the

time a frame is picked up until it is laid on
the finished stack is just 1^2 minutes, and I

regularly do 30 an hour*, including stretch-

ing wire, moving finished work, and getting
a fresh stack at hand.

I have seen no process to equal it in

results, and very few to approach it in ease
and speed. I am now nearly half through
the third thousand fixed by these methods.

Putting foundation into such frames is a
swift and easy matter, and will be explained
and illustrated in another issue.

Providence, R. I.

AKE BEES ATTRACTED BY THE COLOM OF BLOSSOMS?
BY JAMES A. GREEN

The article on the color sense of the bee,

page 106, is extremely interesting to me.
The experiments narrated therein seem to

prove fully that bees have at least some

perception of color. But I cannot agree
with the author when he concludes with the

statement, " The old theory that the colors

of flowers are designed to attract the in-
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sects .... has been successfully vindicat-

ed." Granting that it has been proven that

bees can distingiiish some colors, it does not

by any means follow that it has been proven

that the coloi-s of flowers are designed to

attract bees or other insects, or, in fact, that

they have any attraction for them. I have

never been able to reconcile myself to this

theory, although it is one that is almost

universally accepted by botanists.

It is but a forlorn hope to attack a citadel

so strongly garrisoned by the wise ones of

the world, but I will at least throw my little

pebble. I shall not attempt to make an

exhaustive review of the subject, but will

point out one or two particulars in which it

seems to me the theory does not agree with

well-known facts. One of these is that

many of the most beautifully colored and

elaborately marked blossoms seem to have

no attraction for bees, which visit them but

little or not at all. The counterpart of this

is that the blossoms most visited by bees

are usually very inconspicuous in their col-

orings and markings.

The popular idea on the subject of honey-

gathering is well expressed by the poet who
wrote of the bee that " gathers honey all the

day from every opening flower." Only the

practical apiarist knows how comparatively

few are the varieties of blossom.s that are

of much value to the bee. While bees work
to a gi'eater or less extent on a great num-
ber of flowers, those that are most attractive

to them, and from which the world's supply

of honey is gathered, do not make a very

long list. What are the principal sources of

honey supply? In the United States and

Canada, white clover, sweet clover, linden,

heartsease, buckwheat, sage, alfalfa. All of

these, with the exception of alfalfa, are

white, tinged with low tones of green, yel-

low, and red. White clover and heartsease

are greenish white, more or less tinted with

red. Sweet clover and buckwheat are green-

ish white. Linden, or basswood, is yellow-

ish white.

The sages and mints in general, such as

horesemint, pennyroyal, catnip, etc., are, as

a rule, very modest in their coloring. So
are willow, orange, raspberry, cotton, man-
grove, catclaw, mesquite, locust, and other

members of the acacia family. So too are

the heather of Europe, the campanilla of

Cuba, the log'wood of the tropics, and many
other plants of greater or less renown as

honey-producers. T might go on and extend

to great length the list of flowers that are

favorites with the bees, yet are neither bril-

liant in hue nor conspicuous in their mark-
ings.

We are told that blue and violet flowers

are preferred by the bees; yet among the

blossoms that are good yielders of nectar,

and so more attractive to bees, red tones are
far more common than blue ones. Alfalfa,

the blossoms of which range in color from
light blue to deep violet, is the one conspic-

uous example that comes to my mind of a

blue blossom that yields much nectar. But
the bees do not visit the deeply colored ones
any more than the light ones. Neither do
they visit flowers of other tints. The blos-

soms of an ajDple-orchard vary from pure
white to a deep pink; yet the bees show no
preference, and the white blossoms of the

Ben Davis are as well fertilized as the pink
blossoms of the Winesap. But, according
to the experiments of K. V. Frisch, bees
cannot distinguish red, so that markings in

this color or variations in its tints are not

to be considered, even according to the color

theory, as influencing the attractiveness of
blossoms to bees; and all blossoms so color-

ed or marked are to he considered as of
neutral tint, so far as bees are concerned.

So alsike clover, with is deeper tints of red,

is no more attractive to bees than its white
cousin, and the still deeper tones of red
clover are not in the least attractive to bees
until its flower tubes are filled nearly to the

brim with nectar.

Can it be possible that the blossoms have
been working in different directions in their

development? Have some adopted bright

colors and varied marking's to attract in -

sects while others have followed the more
practical plan of rewarding their winged
helpers with generous supplies of nectar

instead of painted promises?
If so, the latter would seem to have the

best of it, so far as the bees are concerned.
Grand Junction, Col.

[Our correspondent is usually very accu-
rate, and it is seldom that we can pick a flaw

in his logic or his facts; but on this propo-
sition, at least, we believe his facts support
rather than disprove the old theory that

colors are designed to attract insects rather
than otherwise.

Our correspondent makes the point that

blossoms most visited by bees are usually
very inconspicuous in color and markings.
In this he is absolutely right. If that is

true, does it not contradict the color theory?
Not at all. Flowers have two ways—yes,

and we might add a third—^of attracting

bees and insects so as to bring about cross-

pollination. First and foremost is nectar;
next, color; third, pollen. Som.etimes the

flowers employ all three methods. Where
cross-pollination is very important we some-,
times find the complete combination. The
blossoms that yield the largest amount of
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neetar are very often inoonspicuous in their

colors and markings. The more abundant
tlie nectar, the less color ; but in a few eases,

at least, nature seems to furnish a double
attraction—color as well as nectar. Alfalfa,

a few varieties of apple-trees, orange trees,

red and crimson clover, are conspicuous

examples of these. A list of blossoms that

attract bees only by neetar might include

such plants as the sages of California, bass-

wood, raspberry, and the palmetto ; but most
nectar-yielding blossoms that yield honey in

commercial quantities have a little color.

Conspicuous among these are white and al-

sike clover; and right in this connection our
con'espondent refers to the white-colored

blossoms of the Ben Davis and the pink
blossoms of the Winesap apple-trees. He
goes on to say that the one is as well pollin-

ated as the other, notwithstanding one has

more color than the other. But, mark you
this fact : The Ben Davis is largely a self-

pollinating tree, while the Winesap is al-

most wholly dependent on the agency of

insects, particularly bees. It has been posi-

tively demonstrated that the Winesap can

not be produced without bees. Does this

not show that color is, after all, a factor?

When a tree or plant is self-sterile to its

own pollen it must put out, in addition to

nectar to attract insects, color; hence we
shall probably find self-sterile trees and
l)lants furnislung nectar having more color

than the self-pollinating kinds.

Flowers that are large and showy in color

and markings usually have little or no
nectar. AVhat's the " show " for, then? To
get the bees to visit and cross-pollinate

them. A preponderance of color or nectar

is for a purpose—to mingle the pollen.

Again, plants that are wholly pollinated by
the wind, and hence do not require the help

of insects, are totally without color except

the color of the plant. An example of this

is the grasses.
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Darwin has shown how nature constantly
adajjls itself to conditions. As he has i>oint-
ed out, there seems to have been a constant
progress in development all down the ages.
In the line of tliis wonderful adaptation we
find papilionaceous flowers, like peas, beans,
and locusts, furnishing convenient doorsteps
on which the bees may alight to get the
nectar which the plants offer. We also find
that most of the blossoms are adapted to the
size, capacity, and tongue-reach of certain
classes of insects, notably the bees.

In this connection, red clover with its

long corolla tubes might seem to be an ex-
ception

; but it is a very marked example of
how nature furnishes color to attract bees.
The corolla tubes are so deep that the com-
mon honey-bees and even the humble-bees
cannot reach the bottom of them. When
there comes a drouth, nature temporarily
shortens these corolla tubes; but all the
time, she puts out the brilliant color and
the sweet aroma from the nectar, which the
bee may or may not be able to get. We have
seen the honey-bees time and again go over
the red-clover blossoms trying to reach the
nectar, and yet apparently fail. But some
blossoms will furnish them neetar, and it is

worth while for them to go over all the
blossoms. We venture to say that, if the
red clover had shorter corolla tubes, there
would be less color, and hence less need of
putting out a' showy blossom to attract bee^.

We find corroboration of this in Avhite and
alsike clover. They have very short corolla
tubes, and a great deal less showy color.

White clover is the most important honey-
plant, and it is much less conspicuous in

color than the alsike.

If our correspondent will go into, this

matter very carefully he will find that na-
ture has " method in her madness;" and the

more we study this, the more we shall see

the evidence of this " method."

—

Ed.]

PREVENTION OF ABSCONDING DURING TREATMENT FOR FOUL
BROOD; ALSO BLOCKING UP TO PREVENT SWAR

BY Wir. W. CASE

I notice what A. F. Wagner says on page

137, Feb. 15; also what the editor says on

page 123, same issue, concerning bees ab-

sconding during treatment for foul brood.

I think you will both find that the cause

of absconding is demoralization and fear of

starvation. I don't think you will have any

trouble in keeping treated colonies on full

sheets of foundation (at least, I don't), if

the treatment is done, as it always should

be, just at night, on account of robbing, and

hived on half a dozen sheets of foundation
placed in one side of a ten-frame hive and
a common baking-tin about 1^/2 inches deep,
3 to 4 wide, and a foot or more long, placed
in the other side. Sprinkle cut straw half
an inch deep in the bottom, and put every
drop of a rich sugar syrup in the pan that

the colony can take up. If very sultry next
morning, shade the entrance and place %-
inch blocks under each corner of the hive.

If field stores are not coming in plenti-
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A part of tlie apiai-y of E. A. Duax, Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, roof of bee-cellar in the background.
The yard is sheltered on the west and north by a cedar hedge.

fully, in 48 hours very quietly (so as not to

break the wax curtain) refill the pan with

% the former quantity of syrup, and I

think you will say farewell to absconders.

A division-board reaching- within an inch

of the bottom may be placed between the

feed-pan and the foundation, but it is not

necessary, and I do not always do so. Any
kind of feeder may be used in place of the

pan if it may be refilled without breaking

the cluster.

Absconding swarms are hardly likely to

carry the disease, as they usually abscond

because they are not gorged with honey ; but

in diseased sections of the country all

swarms not known to be absolutely healthy

should be hived on full sheets of foundation,

and left the four full days before being

disturbed. (See five principles of treat-

ment, June 15. 1913, page 406.) One fre-

quent cause of absconding is that shaking

out has been done so rapidly that the bees

do not have time to fill their honey-sacs.

Considerable has been said concerning

blocking up hives to prevent swarming.

Will it work? Yes, sometimes; and when
the subject of swarming is fully understood,

perhaps it possibly can be made to work at

all times.

In 1913 our clover flow was light in

central New Jersey, not many colonies fill-

ing more than one super, and many not that

much, down to nothing. In clover, 70 odd
colonies cast two prime swarms. The first

week in August started with a good buck-

wheat flow, and the second week the same,

accompanied by that warm, sticky, sultry

condition so well known as setting bees

swarming crazy, and things began to devel-

op rapidly. On August 14 one swarm issued,

and two on the 15th, with the whole apiary

getting ready.

Fifty were immediately placed on inch

blocks, and not another swarm issued. Sev-

eral apiaries within a few miles swarmed
one hundred per cent, or more. Mine
swarmed less than seven. I have practiced

blocking up more or less for several years,

always to my advantage. I do not pretend

to say that, with out present knowledge, this

can always be accomplished, especially dur-

ing June, with its bright, glad, flourishing

days, when nearly every thing, including

bees, takes life at its fullest, and when the

only fly in the ointment of content is also

the sultry, sticky June nights when no real

live person can sleep with the windows
down, and perhaps we may then begin to

realize what full ventilation may mean to

an overcrowded colony of bees at the height

of the normal season of increase, so strong-
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ly develoi^ed in all nature, and confined

heretofore in an airtight box, and tortured

all day by a nearly tropical sun.

I believe that, with just a little more
knowledge on the subject, comb-honey pro-

duction will soon be less handicapped by

swarming than is even now the case with
apiaries run solely for extracted honey, and
often wonder if there would be room on this

great earth for just one more new and
perfect hive.

Frenchtown, N. J.

A WELL-LOCATED APIARY, BEE CELLAR, AND HONEY-HOUSE
BY E. A. DUAX

[The following article should have appeared in our May 1st issue, but was left out by an oversight.
The first picture mentioned is that shown on the cover, May 1.

—

Ed.]

wintering the bees. The cellar ceiling has

ten-inch joists lined on the under side with

paper and matched lumber, then about 6

inches of sawdust ; or four-inch dead-air-

space tloor of matched lumber, and about 7

inches of sawdust on top of it, which makes
it frost-iDroof. It has a 10 x 10-inch ventil-

ator reaching within ten inches of the bot-

We have a two-story honey-house, 14 x 28
feet, located very near our apiai-y. The rear

door leading to the beeyard is at my left in

the picture (cover picture May 1). From
the beeyard it is down hill, which makes it

easy to run in heavy supers filled with hon-

ey to be extracted. The second story is used
for a store room, where five tons of honey
were stored last fall.

It has a rubberoid cov-

ered roof, Avhich makes
it an ideal place to

store honey. We raise

the honey to the upper
story with a home-
made elevator run by
a gasoline -engine
which also runs the

extractor. We can ele-

vate between 700 and
800 lbs. to a load. Bee-

yard is sheltered on

the north by a cedar

hedge.

The building at the

extreme left, of which
you can just see the

roof, is the one shown
at the left in Fig. 1.

The roof shown in the

rear is the bee-cellar.

It is built on a side

hill facing the south. It is very handy for

putting bees in and taking them out, for

there are only two steps to come out or go
in. Two men with a stretcher can handle

75 colonies in about two hours easily.

This cellar is not used for any thing but

E. A. Duax and family in front of their home which the bees helped to build.

tom of the cellar. I have also an intake

ventilator 60 ft. long, leading to my bee-

cellar, 6 ft. deep inground, which works
finely, keeping temperature about 42 de-

grees Fahr.
Chippewa Falls, Wis.

BY J. J. MOYERS

I am sending two pictures together with

a newspaper clipping which appeared in

the Nashville Tennessean and American a

few months ago. I thought that perhaps
you would like to use these in the news
columns of Gleanings.

My occupation is banking, which duties

I perform above all. In place of being an

athletic fiend I am a bee fiend, from which
I obtain profit as well as pleasure. I have

85 colonies, all in ten-frame hives, two and
three story, also two apiaries which aie
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J. J. Mover's Observer observing bees in an observatory hive. Mr. Meyer and his family are shown
in the cover picture for this issue.

located within the city limts, and then come
my two observation hives, one of which is

kept the year round in my dining-room

window, and which is my daily study. Tn

these two hives I have the golden Italians.

I am trying to get the people to take

more interest in bees in this section as there

is not a better location in the State.

Fayetteville, Tenn.

[It is doubtful whether tlicie is a class

of professional or business men not repre-

sented by some enthusiastic beekeeper. Our
correspondent is certainly an enthusiast, and
we feel sure that he finds his work in the

bank less tiresome because of his hobby.

Our cover picture for this issue gives a

very good picture of Mr. Moyer, his fam-

ily, and his bees.

—

Ed.]

NOTES FROM GEKMANY

BY J. A. HEBERLE, B. S.

The article by H. H. Root in the Novem-
ber 15th issue, page 799, on putting foun-

dation in brood-frames, is very interesting.

The illustrations are so clear that a beekeep-

er who has had only a few lessons may
easily understand it.

I use no grooves with wedges to hold the

foundation. I solder it on the top-bar with

melted wax. If the wax is warm enough it

will hold as much weight as the foundation

will stand, but will not stick well if it is too

cool. It should be ji;st warm enough so
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that it will not melt the foundation. A
board is used about ^/4 inch smaller than

the inside of the frame, and thick enough
to hold the foundation in the middle of the

top-bar. On the two long sides of the

board is nailed a thin lath a little longer

than the frame, and extending about one-

half inch over the sides. The foundation is

laid on the board and the wired frame upon
it, care being taken that the sheet touch the

top-bar the entire length. Board and frame
are firmly held in the left hand with the

top-bar down, and so inclined that the melt-

ed wax poured in the upper corner will run

down rapidly. It is better not to pour too

much wax on one place, as there is dangei

of the foundation melting at that point.

Keep the hot wax constantly pouring out i.'

a thin stream. We have a handy alcohol-

lamp with a spoon that can be removed,
which is used to melt and pour the wax on

the top-bar. When the spoon is removed, tlio

wire-imbedder may be heated on the flame.

After one side of the foundation is fast-

ened, the board is removed and the frame
held in the left hand in such a position that,

with the right hand, melted wax can be

poured on as before. The lamp is allowed

to burn, and the flame is regulated to suit.

Lamp and spoon are used as one piece. The
spoon is removed when wii-ing foundation,

and the imbedder put in its place. The one

I use has V-shaped grooves in the teeth so

the wheel can't slip so readily. Between
the handle and the center of the wheel there

is an extra-heavy metal part that helps tc

keep the teeth at the desired temperature.

UNCAPPING-FORKS.

I do not use an uncapping-knife, but a

fork constructed for that purpose. I can

uncap as rapidly with it, because I am not

used to the knife. No warm water is

needed.

A NICE CHRISTMAS GIFT.

Queen Victoria, of Sweden, gave the

Crown Prince (heir apparent) a Christmas
present of a cjuadruple hive (four hives

built in one), with roof and base, together

with the frames and tools necessai"y. xi

was made in Baden. She sent a Swedish
beekeeper to Baden last summer to learn

how beekeeijing is carried on, and to see

what is being done there to foster and to

advance the interests of beekeepers. Her
Majesty, no doubt, has risen in the estima-

tion of all beekeepers.

—

Die Biene u. i.

Zuchf.
TVATER FOR BEES.

German bee-journals mention the neces-

sity of providing water for bees where na-

ture does not supply it near the apiary. A

dish with something in it, such as small
stri])s of wood, excelsior, straw, etc., to

prevent the bees from drowning, will suf-

fice. A couple of barrels with arrangement
for continual drip (a spigot, cock, or si-

phon) would be convenient for large api-

aries such you have in America. The bai*rel

should stand on a foundation 11/2 or 2 feet

high. The drip should fall on a slanting
board with rills, or be covered with gunny
sack, etc. When bees have young brood
they need much water. A large force of
bees is needed in the apiary to carry water.
In early spring the weather often changes
suddenly, and many water-carriers cannot
return if they have to go a considerable
distance. We often have very bad weather
for several daj-s in succession. It is not
only the loss when bees are more valuable
than at any other time, but the extra work
saved to the bees would pay for the trouble
of providing water in one or more places
in the apiary. Warm water at about 70
degrees to 80 degrees Fahrenheit is recom-
mended. A beekeeper can readily make an
arrangement for warming it. A kerosene-
lamp will supply the heat very cheaply.

OBSERVATION STATIONS.

In many of the provinces observation

stations have been established. A hive on
scales is weighed once or twice daily during
a part of the year. The number of days
and hours during which the bees fly, pre-
vailing winds, the amount of rainfall, etc.,

are noted. These observations are sent

monthly to the chief of observers, who
tabulates the results and publishes them
with comments. Bavaria has 31 such vol-

unteer observers in the various parts of the

kingdom. Switzerland has 39 such stations.

The chief, Mr. Juestrieh, in his annual le

port in the Schw. Bztg., states that the SQ
stations have 52 hives on scales, 44 of these

having their frames in an upright positioi),

and eight in the same way that you have
yours. The top-bar is longer than <he e'^I.

The average monthlj^ consumption for colo-

nies shown was

—

November, 710 gT., or 1 6-10 lbs.

December, 688 gr., or 1^/2 lbs.

January, 794 gr., or 1% lbs.

The average consumption for ten years

was

—

November, 741 gr.

December. 888 gr.

January, 956 gr.

In Bavaria the average given for 1911

was

—

November, 595 gr.

December, 446 gr.

In 1913,

November, 371 gr.
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December, 621 gr.

In April the brood was measured in 14

colonies, showing an p.verage of 34 dm., or

about 544 square inches per colony.

SMOKERS.

We have a smoker with a clock and a fan

that will blow smoke for about ten minutes.

It can be made to smoke just a little or stop

entirely, depending on the tension of the

brake, which can be readily adjusted as

wanted. I expect to use one this summer.
I have been using a smoke-blower which is

held in the mouth, leaving the hands free.

We have a water-pipe also. It is an
atomizer, neat in appearance, and held in

the mouth. By blowing instead of squeez-

ing a rubber bulb, it makes a fine spray of
water. I have not used one, but have I'ead

the praises of others. Whether it is because
it is cheaply operated only, or because it

subdues the bees, I can not say.

A regular brier tobacco-pipe made espe-

cially for the use of beekeepers is extensive-

ly used. For one that is a tobacco-user it is

quite convenient, and will do very well for

an hour or two.

Markt Oberdorf, Bavaria, Germany.

SOME DIFFICULTY IN OVERCOMING PREJUDICE IN EEGAMD TO
SWEET CLOVER

BY WILLIAM BEUCUS

Several years ago I brought from Madi-
son, where sweet clover grows along the

roadsides, a quantity

of sweet-clover seed.

Part of the seed was
planted in some soil

which I had shipped

for inoculation, and
the remainder of the

seed was scattered

about the yard. The
plants which grew in

the box of soil I trans-

planted when they

were a few inches tall,

and these in every case

flourished until it was
necessary to lengthen

my reach with a stick,

as sboAvn in the photo-

graph, in order to

touch the tips.

In the fall of 1909 a

new road was opened
to the south of our
property; and when it

was finished, I scatter-

ed upon it some sweet-

clover seed. The fol-

lowing year, 1910, was
the driest on record

for this part of the

country. The hay crop

was a complete failure,

and many farmers sold

almost all of their cat-

tle to avoid the ex-

pense of keeping them
over winter; and yet

during all of this time,

when timothy and al-

sike and red" clover were drying
sweet clover I had planted along

up, the

the road

An pxceptionally rank growth of sweet clover on Wm. Beucus' farm,

Cadott, Wisconsin.
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Roots of sweet clover. Note tlie "fat" flesliy roots, also the nodules in clusters.

was growing vigorously. In September it

had reached a height of four feet, and the

stems were as fine as alfalfa, as, indeed,

they always are the first year. One natu-

rally would have thought that the farmers

would have noticed the contrast, and have

given the sweet clover a trial; and yet, even

though I called their attention to the matter

at the time, and also later, no one was wise

enough to experiment with this great l?g-

ume.
I have called atten-

tion to the matter

manj' times since, and
have offered seed free

to all who would give

it a trial. So far not

one farmer has shown
an inclination to in-

vestigate the value of

sweet clover for hay,

although three have
gfiven it a test for pigs,

and recommend
it highly.

During all this time

I had put in the hands
of the farmers articles

from farm papers,

showing up the value

of sweet clover; copies

of The A. I. Root Co.'s

booklet, "The Truth
about Sweet Clover,"

were distributed, re-

turned to me, and re-

distributed, but with-

out results. The farm-

ers thought, and still

think, that that book-

let is issued by a firm

interested in honey,

and, knowing that the

sweet clover is a good
honey-plant, have con-

cluded that the Root
Co. has an ax to grind.

A year or so ago I

secured from the Unit-

ed States Department
of Agriculture a copy
of the bulletin on

sweet clover, and let

several farmers read

it. One farmer who
had read " The Truth
about Sweet Clover,"

without being impress-

ed, asked me for seed

as soon as he had read

the bulletin above

mentioned. He has now tried it for pigs,

and recommends it to others. But it is still

impossible to find any one who will raise

even a small patch of hay. Some say the

stems are too coarse, others that the hay can

not be properly cured, although they have

never tried it. One farmer is inclined to

look favorably upon sweet clover for the

silo, but on this point I could give no in-

formation. 7^bove all, there is still a great

V close view of nitrogen-bearing nodules in clusters on roots of sweet clover,
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deal of fear of sweet clover as a noxious

weed comparable with quack grass and
Canada thistle. In Northr.up King & Co.'s

catalog for 1914, sweet clover is called

"alfalfa's twin sister;" but at the very

ending of the praise and recommendation

of this plant occur these two significant

sentences :
" We suggest that you do not let

it go to seed. It can then be controlled at

all times." Thus if any good were done by
what had preceded, at the very close it was
all undone. If sweet clover possesses so

many good qualities, why be afraid to let it

go to seed ?

Cadott, Wis.

PAINTED HIVES NOT BAD FOR GEORGIA BEES

BY L. W. CROVATT

At the risk of being " harpooned " by Dr.

C. C. Miller, and being pronounced a com-

mon nuisance by the editor, I want to take

another shot at this question of painted or

unpainted hives.

Dr. Miller, in Stray Straws, p. 85, Feb.

1, admits that advocates of unpainted hives

" agree that paint is good for the hive, but

they think it isn't good for the bees."

Well, now, doctor, let us see. Admitting

that I know nothing of climate and general

conditions of your locality, I am discussing

the question from a southeastern viewpoint.

As it happened, I last year had the oppor-

tunity to make a study of this same ques-

tion—the painted and the unpainted hive

—

in my own yard, and I can say with empha-
sis that there wasn't the least apparent dif-

ference in the relative strength, conduct, or

storing ability of the bees in the painted

hives and those which were unpainted.

This, then, would seemingly be reassuring

to the Southern beekeeper. The insects in

the unpainted hive were in no way different

from the bees that were housed in liives

resplendent with white paint. They most

assuredly were not enjoying any advantages

derived from an unpainted hive; were no

more energetic; did not store any more sur-

plus than the " fellows in the painted

houses," and, so far as wintering is con-

cerned, seem to be no better and no worse

off than the other colonies in my yard, and

we had a severe snowstorm here on Feb. 25

—the first since 1899. So far as I could see,

the health of the bees in both the painted

and unpainted hives was about the same, so

the theory advanced is incorrect

—

here.

But, doctor (and I submit this as a big

but), you should have seen the condition of

those unpainted hives. Here, you know,

we have a damp climate, taking it as a

general thing. The sun shines hot, and wood
exposed soon begins to decay. The un-

painted hive-bodies had split ;
" shakes," as

the lumbermen call the odd-appearing

breaks from exposure, were so thick all over

the outer surface that there wasn't a space

of half an inch free and unblemished; and

the water, getting into these scarred places,

had already begun the work of decay on the

hives. They had turned black, and were a

sight to see. They had been in use for one

season. Painted hives to the number of 150

were in the same yard, and showed no great

wear and tear after several years' exposure.

Xow, considering the advance in lumber,

which, of course, causes a corresponding-

increase in hive quotations, don't you thirik

it would be prudent to paint, when by
painting we may lengthen the life of the

hive? Would it not decrease, or at least

keep down, operating costs for the apiarisi.?

Would it not be, let us say, " good business

judgment " to paint, if by painting we may
cut down our supply costs? I confess that

I may, perhaps, be mercenary to a certain

degree; but this thing of allowing the

weather to rot and destroy the hives is some-

thing which does not appeal to me, at least;

and it is an established fact that practically

99 per cent of the beekeepers in this region

insist upon painting, and I assure you that

they do have rousing colonies.

As a strenuous advocate of paint I also

want to go on record as being a champion
of the metal i^oof-cover. This is the cover

for this region, for the excelsior, gable, and

other devices heretofore given to the public

by the A. I. Root Co. have been unable to

withstand the climate and checking, soon

replaced by gaping breaks; and, inciden-

tally, rotting brood-frame top-bars may all

now be avoided by using the metal roof-

cover. Assuredly I paint the cover too

—

from the under side of the telescope to the

last fraction of an inch of the metal cover.

The question of paint may be another of

those matters covered by the expression
" territory or locality," but you would have

to talk with a mighty convincing and loud

voice to make any one in this section quit

painting hives. I honestly believe that paint

does not interfere with the inmates of the

hive " in this locality," nor is it prudent to

be sparing with the paint-pot and brush.

Savannah, Ga.
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A field of white aster in Kentuclcy.

ASTEM IN KENTUCKY

BY JAMES S. JOHNSON

In the mountains of Kentucky we have
two distinct honey-flows. The white flow

begins with fruit-bloom, and lasts until the

middle of July and closes with the sour-

wood flow. We may then have a dearth,

owing to weather conditions. If it is rainy

weather bees store no surplus until about

September 10, when asters come in bloom,

lasting until the last of October.

It should be the object of beekeepers to

see that all colonies are kept populous by
stimulative feeding, or by leaying enough
white honey on the hives to keep up brood-

rearing. Last year I looked after my hives

to see that all queens were kept busy laying,

and tried to have all brood-fraraes full of

sealed or hatching brood by September 1.

Every thing worked just as I planned.

Every colony was rousing strong in bees

and lots of brood and eggs.

The flow began five days later than in the

four 2)receding years, owing to the dry sea-

son, which made the plants a few days late.

Bees do not store much honey from this

plant until the fields get as white as snow.

My hive on scales showed the heaviest gain

October 2, 3, 4, 5. The exact gain was 25

lbs. for the four days. The whole gain per

hive from Sept. 15 until the last of October

was 67 lbs., taking the hive on scales for a

unit. The 48 colonies in my yard stored

3000 lbs. of the golden goods. I harvested

about 1500 lbs. of surplus.

Some brood-frames which I weighed aver-

aged 5 lbs. each, making 40 lbs. to the

brood-chamber of 8 frames. This shows

that all colonies stored about the same
amount.

There were about 95 acres of white aster

within reach of my bees.

Picture No. 1 was taken in my apple-

orchard, showing the plants just as the

flowers began to open September 17. This

land was cultivated in corn in 1911. The

majority of the plants came up in the fall

of 1912. Last year it bloomed some, and

this year it gave a full crop of bloom. This

plant follows cultivation. To get a full crop

a piece of land should lie at least two years

after being plowed. It blooms the heaviest

the second year after cultivation.

I tried saving some seed. The plants were
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James S. Johnson in !:is apiary, Langnau, Kj-.

cut just as the seed ripened, before it let

loose from the plant. The hay was then

hauled to the barn to be thrashed out later.

An average plant has about 1000 seed-re-

ceptaclos, with about 40 seeds each, making
40,000 seeds to the average plant. The seeds

are attached to a downy substance which

carries them in the wind to adjacent lands

where they lie in the ground until the fol-

lowing fall when they come up and bloom
the next year. Last June, when transplant-

ing some strawberry-plants I found the

young aster plants just large enough to tell

what they were. They will gTow some all

through winter, and make good for the next

year. This plant grows in out-of-the-way

places also, and around fence-corrers,

stones, and trees, or any place where a plant

can get hold. It may be seen in the bottom
lands and up mountain sides as far as culti-

vation extends.

Picture No. 2 is a view of part of my
apiary, taken Oct. 17, showing a brood-

frame as the honey was being sealed. This

frame came from a nucleus formed with

three frames August 1. It stored 40 lbs. of

the yellow goods for winter. It has a fine

young queen, and her bees are hustlers.

This nucleus was made of two frames of

brood and one of honey. The frame of hon-

ey was placed third from the hive wall.

Five frames of full sheets of foundation

and about half a gallon of bees and a ripe

cell were added. Back of me and to my
right is the hive on scales.

Langnau, Ky.

QUEENS, LIKE HENS, SHOULD NOT BE KEPT OVER TWO YEARS

BY A. C. GILBERT

The great loss, especially to beekeepers

who keep less than 75 colonies of bees in

one apiary by tolerating queens that are

three years old and over, I think is greatly

underestimated by some. It is no great task

to save enough choice queens to requeen

half of the colonies in an apiary each year,

and at the present time there are plenty of

queen-breeders who can be depended on to

furnish superior queens. When the time

comes to super the colonies, the rousing big

ones will be found to be headed by a young
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queen every time. Since jiractieing intro-

ducing young queens in half of the colonies

each season, we have very few but aie ready
for the supers when clover begins to yield.

When we let them all have their own way a

good many colonies amount to next to noth-

ing for surplus, which is certainly a great

loss. Suppose the apiarist had purchased
queens at one dollar each for such colonies

the year previous, the differences in yield

might have been 100 lbs. per colony. The
above has been verified in our apiary.

The first Italian queen that we introduced

in our apiary of black bees was purchased
of A. I. Root, I think, 32 years ago; and
how anxiously I watched for the first young
Italian bees to fly! What a contrast they

467

presented to the blacks! The bees from tliat

queen filled a super of choice honey from
the second crop of clovers, besides a gi-eat

plenty to winter on. I think queens might
be compared to hens as to laying, as a hen
after the first j'ear lays fewer eggs each
succeeding year. It is just as unprofitable
to keep a hen over two years as a queen.
Then, again, the condition of the brood-
chamber of a prolific queen is such as to

keep the queen busy occupying the cells, as

the hundreds of young bees are vacating
them, which has a tendency to prevent con-
gestion in the brood-chamber, and causing
more work in the supers, and more capac-
ity, all of which lessens swarming,
Honeoye Falls, N. Y.

THE CONTROL OF SWAKMING AT OUT-APIAI
TRACTED HONEY

ls run for ex

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN

The article on the above subject by J. L.

Byer, page 337, May 1, which has very
many excellent points, impels me to say
something more upon the same subject. It

does not require much of a confession on
Mr. Byer's jDart to admit that he cannot
prevent swarming "with all kinds of hives.''

, The hive, its size and construction, has a

great deal to do with the swarming impulse.

With an eight-frame Langstroth hive it is

practically impossible to control swarming
unless with much extra manipulation; in

fact, the hive has to become a divisible-

brood-chamber hive, part of the brood in

one story and a part in another, with the

consequent necessity of looking up the

queen -cells in the upper story, for the risk

of hatching queen-cells is too great to allow

a. man of common sense to take for granted
there are none there. Others things being

equal, the smaller the hive the greater the

danger of swarming.

THE ENTRANCE.

Then the entrance to the hive may influ-

ence swarming. In going through the coun-
try I have often noticed that the entrances

are about 4 inches wide and the usual depth,

with the bees clustered there idle. Why?
Either because the day is hot, and there is

not sufficient ventilation to enable the bees

to remain inside, or because there is not
sufficient storage room. Such entrances were
common thirty years ago, but they are

neither common nor proper to-day.

All through the surplus-honey flow my
hives have an entrance iVs inches deep, tjie

full width of the hive. With a hive of this

kind, and with ample super room, if Mr.

Byer can teach me how " one soon gets to

know from external conditions, by the prog-
ress being made in supers, and in various
other ways, how to diagnose pretty well
without tearing into the center of the brood-
nest at every visit," I will confess I cannot
I am running about 800 colonies this sea-

son; and although I am supposed to be a
man who grasps details in business, and is

the bane of the employee who does not, yet
I confess that, with all those bees, except in

isolated cases, individuality in colonies is

lost; and from week to week to compare
progress in storing is almost entirely lost,

unless after the first cells have been broken.
I doubt its practicability in any case unless
at the last of the probable flow. I give
enough room for storage to cover any possi-
bility in the direction of a flow, yet the
quantity of emjity sjDace in a hive varies too
much to make the comparison of remaining
space a safe guide.

A well-managed colony with proper en-
trance and proper surplus room does not
show by " lying out " that it is going to

swarm, and this is particularly and most
emphatically true of Carniolan bees.

Every week Ave look through every colony
for queen-cells ; and again and again, in a
twelve-frame brood-chamber, after looking
through ten out of twelve combs, and taking
it for granted that there are no cells in the

remainder, we have been mistaken; so my
instruction to students is, " examine every

comb." And after all that is done we have
dozens of times found a queen-cell in the

upper story at the bottom of a comb of solid

honey—the cell just above the queen-ex-
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cinder, clearly indicating' that the bees car-

ried an egg up there to occupy a cell. No,

in all my journeyings and reading I have

found no one to tell me to my satisfaction

any way to tell if a colony has the swarm-
ing impulse unless the brood-combs are ex-

amined carefully. I can tell some colonies,

but they are not kept and looked after as

mine are.

GIVING ROOM IN TIME.

Then, as Mr. Byer says, the bees must be

given surplus room in time ; and it must be

largely, at least, drawn comb. The critical

period is when the colony has a nearly full

brood-chamber, and before it enters (or, let

me say, accepts) the super as a part of the

hive; and let me say to the inexperienced, a

comb-cell is full, so far as room is concern-

ed, as soon as the queen deposits an egg in

it.

SHADE.

Many good beekeepers are opposed to

shade for the hive. Let jne say unmistak-

ably that, in my estimation, and in the esti-

mation of the bees, the statement that the

sun shining on a hive in summer brings the

bees out earlier in the morning is absurd.

It may have that effect early in the season

when the leaves are not on the trees; but in

summer, after warm nights, this is an ab-

surdity; in fact, I have seen bees at work
long before sunrise, and I have heard them

al work from ray bedroom window when
scarcely daylight. But shade after the leaves

come out on the ai^ple-trees distinctly tends

to non-swarming. I know one must be
careful about accepting apparent results

from isolated cases; but after over thirty

years of extensive experience with bees I

k')iow shade tends to decrease the swarming
impulse.

CONCLUSION.

Like Mr. Byer, I know of no absolute

way of preventing sv/arming in the locali-

ties in which I have kept bees. There have
been seasons where it would not have paid
me to grf through colonies every week to

look for the swarming impulse ; but I have
to go through them once a week just the

same, for I did not know this until after-

ward. To lose a swarm early in a good
honey-flow means the loss of the season's

profits from that colony. Then, too, in mv
estimation a colony requires looking through
about once a week to see that matters are

progressing right in every way. As long as

we do this, foul brood is not likely to get a

very serious start in an apiary. A colony
will not die out from queenlessness, and
other evils can be prevented, provided the

examiner is awake and his mind is on what
he is doing. In this phase of the work a

good rule is not merely to think every thing
is right, but to know it is so.

Brantford, Canada.

AN EXPERIENCE IN WORKING BEES ON SHAMES

BY LE EOY LINCOLN.

Early last spring, wishii:g to make up for

a heavy winter loss, I advertised that I

would work bees on shares. A beekeeper

four miles distant requested me to call. The
day was quite cold, so I didn't open any of

the hives. In answer to my query if the

bees were in movable-frame hives he said

that all of them were but five. That satis-

fied me, so we made an agreement to the

effect that, when those five swarmed, and if

any of the others should happen to cast a

swarm, he was to hive them at the rate of 50

ets. per swarm, and, if possible to notify

me in time, he was to do so.

On a nice warm day early in April I

thought I would look the bees over to see

how they were fixed for stores, etc. I took

the cover otf the first hive, and, whew ! mov-

able frames? Well, they were movable all

right, but one had to take the whole hive

to move them. The second, third, fourth,

and so on all through the apiai*>' were just

the same—combs built just as bees delight

in building them— crosswise, lengthwise,

and everywise.

I called Mr. B., and he explained that the

frames were movable, because he put them
in one by one. No, he didn't use founda-
tion. What was the use when the bees

could build comb without? His father al-

ways kept bees, and never used a bit of
foundation. I saw that I had gotten a
" pig in a i>oke," and went home to think it

over. On the way I had visions of streams
of fifty-ce^it pieces leaving my pockets for

those of Mr. B.

That evening I hit on a plan which I

thought would hold back some of those

coins and still give me a crop of honey.

Early the next morning I again visited the

yard and picked out the two strongest colo-

nies and placed them side by side. The two
next strongest were placed side by side

fbout six feet from the first two, and so on
throughout the apiary. Of course, this

sldfting caused some confusion among the
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bees; but on again visiting tliera a week
later 1 could see no decrease in the relative

strength of the groups.

As soon as possible I raised a bunch of

queens in the home yard; and when Mr.

B.'s two strongest colonies showed signs of

swarming I removed them to the other end

of the apiary. On the old stand I placed a

ten-frame liive with one frame of brood

and nine of foundation, and a caged queen.

On top 1 put two full-depth extracting-

supers. In a very short time that hive was
as populous as could be desired. The queen
was liberated and had three frames of brood

when I next looked, five days later. It was
a sight for sore eyes to see the way those

bees were storing honey in the supers.

There were combs in the supers and foun-

dation below. The queen would fill a frame
with eggs as soon as the foundation was
drawn out, so the bees had to put the honey
in the supei-s. I followed this plan with the

rest, and by the middle of June I had 23

good populous swarms working in the su-

pers. By this time the first of the hives

thus treated were again so populous that T

repeated the operation. As I could make
only 60 per cent increase according to the

contract, this could be done with only five

more. The rest I allowed to swarm, and
put them back. Mr. B. did this, and got

only eight of my half-dollars. I received a

nice crop of honey and had 14 good strong

colonies at the end of the season as my
share.

When at work among the bees Mr. B,

was constantly following me about. He did

not try to conceal his surprise at my " igno-

rance " of certain " well-established facts."

For instance, when I started to clip the

queen of one of the newly formed colonies

Mr. B. almost had a fit. He said clipping

meant the ruin of the colony because the

queen would not be permitted to take her
" daily cleansing flight."

At another time, shortly after I had re-

turned home from a visit to the yard, he

called me up on the telephone and wanted
to know if I could come down the next

morning, as three swarms were goin^ to

issue. I asked which ones, and he replied

Nos. 12, 15, and 22. Looking in my record-

book I found they were all new colonies.

In fact, No. 22 had but five frames of

brood. I told him there must be some mis-

take; but he said he was positive, because

he had seen drones flying in front of those

hives for the first time, and surely I "knew
(hat within 48 hours from the time the first

drone is seen flying from a hive, that hive

will swarm." I confessed my " ignorance,"

and said I would take a chance on their not

swarming, and ]\Ir. B., disgusted, hung up
the receiver. Is it necessary to state that

Mr. B. never saw a copy of Gleanings nor
any other bee-paper in his life? I am sure

the beekeeping brethren will appreciate this

very simple method of determining (
*?) when

a colony is going to swarm.
Worcester, N. Y.

[Your plan is all right, except that in

some cases it may result in the killing of

queens by reason of confusion resulting

from the transposing of the colonies. But
this will rarely occur when the bees are

busy in the fields or are preparing to swarm.

Ordinarily we should say the plan would be

workable.

—

Ed.1

MOOTING DOWN
BY ALFRED CABLING

Some time ago the editor said that the

man who could show how to take a swarm
out of a high tree without climbing it de-

served a gold medal, or Avords to that effect.

Now, as I have not seen any one claiming

the medal I will try to get it.

My yard is located in a narrow canyon

with tall live-oaks on the hillsides. Some
swarms will fly high, and cluster away out

on the swaying branches where climbing

would be out of the question. I spread a

large canvas on the ground directly under

the swarm, and put a bucket of water with

a big brush handy. I then take my 44 Win-
chester and shoot off the limb that supports

the cluster. When it comes tumbling down

on the canvas I fake the brush and give the

bees a good sprinkling with water. Then
with a dustpan I shovel part of them into

the hive, and the rest will scamper in like

a flock of wet sheep. When water is not

handy I roll up the canvas and dump them
into the hive and put the canvas over like a

tent.

On days when the mercury is trying to

crawl out at the top of the fulDe the bees are

likely to scatter in the air as the limb breaks
off; but they will nearly always settle a

little lower down, and then I repeat the

operation till they are low enough to be
reached by a 30-foot pole. Again, on hot

and still days I have had to wait till the
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sun set to prevent the bees from scattering.

It gets cool here as soon as the sun sinks

behind the mountains.

After the swarm has been shot down
once, there seems to be no danger of al)-

sconding. When the foliage is so thick that

the branch to be cut otf can not be seen I

lake the shotgun, loaded with coarse shot,

and clear out all the rubbish in the way.

A shotgun loaded with coarse shot will, in

many cases, bring down the cluster without

the use of the rifle. After the brush is

cleared out so I can see the limb the cluster

[angs on, I send a bullet in the center of the

limb, then shoot on each side of the first

bullet so the bullets will strike about two
inches apart. This will cut very large

limbs.

Once in a while a swarm will cluster in a

crotch or on the trunk of a tall tree. I then

shoot coarse shot a few inches above the

cluster. Fragments of bark and the powder
smoke will invariably make them move, and

I keep on shooting above them until they

are on a convenient place for either hiving

or Clotting the limb with the rifle. I remem-
ber one swarm that had settled very high on

a live-oak tree. When I commenced to clear

off the branches with goose-shot charges the

cluster tumbled down to the next limb re-

peatedly till the whole tree looked like a

toboggan slide. If the limb is thick it will

take three or four bullets to cut it off; but

generally one or two are enough, as the

weight of the cluster helps very much in

breaking the limb.

My bees are wild ones caught in the hills

They seem to be a mixture of all races.

Only a few are black. They are very sav-

age at times. I have had a handful of them
meet me forty rods from the yard and sting

furiously. When hiving a swarm of this

disposition during a hot day I dump the

whole swarm that has been shot down into a

big bucket partly filled with water; shake
them up a little; dump bees and water in

front of the hive on an extra bottom-board,
and it seems to take both the fight and the

wanderlust out of them.

Paso Robles, Cal.

[The only objection to your plan is that

there is only one man in a hundred thou-

sand who is enough of a marksman to cut

a limb with a rifle bullet. Some years ago a

taxidermist friend of ours desired to get an

oriole's nest overhanging a body of water.

As we had been out shooting squirrels we
volunteered the suggestion that we might
cut the twig that held the nest. The first

shot brought it down, gi-eatly to the sur-

prise of ourself and the taxidermist. We
then tried to cut off other limbs in the same
way, but failed every time. We concluded
that our first shot was born of inspiration

or luck.

Some have reported shooting into swarms
with a shotgun, but in most cases but little

has been accomplished, and the result has
been that a great many bees ha^'e been kill-

ed. We have been " mad " enough to use a

shotgi;n many a time; for there is nothing
in all bee culture that is more annoying
than for a fine swarm to settle upon an in-

accessible spot 40 or 50 feet above ground,
especially when you are busy with other

work.

—

Ed.]

DOES BEEKEEPING PAY BETTER THAN FARMING?

BY DR. C. C. MILLER

An Indiana correspondent writes:
" I have the ' bee fever ' bad, and would

enjoy beekeeping; but as I have a good
chance at farming, and as this is not a good
country for bees, I am afraid to give up
farming. The white clover sometimes fails;

but there is always a fall flow. If ore man
gives his entire time to bees in two yards,

from 100 to 150 in each, how much per

colony could be expected one year with

another'?
"

The easiest way to answer your question

would be to say, " I don't know." It would

be the truth too. Yet to so many the same
questions are occurring tliat it may be worth
while to talk a little about them. One rea-

son that no clear-cut definite answer can be

given is that localities differ so much. It

is possible to find a locality specially adapt-
ed for some line of farming, but with little

pasturage for bees. In such a place, of

course, the average person would choose

farming. In a place below the average for

farming purposes, yet rich in bee pastur-

age, the case would be different.

Of still greater importance is the differ-

ence in people. There is such a thing as

special talents. A man who cannot tell one
tune from another is not likely to make a

brilliant success as an operatic singer. That
almost any one can make a living at farm-

ing is proven by the many who do make a

living at it. Comparatively few are making
a living at beekeeping, from which it would
seem not so very unreasonable to conclude

that few can do so.
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Taking your question, " Does beekeeping
alone pay better than farming? " it may be
not very wide of the mark to say that wliile

out of an average buneh of a hundred men
each one may be able to make a living at

farming, some a very poor living, and others

a good deal more than a living, yet not more
than one out of the lot could make a living

at beekeeping alone.

The important question for you to decide

is whether you are that one in the hundred.

Perhaps the first and greatest qualificatiou

for the business is a great and abiding love

for it. Your true beekeeper is so enamored
of the business that he would rather make a

bare living at it than to make a fortune at

fai'ming. And that very fact makes it

possible that he may make more money as a

beekeeper than as a farmer.

So you see the question depends upoii

what you are yourself. The safe way for

you to find out is to feel your way. Don't
be in a hurry about burning your bridges

behind you, but hold on to farming until

you have gradually grown into beekeeping
on the side to such an extent that you can

feel safe in dropping every thing else with-

out asking advice from any one else about
it.

Your question as to what may be expected
from two yards, each containing from 100
to 150 colonies each, is again one that can

not be answered by definite figures in a fev/

words. In some locations 150 colonies in

one apiary would yield no surplus whatever,

for the field would yield no more than the

bees would need for their own use. Likely

enough, in most places more surplus could

be obtained from 100 colonies than from
150.

From what you say in a part of your

letter that is not printed, you are evidently

impressed by tlie fact that last year from
72 colonies, spring count, I averaged a little

more than 266 sections per colony. But
please don't understand that getting 260
sections per colony has become a fixed habit

with me. So far as I know, that's the world's

record for as many as 72 colonies, and T

reached it only once in the past 50 years.

(Don't make the mistake, either, of calling

it, as some have done, 266 pounds. If we
rail 12 sections 11 pounds, it will be about
244 pounds.) And it's not very likely I'll

reach it again in the next 50 years. I am
more likely to have years of dead failure.

In some locations you will do well if you
average 30 pounds of comb honey per colo-

ny, or 45 of extracted. In others you may
get twice as much.

But there's something else to be figured

in, and it figures big, big. It's the extra

amount beekeeping puts into your life,

provided there's the stuff in you for a true

beekeeper. Compare your life as a true

beekeeper with the life of a man who stays

cooped up in a city office and accumulates
his thousands. Living close to nature in

the pure outdoor air, with wholesome exer-

cise, your span of life is likely to be 50 per
cent more than his. Then while he is look-

ing forward to the day wlien he can retire

from business and enjoy life—which time

he mostly never reaches—you are having

your fun right along with your work. So
far as I am capable of judging in such a

matter, if I were starting over again T

wouldn't swayi my beekeeper's life for that

of John D. Rockefeller amassing his mil-

lions.

Marengo, 111.

SWARMS FROM DISEASED COLONIES NOT RARE

BY E. G. CARR
Deputy to the State Entomologist in Bee Inspection

Deputy Stine of Ohio, page 822, Nov. 15,

1913, mentions the occurrence of swarms
from colonies affected with American foul

brood, and asks whether this is rare. In
New Jei-sey this frequently occurs, both in

the case of American and European foul

brood, and it is evidently the only reason
bees have not been completely wiped out in

some parts of the State.

Both forms of foul brood in this locality

affect different colonies in varying degrees,

perhaps depending on the vigor of the

stock, coupled with the prosperity of the

season.

A colony only slightly affected with for.)

brood before the swarming season will

usually cast a swarm if other conditions are

favorable. This swarm, liived after the old

plan, in an empty box or keg, uses up its

infected honey in comb-building, and is

likely to pass that season healthy, only to be

infected the next spring by robbing the

parent colony which has by this time be-

come so weakened by disease as to become
a prey to robbers, and thus the cycle is

completed.

THE DANGER IN GIVING THE BEES TOO MUCH
CREDIT AS POLLENIZERS.

It would seem that we as beekeepers are

in danger of defeating our plans by claim-
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ing more for the bees as pollenizers than
the facts will warrant—not that bees are

not necessary in some cases, but it must be
admitted that there are eases and seasons

when bees are absolutely not needed to in-

sure good crops of f)"uit ; but as it is im-

possible to foretell the seasons when the

wild pollenizers will be scarce, and the

weather unfavorable for their flight, it i?

necessai->' to keep bees as an insurance, and
tliis should be dwelt upon when presenting

the subject.

In regard to whether bees or other pollen-

carriers are needed to insure a crop of

grapes, page 82, if the editor will stop in

some gi'eenhouse where grapes are grown
under glass, and ask the attendant how he

secures fertilization of the blossoms, he will

find that grape pollen floats in the air, as
does corn pollen, and no carrier except the
air is needed.

New Egypt, N. J.

[It is true, as our correspondent says,

that bees are not necessary in the work of
pollinating all kinds of plants or shrubbery.
He is also probably correct in saying that

grapevines are very largely if not altogeth-

er self-pollinating. But this does not prove
that bees will not be of considerable assist-

ance some seasons. On the other hand, evi-

dence is piling up more and more, showing
they are a positive necessity in pollinating

fruit-trees of all kinds. See what the Repp
Brothers have to say on this subject in the

May 1st issue.

—

Ed.]

TWENTY YEARS AMONG GRAPES

BY FRED COLE

I have made many observations in the

Lake Keuka grape-belt, where there are

hundreds of acres of grapes within the

flight of bees from a yard. As to whether
bees bite the skins of grapes that have not

been previously bitten by birds or some
other insect, I would oifer as an argument
that they do not, the fact that the Concord,
which has the tenderest skin of any gi'ape

of which I have any knowledge, but which
is a large grape, and which the birds do
not attempt to eat. are never visited by
the bees except when the grapes become
cracked in handling during picking, while

on the other hand the Delaware, which is a

small grape that the birds eat more or less,

but which contains a much thicker skin

than the Concord, is visited by the bees, and
they may be found eating away the skin

where tlie birds have injured them. I could
never find where the bees eat into the skins
of even the fendei'est-skinned varieties

where the birds had not first been.

In regard to the bee as an agent in cross-

poUenizing the grape, I would say that in

working in the vineyards while they are in

bloom I have seldom seen a bee on the

blossoms—not a dozen times in my life, I

think, and I have been in vineyards more
or less for twenty years.

There are quite a few bees kept in this

section. There is a yard of about 80 colo-

nies one mile and a half or two miles north

of me, and I have a yard myself of twenty

colonies, surrounded on three sides by vine-

yards.

Pulteney, N. Y.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE EASTERN NEW YORK BEEKEEPERS'

BY S. DAVENPORT^ SEC.

The sixth annual convention of the East-

ern New York Beekeepers' Association was
held Dec. 16, 1913, at the City Hall, Albany,
The president, W. D. Wright, presided.

There was a much larger attendance than at

the annual meeting in 1912, and deep inter-

est was manifested throughout both sessions.

Following the reading of the minutes of

the previous meeting, and the secretary's

annual report, the president stated that the

treasurer, Mr. A. Kingman, having retired

from the beekeeping business, had sent in

his resignation. The treasurer's report

showed a handsome balance in the treasury.

The i3resident delivered his annual address,

covering a review of the season for honey
j)roduction, the current prices of honey at

retail and wholesale, and other topics of

interest.

The secretary, having served in that ca-

pacity for several years, expressed a desire

to be relieved from the office. With the

retirement from office of the treasurer and
the secretary, the annual election of the

board of officers stood as follows

:

President, W. D. Wright, Altamont; 1st
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Vice-president, S.Davenport, Indian Fields;

2d Vice-president, C. W. Hays, Brookview

;

Secretary, I- V. Labdell, Troy; Treasurer,

I. J. Stringham, New York City.

Erl A. Bates, M. D., chairman of the

Joint Horticultural Commission, and Na-
tional President of the Grand International

Council of the United States, was present

at the aftei'noon session, and was introduced

by the president. Dr. Bates made a state-

ment of the objects of the Horticultural

Commission, of the necessity for it, and of

establishing a home building for horticul-

turists and beekeepers at the State fair-

grounds at Syracuse. He suggested the

sending of two delegates to the proposed
liorticultural meeting in January, to be held

at Albany, to consider jointly the proposi-

tion.

The president was authorized to appoint

the two delegates proposed. By a later

motion the president was elected as one of

the delegates, and he appointed I. V. Labdell

as his associate delegate.

The convention was favored witli tlie

attendance of Prof. Allen Latham, of Nor-
wich, Ct., who was introduced by the pres-

ident, and addressed the meeting on self-

ventilating hives and honey-houses. His
address was interesting, suggesting many
details of observation, which controverted

some popular ideas of beekeepers.

Dr. G. G. Atwood, of the State Agi'icul-

tural Department, was introduced, and gave
an address on the improper spraying of

fruit-trees in blossom as affecting the inter-

ests of beekeepers, and also on the spraying
of obnoxious weeds for their eradication.

He also referred to and described the State

Agricultural Department's display of honey
at the Chicago Land Show.

Rev. I. V. Labdell, of Troy, being an-

nounced on the progi-am, addressed the

meeting on his subject, " A living and more
from bees." It was an exhaustive, interest-

ing, and instructive discourse on the practi-

cal working of the subject.

W. D. West, of Middleburgh, State Bee
Inspector, discussed his subject, " The win-

tering of bees," giving very full directions

for caring for the bees during the dormant
season by different methods.

A vote of thanks was extended to Prof.

Allen Latham for his attendance and able

.iddress. He was elected an honorary mem-
ber of the association.

Mr. Labdell made extended remarks on

making greater efforts to advertise honey
and create a demand for it, and offered

some suggestions for that purpose.

But one question appeared in the ques-

tion-box, in answer to which Chas. Stewart,

of Sammonsville, State Bee Inspector, gave

directions for protecting bees against the

depredations of skunks.

The influence and attendance of this, the

sixth annual convention of the association,

were very encouraging and satisfactory.

The president reported that the 40 dozen

nature-study school tablets, illustrating the

honey-bee, and advertising honey, ordered

of the NeAv York State Beekeepers' Associ-

ation, and paid for by him, had been so

damaged by Avater in transit or in storage

that they were entirely useless, and had

been destroyed. He was authorized to di'aw

on the treasurer for whatever amount he

was unable to collect in reclamation for the

damage and loss of these goods.

At this meeting the members present paid

their annual dues, and much other business

pertaining to the working of the association

was transacted.

SOME PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES IN CATCHING STMAY SWARMS

BY J. M. KINZIE

If there is any thing that boys like it is

climbing trees, and just such fun as comes

from getting the swarms the trees furnish.

My boys in California have built up an
apiary of over 200 hives this waj\ One of

them has bought a 35-horse-power automo-
bile to haul his bees back and forth. He
took off the back scat and has a kind of

frame that he puts on, and is thus able to

liaul 20 hives at a time. I would rather have
my boys engaged in some such sport than
hanging around the saloon.

CATCHING STRAY SWARMS OF BEES.

I have often heard people make the re-

mark, " My ! I should like to have a hive of

bees if they did not cost so much." In this

article I propose to tell how to get one or

more stands without much cost. In most

localities there are more or less swarms that

go away every year. Some of them come
from hives of bees; but the most of them
come from bees that are in trees in the

woods or large apple-trees. The way we
do it is as follows

:
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We make boxes and put two to four

frames in them, with starters of brood foun-

dation one or more inches wide. We prefer

to have the starters one inch wide, as then

there is no danger of their melting down
from the heat of the sun, as sometimes

happens to hives having full sheets of foun-

dation. We then take these boxes and put

them in apple-trees, or trees along the road-

sides, having first obtained permission of

the owner to do so. We set the boxes on a

limb and tie them with strings. The boxes

have an entrance like that of a real hive,

and we make several half-inch holes in the

ends, covering these over with wire cloth.

We prefer to set the entrance facing the

south or east, and to have old frames that

have the scent of bees on them. We start

out with a load of these boxes, and keep an

account in a book of the place where each

one is set. The boxes are numbered from
1 up. One year we got 30 swarms in this

way, and 5 in one tree. I might say that

we had over 70 boxes out.

In California last year one of my sons

caught 9 swarms in this way, and he found
5 more in a ledge of a rock, a distance of

150 feet inside. Some of these swarms wera
so far back from the face of the rock that

he had to make a knife with a long handle

to reach in to cut out the comb. This year
they are figuring on getting 200. As the

country becomes cleared up, and the trees

cut down, it is evident that there are not so

many holes in the trees for these stray

swarms to take possession of. Out of the

dozens of swarms that we have caught in

the past eight years, only one has developed

foul brood.

Rochester, Mich.

SEPARATORS USED ONLY WHILE SECTIONS ARE BEING FINISHED

BY OTTO A. PARK

In the A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture

I read that separators may be omitted if

common beeway sections are used, no wider

than the brood-frame—1% inches from
center to center, with full sheets of founda-

tion fastened to all four sides of the sec-

tions. Combs would be built nearly as

straight as when separators are used ; but

beeway sections only 1% inches thick would
not hold a pound of honey; so it was up to

me to have some supers built with section-

holders to be self-spacing, and to have

sections made 1% inches wide on the long

side, and 1% on the short or narroAV side,

the same being only i/s cut out of each side.

When two sections came together it would
leave a beeway, and at the same time have

some protection for the comb when shipped.

In order to use them I had to put one fence

separator in the super first; then the eight

section-holders, with four sections in a hold-

er. This super was far ahead of any thing

I could find for it had a great many advan-

tages over the old. The bees would enter

them at once, and there was no need of any
separators until the combs were three-

fourths drawn out. Then one of the section-

holders was removed from the super, the

remaining holders spread apart, and a sep-

arator dropped in between each holder,

super springs being put in to hold them
together.

It will be seen that, by the above plan,

the bees have no separators to begin with,

and this is why I could get combs built so

readily. If baits were used they were put

one in each holdei*. When putting in the

separators the holder that was taken out to

make room for the separators was used for

bait in the next empty super that was usu-

ally put on at that time. If they were not

used as baits they were left in the holders;

and when there was enough to fill another

super it was given to a colony that could

use it.

If I didn't use full sheets of foundation,

and wanted the bees to build combs full at

the bottom of the sections I would turn the

holders upside down, before the combs were

capped over too near the bottom. Every
one knows that sections are filled out much
fuller at the top than at the bottom; and
this turning the sections bottom side i;p was
just what was needed to fill the sections out

full at the bottom.

I will admit that I have not tested this

plan as much as I shoiald like, the reason

being that, at the time I was raising comb
honey, I could get only 12 cts. a pound,
and could get that for my extracted. Last

season I got 15 cts. per lb. Would it pay
me to go to raising comb honey again? It

brought 16 cts. per lb. last season.

Birmingham, Mich.

[With a difference of only one cent be-

tween comb and extracted it would surely

pay you to keep on producing extracted

honey.
It is just a question in our minds whether

the gain in the time the bees entered the

separatorlcss supers would make up for the

extra labor involved in going through the

yard to put in the separators later on.

—

Ed.1
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Heads of Graimi frcDEim Differeell Fie

THE BACKLOT BUZZER
The size of the army, when rolling is going on,

and the way the little sisters show a disposition to

defend their homes on a rainy day, kind o' makes
a fellow feel skeptical about this universal-peace and
eqval sv.ifia(/e prollem.

Good Wintering Not the Case Around Lysander,

N. Y.

In the issue for April 15, I note that bees, taken
the country over, wintered verj- well. I can't under-
stand this, for it was not so around here. We had
about as hard a winter as I ever saw here for bees.

At one yard of 50 colonies, well packed in sheds, in

the southeast side of a big swamp, where northwest
winds get at them, I lost nearly half of them. The
rest are weak, with the exception of 12 colonies.

Nearly all of those that died appeared to have done
so with plenty of honey in the hives. In some cases
there was honey all around the cluster. I never lost

bees like this before. My man who has charge of
this yard when I am in Florida says it was 20 below
zero twice, with snow on the ground around the
hives and the wind blowing a gale some of the time,

so this might account for it.

My bees here at home, outdoors and in the cellar,

did not winter quite as well as they usually do. I
lost only a few, and those were mostly nuclei in the
cellar. Two-thirds of my colonies were out of doors
the past winter—the most I ever had out. I think
a cellar is the best place for bees in this locality, take

it one winter with anotnc. It rarely goes as low
as 20 below zero, and we seldom have one week of

zero weather at one time ; but we do have severe
fierce winds and sudden changes, lots of snow usu-
ally, but did not have as much as usual the past
winter. Edw. A. Reddout

Lysander, N. Y., May 1.

Queens that Lay 6000 Eggs in a Day ; the Sagging
of Comb Foundation and Securing Perfect

Combs
In the ABC and X Y Z of Bee Culture I note

that A. C. Miller speaks of queens that will lay 6000
eggs per day. Has any one any such queens for

sale? and what do they cost?

For several years I have been much interested in

the securing of perfect combs in the brood-nest. I

used a lot of the Danzenbaker hives, and tried all

the methods recommended by Mr. Danzenbaker ; but
the bees refuse to obey his instructions.

Now, when I put a sheet of foundation into a

wired frame it seems to me that, if I am to get a

perfect comb, the sheet should entirely fill the frame,
and then it would be attached at all four sides. In
regard 1o the foundation sagging, does it sag more
en the wires, or do the wires stretch ?

Why is it that the foundation on the market is cut
so much smaller than the frames? I think that, if

it comes nearer to the bottom-bar, there would be a

tetter chance to get perfect combs.
Lkwi.s p. Farwell.

North Charle.stown, N. H., April 30.

[About queens laying 6000 eggs a day, we would
say that Mr. Miller merely stated the ma.ximum num-
Ler that a queen could lay in a day. The average
queen probably does not lay more than 300 or 400
in a day; and in the height of the season not much
over 1000 eggs as a regiilar day's job; but if she is

given an empty comb, cells all cleaned out, she may
lay 3000 or even 6000 eggs in a day.

You will not have very much difficulty in getting
perfect combs with the Danzenbaker hives. All that

is necessary is to reverse the combs when some honey
is coming in, and by that means some combs will bf

filled down to the bottom-bar. It is not practicable

to put in sheets of foundation large enough to reach
clear down to the bottom-bar unless vertical wiring
is used or wooden splints. Some do not succeed
with the latter, and the former is not practicable

with thick-top frames. When the bees draw out a

sheet of foundation it is inclined to stretch down-
ward; therefore it is necessary to have the sheets

cut of such a size that they will be about Vi inch,

when in.sertea, less in width than the inside depth
of the frame.

—

Ed.]

Not Bee Paralysis but Starvation

I .iU'St had my first case of bee paralysis, and, of

course, I was a very good doctor and quickly diag-

no.sed the case as paralysis. I was going to try the

Poppleton cure, as it was on one of my largest colo-

nies of bees, and I wanted to do something very
quickly. They were coming out of the entrance of

the hive at about the rate of ten to fifteen per min-
ute, and it seemed that they were increasing. They
began to show symptoms about 4 o'clock in the after-

noon, and by next morning I had something like one-
half to a gallon of bees dead in my hive. I decided
to isolate this hive immediately, so I took it up and
moved it about a mile from the other apiary and
opened it up, and it looked to be about a good-sized

swarm of bees on the bottom-board, and, lo and be-
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hold I I discovered that there was not a drop of

honey in the comb, and practically all the brood had
hatched out with the exception of two or three small
patches. I gave them some sugar syrup immediately,
and they went at it as pigs would swill, and I found
that my paralysis was nothing more nor less than
starvation. I also realized then that the queen was
a very prolific one, and the swarm an unusually
large one. She had used up all the stores in the
hive in raising young brood, and we had just had
three days of very cold rainy weather which brought
about the starvation.

Kinston, N. C, April 21. J. W. BLACK.

two cases of American foul brood. I like five-band-
ed bees because they brood up early in the spring,
and get ready for the honey-flow when the second
cutting of alfalfa blooms.

Preewater, Oregon. C. A. McCarty

What Made the Paint Come off the Hives? What
Kind of Paint to Use

I do not want to be understood as being against
unpainted hives or painted hives, as I am only a
beginner; but last fall I fed my bees on sugar syrup
from October 1 until it was too cold to feed them,
and they went into winter quarters with their hives
running over with bees. In preparing them for
winter I used some heavy wrapping paper over the
hives and then vrrapped around this a single ply of
roofing paper after putting on top of my hives a
super filled with planer shavings. I made one nice
complete job of wrapping over the super and all.

When I took off this paper this spring the paint had
literally left the wood in patches from the size of a
quarter up to the size of a silver dollar. They all

looked as if they had been through a fire with the
exception that they showed no char on the outside.

I had two colonies of ordinary size in the Danzen-
baker hive. These showed no signs of blister, but
the others are in very bad order. I am going to

transfer these frames to other hives and scrape them
and repaint them. Is there any way I could prevent
this blistering next fall, and also wrap my hives so
that they will be warm ?

Kinston, N. C, April 21. J. W. Black.

[It is important to have the hives thoroughly d?-y

before painting. If the lumber is a little green at

the time of putting on the priming coat, the paint
would easily flake off later ; but this was evidently
not your trouble, as your Danzenbaker hives, painted
presumably with the same paint, did not flake. Your
paint did not have enough dryer in it or you put
your ^v^apping on the hives when the paint was too
green. Unless the paint were thoroughly dry (and
it would not be dry unless some dryer were used)
the paper wrapping would take off the paint in

patches just as you describe.

We advise a pure white-lead and linseed-oil paint.
Some of the ready prepared paints on the market
have neither lead nor zinc in them; and instead of
linseed oil they have fish oil. Such paint is dear at
any price.^

—

Ed.]

Five-banded Bees Immune to American Foul Brood
I see Mr. J. E. Crane is after the five-banded

Italians. My brother-in-law (.John Talbert) had 100
colonies, spring count, 1907, of three-banded Ital-

ians. They became diseased with American foul
brood that summer, and in the spring of 1908 there
were only 52 colonics left. I moved them down on
the river near Mr. Nathan Sams, who had 80 or 90
colonies of f.ve-banded Italians. At that time my
home yard was on one side of him, and the Talbert
bees on the other. Both yards had foul brood, and
they were a good grade of three-banded Italians.
The farmers were losing their bees on all sides of
him. I was talking to Mr. Sams last fall, and be
said he had never had a case of American foul
brood.

In 1910 I commenced to raise five-banded Italian
queens, and every time a colony had to be treated for
foul brood I requeened with a five-banded queen,
and last fall I went into winter quarters with only

Requeening without Dequeening
The " basic law " for requeening without dequeen-

ing, which Mr. A. C. Miller is in search of, Dec. 1,

1913, page 850, will probably be found in Mr. G. M.
Doolittle's writings of some twenty years ago. Mr.
Doolittle found that, on giving all colonies a queen-
cell at the close of the white-honey harvest, about a
third were accepted each year. He concluded from
this that queens in the small hives he used at that
time began to fail at about the third year, and that
a queen-cell would be accepted by all colonies headed
by a failing queen, even though they had not them-
selves made preparation to supersede her.

I believe Mr. Doolittle has found that, in the larg-

er hive he now uses, the queen usually begins to fail

in about two years. Mr. J. B. Merwin, in the article

following Mr. Miller's, brings out the same point
where he says, page 852, " This plan will work well
on all queens two years old or over," and that is

probably the " basic law "—" a queen-cell will be
accepted by any colony with a failing queen."

Mr. Merwin may greatly simplify his work by using
a ripe or nearly ripe queen-cell. I believe, though,
that when you wish to requeen a colony having a

vigorous but undesirable queen, the "basic law" will

lequire you to do it in the good old way.
Had I any desire to "jab" Mr. Miller or the editor

I would suggest that they procure a small work
entitled " Scientific Queen-rearing," by one G. M.
Doolittle, in which they may find the plan which the

editor says, page 852, is "worth pasting in the hat."

Audubon, Iowa, Dec. 15. E. M. Cole.

Bees Steal Eggs from Another Hive to Raise Queen
There have been many articles WTitten the last few

years, showing that bees sometimes move eggs from
one hive to another. I think we had the most posi-

tive proof to that effect of any that I have seen.

Last summer Mr. Frank C. Pellett, our State bee-

in.spector, and a friend with him, were at our place.

After inquiring about the bees I told him that all

seemed well but one colony, and we went to examine
it. We commenced on one side, and took out the

frames to the center, and found no brood nor eggs in

the hive, nor any queen ; but we found two queen-
cells—one sealed and the other about ready to seal,

and that was all the brood there was in the hive

—

no queen. It seems to me that this could not have
occurred unless the bees had transferred eggs from
some other hive. In a few weeks I examined it

again and found two frames pretty well filled with
brood and eggs, and as fine a young yellow queen
as I ever saw.

Bedford, Iowa, Feb. 10. J. H. FiTCH.

Are Fumigated Combs Objectionable to Bees ?

I have accidentally made a discovery with my bees
that leads me to believe that disinfecting old combs
with bisulphide of carbon to destroy wax moths
makes the combs unfit for use again for brood-combs.
I have never seen any thing in Gleanings about
this chemical doing any harm to the combs ; but, as

I said al>ove, I am now of the opinion that it does.

Seymour, Ct., Feb. 5. P. J. Hoevel.
[We have fumigated considerably with carbon

.bisulphide, and have never noticed any bad effects

afterward, although, since our combs thus fumigated
are very seldom given the bees again any way, we can
not say for sure. If any of our readers have had
any opportunity to test this matter, we should be
glad to hear from them,

—

Ed. ]
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A„ L MooJ OUM HOME Editor

I pray not that thou shouldest take them out of

the world, but that thou shouldest keep them from
evil.

—

John 17 :15.

As thou. Father, art in me, and I in thee, that

they also may be one in us; that the world may be-

lieve that thou hast sent me.

—

John 17:21.

On page 275 a good friend suggests

doubling up the country churches, and asks

ine if 1 justified the existence of sects; and
on the next page another friend tells us how
a good live pastor got his church so filled

that there was not standing room. He vis-

ited eighty saloons in the town on Sunday
and Sunday night, and found only six pay-
ing any attention whatever to the Sunday-
closing law. Again, on page 285 Dr. Miller

discusses having so many denominations.

As I was down in Florida I did not see it

until it came out in print; and you may be

sure I had a big laugh at his expression,
" us younger ones." Is it not a pretty good
joke from a man " eighty-three years

young"? Well, I think I can pretty well

agree with my good old friend Dr. Miller.

If we could get together and talk it over I

assure you we should not be very far apart

in our opinions and suggestions. Now, right

here comes in a kind word from a good
friend about " so many denominations."

Mr. A. I. Root

:

—On page 275 some one asked
you a few very pointed and consistent questions. I

have not seen any answer as yet. I should like to

say a word or two on this subject, as it is a question

that lies very near my heart.

1. Is the church of Christ celestial only, or is it a

part of the world?—Matt. 16:13-19. This very
clearly locates Christ's church on this earth, and I

know of no scripture that changes its name in hea-

ven. Wherever that may be is of little consequence
to the member of Christ's church.

2. Divisions certainly are carnal, or else our
Savior uttered a very meaningless prayer in John
17 and Paul in I. Corinthians 1:10.

3. Do you justify the existence of sects? This is

answered in the quotation given above in our Sa-

vior's prayer for unity. Then the question is, "Does
Christ justify the existence of sects ? From my limit-

ed knowledge of the New Testament I have no hesi-

tancy in saying it is sinful.

I heartily endorse what a brother has to say on
page 285. I believe he has about the correct notion

of it. When we get down to " brass tacks," and
quit quibbling over tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum,
and do what the Lord says, we shall be seeking a

basis on which all Christendom can unite. 'Let us
consign to the flames all articles of faith or rules of

practice or any other man-made creed, and take as

our rule of faith and practice the New Testament.
When we speak where the Bible speaks and are

silent when the Bible is silent, we shall be at a point
where all Christendom will be a united church of our
Lord Jesus Christ.

Albert Hollingsworth.
Terra Haute, Ind., April 25.

While I may not be prepared just now to

indorse all of the above, I wish to add em-
phasis to the concluding sentence :

" When

we speak where the Bible speaks, and keep
silent when the Bible is silent, we shall be
at a point where all Christendom will be a
church of the Lord Jesus Christ."

Dr. Miller speaks of having so many
denominations just because of minor unim-
portant differences.* While grave questions

confront us that must be taken care of at

once, not only ministers of the gospel, but
good Christian people stop to fuss and
bother and argue about things that seem to

me to be pure nonsense. That exj^ression

does not half tell it. If you will excuse

slang I would put it this way : It seems just

awful that good, educated people should

waste their time and energy on things that

are but little more than "tom-foolery." After
I read " Pollyanna " some of the good
friends in Medina told me I should read a
new book entitled, I think, " The Inside of

the Cup." Now, while there is a lot that

is good in the book, the author, without the

least bit of reason, drags into it the dispute

of the doctrine of the immaculate concep-
tion of Jesus. I threw the book down in

disgust and said, " What good can come by
taking up a question like this, that has no
possible bearing on the needs of the day? "

There is enough tendency already, God
knows, to question the truthfulness of the

Bible as God's holy word. Suppose some-
body has been brought into the church,

prayer-meeting, or Sunday-school; and sup-

pose, further, he has not given these matters

much attention ; what possible benefit could

he get, spiritually or in any other way, by
listening to this silly criticism? If that is a

part of the " new higher criticism," I wish

to know no more of it.

I now wish to give one more illustration

about wasting our time and energy on a

matter that cannot possibly benefit the

world in any way, as I look at it. Some
very good people are wasting their energy,

and I do not know but a good part of their

lives, toward what they call the impoi-tance

of changing Sunday to Saturday. Such a

course, as I see it, not only accomplishes

* It just now occurs to me that Dr. Miller is a
Presbyterian—at least that is my recollection. Well,
Mr. Calvert has just returned from the State con-
ference of Congrefjational churches, and he says the
matter came up there in regard to doubling up de-
nominations. In fact, there has been talk for some
years past of uniting the Congregation alists, Presby-
terians, and the United Brethren. I think one thing
that blocked the way was a disagreement as to what
the new body should be called. Well, here comes in
the joke on Dr. Miller. Mr. Calvert says the con-
ference reported there are twelve kinds of Presby-
terians. My good friend Miller, hadn't you Presby-
terians better start the ball rolling by first reducing
the number and the kind of Presbyterians? Couldn't
you possibly coax them down to an even half-dozen?
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noUiing, but it blocks the way, mixes things

up, handicaps themselves and everybody

else they run against, without having ac-

complished any thing. I Isave wondered
again and again how it was possible in this

day and age of the world, when supersti-

tion and folly are fast giving way to good
common sense and righteousness, that these

people should continue in their queer no-

tions. While I write, our people here in

Ohio are discussing the adoption of eastern

(New York) time in place of the present

central (Chicago) time. 1 confess I think

it will be an advantage to do away with

having an hour's difference between Cleve-

land (and Medina) and New York; but the

papers are full of what I cannot help look-

ing at as silly talk about giving the people
" more daylight " by changing the clock an

hour ahead. I say, and liave said repeated-

ly, change the clocks by all means, if it seems

best; but do not by any means change the

hour of getting up and going to bed, simply

because the clocks have been ehangecl.

Neither is there any need of changing the

time of starting and stopping our factories,

the time of school, or time of going to

church, prayer-meeting, etc. The time of

starting business and closing it has been

settled by universal consent largely, accord-

ing to the rising and setting of the sun.

Why in the world should we make any
changes simply because the clocks are

changed? When old Sol decides to change
his time of rising in the morning and of

going down at night, then we may consider

a change in our habits.

I think no one will doubt for a minute
that the saloons and the whole licjuor traffic

might have been banished long, long ago,

had our churches and their respective pas-

tors been united as they are getting to be.

just now. The awakening to the evils of

intemperance has been a long and slow

process; but, may God be praised, it seen^s

now fairly well in sight; and the work of

driving them out, T verily believe, will unite

our different denominations as nothing else

has ever done.

I have alluded several times lately to the

measures that are being adopted to save

human life, and to alleviate sickness and
suffering—the " safety first " organization.

Now, if our churches. Sunday-schools, and

Endeavor Societies could drop unimportant

differences, and give the same attention to

the children, including the grown-up chil-

dren, how much might be accomplished

!

Let us keep the good old Bible as it is

—

speak when the Bible speaks, and be silent

where the Bible is silent. There has been a

discussion more or less for ages, perhaps, as

to what becomes of us immediately after

death. Do we have a period of sleep, as

some claim, or are all to be received, like

the thief -on the cross, in " paradise this

day '"? Perhaps it is well enough to search

tlie scriptures carefully and see what they

tell us about it; but I would not waste much
time in the matter. Shall we not use the

same time and energy in taking care of
" thieves " who have not gone so far as to

reach the cross? And look out for the

children that are gi-owing up, and see that

they do not get into the company of thieves,

ancl that there be no thief-breeding places

such as saloons, etc., in your immediate
neighborhood. By no means let us sit down
with folded hands, as Dr. Miller puis '(

;

but after we have gotten up and started,

may God help us to use our strength and
energy in fighting real evils—things that

are a menace to bodily health as well as to

spiritual growth. The dear Savior in his

prayer in our opening text did not ask the

great Father lo take his chosen ones out of

the world. lie meant they should slay in

the world, and that they should be " the

salt of the earth;" that they should mix in

with saints and sinners

—

especially the sin-

ners. But he did pray that the Holy Spirit

sliould keep them while in the world and
protect them from all the evils surrounding
them.

HORSERADISH AND CHRISTIANITY.

Perhaps, friends, you think the above a

queer combination ; but listen to the good
brother below, who wants his name with-

held :

In the April 1st number of Gleanings, page 277,

you speak of selling horseradish, which cost 4 cts., at

10 cts. That is 150 per cent profit. If a pound of

honey costs 10 cts., and sells for 25 cts., that is 150
per cent prolit. Now, where can we draw the line

between just and unjust gain—I mean, looking at it

from the Christian standpoint? I have thought
much on this subject, and have tried to look from
both the producer's and the consumer's standpoint.

My good friend, I may have been a little

careless; but did you not also notice the

sentence, " but I tell you it took some ' boss-

ing ' to secure smooth running all the way
from producer to consumer"? In the "4
els." rtientioned I did not count my time at

all. Should not the man who studies and
works up such a short cut have some pay
in the shape of profit, for inventing the ma-
chinery, or establishing the industry? Mrs.

Root has all her life " put on the brakes "

to my "gTeat discoveries," and she has often

been right—they didn't pay cost. There-

fore I greatly enjoyed demonstrating to her

that I was making " a safe margin," and
also having pleased customers. Once more,
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tliero is a disposition all over the land to

trade in "nickels" and avoid fussing with

pennies. Five cents for something that costs

four cents, or perhaps a little more, unless

the demand is enormous (like Uneeda bis-

cuit, say) would be risky. You see the cost

of handling a five-cent deal is just as great

as a 25 or 50 cent one.
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are, of all living creatures on the farm, the most able

to take care of themselves, especially in a genial

climate, and there is no more certain crop than that

of the hives.

BEES WANTED FOR ORANGE GROVES AS WELL
AS APPLE OECHARDS.

We clip the following from the Florida

Times-Union. While the substance of it has

aj^l^eared recently in these columns we re-

l)roduce it as showing how rapidly the gen-

eral press is disseminating the truth con-

cerning bees as pollenizers of fruit.

bees: their value not appreciated.

If the office of bees in increasing the yield from

plants vj'ere fully understood, there would be many
more apiaries in Florida than there are at present.

It is said that encouragement of beekeeping in a

certain district of Nebraska, where much alfalfa is

grown, resulted in the addition of more than 200
per cent to the yield of good seed of high germinative

powers in the field of that valuable legume and hay

plant. We have heard of a citrus grove in South

Florida which bore well for some years. Year before

last some one discovered a bee-tree near this grove,

cut it down, and thus dispersed its inhabitants. The
following year there was almost no crop from that

grove.

Not only fruit-growers but observant truckers are

aware that they are much indebted to the bees. The
little honey-gatherer dives into the depths of a blossom

in search of nectar, and, emerging, carries off much
pollen on its fuzzy coat. Within the next blossom of

the same ispecies it visits it rubs much of this pollen

on the pistils, securing the fertilization of the ovules

and the consequent formation of fruit. Cross-fertili-

zation, so essential to the stamina of plants and ani-

mals, is made more certain by the visits of the bees.

So well is the useful agency of the bees understood
in many parts of the North that fruit-growers main-

tain bee colonies in their orchards—not so much for

the honey, which is regarded rather as a by-product,

but for the sake of increasing the yield of the trees.

If the bee is so useful in a climate so cold that

the hives must be protected most of the winter, and
the bees must be fed after a severe season in order

to preserve them, how much more should the busy
denizen of the hive be encouraged to thrive and
multiply in a climate in which it can gather honey
practically all the year, and in a land where fruit

and vegetable growing is so great an industry 1 There
is practically not a day in most of our years when
the bee cannot find some blossom from which to

gather honey—in a large part of Florida not a single

day. This, therefore, should be a land of honey.

Apiculture is so much ea-sier a following in Florida

than in more northerly latitudes—should be so much
more remunerative—that we should have hundreds
making it a livelihood.

Some fear stings: but there are breeds that are

gentle in disposition, not easily aroused to attack.

Experienced beekeepers often dispense with protec-

tion while working among their bees, having learned
how to avoid alarming, or rousing the resentment of

their charges. Apiculture does not call for a large

expenditure of money to begin it, nor a large area

in which to conduct it. There are instances of prof-

itable bee colonies being maintained on house roofs

in large cities. It makes no great draft upon one's

time nor large drain upon one's pocketbook. Bees

" SEED BEES.'

The expression, " seed bees," caught my
attention wliile glancing over a copy of the

Farm and Fireside.

A POUND OF SEED BEES.

By buying bees in pound packages one is able to

get a start in beekeeping at the least cost, and the

system is economical for those who have lost consid-

erably during winter or in early spring.

The middle of last April I ordered three one-pound
packages of bees, each pound to be supplied with a

laying queen. The price per pound for bee« was
$1.50, and the queens $1.25 each. These came from
Fitzpatrick, Alabama. They arrived on my Wiscon-
sin place on the 18th of April in good condition. On
arrival each pound was put on four drawn-out Hoff-

man frames, in double-walled hives. An extracted

super was put on top.

Tliey were fed daily on a syrup composed of equal

parts of sugar and water. They immediately started

brood-rearing, but one of the queens turned out to

be a drone-layer. The other two packages increased.

These two pounds were increased to five rousing
colonies; and, besides, over 100 pounds of honey
were extracted.

The expressage on these three packages was $1.20.

This brought the total up to $9.40, or $1.89 per
colony.

The cages were six by seven, and eight inches

high. They arrived as one package, being arranged
one on top of another, two inches of space between
each. Each was enclosed with netting, except two
sides where a board was used.

I am sure it would not have been possible to get

the above results if I had used single-walled hives,

because the atmospheric changes would have been
felt too keenly.

—

Oscar Eazmeier.

Two important points are brought out in

the above—first, that it is possible to pur-

chase bees by the pound and have them
shipped as far as from Alabama to Wiscon-
sin, and still prove to be a profitable trans-

action—so much so that two pounds may
increase to five and give over 100 pounds of

extracted honey besides; and I am strongly

impressed with the fact that young bees at

the proper tim.e in the spring may be ship-

ped from Florida and other southern States

to points here in the North so as to be a

paying investment all around; and it may
result in a great and growing industry.

THE "hope FARM MAN" OF THE RURAL NEW-
YORKER, AND BEE CULTURE.

Our readers who are conveisant Avith the

Rural New-Yorker will b? pleased to hear,

I am sure, that the Hope Farm Man is get-

ting interested in bee culture. He recently

wrote the A. I. Root Co., asking some ques-

tions about the case of bees. After getting

a reply from E. R. Root he writes as fol-

lows :

Mr. E. R. Boot

:

—I am very much pleased with

your letter, and thank you heartily for seo<Jiog it.
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This is just exactly what I wanted, and really is the

most interesting article on bees that I have read in

a long time. It tells me exactly what I wanted to

know, while I confess that most of the articles on

bees don't seem to tell me any thing at all. What
you say is exceedingly interesting, and I believe yon

are entirely right regarding the effect of a colony of

bees upon apple and peach bloom, or setting of the

fruit. Our bees appear to be very happy. I have

one of the redheads who thinks he is going to make
a beekeeper. The bees stung him the other day, and
he certainly let out a number of screams, but I think

he will get over it, and I am greatly pleased to have

our children take so much interest in the care of

these busy little creatures. It appears that I wa-s

right in thinking that there may be lazy bees as well

as lazy men. I know that the hired man generally

has his off days, when, if yoii put him alone at some
work in the hot sun, he is sure to seek the shade

and think his work over with great care.

I had a colored gentleman working for me once,

and I tried to tell him how careful he must be to

think his work over and plan it thoroughly before

taking it up, as he could accomplish ever so much
more if he had it thoroughly organized. I sent him
to a back field to put a bag of fertilizer on some
corn. After he had been over there a long time I

thought I would go over and see how things were

doing. There sat Alic under a tree, looking at the

bag of fertilizer. When I asked him >Yhat he was
doing he r.aid, " Well, boss, you told me to study this

here work mighty careful, and I am doing just what
you told me." The whole subject of beekeeping is

coming upon us as a very interesting thing. I really

didn't know there was so much to it, and I am glad

of the chance that has enabled us to get hold of these

little friends. I am greatly obliged to you for your
kindness in answering the questions.

New York, May 25. H. W. Collingwood.

IS THERE NO CHANCE FOR A POOR MAN TO

KEEP BEES?
My dear Mr. Root

:

—I worked for so-called Chris-

tians for 25 cts. a day when 16 years old, and the

memory of rats crawling over my bed at night still

lingers. I got up in winter at five o'clock, and
hauled manure all day in the cold for 25 cts. Were
it not for the stupor whisky gets the laboring classes

into, conditions would have improved long ago. But
what can you expect?

It makes the hot blood come to my temples when
I see the extravagances of rich men who control leg-

islatures. They foist whisky on an unsuspeicting

public, and then appeal for votes from that same
public. Roads are being made in this State that will

not last. Sewers are put through and no guards on
the mouths. These men are the enemies of society,

who openly boast that woman suffrage is disrupting

the home. I love bees, but if we keep on destroying

homes, no one but rich men can keep them.
Samuel B. Henderson.

Centerville, Ind., Oct. 20.

My good friend, I too worked for 25 cents

a day riding a horse to cultivate corn ; but

I had a good bed because I boarded and
lodged myself when I got only 25 cents. I,

too, feel the hot blood come to my temples
when I see rich people wasting money on

their diamond necklaces, pet dogs, etc.; but

may I suggest to you and others who claim

there is " no chance for a poor man," that

many of the great men of our day, and very

ivanjl of the rich men of our day, started as

pcor boys? Now, it is the poor boys who

are blessing the world. The sons and daugh-
ters of the millionaires are the ones to be
pitied. Is it not so? I fervently thank God
that he started me as a poor boy on a farm

;

and when Mrs. Root and I were married
we had comparatively nothing; and I verily

believe that, had our good parents been able

!o give us a thousand dollars, or ten thou-

sand, to start a home with, it would have
been a handicap instead of a blessing. I

should like to ask all of our readers who
agree with me in this to raise their hands;
ai:d as you drop your hands, let each and
all thank God that he was born poor, and
had to fight his way in this great busy world.

In regard to bees, where is the boy who
ran not scrape up money enough to buy a

single colony to start with? and I believe his

chances will be better with this single colony

than if his father were to give him a whole
apiary. .

POULTRY-KEEPING IN FLORIDA.

The clipping below from the Florida

GrGiver will answer a lot of questions

:

POULTRY PAYS.

I cannot help replying to the man who made the

statement some time ago to a northern friend that

poultry did not pay in Florida. I arrived here on
September 21, 1913, and on November 2 a friend set

a hen for me, and the result was ten little chicks.

I paid for the hen 75 cts. and 50 cts. for the eggs.

On March 25, 1914, the pullets started laying, and
on March 28 I sold four of the roosters at 21 cts.

per pound; the four weighed seventeen pounds, for

which I received $3.57. The cost of the feed for the

four months had been $1, so, including the price of

the hen and eggs, $1.25, and feed $1.00, I was $1.32
to the good and' I still had the hens and the four

pullets. The hen started laying on February 15.

On April 21 I set one of the pullets, and to-day, May
11, she hatched twelve chicks from the thirteen eggs
I gave her, and the old hen is sitting again also, and
another* one of the pullets. I will leave it to you
whether poultry pays or not. G. H. N.

Davenport, Fla., May 12.

[You are certainly doing well; but you seem to

have started a kind of perpetual-motion farm. But
that is the way to do things, and we congratulate

you upon your enterprise.

—

Ed.]

Permit me to say that what is stated in

the above is true. Any person of fair skill

with poultry can do it every time. I have

done it for the past seven winters, with the

exception of getting the pullets to lay in

March or April. We generally reach our

Florida home during the first week in No-
vember, and usually leave for the North
about the middle of April. If you are suc-

cessful with chickens here in the North or

anywhere else, you will be likely to succeed

in Florida, with the tremendous advantage

of having no weather in winter that Avill

interfere with the raising of chickens. I

feel sure, too, that the fireless brooder is all

that is needed in Florida at any season of

the year.
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THE IRISH COBBLER POTATO, AND THE SPORT-

ING HABIT OP POTATOES IN GENERAL.

This spring, as usual, when I wanted

some choice potatoes to plant (especially

(he Red Bliss Triumph), I did not find any
in our locality. I would, of course, have

brought home some of that kind that grew
in Florida, but they would not have sprout-

ed in so short a time after being dug. I

have mentioned the seed firm of F. W. Gib-

bons & Co., of Boston, Mass., who gTow
potatoes, especially for planting in the

South, by the hundreds of carloads. I wrote

a friend in the employ of the firm in regard

to my wants, and he sent me some very

choice Triumph potatoes, and also included

some Irish Cobblers. Here is what he says

about the latter

:

Brother Root

:

—The Cobblers are as early as Bliss,

and heavier croppers; but they need heavier fertiliz-

ing than the late varieties, as they have to ripeu

their crop in two weeks less time than the late vari-

eties. If I can get my hands on an extra-fine strain

of Golden Bantam corn I will mail it. By passing

along among the farmers' wagons in August one

often finds a particularly fine strain of vegetable. I

saw a farmer with fancy Golden Bantam last sum-
mer, but failed to take his name and address.

The Irish Cobbler is supposed to be a sport (origin

unknown). It is evidently a sport, not a seedling,

because the type is not fixed. You plant twenty true

to name; and when you dig them you will find some
have reverted to some one of the original parents, and
some in a field will have blossoms of different colors.

The buyer thinks he has been given mixed seed; but
it is simply some tubers that reverted, and conse

quently the careful Aroostook farmer keeps " rogu
iiig" out the varieties in order to hold the type

Now, the type is this ugly square-shaped deep-eyed

tuber with a deep cavity at the stem end, and ar

ugly, deep, puckered-up eye at the seed, and it very

much resembles a Naval ; but this type is very early,

and a heavy yielder. It must have good rich soil, as

it has to do its work in ten days less time than later

varieties of potatoes.
Edwin E. Harrington.

Maiden, Mass., May 21.

P. S.-

—

Tou owe me nothing for this. I am now
and always shall be indebted to you for so much
good that I absorb from the last half of Glbaninqs.

E. E. H.

The above interested me greatly, for I

have been for years watching the tendency

of the different varieties of potatoes to

sport. For instance, for several seasons I

selected the hills of a certain variety that

kept green after the others had died down.
In this way I created a late variety from
what had formerly been an early potato.

In a like manner you can, by diligence,

build up in a few years almost any kind of

potato you want. The specimen of Irish

Cobbler alluded to is a large nice potato,

smooth and white, but with very deep eyes

—so deep, in fact, that the potato was most
ungainly-looking compared with the smooth
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round Triumph potatoes, as shown in the

picture on page 317, April 15th issue.

In many localities, I believe, the Irish

Cobbler is getting to be a great favorite as

an extra-early potato.

I extract the following from the Florida

Groxcer concerning the Irish Cobbler.

The Irish Cobbler is a good variety which is grow-
ing in popularity, and has the double advantage of

being a very good keeper and shipper. The price of

good guaranteed seed from any reputable house

varies of course a little, but may be taken at an
average of $1.75 a bushel, or about $4.50 a barrel.

SESAME in the WEST INDIES; NOT ONLY A FOOD
BUT A HONEY-BEARING PLANT.

Mr. A. I. Root:—It gives me pleasure to send to

you, under separate cover, some sesame. It is raw
seed. I hope you will make several trials of parch-

ing so as to get the best flavor. I like it best served

hot with a little white sugar. Eat and enjoy it.

My stock is down to about a quart now, so I

could not fill many orders ; but, all going well, I will

plant in a week or so, and should have 500 lbs. in

four months. Our sesame patch is alive with bees

when in bloom.

Judging from the sesame letter in Gleanings
(Mr. Thompson's) there are different varieties, to

say the least. Some peopie who have written me
from Texas describe the plant in a way that does not

fit mine. Our sesame shells itself out when ripe.

Pods open wide, and seed scatters at the least touch.

When you get your sesame parched just right,

grind some very fine and try it in wheat-flour pan-

cakes. John M. Brewer.
Columbia, Isle of Pines, W. I., May 12.

RAISINS BY THE TON, ETC.

Raisins are packed in great sheds, like corn in

the East. One of our neighbors often has 100 or

150 tons on hand at once. We have only a small

place, and our biggest raisin crop so far has been

about 14 tons.

I wish every one in the country could read Our
Homes. I am clipping the item on cigarettes, from
New Zealand, and sending to my mother.

We have voted our whole county dry excepting

Fresno and one oil town, Coalingo, and in doing so

drove three roadhouses out of existence in our vicin-

ity. We are only four miles from Fresno, and of

course they catered to the tougher element of the

city.

Our women take the franchise sensibly, and are,

as a whole, more intelligent voters than the men.
We have on overwhelmingly large Armenian, Greek,

Italian, and some Mexican and other foreign popula-

tion. Our district school has 14 nationalities, while

they claim 31 for Fresno. This means civic and
moral as well as financial problems.

Fresno, Cal. Cora Denham.

CLAIMS RELATIONSHIP.

Mr. Root

:

—I get Gleanings, and think it is fine.

Every man who is against the whisky traffic is my
brother.

Woodville, Okla. E. L. Glimmer.

Mr. Root

:

—I keep bees. I don't subscribe for

Gleanings, but I often read it. Don't you think I

ought to have a dasheen ? C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., U. S. A.
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HEALTH NOTE
THE HIGH COST OF LIVING—A NOVEL SUGGES-

TION.

We clip the following from the Cleveland

Plain Dealer:
Germany has furnished this country a striking

example of the benefits of adopting sanitary improve-

ment, and has surprised even her own most optimis-

tic advocates by proving that the expenditures that

go for bettering community conditions not only pay
by protecting health and giving comforts undreamed
of to the people, but actually reduce the cost of liv-

ing.

Invariably the proper paving, sewering, and sup-

plying of water lines to communities has added to

the value' of the property an amount in excess of the

cost of the improvements. Even sewage disposal

under the present extravagantly wasteful methods in

which millions of dollars' worth "of fertilizers are lost,

may be considered a paying investment because no

city will advance commercially or exist healthfully

until some provision is made for the safe solution of

this big problem. In like manner the various sys-

tems of maintaining proper sanitary conditions,

which are operated at an apparent loss, such as

cleaning streets, oiling roads, draining swamps, and
enfoi-cing proper rules of sanitation, are actually

remunerative, because property in such communitip«
demands higher rentals, and the people avoid heavy

expense due to unnecessary sickness.

Let me add to the above that we not only

reduce the high cost of living by such sani-

tary measures, but we add also to the plea-

sures and enjoyment of living. The man or

woman who is well nourished, has plenty of

pure air, drinks only pure water, and has a

sponge iDath every day, enjoys life to an

extent that thousands of people know noth-

ing of.

THE AIR WE BREATHE.

A. I. Root:—Wife and I find many interesting

and helpful items in Gleanings. That which has

from time to time been written concerning a careful

or proper diet, or the preservation of health thereby,

is read with much interest; but there is another

phase of the subject of perhaps equal importance,

about which less has been said; and that is, the air

we breathe and the way in which we perform that

function. Our beneficent creator has furnished an

abundant supply of pure fresh air, and yet a large

part of mankind appear to place little value on it,

and are apt to make very meager arrangements for

maintaining its purity. The fact is, that by far the

greater part of men and women only about half

breathe—that is to say, very seldom fill the lungs to

the bottom, but form a habit of using only the upper
part of the lungs ; consequently the dark or corrupt

stream of venous blood, as it returns to the lungs

for purification, fails to meet with the requisite

amount of oxygen, and hence is not changed, but

passes on, entailing extra work on the kidneys and
other organs of the body, resulting in a poisoned

system and the manifold discomforts of ill health.

Since the introduction of modern methods of heating

houses, that much dreaded disease, tuberculosis, ha?

rapidly increased—owing, no doubt, to the lack of

proper or of suificient ventilation. Wife and I are

near to our three-score and ten. Our children are'

all gone to try the world for themselves, and we
dwell alone. We sleep in a cold room, with windows
up all kinds of weather. We still maintain the

youthful glow ; and while our neighbors all about us

have been greatly afflicted with colds and grip, we
have been apparently immune. If people were less

afraid of pure air, even if it is not always warm, and
would cultivate the habit of deep breathing, it would
free them from innumerable ills. Doubtless it is in

accord with the will of God that we should under
stand and discreetly use the bountiful provision hp

has made for our sustenance and comfort while herf

below. And now " let us hear the conclusion of the

whole matter. Fear God and keep his command
ments, for this is the whole duty of man." Abiding
in such a state we shall be willing faithfully to

occupy until our Lord shall come ; and whether the

summons be " at midnight, at the cock-crowing, or in

the morning," we shall go joyfully forth to meet him,

Barnesville, Ohio. Thomas Dervies

THE PANAMA CANAL ZONE AS A " HEALTH
RESORT."

We clip the following from some journal.

1 he name of which we have lost

:

After living f#r five or six years amid conditions

which have produced such a startling reduction in

the death-rate, will the men who have dug the Pan-
ama Canal be able to find any city in the United
States which is sutificiently cleanly and healthy for

them to live in? Let us hope, says The Journal of

the American Medical Association, that the fen thou-

sand Americans, returning to this country after a

practical demonstration of what modern scientific

knowledge can do to prevent disease, may prove to

be the little leaven which will leaven the entire lump.
If this is the case, the indirect benefits of the Pana-
ma Canal will be incomparably greater than its com-
mercial or military value.

If it is indeed true, as we have continual

rejDorts, that our doctors are able to make
such a i^lace as the Canal Zone one of the

healthiest localities in the whole world, shall

we not in time be able to do the same thing

in other places where people live, and bring

about like conditions ? May God be praised

for what is being accomplished in the way
of banishing preventable contagious dis-

eases.

FROM "producer TO CONSUMER;" FROM OUR
GOOD FRIEND T. GREINER.

I have finally come to it, namely, bought a hand
mill, and have begun to eat my " graham-flour por-

ridge " for breakfast. When you have a good mill

(mine cost $3.35), and take good wheat, and clean

it by hand to get the cockle and chess out of it, and
then wash it and afterward thoroughly dry it, yau
get a nice clean product, and a good breakfast food

at nominal cost. We cook it after recipes given by
Terry and in Gleanings, and eat it with about its

own bulk of apple sauce and a generous quantity of

real .Jersey cream. Probably it tastes good eaten

with honey. But people who have never tried it can
hardly appreciate how good apple sauce and good
cream go with any kind of such breakfast food.

Apple sauce and cream (not milk), half and half,

alone make a dish fit for a king. But almost all

cereals can be made to taste good when eaten with
real cream or with good honey. My boys took quite

a fancy at once to the home-made graham breakfast
dish, and prefer it to shredded wheat, puffed wheat,
and some of the other breakfast cereals we have been
in the habit of using.

Your muffins are not so bad either ; but thev are
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no cure for the high cost of living. When the re-

cipe calls for three quarters of a cup of sugar, two

eggs, and a chunk of butter, etc., all this for a very

small batch, it cannot be said to be a very cheap

food. Fresh eggs are 50 cents a dozen in our local

stores ; but, how many people have good honey or

plenty of apples and real .lersey cream? And how
many have strictly fresh eggs? I am tliankful for

living on the farm, even if it is a comparatively small

one. 'i'- Greiner
La Salle, N. Y., Jan. 27.

I am very glad indeed to get this testi-

monial from so good an authority. Although

it has been talked over and over about the

saving in cost by grinding your own wheat,

and the still more important saving of doe-

tors' bills, I fear few people realize what it

amounts to. One great reason for the pres-

ent " high cost of living " is because of the

fashion of buying packages of food in pa-

per boxes and tin cans. And even the farm-

ers who grow the wheat, I fear, quite often

send their wheat away, and pay for having

it manufactured into cereals fixed up in

fancy pasteboard boxes, paying profits to

the manufacturer, middleman, and grocer,

and finally getting the same wheat that grew

on their own farm, or may have done so,

and do not get as good wheat nor as deli-

cious food as outlined in the above by friend

Greiner. Apple-sauce and cream, and

gi'ound-wheat mush, are about the most

delicious foods I know of, and also the most

nourishing, so far as my experience goes.

May God be praised for apples, and wheat

and cream.
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KCBDING SICK PEOPLE.

There is one institution that seems to be

untiring in its efforts in exposing the many
medical fakes, and that is the Journal of

the American Medical Assoolation, 5?/")

North Dearborn St., Chicago. Every little

while we get a pamphlet describing the

methods employed by these proprietors of

nostrums to fleece the unwary. Let me urge

our readers to consult the above before

sending money to any doctor or advertising
" medical institute." Every little while they

come out with a pamphlet to warn the pub-

lic. From the list given I have selected the

two following:

MURINE EYE REMEDY PRICE 4 CTS.

This is a nostrum sold by two eclectic physicians

of Chicago. While sold for $1 an ounce, it is esti-

mated that the stuff costs about 5 cents a gallon.

The exploiters of Murine also conduct, as a side-lino,

a correspondence " college " of spectacle fitting—

7

pages, illustrated.

THE OXY'DONOR AND SIMILAR FAKES.

Gas-pipe therapy frauds. A description of the

various worthless pieces of nickel-plated brass pipe

that are sold to the gullible under the allegation that

they possess curative value. Several variations of

this fraud are on the market. Those dealt with in

this pamphlet are the Electropoise, the Oxydonor, the

Oxygenor, the Oxypathor, the Oxytonor, and the

Oxybon—15 pages; illustrated.

AVhat do you think of it, ffiei^ds—a dol-

lar an ounce for stuff that costs only five

cents a gallon? The Department at Wash-
ington is carrying on investigations, and
stopping the delivery of the mails of some
of these parties. I notice Oxydonor is still

getting money from the unwary, although

it has been shown up in these pages for

fully twenty years.

TEMPERANCE
DRUNKENNESS A DISEASE (?)

We clip the following from the New Re-
public:

Drunkenness is now almost universally recognized
as a disease. Institutions all over the country, both
public and private, have been instituted to cure this

disease.

The newspapers all over the country carry adver-

tisements of physicians and institutions who make it

their business to cure this disease.

Medical societies all over the world are studying
methods of curing this disease.

And while all this is going on, most States delib-

erately license saloons to spread this same disease

for a share of the profit of the business.

By the way, what would you think of a
man who wanted a license to spread hog
cholera? That disease throughout the Unit-

ed States is one of the things that bring
about the high cost of living, and millions

of dollars are being lost because of it.

Thanks to our Department of Agriculture,

however, our nation is getting the upper
hand of it. Well, hog cholera kills Jwgs;

but the booze business kills men—yes, men,

women, and children ; and the men it does

not kill it reduces to the condition of hogs,

or worse still. And yet we are licensing

saloons—ves, right in the State of Ohio.

What do von think of it?

THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT HITS

THE LIQUOR BUSINESS ANOTHER TRE-

MENDOUS BLOW.

We clip the following from the Lansing

Daily State Journal:
liquor's body blow.

No longer is the widow of a drunkard to remain

the helpless victim of the saloonkeepers who contrib-

uted to her husband's wrecked life. The United

States Supreme Court has just so decided. Nor is it

necessary that the victim die an accidental or violent

death. The case in which the decision was rendered
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is one in which the victim was wrecked by alcoholics

and finally succumbed to disease brought on or ag-

gravated by liquors.

Under the ruling, not only is the saloonkeeper

liable for damages but his bondsmen also. Undoubt-

edly the first result of the decision will be the filing

of thousands of personal-damage suits all over the

country. There will be no haggling over the law.

The United States Supreme Court has settled that.

It will be merely a case of proving facts.

A second result of the ruling will be bankruptcy

for a number of saloonkeepers whose cupidity and
avariciousness have prevented them from heeding

the demands of friends and relatives not to sell to

known victims of liquor. Another result of the ruling

will be a decided inclination of casualty companies

and individuals against going on the bonds of sa-

loonkeepers ; and without bonds, licenses cannot be

secured.

The country may expect a tremendous howl from

the liquor interests and the organs in their control

;

but the decision will stand because it is right. It is

in complete harmony with that changed and chang-

ing public opinion in regard to the liquor business.

More and more the public is coming to look on

liquor-selling as a form of slavery the victims of

which are as much deprived of their manhood's
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness

as ever was a black man, and public opinion is set

against it as it was against slavery. The courts are

responding to the changing public opinion. The
liquor interests will not be able to change the law
until they change the tide of public opinion.

" PROHIBITION doesn't PROHIBIT/''

We clip the item below from Farm and
Fireside :

SMILINa THROUGH TEAR.S IN KANSAS.

87 counties without any insane.

54 counties without any feeble-minded.

96 counties without any inebriates.

38 counties without any poor-houses.

53 counties without any prisoners in jail.

65 counties without a representative in the State

penitentiary.

With the above staring us in the face,

how can any man (or woman) vote for the

retention of the liquor-traflic"? Think of it—65 counties without a " representative "

in the penitentiary.

SOMETHING FURTHER IN REGARD TO KANSAS.

From an address delivered before Con-
gress by Ernest H. Cherrington, Dec. 10,

1913, we clip the following:

EFFECT OF PROHISITION ON CRIME, PAUPERISM, AND
INSANITY.

The Supreme Court of the United States is author-

ity for the declaration that " the statistics of every

State show a greater amount of crime and misery
attributable to the use of ardent spirits obtained at

these retail liquor saloons than to any other source."

No State of the Union has given prohibition so

fair a trial as has Kansas. To-day that State pre-

sents the unparalleled record of almost two-thirds of

its counties without a single prisoner serving sen-

tence for crime, while in some of the counties a jury
to try a criminal case has not been called in ten

years.

Never mind, friends, if I have harped on
this matter several times before. What does

it mean when it can be truthfully said that

two-thirds of the couniies are witlout a

single prisoner serving a sentence for crime,

and that in some counties a jury lo try a

criminal case has not been tried in ten

years? What is the matter with the people

of the United States that they should con-

tinue to " vote wet " when such facts as

these are before them?

EDISON ON CIGARETTES^ ETC.

One of our good friends sends us a clip-

ping from the Detroit Free Press. It seems
that Edison posted a notice on his factoi"y

in West Orange, N. J., reading, " Cigarettes

not tolerated. They dull the brain." It

seems that Henry Ford, the great automo-
bile man, indorsed Edison. This aroused

the ire of Pereival F. Hill, President of the

American Tobacco Co., and he makes a

feeble attempt to defend the use of cigar-

ettes. After reading his defense it occurs

to us that the money that comes out of it is

what they are after. We extract the fol-

lowing, taken from the Detroit Free Press:
" Inasumch as millions of men use cigarettes, and

perhaps even a larger percentage are educated peo-

ple, the charge of feeble-mindedness lies against

an overwhelming proportion of the commercial, pro-

fessional, artistic, musical, and industrial world,"

continued Mr. Hill.

TREMENDOUS INCREASE IN 13 YEARS.
Mr. Hill gave figures showing that 15,812,092,000

cigarettes were made in the United States in 1913,

against 2,600,000,000 in 1900, or an increase of

700 per cent in 13 years.

Mr. Hill said further that Mr. Edison should prove
his assertion, in justice to millions ' of intelligent

cigarette smokers, or give the manufacturers an op-

portunity to disprove it.

Our good friend A. N. Clark, of Lansing,

Mich., who sends the clipping, comments
as follows

:

This defense of the cigarette by President Hill

not only demonstrates the weakness of the defense,

but indicates the moral make-up of a character so

typical among modern trust officials.

Lansing, Mich., May 18. A. N. Claek.

BRYAN IN REGARD TO WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

In speaking of the women's victory in

stopping the Colorado war, Mr. W. J. Bryan
uttered the following, which we clip from
the Woman's Journal for May 23:

" The battle is already won in ten States and in

Alaska. Pour more will come in line next Novem-
ber. The Eastern States are beginning to line up.

The women of America are going to vote soon. No
party question will prevent them ; no color line will

stop them ; no States rights issue will deter them.

No State has any right to deny to half its citizens

the right to share in government by the exercise of

suffrage anywhere under the American flag. As cit-

izens of the great American Republic, as members of

the American family, and as units of the great Amer-
ican home, we will not permit such a travesty on
democracy to exist any longer in this land of equal

opportunity."

Amen lo the above!
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Gleanings in Bee Culture

CLUBBING OrrERS

Gleanings in

Bee Culture
(ONE YEAR)

44

44

4^

with the A B C and X Y Z of Be© Culture,

the leading text-book on beekeeping. $2.50

44

44

44

4i

( with Dr, Miller's Fifty Years Among the

( Bees.

Z. Hutchinson's Advanced BeeI with W.
I
Culture.

j with T. B. Terry's great book, How to Keep
I
Well and Live Long.

J
with Milo Hastings' book on practical poul-

I
try culture. The Dollar Hen.

with the new revised edition of The ABC
of Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry and A. I.

Root.

with a choice of any one of the following

books from Gleanings library: Townsend
Bee-book, Management of Out-apiaries, Al-

exander's Practical Beo Culture, Natural

History of the Honeybee.

with a Root Standard Smoker (tin) ; diam-
eter of the barrel 3^ inches. One of the

best smokers made, both in principle and
construction.

with a No. 2 Bee-veil. This veil is nulde of
cotton tulle with silk tulle face, and is ad-

justable to any medium-sized hat. It has
an elastic cord in both the upper and lower

hems.

with a pair of Bee-gloves. Our special bee-

gloves are made with long sleeves and of

heavy drilling for wear in the bee-yard.

(Sizes: Small, medium, or large).

1.50

}$1.50

1.50

1.50

$1.00

$1.00

1.75

1.35

1.25

Canadian postage on each of above combinations 30c extra. Foreign postage 60c extra.

The A. I Root Company
Medina, Ohio
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EDITOMAL
The reader's attention is directed partic-

ularly to the editorial on the net-weight law
as it relates to comb honey. See page 487
of this issue.

or 8<

Bees
It is refreshing to note that those who

advertise golden Italians are more conser-

vative in their advertisements. The time

was when five-banders were advertised, but

only three and four banders were sent out.

The beekeeping fraternity has learned that

a strictly five-banded queen is a rare bird.

It was folly to advertise them when they

could not be furnished.

Our Front Cover Design

This shows a small section of our Apa-
lachicola apiary, with one of the workshops
in the background, some three or four weeks
before the first car shipment was made. In
the mean time these two-story colonies were
increased to three stories, and in some in-

stances up to four; then when the carload

shipments began to move, the colonies were
split up into one-story sections, each one
being supplied with a queen.

The view shows a convenient arrangement
for hives and the nice board walk that runs
down in between ; but it does not show very
clearly that these walks and hives were some
five or six feet above the ground, as hereto-

fore explained, in order to escape high
water.

Pos
New
antee CI

of the Date when
g Regarding the

atise on Piire-foodl

ages

We have just received notice from the

United States Department of Agi'iculture

that the ruling with regard to the elimina-

tion of the guarantee clause on food pack-
ages will be effective May 1, 1916, instead

of May 1, 1915, as first announced. It would

appear that the manufacturers of food
products found that it would be practically
impossible to dispose of their goods by May
1, 1915, and asked for a postponement of
one year more. Full particulars regarding
this are given in our issue for June 1, page
401. It should be clearly understood, how-
ever, that this has nothing to do with the
operation of the net-weight law given on
page 487. There is as much or more reason
why there should be a postponement on
this.

Limitations of Parcel Post
Some of the dealers in beekeepers' sup-

I^lies have received numerous complaints
from their customers because their goods
were sent by express rather than by paniel
post. The fact is, all should remember that
a limit of 50 lbs. is for local delivery or no
further than the 150-mile zone ; and 20 lbs.

is the limit for all distances of 300 miles
and over. Again, it should be understood
that many things can be sent cheaper by
express than by mail. If you will leave the
matter with your dealer he will select parcel
ppst, express, or freight according to con-
ditions. It sometimes happens that the cost
on express packages will be so great that he
will send by freight, and of course that
means delay.

This has been an extraordinary year for
supplies. The call for goods to go by parcel
post has been enormous; and while no doubt
that means of delivery has been a great
boon to the public at large, there are many
times when express will be cheaper.

ires IBoi ImJbedding
Fouindation

Years ago A. I. Root imbedded wires
with a hot point drawn along each wire,
with just enough pressure to sink the wire
half-way through the foundation. Since
reading- Arthur C. Miller's article, p. 495,
we have been trying the plan again, com-
paring it to the plan illustrated on page
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801, Nov. 15, for last year. The hot iron

really does very nice work; but on account

of the greater danger of missing the wire

or running off and melting a hole in the

foundation, and also because of the neces-

sity for having all conditions just about

perfect for good results, we still prefer the

wide-toothed imbedding-wheel. This tool,

as explained, is altogether different from
the old tracing-wheel imbedder. It may be

used hot or cold; but when hot it leaves a

little bridge of melted wax across the wire

at each point where a tooth strikes, which
bridge is about ^ inch long, or as long as

the tooth is wide. The wire is not heated,

and the imbedding is done by pressure in

the usual way, although the tiny " bridge "

of surplus wax from each tooth as it strikes

holds it securely so that it can not move.

We are not particularly in love with the

groove - and - wedge plan of fastening the

foundation to the top-bar. However, since

we hajopened to be fitting up a lot of frames

we took occasion to time the operation.

Time after time, we picked up a frame,

dropped the foundation in the groove, put

the wedge in the other groove, and sank it

down below the surface, and imbedded the

wires with the hot gear imbedder all in 30

seconds. We cannot average two frames a

minute, however, and we judge that Mr.
Miller does not intend to convey the idea

that that is his average speed.

at;

In addition to what was said in our last

issue concerning the field day at Medina
July 9, 10, under the auspices of the Ohio

State Beekeepers' Association, we may add
that plans are well under way for a good

meet here. President Matheny sends the

following provisional program for the eve-

ning of the 9tli

:

Report of Chief Inspector of Apiaries. .N. E. Shaw
Beekeeping in the early days A. I. Root
The Inspector's point of view E. R. King
Fads and Fancies E. R. Root
The honey crop Fred Leininger

During the afternoon of the 9th and the

forenoon and afternoon of the 10th, there

will be field-day demonstrations. On the 10th

we shall make a demonstration with power
extracting machinery, all of the latest pat-

tern. AmjDle facilities will be afforded see-

ing each step in the whole jiroccss.

Our men who devote their time to queen-

rearing will give demonstrations in grafting

cells, and, in general, the entire process of

rearing queens from start to finish; and in

order that all may see, we will have differ-

ent demonstrators in the field.

We regi'et that it will be impossible for

either Dr. Miller or Mr. Doolittle to be here.

Sickness in Mr. Doolittle's family, and the

extreme age (83) of Dr. Miller, render it

practically impossible for eitlier of them to

be with us; but fortunately one of the

Dadants of Dadant & Sons will be here.

A. I. Root will relate some of his early

experiences in beekeeping, about his ups
and downs, of his acquaintance with Rev.
L. L. Langstroth and other prominent bee-

keepers of the early days.

LODGING AND BOARD.

As Medina is not a large town, our hotels

and restaurants will be taxed to their utmost
limits to take care of the crowd. It is ab-

solutely necessary, in order to secure lodg-

ing and meals, that those who expect to

attend send in their names in order to se-

cure accommodations. We may have to put
up cots in our warehouse; and the proba-
bilities are we shall have to get some church
organization to feed the overflow who can

not be accommodated at the hotels and res-

taurants. Meals at the American House
will be 50 cents; at restaurants, 35 cents;

and the ladies of the church will probably
charge the same amount. The probabilities

are that any ladies who come can be accom-
modated in our homes on the nights of the

9th and 10th.

Unless each one of you who expects to

attend this field meet sends in his name in

advance he may not be able to secure lodg-

ings and meals. If you are not sure you
can come, but yet expect to, send in your
name anyhow. All such letters should be
sent to E. R. Root, at Medina, who is look-

ing after accommodations.

Honey Prospects ; Clover Crop

The prospects for a clover crop are not

promising. The excessively hot and dry
weather during the fore part of June, fol-

lowed by cold weather and no rain in many
localities put a decided check on clover. In

some eases it seemed to be parched out and
gone to seed; but recent rains (which have
been general over the north-central portions

of the United States) may change the sit-

uation where they were not too late.

To be more specific, the clover crop is not

going to be a failure by any means. While
it will probably be just that in some local-

ities, there will be from fair to good yields

in others; the reports from Michigan are

from good to bad; but most of the reports

we have read thus far indicate either a

short crop or an entire failure. Two of the

largest i^roducers of Ontario expect a short

crop.
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It is too early yet, however, to get definite

statements, as the reports up to date are

few and scattering; but in our own locality

it looks now as if we are to get no clover

—

hardly enough to fill up the hives; but we
have just had (June 23) some very heavy
soaking rains, and we hope the bees will get

enough to fill their combs. But even at best

we do not expect to get an extracting from
clover.

Basswood never looked better; the pros-

pect of honey from that source seems to be

good all over the country where basswood
grows. One or two fear that the seventeen-

year locusts will do some damage; but this

damage will probably be only minor. But,

unfortunately, the basswoods have been
pretty well cut off ; and even if they do give

their nectar splendidly, the aggregate will

not be large.

In spite of discouraging prospects we do
not know when we have had a year when
there has been such a heavy demand for

supplies. The factories have been running
overtime. There must be some prospects of
a honey crop or there would not be such a

call for goods. The next issue will tell the

story.

The prosjjects for alfalfa honey, both
comb and extracted, are very good except
in the immediately vicinity of Denver, Col.,

where the bees appear to have been killed

by smelter smoke. Reports regarding the

yield from mountain sage are somewhat
hazy ; but it is our opinion there will be
considerable mountain sage this year, and
some orange blossom. Texas appears to

have had a very fair crop ; but as it con-

sumes its own product largely, it will not
have very much influence on the market.

PRICES FOR 1914.

A couple of weeks ago, producers and
buyers were undecided where prices would
go. The large amount of honey left over
from last year created a feeling of uncer-
tainty in the face of a promising yield from
clover in the Eastern States; but as the

yield from that source will probably be
light—nothing like what it was last year

—

it would appear that prices ought to be firm,

with a possible tendency upward. At all

events, we would not advise those who have
large amounts of last year's extracted to

unload at low prices.

In the mean time we solicit reports from
honey-buyers and producers generally; but
be sure to make your reports brief.

Later.—Telegrams since the foregoing
was written are as follows:

Clover prospects in this locality indicate a big
crop. "Weather is cold and rainy.

St. Paul, Minn., June 23. The A. I. Root Co.
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Late Raieg Starting the Homey-

Later.—Since writing the foregoing it is

apparent that the heavy soaking rains have
started up the clovers again. Before these

rains fell, and for a day or two afterward
there was nothing doing in our yards, and
the bees got to robbing; but we are noAv

(June 24) having hot muggy weather, and
the ground, thoroughly soaked, is pushing
up the belated clovers that are yielding
nectar. The boys are now rushing on the
supers.

Reports from over the country show that
the rains are quite general in the clover belt,

and these have boosted the prospects for
clover. If these same rains had come a
week or ten days earlier, there would have
been a big crop of clover, without doubt.
As it is, there will probably be from a light

to a fair crop. In any case the yield can
hardly be as heavy as last year.

We shall probably secure enough honey
to make a demonstration with power ex-
tracting machinery on the field-day meet
at Medina, July 9 and 10.

Tlie Net=weiglit Law go far ag it Ap-
plieg to Conmh) Honey

A FLOOD of inquiries have been coming
in, asking for some more specific informa-
tion than was given on page 385 of our
issue for June 15. We were not able at the
time to cover all the points. We are now
informed that the net weight on a section of
honey means the net weight of the contents
in the section exclusive of the wood part

—

that is to say, if a box of comb honey, in-
cluding the wood, weighs 131/2 ounces we
must subtract one ounce and mark the sec-
tion 121/2 ounces net weight, as the wood
part of the section weighs approximately
one ouiice. If the Government insists on
this ruling it will mean, other things being
equal, that producers and honey merchants
will have to charge more, and that a large
number of others will be innocent violaters
of the law.

The actual tendency of the net-weight
law will be to reduce prices, as it may be
difficult to increase the price on a I2I/2-

ounce section to a 131/2-ounce price.

As the net-weight law is construed to
mean that only the actual weight of the
honey in the section is to be considered,
then, naturally enough, the glass in glassed
sections cannot be weighed in with the hon-
ey. Heretofore the section itself and two
sheets of glass have been included and sold
at the same price as the honey itself. There
is nothing morally wrong in this, because if

the fancy trade requires honey in that form
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—something that will stand rough usage,

and which will be free from the depreda-

tions of robber bees, flies, ants, and other

insects, then such trade should pay for the

extra cost of so protecting the honey. But

apparently, under the new law, only the net

weight of the honey exclusive of the glass

and the wood can be considered. As the glass

is more variable in weight—more so than the

section itself—it will be a little difficult to

get at the actual net weight of honey al-

ready glassed. Producers who have a trade

in glassed comb honey can sell it, but they

must weigh up the sections before glass-

ing, deduct one ounce for the wood, and

mark the net weight on the section, what-

ever that is—10 or 15 ounces, and then put

on the glass; but they can charge only for

the honey itself. The practical operation of

the law will be to exclude glassed honey

from the market, in our opinion, unless the

government reverses its decision on the net-

weight proposition as it relates to comb
honey.

It will be well to bear in mind that the

net-weight law goes into etfeet Sept. 3 of

this year. The law was passed March 3,

1913, and gave the producer and dealer

eighteen months in which to dispose of all

old stock; but the decision to exclude the

weight of the section has only just been

announced (May 28). As many beekeepers

were honestly of the opinion that they could

include the weight of the section they sold,

a large amount of honey on tlie market will

necesarily be misbranded. Just what the

Government will do in cases of this kind is

hard to say. This may work a more severe

hardship on the large producers and dealers

than on the smaller ones.

As soon as we can get a more definite

statement we will place the same before our

readers. But Mr. Frank Rauehfuss, of the

Colorado Honey-producers' Association,

wrote to Washington and received a night-

letter telegram as follows

:

Regarding branding honey in frames or cartons,

weight of actual contents should be marked upon
frames of individual units, or upon outside of car-

tons when used. Regulations, paragraph H, mini-

mum weight blank ounces, is suggested as conven-

ient. Form letter follows.
C. L. Alsbeeg.

From the letter following, Mr. Alsberg

makes this statement

:

" We note the custom of your association, and in

that connection your attention is particularly called

to paragraph H as suggesting a convenient method
of branding which will meet your conditions. The
statement of weight, however, should be that of the .

contents, exclusive of the wooden frame."

This leaves no room for doubt ; and it is

apparent that dealers and producers alike

will have to modify their entire scheme of

gelling comb honey.

In this connection it is apparent that the

net weight of a case of comb honey must be

the added-up weight of every section in the

case less as many ounces as there are sec-

tions in the case. All together it is appar-
ent that the price of comb honey, if sold at

the figures of a year ago, other things being

equal, should be advanced in order to cover

this shrinkage. If comb honey is much
scarcer than last year, another advance will

have to be made. Of course that advance
would have nothing to do with the net-

weight law.

Another question has been asked; and
that is, whether the ordinary 60-lb. square

cans, kegs, or barrels shall be marked with

their net weight. As we understand it, the

new net-weight law applies only to small

packages—packages that go to the consum-
er, and not to the large containers that are

sold in a wholesale or jobbing way to deal-

ers. Honey, however, in square cans varies

somewhat in weight. The variation as we
find it runs all the way from 56 to 61 lbs.

Then, again, there will be a shrinkage on

account of evaporation. Some of the honey,

perhaps, was extracted a little too thin.

The dealer fears that it will sour on his

hands, and will remove the caps of the

square cans until the honey evaporates down
a little.

To be on the safe side, it will be better,

in our opinion, to mark every can, keg, or

barrel, with the exact net weight of the

honey. The ordinary square cans will have

an actual weight of about 2^/2 lbs. But kegs

and barrels will vary so much that each

barrel and keg will have to be weighed
separately.

We have taken this matter up with Dr. E.

F. Phillips, of the Bureau of Entomology,
suggesting that he explain to the committee

of the pure-food department some of the

difficulties that producers are going to meet
under the operations of this new law pro-

viding that only the wax and honey are

considered, and providing that it goes into

effect in September of this j'ear.

In conclusion, we should say that we enter

no complaint at the general intent of the

law, which we believe to be thoroughly good.

All we ask is that the Government, in view

of its decision of May 28, give beekeepers'

associations and dealers an opportunity to

dispose of their old stock before the law

becomes effective. If the action of the law

could be deferred until September, 1915,

instead of September of this year it would

work no hardship on any one. Of course

it will occasion some inconvenience; but in

the end we shall all be able to readjust our-

selves.
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Dr. C. C. Miller JTMAY
Half-inch bottom-starters are mention-

ed, p. 327. As tlie bottom-starter is my
baby, I'm anxious it should have the best

chance, and would advise against any thing-

less than %, no matter what tlie size of the

upper starter. The half-inch starter is hard-

er to put in, and the bees are more inclined

lo tear it down if a dearth occurs.

"The wave-like motion of the intestines,

says Dr. Lorand, is primarily mechanical,

and peristalsis can not continue unless there

is some bulk of food on which it can take

eifect. Hence follows the singular result

that if we eat only the food that we ought

to eat, that solely essential to nutrition, we
should be worse oil than if we ate a great

deal of material that has no nutritive qual-

ities whatever." This, from a medical jour-

nal, is commended to those who are worried

about eating comb honey because wax is

indigestible. Fact is, if we would be well

we must eat a lot of indigestible food, and
wax works wonderfully well. [The story is

told of a ship captain who ran out of hay
for horses on his boat ; but he had jjlenty of

oats. But in spite of this concentrated food

the horses kept going down. He then in-

structed his ship carpenters to take their

l)lanes and plane up some of the plank he

had. The shavings were then mixed with

the oats, when the horses began to build up.

Planed shavings are indigestible, but in this

case they accomplished the object sought.

—

Ed.]

A. I. Root, p. 477, you say there are 12

kinds of Presbyterians. Yes, nearly as bad
as the " 57 varieties " of Congregationalists.

But then, Congi-egationalists iiave no synods
and presbyteries to hold them level, and so

there can be almost any variety under the

same name. But please don't hold me re-

sponsible for all the fool things done by
Presbyterians. I'm doing my little best to

get them all together. But I don't believe

in waiting for the 12 kinds of Presbyterians

to get together before trying to have a big-

ger uniting. I don't believe there's any
more excuse for Presbyterians and Congre-
gationalists to keep separate than there is

for the different Presbyterians. In Canada
there's a movement on foot that I hope may
soon end in uniting Congregationalists,

Methodists, and Presbyterians. God speed
the day when we'll " all be one."

P. S.—My dasheens are up.

[The time will soon come when we sha)l

not have so many denominations. A lot of

weak colonies will not begin to do as much
effective work as the same numerical

strength of bees combined into a few good
colonies. The same principle holds true in

regard to churches. Why in the world

church denominations cannot get together,

especially in our rural communities, we can

not understand. It is a travesty on the

Protestant church at large. Theie are hun-

dreds of rural communities that have little

struggling churches which, if combined into

one, would make a power for good.

—

Ed.]

First bloom was seen on white clover

May 27, and we began putting on supers.

The rule is that the ilow begins ten days

after first bloom appears. But this year the

bloom increased so rapidly, and was so im-

mense in cjuantity, that we thought the ten

days might be shortened. When the tenth

day came, June 6, and not a thing doing at

the hives, we began to make ready to face

another year when white clover doesn't give

down. June (3 it rained in the forenoon ;

but as soon as it cleared at noon and before

it was fairly dried off, the nectar began to

come in a tiood, and in the ten days since

then the flow has kept up whenever it was
not raining. The cold has not seemed to

make much diff'erence, for it has been pretty

cold. While I'm now writing this, at 11 A.

M., June 16, it's 03 degrees outdoors, and- -

just wait a minute .... Just been down to

the apiary where Miss 'Wilson is at work,

and I said to her, " Well, how is it? " "Not
so very well," she replied ruefully. " It's

so cold that they're fearfully cross. It

doesn't seem they could be doing any thing

when it's so cold, but they have. I've been

over sixteen colonies, and I've put on ten

fresh supers, and it's only six days since

they were given all the suiters they needed.

But, aren't they cross? Mercy!" (It's

cruelty to animals to have any one work at

bees at such a time, and I don't know that it

ever happened exactly the same before. ) An
unusual combination of circumstances seem-

ed to make it imperative that, for several

days to come, the bees should be left to

themselves. I said, " No need to do any
thing to-day—too cold. Instead of doing

that row before it's time, it can go a little

over time." But with her usual persistence

Miss Wilson said, " We'll take no chances

;

those colonies will be done to-day." And
done they were, or at least they're being

done. With the exception of hindrance from
rain, the season seems as good as last year,

so far. How long it will continue is an-

other stoiy. [We are glad that you have
prospects of honey. We have none around
here unless it comes from basswood.

—

Ed.]
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Beekeeping Among the Eockie!
Wesley Foster, BouMer, Colorado.,

EXTRACTED HONEY AND THE BUSINESS BEE-

KEEPER.

For ti;e biis'i:efs beekeeper who is a sales-

man, theie is no doubt that extracted-honey

liroduetion is the best as a money-maker.

The expense for supplies is very much less,

aid the money received for extracted honey

will equal comb-honey prices if it is put up
in glass and tin packages and sold under a

trade name, as are other fancy food prod-

ucts. The average beekeeper does not have

time to look after the sales side as it should

be, but there are some beemen who are

proving themselvese capable of liandling

both. '

* * «

SHALL APICULTURAL EDUCATION BE ENCOUR-
AGED?

Mr. Hershiser writes a very interesting

article on this subject, page 331, May 1. 1

say }.es, if scientific marketing and distri-

bution is made of equal importance with the

production of honey in tlie couise. Those

who now are leaders in piopaganda for

apicultural education aie not placing em-
))hasis on developing and extending sarie

methods of distribution. They believe, or

at least they act as if tlie proper procedure

is to encourage more production, and there-

by save some of the nectar going to waste,

and then let tlie beemen hustle to get rid of

the crop in a hit-or-miss manner. Science

in production and demoralization in distri-

bution! Let the beemen do their own or-

ganizing; we will teach new comers in tlie

apicultural ranks how to compete with them
in producing honey; then they can all get

into the grand squabble in selling their

honey. That is just what we had last year

in the West, and it was a grand squabble, I

can assure you. Some of our brothers have

a lot of honey to carry over because they

got caught at the wrong time or were not

willing to cut the price low enough. I know-

some men who have had to hold extracted

honey for three years before selling it, and

borrowing money all the time to live on.

Let us get busy witli a little apicultural

business education lest the new beekeepers

be forced out by failure to make the busi-

ness go.

I think it is not the right course to limit

education, for to do so is useless, any way.

The American people are too much in favor

of more and more of it. But let us make it

broader than we have so far thought possi-

ble. Those who have talked limiting educa-

tion and production are taking hold of the

tail instead of the horns of this proposition.

The honey industry is not anywhere near

the danger of overproduction that fruil-

growers face. Mr. Hershiser is wrong when
he says that the educational forces have not

discouraged further extension of the fruit

industry. The Extension Department of the

Colorado Agricultural College has been do-

ing that very thing. On the w-estern slope

of Colorado the people w^ere specializing on

fruit too strongly, and the Extension De-

partment has been trying to bring in more
diversified farming operations, pointing out

that we could not profitably compete with

eastern orchards if more acreage were plant-

ed. I do not think that the advice has been

as effective as the actual conditions faced

have been. 1 have seen more orchards pulled

np than set out in the last few months.

Mr. Hershiser says the unschooled, untu-

tored owner of bees is the menace. True;

but he is not the menace in the West. The
menace in the West is one hundred or a

thousand alert intelligent specialists all try-

ing to sell their year's production in sixty

days and get their money for it so they can

stop some of their loans at ten and fifteen

per cent. Some means must be devised to

advance twenty-five to fifty per cent of the

value of the honey to the producer at once,

and then let the honey be held until it can

be distributed and sold in the unsupplieil

markets. At least seventy-five per cent of

the bees in Colorado are owned by men who
run them as a business piroposition, and

})roduce a commercial article of honey. This,

1 believe, is true of the other Inler-monn-

tain States.

1 was told several times by Kansas City

grocers that they could sell three times as

much comb honey at 15 cents as they could

at 20 cents. When comb honey retails in

Kansas City at 15 cents what will the ])ro-

ducer in Colorado, Utah, or Idaho get f He
got this past year $1.75 to .$2.00 a case for

24 sections of well-packed honey. His sliip-

l)ing-case cost him 19 to 25 cents each, and

his 'sections $5.00 to $6.00 per 1000, and

other supiDlies in proportion. If he bor-

rowed money it cost him ten to fifteen per

cent. Comb honey has been retailing in

Boulder for some months at 10 to 12y2 cents

for beautiful, clear, heavy-weight honey.

Some of the grocers lost money on it. These

prices are getting down close to the actual

cost of production, and some honey has un-

doubtedly been sold below it. Let us get

together and have some education to change

these cunditions.
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BEEKEEPING IN CALIFORNIA
PoCo

I have some samples of honey from the

first cases extracted that are surely fine—so

white that you can see* letters through a

glass of it, and so thick it can almost be tied

in a knot.
* * *

The State asylum at Patton is said to be

full of beekeepers, most of whom are suf-

fering with fog on the brain. Attending

physicians say all will recover witli Mie

advent of clear warm weather.

* * *

June 7 was one of the coldest, most cUiudy,

and disagreeable days of the season. A coal

tire was burning all day at my home, and

really was a comfort. Late lin the day heavy

showers fell, and a general clearing-up fol-

lowed, since wdiich time we have had beau-

tiful warm days.

K. J. Atchley, in the Western Honey Bee,

(iiinks neitlier good queens nor drones can

be raised out of season; yet I made big

money from those raised and introduced in

Octoboi- last year, while those introduced in

April and May failed me to a great extent

in the midst of the heaviest part of the pres-

ent season. It is more profitable to intro-

duce queens in late summer and autumn
I han at any other time, for they as a rule

give a good account of themselves the fol-

lowing s])ring.

A poor queen can not always be judged
by the amount of bees in her colony. J

have known this rule to be used, but it is

not infallible. Recently I had a very small

colony whose queen to all appearances was
first class. To test her I exchanged stands

with a very strong colony. In six days she

iiad increased her broocl space more than

ten times the original amount. I was so

pleased with the outcome of this trial that

I have tried it on others, saving several

fine layers that I might otherwise have

destroyed. A weak colony at the end oi a

long honey dearth is not necessarily a sign

of a poor queen.

« * *

Will the specialist beekeeper ever again

suffer severe winter losses'? asks the head-

line in one of J. L. Byer's notes on page
326, May 1, to which I venture the answer,
" yes." When the beekeeper thinks he has

about mastered the business of making a

perfect score along this line, he will some

iinie see that he has missed tiie mark about

50 per cent, for no apparent cause other

than the shifting of conditions in nature's

plan to a point that had never before been

encountered. To-day there are many bee-

keepers in our Southland, long since classed

as professionals, who have only half the

number of colonies they had early last sea-

son, in some instances a fourth. This is not

because they are not specialists, but because

they met problems they were not able to

solve in time to prevent heavy loss. These

problems were hard to foresee.

* * •*

Mr. Editor, do you not believe it is a mat-

ter of education more than the flavor of hon-

ey that guides the consumer to the kind of

honey he purchases'? My second daughter

will not touch comb honey, because she has

eaten only extracted. She says comb honey
is not good. A neighbor of mine thinks that

only buckwheat honey from New York is

good to eat. Another wants his honey candied

hard so he can cut the top out of the can

and serve it butter style. There are hun-

dreds, and I might say thousands, of people

in this State who, in speaking of honey,

think only of the extracted product. In the

East I once undertook selling extracted

honey in my local market, but failed, be-

cause people were not used to it,and thought

it was squeezed through a cloth or tramped
out by foot power—that it must of necessity

have sugar in it or it would not candy.

* » *

I have read from time to time of many
peculiar cases of bee-sting poisoning; but

the one that has come nearest home, and
was the most peculiar 1 have ever seen,

happened last week. My wife is very sus-

ceptible to the poison of the sting of a bee,

and last week she was stung on the thumb
between the nail and the first knuckle joint.

In a few minutes she began to cough vio-

lently, which continued until she was ex-

hausted. All day at intervals the coughing
spells would continue. But the most peculiar

feature of the incident was that in thirty

minutes her eye was swollen almost shut,

although the direct swelling from the sting

reached only a short distance above the

wrist. There was a red line about half an

inch wide traveled from the sting up the

arm, over the shoulder, the neck and face,

and the swelling of the eye began with the

result mentioned.
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j-!L.Byer, I NoTES FMOM Canada ^-tii^
Reports from Ibose fortunate enough to

visit friend Sibbald's apiary on the 25th of

May at the big field meet say that all had a

good time. While not there myself, I feel

quite sure that a pleasant and profitable

time Avould be spent by all present. We
started across country—a trip of over 50

miles from our place, and when half way
there a heavy rain kept us at a friend's

home for half a day. As we still had 25

miles ahead of us with heavy hills and some
clay roads, we thought better to turn back
home again.

» * «

On page 432, June 1, Mr. Buchanan, of

Tennessee, in giving a list of plants visited

by the bees in his State, credits dandelion

with nectar secretion alone. With us it is a

great pollen-yielder, and of late years I am
inclined to think that not so much nectai'

comes from the plant as I formerly believed.

Willows yield most of the nectar at that

season, the dandelion giving enough to im-

part the flavor peculiar to that jDlant.

He also mentions the aster, as yielding a

honey that granulates readily and makes
good winter stores for the bees. This is

likely down in Tennessee, but aster honey
left in the brood-nests in the fall in north-

ern locations too often spells death to the

colony for many beekeepers to take a chance
to winter their bees on this kind of stores.

In the Feb. 15th issue Dr. Miller says
that our hotels have not yet got to the point

of advertising for honey, as is the case in

Switzerland. He is right, and more's the

pitj^ Our hotel men seem to be very loath

to serve honey on their tables. Of course,

there are exceptions to this, but it is the

rule just the same. They will tell you it is

a " mussy " thing to serve ; and if one
watches people not used to eating honey,
but trying to eat it for the first time, surely
we shall have to agree with the hotel men.
I was reared on the farm in a community
where nearly all the people were of German
descent. On the tables, abundance of good
food was always in evidence; but the rule

in most homes was that all " help them-
selves." Our home was no exception to

this, and often can I remember the looks of
mortification on the faces of the many city

visitors that used to come to our place when
they would try to take a spoonful of good
ripe honey from the large dish that would be
passed around the table. A spoonful would
be dipped out and held for a while with an

uncei'tainty as to what to do. A sudden
movement would be made toward the des-

sert-dish, and a long trail of honey would be
on the table-cloth between the starting-point

and final destination. Possibly we need to

do some educational work along the lines of
telling jieople how to handle honey if we
ever exi>ect to see it served regularly on
the tables of our hotels.

I feel pretty sure that the estimate placed
on the value of full-drawn combs for the

production of extracted honey is in no way
exaggerated, page 330, May 1, and yet how
are we to explain the fact that some of our
best comb-honey producers claim that they
can produce nearly if not quite as much
comb honey as they can extracted? Mind
you, I am not saying that this is a possibil-

ity ; but I know some good producers of

comb honey who make the claim, and their

results seem to prove they are not far from
right. In their case the bees have to draw
out all the foundation and work in crowded
quarters at that. But I feel pretty sure that

the majority of producers with a full set of

drawn combs will produce at least twice as

much extracted as comb honey, especially

if the season is none too good a one.

» * *

Mr. Hershiser's article on page 331,

May 1, is interesting, and much of it con-

clusive. His writings generally are of that

class. However, I do not agree with him
in all he says; but for want of space in this

de^iartment it would be unwise for me to

iry to take issue with him. And just here

I might remark that the writer of these

notes is no doubt referred to in a veiled

manner by friend Hershiser when he speaks
of the "two classes of beekeepers." No doubt
Mr. H. will smile when he sees this, and
say, " If the shoe fits, put it on," and I

hasten to assure him that I gladly do so,

and, more than that, there is no " pinch "

noticed at all, for it slips on comfortably.

Why? Just because I happen to know that

I am in mighty good company, as evidenced

by the scores of unsolicited letters from the

best-known and most representative bee-

keepers all over the United States and Can-
ada, endorsing the position I have taken in

a certain journal devoted to the beekeeping
interests.

In connection with this subject of the

value of schools and other educational means
of helping beekeepers, please notice that not

once have I combated any real work along
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that line! but i liiive ami still do oi)i)ose

certain methods of booming and often mis-

representing' the possibilities of the industry

as has been done in the past. This jiosition

is a lawful one for any person to take, and
he would indeed be a hypocrite, to say the

least, if he thought one way and expressed

himself publicly in another manner.

Regarding the matter of overstocking,

the editor says, page 333, May 1, that he

hapiDens to know that the apicultural stu-

dent at college has it pounded into him that

it is foolish to locate his apiary near one

already established. This is no criticism of

the above statement, for I would expect

such teaching to be given. However, many
have no hesitation in doing this very thing,

no matter how much " pounding " has been
done to the contrary. But just here let me
whisper, that beginners are not always the

only transgressors in this respect, for I have
known old beekeepers to go and do this very
thing; and unless there is some great big

and worthy excuse for such a move, the

least that can be said in defense of the

practice is that "it is hardly commendable."

DISTANT PASTURES ALWAYS LOOK GREEN.

The above is an old and true saying. T

am reminded of this when I often see people
thinking that almost every location is better

than their own. In some seasons I have been
tempted to think that myself. Two years

ago 1 ran across what I thought was one of

tlie greatest clover locations in Ontario,

judging by the looks of the country at the

time, and by the past records as told to me
by jieople living there. As a result of these

impressions I established a large apiary in

lliat location, since for a few years previous

crops had been slim in our home location.

Well, as a sequel to this move I might say
that in this choice location for the two years

since we moved there, the greatest drouth in

the history of that section has practically

killed all the clover. Last year we had a

heavy crop in our old locations; and if all

the bees moved up north had been near
home, results in dollars would have run up
to quite a tidy sum over and above the

receipts of the apiary where it is now sit-

uated. Now, I believe the good seasons will

again return to that section, and we intend

to stay there with the bees, and wait for a
while at least. None of the bees were taken
from the home locations in starting this out-

apiary, and tlie moral I have in view in

giving this little experience is to warn the

man with but a single apiary not to be in a
Inirry in rushing into a another location

simply because for one year said location

does better than where he is situated. Mov-
ing bees and starting outyards at a distance

costs money and a lot of work; and after

one has gone to all this sacrifice, and then

in the end learns that lie has left a better

location than the one into which he has

moved, he is apt to think that experience,

even if a good teacher, is sometimes a mighty
expensive one as well.

SEASON PROSPECTS TO DATE.

Weather conditions since my last writing

have changed but little, and to-day, June
11, our section of the country is very dry,

and the little clover we have is short and
stunted, just coming into bloom nicely. Un-
less something out of the ordinary should

occur, we certainly cannot look for mucli

clover in our locality this year. I have just

returned from the apiary 100 miles north of

my home, and there the conditions are still

worse, scarcely any rain having fallen this

spring. I understand that conditions are

better in western Ontario, as the drouth was
not so severe there last season as Avith us,

and this spring they have had numerous
showers. Taking conditions in general for

the Province, I predict a light yield of clover

honey; but then, one never knows for sure,

as occasionally something we do not look

for occurs in beekeeping, even in so far as

our expectations are concerned, as has been

proven over and over to all who have been
in the game for any length of time.

Very little honey was gathered from the

early willows this year, as the season was
generally cool. But when the large yellow

willows and the sugar maple came into

bloom we had five very warm moist days,

and how the nectar did come in ! The maples
broke all previous records in our locality,

and brood-nests were jammed with honey
and pollen. Fruit-bloom lasted but a few
days, and yielded little, so the rush referred

to was a splendid thing for the bees.

Never before have I had so much honey

in the brood-nests at this time of the year;

and as it is impossible to get it all into

brood before clover comes on, T should not

be surprised if more or less of this honey

got hoisted above into supers if we happen

to get a flow from clover. Although we have

had a drouth of nectar for ten days since

fruit-bloom, yet all colonies are heavy with

new and old honey, many of them having

considerable in the supers. Of course, this

means that the bees are ready for any thing

that comes along in the shape of a honey-

flow, and this is the one bright spot in pres-

ent prospects.
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CONVEESATIONS WITH DOOLITTLE
Aft BorodiimcD, New York.

SOilE'tniNG BKTTER THAN FINANCE IN BEE-

KEEPING.
" Why don't you old fellows like Dr.

Miller, J. E. Crane, and yourself tell us

something" of the financial success of your
forty to fifty years of beekeeping? I am
thinking- of going- into beekeeping; but un-

less there is money in the venture, I do not

care for the undertaking. How much have

you laid aside from the bees since the year

1869, the year you embarked in aiDiculture?"

Well, before saying any thing regarding

the tlung our correspondent wants to know,
allow me to say that my advice to the ma)i

who has no ideas regarding beekeeping oth-

er than the " money there is in the venture."

is, " keep out of the bee business." In fact,

the person who can see nothing but the

money tliere is in any venture will have a

hard time passing through the world. I

remember hiring a man to w'ork for me
when I was on the old farm, before I com-
menced to keep bees, who was continually

looking at the sun to see how soon it would
be quitting time for the day; and the later

he worked the move he would lean on his

hoe, and the more tired he would become, all

llie time proclaiming that he did not believe

there was any money in a corn crop. This

man wanted big wages, and was not work-
ing for any thing but just his wages. To-
day he has little if any more than he had
fifty years ago.

Another time I hired a man I)y the moutli,

and this man could see fun in every thing I

set him at. He was up early in the morn-
ing, and would whistle and sing while he

tui-ned off one job after another. He Avould

lioe one row after another of corn, telling

uie at noon or night how nice it grew, and
wliat a nice green color the leaves were
taking on, surprising" me by the eagerness
he manifested in doing a good job, and
keeping ahead of tlie work we had to do.

We had a long job of laying over an old rad
fence which we used as " knitting " Avork

when nothing else Avas pressing. At noon,
on the last day before his time Avas out, it

commenced to rain sloAvly, making eA'ery

(liing outside Avet and disagreeable. After
dinner he asked me Avhat he Avas to go at for

liis last half day Avitli me. I told him to sit

down and read a while, and Avhen he felt

like it to pack uj) his things, and later on I

would carry him home. He said, " There is

tliat old rail fence Ave did not finish. I'll go
nl that." 1 told him tliat, of all the Avorst

thiigs that could be done on a rainy day,

the laying-over of an old rail fence Avas the

worst, and that he Avas to do only as 1 had
told him. After a little I missed him; and
on going to the door overlooking the old

fence, there he was with on old coat on lay^

ing over the fence, Avhistling and singing

away in the I'ain. He came in half an hour
before it Avas time for me to take him home,
saying that I Avould not have to lay over

any more old fence, for it was all finished.

This man has to-day a fine place all paid

for, with money in the bank, and has held

many offices of public trust in the commu-
nity in Avhieli he located.

Now a Avord or tAvo about the money there

is in beekeeping. No man can ever become
a Rockefeller or a Morgan through bee-

keeping; but he can make a comfortable

living for himself and his family, secuj'e

a good home in Avhich to live, and lay aside

something to caiTy him through his old age

so that he need not Avorry about " over the

hills to the poorhouse." But this is only a
small part of apiculture (big fortunes made
in any business tend to make a man sordid

and morose, taking all the pleasure and
poetry out of life. He can see only business

all the day, and dream of it at night). Be-
sides a comfortable- living, a good home, and
something laid aside for old age, there is in

apiculture something which money cannot
Iniy. The merry hum of tlie bees cheers the

heart, the green fields and leafy boughs
make the eyes shine Avith brightness; the

song of the bobolink, robin, and oriole

brings music to the soul, Avhile the growing
combs of honey sparkling in the sections, or

l)eing capped Avith snowy Avhitencss, Avhet

the apjietite Avith the keenest relish.

Say, Mr. Correspondent, I Avould in't

exchange all these jileasures which liave

come to me through my apicultural life

since March 1, 1869, for the fortune of a

Morgan or a Rockefeller. The beekeeper
who has first sought the kingdom of heaven
and its righteousness has a right to be the

happiest man or Avoman on earth; and if

he is not thus happy it is because he does

not reach out his hands and take Avhat is

offered by h.is heavenly Father. In my
opinion no rural pursuit is the equal of

apiculture for }deasure and independence;

-and it compares favorably Avith the rest for

jirofit if it is rightly managed. In no year

have I ever failed to realize a good pi'ofif on

tlie labor and capital iuA-esfed. But to giA^e

just the figures seems too cold and calcu-

lating when I look at the pleasure side.
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GENEMAL COMEESPONDENCE
GOOD COMBS ; THEIE VALUE, AND MOW TO PRODUCE THEI

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

The second paper on this snbject dealt

with the proper wiring" of the frames, giving

a method which produces square frames and
tight wires free from stretch under service

conditions. They are ready for the founda-
tion, and we nUist decide what grade to use.

I use the liglitest '^ brood " foundation I

can buy. With the paper, a pound contains

eleven to twelve sheets 7% by 16% inches.

Any thing smaller than this is used at a

loss. The frames I use have an inch-thick

top-bar without grooves, % incli thick end-

bars, and Vi-iiich-thick bottom-bar, and the

above-dimensioned sheets are just right for

I hem. I should prefer sheets a scant Ys
inch longer, if I could be sure of accurate

cutting; but as I cannot, 1 use those of di-

mensions given.

1 have gotten over bewailing small vario-

lioiis in dimensions; but I insist on having
sheets with straigJtt edges, and cut square.

Once you run up against a lot that are not

right in those particulars, and you will

appreciate my attitude. It is almost un-

usable; and, even if used, will take so much
time and give such unsatisfactory results

that you will never accept another lot like it.

As to the weight, I use the extremely light

for economy. In 100-pound lots I get it at

an average price of 60 cents per pound,
which is about five cents a sheet, whicli for

the 9^/2 sheets I use in a hive costs 47V2
cents. " Medium brood " foundation costs

in same quantities about 56 cents for TVi
sheets, or 8 cents a sheet, which, for Ql/^

slieets is 76 cents. Light brood costs 6V2
cents a sheet, or 58 cents a hive. It is not

dififlcult to see that the highest-priced foun-
dation is the cheai^est, provided you know-

how to use it.

I frankly confess that it takes more skill

or deftness to work with the extra light than
with the others; but as soon as the skill is

accjuired it works as easily as the others,

and the economy is worth all the trouble of
acquiring the skill.

For a time I was inclined to want my
foundation without paper between the

sheets, also for economy, because there are

several pounds of paper in a few hundred
l)Ounds of foundation; but I soon discoverd
tliat the paper was worth all it cost me.
(As I recall it now, it adds about one cent

a pound to the cost of the foundation.)

The imi)lements I use are few and simple,

and can be bought in any village for a very
small sum. The only excejition is the board
on which to lay the foundation and frame
while fastening, etc., and that is easily made.
It is in length almost the inside length of
the frame—just enough shorter to permit
the frame to slip on and oft" easily. In width
it is about one-eighth inch narrower than
the inside depth of the frame, and in one
edge are diiven two brass-headed upholstery
nails (these taper, and the frame will not
catch on them), so that, when a frame is put
on the board, the heads of these nails just

rub against the frame. The top-bar is al-

ways put against this edge. This board is

fastened to two cleats, and when in use it is

sciewed or clamped firmly to bench or table.

This is not necessary, but will be found to

facilitate the work. Preferably the bottom-
bar is toward the operator, and light should
be at one side or come over and behind the

operator's head. I like to have the board
slope toward the top-bar edge, and do this

by wedging up the edge nearest me about
one inch.

The otlier implements, two dishes for wax
and the tools shown in view No. 1, consist

of a small soldering-iron and two brushes.

The soldering-iron is for bedding the wires,

and is filed down quite thin at the end one
way, and into an are the other way. Over
the edge of this arc is filed a groove just

deep enough so it will run on a wire and not

slip off, and no deeper. Then it is tinned,

because the hot wax turns the copper green,

and I do not care for the green copper on
my foundation and in my combs. It may
be so slight as to be harmless; but as I can
avoid it I do. Such an " iron " can be pui'-

ciiased for about 25 cents.

The large brush is for " painting " the

foundation with wax, and the small one is

for fastening the foundation to the frame.
It costs 10 cents, and is as far superior to the
" wax-tube " and '' wax-spoon " as a mov-
able-comb hive is to a log " gum." I tried

all shapes and sizes, and all lengths of bris-

tles, and find the one illustrated the best.

It is a common marking-brush, such as is

used for marking boxes, barrels, etc.

The dishes for the wax are preferably
" double-boilers," the cheap sort obtainable

at any five and ten cent store. Any dish
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will do; but the double boilers are best and
safest.

Across the middle of the wax-dish wedge
a stick (piece of a bottom-bar) to wipe the

brush on. It is belter than wiping across

the edge of the dish, as no wax runs down
the outside.

If single instead of double dishes are used,

great care must be taken not to burn the

brushes. Put a piece of wire cloth in the

bottom of each wax-dish. A square i^iece

with the corners folded under will hold the

brushes from the i^an bottom. Also, always
remove the brushes from the wax before it

cools. If you do not at the start, you will

later.

Into one dish is put jjure wax. This is

for the large brush. Into the other is put
three parts wax and one part rosin. This is

for the small brush, and is used to attach

the foundation to the frame.

The outfit is placed as follows : On the

bench directly in front of me is the board
with a two-burner gas " flat " or heater (an

oil-stove with two burners will do as well).

Over each of the burners is a dish of wax.

A lower temperature is needed for the rosin-

wax than for the other. The soldering-iron

is placed so that it projects over part of one
of the flames. The foundation is piled on
the bench convenient to one hand, and
frames are convenient to the other. On the

floor close at hand are a few hive-bodies to

hang the filled frames in.

A sheet of foundation, togetlier with the

sheet of pai3er under it, is laid on the board,

paper side down. The wired frame is laid

over all; the foundation is jiushed close

against the top-bar and one end-bar. And
right here you will learn the value of sc|ua]e

frames and square foundation. Then the

small brush with rosin-wax is drawn along

the top-bar and foundation, and down each

end-bar. Then the " iron " is drawn along
the wires, bedding and securely fastening

them. Then the large brush is wiped aero>s

the stick in the dish to remove any excess of

wax, and the foundation painted with it.

The frame is nov,' turned over, the paper
peeled off, that surface of the foundatio)i

painted, and the rosin-wax drawn along the

top-bar and down the end-bars—all very
simple and very rapid. I can pick up the

frame and foundation, fasten it with rosin-

wax on both sides (but not " paint " sur-

face), bed the wires, and remove it from
the board in thirty seconds. Try that stunt

with the groove-and-wedge plan and spur
imbedder, and see where you come out.

But if you try this system without some
knowledge of the principles involved, you
will have much labor and trouble before you

succeed. Every part of the work is modified
by some other part or condition. If the

room is cool you can work more rapidly
than if it is warm, and at the same time you
need a warmer iron and warmer wax. The
thinner the foundation, the more careful

you must be about the heat of iron and wax,
and also of " touch " and speed. All of
which suggests a difficult and troublesome
process, but such is not the case. Once you
have learned the temperature at which the

wax and iron work best at the ordinary
temperature of the room, you have only to

raise or lower it slightly to meet changes in

that factor.

If the rosin-wax is too hot, it will melt
the edge of the foundation and run down
through. It would stick the frame, founda-
tion, and board together were it not for the

space made by the two brass-headed uphol-
stery nails referred to earlier. A little wax
will flow to the under surface of the foun-
dation any way, so the space is essential.

If the rosin-wax is too cool it does not flow

from the brush readily, does not fasten the

foundation easily, and calls for too many
strokes of the brush. Also, it does not spread
on the frame in a thin nice stripe as it

should.

The rosin-wax will fasten the foundation
securely, Avhile plain wax will not; and,

furthermore, and most important, the bees
can no more resist the attraction of those

rosin-wax stripes than the small boy can
resist the lure of the proverbial jam-pot.
No sooner do the bees begin to gather on
the frame and foundation than they begin

to draw out the walls of the cells next to

the wood, and the result is a joy to the

beekeeper.

In "painting" the foundation if the wax
is too hot it softens the walls, does not leave

enough without a second stroke of the brush,

and a second stroke on the softened founda-
tion makes a mess—that is to say, it flattens

it to almost a smooth sheet, resulting later

in drone-cells in spots. If the wax is too

cold the brush drags, a needless amount of
wax is used, and the foundation is not prop-
erly re-enforced. The ideal coating gives a
thickened rim to most of the cells, much as

the bees keep them when building natural

comb. This very materially strengfhens the

foundation and lessens stretching. I often

illustrate the condition by likening it to

putting a rigid cast-iron coating on a tough
wrought-iron base. Never mind if some cells

get a thin cover or capping of wax; or if

the wax fills a few cells you may trust the

bees to fix every thing as it should be. A
very heavy coating of wax may be applied,

and the bees will use it all, but there is no
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Arthur C. Miller's foundation-fixing tools. The point of the iron is grooved so
that it will follow the wire.

advantage in more than enough to stiffen

the foundation. The amount of wax in the

brush, the weight of the strokes, and the

times over, depend on the size (thickness

and length) of the brush and temperature

of the wax. Nothing but practice can show
you this, but it is worth all the effort neces-

sary to learn.

This process was invented by a Mr. Henry
Vogeler, and patented in 1900. In 1912 the

Bexnew secured and published i^ermission to

its subscribers to use the process. I consider

Mr. Vogeler's invention almost as valuable

as the invention of foundation itself.

The use of the iron for bedding and fast-

ening the wires is simple. Only three fac-

tors are involved—lieat of the iron, pressure

on the wire, and swiftness with which it is

drawn. If it is too hot, it will melt holes or

even Ions: slots in the foundation. If too

cold it does not
"bed" the wire nor
properly cement
the foundation to
it. The warmer it

is, the faster it can
or must be drawn
along the wire;
and the cooler it

is, the slower it

must go. Too
m u e h pressure
will cut the wire
through. The
painting will usu-
ally remedy this,

but it is a poor
craftsman who
does such work.

If one's hand is

not steady, just
place the point of
the iron against
the end-bar of the
frame, just above
the wire, and slide
it down on to the
wire— a proceed-
ing which sounds
slow, but is not.
It is rather impor-
tant to draw the
iron s t r ai g h t^

otherwise it may
jump the wire and
make a hole in the
foundation. If it

does you will see

plainly why I

have the paper be-
tween the founda-
tion and the

board. You can peel the paper from the
foundation, but if it were not there the

foundation would be fastened unpleasantly
tight to the board. The paper is one of the
little items that make for speed and comfort.

It may be contended that the hot iron will

stretch the wire. Well, perhaps it does for
all I know ; but you have only to look at my
frames of foundation and ray combs, and
take note of the time it takes me to do the

work, to satisfy yourself of the value of tlie

process. And I secured these results without
the painting jjrocess but with heavier foun-
dation.

I have been asked the total cost of a com-
pleted comb in material and my time. Here
it is as nearly as I can figure it. Frame, 3%
cents; foundation, 5 cents; wax, i/2 cent

(high) ; labor, wire, etc., 5 cents. Total, 14
cents, Omitting labor, which is variable in
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value, (an you pioduee any such combs by
any other process, for a cash outlay of 9

cents each? But cash is not the only itora,

foi' speed, pleasure, and results are there

also.

Getting- the foundation built into combs is

usually a matter of chance, b.it il: should not

be. It is very easy to lose much of tlie ad-

vantage gained by the methods which I have

been describing by giving the frames of

foundation to unsuitable colonies or at un-

favorable times. Veteran beekeepers usu-

ally know that the best results are secured

by giving one sheet at a time to strong

colonies during a good flow, placing it in

the middle of the brood-nest, and the novice

should follow that methnd. or, if deviating

from it, should be sure that ths bees are

doing good field work or are being well fed.

Personally, I prefer to have my foundation
drawn out in upper stories over full colo-

nies, and T know of no better time than
when the bees are busy on honey-dew. The
combs ])roduced then are filled more or bss
with it ; and later, when the combs are put
into the brood-nest, it is turned into bees.

The subject is a large one, and really

deserves full treatment; but the best condi-

tions for the work may be summarized in

these words: Give the foundation to strong-

colonies in prosperous times.

Providence, R. I.

ANOTHER EXPERIMENT IN BREEDING
CELLS

BY M. Y. CALCUTT

I have been cai'rying on an experiment

the past season with raising bees in drone-

cells. I noticed that you did something

along this line some years ago, and found
tliat the bees contract the cells. I found
that was ti'ue as to the bees that were first

placed on the drone comb, but was not true

of the generation that was raised in the

drone comb. These bees are much larger

than my other workers—in fact, they are so

large that novices remark their large size.

Dr. Miller's contention with me was that I

might as well claim that large boots make
large feet. Well, Mr. Root, won't they do

that same thing? These bees will not be

allowed any thing but comb four cells to the

inch this coming season. T had them raise

their own queen from the drone-cells, ard
they know no other siz<? of comb; hence

I hey do not contract it. I am cari-ying these

experiments on in the observation hive, and
can report correctly on each day's work.

Their tongues are longer than my other

bees, and I think they Avill go over 18-100

of an inch. I will make a further report at

the end of next season's work.

Seattle, Wash.

[Dr. Miller lias liad sjiecial oi)p()i-tunities

of being informed in regard to breeding

larger bees, and Ave asked him to reply,

therefore, to the foregoing. His reply fol-

lows.

—

Ed.]

At some time in his career it is likely to

occur to the ambitious beekeeper that it

would b'^ a fine thing to have bees of larger

size than ususl. and ti'.at the nearest way to

reach such a thini;- would be b-y having them

reared in larger cells. That might be con-

fidently expected if the young workers were
at all ci-amped in worker-cells of the usual
size. But are they? Is it not likely that in

the economy of the hive, where every thing

is so nicely adjusted to its desired end, the

cell is exactly adapted to the size of the bee
—not an iota too large, not an iota too

small ?

Actual trial, however, is better than try-

ing to reason it out. At one time I put a

colony of bees upon a set of drone-combs.
Instead of going promptly to work to rear

bees of enlarged size, th-ey just decently

swarmed out. None of that sort of combs
for th^em! If drone-comb in smaller quan-
tity be given, it is likely to be used either

for storing- honey or for rearing drones, but
not always. Workers reared in drone-cells

are much more common than is generally

supposed. I venture to say that it would
be a difficult thing for you to find an apiary
of .30 colonies or more in which you could

not find drone-cells in which workers had
been reared. Let an old queen have an ii;-

ordinate quantity of drone-comb, and an
inoidinate quantity of drones will be reared.

But let a vigorous young queen succeed to

the throne, and any drone-comb that ha})-

pens within the brood-nest is likely to be
filled with worker-brood. Drone-comb tliat

has been so used is easily recognized. The
mouth of each cell is narrowed to the size cf
a worker-cell, giving it the appearance of
being partly sealed over.

But workers from such cells (and I ha\e
watched them as they emerged) arc not pei-

ceptibly larger than common. If they weie,

it ought to be a common thing in any apiary
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Second crop of white cluver at Cannon Falls, Minn., ciiused Ijy copious rains in .1 ,ily.

Photographed July 18 by S. C. Swanson.

of considerable size to find these enlarged

workers.

All of this, however, is not conclusive

proof that workers beyond the usual size

are not possible. Abbe Pincot has for sev-

eral yeais maintained that he has bees of

unusual size, reared in cells larger than
normal. To be sure, his statement is not

universally accepted ; indeed, it has been
strongly opposed, so that pages have been
occupied in the discussion. At the same
lime, it is true that a good many founda-
tion-presses have been distributed in Europe
making cells larger than the common size.

Yet I do not remember to have seen it

claimed that any one else had succeeded in

rearing larger bees in these cells of larger

size.

I have, however, had indubitable proof
that bees above the usual size can be reared,

because they have been reared. Some years

ago a Florida physician, whose name I do

not now recall, sent mo a queen with a few
workers, and pieces of drone and worker
comb. The difference in the size of the bees

was not so marked, but the larger size of the

cells in the comb was very striking—possi-

bly because it is easier to measure cells than

bees. As I now recall it, the worker-cells

were in the neighborhood of the size of

ordinary drone-cells, and the drone-cells

correspondingly larger. I don't see how it

could be possible that there was any fake in

the case. 1 think any experienced beekeep-
er would have said tliat the combs were in-

disputably built by the bees.

I do not know by what process these bees
were obtained, nor do I know wiiether they
are yet in existenc/C. The queen I received
was put upon ordinary worker-comb, and
of course her progeny v.'ere of the usual
size. Some one will ask why I didn't put
her on drone-comb. I didn't know enough.
But the fact remains that, by whatever
means obtained, bees of unusual size aie
possible.

Granted that we may have enlarged bees,

there remains the question as to the gain.
Will larger bees tiy faster or further? Not
at all certain; indeed, it may be the otlier

way. A bantam is a better flier than a Buff
Cochin. A larger bee should have a larger
lioney-sac. That might or might not be an
advantage. But surely there would be ad-
vantage in the greater tongue-leng-th of
larger bees, if that greater length should
secure from red clover the treasures from
whicli our common bees are now barred.
Tliat still leaves the question whether it is

better to work for larger tongues or smaller
blossoms. But that's another story.

The matter stands in this wav : Larger
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bees are possible, for larger bees have been.

It is not impossible thai the way to get them
is tlirough larger cells—perhaps drone-cells.

To be sure, a larger shoe will not breed a

larger foot; but it is possible that a bee is

not the same as a foot. A bigger bee may
be no gain; and, again, it may be. At any
rate, Mr. Calcutt's efforts are interesting,

and one cannot but wish him success.

C. C. Miller.

A POWER EXTRACTING = OUTFIT AT LAST

BY ELMER HUTCHINSON

It is now more than thirty years since I

formed a partnership with my late brother,

W. Z. Hutchinson, and began keeiDing bees.

At that time we had a Novice two-frame
honey-extractor. We also had a large foot-

power buzz-saw with which we used to cut

out the most of our bee-supplies. Sometimes
when resting from the arduous task of run-

ning it we used to say, " If we only had a

small engine to run it, what a lot of hard

work it would save us !
" I do not remem-

ber whether gasoline-engines were in use

then or not, but I think they were; but they

were not a very reliable source of power at

that time. Certainly no one had yet thought

of using one to turn an extractor.

At that time the production of extracted

honey was not the extensive business that it

now is, most of the honey produced then

being sold in the comb. There were no ball-

bearing reversible extractors and honey-

pumps, driven by power ; no steam-heated

honey-knives, no Porter bee-eseajDes, no

queen-excluding honey-boards, and last, but

not least, there was no market for extracted

honey in large lots at paying prices.

When my brother and I started keeping

bees in the raspberry regions of Northern

Michigan we intended to get an eight-frame

extractor and a small engine to run it that

we could move from one yard to another;

and had not his death

occurred we would
have bought the outfit

the following year.

After his death 1

bought his interest in

the bees and fixtures

we had here in the

North, and that delay-

ed my getting a power
outfit for two years.

Last winter we were

clearing off a piece of

land. There was quite

a lot of beech and ma-

ple timber on it that

would make good fire-

wood, which we cut in

log lengths and piled
.

upon skids. 1 lie ques- cciUrul part, shop; ri

tion then arose as to how to get it cut into

stove lengths. A neighbor had an old rattle-

trap machine for sawing wood, and an old

nearly worn-out gasoline-engine. I studied

on the question for some time as to whether
to get him to saw it or buy an outfit of my
own. I finally decided to hire it cut, moved
his machinery over, and went at it. When
his engine would run, something generally

ailed the sawing-machine, and when we
would get that fixed, then the engine wouhl
balk. It cost me 50 cts. a cord to get that

wood blocked off stove length.

Well, the idea of owning an engine had
become fixed in my mind, and, like Banquo's
ghost, it would not down. So I began send-

ing for engine catalogs. I believe I wrote
to every firm in the United States that

makes gasoline-engines, and I put in the

rest of the winter studying catalogs and
talking with agents who had been sent to

try and sell me an engine. I wanted one
that would run my extractor and honey-
pump, buzz-saw in the shop, pump water,

cut wood, or do any kind of work I wanted
done. I finally decided on a four horse-

power four-cycle engine that could be run

on kerosene, thus saving half the cost for

fuel. The only difference there is between
this engine and a regular gasoline-engme

is that tliere is a small tank in front on the

lis plant. Left wing-, honey and extracting room;
It wing-, well-house and engine-room.
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Hutchinson's steam knife, boiler, honey-extractor, and pump, belted to pulley on tlie line shai't.

oil-engine to put gasoline in to start it with. regularly as a clock all day, with no atten-

Tlie engine gives perfect satisfaction, and tion whatever except an occasional oiling,

does splendid work, running as steadily and A gallon of kerosene will last as long as a
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gallon of liasoline, ainl

gi\es as much power.

The only trovible in ar-

iiig' kerosene, that I have
fourd, is that the elec-

uic igniter has to be

(kaned somewhat often-

er. That is a short job,

l)ut it is a dirty one.

1 f 1 were going to

buy a small engine, a

I wo - horsi' - power or

smaller, 1 would get ore

lo run on gasoline. The
extia cost in running
()i:e of this size on gaso-

line would not amoui'l

to nuith, for it would
rse but a gallon or so a

day; and for a very

small engine 1 believe

iTe gasoline would give

be'ter SM'vice. But from
a three-hoise-power n]>.

there is quite a saving

on the fuel bill in favor

of kerosene; and after

you have learned to run
one it gives as good se]-

vice as one does run on
gasoline. My four-horse-

])ower engine gives suf-

ficient power to cut eight

cords of stove wood per

Iiour from green hard-

wood .poles if they do
not exceed 8 or 9 inches

in diameter, and I can

rip pine lumber for

frames as fast as I can

shove it through.

After buying the engine 1 had to ha\e

more shop room. 1 had a honey-house 14 x

16 feet. Last summer I built on another

part 16x24 feet for a shop; and on one

s'de of that a building 10 x 16 feet was
ei'ected for an engine and well-house, all two
stories high, the upper story being used for

storage room.
The new parts have cement iloors, and

make an ideal place to store honey on after

it is canned ready to ship. In the shop I

have a work-bench in one corner, a buzz-

saw in another corner, and a large box sto^•e

tliat makes a dandy place to render wax.
If I spill a little on the floor, there is no
damage done.

The older building I use for an extracting-

room. The extractor and honey-pump are

fastened to the floor, and are left there the

year round. AMien I want to start ex-

tracting, all I have to do is to start the

Home-made saw.

engine, slip on the belt, and off we go.

There is a line shaft running from the en-

gine-room through the shop into the extract-

ing room, and all the machinery is run from
that. I think it gives a more steady motion
than it does when the engine is belted direct

to the machine. There is a tank, at one
side of the extractor, that will hold 4000 lbs.

of honey. The honey is strained through a

cheese-cloth strainer, and allowed to stand

a week or more before it is drawn off in

cans. Beekeepers who can their honey as

fast as it is extracted would be surprised to

see the amount of scum that will rise to the

top when it is allowed to stand a few days
before being canned.

iMy buzz-saw I made myself at a cost of

about $14.00 for the materials, including

four saws aiul the belting. I also made my
wax-press. The ]iressure is applied by means
of an iron bench-vise screw. I can get about
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Home-inade wax-press with tank on stove for melting old combs and cappings.

2V2 lbs. of wax from ten old L. combs, so 1

don't think I leave vev}- much wax in the

slumg'um.

At the chise of the raspberry-honey har-

vest we took the honey ot¥ ancl stored it in

the bee-cellars, so the bees could not mix

Fourhorse power engine tliat uses kerosene tor tuel.

indicates auxiliary tank holding gasoline for tise in startin

buckwheat honey with it. It was late in

October when I finished my new buildin.r;',

got the line-shaft up, and the engine and
machinery installed. Then we hauled the
honey and piled it up in the shop, built a
fire in the stove, and warmed it up a little,

then started extract-

ing. As I turned on
the power and stood
watching the extract-

or-reel spinning like a
top, rapidly throwing
out the thick waxy
honey, my dream of
years had come to pass.

About the first thought
that came to my mind
was, " What a' lot of
honey we have left

sticking to the combs !

what a lot of hard
work we have done
that could all have
been saved if we had
only bought a power
outfit years ago !

''

I am already longing

for next summer to

come, so we can use

our new outfit again.

The beekeeper who has

a steam-heated uncap-
piiig-knife, a power
outfit, always iiiclud-

1 he white cross
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ing a honey-pump, and who cannot enjoy

liimself until he just aches using them,

had better change his business. But laying

aside the i^leasure of using such an outfit,

it is a money-saving proposition to own one.

T have seen combs extracted by hand power
that I know had more than two pounds of

honey left in the combs of each super that

could have been emptied clean, and in less

lime, with a power outfit. For the person

who cannot get help, it is almost a necessity.

I ran it alone awhile one day, did the un-

capping, tending extractor, and all, and

extracted at the rate of more than .300 lbs.

an hour, and my extractor is only a four-

frame one. 1 hope to have an eight-frame

outfit next summer. We had every thing

in perfect running order before we started

extracting. The pulleys were all lined up
perfectly. I spent more than three houi's

in getting the honey-pump fastened down
and lined up to suit me; but when we did

start, every thing worked well. The belt

slipping on the honey-pump was the only

trouble we had; but a little belt-dressing

quickly ended that.

I wish to say to all beekeepers who pro-

duce extracted honey, if you never saw a

power outfit at work, go somewhere next

summer where they have one, and see it

work. My guess is, that you will soon own
one yourself, even if j'ou have to mortgage

your automobile to pay for it. Knowing
what I do now, if I had only 6000 lbs. of

honey to extract, I would have a power out-

fit.

The most of my beekeeping life I have

been in partnership in some form or other

with my late brother, W. Z. Hutchinson,

and through all the pleasure in using our

new plant, there comes a feeling of sadness

that he is not here to use it with me. His

one great hobby, aside from bees, was ma-
chinery.

Pioneer, Mich.

BEES AND MOMTICULTURE

In looking over our large stock of old bee-books we came across one in Trench entitled " Bees and

Apiculture," written by Mr. A. de Prariere, and published in Paris in 1855. The advanced position taken

by the author causes the book to seem almost as if published within a year. He was a successful and scien-

tific beekeeper in his day, and has left a little work which should no longer be allowed to " waste its sweet-

ness on the desert air." The chapter on the fertilization of fruit-blossoms by bees is so graphically given

that we have translated it entire for the pleasure of our readers. It will be noted that the author seems to

have had the impression that the promiscuous mixing of pollen on different branches and even different trees

would have a tendency to cause the fruit to degenerate; but, as shown on page 229, March 15, this is a

great advantage, especially when the pollen of one kind of apple is mingled with that from an entirely

different kind. The writer not only shows that the bees do not do any damage to the blossoms, but confer a

great benefit on them by fertilizing them.

—

Ed.

One of the prejudices (and they are

numerous in France) which retard the de-

velopment of apiculture in some countries

is the belief that bees injure fruit-trees. As
I have already given one instance of the

kind I will risk a second one, in exact con-

formity to the truth, in order to dispel this

erroneous opinion.

One of my friends, whose fine apiary I

had just visited, told me one day of the

opposition which he encountered at the

hands of one of his farm-tenants, in setting

out some hives at a point on his land that

seemed very favorable for the bees.

" Would you believe it," he said to me,
" that our peasants imagine very seriously

that the bees are partly the cause of the bad

crops from our fruit-trees? and their rea-

sons for it are not lacking. I am convinced

they are in error; but I have made efforts

to enlighten them on this subject. To-mor-

row you will hear my tenant talk. You
combat this prejudice, and perhaps you

will have better success than T. I shall be

able to use my authority; but I fear that,

pushed to the wall, he will not try to prove

to me in one way or the other that I was
wrong. The country people are very rustic."

It was only a few days after that when
(he weather permitted the realization of
this plan. On that day the sun marched
out victoriously into a cloudless sky. The
peach, apricot, plum, and other trees, the

blooming of which had been retarded by the

cold days of the preceding month, dis-

played a thousand blossoms which spread
out under its beneficent rays. Finally, all

Nature was adorned as if she had invited

all creatures to a splendid feast. The happy
little birds twittered as they leaped from
branch to branch, and myriads of insects

hummed joyously, while the plants seemed
to show with pride the limpid pearls which
the dew had deposited on their gi-owing

leaves—a decoration of whicli the sun would
soon deprive them.

The farm to which Mr. Sarrazin led me
was situated at the extremity of a village

which enjoyed the privilege of furnishing

the most beautiful fruits, which were great-

ly admired in the market of Orleans. The
farmer himself raised a considerable amount
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of produce in his orchards, and was very

proud of being reckoned among the most
skillful horticulturists of the country.

" Good morning, father Philip," cried

Mr. Sarrazin, as he saw a man turned with

his back to the road, seemingly plunged in

a sort of ecstasy at the view of a shower of

white blossoms falling from the tops of the

plum-trees. "Good morning! how goes it

to-day?"
The interrupted man turned around sud-

denly, and saluted the two visitors.

" What are you doing there, father Phil-

ip—admiring your plum-trees as if estimat-

ing the crop in advance? "

" Ah ! pardon me. I was thinking of you
at this moment. I said to myself, as I

watched the blossoms fall like the snow,
that I had been too sagacious to allow my-
self to be led astray by your tine-spun

i-easoning on the subject of insects. Jur.t

listen."

He pointed at the blossoms with whicli

the ground was whitened, and the bees

humming on the trees.

" There! I have the pleasure," he contin-

ued, " of convincing you that these little

animals injure our crops. See what hap-
pens, although almost nobcdy in the village

has bees. Remember, now, if we have all

of them, there will not remain a plum nor

any fruit of any kind on our trees."

" Do you believe that, father Philip? "

" Do I believe it? Why, see for yourself,

sir. I am only an ignoramus; but it does

not require much science to understand
what one can see with his own eyes. What
do you see at this moment? Look, now—

-

look !

"

We were just then at the foot of one of
the most beautiful plum-trees in the or-

chard. Hundreds of bees were struggling

with each otlier on the beaiatiful blossoms,

and even seemed to dispute their possession.

At times there could be seen two or three

bees suspended on the same blossom; and
this, yielding to the unwonted weight, be-

came detached, and dragged in its fall the

lively little insects, as the farmer said.

Mr. Sarrazin waited for me to take up
the argument as if he himself had been
convinced. The farmer manifested his sat-

isfaction by assuming a certain air of tri-

umph over an adversary more skillful than
himself.

" Let us examine carefully and see

whether father Philip is right," Mr. Sarra-
zin said at last; "and if such is the case I

will admit frankly, and there will be no
further talk about putting bees on these

premises."

I had had time to make my observations;

but I thought, and justly, that the only way
to convince father Philip was to demon-
strate the truth by visible evidence. Seizing

a branch loaded with blossoms I explained

very clearly that the bees could be accused

of pulling down, a few moments before,

only such blossoms as never could have
attained maturity,

" Thus, so far from being injurious to

your fruit-trees, the bees seem designed by
Providence for one particular work. See,"

I added, showing him a large shaggy drone,

six times larger than a common bee, which
was hanging to the blossoms, but which,

nevertheless, did not fall under the extra

weight. I called father Philip's attention

to the fact that, among the blossoms form-
ing the same bouquet, one can rarely find

more than one or two, rarely three, the

peduncles of which are firmly fastened to

the branch; the others, evidently not being

designed for fertilization, naturally fall

soon after the time of blooming. Those
that resist this first crisis are detached later.

After fertilization has begun, they exliaust

needlessly a part of the sap designed for

the young fruits which alone are capable

of acquiring full growth.

The farmer was what might be called a

candid man, and possessed of good sense.

He did not hesitate to admit that my obser-

vations were just. He agreed graciously

that, if all the blossoms were to become
fertilized, the exhausted trees would perish,

or else it would be years before they would
be in condition to bear again.

Mr. Sarrazin was charmed to see his

farmer-tenant of such a good disposition.

He confirmed enthusiastically the last con-

siderations, which he had even made himself,

and which entirely exonerated the bees of

the things of which they had been unjustly

accused.
" There is still another thing," I added,

"that militates in favor of insects nourished

by honey and pollen; and that is, they are

charged with the important mission of as-

sisting fertilization of blossoms. When one

bee alights on one blossom, and seeks to

penetrate it to gain access to the honey (or

nectar) deposited there, it occasions an

agitation or shock, which causes something

like a white cloud to arise, and this is the

dust contained in the stamens. The pistil

receives it, and thus fecundation is effected.

In flying from blossom to blossom, one can

easily believe that the bees favor somewhat

the degeneracy of species; but that is noth-

ing. Aside from a few exceptional cases,

these insects, obeying a law of Providence,

do not get a full load from a blossom of a
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sjecies diffeiriit I'loni llu' (k:o llu'v havo
just quit."

The farmer said lie would no loiiiier

oppose Mr. Sariazin's plan.
" And yon will act wisely," added 1 he

/atter. " Besides, is it not right for you to

profit from the honey on your own trees,

which neighboring bees will suck from your
blossoms when you are not able to prevent

Iheni from (hjing so? You are too good a
man to let it all go to others."

This sally caused the man to laugh; and
he was convinced when, at the swarming
season, (he bees gave him six hivefuls of
lioney by way of surplus.

The coi:sideratioi]s I have just adduced
will suffice lo jiiove (lie benefits of bees to

horticulture.

AN AUSTRALIAN HUSTLER

P.Y MAJOR SHALLAKl)

1 am sending a i)hoto of my .sun Phil with

a load-up. He is a "tiger to work," "though
I says it as shouldn't," and there being no
horses available at the time, and the goods
having to go to another farm four miles

away, over a very hilly road, he packed
fliem on to his bike and carried them. The
load consisted of a wheel-barrow, ten yai'ds

of wire cloth, camp-kettle, hurricane lamp.

Jumbo smoker, 14 lbs. nails, 5 lbs. galvan-

ized screws and washers; hammer, toma-
hawk, brace, and six bits; two hand-saws,
food for two days, and a change of clothes.

His working hours are from as soon as he
can see until he can't. Needless to say, he is

woiking for himself managing my Bathurst
farms on shares.

S. Woodburn. N. S. W., Aus., Feb. 8.

[The following letter is from the " Hus-
llei- "' himself.

—

Ed.]

AN AVERAGE OF OVER 2m POUNDS FOR SOO COLONIES

BY PHIL SHALLARl)

On i^age 177, March 1."), you say the

Western honey-producers' annual output is

200,000 lbs. Are the crops in the States so

small as to aggregate only this amount for

an association, or is it a small association ?

One apiarist in this district took 201,600

lbs. for his biggest yield from between 800
and 900 colonies, and he never expects less

than 112,000 lbs. These last two seasoiis

have brought him down somewhat, though.

Last season he took only something like

44,800 lbs., and so far as 1 know \\? has not

extracted at all this season.

The best honey is worth from (j to 8 cents

here, according to the crops. It will aver-

age 7 cents, whereas your price is much
higher, so that you could manage with

smaller crops. This is for extracted honey.

People here don't care for comb honey.

They seem to think the wax will kill them,

and consequently sections, 14 oz., ai'e sold

for 12 cents to 14 cents each retail.

The nearest ap^Droach to pollen that we
can get is pea-flour. It is rather bitter to

taste, but usually the bees take it well when
natural pollen is scarce, and seem to do
middling well on it.

Sac brood has made its appearance he)-e.

I had it in an out-apiary last season ; and
as I had never seen foul brood T at first

mistook this for it. I had only two colonies

affected last season; but this season thei'e

are a dozen with it, so it's on the increase.

I notice it only where the colonies are weak
and poor honey-gatherers. It seems to come
only in the fall of the season.

THK SMOKE MP:THOn OF INTROUUCING OLD IK

AUSTRALIA.

On page 876, Dec. 15, you say a new
method of introducing queens was brought
to light by Arthur C. Miller. This method
my father (Major Shallard) has been using
ever since I can remember, and I was under
the impression that every one knew of it.

He also practiced smoking the colonies once
a week with an ordinary smoker to cure
paralysis; and although it never cured it, it

used to steady the disease and keep it in a
dormant state.

WATER MADE TROUBLE WHEN MOVING BEES.

T have read much about shipping bees

without loss and keeping the brood in good
order while in transit with water. Will
you please explain how this is done? Four-
teen months ago I moved 80 colonies 100
miles by rail. They were all two-story, and
not very strong. They had a wire-gauze
frame over the top of each colony, with a

%-inch space between it and the top-bars.

The entrances were closed with wire gauze.

They were packed one layer deep on the

floors (which were covered with straw) of

two louvre vans, and bags of .stiaw jammed
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Pliil Shallard's substitute for an auto truck.

between tlie eiuls of (he hives and the walls

of the vans. The pick-up train took the two
vans in tow at 1 a. m., and after going 60

miles it was 8:30 a.m. At this stop the

assistant and myself gave the bees water by
sprinkling it over the wire screens. Th"
bees drank very greedily of it. We finished

the journey by 12:30 p.m., and gave the

bees more water. Owing to the lack of car-

riers the bees could not be unloaded and
carted to the home farm till the second

night of their arrival at tlie goods yard.

They were watered once again before they

left the vans. When the bees started to fly

next morning they carted out one double

handful, on an average, of dead bees. The
weather was extremely hot, and the small

black ants attacked a couple of the weakest

colonies, and they swarmed out within two
liours of when they started to fly. I did not

know the ants were at the:n.

Last Christmas eve I moved 12 single

stories on the same journey, but these had

no water en route till they were unloaded

into the goods-shed at 1 p. m. Then I sprin-

kled them with water and carted them that

aftei'iioon to the home apiai'y, 12 miles from
the railway station. Next morning I looked

to see how they had stood the trip, and
found one colony with 90 per cent of the

bees dead in it (this was the strongest, and
had received the most water) ; and the meat-

ants (iron-stone ants) had paralyzed the

rest. In the other 11 colonies 1 found a

large percentage of the bees dead. I formed
a good many nuclei last week, and filled one
side of a drone comb with water for each of

them. One nucleus seemed to generate a lot

of lieat in the hive, and the bees died. The
combs and dead bees were all clammy and
damp as though the hive had been filled with
steam. The nuclei were all closed, and made
bee-tight, so that the bees would not all

leturn to the parent hive when released, and
[perhaps this caused one of them to suffocate.

The heat this summer has been ranging to

lOti degrees with hot winds. This climate is

subject to very swift weather-clianges. The
altitude is somewhere about 2-100 ft. above
sea-level. There is no scrub, no clovei', and
no lucerne within range of 90 per cent of

the apiarists here, and they must depend
entirely on bush timber for the crop. When
it comes drouthy weather they get but a

small crop, and the last two seasons have
been very hot and dry, so that not only

myself but others have not extracted a sin-

gle pound of honey. There is i^lenty of

bloom, but no honey in it, and I guess it

would puzzle almost any one to get a crop

under these conditions.

Three years ago I moved 300 colonies for

my father on the north coast, early in the

spring, with a wjigon and horses. These
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This mammoth swarm was thp produft of one
191.T. From ,T. W. Davidson;- Yorktown, Ind.

Tlie swarm issued June 11,

bees were all carted in the iiiglit, and the

longest distance was 22 miles and the shoi't-

est 12 miles. Some of these colonies were

sprinkled with water (not more than a small

'cupful), but those that did not receive any

water I always noticed came through the

best. In this instance, also, the bees seemed

to have died through suffocation caused by

the water, as they were clammy and damp.

Eglinton, N. S. W., Feb. 10.

[We are of the opinion that you gave too

much water. If the water is put directly on

the screen it must be applied in the form of

a fine spray so that it will not drench the

bees, and not too much should be given at a

time. We have tried all Avays of supplying
water, and like the cloth plan the best. That
is, we roll a long cloth over the row of

screened hives and sprinkle the cloth. The
bees reach through the wire screen to get the

moisture from the Avet cloth.

—

Ed.1

S GET HONEY FROM RED CLOVER WHEN IT IS DWARFED BY

BY B. A. MANLY

On page 125, Feb. 15, Dr. Miller refers to

the " red-clover strain of bees." From the

little experience that I have had I am con-

vinced that it is not the difference in bees

that enables them to work on red clover, but

a matter of weather conditions. In 1910 we
had a summer in this State without rain. It

was so dry in midsummer that most of the

vegetation was dried up. The early honey-

flow was fair, and then it seemed as if the

bees had nothing to do. In August I was
sick; and as I sat on the back porch I no-

ticed the children would occasionally leave

the honey-house door ajar. I warned them

that they would funl it fnll of bees. But the

bees did not come ; and as I thought I knew
that there Avas nothing for them to get in

the field I could not understand it. W^ell, I

Avalked down to the apiary on a day as hot

and dry as it often gets to be, and to my
surprise the bees Avere busy, giving no heed

to any thing but their work, and they Avere

all going in one direction, which happened

to be toward my place of business—the

lumber and grain office. The next day I

Avent to the office; and Avhile there I thought

I Avould see if I could find any thing of

these busy bees. Just beyond the lumber-

slied was a fortv-acre field of red clover.
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The clover was badly dwarfed by the long-

oontinued drouth; but the bloom was there,

and literally covered with bees. The result

of that season's work was 200 lbs. per colo-

ny (had no swarm) of as fine honey as I

have ever seen.

Since then I have made close observation,

and have not seen bees work on red clover

except when the weather was very dry and

the clover badly dwarfed. For instance, tlie

latter part of last summer was extremely
dry, and we got a good crop of red-clover

honey.

Now, from this experience I am convinced
that it takes a dwarfed condition of red

clover to make it possible for bees to reach

the nectar in it.

Milo, Iowa.

A SELF-EXTMGUISeiNG SMOKER

BY F. C. MYER

This is a smoker which can be extin-

guished when through using by simply
closing the blast-tube with a slide. This

closes the lower part of the smoker; and as

the fire generates carbon dioxide (this gas

being heavier than air), it settles to tlie

bottom around the fire and extinguishes it

in about three minutes. The most intlam-

mable material will smother very quickly,

and without leaving a single si^ark when its

air supply is shut off.

The closing apparatus is a simple iron

slide about the size and thickness of a five-

cent piece, and slides over the outer end of

the blast-tube, working in the same way as

the shut-off on a molasses-barrel or extract-

or. This arrangement will not clog up with
soot or the like, and should be as lasting

and serviceable as the rest of the smoker.
It is not absolutely air-tight, and does not

need to be so. When perfectly air-tight the

fire is extinguished within one minute ; but

this is not necessary. If extinguished in

several minutes it is quick enough, as the

main part of the fire is out in a fraction of

this time.

Usually when a smoker is put away
without throwing out the fuel or putting it

out, it will burn for several hours. This,

when done lime after time, will wear or rust

out a tin-body smoker much quicker, and.

besides, cause danger of fire. The saving of

fuel also amounts to a good deal, as a

l^erson will often have only a few minutes'

work with the smoker, or will have added
a new lot of fuel just before quitting. It

would be a waste to throw it away, and yet

it is some trouble to take it out and care-

fully put out every last spark ; and if every

spark is not put out, it will likely be burn-

ing away full blast in half an hour.

During a rush, such as in extracting time,

when through for the day and everybody is

sticky and tired, a little convenience of this

kind helps. This might be especially so for

hired help, who will sometimes let things go

rather than go to any extra trouble to be

careful.

I have found the aj^paratus to be quick,

safe, and economical, and a great conven-

ience.

Lowell, Ark.

[We I'ecall that several years ago one of

the old-time smokers—possibly the Quinby
—was equipped with a slide or damper to

close the draft in order to put out the fire

and save the fuel. The idea has some merit,

for the charcoal, or unburnt fuel, thus re-

tained in the smoker, is kept dry and in

condition to light easily with a match the

next time the smoker is used.

As Mr. Myer suggested in his letter to us,

any one may try the plan by inserting a

cork in the blast-tube. It occurs to us that

the use of a cork or plug attached to a leg

of the smoker by a string a couple of inches

long would be a very simple way to accom-
plish the same results. It would have the

advantage of fitting rather more tightly

than the slide, and would not take a great

deal more time to ]iut it in ]ihiee than to

turn the slide.

—

Ed.I
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GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

BY THE SMOKE PLAN
BY ARTHUR C. itILLER

The diiect iuivoductiou of queens is the

oldest method known. Introduction by cag-

ing' is of comparatively recent origin, bat

by whom suggested I do not know. Various
forms of each method have been used from
(ime to ti.n;' witli different degrees of s'.ic-

ce s, the cag.^ phai prevailing piobably
becacss the mianufV.fluieis of mailing-cages

i^ent them out with ii s i-uctions for their r.s?

in introducing, and the axerage ir.dividual

keeps to the beaten way.
Reaumur, 1 believe, was the first to

describe a method of direct introduction,

though probably not the first to use such.

Little change was made in the direct method
until Simmins brought out his fasting plan.

Running quesns into nuclei by using tobac-

co smoke was of about the same date, being
particularly clianiDioned by Henry Alley,

but n.ot for use witii full colonies. He used,

advocated, and described cage plans for

such. At the same- time, tobacco smoke was
urged for uniting bees, queen introduction,

and for handling cross bees; but for the

successful introducing of queens to full

colonies it failed to fulfill expectatiors. lis

use was based on a theory of odor, the

tobacco being supposed to scent the queen
and bees alike. How the odor theory orig-

inated is a mystery. Certainly no proof has

been furnished tliat caged queens accjuire

any particular odor. It was affirmed and
accepted that they did, and that apparently
settled it. But proof is yet to be presented.

Even Mr. Simmins, in liis successful

method by fasting, could not free himself

from the idea that odor is an important
factor, for he emphasized the us? of a fresh

cage for each queen. Following his plan 1

introduced many queei:s, using a tubular

wire-cloth cage and scalding it after use.

That became tiresome, and I used it for

several queens without such deodorizing,

and found T was as successful as before,

and after awhile I finite got over my belief

in odor being a factor. But it was a good
deal of a nuisance, having to be on hand at

dusk to run in queens (Simmins' instruc-

tions), so 1 gradually dropped the plan, and
used the cage jdan with its varying results.

In conversation with Mr. Alley l:e was
quite positive that it was the odor of th^^

tobacco smoke which insured the safe intro-

duction of virgin queens to his little nuclei,

and it was to confine that smoke in the small

hives that lie plugged the entrance with a

leaf, using such because over night it would
wilt and release the bees in tlie mornin;'

without anv tl'ought on his part. Later I

learned that virgin cjueens were usually lost

by their running out when not confined,

rather than by trouble from the bees, so Mr.
Alley's leaf rather than the tobacco odor
was the reason for his success in introduc-
ing virgins to nuclei.

These and sundry other tilings again led

me to try introducing ciueens by direct

methods, and it was an easy step to combine
the principles of Simmins' fasting plan and
Alley's tobacco smoke and confining plan,
and api^ly it to full colonies in the daytime.
The fasting part got shortened to the point
where it vanished, and plain smoke was used
instead of tobacco. The fasting was a bother
and " died from neglect," and not always
having tobacco I used whatever fuel was
handy (the tobacco was used because sup-
jiosed to be more i)otent in subduing the
bees) ; and so by degrees witii many breaks,

stops, and backward steps the present diiect

method of introduction by smoke and con-
finement was evolved.

This i^lan as now used is as follows: The
entrance is reduced to about an inch witli

any convenient material, such as grass,

leaves, rags, or blocks, and then a few (two
to four) puffs of smoke are driven into the
hive, and the last inch of the entrance is

closed. The bees are soon " roaring " loud-
ly. To the novice it may be well to explain
that "roaring" is the loud hum of "distress"

very different. and much louder than any
normal humming of the bees. As soon as
they are roaring well the inch plug is re-

moved, the queen is run in, followed by just

enough smoke to hurry her along and kee]i

tlie bees from running out and the entrance
is plugged again. In a few minutes, usually
five to ten, the small plug is removed and
the bees are allowed to ventilate. The whole
entrance is not opened at first, or a mass of
the bees Avould rush out, and perhaps the

queen with them, and at best it makes too
much conmaotion. After the bees have ven-
tilated and quieted down, the rest of the

closing material is removed. Tliis is the

method in its simplest terms; but there are

several modifying factors whicli, if under-
stood in advance, will save bother and i)uz-

zling.

The first is the smoke. To one who is

accustomed to using a large-sized smoker
w'ith good fuel, " two to four puffs " means
one thing, while to tlie man with a small,

]ioor, wheezy affair, and jjoor fuel, it is

something else. To make the matter of
smoke more plain, I took a good four-inch

smoker, loaded it with old burlai), none too
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ilry, got it yoing jnopeily, ;iii(l luul it \Aw-

tograplied. The illustration shows a cloud

of soft, white, cool, but very "choky" smoke,

and two to three puffs of such smoke drive)i

well into the hive will make the biggest

colony " roar
"
'—not hard puffs like the one

l)ictured, but sufficient to make it go well

into the hive. There is rather more danger

of giving too much smoke than too little.

Dry, thin, hot smoke is likely to injuie or

burn the bees—often makes them quite cross,

and does not work nearly as well as the

other sort. In smoking the bees, if the

entrance is but about % iix'h lii^li it is not

easy to drive the smoke well into the hive;

and in such cases it is well to lift the cover

a little, send two or three puffs under it,

close it quickly, ar;d then give a couple of

jniffs at the entrance. For years 1 have used

nothing less than an inch-high entrance;

lience I previously failed to write of the

difficulty of i^roper smoking where a sma'l

entrance was used.

The next factor is the colony condition.

It makes no ditference what that is so long

as it is quiet. It may have a queen, have

been just dequeened, have queen-cells in

almost any stage, or have laying workers.

The new queen will be accepted under any
of these conditions. Under the first, she may
or may not supplant the reigning queen.

That is a separate matter, and Avill be treat-

ed more fully further on. Just after de-

queening I consider to be the very best time

for introducing, provided the dequeening
was done quietly. With a good strain of

bees the deft operator will readily get the

old fjueen with little or no smoke, and when
he closes the hive the bees are nearly as

quiet as if they had not been disturbed;

therefore they respond perfectly to smoking.
Such is not the case, however, when a colony
is searched through several times, heavily

smoked, sifted, etc., as often occurs when
looking for black queens, timid queens, small

or imperfect ones, or with cross or nervous
bees. It is impossible to get bees into the

right condition for receiving the queen im-
mediately after such an overhauling. To be

sure, one can sometimes drop in a queen or

place her on the combs while the hive is

open, and the bees still in a turmoil imme-
diately aftei' removing the old queen, if the

new queen is fresh from a neighboring hive.

The safer Avay is to close such colonies and
let them remain undisturbed until thorough-
ly quieted, usually about twelve hours, and
then follow the prescribed plan.

Anothei- factor of colony condition is

food su])iily. I have found that some per-
sons have tried to run in queens to colonies

destitute of stores—robbed out. It can be
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done, but is dillicuU. Give to such a comb
of honey or a good feed of syrup, and re-

duce the entrance so the bees can protect

themselves.

The j^resence of queen-cells is no hin-

drance except under the following condi-

tions: When cells are about ready to hatch,

perhaps the young queen already calling, a

good honey-fiow and hot, humid weather,

then the advent of a queen, particularly if

light in eggs, as after a trip in the mails,

sometimes precipitates a swarm. That is

exceptional, however, the cells usually being

destroyed. A virgin escaping from a cell

at about the time the queen is introduced

may supersede the new queen, though that

is rare. But it is not good policy to keep a

colony queenless long enough for such con-

ditions to arise.

A siiKitvev in tlic iii-opei' condition, givino' a good vol-

ume of thick, cool, smoke.

Laying workers are no bother at all when
running in queens by the smoke plan, but
as a rule a colony infested with laying

workers is not worth giving a queen to. It

is far better to set such on top of some other

colony, giving the bees and queen of the

latter the run of both stories for a week,
and then separate the two parts, giving a

queen to the part without one.

Introducing- to nuclei in full-sized hives

has not been entirely successful unless the

bees were confined to that part of the hive

where the combs were, so the queen on
entering had to stay among them, and nei-

ther they nor she could wander off into the

vacant space. I have not had any such
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trouble, probably because all my combs are

side to the entrance, and all nuclei or small

colonies are kept at the front so that a

queen on entering passes at once among the

bees. Where the frames are the usual way
it is probably good practice to use a tight

-

fitting division-board to restrict the space

and then take pains to run the queen in

right where the bees are. A tight-fitting

division-board is something every beekeeper

does not have. I know I have none, and it

is not an easy thing to make in a hurry, nor
unless one has just the right sort of lumber.

But a perfectly satisfactory one may be

quickly obtained in the folloAving manner

:

Take a brood-frame with or without a comb,
and wind about it a few times lengthwise a

strip of burlap or other bulky cloth which is

about as wide as the frame is deep. Pusli

this into the hive, and it will meet all ordi-

nary requirements.

With the smoke method of introduction

any queen may be used, from a very young
virgin to an old "breeder," land from a hive

right at home, or from the mails after a trip

half around the globe, but it is poor econ-

omy to put a virgin into a full colony. The
queen may be put in at the entrance with

one's fingers, or run in from the mailing-

cage, together with the attendants. They
will all be accepted. When running in from
llie cage, the latter should be placed wire

side down or else have the wire well covered

to exclude light ; otherwise the bees of the

hive may rush into the cage, plugging it

tight. I prefer to remove the card covering
the wire and place the cage wire side down

;

then I can hurry the queen and bees out by
a gentle whiff of smoke under the cage.

Great caution must be exercised wlien smok-
ing bees in a cage, for they cannot move
away from it if it is a trifle too hot, nor
successfully ventilate if a suffocating

amount is blown in. Use only the most
gentle whiffs. If the cage is dark the queen
and bees usually pass vei-y quickly into the

hive, the commotion therein seeming to has-

ten their movements. Ordinarily when run-
ning in from a cage I push the cage into

the entrance (wire down), plug any space
which may be above or beside it, and let it

alone until I am ready to give the colony its

first small outlet. But as I want all queens
clipped I usually release the queen indoors,

ratch and clip her, and then run her in from
my hand or from any sort of cage or little

box. If the cage has no hole in the ends, it

will be necessaiy to make one with a knife,

taking pains not to injure the queen. Do
not make the mistake of pushing in the

candy end of the cage. This has been done,

strange as it may seem.

Providence, R. I.

To be continued

[In Mr. Miller's next contribution he

discusses the reasons why the smoke method
is successful, requeening without dequeen-
ing, etc.—En.l

THE ENGLISH SEASON EARLY THINGS
IN A MUSH

EAMLY AND THE SUMMER

BY G. G. DESMOND

Apart from a rather slow January, and
less winter brood than usual, we are having

a phenomenally early season in England.
Gooseberry blossom, due on the average on

March 29, was ready to open on the 10th.

Some cold winds checked it, but still it was
nearly a fortnight early. Half way through
April we got wonderful summer weather,

and every thing seemed to come with a rush.

The bush fruits were nearly finished, and
we had laurel, chen'y, plum, pear, apple,

horse-chestnut (buckeye), dandelion, in the

sort of procession you see at a well-contest-

ed horse-race.

With the old beekeepers, a May swarm
was the summum bonum. This is the rhyme

:

A swarm of bees in May
Is worth a load of hay.

A swarm of bees in June
Is worth a silver spoon.

A swarm of bees in July
Is not worth a butterfly.

Cottagers have been spinning yarns of

April swarms for a great many years now,
without much credence; but this year quite

a number of beekeepers, ancient and mod-
ern, hived their increase from April 19 on-

ward. I suppose that the date for an old

straw hive to swarm is about the same as

that of dandelion blossom. Last year we
were picking dandelion heads for wine on

May 21. This year, May 7 would have been
too late, for all the heads had gone to seed.

Tickner Edwardes says that all honeys are

outstripped in flavor by a blend of hawthorn
and apple. " It is as rare and almost as

priceless as the once famous Comet vintages.

It is to be had only when the apple blossom
and the hawthorn come into full flower to-

gether." Tliis year we are having that, and,
moreover, have got our bees up to supcring
strength in time for it. But then we have
also at the same time hedge maple and
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sycamore, and sycamore nectar is great in

quantity and poor in quality.

However, some people will get ll;eir

apple-hawthorn blend fairly pure; a' d if it

is not well ripened on the hive they will be

disappointed with it. At any rate, this

medley of blossom is bringing slocks to

booming strength for the clovers winch will

begin to yield before May is out. Sainfoin

is the chief of them in some hill districts.

The first blooms will be out by the 25th for

certain, and that and white clover will crowd
our main honey-liow into about six weeks.

When June is out we shall be seeing the end

of a very fine honey year. Lime (basswood

)

will have followed clover, and there will be

no more definite flow for those who do not

go to the moors for heather. But surely

such a summer will have another surj^rise

for us with some flood of second blossom.

At any rate we shall be able to get our
requeening done quite early, and get nuclei

plumped up for the winter, and the benefit

of this unusual summer will not be exhaust-

ed for some years to come
The greatest benefit we look for is the

removal of Isle-of-Wight disease. I think

it is going out under this hot sun. It means
almost more than we know who have had
apiaries wiped out by the malady itself.

Some brother experts have told me that they

are astonished at the amount of foul brood
that accompanies Isle-of-Wight. I suspect

that foul brood has a close connection with
it at all times. When a stock dies in the

cellar or on its winter stand without any
definite sym^jtoms, that is very often due,

as Dr. Zander has pointed out, to Nosema
apis or Isle-of-Wight disease. Other stocks

are no doubt weakened by the same malady,
and it comes out as foul brood. Some such

basal infirmity, if not this very Nosema apis,

will have to be tackled by Americans as well

as Europeans before they get rid of foul

brood.

Sheepscombe, Stroud, Glos., Eng.

BY S. W. BOSWELL

I am a " counter-hopper " salesman by
tiade, and my side lines have been bees,

Iruck-gTowing, and chickens. This is my
(liird year with bees; and as the ABC says

go into the honey business on the " tip-too,"

I have followed its advice and have built up
from two to twelve colonies. Next season I

will branch a little.

Some of S. W. Boswell's cotton honey.
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Lucille Miller, "Before and after taking" (a sting). Lucille is three years old, and a great lover of

bees. She has been stung a number of times, but doesn't get scared. She usually says. " Papa, look what
the bees did to me." I have a large yard of lees, and she likes to see me work with them.

G. M. Miller, Danvers, 111.

There are 2400 acres under cultivation

here, all cotton, so you will readily see that

cotton is my honey-plant. Well, there are

a few fruit-trees scattered around, and a

little clover in places that the plow can't

reach, that help out in early spring; but if

any one were to ask from what source my
bees get their nectar I would point with a

proud finger to the millions of cotton-

blooms.

From my twelve hives last season I took

off an average of 96 lbs. of comb honey, and
if I were to return all unfinished sections

and apply the feeders I feel sure that my
colony average would be considerably over

100 lbs. Now, I do not know ; but it strikes

me that I have made my bees do pretty well,

and the drouth we have had too was against

me to a certain extent.

The Danzenbaker is the hive here for the

production of comb honey. I have tried

other makes, but they all slij) a cog some-

whei'e, though every thing is seemingly all

right.

I am sending a picture of some of my
honey. The picture was taken in June as a

booster for Jefferson County, Ark. The
strained honey in the picture is some I ob-

tained from leaky and broken sections. The
honey shows up a little too dark in the

picture.

Corner Stone, Ark.

REQUEENING WITHOUT DEQUEENING

BY J. B. MERWIN

That Mr. J. E. Hand, p. 292, April 15,

may not be misled in regard to my article

on requeening without dequeening, p. 851,

Dec. 1, I should like to try to make it a little

plainer in some points. We do not try to

introduce virgin queens by this method, and
I have yet to learn of the old queen and the

virgin queen fighting when reared by natural

supersedure.

There is a similarity in nearly all things;

and for example I will take a choice shade-

tree in the latter part of summer when it is

covered with a dense foliage. Nature has

sent forth countless numbers of leaves; but

wait until after the first frost, and they will

begin falling—only a few at first each day,

gradually increasing more and more until

the tree is completely devoid dl' all its foli-
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age, and, from all oiilward signs, appears
(lead. The next sjaring, should this same
tree happen to be a little baokwkavd in

sending out its buds we take it for granted

something' is wrong, and so with the point

of our knife we raise a chip off the bark tn

see if it's not dead. If we are close obserA

-

ers we find a similar case of observations

with our bees and their queens.

We Avill now take a strong' colony of bees

Avith a good prolifie queen—one that has

kept the hive Avell filled with brood througl',-

out the summer, and at the end of the hon-

ey-flow we find the hive filled with brood

and eggs. At this time the queen may be

laying three or four thousand eggs per day;
hut now as the honey-flow draws to a close,

and the bees bring in less honey each day,

so the queen will begin to fall off in her

egg-laying, and in a few days' time from
her laying three or four thousand each day
she Avill be laying perhaps two thousand and
then one thousand, and only a few hundred
eggs. Now, the bees observe this apparent
failing of the queen, and about this time we
iiappen along in our requeening manipula-
tions and cage the queen for three days.

What happens in that hive is now a guess.

The egg production has been falling off

each day more and more until now it has

stopped abruptly, and those little Avorkers

come to the conclusion that there is some-
thing wrong, and start in to rear another

queen. In my mind the age of the queen
will have nothing to do in regard to their

supersedure; and if friend Hand will try

this out he will find it the rule and not an
excepition.

Prattsville. N. Y.

TWO FENCES ON EACH SIDE OF
THE SUFEM

BY CLARK VV. WILSOK

Two years ago I bought over 200 N
section-frames for li/2-iiich sections, and
last season T used them. Tn a ten-fra ne

super seven l^/^-inch frames separated by
fences is full capacity, and, in order to fill

sufficiently the space, two extra fences have
to be used—that is, two fences on each side

between the outside wall and section-frame,

making ten fences to a super. 1 find this

arrangement ])i'oduces a remarkable effect

on the actions of the bees in finishing comb
honey. In every super of clover honey the

outside frames of sections are completely

finished before the center combs are capped.

The reason is easily seen on examination of

the super so occupied, for the extra fence

on each side makes more room for a double

thick wall of clustering bees, and they get

ill their work lie tore liie normal-spaced
cluster. The finished sections average 14
ounces up to a full pound.

These sections and frames are unmistak-

ably the best invention in this line on the

market. The top-bar serves several good
l>nrposes. A most important one is that the

sections are kept clean on all four sides,

excepting, of course, the edges; second, the

sections can be forced in together, and they

stay " put " before and after the full sheets

of foundation are fastened in by the wax-
lube. The continuous use of a dozen blocks

for three frames allows fast work with the

tube; third, the frames can easily be used

for chunk-honey production, Avhich cannot

be said of Danzenbaker section-frames.

Canastota, N. Y.

WASP^

I!Y S. H. BURTON

I am sending you a peculiar-looking sec-

tion of honey which you might photograph
for Gleanings. If the cells are queen-cells,

then the bees must have adopted a new
material for queen-cell building, as the cells

look more like the work of wasps. But I

Work of mud-wasp. This was the only section in

the sujjer that showed any such trouble.

hardly think the bees Avould allow such

things in the super long enough to construct

these cells. This was taken from a hive that

yielded a crate of fall honey, and nothing

peculiar was noticed with the rest of the

sections.

Washington, Ind., Nov. 22.

[It is probable that the cell shoAvn was
built by a species of Avasp Avhich gets into

the super during a time Avhen the bees are

not occupying it.

—

Ed.]
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Headg of Gram frcomi Differeet Fields

THE BACK-LOT BUZZER

There's one good thing about this system of gov-

ernment going on in any colony; th' police force is

never just around the corner takin' a nap. When a

great big good-natured bumblebee blunders into a

hive, believe me, he comes out a changed bee.

Alfalfa in Kansas

When Mr. Root was in Kansa,s and saw alfalfa

growing only on the bottoms, I am inclined to be-

lieve that he did not stop in the best part of Kansas.

If he had come to the northeast and central part he

would have seen alfalfa on the uplands, and almost

none at all on the bottoms. The bottoms are given

to corn here almost entirely, and the alfalfa grows
and does finely on the highest lands. There are no

streams larger than a spring branch nearer to me
than 14 miles, and there are more than 100 acres of

alfalfa within reach of my bees ; but the trouble is,

bees work on it but seldom. Many times I have seen

fields purple with bloom, with hardly a bee to be

seen. Occasionally I have seen a few bees working
on it.

CATCHING STRAY SWARMS.

I should like to add a little to what I have read in

Gleanings about catching bees. Last spring I set

in the timber 20 old hives from which I had trans-

ferred bees. I had put in two full sheets of founda-
tion with the rest of the frames fitted with incli

starters. I put them in little patches of timber, and
some in orchards where I had permission. I just put
them on the ground or a rock or stump, with a good

lag .stone on them. I put them out late in April and
early in May, and by July I had 15 colonies.

I have a Ford car that I have had remodeled,
taking off the back seat, and have a temporary rack
behind so I can carry six or seven hives. I expect
to catch more bees next summer, and have a whole
lot of fun. I also got seven supers of honey from
the 15 colonies caught.

Sabetha, Kan. Prank Hill.

An Easy Way to Catch the Queen
As my system of swarm prevention calls for find-

ing the queen at a time when bees are somewhat
numerous, we must have a quick and certain method
for doing it if many colonies per day are to be treat-

ed. The queen at this time is restricted to the low-

est brood-body, above which is a queen-excluder that

will stay her majesty when we smoke in at the en-

trance and tap the back with a hive-tool. In about
a minute remove supers and cloth en masse on to an
empty super directly in the rear. This is practical

for us by June 20 to 26, as supers are not as yet

very heavy. The bees will continue to pour above
the queen-excluder, and settle thereon: and while

they are so doing, raise up the brood-body and place

an extra excluder between it and the bottom-board.

Now quickly take off the top excluder and examine
ihe under side for the queen. We find half of them
lierc. If she is not there, place an excluder before

the entrance to hinder the flight of bees coming in.

Then examine the combs, which will be nearly clear

of bees ; and we can count for certain that we shall

see her on the lower excluder, especially if metal
only, as bees will slip through to the under side. It

can be done quicker than said.

Cayuga, Ont. M. A. Lishman.

Ventilation in the Bottom-board

I should like to say a word about the ventilation

of hives. I have come to believe that this is a very

important matter, and one that has a great deal to

do with the vigor and health of a colony. The en-

ti-ance ought to be quite open, with wire cloth tacked

along to make a small passage for the bees. Besides

this a ventilating-hole in the bottom-board is a dis-

tinct advantage. It should be about three inches

square, cut well toward the back, with wire cloth

tacked over, and a wooden shutter made underneath.

The opening, which gives splendid ventilation,

ought to remain open for seven or eight months of

the year; and, furthermore, it helps the bees to keep

the hive-bottom clean, for they drag the rubbish to

the hole and push it through the wire cloth. One
beekeeper, in 1912, told me that the only hives that

kept free from foul brood in his apiary were those

with extra-wide entrances and bottom ventilators,

and he thinks this one of the chief factors in pre-

venting swarms when running for comb honey.

Cheltenham, England. A. H. Bowman.

Horizontal Queen-cell Production

I read with considerable interest Mr. Isaac Hop-
kins' contribution on p. 697, Nov. 1, 1912, on the

subject of horizontal queen-cell production. I did

not like the original method as described in the Aug.

1st i.ssue of the same year, as it seemed to me too

-wasteful. I select a three-story hive, leave the queen

and four or five frames of brood in the bottom (the

hive having ten frames of brood), and put the rest

of the brood in the second story over an excluder.

In seven days I move the bottom box to a new stand

;

drop the second box with the brood on to a bottom-

board, and put the comb on that in its rim, and put
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the top story on that again. I do not cover any

paper nor any thing else over the brood on the top

side of the comb, which is standing on its tail, as I

cdiisider this one of the wasteful phases which I

wish to avoid. Perhaps I am wrong in this. Like

Dr. C. C. Miller, " I don't know."
Mr. Hopkins' previous article advised the use of

a new comb. I tried this; but it sagged so badly

that I lost a lot of the cells. Since then I have used

a fairly old brown comb, and have also stayed it by

wTapping wire around it.

I tried the system of scraping the intermediate

rows out; but it took a lot of time, and I tried put-

ting the comb on just as it was.
Perhaps this is not right, and perhaps I shall go

back to the old system; but I have got from 25 to 30
cells on each comb, and I think that is satisfactory.

Major Shallard.
South Woodburn, N. S. Wales, Australia.

A New Can for Holding Water in the Mailing-cage

We are sending under separate cover a sample of

our long-distance cage with water-cans. We have
had no trouble in keeping the cans sealed water-tight

if a small amount of tallow is used with the wax.
We have tried the tin tubes in the cages, but found
on some of them it did not work unless the tube was
made in separate sections so that in case the cage
was standing on end while being sent through the

mail the air would get in the other end, and the

water would all run out in a short time; so we went
liack to the little cans; for, no matter in what posi-

tion the cage may be, the water will not run out

;

and, in fact, when it is filled it takes a hard smash
to throw even a drop out.

We are all looking for the best plan to send water
with) our bees

; and the only way I see is for every
one to give his best ideas on the subject, as the best

will surely have to use it.

San Jose, Cal., Mar. 11. W. A. Barstow.

[The use of the little tin cans as here shown will

be all right providing you can make them water-tight.

We tried these to our satisfaction, using paraflfine

and beeswax to make a tight seal. But the trouble
is, the bottles will do for a few trips ; but when
queens are sent out in quantities it will be found
that they will leak. The only thing that we ever
found effective is the tin tubes with corks fitting

tightly. Just above the cork, which should be at the
bottom, is a small perforation. Through this is a
small string that acts as a wick. To overcome the
objection of the bottle being wrong side up, we put
in two bottles, one on each side of the cage, so that,

no matter which way the cage stands, either side-

wise, endwise, or flatwise, there will be one perfora-

tion at the bottom, or where the bees can get at the

water. So far this arrangement works the best of

any thing we have tried. Small homeopathic bottles,

with a slot in the cork, and a string in the slot, may
be used. But there must be two bottles to the cage,

and the ends reversed so that all the bees can get

water at the slot in one of the bottles. Care must be
taken not to make the slots in the corks too large.

They should be no larger than will admit a common
string without pinching it. Unless a string is used
the water will leak out too fast.

—

Ed.]

What is to Blame for the Great Mortality of Queens
Mailed in New Zealand?

I notice that you have gone back to the water-

bottle for mailing queens. Since I started beekeep-
ing some years ago I have spent money on imported
queens, all of which have arrived dead. The last

I got were posted to a ship's purser at San Francis-

co, and he kept them in his cabin and posted them
on to me at Auckland. He wrote and said they

ceased to show signs of life after they left Papeete,
where they had a few days of hot weather. Years
ago beekeepers could depend on getting over 50 per

cent of queens alive; but I think they had water in

those days.

Mr. Isaac Hopkins, late Grovernment Apiarist, is

always putting the present-day mortality down to the

fact that the larvre are transferred. I am tired now
of sending money for dead queens. For the New
Zealand post, to save delay, they should be marked
" queen bee, not dutiable."

Dewauchelle, N. Z., Feb. 12. W. B. Bray.

[The loss in sending queens to New Zealand, we
do not think, is any greater to-day than it was twen-
ty years ago. Only a small percentage of the queens
ever went through alive, and that percentage was
and is so small as to be discouraging. We are in

hopes, however, that the new water-bottle scheme as

explained in the preceding footnote will solve the

problem to a great extent. We hope to conduct some
exhaustive experiments with water-bottles this sum-
mer, trying out some cheap queens or merely bees.

But experience has proved that the candy must be
soft, and that the water-bottles must be so construct-

ed that they will not leak en route.—Ed.]

How and When I Make Use of Smoke
When I have to examine a hive thoroughly by

taking out all the frames or to shake off the bees

from combs, or to unite bees of two or more colonies

early in the spring or late in the fall, I find it neces-

sary to administer a few puffs of smoke from the top

of the frames only. Using smoke from the entrance
being unnecessarily distressing to the bees, I never
do it.

During the honey season I do not make use of

smoke, and often go without a veil. In midsummer,
from July to September inclusive, when the tempera-
ture is high, say from 80 to 90 P., which differs

little from that of the hive, the propolis turns soft,

and the bees do not mind the exposure, and do not

get irritated except when they are very roughly han-
dled (manipulated), or under inconvenient circum-

stances such as robbing, etc.

Nicosia, Cyprus, Sept. 5. M. S. Dervishian.

[Ordinarily it is not necessary to use smoke at the

entrance. A little puff over the tops of the frames
during the middle hours of the day will be quite

sufficient. If there is any occasion for opening hives

on a chilly day in early morning or late in the

evening, or at night, smoke should be used at the

entrance, and a liberal amount over the tops of the

frames. In fact, when one has to work with bees

when it is a little dark he will find it necessary to

use considerable smoke Little and often is better

than to use a large amount and then stop.

—

Ed.]
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Swarming Bees that were Cross

About the last of August I liad two very large

swarms come off, and I never saw bees so cross. I

used water to make them settle low, and they literal-

ly covered me while they were in the air, stinging
with all their might. I had a very hard time to get

them hived. I had to go into the woodshed three or

four times to clean the bees off my body. I was
stung about 20 times, as they crawled in every crev-

ice in my clothing. What caused them to be so

cross ? They are Italians, and were working on
buckwheat at the time.

Ossineke, Mich. F. G. Pennell.
[It is not common to find bees cross when swarm-

ing, for they are usually pretty well filled with hon-
ey so that they are not likely to be irritable. Occa-
sionally, however, something happens to infuriate

them, and then they will sting. At such times it is

pretty hard to point to a definite cause.

Possibly the bees of the parent colony from which
the swarm issued were more irritable than others
which you have. Several have reported, moreover,
that bees are often pretty cross while working on
buckwheat. Why they .should be crosser then
than at other times we do not know. If any robbing
had been going on, or if the honey-flow had suddenly
let up, the explanation would be simple.

—

Ed.]

Foul Brood in Kentucky
The losses resulting from carelessness of indiffer-

ent beekeepers are the only ones of any consequence.
Very heavy losses have occurred among those who
had foul brood, and did not shake. This old-fogy

idea that foul brood will not cause a great per cent
of loss is absolutely absurd. Kentucky is badly in

need of a law that will compel every man who has
disease to get rid of it. Just so long as one man is

permitted to have foul brood, every one near by will

be more or less bothered by this deadly disease. Let
us as beemen, in the absence of such a law, resolve
to do all we can to eliminate this malady.

Brooksville, Ky., April 7. L. F. Rick.

Sliding the Super Forward to Let the Bees Escape
On |i. :;ii9, April 1"), Mr. Ewon wants his escape

in the center of the board. I used an escape-board
when the first dovetailed hives came out—just a
plain board on top of the new super (or extracting-
frames if extracting), then the honey-board, then the
full super, then the cover. The bees escaped through
an opening made by shoving the full super over the
front end of the honey-board % inch, or .iust enough
room to let the bees pass out and down to the en-

trance of the hive. We put the boards on in the late

afternoon or evening, and the next morning the full

supers were clear of bees.

An opening through the front strip of the escape-
board is all that is necessary. This method will not
work if the bees can not all get inside. After escap-
ing, if crowded for room, they will cluster on the
front end of the hive, and keep possession of the full

super.

Portland, Oregon. Charle.s Rusk.
[During a honey-flow this plan will work, but rob-

bers would take possession during a dearth.

—

Ed.]

Bees that are Habitual Robbers are the Ones that

Spread Foul Brood
I was interested in Mr. Doolittle's article, page

710, Oct. 15, 1913, as to desirable bee traits or nat-
ural characteristic qualities of different colonies ; but
he did not touch upon one vital point

—

robbing—
which to me meant very much when it comes to han-
dling American foul brood. Referring to the ques-
tion of immunity from foul brood, it is the colonies
that get right out in the fields that are immune, not
the ones that are for ever pilfering and prying
around at all the hive entrances. They are the ones

lliat continually keep spreading diseases. I would
suggest that one or two decoy hives be set out with
a few old combs in them, and bee-escapes turned in,

.so that in the evening the bees thus caught robbing
can be sprinkled with flour to enable the beekeeper
to tell what hive they came from. He should then
mark such to have a " smoked-in queen " (by the
way, that trick is worth dollars).

The black bees are natural robbers, and that is the
reason why they are so hard to handle when foul

brood gets a start. Some individual colonies of any
races are natural robbers, just as in the human fam-
ily. Breed from the hives that get right out into the
fields, and show results in the hive, and add all the
other good traits Mr. Doolittle speaks of.

Colo, Iowa, Jan. 1. D. E. Lhommedieu.

Brood-comb Clogged with Honey Before the IVIain

Honey-flow
Complying with' Dr. Miller's wish, p. 244, April 1,

I will say that supers were on. Some of them had a

few bait sections ; some two, some four, etc. These
bait sections were filled in the strong colonies the

"same as were the frames in the brood-chamber. In
the weaker colonies they were untouched.

Our location provides a long period of warm
weather from Feb. 15 to .Tune 15, during which time
there are intermittent sources of nectar, beginning
with willow, then fruit-bloom, followed by some va-

rieties of sage. Tlie altitude is high (4800 ft.) and
dry, with an almost cloudless sky. This dryness
shortens the time that the sage bloom is in its prime
or nectar-jjroducing stage, and, moreover, the flow is

not continuous enough for comb-building in sections,

but increases as the season advances, so that the

brood-chamber becomes clogged. Some of these

frames are fully cappped 15 days before alfalfa.

This year the brood-rearing started two weeks
earlier. There will be but very little if any old hon-

ey left in any of the brood-chambers, and all colo-

nies are strong in young bees.

Were it not for the abundant stores from last fall,

we would have had to feed at this time. I have
Iilanned to have -new combs drawn from full sheets

during the time the clogging takes place this year by
inserting foundation between brood.

Bishop, Cal. Geo. M. Huntington.

Queen Goes to Another Hive
I oiue introduced a breeding queen to a small

colony. She did finely for about four weeks, when
she suddenly disappeared and the colony refused to

build cells, even to rear themselves a queen. In

about three weeks I saw the same kind of bees flying

from another hive two hives from there, and on ex-

amining it I found that breeding queen doing good
work. Has any one else ever had such an experience ?

Clarkston, Mich. W. L. Love.toy.

Honey 40 Cents per Gallon in Jamaica
It is to be regretted that honey has fallen so low in

price this season ; 40 cents per gallon for white and
30 cents for amber is the best price offered. Many
beekeepers just let the honey remain in the hives for

the bees to consume. Up to last year honey was
eagerly bought up at from 70 to 75 cents per gallon.

F. A. Hooper.
Pour Paths, Clarendon, Jamaica, April 20.

Death of Josiah Eastburn
I am sorry to inform you of the death of Mr.

.Tosiah Eastburn, proprietor of the Locust Grove Api-

ary, Fallsington, Pa. Mr. Eastburn was the leading

authority on apiculture in Bucks County, where be
was engaged in apiculture for about 30 years. He
was a man of upright character. His widow sur-

\ ives him.

Elizabeth, N. J., June 3, E. E. Guv,
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Honor thy father and mother; which is the tirst

commandment with promise; that it may lie well with

thee, and that thou mayest live long on the earth.

—

Eili. (j:2, 3.

1 hold in my hand a book of 480 pages.

The title is, "Old Age Deferred," by Arnold
Lorand, Physic-iaii to the Baths. Carlsbad,

Austria. The book is i)ublished by the F. A.

Davis Co., Philadeli)hia. The pi ice is .t2..50

net. Dr. Lorand is evidently in close touch

with the most prominent physicians and
scientists of the present day. The book
contains much that is very good; and I am
glad to see that it is very closely in line with
Terry, Fletcher, and others who have been

teaching us forcibly the advantage of less

eating and of a thorough chewing of all we
do eat. 1 cannot take the time just now in

this Home paper to make a resume of the

book. On almost every pag'e, the author

speaks of the harmfulness of alcohol, tobac-

co, tea, and coffee (the book is just out, the

date being 1914) ; but notwithstanding' all

this, the author closes up his chapter headed
" Deleterious Action of Alcohol," as fol-

lows:
But we again repeat that there is not suflieient

strictly scientific evidence as yet, to prove that small

quantities of alcohol (especially beer or wine, and
possibly whisky) are deleterious to the majority of

adults; those who cannot stand even small quantities

will be best without any ; but we fail to see why a

working man, when he comes from his daily labor,

should be forbidden to take his glass of beer.

Then, again, in the chapter on tea, coffee,

and tobacco, he closes up by saying:

We do not think that two or three light cigars a

day, but never before meals, can do any harm, save
in exceptional cases.

To my mind it is not only lamentable but
astonishing' that a man of liis experience

and broad education in regard to almost
every disease known should be so stupid

(begg-ing pardon) as to forget or ignore the

fact that moderate users of both liquor and
tobacco almost invariably become inveterate

users before they die. Why, the great dis-

tilling companies—at least two of them

—

recognize this so fully that they propose to

sell a list of the names of their patrons to a

Keeley-cure institute with the remark that,

sooner or later, their customers (moderate
users, of course) will become patients at the

Keeley institute.

The author of this book admits in his

writings that he is not a married man. I

may be a little peculiar; but to my notion,

no doctor is fully qualified to advise and
treat husbands and wives until he is a mar-
ried man himself. Perhaps I had better

modify it by saying that any doctor 25 years
old should be a married man ; and, God

1 etinitting, he sliould iiave some children

—

say four or five, or, better still, half a dozen
;

then he will know how, by personal expe-
rience, to take charge of botii husbands and
wives. I would suggest, also, that his wife
study medicine, and go with him a good
deal, especially when he has women patients.

He had better have his oftlce so close to his

liome that the good wife can be called in at

almost any minute.* Now, Dr. Lorand tells

us he is not married. I wish he might be
equally frank with his readers and tell them
wliether he uses tobacco, and, say, a glass of

beer occasionally that he reconunends to the
" working'man." I suppose he would class

me among the " faddists," especially when I

say the family physician should use neither

alcoliolic drinks nor tobacco. Most surely

the doctor who sees the evils of tobacco and
drink, as this man does, and talks about its

effects, not only on the present generation

but on the generation to come

—

surely such
a man should be able to come before his

patrons and say, "I practice what I preach,"
or, in other words, " I, your family physi-

cian, take my own medicine, or the medicine
that I daily use."

This good doctor is frank enough to de-

clare that the man who asks a woman to

take him for better or for worse should be
able to show her a certificate from a good
i:)hysician in regard to his habits, and free-

dom from disease. Just recently I heard the

agent of an insurance company say that

every young man when he asks a woman to

have him should be able to show the good
lady an insurance policy on his life. This
would be valuable for her for two reasons

:

First, because he is wise enough to have
something laid up for a rainy day; and,

secondly, that the insurance doctor or phy-
sician employed by the insurance compauy
has made a thorough examination, and
guarantees that there is no disease about
liim that might pollute her own pure self.

Now, do not call it another of my cranky
ideas if I suggest that this good man shall

also be able to tell her he is a member in

good standing in some church. So much for

a preface to what I have been moved to say
to old people like Mrs. Root and myself.

So far, may God be praised, Mrs. Root
and I have been able to take care of our-
selves, and occasionally, too (thank God),
to help a little in the care of the children

* By the way, in my opinion every minister of the
gospel, as soon as he is of proper age, should also
have a wife, and, a kind Providence permitting,
children also. If he is to tackle the sins and crimes
that afflict humanity, he should be a parent in order
that he may speak from the father's standpoint.
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and grandchildren. But the question is

coming and creeping upon us day by day,
" What shall we do should the great Father
permit us to remain here long enough till

somebody has to care for us ? " While this

matter is in my mind I keep thinking of

Jesus' words to Peter. Let me quote:

When thou wast young, thou girdedst thyself, and
vvalkedst whither thou wouldest ; but when thou shalt

lie old, thou shalt stretch forth thy hands, and an-

other shall gird thee, and carry thee whither thou
wouldest not.

When we get so old as to be in some
respects a burden to our good and devoted

children (two boys and three girls) are we
going to be a trouble and a worry to them?
Shall we become cross and cranky because

we cannot have every thing just exactly our

own way? How many of you whose eyes

are resting on this page have thought of

that? Look about you and see. Consider

the old people whom God has permitted to

be perhaiJS eighty or even ninety years old.

Are they usually, all of them, still a blessing

to the world? Are they helping along the

great wave of progress toward God's king-

dom? Old people have notions—queer no-

lions. I feel it coming on me already.

They get to be deaf, like myself. It is not

only a task to make them hear but to make
them understand; and they are forgetful.

You have to tell them things over and over.

Saddest of all, they sometimes lose their

mind, and become idiotic or imbecile. I

have talked, perhaps, in a joking way about
living to be a hundred years old; but I am
hoping and praying and striving to avoid

any thing that might lead me to be a burdeii

on society or on my friends and relatives.

The question has come up half a dozen
times quite recently as to what shall be done
with old people as they become helpless and
hard to take care of. Shall they be sent to

the county infirmary? Years ago we could

hire a man or woman at a reasonable price

to stay with such old people; but it is a far

more difficult matter now. Suppose some
old fatiier or mother, or father-in-law or

mother-in-law, becomes a burden on some
good woman who already has a family.

Shall she wear herself out and go down to

a premature grave just because the family

or the people are too proud to let the old

lady or the old man be cared for by the

county, or, say, at some "old ladies' home"?
I am not going to answer this question. The
old ladies' homes liave done wonderful
things, to my knowledge, in taking good
care of old ladies dui'ing their declining

years.

There is one point I did not touch on as

I intended to. Suppose this old mother does

not recognize a single one of her children

or grandchildren. Suppose she keeps say-
ing over and over, "I want to go home; I

want to go home." Suppose, if she is not
watched every minute, she will get away so

the whole neighborhood has to turn in and
hunt her up. If she does not know any of

her friends or relatives at all, would she not

be just as happy and contented—perhaps
more so—in an old ladies' home where she

could have the care of experienced and well-

known trained nurses? But, hold on a bit.

There is another side to this. The papers
tell us of hired help in these asylums for

old iDeople who have not only been guilty of

abusive language but even of blows and
kicks and bruises because these old friends

have queer and unreasonable notions.

Our text says: "Honor thy father and
thy mother." We have just been talking

about living to a good old age; and God's
holy book tells us one of the requirements

for longevity is to honor our father and
mother; and I take it that it means other

people's fathers and mothers as well as our
own. What are we going to do with all the

fathers and mothers? What are we doing
with them? What will be done with them?
1 said to myself recently, " A. I. Root, what
are you going to do when you get to be too

old to take care of yourself? What are you
going to do when the good wife gets to be

too old, or when God has taken her away so

that she can no longer spend her life and
strength in anticipating your every want? "

May God help us, when that time comes, to

practice what we preach. I will tell you
one thing I think I shall want; and that is,

a garden and some chickens, just as long as

I am able to work in the garden with a light

little hoe. Right near the garden, and ad-

joining it I want a comfortable place to

take my nap. In fact, I have such a garden
and such a place to sleep already. When it

is too cool I have a little "sun parlor" where
I can lie down in the sun.* When i.t is too

warm in the sun parlor I have a cot in a

cool basement just back of the sun parlor.

So you see when I am chilly I can lie down
in the warm room. When the weather is

oppressively warm I have a cool retreat.

Mrs. Root fixed the cool sleeping-place for

me yesterday, June 8, for it was 94 in the

shade a good part of the day.

Now, elderly people are apt to get untidy.

* By the way, let me tell you that I never go into
that sun parlor or cooler room unless I am tired out
from muscular work in the garden, or with letters

and correspondence in the oftice. I make it a point
never to think of taking a nap because I have noth-
ing to do or because I feel " lazy." My naps are
taken when I am pretty well tired out and nefid

rest; and it is certainly a benefit to me to take a
little rest before I sit down to dinner. Sometimes
when business calls I eat a meal when pretty well
tired out, because there is no time for napping; but
it does not do me nearly as much good.
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Yesterday I happened to meet a man who
pretty much all his life had been the pink

of neatness. He is now over 80 years old.

I was surprised to see some spots on his

f'lothing- that I think were made by dropping
his food. Then 1 glanced down at my own
vest and pants; and (I am sorry to say it)

there were some stains there also. A spotless

clean napkin is by my plate at every meal.

By the way, perhaps I might confess that

one reason why it ?s so "spotlessly clean" is

because I do not use it. I am either too

busy or else I forget ; but I am going to try

hard from this day on to use that napkin
and keep my clothing clean in other ways,
so I shall not worry the good wife. Old men
are very apt to become careless. They
neglect going to the barber's. Did you ever

notice how much neater and brighter some
old gentleman looks after an expert barber

has fixed him up? Well, I have decided T

must go to the barber's oftener. I will try

to use that good-sized nice clean napkin,
and wash ray hands more frequently, and T

will spend more time in cleaning my feet

after I have been out in the muddy garden.

I will use the broom that stands by the door-

way of my sun parlor oftener so as to save

the dear wife the trouble of following after

me. I will try to have my places of work
more decent and in order than I have done.

If by some blunder or mishap the children

or gi-andchildren make a mes? of my work
I will try to avoid complaining.

There is a bright sweet " little toddler "

who especially likes to share my apples and
grapefruit at about five o'clock every after-

noon, and lately she is quite fond of being
with me out in the garden; but she seems
almost sure to put her little chubby foot on
a sesame plant or a fall-bearing strawberry
that I am trying to nurse back to life. Shall

I go and tell " Carrie Belle " that I can not

have her little girl blundering around in my
garden? God forbid. I will tell you what
I am going to try to do. Perhaps I have
done it already. I have said out loud, "May
the Lord be praised for the brightness that

Carrie Belle has already shed over my life

since God gave her to us; and may the Lord
be praised tliat this bright little prattler,

another edition of Carrie Belle, has learned

to love—perhaps just a little—the cranky
old grandpa, even if he does scold her some-
times for stepping on his precious plants."

Does not that beautiful little text fit in right

here—" Ye are of more value than many
sparrows "?

Now, dear friends, all of you who think

that you are growing old, and perhaps have
been afraid you might be a burden some-

times on the younger and busy world, shall

we not, each and all of us, try a little harder
to hold fast to the Bible promises? Shall
we not try a little harder to be easy to get
along with—easier to let go of old things
and to take up with new things? Shall we
not be more careful about criticising the

younger ones who make so much of baseball

games, summer outings, county fairs, Fourth
of July, possibly circuses and animal shows
—things we no longer care for? Of course,
it is not incumbent on us to go to these great
gatherings unless we choose; but let us try

to learn wisdom from the past.

The book I have spoken about—" Old
Ag'e Deferred "—puts strong emphasis on
the imjDortance of eating sparingly when
you are obliged to give up severe manual
labor; and it agrees almost exactly with
Terry in saying that old people who have
given up heavy bodily labor should eat but
little meat or none at all. Dr. Lorand rec-

ommends milk very strongly for old people,
xs it is ready for the stomach and bowels
without being" obliged to chew it " everlast-

ingly;" and I do think many old people
would not only live longer but hold their

powers much better if they would eat only
two hearty meals a day, and, say, apples or
some fruit that seems to agree with them
for a light supper.

Now, once more, who is there among you
who is not only going to strive for a good
old age, if God so wills it, and at the same
time hold our reasoning powers, and, above
all, our religion, so that we may be of some
use to the Avorld instead of a hindrance, up
tc the last?

Just recently I spoke of the boy who
came so near drowning, and said that, if he
gi-ew up to be a cigarette fiend or a victim
of intemperance, saving him from drowning
would amount to but little or nothing. In
fact, he had better have died an honest and
innocent boy rather than to have become a
criminal. Let us now apply this same rea-

soning to old age. We are talking about
living to be a hundred years old; but, seri-

ously, what is the use or what does it amount
to if we keep on living a life of uselessness
or imbecility—a burden to our relatives and
to the public? God forbid that I should
teach or insist on any thing of the kind. We
had better be dead and out of the way than
to live a life of useless self-indulgence. But,
may God be praised that we have quite a
number of examples of old men and women
who have been a blessing to the world, even
to the last moment of a good ripe old age.

I would suggest Benjamin Franklin, 84;
W. E. Gladstone, 89; Cornaro, who wrote a
valuable book when he was ninety years

old. Terry has been particularly strong in
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this matter. In fact, the litle of his book is,

" How to Keep Well and Live Long." If

we keep well as long as Ave do live, we shall

certainly be of some ivie to the younger
generation. How often have I seen an old

grandmother who interested the children

and looked after them in such a way that,

when God took her, she was missed most
keenly by every member of the household,

even though she may have passed her four-

score!

After the above wns put in type T sent a

proof to my friend T. B. Terry, and offeifd

to send him (he book if he had not already

seen it. Below is his reply

:

Dear Mr. Root:-— I haven't seen the book you
refer fo, "Old Age Deferred." When you are through
with your copy I certainly shall be glad to get it.

But, as I understand from your article, Dr. Lorand
allows a moderate use of liquor and tobacco; and I

have very little confidence in any man's teachings
who takes such a Ftand. With such, lo be popular
is more than to be strictly truthful and helpful to

humanity. Of course, one can get some good thoujchts

from such writers; but, you see, one d ms not dare
accept any thing they .'-ay as true which l^e does not

know himself is so.

Friend Root, I do not believe for an instant that

God intended we should be helpless or lose any of

our faculties in our old age. I do believe that we
bring all such so-called old-age infirmities on our-

selves by wrong habits of life. They are punishments
for natural laws violated. The older I get, the more
I study and experiment, the more certain I am of

being right. Ten years ago it would hardly have
done to say this. But the world is waking up to the

truth at last.

Mr. Root, I do not believe you half realize how
much good your articles are doing. I always like to

get the views of an outside friend. So let me g've

you mine by saying you are doing better work than
you could 20 vears ago. And why not? You have
had more experience, your business cares are less,

and your head is as clear, thanks to right living.

Ten years from now your writings will be worth
more to humanity than they are now.

I have now had a four-weeks' vacation and " let-

up," and outdoor work, for the first time in 25 years.

Really it does seem as though I felt better now than
when I was 40. I hope you and your good wife are
feeling as young and vigorous as I do—yes, more so.

Hudson, O., June 17. T. B. Terry.

Dear friends, I have received many kind
words—in fact, many kind and encouraging
words are coming every day; and I fre-

quently say to Mrs. Root, " Sue, I have had
a letter to-day more encouraging than any
heretofore;" and I think I can say the same
in regard to the closing sentence to friend

Terry's letter. May God give me grace and
physical strength and inspiration to con-

tinue finding something helpful to all our
readers, young and old, for ton years to

come.

A LOVE-LETTER FROM ONE OF OUR SUBSCRIBERS

Some time ago (p. 473, July 1, 1913) I

mentioned that one of our Anti-saloon
League workers. Mayor White, of Barnes-

ville, Ohio, during his temperance talks,

read us a " love-letter " from one who had
been fomerly a saloon-keeper; but after his

conversion to the Lord Jesus Christ he

turned and wrote a. love-letter to the man
whom he used to fight. Well, I have re-

ceived a love-letter too ; but it comes from
a friend, and one who has always been my
friend, so far as I know. Here it is:

Dear Mr. Boat

—

" I hing hae thought, my .youthfu' friend,

A something to have sent you,

Tho' it should serve nae ither end
Than just a kind memento;

But how the subject theme may gaug,

Let time and chance determine;
Perhaps it may turn out a sang,

Perhaps turn out a sermon."

I love you, Mr. Root. I have been acquainted with
you for only about live years ; but from the first

number of Gleanings that I received, began an
affection "that has increased with the years, and bids

fair to last until you reach that hundred-year mark
that you have set for yourself. The beautiful sim-

plicity of your life appeals to me, and shows that

you give the Lord not only lip service but also heart
service.

For eight yen is I was a salesman for a wholesale

grocery house in .Vtlanla, and left them only last

January to go into the grocery business for myself.

Kirkwood is a suburb of Atlanta, being only four
miles from the city.

For the past five or six years I have been interest-

ed in bees, and have studied them pretty thoroughly.

They are intensely interesting to me; but since I ara

now in business for myself, and ain closely confined,

I have not the time to give them. From reading Mr.
Frank Benton's writings, I became interested in the

Carniolans, and have kept them and their crosses

with Italians. I much prefer the Carniolans, as they
are gentler, have a large force of bees early in (he

spring, and don't stick up the hives as the Italians do.

They do not swarm any worse for me either, in spite

of their reputation to the contrary.

I run for extracted honey. I have only seven
hives, and not the time now to give even that num-
ber the proper attention, and I have had only two
swarms this year. I hived both right back in the

old stand after raising the brood-chamber over the

second story, and putting an extra set of combs in its

place. Of course, I cut out the cells, and they went
to work with a vim.

There was a plot of red clover about fifty feel

square near my home, and I was surprised to see m\
bees hard at work on the blossoms. I thought that it

is very unusual for bees to work on red clover.

I have a Novice extractor, but I have never learn

ed to use it without breaking the combs. I use wired
foundation ; but even combs three or four years old

break in the extractor. I am now selling the honpy
in my store at 17 ^/^ cts. per pound for bulk comb,
and I get 25 cents for a pint jar of extracted. The
firm for which I sold groceries for eight years handle
Wilder's honey in the pint jars, and I had lots of

experience with it. Privately, in spite of his plan
of exposure to the sunlight, it granulates badly, and
I have bought many a case of 12-pint jars from retail

grocers for $1.50 after they had paid $2.60 per case
for it.

I carried five colonies and two three-frame nuclei

through the past winter. The five were chock full

of goldenrod honey, and had a big force of bees ail

ready to go to work in the spring. I have taken
about 150 pounds of bulk comb and extracted al-

ready, and have not touched several of the supers.
The honey is from poplar, locust, blackberry, daisy,

and fruit. It is dark, but it is vgry finely flavored,
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and all say it tastes like the " honey father used to

make." The past two years are the only years that

have given me any surplus ; but I think that I, like

most beginners, monkeyed with the bees too much,

and did not give them any time to make honey. T

find that the more I leave them alone, within certain

limits, of course, the better they do.

Last month I set some perfectly fresh Indian Run-
ner duck eggs under a hen. In three weeks one

little duckling hatched, and one week later the other

eggs hatched. How would you account for that one ?

It is a freak of nature. The little fellow seemed

perfect; but as I had no way to keep just one, I

gave him to a boy.

Like you, Mr. Root, I believe in simplicity of diet.

Honey is the only sweet I eat, and I eat very little

of that. Two meals a day are enough for me, and
there are very few things in my store that I eat my-

self. A little fruit and vegetables are enough for me
with graham bread and corn muffins. Unlike Terry,

I find vegetables are better for me than fruit. Acid

fruits are not at all good for me.

When I was 25 years old I was superintendent

of a cotton-mill, and a fit candidate for a consump-
tive's grave. In fact, I had to give up my work and
live in the open air. I began to study the question

of diet and proper living generally, and now at the

age of 33 I am strong and ruddy, and have not taken

a dose of medicine in years. Light eating, freedom
from constipation, and fresh air, have done the work.

I sleep out of doors every night in the year. I be-

lieve that diet is the most important question before

the people to-day. Diet has a great influence on the

morals and also on the religion of the people as well

as on their bodies. I believe that it is possible to live

so that there will be no sickness or bad feelings.

But if sickness begins to come on, a full enema once

a day for several days, and about a two or three

days' diet, with lots of pure water, will generally

forestall the doctor.

As I said before, Mr. Root, I love you. I love the

work you are doing. I am with you in spirit in all

you do for the betterment of the people. I am "agin"

the liquor interests and the patent medicines and the

quacks and the nostrums. I am with you in your
efforts to let the light shine in the midst of the dark-

ness in which such a large part of us live. I pray
tliat you may live long, and that you may continue to

" turn on the light." It would be a great pleasure

to me to know you personally.

Kirkwood, Ga., June 3. Hal Rivieee.

In regard to honey in jsint jars contain-

ing a piece of comb honey, our people have
given up putting comb honey into jars or

tumblers. I rather protested ; but our "hon-

ey-man," Mr. L. W. Boyden, declared that

after the honey candied nobody would buy
it, and there is no way of restoring it to its

original shape. I know friend Wilder has

been putting up and selling not only tons

but carloads of honey in this shape. I

talked with him about it not long ago; but

he said that in the Southern States, where

there is seldom or never any freezing weath-

er, there is but very little trouble. I am
surprised to learn that your extractor breaks

the combs when they are properly wired.

Tf they are filled very heavy with thick honey

I would tkrow out a part of the honey and

then reverse and take the other side. This,

of course, takes some time, but it usually

prevents injury to the combs.
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In regard to the one duck hatching in

three weeks, that one egg must have been

sat on by some accident, or exposed to heat

enough for about a week to cause the germ
to start. During the past winter I gave a

Leghorn hen 15 eggs. Not an egg had
hatched at the end of 21 days; but as the

egg-tester showed live chicks I let her keep

on. She hatched six chickens in just about

26 days, and might have hatched more of I

had not got tired of waiting, and " broke

her up." I have never been able to account

for this.

My good friend, some of our readers will

smile when you tell us you eat very little of

the things you have for sale. It reminds

us of the doctor who would not take his own
medicine when he got sick. I rejoice to

know that you are getting your health with-

out doctors or drugs, and extend my sincere

thanks for your very kind words ; but I wish

to add, my dear brother, that I hope it is

the Christlike spirit I have faintly shown
that you " love," rather than my poor self;

and may God help us all to show forth at

all times that sjiirit of peace and good will

that ought to " shine forth " from the face

of each one of us.

OUT OF HEATHEN DARKKESS AND INTO THE
LIGHT OF THE GOSPEL.

The following should be read because it

comes from a son of the late D. L. Moody.

Bear Mr. Root

:

—As you have given to the North-

field Schools during the past season, I am taking the

liberty of writing to report upon the work of the

current year, and trust that you will not view this

as in any sense an appeal.

In September the Northfield Schools opened with

the largest attendance in their history, aggregating

1250. About 200 were new students, and those had
been selected from nearly a thousand applicants, the

choice being based upon need and merit. The result

has been an exceptionally earnest, purposeful class

of young people, and I have never before realized so

much as during the recent months the privilege

which is given to us here in ministering to young
men and young women of this class.

It would be a great joy to us to be able to share

with our friends who are making Northfield possible

many of the individual experiences which we have
with our students. To know of the struggles and
privations which some of our young people have ex-

perienced to come to Northfield ; to watch with inter-

est the development into efficient and promising stu-

dents of those who have had few opportunities ; and
then to know of their going into the world imbued
with high ideals and carrying the traditions of

Northfield with them, is a pleasure which we should

be glad to share with our many friends.

Of our graduates at Mount Hermon last spring

one is a man who gives promise of a great career

among his people. He is a Liberian, having received

his early education in the Methodist Mission in Mon-
rovia, where his gifts were recognized. Later he

came to Mount Hermon, where he won a high stand-

ing for scholarship. One of his teachers assured me
that he had the best mind of any student that he had
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ever taught. This testimony was of greater value

as it came from one who has been teaching for many
years. The student took prizes in chemistry and
physics, and gave his commencement address in Lat-

in. He is now a freshman in Harvard University.

His career is the more remarkable in view of the fact

that, twelve years ago, he was uncivilized in the

jungles of Africa, and in this short time has accom-

plished so much. His earnest purpose is to return to

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

his own people, and during holidays he has been
working upon his native lingo, reducing it to written

form, and, with the assistance of a teacher, translat-

ing from the Greek Testament into this language all

of the parables of our Lord, and the first few chap-

ters of the gospel of St. John. This is one of many
cases for which it is our privilege to work at North-

field. Sincerely yours.

East Northfield, Mass., Dec. 25. W. R. Moody.

HIGH=FEE§§UEE GAEDENING
NEW POTATOES AT 60 CENTS A PECK.

The above is the price we pay at our

grocery here in Medina for new Red Tri-

umphs—the same kind that I grew down in

riorida, and these were probably shipped in

from Florida or some of the Southern

States. But even at 60 cents a peck they

were not first-class. They were all rather

small, and some of them quite small, and

quite a few of them were imperfect. A year

ago I talked to you about growing a few

potatoes in your back yard so as to avoid

being obliged to pay the extravagant prices

that generally rule in June. When I got

back from Florida the first thing I did was

to plant some potatoes; but just as it has

often happened before, I could not get seed

of the Red Triumph. In fact, I could not

get any seed of early potatoes of any sort,

with the exception of one seedsman in our

town who had a few potatoes that were

brought in by some countryman who called

them Early Ohio; but the seedsman was

frank enough to say he did not believe they

were true to name. I planted some of these

at once; but as my ground was not in proper

condition they are now, June 13, only just

showing blossom-buds. Some of you may
say tliat if we try to grow a few extra-early

potatoes in the back yard it may cost us CO

cents a peck; but I am sure it need not. As
a proof, a good neighbor of mine, Mr. M.
D. Kimmell, just a few minutes ago said if

I would go down and take a look at his

garden he would give me a nice mess of new
potatoes. He said they were Burpee's Extra

Early.

Now wake up, friends, you who love to

make garden, especially quite early in the

spring, and who also love short cuts be-

tween producer and consumer; turn in and

help me practice what I preach. Terry has

finally decided potatoes to be the most

wholesome vegetable; in fact, it comes next

to home-ground wheat. I think potatoes

and wheat of our own growing, and home
grinding of the wheat, may be a large factor

in attaining an age of a hundred years, and

a fair use of all our faculties.

Later.—After the above was i)ut in type

I came across the following in the Jackson-
ville Times-Union:

Within a period of ten days St. John's County
shipped 1200 cars of Irish potatoes, and then some
people wonder if there is any thing in farming in

Florida.

Sure enough ! The above comes in nicely

with people who are inclined to run down
Florida. Just think of it ! 1200 carloads

shipped from one single county, and that

in a period of only ten days ! Good for

Florida

!

BUGS ON SQUASHES, ETC.

On Sunday morning, June 7, although I

was out just about sunrise, I found a swarm
of little striped squash-bugs had pretty

nearly riddled my thrifty Hubbard squashes

that I started in the hot-bed. They were
just swarming over the dozen hills. I did

not look around for any covering or screen,

but caught the bugs, as far as I could, be-

fore they flew away, and mashed them
between my thumb and fingers, letting them
drop all around the ground. Then I went
to the next hill and did the same thing. By
the time I reached the last of the dozen hills

there were more on the first hill, and I kept

on until Mrs. Root called me to breakfast.

Now, even though it was Sunday, 1 decided

1 could not have my squashes all ruined

that way; and I spent quite a little time in

getting some boxes to put around each liill.

I did not have boxes enough, so there were
several hills uncovered. My conscience

troubled me a little, I admit, because of what
looked so much like work on Sunday ; but T

thought the circumstances demanded it.

Now for the outcome. The squashes I did

not cover were not troubled worth mention-

ing, after which I concluded to mash the

bugs and drop them around on the ground.

In fact, these hills did rather better than

the covered ones, because the box cut off the

light. At the present writing, June 13, I

have not been able to find a bug since that

Sunday morning; and my impression is that

the sight of their mashed and wounded
companions scared them so that they all

flew away to " healthier " hunting-gn'ounds;

and this only emphasizes the conclusion I
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liave been coming to for some time ; and it

will apply to rats and mice, potalo-bugs,

squash-bug's, flies, mosquitoes, ants, etc. Get
I'ight after them; mash them right and left

whenever an opportunity offers, and all

these pests will sooner or later give your
locality a wide berth.

I have not yet used any poison on my
potato-bugs this year at all; but, of course,

I have not a very large patch of potatoes.

It is mostly the one row of Early Ohio 1

have mentioned. I go along this row every

morning, noon, and night, and sometimes
oftener, picking off every mature bug I can
find, dropping them on the ground, and
crushing them with a twisting motion of my
foot. I think the smell of the crushed bugs
has much to do with their keeping away
new comers. You may recall that Terry
thinks it is cheaper to hand-pick the first

" mother " bugs that appear, before they

have time to lay eggs, than to use poison.

Of course, this applies only where the bugs
are found in limited numbers.
Now, please remember this : Get right

after whatever annoys you in the garden or

in the poultry-house. Give them no quartei'.

CHICKEN MITES—A CAUTION.

And this reminds me that I had a very
nice coop made for a hen and chickens. Tt

had wire-cloth doore so as to keep out rats

and all other kinds of vermin. It had also a

good roof and a door for the little chicks, a

ROBBING SICK people; QUACK DOCTORS, ETC.

One of the best boys I ever had in my
employ began helping me in the garden
when he was scarcely a dozen years old. In

fact, I put him in as a boy foreman when
we were gTowing plants for sale, and I gave
you his picture years ago where he had
about a dozen other youngsters in charge.

Four or five years ago, from lifting or

something of the sort, he had a pain in his

side. He consulted several of our home
physicians, but there seemed to be a dis-

agreement in regard to where the trouble

was. Different doctors from time to time

were so sure they could cure him that it took

about all he could earn for several years to

pay his doctor bills. About a year ago I

found he was paying a woman for chiro-

practic treatment, and had paid her quite

a little money. I advised him to go to the

city and have an operation. But he dreaded
an operation, and kept putting it off. As
several of our readers have asked me in

reference to chiropractic, and as Mrs. Root

place where the hen can sit on the bare
ground or on the bare floor, as she thinks

best. I loaned this coop to a neighbor, as

i( was not in use. In fact, 1 assured him he

could have it " just as well as not." When
it came home last fall, it was put away
safely in the back cellar. When I got it out

for the hen and chickens a few days ago it

was almost literally alive with mites so

minute that one could iiardly see them witli

the naked eye unless it was out in the full

rays of the sun. I mixed up some kerosene
and mothballs and soaked the whole struc-

ture—every crack and crevice—and I think

I hey are all dead. Now, is it not a little

strange that these mites lived for six months
or even more in a cold dark cellar, without
any " visible means of support "? My im-

pression is that they ate into the wood
where there was no paint, and found suffi-

cient sustenance on the decaying wood to

keep them alive for six months, and possi-

l)ly the mites might have been in a dormant
condition, or perhaps the eggs laid last fall

just hatched out.

Let me say in closing that it is a com-
mendable thing to be ready and willing to

lend things to your neighbors—especially

those things you are not using yourself; but
if you should lend a chicken-coop, look out

that it does not have something inside when
it comes back that it did not have when it

went away.

NOTE
had a stiff neck on account of catching culd,

I went with her to the woman doctor for

treatment. She said something was out of

place in Mrs. Root's neck, and added that

she could fix it all right. After she had
manipulated for ten or fifteen minutes, and
had received her dollar, Mrs. Root mention-
ed that she was going to the dentist's.

" Oh dear me! " said the women doctor,
" the dentist will get your neck all out of

place again, and after you have been there

you will have to come back and have it done
all over again." As that would cost another

dollar, Mrs. Root and J thought we had in-

vested enough in that line. It did not do
Mrs. Root a particle of good; and when the

woman mentioned that she had entirely

cured an acquaintance of ours who had a
" course of treatment," we took pains to

inquired of said friend. She replied prompt-
ly that her son had paid the woman a lot of

money for treatment, and it had done no

good at all. Now for the moral of my little

story.
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Our friend Frank, whom I have told you
about, was finally induced to go to Cleve-

land and have an " X-ray " examination.

They said at once that one of his kidneys

—

the one on the side where he had been feel-

ing pain for j'ears, was decayed and practi-

cally gone. The kidney has just been re-

moved by a surgical opei'ation ; but because

the matter had been allowed to run so long

the decaying kidney had affected the lungs,

and the surgeon thinks his recovery doubt-

ful, although he is going to do his best for

him. Now, this woman doctor and other

doctors (most of them strangers) by assur-

ing him they could manage his troubles, in-

duced him to put it off until now it may be
too late. This matter is brought to mind by
the following clipping:

" Chiropractic," says The Journal of the American
Medical Association, " is in no sense a profession. It

is a scheme by which sharpers induce men, general-

ly of little education and with a dwarfed sense of

moral obligation, to learn the tricks of a disreputa-

ble trade—quackery."

From what experience I have had in the

above, I should say the American Medical
Association is exactly right about it.

TEMPEEANCE
FRIEND DOOLITTLE TALKS TO US ABOUT THE

SALOON BUSINESS.
Dear Brother Root

:

—Enclosed find something for

your department in Gleanings. I hope you may see

fit to have it appear before the many readers of

Gleanings. I stand ready to back up every word
of what I have written.

I am sorry about this Mexican-war scare coming
up just at this time when the minds of the masses
were turned as never before toward getting out from
under the " yoke of Gambrinus." Now all eyes are

turning away from the real issue in our country, by
the great display of war headlines in our daily news-
papers.

But we know this, that

When right is on the scaffold

And wrong upon the throne,

Behind the scene sits God himself,

Watching o'er his own.

And so we trust that out of all the wickedness of

men, right will finally prevail.

Marietta, N. Y., June 6. G. M. Doolittle.

Amen, Bro. D., for the verse you give us.

There are many people, myself included,

who need to keep calling to mind that "there

is a God in Israel."

Below is the article referred to:

" uncle .SAM " AT THE HEAD OF THE LIQUOR BUSI-
NESS.

My dear Mr. Root

:

—In Our Homes, second para-

gi-aph, page 396, May 15, you say, " The liquor

business has shown itself to be bigger than Uncle
Sam." Does not this convey a wrong impression ?

The only logical conclusion the studious, earnest,

careful thinker can come to in this liquor-business

matter is, that the Government (Uncle Sam) is the

liquor business, inasmuch as not a gallon of liquor

can be legally sold in the United States only as Uncle
Sam becomes the first party in the transaction. Only
in the Government at Washington can be found the

headqxtarters of this business. This seems plain to

the one who has looked into the matter far enough
to know the real facts, that every saloon under the

jurisdiction of the United States is a government
saloon. The proof of this assertion lies in the fact

that no person can sell liquors in any of Uncle Sam's
domains without a permit from the Government, only

as he subjects himself to being arrested as a crimi-

nal. It is this permit that keeps the saloon and liquor

business where it can ruin our boys and the homes
of our fair land. All saloons are established by Un-
cle Sam, not by the men in the liquor business. And
here has been the trouble with our temperance work

in the past. The Government is the head of this

matter, and the approximate 250,000 saloons are the
hairs gi-owing from the head. In the past, our work
has been " moral suasion " and the plucking out of

a hair here and there, while the head was left. Con-
sequently, after we had pulled out a hair in the

shape of a saloon or a town, and called our place
dry, we soon found that the head could grow another
hair in the place of the one we had worked so hard
to pluck, and the first we knew we were wet again.

Even whole States which went dry were turned back
to the wet again under the fostering care of the head,
that the revenue from the wet might build our bat-

tleships, dig the Panama Canal, etc., this revenue
from liquor and tobacco amounting to about one-half

of our Government expenses, as given by the Free
Press, and quoted in the first paragraph on page 663
of Gleanings for September 15, 1913. And it is

with shamefacedness that it must be acknowledged
that you and I, friend Root, have our share in that
revenue, whether we wish to or not. And, sharing in

this revenue, we in the past have condemned the
men who " stood behind the bar " while, through
our ballots, we have sanctioned and sustained the
head which could have received no revenue only as it

came from these keepers of our Government saloons.

Let's get things right, and place the responsibility

where it belongs, when we shall know how to work
more intelligently than we have been doing in the

past.

Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doolittlb.

THE LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL
We are glad to give place to the follow-

ing:

Mr. A. I. Root :—In the temperance section of
your issue for May 15 I notice an inquiry for the
address of the London Temperance Hospital. It is

located in Hampstead Road, in the northwest part of

London. I well remember this famous institution,

as I used to pass its doors every school day from the
years 1879 to 1884, on my way to school. I was
born about a mile from the hospital, and once had
my young heart nearly burst at the sight of a little

boy, who had been run over in the street, being driv-

en in a carriage through the hospital gates. As the
district is a poor one—that is, its inhabitants are
not financially well fixed—this hospital must indeed
prove an inestimable boon, for the services rendered
there are, of course, quite free, as with the other
London hospitals, and such like institutions scattered
throughout my native land. Any correspondence
addressed to the London Temperance Hospital, Lon-
don, England, would assui-edly reach that institution

safely. Albert G. Nicholson.
Rustburg, Va., May 22.
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High-grade Italian Bees

and Queens Cheap

Queens, Bees in 1-lb. Packages,

Nuclei, and Full Colonies |

With our nearly one thousand colonies of ijii

bees in and near Medina, and the failure of
:::|

the honey crop locally, we are prepared to jiji

furnish bees in any form and in any quan-
jij:

tity at low prices. This strain came from ijij

Apalachicola, Florida, and has been tested :|

out for vigor and honey-producing qualities. jii;

Low Prices on Application ! |
Remember, these are not cheap bees, but the best we jj:'*

have been able to produce in all our experience. The •:•:

combs are newly drawn from frames of foundation in
jj^

metal-spaced Hoffman frames. Bees have been care- :^

fully inspected, with a guarantee they are free from -i^

disease. See Special Notices elsewhere for particulars. %

Queens by Return Mail |
We shall be able to supply this year about 10,000 ^
queens from our own queen-breeding yards. We shall ^
fiave, as heretofore, our own Apalachicola and bass- '^

wood strains of bees, and also our leather-colored |^

Uhrichsville stock. Remember that these queens are g
reared with our own equipment, with our own bees, by j^

our own men, from the best breeders that we have. -I^

The cells are built in two and three story colonies. j:;:

When we have a surplus we will sell them at verv low >f

prices in lots of 25. 50, and 100. ;:•:

OUR GUARANTEE |
We sold last year something like 15,000 queens.

J;|;

There is reason for this, because our customers have '^>.

come to learn what the Root guarantee means, ^i;

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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EDITO
There has been more or less controversy

as to whether any strain of honey-bees can

gather nectar from red clover. We have

carefully studied the conditions under which
red clover will furnish nectar to Aijis mel-

lifica; and we believe the facts we have pre-

sented in our footnote to Mr. Tox's remarks

on page 559 will explain satisfactorily the

conflict of opinion and testimony.

The view on the cover for this issue shows
our nucleus yard at Fort Gadsden, Florida,

a few miles up the river from Randlett's

Landing, as mentioned on page 413, June 1.

These nuclei, as fast as they were formed,

were moved up to this place, for it was the

nearest piece of high ground available along

the river. In all, we brought back nearly

500 nuclei.

Those Two FieM-days at Medina
The field-day meet under the auspices of

the Ohio State Beekeepers' Association was
pronounced by evci'y one to be an unquali-

fied success. While the attendance was not

as large as expected, owing to the poor sea-

son, it was considerably more than local.

There were not only prominent beekeepers

from all over the State, but some from other

States. Visitors began coming in on Wed-
nesday night, Thursday, and Friday. On
the evening of the 9th a general program of

beekeepers' songs and addresses was given

in the big warehouse, with about 600 pres-

ent, including employees and some citizens

of Medina. There were addresses from Mr.
Fred Leininger, Mr. E. R. King, State In-

spector, and shorter speeches from Presi-

dent W. A. Matheny, of the State Univer-

sity, Athens, Ohio. A. I. Root gave a talk

of nearly two hours. So much was said

about it that he was induced to continue his

unfinished stoiy on the afternoon of the

10th at the basswood aj^iary.

Representatives of the press were present.

including Mr. J. H. Donahey, the celebrated
cartoonist of the Cleveland Plain Dealer—
an artist whose work is clean and first-class

in every respect. With him were W. (J.

Howells, one of the city editors, and other
members of the staff of the Plain Dealer.

A. I. Root's speech was taken down in
shorthand, and we hope to reproduce it in
the columns of Gleanings. It was the story
of A. I. Root's ups and downs in bee culture,
with some wholesome advice to beekeepers
and others on how to meet obstacles in life

and overcome them.
On the first and second days beekeepeis

from out of town were taken in automobiles
to three of our outyards. There were eleven
in all. Various stunts in queen-rearing,
putting up bees by the pound and nucleus,
extracting with power machinery and hand
machines were pulled of¥ on both "days. Many
beekeepers came to us voluntarily and ex'-

pressed the feeling that these two days will
long be remembered among the big events
cf their lives ; and they sincerely hoped that
some association or that the A. I. Root Co.
would arrange for another field day in
vhich beekeepers from all over the United
States would be invited.

Immediately after the two field days,
July 9 and 10, under the auspices of the
Ohio State Beekeepers' Association, another
field day, July 11, immediately following,
was planned by The A. I. Root Co., to take
care of 65 traveling salesmen of the Wm.
Edwards Co., wholesale grocers, of Cleve-
land. These people, among other grocers'
products, sell honey ; and in order that they
might be better able to sell it, arrangements
were made to give their salesmen demon-
strations in our beeyard, including general
ex-tracting. They came to Medina, 32 miles,
in automobiles, 65 strong. Demonstrations
were pulled off according to schedule, and
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photogTaphed by a moving-picture man who
arrived just a little too late for the demon-
strations of the day before. After the field

work, these 65 salesmen were given a " hon-
ey-spred "consisting of hot biscuits, honey,

and milk. After a hot dusty ride this menu
seemed to go to the right spot—at least so

declared the men. With many thanks for the

courtesies extended them, they left here a

little after 5 o'clock in their machines, better

equipped than ever for selling honey.

POPULARIZING HONEY.

Incidentally it might be mentioned here

that The A. I. Root Co. is seeking to popu-
larize honey through the daily press, month-
ly magazines, the moving-picture theaters,

and through personal demonstrations to the

crowds that are coming here almost eveiy
day of the working season, and we believe

that our efforts are producing results; for

never in all the history of bee culture was
honey consumed so largely on the table as it

is to-day. Such concerns as the Wm. Ed-
wards Co., wholesale grocers, with their lit-

tle army of salesmen, will spread the gospel

of honey as a food far and wide.

Honey-crop Conditions at the Pres-

ent Time ; a Short Crop of Clover

It is evident now that the clover crop will

be short this season. While the yield has

been good in some favored localities, has

been from fair to good in northern Michi-

gan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, the aggre-

gale yield will be very much below that of

last year. When there is a shortage in clover

it always means a stiffening of the market.

When the prospects wei-e so promising a

month ago, the general honey market was in

a state of decline. What few offerings weie
made were on a very conservative basis. In
fact, Florida beekeepers wrote us, asking
what was the matter of the market that they

could not sell their crops. Buyers, expect-

ing an enormous yield of clover again, either

would make no offers for honey or at figaires

so low that the producers did not care to

sell. But from now on, there should be a

stiffening of prices, notwithstanding there

is a prospect of a good yield of alfalfa in

the West, both comb and extracted, and
from a light to fair yield from mountain
sage in California.

Those who have secured a crop of clover

comb honey should not make the mistake of
holding the price too high. In fact, their

figures should be but little higher than those

of last year. Buyers will not pay very high

prices for clover comb honey if there is a

good supply of alfalfa comb honey at lower

prices. So western alfalfa will probably

jtrevent a very sharp advance on Eastern
clover. The facts are, consumers are being
educated to alfalfa. The day has gone by
v.hen white clover can command a price

exclusively its own.
There has been a comparatively large

;,ield so far from basswood—in fact, it is

a basswood year. At the present time we
arc having a splendid flow from our bass-

wood apiary. If every yard in Ohio were
getting as good a yield, Eastern prices, so

far as Ohio is concerned, would tumble
v.ithout doubt. We are getting as fine a lot

cf pure basswood as we ever had. We have
had yields other years from this source that

wore larger, but they were clover and bass-

^vood mixed. Reports from other sections

of the country show that, where there is any
b-isswood left, the yield will be good; but
the areas where it grows are so limited that

ii does not greatly if at all affect the general

clover market.

Much of the clover extracted this year
will contain a large projjortion of basswood,
but not enough to mar it for clover, because
it will have a flavor that many prize. A. I.

Root is very fond of the basswood flavor-,

especially when a little of it is intermingled

wiih clover, and A. I. Root is no exception

cmong connoisseurs of honey in the clover

belt.

Buckwheat may be a little light this year,

owing to the general drouth conditions that

})revail at the i^resent time. If it is broken
by rains, there may yet be a fair yield from
buckwheat in New York.
We have received no late advice from

Canada i-especting the sections north of the

Likes; but the Canadians Avill probably re-

ceive more clover honey tlian their neighbors

on this side of the lakes, for the Northern
sections seem to have more clover. From
present indications the honey market, how-
ever, in Canada should be firm.

Bees
Free

There has been issued from the office of

(he State Entomologist, C. H. Baldwin, In-

dianapolis, Ind., another bulletin entitled
" Circular of Information for Beekeepers,

No. 2," by B. F. Kindig, one of the assist-

ant State inspectors. This is one of the very

best bulletins ever put out by any State or

by any writer. It contains 60 pages of good
sound orthodox teaching on bees. Mr. Kin-
dig is a practical beekeeper himself, and he

knows how to tell his story in such a way
that the reader can easily follow. It is well

illustrated, many of the illustrations being-

original.
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It is stated that this bulletin is free for the

asking'. Certainly every Indiana beekeeper

should oblain a copy before the edition has

been exhausted.

To give the reader an idea of some of the

good things that are in this bulletin, we
copy from page 32 some short pungent

l)aragraphs under the head of " Miscella-

neous Statements " that can be read with

profit, and here they are;

SOME MISCELLANEOUS STATEMENTS REGARDING nlCliS

AND BEEKEEPING.
Pure honey does granulate.
Honey-combs are not manufactured.
" Any old thing " does not make a suitable hive in

wliirh to keep bees.
Queens are mated but once in their lives, and then

out in the open air.

Bees do not bite holes in ripe fruit, but they do
.suck the juices after the openings have been made.

Bees may have some wisdom, but ignorant people
give them credit for more knovs'ledge than they pos-

sess.

It does not pay to "jump head over heels " into
the bee business unless there is plenty of experience
to back it up.

It is not just a proposition of putting on some
supers in tlie spring and taking off a crop of honey
in the fall.

Beating the dishpan or ringing the dinner-bell
never settled a swarm—they just naturally cluster

after leaving the hive.

Bees have no more to do with the scattering of
fruit diseases than do the other hundred of insects

that visit the flowers.
It is not a sign of ability to make a practice of

trying to Iiandle bees without smoker or veil—it's

just foolhardiness.
Bees do not know their owner. They are v/ild

animals, in no sense domesticated, even though they
do not always resent the intrusion of man.
A small person who " uses his head " is worth

more than a ton of "beef" in the beeyard; but a
liberal supply of both brain and muscle is the ideal
combination.

There is not a king or queen in the hive in the
literal sense of the words. There is no individual
bee that rules the colony. They seem to work toward
the end that the greatest good for all may be accom-
plished.

Sometimes even bees do not seem to have any
common sense.

And, again, on page 34 are some more
paragraphs worth reading:

INFLUENCES CONTRIBUTING TO PROFIT AND LOSS IN
THE APIARY.

Two factors, carefulness and carelessness, make
up the greater part of the profit or loss in beekeep-
ing. In many of the suggestions which follow, one
or the other of these factors will be apparent.

Study your business and the demands of youv
locality.

Success in beekeeping, as in any other business,
demands that much attention be given to details.

Equalizing brood or stores in foul-brood localities

invites the spread of disease.
Use movable frames, and see that they are mov-

able and not cross-combed.
It pays to know the conditions e.xisting in the

colonies from week to week
Bait combs get the bees started early in the sec-

tions, and so they store more honey.
Fads last only a short time. It isn't worth while

to bother with them. Real merit counts in the long
run.

Try to have hives and equipment conform to the
standard in size. Their market value is much higher.
An attractive package adds much to the market

value of a product.
A reputation for selling only good goods is one of

the best assets of a beekeeper.
It does not pay to work for wax production. It

requires too much of the time and energy of the bees
in producing it.

Contract the entrances to weak colonies. It may
save them from extermination by the robbers.

Beekeepers' meetings are sources of much good.
Try one and see for yourself.
Home-made equipment in general either costs more

or is worth less than factory-made supplies.
Box hives and cross-combed frame hives are not

only a nuisance, but do not give satisfactory finan-
cial returns.

It pays to go through the coionies carefully, early
in the spring. Some may be queenless, others weak
or in need of food.

It does not pay to keep more colonies than can be
properly cared for. Better sell off some than buy
more and not care for them.

Feeding sugar syrup in the fall may mean satisfac-
tory wintering, and a strong colony ready for the
honey-flow the next season.

Italian bees have been proved to be the most
profitable in a large number of widely scattered lo-

calities.

Keep in touch with the bee journals, publications
of the Department of .Agriculture, and the State
Entomologist's office. They are all working tor the
betterment of beekeepers.

The practice of selling prime swarms is more
profitable to the purchaser than to the seller.

Scraps of wax gathered here and there increase
the returns in dollars, and may prevent the spread
of foul brood.
When shipping to a commission man it may save

much worry and some money to find out first wheth-
er he is responsible or not.
When buying bees, buy them guaranteed to be free

from disease, and see that they are so before remov-
ing them from the premises.

It pays to use full sheets of foundation, both in
brood and extracting frames and in the sections.
Two or three weak colonies may manage to live;

but if they were united to form one strong colony
they would usually store a surplus of honey.

Wholesaling of honey is the easy way, but the
building-up of a retail home market is the more prof-
itable way.

Even though extracted honey may not appeal to
one's esthetic nature, yet the locality may require
extracted-honey production in order to get "a market-
able product.

The man who asks a good price for first-class
honey not only sells it but wins the respect of his
customers. The man who sells below the market is
laughed at after he is gone.

The possession of a good smoker and veil pays
high dividends in the reduction of the number of
stings and the resulting ease and rapidity with
which the bees can be handled.

It's a beekeeper's business to know whether his
neighbor's bees have disease or not. If there are
any suspicious cases or information is desired, noti-
fy the State Inspector of Apiaries, Room 130, State
House, Indianapolis.

Foul brood causes more loss than any other enemy
of bees. The disease is spread through the honey;
and any way that allows the bees of one colony to
get the honey of another is favorable for the spread
of the disease.

After a beekeeper has reached the greatest number
of colonies that he can care for without interfering
with other duties, then the law of diminishing re-
turns applies; and if the number of colonies be in-
creased further, the profit per colony will be reduced.

The number of colonies in one location should be
determined by the abundance of honey-producing
plants. In some locations several hundred colonies
might be kept profitably, while in other localities
twenty-five colonies are too many. In some locations
one hundred colonies may make a living and very
little besides, while if the number were reduced to
fifty a profitable surplus might be secured.

As Mr. Kindig is an experienced foul-
brood inspector, and as such has traveled
extensively over his State inspecting- hives,
judging by what he has seen, he is in posi-
tion to know whether it pays one to make
his own hives. At all events, this is what
he has to say:

Speaking broadly in reference to conditions that
are met with throughout the State, the home-made
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hives are usually a nuisance in some respect, and
almost always defeat one of the many objects desired

in the use of modern hives. They are rarely accu-

rately made. This results in the various parts not

being interchangeable, and so frequently prohibits

desirable manipulations in the beeyard. Many men
try to have a patent(?) hive of their own invention,

and it has not yet been the wTiter's pleasure to find

many that were worth as much as a two-dollar fac-

tory-made hive, although many of them with all of

their fixings cost as much as six or eight dollars.

While it is probable that many improvements will be

made in hive construction, and it is not the intention

to try to discourage any one with inventive genius,

yet before indulging in the luxury of building " a

new patent hive " one should conscientiously study
the construction of the various factory-made hives

now on the market, and consult beekeepers of wide
experience concerning the project.

Hives of equal quality cannot be made as cheaply

at home, if labor is counted, as they can be pur-

chased.
Home-made hives are usually of poorer quality of

material, and are inaccurate in measurements.
Unless made to fit Hoffman frames they are of

practically no value on the market. They frequent-

ly have some features of their construction which
require more labor in manipulation.

Of course Mr. Kindig is authority on the

treatment of bee diseases. He covers the

subject well.

The bulletin closes with a copy of the

horticultural bee-inspection laws of Indi-

ana.

The National Net-weight Law Again
as it Affects Comb and Extracted

Honey
In our last issue, page 487, we went on to

state that the national net-weight law, so

far as it relates to comb honey, had been

construed to mean by the committee at

"Washington the weight of the comb honey

itself, exclusive of the section or frame sur-

rounding it. We expressed the hope at the

time that the effective date for this ruling

to take place might be postponed one year

hence. We were laboring under the impres-

sion that any comb honey on the market,

not properly marked, after Sept. 3, 1914,

even if packed prior to that date, would be

misbranded, and therefore subject to the

tines and penalties for violation of the puie-

food act. We accordingly asked our Mr.

Selser, of Philadelpliia, to see Dr. E. F.

Phillips, in Charge of Apiculture, Bureau

of Chemistry, and arrange for an interview

with the committee to see if we could not

get an extension of the time. While they

failed in this, they obtained an opinion

from Solicitor Francis G. Caffey to the effect

that a package of food is not misbrandtd

when properly labeled as to weight, if it was

put up or prepared prior to Sept. 3 of this

year, but that the burden of proof rests

on the packer to show such prior packing.

It appears that, while the law went into

effect March 3, 1913, no penalty attaches

until 18 months after that—Sept. 3, 1914.

Here is a copy of the Solicitor's opinion •

Receipt, by reference, is acknowledged of your
letter of April 14, in which you inquire as to how
much time will be allowed beyond September 1, 1914,
for the disposal of goods packed under labels not
showing net weights.

Ever since the passage on March 3, 1913, of the
net-weight amendment to the Food and Drugs Act, it

has been a violation of law for packages of food
products shipped in interstate or foreign commerce
not to be marked in compliance with the amendment.
Section 2 of the amendment provided, however, that
no penalty shall be enforced for any such violation
" as to domestic products prepared or foreign prod-
ucts imported prior to eighteen months after its

passage." The eighteen months* period will expire
on September 3, 1914.

While the question raised in your letter, being
purely legal, can not be authoritatively determined
by this Department, and must be eventually settled
by the courts, the viewB of the Department are:

First. That the penalties of the Act of fine, im-
prisonment, or coniiscation cannot be enforced for
violation of the net-weight amendment in respect to

domestic food products prepared or foreign food
products imported prior to September 3, 1914.

Second. That if, after September 3, 1914, packages
of food products, not marked as required by this
amendment, be shipped in interstate or foreign com-
merce, or otherwise brought within the jurisdiction
of the Pood and Drugs Act, the burden will be upon
the person guilty of the violation to show that the
article, if domestic, was prepared, or, if foreign, was
imported, prior to September 3, 1914.

Third. Persons guilty of violations who cannot
make proof that preparation in the case of domestic,
or importation in the case of foreign, food products
was prior to September 3, 1914, will be subject to
the penalties of the Food and Drugs Act.

Francis G. Caffey, Solicitor.
April 29. 1914.

From the last two paragraphs as given
above, it will be apparent (ancf we reiterate

here for emphasis) that the burden of proof
trill rest on the packer to show that the

article of food that appears to he misbrand-
ed under the net-weight amendment was
prepared before Sept. 3 of this year. Don't
forget this. As it might be difficult to pro\e
that fact, and in any event entail consider-

able exi3ense, it would be far better for the

packers of all food products, including comb
honey, to see to it that none of the goods,

after Sept. 3, 1914, are left on the market
in any State other than the one in which the

goods were prepared or packed. It, there-

fore, behooves every producer of comb hon-
ey, dealer, commission merchant, or an
association of beekeepers, to relabel or re-

stamp all the comb honey (that is row in

their possession, and in the hands of their

dealers), showing the net weight of the comb
honey itself, exclusive of the frame ur sec-

tion, the carton, or glass, if it is a l- hissed

product.

When one's honey has already been put
up and packed in cartons, we presume it

would be permissible to mark out the coui-

bined net weight of the section and the comb
honey in plain figures in ink, and put in its

place the net weight of the comb honey less

the weight of the section. Such erasure and
remarking rather implies an admission that

Uncle Sam now compels an honest weight
that was not honest before. But any such

corrections will not be necessary if the hoii-
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ey in question is sold in the State in which
it is produced or packed; but as no one
knows where his honey will go, he will do
well to err on the safe side, esjjecially if

there is a State law covering net weights.

The average section of honey, lys ^ 4i/4.

will run from 131/2 to 14 ounces, including

the wood, and as the section itself weighs
very nearly one ounce it will be necessary

to deduct that much, making the net weight
show 12^/2 or 13 ounces. A 4 x 5 section will

I'un the same weight, and so the same de-

duction will have to be made. The wood of

4^4 plain section will not weigh quite as

much as a beeway section of the same size

;

but it will be necessary to subtract one ounce
just the same. In doing this, a plain section

414 square will weigh heavier than a 4^/4

beeway section.

But many beekeepers have been sellirig

their comb honey by the case or by the

count ; and it would look as if the net-weigl't

law would put a stop to this; but the selling

by count is permissible as we understand it,

providing that every unit in the case—that

is, every section—-is marked not less than so

many ounces. Let us take a concrete exam-
ple:

A No. 1 1% beeway section of honey, 4^
square, will run from 13V2 to 14 ounces,

including the wood. If such section is

marked not less than I2I/2 ounces, net

weight, it may be sold by num.erical count;

but care should be taken that no section in

the case weigh less than the minimum speci-

fied on it. It would then be permissible, as

we understand the ruling, to sell a 24-lb.

case or a 12-lb. ease by numerical count, or

so much a section. The net-weight law does

not require that a section shall not weigh
more than a specified amount; but it does

stipulate that it shall not weigh less.

As soon as beekeepers and dealers become
accustomed to the operation of the new law,

the intent of which we believe to be emi-
nently fair, there will be no inconvenience
nor hardship. We had hoped that the eff^ec-

tive date when penalities would be applied
might be set a little further along; but as

the Bureau of Chemistry has no power to

make this change we must, of course, make
the best of it. If there is any comb honey
that any of us have sold bearing the weiglit

of the section and the comb honey, and
which is now out of our possession, it will

be up to us to prove that such sections were
prepared or packed prior to Sept. 3, 1914,
after which the penalties for misbranding
can be applied.

Those who sell their honey in cartons can

very easily mark the net weight of the hon-

ey put in cartons; for it is permisssiblp to

put the net weight on the outside of the
carton, said net weight being the comb
honey itself exclusive of the section, carton,
and wrapper; but as it will be impractica-
ble to mark on every carton the exact net
weight of each individual section, all the
comb honey should be very carefully grad-
ed, and the cartons marked not less. than so
many ounces of comb honey. The No. 2. or
underweiglit sections will have to be put up
in cartons with a corresiaondingly lower net
weight. That will mean that there will prob-
ably have to be two or three different grades
of weights of honey.
Where one does not sell any honey in

cartons he will have to use rubber stamps to

mark each section, using an indelible, non-
fading, non-bluii-ing ink; that is to say, an
ink not affected by the weather nor by
dampness. The rubber stamp should indi-

cate the weight in plain letters and figures.

In the case of cartons there will probably
have to be three different wrappers to take
care of all the three weights of comb honey.
The Colorado Honey-producers' Associa-

tion, under the direction of Mr. Frank
Rauchfuss as manager, has worked this

matter out very nicely, and we copy here-
with a circular which they are sending out
to their members. Other beekeepers who
produce honey in the same class of sections,

1% beeway by 41^, will do well to follow
these specific instructions.

THK FEDERAL NET-WEIGHT LAW.
To the Members of the Colorado Honey Producers'

Association
You are hereby informed that the Federal Net-

weight Law passed by Congress March 3, 1913,
is now enforced, and that the regulations published
by the Net-weight Law Committee May 11, 1914,
must be observed in the packing of articles of food
intended for interstate commerce.

(Copied from food inspection decision No. 154.)
REGULATIONS AS APPLYING TO HONEY.

A. The quantity of the contents in all cases of
food, if in package form, must be plainly and con-
spicuously marked on the outside of the covering or
container usually delivered to consumers.

B. The quantity of the contents so marked shall
be the amount of food in the package.

C. The statement of the quantity of the contents
shall be plain and conspicuous, and shall be so placed
in such characters as to be readily seen and clearly
legible, when the size of the package and the cir-
cumstances under which it is ordinarily examined
by purchasers or consumers are taken into consider-
ation.

D. If the quantity of the contents be stated by
weight or measure, it shall be marked in the terms
of the largest unit contained in the package. For
example: If the package contains a pound or pounds
and a fraction of a pound, the contents shall be
expressed in terms of pounds and fraction thereof;
or of pounds and ounces, and not merely in ounces.

H. The quantity of the contents may 'be stated in
terms of minimum weight, minimum measure, or
minimum count. For example: "Minimum Weight,
16 oz." Minimum "Volume, 1 gallon," or "Not less
than 4 oz. ;" but in such case the statement must
approximate the actual quantity and there shall be
no tolerance below the stated minimum.

Attention is also called to the enclosed copy of a
telegram by Dr. C. L. Alsberg, Chief of the Bureau
of Chemistry, where it is plainly stated that weight
of actual contents shall be marked upon sections, or
when honey is packed in cartons, then upon the car-
tons containing thp gpctions,
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As it will not lie practicable to mark the actual net

weight on each section of honey, the Board of Direct-

ors of The Colorado Honey-producers' Association

has adopted the plan suggested in paragraph il, of

marking; the viinimvm net ivrifjht on each section

or carton, as per following resolution which was

unanimously adopted:
.,, ,, -n j , -kt *

Resolved. In order to comply with the Federal Net-

weight law, and to identify each member's honey,

each section of comb honey sold by the members

through The Colorado Honey-producers' Association,

on and after Julv 1st, 1914, must be stamped on top

of each section of honey: first, with the initials of

the Association; second, with the member's consign-

ment number, prefixed by the word "Apiary, and,

third, with the minimum net weight adopted by t!ie

Board of Directors for said grade of honey.

For example: If a member having consignment

number 14 wishes to mark either a fancy white or a

No 1 section of honey, he will use a stamp like this:

" C. H. P. A., Apiary No. 14.

Net Weight Not Less Than 121/^ Oz."

If a choice-grade section is to be marked, he will

use the following stamp:
" C. H. P. A., Apiary No. 14.

Net Weight Not Less Than 11 Oz."

If a number-two grade section is to be marked,

the following stamp will be used:
" C. H. P. A., Apiary No. 14.

Net Weight Not Less Than 10 Oz."

As the weight of the section itself is one ounce,

the gross weight of a nvmber-one section of honeij

must under no circumstances be less than 13 /z

ounces. ,

The gross weight of a choice-grade section of hon-

ey must not be less than 12 ounces.

The gross weight of a number-two section of honeg

must not be less thai' 11 ounces.
, „ -, ,

(Attention is called to the fact that the Board of

Directors has changed the minimum gross weight of

the number-two grade from ten ounces to eleven

ounces.)
MARKING OF SHIPPING CASES.

Both ends of each shipping case shall also be

stamped bv the producer with the same mark that is

stamped on each section contained in the case. 1 his

stamp shall be placed immediately above each hand-

hole of the case.
EXTRACTED HONEY AND STRAINED HONEY,

If in five-gallon square cans, shall be uniformly

packed, so as" to contain 60 lbs. net weight of honey,

and shall be marked in like manner on top of each

can as prescribed for comb honev. The cases con-

taining cans of extracted honey must be marked so

as to show the number of cans in case and net

weight of each can.

As a plain and conspicuous marking ot the net

weight is required on each section of honey, and as,

owing to the nature of the contents, it would not do

to exert much pressure in stamping them, the Board

of Directors recommends the use of cushion rubber

stamps, and the use of non-fading ink pads.

The Colorado Honey-producers' Association.

Before we pass from a consideration of

the net-weight law as applied to comb honey,

there is one important point to be consid-

ered, namely: That prices may have to be

readjusted.
"

If, under the old scheme of

marking, a case of 24 sections brought $3.00

wholesale, and if it still brings $3.00 under

the new scheme, the producer will lose tlie

difference between the minimum weight

marked on the section and the actual weight.

Let us suppose a case

:

Here is a case of sections that has sold at

$3.00 per case of 24 sections. Before the

net-weight law went into effect, the sections,

fat and lean, would average up so as to

make a case or several eases all of a uniform-

weight. Under the new net-weight law, if

sections are sold by numerical coiint, then

the producer must have every section so it

will not weigh less than a certain minimum.
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But it is apparent that whatever there is

above the minimum, the producer or dealer

is actually giving to his customers. To
take care of this loss he can mark the actual

net weight on every section, and then sell to

his customers by weight, the sum of all the

weights of the individual sections. But
most producers and associations, so far as

we have heard from them, prefer to mark
the minimum weight on each section, less

one ounce for each section, rather than go

to the trouble of weighing each section indi-

vidually. If we take either horn of the di-

lemma it will mean that the producer, if he

sells at the old price, will receive less than

he did before. In the one case he is giving

more for the same money, and in the other

case he receives pay for the actual weight;

but as the net cost of production is increas-

ed by the labor of weighing and marking
each section he actually receives less.

As the price of comb honey, as we have

before said, is regulated by the law of

supply and demand, the producer, in order

to make as much as he did before, should

either charge more per case on the minimum-
weight basis per section, or charge more per

pound if he sells a case by weight. The next

question is, " Can he get more per pound? "

In regard to marking sections with rubber

stamps, the committee favors labels rather

than stamps ; but it is practically impossible

to label every individual section, or, rather,

it is more accurate to say it would be much
more practicable to use an indelible non-

fading ink with a rubber stamp. The latter

can be used far more rapidly than one could

use labels and paste. If one uses gummed
labels he will iind such labels will come off.

NET WEIGHTS AS APPLYING TO EXTRACTED
HONEY.

The secretary of the committee has decid-

ed, in the case of extracted honey in tin

cans, that it is permissible to mark those

cans by volumetric weight, as gallon, half-

gallon, quarts, and pints, cr mark the actual

net weight of the contents. The average

buyer would prefer to buy it by weight, for

the simple reason that a gallon or five gal-

lons of thin unripened honey may spoil on

his hands; and in any case is not as valu-

able as the same number of gallons of thick

well-ripened honey. Dealers and producers

alike will probably sell by actual net weight

of honey in the can. In the South, honey

is sold by the gallon ; but in the North it is

sold almost entirely by weight.

In the case of bottled honey all bottles

should show the actual net weight of honey

on the labels exclusive of the weight of the

glass. Heretofore it was not necessary to

show the weight of contents on the label.
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;tmay
A. i. KoOT^ instead of using saw ui' pinn-

ing- shears to cut off the spur of a fowl, p.

442, why not use the sharp cutting pincers

a blacksmith uses to cut off the edge of a

horse's hoof?

H. Campbell sprinkles a little fine sand

on the second coat of paint on the entrance

of hives, while the paint is still wet, and

dusts of£ loose grains before applying the

last coat. In a blustering wind, hives so

treated lost scarcely a bee, while chilled bees

with their loads of pollen lay thick about

untreated hives. The sand allows the bees

to hold their own against the wind.

—

Brit-

ish Bee Journal, p. 156.

L. W. Crovatt, p. 464, no doubt you have
it right, that " locality " makes a difference

as to painting hives as well as to other

things. If my hives should go as bad as you
paint it in a single season, I'd paint. Since

they are in fair condition after 25 unpainted

years, do you think you ought to insist on

my painting, provided I agree to paint after

I move to Georgia? [We hesitate about

butting into this controversy; but we beg
to suggest that Dr. Miller's unpainted hives,

if exposed to the hot sun in hot weather,

might have a tendency to melt down the

combs; but he uses a two-inch-deep entrance

the full width of the hive. Well, we see no
alternative but to let our old friend have his

liives unpainted.

—

Ed.]

Arthur C. Miller has gotten up a hive-

tool that I've been using for some time. It

has a chisel at one end, like the Root tool,

but the other end is entirely different. At
5V2 inches from the chisel end it is 1 inch

wide, and then tapers down quite suddenly
to % inch in width, being 5-16 at the end,

the total length being 8 inches. At 11/4

inches from this small end it is bent back a
little more than to make a right angle.

When thus bent the finished tool is 6^/2

inches long. The hook thus made keeps it

from sinking down when put in the hip

pocket ; but I find it rather in the way there,

and if you're not careful it hurts your hand.

Miss Wilson doesn't like it so well as Dr.
Cheney's modification of the Root tool, but
I have a growing liking for Arthur C.'s tool.

That hook is very handy to pry frames to-

ward one without having to reach so far; it

is fine to lift out dummy or first frames and
is the finest thing I ever tried for cleaning

out tin rabbets. I should want to have one
if only to use for that one purpose alone.

G. M. DooLiTTLE says, p. 368, " I have
never had any success in stopping swarm-

ing througli the cutting of queen-cells after

the queen had laid in them and the 'broody'

fever had taken possession of the colony."

At one time I was inclined to believe killing-

cells didn't pay, but I changed my mind
after further experience, and perhaps after

having bred out some of the swarming dis-

l^osition ; for I think there are bees so much
given to swarming that they pay no atten-

tion to the killing of cells, and others so

little given to swarming that they are easily

discouraged from it. At present I believe

that killing cells makes a big difference in

the amount of honey I obtain. True, it fully

prevents swarming in only a minority of

cases, but the bigger harvest from that

minority pays well for the work of all.

Generally, after I've killed cells the first

time I find within ten days grubs well ad-

vanced again. In that case I know killing

cells will no do good, and other measures
must be taken. But so long as I find noth-

ing more than eggs or very small gi'ubs, I

keep on killing, and thus keep the swarm-
demon at bay. Yes, indeed, killing cells is

a fine thing here.

R. F. HoLTERMAKN, I'd like to hold a

convention with you and Byer to discuss

those things on page 467. I'm puzzled to

know just what you mean when saying the

eight-frame hive " has to become a divisi-

ble-brood-chamber hive . . . looking up the

queen-cells in the upper story." In this

locality there is no looking for cells till

supers are given, at which time all are re-

duced to one story. You have an entrance

IVs deep, and I supjDose the same space

under bottom-bars. I'm anxious to know
whether bees never build down in that space.

I have a 2-inch s^^ace with bottom-rack; and
if lYs space is left above or below the rack

there's building. But the eases may be dif-

ferent. You're so ignorant you can't tell

what's inside by the outside. So am I

—

can't tell a thing from the outside whether
a colony will swarm next day or next year.

But then with big ventilation there's little

hanging- out anyhow. But I think I'm just a

little smarter than you in one thing; you
look through your hives once a week. I get

along pretty well with once in ten days. [The
eight-frame hive is really a small hive in

this day and age ; and a small hive must be
worked in sections on the divisible-brood-

chamber plan. In our locality, forcing a

powerful colony into the lower story, and
into a super or two with empty supers of

foundation, would force swarming a gre?t

many times.

—

Ed.]
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J. E. Crane I IFTINGS I

Middlebury, Vt.

We are glad of the introduction we are

given in the May 1st issue to Charley Repp.
I like to see a man with a backbone strong

enough to defy the liquor interests of the

country. Three cheers for Charley Repp

!

* * * »

We were blest with a wonderful yield of

dandelion honey during May. Strong colo-

nies filled their hives, and many crowded
the queens. This is something I have known
but once before in fifty years. As a result,

bees have built up very strong, and the

outlook is good.

I ran across an enthusiastic young bee-

keeper last week. He started in some two
or three years ago, and foul brood cleaned

him out, I believe, twice, without giving him
a cent of profit; but last year he started

anew, buying seven new colonies free from
disease, and increased them to 21, and se-

cured 500 lbs. of surplus honey. He has

wintered every colony, and I have not seen

a healthier or thriftier lot of bees this

spring.
* * * «

An interesting page is 329, May 1, by
Doolittle, on the prevention of swarming by
removing brood. It has seemed to me that

those who have recommended this method
have rather overdone the matter. In my own
experience I have had but poor success in

securing combs filled with brood when pla'^ed

in the center of a hive after the season of

swarming arrived. Befort; ibis time there is

something gained with prolific queens and
a strong colony in an eight-frame hive.

« « » «

GOOD AND BAD COMBS.

The question of good combs is not the

only spoke in the wheel of successful bee-

keeping, but n is an important one, and
Arthur C. Miller has done well to call our
attention anew to iLis important subject.

A bee inspector meets with constant sur-

prises. One of the things that constantly
surprise me is that any one should pay out
his hard-earned money for a movable-comb
frame hive and then allow the bees to build

such crooked combs that they become im-
movable. Or why do they buy and put bees

into movable-frame hives and then never try

to move or handle such frames? Or, again,

as Mr. Miller says, why use combs with such
quantities of drone-cells as we often find?

Only last week I opened a hive and found
two frames of drone brood, most of it with

sealed brood, besides more or less in other

places in the hive. I estimated there were at

least 6000 cells of drone brood, to say noth-

ing of a great horde of drones already
hatched. 1 often find such combs near the

center of the brood-nest, so the colony can
begin rearing drones very early in the sea-

son. Mr. Miller says he keeps his drone
combs as far from the brood-nest as he can,

so the bees will not use it until late in the

season. The same amount of labor and food
would, in the hive I have mentioned, have
produced 9000 workers; and the difference

between 9000 producers and 6000 consum-
ers would amount to considerable. What
would we think of a dairyman who could

keep a herd of twenty should he keep fifteen

cows and five steers? or the poultryman who
should allow a large per cent of his flock to

be roosters?

PROBLEMS IN FOUL-BROOD INSPECTION.

Mr. W. N. Randolph, page 333, May 1,

lays down some vigorous rules for cleaning

up foul brood. I cannot help wondering if

he has had any experience with it. One bee-

keeper whom I visit had one colony diseased

last spring. He burned combs, hives, and
all, and then buried the ashes, but I find it

again in his yard this year. In one district

last year I destroyed every colony I found
diseased; but I have found just as much
this year. Sometimes we find almost every
colony in a township diseased. Shall we
destroy all?

An inspector is often up against some
knotty problems. The scorching of the in-

side of a hive with a torch is all right, and
I presume the painting would answer; but

how about the thousands of bees from a

diseased colony? These bees have been
walking over diseased combs, drawing out

the dead larvae, tearing open cells contain-

ing dead and putrid larvae—in fact, getting

in as close touch with the disease as it is

possible for them to, their bodies covered

with hairs just right for carrying bacteria,

and yet we never think of t."orching their

bodies or painting them; but if they con-

sume all the honey they carry with them,

there is little danger of their taking disease

to a new hive, we are told.

How about the colonies in trees, church

steeples, or cornices of houses, as I was
shown the other day? I believe as the edi-

tor says on the same page, in a footnote to

Mr. Hershiser's article, " Education along

apieultural lines will do more good to elim-

inate foul brood than anything else."
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BEEKEEPING IN CALIEOMNIA
P„ Co Chadwick, Medlaedg, Cal.

Do not extract too close. Remember next

year may be a bad one, and much honey

may be required to tide them over. Leave a

full sujDer. It pays in the long run.

* * * *

Mr. B. G. Burdick, ex-president of the

State Association, in partnership with Mr.

M. J. Meeker, is embarking in the queen

business. The new firm will be known as

I^urdick & Meeker.

* « * *

I tried a source of power for an extractor

on the 13th of June, not the gasoline-engine

kind, but the kind that wears small trouseis

and eats three meals a day. It worked finely,

and not only kept the extractor going but

removed the combs after the honey was out.

Mr. Crawford, my helper, my eleven-year-

old son Ralph, and I took off and extracted

over a ton of honey in seven hours, a large

l^art of which was sealed solid.

J. E. Crane quotes Wesley Foster, page
448, saying, " Bees that cluster outside of

the hive are wasting time." He says he does

not feel sure about that. I believe Mr. Fos-

ter is entirely right, and would suggest to

Bro. Crane that the bees clustered on the

outside of the hive are not evaporating

nectar but simply idling their time away, if

my idea is correct that all evaporation takes

place on the inside of the hive.

* » * *

The later in the season queens are intro-

duced, the better they will be for the follovv?-

ing season. This is especially true where
the queens come through the mails. If raised

and mated in the hives, the difference is not

so great. Out of fifty introduced in April
and May, 1913, a large per cent were super-

seded before the same months this year, or

died and left the colony with no hopes of

lequeening, due to the lack of drones.

The 1st of July of the present year I

begin my record system with hives all fresh-

ly numbered. About this time the requeen-
ing of my yard will begin, and hereafter a

close record of each colony will be kept—

a

kind of pedigree, if you please, noting
conditions from time to time, the amount of
honey stored from a certain strain, etc. In
this way I hope to increase the standard uf
my bees as well as the output of honey. One
of my objects is to see that no queen enters

the third season at the head of a colony, and
only a few choice breeders will be kept over

under any circumstances. Too little atten-

tion is paid to requeening.

* # * »

Speaking of pollen as a stimulant to

breeding, Mr. R. E. Fairehilds, of this city,

recently told me of a time last summer when
his bees were gathering quantities of pollen

and a little nectar from the sunflowers, and
were breeding rapidly. When the bluecurl

came in bloom the bees went to it for honey
which it was giving freely, but no pollen.

The results, according to Mr. Fairehilds,

were that breeding almost ceased when the

pollen supply was checked for the honey-

flow.
* * * *

I have just finished painting my entire

apiary. It has taken 13 gallons of paint,

besides considerable time to apply it. The
entire cost, including the painter's time, will

be about $50. It is a great satisfaction to

me to sit up on the hill and look down the

I'ows of snow-white hives, and perhaps more
satisfaction to know that my hives will not

suffer from the effects of weather for a cou-

ple of years. An occasional good coat of

paint will keep them in good condition for

years to come, and save additional expense,

in that they will not have to be replaced.

Another satisfaction to me is to know that

my bees are all going in and out the en-

trance of the hive, and not here and there

through corners and cracks of a lot of wea-
ther-beaten, warped, and twisted boards.

* # * *

Intensive or extensive beekeeping, which
is better? Extensive is not as profitable in

proportion as intensive. This year I have
given intensive a thorough trial ; and while

I have been at much expense to keep a man
right on the job since the 28th of March in

caring for my 140-colony apiary, I feel that

I have been well paid for the expense, and
my output per colony for the season will be
above the average in the San Bernardino
Valley. I have visited my apiary and di-

rected the work at least once a week to keep
things moving in the proper way. One of
the reasons for my good crop was the intro-

duction of good queens last summer and
autumn, nearly all of which made me big

profits by gathering large quantities of hon-

ey. My ambition is to become an extensive

beekeeper on a little more intensive lines

that is usually followed nowdays,
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EEKEEPING IN THE SOUTHWEST
LoMis M» § New Braiuiinifels, Texas.

FASTENING FOUNDATION IN SHALLOW FRAMES

The writer is ama2;ed at the many and
very awkward ways in which different bee-

keepers fasten foundation into the frames
they use. A very common method is that of

heating a knife-blade, and, after laying a

sheet of foundation in the inverted frame so

that its edge extends about % of an inch

beyond the center of the top-bar, running
this blade over the edge of the foundation

until it adheres firmly to the wood. When
the frame is turned over into position again

the foundation hangs in the proper place in

the frame. There are also several founda-
tion-presses that fasten the foundation in a

like manner. But one of the greatest ob-

jections to such methods is the loss of the

% inch, or often more, of foundation en-

tailed in such fastening. While this may
seem to be only a very small item, this loss

amounts to a good deal when the number of

frames to be filled with foundation runs up
into the thousands. And another serious

objection to such manner of fastening is

that the foundation does not always remain
in position, but often falls down. This de-

pends a good deal upon the temperature
when it is i:)ressed to the tojj-bar, and the

length of time the supers may have to stand
before being placed upon the hives. It is

also impossible to depend on such fastening

of foundation Avhen the supers so filled ha\ e

to be hauled to outyards and over rough
roads.

My experience with various methods has
taught me that the melted-wax plan is the

best and the cheapest. Of course, I Avould

not use the slow methods employed by some
beekeepers. Holding a board into a frame
in order to get the foundation spaced prop-
erly, while the frame rests on the knee, and
then ijouring melted v.-ax along the founda-
tion and top-bar, is a cumbersom.e and te-

dious way indeed; yet I have seen this done
by many beekeepers. Instead of this it is

very easy to construct a rack to hold tlie

frames provided with boards of the thick-

ness to space the foundation exactly in the

center of the top-bar. These boards slant

downward toward one end to allow the wax
to run along the foundation, Avhich fastens
it securely and easily. Nails driven into the

uprights just below the spacing-boards act

as frame supports, as shown in the accom-
panying illustration.

Any cheap wax scraps are used, such as
are even too inferior for the market: hence
there is a considerable saving in this as

compared with the high price of the foun-
dation that is wasted with the above-men-
tioned metliods. This saving is still greater

Seholl's frame-rack.

since the same Avax can be used again and
again every time neAv foundation is to be

put in. This is especially important with
us, since Ave must fill our frames Avith foun-

dation many times during the season, or

each time when Ave cut out the bulk comb
honey and get the supers ready again. After
the honey is cut out, the frames are scraped

clean of the Avax that remains, and this is

then used to fasten the- foundation.

SchoU's fire pot,
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Any kind of s(e\v-paii may be used for
melting the wax on either a gasoline or oil
stove, a charcoal-furnace, or a cheap fire-
pot made out of a five-gallon honey-can as
shown herewith. The spoons used are veiy
clieap (in ones, costing about ten cents a

dozen. We bend the handles as shown, so
that they may be hung over the edge of the
stew-pot and not fall into the melted wax.

Tliis method can be employed for all kinds
of frames, as we use it for' deep frames as
well as the shallow ones. No grooves are
necessary under the top-bar to receive the
foundation sheet. On the contrary, they are
in the way, as it takes so much longer to
insert the edge of the foundation into these,
and, besides, they weaken the top-bars ma-
terially. And such grooves do us no good
when we fill our frames again and again, as
it is out of the question to clean the grooves
of the wax with which they are filled. The
same holds with the gToove-and-wedge plan
of fastening the foundation. After the fir«t

Schoirs method of fastening foundation for Inilk comb honev

lime we never use the wedges again, but
simply leave them in, stuck down with wax,
and fasten (he foundation right over them'
with melted beeswax. Thus they are a need-
less expense to us. What we want is just a
plain top-bar without any grooves or
wedges. ^ ^,

CACTI AS HONEY-PLANTS.
Ill reply to your inquiry from South

Africa regarding the above matter I wish
to say that this subject was discussed by me
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in detail on page 542, April 15, 1907; and
since ] have had several inquiries on the
subject during the last year or so it may be
well to reproduce some of my remarks.

'

The " prickly pear," the common name for our
large-leafed cacti {Opvutia Englemaviii Palm), is
sometimes of much importance to the beekeeper,' es-
pecially during a season of partial drouth. Several
years ago a late "cold snap" destroyed various
kinds of bloom in the latter part of March, and re-
tarded the blooming plants for April so much that
there was nothing for the bees from which to replen-
i-^h their stores, which were soon consumed since
heavy brood-rearing had been going on during the
extended favorable weather previous to the frost
It also happened that the season so far had been a
dry one, and there had not been an overabundance of
bloom. This, together with the late frost, made all
a very discouraging situation, and I was " figuring "

on how many barrels of sugar I should have to feed
when, lo and behold! a light rain saved me. The
" prickly pear " cacti came into bloom and yielded
such an abundance of nectar that not onlv the brood-
chambers were filled but some was stored'in the shal-
lov>' extracting-supers in a little more than a week's
time. The bees built up with astonishing rapidity
to rousing colonies in a short time, and were in the
best possible condition for the main mesquite flow
which commenced early in May, since it was also
delayed for about a month on account of the frost
otherwise blooming in April. These cacti are very
common throughout southern and western Texas In
southwest Texas, where the photo on page 558 was
taken, the ranches were covered over large areas
with a thick growth of prickly pear, so that neitherman nor stock could pass through except along the

cleared roads or
a few open paths.
Often, as far as
\\ e could see, there
was nothing but
liriekly pear and
mesquite trees, the
< acti sometimes
towering from
eight to ten feet

liigh. The thick,

green, pear-shaped
leaf-like stems or

.ioints, from which
the plant gets its

name, are gener-
ally mistaken for

leaves; they are

very thick and
ucculent, and

1 nar bunches of

small stout bristles

and longer barbed
spines ; hence it

will be seen how
such a plant can
" keep on grow-
ing," even during
stored up in these

dry seasons, from the "water ^„,
jiiints. Consequently the cactus plants had liot'suf-
tered during the dry spring mentioned, as did other
plants; and as the roots are very shallow, or near
the surface of the soil, and widespread, the li-'ht
rain, coming at just the right time, helped thepe
wonderfully, while it had little effect on other vege-
tation. Both an abundance of honey and pollen were
obtained, the honey being light amber in color of
heavy body, but " string "—so much that it fairlydraws out into " strings " when very thick The
flavor is very rank; and from reports of other bee-
keepers, as well as from my own experience, it is toorank for human food, while it is quite valuable for

relat d'*''''''"'^'

''^^'"''^"j' during an oflf-season as here
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(Conversations with Doolittle
At BorodimOo New York.

RAISING BUCKWHEAT.
" Please tell something about buckwheat

culture. If we beekeepers who have land

would all make a specialty of buckwheat for

our gi'ain crop it seems to me we could

make it profitable."

The first thing to be considered is the

preparation of the soil. Those most success-

ful with buckwheat as a grain crop in this

locality plow the ground in early spring

before the land is generally dry enough (o

plow for other crops. It is now allowed to

lie till the general " spring work " is done,

when it is gone over with a harrow and
" fined up," which kills most weeds and
grass which may have started. Then at

sowing time it is harrowed again ; or if that

is not sufficient, it is cultivated with a two-

horse cultivator till the soil is made fine and
mellow. This fits the soil to better advan-
tage than can generally be done if the plow-
ing is not done till the time of sowing. The
buckwheat is still sown by some " broad-

cast," but most people use the grain-drill.

There are two or three kinds of American
buckwheat—the black, the gray, and the

silverhull, all having nearly the same habit

of growth. Then there is the Jaj^anese va-

riety, which was introduced into this coun-

try some forty years ago, which is pretty

well liked as a grain crop ; but it is not near-

ly so good as the others for the beekeeper,

as it is inferior in the yield of honey. There
seems to be a tendency at •the present time

to sow mostly the American varieties, much
to the liking of the apiarists.

Buckwheat is a plant that is very branch-
ing in its habits as compared with other

grains, each branch giving many flowerets

which "fill" with grain rather better than
does the highest top stem. For this reason
three pecks of the grain is considered an
abundance to sow on an acre.

The time of sowing is from June 25 to

July 10, as a rule, here in central New
York. But there are a few farmers who
will sow as early as June 10; and where
thus sown, if the fields yield nectar, it is a

curse to the beekeeper rather than a bless-

ing, as it will bloom before basswood gels

past, thus " throwing " much of what would
othenvise be fancy white honey into No. 2

or 3 grade for the markets. Others do not

sow till from the 15th to 20th of July, and
these late-sown fields are a great blessing to

the beekeeper, as they help colonies short in

stores to stock up for winter, and give tlie

colonies a greater proportion of young bees

for winter, thus insuring against spring
dwindling, other things being equal. The
reason for the very early sowing is not ap-
parent, except for some " whim." But it is

conceded that the grain " fills " to a mach
greater extent when cool nights prevail at

just the right stage of growth than can be

possible where the nights are hot and the

weather dry. And the yields of grain show
this where the frosts hold off till the grain

is fit to cut. But some years we have an
early frost, as was the case last year, where
hundreds of acres are killed so early that

there is nothing left after the frost worth
the harvesting. In such case the fields are

left untouched, for there is some little value

in this frost-killed vegetation as fertilizer.

As to the yield, there is a wide range. If

the nights and days are just right, forty

bushels to the acre is sometimes secured.

At other times only ten bushels to the acie

may be the result.* Why do I speak of the

days'? Because the rule is that, in propor-
tion as the bees store honey from the buck-
wheat flowers, in about that proportion will

be the yield of grain, as the flowers are fer-

tilized by insects. Some years when there

is great humidity the nights will be cool,

with a fog over the fields till from six to

seven in the morning, when the " sun will

break out," and a person's clothes soon be
wet with perspiration, continuing thus all

day, when a cool dampness will again settle

down, and the next day be a succession of
what was passed through the day before.

With such days as these, after such nights,

the bees " buckle " in all day long, and the

results as to pounds of nectar gathered will

be equal to that from any source with which
I am familiar—even basswood not exceed-

ing. But more often the nights are warm;
the sun rises clear and bright ; the bees start

out with a rush, gather quite rapidly till ten

to eleven, with nothing " more to do " that

day. Then with dry hot south winds or rain,"

or cold north winds, during the whole time

the buckwheat is in bloom, no more nectar

will be obtained than is needed for brood,

and the end comes with little more honey in

the hives than at the end of basswood.
The matured crop is generally cut with a

binder, as this is the quickest way. Just

as soon as it is dry enough to thrash it is

drawn and thrashed before it has time to
" sweat." The straw is considered worthless

except for bedding or as a fertilizer.

* The price of the grain ranges from 85 cts. to

$1.30 per 100 lbs., according to the average yie'd
ppr acre.
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GENEEAL COMIREgPONDENCE
WHY THE SMOKE METHOD OF INTRODUCING IS SUCCESSFUL

^eiljMeeiiiog wittlioiat Deqiieeiiiiii

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

Continued fr

The question is often asked why the bees

accept queens introduced by the " smoke
plan." Briefly, it is tliis: Confined and
smoked bees are in " distress," as shown by
their " roar," and bees in distress know no
strangers. Queens will be accepted under
many other conditions sometimes, but by
'' distress " conditions always. Smoking and
confining is the easiest and quickest way for

the beekeepers to produce such conditions,

hence its use.

All do not agree with this assertion, and
stick to the theory cf odor, despite the evi-

dences against it. I append a few of tlie

different claims, and also some of the con-

ditions where the odor theory does not

apply.

It has been asserted that the smoke so

fumigates bees and queen that they all smell

alike, and that the success of the plan is in

the uniform odor. But running in queens
with smoke and not confining the bees was
never widely successful; and, so far as

known, smoke smells no stronger now than
formerly. Furthermore, as good results can
be secured by closing the entrance and get-

ting the bees roaring by much pounding or

jarring, and then running in the queen as

by use of smoke; but it is neither so quick

nor so easy. Again, bees shaken from their

combs, and confined in a cage, will become
quiet and form a cluster, hanging as still as

a swarm, save, perhaps, for a few uneasy
bees. A queen may be put into such a cage,

and will be accepted by the bee as soon as

she reaches them. Neither uniform odor
nor turmoil is present.

Again, a queen may be removed from
among her bees, and in her place the queen
from another colony in the same yard be
placed, wliile the first queen is put in the

second one's place. The bees notice no
change, and the queens continue their work
as before. The bees have failed to notice

any different queen odor or the odor of the

operator's fingers, which, on the bees' part,

is very inconsiderate of the feelings of the

champions of the " odor theory."
From a swarm marching into a hive the

queen may be removed and another dropped
among them. The procession keeps right on
with the band playing, and the new queen

om last issue

is perfectly at home with them. And this

is true, even if the new queen is anointed
with an odor commonly repugnant to the

bees.

A queen-cell from one colony may have
the queen out of it in a minute after it is

put in another colony ; but if the second
colony is ready for a vii'gin queen they pay
no attention to her and her supposed alien

Oidor.

A comb of brood from one colony may
be put in another colony; but there follows
no sign of resentment on the part of the

bees toward the strange-smelling( ?) comb
or the rapidly emerging young bees.

In other words, the odor of alien drones,
of young workers, of queens of various ages,

and under sundry conditions, does not at-

tract the attention nor arouse the antago-
nism of the bees. By ignoring all theories of
odor, and following the plan of " distress,"

we can successfully introduce ninety-nine

per cent of all queens to colonies in almost
any Condition, and that is good enough for

practical dollar-and-cent beekeeping.
Some 3'ears ago attempts were made to

introduce young queens to colonies having a
queen, for the purpose of having the new
comer supersede the old queen. Ripe cells

were used, and virgin queens; but the suc-

cesses were few and the failures many, part-
ly from the difficulty of introducing virgins

and partly from obscure causes. The matter
was soon abandoned, save that now and then
some individual makes another attempt.
The use of virgin queens was based on a
theory of getting rid of the old queen just

before swarming time and so avoid that

trouble. But just before that i^eriod is just

when the bees are not ready to accept or
tolerate a virgin. Where one was acceiiteo.

and did supersede the old queen, conditions

may have been such that no swarm would
have issued that season any way. In other

words, the internal conditions of the colo-

nies were unknown.
I, with the rest, was much interested in

the attempts; for if it could be made to

work it might eliminate swarming; but my
efforts were no more successful than those

of the other experimenters, and I dropped
them. When I finally got the direct intro-
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duelion to working 1 recalled the earlier at-

tempts at forced supersedure and began
another series of experiments with it. I was
not very successful in using virgin queens;

for, while they would be accepted, they did

not supersede the old queen often enough to

pay, so I turned to young laying queens.

The results were enough better to encourage
me to follow up the matter, and I believe

that we shall yet be able to do our requeen-

ing without dequeening. It can be done now^

in a large per cent of eases, but evidently

we must know more about the internal con-

ditions of colonies before we can intelligent-

ly say just what to do and when to do it.

1 believe that, in a general way, the new
queen must have the physical advantage of

the old one. In other words, she must be

young, nimble, and light in eggs, while the

old one must be heavy with eggs, and hence

unable to defend herself successfully from
the attacks of the newcomer. There are

many thing's which I have taken note of,

such as relative ages and conditions of the

two queens, time of year, nectar flow,

weather, and brood distribution, kind of

combs, where queen is run in, etc. The last

two items should be explained. It is not at

all unusual for a queen to confine her oper-

ations to one part of the hive when that

part contains old combs and the rest new,

or where the brood-nest has a new comb
put in the middle. If the new queen is run
into such a hive, and on the side oppositrr

to where the old queen is, or is run in at

the middle and passes to the broodless side,

she may set up business there and become
even heavier tl,an the old queen before they
meet, or they may not meet at all until the

winter cluster forms. I can imagine a colony

so fixed forming two winter clusters, for it

is virtually two colonies, but have never had
it occur. I had a case where the reigning
queen (one year old) confined her activities

to half of the brood-chamber after an un-
attractive comb had been put in the middle.

The bees built one cell in the other half,

and, before it hatched, laying workers set

up business ; and when I discovered it, the

original queen was busy in her side, the

young queen Avas laying beautifully in her

part, and the laying workers were enjoying
their neAv activities undisturbed. This was
with Cyprian stock, and is cited to show the

extreme conditions which sometimes arise.

Plurality of queens in Italian stocks is real-

ly quite common—seemingly more so since

the introduction of the light bees of Cyprus
and Syria and the rise of the " Golden "

Italian. Whether it is due to the mixtuie

of such blood or to closer observation, or to

both, I do not know. However, such con-

ditions should be borne in mind when ex-

perimenting in requeening without dec^ueen-

ing.

Such a system will be of too much value,

if perfected, to be delayed while one indi-

vidual works it out; so I have brought it to

public notice that many may study it and

sooner find its possibilities and limitations.

Providence, R. T.

AP3CULTUKAL NOTES FROM GEMMANY
BY J. A. HEBERLE

I wish all a good honey season for 1914
—especially the friends in California, Avhom
Fortuna overlooked. I know how a bee-

keeper feels who has many colonies to care

for, and for his pains has to supply the

winter stores. The honey crop in Germany
in 1913 was one of the poorest for many
years. The weather was unusually cool and
wet. Berlin had the coolest June in 60 years.

In Switzerland it was the coldest summer
recorded.

PEREGRINATING MEETING OF BEEKEEPERS.
The beekeepers of Germany and Austria-

Hungary meet once a year. One year they

meet in Germany, the next in Austria or

Hungary ui3on invitation from some bee-

keepers' union. Usually there are several

invitations. The association decides which
to accept for the next gathering. These
meetings have the euphonious name of

"Wanderversammlung Deutscher, Oestreich-

ischer, unci Ungarischer Bienenwirte." They
are thus called because they change their

j.lace of meeting every time.

The inviting organization arranges an
exposition of the products of the bee. It

provides for social entertainment where
new acquaintances are found and existing

ones cultivated. The last day is usually de-

voted to an excursion io some interesting

place under pro^Der guidance so as to make
it very pleasant.

The management, v/ith a president at the

liead, provides for a series of lectures by
eminent men well versed in the theory and
practice of beekeeping. A small charge is

made for admittance to tlie fair. This gen-

erally defrays the expense of the local

organization. Donations for prizes are re-

ceived, some quite valuable, so that the
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exposition is also a place for fair competi-

tion.

In 1911, at Constance, the invitation to

meet at Berlin in 1913 was accepted. The
Prussian Government gave 3000 marks, and
(he general Government 1000 marks toward
defraying the expenses of the fair. Not-
withstanding- this, there was a deficit of

IVoni 7000 to 10,000 marks. The bee-jonr-

iials make all kinds of comments that are

of local interest. One editor says: "I told

you so at Constance." He had advised us

not to accept as a place of meeting a city

with millions of inhabitants. In these large

cities there are so many kinds of entertain-

ments that they will care but little for a

heekeei^ers' fair. At present it is not known
to what extent the fair was patronized. If

t he deficit is due mainly to the small num-
ber of admissions, then the beekeepers will

hesitate about inviting and accepting as a

place of meeting these larger cities.

The fair lasted from July 24 to 30, and
received the praise of all who visited it.

This was the 58th meeting of this kind. I

think it speaks well for this kind of gather-

ing of beekeeping provinces to have endur-

ed for 58 years.

ISLE-OF-WIGHT DISEASE.

Some time ago Mr. Joseph Tinsley, of

England, had an article in Gleanings about

this malady. The commissioners appointed
to investigate the plague published a report

in the Journal of the Board of Agriculture.

Dr. Graham Smith and others found that

the parasite Nosema apis caused this dread-

ful disease that ruined so many English

apiaries. This parasite belongs to the ani-

mal kingdom, while most of the bacteria

that are known to cause diseases in man and
animal, also those causing foul brood, stone

brood, etc., belong to the vegetable kingdom.
Nosema apis is a near relative to Nosema

bombyois, the parasite that caused the pest

of the silkworm, Pebrine, that ruined the

silk industry of southern France 60 years

ago. The damage was estimated at a hun-
dred million dollars.

Prof. Dr. Zander discovered the parasite

in 1907, and with Prof. Dofiein, of Munich,
called it Nosema apis to show the relation-

ship to Nosema bombycis. Prof. Zander has

studied and investigated this parasite close-

ly, and states that if a bee is once infested

it will die. It seems very difficult to prove
the presence of Nosema apis. A great dan-
ger is the fact that the contagion may be
contracted outside the hive. The watering-

I'lace is considered especially dangerous.

The possibility of outside contamination
cannot be readily located and eliminated.

Some three years ago several investigators

found that Nosema apis is present in many
apiaries. Only one reported great loss and
considered this parasite very dangerous.
This was Prof. Zander. The malady caused
by Nosema apis in Germany is known as
" contagious dysentery." If Nosema apis is

the sole cause of the Tsle-of-Wight disease,

it will be well to keep an eye on it. It may
be that bees in very good health may, to a
great extent, be immune. There Avill be
more light on this before long.

THE ENGLISH SPARROW.

Mr. A. J. Wright, page 638, 1913, consid-
er this a very dangerous enemy of the bees,

I wonder if that is the same bird as our
common sparrow. With one exception I

never heard complaints from beekeepers.
The bees are kept so near houses that if the
sparrows indulged in a bee diet it would
surely have been noticed. The bird is found
here in great numbers. I know them as
impudent and greedy feeders, molesting
useful birds, and consider them a nuisance,
but vegetarians. The exce^Dtion above meti-

tioned was ten years ago. The reporter of
the Wiener Bienenvater observed at the
school apiary a sparrow that took from the

entrance of the hives dead and live drones.
The drones were just driven off, and the
reporter concluded the sparrow ate only
drones. Soon afterward the man in charge
of the apiary shot a sparrow that had a
worker in its bill and many parts of work-
ers in its stomach. Have you or any of your
friends ever heard of sparrows molesting
bees?

THE FINEST HONEY IN THE WORLD.

This, according to the Bheinische Bienen-
zeitung, is from the nectar of wild roses
near Kallianu, Greece. It added that wealthy
Turks buy all this honey at a dollar a

pound. A few tons at that price would help
a needy beekeeper toward affluence.

FOURTEEN THOUSAND COLONIES STARVED.

It is reported that on the heath-field

between Holland and Germany 14,000 colo-

nies died of stai'vation. Beekeepers send
their bees by trainloads to gather nectar
from the heather {Erica vulgaris). On
account of the unusually cold and rainy
weather the bees could not gather any nec-

tar, and the owners did not realize in time

the precarious condition of the bees.

IN UNION THERE IS STRENGTH.

Beekeepers in general are aware of the

truth of this saying, and the leaders of the

larger organizations have tried to unite all

into one powerful union so as to bring
enough power (numerical strength) to bear

on the legislators and the seneral Govern-
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Auguste Malachowski giving his daughters a lesson on bees.

ment to modify the laws that are now in

force to suit their wants better. They want
a fonl-brood law, and especially a law to

protect the beekeepers from artificial honey
and the unfair competition of inferior for-

eign honey from Cuba and South America.

The union, according to previous arrange-

ments, was to be effected this year in Berlin

at the Great Fair. This would have been

the event of the year; but, alas! the leaders

agreed to disagree. Every one connected

with the endeavor to unify blames the other

fellow. This is sad ; but it is hoped that

this consummation, devoutly to be wished,

has only been postponed.
Germany, Nov. 22.

CAUSING SWARMING BEES TO CLUSTER IN A BOX
BY AUGUSTE DE MALACHOWSKI

T"p to the present time I have practiced

ai'tificial swarming; but this year I let the

bees swarm naturally. T inclose several

photos to illustrate my plans. To trap a

swarm is the easiest of all things; and the

swarm has no time to cry for quarter, for it

finds itself already hou.sed. I proceed in

the following manner.
T have a pole about 10 feet long, from

which is suspended a sort of triangular box

with one old frame inside. When the swarm
issues I rub this box with a plant—a mint

(Menflia aquaPica). I hold this contrivance

in the midst of the flying bees, and the

sw^arn: stops immediately. This plan is very

simple and practical. I carry away my box,

open one of my hives, give it a slight blow.

and, presto! all my bees are hived. To retain

them I always exercise care to give them a

frame of brood. I advise all beekeopcrs

who practice natural swarming to follow

these directions, and then they will not have

to attend the severe school of experience by

caging a swarm perched high in a tree.

In all this season I have trapped thirty

swarms; and I trapped them all, without
exception, with the aid of Mentha aquatica.

and generally even by hand. Spectators
have looked with wonder fo see the bees

m.ass themselves around me, humming, and
alighting on my hands, my person, and even
crawling into my vest pocket. As the people
of my country are superstitious they looked

on me as a sorcerer, I hope that, with the
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plan I propose, I lie

problem of catching

swarms will be solved,

and every beekeeper
can have that pleasure.

This plan is to be

especially recommend-
ed in localities where
there are large trees.

Here is one more in-

novation just introduc-

ed at my place for hiv-

ing swarms; I made a

box of sutifteient size

wherein I placed my
swarm-eatcher suppli-

ed with bees. I closed

the lid, crammed the

end of a stocking into

the opening on top of
my Elita hive; then I

lifted it and gave it a

light rai?, when, be-

hold, my bees were at

the bottom of the box;
and seeing an opening
in front of them they
hastened to enter the

hive. As the front is

furnished with glass

above, I could see the

entire procession ; and
in case it did not have
room immediately, as

my box is supplied
with screened holes

near the bottom, I

gave a few puffs of

smoke, and, lo ! my
bees made a start. By
the aid of this plan,

not a bee flew away, and all passed o& as

quietly as could be desired.

A few words in regard to my frames. My
manner of proceeding is very convenient,

for it permits of changing the frames at

' Elita nu'^, and the second nine.

will, putting them either above, below, or in

the middle. The photograph shows two of

m.y frames fitted with comb-stays and also

another one containing comb and bees.

Katarjino, Gov. of Cherson, Russia.

CONTROLLING SWARMING AND MAKING INCREASE

BY " THE OUTLAW.

With the new season I found myself

imbued with the usual hopes and aspirations

of the amateur apiarist. The predominating
idea was that of making increase. I wanted
lo see my one colony grow into several.

Bee literature in the past contains its quot i

on the subject of making increase; but in

spite of all that has been written on the

subject I will wager a month's salary that

the major part of the increase for this

season will be made by natural swarmmg.
From my observation I have come to thj

conclusion that, while the novice, the fii>t

few seasons, boasts tliat natural swarming is

a thing of the past, in his apiary at least,

he is apt to forget the fine-spun theory of

the non-swarming apiary, as the seasons

speed by.

Here it may not be out of place to recall

what is probably or.e of the best records lii
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Malachowski's swarin-oatcher (in tlip entl of a pole.

the matter of making increase. For definite

data I will refer the reader to Rambler's
writings as published in Gleanings for

1902. There Rambler's slate will show that

on October 1st the 50 nuclei he had pur-

chased the April before had reached t!ie

^and total of 300 colo-

nies. At the time, I

asked him what man-
ner or method he fol-

lowed in making his

increase and he replied,

"Oh! I just let them
swarm and then catch

the swarms." A veri-

tication of this state-

ment will be seen in

the published picture-;

of his Taco Taco api-

ary, for in all his pho-

tos his swarm-catching
device, consisting of a

bamboo pole with an
oil-can hung on the

end, occupied a very
prominent position.
However. T am not C'o-
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ing to advise letting the bees swarm natural-

ly, as there is a lot of energy and time of

the bees that go to waste by reason of the

natural-swarming process.

The theory of management which, for

want of a better name, I will call the " out-

law method," is one that in years past I

have i3racticed in almost all kinds of cli-

mates and localities under all kinds of con-

ditions; and where the apiarist desires but

a moderate increase, and all possible results

in the production of honey, I consider it the

best. The method is based on the theory

that, while it is natural for bees to cast a

swarm, the colony must first reach a certain

condition before getting the swarming idea,

and that, if the colony is kept in a proper
condition up to and until the heavy honey-

tlow starts, the idea of swarming never ma-
tures. A colony of bees under normal cir-

cumstances will not start the construction of

queen-cells until the brood-nest is in tliis

certain condition. The method here advo-

cated is to go over the apiary regularly once

a week and take out from those colonies

which are approaching the danger-point a

frame or two of sealed brood, replacing

with empty combs or full sheets of founda-

tion. This must be done just enough to hold

down the idea of swarming, and it can be

done so that, when the principal honey-flow

comes on, the colony is in proper shape to

handle it. So much for the prevention of

swarming.
In making the increase, place six or eight

of the frames of sealed brood and the ad-

hering bees in a hive, always taking care to

place a frame of honey outside of the last

frame of brood if the hive is not completely

filled, then give to the colony thus formed a

ripe queen-cell. The entrance of the hive

The Malachowski frames with and without the support.
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should always be stult'ed with grass, tight

enough .so tliat it will take three or four
days for the bees to clear it. This prevents
the bees from deserting the brood and re-

turning to the parent stand. This new
colony will, as soon as the queen gets to

laying', be on a par with the old colonies.

The bees of that colony will not have any
desire to swarm during the season, and
should produce as much honey as the aver-

age colony in the yard. The reason why tlie

original colonies do not swarm when treated

in this way is that, by removing the brood,

the strength is somewhat reduced, which no
doubt has a bearing; but the principal cause
is that there is vacant comb in the center of

the brood-nest, which place it is always the

desire of the bees to have fUled with brood
before desiring- to swarm. There is also the

further reason that, having a great amount
of unsealed brood in the hive, the bees are

not in condition to desert so nuicli unsealed

brood.

If this method is followed out carefully

when the honey-flow begins in earnest it is

possible to have every colony in the yard,

both new and old, of almost ecjual strength,

which is something that all practical apia-

rists desire. It might also be stated that the

weak colonies should also be built up with
the aid of the brood that is taken from the

strong- ones.

In conclusion I will say that the foregoing
is but an outline. The locality, time of
honey-flows, and the desires of the apiarist,

will in each case have a bearing as to just

vvhat results are obtained. In the average
apiary in the North where the honey-fluv/

commences about the first of July, if t!ie

object is to secure the greatest amount of

honey possible, after building up the full

quota of weak colonies that are found in the

average apiary, making an increase of 50
per cent is about the proper amount. The

AuLi'Uste MalaeliciW-ski Imiii- a sw.iiin

great advantage of this sytem is that in all

stages the queens have an opportunity to

work at their full capacity, and are not
confined or restricted to laying in a comb or
two as are queens in small nuclei, and this

advantage also applies to what the bees
themselves are capable of doing. It is a
well-known fact that an average colony of
bees capable of gathering its full quota of
surplus nectar, if split into two divisions,
is capable of making only a living, and the
surplus received is nothing.

A NOVICE IN A BEE CAMP
Beekeepinij is clean,, clever, humaniiiufi. open-air irork.

r.Y D. M. THOilSOX

[Mr. Thomson, the writer of the following article, is one of the men whom we sent down to Apalachi-
cola to help Mr. Marchant last winter. As he says, the experience was quite new to him; but, like the true
Scotchman that he is, he looked upon the somewhat wild manner of living in a philo.sophioal manner, and
was not easily disturbed by the bees nor by the " snake which .slept in the loft."

—

Ed.]

Novice, beloved of all beekeepers through-
out the country, probably indorses the above
motto. So does the writer, hence his novi-
tiate.

On a freezing cold day in February this

novice boarded a train in Medina, Ohio,
bound for the sunny South. The thermom-

eter was low, but his sj^irits were high, for
he was going to participate in the greatest
venture of modern times in the whole wioe
bee world.

Time was when travel was a great adven-
ture; but in these days of warm and luxu-
rious Pullman cars no one need venture to
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Ernest Marchant, the man to whom the success of
the Florida venture is due. (He would be battel-

looking if his face showed more clearly.)

corner a workman is fixing sheet after sheet

of foundation in the frames. This is one of

the wonders, beekeeping having worked a

revolution in methods besides saving the

time of the bees re-

quired for wax-tnak-
ing. It is one of tne

clever things spoken of

in my text. The shad-

ows are lengthening.

"Time to quit, boys!"
Work is finished off

and benches straight-

ened up, and all hands
rush for a refreshing

plunge in the river,

and then supper, as

Pepys would say.

The bees, like time

and tide, wait for no
man, and supplies

must be ready. Work
thei'e is and a plenty;

for when the bees go

north again in May
the three hundred Colo- ,, , ,.

• 1, I
• bnloadiui; tln' h<

nies will have increas- nearly twenty five bar

ed to nearly a thousand, and the one carload

will have become thiee. Will Marchant
succeed? Succeed! Why, that's "his middle
name."
But all work and no play is not the di-

vinely ordained order of things. And so the

desperate, energetic humming of the count-

less bees, and the noise of the work-room.,

are constantly shot through with a snatch

of song or a sudden peal of laughter as the

soft, leisurely drawl of the Southerner falls

on the ear in some quaint yarn or merry
quip. Once in a while, shortly before dusk,

the gun is shouldered, and fresh meat is

brought into the camp. As our camp wit

puts it, " If there is one thing I like better

tlian a mess of squirrel, it is more squirrel."

The river is at hand; and, after nightfall,

iLshing is the sport. A fish chowder, made
by our camp cook, " would make a corpse

rise U15 and clap his hands." I am hoping
to be at one of these spiritualistic seances

before I leave the camp. If you have never

tasted southern dishes, gi'its, hoe-cake, hot

Inscuits, baked yams, etc., cooked to a nicety

l)v a mere man body, served up with a

tlonrish, and a " The banquet now awaits,

gentleman," you have lived in vain.

Thus the days slip by as swiftly as the

brown river flowing past the door.

Nature is very beautiful in this wonderful
bee country. A fish splashes in the sunlight

;

a gaily colored butterfly flits on its seeming-

ly aimless way. Overhead a buzzard sails

against the blue of the sky; higher up, a

hawk. A redbird floods the air with melody.

A timber-raft drifts by on its way to the

mill below. A bumblebee, the bassoon of

the bee band, bustles in at the door and out

iiif\ sent with the last car of bees,

rels or over 13,000 pounds.
In all there were
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Interior arrangeineut of the first car. The aisle divides the car into four quarters, each ul' wli
contains staging for three tiers of hives. The two-by-fours were notched and then bolted together.

again. Pervading all is the monotonous
hum, which is music to the bee-master's ear.

Sun and shadow, the sound of work, the

song of the bees, laughing voices, the scent

of the pines, the russet tints of the willows

and maples, the fresh greens of the oaks
and tupelos, the drab gTay of the hanging
moss, all combine in a flood of delicious

color and scent and sound.

The sun sets in a softly luminous skv,

such as, I fancy, is seen only in the South.

A flight of cranes string noiselessly across

the sky to their nesting. An owl hoots its

eerie call. An alligator bellows in the swamp.

The fireflies, surely the link-boys of the

myriad horde of roystering night-insects,

trim their lamps to lighten the beeman's
heart with promise of good weather.

" Silently, one by one, in the infinite meadows of

heaven,

Blos.som the lovely stars, the forget-me-nots of the
angels."

We go to bed, saying our childhood's

prayer, "This night I lay me down to sleep."

But the mosquitoes know better. Those who
have never tended bees in a camp do not
know how good life is. Beekeeping is indeed
a fascinating pursuit.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE FMA
IN A

lEWOMK FOM HOLDING HIVEf

BY R. A. NUSBAUM

What is your method of staging a car for

.shipping bees'? I understand you have it

arranged much like the shelving used in

poulti-y-cars. This allows a narrow passage-

way in the middle of the car, does it not?

Do you use 2x4 stuff entirely? IIow is it

braced and bolted for the best results?

How many hives deep on each side of car?
What ob.jections do you have to using a

double-deck hog-car? We will sliip about
200 colonies from here to Pennsylvania ihe

latter part of July, and should greatly ap-
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preciate any suggestions you may have
gained through shipping the four ears from
the South.

Duncan Falls, Ohio.

[The illustration shown herewith gives a

good idea of the construction of the frame-
work. Notice that we notch the uprights
and fasten the horizontal pieces to them
with carriage-bolts. Depending upon nails

alone is rather unsatisfactory, and a little

dangerous too, as Ave find by our own ex-

l^erience.

A double-deck hog-ear has been consid-

ered, but there are a good many disadvan-

tages. Tor instance, one cannot stand up
on either deck; and to get from the lower

deck to the upper one he would have to

climb out of the door. There would be no
aisle, which would necessitate walking over
the tops of the screen Avhen necessary to

give the bees water—a proceeding that

would be almost impossible when the car is

moving rapidly.

One of the Ohio beekeepers, who moved
bees down to Florida for the tupelo honej'-

flow, ordered a double-decked hog-car for

bringing his bees back this spring; but after

seeing it he decided that it would not an-

swer. The framework that we use costs be-

tween $30 and $40, but allows three tiers of

hives Avith aisle between, running the entire

length of the car.

—

Ed.]

BEEKEEPERS I HAVE MET— BEMT W. HOPPER
Br AVESLEY FOSTER

Rumors kept drifting in from the famous
melon toAvn of the Arkansas Valley in

Colorado of a beekeeper there Avho owned
and operated something like two thousand
( olonies of bees. One of the most persistent

i-umors Avas to the effect that this particular

man often went south and bought bees in

Texas along in February, divided each colo-

ny into about five nuclei, made up express

shipments, and took them to Colorado in

time for alfalfa bloom. Naturally I was
glad to meet Mr. Bert W. Hopper Avhen

the opportunity ottered, for he is the man
of Avhom I had heard so many i-eports.

Mr. Hopper is a hustler in every sense of

the Avord. He buys and sells any thing in

the bee line. Many of the neighboring bee-

keepers sell their honey to him, and he sells

each year two or more cars of supplies. He
Avill buy bees whenever the opportunity

offers. Even though he does not Avant them
he will soon find some one he can sell them
to. He is a man under forty, I should say

—large and rather heavy set. He thinks

and talks nothing but bees, and never tires

of the themes so common to honey-produc-
ers. He will not concern himself Avith doing

the routine and detail Avork in bee culture.

This he delegates to others. He will hire a

man to driA-e the team to and from the

apiaries, and he jumps on his motorcycle

and gets to the yard an hour earlier, and
leaves an hour later than the helper Avho

hauls the loads. As yet he doubts the econ-

omy of keeping an auto to haul a beekeep-

er's loads. He has Avell demonstrated the

practicability of operating colonies a long

distance from home by use of the motor-
cycle; and he told me he was planning to

rao^or to Texas tliis Avinter Avith his auto,

taking his wliole family, and then ship bees

back in the spring. Loading a car of bees

is not any more nerve-racking to him than
loading a car of potatoes or apples Avould

be for any other man. Mr. Hopper has

done even more than rumor has it in the

Avay of moving bees from the South. He has

shipped a good many carloads. At one time

he brought in one thousand nuclei, and I

believe he got nearly a ear of comb honey
the first year from them. The last feAv years

have been hard on bees, and his number of

colonies dropped down to about 800, but he

increased back to about 1400 before the end
of the season. He thinks in apiaries, not in

colonies. He will tell you about getting 150,

200, 400 cases of honey from a given yard.

Most beemen tell you about getting five

cases of honey from a colony. He has at-

tended feAv bee conventions; but he reads

every thing on bees that he can get hold of.

His trade in honey is large, and a good
share of his crop is sold in local shipments.

He is superintendent of the apiarian exhib-

its at the Colorado State Fair, and exhibits

quite largelj' himself. This is a help in

selling his oAvn honey.

The honey-house is of cement, one stoi'y

only, and Avith a cement floor. The dimen-

sions are about 40 x 60 feet, I should say,

and the ceiling is about 15 feet high in front

and nine or ten feet at the back. This room
will house thousands of supers, hundreds of

hives, a car of bee supplies, a car or tAvo of

honey, the automobile and motor cycle, and
leave room for the work-bench and honey-

extractors.

Mr. Hopper has a A-ery nice house, some-

what like a bungaloAv in style, with about

six rooms. He plans to build a larger house

on the corner lot adjoining, which he is

saving for the purpose. Upon this lot he
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Lad 1,11 t^ro\vi::g several eleome stalks,

which, by cutting out all but the larger ones,

gave these an opportunity to see what they

could do ; and eleome on a favorable soil

will nearly make a tree, covered with the

large purple blossoms. There were hundreds
of blooms on each stalk, and I do not know
that it would be stretching the truth to say

thousands. The trunks of the eleome trees,

as I should call them, were from iy2 to 2y2
inches in diameter.

Mr. Hopper's father, R. A. Hopi er; his

brother, V. 0. W. Hopper, and his father-

in-law, Mr. A. S. Parson, all of Rocky Ford,
are also in the bee business, and the Hopper
family own and operate most of the bees in

the county. They now raise comb honey
exclusively, although when first coming to

Rocky Ford they produced extracted. The
change was made largely because of the

inroads of foul brood.

Boulder, Colo.

EMOTIONAL METHODS IN INTKODUCINC QUEENS

BY J. E. CRANE

To those who have handled bees for many
years there can be but little doubt that bees

are subject to like passions and emotions as

ourselves. That they are subject to grief,

affection, fright, anger, there can be little

doubt. That these emotions can often be

turned to our advantage in our care of them
I think we shall all agree. It is also evident

that bees can entertain only one emotion at

a time. If a bee is angry we can not readily

make it fear us. Or if a colony is thoroughly

frightened they seem to lose all anger, and
we can rob them of part or all their hard-

earned stores without a protest from them.

If a horse is frightened, its first impulse is

to run from the object of its fright as

quickly as possible, regardless of the voice

of its master—it may be into a tree or over

a precipice to its destruction. If a house is

on fire its inmates instinctively rush to the

doors, often without thought or reason, to

be crushed to death in the crowd of others

also trying to get out.

If a hive is filled with smoke the bees

become frightened, and their first impulse
is to fill themselves with honey and rush to

the open. How often do we see most pa-

thetic indications of gTief among bees?

They have lost their hive, or their brood or

their queen, and they will fly for hours if

perchance they may find what they have

lost. By calling into action the emotion of

grief we can introduce a queen with the

greatest ease and safety. Take a quart or

two of bees with honey enough with them
to last twenty-four hours, and place in a

swarming-box or small hive properly ven-

tilated, but without queen, brood, or combs.

They will soon miss their queen and brood,

and in three or four hours their grief will

become very pronounced. Now, without fear

of loss, you can run in a queen from your
yard, or one that has come through the

mails, or even a virgin, and the bees' grief

is turned to joy and rejoicing. You need

not smoke them nor fed them nor pound the

box. The next morning you can place them
on a comb of brood with some honey, and
all will go well.

The emotion of fear or fright has also

been used very successfully in the introduc-
tion of queens, as has been brought forwaixl

by Arthur C. Miller to the attention of the

beekeeping world. He says, reduce the en-

trance to about one inch and then give the

colony three good puffs of smoke and close

the hive for fifteen or twenty seconds, then
ojDen and run in the queen and give another
good puff, and close for about ten minutes,
when it can be opened just a little.

Now, there is nothing that will frighten

bees quicker than smoke. Their first impulse
is to fill themselves with honey and rush out
of the hive; but get out they can not, for

the entrance is closed so their fright is in-

creased to the highest pitch. After ten min-
utes the hive is to be opened just a little.

If we place our ear to the side of the hive

we can hear the Avild tumult and panic
within while fright reigns supreme. The
cappings of cells of honey are torn so that

the bees may in the greatest haste fill them-
selves with honey while their love for their

brood and tender affection for their queen
is apparently obliterated for the time being.

It is doubtful if one bee in ten thousand at

this time would recognize its own or any
other queen. After a time the smoke dies

away, and fear gives way to a feeling of
good will and gentleness. There is probably
not an angry.bee in the hive. Every bee is

filled with honey, and any and every bee is

glad to give it to any queen it may meet on
the combs without asking questions; and it

is doubtful if there is a bee in the hive that

could tell its own from any other fertile

queen, in consequence of the odor of smoke
that has filled the hive and given every bee
within it a characteristic odor. Mr. Miller

thinks the odor has nothing to do with it,

but rather the fright and tumult caused by
the smoke, and he may be right. If so it
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lo'wa and Wisconsin beekeepers at McGregor, la.. May 19.

would show that the success of this method
that has recently become so popular depends
almost entirely upon exciting the emotion of

fear or fright in the bees.

There is really not much that is new in

this method, at least in the principle, al-

though there may be in the method of man-
ipulation, Mr. Doolittle having described it

very fully in his book on queen-rearing,

page 112, first edition, some twentj^-flve

years ago. He says, " Having found the

queen, she is killed or otherwise taken care

of, and the hive closed. 1 next blow in at

the entrance enough smoke to alarm the

whole colony, pounding with my fist on the

lop of the hive until I hear a loud roaring

inside, which shows (hat the bees are filling

themselves with honey. I now let the queen

that I have in the cage run in at the en-

trance, smoking hev as she goes in, while I

still keep i^ounding on the hive. In doing
this, nothing but wood smoke should be
used."

Mr. Doolittle uses smoke and pounding
to frighten the bees, while Mr. Miller uses

smoke alone, although he says he can do it

by pounding alone. The princiiDle in both
appears to be to frighten the bees. Mr.
Doolittle seems to think success depends
ranch on the bees filling themselves wirh
honey, and the odor of the smoke, while Mr.
Miller says the odor has nothing to do with
it, as he can secure the same results by
pounding on the hive to frighten the bees

without the use of any smoke.
Middleburv. Vt

IOWA AND WISCONSIN BEEMEN AT McGREGOR
BY FRANK (_'. PELLETT

Tlie joint meeting of Iowa and Wisconsin
beekeepers, which was the first of eight

meetings announced for the summer by the

Iowa beekeepers' association, was an un-
qualified success. The meeting was held on
May 19 at the Heights overlooking the

Mississippi River, one of the most beautiful

spots in the middle West. From the top of

tlie blutf where tlie picnic dinner was spread

one could see up and down the river for

many miles and get a splendid view of the

Wisconsin shore across the stream. Aside
from a wreck on the Milwaukee railroad

which prevented some from reaching the

place, every thing was ideal. The day was
fine, and abundant shade made an outdoor
meeting very enjoj'able. Many came from
considerable distances to listen to Hon. N.
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E. France, of Wisconsin, who nuule a very
pleasing address. Mr. Holniberg, the Stale

Inspector of Minnesota, was also present

and followed Mr. Prance with a short talk.

Brood diseases was the principal topic dis-

cussed, as foul brood is seriously threaten-

ing the beemen of eastern Iowa at present.

However, in the discussions that followed

many subjects of interest were touched up-
on; and, taken all together, the meeting was

very pleasant indeed. It was decided to hold
a similar meeting in May next year, and to

invite the beekeepers of Iowa, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and Illinois.

The photo of the gathering here presented

was taken by Mr. John G. Wagner, a bee-

keeper of Elkader, Iowa, who is also a

photographer.

Atlantic, Iowa.

A YEAR'S EXPERIENCE WITH BRANDED QUEENS

BY H. BARTLETT MILLER

Referring to the editorial, page 203, of
the April 1st issue for last year, comment-
ing on my article in the same issue on
branding cjueens, I wish to contest some of

the statements made. As to " ordinary me-
dium-strength colonies" of the various races,

we down in this nethermost land of earth

have such a lovely and ecjuable climate that

our job is to keeiJ the colonies down to a
reasonable store-consuming strength during
the oft' .season. English apiarists, one and
all, tell me that our winter strength is near-

ly if not cjuite equal to the harvest strength

in England, and I sujDpose that comparison
would apply to most of the northern States,

leaving out the experts whose fame is proof
of their ability to keep their colonies strong

beyond the normal. It is quite the common
thing in this Waikato district for the colo-

nies to have on July 4 (which is 14 days
prior to our mid-winter, brood in from five

to seven frames, while this brood-rearing
fairly started for the season in July is to

provide gatherers for a flow that seldom or

never comes until November 15, and some-
times does not arrive until well on in Jan-
uary. Now imagine the strength these

colonies, if well cared for (as the commer-
cial beekeeper is forced to care for them),
reach by the time one goes through tlie

spring examination, say late in September.
Sure I can open a hive without rousing the

whole neighborhood with the roar; but think

of 8 to 11 frames of brood at the spring
examination with " nothing doing " in the

fields (unless willow is in bloom, which is

only for about ten days), and those queens
to be found so as to relieve pressure of

work when dividing or cell-destruction ar-

rives in October! What is true here is true,

I take it, of most of the southern States.

As the North judges them, medium colonies

are only weaklings in the South, or else I

have been misreading all my bee-journals,

and 1 take them all. for these seven years

past.

Then, again, when a swarm issues with a

superseding virgin, as sometimes they do,

even with such extra-clever persons as your
humble scribe, it is almost a moral certainty

that I shall find the dead queen by the

brand, somewhere in front of the hive, and
discover what hive they come from without

tearing down heavy half-filled supers on
other hives. Without the brand I might
never catch sight of her. Several times has

the branding saved my pulling apart piles

of supers to stop the almost inevitable after-

swarming.
Then as to the time and skill it takes to do

the branding. It is not the branding, it is

the catching of the " varmint," that uses up
the time; but the satisfaction of knowing
that, except during supersedure, they are

not likely to decamp with a swarm without

your finding them before the last trial, is so

great a relief that I clip all mine for that

sole purpose, while the branding is advis-

able if only to be further relieved by the

thought that she is there when I want her.

Mark you, I want her at every spring over-

haul, and sometimes during the honey sea-

son. It depends on whether I divide or not,

or supersede her or not ; and, indeed, a lot

of other knots that the branding completely

untangles. Now, however, can you look me
in the face and say, " It is about an even
stand oft", with the advantage in favor of no
branding"? because the time consumed in

branding and finding the queen would equal

the time consumed in finding the queen
without the brand. Just find her. That is

what the books, one and all, advise; but the

books forget to add, " Find her every time

you want her."

Then the last cruel aspersion, that the

color might wear off a good layer! Why,
the very fact that it does not do so nearly

gave me a fit. One queen, branded on both

antenna3, was still alive in October, and do-

ing as well as any in the apiary, although

marked as so branded over 9 months before.
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My two No. 6 queens also are both alive,

and the brands intact. 1 cannot say that

any queen superseded had been so supersed-

ed through the branding. Most of the new
queens requiring clipping replaced old

queens, and in any case must have been

superseded months after the spring brand-

ing, or I should have noticed the fact by the

diminished honey-crop resulting from the

swarming that such supersedure, if unno-

ticed, would have resulted in.

Now for the final knock-out. Just you
remember that all my newly introduced

queens are branded prior to introduction,

so that the time spent last spring in sifting

queens will never occur again if 1 know any
thing about it. Only upon the rare occa-

sion of being unable to find a superseded
queen at the spring overhaul—and not al-

ways in such a case—will it be necessary to

sift to find the victim. My queens are of

very dark leather color, and this spring it

was an immense relief to find so many with-

out looking for them. I have not lost one
Cjueen except one branded on one antenna
only, last year, and it is just a gamble
whether she died from that, seeing another

branded on both antennae is yet alive and
hearty.

Kihi Kihi, N. Z.

MENDELISM

BY G. W. BULLAMOEE, F. R. M. S.

We speak of hybrids as though they were
half way between the two parents; but in

practice we know that some characteristics

are passed on entire by one or the other

of the parents. The eye color of children

is an example which will occur to many
people, and it is with inheritance of this

class that Mendelism deals.

Mendel's expei'iments were carried out

with varieties of peas differing in the ar-

rangement of the flowers, the form and
color of the pod, the form and color of the

ripe seed, etc. He reduced his facts to

formulae, and published his essay in 1865.

It attracted but little attention at the time;

yet its rediscovery at the end of the last

century has given an impetus to biological

research; and Mendel's law has been found
to hold for the inheritance of many charac-

teristics in plants and animals.

In his investigation of heredity Mendel
concentrated his attention on single pairs of

characters. He found that when a tall

variety of pea was crossed with a dwarf
variety the first generation of crosses were
all tall. But the second generation, which
was the result of the inbreeding of the tall

hybrids, gave plants with a proportion of

three tall to one dwarf. The dwarfs, when
interbred, gave dwarfs, while the tails were
found to be of two kinds. One in three of

them could be relied upon to breed true;

the other two acted like the tall plants of

the first generation, and resulted in off-

spring in the proportion of one dwarf and
one tall plant exhibiting stability to two
tall unstable plants. Mendel describes the

tall character as dominant and the dwarf
character as recessive. Using the letter A
to denote this dominant, and a to represent

this recessive, we can express the constitu-

tion of all the offspring after the first gen-

eration as A-\-2Aa-{-a. Another pair of
characters, B and h, will give the term B-\-

2Bb-\-b, while a third pair, C and c, gives

C-\-2Cc-\-c. If the three pairs of terms are

present in the original plants, the plants of
the first generation will exhibit the domi-
nant characters ABC ; but in the next gen-
eration we shall get the three terms com-
bined to give ABC-fABc+AbC-fAbc+
aBC+aBc-fabC-fabc + 2ABCc -f 2AbCc
+ 2aBCc -f 2abCc-f 2ABbC + 2ABbe +
2aBbc+2aBbC+2AaBC+2AaBc + 2AabC
+2Aabc+4ABbCc-f4aBbCc + 4AaBCc +
4AabCc-f4AaBbC+4AaBbc+8AaBbCc.

The individual represented by three

letters will breed true, while those repre-

sented by four or more letters will give

fresh combinations in the next generation.

We see, therefore, that where there are but
three pairs of unit characters we get 27
combinations in a series of 60 individuals,

and that eight of the combinations, each
represented by one individual, may become
permanent types. The remaining 56 indi-

viduals of the series are unstable.

There is another method by which the

probable results of a cross may be calcu-

lated. If n equals the number of pairs

characters (units) under consideration, then

3 to the nth power will give the number of
terms in the series; 4 to the nth. will give

the number of units in the series, while 2 to

the wth will give the number of individuals,

all different, whose characters will remain
fixed.

If we take the letters ABC, abc, in the

above formula to represent the color, nec-

tar-gathering qualities, and temper of two
races of bees, we see that the odds are

against the reappearance of the original

races, although something resembling them
may sometimes crop up. It should be borne
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in mind that such a character as special

ability at the gathering of nectar must
depend on many points which m.ay each be

represented by one or more units in the

germ. Tongue, honey-sac, wings, antennae,

the various ganglia which govern the use of

these parts of tlie anatomy, as well as

longevity, may all play a part in pushing
a stock to the front. Color may be due to

factors which control the disposal of waste
and the hardening of the chitin. Twelve
pairs of characters will give over 4000 per-

manent combinations.

An interesting example of the class of

work that is now being done is that on
the combs of fowls. Both the pea-comb
and the rose-comb are found to be dominant
to the single conib. But when the pea-comb
is crossed with the rose-comb we get in the

first generation a type of comb known as

the " walnut " comb. In the next genei'a-

tion we get, in a series of sixteen individ-

uals, 9 walnuts, 3 rose-combs, 3 pea-combs,

and one single comb. To explain this re-

sult, it is assumed that each dominant car-
ries a recessive, so that the walnuts of the
first generation actually consist of AaBb
individuals. When these are inbred we get
offspring in accordance with the formula
AB+Ab+aB+ab-4-2AaB-f2ABb + 2Aab
-|-2aBb4-4AaBb. Then the nine individuals

containing the dominants AB Avill have wal-
nut combs; the three containing dominant
A will have rose-combs, and the three con-

taining dominant B will be pea-combed.
The remaining chick containing the reees-

sives a b will be single-combed.

There can be no doubt that heredity in

bees is also subject to fixed laws; but up to

the present very little is known as to prob-

able results, in mathematical terms, of any

cross. Perhaps some of the breeders who
have had great experience in hybridization

may be able to enlighten us.

Atbury, Herts, England.

A PLAN FOR SECURING THE GREATEST AMOUNT OF SURPLUS

BY J. H. FISBECK

When the colony becomes strong, put on
supers of empty combs. When the queen
gets well started laying in these supers,

and new honey starts coming in, put this

super or supers with queen on a bottom-
board on the same stand, adding as many
supers of empty combs to give the queen
and bees an abundance of room, letting her

^o wherever she pleases. The old brood-
chamber wiih frames of brood and honey is

] 'laced over a colony that was used to fur-

nish mature brood for those colonies worked
for surplus. Two or three sets of brood can

be given to a weak colony. When the honey-
flow is over, or nearly so, jDlaee these old

brood-chambers (those that were removed
previous to the honey-flow) back on their

original stands, putting the queen below an
excluder until the brood above is hatched,

and honey ripened, when it can be extract-

ed.

The advantages of this plan are

:

1. Colonies to be worked for surplus are

made powerful by adding frames of sealed

brood early enough before the flow to sup-

ply bees of the proper age for gathering

when the white honey begins to come in.

2. Colonies are prevented from swarming
early in the season by putting on a super
of empty combs, and, later, removing all

brood except that which is in the upper
super, at the same time giving all the empty

combs you wish. Surplus nurse-bees are

removed this way.
3. Bees devote all their energy to gather-

ing honey, having very little brood to take

care of.

4. All the honey is new in the present

brood-chamber and supers, and all is ex-

tracted after the flow.

5. These weak colonies become strong-

enough for surplus and eell-building, etc.

6. Good for locations where there is not a

long heavy flow and you want every drop of

new honey that comes in, for surplus.

St. Louis, Mo.

Dr. Miller replies

:

The first factor in the case, although not
first named, is that you take brood from one
set of colonies to give another set. Not only
do very strong colonies yield more honey
than weak ones, but they yield more propor-
tionally to numbers. So your management
will very greatly increase the output of the

strengthened colonies. Whether it will in-

crease the total output of the entire apiary
depends upon circumstances. If it be possi-

ble, by equalizing, to bring all colonies up
to strong working condition, then more
honey will be obtained from the entire api-

ary, even though the average be less per
colony than by the former plan. If all van

not be brought up to strong woi'king condi-
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tion, then your plan will increase the total

harvest. Generally it is possible, in a well-

managed apiary, to make all colonies strong

enough for the harvest, whether that be long

or short, so that experienced beekeepers

would generally work your plan at a loss.

In some cases a compromise would be advis-

able, bringing the largest number possible

to full strength, and weakening a few by
your plan.

The second factor in the case (and the

two factors are independent of each other)

is the taking away brood. Having no babies

to putter with, the bees devote their whole
energies to gathering honey. Of course, they

ought to gather more than bees Avith divided

interests. It may be worth while to do a

little figuring as to what the gain really is.

The time fixed for taking away the brood
is not very definite. It is " when the queen
gets well started in these empty supers, and
new honey starts coming in." That may be

in a week or less. Let us say it is three days
after the queen begins laying in empty su-

pers. At this time about 28 per cent of the

brood in the brood-chamber will be unsealed,

becoming less each day, until at the end of

five days it is all sealed. By taking away
this brood we save feeding this more than a

fourth of the brood for 2^/2 days (averaging

from five days to nothing).

Now let us see about the brood left. At
the time of removal of old brood-combs the

queen will have been laying three days in

the super, and in five days more she will be

in full swing, and there will be as much
unsealed brood to be fed as there was at the

beginning. Almost surely there will be more.

For the queen, previously I'estricted to the

brood-nest, is now given unlimited territory.

Just as full a force of nurses as before will

be needed to feed the babies, and as no new

nurses are being born, none of the force at

work will be freed to go to the field. So
from the day of the removal of that old

brood we may count on a diminution of
fielders by the amount of the daily deaths
from old age. If the old brood had been
left, even though the flow should be so short

that not a bee from that brood should take

part in the harvest, yet each bee born would
be ready to take up the work of nursing,

thus releasing an older sister to go afield.

So it begins to seem that we have lost

enough in our field-force to balance the gain

of 2^/^ days of feeding. Indeed, the loss

may considerably overbalance the gain. The
trouble is that, when we took away that 28
per cent of the brood that needed feeding,

we took away with it the 72 per cent of

sealed brood, and the fallacy is in thinking

that that sealed brood could make no differ-

ence in the field-force in a short flow, while
in fact, as already said, each bee that

emerges from its cell allows another to be-

come a fielder. If the queen had been stop-

ped entirely from laying, the case would be
different. But that's another story; and
although it isn't worth while to go into it

here, it may be worth while to say in pass-

ing that it doesn't generally pan out all

right.

There is still left the advantage that

taking away the brood stops all notion of

swarming. That may again make the bal-

ance come out on the right side. But we
may have that advantage almost if not quite

as surely without taking away that sealed

brood. Simply put it above an excluder,

leaving the queen below, which is neither

more nor less than the Demaree plan of

preventing swarming.

Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

A LITTLE IMPROVEMENT IN SUPERS

Using a Super Slightly Wider to Allow a Bee=8pace on Each Side

BY E. S. MILES

Some fifteen or twenty years ago the elder

Mr. Pettit, of Ontario. Can., who was one of

the wideawake, practical, observant bee-

keepers of those days, had a special arrange-

ment to allow the bees to go up the outside

of the brood-nest and into the supers at

each side by means of extra bee-space left

on each side of the hive and supers. With-
out going into the merits of such an ar-

rangement, which, of course, Avas discussed

pro and con at the time, I wish to say that

it led me to obsei-ve that, on the side of the

super where the follower was, and where a

lot of bees congregated, owing to the extra

space there, the sections would be built out

and finished a little quicker than on the side

where the comb had to be drawn out next to

the side of the super, and only one layer of

bees could congregate there. This was with

a solid board follower, while Mr. Pettit, if I

remember, used a perforated or slatted fol-

lower, which allowed the bees free passage

from the clustering space to the comb. I

noticed this, and thought an improvement

on the common super easily possible for

several years before I did any thing. But
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finally, needing some more supers a few
years ago, I ordered 100 made % inch wider
than regular, and nailed five little blocks on

the inside, on one side, these blocks being

1/2 X 4 X 1/2 or %. I nailed a slatted separa-

tor on to these blocks, spacing the blocks so

they would come where the rows of sections

join in the super, thus making a i/2-incli

bee-space between this separator and the

sides of the super ; and after putting in the

sections I used a follower bored full of 5-16-

inch holes, except 1/2 inch at each end, and
the same at the three places where the fol-

lower presses against the sections.

This arrangement allows a layer of bees

at each side of the super, and the outside

sections are worked better than the old

style, and are filled plumper, there being

little if any difference in weight of outside

and center sections. The best building, how-
ever, seems to be on the side where the slat-

led separator is, so I am rigging a bunch
now with two slatted separators nailed to-

gether for a follower in i^lace of a board. I

shall use 100 with the board, and 130 with
separate follower, and so find which is best.

I find no trouble in using this super on
the regular eight-frame hive. It projects

over the brood-chamber about Yi inch on
each side, which does no harm ; and as I use

the common flat cover, tliat does not bother
either.

This is a little matter that may seem
trivial; but with the eight-frame hive it will

lead to one-third of our sections being better

weight than with the common sui3er, and
more apt to be sealed, so it really is a thing

worth having. It costs so little to try it that

any one can do so. Just have the regular

super made % wider, and rig up as directed

above.

Dunlap, Iowa.

HYDROMETER FOE DETERMINING THE
EXTRACTED HONEY AND §

PROPER DENSITY OF

BY A. N. CLARK

A Canadian beekeeper tells me that he

had lost some extracted honey from souring

by following the advice of Gleanikgs, tlie

editor and other writers having stated that

honey weighing 12 pounds per gallon is

heavy enough to keep. It is true that such
statements have been made, and it is very
generally agreed that any honey that weighs
12 pounds to the United States liquid gal-

lon is thick enough. But it just happened
that many Canadians and Englishmen are

not aware that the States use a different

gallon from what the former do. A Cana-
dian (imperial) gallon of honey should

weigh about liy2 pounds. A United St.ates

liquid gallon contains 231 cubic inches while

an imperial gallon contains 277.41 cubic

inches. As English-speaking nations are

over-blessed with a variety of measures, one
needs to bear in mind that a gallon or quait

may mean either United States liquid. Unit-

ed States dry, or imperial, depending vu
where it is used and what it is used for.

Official inspectors of weights and measures
tell us they have found storekeepers who
bought fruit and vegetables from farmei's

by the " dry " quart and sold the same to

consumers by the " liquid " quart, resulting

in the confiscation of their liquid measure
by the officials.

Beekeepers who desire to determine the

density of extracted honey or of dilute hon-
ey, or syrups used for feeding, would make
fewer mistakes if they used a good Biix

hydrometer. 1 once used a hydrometer with
a Beaume scale for testing extracted honey
and feeding-syrups; but the Brix scale is

preferable because the number of degTees

Biix is equal to tlie per cent of sugar in a

pure-sugar solution, or the number of
pounds of sugar in 100 pounds of syrup.

So if one wants a one-to-ten feeding syrup
he stirs in sugar until the hydrometer reads

10 degrees at the surface of the syrup, and
does not need to measure or weigh either the

sugar or the water. If it is a syrup for

winter feed he adds sugar to the hot water
until the hydrometer reads about 65 to 66
degrees in the hot syrui?, which is equivalent

to two pounds of granulated sugar plus one
pound of water ; that is, a syrup containing

two pounds of sugar and one of water will

read 67 Brix at a temperature of 68 F. If

a syrup or honej' is tested with any hj'drom-

eter at a temperature much higher or lower
than that at which the hydrometer was stan-

dardized, due allowance must be made for

difference in temperature, as all liquids are

ligliter when hot than when cold.

Extracted honey at a temperature of 68
F. should have a density of about 85 Brix,

equal to a specific gravity of 1.45 ; weighs a

little better than 12 pounds to the Uni*^ed

States liquid gallon, and contains about 15

l^er cent of water.

Of course the degree Brix does not indi-

cate the per cent of sucrose when the hy-

drometer is used in honey, but it comes very
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close to indicating the per cent of solids in

the honey; so when we subtract the degrees
Brix from 100 we obtain quite closely the

per cent of water in the honey.

It is not practicable by any method to test

the density of tldck syrups or honey at a
temperature below 50 degi'ees F. A tem-
perature of 60 to 100 F. is much to be pre-

ferred, as the viscosity is less.

For those who might wish to make use of

some form of hydrometer I would recom-
mend a set consisting of three hydrometers
—A, 0—30; B, 30—60; C, 60—90 Brix,

divided to ^2 degrees, and standardized at

68 Fahrenheit. A and B would be used for
thin syrups for feeding, for insecticides, as
lime-sulphur solutions, for water-glass solu-

tion used with eggs, and for brines and
other solutions heavier than water. C would
be used for testing density of extracted
honey, and syrups for winter feed. Such a
set can be procured for about $4.00 from
Eimer & Amend, New York, or E. H. Sar-
gent & Co., 125 Lake St., Chicago; or The
Denver Fire Clay Co., Denver, Colo.

Lansing, Mich.

ORGANIZATION IN THE MARKETING EY

BY 0. B. METCALFE

In the March issue of The Western Honry
Bee I think the editor has hit it about right

where he advises local organization as the

first step to State-wide agreement. It is

certainly the safer plan. An experiment on
the part of the whole State might tie up a

crop of honey more or less, and this would
throw two crops on the market tlie follow-

ing year at a price likely to be worse than

ever. Five or six men, or more, as he sug-

gests, may get together and try the thing

pretty well. I do not believe that the buy-
ers are as well organized as most beekeepers

think. If they had such a snap I doubt
whether they could keep it secret enough so

that others would not rush in to share it

with them. I suspect that competition is

pretty keen between them. If it is not, you
can bet that they are buying your honey on
a pretty close margin. This is what the

small organization may find out.

I hear some one say that they have no
chance to get more for their honey when
all the others sell at the same old price.

That depends on just one thing. If the

buyer has been fattening on an unreason-

able profit, they can hunt the market and
get more for their honey. If not, they may
fail. If they succeed it will be an easy mat-
ter for them to induce the others to join

them.

It has been my observation that one good
live business-like producer who hunts the

market and gets more for his produce does

more to give the little man the " better-price

bug " than all the arguments you can put
before him. Get the best of the other fellow

as to returns, and he is a believer. You
don't have to argue it with him. In the

mean time let every beekeeper hunt his own
market with all his might.

I have wondered if it would be possible,

and if it would not help the price of honey,
if the bee journals would print all " honey

wanted " advertisements for just tlie cost

of printing, or even free.

One thing that organization for the pur-
pose of raising the price of honey should
bear in mind is that honey is not one of the

necessities of life. If some master broker
could somehow get a corner on all the honey
in the United States, and then proceed to

jump the price a few cents too high, he
would simply keep nearly all his honey.
That is ail that would happen to him.

We must also bear in mind the prices of

competitive products, and that the main
consumer of ordinary extracted honey, at

least, can sweeten his meal very satisfacto-

rily with cane syrup. It is not a question of

the relative food values of butter and honey,

as some writer once talked about. It is a

question of the price of good wholesome
cane syrup, and how much better the con-

sumer likes honey. If he likes it two cents

a pound better, charge him two cents more
for it, but stop at that

For all I say here, I am friendly to any
sound scheme for raising the price of hon-

ey. I merely wish to warn the organizers

not to overlook their limitations. I once

tried to make a talk something like this one

at a beekeepers' association meeting in Los
Angeles, and I think they thought I was
making a selfish talk in favor of the buyer.

As a matter of fact, I have not even tried to

buy a single pound of honey on speculation

for the last four years, for the reason thnt

my buying and selling figures were always
so close together that it never proved worth
my while.

QUALITY OF QUEENS FROM SUPERSEDURE
CELLS.

Say !
" I kinder like " the editor of Tl>e

Wstern Honey Bee. But on page three of

his March issue he says that supersedure

cells are inferior cells. I thought they were

the very best.
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DO BEES ANTICIPATE THE END OF A FLOW?
Dr. Miller, in Stray Straws, March 1,

quotes Dr. A. Ludclen as having explained

the ci'ossness of his bees with a theory that

the bees anticipated a stoppage in the hon-

ey-flow. Perhaps Dr. Ludden is right, for

such is the case "here in the Mesilla Valley

of New Mexico. Even as long as two or

three days before the end of a honey-flow,

and while the scale hive may still be show-
ing a good gain, the bees are often so cross

that one needs a veil to go among the hives.

I wonder, though, if Dr. Ludden has a

locality similar to mine—one where the hon-

ey-producing plants are cut down in full

bloom. I had it figured that hives No. 1, 20,

60, 80, and so on, had been working on the

fields, we will say, of Mr. Davidson and
PhilliiDS, and that their fields, having stop-

ped yielding in a single day, these bees were
quite naturally on the war-path. Still other

colonies in the same yard had been working
mostly on other fields in different directions.

With his theory in mind I had supposed
that where a honey-plant was allowed to

bloom itself out, and therefore shut off the

honey-flow gradually, there would be none
of that vicious fighting.

SOME NEW-OLD PLANS THAT ARE GIVING SUCCESS

BY JOHN S. REESE

For the benefit of the ever increasing

number of beginners and new recruits in the

ranks of the army of beekeepers, we will

mention a few of the new-old things that

are being used successfully by the veterans

and large producers of honey.

Painting queens is one of the most helpful

of the new-old things we have adopted very
recently. Having painted more than one
hundred black and yellow queens the past

season, we failed to find a single objection,

in any way, and we tried it on virgins just

hatched, and, in fact, every way we could

think of. It is simple and easy to do, and
enables one to find his queens quickly every
time.

Introducing queens direct by the smoke
method, with a few tobacco crumbs added
to the smoker, as described many years ago
by Alley, "^^ '3 have practiced with success,

but now prefer the Miller plan of stopping
up the entrance for a short while. The to-

bacco or a few drops of carbolic acid may
be added to the smoker, if you like. We
have never found it necessary to plug up
the entrance at all if the introducing is done
late in the evening, when the bees have quit

flying for the day.

Greasy, discarded waste for your smoker
may be had at any machine-shop or around
where engines are used. You will want noth-

ing else in the fuel line. Use largest size of

smoker alwaj^s.

Now how about those carbolized cloths?

If you have never tried them, do not wait
any longer. Get busy.

The steam honey-knife has come to stay,

and works like a charm. Begin with a good
one, and save time and money.
The bee-escape has undergone improve-

ments until the Porter double-ender seems
to have reached perfection, and is an indis-

pensable little implement. The first styie

published was invented by a beekeeper (the

writer), who just had to have some way of
getting the bees away from the honey auto-

matically, and he thought of the wire-cloth

fly-trap with the small hole in the apex of
the cone, and applied it to the bee-escape.

It works well yet; but use the double-ender
Porter and be haj^py.

Now, Mr. Bee Ginner, have your queens'

wings clipped; and when the swarm comes
out, catch the queen on the ground, put a
glass tumbler over her, as my wife does, if

you like; move the old hive to a new loca-

tion, and hive the returning swai'm on the

old stand, then read A B C and X Y Z
again, also Gleanings.

Bee-tents will be fully tried out this

season, especially the style that fits snugly
over the top of the hive; also the bunch -^f

horsehair or cow's tail placed at the en-

trance to stop or prevent robbing. The left

wing tip of the turkey to brush off the bees

from extracting frames, and may be other

thing's, would be all right.

Well, the capping-melter has also come
to stay; and of the many good styles that

are offered, here is another, not new, with
plans that may be varied as to size, etc. The
first box of this kind we saw at Muth's place

in Cincinnati some years ago, which he used

for rendering old combs and dirty wax
through a Hatch press. As the plans indi-

cate, the inside of this double box is 20
inches wide, 16 tall, and 36 long. It will

hold about 47 gallons. This size can be
made from two sheets of galvanized iron, 36
inches wide by 7 or 8 feet long, and two
sheets costing about two dollars, and a few
hours' labor by a tinner who has a folding

or bending machine. A honey-gate put
through one end at the bottom will let out
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the honey as it drains from the eappings,

or tiie warm wax and honey when the water
is heated by the tire under the box. At one

end near the top should ,7,

be an inlet for the

water, where, also, may
be arranged for the

connection of the
steam honey - knife

tube; but this should

not be the only means
for steam for the knife

as uncapping may be

necessary when you
would not want to heat

up the double box.

Any arrangement put

in the box for screen-

ing or allowing the

honey to drip from the

caps should be mov-
able, so they will not

be in the way when
rendering old combs
and wax. This box is

ideal for rendering wax, as the tire does not

come in direct contact with the contents of

the inner box, therefore will not boil over.

which is worth all the money the box cost.

A wooden frame may be put around the top
just right to hang L. frames crosswi.'-e.

Hot
Water.

Suppose we call this the Reese capping-
melter and wax-rendering-box.

Winchester, Ky.

A WORD ABOUT IOWA LOCATIONS

BY FRANK C. PELLETT

Unfortunately, too many men use bod
judg-ment in starting in honey production,

and locate in territory already fully occu-

pied. This cannot but result disastrously

for both the man already on the ground and

the new man as well. Here in Iowa there is

plenty of unoccupied territory without in-

fringing on the rights of those already es-

tablished. In many counties there is not a

single large apiary. In view of these facis

it seems strange that there is a tendency to

crowd in on some one else. One instance

recently came to my attention of a man
starting within less than a mile of a man
who is conducting the business on a rather

extensive and very successful scale. Those
who contemplate taking up honey produc-

tion should by all means find an unoccui^ied

location or stay out of the business. In the

vicinity of several of our larger cities thei'e

are already plenty of bees to gather available

stores. In the vicinity of others with equally

good markets no beekeepers are located. It

is this senseless and inexcusable crowding
that makes so many afraid of any system-

atic attempt to develop the business aloiig

the lines by which other industries have

been made prosperous. If those who con-

template taking up the business in this State

will communicate with me I will endeavor
to assist them in finding a location that will

not interfere with either forage or local

markets of others who have prior righ*^s.

While it is desirable that unoccupied terri-

tory be taken up it is surely not desirable

that localities already occupied be over-

stocked.

AN EPIDEMIC OF EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD.

Foul brood is rapidly placing the business

of honey jiroduction in the hands of special-

ists. All over the Stale the inspectors are

finding those who formerly kept a few bees

in possession of a lot of empty hives. Just

now reports of a very malignant type of

European foul brood are coming in from all

parts of the State. Beekeepers should be

on the watch to check it at its very first

appearance. It is apiDearing in many new
localties, and may be exjiected at any poii't.

In some localities where there were prosper-

ous apiaries a year ago the owners find

themselves almost entirely out of business

this year. It is very apparent that those

who will not take up beekeeping sj'stemati-

cally will not last long under present condi-

tions.

Atlantic, Iowa.
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Meadg rf Gram fremm Different Fields

THE BACKLOT BUZZER

There's nothing like requeening at the right time;
lilt why the samhill is it carried out in high society?

The man who still thinks bees don't do any good to

his fruit-trees is the man who doesn't have his home
pointed out 'johen the rubber-neck wagon man goes
by.

Conditions Under which Red Clover will Yield

Honey for the Common Honey Bees

After reading the April 1st issue of Gleanings I

arrived at the conclusion that some of the articles on
queen-rearing smacked quite strongly of free adver-
tising. When any one of them will go so far as to

say that his queens are descendants from owe whose
liees stored surplus honey from red clover when all

the rest in his apiary were storing dark honey-dew,
you can size up such men as frosts. This reminds
me of an article that appeared in your columns years
ago in which a certain queen-breeder claimed that
his were descendants from one whose bees stored sur-

plus when all the rest in his apiary were starving;.

I wrote an article in reply to it, and oflfered $100 to

any man who would put a swarm of bees in ray

apiary that would store surplus when my bees were
starving; but the $100 was never called for; and I

will renew that as a standing offer to any man who
will bring or send me a colony of bees that will do
(hat, or store surplus honey from red clover when
I!!.- bees are storing dark honey-dew. Yes, I will

make it still stronger—give $100 to any man who
will bring or send me a colony of bees that will store

surplus red-clover honey at all, or who will send me.
a queen that will produce such bees. Here is a

chance for some of those queen-breeders to get busy
and earn easy money. If I remember correctly, some
years ago you paid $200 for a queen, and I bought
of you two or three of her daughters; and I will say
that they produced good bees, but they never stored

any surplus red-clover honey, neither did any other
man's bees ever do that. I have bees that work
somewhat on red clover ; but as to surplus honey,
never.

After reading the articles above referred to I wrote
one of these gentlemen, inclosing a stamp for reply,

and asked him to send me the address of one or tv/o

of the breeders from whom he received his best stock.

Did he do it? No, indeed. He wrote me a letter

stating that that would be indiscreet, and knocking
the other fellow's business, but very kindly inclosed

his queen price list and circular in which he claims

that no queen is allowed in his apiary whose bees do
not clean up foul brood immediately, and that the

infection is plentiful in his locality. He further says,
" Our main fall flow is mammoth clover, from which
we get a great many pounds of honey annually," but

note he doe-s not say mammoth red clover, though
that is the inference that he intends to cast before

the unsuspecting and amateur beekeepers. He might
say that sweet clover was mammoth clover because
it grows much taller than red clover, and all bee-

keepers know that all bees work well on it, and store

surplus honey, and also that its season is the same
as he refers to, and I wish to state that, in my opin-

ion, all such statements as referred to are mislead-

ing, at least, if not untrue, and they are made for

this purpose just as much as the ones are to which
.\ou often refer with reference to the so-called gold-

ens; and if this man's goldens are so far superior
to all others as per his article, why does he quote
prices on goldens, three-band, and leather-colored

all the same price? He can, perhaps, tell us.

Union Center, Wis., April 22. Elias Fox.

[We lannot lielieve that there was any deliberate

attempt by any of the writers in the Ajsril 1st issue

to secure free advertising, for several voluntarily

.' uggested that we substitute a nom de plume for

I heir names if we thought best.

Mr. Pox is evidently basing his statements on what
lakes place in his locality. The question of whether
red clover yields honey or not depends very largely

on the season and the locality. In some places the
.' oil is " clover-sick "—that is, lacking in lime. In
other places it grows luxuriantly, especially some
icasons. A heavy luxuriant growth of common or

peavine red clover will not yield honey as well as

that grown on a soil or in a season that is too dry
to grow more. The reason of this is plain: Bounti-
ful and frequent rains in early spring will make red
clover have longer corolla tubes than in a spring
when the weather has been dry. In a dry season on
a poor soil some bees can reach the nectar from red
(lover because the tubes are shorter. We have veri-

fied this in our own locality time and time again, and
any one can do the same if he has the proper soil

conditions and a diversity of seasons.

There is one more factor—a fact which we have
proved out beyond any question, that different strains

of bees have different tongue-lengths ; but the longest

tongue-length of any bees of any strain except bum-
blebees will not reach the nectar in the long corolla

tubes of red clover; in fact, a great deal of the time
even bumblebees can't reach it. We proved that out

to our own satisfaction some years ago. But they

reach enough of it to cause a fair seeding.

There is another interesting fact—namely, that the

nectar rises higher in the corolla tubes some seasons
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than others. This occurs in a year when every thing

seems to yield bountifully of honey.

When we happen to have the right combination of

seasons, soil, humidity, and bees, we can get some
red-clover honey—j'es, even a surplus ; but it is sel-

-dom that the entire favorable combination is present.

Taking these facts into consideration, it is easy to

see why there should be a difference in reports re-

garding the fact whether red clover yields honey or

not.

Mr. Fox is perfectly safe in making his offer of

$100, as no bees in his locality could probably win
the prize; but this is not saying that the conditions

may not be right elsewhere for an occasional surplus
from red clover. Practically all strains of bees can
gather honey from red clover when the season condi-

tions and soil are right. There are other seasons and
soils when no bees of the Apis m.ellifi,ca can get the

nectar from it.

—

Ed.]

Introducing by the Smoke Plan ; a Block to Facili-

tate Running the Queen into the Entrance
I believe I can go Arthur C. Miller one better on

the direct introduction of queens. I have practiced

for several years the running-in of queens at the

entrance with smoke, but always with more or less

bother, and every now and then I had an escaped
queen in the air. After reading Mr. Miller's article

in which he advised contracting the entrance to

avoid the escape of queens, I tried the method, but
found the bulk of my old troubles still remained.

I usually introduce direct from a nursery cage.

My practice was to watch the cage until the queen
started for the exit, then place the cage quickly at

the entrance and follow the queen up with smoke,
provided she went in. But not infrequently she

would change her mind, and the hive entrance prove
no temptation, and then the watching process would
have to be repeated, and possibly repeated several

times, and this just at a time when not a minute
could well be spared.

I was attempting to introduce a fickle virgin one
day that had baffled several attempts to get her from
the cage. I finally plugged up the cage and started

for the shop, and
cut out the little U-
shaped block shown
herewith. I aga'n
gave the queenleps
colony a good smok-
ing, placed the U-
shaped block at one
end of the entrance and a retaining piece of wood
across the other end. I placed the opening of the
cage against the opening of the block; picked up my
smoker, and a few gentle puffs of smoke put the
virgin inside the hive. The U-shaped block forms a
passageway between the cage exit and the hive en-
trance. I have introduced several dozen queens with
it since, and they all went, and went quick, and
stayed inside the hive.

Prophetstown, 111., Aug. 25. Henry Stewart.

[The scheme here shown, of a little device that
adapts the mouth of the queen-cage to the entrance
of the hive, is all right. We use the Dr. C. C. Miller
introducing-cage exclusively for the purpose. It is

oblong and flat, so that it readily adapts itself to the
entrance of the hive without an adapter.

—

Ed.]

The Florida Dragon-fly Not Troublesome in all Lo-
calities

On page 444, June 15, the editor speaks of the
dragon-fly. They are very bad on the east coast, also
in all sections where there is heavy timber. We are
not bothered here at all. A couple of years ago I

had one apiary in thick woods by a marsh, and there
they bothered considerably; but I have not had trou-
ble since moving them out.

The last half of saw palmetto was cut clear off, as
it blighted. The first part yielded well; the same
with the orange; gallberry was all blighted.

The mangrove is partly blighted with a good bloom,
but we shall not get much honey from it unless it

rains. It has to have lots of rain to yield well.

Palmetto, Pla., June 24. C. H. Clute,

[Palmetto is just across the river from Braden-
town. Our neighbor Rood, just opposite A. I. Root's
residence, says he has had no trouble from dragon-
flies to speak of. We are quite ready to believe that
it is not a pest in and about Palmetto, as there is

not much timber of any sort in and around the town.
There is a considerable growth of low timber in and
about Pompano. It appears these flies get in their

destructive work during the month of April. There
is a large amount of timber, especially of tupelo, in
our location near the Apalachicola River—in fact, all

up and down the river. The dragon-flies do much
damage in queen-rearing operations in that part of

Florida during May and June.

—

Ed.]

Shipping Comb Honey by Parcei Post

My father lives at Glen Rose, Ohio, about 15 miles
from Cincinnati, while my father-in-law lives at New-
port, Ky., across the Ohio River from Cincinnati.
Thinking to send them some honey I prepared two
packages, each consisting of 8 one-pound sections

packed in a corrugated three-pound comb-foundation
package. I first wrapped the sections in waxed pa-
per, then laid them two deep on the bottom in the
middle, and closed the cover, almost, then wadded
newspaper along the sides tightly in order to prevent
side play. I finally wrapped ihe package in wrap-
ping paper. Father replied that his package arrived
with the loss of about a tablespoonful of honey from
one of the sections, this being within the waxed pa-

per. My father-in-law replied that his honey arrived
in perfect condition.

Thinking to test further the parcel post I prepared
another package, consisting of one of your three-

pound foundation boxes (corrugated paper), contain-

ing one shallow Hoffman frame of honey, wrapped
in waxed paper, tightly held in place with wadded
newspaper. The frame was a little too long, so I

cut off the ends. This package I sent to a relative

near Hutchinson, Kas. The package was received
in first-class condition also, no loss of honey.
My conclusion has been that, if sufficient care is

taken in packing, particularly to prevent any move-
ment of the individual package and sufficient cover-

ing to prevent the escape of liquid honey from the

package if comb should be broken, the same can be
shipped by parcel post.

Springfield, Mo. E. T. Bond.

[That comb honey can be sent by parcel post is

probably true; but we have hesitated to advise the
practice, because we feared that only a few persons
would be successful in doing so. All the rest will

make a bungle of it, and the result will be that comb
honey will be ruled out from the parcel-post privi-

lege as it is not now. We are taking the matter up,

and hope we may be able to get small packages that

will carry safely half a dozen sections of honey. A
larger amount should not be sent in this way. In
the mean time we wish to offer a caution against

trying to send comb honey by parcel post for the

present. We cannot afford to lose a valuable privi-

lege—a privilege that will be very valuable in the

future—by some ignorant carelessness at the present
time.

A few years ago queens were barred from the

mails for some months just because of the inexcus-

able carelessness of two or three beekeepers who
attempted to send live bees in paper boxes. The mail
clerks were stung, and forthwith a ruling was issued,

forbidding the sending of queens by mail. What a

time we had in getting back the privilege!

—

Ed.]
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Ao 1. Moott OUE HOME
After this manner, therefore pray ye: Our Father

which art in heaven. Hallowed be thy name. Thy
kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in

heaven. Give us this day our daily bread. And
forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. And
lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil:

For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the

glory, for ever. Amen. Matt. 6:9-13.

For some time back the Lord's Prayer has

been much on my mind. Our readers will

notice I have touched on it several times.

Now, with this in mind you can readily

imagine how deeply I took in the following

sermon, preached by our good pastor. I

said " amen " so many times that I hesitated

about saying it any more, although I felt

the sermon deserved it. You, my good
I liei-ds, may say amen as much as you feel

Like it as you read it over

.

A SERMON PREACHED IN THE FIRST CONGRE-
GATIONAL CHURCH^ MEDINA, OHIO^ BY

REV. H. SAMUEL FRITSCH,

OCT. 26, 1913.

The seven petitions of the Lord's Prayer
fall naturally into groups—three, one, and
three—three petitions relating to great

universal facts of God—thy name, thy king-

dom, thy will. One petition concerned with
man's physical, temporal, material needs

—

daily bread. Three petitions for the inner,

spiritual needs of man—which gToup forms
the basis of our study to-day—" And for-

give us our debts as we forgive our debtors.

And lead us not into temptation, but deliv-

er us from evil" (Matt. 6:12,13).

"Forgive us our debts"—what debts!
Certainly this petition does not cover the

debts which man owes to man in a business

way. It does not mean that the man who
owes the baker for bread, the butcher for

meat, the grocer for eofifee and sugar, the

tailor for clothes, or even the church treas-

urer for subscriptions, can get out of pay-
ing those debts by devoutly praying, " For-
give us our debts." Such debts can not be

forgiven, they must be given for. They can
not be canceled by praying; they must be
canceled by paying.

Neither does this petition cover the debts
that man owes to his God. We owe him a
debt of love

—

" Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God, because he first loved us." We
owe him a debt of gratitude—" Oh give

thanks unto the Lord, for he is good." We
owe him a portion of our worldly goods

—

" Honor the Lord with thy substance and
with the firstfruits of all thine increase."

We owe him a debt of service

—

" Ye are not

your own, for ye are bought with a price."

These are all debts that we must pay. They

are charged up against us in the divine
ledger; and the petition "Forgive us our
debts " is not a cheap and easy way of side-

stepping the obligation by having the ac-

count wiped off the books. " Pay what thou
owest !

"

But what are the debts for which we
should pray forgiveness? St. Luke's version
of the Lord's Prayer leaves no doubt or
ambiguity :

" Forgive us our sins." This
petition, then, is a prayer for the forgive-

ness of sins.

Now, just what did Jesus intend when he
taught us to pray, " Forgive us our sins " ?

Assuredly he did not mean, as some have
fondly and foolishly imagined, that, if fer-

vently prayed to do so, God will overlook
our sins. I once knew a good church-mem-
ber who made his pocket money by trading
horses. In spite of his high standing in the

church, his trades were often " fearfully

and wonderfully made," and his ways in a
deal were past finding out. This good man
made it a practice every morning at family
worship to pray thus :

" Lord, if to-day
in the course of worldly business I commit
wrong or deal unjustly, wilt thou in thy
great mercy forgive me." But tliink you
that that prayer would cause the recording
angel to omit making an entry of that man's
dubious deeds for that day? Think you not,

rather, that the deliberate intention that

lurked back of that prayer caused the re-

cording angel to make a double entry—one
for cheating at a horse trade and another
for cheating at prayer 1 He who keeps right

on sinning, expecting to fall back on the

i:)etition, " Forgive us our sins," will, I fear,

fall mighty hard ! Never can the promise
of forgiveness of sin be taken as a license

to commit sin.

Again, " Forgive us our sins " does not
mean that there is any process of forgive-

ness whereby the natural results of sin may
be canceled or annulled. The forgiveness
of sin does not wipe out the natural penalty
of sin. " The soul that sinneth, it shall die."

Sin is a destructive force ; and in proportion
as a soul sins, it kills its finer fibers and its

softer sensibilities. Sin is soul-suicide ; and
the bloody corpses of those of my talents

and powers and opportunities that I have
deliberately slain can not be restored to life,

even by divine forgiveness. The slayer may
be forgiven, but the slain come not to life

again. " The wages of sin is death." Sin
always comes back with the yellow pay-
envelope; sin never accepts forgiveness for

its debts. "Be not deceived; God is not
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mocked; for whatsoever a man soweth, that

shall he also reap." The young man who
sows his " wild oats " may be forgiven by
the society which he has outraged and by
the God whom he has wronged ; but there

is no process of forgiveness which can wipe
out the terrible harvest crop. Be not de-

ceived; the law of cause and eifect is never

set aside; the sinner may be forgiven for

his sin, but he can not escape the penalty

of his sin.

But what, then, is' the purpose of this

petition, " Forgive us our sins," if it neither

furnishes license to sin nor yet cancels the

penalty of sin"? It is a prayer with power
to remove the guilt of sin.

The worst thing about sin is the feeling

of g-uilt that it produces. Not too strongly

does Byron speak of gniilt as

Oh that pang where more than madness lies

—

The worm that will not sleep, and never dies I

And the worst thing about giailt is that it

puts an impossible and impassable ban'ier

between the soul and its God. As the guilt

of the naughty child makes him shun his

father and mother, so down from the time

when Adam and Eve hid themselves in the

garden, the guilt of man's sin has held him
aloof from God. Man's guilt did not hold

God aloof from man ; it held man aloof

from God. The gTiilty conscience always

takes it for granted that the wronged party

is holding himself aloof in anger. So man
in his guilt took it for granted that God had
withdrawn himself, burning with vengeance;

and guilty man, instead of permitting him-

self to be drawn tight to the father-heart

of God, held aloof and tried to propitiate

an outraged parent with burnt offerings and
sacrifices, with rituals and ceremonies. To
overcome this aloofness, God sent his Son,

not to reconcile God to guilty man, but to

tell guilty man that God is reconciled, that

God never was angTy. God sent his Son
to say to guilty man, " Never mind, my chil-

dren. You've done wrong, and feel gTiilty;

but don't let that feeling of guilt keep you
away from me. Come ! I forgave you long

ago ; come back to my heart." Oh the mea-
sureless, matchless love which kisses away
the sense of guilt, and folds us tight in the

embrace of forgiveness

!

But if God has thus fully and freely for-

given, why then should we still pray, " For-
give us " ? It must be understood that the

prayer for forgiveness is not a plea that

God may be forgiving—God needs no such

plea. It is, rather, a plea that we may re-

ceive and accept that forgiveness, that the

burden of guilt may be lifted from our

hearts, that the barrier which guilt has

thrown between us and our God may be

broken down.

Before leaving this petition, it is well to

remember that there is a condition attached

:

" Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our
debtors." Listen, friends, are you and I

willing to have God take us at our word,
and forgive us as we forgive our friends?

Are we willing that God should be as reluc-

tant to forgive as we sometimes are with
as many mental reservations, or with that

complacent condescension which requires

the pardoned one to grovel in the dust at

our feet? "As we forgive our debtors."

Let us be so loving and kind in forgiving

our debtors that we would not be shocked
or grieved if God should take us at our
word when we pray this petition.

" And lead us not into temptation." Of all

the petitions in the Lord's Prayer, this one
has most troubled thoughtful people. God
being God, does he ever, can he ever, lead

anybody into temptation? And if God does

not and can not lead anybody into tempta-
tion, then what's the use of asking him not

to? Yea, verily, if God does not, and can

not lead anybody into temptation, is it not

presuming terribly to ask him not to? and
is not that presumption dangerously close

to blasphemy?
Did Jesus believe that God has a disposi-

tion to tempt people, a disposition which
would make it wise for humanity to pi'ay

unceasingly, " Lead us not into tempta-
tion "? No words on this question from
Jesus himself are preserved to us ; but it is

quite probable that he discussed the subject

of temptation with liis own family, as well

as the circumstances of his own temptation.

At any rate, this is what James, own. broth-

er of Jesus, says about temptation, and we
may well believe it is a reflection if not a

repetition of the teaching of his divine

elder brother :
" Let no man say when he is

tempted, ' I am tempted of God.' For God
can not be temi^ted with evil, and he himself

Ifmpteth no man. But each man is tempted
when he is drawn away by his own lust, and
enticed." It is contrary to the nature of

God, therefore, to tempt man, and we must
seek for some other interpretation of this

petition than that which asks God to please

be so kind as not to lead us into temptation.

This better interpretation we obtain by a

common-sense punctuation of the petition.

It was never intended that this sentence

should be spoken in one breath :
" Lead us

not into temptation." The intended mean-
ing is brought out by making the pause of

a comma or of a dash after the word us.

" And lead us—not into temptation—but

deliver us from evil." We may bring out

the thought by paraphrasing the petition

thus :
" Lord, there are many objects and

conditions and circumstances that appeal to
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our baser natures and inflame our lower

passions. If we walk alone we are sure to

blunder and stumble into some of these.

We are like children that know not the pit-

falls and the snares. We must be led.

Lord, take us by the hand, and lead us, lead

us away from temptation."

James says that God tempteth no man,
and he is right. George Eliot says, " The
devil tempts us not ; it is we who tempt
him, beckoning his skill with opportunity,"

and she is right. Nothing from outside ever

tempts man. Temptation always comes from
within. But there are certain objects and
persons that act like a lighted candle to the

powder-magazine within. Now, there is

little use in praying God to remove the

powder-magazine from within us. God put
the powder-magazine there for a purpose.

Neither is it incumbent upon us to pray
God to blow out all the candles in the world.

If all the candles that tempt humanity were
to be snuffed out, this would be a monoto-
nous and melancholy world indeed. Virtue

in connection with temptation consists

neither in the removal of the powder-mag-
azine, which is the internal capacity to do
evil, nor in the extinction of the candle,

which is the external stimulus to evil. It

consists in walking so carefully and circum-

spectly that the flame never gets near enough
to set fire to the powder.
But there are two facts which make sucli

moral chalk-line walking extremely difficult

—our ignorance and our curiosity. We
blunder into temptation because we are

ignorant of the location of the pits and the

snares. We coquette with temptation be-

cause we are curious. Although we have no
disposition to be caught, we love to "nibble"

at the devil's bait. Although we have no
intention to invest, we like to paw over the

sales on the devil's bargain counter. Al-

though we have no desire to get burned, we
delight to play with fire. Although we have

no desire for a ducking, we like to see just

how far we can skate on thin ice. Because
of our ignorance and our curiosity we need
a strong arm to lead us—the arm of one
who knows the snares and steers us away
from the pits—the arm of one who will

firmly drag us away when, like little chil-

dren, we hang back to pat the pretty redhot

stove or to play with the beautiful rattle-

snake. Lead us—so that we do not stumble

or wander into temptation. Lead us—not

into temptation.

Savior, lead me lest I stray

;

Gently lead me all the way

;

I am safe when by thy side,

I would in thy hand confide.

The next petition is closely linked to the

preceding one. " And lead us, not into

temptation, hut deliver us from evil." We
can not always fiee from temptation. Duty
and necessity often demand that v^e go
where temptation is thickest. Then we need
to pray for deliverance—" Deliver us from
evil." " Lord, lead us, so that we may not

ignorantly stumble or wantonly wander into

temptation. But if duty demands that we
lake the path where ten thousand tempta-
tions lurk in ambush; if, to develop the

moral fiber of our character, it becomes nec-

essary for us to resist temptation even as

the resistance of the tossing storm puts the

iron into the majestic oak, then, Lord,
give us the strength to overcome, that we
may be delivered from evil, even as the

soldier is delivered from the enemy that lies

vanquished under his heel."

To pass by on the other side when there

is no occasion to go near temptation is both
wisdom and virtue; but to walk away from
duty because the path of duty leads through
temptation is both selfish and cowardly. The
medieval monks who locked themselves be-

hind stone walls away from the allurements
and temptations of the world believed them-
selves most self-sacrificing and brave. But
were they not rather most cowardly and
selfish ? "I pray not that thou shouldest

take them out of the world," petitioned

Jesus, " but that thou shouldest keep them
from evil." Duty never runs from tempta-
tion. Duty meets danger bravely, fights

heroically ; and, fighting, prays, " Deliver

us from the evil."

The noblest character, too, is not grown
in glass houses, shielded from every blast

and chill of temptation. It is developed on
the bleak hilltop where the wild storm
breaks most furiously. There is no snap in

the character of the one who always has a

soft snap. A wealthy mother was lamenting
the puny, sickly condition of her child.

Another mother, a wholesome, practical

woman, spoke thus :
" You are killing the

child with mistaken care. The little thing
hardly knows what it is to put her foot on
the ground. She is wheeled in a cab all day
long. The little dear hardly knows what her
feet and legs are made for, and she is not

allowed to use them in a normal way. Put
her on the ground and let her walk and run
and fall down. Suppose she does get some
blue bruises. She needs more color. Turn
her barefoot with a simple, sensible dress

on. Suppose she does stub her big toe.

Blue forehead and blue toes are better than
' blue pills.' I wish / had her for a while.

I'd have her rosy, and fat as a little pig."

It was for the sake of Timothy's character

that Paul advised him to endure hardship.

The ancients believed that the strength of a
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slain enemy, by some subtle process, was
passed over into the body of the victor.

Certain it is that every temptation overcome

makes us that much stronger. Oh let us not

always pray for easy, sheltered, shielded

lives! Let us pray for strength to resist,

power to overcome! Let us pray for that

deliverance from evil which comes by vic-

tory over evil.

—

Bev. H. S. Fritsch.

May I be permitted to add a little in

regard to forgiving our debtors'? It some-

times happens, although not very often, that

a man is absolutely unable to pay his debts,

pei-haps to i:)ay the baker for bread. Sickness

and other misfortunes may so bring it about.

In such a case the baker should forgive it

and forget it, and feel just as friendly and

pleasant toward the debtor as if it had
never happened. Of course there are people

who, perhaps, are a little too ready to give

up and say they can not pay, when they

really might pay if they tried hard enough.

There is another thing in connection with

this matter. The burden of supplying needy
but helpless people with bread should not

all fall on one person. When a man by
misfortune gets into a destitute condition,

the best way is to have some friend start a

subscription, and take the money thus rais-

ed from the community at large, and pay
both the butcher and baker, or at least pay
the gi-eater part of the debt. Still another

thing, this injunction to forgive our debt-

or, it seems to me, is intended to ward off

neighborhood quarrels, and especially to

guard against holding a " grudge," if I may
use the slang expression. Sometimes neigh-

bors get into a jangle and will not speak to

each other, not only for months but some-

times for years. I think this latter case,

however, is a good deal a thing of the past.

Yeai-s ago there used to be jealousy and

clashing between men in the same line of

business; but if I am right this is largely a

thing of the past. People in this enlighten-

ed age are becoming ashamed at this sort

of narrow-mindedness. "Forgive and forget"

is getting to be the rale; and I have reason

to believe, too, that people of the present

day will hardly tolerate a man who prays

in public, and cheats in a horse-trade at the

same time.

The suggestion that we love to "nibble

at the devil's bait " made me smile while

I uttered my biggest amen. It made me
siTiile to think how many times during

the past seventy years I have gotten into

trouble because I was curious in regard to

Satan's machinery. When the spirit rap-

pings first came out and my good mother
urged me to keep away from their "seances,"

I urged that it would do no harm to " inves-

tigate;" but when I saw one good man, a
minister of the gospel, go to the insane-

asylum, I decided that my mother was light.

Small boys, and sometimes larger ones, are

curious to know what beer and whisky taste

like, and urge that " it would do no harm to

take just one taste," feeling sure that it

would be just one taste and no more. And
it is the same way with cigars and tobacco.

Oh dear me ! what a world of sin and trouble

comes from temptation that poor weak
humanity can not resist ! The temptation

to " coquette " with the devil, or to take
" just one little nibble," showing off our

skill in letting people see how we can "skate

on thin ice," is along the same line.

If any of our friends would be glad of a

sample copy of this sermon to send to their

friends, just say so on a postal card. The
illustration of the foolish mother who wheel-

ed her eluld about in a cab when her child

was perfectly able to walk, brought out an-

other hearty amen. By all means let us have

the " blue toes " in place of the blue pills.

MARCONI AND SOME INCIDENTS OF HIS

BOYHOOD.

I presume our readers have seen a notice

in the papers to the effect that Marconi
expects to be able soon to telephone across

the Atlantic by wirele-ss. Just think of a

human voice being carried clear across the

ocean ! I well remember the excitement about

tlie Atlantic cable, and the cheers that went

up (after long and disappointing delays)

because sifjnals had actually been received.

Little did we dream then that the time

would ever come when that expensive cable

could be dispensed with, and that we could

not only talk through the wire but the final

outcome would be that we should be able to

talk without amj wire at all.

With the above for a preface let me stafe

that I have quite recently had quite a talk

with Mr. A. E. Roberts, International Y.

M. C. A. Secretary, of New York. Just

recently Mr. Roberts was sent by our Gov-

ernment to investigate agricultural prob-

lems in the Old World. During his trip he

met at Bologna, Italy, Marconi's father,

still living. The father said this about his

boy : He said the boy either would not work
at what he wanted him to do or else he had

hard work to make him do it. He was so

busy exploring every thing that he could

not take the time for routine duties. One
of his tricks was to pull all the clocks to

])ieces in the neighborhood to see how they

were made; but I think he get them togeth-

er all right. His father said he spent so

much time with wires, co8:wheels, and such
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trifling things, that they were tempted at

times to think he was not quite level in his

head. The boy finally ran against electric-

ity; and he was so eager in experimenting

that he would hardly take time to eat his

meals. His first success in wireless was in

getting communication from one corner of

his father's farm to the other. Then he

began to have visions of great things. But

some neighbor dampened his ardor by tell-

ing him he could not get over hills and

mountains. In order to test the matter he

secretly got one of his father's hired men to

help him, and then the two went away to

where there was a considerable hill. The
attendant was to go to the furtlu-r side of

the hill and report if he received any sig-

nals. The signal came through all right,

as we now know it would do; but the boy
did not know it then; and when the atten-

dant returned the signal, and told him the

hills were no obstacle, he was so overpower-

ed by the good news that he went into a

dead faint, and the attendant found him
unconscious.

The above illustrates the intense eagerness

with which tlie boy worked, and his pecul-

iar sensitiveness to disappointment or the

reverse. Now, here is a moral. I have

frequently talked about the "sports" among

,

fruits and vegetables. It transpires that

there are sports in humanity. This boy,

with his queer passion for the wonderful

things in nature, was for a time thought by

the neighbors, and perhaps by his fathei-,

not quite evenly balanced.

Some time ago I told you of a young girl

with whom 1 became acquainted in my early

manhood. After I had set lier at work in

our factory her mother made some inquii'-

ies, and ended up by saying, " Well, Mr.

Root, if she is of any use to you in the

factory, do, ' for the land's sake,' keep her

as long as you want to. She is ' not a mite

of use ' in doing housework around home."

Her mother did not understand even her

own child, and did not recognize that God
calls us in various directions.
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EALTH NOTE
CHERRIES AS A HEALTH FOOD.

May God be praised for the beautiful

luscious cherries that we have been having

since about the middle of June, and are still

having to-day, June 27. Just as my apples

began to give out (about June 12), beauti-

ful cherries appeared in the market, and
they are about the finest ever grown in this

vicinity, so far as I can remember. In our

new home, when we moved into the bunga-
low there were just two cherry-trees that

did not stand in the way of the buildings.

These were so full of bloom shortly after I

returned from Florida that I told Mrs. Root
it would be impossible for all the blossoms

to produce cherries; but when the trees

were loaded with beautiful fruit, one ripen-

ing perhaps ten days or more before the

other, I began using them in place of my
accustomed apples, and it was one of my
" happy surprises " to find that they an-

.swered just as well, and, in fact, a little

better; and just now my verdict would be

that plenty of sweet luscious cherries are

fully equal to grapefruit for kidney or

ui'inary troubles. In order to satisfy myself
in regard to the matter I ate a gTeat lot of

them not only at my five-o'clock supper, but

I ate more just before going to bed to see if

they would disturb my digestion or my
sleep ; and good old dame Nature did not

make the least bit of protest. In fact, I

have never felt better, and it seems I have

not for a long while had so much strength

for working in the garden with my light

keen hoe as since I have been on the "cherry

diet."* By the way, there is one thing pe-

culiar about the abundant cherry crop this

summer. There do not seem to be any of

the mischievous curculio or other insects,

and as a result there are but very few
wormy cherries. Let me give you a clipping

in regard to the matter, from the Plain

Dealer

:

CHERRIES 00 DOWN TO $1 PER BUSHKL.
Cherries were in the heaviest supply ever knowu

ou this market, and the prices were the lowest ever

known. Sales of pretty good stock were made at

from $1.00 to $1.50 a bushel crate; there were sales

at $2.00 in the early morning. One grower had a

wagonload on which he offered to take 80 cents a

Imshel. Good sweet cherries still bring $3.50 and
$3.75 a bushel, and as high as $4.00.

I wonder if this great crop of cherries has

not been a blessing to others as well as to

myself. When I first began to go to school

some seventy years ago the teacher taught

* Later.—Since the above was in type I have eaten
some cherries that were rather tart, and not fully

ripe. The result was not quite so encouraging. I

think it is best to add that the fruit shoiild be dead
ripe, and perhaps not too tart, in order that we may
eat it with impunity. And, by the way, if you are
going to eat a7i;/ kind of fruit to the extent I do,

especially if you are elderly like myself, be sure the
fruit is dead ripe. Apples that are not real mellow
and well ripened have often disagreed with me in

the same way as did the sour cherries not perfectly
ripened.
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US a little nursery song. I think it started

:

Cherries are ripe I

Cherries are ripe!

Oh give the baby some I

Now, if it is really true that the cherries

'did not injure the babies, but, on the con-

trary, did them as much good as they do

your old friend A. I. Root, it seems to me
we can all give a little more attention to the

cherry crop by planting the varieties that

ripen at different times, as in that way the

season can be prolonged a month or even

six weeks; and when cherries are gone in

Ohio you can take an excursion up to the

northern part of Michigan and find plenty

of them, I think, well up into the month of

Aug-ust.

Now just one more suggestion in regard

to cherries. Why cannot eheri-y juice be

put up in little bottles just as grape jiiice

is kept for sale at our corner groceries, at

a price that everybody could afford at any

time in hot weather? Did not the Creator

give us the luscious cherries just when the

hot weather comes on, because at such a

time everybody craves {and needs) this de-

licious acid fruit f

You may recall that, some years ago, I

spoke of a big factory in northern Michigan

where they bought cherries of the farmers

and " processed " the juice to supply the

soda-fountains of our land with real fruit

juice. I have before mentioned that grape

juice is probably taking the place, to a great

extent, of intoxicating beer and other li-

quors. Now, why can we not have cherry

juice put up in the same way? My good

friend W. P. Root just informs me that in

this county cherries are allowed to hang on

the trees and rot, because it does not pay to

pick them. One man who had more than he

could sell said, " They are a nuisance this

year." Surely these luscious fruits might

either be canned, or the juice be preserved

in some way, especially if it would conduce

to the health of the public at large.

There has been a lot said about short cuts

from producer to consumer. Now, can any

of you imagine a shorter cut than to climb

up into a cherry-tree as I have been doing,

where the cherries are so tliick you might

just grab them with your mouth, without

any need of even the " hand-to-mouth

"

method, as it is sometimes called?

CHEESE AS AN ARTICLE OF DIET.

Our readers may, perhaps, recall what I

liave several times mentioned—the use of

cheese with my apples or other fruit at five

o'clock in the afternoon instead of a regular

supper; and I might say that during very

much of all my life I have somehow craved

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

cheese when eating much fruit. When I

raised luscious watermelons on a gravelly

southern slope on the hills of Summit Co.,

Ohio, when a boy, when we had nice melons

my friends used to laugh at me because I

wanted a little bit of rich well-ripened

cheese to go with the melons; and when
making a supper of the luscious juicy cher-

ries mentioned in another column a piece

of cheese to go with them seemed to make a

complete meal and a " balanced ration." In

fact, I do not know that 1 ever enjoyed any
banquet or any other food in my life more
than those luscious cherries with a piece of

I'eal good cheese.

In view of the above you may believe I

was much interested in Bulletin No. 221

from the Ontario Agricultural College, en-

titled " Food Value of Milk and its Prod-

ucts." 1 turned over to where the greater

part of the book is devoted to a discussion

of cheese. It seems there have been made,

both in the United States and Canada, some
exhaustive experiments in regard to cheese

and fruits. I have made a few extracts from
the bulletin here and there.

FOOD VALUE OF MILK AND ITS I'RODUOTS.

One pound of cheese will, however, furnish just

about as much actual nourishment as two pounds of

fresh meat.
Bread and cheese can be used in such amounts as

to constitute what is called a balanced diet; i. e., in

such amounts as to supply the right proportions of

muscle-forming foods in comparison with the energy
value. But fruit added to the diet would render it

more attractive and palatable, and favor digestion.

It also tends to decrease the possibility of constipa-

tion. A case was investigated and reported by the

Office of Experiment Stations, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, of a man who lived for months upon a

diet of bread, cheese, and fruit, and who remained
in good health and active, and did not weary of the

monotony of the diet. It will generally be found
that the watery and refreshing fruits or succulent

vegetables with their large supply of cellulose are a

pleasant contrast to the concentrated and fatty cheese.

Thus, when planning menus in which a cheese dish

is the chief feature, pains should be taken to supply
crisp, watery vegetables or fresh-fruit salads.

Economy would be effected if cheese were used in

at least one meal a day with the deliberate intention

of procuring the essential proteins from this source
rather than from the more costly meats.

In connection with the use of raw cheese there is,

however, one point that should be emphasized; and
that is, it should be thoroughly masticated, otherwise

the digestive juices do not readily penetrate the fatty

matters of the cheese.

In the same connection attention is called to the

food value of cottage cheese established by this work.
This is another cheap and (to many) a very palata-

ble product that could be introduced to a much great-

er extent in the dietary at a great saving in the total

cost of food.

The primary objects of the Minnesota experiments
were to study the digestibility of older cheese than
had been used in the Connecticut experiments, and
to study the digestibility of other varieties, as well

as the so-called condimental value of some of the

more highly flavored varieties. In these experiments
the basal diet was bread and oranges, which were
previously studied. The duration of each experiment
was, as in the Connecticut experiments, three days.
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The last sentence in the above reminds me
that at one time when my apples were gone,

and no other fruit seemed available, I se-

lected some nice large navel oranges; and if

you have never tried it I would suggest

making a supper (or, if you choose, any one

of the thi-ee meals of the day), by the use of

two or three navel oranges and about two
ounces of cheese.

One of the extracts I have given makes
mention of the necessity of tliorougJi chew-

ing in order to enjoy cheese to the fullest

extent. It is most imperative that we chew
it until it is nothing but a liquid. This

brings out a flavor and deliciousness that

perhaps you never dream of until you have

tried it. Many peojale have objected to

cheese as being conducive to constipation.

But that is because you do not use fruit

enough with it to make a balanced ration.

Use plenty of fruit, with cheese in modera-
tion, and I am sure you will have no trouble

along this line.

ROBBING SICK PEOPLE.

Mr. A. I. Root:—In looking over Gleanings
I find in more than one number mention made
of a " humbug toy " under the name of electro-

poise, oxydonor, etc. Can this oxypathor of the

enclosed pamphlet be the same old foe ? Within
the last week a female agent has made her ap-

pearance among us, and has been very successful

in a few days. Some three years ago we had an
epidemic of infantile paralysis, and this woman
is making a rich harvest among the parents of

these unfortunate little ones. I fear I have made
enemies of very old friends by trying to point out to

them the impossibility of quick recovery in these
cases; and it is such a cruel tiling for this wom-
an to raise false hopes, both in the minds of the
parents and the poor little sufferers themselves,
besides taking $30 for an utterly useless contrivance.
In Gleanings for Sept. 15, 1910, you make mention
of circulars explaining this fraud. If you still have
them at hand, would you kindly send us one? The
explanation of these contrivances sounds much like

the one we have before us. We are printing a word
of warning over our own signature, in our local

paper, referring pi-ospective buyers to your publica-
tion. Rural New-Yorker, also Colliers' Weekly, which
published an article denouncing the oxypathor.

Mrs. W. E. Lamming.
Duncan, Vancouver Island, B. C, June 22.

My good friend, the oxypathor is the

same old " foe " as you put it. In our last

issue I made mention of a young friend of
mine who is likely to lose his life because he
listened to cjuaeks. These people should be
arrested and imprisoned if nothing else wUl
cure them of deliberately taking money
from the innocent and unsuspecting. I will

say to our readers, the pamphlet in question
consists of three or four pages and some
drawing's in regard to constipation ; and
they wind up with these words :

" In this

condition, fortunate is the person who se-

cures an oxypathor. Its use impregnates
the entire system with oxygen. Every pore
in the body imbibes oxygen." Is it not

strange that people of apparent intelligence

can be humbugged by such a mere toy as
the one mentioned?

TEMPERANCE
STATEWIDE PROHIBITION; AWFUL THINGS

THAT WILL HAPPEN, ETC.

Just now the brewers and distillers are

getting busy telling the people the conse-

quences of rashly voting to put the drink
business out of commission. Here is a

clipping from the Wyoming Ledger-Jour-
nal :

Do you know that the distilleries of Peoria alone
consume the equivalent of the entire corn product of

the States of Illinois and Iowa as fast as it leaves
the farms ? Do you know that the production and
distribution of alcoholic beverages all together give
employment directly to about 1,200,000 people, rep-

resenting a population of 6,000,000 out of a total

population in the United States of 98,000,000? And
if we figure those who would be indirectly affected,

the number employed would reach about 2,000,000,
representing a population of about 10,000,000.

I cannot just now give the statistics in

order to show the tremendous exaggeration
in the above figures; but if I am correct we
are told by good authority that the entire

amount of corn used in the production of
liquors amounts to a very small proportion
of the corn crop grown in the United States

;

so the statement in regard to the distiller-

ies of Peoria, as given above, are almost an
entire whole-cloth falsehood. Suppose it

were possible to put in figures the animal
cost to our nation of the crime resulting
from the use of liquors, also the cost oi
hospitals and asylums to take care of the
product of the liquor business, to say noth-
ing of the loss of life annually, and the cost

of sending our youth to fill drunkards'
graves. The Anti-saloon Year Book, that I

have already mentioned, gives us correct
figures covering the whole disgraceful busi-
ness.

But even if we admit that a certain num-
ber will be put out of employment if the
distilleries are shut down, are not these
figures largely or entirely offset by the num-
ber of those who are out of work because
they helped to dispose of the product of
those distilleries? If there is any economic
connection between the liquor business and
a steady job at work, it can be made plain
only by an inside examination of the walls
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of the penitentiaries of the country wheie

men are plentiful and women hard to find.

WEST VIRGINIA SETS THE PACE.

Not only is the whole United States, but

to some extent the whole wide world, look-

ing toward West Virginia to see whether

she will enforce the law very soon to take

etfect. See the following, which I clip from
Ihe Cleveland Plain Dealer:

TO BE A VERY DRV STATE.

What is declared to be the most stringent proni-

bition act on the statute-books of any State tatcs

effect at the beginning of next month in West Vir-

ginia. If the law is enforced, West Virginia will be
perhaps the driest State in the Union.

In 1912 the people ratified a constitutional amend-
ment providing for state-wide prohibition, and the

legislature of 1913 enacted a measure putting the

amendment into force. West Virginia thus becomes
the ninth prohibition State in the Union.

The West Virginia law makes it unlawful to make,
sell, or give away intoxicating liquors anywhere in

the State. Druggists and clubhouses cannot sell it;

it is unlawful to advertise liquors by bill posts, cir-

culars, newspapers, or otherwise in the State. A
State superintendent of prohibition is provided to see

that the law is enforced.

When it decided to be dry. West Virginia appar-
ently decided to be very dry. The more than 90,000
majority cast in favor of the amendment would seem
to justify the legislature's action, for 90,000 is a

considerable majority in West Virginia.

Permit me to direct attention (o the

matter of liquor advertisements in news-
papers. If I am correct, it is unlawful for

any periodical in that State to accept any
advertisement of into.xicating liquors. May
God be praised that we have at least one
State in the Union that dare's undertake to

throttle the enemy as West Virginia has
done. Let us all pray that they may have
the nerve to see that this law is fnlly en-

furced.

INTEMPERANCE—NOT HALF THE EVILS HAVE
BEEN TOLD, EVEN IN GLEANINGS.

I believe in Terry, too, although I do not live up
quite so closely to all his teachings, and I watch the

garden and temperance columns of Gleanings with
a good deal of interest. Furthermore, I believe that

half of the evils connected with the liquor-traffic and
its full dangers has not been told, even in Glean-
ings.

La Salle, N. Y., June 4. T. Greiner.

Right in line with the above statement by
our good friend Greiner comes a sad inci-

dent that just happened right here close by
our own home. A man 31 years of age was
getting to be so intemperate that his wife
went over to see her father-in-law to see if

something could not be done. As a result,

the father went over to see his son and to

talk matters over with him. So far as I can
learn the matter was discussed in a friendly

way, the son promising to do better. But
some way it came about that, as the father

started to go home, the son offered him a

drink. This indicates that the father was
also, at least to some extent, intemperate in

his habits. They drank together. After the

father started for home the son drank some
more; and as a result he imagined he was
being imposed on, persecuted, etc., and then

followed his father, who was part way home.
He grabbed his father by the collar, and
began to quarrel. The father, in self-de-

fense, struck the son a blow with a broom-
stick and fractured his skull. The wife of

the young man was a v/itness to this tussle

on the road as she was on her way home.
During the night the son died. The wife

gave out that he had died from heart dis-

ease. The funeral followed, and the body
was buried. It seems, however, the neigh-

bors found out something about the quarrel

in the road. The body was exhumed, and
the old father is now to be tried for murder.
It seems the father, his wife, and the daugh-
ter-in-law concluded to say nothing about
the tight, thinking no one else knew any
thing about it. Now for the question as to

who should be punished. Shall we go on as

we have been doing for ages past, punishing
the men who commit murder when crazy

with drink, and let the man who furnished

the drink to people living in a dry county

go free, and let the " traffic " go on?

THE GREAT "HANDICAP" ON HUMANITY.
We clip the following from ' tlie Union

Signal. What do you think of it"?

XO ALCflHOL FOR THIRTY YEARS.
If really, for once, the entire civilized race of man-

kind should abstain from alcohol for thirty years, so

that a completely sound generation could come into

existence, there would result a transformation, a

raising of the whole culture anew, a heightening of

the happinets and welfare of men, which could easily

le placed beside the greatest historical reformations

and revolutions of which we know any thing.

—

Prof.

Wilhelm Weygandt, of Wurzhurg.

BREEDING CRIMINALS.

The publishers of the book, " Old Age
Deferred," have the following to say in

regard to my extract from that book about

l^reeding criminals

:

We note that you have strong impressions as to

the importance of having a right genealogy. It is

pretty hard, however, in accordance with the Consti-

tution of the United States, for one class of people

to regulate the personal liberties of another class;

and if we began that sort of thing, where would we
end? An enthusiastic eugenist recently reports that

within a century or so people who were regarded as

average normal now would be shut up in an Insane-

asylum because of the great improvement brought

about by eugenic methods. The medical profession,

as a class, are not enthusiastic on eugenics.

F. A. Davis Co., Medical Publishers,

per A. G. Crandall, Adv. Mgr.

Philadelphia, Pa., June 29.
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POLLYATSTNA
THE GLAD BOOK

By ELEANOR H. PORTER, author of

"Miss Billy" and "Miss Billy's Decision,"

and "Gleanings in Bee Culture," one
year, Both for $1.50

The book, POLLYANNA, has been one of the best-selling

books of the season because of the winsomeness of the story.

Pollyanna, a lovable litte lass, is the daughter of a minister

in the West. She is left an orphan and is sent back East to make
her home with a staid and prejudiced maiden aunt. In winning

the affection of her aunt and the respect of the villagers, she finds

a place in the hearts of all her readers.

Send for the book as a surprise for the young people of the

family who will enjoy Pollyanna 's "Glad Game" as much as will

the older readers. A little romance in the life of the aunt forms

the plot of the story, and the reader finds himself wondering again

and again how it will end.

As long as our supply lasts, we are offering a copy of POLLY-
ANNA and GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE one year for $1.50.

Tw^elfth Printing

Read some of the Press Comments :

'

' Pollyanna is the ' gladdest ' book that was ever written. It is

of more real value than any thousand sermons to which I have ever

listened."

—

Passaic Daily News.

" It is a book that charms at once by its style, and delights by
its character-drawing and the interest developed by its story."

—

The Boston Journal.

"Pollyanna is a delightful character, and the book refresh-

ingly natural."

—

Cedar Rapids Record.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
Canadian postage, 30c extra. Foreign postage, 60c extra.
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Oisr Cover Picture

The view shown on our cover for this

issue calls to mind the story of the lailly

farm where the ground was so steep that

one looking up the chimney could see the

cows in the meadow outside. There are no
cows in the meadow in this instance; but
the view certainly bears no resemblance to

a prairie. The picture shows a part of D.

M. Bryant's apiary at Ethelfels, Va.

of AmnHa!
E:

Mr. Frank C. Pellett, S^ate Insi^ector of

apiaries for Iowa, has advised us that there

are only a few copies left of his annual re-

port, and that he can no longer supply
requests outside the State except to libra-

ries. Quite a large edition was printed,

which was exjaected to last possibly for two
years; but there has been such a demand for

them that they are already nearly gone in

less than six months.

Sending Goods by Parcel Post
The following letter from a subscriber

will explain

:

In Gleanings for July 1st editorials, Limitations
of Parcels Post, you say it should be understood that
many things can be sent cheaper by express than by
mail. I think when a customer orders goods by
parcel post, that it should be sent that way if possible,

regardless of cost, as your customers often live on
rural routes several miles from express office, which
would mean a delay by not knowing when goods
arrived at express office as well as the good part of

a day's journey to and from the depot to obtain
goods after notice of arrival of same, while by parcel
post they would be delivered same day or the day
following, which often means dollars to the busy
beekeeper.

Pilion, Mich., July 11. David Running.

In the editorial referred to, if we did not

make it clear at the time we wish to make it

so now, tliat no dealer will take on himself
the liberty of sending goods by express if

there is no express office where the customer
lives. But the chief trouble complained of
was that customers would demand that a

50-lbs. weight be sent by parcel post when
clearly the limitations of parcel post forbid

it. If a customer will ask his postmaster
before ordering goods he will be told what
can and cannot be done.

Nearly Lost Ms l^ite in
Swarm from a Tree

"

A STORY has been running through a
number of eastern papers telling of a thrill-
ing experience which Milton Robb, of Cole-
ville. Pa., had in attempting to get a swarm
of bees that had clustered on a limb of a
tree. Mr. Robb had gone up the tree in-
tending to saw otf the limb and allow the
branch to drop to the ground below where a
hive had been prepared. Miscalculating the
weight of the limb and bees he was nearly
killed by the limb sagging down, throwing
the bees all over him before he could get out
of the way. As it was some time before his
brother could get help to rescue the man
from his perilous position the result of the
undertaking came very near being serious.

In sawing off a limb on which a swarm is

hanging, a cut should be made with the saw
on the under side of the limb perhaps a
fifth or a quarter of the way through; then,
after sawing on the upper side, if the limb
breaks off it will fall and not swing in
toward the tree.

Outdoor Feeding at ouir Home and

to Outdoor Feeding
Since our hoiiey-tlow at Medina was over

we have had some difficulty in raising queens
at Medina and vicinity. The exi;remely hot
weather has so parched the ground that
there seems to be nothing bearing nectar in
reach of our yards except the one located in
the swamp near Akron, as spoken of else-
where. It has been almost impossible to get
into our hives to do any thing. The last flow
we had was basswood; and when that stop-
ped the bees were crazy to steal, beg, or bor-
row. Queen-rearing operations were brought
almost to a standstill. We supplied the
boys with large cages to set over the hives
while they were working. But that did not
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stop the pilfering. Finally we si:arted up
our outdoor feeders, when, presto! the ugly

disposition of the bees as well as the rob-

bing stopped instanter.

For the benefit of those who may have

forgotten about feeding outdoors, we may
state that only sweetened water is used for

the purpose. That is to say, we mix sugar

and water in the proportion of ten parts of

water to one of sugar. This is placed in the

trough feeders t-f the Simplicity or Alexan-

der type. For 50 to 100 colonies there

should not be less than 12 of such feeders.

In other words, the feeding area must be

scattered over considerable area to prevent

the bees from crowding each other.

The strength of the sweetened water will

depend somewhat on weather conditions.

Sometimes a ten-to-one solution is a little

too strong, causing the bees to rush at it too

hard. In that co.se we have used a strength

of twelve to one. At other times eight to

one is too weak, and the bees will hardly

touch it.

If one cannot obtain the ordinary trough

feeders he can use a series of shallow dishes,

pouring about an inch or so of syrup into

each one of these receptacles. Then throw
in a few handfuls of straw or dry gi'ass so

the bees will not drown in the mixture. The
advantage of the trough feeders is that the

bees do not meet the obstruction of the

straw against their wings in the attempt to

fly, thus prematurely wearing out their

wings. The objection to the straw may be

overcome by using wooden floats made of

several slats nailed together.

There will be no need of practicing out-

door feeding except in cases where hives

must necessarily be opened. In the produc-

tion of extracted honey it may sometimes

be necessary. In some cases, when one is

extracting after the general honey-flow, he

may find it an advantage to practice out-

door feeding during the time the hives are

being opened. In such a case he should use

honey as a sweetening agent rather than

sugar, otherwise he will get sugar in his

honey—enough so it might cause Uncle Sam
to class it as adulterated.

Feeding in the hives is far to be preferred

except to prevent robbing. Outdoor feeding
causes the bees to wear themselves out un-
necessarily, since the flight back and forth

to outdoor feeders, the jostling and rubbing
themselves against each other in their strug-

gles to get at the sweet, causes them to wear
out their wings. The feeding in the hives

produces no such et¥ect.

Again, it sometimes happens that one
finds his entire yard is .on the verge of star-

vation. When lie discovers that this is the

case lie can feed at once by feeding outdoors.

Later he can practice the in-liive plan,

which we decidedly recommend.
The outdoor feeding has the further ob-

jection that other bees in the neighborhood,

including those of other beekeepers, are fed

at your expense.

m and

lediea and Akron, O.; Bee-forage
at Swamps in the Fall ; a New-oM
Sctueme to Make Increaee on
Swamp Bee^pastare

We have been practicing migratory bee

keei^ing, moving bees from Medina to Flor-

ida and from Florida back again after

making increase. In spite of the fact that

we brought back the equivalent of about 900
colonies we have only about a third of them
left, the rest of them being all sold off for

nuclei and pound packages. At the present

rate we shall not have a hundred colonies

left. If so we shall be up against the prob-
lem of making increase so that we can have
enough bees to send a carload south again,

if we should so decide.

We can make a colony, according to ex

periments made by our Mr. Selser at Phil-

adelphia, by feeding sugar sj'rup, for about

$1.00. But this amount on 300 colonies

would be $300. With an automobile truck

for mo\'ing bees from one locality to anoth-

er, $300 would be more than enough to move
the bees in all directions from Medina, and
then move them back again for cellar win-

tering, provided, of course, suitable locali-

ties could be found where the bees can breed

up on natural fall pasturage, and thus

eliminate the cost of sugar.

During the last week or so we have been
scouring the country in an automobile.

During one of these trips we came in con-

tact with Mr. A. J. Halter, of Akron, Ohio,

20 miles away—a city where more rubber

tires are made for automobiles than in any
other city in the world. At one of Mr. Hal-
ter's outyards }iear a swamp he discovered

he could make increase after the main hon-

ey-flow was over, with very little expendi-

ture for sugar. Some years he does not buy
any. As we are needing more bees we
bought a hundred colonies of liim, and have
engaged him to increase this hundred in that

swamp location up to two hundred before

the bees are removed to Medina, and he

thinks he can do it. As this apiary is near
big swamps, there is an abundance of bee-

pasturage. As soon as clover and basswood
stop there is a succession of one flow after

another until late frost during the first of
October. Sometimes, says Mr. Halter, the
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bees breed so fast that they will swarm
unless given a large amount of r^om. At
other times the flow is intermittent, but just

fast enough most of the time to keep up
breeding; and when the bees go into winter

quarters they are in fine condition.

Ordinarily there is not much honey in

most of our northern localities after Sept.

1; but after that date Mr. Halter has split

his colonies in halves and built up each half

into a fail- colony for winter. We are start-

ing with a hundred colonies about the last

of July. What increase he will be able to

make for us during the next two months
remains to be seen ; but we are arranging to

send over more bees where there are some-

thing like 1000 acres of swamp land, only

parts of which are used for pasturing cattle.

If we can " turn the trick " we shall pasture

bees there also.

THE BEE-FORAGE IN THAT THOUSAND-ACRE
SWAMP.

We had a great curiosity to know what
might be found in that swamp where bees

breed so well, and accordingly drove over
tliis week. We took along Dr. C. D. Free-
man, a botanist, and Judge Kennan, of this

place, and on arriving at Akron picked up
Mr. Halter. Together we went clear around
the .swamp with Mr. Halter as guide; and
one needs a guide in such dense shrubbery
and underbrush. We would penetrate the

swamp a half-mile or so, and then go back
to the machine, mn up the road a distance

of several miles, and then take to the swamp
again. In that way we traversed the whole
area, or, to speak more exactly, the outer

edge of this series of swamps.
It has been said that a large portion of

this swamp land covers a subteri-anean lake;

and the statement has been made that cer-

tain of the islands where the water comes
to the surface are really floating islands,

because their position changes every now
and then, especially after a big wind. The
further statement is made that there are

certain bottomless pits and other places
where one may be so mired that unless he
can secure help he will be buried in un-
known deptlis. (We have accepted the two
last statements with a few grains of allow-
ance.) We did not penetrate far enough
into the swamp land to form very much of
an idea of its interior. After we had gone
lialf a mile we concluded it would be far
more practicable to hire an aeroplane, as it

was almost impossible to penetrate some of
the dense thickets. However, we came to the
conclusion that what we found on the outer
edges of the swamp we should probably find

at the interior.

Here were hundreds and hundieds of

acres of waste land, some of which cannot

be used even for cow pasture; but, fortu-

nately, we found a number of well-known
honey-plants—plants which we would not

have recognized except for the assistance of

our friend Dr. Freeman. First, there was
the familiar sweet clover on the upland.

Then came the common milkweed. But what
attracted our attention particularly on one

of these incursions was a mass of showy red

blossoms that were distributed over small

patches here and there over the swamp land.

Dr. Freeman identified this as swamp milk-

weed {Asclepias incarnata). The bees were
busily at work on it—hundreds and hun-

dreds of them. Then we found other hun-

dreds busy on the blue verbena, sometimes
called " ver\'ain " {Verbena hastata). The
roar of the bees as they made their way
back and forth from our apiary a quarter

of a mile away ; the blue and the crimson as

we found it here before our eyes in the

swamp caused us to see visions of beeyards

scattered around these thousand acres; but

tliis vision may materialize in only a very
limited way.

" But, Mr. Halter," we said, " what comes
on next when these are all gone ?

"

" Look," he said, as he pointed out some
boneset, or thoroughwort. " Here is a plant

that is supposed to have wonderful medic-

inal value."

When we asked the doctor what he

thought about it he gave expression to one
of those dubious smiles that convinced us he

did not take much stock in the statement.

For the benefit of our botanical friends

we may say this is known as Eupatorium
perfoliatum. Boneset, or thoroughwort, is a

good honey-plant for breeding up ; but the

honey is of a very inferior quality. Unfor-
tunately it comes on at a time when buck-
wheat is being stored. Buckwheat honey
with boneset in it is practically ruined for

table use, for the honey, like the leaves of

the plant, is bitter.

Pushing on further we found various

species of wild sunflower; acres and acres

of goldenrod; button-bush; some species of

saw-weed, and asters galore; and last but
not least some stray specimens of Simpson
honey-plant, or fig-wort {Scroplmlaria nodo-
sa).

This plant, be it said, provoked a good
deal of discussion thirty years ago. A. I.

Root, in his early days, had a big plot of it

;

but after trying that and the spider-plant

he concluded that, while both were remark-
able yielders of nectar, the cost of cultivat-

ing either of them would render it unprof-
itable to set them out for honey alone.
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Jt is (luite remarkable, but nevertheless

true, I hat this Hudson swamj) land is not

wet or spongy at this time of the year. The

soil is of a black muck in character; and,

while soft under foot, it is not wet in the

summer or fall, although Mr. Halter says

that in the spring of the year this land is

covered with water.

THE MENTOR SWAMPS.

We visited some big swamps near Mentor

and Ashtabula, in the northeast part of the

State, in company with Dr. E. F. Phillips.

We told him what we had found near Akron,

or, more exactly, Hudson, 0., and he re-

marked that his parents lived in Ashtabula,

and he desired to look over this swamp with

us if we could spare the time. As we had

already gotten the swamp fever (or mania)

we were curious to know what we should

find at Mentor; but examination showed .an

entirely different condition. A large portion

of it is covered with about a foot of water

with a heavy gTowth of brush, but only a

few honey-plants, and these scattering.

MILKWEED POLLEN MASSES; DO THEY KILL

BEES ?

While we were studying the swamp milk-

weed we had a curiosity to know whether

the bees carried away any pollen masses

such as are found on common milkweeds.

Stories have been told at different times of

how bees have been killed by these mem-
branous disks sticking to the leg's; and the

late Dr. Riley, of the Bureau of Entomol-

ogy, once suggested that when bees beeoine

a nuisance to plant milkweed and thus kill

them off. A very close examination of some

of the bees working on this species {Ascle-

pias incarnata) showed that there were some

pollen appendages sticking to their legs;

but they were by no means as large or as

troublesome as those from the common milk-

weed, Asclepias syriaca. As these swamp
milkweeds have been growing in tliis vicin-

ity for years, and as Mr. Halter has been

able to make a good increase year after

year, the presumption is that this particular

species is in nowise troublesome. The fact

is, even the common milkweed pollen masses

are not as destructive as generally clairned.

With the swamp-fever mania still cling-

ing to us we had a curiosity to know whetii-

er we should find the same set of hoiiey-

plants in the swamp lands adjoining a little

lake about five miles south of our home

apiaiy at Medina. We drove out this morn-

ing, July 28, and were gxatified to find

many of the same species, and a little yard

of bees belonging to Mr. S. A. Heavelin

were storing honey in the supers, while our
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bees were gathering absolutely nothing. We
did not, however, find very much of the

swamp milkweed, but c(uantities and quan-
tities of blue verbena, and acres of boneset;

also a large amount of goldenrod and wild

sunflower.

THE PRACTICAL SIDE OF MIGRATORY SWAMP
BEEKEEPING.

The practical side of this whole proposi-

tion is that many of our readers, in this year
of partial or complete failure of clover, will

be able to find localities near them that will

furnish plenty of fall pasturage. It would
be well to make a trip through the country;

and if you know of certain swamps within

your reach you would do well to examine
them thoroughly; and if you find any of the

honey-plants we have named, and your bees

are doing absolutely nothing, it may pay
you well to move them, for there is nothing-

like a natural honey-flow to make bees breed

up and fill up for winter. We expect to try

out the pro^josition about Medina, and the

results will be given in these columns.

We have not yet decided whether we shall

go south for more bees. If we can breed

them up in the fall within fifty miles of us,

or within reach of an automobile tiiicR, it

will certainly be cheaper than paying freight

of $1.00 a colony on bees from the south.

OUR APALACHICOLA PROPOSITION NOT A GREAT
MONEY-MAKER.

In this connection, perhaps it is only fair

to say that, after all the expense figures

were in, our Apalachicola bees cost us much
more than we had expected. Had it not

been for our general sale of bees and queens

we would have lost out on the proposition.

It is only fair for us to say that, had we
been running those bees for honey only,

with the poor season we had locally, we
should have been out of pocket. This is only

another way of saying that the average man
whose only source of income from the bees

is the honey would probably lose out if he

takes a carload south and then ships them
back again after making increase. If one can

make an increase in his own locality, he had

better do it and thus save freight. The

freight and risk are two big items that can

not be eliminated.

We do not regret our Apalachicola expe-

perience, however, even if it was the kind

that Josh Billings says "comes pretty hi."

In any event it was worth all it cost for this

journal alone. Probably no bee enterprise

on a large scale has attracted wider atten-

tion than this did. We shall probably re-

peat the experiment this winter in a modi-

fied form.
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Dr. C. C. Miller ITMAY Marengo, 111.

P. J. HOEVEL, p. 476, I fumigated many
combs with bisulphide of carbon, used them
afterward, and never saw a sign that it hurt

them for brood or honey.

Rev. H. S. Tritsch's sermon, p. 561, is

tine. But instead of quoting '' deliver us

from evil," why not " from the evil one," as

in the American Revision? Isn't that Medi-
na congregation entitled to the best there is?

Were any of you veterans ever caught
without your glasses when you wanted very
much to read a little bit of fine print? Next
time make a pinhole in the corner of a card

or piece of paper, hold it very close to one
eye, and it will help you out.

Joseph Gray says, ' take from a strong
colony a comb with the queen, put it in the

upjjer story over the excluder, leaving the

remainder of the brood below, and a queen
will be reared and mated below, and there

will be no swarming. Will it work with
others ?

P. C. Chadwick^ you think preference
for a certain kind of honey is a matter of
education rather than of taste, p. 491. Isn't

it both? I produce little but white-clover

honey, and my son was educated in that di-

rection
;
yet he prefers dark fall honey to

the best clover. My wife prefers clover,

while one of her sisters, with the same edu-
cation, thinks buckwheat far superior.

Adrian Getaz suggests that those who
question my giving only 20 days for workers
to develop should not overlook the fact that

if they have known bees to take longer time
the cases may have been exceptional. From
various reasons bees may not always main-
tain the requisite 98 degrees in the cluster,

and in any but very hot weather the outer
part of the cluster must be cooler than the

rest. I'm submitting the question again to

the bees, and I wish others would.

E. H. Carr asks how European foul
brood is first introduced into a hive if my
theory be correct that it is continued by the

nurses eating larvse freshly diseased. This
last, I think, is the usual way. In excep-
tional cases a spore may occasionally get
into the baby's food some other way. When
a diseased colony is robbed, the foul germs
are in abundance, and it is nothing strange
that some are carried by the robbers; and
of these a single one happening in a babv's
dinner is enough to start the whole business.

Please remember, however, that my theory
is only a theory, and I'm ready to abandon
it whenever a better theory is oti'ered. [It

,
is quite certain th^t European foul brood is

not carried in exactly the same way as
American ; but on the other hand it is cleai--

ly evident that it may originate in precisely

the same manner. We shall be glad to get

reports from those who have had experience
with the Euroi^ean type, detailing how that

disease is communicated.

—

Ed.]

Arthur C. Miller's splendid article, p.

495, and the editorial, p. 485, reminds me
that imbedding heated wires originated " in

this locality " with Miss Emma M. Wilson,
and some may like the original plan. The
foundation having been put into the wired
frame, hold the frame, wired side down, flat

over the blaze of a gasoline-stove. With one
hand move the frame so as to let the blaze
follow the line of the wire, while at the same
time the tips of the fingers of the other
hand are lightly pressed upon the founda-
tion immediately over the blaze. The wax
heats so slowly that it is little affected, while
the wire heats so rapidly that it melts its

way into the foundation, where it immedi-
ately cools as the frame moves along. The
result is that wax closes up over the wire.

just as if it had gi'own there, leaving a
perfect job. Practice will teach how rapidly
to move the frame, and how close to hold it

to the blaze. [Miss Wilson was probably
the first to use the plan that is both neat
and quick; and we wonder that it has not
been used more generally. There is nothing
superior to it except electricity.

—

Ed.]

W. P. Fritz wants to know how I manage
to have the fifth super on before July 1, and
whether I use combs drawn last year. I use
only a single section or bait with drawn
comb, and that in the first super. But the

fifth super on doesn't mean that five supers
are filled, by any means. The supers are
given one at a time as I think they may be
needed; and by the time the fifth super is

given it is something like this : Next to the

hive is a super half full or less, then one a
little more advanced, then two that are filled

but not entirely sealed at the outside, then
one entirely empty on top, or perhaps with
just a start made in it. If the flow should
suddenly stop, I'd be in a bad fix. But there
is a wealth of clover bloom, and I'm not
afraid to risk a good deal. All but the top
super are well filled with bees; and when I

show my confidence in the bees by giving
them big room they seldom betray that con-
fidence. The wonder is that they have done
as well as they have, considering that there

has been so much cold weather, and it's been
wet, wet, wet. [It has been hot and dry,

di'y, dry here.

—

Ed.]
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I
Notes from Canada Mt.j.y.oM

Good advice by friend Holtermann on p.

467, June 15, regarding control of swarming

at out-apiaries, and I would urge beginners

to take his methods if they Avish to be abso-

lutely sure as to conditions of the colonies

during honey-flow. It is a tremendous

amount of work examining every colony

every week, as ho advises ; but as he has men

to do the work and I rough it alone mostly,

needless to explain why we differ a bit on

this subject. But I just wonder if he has

examined, or rather had his helpers examine

evei-y colony each week during the last

month. For once at least I venture to say

he has not gone lO all this trouble. Person-

ally I feel sorry to say that we have not

examined a single colony to see if they were

thinking of swarming. A non-swarming

strain surely—when not a bit of nectar is

corcdng in.
* * *

Just one month ago—June 11—I wrote

that prospects were not very good for clover

honey in Ontario this year, and stated that

a light crop at best was all we could reason-

ably expect. Instead of a light crop, we

have in our locality a total failure,' and

about all reports I have received up to date

from other parts of the Province tell the

same story. In the July 1st issue I stated

that much old honey was in the brood-nests

as well as quite a lot of fresh nectar gath-

ered from maples, etc., and I was rather

afraid at the time that some of this darker

honey would not be turned into bees and

that it would go into the supers. Needless

worry in this case, as many hives are at this

date, July 11th, lighter than they were a

month ago. Continued cool weather and

drouth explains this unusual condition, and

even if we would have had much more

clover than we had, I doubt if much honey

would have been stored owing to unfavor-

able weather conditions. In localities where

they have basswood; some honey may yet be

gathered from that source, but as basswood

is now scarce in most places and an uncer-

tain yielder at best, it looks as though On-

tario will have practically no white honev

this year. There is some buckwheat around

us, and naturally we are hoping for at least

enough honey from this source later on to

fit the bees for winter.

While it is of no use to bori'ow trouble

for next year, it looks at this date as though

1915 will be another year of failure in so

far as the clover is concerned, as the long-

continued drouth has given the freshly seed-

ed alsike a great setback, and what plants

are left are small. Of course this condition

may be only local, as many localities may
have had showers that did not come our

way.
* * *

The editor's write-up of the district

around Haileybury, Ont., page 446, June
15, was read with interest by myself, as I

have been through the country and noted its

lioney-producing possibilities, writing up my
impressions in the Canadian Bee Journal

some few years ago. I surely believe that

there are great possibilities in that counti-y,

but it is good to remember that, generally

si^eaking, the farther north one goes, the

more uncertain are the seasons in so far as

late frosts and very cool weather are con-

cerned, during the months of April and
June. Then again frosts often come quite

early in the late summer and fall, as on one

occasion when visiting my sister at New
Liskeard, a town just a few miles north of

Haileybury, all tender vegetation was froz-

en on Aug. 15th if I remember correctly.

However, taking one year with another I

suspect they are as sure of a crop as we are

further south. At any rate, the district in

question has always had a fascination for

me ever since I visited the country. As to

wintering, I would not fear it in the least,

as a frost-proof dry cellar will winter the

bees all right. At Milberta, above Hailey-

bury, I knew of one lot that wintered well

outdoors, but the bees were covered over

with snow quite early in fall and remained
so till spring. As the Editor says, the win-

ters ai"e very cold and the summer season

short, but my sister who lived there for

some time (her husband ran a large market
garden) found the climate not at all dis-

agreeable. When up there one year in Au-
gust, I was looking at a few colonies owned
by the postmaster in Haileybury, and at

that time the bees were building beautiful

sections of water-white honey. Outside of

the toAvn .there were hundreds of acres of

willowherb, so there was no doubt that the

honey was coming from that source. But.

Mr. Editor, your caption " cold northwest "

is a bit misleading, as Haileybury is straight

north from Toronto somewhere about 400
miles or more, and, if I mistake not, Toronto
is some east of Medina. But as the condi-

tions will be pretty much the same for 500

miles west and many miles east of Hailey-

bury, perhaps after all you may not be so

far out of the way
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Occasionally we find a colony that forges

ahead and stores much more honey than the

others, though having only an equal show

with the others.
* * *

A part of my sage range is on red soil,

I^art on sandy loam, and a part on white

clay; but the honey from it all was while.

We had several different kinds of climate

during the season, but the honey remained

the same in color.

* * *

Little is heard at the present time of black

brood, but it should not be forgotten. An-
other season of dearth will bring it forward

again. Better get in some good Italian stock

while the time is ripe. It may save much
loss another year.

$ ^ ^

Some peculiar conditions are noted in the

condition of bees in the San Bernardino

Valley. Many of the apiaries along the

south slope of the valley that produced
quite a few cases of honey last season are

this year far behind those on the south of

the valley that did not produce a pound of

surplus last year.
* * *

There are many times during the year

when I am working my way up the steep

rough road to my bee-ranch that I almost

make up my mind to move down further in

the valley ; yet when I get a good crop I am
ready to let them remain where they are.

With some labor I can keep the roads in

repair; but to find a location such as I have
is not an easy task.

* * *

I have some hive-lids, made five years

ago, of pulp board (commonly called heavy
pasteboard), such as is used to make heavy
boxes. The board is about % inch thick,

and is nailed to the lid-frame after having
been treated with crude oil—two layers of

board to each lid. It makes a cheap, light,

durable lid; but treating the board with

crude oil does not appeal to me. It's a

nasty job.

The longer we live the more we learn, if

we don't think we know it all. My helper,

Mr. Byron Crawford, fixed up a robber-

trap when the robbers got to bothering him
about his work, and made increase with
them. After his trap got pretty well filled

he set it to one side until the bees rather

lost interest in home, then he gave them a

frame of brood. Strange to say, they took

kindly to the joke, and went to work. To
be sure, some of them found their way back
to their own hives, but a sufficient number
stayed to start a good nucleus.

* * »

A western beekeeper shipped two cases

of fancy water-white sage to an eastern

customer. Shortly it came back with the

information that if the customer wanted
honey made from granulated sugar he could

make it himself. This customer is not the

only one in the world who has not seen

water-white honey. It is a fact that the

public prefers honey with color to the whit-

est, for they are better acquainted with it.

« * «

A gentleman from the Hawaiian Islands

conceived the idea of growing sweet lemons

by selecting a certain soil rich with elements

that go to make fruit sweet. Just how he

is figuring this out I will not use space to

tell, but his theory is correct. I fear, how-
ever, he will come out like a neighbor of my
father's who once had a theory for raising

sweet potatoes. When the season was over

he said the theory was correct, but the

potatoes were not worth digging. We have

trees in California that bear both sweet

oranges and sour lemons.

* * *

Mr. E. E. Lawrence, a noted queen-breed-

er formerly of Doniphan, Mo., has come to

the golden West to spend the remainder of

his years. He has purchased property in

this city, and expects to continue the busi-

ness of breeding queens provided he can

find a location where he can secure pure

matings, and one that at the same time is

not too far from his home. I feel particu-

larly fortunate in having Mr. Lawrence only

a few blocks from my home, as he is a maji

well versed in the art of beekeeping, and
exchange of thoughts with such men is bene-

ficial. A matter of remark in his coming is

the fact that he came overland in a Ford
automobile with his wife, daughter, and
son-in-law, camping outfit, provisions, etc.,

all of which made a combined weight of

1300 pounds. The party were 26 days run-

ning time coming through.

Dr. M. M. Brashaw, of Roswell, N. M,,

has also moved to these parts, having pur-

chased an apiary in the vicinity of Loma
Linda. Dr. Brashaw is connected with the

Loma Linda Sanitarium, his son having

principal charge of the bee interests.
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Beekeeping Among the Mockiei
''esley Foster, BotiMer, Colorado.

BEEKEEPING IN BOULDER.

There are quite a number of the residents
of Boulder who are keeping bees in the city.

wMeh, however, is a small city—hardly
metropolitan. The bees may fly to the foothill

ravines and canyons where hawthorn, thim-
bleberry, ehokeeherry, and scores of other
flowers furnish nectar early in the season.
Then close ujj to the city limits are alfalfa-

fields that often yield nectar. The bees in

the city, however, upon the average do not
yield more than fifty per cent of the amount
secured from colonies in apiaries located in

the alfalfa districts further from the city.

THE LOCAL HONEY MARKET.

This is the first year for us here in

Boulder when the old comb honey on hand
has interfered with the sale of the new. A
good many grocers will not buy the new
until they have cleaned up on the old. The
new honey generally brings $3.50 to $4.00
a case for the first few cases, but this year
$3.25 is the most that has been paid in the
local market so far as I know. The demand
for honey from a distance has been better
than for several years. The excellent crops
in the dry-land country in eastern Colorado,
western Nebraska, and western Kansas, is

going to make a large market for a good
proportion of our production.

WORKING UP A MARKET.

The letter of Ray Mittower to Dr. Miller,

page 373, May 15, is as interesting as it is

important. Located as Mr. Mittower is, he
is interested to know whether he can profit-

ably produce comb honey and make a good
living. Perhaps he has seen comb honey
literally dumped upon his market, and the
price shattered or lowered to where the
profit is microscopical. The centers of large
production are rapidly increasing their

shipments, and the marketing and distribut-

ing of these increasing crops is going to

require work. But if I were in Mr. Mit-
tower's place I would not fear outside honey
greatly. I would build up my trade with
local dealers and cater to the fancy trade,
and I feel sure that I could always dispose
of my product at a good figure. I would
not put my honey in the hands of dealers
any more than I could help, but would try
to sell direct to the large retail grocers.

The commercial producers will eventually

be forced to adopt methods similar to the

California Fruit-gi-owers' Exchange, and
then every honey-producer who wants to

market his honey with the least effort will

doubtless find it pays to deal with the or-

ganization. There always will be a profit,

doubtless, for the man who has the time and
inclination to work his own local trade ; and
if it is large enough to take all he can pro-
duce he is fortunate in comparison to the

producers who are long distances from the
markets. I think that the young man has
as good chances now as ever to do well with
bees, but, of course, he will have to keep up
with the times in the marketing end as well
as in the production end.

* * *

MARKETING HONEY.

James H. Collins has a very interesting

article on selling honey in the June 13th
issue of the Country Gentleman. This is one
of his " Selling Service " articles that are
running in that paper. Many of his state-

ments have to be taken vei-y generally, but
the suggestions are good. It would pay many
a beekeei^er to send for a copy through the

local newsdealer if a copy cannot be found.
He says that the beekeepers have worked in

too general a way. He thinks general pub-
licity has failed, and that what is needed is

for every beeman to use more printers' ink
in the way of circulars and honey leaflets,

advertising honey locally and building a
trade close at home.

Mr. Collins recognizes that the great

difficulty is that, when the individual bee-

keeper has made his rounds among his

customers and disposed of his crop, the

customer does not see him again till next

year; but Mr. Collins does not give a rem-
edy for this condition, except to suggest

that the beekeeper should work more inten-

sively—that is, work a smaller territory,

and it is inferred that he would then have
to spend the whole year selling his crop

;

while, by spreading out, the beeman can

dispose of his crop in a few weeks. When
the beeman can dispose of his crop in a

short time it is not likely that he will adopt
the slower method, even though the condi-

tion of the public thought regarding honey
as a staple product instead of a luxury

might be established. We all look pretty

close to our own noses, and the betterment

of the general honey market cannot hope
for much help from the beeman working
individually. If the price could be raised

fifty per cent by holding the crop through-

out the year, the proposition would be a
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sound one, and the beemen would not be

slow to adopt it.

The recommendation to use glass more
instead of tin is a good one so far as the

retail market is concerned.

The suggestions on selling through gro-

cers are good; and if beekeepers would
work through them along the lines outlined

by Mr. Collins there would be much more
honey eaten.

The trouble is that the average busy bee-

keeper has not the time to work up a selling

plan like the one suggested, and not one in

a hundred has the ability or business acu-

men.
The honey facts for advertising leaflets

arranged by Mr, Collins should be made use

of by a large number of beekeepers. They
can be changed and added to to fit local

conditions.
* * *

Those notes " not for discount " will

hardly pass as negotiable with some of us.

Of course, we know what Arthur intends.

All he wishes is to set some of us slow think-

ers to speeding up a bit, and so he says some
foolish thing's in a very interesting way.
And for this we thank him very much. For
instance, just look here and see what he

says :
" Better err on the side of trying a lot

of fool things than miss one good one be-

cause you know it won't work." Then a

little further on he reads the riot act on the

editors of the bee journals, presumably for

publishing the fool ideas of Miller et al.

He says, " Stimulative feeding for spring

should always be done in the fall. Give them
all you think they will need, then double it,

and then half as much again for good
measure." Arthur has given this instruction

for years, and we have not all leai'ned it

yet, and we shall not all learn it for a good
while, for " it ain't so " everywhere. In
the first place, if you are a practical bee-

keeper, and feed all you think a colony

needs, you can not double it nor add half

again for good measure. You can tell that

to your back-let amateurs in Rhode Island.

But that question regarding the number
of queens, cost, etc., I cannot fully answer.

Mr. Nichols probably raised 150 queens,

and used perhaps half a dozen colonies. He
would have a hard time telling how much
they cost, for the time was the principal

element. Yes, I shall go down there in the

East some time, and learn how you raise

400 queens in one hive and get a crop of

honey from it too. There are lots of things

we can learn from each other.

[This was referred to Mr, Miller, who
le plies:]

The unexpected has happened! Wes.

Poster has, sat up and taken notice. He has
discovered Rhode Island and some other

things—notably, that he makes mistakes
(Gleanings, page 166). Glad to have his

company. As to feeding, the advice was for

ordinary beekeepers, not for extraordinary

ones, for the kind who think a gallon of

half-and-half syrup " an awful lot " for one
colony of bees. " Spring stimulating in the

fall " is backed by some excellent authori-

ties, and I do not feel a bit lonesome.

Now, Wesley, if you will come east I'll

show you a few newC?) wrinkles and lots

of revamped old ones which pay in my New
York and Rhode Island yards. Also I'll

introduce you to a Rhode Island " clam-

bake," and you will learn of a new joy.

Those who do not know how to take my
notes should not.

—

Arthur C. Miller.

w « »

MOVING BEES BY AUTO TRUCK.

I have had my fill of moving bees this

year. I moved 200 colonies in close to the

foothills for the early mountain bloom

;

made 150 colonies of increase, and moved
the 350 colonies back to the country about

June 15, together with about 100 colonies

that were bought, that were located in

Boulder. The bees were all moved by auto,

nearly three hundred being moved at three

loads with a large two-ton White truck. We
had more than two tons on the truck, how-
ever. Screens over the top of the hives were
used, and many of them had supers on

which made them heavy and bulky. The
time taken to load one hundred colonies on

the truck was about two hours. One hour
and a half was taken to run fourteen miles,

and one hour was taken to unload and open
the entrances.

Two colonies (the best ones) were smoth-

ered on the load that we hauled in the day
time. The other two large loads we hauled

at night with the best of success.

We made fine time in hauling twenty
colonies at a load on my Reo auto. We
loaded in thirty minutes, drove six miles,

unloaded, and were back loading up a sec-

ond load in one hour. We hauled two loads

in this way before breakfast. A few days

later, however, we broke the rear axle with

twenty colonies of bees on the auto when
going about fifteen miles an hour, and we
were nine miles from home. Fortunately

we had stopped and retied the load more
securely, or we would have dumped the load

into the road. As it was, not a hive moved
from its position.

It is important in preparing bees for

moving in the summer to give all strong

colonies clustering space in empty supers

above the combs.
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ERSATIONS WITH OOLITTLE
At Borodino, New York.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.

"Should a beekeeper make his own hives?"

Quite a little depends on the man, and

more still on the man's pocket-book. If the

man has plenty of money, and can see no

fun in making hives, then it is well for him
to buy his material in the flat, putting it

together and nailing it up. This any man
or woman should be able to do, the accom-

plishment of which should give even a

millionaire pleasure. But with the one who
has a family to support, and hardly knows
how to make both ends meet, the winter

evenings and stormy days can be turned into

both pleasure and profit by making what
hives are needed the coming season, except-

ing frame stuff and section material. These

parts can hardly be made unless the apiarist

has motor power and sawing-machines to do

it with. But a fairly good workman with

the necessary tools should be able to make
all the other parts needed after starting, in

any well-regulated apiary.

But if the man prefers to cut cordwood at

75 cents a cord to making hives, as a man
once told me he did, then let him cut the

wood, by all means.
" Why do bees tear down and rebuild

comb ? My bees have been doing this during

May and the first half of June. A beekeep-

er living near me said that the bees did this

to remove the cocoons in very old combs so

that the cells would not be so diminished in

size as to cause the workers cradled in them
to emerge as dwarfs."

This beekeeper has mentioned something

new to me, and I mistrust that his credited

foresight will be new to most of the readers

of Gleanings. I am hardly ready to accept

his conclusions; for were he right I have

combs in my apiary which should have been

torn down and renewed long years ago.

Forty years ago I purchased some old box
hives said to have had bees in them for

twenty-five years, and transfeiTed the combs
from those hives into Langstroth frames,

and only yesterday I ran across one of those

frames having this 65-year-old comb in it,

and, strange to say, I could not discover

that the bees emerging from those cells were

any smaller than those emerging from a

comb which was drawn from foundation

during the season of 1912.

I have frequently seen combs torn down
in the manner mentioned, but it is always,

so far as I can see, where the comb has been

injured by mold or spoiled pollen, or where

the pollen has hardened. Then, once or

twice in my beekeeping lifetime I have

known bees, where I had excluded all drone

comb, to tear down the lower corners in a

frame or two, septum and all, and build

therein drone comb ; and I think I have said

in print that I have known bees to tear

down worker comb where they had naught
else, in order to build drone, so that drones

might be reared preparatory to swarming.
" How about stimulative feeding? Is it

profitable or not? Having a talk with a

beekeeper a few days ago he told me what
a tedious, troublesome job it was, and after-

ward took the trouble to describe and rec-

ommend what seemed to me a most trouble-

some, dangerous, and ineffectual way of

doing it—namely, by feeding in the open
air, either by putting out syrup or extracted

honey with floats on it, or by hanging out in

the trees partly filled combs of honey."

The plan given you was one of the worst

ever put before the public, for two reasons

:

First, such a mode of feeding incites rob-

bing. At no time should sweets of any kind

be left exposed to the bees, and especially

in any time of scarcity of nectar from the

fields. Nothing so incites robbing as do

exposed sweets when the flowers are yield-

ing no nectar. In my early apicultural life,

two frames having honey were left careless-

ly standing outside a hive when a call for

help from a neighbor took me away for two
hours. This caused the cleaning-out of four

colonies, and demoralized the whole apiary

for days thereafter, till the nectar secretion

began again. This one lesson was enough
for me, and has been profited by ever since.

Second, by such a method of feeding,

those colonies that need the least will get

the most of the feed; and those that need

the most get little benefit. Of course, there

is such a thing as a colony strong in brood

and bees being short of honey ; but the rule

is that the weakling will be both short in

bees and honey, and get very little of the

feed given in the open air. So if stimulative

feeding is resorted to, it should be done in

the hive, with an eye to the wants of each

colony.

But I am satisfied that stimulative feeding

does not pay. Do not misunderstand me. I

do not say that it is of no benefit, but that

it does not pay. Each colony ought to have

plenty of stores ; and if it has, feeding will

add but little to the amount of brood reared,

and may encumber the brood-chamber to the

detriment of maximum numbers at time of

harvest.
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GENEEAL DENCE

COLORADO IF PRESENT

BY WESLEY FOSTER

Allowing for a wide margin, I should say

that there are 3000 moi'e colonies of bees m
Boulder County than in 1913. The indica-

tions since early in the spring have been

favorable, and the beemen have made in-

crease generously. The increase made by
the specialists living in Boulder is about

1000. This heavy increase will atSect the

honey crop materially, but still we should

have honey to ship. The year 1913 was the

best season for Boulder County for a num-
ber of years, and the indications are still

better for 1914, except for several things.

We cannot hope for the late flow of honey
that we had last year, and we have had sev-

eral very severe hailstorms. There is more
overstocking than last year, and we cannot

tell until the last of August whether more
shipments will be made this year than last.

The indications are that there will be more.

The season is two weeks earlier, and there

are more colonies of bees. We think that

conditions are favorable if we get a case or

two of comb honey by the 4th of July, and
on the 8th I took off 17 cases. Mr. Collins,

of this city, took off five cases of comb
honey on the 1st of July. Sweet clover has

begun yielding nectar, and the second crop

of alfalfa is just coming in bloom (July 9).

There has been little work done in the comb-
honey supers during the past week; but

super work should pick up now. Nearly all

the colonies in this county are operated for

comb honey. There were about 6000 colo-

nies in the hands of specialists last year,

and about 8000 this year. The crop last

year was two to three cases of comb honey
to the hive ; but what it will be this year will

have to be guessed at until about the last of

August.

The comb-honey shipments totaled about

twelve cars last year. Some quite large local

shipments were made, and the home con-

sumption is considerable.

The frequent rains have kept the horse-

mint on the dry mesas blooming almost

continuously ; and while it is drying up now,
the nectar secured has been quite gratifying.

Our surplus, however, is practically all

9.1falfa and sweet clover. The alfalfa hay

crop has been heavy, which has retarded

the cutting by the farmers, and now the

grain must be cut so that there should be
little complaint on the beekeepers' part, for

much alfalfa will stand in bloom some time.

If we could have one good general rain in

July, with hot weather following, and an-

other good rain early in August it would
help wonderfully. Cool weather is our un-

doing, and we should prefer it dry and hot

rather than wet and cool.

We still are 3^/2 inches above normal this

year in rainfall, though the excess for July
so far is negligible—only one-tenth of an
inch. Thei'e is plenty of irrigation water,

however, and gi'owing weather is good. The
agi'icultural outlook as given in Farmers'
Bulletin No. 604, issued June 23, gives con-

ditions in the West very well, as they apply
to Boulder County, and presumably they

are as correct for the rest of the western

country as they are for this part of it.

The Rocky Mountain States have been blessed with
an unusual amount of moisture as a result of heavy
snows and late winter rains. The weather is fre-

quently mentioned as ideal. The irrigated sections

have ample water supplies impounded, and the areas

devoted to dry-land crops have exceptional supplies

of ground moisture. The growing weather has been
good, particularly for grains The hay crop

throughout this grand division is reported as extra

good, this applying to both the seeded forage crops—
clover and alfalfa—and to the native grasses on the

open range.

Take it on the whole, Boulder County so

far is blessed with good prospects for a crop

of comb honey as good in quality as last

year. I think this county is in better shape

for a crop than the average honey-produc-
ing county in Colorado this year.

COLORADO AND INTER-MOUNTAIN PROSPECTS.

I want to give the reports of honey
prospects in Coloi-ado, New Mexico, Idaho,

and Wyoming as given in more than twenty

letters from beekeepers in those States. They
are intended only as showing indications.

May 13 Mr. C. Stimson, of Holly, in the

lower Arkansas Valley in Colorado, wrote,

"Weather has been favorable all spring; big

rain this spring, and weather fine since. A
few flakes of snow fell yesterday. A ter-

rific hailstorm was reported from the west
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part of Prowers County the night before,

and our cool weather is doubtless from that."

This hailstorm referred to was quite ex-

tensive, extending in a more or less broken

strip from Fowler, Otero County, through

Bent County, and into the western part of

Prowers County.
May 25 Mr. D. C. Polhemus, of Lamar,

Prowers County, Colorado, wrote, "We have

had two quite severe hailstorms that have

done a great deal of damage to alfalfa. Most
farmers cut it off, although there was not

enough of it to rake up. Bees are building

up well, and we have commenced to put

supers on the strongest colonies." The bee-

keepers of Prowers County produce extract-

ed honey largely. June 5 Mr. Polhemus
wrote, " Bees are working well now. We
have got supers on about half of our colo-

nies, and are putting more on as fast as we
can."

June 10 Mr. Charles Cheek, of Las Ani-

mas, wrote :
" The bees have been gathering

honey for about ten days, and have done
good work for that length of time." Las
Animas is the county-seat of Bent County,

right west of Prowers County, in the Ar-
kansas Valley. May 24 Mr. F. W. Brainard,

of Hill City, New Mexico, wrote :
" I have

300 colonies of bees, and am putting on
supers. Bees are working finely at present,

and I hope to be taking off honey soon.

They have the alfalfa (first cutting) nearly

all down, but the mesquite and other flowers

are blooming quite freely."

May 29 Mr. J. H. Stoneman, Blackfoot,

Idaho, wrote :
" Prospects look good for a

crop here this season. Bees have wintered

well, and came through strong. We can

make lots of increase."

June 3 Mr. W. V. Ranney, of Lander,

Wyoming, wrote :
" Prospects for honey are

fine up here at present." On June 27 he

wrote :
" Two heavy frosts in June have

lessened our honey prospects here consider-

ably."

May 29 Mr. J. H. Gardner wrote from
Garfield County, on the western slope in

Colorado :
" Bees are not building up here

at Grand Valley as well as they are in the

upper part of the country around Rifle and
Silt. They are short of stores here, and
need feeding. We have no dandelion here,

but have some sainfoin. The weather has

been cool and windy." June 28 Mr. Gard-
ner wrote again :

" The weather is hot here,

but the bees are not doing much. Some of
them are starting a little in the supers. At
Rifle it is not much better. On Divide Creek
the bees are booming, but near the river

they are not doing much."
June 15 Mr. Robert E. Foster wrote me

from Rifle, Colorado :
" We have just com-

menced to super our bees. We had a bad
spell of weather early in June, and had to

feed very heavy. The small bridge on tbe

river washed out so we could not, get to our
Burnett yard for almost a week later than
we should, and we lost lots of bees, though
no full colonies were lost. Some of the

colonies killed all their brood, and many
bees were dead when I fed them. There was
plenty of nectar, but the weather was so

cold and wet the bees could not fly."

May 17 George D. Taylor, Cortez, Colo.,

wrote from the Montezuma Valley :
" Pros-

pects are good for a honey crop here this

year. We have just had a soaking rain."

June 19 Mr. E. D. Nichols, of Montrose,
wrote me : "The army-worms are destroying

whole fields of alfalfa and spuds ; and if the

pests continue there will be no honey crop
here this year. Things are not looking as

bright in the Uncompahgi-e Valley as we
should like; but as it is early yet we still

have hopes for a flow later in the season.

Tliis seems to be somewhat of an off season

for beemen. Two beemen have lost quite

heavily from the spraying. They think it

was not from the trees but from the red

clover that the orchards are seeded with.

We had quite a nice flow here on June 3

that was cut short by stormy bad weather
that lasted until about June 15, and all that

time I fed each day and stopped feeding

the 14th, and things were going fine until

the 18th when the bees began robbing again

;

so you see we had a very short honey-flow.

Our only hope here is for a late flow."

June 30 Mr. Elmer Kennedy, of White-
water, Mesa County, Colorado, near Grand
Junction, wrote me : "Every thing looks well

here for a honey crop. The bees are working
well on sweet clover now."
June 23 Gale H. Patterson, of Cedaredge,

Delta County, Colorado, says in a letter:

" Colonies of bees are unusually strong at

this time of year, which was quite contrary

to expectations, as the wet and cloudy

weather retarded the blooming of pollen and
honey-producing plants until late in the

spring. Wild flowers, however, came out

quickly in great profusion after the rains.

Alfalfa did not bloom until almost time for

cutting, and the bees had little chance for

working on it."

The army-worm, or measuring-worm, is

doing considerable damage. It is predicted

that they will ruin the second crop of alfal-

fa. Their work on sweet clover is especially

noticeable. They eat the tender leaves near

the top of the plants, but so far as can be

seen they do not attack the blossom buds,

none of which have opened yet. Much dam-
age has been done to bees by orchard spray-

ing. Some large beeyards have been moved
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out near the foot-hills away from the or-

chards to prevent the loss.

June 14 Mr. W. A. Cheek, of Merino,

Logan County, Colorado, in the South Platte

Valley, says :
" I do not think we shall have

much honey here to market this year. Bees

are in fine condition ; but the high water has

killed out the sweet clover on the river bot-

tom, and the farmers are cutting the alfalfa

before it blossoms. The first crop is mostly

up."

June 1 Mr. S. C. Wood, of Rocky Ford,

wrote :
" We are having very bad honey

weather. A severe hailstorm struck in on

the river below Fowler, reaching to La Jun-

ta, destroying a good deal of our vine

crops."

June 3 Mr. W. C. Evans, Fort Collins,

Colorado, wrote :
" Prospects for honey in

the north end of Larimer County are not

good. Best that we can hope for is prob-

ably half a crop." June 30 Mr. Evans wrote

that bees in Larimer County were barely

more than making a living.

July 6 Pres. N. L. Henthorne, of The
Colorado State Beekeepers' Association,

wrote me from Platteville, Weld County,

that bees were doing notliing there. " An
east wind is blowing, and no honey to speak
of."

June 10 Mr. Wm. Harkleroad wrote me
from Grand Junction that bees were dying

by the quart in some apiaries, presumably
from spray poisoning.

June 2 Mr. George D. Taylor, Cortez,

Colorado (Montezuma Valley), said that

bees were doing finely.

From all these reports it may be gathered

that the crop of honey will be seriously

lessened in some districts, local in extent.

Taking Colorado as a whole, there should be

a fair crop of honey if present favorable

conditions prevail. There will likely be more
hailstorms, ravages of the army-worm, bees

killed by spray poisoning, etc., but the hon-

ey crop should be considerable, and it gives

every promise of being of high quality.

I have not mentioned the poisoning of

bees by smelter smoke near Denver because

that was reported in Gleanings for June 15.

The poor prospects in Larimer County, or

at least parts of it, are due to a very de-

structive hailstorm several weeks ago.

Boulder, Colo.

ONTARIO CROP WILL AVERAGE ABOUT 30 POUNDS PER COLONY

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN

The bees throughout southwestern On-
tario went into winter quarters last year

(1913) in about as fine condition as possible.

There were plenty of young bees. Owing
to the prolonged flow from red clover they

had an unusual amount of good stores, and
every thing seemed favorable. The early

winter was mild, followed by a fairly severe

season of weather; but the bees came
through the winter in excellent condition,

and I had a large percentage of colonies

covering fairly well twelve Langstroth
frames.

As to clover, the old fields had been pretty

well winter-killed ; but the young clover was
in good condition, and we had a fairly plen-

tiful amount. Eastern Ontario, owing to the

dry summer of 1913, was in none too good
condition, yet a fairly wet fall had brought
white clover on nicely. The honey-produc-
ing section of Quebec province was also well

supplied with clover.

This was the first spring for many years
in which I did no stimulative feeding. We
had so much honey in the hives that, by
changing a few combs about, all we needed
to do was to bruise cappings on honey al-

ready in the hive.

Notes in my diary show that bees were
working well on willow and soft maple April

18; drones were seen (I do not know how
long they had been in the hives) April 27.

Queen-clipping began on May 2; supering

began May 7, and a very large percentage

of the bees were supered before clover open-
ed. Dandelion came into bloom May 6;

golden willow and hard maple were in

bloom May 9; wild cherry. May 10; fruit

bloom, cherry and plum, opened May 17.

We began unpacking bees May 19. Apple
bloom opened May 21 (it is usually over by
May 24). The first clover honey was noticed

in the combs June 6.

So far every thing was fairly well, only

we had had a wet cold spring in this section,

with an unusual number of frosts ; and such

a spring is sometimes followed by a dry,

cold, early summer. The honey record will

show the yields. They speak plainly. The
day the colony gained 14 lbs. it really gained

17 lbs. from 8 A. M. (before any bees were
out) until 8 P. M.

The yield that day shows that there were
enough blossoms to give honey, that the soil

conditions were right, and all that was need-

ed was a certain atmospheric condition.

There were three supers put on the scale at

the time of first weighing—two above the

quilt, one below. The object of this was not

to disturb the gross weight of supers requir-
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ed to be added. The hive record is as fol-

lows :

June 11.... 129 lbs. June 25.... 179 lbs.

June 12.... 129 lbs. June 26.... 183 lbs.

June 13.... 132 lbs. June 27.... 180 lbs.

June 14.... 137 lbs. June 28.... 183 lbs.

June 15.... 138 lbs. June 29 . . . . 180 lbs.

June 16.... 139 lbs. June 30.... 184 lbs.

June 17.... 143 lbs. July 1 182 lbs.

June 18.... 148 lbs. July 2 180 lbs.

June 19.... 145 lbs. July 3 182 lbs.

June 20.... 146 lbs. July 4 181 lbs.

June 21 147 lbs. July 5... 181 1/2 lbs.

June 22 158 lbs. July 6... 180 72 lbs.

June 23 172 lbs. July 7 180 lbs.

June 24 174 lbs. July 8... 1801/2 lbs.

July 9 180 lbs.

It will be seen that on June 23 the colony
gained 14 lbs. in 24 hours, and that on June
27 the colony weighed exactly the same as
last night, July 9. Our clover is over ; bass-

wood, which is very limited, will open in a
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few days, and on an average I do not believe

I have a surplus of 30 lbs. to the colony,

and covering a large area of the Province

reports are the same.

Quebec is having a fairly good honey-flow,

and eastern Ontario is doing much better

than we are. A. A. Qurea, Renfrew, reports

after a dry spell a heavy rain followed by
clover and raspberry honey, and in one

week ten-frame extracting supers filled.

It is, perhaps, just as well we have little

honey. Even with a very light crop in east-

ern Ontario and the report of a light crop

in Quebec, a great deal of the honey of

1913 is still in the beekeepers' and dealers'

hands ; and if we had even an average crop
we should not know what to do with it.

Brant ford, Canada.

CENTRAL NEW YORK ; ONE SUPER OF LIGHT
EXPECTED

BY S. D. HOUSE

My report of the honey-crop conditions

in central New York includes about 6000
colonies. Investigation shows that bees win-
tered well in this section. Although late in

starting their brood-rearing in the spring,

they bred up fast and were very strong when
willow and fruit bloom opened about May
15. During fruit bloom they gathered about
25 lbs. per colony, storing it in extracting-

combs. This flow lasted until about May
25, very warm weather prevailing up to

May 28, then turning cool, with no honey
coming in. The bees gathered an extra

amount of pollen, filling the combs with it,

which reduced the brood-rearing.

From May 25 to June 23 the bees con-

sumed the gi^eater part of the fruit-bloom

honey, as there was nothing in bloom that

yielded nectar, although alsike clover opened
June 12. Examining large fields of it, I

could not find a bee on it.

June 23 sumac opened, and yielded some
honey for four or five days, but not fast

enough to start drawing combs in sections.

Many colonies prepared to swarm. From
June 28 to July 7 there was practically no
honey gathered. The few new colonies hived

had to be fed to prevent starvation.

July 8 basswood opened, and is yielding

some honey. About half the basswood-trees
are budded; and if weather conditions are

favorable for the secretion of nectar we
might look for about a third of a normal
crop of white honey, which will be from
basswood and sweet clover. The small white
clover was conspicuous by its absence; but
copious rains during the season have started

a new growth which is showing some bloom,
and it is yet to be seen whether it will yield

nectar or not.

To-day, July 10, basswood is yielding

fairly well. Bees have started their sections,

and I shall ex^Dect at least one super per
colony.

Information from many parts of the State

coming in this morning shows that there

was no surplus honey gathered ui3 to July

7. The acreage of buckwheat will be about

normal in this section of the State, owing
to the destruction of cabbage-plants by an
insect working in the plant-bed, and the

fact that the fields were in good condition

for plowing and sowing, which encourages

the farmer to grow the crop. This leaves us

some hopes that we may get some dark

honey.

Camillus, N. Y.

THE SAGE BELT OF CALIFORNIA; THE CROP GOOD AND BAD
BY P. C. CHADWICK

This report is compiled from correspon-
dence, conversation, and from my own per-

sonal observation. To my knowledge there

has never been a season when there was so

much variation in conditions to take into

consideration. Heretofore we either had a

crop, a fraction of a crop generally speak-
ing, or no crop. This season some beekeep-
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ers have a fair crop while others have no
ci'op.

The mortality since June, 1912, in the

sage belt, must figure as an important fea-

ture in this report, for no increase of im-
portance has been possible, while the de-

crease has been steady since that date.

In the orange belt, conditions have been
more favorable; and where the two con-

verge, conditions are also better.

At the beginning of the honey season San
Bernardino County stood nearly one half

below her normal number of colonies, not-

withstanding the vast amount of orange-
groves. Los Angeles, Ventura, Santa Bar-
bara, San Luis Obispo, Orange, and River-
side counties lost in proportion, while San
Diego, from all reports, lost 75 per cent

during that time. Allowing the best possible

figures we cannot have entered the present

season with more than 50 per cent of our
normal number of colonies in the sage belt.

Of these some apiaries have exceeded a
fig-ure I shall use as a normal one per colony

for a good sage year—one ease of 120
pounds extracted per colony, which is low
indeed, it being generally conceded that 200

JH3

pounds would be nearer correct. By these
figures we see our crop cut in halves at the
start. To illustrate: In Redlands district
there has been produced, approximately,
900 cases to July 9, from a total of 2000
colonies, spring count, giving an average of
less than CO pounds per colony. In San
Diego County, our greatest producer, there
will be several carloads of honey; but the
vast amount produced there in past years as
favorable as this year will not be there this
year.

On the other hand, there will be more
honey gathered in many localities than has
been gathered to date, and I should not be
surprised to see the total output for the
sage belt increased by one-half, with light
ambor and amber grades from wild buck-
wheat and many lesser plants that give up
their nectar freely after a winter of exces-
sive rainfall. All told, however, we cannot
by any hook or crook produce half a normal
crop for a sage-yielding season. No comb
honey of consequence has been produced in
the sage belt.

Redlands, Cal.

OF THE HONEY CROP
CHUSETTS, AND

8 Per

BY J. E. CRANE

The season has been somewhat peculiar.

April was unusually cold and wet, leaving

bees quite backward the first of May. May
was dry, and the last half of the month
warmer than usual. As a result, bees had
a good time on fruit bloom and dandelions,

so that all fair colonies were able to fill their

hives with honey and brood, and in some
yards considerable honey was extracted

from the brood-chambers, or heavy combs
removed and replaced by empty ones. The
dry weather continued nearly through June.
White clover winter-killed badly in some
places, and the dry weather prevented what
was left from developing, and kept alsike

small and short, with a small amount of
bloom. In most places where there wds
clover bloom it seemed too dry for it to

yield much honey.
The vetch that has come in many

meadows has seemed to yield honey freely.

This, with the hives well filled with early

honey, and what little they could get from
other sources, has set bees to swarming at

an unusual rate in many places, with the

result that there has been but little honey

stored in supers up to the second week jn
July. Recent rains have freshened up the
clover, and it seems now to be yielding some
honey.

Blue thistle has come in in some localities,
and is yielding well; but the yards within
reach of it arc not many.

The basswood that formerly gave us rich
harvests has been greatly reduced by the
lumbermen

; and in many places where bass-
wood remains, the forest-worms have com-
pletely defoliated them, so we have little to
expect from this source.

It is yet rather early to tell what the
harvest will be ; but present indications are
that it will be much below the average; in
fact, it does not look now as though there
would be more than a third of an average
crop of white honey in Vermont, northeast-
ei-n New York, and northern Massachusetis
that this report covers. There will be iso-
lated localities where there has been more
rain, or the soil is more retentive of mois-
ture, where there will be fair crops. Recent
rains may bring more clover than we now
expect. Very little extracted honey is pro-
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duced in this section. This report is esti-

mated to cover some ten to fifteen thousand

colonies.

Recent advices would indicate that condi-

tions reported above would apply to a large

part of New England. I believe 15 lbs. per
colony a large estimate at this time.

Middlebury, Vt.

OF THE HONEY
THE SEASON

IN THE SOUTHEAST
S PROGRESSED

BY J. J. WILDER

The posted beekeeper knows that at this

season of the year the beekeepers in the great

Southeast are not ready to make final re-

ports on the honey crops ; for as a whole the

harvest is not more than half over. The

beekeepers in the clover sections are not

fully ready. The beekeepers in the man-

grove section of Florida are not ready. The

beekeepers in the Blue Ridge Mountains and

the surrounding country are not ready. In

fact, only a few are ready, the main flow

being over with them, for the flow from

cotton has not yet come on, which is our

greatest honey-plant, and this gives a good

yield over the greatest portion of our coun-

try. The flow from the partridge pea in

middle Florida has not come on yet. In

many sections there is a good fall flow from

asters, goldenrod, summer-farewell, etc.

This is all excluded from our report, which

makes it a meager one, including only the

spring flow, which is very light in some

sections, owing to the scarcity of honey-

plants.

For this spring-crop report I am much
indebted to beekeepers in almost all sections,

for they have taken the time to write me
and keep me posted as to what bees were

doing in their vicinity. To these I extend

many thanks. These reports include ap-

proximately 18,000 colonies of bees in Flor-

ida, Georgia, Alabama, South Carolina, also

southern portions of North Carolina and

Tennessee.

The main sources of surplus, and, ap-
proximately, results are as follows; also

where grown and in order of time of bloom-
ing: Orange and other citrus fruit in south-

ern Florida : extracted, 85 lbs. ; ti-ti, south-

ern Georgia and northern Florida: comb,
35 lbs. ; extracted, 59 lbs.

;
pepper-bush in

same territory, but not in same locality

—

comb, 35 lbs. ; extracted, 50 lbs. ; black tupe-

lo gum along large water-courses : extracted,

20 lbs. ; white tupelo gum in extreme south-

ern Georgia and northwest Florida: comb,
45 lbs.; extracted, 70 lbs.; poplar in south-

ern portion of Georgia and Alabama : comb,
30 lbs. ; extracted, 45 lbs. ; in middle section

of same States : comb, 15 ; extracted, 25 Iba.

The flow from this source gradually let up
further north, and was a total failure at the

mountains. Although the plant is plentiful,

weather conditions are better for it further

south. Black locust in mountain sections

gave comb, 40 lbs. ; extracted, 60 lbs. Gall-

berry in Florida gave : comb, 15 lbs. ; ex-

tracted, 25 lbs.; same plant in southern

Georgia: comb, 25 lbs.; extracted, 40 lbs.

Owing to the prevailing drouth in south-

ern Georgia and Florida during the latter

part of the spring the flow from saw pal-

metto was very light, the bloom being badly

blighted, the flow not averaging over 20 lbs,

of extracted honey.

Summing it all up, the spring flow was
not over an average one.

Cordele, Ga.

WHITE=HONEY FLO^
THAN THAT Ol

FORTY PER CENT

BY IRA D. BARTLETT

To make this report of most value I feel

that a general summing-up of conditioris

during the season of 1913, and its effect on

this year's condition of the bees and local

honey market is essential. A line drawn

east and west across the center of the lower

peninsula of Michigan was a point from

which the weather condition and honey crop

seemed to improve as the distance increased

toward the south, and got worse as the dis-

tance increased northward.

This location, being in the north section,

was hard hit during the Avhite(?) flow, as

all honey was unusually dark, and only fair

in flavor. It was also very light. This was
followed by an extra good fall flow for this

locality from goldenrod and buckwheat,

with a little aster.

Now, this late honey naturally put all

colonies in fine condition for winter, and
had something to do with the bees coming
through so strong. It also caused some lit-
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tie honey to be carried over, as there was
not the demand for the dark honey. As it

is, we have some of the old honey on hand
in the stores and in the hands of apiarists

(not much, but some). The bees are in fine

order, having stored at this date perhaps 40
per cent more than during an average year
of the very finest of white honey. Whether
this condition will hurt the local market I

"do not know, but I rather think not; for

when the nice new white honey of exquisite

flavor is placed on sale the demand ought to

be increased on account of the fact that

there has been no first-quality honey for a

year.

In this locality the willows yield both
pollen and nectar the fore part of April if

weather permits, and this year we were
favored with a short period of fine weather
early in April, which opened the bloom and
started the bees to breeding fast. This, how-
ever, was cut short by a cold snap follow-

ing, which lasted until May; but the colonies

all had plenty of honey ; and by getting

some brood hatched early it populated them
so that they were able to continue brood-
rearing, but on a smaller scale. However, the

weather brightened up during May; and
with the succession of bloom from the pop-
lar, dandelion, and fruit, with some water-

maple, also called swamp or spotted maple,
in favored sections we were able to fill the

hives with bees by June 1.

The raspberry and alsike clover bloomed
early, and the bees started at once on them.
They also worked on the white clover; but
we have very little of this in the sandy sec-

tions ; and but for the cold and wet weather
during the last of June and early July we
should have harvested an unusually large

amount. But these rains were the making
of a future crop from the milkweed plants

which were soon to open. These plants are

now in full bloom, and bid fair to round
up the crop of white honey nicely where
they are numerous.

I am not prepared to say just how widely

they are spread over the country; but all

through Charlevoix, Emmet, Grand Trav-

erse, and Antrim counties, they are plenti-

ful in sections.

Basswood will bloom full, and will be out

by the 15th of this month ; but the basswood

is fast being cut down, and will soon, if not
already, be of little use to the beekeeper.
The average crop of white honey in this

section for the past ten years has been
about 60 lbs. per colony. I should think
that 90 lbs. would be a fair estimate for this

year of extracted honey, and 60 lbs. for
comb. Of course some will get more and
some less.

1 would say that there are between 2000
and 2500 colonies within a radius of 25
miles, with 30 per cent or more being run
for comb honey.

Following are a list, in the order of their

blooming, of the main honey-plants of this

section which yield more or less pollen and
nectar. Elms, tag alders, willows, poplars,
soft maples, hard maples, fruit-trees, dan-
delions, gooseberries, water-ma^Dles, wild red
raspberries, white and alsike clover, elders,

milkweed, basswood, willowherb, buckwheat,
goldenrod, and asters, with a little sweet
clover, which the best farmers are sowing,
and which will help in later years, as this

follows the clovers and lasts until fall.

You will note that I have placed no
estimate upon the goldenrod and buckwheat
crop. This is because we very seldom se-

cure any surplus from this source, although
weather conditions have been very favorable
to date, and quite an acreage of buckwheat
has been sown.

Following is a report of a strong colony
on scales this season

:

Date Net gain Source | Date Net gain Source
Lbs.
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into consideration in the various parts of

the State, there has already been produced,

as compared with the same time of the la?t

two years, a greater amount of honey up to

this time; and from indications and pros-

pects in general it is safe to say that the

production for the rest of the year will also

outweigh that of the past two years. This

may not be true of Southwest Texas unless

rains prevail during the summer months and

produce a late summer or fall crop, as has

been the case during several years. Usually,

however, Southwest Texas fig-ures only on

the spring crop, as the dry summer condi-

tions are too severe on the vegetation.

It is also very difficult to obtain definite

figures in regard to the amount of tlie crop

thus far obtained, as well as the number of

pounds stored per colony in the various

extensive honey-producing sections. This is

largely due to the fact that Southwest Texas

is just winding up the main spring honey

season, and the beekeepers have hardly had

time enough in which to size up the situa-

tion in this respect. In central and more

northern portions of the State the supers on

the colonies are in such varying states of

completion, and the honey-flows still on, and

others in sight, so that new supers are being

added, that it is out of the question to ascer-

tain any thing more than a mere guess at

the yields per colony. Such guesses would

be of little value as compared with true

facts or even a fairly accurate estimate.

Owing to the copious rains throughout

the fall, winter, and spring months, the

season has been most favorable for the

various honey-yielding plants and other

vegetation upon which the beekeeper de-

pends. Besides a greater profusion of all

kinds of spring flowers to insure stronger

colonies of bees, and a larger amount of

honey from this source, there was an abun-

dance of horsemint this year, and, conse-

quently, a good crop of horsemint honey

was obtained. Mesquite is now yielding more

or less plentifully in most localities of this

section of the State. Very little honey was

obtained from this source the last year or

two.

Throughout the cotton belt, cotton, the

main source from which the biggest part of

the honey crop of central and the more

northern portions of Texas is obtained, is

in excellent condition, and also promises to

give us a better yield than last year. In

many localities, however, the cotton is in

poor condition on account of too abundant

rainfall during the spring months. This is

especially true of the heavy black-land sec-

tions and river-bottom lands.
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Sizing up the entire situation, it is safe to

say that there is already a large honey crop,

and that it will be considerably larger by
the end of the year. Compared with last

year the crop will be larger, and there will

be a still greater dit¥erence between this

year's crop and that of two years ago. This

is already indicated by the unsteady market
that prevails now on account of a great rush

of honey to the market without any regard

to systematic marketing. As Southwest
Texas came in with an early crop this year,

and with a large production, which was
rushed right on to the market, the honey
market is in a very demoralized condition at

the present time. Prices are just about two
cents a pound lower on all kinds of honey,

comb and extracted, than have prevailed the

last two years. Even at these low prices

there is slow demand, and it is difficult to

move any quantities of honey except in a

few occasional instances and at a low figure.

This demoralization is not due to the amount
of honey produced so much as to the way
the honey is slumped on the market. As the

crop in Southwest Texas comes with a rush,

and everybody is anxious to turn his honey
into money (many of the beekeepers are

compelled to do this of necessity, and every

effort is made to get it to market), there is

always a considerable amount of undersell-

ing. And in addition to the rush of honey
on to the market, the fact that first one bee-

keeper and then another sells at a lower

price in order to move his honey, causes, in

consequence, a rapid depreciation in honey
prices.

A further result of this great evil of
underselling is that the honey-buyers and
jobbers get disgusted with such methods,

and quit handling the stuff altogether. The
fact that they can not rely on the prices of

this product may mean excessive losses to

them; and rather than subject themselves to

this they will refrain from handling honey
at all. For instance, an extensive jobber

contracts for honey from one source at a

certain price. Another jobber happens to

have honey offered to him for half a cent or

even a cent per pound less. It is apparent
immediately that the first jobber can not

compete with the other without selling his

honey at the same price. And as honey is

handled by these firms on the basis of a cent

a pound, it is readily seen that the first-

quoted jobber will have to sell for the same
price at which he contracted. Consequently

he prefers not to run these risks, and stays

out of the game of handling an unstable

product in the first place at a very unstable

price in the second.
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M. G. Dervishian's apiary, Nicosia, Cyprus. The two eldest sons shown are his helpers ; the three
youngest, the honey-eaters. The walls on the back and one side (north and west) are windbreaks.

While the Texas honey crop will be quite

large this year, the market is very unsatis-

factory just now. But it is hoped that con-

ditions will improve and be much more
favorable later in the season.

New Braunfels, Texas.

BEEKEEPING IN THE COTSWOLDS
BY A. H. BOWEN

Last season we had a beautiful summer of
sunshine and a splendid crop of honey. The
fine weather started in June, and continued

more or less until December; while even in

November—usually the dullest month of the

year—the sun shone brilliantly, and bees

worked hard on the blossoms of the ivy

found in abundance on our Cotswold stone

walls. But never did they work with more
energy than on those long hot June days
when the sainfoin blossomed, and more of

this delicious honey was stored than for

many seasons past. The capping of sain-

foin honey is a pale primrose color, and so

attractive in appearance that it is often pre-

ferred even to that from the white Dutch
clover. Many colonies yielded well over

100 pounds of extracted honey each, while

one large apiarist took from his best hive

215 pounds, and left the bees with 30 pounds
for their winter stores. Indeed, the season

would have been a record one had it not

started badly. After such a wet summer as

1912, bees went into winter with but little

natural stores, and queens worn out by ex-
cessive breeding.

In the spring they were naturally weak,
and in every apiary losses occurred.
March and April proved cold and windy,

so that very little pollen and honey were
collected—breeding thus being retarded. But
with May it grew warmer, fruit-blossoms
commenced to yield, and soon the strongest
colonies were working in the supers, keep-
ing two and three tiers going right through
the season. The early rains enabled the
clover to get a good stand so that it bloomed
more freely, and yielded honey several weeks
later than usual.

Swarms that year were very plentiful,

and those hived on ten fully drawn-out
combs did well, and stored something for
themselves besides.

Chiefly owing to the fine weather and
copious flow there was no outbreak of foul
brood, and those that were diseased last year
appeared completely cured. In the long
run, drastic treatment for disease is the
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A " skeppist " of the Cotswold Hills of England.

cheapest and best; and if further helloed by
a good flow the shaken bees quickly bui)d

up, and are rarely infeete'd afterward.

The sugar bill for autumn was almost nil,

no feeding of any thing but nuclei being

necessary. This ought to insure good win-
tering, for -nothing beats well-ripened natu-

ral stores, and the colonies that have the

most are always the strongest in the spring.

There are evident signs that the public is

gradually waking up to the great value of

honey as an article of food. The interest

that beekeeping has awakened, and the

prominence gfven to it by the press, helps

wonderfully with the sales; but there is still

plenty of scope for the energetic apiarist.

Every village and town has its annual flow-

er show, withkits classes for honey, wax, and
products of the hive. This has been found
one of the best means of creating a demand,
and there is nothing more attractive than a

well-arranged honey-show, while the keen
competition has raised the standard of the

honey so high that it drives the rough prod-
uce of careless beekeepers and straw-skep-

pists completely out of the market.
There are some who claim that the pro-

duction of extracted honey calls for but

little skill in comparison to the comb. In
my experience it is exactly the reverse.

No no^nce in this country thinks of pro-

ducing extracted honey until he has worked
for sections a few years; and every hive

sold by manufacturers is fitted with a sec-

tion-rack unless otherwise ordered. When
your hive is strong you place on the 21
sections with foundation, and the bees do
the rest. To remove them is easy by means
of the " escape " board, and the labor is

practically nothing by the side of producing
extracted honey.

With the latter, every comb must be clean

and perfectly sealed before extraction, while
the honey needs great care in the straining,

especially if it is to be sold in bottles.

Bits of wax, scum, or froth on the surface
is no advertisement, and such honey has a

bad effect on the market in general. Tor the

most part, any thing easy is badly done;
and if you teach that extracted-honey pro-

duction is child's play, then can you wonder
that often an unmarketable product results?

RUSTIC BEEKEEPING.

Every one likes our Cotswold skeppist,

even if he is fifty years behind the times.

His quaint manner and methods are so de-

lightfully old-world that we shall be sorry

indeed when our hamlets know him no long-

er. To see him at his best you must enter

the bee-garden and watch him weaving skeps

under the damson tree, with a glistening
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pile of straw on one side, and a heap of

split bramble wands on the other. The
material is cheap enough, and a knife is the

only tool for the making of these and their

warm haekels of straw.

The swarms are hived in the newest and
best skeps ; and when they want feeding the

beeman whets the edge of his knife upon
the side of his shoe and proceeds to cut an
alder stick from the garden hedge.

A short piece is selected, split apart, tlie

pith scraped out, and here are two feeders

ready for use. They are thrust into the hive

mouth, and filled each evening with a mix-

ture of any thing sweet until the bees can

take care of themselves. If in a talkative

mood he will tell you with pleasure about
" owd Tom's bees as died arter all, although

'e fed 'em while 'e could git about." " And
what could 'is widder expect wen she ne'er

woke 'em up, nor put 'em in mournin'?"

" Bees be curis things now," he will observe,
lighting his pipe, " and I well mind 'ow
when Uncle Jim died 'is skep perished the
follerin' winter, 'cause 'e ne'er put a scrap
o' black on any on 'em. Now, when my
father died, close on thirty 'ear ago, I took

care to wake the bees up, and put all the

hives in mournin'. I cut up his old black

weskit on jDurpose, and not one on 'em per-

ished ; and they was the forridest of any
about to swarm and cut that spring. Wot a
woppin' lot of honey I 'ad that 'ear too!

Sold £6 worth, 'sides wot was eat at 'ome,
and brewed a big barrel of mead in t'

bargain."

The accompanying photogi'aph shows
part of a quaint Cotswold bee-garden with
its owner, who spends many happy hours
among the bees.

Cheltenham, England.

A STUDY OF THE
BY P. GREINEB

The process of incubation, as well as the

growth of insects, the development of the

fetus of and within our different domestic
animals, etc., is not so exactly fixed to the

minute that we can depend on such exact-

ness. There ai'e retarding influences at work
sometimes, of which we are ignorant, which
leave us to make guesses, and very many
times we are obliged to confess that we do
not know the reasons.

Dr. Miller has observed worker bees to

mature in 20 days minus two hours. This is,

I believe, the shortest time on record up to

this time so far as I know. I have seen bees

emerge from cells into which I saw the

queen lay the eggs. It was during very
warm weather in August, and the colony I

was experimenting with was of normal
strength, but in a contracted brood-chamber,
capacity five L. frames. The tim.e varied

from twenty days and two hours to twenty
days and fourteen and a half hours. I ob-

served that the larva? of these same bees

were sealed over in their cells in from eight

days and fourteen hours to just nine days.

In no case did it take any longer.

I have seen queens deposit eggs in drone-
cells. These same cells were sealed within
ten days ; some may have been sealed a little

earlier. The matured drones came forth,

and I saw them emerging in from 24 days
16 hours to 24 days 22V2 hours.

I have kept bees since 1874, and since

1875 have handled from 100 to 300 colonies

each year; but I have not yet been fortunate

enough to surprise a queen in the act of

depositing an egg in a queen-cell. I am
most anxious to satisfy myself as to just
how much time is required to bring a queen
to maturity under perfectly normal condi-
tions; but I am afraid I shall have to leave
it for others to find out.

Other interesting facts along this line, and
observations made, I might mention. I have
noticed bees coming in loaded with pollen
when five days old—this under abnormal
conditions; and under normal conditions
they were twelve days old.

In a colony of native bees, which had been
requeened with an Italian mother, the bees
that were at work in the sections were all of
the yellow type when the oldest yellow bees
were ten days old.

When the youngest native bees were
eighteen days old, none were seen in the
sections. All the bees hanging in strings in
the sections secreting wax, and others climb-
ing up and down on them looking for and
gathering wax-scales, Avere yellow bees. In
other words, the comb-building was done by
the young bees.

In conclusion I want to recommend to all

young beekeepers ro make a study of th^

hive, to watch the behavior of the bees, and
to make note of all observations made in

detail, using for the purj^ose a special note-

book. The interested student will find the

woik most fascinating, and will find a great

many things to write down he never liad

thought of before. He may observe the

feeding of the larv^, the sealing of the cells^
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Reservoir surrounded by buckwheat at Frank Harlan's berry-garden, Revere, Mo.

the secretion of the wax and the comb-
building, the handling of the propolis, the

storing of the pollen, the feeding of the

queen and the drones by nurse-bees, the

depositing of eggs by the queen, and many
other things. He may thus obtain a better

understanding of what is going on within

the hive. The pleasure and delight which
such study affords, and the value thereof,

cannot be measured with and expressed in

dollars and cents. In a few years his note-

book will become a most valuable document,
a record for future reference.

Naples, N. Y.

^ILD THYME, OR SUMMER SAVORY

g m the HaiMittg of '' R!p Van Winkle."

BY J. B. MERWIN

I have been reading Gleanings for sev-

eral years, and little if any thing have I

noticed in its columns of the plant known
as wild thyme. A good many know the gar-

den thyme, gi'own for the purpose of season-

ing meats, soups, etc. ; but I dare say few
of the readers of Gleanings have had the

pleasure of seeing the wild thyme growing
in its natural seed-bed and in full bloom.

To pass through a field of wild thyme and
get the fragrance, and see the millions of

purple blossoms, is certainly a treat to any
one who cares for flowers.

For several miles in each direction from
my home in the eastern part of Delaware
County, Catskill Mountains, New York, this

plant has its seed-bed. Here can be found
several thousand acres of hills and valleys

completely carpeted by this plant. I have

never found it outside of this circle or com-
munity. A stranger riding along the high-
way in July or August, and observing the

fields at a distance, would say they were
plowed, and that the soil was red slate ; but
on closer observation he would find the fields

covered with thyme in bloom. This plant is

not as plentiful in the meadow lands that

are cultivated year after year, but along the

roadside for miles, and in i^asture land, is

where the thyme predominates ; and it gxows
in such a mass over the ground that walking
over it is like walking on a brussels carpet.

As an ideal honey-plant it is considered
by some to be second to none. It begins to

bloom about the 15th of July or about the

time that basswood is through blooming,
and continues to bloom until killed by the

frost; and in some sheltered places this
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plant continues to bloom late in November.
No matter what the season is, we get some
honey from this plant, and it comes when
there is nothing else for the bees to work
on. We never get strictly pure buckwheat
honey from our home yard, as it is always

part *' savory " honey ; and after the buck-

wheat harvest is over the bees continue

carrying honey from the " summer savory "

(this is the name it goes by here), and
nearly every fall in September we extract

from the body of the hives from two to five

frames of savory honey, and the empty
frames are returned for the bees to fill later

for their winter stores.

I have been keeping bees for 20 years,

and have never failed to get some honey
from this plant when I failed from all other

sources. Five years ago from 60 colonies,

sirring count, I produced over four thousand

i;)ounds of comb honey besides increasing to

85 colonies.

This was not a record-breaker, but better

than none in a poor season. Last season

was the poorest in this

section that we have
had in many years. We
had cold freezing

weather up to June,

freezing back fruit, lo-

cust, basswood, etc., so

we got no honey from
these. One of the driest

of summers followed.

However, from 170
colonies, spring count,

we secured 6000 lbs. of

honey ; while several

miles from here, and
just outside this thyme
belt, a beekeeiDer with

75 colonies, and run-
ning for comb honey,

failed to get an ounce.

Another party, in the

thyme section, just a

few miles from me, se-

cured 800 pounds of

oomb honey from 60

colonies.

We have one draw-
back. There are no
early honey-flows here

excepting from dande-
lion and fruit bloom,
and it is only by mov-
ing the bees to out-

yards, and careful

manipulation, that we
get them built up for

clover bloom. I don't

know that we can call

this a drawback; for in one way, by having
the locality a little overstocked at this sea-

son it puts a damper to swarming. We had
only five natural swarms from 170 colonies

the past season.

The honey from wild thyme is of the

finest quality and a good seller. " A cus-

tomer once, always a customer."

I have heard a good many people say that

this plant resembles heather; so, after I

decided to write this article I wrote to John
Burroughs, the naturalist (who has a sum-
mer home not far from my place), enquir-

ing in what way this plant resembled heath-

er, and asking if he had ever found it gi'ow-

ing in other localities. The following is the

reply

:

The plant you refer to is a species of mint. It is

not related to the heather. The heather is much
larger and more showy. Our arbutus, wintergreen,
laurel, and many others are of this family. I noticed
this mint covering the pasture and roadside.s last

summer when I drove to Prattsville and to Jolmson
Hollow. I forget its specific name. I have never
seen it elsewhere. I have tried your honey, and like

it. John Burrough.s.
West Park, New York, Dec. 17.

Wild thyme, or summer savory, which is a sure yielder in the eastern part

of Delaware County, N. Y.
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It seems that this is a rare plant, or Mr.
Burroughs would certainly have found it in

his travels.

As a forage plant there are better (clover

and several other grasses are better) ; but

none of them come at a time of year when
they can supplant the thyme. This plant

will grow and thrive on land too poor for

these other grasses to grow on. There is no
land too poor, no winter too cold, and no
summer too dry, for this plant—at least

not in this section, and we have some pretty

cold winters and some dry summers. I have
known this plant to grow on a side hill of

gravel, and in a very dry season cover the

ground (stones included) with a luxuriant

growth.
In the thyme belt are a good many large

farms, and many of these farmers keep
from 25 to 100 cows; and on several of

these farms all the cows have to graze on

through the summer months is thyme. I

have known of but two farmers who tried

to get rid of this plant. One deemed it a

nuisance, and decided to kill it with salt.

He began several years ago by buying salt

by the carload and spreading it on the land
;

but this was only temporary relief. The
savory is as much in evidence on this place

as ever. Another farmer, purchasing a farm
not many years ago, decided he would kill

the thyme by plowing, and he started in to

plow up his farm, and plowed every field

that could be plowed. The plowing of the

pasture land only made a better seed bed

for the thyme, which grew thicker and more
abundantly ; and this place that would bare-

ly keep eighteen cows, in a few years was
keeping sixty.

The illustration shows the plant itself.

Nearly all the blossoms have fallen ; but by
observing closely, a few can be detected. I

recently pulled one crown root that con-

tained 30 vines or tendrils from 3 to 15

inches in length, and each vine had half as

many shorter vines attached. None of these

vines had taken root, but as a rule the most

of them do.

Prattsville, N. Y.

A GOOD YIELD FMOM A DOUBLE COLONY

BY C. R. SMITH

I am sending you some pictures of a

double hive I made a year ago last spring,

and also one of the honey crop that I se-

cured from it. The hive was an experiment

only. The supers were too heavy to handle.

I started a few nuclei late in the season

of 1912, two of which were side by side.

They had four and five frames, and not very

many bees ; so I put them into a chaff hive

with a screen-wire division-board between

them. They wintered well, as did all my
other bees. Then I thought that, having

acquired the same hive

odor, they would work
together. So I made a

hive 32 inches wide the

same as two ten-frame

hives with two supers,

same size. I made a

queen-excluding divi-

sion-board and lifted

the nuclei into the

large hive when they

had brood started nice-

ly. I gave them frames

of brood from strong

colonies, one at a time,

and the hive was filled

out full with 20 frames
when other colonies be-

gan to swarm.

This double colony did not develop its

working force till other hives had filled a

super or more. The first super had three

shallow frames with drawn comb on outsides

(which they filled first), and 52 sections

with starters. The bees worked together

nicely until the first super was partly done

;

then they swarmed when I was away. My
wife found both queens, and put them back
with the returning bees. In a few days they

swarmed again when I was away, but they

were still hanging on a limb. I think both

C. R. Smith's double colony and hive.
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108 sections and 45 pounds of extracted honey from a double colony.

queens got lost this time. I wanted to remove
the brood-frames of foundation, so I went
at them and got the frames out of one side,

when a thunder storm came up and the bees

came back; so I had to close up the hive

and quit. The bees worked on for a week or

more, and about finished the super, when
they swarmed out with a virgin queen, and
were still clustered at dark when I got home.
Such a swarm ! I got them in a cracker-box
and weighed them; went through the hive,

cut out all cells (about 30, I think). I

dumped the swarm in front, and fotmd
there were 19 lbs. of bees in all.

The season was then advanced, and I was
in doubt about giving many more sections,

but concluded to risk it ; so I fixed the other

supers with 56 sections and one shallow

comb. The weather was extremely warm.

and there were so many bees I jDut yg-inch
blocks under corners and middle. There were
bees on the front and back clear to the top,

in spite of the ventilation, and a large
piece of roofing paper which I used for
shade. In a short time they had filled every
section. The supers were then taken off w-tb
two ten-frame escape-boards. The season
was about over, but I put on two ten-frame
bodies with extracting-frames, and got 31
lbs. of extracted honey, which, with the
four shallow frames, made about 45 lbs. of
extracted and 108 sections of comb. That
is no more than some single hives did; but
if the colony had had its working force at

the beginning of the honey-flow I should
probably have secured two or three hundred
sections.

Dresden, Ohio.

BY GEORGE H. KIRKPATRICK

We sometimes see milkweed honey adver-
tised for sale. I have seen it on exhibition

at fairs, but I can recall but few articles

published in the bee-journals in regard to

milkweed honey or the plant.

The milkweed plant is found in most
parts of northern Michigan. It is said to

be very plentiful in localities that were once
Indian settlements. I have grown milkweed
in the greenhouse, the hotbed, the garden,
and on the farm. About 90 per cent of the

seed germinates, but I find the small or
young plants are very tender. But few ever

mature to a full-grown plant. If a plant
once gets rooted down into the soil to a
depth of six to ten inches it is apparently
there to stay.

For the past 16 years I have been a very
careful observer of the milkweed plant, and
for years I have encouraged its growth on
my farm. My neighbors have discouraged
its growth; but to-day many of these same
neighbors have far more milkweed on their
farms than I have. Milkweed is classed with
the noxious weeds. Our highway commis-
sioners require them cut, and the farmers
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Fig. 1.—An apiary in Michigan where the yield of milliweed honey last year was 95 pounds per colony.

try to eradicate them. But I am very sure

that in this section of the country the plants

are yearly becoming more plentiful. Quite

a few of my neighbors are frank to make
the claim that milkweeds add to the fertility

of the soil.

Agriculturists are following the lumber-

men so closely that in many sections the

wild red raspberry is becoming a thing of

the past. The milkweed now thrives in many
parts of northern Michigan to the extent

that beekeepers are securing some very fine

crops of milkweed honey. It begins to blos-

som about 20 days later than clover or rasp-

berry. When the atmospheric conditions

are favorable milkweed yields much nectar.

I have had colonies carry an average of 11

pounds per day for ten successive days. A

populous colony will sometimes carry from
milkweed bloom 13 to 17 pounds in a single

day.

The quality of the honey is excellent. I

believe there is no better honey than well-

ripened milkweed. The color is almost

water-white. It is of good body and flavor.

Because of its heavy body it is necessary to

warm the combs before extracting.

Fig. 1 shows an apiary- that I have had
the care of for the past three years, and
which belongs to Mrs. Tom Russel, Antrim
Co., Mich. In this yard we get only milk-

weed honey. The 1913 crop was 95 pounds
per colony, spring count.

Fig. 2 sliows the milkweed in blossom.

Rapid City, Mich.

NATURAL VS. ARTIFICIAL RIPENING OF HONEY
BY I. HOPKINS

I hope, Mr. Editor, you will allow me,

before finally closing the discussion on this

subject, to reply briefly to your editorial in

your issue for Oct. 15, 1913, p. 703. I shall

then be quite satisfied to remain silent until

you deem it advantageous to open the sub-

ject again.

When noticing the discussion on the ri-

pening of honey which recently appeared in

The Australasian Beekeeper, you say, " We
desire to point out in passing that at least

one of tlie writers is laboring under a mis-

apprehension when he believes that the bees

do nothing to the nectar of the flowers ex-

cept to evaporate the excess of moisture—in

other words, that the ripening process is
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"z^'^m-:^!

merely driving off the

excess of water." Then
you further remark, in

order to point out the

mistake the writer re-

ferred to has made,
that "All chemists

know that theie is a

decided chemical dif-

ference between the

sugai' found in the

nectar of flowers and
that in ripened honey.

By the time tlie evap-

oration is accomplished

by the bees, the inver-

sion, as it is technical-

ly called, has been
bi'ought about."

As I believe I was
one of the first to ad-

vance the theory you
take objections 1 o,

and have not yet seen any authoritative

statement refuting it, I still hold that the

evaporation of excess moisture constitutes

the principal process of ripening honey so

far as the care to be exercised by the bee-

keeper is concerned, and that this can be

done as well outside as within the hive.

That there is a chemical change in the sugar
or sugars going on during the course of

ripening I have no doubt. Chemical analysis

has proved this; but you imply that this

change (" inversion ") can be brought about
only by the bees when honey is ripened
within the hive. This appears to be only an
assertion on your part. You quote no chem-
ical authority in proof of your statement.

If proof can be brought that such changes
in the sugars (whatever they may be) re-

sulting in complete inversion take place in

honey ripened outside the hive, then your
argument on this point falls to the ground.
Now, the two samples of honey I sent

from our government apiary to Dr. Phillips,

which he very kindly had analyzed for me
by Dr. Wiley, then Cliief of the Chemical
Bureau of your Department of Agriculture,

were part of two crops of, honey saved in

following years, and saved under the system
of ripening outside the hive. In the one
case the sucrose content was 0.29 per cent,

and in the other, 0.00 per cent, indicating,

as Dr. Phillips remarked, " complete inver-

sion." He also added :
" The water content

is very low in both (samples), indicating

well-ripened honey. I sent you the full re-

port of the analysis some time ago. The
above are facts which speak for themselves.

There is no speculative assertion of what
the bees do or they don't do. We need facts

Fig. 2.—The milkweed, which is Letoming an important honey-plant in

many parts of Michigan.

in a question of so much importance to tlie

beekeeping industry.

You yourself point to the fact that un-
capped honey, which, presumably, the bees

had little to do with beyond storing it, can
be as "thick (ripe) ancl the flavor equal to

the best." You also admit that an " expert
may succeed," but you " can not recommend
the practice for the average beekeeper under
the average conditions." In point of fact

you have all along condemned the process,

which condemnation, coming from the editor

of Gleanings, has, I know, influenced oth-

ers. Even in New Zealand I have been told

by some who have been influenced without a
trial, " Oh ! the editor of Gleanings con-
demns riiDening honey outside the hive," and
this is sufficient for them. They don't want
to try it after that.

You strongly advocate making all the
" short cuts " possible in bee culture ; and
yet when a clever and reliable man like the

late E. W. Alexander shows a way to get, as

he says, " twice the amount (of honey) with
much less labor and waste," and which he
was practicing himself, you condemn it.

You have stated in other places that you are

afraid there are some who would not carry

the work out properly. Therefore you do
not advocate the system, which means that

you would keep all beekeepers back to the

same level of these people—a very unsound
argument.

Auckland, New Zealand, Nov. 20, '13.

[Without taking up the question in detail

as to whether the chemical change between
the nectar of the flowers and well-ripened
honey takes place wholly in the honey-sac
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of the bee, or to a certain extent after the

liquid has been stored in the cell, we merely

wish to make this statement which we be-

lieve to be the absolute truth: There is

scarcely a single honey market in this coun-

try that has not suffered at least once, and
in most cases a number of times, under the

burden of a great quantity of unripe honey
remaining unsold on the grocer's shelves, or

waiting for a buyer at the warehouse of

some commission merchant or honey-dealer

Jt is true that this fact does not prove that

honey may not be successfully ripened out-

side the hive; but it does prove beyond all

doubt that very few beekeepers are able to

ripen honey successfully outside the hive.

Most extensive producers have found that

there are times when honey not entirely

sealed or altogether unsealed is, neverthe-

less, ripe and ready to be extracted. This,

however, has little to do with the question

before us.

Like our correspondent we much prefer

to let results speak for themselves. Here,

then, are the resulls. There is no doubt that

E. W. Alexander was successful in ripening
buckwheat honey outside the hive. We also

believe that our correspondent is also suc-

cessful. On the other hand, as we stated

above, there is scarcely a honey market that

has not had its share of unripe honey, mar-
keted, too, by beekeepers who had done
their best to ripen their crop outside the

hive. We should say that a conservative

estimate would show close to ninety-nine

failures out of one hundred. In the face of
sucli evidence, our opinion remains un-
changed—that is, that, while a few experts
with favorable atmospheric conditions and
proper equipment, and by a careful study
and unceasing care, may market good honey
ripened outside the hive, the average pro-
ducer can not do better than err on the safe

side, and extract only ripened honey, and
thus be assured of placing before the con-
sumers an article of food that will be pleas-

ing and that will create for itself a con-
stantly increasing demand.

—

Ed.]

BEE-POISON AS A CURATIVE AGENT

CONDENSED TRANSLATION BY J. A. HEBERLE^ B.S.

The original article was written especiaiJy

for the medical fraternity by Dr. A. Keiter-

Graz, and published in the Therapeutic

Monthly, Basel. For several years Dr. Keittr

has practiced the application of bee-stings

according to the methods of Dr. Ph. Tere,

Marburg. The success of this method was
so decided with muscular and articular

rheumatism, chronic and acute, with poly-

artritis deformans and gout, that he consid-

ered it his duty to call the attention of his

colleagues to this not new but insufficiently

esteemed method of treating the above-nam-
ed diseases.

Dr. Keiter gives the effect of a sting on
normal persons and on persons peculiarly

sensitive to bee-poison. He mentioned that

beekeepers become gradually immune to bee-

poison, and at the same time to rheumatism.

A BEEKEEPER RARELY SUFFERS FROM RHEU-
MATISM.

This immunity is like the injection of a

serum for certain diseases. Its effect is lim-

ited by time, and should be acquired each

year for a few years in succession to become
permanent.

Dr. Tere found that on persons who were
immune from birth a bee-sting would pro-

duce no swelling. Such persons were also

immune to rheumatism. He also found per-

sons that were healthy, but a single bee-

sting would produce an unusually severe

reaction, both locally and in general. This
unusual sensitiveness is termed idiosyncrasy.

A person afflicted with rheumatism reacts

differently on a bee-sting than a healthy
person. Locally the reddening and the

quaddle, about 14-inch in diameter, are the
same primary reaction, according to Dr.
Tere, but often disappear completely with-
in half an hour. A secondary reaction on
the body and skin—a painful swelling last-

ing two or three days—has not been observed
on persons suffering from rheumatism. The
pain of the sting is much less than on a
healthy person, and the rheumatic pain is

reduced. The effect is very apparent. Per-
sons suffering from angular rheumatism,
who could only with difficulty come to the

consultation-room, would often by the first

trial inoculation (2 to 3 stings) find con-
siderable relief, and become very hopeful
because they could walk with more ease. If
the patient wishes to be treated, then it is

best that the stings be applied daily, gi-ad-

ually increasing the number of stings he
may get, so he can stand 50 to 100 stings,

and even more, in one day.

The time required until the patient reaches
the swelling stage—v/here the reaction is like

that on a healthy person when stung for the

first time—depends on the long standing
and the severity of the ailment. This state

every rheumatic patient must reach—sec-

ondary I'eaction, according to Dr. Tere. Be-
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sides the local reaction, this secondary reac-

tion is often accompanied by chill, fever

(39 degfrees C. and even higher), vomiting,

diarrhoea, difticulty in breathing, palpita-

tion, headache, dizziness, etc., but it need
give no uneasiness. Fever and swelling of

the part where the stings are applied may,
with some intermittenee, last a few days.

During such a time the number of stings

may be lessened, or treatment for a few
days suspended (this latter is rarely neces-

sary). After this point in the treatment is

reached the application of stings must be

continued until complete immunity, which
in severe cases of long standing requires

much time and patience on the part of the

patient and physician. Especially in severe

cases, there occur during the treatment re-

lapses. The patient must be brave and per-

sistent to hold out until the cure is complete.

The bees are taken into the room where
they fly to the window from which they ai'e

taken with the bare fingers and put on that

part of the patient where the pain is located.

After the stinging the bee will get loose;

but the sting, on account of its barbs, re-

mains. It bores itself deeper into the flesh,

and the attached poison-bladder endeavors

by contractions to empty itself of the last

particle of poison. Prof. Dr. Langer has

made an authentic analysis of bee-poison.

It is formic acid, and a base which is de-

stroyed by the digestive ferments.

The daily increase of the number of stings

is according to the case and the age and
condition of the patient, from two to five or

even ten stings. At the beginning the in-

crease ought to be very gradual. Patients

who receive at one sitting too many stings

show often besides a higher blood pressure
and increased pulse; an injection in the

conjunctiva (red eyes), and always get red
in the face. Dizziness, palpitation; sick-

ness at the stomach, etc., are signs to stop
with the treatment for that day. There is

no need to be alarmed.

During the bee-sting treatment no other
medicines ought to be given. No special diet

need be prescribed. No alcohol is allowed.

These three points were invariably adhered
to in all cases treated. (Dr. Terc has about
1500 and Dr. Keiter 500 patients.) Only
where in the swelling stage the itching was
very annoying, lanoline creme or a cooling

poultice was used to allay the itching. After
the swelling stage is over the acute symp-
toms—sleeplessness, pain, and immovability
of the joints diminish, while the general
health and appetite improve, and the patient

gains in weight. The particular part treat-

ed will have changed so much that further
stings will cause hardly any pain.

It seems best to make use of the bee-sting

treatment only under the advice of a physi-
cian—especially in cases of long standing.

The first time two or three sting-s on the

aching part seem to be sufficient in most
cases; then gradually increase daily the

number of stings until the secondary reac-

tion sets in. Up to that time the rheumatic
poison seems to have been neutralized or
destroyed. At this stage the patient reacts

like a healthy person not accustomed to

stings. It is well at this swelling stage to

treat the patient just as at the beginning,

and gradually increase until immunity is

reached.

Markt Oberdorf, Bavaria, Germany.

THE POPPY AS A POLLEN-PLANT

BY W. G. M'XAIR

Being a beginner in beekeeping, and
having heard that poppies stupefy bees, I

kept a close watch on my bees and poppies.

So far as I could see, the poppies had any
thing but a stupefying effect on them. I

have seen them gathering pollen from pop-
pies at five o'clock in the morning as fast

as they could go.

In gathering pollen from a single poppy
the bee never alights on the flower. It

stands in the air, as it were, above the sta-

mens, and combs off the pollen and packs it

in its bread-baskets.

From the double poppy it works in

among the petals to get at the pollen; and
as soon as her baskets are full she is off.

I have watched them for hours, and have
never seen them sip any thing from the

poppy. They seem to recognize the poppy
as a friend, and work it for pollen as hard
as they can go.

When the poppy blooms here, there is

plenty of pollen to be had from other

l^lants, and it seems very odd that any
insect which has the instinct that the bees

possess would gather pollen from a plant

that is deadly to them.

The only trouble that I can see in regard
to the poppy is that, when honey is scarce

and poppies plentiful, the bees might store

too much pollen in their combs.

The poppies that the bees work the most
on are Shirley, Iceland, Single Annual, and
Simi Doable varieties.

Hamilton, Ontario.
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POPPIES YIELD POLLEN ONLY

BY JOHN H. LOVELL

In reference to the editorial in the Feb.

1st issue of Gleanings regarding bees

and poppies, I should like to explain that

the poppies are pollen flowers, and are

absolutely devoid of nectar. There is no

such thing as poppy honey. An acre of

poppies would not yield a drop of honey.

Honeybees visit the poppies for pollen

only, of which there is an abundant supply.

During the past summer I repeatedly

watched the bees at work on the poppy
flowers in my garden. Not a single bee was
stupefied or injured in any way. Once I

saw a bee visit a flower which had just

opened. It could obtain as yet no pollen,

for the anthers were elill closed, and so it

searched the flower at the base of the petals

for nectar; but, finding nothing, it gave up
the attempt in about a minute.

" Poppy juice," or latex, as you know, is

milky white. If bees could obtain this, and
would feed upon it, possibly the ei¥ects de-

scribed might be produced ; but under ordi-

nary conditions this would seem to be im-

possible. If, however, the poppies were
cut down, the milky sap would exude more
or less from the cut stems, and might then

be obtained by the bees. It seems very
doubtful if they would touch it even then.

This story, if I mistake not, has several

limes before been in circulation. It is easy

to understand how a beekeeper who sup-
posed the poppies to yield nectar might
easily imagine it to be somniferous; and if

thei'e were such a thing perhaps it would be.

In the case cited, manifestly the bees would
have recovered in less than a week or they

would have been dead.

Waldoboro, Maine.

WHAT THE SCALE HIVE SHOWED

We have had a hive

on scales each season

for many years, and

we would not like to be

without it. We know
every day just what
the bees are doing. The
record of 26 lbs. men-
tioned by Mr. Pellet in

the Canadian Horti-

culturist last fall was
made on July 3, 1912.

Last year the highest

was 25 lbs. on June 16.

Some twenty years ago

the hive gained 23 lbs.

in one day, and that

stood as the record

until 1912.

I am sending a vieAv

of the apiary. The
scales can be seen at

the right of the center.

Niagara Falls, Ont.

BY U. H. BOWEN
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'S STANDPOINT

liY S. T. FISH & CO.

Western New York reports clover comb
and extracted in most sections a total failure.

In some places basswood is showing up well.

Some Michigan points report weather

conditions quite favorable, and a fair crop

expected. Most producers run for extracted

honey.

Sections around Richland Center, Wis.,

report the crop very short, very little white

clover, and about half to three-quarters of a

crop of basswood. Season is entirely too

wet and cloudy.

Some Ohio points report about half a

crop, while others report a quarter to half

a crop.

Sections around Medina, Wis., report that

the month of June was too cold and wet.

Basswood, very short duration. Some of

the beekeepers may harvest half a crop.

Sections around Greenwood, Wis., report

weather entirely too wet. Very little honey
to be marketed.
Nevada reports a short crop.

Sections around Marshfield, Wis., report

prospects very unfavorable on account of

too much rain, also heavy loss of bees, and
weak condition of bees at the present time.

Montana points will have about half to

three-quarters of a crop. At the present

time there is a good honey-flow in that sec-

tion.

In points around Appleton, Wis., Fond
du Lac, and Oshkosh, honey crop is short

compared with last season. Weather is too

wet, cold, and cloudy.

Points around Chippewa Falls, Wis., re-

port about half a crop on account of weather

being too cold and wet. Unfavorable weath-

er prevented the bees from doing any work

during two of the best weeks during clover.

Si. Anne, 111., reports a total failure on

account of dry weather.

Sections around Boyd, Wis., Stanley,

Wis., report honey crop almost a failure.

Bees have not stored any honey up to July

Augusta, Wis., reports a fair outlook for

honey ; however, rains have delayed the sea-

son, but colonies are in good condition to

gather honey.

Points around Osseo, Wis., report pros-

pects up to July 6 not very good—too much

wet weather.

Points around Woodford, Wis., up to

July 10 report prospects very unfavorable

weather too cold and too wet. About half

a crop or less expected.

DeKalb, 111., reports favorable conditions,

and that a good strong honey-flow is on now.

Points around Idaho Falls, Idaho, report

a good crop of both comb and extracted

honey.

Points around Baraboo, Wis., report a

very poor crop of white clover, but a fair

crop of basswood (mostly an extracted-hon-

ey section).

Coon Valley, Wis., reports a fair crop

(mostly an extracted-honey section).

Chicago, 111., July 18.

A CROP OF

BY GEO. H. KIRKPATRICK

In summing up the honey crop to date I

find the number of colonies in the fall of
1913, included in the area which I am re-

porting, was 1463. Winter losses were very
light ; and as the spring was unusually fair

for the bees, the winter and spring loss was
only about 10 per cent. Thus there were in

this section of the State, at the beginning
of the honey harvest, about 1330 colonies.

At this date only about half of the crop
has been extracted, but it is safe to put the

net average at 70 pounds per colony, spring
count, or a total of 93,100 pounds, only
about 2 per cent of which is comb honey.
I should estimate this to be about 70 per
cent of an average crop. Last season this

same section had only about 40 per cent of

an average crop.

Very nearly all of the honey included' in

the above figures was gathered from the

wild red raspberry, and, as usual, is of ex-

cellent quality, it being light in color, good

body, and good flavor.

In many parts of this section of the

country the bees are gathering honey from
the milkweed plant at the rate of from 6 to

12 lbs. per day per colony. Should there be

just a few more days of good honey weath-

er the flow from the milkweed will bring the

average per colony up to 100 lbs.

The basswood in the forest is mostly cut;

but in some sections there is plenty of sec-

ond growth ; and as it will bloom this season

there is a chance for some honey from that.

Rapid City, Mich.
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CROP PROSPECTS IN UTAH AND IDAHO
BY F. W. REDFIELD

Although the spring was unfavorable,
especially in Utah, prospects for a full crop,

both in Utah and Idaho, are excellent at this

writing. The cool damp spring, coupled
with the alfalfa weevil throughout most of
Utah, necessitated considerable feeding, to

keep the bees from starving. The alfalfa

weevil, however, is still confined mostly to

Utah, there being very little in Idaho. Sweet
clover is abundant at this writing, and blos-

soming nicely. The crop depends entirely

on how long the frost holds off this season.

No comb honey has been completed to date,

but the bees started in the comb-honey su-

pers nicely during the past week. They are

storing considerable honey in extracting-

supers. Extracting at Idaho Falls will be-

gin July 20 to 25, and in most parts of

Utah about July 25. If frost holds off until

the last of August the yield both of comb
and extracted will be much gi-eater than last

year. Weather is warm at present, and
conditions indicate an average of about 75
lbs. comb honey per colony, spring count,

or 150 of extracted honey. Early frost

would cut down this average, while a late

frost would increase the average. At this

writing weather conditions and condition of

the bloom were never better, except in parts

of Utah where the alfalfa weevil is at its

worst. Even in such parts the weevil has

now changed to the beetle, and that, of

course, will not injure the bloom in the least

from now on, both alfalfa and sweet clover

yielding honey heavily throughout Utah and
Idaho at this writing.

Ogden, Utah, July 18.

OREGON CROP BETTER THAN LAST YEAR
REPORTED BY THE PORTLAND SEED COMPANY

In the Willamette Valley from Portland
south we find that the expectations are that

the bulk of the crop has been secured. This
is true in nearly all localities. The vetch is

being harvested; alsike clover is ready to

cut; white clover is failing rapidly on ac-

count of the dry weather. Colonies average
75 lbs. comb honey. In a few instances

some expectations are that colonies have put
up 250 lbs. and upward.

East of the mountains we understand the

alfalfa crop is hardly up to average, and at

the present time the beemen do not seem

willing even to guess their average. Moun-
tain and river district reports will be in-

complete, as fireweed is now in full bloom,
and bees are storing rapidly. Expectations
are for from 75 to 100 lbs. comb honey.

Portland has but one source of surplus

—

white clover. Hundreds of acres have been
blooming for weeks. Honey is first-class,

colonies averaging 75 lbs. of fancy white-

clover honey. We consider the season a

better average in all districts than last year,

Portland, Ore., July 14.

LIGHT CROP IN SOUTHERN WISCONSIN

BY N. E. FRANCE

Southern Wisconsin clover bloom has been
abundant, and is yet; cold nights and no
nectar; abundance of rain. July 5-10,

basswood yielded well here. Many hives

now have three sets (30 in all) of L. frames
full of white honey. Season is over here.

General crop here is light.

Platteville, Wis., July 11.

RAIN CAME
BY P. J. R. MANEGOLD

The bees were in fine condition this spring.

They did well daring fruit bloom, and there

was certainly every prospect of a good
season, but the dry and hot weather, com-
mencing earlier than last year, ruined it all.

We have no white clover around here

this season, while last year there was an
abundance of it everywhere. Those within

reach of basswood may have done well as it

was excellent. There will be but very little

surplus honey in this locality.

West Point, Iowa.
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§ OF HONEY

FURNISHED BY DEALERS IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE COUNTRY.

Bees did fine tlirough fruit bloom, but

they are not getting much from white or

sweet clover because the weather is too dry.

Basswood opened a week early, but bad
weather cut off three days. A few reports

are fair, but most indicate about half a

crop. The honey average among good bee-

keepers will be 50 pounds extracted or 30

comb as against 100 and 60 pounds respec-

tively last year.

Des Moines, la., July 18.

Michigan estimate, two-thirds crop. Comb,
per colony, 40 pounds ; ex-tracted, 75 pounds.
Compared with last year, better. Basswood
flow good. Clover flow good in spots. Rasp -

berry flow fair. Eastern half of State fa-

vored. Northern Michigan fair; southern

Michigan doubtful.

Lansing, Mich., July 20.

First crop about gathered. Reports from
all southwest Texas show a vast improve-
ment over last year's production—more than
equaling a normal year, and averaging
seventy to eighty pounds per colony (two-

thirds bulk comb). Uvalde crop is three

weeks earlier than others, and low quota-

tions resulted in a poor market. The outlook

is promising for a fair second crop.

San Antonio, Tex., July 18.

Reports from twelve largest honey-pro-
ducers in Maine say cold spring. Season
two weeks late. More clover-blossom than

for several years. Season looks much better

than last season at this date. Too early to

estimate on crop. Bees working well, and
in fine condition.

Mechanic Falls, Me., July 20.

Reports from over the State indicate only
half the usual crop of honey. Alfalfa, ow-
ing to extremely dry weather, is very poor
in nectar. If we have rain we may get good
surplus from cotton; usual average per
colony in a normal year is fifty pounds
figured as bulk comb honey.

Stillwater, Okla., July 15.

Extracted-honey crop from orange is

small, practically all sold. Sage and moun-
tain flowers are good, quality fine. Alfalfa
is good. Many bees were lost on account of
disease, so that there are fewer colonies this

year, but a better yield per colony. The
yield probably averages 100 lbs. per colony.

The market is weak, the demand i^oor, and
prices low. Comb-honey prospects good, but
not estimated yet.

Los Angeles, Cal., July 19.

In immediate vicinity of New York city,

honey crop is good from apple-blossom and
locust, both comb and extracted. White clo-

ver is reported a failure owing to drouth.

Recent rains have improved conditions.

Clover, basswood, and sumac are now yield-

ing well. Connecticut reports indicate crop
as good as usual.

New York, July 20.

Bees built up well on fruit-bloom. There
was a very light flow from locust and white

clover, and there was also considerable hon-
ey-dew. Drouth cut sweet clover short.

Average about 40 lbs. extracted per colony,

and of poor quality. Last year the average
was 90 lbs., principally extracted, for this

section, Jefferson Co., Ky.
Louisville, Ky., July 19.

In southeastern Idaho the early spring

weather was unfavorable. Present weather
conditions are excellent. Honey-flow now
on in full blast. Estimated yield from 9238
colonies, 10,000 cases comb and 470,000 lbs.

extracted, all water-white sweet clover and
alfalfa. Average, 70 lbs. per colony—twen-

ty-five per cent over last year.

Idaho Falls, Ida., July 18.

We have conversed with beekeepers who
say they cannot give an intelligent or accu-

rate report for thirty days. Harvesting is

late in this high altitude. Last year's crop
in Montrose County was about 10,000 cases

of comb. Not much extracting is done.

Present indications are for a medium crop,

but favorable conditions for the next thirty

days might mean a normal crop.

Montrose, Colo., July 18.

Colonies strong. White and alsike about
over. Sweet clover at best. With continued

good weather the yield will be about aver-

age; too early to make a definite estimate.

Crops double last year's yield, owing to

increase in apiaries. This locality produces
about equal extracted and comb.
Twin Falls, Ida., July 20.

Latest returns from Pennsylvania, Del-

aware, New Jersey, and Maryland show that

yecent rains have started nectar in white

clover, and the bees are again at work. A
large percentage of that gathered through
fruit-bloom was consumed in brood-rearing.

The present flow will be used in brood-nests.

In some locations there is a little surplus

from fruit-bloom.

Philadelphia, Pa., July 18.
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Dry weather cut the crop in two ; only one rain in

eight weelis.

Helena, Ark., June 24.

Excessive heat and drouth ; only half a crop, and
no prospects for a fall crop.

Cochrane, Ala., June 22.

The honey-flow is at a standstill on account of

extreme heat and drouth ; only a small surplus.

Munford, Ala., June 26.

The local drouth is fef-rful. Bees are consuming
the first crop.

Florence, Ala.

A severe drouth has lasted here over seven weeks

;

honey crop is short. There is much sweet clover, and
it is standing up well so far.

Forkland, Ala., June 27.

Plenty of white clover in bloom, but bees are not

working on it yet.

Danbury, Ct., June 22.

Conditions here could not be worse.

Dickson, Cal., June 26.

The honey crop is not up to expectations because
of a cold May and June.

Newhall, Cal., June 27.

Bees are doing well just now. The prospects are

bright for a good crop. Alfalfa and sweet clover are

,iust coming into bloom.

Durango, Col., July 1.

White clover is dried up by drouth.

Winnemac, 111., June 25.

No clover honey. Bees are starving.

Jerseyville, 111., July 7.

White clover was killed last fall; no rain here

since April 22 ;
prospects for fall are very poor.

Percy, 111., June 24.

White clover is a failure. Bees are storing from
sweet clover

;
prospects for half a crop.

Flannigan, 111., July 9.

No honey so far, and none in sight; drouth last

season and this one. All clovers and wild honey-

bearing plants are killed outright.

Deer Plain, 111., June 25.

Bees are doing finely; clover not quite as plentiful

as last year because of wet weather.
rSnloaViiiro' Til .Tiitib 9fi

3 last year oecause oi wet
Galesburg, 111., June 26.

The white-clover crop is a total failure throughout
Madison Co.

;
poor prospects for a fall crop.

Edwardsville, 111., June 22.

The clover honey crop is a failure ; no rain for

three months ; crop prospects are bad for a fall flow.

Pittsfield, 111., July 6.

Clover is a complete failure; no rain since the first

of April.

Decatur, HI., July 2.

Hot and dry. We shall probably have to feed

unless relief comes soon.

Mechanicsburg, 111., June 27.

White clover is almost a failure, because the weath-
er is very hot. Bees are doing fairly well on sweet
clover.

Minooka, 111., July 14.

No white clover this year, because di-outh destroy-

ed the old plants last fall, and the spring drouth
prevented the seeds from sprouting.

Nashville, 111., June 23.

Almost no clover ; little honey coming in ; sweet
clover plentiful, and bees on every frame. The sur-

plus crop will be very light.

Newark, 111., June 23.

White clover is almost an entire failure because
the weather is cold and dry. Sweet clover is in

bloom, but the crop will be light.

Hoopeston, 111., June 24.

No white-clover honey in the central and western
part of the State. The drouth last year killed out the

white clover; some this spring, and presumably from
seed; but this year's drouth killed that out.

.Jacksonville, 111., June 22.

The white-clover honey-flow is exceptionally good.

Harlan, la., June 27.

Plenty of clover and basswood in full bloom ; lots

of rain, but not much'doing in supers.

Marshalltown, la., June 25.

White clover is coming on very thick. Prospects

are good.

Onslow, la., June 2S.

White clover was nearly all killed by drouth last

fall.

Shellsburg, la., June 23.

Basswood is promising; plenty of rain, but the

hives are light.

Strawberrypoint, la., June 22.

White clover is very abundant ; also considerable

alsike ; rains are frequent. Bees are doing well.

Basswood promises a heavy bloom.

Edgewood, la., June 25.

No surplus honey this year. Prospects were good
the first of June; but clover dried up because of no
rain.

Mitchellville, la., July 10.

Less than one-fourth of an average clover crop.

Valparaiso, Ind., July 8.

The honey crop is a complete failure.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 7.

Bait sections will be abundant for next year; nor-

mal prospects for fall crop.

Elkhart, Ind., July 9.

The honey crop is a failure so far this year. We
are having to feed.

Franklin, Ind., July 6.

Clover is a failure. The drouth last year killed

practically all the young clover ; no surplus, and
basswood just closing.

New Ross, Ind., July 4.

No white-clover honey; small yield from alsike,

linn, and berries; no surplus so far; little prospect

for a fall flow.

Lebanon, Ind., July 2.

The honey crop is a complete failure; no surplus.

Brookville, Ky., June 26.

No white clover, because of drouth; sweet clover

is coming on.

Hiawatha, Kan., June 23.

Conditions are bad; sweet clover not as abundant
as usual.

Merriam, Kan., July 9.

White clover died out last summer. Bees did very

little until June 15 on yellow sweet clover and milk-

weed.
Ionia, Kan., July 1.
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Clover is practically a total failure. Plants are

parched by a fearful drouth.

Walton, Ky., June 24.

Clover honey is a complete failure. Honey-dew
kept bees from starving. Prospects for aster honey

are very good.

Elkton, Ky., June 23.

The honey crop is poorest in years; scarcely any

white clover ; heat and drouth severe.

Dry Ridge, Ky., June 25.

Clover is a total failure. Bees will need all they

can get to last until aster, which looks very promis-

ing. We are still having dry hot weather.

Brooksville, Ky., June 26.

We have had no rain since May 4. Bees get hard-

ly enough to live on. The crops are burning up;

very little tobacco is planted; only chance for honey

is from boneset in September or October; few rains.

Kevil, Ky., July 7.

We have a nice little lot of white-clover honey.

Alexandria, La., July 1.

More honey to date than for several years.

Lyonsville, Mass., July 3.

Very little white clover, but conditions are just

right for cranberry.

East Dennis, Mass., June 29.

The first half of the season was good, the last half

bad; half a crop.

Aikin, Md., July 8.

Clover is all dried up; had a good rain, which will

help the second crop.

Towson, Md., June 27.

Bees are doing finely.

Reading, Mich., July 13.

Rather light crop in northern Michigan; 60 lbs.

per colony of extracted honey from raspberry.

Mancelona; Mich., July 7.

Since our last report bees have done well on bass-

wood; will probably get a fair crop; probably 50
acres in Canada thistle within a mile and a half of

my bees.

Clayton, Mich., July 15.

Every thing is drying up; bees are doing nothing.

Frederickton, Mo., June 29.

No clover nor any thing else; am feeding.

Strafford, Mo., June 23.

No white-clover honey because of last fall's drouth,

Unionville, Mo., June 22.

Excessive rains have prevented the bees from do-

ing much.
Blooming Prairie, Mo., June 30.

No clover ; drouth and hot weather are excessive.

We shall have to feed.

Durham, Mo., June 28.

The honey crop is a complete failure. We have
been feeding three weeks.

Hendland, Mo., July 8.

No clover honey ; bloom scarce ; weather too hot
and dry; hoping for a buckbush crop.

Springfield, Mo., July 7.

Very dry ; clover no good ; no honey in the hives.

Basswood has been yielding the last few days.
Grant City, Mo., June 24.

This is a clover and basswood locality; no surplus,

and bees will have to be fed for winter.
Janesville, Minn;, July 7.

About one-third the usual amount of white-clover

bloom; but we have had continuous bad weather.
Swanville, Minn., June 23.
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White Dutch clover not blooming, owing to drouth

in southern Minnesota. We get most of our honey
before Aug. 1.

Valley River, Minn., June 15.

Bees were on the verge of starvation until bass-

wood, and only a light yield from that. The fields

are white with clover ; but continuous rains in June
prevented any yield of nectar.

Excelsior, Minn., July 10.

No surplus clover honey ; not one clover-blossom

to the acre; army worms cleaned up the meadows,
and a drouth of three months has ruined small fruit.

Clover is scarce.

Richmond, Miss., June 24.

Alfalfa is yielding well; weather dry and hot.

Cozad, Neb., July 7.

Prospects are very good; hives well filled, and bees

working nicely ; abundance of sweet clover which
promises to last well and to give a good crop.

Omaha, Neb., July 7.

White clover is very nearly a complete failure, as

it is too dry. But we have had rain lately, and ex-

pect a fall flow from smartweed and wild flower.

Elk Creek, Neb., July 6.

Because of last year's drouth there is no prospect

of any surplus from any source in southeast Nebras-
ka. Conditions are getting worse, because it is too

dry.

Humboldt, Neb., July 4.

We have two-thirds of an average honey crop

;

not over half an inch of rain in eight weeks.
Cooleemee, N. C, July 1.

Early honey is scarce; little clover and much dry
weather.

Pittsfield, N. H., Juno 29.

No clover honey ; hoping for a fall crop.

Salem, N. J., June 29.

"White clover has yielded no nectar. .Tune was cold

and rainv.

Hillsdale, N. J., July 1.

Clover is a total failure. Hot weather and drouth
cooked the clover.

New Egypt, N. J., .July 10.

This is the poorest season in 15 years. The early

crop is a total failure in central New .Tersej'. Drouth
and cold winds finished the clover in a week; no
surplus.

Frenchtown, N. J., June 26.

All the beekeepers in the valley have a fair crop
if they take off what honey is in the hives now, and
the bees fill up with stores for winter. Bees are
doing well now.

Mesilla Park, N. M., July 5.

Clover is scarce and foul brood plentiful.

Himrod, N. Y., June 24.

Bees are doing nothing on white clover, as it is

too dry and cold.

Baliston Spa, N. Y., June 22.

White clover is a complete failure because of

drouth. Colonies are strong, but just enough honey
in the hives for brood-rearing.

Sherman, N. Y., June 25.

Clover is scarce, and not much honey. Every
thing dried up last year; can't tell what basswood
will do.

Black River, N. Y., July 9.

The raspberry crop is good. The clover season was
very short because of cold cloudy weather. It is too

early to report on basswood.
Triangle, N. Y., July 8.
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The white-honey crop is nearly a failure ; average
of 25 lbs. per colony. Buckwheat looks promising

;

will move 300 colonies next week.
Clarksville, N. Y., July 10.

The white-honey crop is not over 10 lbs. per colo-

ny
;
prospects good for buckwheat ; excessive swarm-

ing.

Homer, N. Y., July 17.

White clover is scarce, sweet clover plentiful. More
buckwheat will be sown than usual. No honey crop
in sight.

Catskill, N. Y., June 30.

Too dry for clover
;
prospects good for a fall flow.

Frost, O., June 26.

The honey crop is a complete failure.

Cleveland, O., July 15.

Very little clover and no honey.
Columbiana, O., July 4.

The honey crop is a failure because of great
drouth.

Miami, O.

White clover is scarce. Bees are doing very little

on alsike.

Blacklick, O., June 25.

Too hot and dry for white clover ; honey prospects
not favorable.

Jacobsburg, O., June 22.

Bees are doing finely, and everybody is busy try-

ing to keep up with them.

Defiance, O., June 18.

White-clover honey is scarce. Where alsike is

plentiful bees are doing well.

Bellevue, O., June 26.

Plenty of white clover, but no nectar. A little

surplus is coming from motherwort.
Somerton, O., .July 5.

Plenty of white clover, but the honey yield is a

complete failure ; clover parched.
Ashtabula, O., July 11.

The honey crop is a total failure ; no surplus

;

shall probably have to feed for winter.
Harrison, O., July 10.

The honey-flow is a failure here. Dry hot weather
spoiled the clover ; basswood looks fair, but is not
out yet.

Newton Falls, O., July 2.

Practically no white clover, as it is very dry.

Bees have been working well for the last two or
three days on basswood.

Negley, O., July 7.

Honey came rapidly the first week in .June ; by
the 15th the weather was too dry, and bees were
running off their drones. About the 20th the bees
began working again on linn and clover, which are
still yielding, although the weather is very dry.

Wilmington, O., June 23.

Conditions were good up to the opening of clover.

Fruit and locust yielded well, some of the latter going
into the supers during clover bloom on a day when
the weather was right. We have had extreme heat
and un.seasonable cold. Sumac and clover are yield-

ing rapidly now. We may get a fourth of a crop.

Duncan Falls, Ohio, July 8.

The prospects for honey are slim ; too cold and dry.

Toronto, Ont., June 22.

Clover is a total failure. If it does not rain, bass-

wood also will fail to yield.

Milzmay, Ont., July 13,

The clover crop is a total failure in this part of

Ontario.

Mt. Joy, Ont., July 6.

The honey crop is a complete failure so far, though
we are hoping for something from basswood.

Adelaide, Ont., June 26.

The crop in southern Ontario is almost a total fail-

ure. Bees are killing off the drones; very little

clover ; weather very dry.

Whitby, Ont., June 27.

Fearful drouth ; clover all dried up.
Fenelon Palls, Ore., June 25.

Not much honey coming in ; have had to feed some.
Guelph, Ont., June 25.

The clover crop is a failure so far ; may get some
yet if the weather is favorable ; secured half a ton
from apple bloom.

Oshawa, Ont., July 2.

Clover is a clean knockout; basswood more than
half over ; 4 lbs. the best gain in a day so far.

Ailsa Craig, Ont., July 17.

The weather is too dry ; no honey.
Monongahela, Pa., June 23.

Clover flow is light—none coming in at present.

Decatur, Pa., July 14.

Clover is nearly all dried up. This is the third

year of drouth for this section.

Michael, Pa., June 23.

Not as much white clover as last year; wet spring

but a dry June.
Pottstown, Pa., June 30.

No white-honey crop ; too hot and dry, and, later

on, too cool.

Pipersville, Pa., June 22.

No white clover, as ii is very dry. There will be

some buckwheat.
Elkland, Pa., July 13.

Locust yielded fairly well; white, red, and alsike

are almost burned out of the ground. We have just

had rains which may help.

Cochranville, Pa., June 27.

Drouth the last of May and fore part of June re-

sulted in a serious shortage of surplus. Recent rains

revived clover, but no nectar.

Doylestown, Pa., June 29.

Clover is great, and the prospects are good for a

splendid honey crop if it will only stop raining.

Sioux Palls, S. Da., June 29.

Almost no surplus from white clover. We are

hoping for a surplus from asters in the fall.

Aspen Hill, Tenn., June 24.

All colonies two-story in fruit-bloom; great profu-

sion of clover now, with sultry weather and plenty

of rain. Honey is just rolling in. Basswood prom-

ises well.

Derby, Vt., July 10.

Plenty of clover
;
good flow of nectar, but no good

weather ; rain almost e^ery day.

Forest Junction, Wis., June 26.

Lots of clover in bloom. Bees are working well

when the weather permits.

Stockbridge, Wis., June 23.

The honey crop is good so far this season—rather

above the average. Prospects are good for a late

yield.

Wpbster Springs, W. V., June 28,
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THE BACKLOT BUZZER
When a hee stings a beekeeper, it isn't news; hut

when a beekeeper stings his bees, it is. Speakin' of

foul brood, any man who permitted it to thrive in his

hives would give a dog hydrophobia if he bit the dog.

Imbedding with the Wires Slightly Loose

H. H. Root, in his article on " putting foundation
in wired frames," in Gleanings, Nov. 15, 1913,
says: "It is not an easy matter to imbed wires out

of line." Then editorially, in the Jan. 1st issue,

this statement is made: "Some of our readers got

the idea that the wires in the frames are loose." Mr.
Root is right as to the difficult " cross-grain " im-

bedding; but I don't imbed them that way. I imbed
them practically wholly in a straight line, but have
the wires slightly loose, as some of your readers

suppose. How do I do this ? By taking hold of the

wire about two inches from the end of the frame,

and pulling it down or up as required about Va of

an inch, and imbedding this short angle, then reach-
ing across to the other end of the frame, and pulling

the wire down or up like the opposite end, so that

the greater part of it follows an exact line of cells,

where it is then imbedded, finishing up last with the

remaining bend.
Doubtless many apiarists have seen enough of

" buckled " brood and extracting combs (I have) to

have been glad to exchange them for straight onco
with a ten-dollar bill. Foundation expands with
heat; and the reason horizontal wiring came to re-

place vertical wiring is because the lesser distance,

number of wires, and length of wires, permitted of

some " give " or " go " with the expansion. But in

our wire-imbedding we did it thoughtlessly, acciden-
tally deviating the right way as well as the wrong
way when we didn't go straight. Then when we
deviated the down way with the lower wire, also

perhaps hiving an extra-strong swarm, with, too, a
series of extra hot days at hand, we would get
buckling to the extreme.
And we should remember that " buckling " is not

the only thing to look out for. While the lower edge
of the foundation gets none of it, the upper part gets

full ; and the weight of the bees sometimes stretches
the cells adjacent to the top-bar into a size in which
drones will be raised if we do not take precaution
against it in the low imbedding of the upper wire.

Sterling, 111., April 1. A. B. Anthony.

[It is well to bear in mind that a comb stretches
somewhat after it is drawn out. Ordinary combs,
especially naturally built store combs, will generally
stretch slightly on a vertical line after being filled

with honey. The period of storing is usually during
hot weather, and as the ventilation of the hive is not
always perfect, the entire temperature of the hive
will rise slightly above normal, if the hive is not

shaded. The result will be that the new comb will

stretch slightly. We have never seen any evidence
that combs stretch after the first year. Wiring, ei-

ther vertical or horizontal, tends to check the stretch-

ing afer the combs are built; but vertical wiring will

correct this tendency more than horizontal. But a
vertically wired comb will be wavy, while a horizon-
tally wired one will be as flat as a board. The rea-

son for this is that foundation, in the process of

drawing out, expands both vertically and horizon-
tally. The sag of horizontal wiring takes care of the
sag of the comb downward, and the wires prevent
lateral expansion, leaving the surface smooth.

—

Ed.]

Introducing by Smoke Method to a Laying-worker
Colony

In regard to the smoke method of introduction, I
introduced three queens the first part of March, two
to laying-worker colonies and one to a colony having
capped brood. The queens were accepted, and were
laying in four days in the colony; have capped brood
and one laying-worker colony, while the one in the
other laying-worker colony was killed and dragged
out after the fourth day. This is my first experience
in introducing in any way.

I have always been told that bees do better if set

in the sun, but I have my doubts whether it will

work here or not in this part of the country, as the
temperature reaches 120 degrees in mid-summer.

Our bees are in Langstroth hives with Madary
ventilated covers. By giving ventilation at the bottom
along with the ventilated covers, would it also be
necessary to provide shade in the heat of the sum-
mer ? and how much heat will combs of brood stand
covered with bees ?

There was some discussion as to chico or grease-
wood, it being the last plant in the fall from which
bees gather pollen. They will be seen working on this

as late as the first week in November.
Las Vegas, Nev., March 18. J. M. Miller.

[The ventilated cover with ventilation at the bot-

tom might not be sufficient to keep the bees cool in

some parts of California. The Arizona plan of shad-
ing, as illustrated in the ABC and X Y Z of Bee
Culture, would be an excellent one to use. It con-

sists of a long shed having a roof of dried grass and
weeds. This is held down by wires stretched over
the top. This shed should run directly east and
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west, and the hives should be placed under it in two
rows with the entrances facing outside. In this way
the hives will be shaded all day.

—

Ed.]

A Combination Cover
The cover shown in the accompanying illustration

has many advantages over the old-style cover that
more than compensate for any additional cost of con-
struction. It was my idea to afford a complete and
thorough system of ventilation and to decrease the
time necessary to empty the super of bees.

INSIDE
FLOOR

AND OPENING FOR SLIDE,
CONE VENTC

SLIDE

The general construction of the cover is on the
same principle as that of a gabled house—peaked
roof and flat floor. The bee-escape from the super
is a hole cut in the center of the floor that is ar-

• ranged with a sliding cover, perforated so as to per-
mit a free passage of air, and is attached to a strip
that extends to the front end or gable of the cover.
This strip is placed in a slot, which makes it possible
to open or doge the escape by simply withdrawing or
inserting the strip. The escape is of sufficient size

to permit emptying the super in three or four hours,
whereas it usually takes twenty-four hours. There
is a ventilator in each gabled end, one being cone-
shaped, and acting as an escape from the cover.
A beekeeper who had been troubled with his founda-
tion in the brood-nest melting during the hot summer
months, with the old-style cover, gave this cover a
severe test, and declares that this system of ventila-
tion is the best he has ever seen.

Where it is found necessary to feed the bees, the
feeder may be placed under the roof of the cover.
Opening the escape from the super the bees may
enter the cover, and feed, and return to the hive.
Closing the gable escape insures against theft by
" robbers," and keeps the home bees from leaving the
hive.

Altoona, Pa., Feb. 2. Matthew Kearney.

[Except for the bee-escape feature and floor of the
cover proper, the style here shown is quite old. If
the two gable boards are made of % lumber, as we
presume they are, to reduce weight, they will give
trouble. We have discarded from our own yards
several hundreds of this type of cover. The %-inch
board will shrink and split as well as curl up, and
such a cover will always leak if given two or three
years of usage, out in the open. The only satisfac-
tory way to make a double cover like this is to use
metal or paper to cover the whole top. In fact, good
roofing-papers, if carefully used, will do good service
for ten or twelve years.

Our correspondent does not explain how he puts
the feeder into this cover. In the absence of any
statement to the contrary we will assume that the
floor is removable in some way. The plan of having
cone escapes on the end of the cover is not new. It
has been used very largely on this type of cover.

—

Ed.]

Why tlie Paint Blistered on the Hives
I have had your double-wall hives out of doors for

several years-—three winters, to be exact. This
spring I found the paint on the outside of all the
hives had blistered. The natural explanation would
be that the moisture traveled through from the inside.
Do you think this possible? Have you any explan-
ation to offer regarding this condition? The hives
were sheltered from moisture during the winter, as
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they had a frame, at least 8 to 10 inches away from
them on all sides, of black building-paper stretched
on a wooden framework, and I am at a loss to un-
derstand why this should happen. The dampness on
the ground underneath certainly would not cause
this. The hives have been painted every year, but
this moisture is between the bottom coat of paint and
the wood.

FEEDING ARTIFICIAL POLLEN.
In regard to spring feeding, last spring I fed the

bees one-third flaxseed without oil, one-third graham
flour, and one-third rye flour. The flaxseed seemed
to draw the bees, as they did not take kindly to the
pollen until this was put in. However, when the
flaxseed was added they took it up in bunches. I

put a small tin pan in the hive, 4 inches in diameter
and % deep, and found they took it up much quick-

er this way than if placed outside. Besides, they
could get at it in all kinds of weather.
New York, N. Y. M. J. Kaufmann.

[It is hardly possible that the moisture from the

cluster of bees would pass through the inner wall of

a double-wall hive, through the packing material, and
then again through the outer wall. In fact, we would
say it is utterly impossible. The explanation for the

paint peeling off is probably due to the fact that the

wood of which the hive was made was not entirely

dry, or had become damp through exposure to mois-

ture. Again, the paint might be at fault. Many of

the cheap ready-made paints contain fish-oil or an in-

ferior grade of linseed oil. The oil itself is the me-
dium for holding the paint on to the wood; and. the

oil, if in any way defective, would account for your
trouble. But in most cases the blistering is due to

an excess of moisture in the wood.

—

Ed.]

Some Questions

The spring flow here has been a failure. I have

75 colonies of bees, and harvested about 200 lbs. of

surplus.

1. Will it do to divide the colonies for increase?

There do not seem to be many di-ones flying. The
bees are killing and driving them out.

2. Will they have time to build up for the fall flow

which begins about the last of July or first of Au-
gust?

3. How much sugar will it take to build up each

colony ? I want to divide each colony once. What
is the best method?

4. I have no queens to give them. They will have
to raise their own. In that case would you advise

me to divide? They are very populous colonies?

I like bee culture, and am going to devote all my
time to it when I have enough colonies.

Uniontown, Ky., June 15. J. C. Lineback.

[1. Since you have fall honey-flows it will be safe

for you to divide or increase. As soon as increase

is made, begin feeding a syrup of two parts water
to one part granulated sugar at the rate of about one
pint daily per colony. This can best be done by the

use of the Boardman entrance-feeder, and should be

kept up until the fall flows begin.

3. The amount of sugar which it will take for

each colony depends so much upon conditions that it

is very hard to give you an estimate. For the pe-
riods during which you feed for stimulation you
should count on not less than four ounces of sugar
per day for each colony. After the honey-flows come
on it wUl not be necessary to carry on the stimula-
tive feeding, and later in the fall, after the flowers
are all gone, if the bees have not gathered sufficient
to carry them over winter you will need to feed for
that purpose. The Alexander plan of increase and
"shook" swarming are the two most popular methods
used. We can recommend either one.

4. The divided colonies will raise queens of their
own ; but you can not expect queens raised under
such circumstances to be as good as when better
methods are used. Your best plan would be to take
one of your strong colonies and rear the queens that
you need by some modern method.

—

Ed. ]
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A. L OUR MOME
Butter and honey shall he eat, that he may know

to refuse the evil, and choose the good.

—

Isa. 7:15.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE OHIO
STATE BEEKEEPERS^ ASSOCIATION ON

FIELD DAY, JULY 9, 1914.

Perhaps, friends, I should make a little

apology for this long story, and explain

that at different times before the aifair came
off Ernest kept suggesting different points

that I should touch on. I warned him thnt

my talk would have to be a long one if I

put in what I had planned and also the

matter he suggested. But he remai'ked that

a good many of the friends had come fvDm
a distance, ai.a that they would be very glad

to listen as long as I kept on talking. Per-
haps I might explain that the speech was
delivered in one of our warehouses. Seats
were improvised of boards from the near-by
lumber-yards, resting on boxes of sections.

As the weather was very warm the windows
and doors were, of course, all wide open.

My remarks were as follows:

I want to remind you, friends, that it is

a little bit dangerous to ask an old man like

me to talk. Old men are prone to be lengthy,

especially when invited to take all the time
they wish. Before starting, I wish to men-
tion a little story I read somewhere recently.

A young man was preparing to go out as a

foreign missionary—I think it was to South
Africa. He was very enthusiastic about it.

Some of the older and more experienced
men tried to explain to him the hardsliips

and difficulties. One of them remarked,
" My young friend, please consider that

down there sometimes the temperature goes
up to 110 degrees in the shade."

Our young friend replied, " But you don't

have to stay in the shade all the time, do
you?"
Now, this incident illustrates two points:

First, that you, my friends, do not have to

stay "in the shade;" for at any time you
can get up and go out of this wide-open
door whenever you are tired and feel un-
comfortable. Second, it illustrates the en-

thusiasm with which I began bee culture.

Standing here before you I confess I feel a

little proud of the fact that I can remember
quite distinctly things that happened over
70 years ago. Some of the older men may
remember that long, but the ladies rarely

remember things that hajipened over forty

or fifty years ago.

It was very nearly 75 years ago when T

was born in a log cabin two miles north of
where we now are. My mother used to sav
lli;)t I was always curious about every thing

that is going on and to be seen, even in my
infancy. As soon as I could talk I asked
more questions in an hour than our famiiv
and all the neighbors could an^wei ir. a

week. There were seven of us childreu

—

three younger and threp older. When I
could get outdoors I was still more curious
and inquiring. The older children had much
to say about the town of Medina and its

people; and I teased so much that when I

was four years old I was permitted to go to

town with father in a big double wagon.
It was &:1 woods then on both sides of the
road. The roads were mudd}', and full of
the roots of trees, and it was a remarkable
experience of my early life. I especially

remember the boxes of honey that were in

that lumber-wagon. Father was a carpen-
ter, and had made some very neat boxes of
thin lumber; and when we reached town and
he pried off the tops of the boxes, the crowd
that gathered around the wagon very soon
paid his price and cut the honey out in

chunks. Before going home he wa? obliged
to go to the blacksmith's. The first wo-ds
from the smith were, " Brother Root, 1 suo-
pose you have got that honey you promisid
me?"

Father replied, " Why, did I promise you
some honey ?

"

" Certainly you did," said -the smith, as
he looked over the wagon. " You have not
gone and sold it all, have you ?

"

Father replied that he was very sorry, but
he had forgotten all about it; and when the
smith asked him if he could not bring some
later, father said there would not be any
more that season. I remember the smith
then took out of his pocket the biggest .jack-

knife I had ever seen. It had a long bright
blade. He pried off the top of a box and
scraped off some of the honey still sticking

to the board. I remember how he smacked
his lips and expressed his regret that he
could not have some of that nice honey. T

felt sorry for him then, and, my good
friends, I have been sorry for that poor
blacksmith for over 70 years; and I am
Sony now, not only for the smith, but for
eveiybody else—men, women, and children

—who cannot have God-given honey to go
with their daily bread. " JVIilk and honey
shall he eat, that he may know to refuse the
evil, and choose the good."

I think there must have been quite a few
jjeople who wanted more of that nice honey.
Very likely it was basswood honey, because
(here were more basswoods around our for-

est home than there were of fields of while
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or red clover at that early date. Somebody
suggested that if father would brimstone

his bees he could have a good lot more of

that nice honey. I believe it is quite out of

fashion now to brimstone bees to get the

honey—at least I hope it is; and I have

protested against this cruel and foolish

practice for the past 70 years. It is like

killing the goose that has laid a golden egg.

But as it was to be done I was very eager

to be a witness to the operation; but I had
just had a spell of what the doctors called

in that early day lung fever ; and our doctor

said the day before that I would have to be

kept indoors close to the big iireplace. He
said I must not even be permitted to look

out of doors. As it was near winter time

there was a little snow on the ground; but

in some way or other when they were busy
getting their pans and kettles ready to put
the honey, in I slipped out of the door that

did not happen to be latched. I got up to

the crowd around the hives, and tnen stub-

bed my toe and fell over with my bare

hands sprawled out in the snow; and there

my good motlior found me and grabbed me
up quick. She put me in a chair by the

fire; and to i^eep away drafts they bung-

blankets on three sides of the big rocking-

chair where I was laid on pillows. The
doctor was sent for, and later another doc-

tor, and finally a third one. But I went
down so rapidly after falling in the snow
that all three, doctors gave me up. They
told my poor mother that there was no

hope; and when I had almost ceased breath-

ing they gathered up their medicines and
went away. My good mother (bless her

memory !) had faith to believe that the qreat

Father above was not only above and be-

yond all doctors, but she had faith to believe

that he hears and answers prayer, even

though that prayer be breathed in the hum-
blest log cabin away back in the woods.

For some time I hovered between life and
death; but the untiring mother pulled me
through. Some one asked which one of the

three doctors saved my life. The reply was,
" It was none of them—it was no doctor at

all. It was the untiring mother and a

mother's prayers." May God bless the faitli-

ful, patient. Christian mothers of our land.

And may God be praised that our good
President saw fit just recently to appoint
one day in the year as " Mothers' Day."

When I was old enough to remember the

incidents of my early childhood I wanted
some bees; but father always declared they
did not pay for the fuss and bother. Be-
sides, they would sting. After I was married
T told the good wife that we would have to

have some bees; and after visiting a friend

of mine who was a doctor, and seeing some
hives of bees in his pretty garden, I was
more determined than ever to have some
bees of my own. His bees were working in

boxes that had glass ends so one could open
a door and see them build new combs and
deposit the honey in them. I think that at

this time I was 25 years old. I was fairly

successful as a jeweler and watch repairer.

I also did quite a good business in manu-
facturing silver chains and rings for the

soldiers, for there was a craze for such
jewelry at the time the war broke out.

While we were busily occupied one sum-
mer day, one of the hands, looking out of
the open door, said, " There goes a swarTo
of bees." My partner in business, W. A.
Shaw, having heard me express a wish to

get some bees, looked up jokingly and said,
" Mr. Root, give me a dollar and I will get

them for you."
To carry on the joke I put my hand in

my pocket and happened to get hold of a

silver dollar and gave it to him. He darted

out of the door with a rush. I had so little

faith, however, that I forgot all about it.

But I remember he came back a few min-
utes later and set a box down, saying, "Mr.
Root, here is your swarm of bees." I could

hardly believe it possible that he had caught
them from away up in the air, and persuad-
ed them to go into that box.

" Why, Mr. Shaw, how in the world did

you get those bees up in the air, and induce
them to go into that box ?

"

He jestingly replied, " Oh ! that is a five-

dollar secret."

As he did not seem inclined to explain I

went on questioning the bees. They did not
fly out much that day; but next morning
before daylight I was watching them; and
I watched those bees and experimented with
them until they got out of patience, I pre-

sume, and " absconded " the second time.

But this event by no means dampened my
enthusiasm. I found a neighbor who was
willing to sell a colony of bees. We tied a
rope around the hive and put a long pole

through the rope. A friend took one end
while I took the other one, and so we car-

ried them home.

One morning I told Mrs. Root that I had
important business in Cleveland, thirty miles

away. She supposed it Avas something con-

nected with the jewelry business; but it was
really to get to the bookstores and hunt i;p

whatever I could find on bees. In those days
it took a whole day to go to Cleveland in a

stage coach, and another day to get back.

We did not have railways, electric cars, nor
automobiles. The mud was often so doep
that it was dark before we reached the citA'.
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I IouikI ill the bookstores three good-sizofl

books, Langstroth, Quiiiby, and a book by
T. B. Miner. 1 selected Langstroth, and sat

up pretty much all night at the hotel read-

ing it; and I cannot remember that I ever

got hold of any thing that gave me such
keen pleasure and enjoyment as Lang-
stroth's wonderful revelation of the myster-
ies of the beehive. Years before, I had read
Robinson Ci'usoe with much interest and
enthusiasm; but now, I had really found
" truth stranger than fiction." Very soon
I selected all the agricultural jjapers that

had articles on beekeeping; and my good
sister, who was clerking in the jewelry store,

told my wife that it was really too bad the

way I "pumped" every old farmer in regard
to what he knew about bees. She said that

after they had given me all the information
they possibly could they looked so wearied
and troubled and evidently wanted to get

away, she really felt sorry for them.

I soon got in touch with Mr. Langstroth,

and in that way found out about the Italian

bees; and I also learned that a bee-journal

had been started and kept going for three

years, but it had gone down for lack of

patronage. I scraped up acquaintance with
Samuel Wagner, the editor (another of
God's noblemen), and by my enthusiasm
induced him to recommence (at Washington,
D. C.) the publication of the American Bee
Journal.

Mr. Langstroth had just one imported
Italian queen. In answer to my importunity
he agreed to let me have her for $20.00. By
this time many of my friends began to be
worried because I was neglecting business

to fuss with bees. When it was noised

abroad that I had actually paid $20.00 for

one single bug my friends thought that this

cajjped the climax, and that I was certainly

going " daft " over the little insects that

everybody knew did not amount to any
thing. Our express matter at that time came
from Cleveland over the stage route I have
mentioned. When it was time for the stage
to come in one afternoon, that would prob-
ably bring my queen, I was on the watch
looking away off: o\'er the hills for the first

glimpse of the stage coach. It finally came
up ; and when I asked the driver for my
queen he came up to me leading a puppy
-vith a chain. Then the crowd that was
waiting began to laugh. I remonstrated,
saying that that animal was not a queen-bee
by any means; bnt he declared that the

playful doggie must be it. 1 went into the
hotel office and asked if they had not re-

ceived a little package for me. When the

landlord said that the dog was all, I was
mad. Just as I was going out of the door,
however, the landlord said, " Hold on ! there

is a little box here of something;" and that

little box contained my queen-bee. Oh how
1 did love those little yellow beauties, as

gentle as kittens ! and the long yellow queen
was to me then almost the dearest thing on
earth.

Let me explain about that dog " Jip." He
was one luy brother-in-law, who was some-
where in the South, in the United States

army, had sent. Jip was soon such a favor-

ite, not only with our family but the whole
town, because of his cute tricks, that I got

over my prejudice against dogs, and that

particular dog in due time.

By following instructions in Langstroth's

book I soon had a movable-comb hive, and
the bees were safely transferred, and the

$20.00 c|ueen introduced. When somebody
told me that Mr. George Thomson, living

down by the river, about three miles away,
had a dooryard full of Langstroth hives I

dropped my jewelry tools in a hurry, rushed
to the livery stable for a horse and buggy,
and, sure enough, there were a dozen or

more Langstroth hives just like those in the

book. From that time forward Mr. Thomson
and I were close friends, you may be sure.

About Thanksgiving time he came up to

get a look at my $20.00 queen—the first

Italian bee ever brought to Northern Ohio.

Now, I had taken brood from that colony
to put into an observatory hive, and fussed
Avith them until there was not very much
more than a pint of yellow bees left; and
when Mr. Thomson declared the whole
colony would freeze up before Christmas
in spite of any thing I could do, I was
thoroughly alarmed. He told me I had
better get one of his strong colonies and
introduce my queen, and she would then be
reasonably safe. I traded him a watch for

three hives of bees; and although that was
about fifty years ago, his wife showed me
the same watch only a few days ago.

The next spring, bright and early, I was
at work with the bees. I had so many nu-
cleus hives started by dividing and sub-

dividing that Mrs. Root said she was afraid

to pick currants for fear there would be a

little swarm of yellow bees on almost every
bush. I think it was the first season after

that when I secured nearly a barrel of
honey (using a home-made extractor) from
one hive of bees in one summer.

To be continued

THE MOON AND PLANETS; THEIR EFFECT ON
THE WEATHER, ETC.

Pretty much all of my life I have labored

more or less to convince people that neither

the moon nor the planets have any thing to

do with the weather, vegetation, nor insan-

ity. When a series of experiments, covering
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many years, conducted by the Weather Bu-

reau, declared again and again that careful

observation gives no ground for such be-

liefs, I was greatly pleased. Some of our

older readers will recall that when Hicks

came out in his journal with elaborate pic-

tures of the heavenly bodies to explain his

weather predictions I denounced him as a

fraud. I do not know whether Hicks is still

trying to delude people with his diagrams

and unscientific talk again or not. I have

neither seen nor heard any thing of him of

late. Below I clip from the Cleveland Plain

Dealer:
BRANDS ASTROLOGY A MYTH.

Washington, June 18.—Astrology is branded as

a superstition by the Department of Agriculture in

its current weekly news letter.

The department declared: "The belief, still to be

found in all countries, that planets and the moon
affect the weatlier never had any scientific basis. "We

believe neither the planets nor the moon can have

any effect, because they furnish so little heat, upon
which all weather changes ultimately depend."

The next day after, they gave us the fol-

lowing piece of pleasantry

:

The Department of Agriculture comes out with the

heterodox statement that the moon has nothing to do

witli the weather or the success of crops. It's an

iconoclastic age we live in. The next thing you
know, the Department will be saying that rheuma-
tism can't be cured by carrying a buckeye in one's

pocket.

Some of you may suggest that the Weath-
er Bureau may be mistaken; but I think no

one (who is at all reasonable), after looking

over their carefully kept records for years,

will refuse to admit that they are quite

right. Perhaps we shall have to wait until

some of the popular notions of years ago

have entirely died out. Curing rheumatism

by carrying something in the pocket, or a

cheap iron ring worn on the hand, warding
off disease with a horseshoe nailed over the

door, etc., are exactly in line with the vend-

ers of Eleetropoise, Oxydonor, and a whole

family of similar swindles, working on

people's credulity and imagination, until

they are induced to pay $25 for a mere toy

that costs only 25 cents, and cures the ailing

exactly as a horseshoe cures by being nailed

over the door.

HEGH=PKE§§UME GARDENING
DASHEENS UP TO DATE, ETC.

I have been wondering that so little is

said just now, especially in our Florida

papers, in regard to dasheens. I clip the

following from the Fruit Trade Journal:

has dasheens to sell.

Chuluota, Fla.—The acreage of dasheens in this

section of Orange County is larger than usual, and
farmers are much interested in the outcome of the

deal. Lawrence Swanson, a leading grower, is anx-

ious to make arrangements with some merchants in

New York and other seaboard markets, to handle his

crop.

A little later I shall expect to get postal-

card reports from a good many of the

friends to whom we have sent tubers. Our
dasheens here in Ohio are now growing rap-

idly; but the weather was so unfavorable

that we did not get them planted very early.

We are to-day, July 18, mulching them with

old well-rotted stable manure. Some of them
are now two feet high, and growing rapidly.

DASHEENS, ETC, IN OUR FLORIDA GARDEN.

While we are talking about dasheens, you
may be interested in the report below, just

received from our colored friend Wesley
Welch, who has charge of the place in my
absence

:

Mr. Root:—The dasheens by the mulberry are

five feet high. The millet is ten feet high. The
cassava on the ditch bank is from four to five feet

high. I have just worked the place out. It is very

nice. The cassava by the alligator's cave, some of

it is five feet high. It is certainly a fine patch.

The chickens are not laying very much. The ducks

are not laying at all, and have not for two weeks.

The chickens are looking fine. They are in good
shape. We are not having very much rain so far.

I gave Mr. Harrison three African potatoes to

send you. That tree that you spoke about has a

few fruits on it.

Manatee, Fla., July 14. Wesley.

Perhaps if I were on hand I could get the

chickens to laying better during the month
of July; but perhaps not, as they are now
nearing the moulting season in the South.

Notwitlistanding all that has been said in

favor of the Indian Runner ducks, I think

they have spells of laying little or none at

all, even with the best of management.
The new millet he speaks of as being ten

feet high is the same as some that I saw
that was eighteen feet high at the experi-

ment station in Brooksville, Florida. His
closing sentence is with regard to the " Fei

joa " sent me by the Government several

years ago. It is a new fruit said to be half

way between the mango and the guava.

It is grown successfully in California, and
is said to be liked by everybody, even when
first tasted, which is not true of the guava.

If I am correctly informed, the tree on my
place bearing fruit is one of the first, if not

the very first to produce fruit in Florida;

and on this account it promises to be almost

a curiosity.

The African sweet potatoes mentioned

above were from the seed sent us by the
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missionary—see page 471, July 15, 1913.

As Bro. Thompson suggests, the potato is

by no means " vineless;" in fact, from three

small tubers he sent me we have quite a

patch, and the vines threatened in April to

run all over the garden. In regard to the

quality. Mi's. Root thinks it is the finest

sweet potato we have ever had, grown in

Florida. My only objection would be that

it is, if any thing, too " sweet."

DASHEENS IN FLORIDA.

We clip the following from the Jackson-
ville Times-Union:

PLANT DASHEENS.
This is a new name for an old vegetable. For

countless ages untold millions have lived on the
dasheen. It is the " taro " of South America. It

will grow anywhere in the Southland the Irish pota-

to grows. It has more protein than the Irish potato
has; more starch than cassava (see United States
bulletins). At Brooksville, Fla., the United States
Government has a large experiment farm where it has
given the dasheen a fair trial, and it is a success.

It produces from ten to twenty-five tons of tubers per
acre.

From one to two tons of cowlot or barnyard fertil-

izer is be.st to produce the largest yield. The dasheen
will grow on land so sour that it is worthless for

ordinary farming. Water may stand on the ground
for days without injury to the plant, provided it is

drained when the tubers mature. The tops of the

plant resemble the " elephant ear," and grow from
four to six feet high, returning a lot of vegetable mat-
ter to the soil.

The dasheen requires a lot of potash to give best
results. Plant about January 4 in drills two feet

apart in the row. Cut seed and plant just as for

Irish potatoes. It takes less cultivation than for the

potato.

It is a great meat-producer. Any food that will

fatten meat cheaply will be a boon to the farm. With
the dasheen you can utilize the waste swamp and
prairie lands, make the waste places furnish meat
and other food for the people. Cattle of all kinds
are fond of the dasheen.

It can be cooked and eaten- in any way that the
potato can, and in many ways that the potato cannot
be utilized. The dasheen has a nutty flavor very
pleasing to the palate. The tender tops are good
greens.

Bed out in the sod just as you do sweet potatoes,

then cover with four inches of clean white sand, and
the shoots are delicious eaten like asparagus. Plant
dasheen, kudzu, and Rhodes grass in connection with
the other crops, and reduce the cost of living and
increase your bank account. The United Statgs will

furnish seed and literature free.

Dr. G. Nelson Davis.

[We understand dasheens will be dug at Brooks-
ville in October. Those who wish to try the culture
of this desirable tuber should put in their orders in

time, and get seed for spring planting free. The
supply is limited.]

The above is mainly correct, so far as I

know, except that part about cutting the

seed like Irish potatoes. We have always
planted the tubers whole ; but it may be true

that cutting in pieces, especially large ones,

they would send up shoots like Irish pota-
toes. I am now planning to furnish the

readers of GtLEANINGS, at least those who

are paid up (say a year or more ahead) one
pound to each applicant who sends the
amount of postage. Your postmaster can
tell you what amount will be necessary from
your locality. The government station at

Brooksville, Fla., sends tubers and pays the
postage ; but if I am correct they are always
behind in filling orders, or have been here-

tofore.

DASHEENS IN CUBA; SOMETHING FROM OUR
GOOD OLD FRIEND SOMERFORD.

This "new vegetable" is known here as melanga,
and 71 million Americans in " our 21 southern re-

publics " raised and fought on it since their begin-
ning. This proves its value above all other " pota-
toes," as it is a " tater," and the only one counted
on in hot countries where it rains, as it keeps well
for three years. Rain daily is the time it grows.
Moderately dry weather cuts the crop entirely. It

needs much water after it comes up. We have two
kinds here—^yellow and white. The white is prefer-
red; and for a solid food for a hard laborer nothing,
not even corn meal, can beat dasheen. The new
plant is as old as Balboa.
Have often thought of you, Mr. Root, and our

friend Parson Frazier, of Guanajay and the "black
beans." W. W. S.

Candalaria, Cuba, W. I., June 25.

I sup])ose the above is about right, mak-
ing, perhaps, a little allowance for friend
Somerford's characteristic ( ?) enthusiasm.
But my impression is that the melanga that
I saw in Cuba several years ago is not ex-
actly the same thing as the dasheen now
grown extensively in Florida. At that time
I did not understand that the young shoots
and the stalk and leaves are in use as a food
as well as the tubers.

Yes, friend Somerford, I often think of
Parson Frazier and of his class who were
learning to speak English while I was get-

ting a little smattering of Spanish. May
God bless the dear friends who were just

then learning " What a friend we have in

Jesus !
" sung in Spanish. I hope they are

still growing in grace and wisdom.

MOTH-BALLS AND SQUASH-BUGS.
Our friends will remember that I recently

mentioned a cheap way of getting rid of
squash-bugs on vines. The following, from
the Jacksonville Times-Union, gives further
Ijroof ol^the efficacy of moth-balls:

JIOTH-BALLS SAVED SQUASHVINES.
For several years I had waged a losing fight with

the long black squash beetle, and the slender striped
harlequin bug, and had lost all my pumpkin and
squashvines. When I crumpled a dry leaf, a myriad
of little demons would scatter in all directions.

Last year I had a good stand of squashvines plant-
ed in fertilized soil among the potatoes. One day a
visitor and myself went over all the vines, turning
up every leaf and destroying both bugs and eggs.
Dropping otf to play " possum " on the ground did
not help them. W^e made a clean sweep of the bugs,
and I forget how many hundreds were killed that
day. Then I got a bag of moth-balls and laid them
at close intervals along each vine under the thickest
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leaves and beside each young squash. A heavy rain

washed some away, but they were replaced. After a

few days I saw and killed a few stray beetles, but

those squash and pumpkins grew very large, and I

saw no more beetles. Last fall I hauled home all

one horse could pull on the sled, from a comparative-

ly few vines, and I believe it was the moth-balls that

saved them. I shall try the same again.

—

Exchange.

As the above was marked " Exchange "

we cannot give credit to the writer ; and, h\

ihe way, 1 do wish it would become the

fashion, especially in agricultural papers, to

give name, residence, and date. Over and

over again I have found articles on garden-

ing and agriculture where important points

are virtually " knocked out " because the

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURF:

writer dues not tell when he wrote nor where

he lives. We frequently see statements like

this:

" You can get a crop of white beans be-

fore frost comes, if planted right otf now."

Well, the editor may have put this in

print just the minute he got hold of it, or it

may have been lying around a month or

more. It is such a simple thing, and occu-

pies so little space, why cannot everybody

put a date to his communication, and tell

whether he lives in Maine or Florida^-

tliat is, if the editor does not object to giv-

ing the name and address?

' VOTING AS "WK PRAY."

We used to hear a good deal about the

above years ago ; . but if I am correct the

phrase has of late rather dropped out of

sight. The good brother who Avrites below

is, I think, too severe on professing Chri;^-

tians and ministers of the gospel. It may
be true in localities, but 1 think it is not

true as a rule. Wlien the saloon vote has

again and again outnumbered us I have

asked the question, " Is it possible that any

professing Christian of the present day will

vote with the wets?" Just now while I

write there is a war in Ohio, but I think it

bids fair to be a peaceful war, and I wish I

could say it will be an honest one. The

ministers of our county are getting names

on a petition from voters for Statewide

prohibition. As I am rather old for such

canvassing I told the good brothers I would

furnish gasoline for the automobiles, and

dinners and livery hire for the good pastors,

and they are working with a vim, and gath-

ering in names.

You may now listen to the good brother

from Kansas who writes me a " love letter
"

as he calls it

:

Drinking is a disease to be prevented, like the

bubonic plague, etc. To be consistent, let all the

Christians pray against the plague and then vote for

a law permitting Uncle Sam to license doctors and

undertakers to spread it. Of course the Christians

would have the spreading regulated. The pest-houses

would have to close on Sunday, and all who were

already incurable would not be allowed any more—" germs." After having these plague-houses upon

every street where our boys and girls would be com-

pelled to pass and every art used to induce them to

enter, the undertakers would be allowed to mix some

germs with their food and medicine; and then, if

they did not contract the disease, still other means

would be sought. Those who did not take the plague,

or, better, the few who did have it only in a temper-

ate form, would be pointed out by the Christians as

fit subjects for heaven.

Let us vote for what we pray and preach. Let

the church members join in with the unbelievers,

and this evil will be " downed."

Let us license the stealing of horses, the committing

uf murder

—

ani/ thing rather than the rum traffic

—

that greatest of all evils that threatens the utter

ruination of the human race—an evil that is trans-

mitted with increasing power to all posterity.

The church is behind every reform

—

away behind.

Brethren, let us catch up or the infidels will get all

the glory.

More preachers voted against Abe Lincoln than

for him. They preached "Slavery is of the Lord;"
" Servants, be subject unto your masters."

In the office of the Missouri Pacific Depot at Ben-

edict appears this sign

:

Beer is bad.

Whisky worse

;

Drink lemonade

—

Safety first.

What causes the most wrecks on our railroads ?

Rum, rum, rum. What causes the most wrecks in

our homes ? If the Christians had an old well back
of their church lot that children would continue to

fall in, they would not fill it up. Oh, no! they would
preach to their children and tell them of the great

danger of playing around its rotten curb. "Brethren,

let's fill 'er up, eveu if it ruins the business of the

undertakers."
I love Christians—some of them. But can we

point with pride to out Christian nation and say we
drink less booze, have less crime, than the poor be-

nighted heathens who worship idols?

Now, Mr. Root, this may strike you as a peculiar
" love letter," but I assure you I too love A.. I. Root,

his family, G. M. Doolittle, Dr. C. C. Miller, and a

great-host of others who are "God's noblemen."
Guilford, Kan., July 15. Heeschel Short.

NORTH CAROLINA MEDICAL SOCIETY DE-

NOUNCES THE USE OF ALCOHOL.
Dr. J. M. Parrott, of Kinston, president

of the medical society of North Carolina,

as reported in the Raleigh News and Obser-

ver, said

:

As- medicine, in the opinion of many of our great-

est doctors, it has practically no value. The great

weight of scientific evidence leads to the conclusion

that alcohol is an unmitigated evil. It is about, if

not already, to be eliminated from the pharmaco-
peia. That it is not efficient as a medicine is easily

shown by the fact that many of our best doctors

never prescribe it at all. There are a number of

cities in North Carolina in which it is not kept at

the drugstores, and where no prescriptions have been
written for it since statewide prohibition went into

effect.
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POLLYANNA
THE GLAD BOOK

By ELEANOR H. PORTER, author of

"Miss BiUy" and "Miss BiUy's Decision,"

and ''Gleanings in Bee Culture/' one
year, Both for $1.50

The book, POLLYANNA, has been one of the best-selling

books of the season because of the winsomeness of the story.

Pollyanna, a lovable litte lass, is the daughter of a minister

in the West. She is left an orphan and is sent back East to make
her home with a staid and prejudiced maiden aunt. In winning

the affection of her aunt and the respect of the villagers, she finds

a place in the hearts of all her readers.

Send for the book as a surprise for the young people of the

family who will enjoy Pollyanna 's "Glad Game" as much as will

the older readers. A little romance in the life of the aunt forms

the plot of the story, and the reader finds himself wondering again

and again how it will end.

As long as our supply lasts, we are offering a copy of POLLY-
ANNA and GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE one year for $1.50.

Twelfth Printing

Read some of the Press Comments

:

'

' Pollyanna is the ' gladdest ' book that was ever written. It is

of more real value than any thousand sermons to which I have ever

listened.
'

'

—

Passaic Daily News.

" It is a book that charms at once by its style, and delighti by
its character-drawing and the interest developed by its story."—
The Boston Journal.

"Pollyanna is a delightful character, and the book refresh-

ingly natural."

—

Cedar Rapids Record.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
Canadian postage, 30c extra. Foreign postage, 60c extra.
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A Nd

We call attention to a short article by A.

J. Plummer, in the Heads of Grain depart-

ment, in this issue, and our reply to the

same. See p. 648. We believe that Mr.

Plummer has struck on a good scheme, and

shall be glad to have our beekeeping friends

try it and report.

Our Cover Picture

Our cover for this issue shows a corner

of the apiary of E. G. Ward, Christehurch,

N. Z. On page 637 is shown the group of

beekeepers at the Canterbury field meeting.

These conventions in the field, by the way,

are becoming more and more popular. We
have received so many photographs of meet-

ings of this kind that we propose using a

large number of them in our Oct. 1st issue,

making that issue almost a special field-day

number. As usual the New Zealand bee-

keepers are not one step behind.

'ar mn

A month: ago no one would have sup-

posed it possible for all Europe to be in-

volved in war; but such is the case at the

present writing. The modern war-ships,

rapid-fire gams, modern rifles with smokeless

powder, to say nothing of aerial war-ships,

will probably decide the issue, whatever that

is, in a comparatively short time. But in

the mean time the money market has been

tightening up, not only in Europe but m
this country. Banks have been putting out

their 60 days' notices, and this makes ready

money scarce. The effect of all this has

been to decrease prices on luxuries, and ad-

vance the cost of necessities. So far honey

can hardly be classed as a " necessity.'' It

belongs to the condiment class ; and while it

is a food of the very best kind, and while it

is cheaper than butter, and sometimes

clieaper tlian sugar, it is, to a great extent,

a delicacy or luxury. During these troub-

lous times the public will buy necessities,

and cut out to some extent things it can get

along without.

It is far from our purpose to howl calam-
ity, because we believe that, possibly before
next issue, our money scarcity will be over,

and that conditions will have resumed their

normal trend. The general effect, however,
will be to put a check on the upward trend
in prices on honey—possibly enough to off-

set the advance that would naturally come
from an advance in clover honey by reason
of its scarcity.

Every One S

The operation of the net-weight law is

going to be confusing to many small pro-
ducers. Then, again, there is a large class

who do not wish to bother with the intri-

cacies of the • net-weight law. All we can
say to these people is that they should seU

their honey locally, and make sure that it

is consumed locally. Do not delude your-
self by the notion that, after your honey is

sold out of the State, no one will know who
produced it. Your dealer will know; and if

he gets into trouble he will come back on
you. Better get into the band-wagon, and
mark your honey as it should be marked,
and thus be on the safe side.

There is not much new to add. Our last

issue gave extended reports from the fields

from every part of the United States. In
fact, over a large part of the United States
clover was a failure. But there will be con-
siderable clover honey just the same. As
stated elsewhere, the shortage of the clover

crop will have a tendency to boost prices;

but the tightness of the money market as a
result of the war in Europe, which we re-

gard as only temporary, will probably offset
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a possible advance by reason of scarcity.

Taking every thing into consideration, the

general honey market will remain nearly

stationary. In the mean time conditions

ought to be better later, or as soon as the

war is brought to a conclusion, for we can

not believe that a general European war can

last long. If the high seas are kept open to

commerce (and at the present writing they

are being kei)t open), commerce ought to

resume its normal condition soon.

The Army Worm on Alfalfa in Col-

In sending in his honey-crop report, as

given in last issue, Mr. Wesley Foster

sent two clippings from the Montrose Press,

of June 17 and 18 respectively, concerning

the army worm which is destroying whole

fields of alfalfa, seeds and spuds, in the

vicinity. Mr. Foster calls our attention to

the fact that the beemen were awake to the

situation and called a hurried meeting to

prevent indiscriminate spraying that had

been recommended, as this would destroy a

large part of the iiereentage of the field

bees. Beekeepers recommended the plan

which was just recently recommended by
the University of Illinois—that is, the sow-

ing broadcast in infested fields a rather dry

mash mixed with Paris green, or arsenate

of lead. Clean bran and Paris green are

mixed together in the proportion of sixteen

parts of bran to one of poison, moistening

the mixture with water in which a quart of

salt has been dissolved for each ten gallons.

The mash should be just wet enough to

crumble in the hand. Sixteen pounds of

mash is sufficient for an acre.

By being alive to their interests it is to be

hoped that the beekeepers will not be obliged

to suffer indirectly because of the ravages

of the armv worm.

In our last issue, page 570, we referred

to some experiments we are making in keep-

ing bees in swamps near Hudson, Ohio,

some thirty miles from here, and of swamp
bee-pasturage in general. Since then we
have been extending our operations in and
about other swamps. We now have four

swamp yards in all, and possiblly will have

two more in a few days. So far the swamps
are yielding sufficient nectar and pollen to

keep up brood-rearing at a good rate for

the puri^ose of making increase, and that of

course is a necessity. At our queen-rearing

vard, which we can't move on account of

drones, we are feeding outdoors to stimulate

breeding for the same inirposc. Weather
conditions have been favorable, as we have
been having hot weather with an occasional

heavy rainfall.

While Medina is not in tlie swamp area,

yet there are several swamps within five,

ten, and thirty miles—in all, enough to

afford us considerable bee-pasturage. The
regular yards are being mo\ed as fast as we
can find other swam]) locations.

As we stated in our last issue, our sub-

scribers, so far as conditions warrant, may
find it to their advantage to hunt up swamp
bee-pasturage, and locate their bees thereon.

The war in Europe will have a tendency to

stitfen the price on sugar. In fact, it has
already done so. While the advance is not

large proportionally, yet so far as possible

a more satisfactory increase of bees can be
made from natural bee-pasturage, and at

little expense except the moving of the bees.

Even if increase in numbers is not desired,

a good fall pasturage will put plenty of
stores and young bees in the hives, and
that is of prime importance. Young bees

with plenty of stores, other things being-

equal, will insure good wintering.

Very Little Aclelteratiom of Honey
We believe that honey is as free from

adulteration, taking the country over, as

any article of food on the market, aside

from such food products as do not permit
of any adulteration whatever. Comb honey,
of course, has never been adulterated, and
never will be; but there was a time before
the passage of the pure-food law when un-
scrupulous dealers handling liquid honey
would put out a mixture of honey and
glucose. However, this practice has stopped
so largely that it is only on very rare occa-

sions that we hear of any thing of the kind.

We believe that the consumer can buy liquid

honey now and be just as sure of getting a
IDure product as when he buys creamery
butter ; in fact, we believe he is more certain

of getting a pure jaroduct, and this is saying
a good deal. We are constantly on the alert

for reports of adulteration; but, as men-
tioned, we see them so seldom that we may
say that it almost never happens.

There is still some fear, however, on the

part of certain consumers that they are

buying an adulterated product, especially

when they buy honey that does not taste like

the honey that they are accustomed to buy-
ing, or that they bought the last time, etc.

Recently we learned of a gentleman living

in a city who bought some honey that "tast-

ed funny," and he was sure that it must be
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adnlteratefl. Tlie honey in (lucstion bore the

hihol of :i well-known producer in I he West,

who, we knew, would go out of business

before he would ever stoop to adulterate.

We wrote the g-entleman to that effect; but

it was hard to convince him, simply because

the honey did not taste like honey that he

usually had eaten. This only goes to prove

(hat honey is honey to most people; and
that it may have any one of a good many
different flavors, depending upon the flowei'

from which the bees make the honey, is

astounding news. Just the other day a lady

told us that she had bought some of our

honey, but that it was spoiled. We asked

her what was the matter with it, and she

said it had gone to sugar

!

In Part IV. of the Annual Report of the

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion for 1913 is a short paragraph bearing

the simple statement in reference to honey

:

"The three samples examined were not found
to be adulterated." Presumably the three

samples were suspected of adulteration

;

and while this statement by itself is not

especially significant, the fact, however, that

it is exactly the same kind of statement that

appears in almost all cases when honey is

examined, does prove that honey is a reli-

able food that is uniformly pure.

Not Poison,

The following letter from Dr. E. F.

Phillips, of the Bureau of Entomology,
Washington, D. C, will explain itself:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. E. R. Root .-—I understand, indirectly, that

there has heen considerable complaint in Colorado
this year of losses to beekeepers, through incorrect

spraying. This has evidently also come to the at-

tention of the National Beekeepers' Association, and
I rather suspect that it was through you that they

took up the work. You will be interested in know-
ing that I have .just received a letter from Mr. R. W.
Ensley, Read, Delta Co., Colorado, sending a sample
of brood No. 4389. Mr. Ensley asked that this be
examined for the presence of arsenic. When I .saw

the sample I decided that it should first go to the

bacteriological laboratory. A report of the examina-
tion has just been received showing that Euroiiean
foul brood is present in the sample. I think this

will explain the trouble, which they have had in

Colorado, although we had not previously suspected
the presence of European foul brood in that State.

As you will remember, from previous conversations,
I told you that we frequently get reports of losses

due to spraying; and after an examination of the

sample we find that the real trouble is brood dis-

ease. In most cases, also, this is European foul

lirood. I trust that the beekeepers of Colorado will

take immediate steps to get this disease under con-
trol and will quit looking for poisoning. Of course,
they may have suffered some loss from poisoning;
but European foul brood is a great deal more serious
than a little surplus arsenate of lead. I have noti-
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tied Mr. Ensley, as well as Mr. Wesley Foster, <on-

cerniug this sample, and I trust that the inspectors

will get to work to get this disease under control and
will inform the beekeepers as to the best means of

doing this. E. F. Phillips,
In Charge Bee Culture Investigations.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 5.

Dr. Phillips has held that some, at least,

af the so-called cases of poisoning on ac-

count of improper spraying fruit-trees have
been due to the work of European foul

brood. At all events he has seen numerous
cases of this, and the one above is a case in

point.

From a recent conversation with Dr.
Phillips we understand that he does not

claim that bees may not be killed by spray-
ing-liquids applied while the trees are in

bloom. Indeed, if we are correct, experi-

ments are now under way by the Bureau to

determine whether bees can be or are de-

stroyed in any such way. The result of this

work will doubtless be made public later on.

The beekeepers of the country will await
with interest the report.

The Net-weight Law Cauigimg Incom-

Thanks for the advance copy of your editorial on
the net-weight law, and also for your answers to my
questions in this regard.

There is one thing more I should like to know.
I keep a local store supplied with comb honey. I sell

the honey " by the case," and the storekeeper retails

the sections by the piece. Must the storekeeper weigh
and mark each individual section before handing it

over to a customer, or must I do it before delivering
the honey ? I could do it with a comparatively few
cases in the course of the year, but how is one to

take time for it when the crop runs up into tons, and
he is pushed to get it all ready for market ?

I fear that this net-weight law is going to do great
injury to the bee business. Many comb-honey pro-

ducers will become so disgusted with its unreason-
ble regulations that they will change to raising

extracted honey. The result will be an overproduc-
tion of the latter article, and consequent fall in

prices, until the bee business will not pay at all, and
the law will be to blame for having killed it.

Wm. Muth-Rasmussen.
Independence, Cal., July 4.

Our editorial on this subject in our July
15th issue, page 528, practically covers your
incjuiry. We may state, however, in answer
to the question whether the storekeej^er or

the producer must mark the net weight on
the sections that, in our opinion, that duty
devolves on the producer. The dealer or the

consumer, under the law, can require the

net weight or minimum net weight of each
section. If, however, the dealer buys honey
without the net weight being marked on it,

it will be up to him to sujDply that deficiency

before he can sell it to the consumer. At all

events, it is very clear that the consumer
can demand. every package of comb honey
he buys shall have the net weight marked on
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the sections. There is no getting around it,

as we understand the law. For particulars

how to apply the net weight, the reader is

referred to our editorial in our last issue,

page 528.

The net-weight law is going to work some
inconvenience and hardship, and beekeep-

ers will adjust themselves to it. It is not,

however, going to protect the consumer, in

our opinion. As explained in our last issue,

practically every comb-honey producer will

be obliged to adopt the scheme of marking
the minimum net weight on each section.

This will mean that he must lose the differ-

ence between actual net weight and a mini-

mum net weight marked on the sections.

As beekeepei's, like everybody else, are not

inclined to give away something for nothing,

they will charge enough extra per pound or

ounce to cover the deficiency and more.

Fumigated Comlbs Not ObjectionaMe
to Bees

We have received a large number of

reports—many more than we can publish

—

from beekeepers who testify that fumigat-

ing with carbon bisulphide does not injure

the combs in any way so far as the bees are

concerned. These reports cover experience

with fumigation of combs in numbers run-

ning into the thousands, so that we think it

is safe to assert that cai'bon bisulphide does

not make the combs unfit for use again

for brood combs, as intimated by P. J.

Hovel, page 476, June 15.

The Natioeal Net- wei
Not

on
r a

The new law will encourage the packing

of comb honey in cartons in order to avoid

the labor of marking each individual sec-

tion. It will stimulate an effort on the part

of the producer to sell his comb honey in

local markets and to his neighbors. Both
results will be for the good of the comb-
honey business and the public generally. If

all the comb honey produced were cartone'i

it would practically eliminate 90 per cent of

honey broken in shipment.

•The net-weight law will go further. It

will eliminate entirely non-separatored comb
honey. Such honey, offered at all kinds of

prices to move it off, has been a real detri-

ment to comb honey produced as it should

be with separators. Thanks to the net-

weight law, this stuff will be relegated to the

past. That which has been pi-odueed al-

ready will have to have the individual

weight on cacli se('ti(iii. After a producer
tries to mark the exact weight of honey on
each section, he will conclude that he will be

saving nothing by dispensing with separa-

tors.

Another kind of comb honey that will bfi

put out of business will be glassed sections

While these goods have not been a nuisance

to the rest of the comb-honey producers, i*

will not be practicable to sell them any
more.

Advance Prices on
n Accouiinit of the
the NatioDial Net-

weight Law?

The suggestion has been made by one who
stands high in the beekeeping fraternity

that now is an opportune time to advance
prices on comb honey, for the reason that

the national net-weight law is forcing an
expense on producers in marking, and a loss

in the honey to be sold that should be cov-

ered in some way; that is, providing it is

sold by count. The argument is made that

if the producer sold a case of 24 one-pound
sections formerly for $3.00, we will say, he

should now charge at least $3.25 for that

same ease, assuming that the two seasons

were alike so far as the production of honey
was concerned. Last year the weight of the

section, or frame around the honey, could be

weighed in with the ho'ney and the wax ; but

the wood part must now be eliminated, and
some one must pay for it. Again, last year

it was possible for the producer if he sold

by count to get pay for all the honey he

produced and put into shipping-cases. Un-
der the operation of the net-weight law he

can receive pay only for each section on the

basis of the lightest section; or, to put it

another way, he must sell every section in

the ease, no matter what it weighs, at the

weight of the lightest section in the case.

The elimination of the frame around the

honey will amount to 24 ounces, or l^/^ lbs.

to every shipping-case. ( This formerly went
in at the price of the honey.) If the light-

est-weight section in the case is I2V2 ounces,

exclusive of the wood, all the rest of the

sections in that case, no matter whether they

weigh 11/2 or 2 ounces more, must be sold

as weighing 12^2 ounces. At a conservative

estimate there will be a shrinkage right here

of 1/2 lb. in a 24-lb. case, or, in all, 2 lbs.

The actual shrinkage that must be deducted

this year over last year on a ease of sections

sold by count will not be less than 2 lbs. to

the case, and sometimes it will run from 2V^
to 3 lbs. If the sections were produced

without separators, the shrinkage will be
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even greater. Let us suppose that the pro-

ducer receives 12yo cts, for each one-pound

section. If he is to make as much money as

he did last year (and the presumption is

that the law of supply and demand and
competition have made 121/2 cts. net on

whatever he sold for a living price), then he

must necessarily charge the producer 25 cts.

more per case for his honey.

The net-weight law was designed to pro-

tect the consumer; and in a large way it

does; but when that consumer buys comb
honey by count in case lots he should or

ought to pay at least 25 cts. more, or, we
will say, one cent more per section. When
the cost of production is increased, the extra

cost is bound to come, sooner or later, upon
the consumer. So in this ease.

The next question that arises is, " Will the

producer charge more for his comb honeyV
In our judgment he is certainly entitled to

do so, especially this year, when there is

quite a marked shortage in the production

of clover honey, and a short or light crop of

clover has a strong tendency to advance the

price of honey, even if there has been a

good yield of Western alfalfa and Califor-

nia sage.

COMB HONEY SOLD BY THE CASEFUL BY
WEIGHT INSTEAD OF BY COUNT.

In the foregoing we have explained the

operation of the net-weight law when comb
honey is sold hy count, or so much a ship-

ping-ease, irrespective of the weight of th3

honey in the shipping-case itself except as

it is shown by the minimum net weight on

each individual section. The producer can

save himself loss when he marks the mini-

mum net weight on each section by selling

the whole easeful of sections by weight less

the weight of the wood around the sections

and the weight of the shipping-case. Let us

take a concrete example

:

The producer we will say has all his comb
honey in 1% by 41/4 square beeway sections.

He puts it all in three gTades ; and each sec-

tion according to its grade is marked not

less than so many ounces. If he sells his

honey by count, as already explained, he

will have to collect more from the dealer or

consumer in order to get as much as he did

last year. But this may not be practicable.

Here is what a large number of producers

are going to do—in fact, we may say the

majority, so far as we can ascertain : They
will mark the minimum net weight on each

section according to its grade, and then sell

each case of sections by weight less the tare

of sections and shipping-case. If the case

holds 24 combs the whole easeful will be

weighed ; ancUlfcien the tare, one ounce per

section, or 24 ounces plus the tai"e for the

weight of the shipping-case, will be deduct-

ed from the gross weight, making a net

weight of —• pounds. If the dealer, we will

say, pays 15 cts. per lb. he will pay the

actual net weight of the whole case of honey
multiplied by 15. At that rate the producer
will get paid for every pound of honey he

produces. But it goes without saying, that,

because he loses 24 ounces per ease over

what he formerly received for the price of

his honey, he will charge the dealer or con-

sumer enough more to make up the differ-

ence. If he got 15 cts. per lb. last year for

equally good honey he will multiply ly^ lbs.

by 15 and add 23 cts. to the case of honey.

The dealer, of course, will charge that up to

the consumer, and then some.

When he sells a easeful by count he loses

all the honey in the sections in excess of

I2V2 ounces, 11 ounces, or 10 ounces unless

he charges enough more to make up the

difference, and this may not be practicable

in all cases.

The National Net = weiglit Law; a

Notwithstanding the fact that we
tliought we had covered every possible con-
tingency concerning the operation of the

national net-weight law, questions are still

coming in. Many have asked this question :

"Does the net-weight law apply to ship-

ments of honey that are sold locally or

within the States?"
Any federal or national law is operative

only on interstate business, and in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, or any territory not yet

made into a State. As there is no territory

within the United States proper that has

not been made into a State, the law as we
understand it would extend to insular pos-

sessions such as Porto Rico, Guam, and the

Philippine and Hawaiian Islands.

A small beekeeper may sell his honey at

a local grocery without any marking or

stamping; but if that grocer ships that hon-
ey out of the State, that small beekeeper
may be held liable to fine under the net-

weight law. Right here is where the shoe

pinches, as it practically means that the

national net-weight law applies even to local

shipments. Naturally enough, one does not

care to run up against Uncle Sam. For
that reason we advise every one to comply
with the law, even on local shipments.

The next question that has been repeat-

edly asked is whether every individual sec-

tion in a case is to be marked, showing its

exact weight or minimum net weight, if the

net weight and tare on the outside of the

case are correctly shown. Yes, indeed, it
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does not make a particle of difference wliat

the markings are on the outside of the ship-

ping-case. Every section in that case must

show either the minimum net weight or the

exact net weight, and this must be plainly

marked on every section unless such sections

are to be put in cartons. In that case the

carton itself must show the exact weight of

the contents of honey and wax, or tlie min-

imum net weight.

Another question that has been asked

repeatedly is whether the tare and exact net

weight shall show on the shipping-eases.

We do not understand that the law applies

to shipping-cases. It has direct reference

only to packages that go to the consumer

As a matter of fact, both dealer and buyc.

will require the tare and the net weight of

the shipping-cases, as heretofore, that is

providing the' sections are not sold by count;

but now the net weight must not include the

weight of the sections. When sold in that

way every section in the case must be

marked " Minimum net weight in blank

ounces;" but every section, as we have pre-

viously explained, may have more than the

minimum, but no one of them may have less

Another question is whether the word
*' minimum " can be omitted from the state-

ment " Minimum net weight 121/2 ounces,"

for examjDle. That depends. If the pro-

ducer is willing to go to the trouble of

marking the exact weight in ounces and

fractions thereof of every section, let that

weight be what it may, he can omit the word
" minimum." But if the sections are to be

sold by count, then the word " minimum "

must always be used.

Another cpestion is, whether honey pack-

ed and marked in the old way, including the

weight of the wood, prior to Sept. 3, 1914,

will be misbranded. No, not if the fact can

be proven ; but it may not be possible in all

cases to do this. In that case the producer

should comply with the law^ at once ; and he

should also make an effort to have his dealer

dispose of all goods, not properly marked,

before Sept. 3, 1914.

Another question that has been asked over

and over again is how we are going to de-

termine the minimum net weight or the

exact net weight of every section we sell

without making the expense cut deeply into

the cost of the honey.

A pair of common postofftce scales for

weighing letters, weighing ounces and frac-

tions thereof, up to the limits of one or two
pounds, can be secured at a price of about

$1.25 or $1.50 from dealers, or from the

large mail-order houses. Scales should be
selected liaving a (h\t i)latfoi'm—not a

rounding one.

If the ])roducer is putting up his honey in

4-14 by 1% beeway sections, he should grade
his honey in three grades. One grade, the
heaviest, should weigh as high as or higher
than I2V2 ounces; the next grade, more than
11 ounces, and the next more than 10 ounces
Three rubber stamps showing these corres-

ponding minimum net weights should be
])rovided. Every section, until one becomes
expert in judging, should be tested by the

scales. In placing sections on the scales care

should be taken not to set them down ir.

such a way that the pointer will dance up
and down for a second or two. Lay eajh
section on gently, and tlie pointer will show
the exact weight instantly.

As a suggestion we would recommend
marking on the dial, in inks of different

colors, the point I2I/2 ounces, 11 ounces,

and 10 ounces, so that the eye can tell with-

out squinting in what class the section be-

longs. After one becomes expert in sorting

or grading sections, it is surprising hov/

accurate he will become in determining
weights witliout the use of the scales. It io

also surprising how quickly the scales may
be used and thus eliminate entirely tlie

matter of guesswork.

After sections ha\e been classified in three

lots they can all be marked with a rubber
stamp. For instance^ the 12i'2-ounce stamp
with its i^ad can mark the minimum ncit

Aveight on every section in a lot by itself.

In the same way the 11-ounce stamp can be
applied to its grade.

If one chooses to go to the trouble of
marking the exact net weight on every sec-

tion, he will have to use a rubber stamp and
fill in the blanks with a pencil in plain

figures, after he weighs the section and
subtracts one ounce. To mark up his crop,

the first thing to do is to stamjj every sec-

tion with a rubber stamp; then, as he
weighs every section, jDut the exact Aveigat

in pencil in the space provided. This wouh,'.

seem to entail a great amount of labor tha'„

would be prohibitive; and for that reason
we are advising every one to use the mini-

mum-weight scheme and sell the sections by
count.

We also recommend every one to use car-

tons and have the minimum net Aveight

jjrinted on the cartons themseh'es. This
Avill save fussing Avith rubber stamps. The
carton Avill jitrotect the section, and the

honey Avhen shipped in cartons will go
through to destination in very much better

order. There is no question about that.

Still another question is whether the pro-
ducer's name and address must be marked
on tlie sections or shippinatfases. We do
not so understand it.
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Dr. C. C. Miller ITEAY STMAW!
John E. Roebling asks: "In liiving a

swarm on sealed brood, would it be all right

to take a hive-body of said brood right off

another hive—where it had been placed

about ten days previously over excluder

—

without shaking off adhering bees, or would
the swarm be likely to kill said bees?" I

should not expect any fighting.

Bulletin No. 92 of United States De-
partment of Agriculture, by Dr. G. F.

White, is one of great interest. It shows
that 145.4 degrees F. kills European foul

brood; 208.4 kills American foul brood;
136.4 kills sac brood ; and 134.6 kills nosema
disease. This is with the stipulation that the

given degree of heat be maintained continu-

ously for at least 10 minutes. That settles

it that bringing diseased honey to the boil-

ing-point, and keeping it there for 10 min-
utes, will kill either of the four miscreants.

The liquor crowd are fond of telling, as

quoted on page 567, what a large number
of people would be affected if their business

should be killed. I wonder if they realize

that the more people engaged in it, and the

more grain used in it, the stronger the argu-

ment for killing it, and for killing it now.
According to their way of thinking (or at

least talking) if there are but a few thieves

and thugs, throttle 'em ; but if they are

sufficiently numerous, give 'em full play, or

at least go no further than to " regulate
"

'em.

JosiE Gray succeeded last year by return-

ing all brood and bees next day to the

swarm, p. 353. It's dollars to doughnuts
that the plan will not succeed this year. But
you say. Mi*. Editor, that if the plan is

continued there will be weak colonies from
the failing of old queens. Why shouldn't

the bees supersede the failing queens, just

as they do in my apiary, where every good
queen is superseded by the bees? [Bees will

supersede failing queens, but the point is,

that many are not superseded until the colo-

nies have become so weakened that they

are not profitable as honey-producers. For
this reason many beekeepers replace all

queens when two years old. Now, doctor,

we really thought that you did this, or at

least that you replaced your failing queens
with young and vigorous ones. How about
it?—Ed.]

A PRIME swarm issues about 3 days before
the first virgin leaves her cell, says British

Bee Journal, p. 214, May 28. The accepted
tradition on this side, following Quinby, is

(hat the prime swarm issues about the time

the first cell is sealed, or 7 to 8 days before

the emergence of the first virgin. I suspect

that the bees don't follow either rule, but

vary greatly. Certainly that is true of my
bees. Up to June 25, 12 colonies have
swarmed. As to 8 of them I know that they

swarmed from 7 days or less to 12 days or

less after the first egg was laid in a queen-

cell, the average being 9.62 or less. But in

every case their first cells were destroyed.

If they had not been destroyed, the suppo-
sition is that they would have swarmed
sooner. As to the time from the laying of

the eggs in the second set of cells up to the

time of swarming, I can give it for the

whole 12 cases. It varied from 2 days or

less to 11 days or less, averaging 6 days or

less. More data and more exact data are

needed on this point.

A Californian asks if I had handled foul

brood in Europe and America, and found
that foul brood was foul brood in either

place, how I would name the other. He has

none now unless it be the New York bee

disease, for which he asks help. I want to

say emphatically that foul brood is not al-

rvays foul brood in the sense that it is always

the same disease. It would be much simpler

if " black brood " could have been left as the

name of the New York disease, which is now
called European foul brood, and " foul

brood " had remained the name of the other

disease now called American foul brood.

The important point is that effective treat-

ment for European foul brood will not do

at all for American foul brood.

Here's the treatment for European foul

brood that works here as well as any thing

I know : First, no matter whether the case

be severe or mild, make the colony strong.

In a severe case, kill the queen ; and as soon

as the colony recognizes its queenlessness,

say within 24 hours, give a ripe queen-cell,

or, immediately at the time of killing the

queen, give a virgin not more than a day old

or a cell in a protector. That's all ; the bees

will do the rest. In a mild case, make the

colony strong, and cage the queen in the hive

for a week or ten days. Only that. But
don't expect the disease to be at once and for

ever stamped out. Last year I had the

disease in a mild form in about one colony
in four ; this year in about one in twenty.

[This treatment is very simple; but if you
had used only vigorous Italian blood instead

of part hybrid would you not have been
entirely free from the disease by this time?
—Ed.]
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Beekeeping in the Southwest
Louis H,

BEEKEEPERS^ EIELD-DAY DEMONSTRATION
PICNICS ; HAPHAZARD MARKETING.

Experience has proven to me time and
time again that the beekeeper who always
stays at home, never meets with other bee-

keepers, and does not even accept one or

more bee-journals for a companionship, is

not only dragging himself disadvantageous-
ly through life but is a detriment to his

more progressive fellowmen. Such a bee-

keeper is hampered in many ways, and
blundering along and falling very short of

what might otherwise mean at least partial

success in the work in which he is engaged.
He is a detriment, not only to his fellow-

men but to himself. He fails to obtain a
just reward for his toils on account of the

fact that he is ignorant of the true value of
the products that he does succeed in pro-

ducing under the difficulties that continually

confront him. And worse than this is the

fact that his acts too often mean great in-

jury to the beekeepers who have taken much
pains and care in studying all the factors

that go to make a successful honey crop and
then disposing of it at a good profit. This
should not be. But what is our remedy ?

The injury done by these " fellows " is

far greater during years of good honey
crops. Their output is usually not very
large during a season of scarcity. During
more favorable seasons these beekeepers
have quite an amount of honey to sell, and
it is ridiculous how they do sell it. It is this

very ridiculousness that means so much
harm for the " other fellow." The low price

set by these inexiaerienced beekeepers has
torn down many a market, and the beekeep-
ers who have to depend for their bread and
butter upon their bees and the honey crop
pi-oduced have felt it keenly. This is a
distinct loss to the beekeepers, and amounts
to not only hundreds but thousands of dol-

lars in a single season. Yet we have this

class of beekeepers to contend with, and H
seems that they are going to stay with us for
some time yet at least.

Texas is suffering from the results of such
haphazard marketing on the part of those
who did not know the proper prices for
their products. This always has a disas-

trous effect on the honey markets of this

State, and causes gxeat loss indeed. In
addition to this many beekeepers have re-

sorted to price-cutting, and there is nothing
that does greater harm to a market upon
which the producers depend for an outlet

for their products. And this is especially

true when a crop is large and everybody is

in a hurry to get his products to market,
whether it be honey, vegetables, fruits, or

any thing else.

Such demoralized conditions are not al-

ways caused by a lack of demand. I have
seen instances when there was a good de-

mand for honey on the part of the consum-
er, and yet the buyers did not handle it.

This was caused by the instability of prices,

one beekeeper offering honey lower than
another, so that the buyers were afraid to

buy for fear that they might lose in the

transaction.

Organization would do much to remedy
these matters; but, pray, how far have we
succeeded in our efforts to organize the bee-

keepers of the country? I am aware of the

fact that some sections of the country have
their organizations and are doing good
work; but not every portion of the country
is so happily situated as to make it possible

to organize the producing forces. This was
tried in Texas several years ago, and it

failed. The situation does not seem any
more encouraging now. Besides, there is a

large territory to cover, and the number of

beekeepers alluded to above is very largely

represented. It would be very difficult in-

deed to get them into an organization of
this kind, or to get them to affiliate them-
selves with it for the purpose of marketing
their little product when they have it for

sale.

It is evident that the beekeepers of Texas
will eventually devote more of their time
and attention toward the matter of dispos-

ing of the Texas honey crops more satisfac-

torily. The matter of better marketing
systems is being studied most attentively by
all classes of producers at the present time,

and both State and the national govern-
ments are busily engaged in the discussion

of this all-important marketing problem. It

is high time that the beekeepers fall right in

line of the march that has already been be-

gun, and take hold of it most earnestly.

While it is being taken up by other States,

our Texas beekeepers have not done a great

deal in this direction, and it is hoped that

steps will be taken at the earliest opportu-
nity to find remedial measures for a more
profitable marketing of our honey crops,

especially when we have a large crop.

It is to be hoped that this matter will be
taken up at the State Association meetings,

not so much for the purpose of forming a

selling organization at this time, as it seems
Continued on next page
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BEEKEEPING IN CALIFOENIA
P. C.

From July, 1912, to March, 1914, I lost

35 colonies, so that I had 70 extra supers

for tiering up my strongest colonies to two
surplus supers. If I had had the seventy

supers on 35 additional colonies, and but

one super for any of my colonies, I figure

that I should have been the loser by several

hundred pounds of honey.

THE FUTURE OP BEEKEEPING IN THE V^EST.

A trip through the Rocky Mountain
region gave me an opportunity to study the

outlook for the bee industry of the future

in that region, along lines of prospective

development. There is great promise in the

future of the West, and in years to come the

opportunities for an extension of this indus-

try will multiply. This development will

necessarily come with the development and
extension of irrigated areas, and, though
slow at first, will in time cover large areas

of soil now considered hopelessly desert.

Some of the projects to be taken up in the

future will be to get water on to vast tracts

of rich desert lands. To accomplish this,

engineering feats perhaps greater than that

of the Panama canal may be executed. The
necessity, in years to come, for the develop-

ment of these great irrigating schemes to

make the desert help sustain teeming mil-

lions of inhabitants is already apparent.

With the advent of water on the desert

lands will come the bee, and the develop-

ment of the beekeeping industry on a great-

er portion of our desert valley lands. Utah,
which has thousands upon thousands of

acres of rich lands in its southern part,

could, with water, become almost an empire
in itself. Much of it is already being set-

tled by a sturdy class who expect in time to

secure water from some source by the aid of
the government. The source is yet somewhat
i-emote ; but that water can be brought from
a distance for these fertile tracts I have no
doubt; and that it will be in a reasonable
time is almost certain. As I have said, with
the advent of water to these lands will come
(he honeybee and the expansion of the in-

dustry in the West. One thing that impress-
ed me more than others was the wasteful
system of irrigation in Utah and Colorado.
Here the water is carried in open dirt

ditches through mains and laterals. In the

orange districts of California every inch of
water is conserved by bringing it from the

mountains in cement ditches and cement
pipe-distributing systems to the cement dis-

tributing-flumes, all of which are water-

tight. This system will in time be adopted
generally in all localities, for the water lost

through seepage would be sufficient to en-

large an irrigated area to a considerable

extent.

There is said to be undeveloped water
power in the West yet in the hands of the

government, amounting to 5,000,000 horse-

power, to say nothing of the vast amount
filed on by individuals that is yet undevel-

oped. This is sure to be a great factor in

developing and distributing water for these

desert lands; for with this great amount of

power at hand it will be possible to raise

water over mountain tops if necessary, and
lower it to the valley below. The above may
seem to some as not bearing on the bee"

business; but it will have a great bearing in

the far West in time; for with water wiU
come alfalfa, and perhaps other plants may
find their way into these cultivated areas

that will help swell the honey production.

I cannot at least refrain from pointing out

that the West is as yet only partially devel-

oped. The future will give opportunity for

many who are ready to grasp situations as

they develop.

There are many places to be found in the

Pacific and Rocky Mountain States, where
water development is the only thing lacking

to make a fertile valley and an opportunity
for the beekeeper.

Continued from previous page

that the time for such a movement is not
quite ripe, but with the idea of creating an
agitation that will eventually lead to some-
thing practical in this direction.

In the mean time it is also hoped that

more beekeepers may get the spirit of hold-
ing the now much-talked-about field-day

demonstration meetings that are being held
in so many places. I would that these were
so frequently held over the entire country
that all the beekeepers might be in closer

touch with each other, and all those most
important things that concern them mate-
rially in their chosen vocation upon which
they must depend for a livelihood. With
such meetings held occasionally in every
hamlet, town, and city throughout the coun-
try, it would be possible to reach the smaller
beekeepers and spread the valuable informa-
tion among the very class of beekeepers that

we have not been able to reach. Let us pull

for more of these field-day meetings. I'll

make a beginning.
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J. E. Crane IFTING Middlebury, Vt.

" To my notion." says P. C. Chadwiek,

page 407, June 1, " pollen is the greatest

breeding stimulant of all;" and he is right,

if, as he says, there is an abundance of

honey in the hive.

* * *

I have wondered if it would not be a good
investment for the State to buy and present

beekeepers with spectacles. I find a good
many who find it very difficult to see foul

brood in their hives.

« * *

Dr. Miller says, page 405, June 1, that

with him " superseding practically always
lakes place after swarming is all over."

With us superseding takes place at all sea-

sons, even in winter, for we often find a

young queen has been reared during the cold

months, and therefore is worthless in the

spring. I believe swarming is often the

result of superseding.
^ ^ ^

I found a super on the hive of one bee-

keeper where each row of* sections alternat-

ed with an extracting-frame. Now, the

interesting thing about it v?as that the foun -

dation in the extracting-frames had been
drawn out and pretty well filled with honey
while scarcely any thing had been done in

the sections.
« * *

A bran-bag is an excellent thing to bring
down bees in. We found a swarm in the

top of a pine-tree some thirty feet above the

ground. Putting a hoop in the mouth of the

bag to hold it open, one of our men went up
the tree and shook it into the sack; and,
closing the mouth, brought it down with the

loss of but few bees.

* m *

So much has been written about curing
foul brood by introducing an Italian queen
that a word of caution may be of use at this

time. I find those who have American foul

brood are trying to rid their bees by intro-

ducing new queens. Now, while it seems
certain that good Italian bees will withstand
American foul brood, or will last much
longer after contracting it than black bees,

yet it is doubtful if they can ever rid them-
selves of it when once it has been introduced
into a hive.

« * »

June 1, page 403, we are told by the

editor "where to locate outyards." Any one
who has had but little experience along this

line would do well to pin this editorial in

his hat or put it in some other saf - ] ce

for reference. What is said of the kind of

people to avoid is well worth repeating.
" Never locate on the farm of a narrow-
minded close-fisted man, and one hard to get

along with. ... A narrow-minded, crusty

sort of chap will make no end of trouble."

True, every word.
« « *

William Beucus' experience, page 462,

June 15, in getting farmers to try sweet
clover is certainly interesting. I have been

surprised in talking with farmers the pres-

ent season to find so many favorably dis-

posed to sowing it. I believe its use would
add immensely to the value of our dry clay

soils if farmers could be persuaded to use

it, giving an abundance of feed when other

plants with a shallow root system dry up.

I wish the Department Bulletin No. 485
could be placed in the hands of every farm-
er in the land. I should like to distribute

200.
* * *

On page 335, May 1, Mr. T. J. Landrum
takes issue with Dr. Miller as to the time

from the laying of an egg to the emergence
of the mature bee. Now, I am inclined to

think both may be right—that under some
conditions bees may emerge much sooner
than 21 days, and under other conditions it

may require more than 21 days. We may
learn something from the cosmopolitan hen
that birds' eggs do not always hatch at ex-

actly the same time, some of the chicks com-
ing out a day or more ahead of time, while

the hatching of others is delayed 24 or more
hours behind the average time.

* » « «

It's pretty hard to select or call attention

to the best articles in a periodical like

Gleanings, where there are so many of

great value to an enterprising beekeeper;

but that one by E. S. Miles in the April 1st

issue, " What is a Good Queen? " took my
fancy. When one has been keeping bees

for fifty years he becomes quick to recognize

differences that those of less experience

might overlook. Or where one has been in-

specting bees for even a few years he may
recognize as much difference as in different

herds of cattle or flocks of sheep. I have

come across some bees that I would not take

as a gift, while others remind me of the

command, " Thou shalt not covet." To say

that we cannot improve our stock is puerile

and foolish. To try to do so intelligently

is to put dollars in the pocket of any young
person who will follow it up, as Dr. Miller

reminds us, page 244, April 1.
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CONVEESATIONS WITH DOOLITTLE
Alt Borodimo, New York.

LARGE HIVES AND POPULOUS COLONIES.
" I have been using the eight-frame hive,

but do not have the success with it that some
of you older ones tell about. Talking with

quite a prominent beekeeper not long ago
lie said this hive is too small, and that I

would do better to use a larger one or else

two eight-frame hives, one on top of the

other. Large hives give rousing colonies,

and these yield large crops of honey, mind-

ing their own business and not swarming.''

Well, I tliink one can hardly say that

successful beekeeping is a matter of adding
one, two, three, or even four stories to an
eight-frame hive. The question of large

colonies depends quite a little on how the

bees winter, and the age and vitality of the

queen. With a poor queen, or a weak colo-

ny in early spring, the adding of an upper
stoiy would be worse than useless. It would
be far better to confine the bees to the combs
they can occupy than to add an upper story,

thus utilizing the warmth created by these

bees in the upper hive while the brood is in

the lower one. I am well aware that the

bees can form a cluster around the brood
they have, and hold it from perishing, even
if all "outdoors" surrounds them; but

much more honey will be consumed, and
brood-rearing will go on to a greater disad-

vantage than would be the case had the

colony a hive small enough to suit their

wants. With a rousing colony and a good
queen, a gain in bees can be made by adding
an upi^er story to the hive the bees wintered

in just before it becomes full of brood; but

if comb honey is wanted, I should consider

it advisable to use ten-frame hives; and,

when adding another ten-frame hive, to put
a queen-excluder between the two, in order

to keep the queen in the lower story. It

looks as if the beekeeper you talked with

believed that in some hidden or mysterious
way that extra story added to the numerical
strength of the colony. Let us look at this

:

To keep eight Langstroth combs full of

brood any queen must lay about 2500 eggs
daily, continuously. That would mean
enough bees to give a heavy swarm about
every two weeks. Previous to the height of
the clover and basswood season, not one
queen in fifty will do that. To keep ten

frames full of brood, a continuous daily

average of about 3000 eggs must be deposit-

ed, which would give a rousing swarm every
eleven days. Scarcely one queen in a thou-

sand will dO' this, pre\aous to the time when
such great numbers would be of any value

to the beekeeper as a source of comb-honey
production, coming as it does at the time of

great dearth of nectar between basswood
and buckwheat. Probably your beekeeper
would tell you that, with these two or three

story hives, brood would be found in fifteen

or twenty frames. Doubtless this is true;

but eight combs solid full of brood in a
single hive are of more value to the comb-
honey producer than twenty combs having
the same amount of brood (but scattered),

in which the bees have had a chance to store

the larger part of the white honey which
should have gone into the sections. Eight
frames filled with worker comb will accom-
modate the best of queens, and enable them
to have every cell for egg-laying. An
eight-frame hive will not give her such use.

When the queen has brood to the amounc
of seven combs full in this ten-frame hive,

put on a queen-excluder, and on top of that

put another hive containing ten other frames
filled with worker comb. You will in this

way retard swarming till the nectar from
clover is at its best. Then by putting the

upper hive in place of the lower one with
two section-sui3ers on top, and by shaking
the queen and all of the bees off their brood
and out of the hive they wintered in, you
will have the maximum number of bees in

shape to give the best possible yield of
section honey from clover and basswood, as

the clover honey vv'hich has so far been
stored in the upper hive will now be carried

into the sections to give the queen place for
her eggs. This honey, together with the

nectar coming from the fields, will fill the

sections as by magic if the nectar continues.

But lest any one is led to think that all he
needs to do is to "hold the dish and catch the

porridge " in the manner above given, allow

me to say that, up to the time of this writ-

ing, July 23, no " porridge " has come into

any dish from either clover or basswood at

the Doolittle and Clark apiaries, on account
of an almost total failure of bloom from
either, so that our only hope now is from
bucLwheat. Should tliis fail us, the bees will

have to be fed for their winter supply.
Up to the year 1914 I have always classed

1869 as the poorest year for bees that I ever

knew; but 1914 must, in the future, be the

poorest for white honey, as 1869 gave 25
lbs. of white " box " honey from two old

colonies in the spring. We had the maxi-
mum number of bees all right, and in good
time; but with no bloom to provide any
nectar, efforts count for naught.
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PONDENCE
COMB - BUILDING ; SOME INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS

FROM COLORED WAX
CONDENSED TRANSLATION BY J. A, HEBERLE, B. S.

Some fifteen years ago Editor Bobm
began experiments with colored foundation.

He used non-poisonous aniline dyes (red,

yellow, green, and black), which he mixed
thoroughly in the liquid wax. For white

foundation he used bleached wax. All the

foundation by this and other experimenters

was made with the Rietsche foundation-

press, not with foundation-mills. Such
foundation is somewhat heavier, as it needs

more wax. Bohm made comparatively thin

sheets, and some of double the weight for

the same size. Variously colored strips of

foundation were neatly fitted together and

put in a frame. This frame was the last

one put in the brood-chamber, and after it

the window. (The hives in Germany, even

those which can be operated from above by
taking the cover off, have a door opposite

the entrance. To make a large hive

—

i. e.,

a large brood-chamber—suit a small colony,

a frame with window glass is used as a

division-board, called " window " for short.)

This enabled the experimentei-, by just re-

moving or opening the door, to observe the

bees while drawing out the comb without

disturbing them. The frame was given as

the last one, because in that place the queen

was less likely to deposit eggs in it. The
bees accepted the foundation willingly.

Bohm summarized the results as follows

:

The bees gnawed off some of the wax from
the heavy (thick) foundation, and used the

wax thus obtained to draw out or lengthen

the cells.

The differently colored strips of founda-

tion enabled him to observe that the bees

while building cells (drawing out the comb)
do not remain stationary, but move while

working to both sides, right and left, as

shown by the colored streaks in the center

where the bleached strip was used.

By the use of the thin foundation he

found that the surplus wax was sufficient

for only about half of the depth of the cells.

These were finished with white wax that the

bees produced themselves. He concludes

from his experiments that heavy (thick)

foundation for the brood-chamber is pref-

erable, and asserts that the bees produce
ivax themselves only when that furnished
with the foundation is not sufficient in quan-
tity.

The experiments. Bohm asserts, proved
that the bees are smart " critters," and are

masters in adapting themselves to present

conditions.

To see how far bees move while drawing
out combs, the following experiment was
made. A sheet of very thin tin was fitted

into a frame. The tin was made very warm,
and on one side three strips of foundation
-—red, black, and gi'een, and on the other

side a sheet of bleached foundation was laid.

The warm tin caused some wax to melt, and
made the foundation adhere firmly.

It was found that the bees, if not disturb-

ed, did not, while building, go from one

side of the comb to the other; that they

moved only short distances, and confined

their moving to the side of the comb they

were at work on. If disturbed, the bees

carry wax particles in their mandibles con-

siderable distances. Bohm further asserts:
" If brood is allowed in these colored combs
the cajjpings will be of the same color,

because the bees take the wax for the cap-

l^ing always from the wax of the brood-

comb. Each finished comb shows on the

outer cell border a thickening of the cell-

edge, to strengfhen them. The rims are

somewhat T shaped. This strengthening or

protecting edge becomes superfluous when
the cells are capped, and this surplus wax is

used in capping the cells. This material

alone is insufficient. There is still another

source of wax for capping brood. The con-

tinued pressure which is exerted on brood-

combs from all directions on the wall of the

cells at a comparatively high temperature

causes the wax of the cell-walls to move
gradually from the center of the comb to-

ward the outer edge (rim), and is also used

by the bees to cap the brood. (Bohm adds

that in capping honey the process is some-

what modified.) The wax from the walls

of the cells is gradually replaced by the

cocoons. That explains why old brood-combs

when melted give so much less wax than

those in which brood has not been reared

often. [Old coiubs might give less wax
because the many cocoons become saturated

with wax when the combs ai'e melted, and
it is difficult to remove the last trace of it

from the cocoons.—J. A. H.]

If bees have to rear brood in old comb in

which the wax of the cell-walls has been

replaced by cocoons, the capping becomes
whiter in color because the bees have to
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produce wax for the capping to make up
for the deficiency.

The bees and drones must gnaw through

the capping themselves before they can

emerge. The parts of the cappings that fall

off on to the bottom-board are carried out

of the hive. The parts remaining on the

cells are used for repairing them, and to

replace the T-shaped rims on the edge of

the cells, spoken of before, to strengthen

the cells. Any excess of wax material that

remains after the repairs are finished is

collected and kept for future use in queen-

cups similar in form that sometimes reach

the size of a hazelnut.

Mr. Aisch made numerous experiments,

and, like those of Editor Bohm, they were
published in various journals. He experi-

mented extensively to find suitable colors.

The colors should be insoluble in wax, other-

wise the demarcation line is blurred, and
deductions from observations may be inac-

curate. He found that with some colors

soluble in wax the young nursing bees died

of poison; further, the wax soluble colors

showed only when dark-colored wax became
mixed with such of a bright color. By using
wax in soluble colors the bright-colored wax
could be seen in the dark-colored wax combs.

After three years of experimenting with

various colors, vermilion (cinnabar) was
found to be the most suitable of all pig-

ments tried.

The most satisfactory experiment was
with a piece of red foundation about 3 in

square. It was rapidly drawn out and fin-

ished with virgin wax which the bees pro-

duced themselves. Only very few small

particles were carried to the right and left

side, but quite an amount was carried down-
ward. The most of these downward-carried
particles of colored wax were used for the

lower walls of the cells. These particles fell

down; and, while building, the bees used it

either by chance or on purpose.
An experiment with blue-colored Carnau-

ba wax (a wax of vegetable origin) favors

the hypothesis that it was an accidental use
of the red wax in the above experiment. A
frame with ordinary foundation received in

the center a piece of foundation made of

Carnauba wax colored with aniline blue

soluble in alcohol. The ordinary wax foun-
dation had been drawn out a little when the

bees began to gnaw on the blue Carnauba
foundation. Many particles of this blue

Carnauba wax fell down into the partly

drawn-out cells, and were used in drawing
the cells out further. Mr. Aisch concludes
that the blue particles below the blue-color-

ed Carnauba wax were not carried doAvn by
the bees, but while gnawing off the super-

fluous parts they fell off and lodged on the

partly drawn-out cells, and were thus acci-

dentally used.

In another experiment a frame with red-

colored wax and a frame with yellow foun-

dation was used. On the lower part of the

frame, with the yellow foundation, a small

dish with small led-colored particles of wax,
and with the frame of red foundation, a

dish with small particles of yellow wax was
used. Most of the wax was carried out of

the hive. The particles of wax were too

coarse. The experimenter recommends using

very finely divided wax, and moistening it

with honey. A small part of the wax from
the dishes was used by the bees. The bees

were then given moist honey cappings in the

dishes, and they accepted them readily,

using it to draw out combs. The bees gnaw
wax off the midrib from foundation, be-

cause they need a very thin cell-bottom.

They accept and use was wherever they can

get it.

To show that bees want a thin cell-bottom,

foundation from ceresin, from Carnauba
wax, from paraffin, and from beeswax in

equal parts, were given. Some colonies

gnawed off the pure ceresin, and the pure
Carnauba wax foundation, and built drone-

cells in their- stead. Others accepted them.

It was plainly shown that they tried to

make the bottom of the cells (midrib) thin-

ner, but only in rare instances were success-

ful. Finally they built upon the heavy
midrib cells out of their own wax.

Rev. Mr. Aisch does not agree with Editor

Bohm that the bees build or make the edge

of the cell stronger with a T-shaped rim.

He holds that the finished cells have these

reinforced edges only when there is a sur-

IdIus of wax present; further, that the bees

carry wax from honey cappings, not onlj'

from the entrance, but even when given in

a dish in front of the hive, and that they

gather and store it.

To see what bees would do with ceresin

and mixtures of it and beeswax a piece of

foundation of white ceresin was put in red-

colored foundation. The bees drew out tho

colored foundation. The ceresin on one side

showed mere traces of red wax. The other

side was very slowly built, the bees using

much red wax. Wax with 50 per cent of

ceresin was colored red, and a piece of foun
dation from it put into a frame of founda-

tion of bleached wax. The red-colored mix-

ture was drawn out, but not as readily as

pure wax. It was noticed that the bees liked

to use the colored wax to glue and paste up
all kinds of fissures, cracks, and crevices

Did the bees suspect the wax or surmise a

fraud? Inspector Hofmann, Munich, has
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also begun experimenting in the same line.

The experiments will be continued in the

spring. When the results are published I

shall probably report the results to the

readers of Gleanings.
Markt Oberdorf, Bavaria, Germany.

THE NET=WEIGHT LAW
BY T. K. MASSIE

It may be remembered by the older read-

ers of the bee-journals that for years past I

have seriously objected to the use of light-

weight sections, refusing to use them at all

myself. It has always looked to me too much
like taking the advantage of our customers

to sell them a 12, 13, or 14 ounce section

when the customers were thinking that they

were getting a pound of honey for the price

charged. I believed then, and do now, that

such practice is an offense in the sight of

God. I believed that he would use the works
of man to punish those who followed that

practice.

For several years I have used the 4i/4 x 5

xl% plain section, it being the nearest to

the full pound section of any on the market.

Now that we have to readjust ourselves on

this matter, why not adopt a section with

sufficient cubic capacity to hold a pound of

honey? In localities like mine, where it is

necessary to have the honey ripened up
rapidly, a comb 1% inches thick suits better

than a thicker one. My latest experiments
prove that, with honey produced in sections

1% thick, it requires about 21 square inches

of the comb honey to weigh 16 ounces.

Making no allowance for the thickness of

the sections nor the bee-spaces, the 4^ x 5

X 1% gives us 29 cubic inches. The 4%, x
41/4x11/2 sections give 27 cubic inches. Now,
if we had a section 314 x 6I/2 x 1% it would

Charles Y. Hake's new hives all ready for the bees, and a couple of old earthenware hives.
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weigh, when thoroughly filled with honey of

good body, 17 ounces gross, or one pound of

lioney net. Then why not adopt such a
section? The only valid argument against

(he adoption of such a section is that it

would require a little more wood to make it

than it would to make a square one. But it

would require no more wood to make this

size of section plain than it does to make the

square beeway sections. Then we should

liave the advantage that this size of section

holds a pound when the others do not. It

would take less wood to make this size of

section than it would any of the beeway
sections.

In this connection the article by Clark W.
Wilson, page 515, July 1, one among the

most practical articles which has appeared

in Gleanings for some time, will apjjly.

His sections are held in wide frames, the

only practical way of using sections with
two fence separators at each outside row.
With 31/4 X 61/^ sections, fellows who have
learned the advantages of a divisible-brood-

chamber hive could use the supers and
Inood-chambers interchangeably—could use
the one for the other at will. The wide
frames could also be used for the produc-
tion of " chunk " honey or for extracting-

frames.

All know that the natural inclination of
a colony of bees is to work in the shape of

a globe. But it seems to be impossible to

produce a globular form of hive that would
be i3ractical. Then the next nearest figure

to a globe is a cube. With all the arrange-
ments suggested above we could have a hive

cubical in form, combs 31 inches deep, 13
long, and about the same in width, and
sections of full one-pound Aveight Avithont

extra trouble.

Hatcher, W. V.

[Under the new net-weight law it will be
necessary to show the exact weight in ounces
or minimum Aveight on every section of

honey. The time has come when Ave should
forget all about pounds. Practically all

the sections on the market for years back
have held a scant pound. In other words, a
pound section has been a misnomer. There
would be no advantage in using a larger

section, for it is just as legitimate and just

as "honest in the sight of God" to sell 12 or

13 ounces of honey as 16 or 17 ounces. The
4^/4 X 5 X 1% section that you recommend
Avould not hold a pound under the new net-

weight laAv.

In view of the fact that thousands and
thousands of beekeepers have regular stan-

dard equipments for holding sections on the

hive while being filled, it is impracticable

and expensive to make any change; and so

long as the weight shows in ounces no one
can be deceived.

—

Ed.I

SOME EARTHENWARE HIVES 45 YEARS OLD

BY CHAS. Y. HAKE

I have just finished painting and getting

ready for making increase when the weather

will permit to do so. I have arranged twen-

ty ten-frame hives (all empty) with two of

my old-fashioned earthenware hives for a

photograph. The bell-shaped hive is about

45 years old. You will notice the crack in

the lid resembling the " Liberty Bell."

METAL COVERS WITH A PITCH TO SHED THE
AVATER.

You will also notice that the regular hive-

covers I am using on these hives are some-
Avhat different from the regular metal-cover-

ed tops. These taper each waj irom the

peak in the center, and Avill allow the water
to drain off instead of lying on top in little
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pools. I have them covered with No. 27

galvanized steel, and they cost me approxi-

mately 461/2 cts. apiece (not painted) in

the flat; also a hole at the top for ventila-

tion. 1 consider this the best and most ser-

viceable cover made, although I have not

given it a thorough test.

York, Pa.

A MISSIONARY WHO WAS OBLIGED TO RESORT TO BEEKEEPING
TO MAKE A LIVING

BY THEODORE LEE

I am a missionary in Utah, and wishing

to keep my boys busy during the summer
months, and (later) aid them in securing a

college education, I took up beekeeping as a

side issue. The beginning was a colony of

bees, the gift of a beekeeper. They were

wintered in a cellar, came out boiling over

with bees, and the beekeeper divided them

for me. Another colony was purchased, but

through lack of knowledge, and an accident,

all were lost the following spring.

The next year (1906) thirteen colonies

were bought in box hives from almost as

many different persons. I studied and prac-

ticed beekeeping that summer. By fall all

the colonies were hived

in Acme hives, and I

had sold $107 worth of

honey.

In 1907 more bees

were bought, and a few

were leased, making a

total of 50. That was a

great year for honey.

Six hundred dollars'

worth of honey was sold,

the colonies netting

$8.00 each. Then I leas-

ed 120 colonies of my
beekeeper friend, and I

purchased some more,

making a total of 200.

The leased bees, which

had been shipped from
California, made the

best showing, and I sold

$1524.40 worth of hon-

ey-

The next year the

honey crop was a fail-

ure. That was not my
only misfortune, for I

found myself without a

salary, and, like an old

horse (I was nearing

.sixty) I was turned out

to hustle for a living. I

leased more bees, and

that year loaded 606

cases in a car for Fish

& Co.. of Chicago, and

received a check for $1608. My beekeeping
friend now leased me a carload of bees,

shipping them in from southern California

in the spring of 1912. The California bees

again did the best, and I received a check

for $2207.10 for 854 eases of honey.

Last year (1913) was not as good a honey
year as the previous one, but I harvested

830 cases, and received for my crop
$2126.30. As my crop failure and loss of

salary came the same year I had to mort-

gage my home in order to live. I am trying

to redeem the place. As a side issue to the

bees I am now doing a small dairy business.

I milk three Jersey cows, and deliver on an

swarm caught iu the act of leaviii;;.

Photographed by Chas. Y. Hake, York, Pa.
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Harris' concrete hive-stand and bottom-board.

average thirty quarts of milk per day. My
twin boys have been helping during the

summers and attending school during win-

ter. They with one sister are now attending

Stanford University. I lack one milestone

of being sixty. I am leading a strenuous

life, but a happy one—too busy for the

blues. The outdoor life has brought me
renewed health, and I hope the bees and the

cows will yet save the day.

Later, July 20.—The twin boys returned

from Stanford in May. The season so far

has been a busy one, and the most discour-

aging one of my experience. I have been

obliged to move both of my ai^iaries. To
safeguard against further moves I have

bought 3y2 acres of land which includes an

acre of Elberta peach-trees, 150 in number.

I am counting on about 400 bushels of

peaches. I have now bought the bees, and

they are in two yards. I fed them up to July
12. Besides a lot of unfinished sections, they

have consumed nearly two tons of sugar at

a cost of $200. I have fed less than the

average, but have kept up the feed longer

than some. A neighbor beekeeper has fed

$1000 worth to less than 300 more colonies.

I have leased 150 more colonies on the

owner's land. The boys and I are just now
putting on the first supers. They will all

be on in a few days. This season may be

my Waterloo in beekeeping, but I am not

without hope. The alfalfa weevil took the

first crop; but the second crop is beginning

to bloom, and is in all stages of growth;
so, with the help of sweet clover, we may
have a continuous flow till the frost puts a

period to our labors.

Spanish Fork, Utah.

A REINFORCED CONCRETE HIVE- BOTTOM

BY E. A. HARRIS

The accompanying photograph shows a

hive-bottom made of concrete reinforced

with wire. It is a stand for the man who
has a permanent apiary and winters outside.

It is simple, cheap, weather-proof, and

lasting. Compared with other concrete

stands it is light. Unlike others it is a

complete bottom as well as a stand. It is a

plain two-inch slab of concrete with a slop-

ing front for an alighting-board, and a rim

on the two sides and back. This stand is

made in a wooden mold. The bottom of the

mold is made by nailing pine boards togeth-

er with cleats. The sides are four cleated

pieces. The whole is fastened together by
putting a strip with a block nailed on each
end across the top and over the sides. The
drawings show every thing but the clamp
much more clearly than a mere description.

In making a bottom the box-like mold is

put together, and three of the reinforcing

wires are laid around the edge in what is to

be the rim with just a little bit of cement
under them to hold them up just high
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enough to be in the center of the finished

rim. A part of the wet concrete is now
packed in. Then the other wires are laid

across the bottom of the mold as shown in

drawing, and the rest of the wet mixture

tamped in. Two inches or two and a half

is enough. A handle as shown in the photo-

off, because of the way in which the rein-

forcing wires are placed. The ends of the

cross-wires should be carefully bent and
pushed down in the rim.

In practice it is best to have five or six

molds and make up this many bottoms every

day or two until the required number is

gi-aph is tamped on each side, and the mold

IS allowed to rest for a day, when the con-

crete will have set enough for the newly

made stand to be taken out. It should be

handled carefully, and dampened every day

or so for a week, like any other concrete

block, to cure it. The rims will not crack

obtained. I have had quite a number of

these bottoms for three or four years. They
have given excellent service, and are now as

good as if not better than they w^ere at the

time they were made. The material costs

about 15 cts. each.

University, Ala.

SOME EXPERIENCES OF AN AMATEUR BEEKEEPER

Confimng Ae Oeeee Below on One Frasiie of Brood

BY W. A. DUNTON, M. D.

Last spring when the hives were full to

overflowing with bees I placed the queen on

one frame of brood and seven frames with

narrow starters below, putting all the rest

of the brood in a super with a queeu-exclud-

ei between. Nearly all the bees went above

with the brood, only about a handful remain-

ing below with the queen. In some of the

hives there was a small space at the side of

the excluder caused by the upper edges of

the hive warping outward. In these hives

the queen invariablj- went up with the

brood. In other hives I left four frames of

brood below. In all of these the queen stav-

ed below when there was an excluder; but

when there was no excluder they nearly

always went into the super, because it is

warmer there. Queen-cells were started at

once when the queen was confined below,

but most of those cells I destroyed befoi'e

they hatched. Where the cells were not

destroyed, the queens that hatched from
them were killed by the bees when they were

two or three days old. Some of the queens

so left below on one frame of brood got dis-

gusted and swarmed out with a handful of
bees.

Some of the brood so placed above early

in the season chilled to death during the

cold California night.^ because too many of

the bees clustered below with the queen.

About the first of May, when the bees were
very strong, and there was danger of

swarming, I placed four frames of brood
above and four below, alternating with
frames having narrow starters, but having
no excluders. In these hives all the brood
was well cared for, swarming was prevented,

and while the brood was hatching they

worked on all the combs equally, but the

queen went above in nearly all hives so

treated. In some hives the queen stayed

below, the bees building new combs in the

empty frames and neglecting the empty
frames placed in the super. In the hives

where the queen went above, the lower
empties were neglected; and if the honey-
flow was not good, in some cases they part-

ly destroyed the drawn-out comb in the

lower hive, gnawing it thin in places. These
were always white combs, none of the old

black combs being so gnawed. When the

honey-flow was good, and the queen laying
in the super, the lower drawn combs were
in some hives filled with honey contrary to

the usual custom, which is to place all stores

above. Some active queens kept all the

combs above and below filled completely full

of eggs in all cells not containing honey.

When the queen is below, the new comb is
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made worker size ; and when she is above,

the worker comb is built in that compart-
ment.

KILLING DRONES.

For the satisfaction of those wlio think

that workers will not kill drones, let them
try the following experiment: Till a super
with capped drone brood over a strong colo-

ny with a queen-excluder. The result is one
of the most ti'agic in all the life-history of

bees. When the cover is raised a few days
later, the first thing noticed is the deep bari-

tone hum of several thousands of drones,

expressing fear and agony. The second
thing to be observed is the presence of sev-

eral thousand workers running about, buzz-

ing angrily, some tugging at dead drones,

others at living ones, all with the same ob
ject in view—the removal of the drones.

Raising the super you will find on top of

the queen-excluder probably two handfuls
of dead drones in every imaginable state of
mutilation, the favorite form being decapi-

tation. You will see rows of heads lying

upon the slots of the excluder which they

cannot quite pass through.

If the drones were starving or dying of
old age the great mortality could be ex-

plained otherwise ; but it is plainly a slaugh-

ter of the defenseless drones—not a quick
merciful death by stinging, but by being
literally pulled apart limb by limb until

they are in pieces small enough to eject

from the liive, because there is plenty of
honey in the hive, a flow of nectar, and a
good force of bees to gather it. Moreover,
the drones are all young and vigorous.

A BETTER WAY TO DISPOSE OP DRONE COMB
Place a superful of drone brood over a

colony with a young queen, without an
excluder. The young vigorous queen will

not lay any eggs in the drone-cells; so in

631

25 days they will be all emptied of brood,
cleaned out, and probably with many cells
full of honey. They can afterward be used
as extracting-eombs.

HOW TO FILL ALL BROOD-CHAMBERS WITH
WORKER-COMB.

Give your bees plenty of empty frames
with half-inch starters. All worker comb is

to be placed in the brood-chambers, and all

drone comb to be placed in supers. The
drone-cells are just as good as worker for
extracting combs. By this plan it is not
necessary to use full sheets of foundation,
as plenty of worker comb will be made at
all times. When, as frequently happens,
one half is. worker and half drone comb,
place above. Life is too short to cut out
drone comb from a frame or to tie worker
comb in. If the honey-flow is good the bees
will probably complete a cut comb with
drone-cells.

THE BEST WAY TO MAKE INCREASE.

Shake oif all bees from four combs ex-
cepting the young ones. Place these combs
in an empty hive without a super. Turn
the old hive at right angles, and place the
hive containing the four combs in its place.
The workers come back and fill the hive;
and, finding no queen, go to work almost
immediately to make several. There is such
a mighty force of bees on a few combs that
ideal conditions exist, and the result is some
of the fattest and best queen-cells I have
ever seen.

In seven days I move the four combs to a
new location, cut out all queen-cells but
two, and give the rest to new nuclei. The
old hive is turned back into its old position,
most of the old workers come home, find
their mother, and live happily ever after.

Los Angeles, Cal.

A BOTTOM-BOARD FEEDER

BY JAY SMITH

In the Feb. 15th issue of 1913 I described

a feeder which I had built into the back
part of the bottom-board. Feed was poured
into it through a little door in the back.

After using this feeder another year, I find

it fills the bill very nicely, yet it has two
little defects that I have overcome in an-
other model which is illustrated by the ac-

companying engTaving.
Some of the feeders on the market are

good for stimulative purposes; others are

good for fall feeding. None are exactly
satisfactory for both. My built-in feeder
did not hold enough for fall feeding; and if

the bottom-board was not reversed in winter
it would become clogged with dead bees.

The new feeder I used the past season,
and find it fills the bill nicely for any kind
of feeding, and can be put into the hive in
a jiffy without disturbing the bees. Being
made of a good quality of galvanized iron,
it will not leak; and, if taken care of, it

should last a lifetime. It is made in the
form of a shallow tray with small slats in
it, so that the bees will not drown. It is
shallow enough so that it can be shoved into
the entrance of any hive having a %-inch
opening. It is then raised up and a wedge-
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comb and then take it out again and work it

over till it is thick. During this process the

queen is fed just as well as she would be if

the bees got it a drop at a time.

Many will say that I should have the

colonies fed up before it is cold weather.

That depends on the locality. Here the bees

work on fall flowers till after frost. Then
the supers are taken off, and perhaps then

the weather turns cold when the bees should

be fed.

I was caught this way two years ago.

There were lots of flowers in the field. It

rained so the bees could not get at them.
Later it turned cold, and I had only a few
feeders. I got some bakepans and filled

them with warm syrup and put them in the

supers. The bees would take only a little

while it was warm. The result was that the

colonies went- into winter quarters short of

stores, and I lost most of them during the

winter. If I had had enough of the present

feeders I could have saved every colony.

Vincennes, Ind.

A WHOLE APIARY GONE MAD WITH WHOLESALE ROBBING

BY GARY W. EEES

One morning, about a year ago, I was at

the home of a neighbor, Mr. Luther Wolfe.
We were standing about fifteen steps from
one of his apiaries when we thought we saw
one of the colonies swarming. It was the

first one in the row next to us, and a strong

colony. When we went near we saw it was
being robbed instead of swarming. There
were about thirty colonies in the yard, all

strong, and, with perliaps one or two excej)-

tions, well filled with honey. They were in

two rows, from three to five feet apart.

Immediately we commenced to break off

small limbs with green

leaves on them and
cover the entrance and
front of the hive that

was being robbed. The
robbers then attacked

the next hive, and we
covered the front of

that the same way.
Then they attacked the

next hive; and so on

down the row they

rushed from one hive

to another, and' spread

almost at once over the

apiary. In a very few
minutes every hive in

the yard was robbing

or being robbed, the

like of which I never

saw before.

It a p p e a r e d as

though the contents of

each hive were free to

all, and that every

colony was determined

to take all the honej'

its neighbor had; and
the neigbhbor was so

busy getting honey

from some other colony that they did not

appear to know that their own honey was
being taken. I had an apiary of 160 colo-

nies about a quarter of a mile away. Some
of these bees, although they had water near

by, were coming to a pool that was within

fifteen steps of these bees, and flew almost

directly over them as they came to and from
this water. At first none of my bees seemed

to be engaged in the robbing; but after a

bit we could see that some of them were at

it too.

It then appeared that Ave were helpless,

Covering every hive in an apiary witli hay
wholesale robbing.

in a frantic effort to stop
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beekeepers would reap

a substantial benefit.

Bee material could be

handled by the com-
pany also, as dealers

are not so Avell ac-

quainted with the
wants of beekeepers as

they are themselves.

Mr. Jacobsen then

gave a valuable dem-
onstration on queen-

rearing, and showed
how this was done. He
exhibited queen-cells in

variotis stages of de-

velopment, and gave
many valuable hints to

those present.

Mr. L. Bowman gave
an address,"Pollen and
its Uses in Brood-rear-
ing." He went exhaus-

tively into the matter,

and showed what a

necessary element the

honeybee is in the fer-

tilization of flowers,

while at the same time

giving the human race

such a valuable food in

the honey gathered. He
also enlarged on the

necessity of haAang
good queens, and sup-
plemented the remarks
of Mr. Jacobsen. He
thought that the black

bee had been neglected,

and too much made of

the Italian.

Mr. Jacobsen took the members round
his apiary, and explained fully his methods
of working, illustrating his remarks in a

practical manner.
Tea was then partaken of, and after the

usual farewell speeches and votes of thanks
to the host and hostess, the party left for

home.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF NEW ZEALAND BEE-

KEEPERS.
The most important annual conference of

New Zealand beekeepers yet held was con-

cluded in Wellington on June 19 after a

three-days' sitting. The conference was
under the auspices of the National Beekeep-
ers' Association of New Zealand, which was
foi'med last year. About 50 beekeepers were
present from all parts of the Dominion, and
the proceedings were of an important and

E. G. Ward and three of his best colonies. No. 12, 188 lb.s., and reared
25 queens; No. 24, 197 lbs., and reared 12 queens; No. 2, 146 lbs. The six
best colonies stored 22.3, 197. 196, 188, 171, and 146 pounds respectively.
Another picture of Mr. Ward's apiary appears on the cover for this issue.

just ended, the industry has been in a more
or less disorganized state, but it will now
be possible for all existing associations to

join with the National on equitable terms,

as a constitution has been adopted which
should meet the needs of individuals as well

as those associations which have not up to

the present been attached to the National.

The National is designed to embrace all the

beekeepers of the Dominion, whereas the

smaller associations were only of local im-

portance. One strong organization will have
tremendous weight compared with a number
of small associations. A sliding scale of

fees has been adopted which will insure for

the affiliated associations sufficient funds to

be of good service locally, and still contrib-

ute a substantial sum to the National funds.

The conference was opened by the Hon.
interesting nature. Up till the conference . R. H. Rhodes, postmaster-general. He apol-
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Members of the Canterbury Beekeepers' Association at the field meeting held at Mr. Jacobsen's apiary.
Front row, reading from left to right, Miss Mackay, Sec. C. B. A.; Mr. James Allan, President N. Z. B. A. •

E. G. Ward, President C. B. A. ; Mr. R. McKnight, Sec. Christchurch Branch C. B. A.

ogized for the absence of the Premier, the

Hon, W. F. Massey, Minister of Agricul-
ture, who was out of town, and promised
for Mr. Massey a sympathetic consideration

of any requests that might be laid before
him.

The annual report stated that the mem-
bership is now 256, and it was anticipated

that this would be doubled during the com-
ing year. One of last year's activities was
to have been a systematic scheme of adver-
tising honey; but on account of lack of
funds it had been found impossible to do
any thing in this direction. The balance-

sheet showed a small debit balance.

Three sessions were held daily. The eve-

ning sessions were given up to bee subjects

only, and several interesting and instructive

papers were read and demonstrations given.

Mr. J. S. Cottrell's paper on how to secure
an increase of 100 per cent in the crop with-
out increasing the number of colonies was
especially good. He dwelt on the importance
of having young queens, and suggested the

establishment of a queen-rearing apiary
under government control in the Cook Is-

lands, where conditions are ideal for the

purpose. At a later stage a deputation
waited on the Hon. R. H. Rhodes, and laid

the views of the conference before him. A
very sympathetic hearing was given, and
there seems to be every hope that the rec-

ommendations will be adopted in the near
future.

An address by Mr. F. C. Baines on feed-

ers and capping-melters was also particu-

larly good. He showed a modification of
the Severn capping-melter, which particu-

larly took the fancy of those present. He
showed how to finish up the day's work with
cappings all melted and the honey separated
without injury to the honey. His remarks
on hastening the granulation of honey were
also interesting.

Mr. T. W. Kirk, Director of Orchards
and Apiaries Division of the Department of
Agriculture, on the second day gave an
address on the Department's intentions in

reference to the Apiaries Act. He traced the
history of what had been done from the

earliest days of the industi*y up to the

present time. He has always taken a very
keen interest in the beekeeping industry,

and his help in furthering legislation has
been invaluable. When the Apiaries Act
he outlined is law, New Zealand will have
an act which will be ahead of any thing-

else of the kind in any part of the world.
On the third day Mr. Geo. H. Buekridge

gave an address on his personal observa-
tions of the American and British honey
markets. He found that the British markets
especially are not in such a flourishing con-
dition as he would like. This was due partly
to labor troubles and want of proper man-
agement in bringing New Zealand honey
before the public. He thought, however,
that there is a great future for New Zealand
honey when put uj? in the right way, and
exported through the right channel on well-

organized lines.

Mr. H. W. Gilling, of Taranaki, gave an
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address on co-operation. Last year the New
Zealand Honey-producers' Co-operative As-

sociation was formed in Taranaki, and Mr.
Gilling was the prime mover in the move-
ment. He explained the lines the Taranaki
beekeepers were working on, and stated that

the success attained was very encouraging.

The Canterbury Beekeepers' Association

and the Waikato Beekeepers' Association,

both of which were well represented at the

conference, took the opportunity to discuss

the situation, and it is probable that both

these associations will fall in line, and a

strong co-operative association be formed,

which will embrace nearly the whole Domin-
ion.

The desirability of starting a monthly
bee-journal was brought up by the execu-

tive, and a committee was set up to examine
figures submitted, and the lines on which it

was proposed to run it. The committee I'e-

ported favorably, and the first number will

probably appear in August. It was thought

that 500 subscribers to begin with would
pay expenses, and about 100 promises were
made in the room. The first three issues

will contain a full report of the conference

proceedings.

A grant of $100 was made toward ex-

penses by the Government through the good
offices of Mr. T. W. Kirk, and a hearty vote

of thanks to him carried by acclamation.

Reference was made to the forthcoming
Panama exposition, and it was stated that

both the Canterbury and Waikato Associa-

tions would be sending exhibits. It was
learned that Mr. J. S. Cottrell, President of

the Waikato Association, and Vice-presi-

dent of the National Association, would be

attending the exposition, and he was unan-
imously appointed to represent the National
Association in particular and New Zealand
beekeepers in general, while there. (I take

the opportunity here to solicit for Mr. Cot-
trell any assistance or advice our American
or Canadian friends can give him, and can

assure them that it will be greatly appre-
ciated. Mr. Cottrell will be found to be
" right up to date " in all bee matters relat-

ing to New Zealand.)

It was learned with regret that Mr. Isaac
Hopkins, who is recognized as the father

of beekeeping in New Zealand, would leave

the Dominion for good the coming year. It

was resolved to place on record the sincere

appreciation of all New Zealand beekeepers
of Mr. Hopkins' many years of work in the

interests of the industry. He will not be
allowed to leave these shores without some
small memento of ihe kindly feeling toward
him.

The Government inspectors gave a dem-
onstration of the methods of grading honey
for export, and answered a number of ques-

tions.

The Conference closed after three days of

solid work after electing the following offi-

cers for the ensuing year: President, James
Allen, Southland ; Vice-president, J. S. Cot-

trell, Waikato; Secretary-treasurer, R. W.
Brickell, Dunedin; Auditor, Mr. F.C. Bains,

Taranaki ; North Island Representatives, H.
W. Gilling, Taranaki, J. Hutchinson, Wai-
kato ; South Island Representatives, A. Ire-

land, Canterbury, C. A. Jacobsen, Canter-

bury.

Christchurch, N. Z.

LATE SUMMER AND FALL PROSPECTS AROUND CINCINNATI, OHIO

BY HENRY REDDERT

It is raining now, and this rain may
save the fall aster. Clover is burned out

of the ground. Sweet clover bloomed, and
is still blooming in spots where the sun

hadn't so much force; but it is limited in

area to a great extent, this not being a

sweet-clover year. Next year sweet clover

will be in its glory in this locality if weath-

er conditions are favorable. We had a

cool wet spring—cool at night, warm at

day time. I've noticed in the past years

cold weather in the early spring is not

very favorable to sweet clover. Hot moist

weather is when sweet clover flows abun-

dantly.

We had some locust bloom, but the cool

nights evaporated the nectar. The only

time the bees worked on it on sunny days

was from about two o'clock in the after-

noon to sundown. This was nectar secret-

ed during the morning hours. Any one

walking through a locust woods while in

bloom on cool nights will scent the evap-

orating nectar a mile off.

These conditions seem not to affect the

small white clover provided it has an occa-

sional rain. Last year was a pure wliite-

clover season—fruit-bloom, basswood, lo-

cust, and the various other wild bloom

affecting only the rearing of strong colo-

nies. Up to the present we have had but

two rains the past two months. One
amounted to almost nothing, but the sec-

ond one saved our corn crop. One of our
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Honey exhibit at the Monmouth Poultry Club show, Asbury Park, N. J., Nov. 24-29, 1913.

prominent beekeepers along the Big Miami
Kiver wrote recently he would not get one

pound of honey out of about 100 colonies,

owing to the drouth. Conditions are not

quite so bad around Cincinnati—that is, in

its vicinity. Daring a long drouth bees are

afforded better forage among the hills and
valleys than in the level fields. On the

level the sun burns down like fire all day,

while in the hills there are always spots

that the sun touches only at certain times

of the day; hence the moisture collected in

the early spring doesn't evaporate so

quickly. If the bees in this country along

the Big Miami River, of which there are

many, are so destitute of honey, their mas-

ters will all be forced to feed for the winter

unless aster provides them with nectar.

I haven't seen so much aster in many
years as now; yet it is problematical if we
receive a good flow during fall bloom, the

frosts at times setting in early.

Cincinnati, 0., July 26.

CASH PREMIUMS FOR HONEY AT A POULTRY SHO^

BY E. G. CARR

What was probably the best exhibit of

apiarian products and demonstrations ever

given before a popular audience in New
Jersey was held in connection with the

annual show of the Monmouth County
Poultry Club at Asbury Park, Nov. 24-29.

Cash premiums were offered by the club for

the best Italian bees, best case of comb
honey, best 25 lbs. of extracted honey, best

display of wax, 25 lbs. or more; best dis-

play of comb honey, and for the best dis-

play of extracted honey, both liquid and
granulated. There were also offered $5.00

in gold and three silver cups as specials.

The winnings were as follows : Bees, dis-

play of comb honey, and display of extract-

ed, C. H. Root, Red Bank. Best extracted,

Ist, C. H. Root, Red Bank; 2d, W. Garra-

brant, Chester, N. J.; comb honey, 1st, N.

G. Noble, Lakewood ; 2d, E. G. Carr, New
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Egypt; 3d, C. H. Root, Red Bank; 4tb, W.
Garrabant. Wax, 1st, E. G. Carr; 2d, C.

H. Root.
Twice each day extracting was demon-

strated, and attracted much attention. AVe

believe this did much to remove the preju-

dice found against extracted honey by those

who probably had never sampled any thing

but a very poor box-hive product, as many
expressed surprise when given a taste from

the extractor.

Before the extracting demonstration, a

short sketch w^as given of the development

of honey-production from the time it was

gathered from the rocks and hollow trees to

the present, illustrated by a straw skep, box
hive, and a modern frame hive.

Each evening handling live bees in a cage

was demonstrated by the writer; but it

cannot be said this had any value except to

attract the crowd and give the attendants an

opportunity to call their attention to honev

and give them some facts regarding its food

value.

About 1000 lbs. of honey was on display,

together with apiarian utensils.

The illustration gives some idea of the

exliibit, but, of course, does not show the

honey well.

New Egypt, N. J.

FREEING COMBS OF BEES; ^ME = CLOTH ESCAPE FRAME

:

ER
A BEE

BY ARTHUR F. HODGSON

Freeing supers of bees is a vital question

to all large producers of either comb or

extracted honey, and one which will permit

of careful study. Blowing bees otf the combs

one super at a time, and delivering them

to the front of the hive from which they

were taken, is possible, as I will illustrate;

T1

AN ABANDONED IDEA.

A blower constructed for the purpose of freeing
supers of bees.

yet I unhesitatingly pronounce the method
wrong, and strongly advocate the use of my
screen-cloth escape-board as given in

Gleanings for Aug. 15, 1913.

In the season of 1908 I made and used a

hand-power bee-blower. The accompanying-

photograph gives some idea of the construc-

tion of the machine. Being mounted on a

truck it is easily moved from hive to hive.

To operate, the blower is placed in front of

hive. A super is removed and set in place

on the machine. The hood is swung in posi-

tion above the super, which now becomes an

air-tight box except for the exit, the air-

inlet for the present being closed. The
crank is now turned until sufficient speed is

developed, when the air is allowed to pass

through the super of combs, the bees being

dislodged by the sudden blast. A series of

spreaders and conductors are arranged in

the hood of the machine to direct the air

uniformly between the combs. The air must
pass through the super very suddenly and
with great force, otherwise the bees become
prepared and hang on until they are prac-

tically torn off. Without going into detail,

this is the description and action of the

blower. Others may see improvements and
take up with this method. However, I con-

sider it entirely too mechanical and too

unnatural to become practical.

This caused me to experiment along an-

other line, with the result that I discovered

screen-wire escajDe-frames to be the best and
most agreeable inducement in causing bees

to leave their combs. Why this violent

treatment when the same result can be ob-

tained peacefully through the earnest desire

of the bees themselves?

Jarvis, Out., Canada.
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A NEW DANGER FROM SPRAYING

Bees Poisoned by Working on Red Hover
the S

are Cov-

BY JAMES G. BROWN

I have noticed in many numbers of
Gleanings, articles on spray poison, and
feel that I should be remiss in my duty as a

member of the beekeeping fraternity if I

failed to call your attention to a condition

that we of the orchard section of western

Colorado are facing along this line.

Until recent years clean cultivation was
the rule in all orchards here; but the soil

began shoAving signs of exhaustion, and the

fruit-men began sowing legumes to rebuild

the soil. In the Montrose section, practical-

ly all orchards are sown to red clover, and
this is becoming an important honey-plant,

as it comes between fruit-bloom and alfal-

fa, and continues furnishing nectar until

long after the sweet clover has bloomed out.

This year, as never before, the bees have
been working the clover; and as it is cov-

ered with spray poison falling from the

trees the bees are killed by the tens of thou-

sands.

On June 2 I noticed a few bees crawling

from the entrances and running from the

hives for a few feet and then die " on foot."

Each morning thereafter the number became
greater until it was impossible to walk down
through the groups of hives without walk-
ing on bees. The only plant in my locality

furnishing nectar was red clover. I visited

some orchards near by and discovered the

cause of my trouble. The clover was gray
from its coat of arsenate of lead, and the

bees were working all the near orchards so

sprayed.

I have never seen bees so strong in May
as was this apiary. At the beginning of

June it contained 123 colonies, most of them

two-stoi-y ten-framed hives. June 17 there

were 98. July 2 there were 95 colonies or

nuclei occupying but two or three frames
in one story. The bees died so rapidly that

the cluster could not cover a fourth of the

brood unhatehed, and the end is not yet.

I called attention to the matter, and other

beekeepers having outyards within reach of

the orchards found the same conditions pre-

vailing. Mr. D. J. Harris lost 25 out of

one yard of 60. Mr. J. J. Corbut lost

heavily, and moved out of this district. Mr.
J. C. Mathews moved one yard of 130 colo-

nies to prevent further decimation ; and
to-day, July 6, 0. C. Skinner and Wm.
Corbut, both extensive beekeepers, are pre-

paring to move.
While we have a law regulating the

spraying of fruit-trees while in bloom, it

does not cover our case here.

Our local association has held two meet-
ings to consider what could be done; and
while a remedy could be found in the or-

chardist cutting his clover before he spray-

ed, the matter is entirely optional with him,

and the associaiion has advised all its mem-
bers to move out of the fruit section, and

they are going. There will be no bees to

speak of in reach of the orchards next

bloom-time.

Many of the orchard men, realizing the

real worth of the bees to the orchard, have

done their utmost to prevent the bees from
going away ; but there is always the indif-

ferent fellow, and he will be in supreme

command until our next legislature meets.

Montrose, Colo.

BEES DO NOT SPREAD PEAR -BLIGHT

BY L. v. DIX

This question of bees spreading blight

comes up quite often, and I am surprised

at the theories advanced as to the cause of

its spread. I have had a life-long experi-

ence in the growing of pears, and during
the last twenty years I have been growing
them in a commercial way. This present

season confirms me more thoroughly than
ever of the great mistake that has been
made by some who claim to be expert horti-

culturists as to the cause and spread of

pear-blight.

In 1912 my crop of pears sold amounted
to 6000 bushels. No blight appeared until

after the fruit was as large as hickory-nuts,

and then it did no damage, for it helped to

thin the fruit to some extent, which is need-

ed. At this date, April 30, I have a better

prospect for a crop of pears than in 1912.

The fruit is all set, no signs of blight yet,

but I expect it to appear to a gi-eater or less

extent within the next twenty days.

Blight does not live over winter in so-

called bUght-pockets, but is caused each sea-
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son that it appears by atmospheric and
weather eonditions.

In all my life-long experience I never

have seen any sweet sticky substance oozing

out of so-called hold-over blight-pockets. I

have sixteen colonies of bees right at one

pear-orchard, and there are other colonies

not far off; so if bees caused blight to

spread I ought to have it all through my
orchard right now. As a matter of fact, the

fruit is as large as cherries at this date, and
there is not the least sign of blight. Some
seasons we are entirely exempt from it,

although dui-ing the previous season it

might have been very bad.

We can all tell when our fruit is killed by
cold ; then why are we not able to tell when
it is killed by heat instead of blaming our

most useful insect, the bee?
Jefferson City, April 30.

THE FRIENDLINESS OF BEEMEN

BY MRS. ARMSTRONG ALLEN

[Mrs. Allen is the author of a number of delightful little poems relating to bees.

and in this one are samples of her work.

—

Ed.]
In the last issue

If we were an amateurish sort of grocer

and went visiting the successful grocers of

our vicinity, I wonder if they would take us

all through their stores and show us things

and tell us things, and send us on our way
with their best wishes, and the assurance

that, if there is any thing we want to know
at any time, -come and ask them, and they'll

help us out all they can. Now, may be that's

just what they would do. I don't know
We've never been a grocer

!

But this I do know. Out under our cher-

ry-tree, in the spring of 1913 we proudly

placed a newly purchased hive of bees ; into

our bookcase we slipped the ABC and X
Y Z of Bee Culture, and on our reading-

table a copy of Gleanings came dropping
twice every month. The bees swarmed in

May, and then thei'e were two white hives

under the cherry-tree, and in our visions of

the future there were (and are) many hives

under many trees, each one emitting its

fascinating hum. So we decided to visit

some successful apiarists. And we hereby

pay our hearty and sincere tribute of genu-

ine appreciation to the courtesy and friend-

liness and well-wishing of these neighborlv

beemen.
About two weeks after our memorable

first swarm, we took a trip to the country.

(We are in the city ourselves—backlotters.)

We first visited one of the apiaries of

Buchanan Brothers, near Franklin, and they

put veils on us and took us around while

they did various things—cut out queen-cells

here, and put on a super there, and they

answered a score of questions and offered

the friendliest advice. One most interesting

thing was their simple introduction of a new
queen. Mr. Buchanan just put her down on

the frame, and that was all there was to it

—no smoking, no fuss of any kind. She
had been allowed to become hungry, and
seemed to request a bit of hospitality for

her neglected royalty, and the bees just

welcomed her in and took care of her

straightway. Then our hosts kindly motored
us over to Franklin, and after dinner we
drove to the home apiary and queen-yavd of

Mr. John M. Davis, of Spring Hill, to

whom all beemen in this part of the country

take off willing hats. Here too we were
shown genuine cordiality and courtesy, in

spite of being utter strangei*s who wanted to

learn the bee business. W^e were shown the

mysteries and the delicate details of queen-

rearing. It was a truly wonderful sight for

a raw beginner to see the almost invisible

eggs picked up out of the cells where they

had been laid, and transferred to their new
quarters. And queens were placed with their

traveling companions in well-fitted private

cars to go on long journeys all over the

country. The funniest thing we saw there

was the darkey v/ho was hoeing the garden

near the beeyard. It was a hot day; but he

wore not only hat and veil, but also sweater

and slicker and gloves, and he kept up a

perpetual sort of grinning grumble about
" clem bees."

Another time we dropped in, unknown
and unannounced, on Mr. Will Morris, of

this city, who took us into his thriving

back-yard apiary of thirty or more colonies,

where he was working when we arrived.

Mr. Morris has gleaned a lot of valuable

and practical experience out in California,

and talked freely of various operations. He
certainly had strong colonies—double brood-

chambers, and then full-sized supers tiered

to an almost dizzy height.

Tliis was all so delightful last spring that

three weeks ago we tried it again. A drive

almost too beautiful to describe took us out

on the river road, past blossoming dog^vood,

wliite locust, and riotously fragrant honey-

suckle, right into the heart of the hills.

There we found Mr. Lucian Watkins with

I'.is 104 colonies. The hives were painted

different colors, and, standing nmong young
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apple-trees on the side of a hill, made the

prettiest apiary we had seen yet. Mr. Wat-
kins runs for comb honey exclusively, and
every colony v^as a hummer. The swarming
season was on, and the swarm-catcher was
standing near.

" No, I don't clip my queens," he said,

answering a question. " Yes, they keep me
pretty busy at this time of year," he replied

to the next. *' I returned several swarms
to-day."

" Returned? " we echoed. " To the same
hive ? And will they stay ?

"

" Generally," he answered. " Occasion-

ally I get one that won't stay put. After
trying it once or twice I have to give them
a new hive, though I don't really want any
more."

So now two of our own hives are standing

on Mr. Watkins' hillside; and when a big

hard-headed swarm declines to stay where
it is put it will go into one of our hives, and
eventually it will come to live under our
cherry-tree. But when it does, it will be

leaving a Mr. and Mrs. Beekeeper whose
friendly welcome and courteous hospitality

have taken their place in our memories as

an integral jjart of a beautiful day along

with
The song of the birds and the sun on the trees

And the glad brave hum of a million bees.

Nashville, Tenn.

[We have read with considerable interest

the discussion in some of the other bee-

journals as well as in Gleanings regarding
the advisability of giving help to a beginner.

Even in Australia the subject is a live one
as evidenced by the amount of space given

up to it in the April 15th number of The
xliistralasian Beekeeper. So far we have had
but little to say, since, as publishers of a

bee journal, any arg-ument that we might
bring forth is so likely to be considered as

biased. Nevertheless we cannot blame any
beekeeper who might feel that he had made
a mistake in helping or encouraging a be-

ginner if that beginner in turn should be so

shortsighted as to locate an apiary right in

the same range, or should attempt to crowd
out in any way whatsoever, the one first in

the field. Yet, on the other hand, there are

really very few beginners who are able to

produce enough honey to supply their own
demand—a demand created by their own
enthusiasm. Encroacliing on another's ter-

ritory is bad; but that practice, unfortu-

nately, is not confined to beginners. On the

contrary, we sometimes think we hear more
of such work among beekeepers long since

past the beginner's stage, who have been in

the business long enough, certainly, to know
better.

We cannot imagine any one refusing to

aid in any way possible so enthusiastic a

beginner as our correspondent. Beginners

there always are and always must be; but

from the fact that there are fewer beekeep-

ers in the country to-day than ten or fifteen

years ago, although probably no fewer

colonies of bees, it is evident that there are

not as many beginners or those who come
under the same general class with beginners

as there were a few years ago. We cannot

believe that professional beekeepers have

any tiling to fear from intelligent beginners.

—Ed.]

THE BEGINNER AS AN ASSET

ailRead Before tlie Spring Meetting of the PiiiladelpMa Beekeepers' Association

BY C. M HARRIS

This subject v/as suggested by the March
Ist number of Gleanings, which was de-

voted to city beekeeping. The first intention

was to give a resume of the articles contain-

ed in it; but further study and thought
boiled the subject down to " The Beginner
as an Asset to Beekeeping."
One of the greatest needs of our business

is publicity. The great manufacturing in-

dustries get together in trade associations

for the purpose of spreading interesting

facts about their business—facts which will

increase the consumption of their product.
They spend great sums of money in this

work, and all are agreed that it is profitable

as a financial proposition. There does not

seem to have been any plan adopted to do
this work for the beekeepers. Our princi-

pal publicity is, as a rule, of the injurious

sort, such as a revival of the comb-honey
canard, or a severe case of stinging, where,

if the facts were known, neither the bee-

keeper nor the bees were to blame.

Right here is where I believe the beginner
can render great service to every one who
is interested in the production of honey or

bees. Beginners are enthusiastic, and their

enthusiasm is the kind that will not let them
keep quiet about their new hobby. They
must talk to their friends and neighbors

—

or, indeed, to any one, whether he wants to

listen or not. What is the result? The
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public becomes interested in our busines">,

it is given facts, not flowery stories, or, what
is worse, utter xalscboods. People learn the

value of honey as a food, and be^in to real-

ize thoi it is a necessity, not a luxury. The
beginner, in the lean years of his childhood

as a beekeeper, certainly cannot supply the

demand which he has created. Either he

will come to thoce who have honey to sell,

and supply the demand himself, or he will

recommend some one of his beekeeping-

acquaintances as being able to furnish the

desired supply. In either ease the beekeep-

ers reap the result of the best kind of

publicity, that which acquaints the public

with the product and its method of produc-

tion.

The second way in which the beginner is

an asset is that the novice is always and
eternally asking why. He wishes to know,

and is iiot afraid to inquire. Some of the

most searching questions are asked by the

beginner. Indeed, not a few of them are

unanswerable; and even the veteran must
acknowledge " I don't know." But such an
ordeal as this is of inestimable value to us.

The only way to find out just how much we
do not know is to be brought face to face

with hard questions. This serves to bring

out a frank discussion of the point at issue,

and thus we get a variety of opinions. Even
in regard to the subjects in which we are

well informed, by telling others what we
know, we fix the principles more firmly in

our own minds, and in describing some sin-

gle operation we are led to see weak points,

and thus become able to strengthen them.

Therefore, let us extend a helping hand
to beginners, for the beginner of to-day is

very likely to be the beekeeper of tomorrow.

BEEKEEPING ON PUGET SOUND

BY CLAUDE C. PIKE

In the fall of 1912 when I came to Kent,
which lies in Green River Valley, half way
between Seattle and Taeoma, the people
here told me it was no bee country—too

wet, bees died, etc. Well, I have always
been a lover of bees, and honey tickles my
palate; so in the spring of 1913 I purchas-

ed three colonies of bees. One colony was
nice and strong in an up-to-date ten-frame

hive. The other two were in cheap hives,

and they were not very strong. In May I

transferred the stronger one of these two
into a new ten-frame hive. As the combs of

the weakest were mixed up, and I didn't

have time to drum it out, I gave the one just

transferred a good smoking, and placed the

weak colony on top of it to fight it out.

This left me two strong colonies in ten-

frame hives for the season, so I put double

supers of sections on them and went on an

outing.

In the fall, August and September, No. 1

was full of nice white-clover honey, abou*^

forty pounds of sections, all crowded in the

brood-chamber. No. 2 hadn't done ver>'

much, so I gave the bees some brood and
part of the honey in brood-chamber of No.

1, and fixed them up for the winter and
rainy season. One trouble here is the bees

don't go to sleep as they do in Nevada and
the Eastern States. They keep crawling

the gi'eater part of the winter, and therefore

it takes more honey to keej? them.

Feb. 14, 1914, was a bright sunshiny day

;

so in the afternoon I decided to see how the

bees pulled through the winter. I was very

much surprised to find both colonies nice

and strong, with two or three combs of

capped brood. This was Feb. 14, and there

was possibly enough honey to carry them
through; so you see, beekeeping on the

Sound isn't bad.

We have many sunshiny days all through

the winter, especially in January and Feb-
ruary. One peculiar characteristic of bees

in western Washington is that they don't

mind cloudy weather when it isn't too cold.

Many times in the spring and summer when
it is raining they will fly.

This is a natural white-clover country, so

that is the main source of honey. We also

have fruit-bloom, berry-blossoms, wild flow-

ers, and other clovers.

We have been reading Gleanings and A.

I. Root's writings for some time, as you wiP.

see by the following : While a missionary to

the Indians, on the Frazer River, in Britisli

Columbia, Canada, my father, Robert G.

Pike, came across one of A. I. Root's early

bee books and papers in the year 1885. He
afterward helped rob beetrees and hivi»

swarms. While reading these early books

of the " Father of Beekeeping " in America
(A. I. Root) he said to himself that if he

ever got settled down he must have some
bees. He afterward moved to Wisconsin,

where I was born in 1890. He there became
an extensive beekeeper and reader of A. I.

Root's writings, besides preaching the gospel

of Christ.

About 1901 we moved to Carson City,

Nevada, after a number of yeai'S of moving
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around. As this was an extensive alfalfa

country we began to subscribe again for

Gleanings, and decided to get some bees.

We pui'chased 14 old gums, transferred and
Italianized them, and it wasn't long before

we had 50, then 75 colonies. This was new
to the natives around there, we having

queens come through the mail, and handling

the bees without gloves. So it soon became
the talk of the town.

My father was a busy man, preaching at

several different small appointments, and
moving and building a church. I was the

oldest boy, and liked bees, and was kept
from school a great deal. At examination
time I had to study hard, sometimes in the

vacation months, to pass in September. We
rigged up a honey-house, bought a four
frame extractor and other necessary articles,

and ran mostly for extracted honey. We
made some great records, used to extract

every two weeks in June, July, and August.
We sold all or nearly all our honey in

Carson City for 50 cents a quart. Mason
jar and all. In bulk we received $5.00 for

a five-gallon can. One reason of our success

was that the Lord was with us, just as he

has been with our old friend A. I. Root all

these years. He always led a good Christian

life with a personal Savior.

We have always enjoyed Mr. Root's writ-

ings. I remember when quite a small boy

my father reading '" Merrybanks and his

Neighbor " out loud to us. It was so good

we read it again. Also, " What to Do and

How to be Happy while Doing it."

Kent, Wash.

FOUL-BROOD INSPECTION IN ARIZONA

BY W. I. LIVELY

I have noticed several references to the

report of the Arizona bee inspector. It

seems to me that some of these writers,

probably without meaning to do so, rather

reflect on the work of Mr. Ivy. I think the

Arizona beekeepers, almost without excep-

tion, feel that we have one of the most effi-

cient inspectors to be found anywhere, and
I think a little explanation will clear up
some of the wonder as to the vast amount
of work performed by him.

To begin with, there is but one county in

the State in which foul brood is to be found,

and in only a very few apiaries there. Until

very recently it was unknown here. The
eases at present are in an isolated region.

We have not a single case in the Salt River
Valley, and we will not permit it to come in,

as some have found by experience.

Now, in the regions where foul brood was
found, our inspector went through each api-

ary and each hive; and wherever a trace

was found (and if it is there, believe me Mr.
Ivy will find it), the hive was branded and
the owner given so many days in which to

eradicate it ; and the fact was emphasized
that it must be eradicated. Thus it was in

a short time brought under control, and at

this writing is practically eliminated.

Outside of this one locality there is no
disease, and never has been. This fact, as

Mr. Foster says in his department, June 1,

makes it unnecessary to go through every
hive in an apiary. If an inspector came
into my apiary, where both he and myself
knew in all reason that there was no dis-

ease, and began systematically to examine

every comb, running the risk of starting

robbing, I should certainly hit him over the

head with some little object like a hive-

cover. On the other hand, if I even sus-

pected its existence I would send post haste

for the inspector; and once my suspicions

were conflnned I would treat it by bonfire

That is the approved Arizona method of

dealing with it.

This explains why Mr. Ivy could cover

more territory than he could have done in a

State Avhere the disease is quite generally

disseminated. He is certainly wide awake,

and on his job, and is an expert on foul

brood, having been raised with it in another

State. Not long ago I phoned him that I

had a colony which showed symptoms of

paralysis. He promptly ran up in his car,

a round trijD of nearly twenty miles, con-

firmed my suspicions, and advised me as to

treatment.

But, to return to the number of colonies

which can be examined in one day. Isn't

" from thirty-five to fifty " putting the av-

erage pretty low, even where the most thor-

ough inspection is necessary? I regularly

extract from 20 to 25 hives per day, work
ing alone. Some of the more progressive

beekeepers of this State could go through

35 hives in a day, and strike up a personal

acquaintance with a large per cent of the

individual bees. Mr. Foster's estimate of

100 per day looks better to me. Send some
of your inspectors to Arizona, and let them
live on alfalfa and sunshine for awhile, and

see them speed up.

Glendale, Ariz.
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Heads of Graiiri from Differeet Fields

THE BACKLOT BUZZER.

When you find a little cluster of chilled hee.% cling-

ing together on the running hoard, tote them into the

house and warm, them up, you riotice one or two
immediately begin to feed their hungry companions,
and you think that's almost human; but when you
remember the time you and Beany ran off and went
fishing, and you fell in the creek, and got so hungry,
and you wanted a piece of Beany's lunch, and he
refused you, well, that is human.

The Choice of Section ; Overstocking a Location
with Bees

Dr. C. C. Miller:—I am a beginner in the bee
business, and I expect to produce comb honey. I

had 15 colonies last spring, and produced about 1000
lbs. of comb and 1500 lbs. of extracted honey. I

divided, making 42 colonies. I now have 41 colo-

nies. I plan to increase these to 100. I will raise
my own queens. I think I can get 10,000 sections
of comb honey. It is of a fine quality. I won five

prizes at the fair last year.

What kind of sections would you use ? I used
414 X iVi four-beeway sections last year. I reasoned
that bees would work better in a four-beeway section
than in a two beeway.

If I do not use the four-beeway I will get the
plain section with a slat over the top and use fence
separators. I should think they would save a lot of

work, as I should not have to scrape propolis from
the sections. Have you tried different sections? and
do you know in which bees work best?

Is it true, as Alexander says, that it is almost
impossible to overstock a locality ? We have about
1000 acres of fireweed for our main honey-flow. It

blooms from July 1 to about Aug. 20. We have
plenty of bloom for brood-rearing after April 10, but
we have so much rain that the bees cannot support
themselves all the time. I had to feed in June last

year when the white clover was in bloom.
I should like to keep about 400 colonies if my

locality will bear that many.
Elbe, Wash., Feb. 28. Lillian L. Hill.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

For my own use I prefer the sections most popu-
larly in use, the two-beeway 4% x4% xl%.
One might reason that four-beeways would be a

good deal better than two; but when the matter is

referred to the bees they don't endorse the reasoning.

Before settling down on the 4 it would be well to

give a trial to the 2. Try both kinds side by side.

Yes, I have tried a lot of different kinds of sec-

tions^—-tried some of them on a large scale, thinking
them an improvement—but after trial I have always
come back to the old standby as being best on the
whole for the bees, easy as any to clean, and secur-
ing as large a crop as any.

I do not believe that Mr. Alexander meant it to

be literally understood that it is " almost impossible

to overstock a locality." There is not now, there
never was, there never will be a locality, that may
not be overstocked. It's only a question of how
many colonies it will take to overstock it. And
that's a very difficult matter to determine. A given

number that did finely last season may overstock
the same locality another season. With no more
than 100 colonies, my locality has been overstocked
more than once; but I don't know how many colo-

nies it would support in the best j'ears. I'd give a

good deal to know. Not one in a thousand has a

location like the Alexander yard. If I am correct,

he had some 50,000 acres of buckwheat in range,
and had 700 colonies or more in one spot. I never
heard of any other location like it. In by far the

greater number of cases, I suspect that 100 colonies

will not do quite so well as a smaller number in one
locality, take it one year with another.

With 1000 acres of fireweed, if you can count on
a seven-weeks' flow every year I wouldn't dare say
you may not profitably reach 400 colonies. Work
toward it a bit carefully, and don't be too much
disappointed if you find 200 better. In any case,

take my best wishes with you.

Squash Honey
Strong colonies here in May gave a superful of

section honey from apple bloom and horsechestnut.
There has been nothing doing since June came in

—

cold nights and severe drouth. The bees have given

up, as they have expelled their drones. August is

our great month here.

Mr. Coburn, page 433, June 1, mentions the yield

from white alder. If you can believe your botany,
all alders bloom in the spring, and alder honey could
be cla.ssed with hens' teeth. Mr. Coburn doubtless

refers to button-bush ; but there is not enough for

any such amount. He lives two miles north of me,
and our fall honey all comes from squash blossom,
which begins Aug. 1, and lasts until frost kills it.

Until we moved here we had aways kept the

apple for our own table, and we eat from 50 to 75
lbs. a year, and I have had bees for more than 50
years. We have had all the Western honeys, but
nothing (for us) touches the squash. It is of a
beautiful light color, just a tinge of yellow, and a

flavor that appeals to every one. The squash has a
highly colored flower with also lots of nectar—often

three to five bees in a blossom. If you know any
thing about squashes you know the blossom is open
only one day ; and if the little squash is not fertilized
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that day it is " good-by, squash." We reach not one

acre or ten, but hundreds. More squashes are raised

here than any other place in New England, and there

are parties who depend on them for a living.

Woburn, Mass., June 24. E. C. Newell.

California Beelieepers at Panama Pacific Exhibition

The Exhibit Committee of the California State

Beekeepers' Association, Mr. Willis Lynch, of Salida,

chairman, held a preliminary meeting July 18, at

Sacramento.
Dr. Cook, State Horticulturist, spoke at the morn-

ing session on the desirability of an exhibit being

made by the beekeepers of Cali-fornia, at the Panama
Pacific Exposition in 1915. He claims that, as Cal

ifornia is to be the hostess to the world, she should

naturally have the best exhibit in all departments.

He called on beekeepers to encourage and assist

their chairmen tO' the extent that the 1915 exhibit

would excel every thing yet produced in the beekeep
ing line.

The afternoon session was largely taken up in dis-

cussing ways and means by which this work could be

assembled and put in operation. The temporary or-

ganization was made permanent by the unanimous
election of Willis Lynch, chairman, and A. L. Heira,

of Fair Oaks, Secretary, the chairman to appoint a

Treasurer later.

There was not a dissenting voice when our chair-

man put the pertinent question, " Shall we go ahead
and have an exhibit? " Of course we all realize that

there is plenty of work ahead for all ; but what
grand undertaking was ever brought to a successful

issue without work and funds to back up the work?
A publicity committee was appointed by the chair-

man, whereby we are to let the world know that the

California beekeepers are to have a fine educational
exhibit at the fair in 1915.
Our chairman requested time for consideration

before appointing the various other committees, the

personnel of which will appear in these columns
when available. Mrs. H. G. Acklin.

Member Pub. Com.

Were there a Million Bees?
Referring to the September 1, 1913, issue, page

620, I would like to say that perhaps J. H. Diebel
does not know that a million bees are equal to 200
lbs. weight, which could just about have enough
room in a capacity of 6 ft. high and a diameter of

14 inches to get in without any combs at all, much
less a barrel of honey. A million bees, or 200 lbs.,

is " tall," to say the least of it.

R. H. TOWNDS.
Barberton, South Africa, Oct. 25.

[Our correspondent in our issue for Sept. 1, 1913,
was, of course, using the language of hyperbole. "We
sometimes say that " the horse runs like lightning,"

but, of course, we do not mean what we say. Mr.
Townds is probably correct, when we get down to

actual figures ; but the average layman, when he
sees a big swarm of bees in the air, will declare
there are a million bees flying, when the fact is there

are probably not over fifty thousand at the most. The
largest swarm of bees that we ever weighed register-

ed 9% lbs. on the scales, and it was a big one. As
there are about 4200 bees in a pound, the number
would be a little short of forty thousand. A colony
of bees, however, may, if it belongs to the skyscraper
class, contain 100,000 bees.

—

Ed.]

Two Wires on One Side of the Foundation and
Two on the Other

One would think that, after the very full and care-

ful write-up by Mr. H. H. Root, of the manner of

putting foundation into frames, and another very
good article that followed him, there should not be

any more " say " on the matter left. However, here
is a suggestion according to which I put foundation
into Langstroth frames. I bend the sheet in past

the bottom wire in such a manner that the two mid-
dle wires are on one side of it, and the top and
bottom on the other. The trick is a little awkward
at first, but quite worth while. The wire, even
though pressed on but lightly with the wheel, never
leaves the foundation, even if the frame be laid down
on either side. I put in strips of foundation for

vertical starters in the same manner.
It does not follow that bees will build worker

comb only when such starters are used—no, indeed.

But they do not join the combs and make a general
mess as when only the conventional inch starters are

used. However, where a good queen is at the head
of affairs, combs thus startered are usually built out
just as straight and regular as full sheets of foun-

dation. Whether starters or full sheets, I prefer to

fasten with melted beeswax ; but if I use wedges,
then I cut those wedges into three equal parts, and
use only the two of those parts to fasten the full

sheets of foundation toward the ends of frames. The
operation is much easier, and the wedges never
spring out. STEPHEN ANTHONY.

Waitete, Amodeo Bay, Auckland, N. Z.

More about Medicinal Treatment for Cases of Par-

alysis

In the November 1st issue, page 765, I notice

what is said about bee paralysis. I am only a small

beekeeper, but my bees died by the hundred of the

very same malady in 1912. I have only five colonies,

and saved them all—at any rate the disease has dis-

appeared. A friend who lives three blocks from me
had thirteen colonies, and lost all but four the same
year. This year (1913) our bees are strong with
plenty of stores, although we got very little surplus.

My bees were dying, and I did not know what to

do for them. I saw that they were diseased, so I

thought I would give them some physic. According-
ly I bought a bottle of California Syrup of Figs. I

then boiled sugar, honey, and wafer, the same as you
would for feeding—one quart all together. To this

I added two tablespoonfuls of syrup of figs, and
when it had cooled I poured this into the empty cells

in the brood-frames. Two days after this there were
no more dead bees.

If one lives in the city, as I do, he should tell his

neighbors not to hang their washings out for a few
days, as they will surely be daubed with yellow spots.

My wife had the pleasure of washing all her clothes

over again.

San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 11. Fred Klinger.

Supporting the Alexander Feeder with Large
Staples

Mention has been made of the difficulty of adjust-

ing the Alexander feeders. I labored under the same
difficulty until I bethought me of those staples with
which the bottom-board is fastened to the hive. Noth-
ing is more simple. After moving the hive back on
the bottom-board the width of the feeder, I use two
staples at each end of the feeder ; fasten it to the

hive, twisting one of the staples at the projecting

end of the feeder half around.
Greenville, N. Y. C. H. Chatterton.
[The scheme of using staples is all right; but care

should be taken that the points of the staple do not

split the wood, causing the feeder to leak. For this

purpose a staple with a smaller wire and shorter

prongs will be more suitable. A hive staple must be
extra heavy and strong.

—

Ed.]

Bees Work on Grapes
It was with interest that I read the article in

Gleanings for Feb. 1 regarding bees and grapes,

for I am able to say a good word for the bees. 1
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have a few good grapevines, and when they are

blooming the bees work on them for several days,

and in good numbers too. Some of the vines are not

more than ten yards from the hives; but the bees

never touch the fruit. Last season, when I had to

feed my bees to keep them alive, the grapes were not

touched, but when some of the grapes burst, through

being overripe, I could not find more than half a

dozen bees sucking them. I have often met people

who believe that bees puncture grapes ; but it has

not been hard to convince them that the bees can not

do so. Douglas D. Beearley.
Subiaco, W. Australia, March 21.

The Net-weight Law
Having read your articles on the weight the new

law requires us to mark on comb lioney, I would say

we are producers of comb honey only, and gener-

ally sell in Washington, D. C. We beg to ask you if

this law requires us to stamp all of our sections in-

dividually, or can we mark them as we always did,

gross weight, case weight, long weight, etc., and tell

us if we still have to stamp them.

Chas. and Warner Miller.
Washington, Va., July 25.

[It is our understanding that every section must
be marked. The law does not specify that the net

weight shall show on the shipping-case. But all

dealers and buyers will require it, so that you will

have to do both. To get at the net weight of the

honey in a shipping-case, weigh up all the sections

and then deduct as many ounces as there are sec-

tions in the shipping-case. It will no more be per-

missible to weigh in the wood with the section in

getting at the net weight in the case.

—

Ed.]

Net-weight Law Does Not Apply to Honey Sold

Locally

I see that the net-weight law applies to interstate

commerce. Does this mean honey shipped from one

State to another, or does it apply to honey produced

and sold within the State? I wish to know whether

it is necessary to brand honey that one sells in his

home market that does not go out of his own State.

Mt. Carmel, 111. Robert Watt.

[The net-weight law does not apply to honey that

is sold within the State; but some one else to whom
you sell may ship it into another State, in which

case you, the original producer, would be liable. If

you can make sure that your honey is not going out-

side of your State, and will be consumed locally, you
can sell it as you did before, providing there is no

State law to the contrary.

—

Ed.]

A Good Plan for Stopping Robbing and Disposing

of Robbers
I have a plan to stop robbing which I should like

you to try if you have not already. When you find

the bees robbing, close the entrance, leaving just

room enough to insert a Porter bee-escape to let them
in, but so they cannot get out, and leave it 48 hours,

then open the entrance, and the robbers and the

robbed will work in harmony together. It may not

work with you, but it does with me. I had a colony

of black bees that was well started robbing out a

mating-hive of Italians. I tried this plan and the

robbers did not return to the old hive. I have also

tried it on larger colonies with the same success.

You would have to provide shade and ventilation in

hot weather.
Winchester, N. H., July 20. A. J. Plummer.
[We believe the plan here outlined is all right.

We have tested out something very similar, and find

that it is quite possible to trap the robbers and con-

fine them, and then make them adopt their new
home. The scheme catches all the robbers, and thus

entirely stops the pilfering at other hives. Closing

the entrance to a robbed hive does not by any means
stop the nuisance ; for the robbers will then pounce
on every other hive in the vicinity ; and the trouble,

instead of being mitigated, is only made worse. The
Plummer plan puts all the robbers out of business,

and we feel sure it is worth trying.

The plan that we tested out was similar in princi-

ple. We placed a wire-cloth cage of suitable dimen-

sions over a hive that was being robbed. In a short

time there were hundreds and hundreds of robbers

buzzing around the cage. We lifted this up momen-
tarily, letting in all the robbers. They rushed into

the hive, and then we set it down again. In the

mean time the confined robbers hovered near the top

of the cage. This operation was repeated at inter-

vals of about ten minutes for two or three times.

In the course of half an hour we had all the robbers

in the top of the cage. Toward night they were
clustered in one corner. We left them there until

the next night, just about dusk. Then we bumped
the whole bunch of bees in front of the entrance

where they had been robbing. They went right in,

and the hive that formerly did not have force enough
to protect itself was now a good colony ready to

resist any kind of onslaught. We tried this on sev-

eral colonies, or, rather, nuclei, that had been rob-

bed. In each case they were njade over into colonies.

As the principles involved in this case are exactly

the same as those used by our correspondent, we
believe it will work, and, what is more, is simpler

and cheaper ; but in every case in hot weather we
would advise at the tiiie of putting the bee-escape

on the entrance to place a wire screen on top of the

hive to prevent suffocation. A big force of robbers

confined in a hive, with no other ventilation than
that through a bee-escape of the Porter type, if the

weather is sufficiently warm, especially if the bees

are out in the sun, would be quite likely to smother.

—Ed.]

No IVIosquito-Hawks

There are no mosquito-hawks in this locality to

bother the bees. As I have kept bees in North Car-
olina and South Carolina for 12 years I certainly

know what they are. This is no honey country, but
there has been enough honey for fair queen-rearing

since the last of January.
Mcintosh, Fla., June 24. James Ammons.

HOW LONG?

BY GRACE ALLEN

I wonder how long the bees have been humming

;

I wonder what lies at the heart of their song.

Is it worship, I wonder, as, going and coming.

They've glimpses of glory that's splendid and
strong ?

In the far-away, long-ago days half forgotten.

When men were as children (what are they

to-day?)

When things were what thundering prophets called
" rotten,"

And men turned from God and went cursing away,

The bees in the vineyards were coming and going,

Were flying from fig-tree to thistle and thyme.

Contentedly humming, while warm winds were
blowing

Their eager refrain into rhythm and rhyme.

I wonder how long the bees have been humming;
I wonder what lies at the heart of their song.

I wonder if men, in their going and coming.

Will ever be singing so steady and strong.
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OUM HOME
Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do

good to them that hate you, and pray for them which
despitefully use you and persecute you.

—

Matt. 5 ;44.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE OHIO
STATE beekeepers' ASSOCIATION ON

FIELD DAY, JULY 9, 1914.

Continued from previous issue.

About five miles out in the country from
Medina was an old gentleman who had kept

bees nearly all his life in box hives; and I

think that at the time of my experiments

he had forty or fifty colonies, perhaps more.

I knew him by reputation, but not person-

ally. He was generally regarded as author-

ity on bee culture; but as he had only box
hives I had never paid him a visit. After
my statement came out in the Medina Ga-
zette, of getting a barrel of honey from a

single colony, somebody told me that Mr.
Chase said this was an utter impossibility.

Not long after, I saw him passing along the

street. I went out and accosted him as

follows

:

" Mr. Chase, is it really true that you
have been saying hard things about me and
my new Italian bees ?

"

" Yes, Mr. Root, I have said some rather

severe things, and my conscience has been

troubling me a little. What you have said

seems to me like an utter impossibility."

I did not stop to arg-ue the matter. I

simply said

:

" Have you a little time to spare this

morning? "

When he replied that he ought to get back
home I insisted tliat he accompany me to the

apiary. At the time, I had a hive of my
best Italians suspended by a spring scale

with a large plain dial that recorded ounces.

I brought out an easy-chair, placed it before

the hive, and said

:

" Mr. Chase, instead of answering you
myself I prefer to let the bees answer. Sit

down and watch that scale. I can bring you
a newspaper if you wish. But every now
and then I want you to watch that hand on
the dial."

Then I left him. In a little while I came
back.

" Why, Mr. Root, do you really mean to

say that those bees have brought in several

ounces of honey while I have been sitting

here?"
It was just the time of day when honey

and pollen were coming in with a rush,

and I made my point. He took off his

hat and made a full apology, remarking that

he was old enough to have learned by expe-
rience that it is best to inform ourselves

before rejecting new things. A little later he

came down while we were extracting from a

certain hive. I told him how many pounds
we had secured with my new home-made
all-metal honey-extractor—the first the

vorld had ever seen. Our German friends

have the credit of inventing the extractor;

but theirs but a clumsy machine made of

wood. I said right off it should be all metal.

Well, Mr. Chase did not say very much, but

he came into my store a week or ten days
later and said

:

" Mr. Root, will you have the kindness to

do me a favor? "

Of course I responded with alacrity. He
then said

:

" I want to see that hive once more that

you robbed of almost every drop of its

honey."

I told him it. was about ready to extract

again, and that I should be very glad to

have him see it. When he saw the same
combs of a two-story hive filled and sealed

over with a larger j^ield of honey than we
took out the first time, his astonishment was
complete. Said he:

" Mr. Root, when I saw you take all that

honey out of the brood-nest as well as out

of the upper story, I told my friends the

colony would surely starve before winter."

During that first season the colony on
spring scales during three days gathered 42
lbs. of honey. I have often wondered why
more beekeepers do not have a colony sus-

pended in that way.
At that time, I made a statement that the

time would come when honey would not

only be on sale in every corner grocery in

our land, but that, like butter and eggs, it

would be on sale every day in the year.

Just a few days ago one of my sons-in-law

said to me:
" Father, we have just got an order for

50 gross of these new individual bottles

of honey from a hotel in the city of New
York. They are using about one gross a
day."

I expressed great surprise, and repeated

it around among my friends. A day or two
afterward he said

:

" Father, you thought it was a big thing

when we got one order for 50 gross of the

little jars of honey. Well, to-day we have
still another order, for four hundred gross."

It is a little singular that Langstroth and
Quinby, each without the knowledge of the

other, got out a book on bees in 1853.

Langstroth described his new invention of a

movable-comb hive. Quinby's book was
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written in reference to box hives. But
Quinby was a practical business man, and

made money with his bees without movable

combs. Langstroth was a minister, and, like

many other ministers, he was not much of a

business man. Besides, a number of people

right and left appropriated his patent with-

out paying him a penny for it, and he,

being a minister, could not very well defend

himself. As a result, he was a comparative-

ly poor man all his life, and more or less

dependent on his relatives and friends. Our
attorney once remarked that preachers,

especially successful ones, are, as a rule,

poor business men. I remonstrated, and
told him that one of our former pastors,

calling him by name, was certainly a good
business man. Our attorney, with a sly

twinkle in his eye, replied:
" Mr. Root, if you mean that preacher's

wife, instead of him, I entirely agree with

you."

May Grod bless the ministers and their

wives. What would their husbands have

amounted to, many of them, had it not been

for their wives and their businesslike meth-

ods? Langstroth, during his busy life, laid

up treasures in heaven rather than here on

earth. Our friend Quinby was a good man.
and made every thing prosper, and theii

two books go well together. I read Quinby's

book clear through carefully some time after

I had the Langstroth movable-comb hive;

and I confess I got a great deal of enthu-

siasm from it—yes, to such an extent that I

thought for a time I should really like to

have a box-hive apiary. It seems that nei-

ther one of these good men knew what the

other was doing; but, notwithstarding this,

they agreed substantially in all matters of

natural history. After Quinby's attention

had been called to Langstroth's book he got

out another edition of his own book, and in

the back part of it he made brief mention

of Langstroth. Below is a short extract

from Quinby's appendix

:

A friend of mine, on ascertaining that I did not

allow prejudice to operate against my own interest

knowingly, even in a bee-hive—that I would not

reject an advantage because it was found in a patent,

but was willing to profit by whatever could be made
profitable—sent me a copy of the Rev. L. L. Lang-
stroth's work on the " Hive and Honey-Bee," early

in 1856. I had heard of the work previously, but

had understood that it recommended a patent hive,

and. not having reason to esteem them very highly, I

took no pains to procure the work. I found, on
perusal, that he agreed with me on so many disputed

points in natural history and practical lessons, that

had it not appeared simultaneously with the " Mys-
teries," thus making it impossible for him to have
taken any part from it, I should perhaps have judgea
him wrongfully, and very likely he would have done
the same by me. It was evident, therefore, that both

of us had arrived at correct conclusions by the same
process—close observation. This gave me a favor-

able impression. I found also that his hive, for a

wonder (being a patent), did not necessarily inter-

fere with the natural habits of the bees.

Langstroth soon called my attention to

the fact that an American bee journal had
been published for three years by Samuel
Wagner, of Washington, D. C, another of

God's noblemen. After some correspondence

with friend Wagner I induced him to re-

commence the publication of the old Amer-
ican Bee Journal, promising to write for it.

Some of the gray-headed veterans will re-

member the articles that appeared, headed
" A Novice's Experiences in Bee Culture.-

While Samuel Wagner lived I had no
thought of a journal of my own ; but at his

death the American Bee Journal was sold

to a party who was not a beekeeper, and
moved to Chicago. Meanwhile the news of

my all-metal honey-extractor, the success I

had made with the Italians, etc., called forth

such a correspondence that I started a little

quarterly in 1873, which was received with

so much favor that almost immediately it

was changed to a semimonthly at 75 cents a

year. By this time I had become pretty

well acquainted with Mr. Langstroth, and
was told he was subject to spells of mental

depression. I finally corresponded with him,

and by my enthusiasm I waked him up, so

to speak, so that I got him to make me a

visit. Before I speak of that visit, however,

I am going to branch off for a little time

and take up something that is not exactly

bee culture.

When I began watch repairing in Medina
there were two jewelers already in the town,

and people naturally thought it was prepos-

terous to start a third store, especially by
a young boy who had had but little expe-

rience. One summer day a stranger came
in from the West with a covered wagon,
leading a pretty little pony which he wanted

to sell (as he was out of funds) to enable

him to get to his destination. In those days
" horse-jockeys " were a common thing, and

some of those fellows loafing around the

street planned to cheat this poor man out

of his pony. They offered him a good price,

but wanted to turn in a gold watch. He
brought it to me and asked if it was really

a gold watch. I told him it was low-carat

gold, something that jewelers knew at that

time as "Philadelphia gold." Then he asked

if it was worth fifty dollars. I told him that

fifteen dollars would be nearer its actual

value. Then he asked me to test it with acid.

I demurred, telling him it would leave a

spot on the watch; but he so stoutly insist-

ed that I just touched the case with acid. I

tried to polish it off so the spot would not

show. The trade was broken up, and then

for the first time in my life I learned that

it might be sometimes a little dangerous to
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"butt in " and break up a horse-trade. In

a little time the man who owned the watch

marched into the store with a crowd of

toughs, as it seemed, and gave me a blowing-

up. He accused me of putting aquafortis

on the watch. He said 1 was only a back-

woods farmer, never learned any trade, and

that my whole place was only a one-horse

institution. 1 remonstrated with him, and

told him tlie plain truth about the watch,

but it only made him the uglier and more
abusive. If any of you are just commencing
in business, and ever get a blowing-up like

that, when in the right, and innocent, you
can tell how I felt. I was so indignant T

trembled all over, and my voice shook so I

could hardly talk. After the crowd had

gone and left me alone a lady came in; and

I can remember vividly how I calmed myself

down and tried to talk naturally to my
customer. She had a little piece of jewelry

that then was called a microscopic photo-

grai)h that she valued very highly. She said

she liad had it i-epaired several times, but

they always got the " motto " twisted or

slanting. She cautioned me to be sure to

have the motto stand horizontally as I held

it up toward the sky. She then went out,

saying she would call again soon. Let me
digress a little once more.

My good mother, because of my narrow
escape from death, watched over me with

perhaps greater solicitude than she had
shown for any of the other six children.

She saw me grow in strength, and was
pleased to note my love for science and
God's works; but she was not pleased when,

for a brief time, I drifted toward skepti-

cism. When I had success with Italian bees

she visited our home often; but again and
again she would say to me, " Amos, I am
glad to see you prosper. I rejoice to know
what you are doing- for the world in devel-

oping beekeeping; but the time is coming
when you will be glad to be doing something

of more importance to the world than to

work with bees and honey. I know—I am
sure of it, for I had evidence when I prayed
for you, and, in answer to my prayers, God
spared your life." She said this so many
times during the early part of my manhood
that I often laughed at her, and bantered

her about her " queer notions." Let us now
get back to that motto and the jewelry

store.

Without any thought of what was coming
1 held that little piece of jewelry up to my
eye and gazed toward the sky through the

big plate-glass window. What do you thiidv

it was that she called a " motto "f This ir

what I read as if it were painted across th^

skv.

But I say unto ymi, Love ye your enemies; do
flood to tliein that hate you ; bless them that curse

you, and pray for them that despitefuUy use you.

1 saw the application at once. These
words just then were like a drink of cold

water to a person stranded in the desert. I

recalled hearing the same words before

when I attended Sunday-school; but it had
been so many years since I attended, or at

least at rare intervals, tliat I had forgotten

all about it. Wlien 1 was a child, I did not

see the heauty and grandeur of those pre-

cious words ; but now that I was a man and
vexed in spirit, I took in their full import.

When I saw my mother again I asked her

if she could find where those words occur in

the Bible.
'^ Oh, yes !

" she said ; and I soon began
to read them over; and I read that whole
wonderful sermon on the mount. May God
forgive me for living on till I was toward
35 years old before I had Jiardly a thought

of laying up '* treasures in heaven where
moth and rust do not corrupt and where
thieves do not bi'eak through nor steal," as

well as here on earth. Just about that time

a queer individual was traveling through
this county painting scripture texts on the

fences. Some people said he was daft;

others said he was doing missionary work;
and I remember distinctly a text in very
plain characters painted on a board fence

just a little out of town :
" Blessed are ye

when men shall revile you and persecute

you, and say all maner of evil against you
falsely for my sake." I said, "Mother, those

words came from heaven. They are not of

earth ;" and some time after testing these

precious promises I said again, " Mother,
loving your enemies and doing good to those

who hate you is an unexplored region. It is

something humanity lias not discovered. It

will revolutionize the world. It will settle

quarrels, not only between neighbors, but

communities and states, and among the

nations of the world;" and, my dear friends,

it has been my delight for the last forty

years or so to test these grand and divine

precepts that came straight from the mouth
of the Lord Jesus.

Right in line with the above comes some-
thing that I have clipped from the Sunday-
school Times. It is gospel truth in common
evfii-yday language. Again and again I have
wanted to quote it to you ; and just now I can

not think of any thing that will do the world
so much good in this twentieth century as

the scattering broadcast of the wonderful
truths outlined in this brief paragraph. I

am thinking of having it printed in large

type so that even old peofjle can read it

without spectacles; and I am so well con-

vinced (jf the wonderful truth in the above
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that I will furnish it without price or post-

age so that all the dear friends of tlie

Gleanings family will take and distribute

it. By the way, if there is any other relig-

ious periodical that gives the world such

thoughts as these I have not yet found it.

May God bless and prosper the editors of

the Sunday-school Times.

THE DEFEAT OF INJUSTICE.

No one can ever afford to think about any injus-

tice he receives. It is disaster and destruction to do

so. It is like deliberately lifting a glass of poison to

our lips and swallowing it. Injustice inflicted upon

us never harms us until we dwell on it. While we

ignore it, and do right, it is powerless against us

Wlien we begin to turn it over in our mind, it starts

its murderous work upon us. It soon exaggerates

itself, blinds us, rankles, inflames, embitters. It

breeds self-pity, which soon reduces us to a condit on

of worse than helpless uselessness. Jesus paid no at-

tention to the awful injustices of his lot. We can

not aflford to do other than he did, but with our less-

er injustices. If love is our master-passion, "thinking

no evil " and " bearing all things," we shall live

emancipated from the misery of dressing our own

wounds. Such wounds heal quickly when we are

lovingly busied with the needs of others.

Let US now get back to bees and bee cul-

ture.

Mr. Langstroth came up and paid us a

visit. He told us a long story about his

patent. This poor man had dwelt on it so

long that even he, a minister of the gospel.

. and a successful one, had lost his peace of

mind; and if he had not lost his faith in

God it shook his faith in humanity. I called

his attention to the hopeful text on that

beautiful microscopic photo; but 'even he,

minister of the gospel, did not catch on. I

urged until he seemed annoyed, and I_ was

afraid of a return of his malady. With a

sad heart I gave it up. As it was getting to

be late and toward bed time I went with

him to his room. He said very little, although

he was naturally exceedingly talkative, and

I felt I had offended him by my importu-

nity. In the morniiig, when breakfast was

ready, as he had not put in an appearance

Mrs. Root thought I had better go to his

room. It was warm weather, and the door

was wide open. The old gentleman was

awake and partly sitting up, leaning on his

elbow. As soon as he saw me he beckoned

me to come up near him, with his finger. I

was really afraid he was going into one of

his " spells." He took his watch out from

under his pillow and asked me to listen. As

I was a watch repairer T supposed there was

something wrong with the beat; but when T

told him that it seemed to be in perfect

order, and that it beat clearly and regularly,

what do you think he said? He asked me

what the watch said to me. I replied that

it did not " say " any thing, and npw felt

sure that he was losing his mind. His reply

made me think of one of my favorite text?

.
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*'0 thou of little faith! wherefore didst thou

doubt? " This is what he said:
" Mr. Root, that watch has been saying

' Quinby ! Quinby ! Quinby !' all night long

and I can't stand it any longer. I am going

to start to-day. I am going to see Mr.
Quinby. I am not going to say a word about

the patent or about the hive. I am going to

him as though we had always been friends."

You may be sure I thanked God for

having rebuked my want of faith. " Let us

not be weary in well doing; for in due time

we shall reap if we faint not."

Ei'iend Langstroth went to see Mr. Quin-

by, as he declared he would do, and they

had " the best time in the world," and Mr.
Langstroth got over his mental malady, if I

am correct, and had little or none of it from
that time until his death.

He and Mr. Quinby were warm friends

until the day of their respective deaths

—

Quinby in 1875 and Langstroth in 1895.

Both were born the same year—1810. After

this the subject of the Langstroth patent

was never mentioned. Our old friend seem-

ed to have gotten hold of still another text

from God's holy word :
" Do good and lend,

hoping for nothing again."

Later.—To-day is July 30 ; and as I write,

war has broken out in the Old World, and
reports seem to indicate that nothing can be

done to stop it. Even the Peace Commission
of the powers of the earth seem unable to

stem the torrent of evil. The poor deluded

people, from the humblest laborer to the

king on his throne, seem totally oblivious of

the grand text I have been talking about
and quoting. The statement I made to my
mother toward forty years ago, that ren-

dering good for evil was as yet an " unex-

plored region," seems to be true even now.
In spite of what missionaries have done, in

spite of the thousands of copies of the Bible

translated into all languages, and scattered

among all the nations of the earth, the world
has not yet learned to—" love your enemies
and do good to those that hate you."

THOU HAST BEEN FAITHFUL OVER A FEW
THINGS, I WILL MAKE THEE RULER OVER
MANY THINGS.

I have several times spoken about the

enjoyment I get with my little Stanhope
electric automobile. Well, heretofore it has
required charging about once in ten or

fifteen miles. By getting it in fine shape as

well as we could here at our own place of
business I managed to get it up to 25 miles

on one charge of the battery. But as I

wanted it in such trim as to make 30 miles,

the distance from here to Cleveland, I had
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an exjieil from the makers of the vehicle to

overhaul it thoroughly, getting rid of all the

friction possible. It was quite a treat to me
to be with the expert while he took the

machine to pieces, critically examined every

part, and gave me new ideas, not only in

regard to storage batteries, electricity,

" ball-bearing," etc., but he gave valuable

instructions about repairing, to my good
friends who have charge of our automobile-
repair shop. Well, on Saturday morning,
about ten o'clock, he discovered he wanted
some special parts; and as he expected to

finish up his job by night it was quite im-

portant that they reach here that same
afternoon. I expressed some doubt about
his getting them so the machine could be put
together so I could use it to go to church.

He said he could telephone them so they

would be sure to get it right off. Now, the

point of my story is what I found written

on the ship23ing-tag when it came in at three

in the afternoon on the electric-package car.

Rush I Special rush—-man waiting 1 Notify con-

signee by phone immediately on arrival. Bakee
MOTOK VEHiCiiE Co., Cleveland.

By the way, friends, is there any one
among you who has not been annoyed by
the half-heartedness or stupidity of express
agents and others connected with transpor-
tation? Again and again I have been told

things had not come that I wanted badly.

Sometimes by importunity I have made the

express man wake up and take a good look.

Then, again, I have phoned and wired big
establishments for something I wanted bad-
ly, and would not get a reply for several

days. I have had so many such disappoint-

ments that I do not know but I was begin-

ning to lose faith in humanity. But the

Baker Electric Co. had always been so

prompt in their correspondence, and so

willing to make every thing plain, that I

was beginning to have confidence again.

The printed matter on that shipping-tag
gave me more confidence. One of my gi'and-

sons took his wheel when the ear came in,

gi'abbed the package, and handed it to me
without even stopping, and it was in the

hands of the expert just as soon as he was
really ready for it. The car was all fixed,

he gathered up his tools, and left me the

happy possessor of my car with all the

moving parts practically " brand-new." It

made 31 miles on one charge, and I expect
to get several more miles out of it if I fully

comply with his instructions. Now for the

moral.

The people who do business in that way,
take as much pains with an order for a 25-

cent article that is badly needed as if they

were going to make a sale of $25.00 or

$2500. The young man or young woman

who starts out in the world with tlie deter-

mination to be " faithful in a few things "

will very soon be made by the people "ruler

over many things." While I am on this

subject I wish to tell you another little inci-

dent. First we will have a heading like this

:

THE LOW COST OP LIVING.

Now do not think, friends, that I have
made a mistake and got it wrong. So much
has been said in regard to the high cost of
living that I am exceedingly glad of the

opi3ortunity to say something on the other
side ; and the incident I am going to speak
of did not occur out in the country nor in a
rural village. It was almost in the heart of
the gi-eat city of Cleveland. A great deal

has been said about the expense of living, in

large cities. Now, at the time of my story
I hapiDened to be in the city with one of my
grandsons, a full-grown man, and another
stout fellow who has charge of our auto-

repair shop. I had finished my business,

and was in a hurry to get home. I had but
twenty minutes to catch our Medina car

quite a piece away. Mrs. Root told me,
when I started to go out, to be sure to take
the boys to dinner as a return for taking
me along in their auto. I said to Howard,
" We cannot get dinner, and get over to

where the car stops, in twenty minutes, so I

shall have to wait for the next car."

Then we started for a restaurant. It was
up an elevator on the second floor. Howard
took the lead, gave me a big tin server,

pointed to a knife, fork, and spoon, to which
we helped ourselves. He then took the lead

to a long table where hot smoking viands of

every description were ready to be ladled

out for the benefit of hungry people. It was
one of those restaurants that I think they

call " help yourself." I took a little roll of
corn bread—I think it might be called the
" hoe cake " that I have sj^oken about so

often, and it was certainly tiptop. Then I

had three slices of extra-nice bread cut from
one of the loaves a yai'd long or less. A nice

pleasant woman with a spoon in her hand
presided over a dish that looked something
like a meat pie. She gave me a spoonful,

and I pointed to a nice little chunk of roast

beef. Another pleasant-faced little woman
gave me a generous spoonful of fried pota-

toes. A third one asked me if I w^ould have
some brown beef gravy on my potatoes. I

nodded assent. You may wonder why I thus

go into details over such commonj^laee mat-
ters. Well, I do so because I feel sure there

are many among our readers who, like my-
self, have not kept pace with the gi'eat im-

provements in feeding the multitudes in a

big city and in reducing the high cost of

living.
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As I had given up all hope of catching

my car I ate my dinner quite leisurely,

chewing my food as usual quite thoroughly.

As it was very likely well cooked, and tlie

meat in the pie was grouud fine, it did not

take very long. We are now coming to the

point of this story.

As we passed along with the crowd, each

one of us held his plate in full view of an-

other pleasant-faced woman who had a lot

of ivory tablets about as large as a silver

quarter. On these tablets were figures. She
just gave my server a quick glance, and
tossed on it a tablet with the figures " 14 "

on it. I supposed my nice dinner was going

to cost 30 or 40 cents; but when I asked

Howard what li meant on my check he said,

" Why, grandpa, that is what your dinner

cost."
" Why, do you mean, Howard, that this

nice dinner that we have just had cost only

14 cents?
"

He laughed, and nodded his head. I then

noticed the checks given those two big stout

men, and they were just 23 cents eacli.

Now, what do you think of it, friends?

Many of our country restaurants are saying

tliey can not furnish meals any longer foi"

25 cts., and are charging 35 to 50 cents;

but here in this big city we had a splendid

dinner (I think the boys had some kind of

dessert also) for the 23 cents, and my
excellent and wholesome meal, without any
" frizzles," of course, was ovly 11 cents.

We got it without waitiny a second—no
hurrying up slow half-hearted waiters. Well,

the above i.s a pretty good story, even if I

stop here. As I finished my dinner my good
friend "Herb" (as that is wliat 1 used to

call him when lie was a small boy 1 like to

speak of him that way even yet, even if he
1 as pretty well-grown-up children of his

own just now) said, looking at his watch,
" Mr. Root, if you are anxious to get that

car I think you can do it, yet."

Howard immediately added, "Yes, I think

I can get you there, especially if they hap-
pen to be a little late." Then Howard start-

ed to '' make time." One cannot go past a

standing car in a large city; and you can

not pass a policeman without his signal, so

we were hindered a good deal. But we final-

ly caught sight of the Medina ear just start-

ing out. HoAvard said he could make it;

but lots of people got in the way, and I said

we would have to give it up. Howard re-

plied, " Not so." The car stopped for a

passenger, and I was almost ready to get on
when off it went again. Then another ear
'' held us up." But Howard would not give

up. Just as the last bit of hope was van-
ishing, the drawbridge over the river was
turned, and the ear was compelled to hold

up, and this enabled us to catch up. The
result was that I had two more Jiours to

read periodicals, read letters from our many
friends, or to hoe in the garden.

Now, my good friends, even if it is true

that there are some things going wrong dur-

ing this twentieth century, is it not also true

that there is a whole lot of things that we
ought to thank God for every day of our
lives, e.specially if we are bright and on the

alert, and hopefulf

HEALTH NOTE!
ROBBING SICK PKOPLK.

I do not know but I shall be obliged to

liave more or less of this in every issue.

Read the following from the Good Health
Magazine :

THE HIGH COST OK CONSUMI'TI VF. C'TRKS.

A statement just issued by the National Associa-
tion for the study and prevention of tuberculosis

stiows how $15,000,000 a year is contributed to the

hiffh ccst of living, this sum beine; spent by the
American people for fake consumptive cures. " In
sijite (if the statements of a number of individuals
who have recently claimed that they liave found a
' cure ' for consumption, there is no information at

liand to justify the belief that any specific cure for
tuberculosis has been discovered which deserves the
confidence of the medical profession and the people."

In backing up these statements, the United States
public-health service declares that " outside of the
lliree essentials in the treatment of consumption

—

nameJy, rest, fresh air, and good food, there i.s no
drug known, however rare or expensive it may be,

that has any curative action in this disease, and all

remedies advertised as such are to be avoided."

Fifteen million dollars a year! What do
you think of it, friends? This vast sum of
money is not only Avasted, but I presume a
good deal of it goes for Duffy's malt whisky,
which does harm to the consumer, makes
him an inebriate, very likely, and not only
hastens him to the grave, but many limes it

liastens him to the grave of a drunkard.
Tlie trouble is the one we have pointed out
sc many limes. Sick people, especially those
sick with consumption, have a peculiar

hopefulness; no matter what medicine they
take, they say they " feel better." In fact,

after using the senseless electropoise or
oxydonor, they feel better, or imagine they
do; and they keep on until these vile rob-

bers of sick people get a lot of their dollars.

I suppose I have made quite a few enemies
in trying to teach people tliat they simply
imagine they lia\e been helped. It is the
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sjiiiie tliiuy Willi (he cliifoinnotio peo])le

Tlio veiulers of lliese now in\ ciilioiis poiiil

you to their testimonials from tlie people

they have helped. My reply is that the oxy-

donor people have just as many testimonials,

or even more, and yet that little piece of

metal representing a scientific instrument

contains nothing but sulphur and graphite,

or some other senseless ingredient.

Let me repeat an incident that was re-

jjorted to me. Years ago the eleetropoise

people had a $50.00 instrument. It looked

something like a clock. On the dial was
printed the name of ever so many diseases,

including dii^htheria, pneumonia, cancer,

etc. When the patient who owned one of

these clocks was sick he simply turned the

Jiand on the dial of the clock to the partic-

ular disease he thought he had. A well-to-

do man in Michigan, when building a fine

residence had one of these eleetropoise clocks

put in so as to have his home up to date.

Somebody asked him what sort of compli-

cated machinery was inside that enabled it

to pick out any i^articular disease and send

the remedy through the wire hitched to the

patient's ankle. The owner said he was
curious about it himself, and Avould like to

investigate. The machine could not be un-

screwed, so he got a chisel and pried it open.

What sort of scientific apparatus do you
suppose they found ? Why, they found just

a common nail driven into the back of the

clock, and the wire that was hitched to the

clasp that went around the ankle was simply
twisted around that nail. Now, the inven-

tors, or venders, perhaps I should say, had
testimonials to the wonderful cures per-

formed by that " clock."

To come right down to date I wish to

mention "sanatogen." You see it advertised

in many papers. Just recently I saw it in

a prominent religious weekly, with the state-

ment that it had the indorsement of 21,000
doctors. Ask your family physician what
he thinks about sanatogen, and then consid-

er the statement of so many doctors ! Elee-

tropoise said years ago they had the indorse-

ment of a hundred ministers of the gospel.

If this were true, the greater shame to such
ministers. Well, sanatogen may be a little

better, owing to tlie fact that it really does
help people; but Collier's Weekly tells us

that it helps just about as much as the

same amount of cottage cheese. The only
trouble is that we have to buy $100 worth
of sanatogen to get the same amount of

energy that we do from a dollar's worth of

wheat flour. The pi'ice of it is from one
dollar up; and where people have more dol-

lars than they have use for it miglit be a

good investment.

])r. 11. W. Wiley, in (Hood TIoiiseleej>infi

lor .January, 191;}, agrees substantially with
tlie above. In fact, he says:

One dollar's worth of sanatogen yields approxi-
mately not more energy than six cents' worth of
good milk or one cent's worth of ordinary wheat
flour. The following claims made for sanatogen are
seen, therefore, to be highly exaggerated:

The re-creator of lost health.

Sanatogen is .... a rebuilding food.

revitalizes the overworked nervous
system.

Specific nerve-tonic action.

Most reliable and scientific of all nutrients.

By the way, since reading of the wonder-
ful results from the use of sanatogen I

thought I would test cottage cheese. I used
it with my fruit for my supper instead of
common cheese; and I am rejoiced to say

that it fills the bill better than any other

cheese I ever got hold of. Last night I had

for my supper beautiful luscious peaches

—

six cents' worth—and a little bowl of cottage

clieese with some buttermilk stirred in. I

told Mrs. Root it was the most delicious

meal I ever had in all my life. She would
not allow this to go in print if she knew it,

because she says I have said it so many
times; but I tell her the world is progres-

sing. Every day gives us something better

ihaii we ever had before.

I do not know exactly what price I ought

to put on the cottage cheese and buttermilk,

for we have two good cows; and while our

young folks are off at our cottage on the

lake, there is more milk than all the families

can use; so if I do not have the cottage

cheese and buttermilk it Avould go to the

chickens.

Now, good people, those of you who have

paid from 25 to 50 cents (or more) for your

supper, just hunt up some nice peaches and

get some cottage cheese somewhere, and you

see if it does not make a meal fit for a king,

and ten cents will pay the bill. Mrs. Root

says if I am going to continue with the

above meal I need not tell people any longer

that I " do not eat any supper."

Now just one word more. Mrs. Root pre-

l)ares my cuj) of cheese and buttermilk at

any odd time during the day, and places it

where I can find it readily. I get the peaches

at tlie grocery. When I am through I drop

Ihe i)eachstones in the bowl that contained

my cheese, carry them away, and then Mrs.

Root simply has the one bowl and spoon to

wasli. Perhaps I had better add that her

supper is about as simple as mine. I think,

however, she has a little dry toast and but-

ter, or something that does not require a lot

of dishes, and nothing to clear up after

supper.
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Now, perhaps it may he a good idea to

read the exaggerated statements in regard

to the value of sanatogen, but instead of

paying a dollar a bottle, which is a hundred
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times what it is really worth, use cottage

clieese and buttermilk that can be found at

a reasonable price (thank God) almost all

over our land.

TEMPEKANCE
DOES PROHIBITION PROHIBIT? SOME " FACTS " FROM

OUR GOOD FRIEND T. GEEINER.

How absurd, and how easily disproved by tlic

facts, is this claim of the liquor men that prohibition

does not prohibit 1 how, just at this time, by denials

and misstatements and misrepresentations, they try

to wiggle out of the hole that the unexampled and

wonderful prosperity of the dry State of Kansas has

put them inl And this prosperity cannot be denied.

Our good friend F. D. Coburn vouches for this pros-

perity, and we may well take his word for it as

against the whole of the liquor forces.

We have in New York one county that is wholly

dry. This is Yates. It has one large village, Penn
Yan, which has been dry for over four years. I was

anxious to learn how things look there now, and

asked Assemblyman Gillette some pointed questions.

The following are the facts as reported to me:
During the year of license, 210 persons were ar-

rested in Penn Yan, 118 of them for intoxication.

During the four years of no license (Oct. 1, 1909, to

same date 1913), the number of arrests was grad-

ually reduced to 96, 91, 81, and 90, respectively, of

which numbers 74, 55, 62, and 53, respectively, were

for intoxication. In the slightly larger village of

Canandaigua, a license town with a large brewery

in Ontario County, probably not more than 20 miles

distant, 710 persons, 411 of them for intoxication,

were arrested during the year 1912. Some differ-

ence, apparently

!

It is true that some liquor has been brought and

shipped into Penn Yan during the dry years, and

that there have been cases of intoxication. But it is

also true that no divine commandment, no law made
by man, has had the effect of entirely stopping the

prohibited practices or acts. Our State laws prohibit

murder and assault and larceny, etc. ; but murdering

and assaulting and stealing are going on just the

same. What sane person would think of repealing

our criminal laws for that reason ?

Penn Yan is the county-seat of Yates Co. Since

it voted dry, there has been so little business for the

police court there that the people voted to abolish

the office of police justice, with a salary of $600 per

year, for the apparent reason that the justices of the

peace are fully able to take care of the reduced

number of criminal cases. Moreover, when county

court was called on June 9, 1913, there was not a

single case, either civil or criminal, to be tried. It

was a surprising and wholly unprecedented situation.

" It may be a coincidence," says one commentator,
" but it is a most gratifying fact that this unheard-

of condition occurred while Yates Co. did not have

a legalized bar within its borders." It is no wonder,

then, that the great majority of Penn Yan's physi-

cians, eleven in number, ask the voters of Milo

Township to vote " No" on all four propositions, and

that every grange in Yates Co. has passed resolutions

in favor of no license.

HOW PROHIBITION AFFECTS THE BANKS.
The two banks in Penn Yan report the following,

amounts of deposits

:

Report of Sept. 14, 1909, the last dur-

ing licence. Total $ 928,382.00
Nov. 16, 1909, first during no license. 1,106,811.00

Nov. 10, 1910, no license 1,151,440.04

Dec. 21, 1911, no license 1,158,439.41

Dec. 26, 1912, no license 1,328,663.09

A total increase under the no-license years of

$400,280.53.
No wonder the banks and their depositors are in

favor of no license

!

Finally let me quote the substance of Assembly-

man Gillette's personal reply to my questions:
" As to conditions here, they certainly are better

than they were when liquor was openly sold. A great

deal of liquor is brought in here and slyly sold. But
we seldom see a drunken man on the street. Almost
without exception the merchants are in favor of the

dry town now. I think that every place which used

to be used for a saloon is now occupied by some
legitimate business, but some of them at far lower

rents. The owners of property which was used as

saloons, and the hotels, have been hit pretty hard

;

but all other kinds of business are well satisfied.

Factories and all employers of labor like it much
better, as their men are sober and ready to go to

work Monday morning.
\\1iat have the liquor men to say to such facts and

.statements? Will they claim that "prohibition does

not prohibit?" T. Greiner.
La Salle, N. Y., .luly 24.

VERA CRUZ, MEXICO, BY ONE ON THE SPOT.

I have several times made extracts from
letters from my nephew, Homer H. Root, a

young man who is in the United States

Navy, on the warship Arkansas. For some
reason the Arkansas has been stationed for

quite a time at Vera Cruz. Below is the

letter

:

Dear Uncle

:

— I have been here in Vera Cruz tv/o

months to-day, and can't say that I particularly like

it here ; but as I have to stay I might as well make
the best of things. We had quite a little excitement

here the first three or four days ; but since then it

has changed considerably. The people seem to think

a great deal of us here since they have learned the

truth. Before we came the people were told if the

Americans win they would kill all the people they

caught, but since they have found out we are here

for their own good they are very nice to us. I don't

think Mexico will ever get back on her feet without

the help of the United States or some other big na-

tion.

I have only nine months more before I receive my
discharge. It does not seem possible I have been in

the navy three years and three months ; but I am not

sorry I ever came into the navy, as it has taught me
a great many lessons, and I have seen a great deal

of the world.

Vera Cruz, Mexico, June 21. Homer H. Root.

It seems from the above that the great

bulk of the people of Mexico are very poor-

ly informed in regard to the attitude of the

United States ; and if there was ever a field

where missionary work was needed, and
where the gospel of Jesus Christ was need-

ed, it seems to be just now in poor unfor-

tunate Mexico.
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POLLYANNA
THE GLAD BOOK

By ELEANOR H. PORTER, author of

"Miss BiUy" and "Miss BiUy's Decision,"

and "Gleanings in Bee Culture/' one
year, Both for $1.50

The book, POLLYANNA, has been one of the best-ielling

books of the season beeaiase of the winsomeness of the story.

PoUyanna, a lovable litte lass, is the daughter of a minister

in the West. She is left an orphan and is sent back East to make
her home with a staid and prejudiced maiden aunt. Li winning
the affection of her aunt and the respect of the villagers, she finds

a place in the hearts of all her readers.

Send for the book as a sarprise for the young people of the

family who will enjoy Pollyanna's "GHad Game" as much as will

the older readers. A little romance in the life of the aunt forms
the plot of the story, and the reader finds himself wondering again

and again how it will end.

As long as our supply lasts, we are offering a copy of POLLY-
ANNA and GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE one year for $1.50.

Twelfth Printing

Read some of the Press Comments

:

'

' Pollyanna is the ' gladdest ' book that was ever written. It is

of more real value than any thousand sermons to which I have ever

listened.
'

'—Passaic Daily News.

" It is a book that charms at once by its style, and delights by
its character-drawing and the interest developed by its story."

—

The Boston Journal.

"Pollyanna is a delightful character, and the book refresh-

ingly natural."

—

Cedar Rapids Record.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
Canadian postage, 30c extra. Foreign postage, 60c extra.
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EDITORIAL
Our Oaliforiiia eoirespondent, Mr. P. C.

('hadwick, writes that, owing to his being
away from 'home on a visit, he was unable
to get copy to us for his department in this

issue.

Late Rains

Frequknt lains are reported in various

parts of the country. While the drouth is

not broken by any means, as a result of the

liot spell of weather, tliese rains are starting

out fall pasturage everywhere, with the

result that the bees are breeding well and
gathering more honey than they consume
in breeding. This ought to put the bees in

nice shape for winter. In some cases wheie
the sections were not completely finished on
the hive they are now being completed with

heartsease.

A State Association in Louisiana

A NEW State Association has recently

been organized in Louisiana. Some twenty
beekeepers met in Shreveport, July 11, and
organized what is to be known as the Louis-

iana State Beekeepers' Association. This

organization is not yet affiliated with the

National Association ; but as soon as suffi-

cient members have joined, the intention is

to af'tiliate with that body, and the officers

for file first year are as follows

:

President, C. F. Pease; Vice-president,

W. S. Carney; Secretary-treasurer, L. T.

Rogers, whose temporary address is box
;i61. Shreveport, La.

The next meeting is to be held din-ing tlie

Slate fair.

Bee Inspection in Walio
From a newspaper clipping that we have

I'eceived we learn that C. K. Macey, who is

State bee inspector as well as horticultural

inspector for Idaho, in his annual report
tiled with the Governor, gives the number of
colonies as inspected in 1913 as 18,496

;

1455 colonies were found to be diseased, or
were kept in box hives, in violation of the

law. The number of colonies treated was

817
; number destroyed, 638. In other words,

a little less than 8 per cent of colonies
examined were found in bad condition, and
it was necessary to destroy only a little
over 3 per cent of total number inspected.

Mr. Macey estimates that the total pro-
duction of honey for the year was a little
over 50 carloads, or 1,500,000 pounds, hav-
ing a value of about $150,000. Of this
amount about 35 carloads were shipped out
of the State.

ttle

While we have had fairly good success
HI nitroducmg queens by the use of smoke
as du-ected by Arthur C. Miller, not a few
of our subscribers, apparently, have not
made a success of it, and are going back to
the cage method. One thing we have learned
IS that one must follow directions exactly in
order to insure success; and even where one
does the best he knows, if it is the lirst time
he tries it, he will often meet with failure.
Apparently it is a method that cannot al-
ways be acquired wholly from directions,
but must be learned by practical experience.
Oversmoking or undersmoking will lead to
failure. The smoker must be right and the
colony must be right.

We had thought that we would recom-
mend the smoke method in place of the
cage plan of introducing with all queens
sent out; but apparently we would belter
stick to the old plan for a while yet.

Honey-crop Conditions and Prices
The situation is about the same as re-

ported in our previous issue—namely, that
white-clover has been a comparatively short
crop. The supply of alfalfa and mountain
sa_ge appears to be good. Late rains have
stimulated fall flows in many localities. The
condition of the market is in a state of
uncertainty; and no one can positively pre-
dict what will be the final effect of the
European war in causing an advance in the
price of sugar and a tighter: :' the mon-
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ey maikel. At tlie present writing, Uncle

8aiu is distributing currency all over the

country through the Paine-Aldrich act.

Taking a general view, it is probable that

prices will not decline on table honey; but

unless an outlet can be found for other

honeys for manufacturing purposes there

may be a decline in these goods. Europe,

as has been stated elsewhere, is a very large

consumer of honey from the West Indies

and some of the South American republics;

but as long as the Avar lasts, and for some

time after, these honeys will have to find

other markets, and naturally they will come

here. It is that situation which is disturbing

prices on our cheaper honeys.

Bees in a Caedy-factory

One of the occasional objections raised to

keeping bees within the limits of a city is

that, during a dearth of honey, they may
get to robbing exposed sweets. A case of

this kind has just come to our notice. A
candy-factory on the fifth floor of a build-

ing in Muskogee, Okla., does not use screens

on the windows on account of being so high

that flies are never seen. The latter part of

July (when no honey from natural sources

was coming in), bees, attracted by the ex-

posed syrup, began coming in large numbers

into the open windows, making the work of

the employees engaged in the manufacture

of the candy somewhat strenuous, to say the

least.

This is not the first time that this sort of

thing has happened. If screens are not

needed to keep out the flies, it would seem as

though any beekeepers living in the city and

keeping bees within the city should go more

than half way toward helping to defray the

expense of putting in screens. We say this,

realizing that there would probably be just

as many bees around the unscreened win-

dows, even if there were no apiaries located

within the city limits. Bees are not observ-

ers of city ordinances; but, nevertheless, to

avoid friction it would seem that any bee-

keeper interested should adopt the golden-

rule principle.

ar on ftlke Price

of West India and SontSi American
er Domesti

Purposes
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sugar. Now that the European market has

been entirely cut off for these goods, espe-

cially those from South America and the

West Indies, they are flowing into the mar-
kets of the United States. They must go
somewhere, and at prices that will make
them move. We already have ample evi-

dence that they are being offered at very
low prices—so low, indeed, that they are

depressing the price of domestic cheap or

dark honey. But the general advance in

sugar may be the means of finding other

outlets for these honeys that have hitherto

been going to Europe.
There is no great loss without some small

gain. Perhaps it will be so in this ease.

If the high i^rice of sugar shall be the

means of forcing some of these cheaper
honeys into avenues of consumption hither-

to never dreamed of, it will in the long run
be a blessing. We shall hope so.

EFFECT OF THE WAR ON PRICE OF WAX.

In the same way, large quantities of wax
from South America and the West Indies

that formerly poured into the European
markets, are coming to America. Some of

these waxes are not suitable for making
comb foundation, because they do not quite

come up to the United States standard set

for pure domestic beeswax. Again, some of

them are too dark; but it is apparent that

they can be used in the other arts, where
ordinary domestic beeswax is employed. The
general effect of these importations of cheap
wax has caused a decline in the i^rice of

beeswax. See Special Notices elsewhere.

New Co-operative Association of

Perhaps it may not be known, but never-

theless it is true, that Europe uses (or did

use up to the war) immense quantities of

honey for pastry and baking purposes. In

fact, the Europeans among the peasantry

class have for centuries back been using

hon^y for co^i-'-" ' -"" naturally use

A NEW organization has just been effected

which is to be known as the Tri-State Honey
Exchange. This is a co-operative associa-

tion of beekeepers organized to assist honey-
producers in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and
Iowa, to market their honey and obtain the

highest possible prices, the profits of the

association to go to the producers. The
membership of this organization, which has

been endorsed by the Minnesota Beekeepers'

Association, is one dollar a year, and tliis

amount will be deducted from the first ship-

ment of honey sent in. Beekeejjers are also

invited to purchase one share of stock at

$10.00 per share. Honey will be bought from
beekeepers at any time, prices quoted on
application. Payment will be made within

thirty days, and all profits will be distribut-

ed according to the bylaws. Tlie place of

business is located in the Maiket Bank
Building, Minneapolis, witli L. M. Bussey
as manager.

?.V^
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Dr. L. D. Leonard, secretary and treasur-

ei' of the Minnesota Beekeepers' Associa-

tion, writes lliat the organizers ojfer as a

suggestion that such co-operative exchanges
be organized in different sections of the

conntry, say in the different parts produc-

ing the same kind of honey, and that the

National Beekeepers' Association become a

sort of clearing-house for the exchanges of

the whole country in the distribution of

honey.

Is Sugar too Expensive to Feed? Can

as a

The price of cane sugar has gone to a

point now where a beekeeper will hesitate

to feed up his bees with sugar syrup tliis

fall providing be can get a good grade of

cheap honey instead; but on account of the

danger of transmitting bee disease, if he

does not know its source he should mix in

with it an equal volume of water, and boil

it for thirty minutes, care being taken not

to burn it, for a little burning will cause

dysentery in all bees fed before spring.

Dr. White, of the Bureau of Entomology,
has determined that ten minutes' boiling is

sufficient to kill the germs; but we advise

thirty minutes, because the average bee-

keeper may not do as good a job of boiling

in ten minutes as Dr. White could do.

There will be a question whether this

honey, even when carefully heated, will not

cause some trouble before spring. It is

almost a case of being " between the Devil

and the deep sea." While sugar syrup is

undoubtedly wholesome and safe, it is ex-

jjensive. Boiled honey may cause dysentery,

and, if not properly boiled, disease. In any
event, to be on the safe side the average
beekeeper would do well to move his yards
of bees to localities where they can get fall

pasturage, without any feeding of expensive

sugar or bad honey, the same as we are do-

doing in our local swamps around Medina.

The Bee in Advertising

An elegant little advertising folder,
" Lessons in Saving," issued by the First

Savings Bank and Trust Company, of Albu-
querque, N. M., has just come into our
hands. In many ways it is the most unique
of any thing along this line that we have
seen. It is beautifully decorated and beau-
tifully printed ; but the charming feature is

that each page contains an illustration of
saving, drawn from nature. In verse it is

shown that the woodpecker, the dormouse,
the beaver, the squirrel, chipmunk, etc., do
their best to save and store away for the

cold season the quantity of food sufficient to

last until warm weather comes again. As
would be expected, the bee and the ant are
also included. The particular page in which
beekeepers would be interested shows a hive
under the shade of a tree with clover in the
foreground, and the bees themselves busily
at work. The poem on this page is as
follows

:

Now you know the brisk bee, starting off in the
morn,

Will go flying afar o'er the field

Where he gorges himself in a businesslike style
On the sweets that the clover-heads yield.

Tlien back home he flies, just as straight as a die,

Stores his honey away in the hive,

Where he keeps it, all sweet, pure and dainty to eat
When the cold days of winter arrive.

All this prepares the way for the final

statement on the last page, " Save the pen-
nies and the dollars will take care of them-
selves."

We have often said that beekeepers might
do much toward educating the farmers in
their vicinity to the value of sweet clover by
getting together facts from noted authorities
and having them published in local papers.
If all the world could know what a part of
tlie world knows about sweet clover, farmers
would not be spending good money trying to

eradicate what they consider a noxious weed.
One of our contributors, Mr. Henry

Stewart, of Prophetstown, 111., has an espe-
cially fine article in his local paper the
Prophetstown EcJio, in the issue for October
2, 1913. We have not room to quote all of it,

but are giving two paragraphs herewith.

For years I have been an enthusiast on fertilizer
and pasture value of sweet clover, also on the first

year's growth from the seed for hay. This first year's
growth is fine, and resembles alfalfa very closely,
but the second year's growth is very rank and sap-
py, and hay from this has always looked to me to be
a pretty hard propostion to master. But while at
the Whiteside County field meeting I had a conversa-
tion with Frank Coverdale, of Clinton County, Iowa.
Mr. Coverdale is an extensive raiser of sweet clover,
having from 100 to 200 acres in sweet clover each
year, and he assured me tliat he now has his barns
full of the second year's growth of sweet clover, and
he says the hard proposition ceases when you know
how.

If going at it in the ordinary way of making hay,
failure is inevitable. If allowed to cure in the swatli,
the leaves would all drop off long before the stems
would be dry; and if cut short, as is ordinary grass,
a large per cent of the plants would either be killed
or set back in their growth. He cuts his first cut-
ting the last of May. He raises his mower to cut
about as high as possible. SVeet clover is peculiar.
New shoots do not start from the crown, but each
stub cut off forms a new crown of shoots ; and if

these stubs are cut too short they are liable not to
start at all. This hay is just allowed to wilt nicely
when it is put into small diameter (but high) cooks,
and allowed to cure in the field for several days. He
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sa\'.s these wilted stems will liaiipj down and shed

water like slough grass, and vain will do if but little

(laniMi;'('.

lie Price of Hwmiey Advance
in F'FoporttioMi to line Price of

Suagar? Hoeey for Can-
niiig Ferpoges

Sugar has now goue up to nearly 10 cents

a pound—just double the figures of two

months ago. While the price of honey might

be adversely affected, on account of the wat

ill Europe, since it is a luxury and not a

necessity (on the principle that the price of

luxuries declines as the price of necessities

climbs during war times) yet it is very clear

that if sugar goes up to 10 cents a pound
uur housewives during the canning season

will look for a substitute, and there is no

substitute for sugar equal to honey. Our
own experience has shown that honey makes
the best kind of preservative for fruits.

Honey for manufacturing purposes such as

dark and fall honeys as well as many south-

ern honeys will be cheap. (See editorial

on the effect of the war on cheap honeys.)

If sugar is held at 10 cents, it will mean
that honey will be used for every purpose

in the household, such as sweetening coffee,

making cakes and cookies, etc.

During these troublous times the house-

wife is going to figure close; and if she can

get honey cheaper than sugar she will use it

in preference. The probabilities are that

the war will have the effect of advancing

the price of honey in sympathy with that of

sugar.

We would suggest that producers, espe-

cially those who have extracted honey for

sale,^ announce through their local papers

that honey is an excellent substitute for

sugar for canning purposes, and that it will

take the place of sugar in general cooking.

Now is the time for beekeepers to get busy

and push the sale of honey in avenues for-

merly supplied by granulated sugar. The

lioinl to make is that honey, a natural pre-

servative, is, in most cases, not only a more
healthful sweet than cane sugar or New Or-

leans molasses, but one that makes the cake

or canned fruit, as the case may be, more
appetizing. Strawberries and peaches, espe-

cially when put up with honey, retain their

natural color longer and acquire a richer

thivor approaching more nearly the flavor

of the fruit when fresh. One must eat

strawberries canned with honey to appreci-

ate the richer and more natural taste and the

bi'illiant red color instead of the usual pale

brown. Beekeepers themselves should prac-

tice what they preach in this respect in or-

der to be able to preach more convincingly.

Anotlier effect of the advance of cane

sugar will be an advance possibly on table

honeys. Whenever these are ciieaper than

sugar they will be taken on account of their

flavor.

Oi

In a recent editorial we gave- it as our

opinion that the penalty for misbranding
comb honey so far as the net-weight law is

concerned would rest on the producer. It is

more accurate to say that such penalties will

be put on the shipper or owner who ships

the goods out of the State. In some eases

he may be the producer. In other cases he

may be only the middleman. Under a strict

construction of the law the producer does

not necessarily have to label or mark the

weight on each individual section of comb
noney if he sells to some middleman or deal-

er within his own State. Mr. Middleman in

most cases is going to require* the producer

to mark all his comb honey; but neither he

nor any one else can ship out of the State

unless every section is marked in accord-

ance with the law ; so if he is going to ship

into another State he will have to do tlie

marking, and make the producer pay for

it, by deducting the cost in the final account

of sales. We know, as well as we know any
thing, that Mr. Middleman and Mr. Pro-

ducer will in some cases have a wrangle
over the propostion. Here will be also a
chance for overcharge for doing the work.

The middleman can make out a bill for so

much time in marking the weiglit on each

.section; and if he claims in addition that

the honey was so poorly graded that he had
to pay for an extra amount of labor on the

job, whether the account is true or not, the

producer will have to pay for it. So we
advise every producer to mark his own
honey, even if he sells in his own State.

Then in the matter of adjustment he can

pay according to his work.
This net-weight law is going to cause

some wrangles and confusion ; but if the

comb honey is all marked according to its

appropriate weight (and that means every

section), both middleman and producer have

an exact basis for their deal; and if legal

proceedings have to be resorted to for col-

lection, the producer can certify to his exact

weights on the basis of his markings on his

sections. As the court would have reason-

able assurance that he would not dare to

ujisbrand, it would give him an award ac-

cordingly.

* He can not do this unless he so stipulates before
purchasing the honey.
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c.c. iTMAY STMAW!
In feeding as recommended, p. 570, you

will find eoi'k chips excellent in jilace of

straw or diy grass.

In June I found five cases of European
foul brood. Tn one case the queen was caged

ten days, in another eight days, and six days
in each of the other cases. The treatment
was effectual, and I've seen no European
foul brood since.

Bumble-bees are Avorking on my alfalfa,

but no hive-bees. Can it be that east of the

Mississippi the flower-tubes grow too deep
for the hive-bees? [Possibly; but, if we
remember correctly, the alfalfa-blossoms do
not have long corolla-tubes, either east or

west.

—

Ed.]

"It is a fact Ihat the public prefers

honey with color to tlie whitest, for they ai'e

better acquainted with it," p. 575. " Local-

ity " again, friend Chadwick; here they're

acquainted Avith light honey, and none can
be too white for the market. [In some local-

ities in New York, some peoj^le consider no
honey quite (he equal of buckwheat; and as

buckAvheat honey is very dark in color, the

color itself cuts no figure Avith them.

—

Ed.]

Ever think what a little thing makes the

difference betAveen a queen and a worker?
Just tAvo days' feeding. For the first three

days the young worker gets the same food
as its royal sister; then it is " Aveaned " and
sets coarser food for the remaining tAvo days,

wliile the better bill of fare is continued to

tlie royal youngster. And Avhat a difference

that two days' feeding does make! The
young queen develops in three-fourths of
the time taken by the worker, and, para-
doxically, its span of life is tAventy times as

long.

The flow Avas as good this year as last,

but tired out sooner. If I get a third as

much as last year I'll not Avhine. [If you
had been further south you Avould have
secured less than one-third, and if you had
been located further north you might have
secured as good a crop as you did the year
before. The year 191.3 Avas a recoi'd-breaking

one, during which you produced 266 lbs. of
comb honey per colony from 73 colonies, or
a Avhole carload of comb honey. If you
secured one-third of that amount it would
be 89 lbs. per colony. That is good enough
almost any year.

—

Ed.]

T. K. Massie, you ask, p. 627, Avhy not
adopt a section that holds a pound net
honey. Surely one of your experience nmst
knoAv that bees have not the greatest respect
for our desire for uniformity. One colony

will put more honey in a section than an-
other; the same colony may fill it fuller one
year than another, or at one time of the

season than another in the same year; and
there may be a difference of two ounces or

more betAveen the heaviest and lightest sec-

tions, although all are Avell finished and
sealed. I'm afraid that the finding of a

section of such size that it Avill always hold

just a pound of honey Avhen finished Avill

alAvays remain a dream.

According to p. 616, packing sections in

caiions will " avoid the labor of marking
each individual section." I suppose that

means to have different lots of cartons with
weight printed on them. Not knowing in

advance Avhat proportion of each kind Ave'd

want, that would involve having a good
many extra cartons on hand. In either case

the weighing must be done; and doesn't it

take less time to stamp a section than to

straighten the carton and put the section in

it. [If comb honey is graded into three

grades, as it should be, there Avill be only
three classes of cartons to be used. If the

exact Aveight of every section is marked, the

carton proposition Avill be impossible.

—

Ed.]

It looks_, p. 618, as if Ave are given the

choice to have three rubber stamps to stamp
the Aveight on our sections or to write in the

exact Aveight. Why not have a set of stamps
varying by y2 ounce—10, lO^/^, 11, 11^2?
etc. ? If Ave have 6 sections, Aveighing re-

spectively 10, lOi/o, 11, 111/2, 12, '121/2

ounces, we shall lose 2 ounces by having the

three stamps marking 10, 11, and I2I/2

ounces instead of the full set. Tn a ship-

ment of 5000 sections that Avould make a
loss of more than 100 pounds. Where can
Ave get stamps? and at Avhat price? [Doctor,

if you tried to mark the exact net weight on
every section you Avould have a job on j'our

liands. You Avill find that you Avill get the

rubber stamps mixed up, and make mis-

takes. The Colorado plan of marking the

minimum net Aveight, and dividing all the

sections into three classes, or gi'ades, nec^'s-

sitates the use of only three stamps, and, in

tlie judgment of the great majority of pro-
ducers so far as expressed, it is the only

l)ractical plan to pursue. To save the lo.ss

of all sections Aveighing more than the min-
imum specified, the whole easeful of sections

should be sold by Aveight less the tare of
sections and shipping-case. We do not know
a producer in the country Avho is thinking

of undertaking the endless job of marking
the individual net Aveight on every .section.

For rubber stampg, gee adv. section.

—

Ed.]
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j.iL.Byer, I NOTES FROM CaNADA M'-J"y'0"'-

This is the first time that feeding in July

or August has been necessary in our locality,

since I can remember. Owing to the abun-

dant stores our own bees had this spring,

ice were saved from doing this; but many

who bought iiound packages of bees in May
found some small colonies starvevd in July

before noticing their desperate condition.

* * *

Glancing over the mass of reports in Aug.

1st Gleanings, one cannot help coming to

the conclusion that, taking all the honey-

jn-oducing sections of the United States and

Canada in general, the crop as a whole is

very light. So far as Ontario is concerned,

quite a lot of honey was carried over from

last year; and while we may reasonably

expect firm prices this year, it is not at all

likely prices will be much if any above

opening prices of last season. Of course,

should the present great war continue long

(which God forbid)^, it is hard to say what

might happen, as all the staples have already

taken quite an advance.
» * *

European foul brood, or black brood, as

many of us prefer to call it, has made its

appearance in Victoria Co., in the vicinity

of Lindsay, Woodville, and other places in

that vicinity. It looks as though, sooner or

later, no place in Ontario would have a

monopoly of this disease. Universal re-

queening with good Italian stock seems to be

about the only remedy for it. Whether

Carniolans are as immune as Italians is a

question not yet settled, apparently, al-

though some beekeepers in affected places in

New York and Pennsylvania have reported

to me that they found the Carniolans supe-

rior to the Italians in this respect.

* * *

Speaking of outdoor feeding (page 570,

Aug. 1) A. J. Knox, of Orono, Ont., tells

me "that, although there was a great dearth

of nectar at time of feeding, he had to start

the bees with a little honey before they

would touch the syrup made on a one-to-ten

basis. He reports no robbing nor fighting

when feed was being taken up by the bees,

and that it was no trouble to work in the

apiai-y so long as the thin syrup was present

for the bees. No question but that the thin

syrup is a boon if work has to be done dur-

ing a honey-dearth such as we have had in

a few counties adjoining Toronto this year.

* »

The weather in this part of Ontario is to

date, Aug. 10, quite similar to what it has

been all summer—very dry. Clover for next

year, in so far as alsike is concerned, gives

promise of being a negligible quantity. As
stated in last batch of " Notes," the white-

honey crop is very short. Best estimates

place it at about 15 pounds per colony for

the Province of Ontario. Counties adjoin-

ing Toronto have practically no white honey

at all, while the main amount of surplus

white honey has been produced in the north-

eastern counties—places where the crop was
a failure last year. Our five apiaries in

York and Ontario counties did not store a

pound of really white honey; but at the

yard 100 miles north, late in the season we
got a spurt in nectar secretion that changes

matters very agreeably so far as that local-

ity is concerned. No large crop there by

any means; but when total failure is staring

one in the face, a good half-crop coming
unexpectedly is not to be despised.

* » »

Some ten or twelve years ago I happened
to notice what at that time I thought was
some kind of shrub, a plant about three feet

high covered with small rose-pink blossoms

on which the bees eagerly swarmed during

July and August. Every year I would go

to the spot, and the few plants were always

there, for, although the place was unculti-

vated, yet the plant in question never spread.

Last week T was at the north yard, and I

found out that the plant in cj[uestion is fairly

common in rough land up there. The bees

were working freely on this plant; and'

a

peculiar thing about it is that the pollen is

a vivid green. However, after coming home
again I at once walked the half-mile or so to

the few plants near home, and found that

they were there as usual. I cut off a com-
plete i^lant with my knife, and was sur-

prised to find a milky exudation issue at

once, and I saw that it was not a shrub, but

a perennial—something of the milkweed

family. Just then I happened to read the

editorial in Aug. 1st Gleanings regarding

swamp pasture, and I came to the conclu-

sion that my rare plant is the swamp milk-

weed. A text-book on botany was hastily

consulted, and, sure enougii, that is what it

is. It surely is a fine honey-plant, judging

by the way the bees work at it,, and I have

been wondering if it is at all common in

many parts of the Province. Although I

have lived all my life in York Co., the few

plants in the one place are all T have ever

iaeen able to find until I found it fairly

plentiful in a few places up at the north

vard last week.
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Beekeeping Among the Kocme:
Wesley Foster, eir.

HONEY-CROP REPORTING.

There will doubtless be considerable vari-

ance in tlie reports sent to the Bureau of

Statistics at Washinglon. Some of the re-

porters will report for their own apiaries

only, while others will report for their dis-

trict or county. The benefit on the whole is

,i;oing' to be considerable, as can be seen

from the report already sent out.

« * »

THE HONEY CROP.

Honey-crop conditions can now be pretty

well defined. The shipping crop will not be
as large from Colorado as last year. The
conditions have not been so generally favor-

able. In the vicinity of Boulder the produc-
tion will not avei'age one case of comb honey
to the colony, while in some districts, not

more than twenty miles away, it will double
and treble that amount. We think that the

lack of several good rains in July is the

reason for a short crop near Boulder. The
district is overstocked, too, which makes the

crop short except in the best years. The
bees oi^erated for extracted honey have
given a better account of themselves this

year than the comb-honey colonies. The
flow has been so slow that it is very difficult

to get super work done. Swarming has not
caused us any trouble this year; in fact,

conditions would have been better if there

had been more swarming.

MALICIOUS DESTRUCTION OF BEES.

My brother, W. H. Foster, has had a
severe loss from some disgruntled person
attempting the destruction of fifteen colo-

nies of bees by pouring kerosene over the

bees and frames. Three colonies were de-

stroyed outright, and the others weakened
\ery seriously. Several hundred pounds of
honey were ruined.

The writer has had his troubles from
iioney-thieves, as the following clipping
from the Daily Herald, of Boulder, shows:

CATCHES U. S. TROOPER STEALING HIS HONEY; WES-
LEY FOSTER OUTGENERALS SOLDIER, BUT

TUMBLES INTO DITCH.
By superior generalship, Wesley Foster, the apia-

rist, last night surprised and identified a federal
trooper who is suspected of having been responsible
for the theft of about 200 pounds of honey from the
Poster beeyard a mile east of Superior. The trooper.
Private S'naw, is now under arrest at the federal
camp in Superior.

Foster, accompanied by Elwin Townsend, was re-

turning to Boulder on a motorcycle from his beeyard
near Lafayette, when, about 7:30 o'clock, he met the
soldier near the Superior yard. He stopped to talk

with the soldier for a few minutes, and, suspecting
him, Foster led him to believe that he was coming
right into Boulder.

Instead, as soon as he got to a place where he
could hide his machine, Foster dismounted, and,
with Townsend, started back to the beeyard. He was
armed with the handle of a pitchfork. Entering the

beeyard he found Snaw. Then throwing the pitch-

fork handle up as though it were a rifle he command-
ed the trooper to throw up his hands. The latter

obeyed, until, when Foster moved closer, he realized

that he was not looking into a rifle. Then he turned
and ran for the camp with Foster after him.
A cross-country race ensued, with Foster gaining

all the way. The trooper leaped one ditch and then
led Foster to another. In trying to clear the second.
Poster stumbled and fell in. Snaw got away. Noth-
ing daunted. Poster picked himself up and proceeded
to the camp where he made complaint to Lieut. Oliver
who is in charge. The latter ordered Snaw, who was
the last man to enter camp, to come out. In the
darkness, Foster and Townsend identified the man.

The federal trooper was not alone, haw-
ever, as he was with two others who ha\e
since been api^rehended and placed under
arrest. The other two are striking miners,

and the three got away with about 200 lbs.

of comb honey in foar raids on the apiary
within one week. Since catching these par-

ties the yard has not been molested.

ORGANIZATION AND SELLING.

0. B. Metcalfe has an article on pages
556-557, July 15, on organization in the

marketing of honey. . Mr. Metcalfe intimates

that the aim of organization in selling is to

raise the price of honey. This may be the

aim of some organizations, but it should not
be the main aim of a selling organization.

Organization should be made to bring abour
sane distribution, and then the price will

largely take care of itself. Demoralizauoa
in distributing methods is responsible fot

low prices quite as much as beating down
the prices by the dealers. The organizatiosi

that will push the product into the unsup-
Ijlied grocery stores and keep it there will

build a market that will take honey at a
fair price almost any year.

Comb honey need not retail for more than
fifteen to twenty cents a section, and ex-

tracted honey need not cost the consumer
more than twenty-five cents for a pound
jar to bring the producer a good price. Bui;

he will have to have an open channel be-

tween his ajjiary and the consumer's table.

There cannot be too many buyers, brokers,

jobbers, wholesalers, and retailers betweon.
Of course they are not competent honey
salesmen in many cases. If they were I

believe we could pay them their seemingly
lieavy toll.
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Conversations with Doolittle

PREVENTION OF SWARMING.
" What causes bees to swarm and how can

it be prevented 1
"

Well, I am just foolish enough to believe

that the swarming- of bees is due to the same
reason that explains the sitting of certain
" biddies " amongst a flock of hens. And
allow me to say right here that, when any
colony of bees get the swarming fever, the

stopping of their swarming is about as pro-

voking to the apiarist as is the " breaking
up of a setting hen " to the man who is

making the production of eggs his means of

livelihood. Once in a while there is a hen
that one can frighten from her nest by
suddenly throwing an old blanket over her

and giving a terrific yell at the same time,

but the majority may be taken off the nest

and they will " set " on a board or on the

floor or even on their roost. And so it is

with the bees. Once they get the swarming
fever, the majority of the colonies seem very
determined. With one the queen-cells nearly

ready to seal may be cut, and the bees will

give up the swarming; but with the major-
ity it is of no use whatever. Swarm they

will, or else " sulk " during the time of

honey harvest so that they are of little good.

All animated nature seems to have heard the

mandate "Multiply and replenish the earth
;"

and why should bees be an exception ?

The presence of a large amount of brood
seems to be the main cause leading to

swarming, especially where this is combined
with a brood space a little under the capac-

ity of the queen. Under such conditions, and
a yield of nectar a little more than sufficient

for the feeding of this brood, so that the

egg-laying capacity of the queen is becoming
more and more encroached upon by the

storing of this nectar in the brood-combs
through the failure in putting on the surplus

receptacles at just the right time by the

apiarist, swarming is bound to come, unless

a sudden dearth of nectar of long duration

occurs.

There are two remedies for such a state of

affairs, the first of which I now consider

preferable. Do not allow such a state of

affairs to exist. Prevention of the swarming
fever is much more preferable than a cure,

inasmuch as it brings much better results.

Wihen we have reason to believe that the

brooding capacity of any queen is about to

be encroached upon for any reason, jiist

then is the time for putting a queen-exclud-

er on top of the hive the colony has so far

occupied, and over the excluder another hive

of the same capacity filled mostly with
frames of empty comb. Unless there is an
abundance of honey below, it is better to

have one-fifth of the comb capacity given
containing honey, so that the bees will con-
sider this upper hive their " store room,"
and immediately commence to give the queen
the needed room for her eggs by removing
the most if not all of the honey from the

brood-combs to those above. This extra room
not only stops any encroachment on the egg-
laying of the queen, but also gives the bees
a chance to " spread out " at night when all

have returned from the fields, and in this

way the swarming fever is held in abeyance
for. from two to three weeks longer than it

otherwise would be, or until both hives are

well filled almost to crowding with mature
bees, and the rush of nectar from the clover

or buckwheat fields has commenced. Now
is our time for action again. The upper
story should now be put in place of the

lower one, and the sections or extracting
combs put on as the case may be. Then the

queen and all the bees should be shaken
from the brood-eombs they are occupying,
thus consolidating the whole force of bees in

the hive they had previously been occupying
as a " store room," and the hive of beeless

brood given to some nucleus or weaker colo-

ny. If the surplus apartment is of sections,

some of those in the super immediately
above the " store room " should be full of
comb left over from the previous season. In
this way the bees take the hint at once, that

their store room is still above. The swarm-
ing fever is still kept in abeyance, the honey
removed to the sections to give place to eggs,

and this removal supplemented by the nectar
coming in from the fields causes the sections

to be filled as if by magic, together with
satisfied bees and a more than satisfied

apiarist.

The other remedy is, when the swarming
fever has prevailed till queen-cells are well

under way, or the colony has swarmed and
the swarm returned, remove every brood-
comb having any brood in it and replace
with empty combs, or at least those having
no brood. While a little honey seems to do
no harm, a little brood left often upsets the

whole thing, for the colony is apt to start

queens-cells upon it and then swarm. The
brood-combs that are removed can be used
as was the beeless brood and thus any weak
colony can be brought into a profitable con-

dition, both colonies doing fairly good work
for themselves and the apiarist.
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GENEEAL COMMESPONDENCE
ENTERING BEES IN THE CELLAR AND ON THE SUMMER STANDS

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN

With all that is known in connection with
the wintering of bees there are still tremen-
dous losses recorded, and from winter to

winter a great difference in the outcome of

this important problem. What is the rea-

son? 7s there a reason? These are ques-

tions which may legitimately be asked. That
evierybody engaged in beekeeping has some-
thing to learn about this question is un-
doubtedly true. There is no one who knows
it all.

the brood. Now, I know that honey-dew in

winter stores is alien to successful winter-
ing. However, I have some 800 colonies to

deal with; and to take that honey out of the

brood-combs and return each colony to its

own brood, and do this in the robbing season
means a tremendous outlay of very unpleas-

ant work and nerve tension in seeing that

every thing is done right. Then there is the

syrup to make and feed, with the loss in

weight tlu'ough storing. Shall I run chances,

Fig. 1. -Four of Mr. Holtermann's colonies on their summer stands, in which position they are easily
brought more closely together for putting into the winter case.

Undoubtedly like conditions bi-ing about
like results. If the results are not alike with
conditions alike so far as we can judge, it is

simply because conditions that have not yet

come under our notice have not been alike,

or because we have made an error in judg-
ment.

I am not at all prepared to say that I

understand how to winter bees most success-
fully, but I am sure I do know how to put
bees into winter quarters and have them
come out with very little winter loss. But
does it pay to carry out practically this

knowledge? I mean that there is a question
before me at the present moment. The bees
during the early part of the clover bloom
have gathered quite a perceptible quantity
of honey-dew. This went info the brood-
chamber, and was stored and capped about

knowing that the bees in tliis locality gener-

allj' get one or two cleansing flights during
the winter, coupled with the fact that there

is not much honey-dew? So in w^intering as

with other problems in connection with the

apiary, it becomes a question not only of
knowing the best conditions but also of ap-
plying the knowledge in management; and
not only that, but of judging as to the wis-

dom, from a business standpoint, of running
risks or chances to avoid an outlay of time
and money.

I am not prepared to say to what extent

humidity, temperature, fresh air, and dis-

turbance by other colonies, enter into the

cellar-wintering problem; but I have no
<l()ubt all are important factors. To find out
lo what extent they are important is beyond
the means and province of the individual or
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private beekeeper; but if our government
apicultural stations want to do valuable

work, and benefit beekeepers, they will do

something along this line.

For inside wintering, evenness of temper-

ature is a factor; yet I would sooner allow

a free access of not exti'emely cold outside

air tlirongh open doors continually than to

bees successfully ]iacked on their summer
stands, and that a friend of his at Rocking-
ham (Mr. Pomrank) has wintered outside

for years with eminent success. This report

widens the area for outside wintering very

materially.

The system I advocate is to see that evei-y

colony has a young laying queen, or at least

Pig. -One of the winter cases for four twelve-frame hives with top packing removed. The basket at the
side holds the forest leaves which go to make up the rest of the packing.

maintain an even temperature at the ex-

pense of fresh air. I have no doubt some of

us have greatly overestimated the number of

colonies that should be kejjt in a given space.

Hives closely set together obstruct ventila-

tion, and the more compact they are, the

more one colony disturbs another when its

wintering conditions are bad. For this and
other reasons I prefer a sand or gTavel floor

in a cellar. It conducts sound or vibration

less than cement or board, and for the same
reason every pile of hives, and, as far as

possible, every hive, should be on a separate

bench or stand.

OUTSIDE WINTERING.

So far as my experience goes, outside

wintering under proper conditions is better

in all the counties lying directly north of

Lake Ontario and Lake Erie. I have stated

at some of the New York conventions that I

felt sure that bees could be wintered suc-

cessfully outside much north of what we
have believed. During the past spring I

received information from Mr. Harold
Ivinder, Rockingham, Renfrew Co., Ontario,

where tlie temj)erature often dro]>s to 40

degrees below zero, that he has wintered

not a failing queen, to contract the brood-

chamber so the bees fairly well cover the

combs in October weather; to pack the bees

in this section by the end of September, or

even two weeks earlier, and to put four

colonies in one outer case. Then in the row
T want the first case Avith entrances to the

Fig. -Bottom of Holtermann's winter case.

side, the next ease no entrance on that side,

thus breaking the rows for flying all through,

and preventing drifting. I set the winter

cases on blocks six to nine inches from the

ground. About the apiary, which should

not be larger than 45 to 50 ft. square, I put

a fence 8 feet higli.

The later the bees are fed for winter the

better, so long as it is done before settled
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cold weather. This is

particularly true of bees

packed. With us, Oct.

15 is not too late. A
feeder that brings the

food in contact with the

top of the hive is best

for cool or cold weather
feeding. I use a two-

quart jar with a perfo-

rated top.

To mix the syrup I

use 2^4 parts of sugar

(by measure) to one of

water. Bring the water
to a boil, then stir in the

sugar until dissolved

;

then add one teaspoon-
ful of tartaric acid (first dissolved in water)

to every 12 lbs. of sugar. The main object of

the tartaric acid is to prevent crystallization

of the thick syrup. Now this syrup is free

from pollen and honey-dew, and, having
been fed late, will constitute the early winter

stores for the bees. In our locality a strong

colony well wintered, during almost any
spring, with the help of the beekeeper bruis-

ing capped honey when natural stoi'es are

not coming in. will use all the stores that are

left in the hive.

METHOD OV PROTECTING FOR WINTER.

Fig. 1 illustrates four colonies of bees

before putting them into the winter case,

showing their position in summer, two side

by side, and the pair back to back. During
summer they should be far enough apart to

permit one to get around them when the

supers are on. In the packing-case they are

close together so one hive protects the other

from cold on two sides. There is about two
inches of packing ac the bottom, and four to

six at the front and sides. Fig. 2 shows the

packing-case with basket of forest leaves

standing by it. The bas-

ket is made out of a
wooden framework cov-

ered with burlap, and
large enough to hold the

top packing. It is made
of light material for

convenience in carrying.

In the case where the

cloths are partly remov-
ed, two 12-frame Lang-
ptroth hives can be seen.

Two covers are also

shown set at the side of

the hives against the

outer case where they

act as packing. For the

12-frame hives the sides

Pig. 4.—The end and sides of a case ready to assemble.

are made of 4-ft. walls high enough to per-

mit a super and queen-excluder on the hive.

Fig. 3 shows the bottom of the case.

Notice there are three one-inch by four-inch
foundation pieces. In length each end
projects % inch beyond the platform board,
and the outside 1 inch by 4 inch pieces for

their entire length also project % inch be-

yond the end of the platform boards, giving

only % inch of a nailing surface for the

boards resting on them. The object of this

is to let the side pieces of the case drop over
the floor of the case, thus shedding water,

tlie sides resting on the projecting platform
supports.

Fig. 4 shows the end and side of a case

and its relative position on the jilatform.

Fig. 5 shows another view of the side and
end of the case.

Fig. 6 shows the under side of the cover

and the method of nailing the cover-boards

on the cleats. The latter fit otuside of the

case. The wooden cover made of one-inch

boards is made water-tight by covering with
roofing-paper.

Fig. 7 shows the winter case packed and

Fio. 5. Another view of the end and side of a case, showiiif
position on the flooi' or platform.

their
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Pig. 6.—The under side of the cover. The cleats telescope over the
sides of the case.

mounted on concrete blocks. These blocks
are 9 inches high, 9 square at the base, and
taper to 6 inches at the top. These blocks

are a new thing for me;
but I have found where
the winter case is close

to the ground the ice,

during the winter, and
particularly in early

spring, is close to the

entrance of the case, re-

sulting in many bees

chilling on the ice.

I have no block nailed

co the outside of the case

and under the entance,

because it becomes a

platform for snow, and
tends to conduct snow

into the entrance. The case is painted a dark
red, with a paint commonly used for barns.

Brantford, Canada.

A SATISFACTORY EXPERIENCE WINTERING IN A PIT

BY B. BREWSTER

My experience last winter in wintering
bees in a pit may be of use to some of your
readers in the newly settled parts of this

great West. For ten years I had uniform-
ly good results from wintering in the cellar

under the house; but in 1912 I put 83 colo-

nies down ; and though, no doubt, there were
several factors which contributed to the
disaster besides that of overcrowding, I lost

30 colonies, and many others contained only
a small cluster four or five inches in diam-
eter. This latter condition may have been
partly caused by a high wind from the south
which sprang up before 9 A. m. on the morn-
ing the colonies were put out, which caused
the bees to drift toward
the hives on the south
row, with the result that

I had 12 very strong
colonies and a splendid

opportunity of testing

the Alexander method
for weak colonies. (T

succeeded in every case

;

the two put up on tho

seventh day were rather

inclined to quarrel, as

many dead bees were
put out the first day

;

but ultimately they unit-

ed and were built up to

good strong colonies.)

Having about the
same number to winter
in 1913 T remembered
the cover ])i('(ure of the

Jan. 15th issue for 1912,

which showed a clamp or pit in course of

construction. Noting that a sandy soil is

indispensable, and as we have that to per-

fection, I decided to put 25 colonies into a

pit. I was unable to find the copy of

Gleanings with the picture and instruc-

tions, so I had to depend on my memory
and put them in with bottom-boards on,

and closed the pit Nov. 2. I put a stove-

pipe in the center, but covered it over with
four burlajj bags held down and packed
around with dry soil. I left a space be-

tween the poles, also between the liives, so

that I could lower a thermometer and take

the temperature during the winter. We

(.ase couiplele, slaiiiiiug on four blocks to keep tlie

ice av^ay from the entrance.
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liad 110 snow during November or Decem-
ber, and, though exceedingly mild, the frost

got deeper into the ground than it would if

covered with snow earlier in the season. The
temperature in the open was about the max-
imum for the day.

Temp, in open
Nov. 4 12 degrees . . .

Dec. 1 40
Dec. 15 44
Dee. 21
Feb. 2 30
Feb. 18 5
March 13 40
March 25 5
April 21 58

The pit was opened April 25, and all the

bees were alive, though the entrances were
closed up with mold and dead bees. As the

quilts had been loosened before putting in,

they did not seem to have suffered much by
leaving the bottom-boards on. The number

Temp, in pit

. .42 degrees

..42

. . 42

..36

..36

..36

. .48

..48

..50

of dead bees in the pit was very small, and
1 had never had such strong colonies after

wintering in a cellar before, and the amount
of stores used was very small compared with
those in the cellar which had a temperature
of 48 to 54 degrees all winter.

This may not be, as you may remark, " a
universal solution of the wintering prob-

lem," yet to many beginners in northern

latitudes, often with very small cellars, if

other conditions are right, such as sandy soil

and snow on the ground all winter, it may
be very useful; and for an outyard, if I

could get the right kind of soil I would
rather pit them than bother people who have

no use for bees by renting cellar room,
which at the best is none too good, many of

them being cold, damp, and the air in them
very impure.

Greenridge, Manitoba.

FALL MANAGEMENT THAT INSURES ROUSING COLONIES
THE NEXT SEASON

BY W. A. LISHMAN

Strength of colonies in accordance with

the season is the most important general

requisite. What years ago would have been
considered rousing colonies, many now class

as medium. This change has been brought
about by more care in the fall, the rewards
being just as large as the fall treatment was
efficient. Yet, backed up by my own expe-

riences of this season's work, I think nearly

all beekeepers fail to study out and practice

conditions that will produce such strengih

of colonies in spring that one such will be
worth three ordinarily treated ones.

To-day (June 20) this was certainly im-

pressed on me when working some colonies

that had received different fall treatment.

We examined 17 that were wintered in an
eight-frame L. body, and given room May
15. They had from eight to ten frames of

brood two-thirds to three-fourths full. Many
would consider these good colonies when
clover was just beginning. What would
they say at the sight that met our eyes when
we opened up, for the first time since last

August, two colonies that were wintered in

two ten-frame bodies, with frames spaced

IV2 inches from center to center. We cer-

tainly said something, and so would any
enthusiast of bees. Three times as many
bees and twice as much brood as those eight-

frame L. colonies would encourage any one
who wishes " more bees " but fewer colonies.

The lower frames were solid brood from top
to bottom, with some pollen in the top of
the outside combs. Those in the No. 2 body

would alone equal many an eight-frame L.

colony in two bodies. When such are kept,

there is no need of having 200 or even 100

colonies—60 to a man is all I aim to keep.

How to assist the bees to become such

profit-producers takes a rather long time to

tell; for, all summer and fall, every thing

that is done helps to improve them.

I believe that colonies that breed heavy in

summer quit too soon in the fall, and by all

means a young queen is needed, not only for

late laying, but so she will not fail next

sirring. Even some, not a year old, give out

before I am quite tlu'ough with them.

Being assured the bees and queen are

right, the attention is centered on their hous-

ing conditions. Our last extracting-body is

taken off about Aug. 26 to Sept. 1, at which

time the brood-body is raised up without

disturbing the excluder, and put under it

those containing combs just extracted, or

others deemed good enough. The four out-

side ones are usually combs drawn from
foundation the same season, while the other

six are good worker combs more or less

clogged with pollen. Those clogged the

worst are alternated with those not so bad.

Then the colony is fed quite liberally for

about three weeks, with a three-to-one honey
mixture so they will gain about 20 lbs. After

Sept. 21 we feed sugar syrup every three

days until Oct. 15. About 15 lbs. of sugar

is allowed per hive.

The result of such work is that we have

brood in our hives by the first of November.
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As we pack them in August there never is

any danger of chilled brood. The bees have
a fine clean place to cluster when the last

brood has issued, and can use the i/4-inch

space between body and frames as a pas-

sageway. Wlien they want food they go up
until in March, w^hen they find themselves

uncovering a fine supply of pollen that had
stores put over it by our liberal fall feeding.

We may, then, conflude tliat l)etter success

with bees comes from extended fall breed-

ing, covering up or using up pollen so the

combs and bees are bright and clean during
winter, and the uncovering of a jiollen sup-
ply in March by a force of bees that can
allow a cjueen to lay to the limit of her

])owers.

Cayuga. Ont.

UNUSUAL ADVICE IN REGARD TO WINTERING
ONE WHO HAS HAD MUCH EXPERIENCE

BEES BY

BY J. E. HAND

The wintering of bees in the Northern
States and Canada is undoubtedly one of

the most imi:)ortant problems connected with

beekeeping; for a jioorly wintered colony

of bees cannot be depended upon for best

results in honey production any more than a

poorly wintered cow can be expected to yield

a heavy flow of rich milk. The wintering-

problem has perhaps been solved oftener

than most other problems, and yet but little

imj^rovement has been made in wintering-

methods during- the past quarter-century.

A noticeable indication of improvement,
however, is the present movement back to

outdoor wintering.

OUTDOOR WINTERING.

Beekeepers in the Northern States and
Canada are coming to realize more and more
the superiority of outdoor wintering when
properly conducted. Bees wintered out in

the open in properly protected liives with

good stores of pure honey (not sugar syrup)
will usually be healthy, strong, and vigorous

in spring, which means rapid breeding m
early spring and comparative immunity
from the ravages of disease, for a normal
condition and strong vitality is the best kind

of disease prevention. I am a firm believer

in the immunity from such diseases as Euro-
pean foul brood, paralysis, spring dwin-

dling, dysentery, and kindred disordei's, by
maintaining sanitary wintering conditions,

with respect to pure food in abundance and
suitable protection out in the open.

There are three conditions necessary to

successful outdoor wintering ; namely, plen-

ty of bees of the right age and condition;

plenty of honey, and suitable protection.

No attempt should be made to winter a

colony of bees out of doors that is light

either in bees or stores. The hive should

contain at least thirty pounds of honey, and
the cluster should be of sufficient size to

maintain a normal temperature during se-

vere weather without exhausting their vital-

ity by an abnormal pioduction of heat.

Colonies deficient in these respects should be

united, and fed up to standard require-

ments; this should be done before the middle

of September, and solid combs of capped
lioney is the cheapest and best way to feed

bees in the autumn. The heat-producing

power of a cluster of bees of orthodox pro-

))ortions enables them to maintain a temjDer-

atuve of 90 degrees in the winter nest in

zero weather; hence the correct principle in

wintering bees is to contract the wintering-

chamber to a capacity barely sufficient to

accommodate the bees, and sufficient stores

to carry them through in safety. Eight

frames is the maximum capacity for best

results, and six is nearer correct.

Having contracted the wintering-chamber
to the orthodox capacity, the next step is to

surround it closely with a thick wall of heat-

retaining material such as chaff, planer-

shavings, di-y sawdust, etc. Two or three

inches of such packing is sufficient for the

sides; but the top should be protected by at

least seven inches of fine dry packing above

a thin cover that has been sealed tight by the

bees, thus maintaining the regular bee-space

above the combs. Said chamber should be

of sufficient depth to admit a three-inch

space under the combs, and the entrance

should be % inch deep, and six to eight

inches long. Moisture will not condense in

such a chamber with thin walls; and the

deep space under the combs, combined with

the wide-open entrance, will conduct it out

by diffusion instead of absorption; hence

the inner walls will be dry with no upward
ventilation to create a draft or allow the

heat to escape. The packing material will

conserve the heat and give it back to the

cluster during a spell of severe weather,

hence a comparatively uniform temperature
is maintained automatically, and a sudden
cliange in the temperature outside will not

be felt by the bees unless of long duration.
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The difference of opiuion concerning the

relative value of sealed covers and absor-

bents is due to the fact that all do not rec-

ognize the importance of a deep space under
the combs and wide entrance, both of which
are imperative with sealed covers. In all

operations with bees, the closer we imitate

nature the greater will be our success; and
since bees are very careful to stoj) all up-
ward ventilation at the approach of winter

it is the part of wisdom to assist nature by
providing thin covers which are easily and
economically sealed by the bees, instead of

])utting them to the extra labor of giimming
and propolizing quilts to render them im-

})en'ious to upward ventilation, which is

abhorrent to bee nature. The beehive archi-

tecture of to-day is sadly at fault because

of inetfieiency of wintering service along-

economical lines. There is no valid reason

wliy every hive sliould not be a perfect win-

tering repository with all the advantages
just mentioned, positively at present sum-
mer-hive prices. The hive that is the em-
Iindiment of this principle is already in

operation under the appropriate cognomen
of the " Sweet Sixteen " convertible hive. It

is designed, constructed, and manipulated
along strictly economical lines, that actually

cut the present cost of honey production in

(wo, and furnish the correct solution of

the wintering problem.

CKLT;AR V^INTERING.

The cellar wintering of bees is a subject

that I would feign pass by because of the

knowledge that much that I say will conflict

with the opinion of many who read it. The
fact is, I have served my apprenticeship at

cellar wintering, and have no further use foi'

it, simply because it is an open violation of

nature's laws, and we cannot violate her

laws Avitli impunity. The penalty for the

violation of nature's laws by the compulsory
i-etention of fecal matter during long con-

finement, often at a temperature at which
bees outdoors would void their excrement in

a cleansing flight, is usually distended abdo-
mens, and dysentery, followed by paralysis,

spring dwindling, and general debility, fre-

quently terminating in European foul brood.

Bees love to revel in God's pure air and
bright sunshine, hence an enforced confine-

ment for four months in total darkness,

often in. damp ill-smelling cellars, is not
conducive to health, and certainly not to

their happiness, as is frequently attested by
noisy expostulations and roaring; and many,
unable to endure confinement longer under
such umiatural conditions, will leave the

hives and perish; hence the amount of dead
bees on the cellar bottom is frequently out

of proportion to the live ones in the hives.

Is it any wonder that it is costing thou-
sands of dollars annually to prevent the

spreading of disease? Is it any wonder that

fifty per cent of the colonies in the Northern
States are not in condition to enter the su-

pers at the beginning of clover bloom? I

make no positive statement ; but science and
common sense agree that a weakened and
debilitated organism is very susceptible to

disease, either by infection or contagion,

wliile a vigorous constitution and strong
vitality are practically immune to disease.

Viewing it thus, it is evident that if bee-

keepers would practice sanitaiy methods of
wintering, and see that their bees are always
liberally supplied with healthful food, foul

brood and kindred diseases would lose their

leiTors.

FEEDING SUGAR SYRUP.

Any thing having a direct influence upon
the liealtli and vitality of bees has an impor-
tant bearing upon the wintering problem;
hence sugar-syriip feeding is always a time-

ly topic in connection with wintering. The
oft-repeated statement that sugar syrup well

ripened is the equal of honey, pound for

jiound, as food for bees, is misleading in

several directions. First, it fails to mention
the lost vitality of the bees that ripened it,

which is greater than many suppose; sec-

ond, it does not state that a honey-fed colony
will usually show fifty per cent more brood
early in the season during a dearth of pollen

than one of equal strength fed on sugar
syTup. Since there is no labor that exhausts
the vitality of bees so rapidly as the ripening
of thin sugar syrup, it should be fed only
as a last resort, and not thinner than two
])arts of sugar to one of water. Personally
I regard solid combs of capped honey as the

cheapest and best winter and spring tood.

[The fact that honey contains pollen and
.sugar sjrrup does not make it necessary per-

haps tO' provide more combs of pollen when
sugar syrup is relied upon for winter stores

—just how much more we cannot say ; but
since the pollen in honey is almost micro-

scopic, it would seem that the amount con-

tained in honey could not go far in actually

providing food for brood. That it stimulates

brood-rearing, there is no doubt.

We do not believe that it is any harder

on bees to evaporate sugar syrup, especially

if thick synip is fed, than to evaporate

natural nectar. Hence, if bees rely on late

nectar for stores it seems to us that the

evaporation and inversion necessary would
be little if any less than if sugar syrup were
fed. Certainly thousands of colonies are

successfully wintered every year on sugar

syrup. See what L. W. Wells says, page
681, of this issue.—Ed.]
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HIVES BURIED UNDER SNOW AND ICE

BY F. L. POLLOCK

I usually spend the winter in some milder

climate than that of Ontario, and the bees

are left alone from November to April on
their summer stands. They are packed,

some one, some four, but mostly two hives to

the ease, with about four inches of planer-

shavings around them, and a chaff cushion

and about eight inches of shavings on top.

I used to worry considerably about the pos-

sibility of the entrances being choked with

snow and ice in my absence, but lately it

does not trouble me so much.

strong. Only two were dead out of forty,

and these owed their death to the work of
mice, wliich had chewed up most of the

combs. Doubtless the result would not have
been so good if I had used sealed tops, but
this is a practice quite unknown in Ontario,

so far as I can hear.

From careful investigation since, I am of

the opinion that entrances are very seldom
entirely closed by snow or ice. The radia-

tion from the packing-case, if painted a

dark color, and the breath of warm air from

Pollock's apiary, run for comb honey in shallow frames.

Some time ago, on coming home in April
I found the snow still deep. The six-foot

fence at the north of the home apiary was
drifted clear over in places. Most of the

hives were entirely out of sight ; some show-
ed a bit of the roof. On inquiry I found
that they had been so during most of the

winter, which had been a very hard one.

witJi temperatures of 20 degTea=i below
7ero lasting for days at a time. With much
foreboding I began to dig around the hives.

The picture (next page) shows how they

looked after an hours' work. To make it

worse, there wns a sheet of hard ice about a

foot down. This was the re-sult of a heavy
thaw and rain in February, followed imme-
diately by severe cold and snow.

I never had better wintering than in those

buried hi\e8, Nenrly all the colonies were

the entrance, cause the ice or snow to shrink

away from the wood. Often when the en-

trance appears blocked, a careful examina-
tion will show that the snow is now^iere in

contact with the wood. Daily it shrinks

away a little more, giving quite enough
ventilation for very cold weather if absor-

bents are used over the fi-ames. By March
the sun is usually warm enough to clear the

entrances of snow ; and if not. it may be
better for the bees to stay in.side until it is

warm enough.

There were hybrids, Italians, and Carnio-
lans in this yard, and I found that the

yellow bees had by far the most dead on the

bottom-boards. The hybrids came next, and
the Carniolans had by far the lowest death
rate. T have obsen'ed the same result almost
every spring.
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CO .MI! JIONKV I'liODUCED AND SOhU IN

SHALLOW FRAMES.

The tirst picture shows the same y:u'd

during a heavy honey-flow. In this yard a
good deal of comb honey is i^rodueed in

shallow, unwired extraeting-frames, and
sold, frame and all, at 15 cts. per pound.
Usually a frame weighs about four pounds,
and 1 find this an extremely popular sort of
package for the local trade in comb honey.
Twenty-five cents is too much for the ordi-

nary purchaser to pay for a section of hon-
ey, if he has good sense. I doubt if many
beekeepers would eat much at that i^rice.

On our own table a single section lasts

Part of F. L. Pollock's apiary buried under snow
in April.

hardly long enough to see it, and I should
not like to have to supply the demand at 25
cents apiece. It is a certain fact, however,
that section honey cannot be profitably pro-
duced at a much lower price, in this country
at least, considering the number of unfin-

ished and No. 2 sections. By the use of the

shallow frames nearly as much comb honey
can be secured as of extracted, and they are
a good tiling for the . consumer and the

producer alike.

I use either light brood or heavy super
foundation in these frames, and do not find

any perceptible midrib in either case. As a
general thing sectional hives are employed.
I get three stories full of brood and bees by
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the opening of the honey-flow, raise up I he
top one, and put the super of foundation
under it, with an excluder underneath. The
bees will start almost at once, and a little

sooner if an empty comb is put in as a bait.
Such a comb also catches pollen. The upper
story or section of brood may be left, and
afterward extracted, or it may well be used
to make increase in ten days, on the Alex-
ander principle. Two of these sections will
make a strong colony for the fall flow.

The scheme of cutting up combs to fit into
sections seems to have struck a good many
persons simultaneously. It dawned upon me
two years ago, and I was convinced that I
had liit upon the greatest apieultural dis-
covery of recent years. I did not, however,
contemplate putting sealed comb into the
sections, but getting the combs about half
drawn out in shallow frames first, and then
cutting them up. I tried this to a limited
extent, and it worked very well. I found
no trouble in getting the bees to fasten the
half-drawn combs solidly into the sections,
and they afterward fiUed and sealed them
perfectly. It is much easier to cut up the
combs when about i/4 inch deep on each side,
and put them in sections, than it is to put
foundation in the same sections; and I did
not find any thing to prevent the plan being
a success. I did not carry it any further
because I discovered that I could sell the
shallow frames full of sealed honey about as
well without cutting them up at all, and
could get nearly as much for them. But
where there is no market for comb honey in
bulk, I tliink it would pay to give most of
the sections filled with freshly drawn comb
instead of foundation, and it is not at all

difficult to manage this. If a little honey is

in the combs when they are cut up I tMnk
it causes the bees to set to work on them
more rapidly. I did not have any swarming
from colonies that were given section-supers
of drawn comb in this way, but there was
not much swarming that season anyhow.

Stouffville, Ontario.

SOLID COMBS OF STORES VERSUS A WINTER NEST

BY J. L. BYER

During the first week of October, 1913,
the editor of Gleanings wrote to me, ask-

ing that I conduct some experiments in

outside wintering of bees. I surmised that

he wanted me to try out the solid combs of
sealed honey in some colonies, and in others

to leave them in the orthodox (or at least

common) way, viz., the outside combs fairly

well filled with honey, while the central

combs would have but a rim of two or three
inches of honey over the top, and the rest of
the combs emj^ty for bees to cluster on in

cold weather. However, the notice came too
late to have any colonies in the latter condi-
tion, as at that time my feeding for the fall

was about all done. A number of colonies

were fed almost altogether on sugar syrup,
while at one yard in particular all weie
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lui;\y willi buckwlieat honey. 1 intended to

watch closely during tlie winter and spring,

and report at this time as to which lot win-

tered the best ; but for some reason, despite

the fact that we had one of the most severe

winters on record, all colonies wintered so

uniformly well that there was no room for

compainson. Different sizes of entrances

were given, varying from one inch in width

and a" half-inch deep, up to the full width

of the hive, and nearly an inch deep. But

in this case, again, results were practically

the same. Another season might tell an al-

together different tale ; but, as already stat-

ed, wintering was univei-sally good in all the

yards, no matter how the bees were packed

for winter. I might just add that the colo-

nies given the very small entrances were at

the home yard where I could give them

attention when needed. An entrance that

would be small at an outyard would be

suicidal nine times out of ten in our locali-

ity, as, after or during a long confinement,

siich small entrances would get clogged with

dead bees.

As I have already intimated, at the time

the request came for me to try some experi-

ments in wintering I had already done about

all my feeding, so I had no colonies left

with narrow rims of honey over the center

combs. Let me say right here that, if any

had been on hand, I would have first made

it clear to the editor that he would have a

colony or two of bees to pay for, as, with

the severe and lengthy winter that we had,

any colonies that had only a rim of a few

inches of honey on top of the frames would

be pretty sure to perish before spring, espe-

cially if the frames were of the regulation

Langstroth dimensions.

Two colonies in ten-frame L. hives were

selected at the home yard for the purpose of

seeing if the bees would freeze to death if

put into winter quarters outdoors on solid

^ombs of honey with no empty cells to cluster

on. No. 18 was a colony of goldens—the only

liive of that race in the yard. No. 20 was a

strong colony of three-banded Italians.

Both were headed by queens from two well-

known breedei-s. The goldens were the only

bees to show signs of dysentery during the

spring of 191.3, and were selected for this

experiment because of that weakness. Both

colonies had been well fed up during the

first week of October before I had heard

from the Editor. Nov. 1 the weather turned

unusually warm for the time of tbe year,

and I at once placed inverted pails filled

with thick sugar syrup over both of the col-

onies selected. The goldens took down
.slightly less than 10 pounds, while the other

colony appropriated 15 pounds. All combs

weie white over the top, and buiT-combs
were built freely. Nov. 23 another warm
s}>ell came along and the pails Avere again
placed on hives with warm syrup. This time
the goldens took barely half a pound, while

the three-banders took five pounds. They
seemed to be solid with stores, and took no
more syrup as they had no room to store it.

Dec. 3 the weather was again mild, and I

placed the pail once more over the three-

l)anders, but they took only a few ounces.

It will be seen by these figures that both
colonies had ten combs of solid stores dur-
ing the first week in December, so it will

have to be admitted by all that the bees had
no time to eat out a clustering-space to

accommodate themselves during tlie cold

weather that started in at once and lasted

for over four months. The weather was of

the normal winter variety with us till Jan.

13, when the thermometer dropped to 30

below zero—an unusual record for our local-

ity. Tins figure was duplicated a good
many times during January and Febniary,
and the bees had no flight till late in Marcli.

Tlie goldens showed slight traces of dys-

entery, but not as much' as in the spring of
'13. As this colony was the only one show-
ing this weakness in the home apiary two
springs in succession, it looks as though
some strains, at least, are not as hardy as

the darker bees. In fact, that has been my
experience at different times when I have
wintered goldens outdoors.

The colony of three-banders came through
in fine condition ; but I, of course, had to

take some of their stores from them to make
room for the queen to lay during fruit-

bloom.

THKEE-FRAilE NUCLEI WINTERED OUTDOORS
ON SOLID C©MBS OF HONEY.

At the time I was requested to try these

experiments I had four three-frame nuclei

in the home yard which I intended to cany
into the cellar to winter. I determined to

take a chance on them outdoors, and at the

same time demonstrate without a doubt that

a comparatively small cluster of bees would
winter on solid combs. Any one familiar

with our latitude knows that it is no certain

matter to winter small colonies outside un-

less the stores are good and abundant. Nov.
1 these four eolonias were each given three

solid frames of honey and syrup—combs of

the Quinby dimensions. Placed at one side

of a ten-frame hive with a division-board

crowding the bees on to the three deep
frames, truly that is about as awkward a

shape as one could imagine, judging by the

common idea that a cluster, to winter well,

must be of a spherical shape. But, notwith-
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slaiuliiiy the i'a<',t that we had many days
away beh)W zero, and that the bees had no
fligiit till March, each one of these nuclei

(hat were crowded up on Ore solid frames of

honey in November came out in excellent

condition, and are to-day among the best

colonies in the yard. The two colonies fed

solid, as well as these four nuclei, were in

packed hives, each hive having- two inches of

sawdust in front, with three inches at sides

and back. Each colony had burlap over the

frames, and over all a sawdust cushion

about four inches thick; also an air-space

()! wcU-riiKMied syrup, and see if he does not

get different results. Judging by my ex-

perience, some strains of goldens would not
stand this test; but the beekeeper in ques-

tion does not keep goldens, and his bees are

very hardy, like mine; hence the advice I

am giving with such confidence.

Feeding solid is not practical, as a general

rule, and I do not pretend to say it is even
advisable. But I do say that for wintering

outdoors in our latitude it is much safer to

go to the extreme in the matter of giving

lots of stores than it is to feed u^d colonies

Lewis L. Winship's way of wintering in cases made of drygoodsboxes.

above the packing made by a gable roof,

and in each end of the roof an inch hole to

allow ventilation.

I do not claim any thing of value in these

results; but I do claim that the idea that

bees must have some empty comb to cluster

on in order to- winter well is fallacious.

A well-known apiarist in New York wrote
me in the early spring, saying that a num-
ber of nuclei he was trying to winter in the

cellar had all perished before spring because
the cellar got too cold. Truly, as Heddon
once said, " cold is a giant in a cellar," in so

far as bees ai'e concerned. I would suggest
to my New York friend that this coming
Avint-er he snuggle up some of these nuclei

on three or four solid combs of good honey

in L. Ijives for the purpose of being sure to

leave them empty comb space to cluster on.

In preparing for winter the one apiaiy of

eight-frame hives that we have, we feed till

they refuse to take any more, during the

middle of October. While they may get

some empty comb to cluster on by the time

severe weather comes it would suit me very
nicely if I knew that all were on solid combs
as late as November.

With us one of the faults of the eight-

frame hive for outdoor wintering is the

diflticulty of getting in enough stores to last

till fruit bloom. We have had bees suffer

because of the lack of stores, but never yet

because of too many solid combs in late fall.

Mount Joy, Out., Can.
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WINTER CASES MADE OF DRYGOODS BOXES

BY LEWIS L. WINSHIP

I have bad the best results in prepaidug

bees for winter by the plan shown in the

picture. In the late fall, which comes here

in New York along the last of October or

first of November, bees should be protected

for winter. My method is to get drygoods-

boxes, which most storekeepers will give

away for the asking, and cut them down
until, Avhen placed over a hive, about six

inches space will be left on both sides and
ends. It should be left open at the top and
boltom, although a strip should be nailed on

the bottom, around the edges of the box, so

that, when it is over the liive, the jDacking

will not slip out on the ground.

When this box is done, a cover should be

made out of the box-top to set on the case.

When the framework of the cover is made
it should be covered Avith any thing handy,

such as tarred paper, a sheet of tin, or gal-

vanized iron. This covering need not be

nailed on if a weight of some kind is placed

on it.

The packing should be done the latter

part of October or first of November. A
layer of straw, leaves, excelsior, or planer-
shavings should be placed in the six-inch

space between the box and liive. The more
compactly this space is filled, the better.

When the sides and ends are filled to the

top of the hive, a chatf cushion should be
placed over the frames, the cover replaced,

and the packing material spread evenly over
the top of the liive to the top of the box,

tlien the outer cover should be put on, and
a heavy stone or brick placed on each corner

of the cover.

Bees will winter in these boxes with less

loss, and less consumption of honey, than
in (he ordinary way. These boxes, when
made, may be kept from winter to winter,

and any one, even if not an expert with
tools, can make them with very little work.
They keep the bees as warm and dry as they
are in the summer.

Spring-ville, N. Y.

CELLAR WINTERING IN NORTHERN QUEBEC

Wiuteriirag with Unaform Success Year After Year

BY H. HAELEY SELWTN

In view of the fact that wintering bees in

northern latitudes is an undertaking so often

fraught with loss and disappointment, and
that for a series of years now, marked suc-

cess has attended our efforts along this line

,

it seems to me that a short description of

our methods and the cellar in question would
be in order for this special issue of Glean-
ings, dealing, as it does, iDarticularly with

that topic.

In so far as we are concerned I have not

the slightest hesitation in saying that our

wintering problem is solved, and that it is

now more a question of " Will the clover

yield this season? " or " Will the weather be

favorable during the basswood flowV These,

it seems to me, are questions where the real

doubt and precariousness of beekeeping as a

business exist, not in managing to tide colo-

nies over from season to season.

In order to give a fairly comprehensive
understanding of our methods of wintering

it will be necessary to say a few words in

regard to fall management ; for as surely as

good wintering means a quick spring up-
build, so does proper fall preparation, to a

large degree, insure good wintering.

We make it a point to requeen each fall

with the best queens it is possible to raise,

the reason being readily apparent to those

who have watched and contrasted the laying
capacity of a young and old queen at this

late season of the year. Where an old queen
is ready to reduce her work to a minimum
a newly mated virgin will revel in her pow-
ers of reproduction, and fill the hive with
thousands of young workers upon whose
longevity the gathering of the honey crop
indirectly depends, because it is these bees

the following spring whose labors wall brood
and rear the army of workers for the main
flow of the year.

It seems almost unnecessary to dwell long
on the question of fall feeding, especially as

space is limited, as so much has been said in

this regard. Feed wherever colonies seem
light, and where you have deprived them of
the majority of their surplus. One might as

well save himself the trouble of carrying
light colonies into winter quarters, as they
will surely snuff out before the spring is

half reached. Be sure to have each colony

so heavy that one has to strive in lifting it.

Young queens and plenty of a good quality
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of honey or sugar syrup, these are the two

prime essentials for fall preparation.

In addition to the foregoing points, men-
tion might be made of. upward ventilation

in the hive, and how this is arranged for, as

ventilation of such a nature is, we consider,

a factor in successful wintering. Toward the

One of a hundred similar colonies wintered as descr

end of September, after the main supply of

propolis is cut off, the old quilts used during
the season are replaced with new ones. The?e
are made of light-weight canvas or duck,

and are impervious to gnawing or tearing,

and yet permit of air percolation. By plac-

ing them over the hives, next to tlie frames,

a week or two before the time for moving in

arrives, the bees fasten them down nicely

witli remains of propolis, and there is no
danger of their being blown or shoved off

after the wooden cover is removed. Fur-
thermore, hives with this covering fit up
close together and take up less space in a
cellar of limited capacity.

For a description of the cellar a better

idea can be obtained

from the photographs
than from almost any
thing I could say. How-
ever, the dimensions of

the cellar are 16x20 ft.,

with a 7-ft. wall. The
walls and floor are of

cement, and the ceiling

i s plastered, making
practically a hermetical-

ly sealed chamber—all

underground with the

exception of the six-inch

tile pipe running under
gTound some 60 feet and
rising in the center of

the cellar floor. Dii'ect-

ly above this is another

six-inch ventilator, en-

tering the bee-house

proper through the cel-

lar ceiling. The cellar is

entered through a porch
and double doors.*

The outstanding feat-

ure of the cellar, and
undoubtedly the one rea-

son why the bees winter

with such uniform suc-

cess year after year, is

because of the constancy

of the temperature. I

have records taken every

day all of one winter,

and the thermometer re-

mained at 40 degrees

Fahrenheit with only the

slightest variations the

entire time, even though
30 and 40 degrees below

zero was recorded many
times outside. The air

passing through a cowl

.,,,,,„, at the end of the sub-

.bed by Mr. Sehvj-n.
^^^.^^ ventilator becomes

modified and assumes ground temperature.

Much moisture cr water vapor and carbon

dioxide are constantly being given off by the

bees, which pass through the porous covers

over each cluster and then passes up through

the ceiling-vent into the room above. In

cold snaps i(s vnluipo may be judged by the

Pee cover picture for tliis issue.
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huge stalactite-like masses of hoar frost

gathered over the ventilator, and suspended

from the ceiling of the honey-house.

The cellar is situated on a sandy hillside

where good natural drainage obtains, and
where a graded entrance may be had to the

cellar floor, thus facili-

tating the work of car-

rying in.

The colonies are ar-

ranged on racks of a

movable nature, as when
one has to pack away
upward of 150 colonies

in a cellar 16 x 20 feet,

and yet leave room to

walk between the rows,

no space can be wasted.

When one rack is full

the next is erected, and

so on till the four are

completed. In the spring

the order is reversed;

and as one is emptied it

is taken down, leaving

plenty of room to hustle

out the next row.

Entrance to the cellar

dnring the dead of win-

ter is made through a

trapdoor in the ceiling, and on a cold and
stormy day it is a rather pleasant sensation

to pass down into this cosy subterranean

den and listen to the murmur of hundreds

of thousands of quiescent workers. Each

with a candle it is quite possible to see the

individual clusters. A special visit is made
to the cellar about three times during the

winter to sweep up dead bees, and, inciden-

tally, satisfy our curiosity as to the state of
affairs; but otherwise they are practically

hive is blocked up o&. its bottom-board, and

The interior of Selwyn's cellar, showing the ventilator pipe in the floor,

and one of the racks for holding hives. A picture of a part of the apiary
and the exterior of the cellar is shown on our cover for this issue.

left entirely alone throughout a period of

from five and a half to six months, and Avith

eminently satisfactory results, as the picture

of one typical colony taken on April 20

shows.

Kirk's Feri-y, Quebec, Can.

^^THE MAN WHO NEVER LOSES BEES IN WINTERING'

How He Does It

BY E. R. ROOT

In our issue for May 1 we referred to

the fact that Mr. H. R. Boardman, of

Collins, Ohio, had for the last 35 years,

winter after winter, good, bad, and indif-

ferent, wintered his bees without loss. It

will be remembered that, three years ago,

our friend still kept up his record in spite

of the fact that it was the coldest winter

known in thirty years, and in spite of the

further fact that large numbers of our

best beekeepers lost heavily. Believing that

many would like to know something more
about this man and his methods we prom-
ised that we would tell later on how he

does it.

Ill 1889. when the present editor had

been four years in charge of this journal,

a good deal had been said about this man
who never lost his bees during winter. We
had a curiosity to visit him, and did so at

the close of the winter of 1888. At that

time we secured an extended interview
which Avas published in Gleanings for
April, 1889.

The Avinter repository was a plain build-

ing 12 X 50 feet, one story, with double
Avails 14 inches thick, and, if we remember
correctly, the walls were packed. The
building was divided into two compart-
ments, each of Avhich Avas connected Avith

an entryway 10x10 in the center of the

building. This entryway Avas ])laced mid-
\v;iv betAveen the two compartments, and
cnlpred by one door in the center of the
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building-. Two doors eonneofed each of the

two compartments with this entryway. While

the building' was proAdded with windows,

these were closed with wooden panels so as

to make the two bee-rooms absolutely dark.

The following is the ground plan of the

building, which was produced at the time,

and from this point we reproduce the fur-

ther description Avith the interview we had

with Mr. Boardman in 188fl.

GROUNtl PTiAN OF BUII-DING.

I 1 r-
! B
I)

A is the entryway ; B B the compartments ; C the
doorway to the entry ; and D D, etc., are doors to

tlie compartments B B from each end of the building.
W, W, W, etc., are windows, hinged in the middle in

such a way that the window can be revolved to a

horizontal plane, so as to allow the bees to escape.

As we approached the structure, I said, " I notice

that the door is open."
" It has been such an open winter that I have

been obliged to lower the temperature by letting in

the outside air. Besides there are more colonies in

the repository than I should prefer to have for such

an open winter a« the present one."
" How many colonies have you in there now? "

" I have 70 in one compartment and 100 in the

other. In continuous cold weather the 100 wouJd
have been about right. But I find that from 75 to

80 colonies in each compartment average best, all

things considered. During the past winter the com-

partment having the 70 did better than the one

having the 100. During a severe winter the results

might have been reversed."
" I suppose it will not be possible to get a photo-

graphic view inside : that is, it will not be advisable

to let in sufficient light to enable me to take a pic-

ture."

"Oh, yes! I think there will be no trouble;" and
so saying he opened the end door at D ; and not only

that, he opened the three windows so that it was as

light as an ordinary room.
" But, aren't you afraid that this light is going to

disturb your bees?
"

" For the length of time you require, it will do no
harm."

Stationingmyself at the end door D, I poised the

camera and took the view shown below.

As Mr. Boardman has already explained in one of

his articles, the bottom-boards are left on their per-

manent stands, and the hives, as you will notice by
the engraving, are piled up in such a way that the

bottom of one hive comes directly over the opening
between the two below it. Instead of giving full-

width entrance, as most beekeepers do who winter
in repositories, he gives them the benefit of a large

portion of the bottom of the hive. To the stronger
colonies he gives more bottom space; to the weaker
he gives less. On the average there is an opening
at the bottom of each hive, 4 inches wide, and the

full length or width of the hive. He does not then
give them the full bottom, as I had formerly sup-
posed, and as perhaps some of the rest of the readers
likewise understood.

You will notice that friend Boardman dispenses
with all stringers, shelving, or any other support to

hold the colonies in the repository. They are simply
piled up about 4 inches apart, one upon the other,
lirpak-joint fashion.

" Now, then, friend Boardman, Mr. Newman said

he did not see how you could curry hives about with-

out bottom-boards, and yet not have the bees drojj-

ping out and flying out to make the job any thing

but pleasant ; and, what is more, I do not see how
you do it myself."

" Why, easy enough," said my friend. Going to

one of the hives (they are cleated clear around at

the top, you will notice, the cover resting telescopic

fa.shion on this cleat) he grasped its diagonally oppo-

site corners. Leaning backward a little he let the

edge of the hive bear against his person, carried the

hive to the other end of the repository, set it down,
took it up, and put it back. He did likewise with a

number of other colonies. Each one he held up,

turning it up so that I could see for myself the con-

dition of the bees, and how they apparently regarded
such kind of handling. AVhile it looked real easy I

could not be content until I tried it too.

" To prevent the bees flying out when about to

remove them to their winter quarters, I am partic-

ular," he said, " not to jar the hive unnecessarily,

and then I prefer to have the weather just cool

enough at the time so that the bees cluster a little

closer than usual.
" You see," he continued, " I letter each row m

the apiary, and number each individual stand. Now,
Avhen I get ready to carry the bees out I take the

first hive I come to, which, in this case, proves uo

be F 18. Of course I know where the row F is;

An inside view of Boardman's winter repository,

showing front row of hives.

and 18 I know to be somewhere about the middle of

the row; and with the hive in this fashion" (holding

it in the manner before explained), "I take a bee-

line to the bottom-board having the same marking as

the hive."

"But," I said, "do you think it makes any great

difiference as to where the colonies are put? "

"Not much, but it does some; and if I can de-

posit each colony where it was last fall, just as easily

as not, I very much prefer to do so rather than to

set them out haphazard. There is then no confusion

among the bees when they take their first flight; for

some old bees will be sure to know where their old

stand used to be."
" I want to know what sort of a cover you put

over the frames in winter."
" All the bees have is the regular hive-cover, and

this they usually glue down tight; that is, I put the

bees into the repository just as I find them on their

summer stands, after I have satisfied myself as to

their strength and amount of stores."

Now, perhaps some of our readers will begin to

wonder whether those bees, during all this time wheii
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the repository was lighted as light as any ordinary
room, did not become more or less disturbed, and
fly out. I expected to see them fly out a great deal

more than they did ; but only here and there a bee

would start out from its hive, and strike for out-

doors. Then I said to Mr. Boardman, " You would
not like to leave' this compartment lighted up like

this all day, would you?"
" No, sir ; but for a short time it does no particu-

lar harm. The few bees that fly out are old ones,

rather feeble, and are not of much use to the colony.

My colonies have been rearing brood quite heavily,

and there is a large force of younger bees to take
their place."

Glancing down to the floor (concrete cement) I

noticed there were a good many dead bees. In
some places, perhaps they were an inch or so deep.

" Now, it seems to me you have got a good many
more dead bees as the result of your indoor winter-
ing than we have from our chaff hives, on their

summer stands."

"Yes; but," said he, "I think you will find that

the bees fly out from the chaff hive^ in the same
way. These, never returning, are lost sight of, and
of course do not figure very largely in the eyes of the

beekeeper, on the death-list."

Wliile I admitted this, it did seem to me there

were more, perhaps, than we usually lose in that

way on summer stands. I say " seem," because I <tm

not sure about this.

The dinner-hour approaching, Mr. Boardman
closed up the windows, darkened them, and closed all

openings except the door to the entryway A, shown
in the diagram above. As we stood before the

building I said to Mr. Boardman, " It is not yet

quite clear in my mind whether you open that door
to give ventilation or to lower the temperature, or to

do both."

" Bottom ventilacion to the hive is all that I re-

gard a« important. I open the door simply to lower
the temperature of the repository."

" But," I said, " don't you have a sub-earth ven-
tilator of some kind to the building?"

" I do not see what need I have of one. As I

only want to lower the temperature, I can do it by
a door or window a little better, perhaps, than to

let the air become warmed under ground a little

before entering the compartment."

As we were entering the house, I told Mr. Board-
man that I should like to take the noon train.

"Oh, no!" said my host. "You had better

take the evening train."

Having enjoyed my visit so far, it did not take
very much persuasion on his part and that of his

good wife to induce me to remain over a little longer.

Besides, as he had promised that he would take me
out to his out-apiaries I did not feel like resisting
very hard. After dinner we went out to the barn,
where Mr. Boardman had three horses, one of them
being a family horse, and the other two devoted ex-

clusively to the bees, in going to and from the out-
apiaries. Very soon we were on our way, on a
brisk trot, to one of his east apiaries. After going
about a mile and a half we came to a piece of land
belonging to Mr. Boardman. An old schoolhouse
on this plot of ground had been converted into a
winter repository. Like the one at home, it was an
up-ground structure. The walls were 14 inches
thick, and frost-proof. This building had only one
compartment, which communicated with an entry-
way, and the latter to the outside. My friend then
brought something like a dozen colonies, selected
at random, out to the light, for my inspection.
They were all in most excellent condition, and the
weak ones seemed to be doing about as well as the
strong ones. As before, I noticed dead bees on the
floor, but not to the extent that they seemed to be
in the winter repository at home. After closing tlie

building we started for an out-apiary some two or

three miles further east. Of course, we talked all

the way. I asked him if he preferred up-ground re-

positories rather than a good cellar.

" I prefer them simply as a matter of conven-
ience," he said, " in carrying bees in and out. I do
not know that the bees will winter any better in one
than in the other. We are now going to one of my
bee-cellars under a farmhouse, where I think you
will find the bees wintering as well as in either of the
other repositories."

In a short time we arrived at the place in ques-

tion.
" This cellar," said Mr. Boardman, as he opened

the door, " is one that I partitioned off."

As before, Mr. Boardman and I examined the col-

onies at random, and found them to be in good con-

dition.
" Now," said he, " here is one colony that I put

in by way of experiment. I do not know how they
will winter. It was very weak, and I thought I

would put it in just to see how they would winter."

Turning the hive up we could detect no signs of

life. He set the hive down again and lifted up the

cover, and, lo ! every thing was as still as death.

When I came to examine the size of the colony I was
not very much surprised myself. There could not
have been very many more than 200 bees, even at the

outside, in the cluster; but the evidence seemed to

point to the fact that they had only just died.
" Ordinarily," said my friend, " we unite such

weak ones; but as a general thing we can winter
weak colonies—that is, if not too weak—as well as

we can strong ones." After putting the hive back in

its place, he continued, " You will notice the cellar is

very dry. Some beekeepers claim that they could
winter bees in a cellar ' reeking with dampness,' if

only the food were right. I am not so particular

about the food, but I am particular about a dry
warm place."

All of Mr. Boardman's bees, as he subsequenily
told me, were wintered on whatever stores they hap-

pened to have in their hives. If the food is well

ripened, the colony not too weak, and the cellar dry
and warm, he does not worry very much over prob-

abilities. While he can and has wintered bees on
honey-dew he prefers the nectar of flowers. As we
stepped out of the repository Mr. Boardman said,
" Here at this apiary I employed an inexperienced
boy. I should have had more money in my pocket
had I paid him the wages I did and had him stay at

home. He made enough muss and trouble to more
than offset all the good he did."

Mr. Boardman prefers a man grown—one with
sufficient maturity of judgment to do what he is told

to do.

REBELLION
BY GRACE ALLEN

Nay, nay ! poor bee, why do you sting me ?

Why in fury do you fling me
All the poison and the passion due a cruel and hated

foe?

I think—I think, my little bee.

If you could dream, if you could see

The kindnes.s at the heart of me.
You would not strike me so.

Perhaps I too have struck out blindly

When a large Hand, moving kindly.

Has laid along my little life an aim I could not
know

—

Great ends that God and life had planned.
Too great for me to understand;
T wish now I had loved the Hand
That bent so near and low.
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A CITY BEEKEEPER PACKS FOUR HIVES IN A WINTER CASE

BY CHAS. BOWDEN

You ask in your editorial, page 665, Oct.

1, " Are there any city beekeepers who can
beat the record of Mr. Geo. Gautner 1 " As
1 might modestly claim to have d^ne so I

take the liberty of sending the enclosed view
of the little apiary under the apple-tree.

The colonies are packed for the winter in
" fours." The cases were put on the last of
September.

I got 6500 lbs. of hon-
ey from 27 colonies,

spring count, last year,

counting gross weight m
5 and 10 lb. pails—also

enough to winter them
without feeding.

The best previous av-

erage was 55 lbs. I at-

tribute the increase, first,

to the excellent year;
then to the fine Italian

stock I have; and then

to the method of winter-
ing. I did not take off

the winter packing till

just before the clover.

They built up early and
strong, and I had a hard
time keeping down the

swarming. I had six

that swarmed in spite of
all. No. 23 swarmed
and got away, as did

an after - swarm. It must have been the

number.
The apiary is about five minutes' walk

from the market in a city of about 25,000

people ; but it is well isolated at the back of
the lot. On each side there is a large barn,

at the back a stream, and a patch of tall

corn in front. The neighbors are very sel-

dom if ever bothered. A good neighbor was
stung once, but she didn't mind it much.

There is a large amount of willow at the

back from which the bees get vei-y early
pollen and nectar. They get the pollen from
a yellow willow, and nectar from a greenish
kind. It's a treat to listen to the bees work-
ing for nectar before the leaves are well out
in other trees.

I increased to 44 colonies by taking the
.sealed brood from two hives and introducing

Chas. Bowden's apiary packed, four hives in a case, for winter.

a laying queen. This was done the first part
of August, 1913, after the white clover, and
I secured good rousing colonies by winter.

I made a steam-heated honey-knife last

year in my spare time. It worked like a
charm. I used a 10-lb. honey-pail, with a

nipple soldered on the lid, for a boiler, ard
a yard of nursing-bottle rubber tube to con-
vey the steam to the knife. It seemed as
light as the regular knife, and worked twice
as well.

SUGAR SYRUP VERSUS HONEY FOR STORES

BY L. W. WELLS^ SR.

I supposed that this question of feeding
sugar syrup had been thrashed out by Dr.
Miller, Mr. Byer, and others, to the satis-

faction of all concerned ; but after reading
J. E. Hand's article, page 858, Dec. 1, 1913,
I am compelled to add my mite to the dis-

cussion. The past three years of my life

have been spent in the study of the bee and

every thing that affects its life. Oregon has
given me rare opportunity to study some
things that do not usually accrue to the
beekeeper who has a fairly steady honey-
flow and a sufficient amount to insure plenty
of winter supplies at all times.

I am one who believes that a pound of
sealed sugar syrup is the equal of any pound
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of honey tliat was ever stored for any pur-

pose for wliicli a bee ever uses lioney. Queens
raised on this syrup, and fresh pollen, have

so far given a better life-average, are nearer

all perfect queens, than any T have been

able to raise on stores gathered from flowers,

wliile the workers thus raised are hardy,

and can stand spring grief to the equal of

any worker ever raised.

There is a gi-eat difference in the way the

work is put up to man or bee as to whether
the result is profitable or not. Now, in the

case cited by Mr. Hand, where 8 or 10 parts

of water was used to one of sugar, and fed

in the open, I cannot conceive of a more
disastrous condition imposed on bees than

to be tempted to convert this slop into a

suitable food. I will try to give a parallel

case with man instead of the bee, from
which we can draw the same lesson. Bread
is the staff of life with man, composed large-

ly of flour, a little yeast, salt, and a reason-

able proportion of water to make a stiff

dough to which the right amount of heat is

applied in the right way, and the result is a

wholesome food. But suppose we have the

same ingredients except that we increase the

water to 8 or 10 parts to one of the other

ingredients, and apply the same amount of

heat, and try to keep life in a man for the

period of three months with the resulting

compound, or expect him to be the equal in

sti'ength of the bread-fed man, and, further,

expect him to labor as the equal of the man
normally fed. It sometimes appears that we
exi^ect unreasonable things of our bees

—

things that we could not or would not do if

we were a bee.

Then our friend has overlooked the "bef
again when he holds up the " inversion " of

the syrup as weakening to the bee, and
carries the idea in his article that the nectar

of flowers is not inverted, or that this kind
of work weakens the vitality of the bee in

the one case and not the other. I believe

that the nectar requires just as much albu-

men when gathered from flowers to invert

as in the case of sugar syrup ; and in the

case of candy made from sugar there can be
no difference. Then why should this opera-
tion be so debilitating to the bee if done in

the most economical manner? I take a
common black iron bread-pan that will hold

at least half that I wish to feed to a colony,

an empty super, t\po sticks %, inch thick.

Going to the hive I take off the top, put on
the super, lay the sticks across the frames,

set my pan close to one side, pour in syrup
till the pan is full, and cover the top of
syi'up with a thin wooden float. Then 48
hours later a normal colony will be ready
for the last half, which will probably re-

(juire li\e or six days to store, as finishing

and sealing of the cells lakes more time than
llie fli'st simple storing. Two weeks later

Ibis will all be capped in a normal condition.

The syrup used is from the best cane sugar,

in parts of about 21/2 of sugar to one of
water. A straight-sided vessel should show
a little more finished .syrup than there was
bulk su^r before mixing. The consistency

of the syrup is very important; for as soon
as one gets the syrup where it will not
congeal into a coating of hard candy on top
when allowed to stand for an hour or two,

the bees will store and seal it immediately;
while if too thick they find the transfer a
slow process.

Then if we should use honey thinned, as

our friend thinned his syrup, would not that

be just as debilitating to the bee, and just

as disapijointing?

Then, again, life provides as the acme of

its predestination in the species, that, in the

cycle of the generations, they perpetuate
their race in the highest possible manner
and degree, and then pass from the stage of

action to be succeeded by their progeny. It

is a well-known fact that, the busier their

life, the nearer perfection they reach, and
bees are no exception to this law.

With rare exceptions I know of no reason

for feeding bees but the want of stores ; and
where there is a fall flow in August and
September there is seldom need ; but where
there is not such flow, is where it taxes all

the resources and knowledge of the apiarist

to put his bees in condition for profitable

wintering and a honey crop next year. Bees
raised in July and August have a very short

working life, possibly 30 days, being raised

under congested conditions, while from Sep-
tember on they have a working life of 54
days' average. Under such conditions, if

there is no fall flow, and colonies breed
freely during July and August, and fill the

hive with bees, they exhaust the stores and
do not breec in September, but prolong
their life by going into the comatose con-

dition that enables them to prolong their

life until the fix st part of the ensuing year,

and no doubt m.my of them thus live until

tliey are taken out of the cellar, when thus

wintered, only to furnish victims for spring
dwindling; while on the other hand the

colony that filled the hive with stores and
reduced the brood-nest at the close of the

lioney-flow will have sufficient brood-nest by
September to raise a populous colony of

long-lived bees, and plenty of stores to win-

ter them still on hand. 1 can find no more
profitable way to handle the first-mentioned

class than to give them, the first of Septem-
ber, 25 pounds of cane sugar in the manner
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I liave described, and force them to use up
ll;<>ii- \itality so tliey will die by November
J, and not go into the winter cluster, as they

form nine-tenths of the bees that straggle

out on the combs to freeze and winter-kill.

They are always restless and looking for

trouble. I further find that brood-rearing

exhausts these bees faster at this time than

the transfer of stores; and the feeding at

this time will always lead to the rearing of

brood sufficient to winter in the best of

condition for spring work, and we have

used the profitless bee to the best advantage,

for we have made them fill the home with

stores prepared for winter, raise a new

geiK'ial ioii to meet the rigors of the coming
spiiiig work in the prime of life, otherwise

they would be useless consumers of stores,

to die just when most needed. We find bees

that use the syrup take fewer cleansing

Hights to maintain their health than when
they use natural stores.

Since reading Mr. Hand's article we have
induced a colony of golden Italians to store

20 pounds of sugar in seven days during
weather so wet they could not fly, and that

without the loss of a dozen bees; and we
are going to watch the effect, though we are

not worrying about their dying.

Grant's Pass, Ore., Dec. 26, 1913.

WINTERING

BY MAJOR SHALLARD

1 had occasion in October, 1913, to visit

some of my out-apiaries to examine the

colonies and see how they had come through
the winter. I never before saw such a strik-

ing instance of the value of packing bees

down warm for the winter. It is, of course,

customary for the apiarists of the Northern
States to give all sorts of protection for

winter; but it is not in Australia, and I

think I could safely say that most of the

bees are left on the winter stands in much
the same state they were in all through the

season. The locality where these fai'ms are

is the western district of New South Wales.
The temperature falls to the freezing-point,

and sometimes below, and there are occa-

sional falls of snow ; but some winters there

is none at all. The cold wind (that is, the

damaging winter winds) come from the

west. I am mentioning these details to

explain what winter conditions and draw-
backs the bees had to combat. All the bees

in this district had suffered during the

previous season from a pretty severe attack

of " nosema apis," or, as it is generally

known, " bee paralysis," and they had gone
into, winter quarters weak, although some
apiaries were stronger' than others.

The first two apiaries visited were two
miles apart, and consisted of thirty or forty

hives respectively. These had gone into

winter quarters weak, having about two
frames of brood, and were short of stores.

They were fed half a ton of honey, which
was only about half what they should have
had ; but it was decided to chance it. They
were packed, but only on the top, with two
thicknesses of corn-sack, thirty thicknesses

of newspaper, a sheet of tin, a flat board

top, one inch tliick, and a stone on top to

keep all in position.

The thirty-hive lot opened up in fine

condition with the exception of one hive

which had a queen and only about fifty bees

left. The rest would average about three

frames of brood; and, although they had
eaten all of their winter stores, they all had
plenty of new honey in the combs, and some
of them were just beginning to cap a little

of it. It was very pleasing to have them
open up in so much better order than was
expected.

A visit was next paid to the forty-hive lot.

These, although packed just the same as the

others, were in nothing like such good order.

They were breeding well, although not so

forward as the first lot, but they were liter-

ally living from liand to month, having
hardly an ounce of surplus honey in any of
the hives.

I commenced to look around for the cause
of this, and concluded it was because they
were in a position where they got a lot of
strong winds from which they had no pro-
tection. They are being moved to a more
sheltered ])osition, and, no doubt, will do
better.

Some eight miles away was another apiary
of eighty hives. These had been in such

good condition thaf they were left with the

top boxes on, and not packed at all. They
had plenty of honey on going into winter
quarters, and a fair amount of brood and
bees. They were opened up through the

winter, and found to be out of stores, and
they were fed forty tins of honey. On being
opened in the spring they were found to be

in very bad ordei-. The first four opened
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had died out, and the rest were weak with

an occasional strong one which was doing-

very well.

The next apiary visited was some six

miles further on, and the last one a few
miles further away. They were carefully

packed for winter the same as the first two.

The first one opened up well. The bees were
breeding well, and getting plenty of honey
to go on with. The last one did not come
out at all well. About one-third were dead,

one-third alive, but very weak, and the rest

with about two frames of brood, though
they all had plenty of honey. Even those

which had died out had left honey behind.

This was a bit of knockout, and set me to

thinking why they should do so badly when
the other farms only a few miles off, and
under the same conditions, did so well. I

found the cause of it, or thouglit I did, in

the exposed jDosition. The bees were on a

slope facing toward the west, and they had
been meeting the cold westerly winds all

winter. The hives which did best were those
which had been protected by bushes growing
on the westward side of them, and the ones
which had died out had had no such protec-

tion at all. It was decided to move them
on to the easterly slope of the liill, and no
doubt in that position they will do as well

as the others.

The lesson from the whole thing is this:

1. That it paid well in actual cash to pack
the bees; 2. That if the weaker colonies

had not been packed they would all have
died out, and that, through not packing the

eighty-hive farm, nearly forty pounds'
worth of honey was used which could have
been saved if the bees on that particular

farm had been packed the same as the

others. The condition of the various farms
also showed the utility, in fact, the absolute

necessity, of sheltering the hives from strong

winds, either by giving artificial shelter or

taking advantage of growing bushes.

New South Wales, Australia.

THE WINTER CASE IS WORTH TWO DOLLARS PER YEAR

BY E. G. CARR

A visit to Mr. C. H. Root's yards, near

Red Bank, in winter, is likely to make the

average New Jersey beekeeper think Mr.
Root had not learned that winter packing

is unnecessary in such a fairly well-shel-

tered location, as has been selected for the

yards; but he has no trouble in wintering

bees without packing, as the term " winter-

ing " is commonly used. His wintering ar-

rangement is not like any thing I have seen

before, and deserves particular notice. The
preservation of the bees through the winter

is not the only object of the winter case

—

in fact, it is, perhaps, the smallest item in

mind in using this case. Bees are not kept

by Mr. Root for the fun of the thing, but

for the amount of honey he can get from
them—nothing else.

By the use of this winter ease the bees

winter on an average of ten pounds of

honey per hive less than is required by the

bees in the unprotected hive. Because of

this protection, brood-rearing is exceedingly

rapid in the spring, so that the bees take

advantage of all early honeys before the

main flow, which is from alsike clover. Mr.
Root figures the extra profit from the use of

this case at $2.00 per colony each year.

The wintering is such that at one yard of

over 20 colonies last year there were not

more than a pint of dead bees all told m
front of the 20 hives in the spring.

This winter case is a double-walled box

willi two-inch space between the outer and
inner wall, which is filled with ground cork.

The cork is used because it can be obtained
easily, but other packing would probably be
equally effective. No packing at all would
be used if the space could be kept perfectly

air-tight ; but since this is impossible the

packing is thought to be necessary. The
packing space is entirely enclosed so there

is no danger of spilling the packing.
The case is of such size as to telescope

readily over the regular hive-body with the

hand-hole cleats left off. This rests on a
double hive-stand jDacked with leaves. The
hive-stand rests on four stakes driven into

the ground projecting about two inches.

On the hive-stand is the bottom-board
with %-ineh rim, and the entrance is con-

tracted to 1/4x8 inches for winter. On the

brood-chamber is placed a half-inch inner

cover, and over all is a six-inch-deep tele-

scope cover filled with leaves held in by
burlap cleated around the sides so that this

cover telescopes down over the outer case

about one inch. This cover is made of wood,
and roofed with paroid roofing. Mr. Root's

experience with wood convinced him that it

alone cannot be made satisfactory as a roof.

If for any reason the bees are to be
examined before time for removing the out-

er case, it can be readily done with no
trouble from loose packing.

New Egypt, N. J.
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Sprinkling the Quneen and the Bees on Combs wiah Warm Water

BY T. DWIGHT WHITMAN

A good deal has been said of late in your
magazine about the smoke method of intro-

ducing queens. For one who is satisfied to

work by guess in the dark it is all right ; but

for my part I want to see what I am doing,

and be able to take a,ny queen, either virgin

or mated, right from the mails and see her

on the frames surrounded with the bees be-

fore I close the hive.

" But how are you going to do it? " you
say. I have done it often with not a failure

except once when, after closing up the hive,

I did not leave it alone for at least three

days; and when I opened it to see if the

queen was laying she was frightened, and
ran and squealed, and the bees promptly
balled her.

"Well, but how?" All right. We will

suppose that I am going to introduce a

queen that I have just received through the

mails. If I wish to save the queen in the

hive in which I intend to introduce the new
queen I provide two Miller cages, one for

each queen. I have my hive-tool, a lighted

smoker, and a dish of warm water and a

plant-sprayer; or, in place of that, a whisk
broom or bunch of weeds or simply my
hand.

Taking the mailing-cage into the house I

open it by a window, cage the new queen in

one of the Miller cages (which must be

without any feed in it), and put her in my
pocket so that she will not get chilled. I go
to the hive in which I am going to introduce

her, and proceed leisurely to find the old

queen. When I find her I put her in the

other Miller cage with some attendants, and
feed if I am going to keep her in it ; other-

wise without feed if I am going to introduce
her in another hive, or simply lay her on
top of the frames in her own or another
liive without feed or attendants, and let the

bees take care of her until I want her.

The old queen being out of the hive it is

now ready for the new one which has been
in my pocket for from twenty to thirty

minutes, and is beginning to get hungry. I

pick out a frame of brood that has some
open cells of honey near the top of the

frame, and arrange to place it in the center

of the hive. If the hive is a strong one with
lots of bees I start at the outside frame and
sprinkle it with the warm (not hot) water
on both sides, and do this with all of the

frames, reserving the frame T hnve selected

to go in the center of the hive, and on which

I propose to place the new queen until the
last. Then, wetting that, I take the queen
in the Miller cage out of my pocket and dip
the queen, cage and all, under the water a
couple of times so as to wet the queen's
wings so that she cannot fly. She is then in

the same condition as the other bees in the
hive. Then drawing the plug I hold the cage
up against the frame of brood so that the

open end is near some of the open cells of
honey. The queen soon climbs out on the

frame, and, being hungry, at once sticks her
liead in one of the open cells and goes to

feeding, a space having been cleared for her
with a puff of smoke. As the other bees
gradually close around her they are so busy
thinking about drying themselves that they
pay no attention to the new queen. I gently
lower this frame in place from its former
diagonal position in the hive, close the hive

after sprinkling a little more water where I

last saw the queen, and the job is done.
I do not disturb the hive for at least three

days, or, better still, a week. I can tell from
the actions of the bees or by examining the

ground outside the hive that the probability
is that every thing is all right.

Now, this plan has every advantage that

the smoke method has. The queen is intro-

duced without attendants, so there is no risk

of disease. There is no lost time, no appli-
ances to buy ; moreover, you can do it at any
time and see what you are doing.

The amount of water to be used depends
on the streng-th of the hive. With a strong
hive where the bees are inclined to be cross
I give them a good deal, but usually not
more than a sprinkle on each frame is re-

quii'ed.

As water will quiet the bees as well as if

not better than smoke in most eases, you can
in a pinch get along without using any
smoke at all, which is sometimes an advan-
tage in the case of replacing a black queen,
or when, after a search, you cannot find the
old queen by using a queen-excluder and an
extra body, and you have taken a couple of
frames of brood from the hive that you are
sure the old queen is not on, and placed
them in the extra body over the queen-ex-
cluder on top of the old hive and filled up
the rest of the extra body with spare frames,
you can introduce your new queen in the
same way and hunt up the old queen in the
lower body at your leisure.

This method meets all the requirements.
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The new
feeding,

cdor ; at

that she

put out

hands so

hive tliat

queen is

queen, being hungry, goes right to

and at once acquires the colony

least, the bees do not seem to know
is a stranger, because the hive is

of normal, and they have their

full in drying themselves and the

, by the time that is done, the new
ettled down. Even when first

introduced the bees show no inclination to

ball her, and the queen is thinking more
about getting something to eat than she is

of running or squealing, so the bees are

more inclined to accept her.

Give this method a trial, and you will

have no more use for the smoke method.
Tacoma, Wash.

SOME DIFFERENCES IN LOCALITIES

BY GEORGE W. LOUDER

1 noticed what George M. Huntingdon
says. p. 215, March 15, also Dr. Miller's

answer, p. 244, April 1, which does not

answer. The winter of 1903 I was with one
of the Somerford boys in Cuba. Down
there the weather is cool at night (was cool

part of the time in daytime too—weather

reports said coolest for 25 years), and flow

comparatively light eaily. Under these con-

ditions we had to extract for the brood-

chambers of all colonies, super or no super,

or the colonies would have been down to a

handful of bees by the time the flow got

heavy. In many colonies there would be

brood in two or three combs in the center of

the brood-nest, and then only a circle five to

six inches across in each comb. The rest

were jammed full of honey with comb-honey
supers or extracted-honey supers on, it

made no difference. The last part of the

season we did little or no extracting from
the brood-nests. As the weather became
more settled and the flow stronger, and
brood-nests more expanded, the bees showed
less inclination to exclude brood with honey.

I have kept bees in two locations in south-

eastern Pennsylvania, and am satisfied that

the let-alone plan (except in cases of lack

of stores) is best there.

In your reply to Mr. Huntingdon you
speak apologetically of the use of the word
" locality." You need offer no apologies for

the word. Location makes all the difference

in management. I see Dr. Miller, p. 311,

April 15, says the floAv began June 6, and
closed about Sept. 20. His surplus is, if I

understand rightly, from white clover. In

the two locations I had in Pennsylvania,

covering about ten years, the clover flow

lasted from June 1 generally up to July 4,

sometimes until the 15th. We used to say,
" When the farmers cut their hay the honey-
flow is over."

In Chester Co. we had sufficient nectar

from sumac to enable the bees to flnish

])artly filled sections if looked over in time.

In Montgomery Co. there was no sumac
near me, but sweet r-lover enous'h for the

same purpose. Some years, with a little

flow from Spanish needle, there is enough
to keep brood-rearing up, and get some
baits drawn in supers, but seldom any sur-

plus. Both places gave sufficient fall flow

from asters, etc., to fill up the hives in good
sliape for winter. Last summer, while on
a visit up there, tlie bees were storing in

August—a very unusual thing. Here in

South Delaware we have a fiow generally in

August and September, and usually some
surplus is gathered. These few facts will be
enough to let the word " locality " out.

THE INCOME OF A BEEKEEPER.

Mr. A. C. Miller says a man able to

manage a commercial yard and market the

product sliould be able to earn at least $5.00
per daj' in any one of several different lines.

All of us will agTee that the beekeeping
fraternity are, taken as a whole, as wide-
aw^ake and up to date as any branch of rural

workers; but I am here to tell you that the

.fo.OO-per-day men in their ranks, if the

capital invested in the bee outfit were sud-
dently to be lost, and they were forced into

other work aside from bees, are not so very
numerous. Mr. Miller does not say in what
line they could capture that $5.00; and for

my part I don't know. I know there are

some old timers who run large numbers of
colonies and sell the output at some price

wlio cannot write a correctly spelled or

grammatically correct letter. Of course, some
are good salesmen naturally, but without
training save for the little honey-selling a
few weeks in the fall, and there are sales-

men in many lines Avho do not get $30 per
week.
Frank Somerford made from $12o to $200

]5er month in the detective business in Cuba
before he had bees enough to keep him busy.

He was an unusually bright, Avell-informed,

well-educated young man, holding at that

time a first-grade teacher's certificate in

Texas, and having had experience as a bank
clerk. He was also familiar with Spanish.

I have met a good many beekeepers, and
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wuuld say that, where one would measure

up to Sonierford in education and ability,

five would not. I guess there are more $1.50

than $5.00 men. The editor sjieaks of a

large producer who says he can get all the

men he wants at $1.50 per day. Well, let

some misfortune take from him his bees,

and let him enter another line where the

other man furnished the brains, where would
he he but in the $1.50 class?

BEES OAKRYING SAWDUST FOR POLLEN.
They have been nosing around on the

chips at the woodpile all spring, and to-day
I saw quite a number flying excitedly

around some heavy oak sticks four or five

inches across, and six to eight feet long.

You don't suppose they will feed them to

their brood, do youf May there not be some
acid or juice in wood that they need'?

Georgetown, Del.

BEES WINTERED ON CANDY ALONE

BY O. S. REXEORD

Last fall I promised to take away all

honey from a colony in order to winter, or

at least try to winter, with the Miller candy
only. Accordingly, November 12, I put bees

from one colony on frames entirely empty

—

no pollen nor honey. Over the frames, so

that the bees could get it readily, I put 15
lbs. of the candy, packed them up, and left

them for the winter.

About April 1 I examined the bees, found
them in good condition, brood started, and
what appeared to be liquid honey in the

cells near the brood. At this time I gave
them one frame containing pollen but no
honey. There was about 5 lbs. of the candy,
which seemed dry and hard.

I did not go to. the hive again for about
ten days, and then I found the bees had
absconded—no dead bees, hive clean and
dry, and four or five pounds of the candy.

When I decided to experiment with candy
feeding I asked a friend and expert bee-

keeper, Mr. S. E. Bunnell, President of the

Connecticut Beekeepers' Association, to try

also the candy feeding, and I send his report

with this.

KKl'OKT OF S. E. BUNNELL ON FEEDING MILLER
CANDY FOR WINTERING BEES.

November 18 I took all honey from colony No. 10;
gave them 26 pounds of candy. November 18 I gave
colony No. 11, which was short of stores, 13 lbs. of

candy. March 8 I examined my bees ; found both
colonies in good condition. No. 10 seemed in extra

good shape.

April 10, a warm day, I took out frames of No.
10; found them strong in bees, very few having died;

three frames of brood, liquid honey above the brood;
about 5 lbs. of very hard candy.

At this time I gave them honey in two or three

frames, about 8 lbs. in all ; also one empty comb filled

with rye flour.

Colony No. 11 was also in good condition.

From this time on, both colonies remained as good
in every way as the average in my yard. But this is

not saying much so far as section honey is conr

cerned.

My average at this time is only about 20 lbs. per
colony.

April 12, 1914. S. E. BUNNELL.

Winsted, Ct.

THE HARD CANDY MELTED AND RAN DO^

BY F. J. LEE

To make hard candy for winter stores, I

think the beekeeper must be a professional

candy-maker as well as beekeeper in order
to make a success of it. I saw the recipe

in Gleanings, and as I had seven colonies

that I knew were light in stores I got my
wife to help me. We put on a kettle of

sugar and water, and some strained honey.
We boiled it until it would get hard in cold

water. Then when we poured it out it was a
nice amber color. We filled up the kettle

again as before, and boiled and boiled. As
I thought the first batch was not hard
enough we emptied it back into the kettle

and boiled it some more. It had the nice

amber color; so that much, I knew, was

right; but the second batch I thought was
not hard enough, so we put it back in the

kettle and cooked it until bedtime Saturday
night, when it was put out in the summer
kitchen to cool and harden.

Monday morning I broke it up and put
it on top of the frames of seven hives. I

slept well every night for a week, thinking
my bees were enjoying their nice amber-
colored candy. A neighbor who has a few
hives in my cellar came in, and I told him
about the nice amber-colored candy I had
made for my bees, and invited him down to

se'^ the gTooves they would have cut in it by
that time. I lit the gas, took off' a cover,

and. lo and behold ! the candy was gone,
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timber color and all. I had put clean bottom-

boards under them, and you would be sur-

prised to see the number of bees that went
down with the candy.

In the next issue I saw a picture showing
how a man wintered bees on loaf sugar. I

went to the village and bought all the loaf

sugar the store had—25 lbs. I thought the

bees could not get their feet tangled with

that, as it was very hard and coarse. I got

the kettle out again and put half a gallon of

extracted honey in it. I heated it hot, put

in some of the loaf sugar, stirred it around,

then skimmed it out to drain, but it did not

drain. What honey was on it went into the

hives. It seems to me it will make an excel-

lent bee-feed. However, if it does not feed

them it will not kill them.

Lee Valley, Ont., Can.

SUNDRY ITEMS

The Detection De swarmmg se

,

ster§ on

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN

On page 574, under the heading " Notes
from Canada," our old friend Mr. Byer
touches upon the detection of the swarming
impulse ; but he does not leave us any wiser

as to how to detect from outside appearance
the swarming impulse. Others have claimed

their ability to do this, but thus far no one
has told me in a satisfactory way how it is

done. How? I still doubt the possibility

of doing this in a well-managed apiary.

Then in connection with this subject he

states, " I rough it alone mostly." Now,
friend Byer, is that not a little hard on that

son of yours? yes, and on your other family

help? In my own apiarian work until last

year I have quite decidedly set the pace for

my help, and did more than any one else

during the season. For the past two seasons

I have taken an unusual number of students

because I have had what appeared to be an
abundance of good material to pick from,
and this season being an off season, I have
not done so much; in fact I could have got

along nicely with half the amount of help.

Yes, we did look at every colony once a

week for four weeks (June 12 to July 12).

Generally the time covered by this inspec-

tion is six weeks. In future, however, I

may try to examine colonies for the swarm-
ing impulse, according to Dr. Miller's sug-

gestion, every ten days. However, the eighth

day gives us always a second chance to

detect queen-cells before the young queen
hatches. With the ten-day system there is

only one chance.

* * *

THE 1915 SEASON.

I quite agree with Mr. Byer that the

outlook for 1915 for this province (Ontario)
is none too good. Most, if not all, of the

young clover in my section has been killed

by dry weather. Last night, Aug. 10, we

had the first good shower we have had for

a long time. Now will be the proper time

to publish widely the returns to be obtained

from keeping bees in Ontario ; but just now
those who have been sc zealous in supplying
items for the press as to the profits in bee-

keeping appear to be busy with other mat-
ters. Perhaps they are dodging about to

keep their heads from being struck by
brickbats from the hands of people who
started beekeeping on the credit system.

CROP REPORTS.

Since sending a report of the honey crop
for Ontario July 10, the basswood flow has

come and gone. The bees have, where
opportunity was offered them, drawn on
the supers to feed the immature brood and
themselves, this being necessary owing to

the complete cessation of nectar gathering

that has reduced the expected surplus.

Again, some were over-sang-uine when they

reported, as now the surplus in Ontario will

average per colony, not 30 lbs., but nearer

15 lbs.

Then there is the winter feeding to be

done. I have 150 colonies marked as re-

quiring immediate feeding, and let me whis-

per to you I have had one twelve-frame

Langstroth starve to death already. So
much for the amount of honey a good queen
allows the bees to store in a twelve-frame
brood-chamber, I expect to use 150 bags of

sugar for winter feed.

WHY PAINT BLISTERS ON THE HIVE.

I feel quite sure it is possible for moisture

to pass from the inside of a hive through
the board, and collect in a blister between
the i)aint and the board separating the two.
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I have seen this in hives used for some time.

This was with single-walled hives; but al-

though more difificult I see no reason why it

could not take place with a double-walled

hive. I have no doubt that in the case men-
tioned by Mr. Kaufmann, page 606, Glean-
ings, the water went through in the same
way.
Having seen such blisters on several

occasions in the past, I have felt for years
that so far as the welfare of the bees is

concerned, they would be better off with
unpainted hives. This would make Dr.

Miller's contention quite right; he advocates
unpainted hives. I have, however, not been
able to reconcile myself to unpainted hives

—no, not even unpainted supers.

HONEY IN WAR.

At a Rochester, N. Y., beekeepers' con-

vention I heard it stated that the German
soldiers received honey as part of his daily

I'ation. If this is the case there must soon
be a shortage of honey.

Brantford, Canada.

BEES AND "MOVIES'

BY PRANK BROOMALL

Is a moving-picture parlor a dangerous
place to visit? Are you liable to inhale or

become inoculated by disease germs? Let
me give my experience. My vocation keeps
me indoors mostly ; but this particular year
was rather dull in my line, and I found
myself with considerable time on my hands.

One evening I stopped in a "picture" house
near my home, and during the course of
the show a film was shown of all the impor-
tant work of the apiary, or at least nearly

all, such as the manipulation of the frames,
the hunting of queens, including a gTeatly

enlarged close-at-hand picture of the frame
with the queen on it ; also extracting honey,
swarming and hiving, packing comb and
extracted honey ; and last, but not least, the

consumer enjoying buckwheat cakes and
honey for breakfast.

Again the. question, " Are picture houses
filled with germ-laden air?" I answer,
decidedly, yes! at least I came from that

place with a well-developed case of bee-

fever, and the good wife has since pro-

nounced it hopeless. Honest Injun ! I

believe she is catching it herself.

The morrow found a card on the way to

the Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, D. C, and before the end of the next
week I was eagerly devouring the informa-
tion contained in the Government bulletin

entitled " Bees."

Event followed event in rapid succession

as the disease reached the fever heat. The
name of the secretary of the nearest bee-

keepers' association was procured, and soon
I was in possession of a full colony of

golden Italians. Since then I have experi-

enced the various delights well known to

beekeepers. I have made increase by both
nucleus and the Alexander method (I prefer

the former), have raised queens, and, the

most pleasing of all to a beginner, is the

harvesting of the first pound of honey.

I find myself a living reality of the picture

I have told you about—" buckwheat cakes
and honey for breakfast."

West Philadelphia, Pa.

NOTES FROM GERMANY

BY J. E. HEBERLE, B. S.

FERTILE EGGS IN DRONE COMB.

Inspector Hoffmann reports that he re-

ceived from Lehrer Schneider a piece of
drone comb from which perfectly normal
worker bees emerged. This drone comb was
from a colony that had ten large combs

—

larger than the Langstroth frames, which
had only small patches of drone comb at the

corners ; all the rest was good worker comb.
So far as I know it has ne\er been recorded
that a queen, wlien there is but little drone

comb in the hive, and ample worker comb,
would lay in drone-cells fertile and unfer-
tilized eggs.

* * »

ORIGIN OF FORMIC ACID IN HONEY.

Is formic acid produced in the body of
the bee, or is it derived from the oxidation

of sugar? Muellenhof asserts that the for-

mic acid comes from the sting and poison-

gland of the bee. Prof. v. Planta is of the

oi)inion that it originates in the salivary
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glands of the head and thorax. Dr. Reiden-

baeh does not believe that formic acid orig-

inates in the body of the bee, but holds it to

be a product of oxidation of sugar. Dr.

Merl, director of the laboratory for food

analysis in Munich, after extensive investi-

gation, thinks that Reidenbach's theory is

]>robably correct. Dr. Merl asserts that

during winter neither head, thorax, nor ab-

domen contains even a trace of formic acid.

He will continue his investigation in the

near future on field bees—bees gathering-

nectar.

blossom secretes,] He thought first that this

Tunisien bee swarmed more than the black

bee of the Continent, but finds now that it

does not. With the Arabs it had to swarm
on account of the limited space given them.

A cylinder made of reeds about 40 inches

long and 8 inches in diameter is used as a
hive. Ml". Becker is in charge of an apiary
of 500 colonies. They rear queens the year
round, but sell only the best of them. He
says it is a pleasure to keep bees there, be-

cause they have a good honey-flow tju

months in the year.

—

Leipziger Btzg.

INSTINCT OF SELF-PRESERVATION IN BEES.

R. made in July, 1910, an artificial in-

crease. He used the queen and brood from
an Italian and older bees from a black

colon}'. In August the weather was bad

—

the colony was short of stores. One day a

bunch of black bees were found dead in the

rear of the hive. No doubt the Italians had
crowded or pushed them away from the

combs containing the rest of the stores so

they died of starvation. It was not race

hatred nor emnity, but limited stores that

prompted the bees. The old bees could be

easily spared. Self-preservation prompted
the bees to free the colony from useless con-

sumers on account of small stores and noth-

ing coming in.

The same thing was obsei^'ed in 1912. An
Italian colony that had swarmed in June
had a very fertile queen, consuming consid-

erable stores to rear brood. In August the

young bees pushed the old ones away from
the combs that contain a little food on to the

empty combs in the rear, where they would
soon die of starvation. When the cover was
taken oft^ the old bees rushed out, but were
refused admittance between the other

frames, and the entrance was also securely

guarded against them. Some of the old bees

had already died from exhaustion and star-

vation. This colony was fed, and the old

bees at once received their freedom and
access to the stores. The death-sentence was
magnanimously set aside as .soon as the colo-

ny was fed and the fear of starvation re-

moved.

—

Muenchener Bienenzeitunrj.

* « »

BEEKEEPING IN TUNIS.

Mr. Becker writes that the bee is as black

there as the black bee of the Continent. He
asserts that this TunLsien bee visits flowers,

and that the bee of the Continent does not,

and concludes from this that the Tunisien

bee has a longer tongue than the European
j'aces. It is simjily astonishing the quantity

cf honey it gathers. [This depends prob-

ably on the profusion of nectar that each

BEEKEEPING IN THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

A French beekeeper writes in Apiculteur
that the movable-frame hive is hardly known
there. The swarms are hived in boxes with
an entrance in the front and rear. Besides,

it has usually a dozen or more cracks and
crevices which permit a free entrance to the

bees and their enemies. Frames with foun-
dation or pieces of combs are not used in

these boxes. The bees build at random in

any way they wish. If the owner notices

that the bees have som.e honey in the box he

takes it out by using a great deal of very
strong penetrating smoke. He waits until

the bees have honey again, and then repeats

the operation. This robbing of honey and
hiving the swarms is about all the native

beekeeper does. This French beekeeper has

now 170 modern hives. The first year his

crop was 7700 lbs.; the second, 15,000 lbs.

from 100 colonies, and the last year, from
170 colonies, 24,000 lbs. The jDasture is very

very good; a large part of the land abounds
in good bee-plants. The best is alfalfa. He
lias 600 acres of it. The honey-flow begins

in July with the fruit bloom, and lasts until

tiie rainv season begins in March.

—

Rhein.

Bztg.
* * »

THE POLITEST BEEKEEPERS IN THE WORLD.

The Chinese are polite toward everybody,

especially the bees, because they have a

queen. They don't want to kill a queen

—

not even insult one. If he wants to take

honey from the bees he begs them to give

him some from their affluence, and says:
" You have your house filled with SAveets

while we have only paprica and bread to

eat." At the same time he makes compli-

ments, and burns sweet incense. The bees

retreat on account of the smoke. The tailed

beekeeper interprets that as assent to his

polite request for honey, and cuts out the

tilled combs. Honey is comparatively ex-

I)ensive in China, and principally used for

medicine.

—

Illustr. Ulnnatslil.

Kempten, Bavaria, Germany.
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THE BACKLOT BUZZER.

Bet the fellow who started the story about the bees

being a nuisance at the watering trough, where the

live stock come to drink, didn't linger long studyin'

the problem. He went on to town to do his drinkiii.

Does the Use of Thick Foundation in Sec-
tions Injure the Sale of Honey?

For the past eighteen mouths I have been a citizen

of Philadelphia. Last winter I wanted some honey ;

and one night on passing a retail produce house I

saw several beautiful-looking 4x5 plain sections on
display. The price-card read 25 cts. per section, as

they were not sold by weight. I learned afterward
those sections averaged 14 1^ oz. from a lot of two
cases. On inspection I saw the producer's name on
each section, which told me the stuff was true to

name, and a first-class article. I purchased one.
Next morning at breakfast I sampled the honey ; and
so far as that pai't is concerned the liquid was really

first-class. The producer used full sheets of founda-
tion in those 4x5 plain sections, however, so the
midrib was so tough it would not crumble under the
pressure of a knife. The use of this foundation
made the honey any thing but inviting. To get the
honey I placed the whole business in a small tin, and
slowly heated it to separate the wax, etc.

I tried other places in this part of the city, but
could find no section honey save that which was
produced on full sheets of foundation, so I gave up
and did not buy any more. I went among the people
I have met while here, and others I do not know,
making an inquiry into the cause of people not buy-
ing or using more honey. The man running the
produce store is a very nice fellow, doing an honest
business so far as I know. Tliese inquiries proved

to me that people earning under $20 per week re-

fused to buy honey on account of the price—25 cts.

is altogether out of their means, considering the
small amount obtained for the quarter dollar. Per-
sonally the same feeling caused me to leave it alone,
simply from the fact of the nasty way the surplus
wax has of holding the honey. I find the majority
of people do not like the wax, and refuse to buy
honey on this account. This factor has much to do
in spreading the idea that comb honey is manufac-
tured, especially when this wax business proves it.

It is surprising to find how many people here in the
city have friends or relatives out in the country,
and, when sojourning there, they invariably get hon-
ey to eat ; and I want to say they hardly ever, if

ever, get honey in which the wax does not crumliie
into minute particles when gently mashed with a

knife or spoon. Is it any wonder these people think
comb honey of the city a fake, after having become
acquainted with an article made without foundation?
These same people know that beekeepers buy "manu-
factured" wax in large quanities. They are also

acquainted with the hundred and one fakes employed
to get their money for any thing needed for the home,
and thus it is most easy to associate the use of too
much foundation in comb honey as one of these tools

to get the advantage of the consumer.
Therefore, brother beekeeper, I want to register

my protest against using full sheets in sections. To
continue its use renders the matter of fact in at-

tempts to increase consumption of no account. At
least it is discouraging to see a really fine honey
stored in a surplus of wax. The idea that bees "thin
down" the base or midrib in foundation is more
theory than practice, if my experience has not been
wrongly conducted. Ralph P. Fisher.

I'liiladelphia, Pa.

Feeding Syrup for Winter Stores Before the
Fall Honey-flow

Last winter I placed a plate of syrup over the
brood-frames with a Hill device directly over it,

which kept the chaff-tray away from it; then I put
some excelsior in the syrup to prevent the bees from
drowning. If I were going to follow this plan right
along, however, I should rather have some dishes
made to conform to the shape of the Hill device.
By measuring the Alexander feeder I find that it

M'ill go inside an empty super if I want to use it for
feeding after the chaff-trays are taken off.

After the main honey-flow is over, and as soon as a
drouth or honey dearth comes on, I propose moving
all supers so that no syrup may reach the sections,
and then feed enough syrup so that the combs will

contain enough stores for winter. The bees will

then be ready to store the buckwheat and other fall

honey directly in the supers again.
^V^leelerville, Pa. Mrs. Susan E. Allen,

[ We would not advise the plan for the bees would
surely move some of the syrup up into the supers.

—

Ed.]

Hard Candy Too Hard to Make
That snow blizzard at Medina, Nov. 9, 10, was no

more worthy of recording than our snow blizzard in

southeast Oklahoma, to-day, Jan. 30. Our 19 hives
of bees are banked high on all sides except southeast,
M'here the escaping warmth has melted the snow and
left the entrances open. Our bees are in fine order
because I have closely watched and liberally fed
them, and liecause they have just had nine days of
pollen and honey-gathering. Strange as it may seem,
with snow everywhere now, day before yesterday the
bees gathered honey and pollen all day.
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My last feeding was after reading of the hard
candy method given in Gleanings for Jan. 1, and
I can say it was not at all satisfactory with me be-

cause on examination after feeding the hard candy
I found the bees letting it alone. It proved to be so

liard that I removed it and fed them my own way,
which is so simple and effectual that I have never
been able to improve on it. I prepare the feed by
working pure granulated sugar into a smooth stiflf

dough with as little wateV as possible. Then to feed,

I put a batch of this on three or four thicknesses of

paper, giving each colony what it needs. I smoke
the bees down a little from the tops of the frames,
and place the feed directly over the cluster ; then I

push a long-bladed knife through sugar down be-

tween the frames in one or two places; turn up the

edges of the paper, put on oilcloth, and then they are

fed. I have taken out sugar prepared this way
weeks after, and found it a nice soft case, the bees
eating as they wanted it. I think the dryness of the
air here is the cause of the candy becoming so hard.
We have ten-frame hives, all hand-made by my-

self. I agree and disagree with W. L. Porter
(Gleanings, Nov. 15, 1913). If the beginner has
ready cash and can get factory-made supplies with-

out unreasonable expense, freight, etc., and knows
what to get, all right; but if not, and he can get

lumber cheap, and is determined to make a start, go
ahead ; make supplies and keep bees. I have never
had first-class supplies, but have always made some
profit.

Valliant, Okla. Fred Myers.

[There have been some other complaints in regard
to the candy being unsatisfactory, but never because
it was too hard, always because it was too soft. We
are pretty well convinced, now, that, while the candy
such as we describe is all right when it is made just

right, nevertheless it is difficult to get it exactly he
right consistency. We ourselves are having quite
good results from the hard candy with the exception
of some cases where it grew too soft.

—

Ed.]

Small's Candy Given a Test

The severe weather in February and March caused
quite a large number of colonies to die. They flew

almost every day until Feb. 7. I tried candy for

feeding, as per A. V. Stnall, page 141, Feb. 15, as
late as March, and found it a success. It is easily

and quickly made, and I recommend it to any one
needing feed as a first-class feed, and one that fills

every want of the bees.

Wading River, N. J. S. Powers.

Less Water in Making Hard Candy
Regarding the time required to make hard candy

for winter feeding, it requires about four hours of

boiling over a hot fire, with equal parts of sugar and
water, in lots of 5 lbs. of sugar and 15 minutes of

boiling, with six parts of sugar and one part of

water. With the thicker mixture, care must be ex-

ercised at the start ; and in either case the last five

minutes of boiling is a critical stage. The quicker
method is entirely safe and manifestly cheaper, and a

matter of moment if much candy is made.
A. Wheeler, Jr.

West Falls Church, Va., March 9.

[We have tried using less water, but have felt

that the danger of burning is so great that it is

hardly safe.

—

Ed. ]

as it retains the heat. Place sugar with enough
water to start, add small amount of lemon juice.

When it boils place a cover on same and let boil for

five minutes; remove cover, and wash down sides of

kettle to get all the sugar off. Place a thermometer
in batch, and cook to 315 or 320 degrees. Pour
on oiled marble, let cool, run knife under same, and
when cold sprinkle with plenty of sugar which keeps
it from sweating or dries it off.

Modesto, Cal. F. F. Turner.

On Disturbing Bees in Winter
In reference to the editorial, page 84, Feb. 1,

giving the article copied from the American Bee
Journal, I think your summing-up was wrong. 1

would sum it up like this: Mr. Doolittle picked out
the only colony, in his opinion, that was worth buy-
ing, and left those that were worth very little with
the farmer. The farmer's bees all died. If the

farmer's colonies had not been disturbed at all, I

wonder if a good number of them might not have
been alive in the spring. In my opinion it all de-

pends upon what condition bees go into winter quar-
ters whether they can be disturbed or not.

In 1912 I put five colonies of bees in Danzenbaker
hives, doubling up, making one hive out of two. All

five were full of bees, and there was from 80 to 100
lbs. of honey in each. These colonies were in my
cellar next to the furnace, where we passed them
twenty times a day, and disturbed them a good deal

more than I had been taught was good for them.

Yet they came out of the cellar May 2 and swarmed
May 29, leaving the two Danzenbaker hives full of

bees and brood in all stages, with queen-cells in both.

This was the mildest winter (1912-'13) we ever
had in Quebec. We were able to go canoeing on the

St. Lawrence in February. The winter of 1913 '14

was the coldest on record. We had 56 days from
20 to 35 below zero in January and February. I

put 15 colonies in winter quarters in the fall in two-

story Danzenbaker hives with from 80 to 100 lbs.

of honey stored in each hive. They were disturbed
in January by moving them into the cellar; besides,

we had to bring wood into the cellar next to them
with only a board partition between. We had to

fire the furnace right next to them. The cellar froze

every vegetable in it solid. My bees were without
bottom-boards. To-day being fine and springlike we
took them out, although it is too early for us. We
were anxious to see if any were alive. To our sur-

prise all were alive, and in fit condition to divide,

if we had had queens ready to divide them.

It is my opinion that, after two years like these,

we can disturb bees in winter quarters and benefit

by it, if they are well supplied with bees and honey
in the fall—a much greater supply, though, than is

generally allowed. Just how much they can be dis-

turbed, I am not prepared to say.

C. A. Stevens.
Bromptonville, Que., Can., April 22.

Another Way of Making Hard Candy
I have been reading of trouble in making hard

candy. I have followed the candy trade and made
liundreds of pounds, so would be glad to help our
brother, page 153, Feb. 15. A copper kettle is best.

A Colony Nearly Destroyed by Mice
Last fall when I put my bees away for the winter

I did not turn the bottom-boards, but left the %
entrance side up, and slipped in the sticks with the

% by 7 slot, making the winter entrance. Some of

the sticks were somewhat loose, and a few days later

I noticed one end of one had swung out of the proper
place. This did not seem unusual, as there was
more or less wind, and I thought the hive might
have vibrated enough to cause it. However, this

occurred several times, so that I suspected that

something was moving them. The fall here was a

very open one. Bees flew every day, almost, up till

a few days before Christmas. Owing to this I did

not put the winter cases on till after t'hvistiiias.

When I was ready to wrap the hive tliat had the

entrance stick moved I concluded to look in and see
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how the bees were faring. I prepare them for win-

tor by putting on an empty super, putting a piece of

bent woven-wire fencing over the frames to make a

concave space on top of the frames ; then a cushion

of burlap filled with leaves on top of that. When I

removed the top I saw a little mouse-hole drilled

through the side of the cushion. I removed this, and
looked carefully down among the frames, then patted

the cushion all over, and concluded Miss Mouse was
not at home. So I replaced the cushion and put

the winter case on. A month later came the first

day warm enough for the bees to fly ; but on looking

over the entrances I saw this particular hive nad
the entrance entirely choked with bee wings, legs,

and such debris. Well, Miss Mouse was there all

right, but it proved to be Mrs. Mouse, and she had
her family with her. Such a cosy nest as they had,

right on top of the frames at the front end, close

up to the cluster. Mice evidently don't care for

honey, as they had not disturbed the combs, except

for a spot about as big as my hand, eaten down to

the midrib on the outside of the outside comb, and
it had no honey in it (I forgot to say that I had
wedged in the entrance stick at the time of the first

examination). They had been fastened in the hive,

and evidently thrived on a diet of bees and a little

wax for a change, for they were sleek and fat. The
cluster of bees was much depleted, though, and I

do not know whether they will survive the winter or

not. The next time I winter any mice I hope it will

not be on bees.

Mannington, W. Va., Jan. 27. D. S. Ferry.

Wintering Bees on the Let-alone Plan
Last fall we prepared our 78 hives of bees on

their summer stands, feeding them up for the winter,

and packing them with chat? and planer shavings;

with no upper ventilation. To-day, May 4, I went
through the yard and found every colony carrying in

pollen. Almost every colony is strong. I had not
looked at the inside of a hive since last fall. This is

what I did: I mixed about 250 lbs. of granulated
sugar, made into a syrup, with about 50 lbs. of

honey to flavor it. I fed this out near the yard in

April, using my large feeders, and took part of three

days to do the feeding, though I will overhaul each
hive soon during apple bloom. Some colonies are

clustering out now, and need room.
Lakeville, Ind. C. A. Bunch.

A Cold Cellar

I did not lose over fifty bees out of two colonies

that wintered in a cellar where the average tempera-
ture for the winter was 33 degrees. Can you beat
that?

Howard, Pa., May 8. Chas. Heverly.

Pollen from Cotton-seed Meal in Midwinter

Last fall all my bees went into winter with about
30 lbs. of aster honey, and with a goodly number of

bees, taking the apiaries as a whole. My Golden
breeding-yard is 3 V2 miles south of here ; and during
the winter one of my neighbors, whose barn is about
Vi mile from this apiary, told me that my bees were
working heavily every nice day on the ensilage and
cotton-seed meal he was feeding his cattle. I fully

expected these bees to be weak in the spring on
account of so many being lost going after this pol-

len, not to mention the corn ensilage and aster hon-
ey ; however, I found that this yard was consider-
ably ahead of all our others—not a single weak
colony in the lot. Some at this late date have 14 to

17 L. frames of brood. Nuclei were stronger by one-
half the first of April than when consolidated last

fall. Yes, some were twice as strong. It's true we
had a very mild winter ; but does that account for
the difference in strength of apiaries ?

The way I look at it is, the sap from the ensilage
and- the cotton-seed meal combined, as this feed was,
iipproaches very nearly the natural pollen as a brood-
rearing combination.

Spring Hill, Tenn., April 22. Ben G. Davis.

Earthquake in Jamaica Does No Damage to

Bees
A violent shock of earthquake accompanied with

several lighter shocks occurred in Jamaica on the
morning of August 3 at 6:30 A. M. The bee industry,
however, was not damaged except in a few apiaries
where some of the colonies shifted their position.

About half an hour before the earthquake I noticed
that rats rushed from the upper story of the house
and took shelter in the trees. A few seconds before
the first quiver of the earth the fowls all collected

together and appeared to be in a great panic. An
intense stillness prevailed before the shock, and the
hills were enveloped in a grayish mist. During he
shock, the earth rocked like a cradle, and one won-
dered how any building could stand. The trees
appeared to be enveloped in a strong whirlwind, and
a regular storm appeared to rage during the shaking
of the earth. A heavy artillery duel seemed to go
on in the air. The earth became an unsafe footing,
and one would stagger about like a drunken man,
and even the atheist would call upon the Lord for
help, for there was no other to call upon.

F. A. HOOPEE.
Four Paths, -Jamaica, B. W. I., Aug. 4.

Sending Comb Honey by Parcel Post in Tin
I notice what Mr. E. T. Bond says on page 560,

in the July 15th issue of Gleanings about sending
comb honey by parcel post. I wish to say that I am
sending out many packages of comb honey by parcel
post. I order the square syrup-cans to be sent to me,
all made up except that the top end without cap or
handle is not to be put on. The end is the same in
the top as on the bottom. I cut the comb honey in
pieces that very nearly fit the can. With these the
can is filled up to within half an inch of the top,

and the air-space left is filled with extracted honey.
Then the end is soldered on with the ordinary sol-

dering-iron. What is the use of shipping sections
whole as long as the wood is to be torn oflf and
thrown away ? I have also had tin cans made with
a large-sized screw cap. After the can of honey is

sealed up, it is put into a wooden box for the mail.
Tags are tacked on the side of the box.

Owensmouth, Cal. C. W. Dayton.

Feeding with Near Candy
I have been obliged to conserve my time and

strength; and, not being satisfied with the feeders
on the market, many of which will leak while the
entrance and rear feeders are cold, I began devising
a method of feeding which would do away with the
objectionable features of the others.

My inclination is toward the vacuum feeder; but
whether the syrup is thick or thin, a change of tem-
perature in the imprisoned air in the feeder causes
the syrup to be forced out; and if the bees chance
to be clustered under the feeder many of them are
drowned or daubed up.

While making candy I was impelled to put half a
pound into a Mason jar with a perforated top, and
invert that over the brood-nest. I proceeded to make
several degrees of hardness of near candy from a
syrup which would just pour at 60 degrees P. to a
mass that was really candy. These, five of them, I

put in hives, in holes cut in the super-covers, seeing
that the surface of the perforated top did not touch
the top-bars by a bee-space or better.
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The first lot of feeders were put in cold. The
result was that the thinner syrup.s, compared with
tlie candy, were forced out. The thinnest of all,

which would pour freely at 60 degrees, was all out

of the feeder, but the bees had taken up all but a

little which remained on the bottom-board. Part of

the next batch was still in the jar. and there was a

stream of the candy on the comb. In the case of the

third, some had been forced out by the change in

temperature, and was on the frames; but the top of

tlie cap was well cleaned off, and the bees were busy
feeding.

Tlie other two had been put in cold ; but while a

portion of the candy was gone from each jar there
was none on the frames, and the caps were clean.

I at once repeated the experiment, but put the
feeders on warm. No. 1 again ran out and mussed
up the frames; No. 2 did not, but the candy hung
down in thin threads, and might in a little longer
time have mussed up the frames. The bees were
busy on the three, and the caps were clean.

Being curious to see how the bees acted toward
the candy I made a dish of it and put it in the bee-

\ard. The bees soon found this, and went to work
on it. There was no excitement, no stopping to clean

up after feeding, no .scrambling over each other, and
no tendency to excite to robbing; therefore I think
that a mixture of sugar and water, with a little acid
or cream of tartar to hasten inversion, and boiled to

make a mass which will barely crawl at 60 degrees
l'\, gives a feed which is available for stimulative
purposes inside the hive or out. It does not induce
robbing, or else my bees are naturally not inclined
that way. It saves a great deal of time and labor,

and will "stimulate" just as well as 4 or 6 ounces
lalioriously given the bees at frequent intervals.

I am inclined to think that a gallon pail tilled with
this near candy, and inverted over a hole in the
.super cover in the fall, would be a fine manner of
feeding for winter and early spring, in connection,
of course, with a reasonable amount of sealed stores.

It would do away with the necessity of opening the
hives in the early spring by those who winter out of
doors ; and those who winter in cellars could put on
a one or four quart tin bucket, and then they would
nut need to look into the hive again until they
thought the candy was gone. I think that, if the
jars were put on quite warm, and well packed, the
temperature would equalize, and the supply of feed
would be constant and unchanging until the last

ounce was gone.

Up to date my last trial was made with a ten-
pound friction-top pail, in the cover of which I

punched ten very small holes. Into this bucket I put
five or more pounds of a candy which at 65 degrees
found its own level in half an hour. I do not think
a variation of 10 degi-ees either way in this mass
would make any difference in the result. At the end
of ten days this pail had lost weight, but I neglected
to weigh it. However, the bees were doing well, and
there were four frames with brood in them. I pur-
posely chose one of my weaker colonies to experiment
with.

Buck Grove, Iowa. Dr. A. F. Bonney.

Beginner Increases from Two Colonies to
Eight

In May, 1912, I bought a .small swarm of bees,
and had them hived in a moveable-frame hive which
I made myself. I ordered a smoker, a bee-veil, a
pair of gloves, etc., and as I didn't know any thing
about bees they all seemed a curiosity to me. Then
I ordered an Italian queen, which I succeeded in
introducing more by luck than by my knowledge of
the science. It was a very poor season that year,
and my little swarm did not increase very much,
although I managed to get them through the winter
in good condition by feeding them in the fall and

packing the hive in leaves. However, when I opened
them (lie next spring they were queenless, and so I

wrote to a breeder concerning their condition, and
ordered a queen which arrived here promptly. Of
course there wasn't any trouble in introducing this

one, as the colony was just crying for a queen.
After finding that my colony of bees was going to be
so late getting a start, I bought a colony of Italians

from one of my neighbors for .$7.10. I have now
increased the two colononies (ona of which was a

nucleus) to eight good colonies, raised my own
queens, and have them in good condition for winter,

and have taken 210 pounds of comb honey from
these colonie.s. I sold the most of it at 20 cts. per
section.

Stockton, Va. F. W. Gravely.

Old Hat-crown Sewed Inside of the Alexan-
der Veil

On page 305, April 15, an improvement on the

Alexander bee-veil is shown. I have an improvement
which I think is better than the one described. I

take an old hat-crown, and fasten it inside the veil

by sewing through the center of the crown and the

center of the top of the veil. This keeps the veil in

position, and acts as a pivot so that the head may be
turned in any direction without twisting the veil.

NcNabb, 111., May 9. Edwin O. Gunx.

Melting Candied Honey in Bulk

1 just came across Mr. Bolton's account, p. 445,
.luly 1, of his trouble to get honey out of a large

lank iu which it had candied. He says, " For two
weeks or more two boys had to get into that tank
and dig out the honey in dishes and pass it out to

me to melt."

Several times I have been stuck with a tank of

candied honey. I use the ordinary square iron 400-
galloii tank which holds two and a half tons. The
first lank worried me. I did not know what to do
with it at all . Eventually I built a small log fire

1 ack and fr(mt, but it took two days' heating by this

means before it would pass out of the tap. Subse-
qui n(ly I found a better way.

Generally the honey is not candied throughout.
There is a small part, perhaps an inch thick, nearest
the tank walls, which will run. Draw off as much
of this as possible into open buckets, and heat it in

a boiler. When this honey is thoroughly hot, pour it

in at the top of the tank, and work it about into

the solid honey. Repeat this performance, and in a

very little time the whole mass will get thin enough
to run.

If no honey will run out of the tank in the first

place, dig some out with a long-handled shovel; or
if the tank is not quite full heat some other honey,
and pour in.

Of course the honey should not be allowed to re-

main in the tank to candy in the first place, but a
lot of things happen which should not. Some of our
honey candies very quickly. Some of our ti-tree

honey, for instance, not all of it, will candj' in fortj'-

eight hours. We get this honey in the autumn, and
it is our last yielder. It is a dark, strong-flavored

honey, and I was wondering if you had the same
thing in Florida, as I noticed you mentioned that the

bees you had sent there would be just in time for

the ti-ti. Correct name for our honey is ti-ti, but it

is generally called ti-tree (pronounced tea-tree).

Major Shallard.
S. Woodburn, N. S. W.. Australia.

[It is more than likely that your ti-tree is the

same as the ti-ti of Florida. Ti-ti honey has a red-

dish color, strong flavor, and it graniilates very rap-
idly. It also causes any honey with which it is mixed
to granulate, even the tupelo.-

—

Ed.]
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OUE HOME
Continued from page 619, Aitg. 15.

What hath God wrought?

—

Num. 23:23.

Just a word more about the "blowing-up"
that my neighbor gave me when I broke up
the horse-trade. Well, the blowing-up he

gave me, deaa- friends, did not hurt me a bit.

It did me good. I had the good sense to

keep my mouth shut while he was abusing
me, but I made some strong resolutions. If

it had been expressed in words it might have
been something like this :

" Look here, old

fellow, the time may come when I can buy
you out, slick and clean, with all your boast-

ful bravado, etc." And his talk and the

jeers of the crowd spuri-ed me on to take
better care of my customers and business

than I had ever done before. I told you
there were two otlier jewelers doing a fair

business in our little town at the time I

started ; but I tried so hard to please and to

be honest and square, that in two or three

years' time one of the other places was
closed up in bankruptcy, and a little later

the other establishment was glad to sell out
to me, saying the town was not big enough
for two jewelers.

In our previous issue, through some mis-

take in type I said the little quarterly I

staiied in 1873 was changed to a semi-

monthly. It should have said monthly, as

(tleanings was not published as a semi-

monthly till 1891. In those days it was
quite the fashion for rival journals or news-
]3apers to pitch into each other. May God
be praised that this kind of work has mostly
gone by.

Not long after our journal was started,

glucose was largely used for adulterating
honey before we had any pure-food laws
abolishing that sort of business. At this

time a story was stai'ted to the effect that

my yields of honey were secured by feeding
the bees glucose. The only foundation for

this stoi'y was that I made some experiments
m feeding gu-ape sugar in place of cane
sugar to bees. The grape sugar then on the

market was of such a quality that the bees

did not care very much about it, and would
take it only when there was a dearth of
honey. It could be fed in the open air with-

out inducing robbing, etc. Well, the editor

of the American Bee Journal got hold of it

and occupied a large part of one issue of his

paper in showing up the inconsistencies of
the editor of Gtleanings in Bee Culture.
As soon as I read it I sat down and wi'ote a

reply to be published in Gleanings. I had
just learned to manage a typewriter, and I

had one of the first m?ichines ever made. I

liad just finished my reply to the unkind
attack, and it made a strip of paper a yard
long or more. I was just reflecting that it

would occupy all the space in my forthcom-
ing issue, and began questioning whether it

would be profitable or wise to take so much
space in defending myself from a personal
attack. Just then my good pastor, the Rev.
A. T. Reed, passed in front of the stoi-e. I

called him in, showing him briefly what the
American Bee Journal had said. Then I

showed him my long string of copy, and
asked him to read it. He took it in his hand
vvliile he smilingly looked at me and said
something like this

:

" Mr. Root, I do not think I need to read
this. Whenever it requires such an amount
of sjiace to reply to an atttack on us, some-
thing is wrong. If I were you I would put
that reply in the waste-basket. If you make
any reply at all, boil it down to a few brief
sentences."

I had enough faith in the wisdom of my
pastor to follow his advice. I took the an-
swer that had taken so much time and brains
to prepare and threw it into the waste-bas-
ket, and my reply to the attack was just one
sentence about as follows : "Our good fiiend
of the American Bee Journal has failed to
consider that the glucose and grape sugar of
commerce are widely different, even if the
chemical composition is pretty nearly the
same." Then I forgot about the matter, and
went on with my business. A little time later

a beekeepers' convention was held in Michi-
gan, and I attended it. Wliile I was there
shaking hands with a crowd of beekeepers,
Prof. A. J. Cook, then of the Micliigan
Agricultural College (another of God's no-
blemen), came up into the crowd, and, put-
ting his hand on my shoulder, said:

" ]\Ir. Root, I want to congratulate you on
having had the grace and wisdom to reply
to a lengthy and unkind attack in just one
single sentence."

There you have it, friends. A good and
honest man never needs a great string of
words to defend himself before the world

;

and if people right and left would go to

their pastor for advice when they are getting
into a quarrel it would avert a world of
trouble, especially if they are willing to take
the advice as I did.

My department of Our Homes, or reli-

gious talks, as they have been called, have
brought me in touch with a great lot of good
men and women. Thirty years or more ago
our little journal came into the hands of a
poor invalid, Mrs. L. C. Axtell, of Roseville,
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Wairon Co., 111. She was confined to her

bed with but little hope of ever being able

to get up. She could just lie on her back

and write a little with a pencil. Well, she

got the bee-fever, and finally teased so hard

for a colony of bees to be placed just a little

outside the window-sill that her friends pro-

(Mired one, and fixed lier up Avith cushions so

she could lie on her side and see the bees go

out and bring in pollen and honey. The

new interest and enthusiasm gave her an

ap]ietite, and she was soon placed in an

easy-chair beside the Avindow. She soon

became so curious in regard to the inner

workings of the hive that they made ar-

rangements so she could open it, get out the

combs, find the queen, etc. You may, per-

haps, guess the result. A little later she was

outside in her easy-ehair, and, later still,

upon her feet. To be brief, she eventually

walked from one hive to another, handled

the bees successfully, took off the honey,

forgot her infirmity and feeble health, and

soon did the Avork of a strong man. Mrs.

Axtell had been for years an earnest Chris-

tian. She had prayed for an opportunity

to spread the gospel, and continued to pray

as she made progress in bee culture. She

promised the Lord if he would give her

success she Avould use the proceeds for mis-

sionary work and for spreading the gospel;

and finally, Avith the aid of her husband,

Avho entered into the Avork also with his

Avhole soul, she produced a crop of honey

then unheard of, amounting to .39,000 lbs.

Out of the proceeds about $4000 Avas given

to the support of missionaries in foreign

lands, and a little tract Avas published at

that time entitled "What the Honeybees

have Done for Mission Work," or something

like that. Mi's. Axtell recovered her health

St) as to attend a beekeepers' convention,

telling how the Lord had rescued her and

given her success with bees. She is still

living, and only a few months ago gave me
an account of what she is doing noAv, Avhen

she is getting old, not only Avith the bees but

Avith small fruits and other of God's gifts.

Shortly after the episode I have men-

tioned in regard to that microscopic photo I

announced that Gleanings Avould be sent to

missionaries in any part of the Avorld, free

of charge, so long as they cared to read it.

T said if any of the readers of Gleanings
had friends in foreign mission fields and

would send me their names they could have

it free of charge as long as they would read

it. NoAv, to illustrate hoAv poorly T Avas

informed at that time in regard to mission

AVork T sup])()sed there avct'c only about a

dozen or tAvo missionaries in all the Avoiid.

After that announcement had gone out, one

of the clerks Avho opened the letters said,

" Mr. Root, I am afraid you have been a

little reckless. We have an aAvful lot of

letters asking us to send Gleanings to mis-

sionaries; and that is not all—you have to

pay the postage, 24 cents a year, on most
of them, and a few are 48 cents a year. Can
you stand all this?"

1 reflected a minute. To tell the truth, I

. Avas often hard up at that early day. Again
and again I had hard Avork to scrape up
money enough to i^ay all my help Saturday
night. But my little prayer, " Lord, help,"

that became at that time not only a daily

petition, but almost hourly, rarely failed.

When 1 Avas getting the boys out of jail and
setting them at work, financial help came
from unexpected sources. I finally looked

at the clerk smilingly and said, " Don't you
Avorry, my good friend. The great Father

above will furnish the postage-stamps."

Dear friends, I want to tell you my faith

Avas not misplaced. Noav listen to another

thing. It is the honest truth that, Avhen I

agreed to send Gleanings, I had not a

thought of the advertising it Avould bring

me. I had become enthusiastic on spread-

ing the gospel; and Avith the hope that my
little journal might help the missionaries I

made the decision ; and I was more aston-

ished than anybody else on receiving letters

from missionaries (Avhich letters were pub-

lished in our journal) telling me inciden-

tally about bee culture in foreign parts of

the earth. From that time forAvard, orders

have been coming, not only from every land

Avhere our language is spoken, but orders

are still coming from people Avho do not

speak our language; and w^ not only have

an interpreter here in our office, but we have

one in New York who can translate our own
letters into any of the principal languages

of the earth.

In a little time after Gleanings was
started I decided there must be an instruc-

tion-book on bees; and knowing that it

Avould have to be revised almost constantly,

T purchased type enough to set up the en-

tire Avork. It Avas called the " A B C of Bee

Culture." It was at first only a little 25-cent

book; then 50 cents, then 7-5, and so on. The
pages being kept all in standing type, it

enabled us to make corrections and add to

or take out matter as necessary for neAV

editions. This kept us constantly in the

forefront of bee-books.

To illustrate Avith Avhat care and pains I

took to have every thing authentic, let me
tell you that Avhen T started ray chapter on

bee-iumting 1 recognized that I Avas not

competent to do it justice. In our neigh-

borhood there Avas a charactei; Avhom Ave
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calUd " Sol llolioinb." lie had liunled bees

inoM' 01 li'ss all his life, and liked no better

I'liii I hail lo tramp through the woods bce-

huiiting'. I went over to his farm and asked

if 1 could hire him to teach me bee-hunting.

Pie said he would greatly enjoy it, but he

was very busy just then on the farm, and
he would have to charge me about $1.50 a

day—about what he would have to pay a

man to take his place in doing the farm-

work. Our ABC book will tell you all

about it. After my chapter on bee-hunting

had gone out, one good friend wrote me,

after reading that chapter, that none but an

old bee-hunter, a veteran in the business,

could have written that account. While I

was preparing that chapter a smart-looking

chap who was engaged by a music concern

in Cincinnati came to Medina to talk about

bees. I had a good many visitors about that

time, and sometimes they interfered quite a

little with my plans and work. After spend-
ing a little time with this music man, I ex-

plained to Irim that I had an engagement
with a man to teach me how to hunt bees,

and begged that he would excuse me.
" But why can't I go along? " asked the

stranger.

I told him I knew of no reason why he

could not go along if he wished ; but as he

was rather short-legged, like myself, I sug-

gested that he might get pretty tired, and I

think he did; but I guess he seemed to enjoy
it after all. While we were straddling over

logs, getting through the bushes, etc., I be-

gan whistling. I was just then taking lessons

on an instrument, and I began whistling my
morning exercise. The stranger finally said,
'' Mr. Root, that is a rather pretty little

melody you are whistling."

"Yes," said I, " I think it is quite pretty."
'' Well, I am glad you like it, for I com-

j)osed that little exercise."

I stopped and stared at him. I do not

think I had given him enough attention to

remember his name; but I just thought to

myself that that was a rather big yarn, but
made no reply. I don't know but I treated

him rather coolly after that.* When we
were getting out of the buggy at my home
he asked to see tlie music-book that con-

tained the exercise, so I brought it out to

the gate. Said he, "Mr. Root, do you see

that^star?"

I nodded.
" Now look at the line in line print at the

bottom of the page. It reads, ' Composed
by Dr. C. C. Miller.' Well, that's me! I am

* I had got it into my head that this slick-looking
chap liad sometliing to sell. Yes, he had something
to sell, as I afterward discovered; but it was the
pearl of great price, and it was to be had without
nioney and without price.

Dr. C. C. Miller. I wanted you to see this

because yon tliought 1 was lying when I sa'd

/ composed it."

You may be sure i made some aj)ologies.

Furthermore, I said, " Doctor, if you are a
musical composer you certainly know how
to play. Come in and ]»lay it for me."
Then and there my lifelong acquaintance

with Dr. Miller was formed. He i^layed not

only the little exercise, but delighted the

whole household by singing " The Rock that

is Higher than I," and other beautiful

hymns. In fact, we were so much taken up
with our new friend that I insisted on his

staying over night. I suppose I should ex-

plain right here that all of this happened
before I found the microscopic photograph,
and I was not, at the time of his visit, a
professing Christian. There was no Homos
department in Gleanings. Now I want to

mention that, as nearly as I can recall, he

has since declared he cannot remember any
thing about it. My reply to this is that

beautiful text where the people say, " Lord,
when saw we thee an hungTed, or athiist, or

a stranger, or naked, or sick, or in jjrison,

and did not minister unto theef " Now, tliis

is what he said, and I am sure I am not

mistaken :
" Mr. Root, I told you I came in

here to learn about bee culture, and that is

true. I have learned a lot. I shall not soon

forget the kindness both you and Mrs. Root
have shown me. But there is another reason

besides bee culture which I wish to tell you
;

and that little melody you whistled Avhen

out in the woods opened the way. In your
journal you have a happy faculty of making
things plain and of getting hold of people;

and I had longed and prayed that you might

use that God-given gift to spread the gospel

of the Lord Jesus Christ as well as to teach

bee culture."

I laughingly replied that I had not said

any thing against spreading the gospel of

Christ. This was, of course, before I sent

Gleanings to the missionaries. Well, his

reply was, " He that is not for me is against

me." Then I bade him good-by. This talk

of his, with kindly Vv'ords from other pro-

fessing Christians, had very doubtless very

much to do with what came about when I

got a glimpse of that little text on the micro-

scopic i^hoto.

* Before my new-found friend had left he said
something like this: " Mr. Root, I am tired of travel-

ing and being away from home. Although I have a

good salary I would relinquish it in a minute if I

could have any reasonable assurance that I could
make a bare living hy keeping bees." I gave him
what advice and instructions I could ; and from that
time to this, toward forty years, he has been engaged
in beekeeping. See page 661 for a brief report of

what he accomplished last year. Now please do not
think, friends, that the doctor has had such yields

all along, for he has had his ups and downs (espe-

cially the " downs "
) like the rest of us.
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HEALTH NOTE!
DAILY bathing; thk importance of being

WASHED ALL OVER EVERY DAY.

I find so many good people among our

friends and acquaintances who think they

cannot get time to be washed all over every

day, and who also seem to think it is not so

very important, I feel constrained to say a

few words in regard to it. Now, lest you
think that I get into a bath-tub every day,

using a large amount of soft water (which

is not always to be had without inconven-

ience), I will explain how I take my daily

bath down in our Florida home where we
do not have up-to-date toilet conveniences.

As it is often too cold to wash with comfort,

especially for elderly people, I take my bath

right by our little cooking-stove. It is a

part of Mrs. Root's religion to have tlie fuel

fixed in the stove so it will start quickly

with a match. She also keeps a kettle of

soft rain water on top of the stove. When
I first get out of bed I light the fire. If it

is quite cool I drop my night-dress down to

my waist or perhaps further down. I first

get warmed up with a big dry rubbing of

my arms and limbs, and, in fact, every pait

of my body, and no matter how cold the

morning may be, I can, by this sort of exei--

cise, get up a circulation so I do not feel

the cold; and one can have an air bath at

the same time, which I am sure is vei*y

beneficial. If the weather is so cool that

you need to have the water warmed as well

as the air in the room, by the time you get

through with your brisk rubbing the water

will be found to be warm enough. I used

to stand in a tub so as to avoid slopping on

the floor; but a tub is too much bother to

get down and hang up again ; so I use a

large-sized dishpan. You can get one made
of cheap tin for a few cents, and it will be

light and easy to handle.* Pour some water

in the dishpan, and in that way you can give

your feet a little soaking while you aie

scrubbing the rest of your body. Now have

the wash-basin for water on a box just high

enough to be handy; and the box should be

large enough to hold the soap-dish as well

as the wash-basin. I think Terry does not

use any soap in his daily bath; but with the

sort of work I do, and the profuse perspi-

ration I get into every day in Florida, I

prefer a little soap for my head and face,

and especially my arms and hands. Give

both a good scrubbing with soap and water

;

* When I am away from home, or where the dish-

pan or tub is not available, I simply spread a large
towel on the floor and stand on it. With a little

care one can avoid getting any water or any thing
else on the floor and surroundings.

then, holding your arms over tlie wash-
basin, or perhaps resting one hand on the

washdish bottom, scrub one arm clear up to

the shoulder, and then the other arm the

same way. Then scrub your body all over,

going through the same exercise you pre-

viously did to get warm. With a little

practice you will learn to touch every spot
on your body with the bare wet hand. I do
not want any sponge nor rag. After you
have scrubbed every part of your body from
head to foot, go over your feet most thor-

oughly, scrubbing between the toes; and if

there is any part of your feet that is dis-

posed to raise corns, give that a little extra

scrubbing with soap ; and while we are

speaking about corns, I think the daily bath
will cure them if you have shoes nicely

fitted and suffioiently ventilated. I am led

to believe that corns are oftentimes if not

always nature's protest against a lack of
ventilation. After every inch of your body
is wetted and rubbed, then give it a good
scrubbing with a coarse towel until every
part of the body is dry and warm. Do not

forget to check the stove or you will find the

room too hot to be comfortable before you
get through with it. I prefer to take my
bath with doors and windows open, and I

do most of the time.

Now, with practice you can do all I have
mentioned inside of ten minutes; and I

think if I were rushed for time I could do it

in five minutes,* and half a gallon of soft

water is all that is needed. I know there

are various machines and inventions to help

this daily bath; but I prefer what I have
described to any one of them. In my north-

ern home we have a porcelain-lined bath-tub

and wash-basins, but I like the plain simple

way given so much better that I rarely use

a bath-tub. For one thing, it is too hard
work for an old man to lie down in a slip-

pery bath-tub and get up again.

Now, besides improving our health there

is a tremendous saving in washing dirty

clothes. The clothing that 1 wear next to

me is so clean that I often use it two weeks
instead of one; and by taking a little extra

* In order to be sure that I am right about the
time required, this morning I timed myself by the
watch. It took .iust fovr minutes to do the washing
and scrubbing off with a dry towel. Now, everybody
wants to wash his head and ears and neck and
bands every morning, any way, and this operation
will take at least one minute; so if you are as spry
as I am (at the age of 75) it need not take more
than three minutes additional to wash all over. Of
course this has nothing to do with dressing or un-
dressing. I take it that everybody nowdays removes
every " scrap " worn during the day before he gets
into bed. If he does not. somebody ought to take
him in hand and do a little " missionarj' work "

with him.
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])ains T can keep my night-dress so clean

that, if 1 get my old one and a new one
mixed, 1 cannot tell which is which. Yonr
wife will be pleased to have a " clean hus-

band " even if nobody else is.

In the above I spoke about having a bath

in the morning. When the weather is very
warm, and I feel particularly hot and
sweaty, I take a bath at night. Now, here

is another point : I have been suspicious for

many years that the time to take a bath so

as to have it do the must good is when you
are sweating so profusely that you cannot

only see the foul matter that has been

forced out through the pores of the skin,

but 3^ou can smell it. This is the time for a

bath, and you do not want to wait until the

sweat dries on. If you do, a large part of

the impure matter some way works back
through the pores into the body. I have
been thinking this a good while, but hardly

dared to put it in print until I saw the

book " Old Age Deferred," and this book
said it is really true. While you are drip-

ping with sweat, and are so wet that you
are in danger of catching cold if you sit in

a draft, then is the time to give your body
a good cleansing with plenty of clean soft

water ; for if you wait until the sweat evap-
orates, and your body becomes dry, a certain

amount of impure matter gets back into the

system to such an extent that soap and
water cannot catch it all. Some of you may
be inclined to dispute this; but try taking

a bath in water not too cold when you are

covered with sweat. I remember that on
one. occasion Avhen living in the "cabin in

the woods " I had been working vei'y hard,

and was quite tired out. It was quite im-
portant, however, that 1 should go over the

hills to a neighbor's a little more than a

mile away. I was, at the time, covered with
sweat, and thought I would have to give up
the trip, as I felt too much used up. I

happened, however, to be near a spring in

the woods. I just stripped off, and, taking

a wash-basin that I kept there for the pur-
pose, I poured cold spring water all over

my body again and again. Then I put on
my " duds " and made the trip on my wheel
over the hills and back, and " that tired

feeling" I had was all gone. It did not come
back at all, and the next morning I felt

especially strong and well.

Now, those of you who wish to join the

club that is going to try to live to be a

hundred years old, and to be sweet and clean

up to the hundred mark, start in with a

daily bath, and do something every day in

your life to start sweating just a little, with
outdoor exercise if possible.

In the above I spoke about the need of

ventilation for the feet, and I want to add
a word about the ventilation of the wliole

body. In order to feel well and do effective

work with either brain or muscle, especially

in hot weather, it is quite important that the

whole body be exposed to the air as much
as possible, and that we should avoid heavy,
useless clothing. Until recently I have been
wearing summer underwear that cost $2.00
a garment—union suits. I am now wearing
something very much more comfortable,
with a good deal more ventilation, and
which is more satisfactory all around, that

cost only 40 cents a garment, which I

bought of Sears, Roebuck & Co. It is some-
thing on the plan of the " porousknit

"

underwear. It gives more air to the body
than any thing else I have ever got hold of.

and I should think it would be quite dur-
able, as it is all cotton, with no bother about
shrinkage at the laundiy.

cheese; like fruit it should be well 'ripened"
BEFORE being EATEN.

Mr. Root

:

—I was much interested in yuur article

on cheese as a diet. You speak in regard to many
believing it to be constipating. Is not this simply a
matter of the quality of the cheese and the quantity
eaten? At least from my experience I should say it

is. Eaten as many do before it is half ripened, or
"green," in small quantities, it surely is; but if

eaten in the place of meat, in generous quantity, we
have not found it so. You emphasize the necessity
of well-ripened fruits and honey. Why not the
cheese also ? In this market it is very hard to get
well-ripened cheese, as nine-tenths of the people call

for the green indigestible stuff that is not fit to eat
My test for a good cheese is that it sholuld dissolve
in the mouth like a lump of sugar or honey. AVliile

I have never gotten to the place where I could pick
out the " skippers " and eat the cheese, I like it

pretty close to that stage. We have an idea that
incipient colds and sore throat can be stopped by a
good dose of well-ripened cheese. Any way, it is
" mighty soothing " to a sore throat to let a piece
dissolve in the mouth. I had a school friend whose
remedy for a bad cold was to take off his shoes,
place his feet as near a hot stove as he could bear,
and eat from a pound to a pound and a half of good
cheese and go to bed. S. T. Wallar,

Forest Grove, Ore., July 27.

My own experience agrees remarkably
with what is said above, with the exception
of the tremendous " dose " of cheese spoken
of at the close.

" OLD AGE DEFERRED ;" THK SIMPLE LIFE.

The first of the following clippings is

from the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and the
second from the Indianapolis Star.

LIVES TO BE 103 ; CLEVELAND'S OLDEST MAN EX-
PIRES IN WARSAW, IND.

Moderation in eating was Mr. Clark's primary
rule, the one to which he always accounted his lon-
gevity. Plain food, no pastries, composed his daily
diet. He practiced the theories of Horace Fletcher
years before Fletcher gained notoriety by liis advo-
cacy of the simple diet. Mr. Clark nevt-r used alco-
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liol, and slopped the use of toliacco shortly after

coining to this country.

One of his standing rules was, weather permittina:,

to take a long walk daily. His declining years were

made happier by the fact that hundreds of Cleveland

and Ohio friends annually tendered him a birthday

party.

WORKS DAILY IX HIS GAKDKN CLEAR UP TO HI.S

100th BIRTHDAY'.

Columbus, Ind., July 1.—Despite an all-day rain,

more than 1000 persons were present to-day at a

celebration held at Hartsville in honor of the 100th

anniversary of the birth of Wesley Potorf¥, retired

farmer of the town. Tlie aged man shook hands with

every one present and stood the strain of the day

well, although he had mowed all of the weeds about

his home on the day previous with an old-fashioned

scythe.

He is the father of six children, and has nineteen

grandchildi-en, thirty great-grandchildren, and thir-

teen great-great-grandchildren.

.VKVHR U.SED TOBACf'O.

He never used tobacco in any form, and never

swore an oath. In his early manhood he became a

member of the Christian Church, and for forty years

has been a deacon of the Hartsville Christian Church.
Mr. Potorff is well preserved physically for one of

his age, and even yet performs much manual labor.

Within the last week he has whitewashed the fence

around his home and built and hung a gate. He
works almost daily in his garden.

By the vvay, the older I grow the more T

feel the importance of teaching children as

well as old people the importance of " eat-

ing to live instead of living to eat ;" also the

importance of a reasonable amount of out-

door exercise every day, no matter how old

we arc, and where can we find a better place

for such exercise than in the garden ?

HIGH =PEE;
SWEET CLOVER ALONG THE ROADSIDE, ETC.

We clip the following from the Universily

Farm Press News, published at llse riiivei-

sity Farm, St. Paul, Minn.

:

The appearance of white sweet clover along road-

sides throughout Minnesota is a very encouraging

feature. It is the forerunner of alfalfa, and should

not be unwelcome in its own right, since it is prac-

tically as valuable a soil-improver as common red

clover or alfalfa.

Inoculating the soil for white sweet clover is just

as necessary to success as it is for alfalfa ; but where
seed can be gathered along the roadside at no ex-

pense except tlie labor it will pay in many instances

to sow three or four pounds of the unhulled seed per

acre with the grain, other clover, and timothy seed.

Some of the sweet-clover plants will be inoculated

the first year, and more the second year. Alfalfa

following will get the benefit of this increase in num-
bers of the right kind of bacteria.

The thing to do as the sweet clover along the road-

sides ripens its seed is to gather it for use on farms,

or for sale if more is gathered than is wanted.—A.

C. Arny, Assistant Agriculturist, University Farm,
St. Paul.

Although the above does not say so, yet

we take it that sweet clover has got in along

the roadside because they used broken lime-

stone in making the road. We find it grow-

ing with wonderful luxuriance all through

Ohio wherever crushed limestone has been

used for road-making. During a dusty time,

when tills crushed limestone i.s carried by
the wind over to the adjoining fields the

eli'ect is plaiidy noticeable on all kinds of

clover, and sweet clover particularly. The
bacteria mentioned can also be obtained by
scraping up the soil where the sweet clovev

grows along the roadside, and siDrinkling it

over the fields.

DYNAMITE FOR TREE-PLANTING, SUBSOILING;

ETC.

Our friends may have noticed (especially

our farming frends) ihat many of our

agi-icultural periodicals are giving illustrat-

E GARDENING
ed articles on the beneficial results brought

about by the use of dynamite. Now, I am
i'lad to see tliis, and I am glad to welcome
dynamite; but still I have had a feeling all

along that tliere is a good deal of exaggera-

tion, especially in selecting the most valu-

able results. I felt pretty sure, too, many
times, tliat the articles were furnished by

the people who have dynamite to sell. Now,
this matter is all right if not carried too far.

What we want is practical experience from
the farmers themselves, and we want the

unfavorable reports as well as the favor-

able. Finally, our experiment stations are

the ones to test dynamite and every thing

else, for that matter, that is being recom-

mended to the farmers. With this in mind
! (luestioned our Ohio Experiment Station,

and here is the reply from my good friend

Prof. C. E. Thorne, who has been for many
years a careful and conservative observer:

Mr. A. I. Root:—I have yours of the 27th, and
replying would say that we have used dynamite in a

small way for subsoiling on this farm; and wliile the

first season seemed to show beneficial results, this

difference disappeared by the second season, and we
are not able now to see that the dynamiting has bC' n

of any advantage. We have similar reports from

other directions, and therefore are not at all pre-

pared to recommend dynamiting as a substitute for

tile drainage.

I have set out trees with it, and have been pleased

with the ease with which the holes were made; but I

do not see that the trees planted in that way liave

done any better ; in fact, not so well as where the

land was plowed before planting. When it is not

practicable to do this, I think the dynamite a good

thing for tree-planting.

One of our drainage difficulties on this soil is that

the fine silt soon fills up the drainage crevices, and
even tiles will be filled with it very quickly if the

outlet becomes in any way obstructed, and we think

the crevices made by dynamite would soon be tilled

with this silt. On the somewhat coarser-grained

soil that you have, this objection might not hold.

Chas. E. Thorne, Director.

Wooster, Ohio, June 29.
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ANSWERS
TO 150 QUESTIONS

By the Editor of

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

The first fifty or sixty questions are those commonly
asked by beginners. The remainder are queries that nat-

urally arise in the minds of more experienced beekeepers.

The last hundred questions have been asked by Glean-
ings subscribers, and are put in permanent form in this

way because they cover those points which so often per-

plex beekeepers.

The index enables one to find at once answers which

will help him to solve many of the puzzles connected with

the care of bees.

The five questions given below have been taken at

random from the book.

How can I tell a queen-cell from all the rest ?

What is the best way to introduce a valuable queen?

What must be planted for bees to work upon?

I have an engagement to give a live-bee exhibit at

our county fair this fall. This will be my first

experience. Is it advisable to feed the bees

while they are confined ?

In comparison, all points considered, for comb hon-

ey, what advantage if any has the 4/4^^x4)^x1^

over the 4x5x1^ section?

Send for the book as premium when you renew your subscription to

GLEANINGS, and read the answers to these questions and the other 145.

A copy of "Answers to 150] Both
Questions" and "Gleanings for

in Bee Culture" one year] $1.00
Canadian postage, 30 cts. extra; Foreign postage, 60 cts. extra.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio
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Our cover picture for this issue shows a

bit of beautiful mouutain scenery as de-

scribed by Harold Hovind, page 722. Mr.
Hovind, as we can see by his letters, is a

natural-born teacher—a teacher who feels

like a father toward his pupils. Living in

such a country, is it any wonder that there

are so many whose souls reflect the gran-

deur of the magnificent scenery? May the

memory of the old Norse vikings be ever

fresh

!

The above is the title of BuUetni No 8

of the State Board of Agriculture of Mass-

achusetts, that appears also to be a part of

the 61st annual report of the Massachusetts

State Board of Agriculture. It covers the

whole subject very thoroughly, and in a

style that any pei'son without any scientific

knowledge of botany can readily under-

stand.

Such a bulletin would be of immense help

if handed out to fruit-gi'owers who are

ignorant of the valuable work done by bees,

or who persist in spraying trees while in

bloom.

The Nett-weiglitt Law as itt aeg to

From the United States Department of

Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry, there is

issued a monthly, giving coi^ies of letters

from Department heads to the public. In

the issue for June there is a letter signed

by A. S. Mitchell, Secretary of the Com-
mittee of Regulations, Net-weight and Vol-

ume Law, that has to do with comb honey.

While we have already covered the point,

the following statement is of value because

it comes from high authority:

The net weight of comb honey is considered to be

the weight of the honey and comb, exclus^ye of the

wooden section. It is believed that the tare weight

of these sections is easily ascertained, ani that the

filled sections can be readily sorted into approxi-

mately similar weights which mav be manned in ac-

cordance with paragraph h of Food Inspection De-

cision No. 154.

The individual units must be marked, and the

shipping-case may be if desired. The marking should

be done previous to their introduction into interstate

commerce.
While the regulations do not prescribe the manner

of marking, as to whether a rubber stamp may be

used, the law requires that the statement shall be
plain and conspicuous. Stamping by means of an-

iline ink is frequently illegible, owing to 'ailure to

print or to the running of the ink. If suca a stamp
is used, care should be taken to make the statement
plain and conspicuous, as required by the act.

A. S. Mitchell.

Plain Sections of ttlie Same Capacity

Attention is called to the fact that the

ordinary standard plain section 4 x 5 or 4^4
square weighs approximately % cz., while

the beeway sections, 414 square, weigh al-

most an even ounce. It would be perfectly

legitimate for the producer of plain sections,

in making up his minimum net weight, to

deduct % ounce in place of a full ounce.

His minimum net weight then should stand

about Vi ounce more than the same size of

section with the beeway.

There have been a good many scattering-

rep orts of honey-dew, although not by any
means as many as during the season of

1908, when so many beekeepers over the

country got little else than honey-dew.

We have learned 01 one beekeeper who
has secured eight or ten tons of honey-dew
honey, and who wants to know what he can

do with it. Of course, it cannot be sold

except as honey-dew honey. It occurs to as

that there are a number of manufacturing
concerns using cheap syrup. New Orleans

molasses, etc., for sweetening, and it would
seem as though a good grade of honey-dew
honey should be better than most of the

syrups thus used. For instance, manufac-
turers of stock food often use large quanti-

ties of syrup. New Orleans molasses, etc.
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For manufacturing purposes it would seem

as though honey-dew might fill the bill very

satisfactorily.

Brown Segar v.

Quite a number are asking whether, on

account of the high cost of granulated su-

gar, they could not feed brown sugar in-

stead. The question is doubtless based on

the assumption that brown sugar can be had

cheaper or at the old price; but when one

sugar is advanced, the other goes up also.

Granulated white sugar costs only a fraction

of a cent more than the brown, and it will

be far better in every way; for while brown
sugar can be used for winter feeding, yet

even if the white cost a cent a pound more

it would still be cheaper, because it will go

further. Moreover, brown sugar has slight-

ly more of a tendency to cause dysentery

when conditions are favorable.

mg the Use of Sweetg; oi

Honey a§ an Excellent Substitute

The great steel interests of Pittsburg are

doing all they can to encourage the use of

sweets, including honey, as a substitute for

alcoholic drinks. They have recently, vve

understand, purchased a paper printed in

the language that their men can understand,

and through the means of that paper they

are encouraging them to use all kinds of

sweets and soft drinks in place of that dead-

ly and destructive mind and soul destroying

thing, alcohol. It is to be presumed that

these great interests are not animated nor

moved by any religious or moral incentive;

but practically all of these and other indus-

trial concerns where there is the open saloon

suffer from the condition of their force of

men on Monday morning, or the day after,

as the case may be. Large numbers of their

employees go into the saloons Saturday

night after getting their pay, and a big part

of it, if not all of it, is spent for something

worse than nothing. The result is, the meii

are drunk from Saturday night until prac-

tically Tuesday morning. Thousands of

them fail to show up at their posts; and the

steel-men, from a purely economic point of

view, have discovered that it is a good thing

to encourage the use of sweets as a substi-

tute, and at the same time discourage the

use of all alcoholic drinks.

It is a good sign that better days are

coming; but right now beemen should get

busy. Most of them are temperance men,

and this is a good time to take advantage of
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the situation and sell honey to the workmen
in these shops and steel-mills. Explain to

them that it is a food—one that will satisfy

a natural craving for sweets. B" so doing
you will remove an abnormal aesire for

alcoholic drinks.

We now have seven apiaries located on
the edges of some of the big swamps east,

southeast, and south of Medina. Two are

located in the vicinity of Hudson, where
there are over a thousand acres of swamp
bee pasturage. One is located near the neigh-

boring city of Barberton; one over near
Copley, fourteen miles east of here ; another
near Sharon, eight miles, and two more
south of Medina, near the end of Chippewa
Lake, six and eight miles. The bees are

building up very satisfactorily, and the in-

crease is something phenomenal. For ex-

ample, a little over three weeks ago we
located near the Hudson swamp a yard of

60 three-frame nuclei. These nuclei were
placed in ordinary ten-frame dovetailad

hives, and the empty space filled out with

combs or foundation. A few days ago we
were over to visit this yard, and were sur-

prised to find brood and bees in six or

seven of the combs in many colonies where
there was a young vigorous queen. A sim-

ilar increase has been made at other yards.

In some cases colonies have been shaken
from old combs built crosswise and put on
frames of foundation, and now we have in

their place colonies in ten-frame Langstroth
hives, every thing new and first-class.

On the 1st of September, Mr. A. J. Halter,

who is managing our Hudson bees, tele-

phoned over, saying he desired to have us

come over and see how our bees were
working. On visiting three of the yards we
found the bees flying just as if they were
working on the basswoods at home, and the

honey, too, was white and of good flavor.

Mr. Halter was a little uncertain as to what
the source might be. After going through

the swamp we concluded the main source

was from a flower that looked very mu 'h

like Jerusalem artichoke, sometimes called

earth-apple, or Canada potato {HeliantJiufi

tuberosus) . There are other flora that bees

work on to some extent, sucli as goldenrod,

wild buckwheat, black-eyed Susan, and some
sunflowers {Helianthus giganteus)

;
quanti-

ties of beggartick, or sticktights, botanica'ly

known as Bidens frondosa, Spanish needle

{Coreopsis Tinctoria, and ironweed {Verno-

nia Noveborarensis.) There were also other
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kinds of Ilclianti. All in all, there was a

great variety of honey-plants that Mr. Hal-

ter thought would keep the bees busy up to

severe frosts.

All of this increase has been made in the

face of eight-cent sugar, scarcely a pound of

which we have fed.

That reminds us that there is one yard
where we are feeding Porto Rican honey,

because it is cheaper than sugar. As this

yard is located where there is no fall or

swamp pasturage we decided to try out the

proposition of feeding cheap honey, and
putting the cost of this against the expense

of trucking the other bees back and forth to

the swamps. Poi'to Rico has never had foul

brood ; and after it came into the possession

of the United States a very strict quarantine

was established, so we think we are reason-

ably safe in the belief that this honey will

cause no bee disease. More anon.

Came Sugar on Accoimt of_
~'se to 15

9

We are told that of the sixteen million

tons of cane sugar now produced in the

entire world, more than half comes from the

nations at war in Europe. These nations

will not now be able to harvest their beet

crops on account of all the men being en-

gaged in war. The United States, including

her possessions, produces but little more
than half of the sugar consumed in her own
borders. If the United States consumes twice

as much sugar as she produces, and if

Europe under normal conditions produces
half the sugar of the entire world, and this

half is now cut off, it can be seen that there

will necessarily be a great scarcity of cane
sugar, and the price is bound to rise accord-

ing to the simple law of supply and demand,
no matter what the Department of Justice

at Washington may say about it. It ha.s

been estimated that cane sugar will go up
to 15 cts. a pound if the war continues for

any length of time; and at this writing,

Sept. 4, it does not seem as if it would
stop very soon. If sugar goes to 15 cts. a

pound, naturally enough honey will have ^o

be used as a substitute in many cases; and
if that is true the price is sure to rise.

As we pointed out in our last issue, the

South American and West Indian honeys
are coming into the United States at any old

price. If sugar goes up to the point of 15
cents, Europe will substitute honey for it.

It will hardly take glucose on account of
its low sweetening power as compared wi"h
sugar or honey.

No one knows how long the war will

continue. No one can accurately predict

just how long the high price of sugar will

prevail, whether it will advance, nor how
much the advance in sugar will tend to stiff-

en the price of honey. But the presumption
is that both will rise somewhat; and the

housewife, if she has not canned all of her

peaches, may substitute a cheap honey. If

cane sugar should go up to 15 cents, she

could well afford to use even the table ex-

tracted honey for canning.

The logic of the situation seems to indi-

cate that beekeepers everywhere in the cou)i-

try should get busy in pushing the sale of
honey for use in the home, such as sweeten-
ing coffee and tea, and for cooking and
baking. If we can once get honey intro-

duced into homes for domestic purposes its

use will continue to a gi-eat extent, even
when conditions have resumed their normal.

Later.— The American Grocer, one of the

greatest authorities in the United States on
foods, gives in its last issue a lengthy dis-

cussion on the production of sugar. It con-

firms all we have said above, and then adds
this paragrajDh in the way of a summary

:

The march of armies over the beet-fields of Rus-
sia, Germany, Austria-Hungary, France; the with-
drawal of millions of men from industries, will, if

long continued, so diminish tlie word's supply as to

make it possible that refined sugar may advance to

prices ruling here after the civil war, when hard
sugars sold above 16 cents a pound.

In the mean time we learn from a candy-
man that the wholesale price on candy is

advancing on account of the rise in price

of sugar. Candy is a luxury ; and if that

can advance, honey, a luxury and a real and
necessary food, should advance also. If
sugar should go to 15 or 16 cents, all other

sweets will necessarily rise.

isee JUiseaseg toy Meat;

This is the title of Bulletin No. 92, by
Dr. G. F. White, expert engaged in the in-

vestigation of bee diseases, of the United
States Department of A-^riculture, Bureau
of Entomology. This bulletin will have m .re

than ordinary interest and value at tne
present time in view of the high price of
sugar and the possible and probable substi-

tution of cheap honey for fall or winter
feeding. Of course it is unsafe to feed any
honey coming from an unknown source, on
account of the danger of transmitting foul

brood ; but all such honeys will be rendered
safe by boiling for a certain lengih of time.

From page 8 of this bulletin we quote the

general summary

:

The results of these experiments show t.hat when
they are maintained for ten minutes the minimum
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temperatures that can be used for destroying the

germs of the four bee diseases now known to be in-

fectious are as follows:

1. The minimum temperature for European foul

brood lies somewhere between 60 degrees C. (140

degrees F.) and 65 0. (149 F.), being approximate-

ly 63 C. (145.4 F.).

2. The minimum temperature for American foul

brood lies somewhere between 90 degrees C. (194
degrees F.) and 100 C. (212 F.), being probably

less than 98 C. (208.4 P.).

3. The minimum temperature for sac brood lies

somewhere between 55 degrees C. (131 F.) and 60

C. (140 F.), being approximately 58 C. (136.4 F.).

4. The minimum temperature for nosema disease

lies between 55 degrees C. (131 F.) and 60 C. (140
F.), being approximately 57 C. (134.6 F.).

It will be noted, therefore, that 63 degrees C.

(145.4 degrees F.) for European foul brood, 98 C.

(208.4 F.) for American foul brood, 58 C. (136.4

F.) for sac brood, and 57 C. (134.6 F.) for nosema
d;!-ease are the approximate minimum temperatures

at which the germs of these diseases, respectively,

are destroyed. Since there are varying factors in

experiments of this nature that tend to produce slight

variations in results, these temperatures are referred

to as being approximate. It is probable (hat future

experiments may cause slight changes to be made in

those conclusions. Nothing more than a comparatively

slight variation is to be expected, however. In prac-

tice the beekeeper, in destroying these germs by
heating, will naturally use a quantity of beat some-

what in excess of the minimum amount that is ab-

solutely necessary.

Some generalizations may now be made which will

be of interest to the beekeeper. The melting-pot

of beeswax is between 62 degrees C. (143 6 degrees

F.) and 64 C. (147.2 P.), inclusive. It will be

observed that this same temperature in ten minutes
Mil) destroy the germ causing European foul brood,

auo that it is about 10 degrees P. above hat which
will destroy the germs of sac brood and nosema
disease. A further interesting generalization may be

made concerning the heating of honey. Hoi ey when
heated to 160 degrees P. reaches a temperature 15

degrees P. above the temperature necessary to de-

stroy the germ of European foul brood, and about

25 degrees P. above the temperature that will de-

sijoj the infecting agents of sac brood and nosema
disease. The infecting agents of these three diseases

of the bee, therefore, will be destroyed when the

temperature of 160 degrees P. is used in the com-

mercial handling of honey. Finally, it is believed

that the results of this work on the the'-'nai death-

point of the virases of the bee diseases will be di-

lectly applicable to the control of these diseases.

From the last paragraph it would appeir
that the melting-point of wax applied only

10 minutes would not be sufficient to kill

the germs of American foul brood. As a
matter of fact, all beeswax that is used in

foundation goes through not less than three

separate heatings; and while the tempera-
ture is probably never up to 212 (the boil-

ing-point of water), yet the separate heat-

ings and prolonged i^eriods of heat are suf-

ficient to kill all the germs. So far as we
know, no case of foul brood has ever been
transmitted in foundation.

Speaking of European foul brood, that

disease can be easily killed by a temperature
of melting wax if eoutinued for ton minutes.

But the temperature at which beeswax is

ordinarilv melted when refined is from 180

(o 190 F. ; and according to Dr. White a

temperature of less than 208 F., if applied
ten minutes, would do the work. But the

ordinary beeswax is kept at 180 to 190 for
not less than an hour. The steam is turned
off, and the wax slowly cools for 24 hours.

The ordinary foundation-factory buys its

wax in all kinds of shapes and sizes. Some
of the cakes are dark, a few of them are

almost black, and practically all are off

color, and have to be clarified. All of these

cakes are put into a large tank holding not
less than ten barrels. About a quarter of
this bulk is taken up with water. This is

heated by means of a jet of live steam,

bringing the temperature up to 190 F. The
whole mass is kept in a boil for an hour or

two, or until it is thoroughly mixed. It is

then allowed to stand for 24 hours, gradual-
ly cooling. The object of this is to permit
all particles of dirt and general foreign

matter to settle into the water while the

clear wax rises to the top. Just before it

comes to a solid state, or when it can still

be poured, about 24 hours after turning off

the steam, the wax on top is drained off into

large pails, and then allowed to cool.

After the wax has been refined and clar-

ified it has to be melted again on hot steam-

pipes before it can be sheeted; so that, all

told, practically all the beeswax before it

goes back to the beekeeper has been sub-

jected to three different heatings, covering a
total period of 30 hours. This would kill

any thing.

This bulletin rather gives us assuranie

that the ordinary bottled honey that has

been heated to prevent gTanulation will be
rendered free from the germs of European
foul brood, and possibly American, al-

though this latter is by no means certain.

Ordinary honey for bottling is heated to a

temperature of 160 degrees at two different

times. In all probability the honey is gran-

ulated by the time it reaches the bottler. He
heats it and runs it off into tanks. It may
or may not be allowed to cool; but in order

that it may flow freely it is heated again

and then sealed while hot. The two separate

heatings at 160 for a couple of hours each

would probably kill the germs of even Amer-
ican foul brood. It might do so entirely.

The statement has been made that bottled

honey is a frequent source of foul brood
because the consumer tlu'ows away the emp-
ty bottles. Dr. White's observation wouid

give us hope that they are not—eertanily

not European foul brood. However, we
would never feed bees honey heated to the

proper temperature for bottling, an account

of the danger of transmitting American

foul brood.
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Dr. C.C Miller I §TMAY STRAWS I

Mareng»,lll.

Sugar has gone up more than CO per cent

ill a month, and is still rising. I wish it

would take honey up with it. [See editorial

comments elsewhere.

—

Ed.]

Quotations on comb honey, Aug. 15, are

12 to 17 cents a pound. That's evidently

under the old law. To fit the new law, and

bring the same price per section, the price

must be 1 to l^^ cents higher per pound, ac-

cording to price and weight.

" The eight-frame hive must be

tvorlce I in sections on the divisiblo-broud-

chamber plan," p. 531. Sometimes, before

supers are given, never after, at least " in

this locality." [Something will depend on

tvhether you are running for comD or ex-

tracted honey. You run for comb and we
agree with your amended statement.

—

Ed.]

C. P. Dadant says, American Bee Jour-

nal p. 279, " I have seen so many good

queens prove good the third year that I

prefer not to replace a first-class two-year-

old queen by one whose ability is unknown
to me. The bees usually requeen in good

time, if the matter is left to them." Same
here. Those who think it pays to requeen

every year might gain by getting a new
strain of bees. Yet there are always some
queens which do not come up to the mark,

and they should be promptly replaced.

Mr. Editor, allow me to emphasize what

you say, p. 362. The report of failures may
be just a ; valuablv; as the report of success-

es. We're all somewhat inclined to run in

the same grooves. If I get it into my head

that some fool thing will be a success, a

number of others are likely to have tho

same notion. If no one reports failure,

others will keep on trying the same thing.

The man who reports failure saves a lot o\

others from the same failure. Then as to

reporting before a thing is fully tried. A
man may have a valuable idea which takes

a considerable time to try out. He may die

before completing his trial, or it may b?

that others may hasten the decision ; and at

any rate, if he's the right kind he'll want to

share what he expects to be a good thing

just as soon as possible. So go ahead, re-

port your half-baked schemes and your fail-

ures; and if others laugh at j'ou, 3'ou laugh

too.

"A VERTICALLY wired comb will be Avavy,"

p. 605. Is that " locality " again ? My first

wiring, and nearly all of my wiring was
vertical, and of the hundreds of combs I do
not recall that any were wavy. [Something-
depends on the weight of the foundation you

have, and how old it is. A light-weight

foundation will have a tendency to show
these waves more than the heavier grades.

In the same way, a foundation that has been

made, and laid away on the shelves for a

year or so after it is made, will be less

inclined to show this peculiarity after the

combs are di.awn. We should guess that you
use a foundation that you have ordered six

months to a year ahead of time in order to

take advantage of the discount, and to be

sure that you have it on hand when you
need it. If this is true, it is age rather than

locality that accounts for the ditference.

Years ago, when we used vertical wiring

exclusively, a large part of our combs were

a little wavy—some more than others.

Whenever we put in foundation we use an

article fresh from the mill, partly because

we have no other, and partly because the

bees draw it out a little more readily.

—

Ed.]

July 6, 11 :10 a. m,, I gave a comb to my
best queen, taking from her all other combs,

and took the combs away again just two
hours later. The comb was given to a full

colony made queenless. Ten queen-cells were

started on the comb, and were sealed July

14. July 20 I cut out the cells and put them
in a nursery. At 5 a. m., July 21, I went to

see if any of the virgins were yet out of

their cells. Six were already out ! But I

don't think they had been out long. If we
assume that the eggs from those cells were
laid the minute the comb was given to the

queen, and that the virgins emerged from
their cells the instant I opened the hive July

21, it would make the time from the laying

of the egg to the hatching of the queen 14

days, 17 hours, 50 minutes, or 6 hours and
10 minutes less than 15 days. But that's an
unreasonable assumption. The likelihood is

that the queen did not lay within an hour
(in other cases it has been two or tlrree

hours) after the comb was given to her,

making the time just so much less. The
difficult i3art is to get the queen to lay in a

given comb within a short space of time.

Sunday came in the way or I would have

determ.ined the time of development of the

workers. [The i^eriod of incubation of young
queens varies, according to our experience;

and that variation we attribute to weather
conditions and the particular environment

furnished by the colony. If you were to try

the experiment again, when it is a little

cooler, and with a different colony, you
might get a longer time of incubation. The
period may be increased if' the colony is not

strong.

—

Ed.]
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BEEKEEPING IN CALIFORNIA
P. Co

The later boneyflow seems to be quite

disappointing in many localities in tbe

southern part of the State. While there are

some locations where honey has been se-

cured in surplus quantities, no such flow as

had been anticipated has materialized. Since

the middle of July my bees have secured

only enough to keep them breeding well. A
few have gained a few pounds; but as a

rule they have made only a good living.

On page 619, Aug. 15, Dr. Miller says,
" It would be much simpler if 'black brood'

could have been left as the name of the New
York disease, which is now being called

European foul brood, and ' foul brood ' had
remained the name of the other disease

called American foul brood." Some time

ago I was advocating the same thing, when
my attention was called to the fact that we
had no law covering " black brood," and

that it would be impossible for an inspector

to collect for his work in inspecting for the

black brood under the laws of California.

On this account I quietly came off the trail.

offered. Trapping does not change their

dispostion to rob.

* * *

After reading the account of our editor's

experience in moving bees, with some knowl-
edge of recent experiments along that line

I have acquired from other sources, I have
begun to doubt if migratory beekeeping is

really a paying business. To move into

another locality is a different proposition

;

but to practice moving from place to place

is an expensive business. There are few
localities that are worthy of the name of a
'' bee country " but that will give an occa-

sional good crop that, when figured as an
investment, does not require the deduction

of an immense expense account before fig-

uring net profits. To my present way of
thinking it would be preferable to have
several yards in different localities. In this

way one would be almost sure to " get in

good " some place on his private bee map
every season, and once in a while several

would give good crops the same season, and
thus add greatly to the profits of the busi-

In my opinion J. E. Crane is right, page

622, Aug. 15, when he concludes that super-

seding takes place at all times of the year.

My experience has been that there is more
superseding done in the height of the har-

vest, for at this time there are many old

queens being replaced by young ones. The
number of cases of supersedure outside of

the honey season is very small, and most

cases are forced by the faihtre of the old

queens. In the majority of cases a swarm
issues with the first hatched of the virgins

during the honey season. Out of 17 swarms
this season twelve were known to be indtieed

by supersedure.
* « *

In the Aug. 15th issue the editor calls oar

attention to A. J. Plummer's scheme to stop

robbing by trapping the robbers and hold-

ing them until they become harmonized. I

mentioned a scheme very much on this line

in the Aug. 1st issue, that was practiced by
Mr. Byron Crawford, my helper during the

season, he having copied it from Mr. W. H.
Crawford, bis father, who is a successful

beekeeper of Roswell, N. M., and to whom
the origin of the idea should be credited.

The plan is successful on general lines ; but

the bees are still robbers, and will be nosing

around the very first opportunity that is

There is a common impression that foul

brood cannot be eradicated, and quite fre-

quently we hear expressions that it is here

to stay. As a matter of fact there is really

no reason to take such a gloomy look at this

situation. There is no question but that it

will take the combined efforts of the bee-

keeping public and the close scrutiny of our
bee insi^ectors, the latter more especially, to

look after the sjnall uneducated beekeeper
and the careless pltinger who takes little

interest in his holdings until about time to

extract. The apiaries of the majority of

our first-class beekeepers do not need to be

inspected, yet they should submit to and
rather encoiu-age the inspection of their

bees for the moral effect on the other fel-

low ; and I might add that there are times

when even the best and most careful of us

will pick up a case before Ave are aware of

the fact, which is rarely contracted from a

first-class beekeeper. Diseases of man are

not half so destructive as a whole as they

were before an organized fight was begun
on all kinds of contagion, with strict quar-

antine laws to aid in the fight. The same
rigid organized system back of the fight on
foul brood would at least reduce it to very

small proportions, and should eradicate it

entirely.
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EEKEEPING IN THE SOUTHWEST
Louis M, Sclioll, New Braimfels, Texas.

In sections of New Mexico and Arizona
beekeepers are suffering losses of honej'

yields from the eatclaw on account of a

kind of blight that destroys the blossoms
during the blooming period. Several inqui-

ries have been sent me for information on
the subject; but it has been impossible for

me to find an answer to this question with

tlie meager particulars at hand. With the

intention of drawing out more information

on the subject I am mentioning it here. I

shall be glad to hear from beekeepers from
every section of the country where eatclaw

grows, if they have experienced trouble of

this kind, with a description of the trouble

and its extent. As soon as enough of this

information is in I shall be glad to investi-

gate the actual cause of the trouble and
make a report.

* * *

BEES AND POULTRY AT THE TEXAS DRY-FARM-
ING CONGRESS.

The Texas Dry-farming Congress has just

adjourned one of the most profitable ses-

sions here at Hondo, Texas. These Con-
gresses are held annually at various places

in this semi-arid portion of this great State,

and are indeed a great benefit to the coun-
try.

All branches of agTieulture are given at-

tention at these meetings. Experts in their

respective lines of work are on the program,
and the discussions are very valuable.

At the meetings just closed, lasting for

several days, the subject of bees was given
a proper place on the program. W. 0.

Victor was one of the speakers, with the

subject, "My Experience with Bees in South-
west Texas." In his discourse he enumerat-
ed his varied experiences in different sea-

sons he has been keeping bees in this part
of the State. He mentioned the large crops
that are often obtained during favorable
seasons, but at the same time called the

attention of his listeners to the fact that

not all seasons are so favorable. He related

that he has had to feed hundreds of dollars'

worth of sugar in order to tide his starving
colonies over a severe and unfavorable
spring or an extreme summer drouth. But
he stated that he was always repaid a

thousand fold for this extra care on his

part in bountiful honey crops later.

As the Apieultural Expert of the Texas
State Department of Agriculture, I was
also on the program. The important role of
beekeeping, and especially as a splendid
combination with poultry in the present-day
movement for divei"sified farming, was em-

phasized. The home fruit orchard as a
splendid place for keeping both the bees and
poultry, and the benefit to the orchard of
such a combination, was also pointed out.

I also mentioned the fact that I have never
believed a farm complete without a few
colonies of bees, carefully kept in modern
hives, to furnish for the family that most
healthful of all sweets—honey.

* * *

MEETING OF TEXAS BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
AT COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS.

In July the Texas Beekeepers' Association

held one of the most profitable sessions for

a number of years. More real business mat-
ters received attention at these sessions

than at any previous meeting, and more
interest and enthusiasm prevailed during
the many topics under discussion.

It would be impossible for me to mention
even briefly the many important matters

discussed; but it is my intention to bring
brief accounts of the most important mat-
ters from time to time.

it was gratifying indeed to listen to a
real business-like president's address, de-

livered by M. B. Caraway, of Mathis, Tex.

In his address he called especial attention

to the importance of co-operation and or-

ganized effort on the part of the Texas
beekeepers—^one thing that is very much
neglected by them now. He pleaded for a

greater uniformity in packing our honey
crops, since the great difference in packing
honey now is an exceeding detriment to the

honey industry in Texas. A greater unifor-

mity of honey prices is also sought, be-

cause the beekeepers as a whole have had
to suffer severely on account of the great

lack of stable market prices. Among other

things the imi3ortance of an active legisla-

tive committee to look after sufficient appro-
priations for carrying on the foul-brood

-

inspection work was mentioned. Due to the

failure of procuring such appropriations
during the last session of the legislature, our
foul-brood law has been practically a "dead
issue," because no inspection could be done.

It is gratifying to me that these, and quite

a number of other matters of importance,
were given so much attention, because I

have mentioned all of these subjects from
time to time in these columns. I have often

regretted that these important questions did

not receive the attention of the beekeepe^^s

before this time, because there has been an
actual loss of thousands of dollars to the

beekeeping industry in Texas on account of
this very lack of attention.
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J. E. Crane IFTINC liddlebiary, Vt.

The honey season here has been very dis-

appointing. Poor—-very poor.

Mr. Byer's e.\])erience in different locn-

tions is certainly instrnctive, p. 493, July]
;

while it is well to choose a location wisely

we cannot be sure of a successful season

every year ; and the old proverb, " a rolling-

stone gathers no moss," is as applicable to

beekeeping as to any other pursuit.

Arthur C Miller well says, page 498,

July 1, that he prefers to have foundation
draAvn out in upper stories over full colo-

nies. The best place, surely; but when he

says the best time is when the bees are at

work on honey-dew, it is all righf if you
have it in quantity, but we do not have it

about here plentifully enough for that pur-
pose oftener than once in twenty-five or

thirty years; in fact, I have known it but
once in more than fifty years.

During last winter many of my hivos

were covered with snow for several week.«,

yet wifhoiit harm. One yard of over sixty

colonies was almost entirely covered, yet

only one colony failed to respond to the

April roll-call, and that had evidently de-

camped, as it contained no bees, either dead
or alive.

» -* *

I have been in the habit for manj^ years
of mixing honey with sugar syrup when
feeding in autumn to jirevent gTanulation;
but for the jiast two years I have with some
hesitation fed the sugar syrup (two of
sugar to one of water), without honey, and
found no more granulation, either last

spring or the year before, when honey Avas

mixed with llie sugai' syrup.

Mr. Chadwick, page 491, July 1, sayr,
" A poor cjueen cannot always be judged bv
the amount of bees in her colony," as, by
changing the hive so she will have more
workers, she may prove quite prolific. Now,
this is doubtless true so far as the laying of
the queen is concerned; but when a colony
runs down, as he says, it shows that, if the

queen is not a poor layer, her offspring are
lacking in stamina, endurance, or longevity,
which is quite as important as numbers in
the campaign of lione^'-gathering.

Dr. Miller, page 531, suggests the use of
the sharp cutting pincers the blacksmith
uses for clipping the hoofs of horses, in-

stead of a saw or pruning-shears recom-
mended by A. 1. Root for removing the
spurs from fowls. Now, if Ave may stop the
discussion of beekeeping problems for a
little, let me suggest the application of a
small amount of caustic to the spurs of
young fowls, and i)revent their growth the
same as aii|)lied lo calves to prevent the

urowtli of lioi'ns.

Some time ago I inquired in regard to

the chemical composition of pollen, and I

recently received a letter from a good friend,

Adrian Getaz, of Knoxville, Tenn., saying
that there is i^lenty of information along
this line in the standard works. He says

further that " In general the pollen differs

but little from the seeds of the plants except
that it has more fatty or oily compounds,
find seldoin any fecal matter—bitter, poi-

sonous, medicinal, or aromatic, which one
often finds in seeds. Beans come nearer the

average pollen than any ether grain."

1 hanks.

We are greatly indebted to Gleanings
for the full discussion of the net-weight

laAv as it relates to the packing of honey.

The expense of packing, by this law, is in-

creased. That must come out of the bee-

keeper unless the price of comb honey is

laised; and it would seem as though that

Avould be the inevitable result. It Avill, I

believe, drive many beekeepers noAV produc-
ing comb honey to producing extracted,

Avhich caij be sold in bulk, and so avoid the

bother. I believe it Avill also have a ten-

.

dency to cause comb honey to be sold by
count rather than by Aveight, as at present

in the East.

Wesley Foster asks, page 406, " When is

a colony inspected? " A pertinent question,

surely, to every inspector. If there is much
disease in a yard it Avill almost invariably

be found in a feAv of the Aveaker colonies.

If none is found in them it seems hardly

worth Avhile to go tkrough all, especially if

coA'ered Avith heavy supers. So we may
inspect by lifting one or all the combs from
every hive; but by the last method we can

not get over nearly as much territory. Many
times I find that it is as cheap to help a

man clean up his yard as to destroy the bees

and hives if he does not. A little assistance

in this Avay produces good feeling between,

the inspector and beekeeper.
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Dr. ]\Iillor, pai>e 325, May 1. iliiiiks 1 am
;! lirtle hard on llie other Miller for tliini:-

iiiU' a colony needs 35 lbs. of heavy syrup
Oct. 1. Well, let's see. I have found by
weighino' that even heavy syrup fed to a

colony shrinks greatly before it is ripened

and stored, and it is not safe to count on

more than 25 lbs. cf food as the equivalent

of honey. I have also found that a good
colony will consume, from ISTov. 1 to April

1, on an average, 17 lbs. of honey when
wintered out of doors. I learned this by
shaking the bees from the combs and
weighing them, both in the fall and again in

the spring the first week in April. This

leaves only 8 lbs. for spring use. Where
bees are wintered in a good cellar, seven or

eight pounds less of feed will answer; but
I was speaking of bees wintered out of

doors. Mr. Miller's idea, that those who
feed do not as a rule feed half enough is

quite right, especially as to beginners.

I suppose it is somewhat easier to keep
quiet than to report our experience when it

is different from that of those with more
experience than ourselves. I have been
somewhat surprised that we have had few
or no reports of failures in introducing

queens by the " smoke method." Even the

best methods of manijjulation will some-
times fail, and I find this method no excep-

tion. I have not found beekeepers as en

tlmsiastic over it as I had expected. In
talking with one very intelligent beekeeper
he said that he tried to introduce some twen-
ty queens by this method last year, and lost

more than half of them. He did not seem
bitter about it, but thought the reason for

his lack of success was that his colonies

were crowded Avitli bees; and the frames
coming down quite close to the bottora-l)oai'd

prevented the smoke from thoroughly pene-

trating to every part of the colony. It was
liis opinion that the method would be likely

to prove more successful with smaller colo-

11 its, or where there was more room between
tlie bottom of the frames and bottom-board.

Mr. P. C. Chadwiok, page 491, relates a

very interesting case of the effects of a sting.

During the past fifty yeais I have seen a

good many cases of severe poisoning from
stings; and I might say, in a general way,
that some poisons seem to have a particular

affinity for some part of the body, as alco-

hol has for the brain, or bee poison for the

parts about the eye. There appears to be
an effort on the ])art of the system to expel
jxiisons througli the liver, kidneys, lungs,

skin, or mucous membi'ane. Some ])oisons

ajtjeai' lo be e.\i)elled in one way and some
ill anotlier. Bee poison is evidently driven

out of the body through the skin or mucous
membrane, or both, and will, in persons

especially sensitive to this poison, sometimes
cause the whole body to be covered with

blotches and cause intense pain over the

whole surface. When jooison passes through
the mucous membrane it may so irritate

the lungs as to cause coughing and some-

times almost suffocation and other distress-

ing symptoms—even loss of consciousness.

The best treatment I have found is to get

the patient into a profuse perspiration with

an alcohol-lamp or hot bath as quickly as

possible, thus drawing the blood and poison

to the skin and keeping up strength with

ammonia as a stimulant. In every case, so

far as I remember, as soon as rapid sweat-

ing is produced the throat and lung symp-
toms slowly disappear.

* * * *

Page 531, July 15, Mr. P. C. Chadwick
says that he thinks Wesley Foster entirely

right in saying that " Bees clustered outside

their hive are wasting time," and, of course,

thinks I was entirely wrong in not feeling

sure about it. Well, now, did you ever!

Because we see a woman sitting under the

shade of a tree by her kitchen door when
the mercury is at 90 degrees in the shade,

it is no sign she is loafing or wasting time.

She may be shelling peas or paring x:>otatoes

for the noonday meal, oi', it may be, darn-
ing stockings or making a dress for the

baby, and, like a sensible woman, does her

work Avhere she can be most comfortable;
and it is unbecoming in us to criticise he)-.

For the comfort of my friends Chadwnck
and Foster, let me ray that I thought and
felt, thirty or forty years ago, very much as

they do iiow\ We called it " loafing " in

those days. If no honey is coming in, there

IS certainly no loss in bees clustering out-

side their hive. If nectar is coming in free-

ly we shall doubtless find every blessed bee

clustered outside full of nectar which they

are reducing to honey. That bees can evap-
orate the excess of moisture from nectar in

hot weather outside their hive I think needs

little proof. I will say, however, that I

have found a colony that had clustered on
a tree and remained gathering nectar, evap-
orating it and building their combs and stor-

ing their honey in the open air. Of course,

if the entrance is very small and insufficient

there might be some loss or waste of time

when bees cluster outside; but where there

is sulficient ventilation, and they cluster out

for a day or two in the intensely hot or

humid days, I have come to think there is

little waste of time.
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Conversations with Doolittle

^UNRIPE HONEY.
" Is it best to leave honey on the hive as

long as possible, take it off as soon as it is

all sealed over, or tier it up before the

sealing has just begun? I am told that un-

sealed honey ripens much faster than that

which is sealed over ?
"

Years ago, especially, it was only natu-

ral for unthinking beekeepers to avoid the

work of uncapping the combs, and more
pounds of honey could generally be ob-

tained by extracting what had accumulated
in the combs every three or four days dur-

ing a good nectar flow than where the

extracting was not done till the most of the

honey was sealed over. This course gener-

allj brought thin unripe honey to the con-

sumers who soon became prejudiced against

all extracted honey. Nothing could have
been much more damaging to the sale of

extracted honey than this marketing of an
unripe article. To obviate this the bee-

papers advocated leaving all honey on the

hive until it was fully sealed over, the in-

ference being that honey was fully ripened

as soon as the cells were all sealed over.

But this part depends upon the flow of

nectar and the humidity of the atmosphere.
During a bountiful flow of nectar from

clover when it rains nearly every night, and
there is what is called a " scalding sun "

during the day, the bees will rush the honey
into the combs pellmell and seal it over
before it is really ripe. In fact, at sueh
times I have often had section honey (taksn
off as soon as capped over, and while the

combs were of that snowy whiteness which
captivates the eyes of every consumer) so

thin that, on cutting the comb twenty-four
hours later, it would run about the plate

almost like water; and unless the sections

were stored in a warm, dry, well-ventilated

room to ripen, the cappings would soon
have a watery appearance. Then later the

soured nectar would leak out, to the disgnist

of all who had any thing to do with it. I

once saw hundreds of cases of such stuff in

the basement of a commission house in New
York. Under such circumstances as these it

is better to store all honey in a room where
the temperature holds for four or five weeks
at from 75 to 90 degi'ees F., the honey being
piled so that the air can circulate all about
and up through the combs. At the end of
this time the honey in both sealed and un-
sealed cells will become so thoroughly ripen-

ed that it will not even run out of the

unsealed cells, if the combs are laid doAvn.

Then, if preferred, supers of combs for

extracting can be tiered up just as the bees
begin to seal the first cells, thereby getting

the honey away from the brood-nest before
much of it is sealed. In this position the

bees are slower in capping it—so slow that

it often ripens up nicely before the bees get

it capped, and thus we are saved the labor
of uncapping. Honey ought to be thorough-
ly rij^ened before it is extracted from the

comb, and it may then be put into cans
very soon after it leaves the extractor. To
my taste the flavor is much better preserved
if the honey is sealed up in a can or barrel

than if left open to the air, as many think

necessary to ripen it thoroughly.

Where honey is left on the hive for a long
time, or in a warm dry room for the proper
ripening, cool weather often comes on so

that this thick well-ripened honey is hard to

extract unless some provision is made for
warming the combs. By tiering the hives

containing the combs we wish to extract in

such a way that they are separated two or

more inches from each other in a small tight

room in which artificial heat can be applied
till the temj^erature of the whole is raised to

100 degrees, and held there for half a day,

honey can be extracted as easily in cold

weather as in warm, and in this way stormy
weather can be used.

Of course I am writing from the stand-

point of central New York. If I am cor-

rectly informed, California and many of the

southwestern States have an atmosphere
where the humidity is so slight that honey
comes from the flowers, not as nectar, out

almost in a perfect state, so that it often

weighs much above that which is considered

thoroughly ripened here. Eleven pounds to

the gallon used to be considered a fairly

good weight, but that would hardly do at

the present time. New York requires 11
pounds specific gi^avity for a gallon of ma-
l^le syrup, and such syrup is much thinner

than any honey I ever could bring myself to

think suitable for market. One of the rea-

sons for not making maple syrup heavier

than this is that a heavier article will sugar
or crystallize in the can. This is something
not to be tolerated, as where such sugar
syrup is stored in glass jars the result is

that the jars are almost always broken m
trying to remove it. But with honey, the

thicker it is the less liable it is to candy or

granulate. Average extracted honey here in

central New York runs about 12 lbs. to the

gallon. At least after repeated weighing
for years, I have been in the habit of filling

a quart can and calling it three pounds.
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'PONDENCE
MAMCING AND RECORD = KEEPING

BY FLORA M'iNTYRE

[Miss Mclntyre is the young woman who paid part of hei- college expenses by working with the bees.

See her article on" page 893, Dec. 15, 1913.

—

Ed.]

The hives in the Sespe apiary are set out

in rows, each of which is designated by a

letter. The A row is at the extreme left of

the extracting-house, and B, C, D, etc., fol-

low in order until we reach the Q row, or

thereabout, at the extreme right. The hive

places have each a number, beginning with

No. 1 at the upper end of each row, pro-

ceeding in order down to 25 or less at the

path which skirts the lower side of the

apiary and passes the extracting-house door.

The hives are grouped in twos within the

rows, and two single rows placed back to

back form a double row. All work is done
from the path within the double row.

alphabet printed one on each leaf. The
record of each single row occupies one dou-

ble page, or about 8 x 13 inches. The re-

quisite number of columns are ruled off, and
the column-headings and hive-numbers writ-

ten, with pen and ink. The record itself is

kept in pencil, a slender pencil with a good
eraser on one end being tied securely to the

book. A new book is jDrepared at the be-

ginning of each season, and the record is

begun when the bees are first inspected in

the spring, being added to and modified as

the season advances. The pencil and eraser

make it easy to alter a record or transfer it

to another part of the book in case a hive is

A corner of the " Sespe " apiary, showing the concrete storehouse in the background.

The numbers and letters are stenciled in

black on white painted stakes about four
inches wide and a foot high, driven into the

ground at the lower side of the hives and
close to the rear corner. The lower hive in

each group of two has the number-stake, as

shown in the illustration, the number of the

intervening hive being easily ascertained by
a glance at the stake above.

The record-book is an ordinary index-

book about 4 inches wide and 13 long, with
the margins cut to show the letters of the

moved and its address thus changed On the

next page is a possible record of the B row,
showing the system used in making records.

The numbers under " Age " indicate that

the queen is in her first or second year as

the case may be. Under "Strain" is usually

placed the initial letter of the breeder's

name from whom the original ancestor of

the queen was secured. " Grade " refers

also to the queen—X meaning fair; XX
good, and XXX very good in size, color,

and such other characteristics as can be
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13
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17
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A flose view showing

Ago Strain Grade Bees Honev
i X
1 K XX
1 W XX

the nunibeving-stake.

Remarks

W
W
W

W
R

\V
K

K

W

XX
XXX
X
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
X

XX
XX

7
11)

•20

20

10
7
fi

10
15
10
4
15

25
10
10

Q'less 4-27

Q. cells

No q. ex.

Weak

No q

cloth, (lark

ex. ; black,
cross ; feed

darl
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ascertained from the

general condition of

the colony. The num-
bers under " Bees " in-

dicate the number of

combs occupied by the

bees; while those under
" Honey " indicate the

approximate number
of pounds of honey In

the super. Under "Re-
marks," " Q " stands

for queen, of course;

"ex." for excluder, and
4-27 is the date on

which the " remark "

was made.
During that interest-

ing first thorough in-

spection in the spring* every queen is found
and clijjped, if need be. Her age and grad-

ing are then recorded, together with the

approximate number of pounds of honey
and the number of combs of bees in each
liive. The book, which is light, bound with
tough paper, and of a size and shape suited

to slipping in and out of a pocket, is carried

about in the apiary whenever there is any
work to be done, and any thing needing
attention later is recorded. There are, how-
ever, some exceptions to this rule, as, for

instance, when there is wholesale feeding to

be done, each colony needing it is marked,

during the day, with a clod on the cover of

the hive, and tliis is thrown off as the colo-

nies are fed in the evening; also, during the

C and D cnnstitnfe .1 doiiljlc row. Note the convenience and le^ibilit.v

of the hives within the rows.
jf llie nuniliorstakes and the gronpins
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colonies ready Id bi'

extracted are marked
in the same way, the

clods getting dumped
off when the hives arc

opened to secure the

honey. No minute rec-

ord is kept of the

amount of honey pro-

duced by each colonv

;

but wlien a hive fills

up with noticeable ra-

pidity after being ex-

tracted, the fact is

noted; and if the per-

formance is repeated

consistently througli-

out the season, such

colon}" will be marked " good for honey,"
raid, perhaps, if other things are favorable,

will receive the remark, "breed;" which is

1 he highest honor we have to besto\^

.

The selection of the few tilted for this

honor is undoubtedly the chief object of

record-keeping, though convenience and
time-saving are to be considered. For in-

stance, here is a colony needing a comb of

honey to tide it over. The record shows the

nearest hive with plenty to spare. I wish
to reqneen all colonies having inferior or

old queens. The record shows just how
many queens are needed, and where. I wish
to rear a few queens after the swarming
season is over. The record shows Avhat

colonies have old queens, and are apt to be

superseding, and I look there for royal jelly

and bees willing to care for my cells, etc.

In fact, the record-book is in such constant

use that it is about worn to a " frazzle " by
the end of the season, and then it is care-

fully preserved in the tin box along with

insurance policies and the deed to our share

of the earth.

From the back pages of an old record-

book I copy the following:

n—31 E23 to B18
4— :? B7 to C18
4—

3

E9 to DIO. O. K. 5—25
4—

3

G26 to L27. O. K. 4—21
4—

7

K20 to K19. 0. K. 4—21
4—

7

121 to L15. O. K. 4—21
4—

7

M8 to K8. O. K. 4—21
4—

7

B16 to E17. O. K. 5—

9

4—

7

06 to D3. O. K. 5—

9

4—

7

E16 to H16. 0. K. 5—25

This is the beginning" of the swarm-record
for 1910. It is a sort of daybook of swarms.
The first entry means that on March 31 E23
sw"armed with an old queen, and the hive

with its brood, bees, and queen-cells was
located at B18, the old queen and her swarm
being allowed to return to a hive of empty
combs at E23.

Between the rtoulile rows, as, for instance, CD and EF, is a wide space
toward whicli the hives face.

This record must be kept as the work is

done, the necessary changes and additions

being made at leisure in the main record.

OK 5-2.5 means that the hive moved to DIO
with queen-cells was found on May 25 to

have a laying queen. Evidently it was found
queenless when the April 21st inspection

was made, and had to have another cell.

It is with this part of the record that I

have had the longest acquaintance, having

begun quite young to watch for swarming;
and to indicate the importance attached to

records with us, let me tell you one of my
childhood's recurrent dreams. I find myself

in the orchard toward evening, and discover

Avith a sinking heart a neatly clustered

swarm evidently with an undipped (and

therefore virgin) queen hanging to a branch.

Then I discover another and another; here,

there, everywhere, all tkrough the trees, big

swarms, little swarms, medium-sized swarms,
all quiet and compactly clustered. Black,

heart-sinking desjjair overcomes me as 1

realize the utter hopelessness of ever discov-

ing 30 much as a clue to the origin of a

single swarm, when I should have recorded

the source of each and every one. Then I

wonder how I could have been so careless,

and where I could have been when all those

swarms were coming out, and finally T

awake immensely relieved to find it isn't so.

Though it has been a number of years since

I watched for swarms, T dream that dream
yet sometimes.

Ventura, Cal.

[The reader should remember 'hat the

system of record-keeping here described is

the actual system that has been in use for

years in one of the largest apiaries in Cal-

ifornia. Surely more than enough time is

saved to compensate for the time required

in the keeping of the record.

—

Ed.]
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GLIMI'SES UF SOME IOWA BEEKEEPERS, lis Ekaxk C. Pellftt.

1. Home of E. E. Townsend, Ft. Dodge, Iowa. 2. (To the right, at the top), auto used by E. E. Townsend,
Ft. Dodge, for outyard work. 3. Home of J. I. Wiltsie, Arlington, Iowa. 4. Beit A. Brown's

apiary, Des Moines, Iowa (a beekeeper who sold $1500 worth of honey from a

town lot in 1913). 5. Irving Wernick, Lake City, Iowa (produced $1000 from
40 colonies in 1913). 6. Home of J. H. Meloy, Ft. Dodge, la.
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GLIMPSES OF SOME IOWA BEEKEEPERS

J. H. Meloy, Ft. Dodge, keeps 98 colonies iu the rear of a town lot. 8. Home of J. L. Strong, Clavinda
(50 years a beekeeper). 9. B. A. Aldrich's honey-house at Smithlancl. The finest equipped

honey-house in Iowa. 10. Chris Bach and his apiary at Maquoksta. 11. C. J. Barber,
Smithland, Iowa (85 years old, and as spry as a boy) ; still cares for his large

apiary. 13. Home of "Walter Reppert, Burlington, lowiv.
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GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

IAN EMPEMOMS
liY FRANK RIOIITER

As people rose from the first state of sav-

agery to domestic and economical life, the

bee followed them from the mountains and

forests to the gardens and courts of their

new homes. Bee culture advanced step by
step Avith the civilization of men. The tirst

civilized jDeople exercised regular bee cul-

ture and made use of its products for their

wants.

In the care of bees and the study of their

habits the Romans and Gi'eeks stood at the

head of all nations. Their great statesmen,

poets, and learned men sucla as Pliny, He-
siod, Virgil. Ovid, Columella, etc., studied

A woven beehive such as was used by ancient
Romans

bee culture, and only in that way was it

possible that, in the time of C. Junius Col-

umella, in the middle of the first century,

it rose to the highest state which presup-

posed knowledge not inferior to those of our

time.

Originally the bees lived in trees and
caverns until Aristans lodged them in arti-

ficial dwellings and thus made an invention

which by and by spread over the Avliole

world. The hives first were made of hollow

tree-trunks and later of trunks worked out

by hand; most of them were of oak-trees;

but higher esteemed were hives made of the

bark of the cork oak. Tlie contents of such

a hive amounted to 648 fists. It was soon
found that the capacity of a hive ought to

be in proportion to the size of the colony.

The back of the hive was provided with a

movable i)artition wluch not only permitted
manipulation from belaind, as the beekeep-
eis of tliat time recommended, but also

allowed enlarging the inner space when
there Avas a good honey-flow and plenty of

bees.

In time, when work did not thrive, the

2jartition Avas pushed inside (Columella),

and thereby the room diminished in order

to prevent the Avorkers from becoming idle

or discouraged (Aristotle), or cease AA^ork-

ing (Pliny). The joints were spread over
Avith cow-dung to prevent drafts of air.

Hives made of bark Avere more highly A'alued

than those of hurdleAvork (basketwork),
{alous vitilis). In Italy the flexible and
tough tAvigs of the ferul-shrub Avere used
for tAvisting. Such hives of hurdleAvovk

were certainly better than those of barks or

AA'illoAv-tAvigs. Hives of avUIoav tAvigs gen-

erally Avere round, Avhile those of ferul tAvigs

had a quadrangular shape.

In Italy the Romans also used boards for

making hives. According to Roman tradi-

tion the hives Avere 3 feet high and a foot

broad. They were round, pointed at the

top, and drawn in in the middle, so that

they resembled the bee in shape. The hive

Avas divided into three sej^arable parts. The
top or cover had the form of an iuA'erted

cup. Tlie middle piece corresponded to

our supei', and the bottom part Avas the

brood-chamber. The bottom-board consisted

of a disk of basketAvork, and it also served

to diminish the room in the brood-chamber
Avhen it Avas pushed inside and was fixed by
three cleats. Over the hurdleAvork was
spread a mixture of quicklime and coav-

dung or slippery cay. According to Varro
several entrance-holes were placed in the

narroAV and upper part of the brood-cham-
ber not in the front, but on the left and
right side of the skep. Palladius fixed their

number to tAvo or three, and advised that

they be small and narroAV, not larger than

to allow a bee to pass in order to preA^eir^

the AA'ind bloAving in and noxious insects

from entering.

The author of these lines was iuA'ited to

make a model of such a skej) after the

description of Varro, for the exhibition in

Vienna. Accordingly I made a sketcli of

the Roman hive and shoAved it to the l)ee-

master of the becmasier school in Vienna.
After having looked at the sketch for a
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iiiomeiit lie exclaiiiicHl :
" Well, we haxe jiisl

Ihe same thing- iu ouv bee museuui." lie

looked for it; and when he brought it 1

coidd easily see that it was exactly tlie same
shape 1 had designed. It was a skep used
up to our days by a colony of Latin-speak-
ing Romans in Transylvania. Professor F.
Funke, director of the imperial school of
hurdlework (basketwork) in Vienna, had
made a model of the sketch, which was
shown at the Adria exhibition in the Aus-
trian ImiDerial Department of Agriculture.
Such skeps are still used in the Latin-

speaking part of Transylvania and in

Bretagne, France.

The iiieliualidH uf the old Konians to keep
bees and to study their nature in older to
regulate breeding according to the law of
nature, gave occasion to a country squire,

as Pliny says (it was a senator, if I am not
mistaken), to construct a hive of transpar-
ent material, which allowed the beekeeper's
eyes to obser^-e the mystery of the life of
the bees. The observation hives of the an-
cient Romans were made of transparent
horn, also used for lanterns, or of lapis

speculario which was imported from Spain
and Cappadocia.

Vienna, Austria.

BANK NOTES—ALL GENUINE

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

Some fruit number, that of February 1.

But it is not all a love-feast 'twixt fruitman
and beeman. Hereabouts we are moving our
bees as far from the orchards as we can get

them. What between careless spraying and
spraying sweetened poisons for special pur-
poses, an orchard is becoming a bad neigh-

bor for the beekeeper. We will let them go
it alone until they get over being stark,

staring, poison-mad.

A chap ill North Tonawanda, N. Y., wants
to know if winter cases should project be-

loAV the bottom-board. At the risk of walk-
ing all over the editor's very best pet corns

I am going to butt in and say yes, certainly.

All my winter (and summer) cases project

below the bottom-board to the extent that

the joint between the hive and " floor

"

(say " floor," boys—shorter, and does not
remind one of youthful " i^addlings ") is

protected by the case. Then all drip stays

outside—much nicer than having ' it creep

inside. You'd be sure of it i'f you had to

sit on the floor. [We agree with you.

—

Ed.]

Ventilated escape-boards sound very good
to me—gives me a freedom-from-care feel-

ing. When one puts on the escapes to be

left for perhaps a week before the honey
can be taken off—as at some outyard—one
worries a bit if a spell of blistering hot

weather shows up. And, by the way, 1 never
could understand why all escape-boards
liave been made with little more than a bee-

space on the top side and none on the under.

Use half an inch on each side and you will

discover another improvement.
«- * *

Summing up city beekeeping, the editor

says, satisfactory city beekeej^ing rests en-

tirely with the beekeeper. Never hit the
nail squarer on the head. Some city bee-
keepers (and others) are great " resters."

Some folks never do learn discretion. Dr.
Miller and " E. R." have been butting in on
bees' winter sleep, and saying they (the
bees) do not fan in winter, and somebody
said something. Don't you children yet know
that when you want to meddle in snch things
you should ask' Allen Latham first? Wlien
Allen says so, 'tis so—usually.

Necessity is, etc. One of those days when
nothing seemed to hitch, and fingers were
all thumbs and bees all stings, 1 cut into a
fine queen-cell which I particularly did not
want to lose. Say any thing? No use. I
just tried to patch it up, but I knew jolly
Avell Avhat the bees would do with that patch,
and I had no cell-protector—at least they
were all in hiding. In pawing over things,
looking for one, I tumbled down a piece of
super foundation—just a small strip, rather
dusty, and more or less soft, and I wound
it snugly around tliat cell and pinched it

together over the base, and tucked it down
into a nucleus. The blessed little bees fast-
ened the edges down, and the queen hatched
like any other. Why did I do it "? Nobody
knows—just an inspiration ; but I discovered
that a bit of foundation is the most perfect
cell-protector ever invented. The bees seem
to think (?) the cell is on the other fellow's
side of the comb, and never try to cut
through. Foolish little bees!

Do you like gardening? enjoy transplant-
ing things? every try transplanting baby
queens? Neat little trick. Suppose you find
a cluster of cells from some choice queen
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that had departed or merely died. The cells

are so bunched that several of them must be

destroyed in saving the others. Hunt up
some old cells; those that have hatched are

all right. Lay them in the sun to warm up
a bit, then cut them nearly in two squarely

across and near the base where there is no

cocoon. Now carefully open one of the cells,

which must be destroyed; gently spill the

white inert queen into the palm of your

hand ; hold the old cell against your palm so

the opened butt will be in front of the

queen, and let her slide in gently. Close the

cell; wrap it in foundation, letting the lat-

ter cover the tip—it is better if the old cap

is adhering—tuck it into a nucleus, and in

due time you will have your queen. Never

mind watering after transplanting; they

won't wilt.
^ ^ ^

Wesley Foster will be getting himself

disloved 'long with some others if he does

not quit talking home-made supplies. It is

a good deal of an art to knoAV what not to

have made at the planing-mill and box-

shop, and at the carpenter's down the lane,

and out in the woodshed. But at the risk

of getting into an awful mess I should like

to ask Wesley how the manufacturers using

automatic machines which turn out thou-

sands of frames a day can figure a charge

of $35.00 for a thousand of them when there

is less than 220 feet of " scrap stock " in

them. Yep, scrap stock—all made from

short leng-ths and edgings.

* « *

The March American Bee Journal has a

picture of a man scorching out a hive while

the inspector watches him. Looks like a

Rhode Island coat of arms, only here 'tis

one man at work and three looking on. But

just remember that paint or common thin

machine oil is an equally good sterilizer.

Scrape off the lumps of wax and propolis

—as you should do before using the torch-—

and then apply your paint or oil. Plain

kerosene (coal oil) is all right, only it takes

it a long time to " unsmell."

* * *

When the doctors disagree, there is apt to

be trouble somewhere. Dr. Miller gets a

crop which breaks all records. Mr. Greiner

wants to " double the yield," and Mr. Hol-

termann is bemoaning the fact that he can't

sell what he has. Guess I won't meddle.

* * *

Did you see the front cover of the Marrli

American Bee Jonrtialf Fine picture of

doll-houses and dog-kennels and washing-

machines and bird-cages. It is labeled an

"Exhibition of Hives at Chalon-sur-Saone."

But what is in a name? Guess I know a

dog-house when I see it. No wonder the
" furriners " cannot compete with us at bee-

keeiiing if they keep bees in such things

—

should not think any self-respecting bee

would stay.
* * *

A friend (oh, ye?! I have some) sent me
the following. He did not say what paper
he got it from, so I cannot give credit, but
it is worth presei"ving.

HOW DOTH THE LITTLE BUSY BEE ?

(A bee culturist tells us that five dollars' worth
of bees kept in a city flat will manufacture a hun-
dred dollars' worth of honey in a year.)

On learning that a herd of bees

Could be sent forth to loot

The florists' shops and grocery stores

That deal in fancy fruit,

I bought a swarm and housed them
On my kitchen window-sill,

That they might journey out

And ply their piracy at will.

" Go, little bees," I said to them,
" I care not where you roam,

Just so you prove industrious,

And bring the honey home."
A while they labored joyously

—

A real delight to see

;

'Twas very pleasant to observe

How hard they worked for me.

But soon the gladsome spring-time came,
And shortly after that

Queer things began to happen
In our one-time tranquil flat.

For when we put the windows up
We found, to our surprise.

Instead of going out to work
They grafted our supplies

!

We found them in the sugar-bowl.

And in the currant jam;
They buzzed about the champagne sauce
We poured upon the ham.

Our cat was much annoyed at this.

And sought to interfere.

But after he'd attacked one bee
He went away from here.

That evening I discovered

What had happened to the cat.

And subsequent tu this event
Was careful where I sat.

At lunch, when Uncle Ephraim
Went to get a hasty snack,

He innocently bit a bee.

Which viciously bit back.

" They're trying to get rid of me,"
I heard him sadly mutter

;

" They're puttin' poisoned needles

In their uncle's bread and butter! "

The injured way he looks at me
Now haunts me in my sleep.

And if you want a fleet of bees
I'll let you have them cheap!

Dr. Miller says that bees do not put
differently colored pollen in the same cell or

different grades of honey in the same cell

—

Straws, March 15. Phew, doctor! Do you
have but one color of pollen in your locality,

or one color of honey? Hereabouts a cell
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of ]iollen siDlit lengthwise often looks almost

like a rainbow. As for honeys being mixed
—why, they are often, or perhaps always,

mixed when the bees of a colony are work-

ing on more than one source. It has been
proved beyond doubt. But this is not a

good locality, if you please.

Providence, R. 1.

VALUE OF SHEEP TO KEEP DOWN THE GRASS AMONG THE HIVES

BY A. J. HALTER

The excessive growth of gxass and weeds
is a menace in an apiai'y, often requiring

houre of arduous labor to check an undesir-

able crop. This is especially true where a

large number of colonies are placed in a

comparatively small space. The immediate
growth in front of entrances causes confu-

sion among bees ; and to remove the same it

becomes necessary to get down on your
knees to be in position to do justice. How-
ever the more sacred your appearance may
assume, the more relentless the behavior of
the bees ; for if there is any mercy shown
by them it certainly does not manifest itself

when a person is in this position in front of

a hive.

The past season, Mr. W. C. Ritchie, of

Hudson, 0., where my outyard is located,

purchased a large number of sheep, among
which were five rams, four of this number

being prepared for market. At first these

rams were penned in a small lot adjacent

to the outyard, a'nd during the night had
access to the hives. Later, however, upon
merits of good behavior they were entirely

at liberty. This yard, comprising about ^
acre, contained a vigorous growth of grass,

asters, elderberry bushes, and various fruit-

trees. In the course of several weeks the

rams had made a fair clean-up of gTass and
weeds, and began to pull otf the lower
branches of the elders, peeling the bark of

the larger stems. Later this appetite led to

peeling peach-trees, so that it became neces-

sary to place burlap ai'ound them.

Every thing seemed harmonious. During
the period of warm weather the rams would
seek the shade during the day, and graze

during the night. Their craving for leaves

and shrubbery did not recede; and when the

Some sheep which kept the K'-ass cropped shon in an apiary of J2:J liiv(
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cloaii-up was neaiiiig its end they l)ecaiiie

\ery restless, and occasionally would move
or overturn a hive. The bees, however, did

not resent their jaresence in front of the

entrance unless the hive was disturbed. In

one instance I had occasion to witness the

performance of the largest of the five, the

ultimate result of brushing aside a colony

of bees. When he was stung on the head he

ran ; and when stung on the legs it was
"kick;" and while his disposition at times

could not be trusted (being liis deliglit to

bunt), I took refuge, seeking a point of

view until liis intense anger had subsided.

The rams were all removed before Hie

bees were pj'epared for winter, at which
time the ground was rather barren, tliis

being a most desirable feature, as grass and
weeds only harbor mice that often become
destructive during winter.

This experience saved me many hours of

labor in a yard of 123 colonies, and I feel

the work w^ould not have been so complete
had I attempted it myself. Instead I en-

joyed .several afternoons fisliing. Another
season I hope to try this plan with ewes,

they being more inclined to be contented.

Akron, Ohio.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE BEE=.SHE© IN ARIZONA

BY W. H. M^'CORjMICK

Diuing the year 1896 I bought some bees

a few miles from Phoenix, Axizona. Acting
on the advice, of the man who sold them to

me I located them in a grove of large cot-

tonwood-trees. The only method of increase

I knew of then was swarming. Before the

season was over I had considerable experi-

ence in climbing trees with a saw and ro]je.

Since then, when I've kept bees, it has al-

ways been under a shed.

At that time most Arizona beekeei^ers

built their sheds of poles and posts. Forked
posts were set in the ground. Then poles

enough Avere laid across them to hold the

brush uj?. Then I heard of some one who
" built a barbed-wire fence flatwise, put it

on stilts, tied the ends down, and piled

brush on top." I don't know who discovered

that it was not necessary to sink any except
tlie end posts and the anchor posts in the

ground. Perhaps some one's posts rotted

off, and it occurred to him to nail braces

from the posts to the cap.

I got the ideas for the plan of shed shown
in the engraving from a shed built by Mr.
Wm. Chambers, of Phoenix. It seems to me
the strongest and most economical shed I

have seen. The wires that hold the brush
from blowing off are not shown. Sometimes
none are needed; but occasionally it is nec-

essary to use two or three. All depends on
the material used and the location. When

1«
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A beekeeper di-essed wholly in white is less tonspicuous than one dressed in black.

used they are stretclied over the top of the

brush, and are fastened to the anchor logs.

They may be tied to the under wires Avith

baling wire. The posts should be sunk four

feet in the ground. Wliile the wire is being

stretched it is necessary to have braces from
the anchor-logs to the caps of the end bents.

One must be careful not to have the shed

too low. Twelve feet is wide enough. Eleven

feet is good, and leii feet will do.

Tn this country we always build sheds

from east to west. Perhaps it is a little bet-

ter to slant them a little from southeast to

northwest. The morning sun will not melt

down new combs, but the evening sun may.
All intermediate bents are built like the end
bents, except that they are of lighter mate-

rial, and are not set in the ground.

This style of shed has one advantage that

I have never seen noted in print. Few bees

fly through the shed. Bees going beliind

their hives fly over the shed. It is often

hard to make strangers understand that

they are safer between the hives than they

are a few yards in fi-ont of them.

Parker, Ariz.

DO BEES DISLIKE BLACK ?

BY JOHN H. LOVELL

The world itself is not wider than the

l)elief that angry bees will sting black soon-

er than white. The otiier day in an old

number of Gleanings I found Mr. Louis
H. Seholl saying: "Our experience teacjies

us to wear lighter-colored apparel with a

good veil, and thus prevent stirring up the

ire of the busy little Avorkers who make foi'

us a living, instead of allowing them to kill

themselves uselessly on any thing they do
not like." From the antipodes of South
Africa a few weeks ago came the exceeding-

Iv interesting and convincing account of

Mr. W. G. Davis, describing how in the

Transvaal bees on the rampage attacked

and killed domestic animals which were
wholly or partially black, while .the lighter-

colored ones escaped with only a few stings.

When he wore lighter-colored clothing him-

self the bees troubled him very little. To
the query, " Why do bees sting black? " he

replies that it is because it is foreign to

them. '' There are no black flowers for the

liees to work on, and black is, consequently,

foreign to them ; while, on the other liand,

there are plenty of yellow and white flowei's
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that they are constantly wonving on, hence

their frenzy to sting the former color." We
shall return to this idea later.

It has been suggested that it is the rough-

ness or hairiness of the object which otfends

the bees and not its color. It seemed desir-

able to test this view by experiment. On
Sept. 15 I donned an entirely white suit,

including a white veil. On the upper side

of my right arm there was a band of black

paper so smooth that the bees could not

cling to it. When I removed the cover of

one of the hives, the tap, tap, tap, of the

bees against the black paper sounded not

unlike hailstones on a roof. The left white

sleeve was almost wholly unnoticed. As bees

have been observed to discriminate against

black feathers, fur, felt, glass, cloth, and
paper, it can not be the quality of the ma-
terial which provokes the greater number of

stings.

We present two photographs, one of a

beekeeper dressed wholly in white, including

a white veil and a straw hat, and another

of a beekeeper in a black alpaca suit wear-

ing a black hat and veil. It is clear that

the black figure is the more conspicuous,

and offers a greater contrast to the general

landscape. The white figure contrasts much
less strongly with the grass, the water, the

sky, and the foliage of the trees; and yet

the contrast is greater than it is, in fact, for

the foliage of the trees in the photograph
is darker than in nature. In the ease of the

black dress the part on which the sun is

shining appears less dark than it is in real-

ity. Both photographs were taken in the

bright sunlight at 10 o'clock. Should both

of these figures threaten a home of the

honeybee, it is not difficult to understand
how the black clothing would attract the

greater attention. Put yourself in the place

of the bee. Suppose you heard the call to

repel invaders resound through the hive,

and you hastened forth, not knowing what
you would encounter. Would not that om-
inous black object challenge your attack?

Its very unlikencss to the colors with which
you were familiar would render it the more
conspicuous. Would you not " jab " it with-

out hesitation?

The question was raised by a young friend

whether, if I woro a black suit with a white

band around my right arm, the contrast of

the white against the black would not be

very marked, and whether the bees might
not possibly sting the white band just as,

preATously, they had stung the black one.

While I could not see how this could render

the black any the less conspicuous, yet it

seemed worth trying. The natural expecta-

tion would be, of coiii'Sf\ that llie larger

black surface would be more severely assail-

ed. However, I went down into the apiary
in a black suit with a white band of cotton

cloth, six inches wide, around my right arm.
When I opened the first hive, the bees at-

tacked my pants and sleeves, but not the

white band. This hive contained fairly

gentle bees.

The bees in the second hive opened were
exceedingly cross. When I lifted the cover
the attack was really terrific. My pants,

sleeves, and veil were assailed in great num-
bers; but the white band was almost wholly
ignored. Some four or five bees penetrated
beneath my veil, compelling me to retreat.

But I could not rid mj^self of them. They
followed me to the barn and into it, and I

finally escaped only by throwing aside my
coat and veil. I had this same morning,
while dressed in white, opened this hive two
or three times without any special incon-

venience : but the black seemed to arouse the

bees to frenzy.

If I could I would print it in letters a

foot long

—

Wear white when working
among your bees. I know of nothing among
minor matters of beekeeping which will add
more to your comfort and convenience.

At first thought it might seem as though
black irritates bees in the same manner that

red enrages a bull. But the evidence proves
that this is not so. An angry bull will attack

a red garment lying upon the ground as

fiercely as when it is worn by a human be-

ing. Many a person, indeed, has escaped
injury by dropping a red shawl or a red
parasol. But a black garment susj^ended

from a pole in the apiary or thrown on the

ground receives no attention from the bees;

and they will gather honey from black paper
as readily as from white. Furthermore, the

anger of the bull against red is in no way
dependent on locality; but bees do not at-

tack black animals at a long distance from
the beeyard. Finally, since a black object

absorbs all the rays of light, the physical

cause of irritation, waves of ether, is aljsent.

Therefore, bees do not feel any hostility to-

ward black for its own sake. Black alone

will not excite their anger. It must be
accompanied by something else—namely, it

must be worn by a living animal or human
being near the beeyard, and the bees must
be angry, irritated either by the object m
black or by some other cause.

And now in closing, just a word in regard
to Mr. Davis' idea that bees sting black

because it is foreign or strange to them. It

is true that black very rarely occurs among
our wild flowers, although some species have
black centers; and Bartsia, in Switzerland,

has black blossoms, while black pansies and
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tuliiis occur uuflei' cultivalion. P)ut the fields

are gi^een in summer and white in winter;

the foliage of most trees is green in sum-
mer; and of the deciduous trees, red and
3'ellow in autumn; the sky is blue and tlie

rivers and lakes are gi-een. Even the build-

ings are usually white, yellow, or red. The
unlikeness of black, the marked contrast

which it offers to the i^rcvailing colors in

nature, its strangeness, render it the more
conspicuous ; and it is this conspicuousness,

distinctness, apparent projection in relief

against the general background, that causes

it, under the conditions described above, to

receive a greater number of stings than

white.

Waldoboro, Maine.

[The following report from M. F. Free-

born is given herewith as an additional

proof that bees do discriminate against

black.— Ed.]
On one occasion when I was overhauling a colony

back of my store my smoker was not working satis-

factorily. I was unable to give much smoke. They
proved very active, and swarmed out until the air

was full of bei'S. Suddenly 1 observed a great com-
motion among my chickens. The Rhode Island Reds
were in the air with the bees, and were terror-struck

and crazed with stings. I stopped manipulating the

hive and drove the poultry into the house and shut
them in, a great number of bees still clinging to

them. They were frant-c. They flew against the

door and window.?, burst through, and were in the

air again, and finally over tlie fence and under a

large building which stood very close to the ground,
so that a man could not get under it, so I bad to

abandon trying to save them, and closed the hive
and let things quiet down.

That afternoon one of my neighbors picked up five

hens, terribly stung, with heads badly swollen, and
placed them in a small coop, more dead than alive.

Next morning four of them had died. The other
finally recovered ; and three days after, two hens
crawled out from under the building, and I nursed
them back to life. The fifth day a poor Rhode
Island Red rooster had crawled to the edge of the

building where I could reach and pull him out.

The strangest thing about this affair is that my
white Leghorns were unharmed. They flew about m
the excitement, but seemed to be immune to attack
by the bees. If this does not demonstrate that bees
are attracted by color instinct, then I don't know
what stronger evidence could be produced. Kot a

white hen was disturbed; but the poor Buttercup
and Rhode Island Reds were unmercifully attacked

Nantucket, Mass. M. E. Preeboen.

STREAM OF WATER FROM A HOSE Td lAKE A SWARM CLUSTER

BY C. P. HENRY

I am sending a picture of my apiary of

40 colonies on a city lot in Hugo, Okla. I

wintered on summer stands without the loss

of a single colony. Some of my neighbors

lost as high as 40 per cent. You will notice

shade-boards on the front row. I placed

these there to show how I treat my little

jiets, for which kindness they pay me well,

as I realized a little better than $6.00 per

colonv last year, including increase

My hose is shown, which I use to control

swarms. It certainly works well. I herded

a swarm and made it settle on the particular

tree I desired to-day. Mrs. Henry does not

like bees the best in the world, but had
sufficient nerve for this performance.

In the background shows my supply-house

and empty hives and supers.

Hnao, Okla.

C. p. Henry's apiary of 10 colonies nt the li.Tck of ;\ li Hugo, Okla.
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A FUETHEM GLIMPSE OF MOUNTAIN LIFE IN NORWAY

r.V IIAK'OLI) HOVIND

1 have been an liuiioiaiy member of the

North American Beekeepers' Association

since January 28, 1893. I was before and

after that time the editor of our Norwegian
bee-pajoer {Tidsskrift for Biskjotsel) for

some 18 years. I thought perhaps you knew
it, therefore I did not write about it in my
last letter to you ; but as you published that

letter in Gleanings, p. 117, Feb. 1, I may
tell it noAv, and present myself as an un-

worthy brother in the craft to the American
beekeejiers—the most progressive beekeep-

Larye stone koiJt uccordiuK ti.

Norwegian viking's (sea-kings),

petuated to some extent.

the -ways of the uhl

a custom still pi v-

ers of the world. It was my duty lo intro-

duce myself to my American brethren of

bee lore long ago. Perhaps they will excuse

me, and kindly take the haiul I now extend

them. We go to the American beekeejjers

for our best instructions.

Thinking that ])erhaps it may interest; yon
to see some of pioturesf|ue Norway I send

you two views. The laj-ger engraving [cover

picture for this issue.

—

Ed.] is a most beau-
tiful vieAV, I think, taken from the corner

of a little house on the mountain side opiDo-

site our own home.
The smaller picture represents an old

Norwegian custom. In commemoration of

memorable events the old Norwegian \rikings

or sea-kings in times long past raised big

stones called banta, and carved them, so we
do the same yet.

It is indeed edifying in the highest degree

to see how many kind, Avarm-hearted people
there are in the Avorld. In consequence of
my last letter, Avhich yon published, I have
received many letters from America and
Australia, full of kind Avords, and sending
me some of their seeds, books, and papers,
samples of honey, and samples o' maple
sugar, iihotogTaphs, and one a beautiful

arrowhead of stone probably found in an
old Indian grave. I do not knoAv hoAv to

thank these good friends giA-ing such tokens
of kindness to a stranger in a foreign coun-
try far up under the pole in the " land of
the midnight sun." I haA'e often had the

opportunity of seeing that all such hobbies
as bees, foAvls, and other sorts of animals,
etc., are the greatest blessing; for they bring
people of all classes together in friend-

ship and brotherly understanding, giving a

foretaste of the time Avhen there shall be
love and good Avill among all men. Some of
my truest friends and greatest joys I owe
to sucli hobbies.' Therefore Ave cannot do
enough to encourage tliem in our children.

There are some misprints in my former
linrried letter; but it does not matter much;
but I haA'e not tAvo fruit-trees but a hun-
dred though they are yet very small.

Tvedestrand, NorAvay.

THE PEACE OF A DREAM.

BY GRACE ALLEN

I am wcirn with the roar of the street,

I am tired with the tire of the town,

Where the noise and the heat seem to bruise me
and l:eat,

And the smoke is an insolent frown.

But a mile or two out to the west

There's a hive or two under the trees.

And my feet take their quest to the quiet and rest

Of the rapturous hum of the bees.

For they go and they come and they go

In the magic and might of a song;

And the gentle hours glow, and my soul and I know
It's the peace of a dream, dreamed strong.
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ITEMING BEES ESOTA
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I'.V Fi. I). LEONARD

When beekeepiiii;' is t-uiulucted on a busi-

ness basis, the hit-and-miss plan, under

wliich most beekeeping is carried on to-day,

will have to be relegated to the past. Why
is it that one beekeejier manages his apiary

in one way and another one in an entirely

different manner? Simply because he has

not yet established any system that is recog-

nized as applying universally to beekeeping

in Minnesota. If we wish to do all we can

to further tliis industry, thereby adding to

the wealth and prestige of ourselves and the

State, we must begin to settle upon some
fundamental principles regarding methods
to be practiced here.

Our conditions in Minnesota are so differ-

ent from those further south, where it is

warmer most of the time, and where the

winters are less severe, that we must neces-

sarily make our own rules and do our own
experimenting if we would be successful. I

believe it will not be long now before a

text-book will be constructed and published

by our State apiarist wherein the best meth-

ods for us in this Northwest will be set

forth. If such a book is gotten up I have

no doubt that the individual members of the

Minnesota Beekeepers' Associatiou will be

called upon to contribute from their past

experience such facts as they may know
beyond a question. I am going to forestall

my invitation to write a text-chapter, and
give it to you to-day—" Hoav to winter bees

in Minnesota."

The time to commence wintering bees in

Minnesota is August 15th. At this time the

bees will have been resting for at least two
weeks. All the light honey Avill have been
ripened, and should be removed from the

hive by this time, if not before, Avhether in

supers or brood-chamber, excepting frames
with brood in them, thus making room in

the hive for fall brood-rearing. For thirty

days, or imtil Sept. 15, there should always

be empty combs in the brood-chamber.

At this time, Aug. 15, every hive should

have a feeder permanently attached, so that

the sugar syrup can be fed any clay or

every day if nectar is not coming in from
the fields. The object is to keep brood-
rearing steadily going on for the next thirty

days. In twenty-one days, or on Sept. 5,

the young bees will be emerging from the

cells in response to this feeding, too late in

the season to wear themselves out working
in the fields, consequently in the best condi-

lion to cairy the colony through the long

winter. This feeding kept up for lliirly

days, or until Sept. 15, will bring the hatch-
ing season to a liractical close on Oct. 5,

with a hive full of young bees.

In the mean time, for ten days after

Sept. 15, let the bees rest. Don't feed or
disturb them in any way; but on Sept. 25
go tln-ough the hives, estimate how much
sugar syrup each colony will need to carry
it through the winter—the authorities say
25 to 30 pounds—then feed all at once
Avhatever is needed. Syrup fed warm at

this time should be made of two parts of
sugar to one of water, with a little cream of
tartar. Thus feeding will be over by the
first of October, after which the bees should
be let alone until the time for removing to

the cellar.

By tliis method you have accomplished
two important things: 1. Extracted all of
the salable honey while wintering the bees
on dark honey or dark honey mixed with
sugar syrup, which improves it for winter-
ing purposes. And, by the way, if you are
an up-to-date business man you will feed
granulated sugar, damaged for table pur-
poses, but all right for winter stores, which
m.ay be had for 2V2 cts.'* per pound.
Now that I have outlined the method for

feeding Avhich I think best to use in Minne-
sota, I wish to describe the hive arrange-
ments Avhich I think are best adapted to our
conditions.

THE HIVE AND ITS ARRANGEMENT.
The ideal hi\-e is not yet invented—the

one good for all purposes such as producing
a large number of bees when Ave want
them, getting the most out of them in the
matter of honey production and for winter-
ing purposes. I know, hoAvever, that exper-
imentation is going to be made next summer
with some neAV hives, the principles of
which are entirely different from these noAv
in use. HoAvever, the hives Ave now have
ought to be made the most of since Ave have
them, Avhich I think the beekeepers are not
doing at the pi'esent time.

The hive-bodies and the frames are the

only parts of the hives in general use that
are fit to have a place in Minnesota. The
single flat cover and the ordinary bottom-
boards are, in my estimation, not fit, and
should either be thrown aAvay entirely or
modified to suit our conditions. As regards
the cover I shall onh' sav that evei'v hive

Ed.
Such a price does imt prevail now, of course.-
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should have a telescope cover reaching down
as near the bottom of the hive as possible,

with an inner cover with a %-inch space

between the two, and a canvas over the

frames in cold weather. This arrangement
tends to keep an even temperature in the

hive in hot weather as well as cold, and will

save wrapping of hives in spring and fall

to keep them from sudden changes in tem-

perature, which is one of the very impor-

tant things to guard against.

I cannot lay too much stress upon this

cover for the hives, for to me it seems only

secondary to the hive itself. Bees can stand

a vast amount of heat ; but cold drives them
into a cluster immediately, with consequent

inactivity, hence the need of this telescope

cover to equalize the temperature in the

hives, thereby making it possible for the

bees to spread out over the frames of brood

at all tim6s.

The bottom-boards in use at the present

time are positively the greatest detriment to

successful wintering in Minnesota of all the

fixtures we have among our hive appliances.

Such bottom-boards should be used only

during the honey-flow, say from the middle

of May to the middle of August, and should

never be used in coJd weather. Of this I

will go more into detail presently.

I have said before that every hive should

have a feeder attached Aug. 15. Now, tliis

does not mean that one kind of feeder is

just as good as another, because that is not

true. 1 like best a plain box feeder, the

same size as the hive and 3V2 inches deep,

placed under the hive-body. At the front

of this feeder is a partition one inch back

from the end wall, and coming up flush with

tlie top of the feeder, practically touching

the frames as they hang in the hive. This

makes an inch-wide space, the width of the

hive, running from the frames down to the

bottom-board entrance. This arrangement
makes the feeder practically robber proof,

as stranger bees coming into tlie hive nuist

go up among the frames before they can
reach the syrup. You can readily see how
easy it is for the bees to defend such an
entrance.

In the bottom of the feeder place a care-

fully fitted piece of wire screen j'lst wide
enough to spring into the lower corners on
each side and round up to the top of the

feeder in the center. For the eight-frame
hive size it takes a strip 14 inches wide and
just long enough to fit the feeder absolutely.

Care must be taken that no bee can get

under this screen. This is the best float I

have ever seen, simple, inexpensive, and
easily removed.

This feeder can easily be made 'n com-
bination with a bottom-board by extending
the bottom two or three inches beyond tne

front end and nailing cleats on the under
side, which, when the feeder is turned bot-

tom side up, will make the ordinary bottom-
board, while the 3V2-iiicli-deep feedt-r itself,

now underneath, makes a fine hive-siand.

After this feeder is turned up and brought
into play on the loth of August it should

not again be changed until warm weather
next spring. I venture to say that nine-

tenths of the beekeepers would say, " When
all feeding is done Oct. 1, turn the feeder

down and set the hive on the regular bot-

tom-board, thus making the hive warmer."
There is where they would make a mistake.

It is not shallow space under the frames
that keeps bees warm. It has just the op-
posite etfect. It keeps them cold by crowd-
ing them up among frames filled with win-
ter stores, spreading them out in thin layers

until those on the outer edge perish in gi-eat

numbers.
Within the empty box, 31/^ inches deep,

all snug and tight under the frames, with no

chance for cold air to sweep under from
front to rear, as with the ordinary bottom-

board, the bees will cluster and hang down,
as it is their nature to do, and none will be

crowded out for lack of i-oom. Thus will
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they cluster all winter long, slowly moving
from side to side and end to end of the hive

as they feed on the stores above. Thus will

they cluster in the sirring-, only gradually

spreading out as warm weather comes on
and the brood increases in the frames. After
it is settled warm weather we may turn this

box feeder over and use the regular bottom-

board again, but not before. This bottom-
board and feeder combined I am going to

name the Minnesota bottom and feeder. It

originated here, and is, in my estimation,

the best feeder and bottom that has yet

been invented. The combination is simple,

convenient, and inexpensive; and, best of

all, it gives the bees a warm space below the

frames in which to cluster in a natural

manner during cold weather.

^

After feeding is over, the hive-body and
the feeder bottom should be fastened togeth-

er and the bees left to themselves to settle

down gradually to the winter cluster until

about Nov. 1, when they should be removed
to the cellar. Do not wait for " just one

more day " on which the bees will fly. If

you do you will probably lose more bees on
that day than you would in a month if they

were in the cellar; and, besides, they con-

sume more of their winter stores when out-

side. When the real cold weather comes,

whether it is in the latter part of October

or the first part of November, the bees

should be removed to winter quarters where
they can remain quiet.

REQUIREMEKTS OP A GOOD CELLAR.

This brings me naturally to the question

of the kind of cellar best suited to wintering

bees. I cannot introduce the subject of

cellar construction in a better manner than

by telling you how my own cellar is made,
for I have what I think is a model. First,

it is not under a part of the house that is

heated. It is under the shop. It might as

well be away from any building whatever if

it were protected on top from moisture.

No bee-cellar should be where artificial

heat can reach it. it should be made so

deep, and be protected so well, that it will

not freeze in the longest and coldest winters

we are likely to have. Also, it should not

heat up in the mildest weatlier. In other

words we should have a cellar that will net

change in temperature more than fifteen

degrees from summer to winter; and what
change takes place should be very gradual.

The floor of my shop, which is the top of

my cellar, is double- boarded, with building

paper between, over six-inch joist, with

building paper and matched lumber nailed

to the under side. The side walls are made
of limestone, 18 inches thick, 10 ft. deep.

The floor is sand. A brick chimney for

ventilation has its opening within a few
inches of the floor. A window at one side

three feet below the surface of the gi'ound

opens into a light-well which is capable of

being joacked with leaves or straw in the

coldest weather. This window has three

sashes to make more air-spaces and greater

warmth. So far, with a few minor differ-

ences, tliis plan probably describes hundreds
of cellars in Minnesota. However, this is

not yet fit for wintering bees, and here is

where the great mistake is made.

AN ARCH IN THE CEILING MADE OP ABSORB-
ING MATERIAL.

In my cellar I have made an arch of

double-air-spaced pyrobar blocks, starting

6V2 feet from the floor, resting on a shelf

in the side walls, and just reaching the

ceiling in the center. This pyrobar is made
of asbestos and plaster of Paris, and is

easily handled. It is the next thing to proof
against heat or cold; and if dry overhead it

UCNiTH IB Ft
iVIDTH IS Ft.

l-/ei&HT J> Ft.

^^j^^^^^^^^i^^^
^

will absorb and evaporate a large amount
of moisture from the cellar. I cannot con-

ceive how this material could be improved
upon for overhead protection.

Upon placing the hives in the cellar, the

telescope cover should be removed, the in-

ner cover and canvas raised at the rear end
of the liive, and a piece of section placed

across each corner, thus providing for top
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\('ii(il;i(i(»ii. Pile one liixe diiectly on lop

uf another. Leave windows and ventilators

open until the temperature reaches 40 de-

grees, then gradually close up but do not

allow the temperature to rise above this

point if it can be helped, until they are set

out again in the spring.

In the winter of ]911—one of the coldest

winteis we ever had in Minnesota—I had

only fifteen colonies—not enough to create

any heat of themselves in the cellar. The
thermometer stood at 45 degrees when they

were put in about the first of November.
From this time to Jan. 15 the temperature

gxadually lowered until it stood at 32 de-

grees in the bottom of the cellar. There it

remained the rest of the winter; and when
I removed the bees about the first of April,

with the temperature outside wai'm enough
for flight of bees, the thermometer still

registered 34 degrees in the cellar, a rise of

only two degrees.

M\ ery colony was in fine condition, with
\eiy few dead bees on the cellar bottom.
In 1912, with 25 colonies it was the same
story except that the thermometer stood at

34 degrees all winter instead of 32. This
year (1913), since putting in 95 colonies

the first i^art of November, the tempera-
ture has been exceedingly mild outside ; yet

the thermometer which registered 48 degi'ees

tlie day after putting in has not at any time
lisen to more than 50 degrees {Dec. 1913).
Winter losses of bees in Minnesota have

been altogether too great in the past. We
must find some way to overcome this; and,

judging by my experience the last two win-
ters, with hives full of young bees ard with
suftlcient stores, with a snug Avarm space
under the frames in which to cluster, and a

cellar constructed on scientific principles, T

believe we have gone cjuite a way toward
solving the problem.

Minneapolis, Minn.

STIMULATIVE FEEDING SHOULD BE DONE IN THE FALL

BY D. M. MACDONALD

Whenever this question is brought up for

discussion we must recognize that a con-

siderable amount of diversity of opinion

prevails among beekeepers as to the how.

why, where, and when this operation should

be carried out. Many who look upon them-

selves as good and successful beekeepers

underdo feeding; others overdo it, while

very many entirely neglect it, even when
taught by bitter experience that feeding-

would pay both cost and labor. Oblivious

of the fact that the undertaking, timely at-

tended to, or either overlooked or done out

of season, may spell either success or failure,

they go on sacrificing thousands of stocks

yearly, and, of course, this means thousands

of pounds which, but for pusillanimity,

gross carelessness, or simply forgetfulness,

might well go into tlie purses of men who
could well accept more than they now re-

ceive. The question is broader and deepei-

than even this one of pounds or dollars

because beekeepers are often content with

weak or medium stocks when they might

have nine out of ten of these laggards right

in line with their best colonies, provided

they gave even a modicum of thought and
intelligence to the question of stimulation at

the right time and in the right way. The
broad rules apply equally on both sides of

the Atlantic, although some minor points of

difference may crop up with you and Avith

us, chiefly owing to locality and the various

sources of supply yielding in. late fall.

When we come to the direct question of

stimulative feeding to promote breeding,

and provide our stocks with more bees and
stronger forces, we discover a distinct cleav-

age of opinion. There is a marked line of

demarcation, and Ave encounter two schools

of thought Avhose beliefs and practices are

diametrically opposed. I haA^e been reading

up all the authors on your side in my pos-

session—upward of a score—and I find the

above holds good. Both sides are emphatic
in promulgating their oAvn opinions, and
frequently are intolerant of those of their

opponents. Our literature shoAvs as much
diversity, and the doctrines are as forcibly

asserted and maintained.

Here are two brief tenets embracing the

Avhole matter in a nutshell. First, Dr. Mill-

er Avrites in Gleanings for December, page
837, " I don't believe I ever gained by stim-

ulative feeding." In "Alexander's Writings,"

p. 30, Mr. A. asserts, " I knoAv of only one
Avay to secure a good Avorking force, and
that is by stimulative feeding." Nothing
can, aj^parently, reconcile these two diver-

gent statements ; they are like the two poles,

as Avidely sundered as possible. Yet, as I

have said, I can produce evidence from
tAventy prominent beekeepers, or leading

Avriters of our bee literature, supporting

both statements, and most of them clinch

their theoretical statements by producing

actual practical facts—conclusions deduced

from evidence accumulated in the course of
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Ilieir long- experiences among the bees—tlie

\ery best source from which reliable knowl-

edge can be derived. Here is evidence facing

us, much of it to be found in the pages of

(tI;EAnings during- the twenty years I have

been a diligent student of its pages. The
one series of quotations (witli which I will

not burden your readers) positively confirm

the negative statement I have quoted above,

while the others, of no less bulk, whole-

lieartedly confirm the affirmative. Practi-

cally my own conclusion is that both are

right, and, paradoxical though it may sound,

both are wrong.
]\Iy friend Dr. Miller must excuse the

bluntness of my assertion that he is wrong,
because I liope to prove it; and I have two
other reasons at least modifying the force

of the contradiction. It is partly balanced

l)y the statement that he is right, and, fur-

ther, he has looked at only one side of the

shield before declaring of what material it

is made. I think he really means spring

stimulation, which is another thing. His
" ever " is, therefore, too emphatic and too

sweeping. Again, Dr. Miller does not speak

for the "school;" he is really recording a

personal opinion. Another point is that Dr.

Miller is a comb-honey producer (and a

champion at that, as his average of 267

sections clearly testifies). I, too, work for

comb honey, and I never stimulate in a

general way, because I find that, without

doing so, working for a late flow, as I

mainly do, it would work evil and not good,

Ijringing my bees to the crest of the wave at

far too early a date for my late flow from
the heather.

T know all that can be said against spring

stimulation, and wi'.l refer to some points

later; but meanwhile I will take the nega-

tive statement cjuoted above as a type of

that school of beekeepers.

Stimulating bees does pay, and it pays
well. I will at present specify three condi-

tions under Avhich it will prove a boon and
a blessing to both b^es and their keepers

who practice it. First, sugar can be turned

into hees. I feel certain the small lots la-

dled out and placed on combs or founda-

tion, each headed by a young fertile queen.

a young virgin, or a nearly rijDe queen-cell,

about which the editor wrote not so long-

ago when describing the Root yard for in-

crease, profited immensely by the steady

stimulative flow considered an essential fac-

tor in helping- them toward development.

Don't we all, when making- up small lots

Avith two or three frames, stimulate? We
work them up all through summer and early

auluimi, stimulatively, to turn the syrup
info voung Ijees to enconr.-me (ineens to lav

as rapidly as possible, and to secure not

oidy more combs but also food sufficient for

winter stores. I assert that, but for the

stimulation to cause breeding, these origi-

nally small lots would never be able to winter

successfully as independent units. Here is

a case where stimulative feeding is, indeed,-

the determining factor between success and
failure. The '' profit " is almost entirely

due to the syrup fed.

Secondly, given a weakling with a well-

known prolific queen covering only one or

two frames in early summer, I will take in

hand to work it up to first-class form for

my full flow, mainly by stimulation. Obvi-

ously it is suffering from a paucity of bees

;

and, likely, many of these are old bees.

Adding more old bees from another weak-
ling, as is generally done, would be a waste

of labor. Give it a frame of just-hatching

brood, or two if you can afford it, and you
supply one of the elements hitherto want-
ing; viz., nurse bees. The other factor nec-

essary to success is stimulation. Your pro-

lific queen lays thousands of eggs under the

stimulus of the slow but steady increase,

and the just-hatched bees are there to care

for them in the larval stage. Here is an-

other instance of the blessing of stimulation.

Thirdly, this autumn stimulation is the

occasion Avhere stimulative feeding- works
marvels, not only for the time being, but for

tlie entire year following. Perhaps neither

Dr. Miller nor myself have benetited much
from this autumn stimulation, being comb-
honey men, and because of being blessed

with a late flow. Indeed, som.e years I

have too much honey in the brood-body in

September. Tlie case is diffei-ent with "ex-

tracted" hives, where the surplus has ab-

sorbed all but the entire fruits of the fall

honey-floAv and the brood-body is left Avith

little if any winter stores.

Now, taking it for granted that in autumn
every light colony must be fed less or more
—some only a feAV pounds, others ten, and
yet others tAventy pounds, the question

arises hoAv Ave are to feed them to secure the

most profit. Bearing in mind that young-

bees are an essential to successful wintering,

and of no less value in safe " springing,"

let us get these by autumn stimulation. The
syrup slowly fed encourages breeding, as

the steady flow keeps up the vitality of the

queen right on from the cessation of the

natural floAv until Ave deem it time for her

to cease laying. I am 2)resuming that only

ounces have been allowed daily during this

period of stimulation, and that little if any

of it has been stored, all of it going to make
bees, or to keeji the workers living from

hand to mouth, Avithout any meddling with
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sealed stures. This slow i'c'ediiig with its

regulated supply is withdrawn from the

hive, and a rapid feeder substituted. A
large one is best because then the shortage

of the 30 lbs. necessary to supply the winter

stores can be given quickly, thus avoiding

the agitation consequent on rapid feeding

for any lengthened period. What we have

secured is a powei-ful stock, the majority of

the bees being young and full of energy
when genial spring calls them forth after

their long period of semi-hib6rnation to

profit by each shining hour when nectar is

to be had.

Experience teaches me more and more, as

the years flit by, that it is a " faithful say-

ing," and worthy of universal acceptation,

that we should do all our spring feeding in

autumn. " Millions of honey in our house,"

as Doolittle puts it, is the very best guaran-

tee that tlie bees will breed up in late spring
and early summer to take full advantage of
the clover or other main flow during June
and July, when flowers yield most copiously.

In very many districts the season is over

by the end of the latter month, and then

comes the period when we can best and most
profitably stimulate. Here is where I find

myself in most divergent difference with the

genial doctor, which leads me to dissent

from his " ever " profiting by stimulation.

It will also be seen that this development
considerably differs from the " only way "

in the Alexander book. I agree it is a way—
not the only way—but the time makes a

vast difference because there is not che great

loss of bee-life almost certain in most
springs, which, in the majority of seasons,

more than counterbalances the gain.

Banff, Scotland.

HOW EUROPEAN FOUL BMOOD SPREADS

BY DR. C. C. MILLER

Dr. C. C. Miller:—I am having an experience

with European foul brood which isn't agreeable. It

isn't my first, but it is my worst, because it is knock-
ing such fine crop prospects. If I were a beginner
I should expect to be puzzled ; but having made nu-
clei by the hundreds, and having been a shipper of

bees by carloads for years, I must admit that trouble

witli disease knocks my conceit considerably.

The ortliodox method of cure is requeening with
Italians. But I have some Italians purchased of an
excellent breeder last August, and the samo per cent
of them contract disease as the others. Now, my
question is. Do any of your hybrids or Italians, actu-

ally prove immune? and did you try shaking as a
cure ?

I believe I know the way it spreads. My bees are
in pairs; and if one of a pair shows disease, the

ones on the corresponding side of each adjoining
pair soon show it lightly, and then it starts down
a row. Now, I believe the nurse bees lick up the

larval food from dead larvje, go out to play, enter
the wrong hive, feed larva?, and start disease.

I put a very yellow Italian queen into a weak
colony that had been queenless for more than three
weeks without strengthening the colony, so as to

observe results. All colonies on either side weie
dark bees. Within seven days after the Italian bees
began to hatch I found yellow bees in hives on each
side of the colony as far away as three hives. This
bunch wasn't placed in pairs, so I missed part of the
experiment.

Another question: Can you kill the queen in a
fairly strong colony containing disease not too bad,
give an Italian cell the same day, and expect good
results ? I am shaking all foul colonies, and carry-
ing away the brood to avoid spread of disease. I

really don't shake, but allow the flying bees to return
to the queen and leave the rest with the brood.
When I have worked out my experiments I'll wrtie
them up in GLEANINGS if they are successful.

California.

To say that " the orthodox method of cure
is requeening with Italians " is putting it a
little too strong. To be sure, at least one

writer has reported a large per cent of cure

as a result of requeening with young Italian

queens, and some seem to talk just a little as

if one doesn't need to entertain the unwel-
come European guest at all if one only has

]iure Italian stock
;
yet I think the most that

is really claimed in general is that with

Italian stock the disease is easier to keep at

bay, and easier to cure when acquired, than

it is with black or hybrid stock. And I

believe that is in general true.

IMMUNITY.

You ask the straight question whether
any of my hybrids or Italians prove im-

mune. I don't know. Some of both kinds
have remained free from di.sease; but how
do I know that they have had a fair chance
to become infected? Take the best of them,
and introduce a frame of diseased brood,

and I don't know whether or not they would
become diseased. I suspect they would.
Still. I have had them lightly affected, and
then become sound without any treatment

that I know of. That looks just a bit like

bordering on immunity. If European foul

brood should rage in a certain locality a few
millenniums-—possibly a few decades—

I

should expect the survivors to become near-

ly if not quite immune. And I should ex-

pect Italians to be more nearly immune than
hybrids. One reason for that is that Italians

are in general more vigorous than blacks or

liybrids. It is just possible that is the only
reason. It is also possible that Italians are

more nearly immune independently of the
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matter of vigor, just as a weakly man may
be immune to smallpox while a man of

great strength succumbs to it, merely be-

cause one has been vaccinated and the other

not. It is possible that Italians have been

through an experience nearly equivalent to

vaccination. So my answer to your question

is that I don't know whether any of my bees

are immune to European foul brood, but I

think not; and that, so far as I have observ-

ed, I have had no proof that there is any
difference as to immunity between Italians

and hybrids.

THE SHAKING METHOD.
" Did I try shaking as a cure? " Didn't

11 Hundreds of enq^ty frames boiled in

lye, and not yet filled again with combs, are

mute reminders of the many combs that we''e

shaken and the colonies that were treated

after the most orthodox manner of shaking.

But never again any melting-up of combs
for me on account of European foul brood.

It is a wanton waste entirely unjustified.

BEES GETTING INTO THE WRONG HIVES.

Your observations as to the mixing of

bees in neighboring hives are interesting

and important. Their importance relates to

the introduction of queens rather than to

disease. And right here I must make the

rather humiliating confession that, while I

was familiar with the fact of such mixing,

I had always been of the opinion that it

Avas the older rather than the younger bees

that did the mixing. Your very yellow bees

going astray when only seven days old is

something of a settler on that point. The
special point of importance with regard to

introduction is this: When one has an api-

ary of dark bees, and introduces an Italian

queen into one of his colonies, and then

finds dark bees among the young bees of the

colony with the Italian queen, he should be

very sure no young bees have entered from
other colonies before condemning his Italian

queen as impure.
Another point of importance other than

its relation to disease is your observation as

to bees mixing when hives are in pairs

—

especially interesting to me as the father of

the idea of placing hives in pairs. You say,
" If one of a pair shows disease the ones on
the corresponding side of each adjoining
pair soon shows it lightly." For the sake of
beginners, let me exjDlain that more fully.

In my apiary the hives are in pairs. No. 1
stands as close to No. 2 as it can without
touching. Then there is a liberal space be-

tween 2 and 3 ; 3 and 4 are close together in

a pair; then a space between 4 and 5, and
5 and 6 are in a pair. A bee belonging to

No. 3 will not make the mistake of entering

No. 2 or No. 4. If it goes wrong at all it
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will enter No. 1 or No. 5, because No. 1 and
No. 5 are on the same side of the pair as its

own hive, and so look more like its own hive

than either No. 2 or No. 4. From the center

of No. 1 to the center of No. 3 is a little less

than 6 feet; likewise all the other pairs are

the same distance apart. Now suppose we
place the hives singly at what we consider

the most desirable distance apart. Accord-
ing to what has been said, if we now put

another hive beside each hive already plac<?d,

there will be no more danger of bees enter-

ing the wrong hive than if we had left the

hives single. In other words, putting the

hives in pairs enables us to get twice as

many on the same giound as placing them
singly.

In actual practice the likelihood is that

there will be less mixing with hives in pairs

than Avhen placed singly, simply because

one is likely to give more room to a pair

than to a single hive.

What you say about the way the disease

is spread looks reasonable. Yet I am bound
to say that my observations last year do not

corroborate any too strongly that view. In

May there were 16 cases of the disease scat-

tered among my 83 colonies. According to

your observation one would expect that, be-

fore the season was ended, the number
should have been doubled or trebled. In

fact, there were only 8 more fresh cases

during the entire season. I am wondering
if it may not be that my pairs were further

apart than yours.

At any rate, it is safe to say that, where
the disease appears, strong emphasis should

be put upon the importance of spacing
hives well apart, and of putting them in

pairs. For putting them in pairs on the

same area of ground just doubles our secur-

ity against mixing and thus spreading the

disease.

INSERTING A QUEEN-CELL OF ITALIAN STOCK
SAME DAY THE OLD QUEEN IS KILLED.

Replying to your question, if you kill the

queen in a fairly strong colony not badly

diseased, and give a cell of good Italian

stock the same day, I should expect a cure

with few exceptions; and a virgin just

hatched might be as good. But in a mild
case, if the queen is good it is not desirable

to kill her. In a bad case the queen is likely

to be poor, and should be killed; but in a

mild case she is not affected. I didn't kill

a queen in any case last year. In a few
cases I did as you say—took away all brood
and young bees, allowing the old bees to fly

back to the queen ; but I gave some brood
from healthy colonies, though I don't like

the plan as well as the one I used in the

majority of cases.
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Tliat plan was (keep in jiiiiid (hat the
cases were mild) to cage the queen and
leave her in the hive for eight or ten days
before releasing her. That sounds simple,
and it was simple—just caging the queen
for eight or ten days—that's all. An aver-
age of a little more than 206 sections per
colony from the 72 colonies, spring count,
devoted to sections, is pretty fair endorse-
ment of file plan.

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

Don't tiiink, however, that I got no pun-
ishment for having European foul brood.
The avei-age for the diseased colonies that
worked on sections w-is 232.29 each; for the

colonies that sliowed no disease it was 272
or more. Even 232 sections per colony shows
that one may do pretty well in spite of
European foul l^rood.

Marengo, 111.

MONEY" CROP CONDITIONS IN COLORADO
BY WESLEY FOSTER

There will not be anywhere near the

amount of honey shipped from Colorado
this year as last. The crop will not total

more than 60 per cent of last year's ship-

ments. The Arkansas Valley has not had
a good crojo generally. Around the westerii

and upjjer end of the valley the reports
' are favorable—about Caiion City. In the

Orday and Rocky Ford district a very light

crop is reported. Little honey is being se-

cured in Bent County, while Prowers Coun-
ty makes a fair report.

In the South Platte Valley a Light crop to

no crop at all is harvested. Northern Colo-
rado has had a jDoor to good crop. In the

Grand Valley, from Glenw^ood Springs to

Fruita, there will not be over 25 per cent of
the honey secured last year.

Montrose and Delta counties will have a
small crop, probal^y 50 to 60 per cent of
last year.

Southwestern Colorado will have a fair

crop if the season holds on long enough.

The worms that were so troublesome in

Montrose and Delta counties were very de-

structive also in the Montezuma Valley.
They attacked the sweet clover in gTeat
numbers; but during the middle part of
August they disappeared.

Northern New Mexico, close to the south-

western Colorado line, is liaving a fair

How from sweet clover.

Prices should materially stiffen when it is

found how little shipping honey Colorado
will produce this year in comjiarison with

last.

My report in August 1st Gleanings was
written about July 9, and was the best I

knew at that time. I missed the actual

conditions a good deal. The one who tries

to give crop conditions before August 15 in

Colorado is guessing on the crop, although

he may get the prospects and conditions

fairly accurate.

Boulder, Colo.

FEEDING TO CAUSE SELECT DRONES TO FLY WHEN YOUNG QUEENS
ARE READY TO MATE

BY MAJOR SHALLARD

I recently noticed in the American Bee
Journal an account of some mating-stations
for queens in (I think) Switzerland. The
queens were sent to these places for fertili-

zation by choice drones, and returned when
mated. Are these mating-stations neces-
sary? I think not. Irrespective of the cost

of transmitting to and from these places, I

think (in fact, I am sure) that queens are
damaged by transmission through the mails,
and I should think the cost of any other
means of carriage would be too expensive to

be practicable.

Another argument against these stations
is that such go-ahead people as your own
have not adopted them. That the control of
mating is under reasonable restraint Ls

])roved by the high percentage of purely

mated queens obtained by the breeders. Just

how far queens go from home I do not

know; but I am firmly convinced by my
own experience that they are very largely

mated to drones from their own apiai'y. I

will give an instance which tends to prove
this.

'

When I first came here I was the only

one in the place who had Italian bees, and
they were a source of interest to the peo])le

about, who had never seen yellow bees be-

fore. The people round about had a few
boxes of black bees, and the trees also had
a share. Under these circumstances, unless

my queens were fertilized by drones from
my own hives they must necessarily meet
black ones; but my percentage was fully 75
])er cent imrely mated. I have also been
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successt'ul ill mating- queens to special

drones, but under exceptional conditions.

Ry keeping' the queens in the mating-hives

witli a piece of excluder metal until 5 P. M.,

;iii(l then stimulating tlie hives containing

(ho drones with a little Avarm syrup, I have

h'-eii quite successful in getting them into the

air together at a time wlien no other drones

were flying. Ry adopting this method 1

have mated Italian queens to Cyprian
(h'ones, although 1 liad only half a dozen of

the latter in tlie yard, I was exceptionally

well situated to prove that mating could

b? controlled under these circumstances; but

although I was isolated from all other yel-

low bees I was not from black ones. If I

wanted to rear any very choice queens, and
wished to be absolutely sure of what they

mated with, I kept the drones in a queen-

less hive until all the other drones were

gone ; and by rearing; queens thus late in the

season I got them mated to those drones

because there were no others. If, then, it

is possible to govern the mating of queens

as well as this, where is the need of mating-

stations*?

South Woodburn, N. S. W., Aus., Feb. 2.

STORES IN HIVES

BY R. V. HOLTERMANN

On page 407. June 1, P. C. Chadwick has

some very valuable material in connection

with the relationsliip between the strength

of colonies and the amount of stores they

have. There are, jjerhaps, many sijecialists

in beekeeping to whom it is not necessary to

])oint out that, if the bees and queen are to

do the maximum of brood-rearing, they

must be unstinted in stores. It is not only

necessary that the colony have sufficient

stores for their immediate requirements, but
tliey must have more. This is particularly

true of Italian and black bees. For some
years I have seen that the best spring stimu-

lative feeding the bees can get is ample
stores in the autumn previous, and then the

bees, in all our northern country, packed
until the clover flow. The stores and the

warm hive, warm every day and every
night, will keep the bees rearing brood to

an extent realized only by contrasting them
with unpacked colonies meagerly supplied
witli stores.

Where there are i^lenty of stores and
warm brood-chambers the only thing desir-

able to stimulate brood-rearing is to bruise

a patch of honey when the bees are not

gathering from natural sources.

I remember an incident of some fifteen

years ago where a man had some bees in

eight-frame Langstroth hives which he had
managed according to some of the best

methods, which meant getting all the honey
in the supers, and leaving the brood-cham-
ber fairly bare of honey at the close, and
with comparatively little pollen, the result

of a ([ueen laying eggs, and tlie pollen in

the average locality pretty well confined
to a narrow circle about the brood-chamber.
Then the colony was fed sugar syrup for
winter in the quantity generally prescribed
at that time. The following spring was one
uiifavoralile for tlie bees. There were many
cold days, and tlie l>ees did nol have much

opportunity for gathering pollen or nectar,

and Ave should only expect, with unpacked
hives added, tliat these colonies did not build

up very raj^idly.

The same man had decided to test a

liouse-apiary, and, to equip it with bees,

bought some ten or more colonies in what
we in Canada know as the twelve-frame

Jones hive. It was a frame about 15 inches

deep ; and, owing to a let-alone policy, or

owing to the size of the frame and brood-

chamber, it had plenty of stores. The result

Avas that the bees in the house-apiary ga^'e

results away ahead of those outside; but in

my estimation this proved nothing in favor

of running bees in a house-apiary.

Probably Mr. Chadwick is correct about
colonies Avith ample stores responding to

stimulatiA'e feeding. Honey should never be

fed back, for fear of foul brood. Sugar
syrup is not the best food for brood-rearing,

and by the latter feeding the best results

cannot be obtained. As Mr. ChadAvick says,
" Much honey is required to produce young
bees, and this should be figured on every

year Avhen leaving the supply of stores for

the following season may or may not give

sufficient stores. I liave had some pretty

expensive lessons in providing stores from
bees, and pursued the penny-wise-and-
pound-foolish policy Avhich many have ad-

vocated in the past, of estimating hoAv feAv

stores Avonld bring the bees through Avintcr.

PASTING LABELS.

One more comment upon the June 1st

issue—Frank Pease, in connection Avitli put-

ting paste on labels. I kiioAV of no better

way of doing this tlian to take a metal sheet,

brush the paste over the surface, then drop
the labels on it, and as you pick them off,

the liibcl should have enough paste to stick

it.

P)rnn(f(M(l, ( 'aiindn.
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DO WITH UNFINISHED SECTIONS

BY A. C. GILBERT

Undoubtedly there will be more partly

filled sections, or sections of uncapped hon-

ey this season than for years past in conse-

quence of the poor season. After extracting

the honey from all such it is a good plan to

save all the clean ones containing nice white

combs for baits another season. After ex-

tracting the honey from them some beekeep-

ers do not advise letting the bees rob tlDe

honey still left in them. As a general rule

they contain more honey than ever thought

of. Just set two dozen on the scales before

and after feeding out, and note the differ-

ence in weight. It is surprising to see the

amount of honey some contain. To keep

such sections until they are needed, without

turning more or less damp and dripping,

is imjaossible unless kept in a very dry room
kept warm most of the time. Not every

beekeeper has such a desirable place, and
consequently it is far the best practice to let

the bees rob out whatever honey they may
contain, then they will keep in any ordinary

room or honey-house without being kept

warm. When not fed out I have seen some
sections turn so wet that the wood becomes

damp. Nectar stored in such would not

keep like that in nice dry combs.

There is not the least danger of starting

robbing if the feeding is done carefully and
in the right way. I think the best way is to

close the entrance so that only one or two
bees can pass at one time. The hives or

supers containing the sections should be
somewhat isolated from the apiary. Strange
as it may appear, one or two colonies gen-

erally do the robbing when only a couple

of stacks of supers are placed out. Such
colonies should be watched as the combs will

soon become clogged with honey from one
hive. I took out half the combs containing

the least brood, and placed frames of foun-
dation in their places. The foundation was
drawn and filled with thick honey, mostly

capped, as white as snow. The second set

of frames of foundation was drawn and
filled completely, and as white as the nicest

combs during a shower of white clover or

basswood honey. Have the sections so that

the bees can have access to all parts. It is

a good plan to set them in supers a little

distance apart on slats or cleats ; then if any

honey happens to be on any part while ex-

tracting it will all be cleaned off, and the

job will be complete and satisfactory every

way.

Honeoye Falls, N. Y., Aug. 20.

AN IMPORTANT HONEY=PLANT OF KENTUCKY

Axter lateriflorus var. thyrsoideiis (Gray), Sheldon, mistaken for white-flowered jroldenrod, Solidago birolor

BY BURTON N. GATES

This showy aster, whose name is some-

what in dispute, although given by Gray as

it appears above, is credited as being found

fiom New England to Ontario, Montana to

Tennessee. It is now reported by Mr. James
S. Johnson, of Langnau, Ky., who .'^ent the

writer early in September, 1913, a specimen

for analysis. A determination has been

made by Prof. A. V. Osmun, of the Botani-

cal Department of the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural College. It should be stated that

this plant was described by Mr. Johnson as

a particularly important honey-plant which

he called Solidago bicolor, in his previous

ai'ticle, mentioned below. It is, however,

not a goldenrod or Solidago, but an aster.

The varietal form spoken of here is one of

the many varieties of Aster lateriflorus (L),

Britton, which abounds in fields and thickets

commonly fi'om Nova Scotia to Ontario and
southwest, blooming from August to Octo-

ber. It is extensively variable. Mr. John-

son mentions in Gleanings for 1912, pages

798-800, some of the more important fea-

tures of this plant as a honey source. In

recent communications he adds that he has

sent specimens of the plant to almost every

State, to Mexico, and Canada, believing that

it may be valuable to the beekeeper who
desires a late nectar-flow. He mentions the

vigor of the plant despite the continued

drouth of about four months in Kentucky,

and gives full details in his recent article,

p. 465, June 15. In his locality the plant

begins to yield nectar about the 15th of

September, lasting almost until November.
Beekeepers in the range of this plant

might well determine whether their bees can

utilize it. Coming so late in the season, and

being a free nectar-yielder brings it into

prominence for apiculture.

Amherst, Mass., Oct. 3.
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THE BACKLOT BUZZER

When you read in the paper about these new-
made fortunes takin' wing, you don't think much
about it, but when your new five-dollar queen gets

tired of your foolin' manipulations and does the

same, you do.

A Modification of the Somerford Method of
Making Increase

My bees are in the more mountainous section of

Western North Carolina, where we have the fruit-

blossoms in the latter part of April, and whitewood
(poplar) about the middle of May. It was my in-

tention to raise a few queens and make increase of

some twenty hives about the first of April ; but for

several reasons I was unable to get the time, and put
it off until May 10 when I found that quite a num-
ber of hives had contracted the swarming fever, and
upon going over the hives I found that ten of them
had swarmed and in many cases queens had hatched.
Of course this condition could have been avoided had
I been on the ground; but as I am 150 miles off I

misjudged the season, as I learned from the condi-
tion of the bees. Wintering was splendid, blossoms
were earlier than usual, and I was rather backward
As my time was limited I decided, upon finding the

conditions as they were, to make a small increase in

this way : I merely went to those hives which had
sealed queen-cells and cut them all out, saving from
each hive one fine cell; and, taking this frame and
one other and placing them in the center of a pre-
pared hive and replacing them in the old hive with
frames of foundation, first having located the queen
and shaking most of the bees before the new hive

viiicli I had placed close beside the old one, I then
placed a super with full sheets of foundation on the

old hive and left it in position. Now, as soon as

most of the shaken bees entered the new hive I

closed the entrance tight with grass and moved it to

a new location some 30 feet distant and left the

entrance closed for about three hours. I then re-

moved the grass and contracted the entrance to about
one-fourth, and found that in two hours from the

time I removed the grass a few bees were bringing
in pollen, and quite a good many were bringing in

honey. The whitewood had just begun, and the bees
were very busy on it. I judge that about half the

bees shaken returned to the old hive; but upon in-

vestigation after the fifth day I found the new colo-

nies about as busy as any of them. The old hives in

four out of nine cases were working splendidly in

the supers placed on five days before.

I tried the experiment a little differently with one
hive as follows: This hive was very strong, but had
not contracted the swarming fever so far as I could
detect, only a few young drones unsealed being m
the hive, though the hive was filled to the tenth

frame with brood. I selected a fine queen-cell from
another hive, took this and three frames of brood
and placed them in a new hive as I did in the other

cases ; located the queen, and shook most of the bees
before the new hive and proceeded to put the old

hive in shape and placed a super as I did on the

others. I then closed, as I thought, the entrance to

this hive as I did the others; but upon returning
after three or four hours I found that I had, without
knowing it, slipped the hive forward on its bottom-
board until the hive overlapped the side strips form-
ing the entrance about % of an inch. Upon exam-
ination I found that nothing but young bees were on
the combs, and not enough of them to keep the brood
warm, I feared, as it was getting very cool that day,
and, as it turned out, went nearly to forty that night.

I took the frames out of this hive and gave them to

two hives I had made the day before, as I did not
consider the operation successful. The colony from
which I took the brood, with the exception of the

frame containing a queen-cell which I destroyed
I'pon giving the frame to the new colony (made the

day before) immediately commenced work in the

supers. After placing supers and getting my bees
in condition so I could leave them a few weeks I re-

turned to this city. With the exception mentioned,
all the new colonies were doing splendidly one week
after they were " made."
Our honey crop consists of whitewood, sourwood,

aster, the season coming respectively.

Knoxville, Tenn., May 29. John Ewbank.

Trouble with the Smoke Method of Intro-

ducing.
My bees this season are certainly not Jormal or

else their education has been badly neglected. In
attempting to requeen and Italianize a new apiary
I stumbled on to some nuts that were hard to crack.

Some colonies especially persisted in refusing queens
by the mailing-cage method, no matter how ihey were
prepared. Some, queenless for weeks, repeatedly

balled their would-be foster mother, and even de-

stroyed virgins hatched in their own hive—these

from protected cells.

The Miller smoke method was then tried, with no
better success, and we have come to the conclusion
many things happen that are apparently nexplica-

ble, even if we have been beekeepers for orty years.

This season nearly the entire work was turned
over to my associate, an enthusiastic beginner and
a painstaking one. When the last queens arriv«d.
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two rolouies were hopelessly queenless ; the others

were dequeened in the early afternoon, and the new
queens were run in at dusk. All details were car-

ried out strictly according to directions by Miller.

So particular was the operator that his watch was
placed on the hives he was manipulatins. Method
was this: The hive was dequeened; and in a few
hours, or as soon as the Ijees had settled down, a few
P'lflfs of cool smoke were forced into the hive, which
was then closed for 1.5 or 20 seconds (Miller's in-

structions). The new queen had heen removed from
the mailins-cage, and placed in a Miller introducing-

cagre, which cage was easily pushed into the entrance,

and the queen readily entered. The hive was then

closed for twenty minutes, and the entrance partially

opened. The first two hopelessly queenless ones ac-

cepted their queens and workers. From the next

two, the workers began carrying out the attendants

of the queen in 20 or 30 minutes. This was con-

trary to reports made by Miller, and we concluded
something had been overlooked.

The next lot was treated the same way, but after

smoking and closing the hive a good rapping was
given it. In each and every case the bees roared
and were certainly much distressed. So much for

instructions. It made no material difference, as

workers and queens were lugged out before morning,
so that, out of the entire lot, we saved but two. Up
to now these two- colonies have not yet destroyed the

queens or workers. Can you blame us lor being
dubious, or are we wrong in our manipulations ?

Queens we are ordering to-day will be introduced

by the caged-comb method. This is the only method
with which we have been successful this season. Cages
used were about 4x5, placed on an old comb, the

new queen and some workers in the cage. In some
instances the queen has laid, although caged, and in

no instance have we had any losses to report by this

method.
Portland, Ore.. Aug. 10. E. J. L.\dd.

This was referred to Mr. Miller, who replies:

Did you ever notice that the strange, ;he weird,

the uncanny, always happens to the novice? Your
Ijrofessional queen-men succeed in thousands of eases,

while Mr. Ladd's novice fails in his few.
From Mr. Ladd's letter I judge the novice has

missed much by striving to be over-particular. I

have carefuly studied his two letters, and I think

the trouble probably is due to too much smoke, for

one thing.

His statement of " colonies queenless for weeks "

means very poor beekeeping. From what he says of

balled queens, destroyed virgins, etc., I would diag-

nose it as too much meddling. I have been through
all those experiences, and they were due to my
interference. I do not have such trouble nowadays
because I am too busy.

As to acceptance of the queen and the non-destruc-
tion of cells, if they had been left undisturbed they
would have been destroyed later, usually just before
the young queen begins to color.

As to loss of queen when introducing a few hours
after dequeening, a novice rarely, except by accident,

gets out a queen without a lot of disturbance, and
the colony does not settle down in a few hours. They
may be quieter; but my advice as given (to novices)
is, wait about twelve hours or over night.

I have instructed many persons in bee culture,

and the proportion who have the facility to see and
grasp the essentials is exceedingly small. Only to-

day I was in a yard in a bad turmoil over a severe
case O'f robbing. The owner and another experienced
man and three beginners were there, and I had a
splendid demonstration of how one man fails to see,

when shown, conditions glaringly patent to othei-s.

It was a yard of thirty or more full colonies and
many nuclei, and was about the liveliest bee-spot I

over got into. It was chaos, and (laim'erous. Be-

fore I finished, (juiet reigned; every colony was suc-
cessfully defending itself, and I had no difficulty in

running a queen into a queenless colony recently
badly robbed; and knowing and showing, without
opening, that ((ueen was accepted.

There is very much too much overhauling of bees;
and bad matters, as in the above yard, are often

made worse thereby, and it is quite unnecessary. I

was shown two colonies said to be hopelessly queen-
less (had been examined half an hour before), aTid

one of them had been stripped of every scrap of food,

all larva' sucked dry and pulled out, and even sealed

cells torn open, and the young jjartially consumed.
I looked at the entrances for a few moments, and
then knew one had a fertile queen, and fe't sure of

the other as soon as I looked at the tops of the

frames, and then I showed them the queens.
Any one tan do the same if he will study the be-

havior of the bee ; and then we shall have less freak
happenings. I will write this experience p for you
soon, as it is too valuable to be lost.

I suggest to Mr. Ladd that he have his i-ovice do
less overhauling, and try less smoke—just as little as

will make them roar, and postpone his introduction
of queens to the next day after dequeening. He was
working with blacks and hybrids; and even the

expert does not find such queens any too readily ; and
I suspect that the novice, though never so enthu-
siastic, " started something."

Providence, R. I., Aug. 30. Arthur C. Miller.

Tin Spout for Trapping Robbers in the Hive
They are Robbing.

On page 648, Aug. 15, I notice the plan for stop-

ping robbing and disposing of robbers. Last fall

(1913) I discovered that the bees were robbing a

weak colony. I went to the shop, cut a thin boai'd

just right to fit over the entrance, bored a %-inch
hole through it close to one edge, ran a tin spout
through the hole, % inch in diameter at one end
and Vi at the other. I pushed the spout in at the

entrance (the deep side of the bottom-board was up),

shoved the board up snug against the entrance, and
tacked it fast. The field bees and robbers fairly

tumbled over one another to get through the spout.

In a short time not a robber was to be seen in the

camp. I left them there until the robbers united

with the colony, then turned them loose. It left that

colony too strong to be robbed.

St. Joseph, Mo., Aug. 21. S. A. Mat.SOX.

A Suggestion for Avoiding Confusion in

Apiarian Terms
In regard to Dr. Miller's " Straw " on page 447,

.Tune 15, on Smith's and Jones' honey, I have a

suggestion to make that I think will work well if

made a rule. The number of pounds of honey should

have the letters x or c added to indicate whether it

is extracted or comb honey; «. g., Smith gets 50c
pounds of honey per colony, and Jones gets 60x
])ounds per colony. In reading these statements the

letter indicating the kind of honey is not read; it

is seen, and conveys the information without its be-

ing spoken unless you are reading aloud for anoth-

er's benefit.

In writing of foul Iirood also confusion usually

exists because the reader does not know what vari-

ety of foul brood is being discussed. It seems to me
that it would be well to adopt as a rule that the

initial indicating the kind of foul brood be placed

before the word : Smith has lost half his bees with

E. foul brood. Jones has a few cases of A. foul

brood in his apiary.

(Rev.) Al.sox W. Stker.s,

Noiiks;\.-k. Wash., .June 24.
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I idhi!'

Thou Shalt not kill.—Ex. 20:13.

Love ye your enemies, and do good and lend,

hoi)ing for nothing again.

—

Luke 6:35.

They shall beat their swords into ploughshares,

and their spears into pruning-hooks : nation shall

not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they

learn war any more.—ISA. 2: 4.

For some time back I have been expecting,

and I do not know but predicting, here on
these pages, that the affairs of this worhl
are approaching a crisis of some sort. I

felt impressed by tliis in viewing the im-

jorovements and progress that humanity has

been making during the last fifty or sixty

years. It was my privilege to see steam
begin to make its way, not only in 2:)lowing

the seas, but in traversing the land. With a

boyish home-made apparatus I went around
to schoolhouses exhibiting a little home-
made motor run by an electric battery, and
predicting that this new force would out-

rank steam itself in just a few years. I

watched and waited, and saw it take tJiirty

or forty years, instead of three or four. I

saw the electric wires for almost the first

time, strung on poles throughout Ohio. I

was also permitted to experiment with the

telephone about as soon as its invention was
announced. I have also lived to see messages
sent by electricity without any Avire; and
within the last ten days a friend showed me
an aerial tower in our neighboring city of

Akron that he said had already received

wireless messages from Washington. I have
also lived to see radium upset scientific

theories, and rejoice to have had a tiny

spark of the wonderful agent in my pos-

session, where it continues to be a veritahle

perpetual motion, sending out a bombard-
ment of stars or meteors day and night,

summer and winter, without any diminution
or cessation. I have asked through these

columns what is coming next. Perhaps I

should mention, also, that it has rejoiced

my heart to see the wonderful progress
being made in conserving and saving human
life. A " sane and safe Fourth of July "

has just been inaugurated. I believe it

started in Cleveland, a great city close to my
Medina home.

Although our great physicians and sur-

geons have been criticised sometimes rather
severely, I believe all reasonable people
must admit that there has been a great
saving of life in this direction. The ancient
practice of blood-letting has been proved to

be a foolish fad if not a fraud, and true

science has, at least as a rule, taken the
]daee of humbug science and teachings of
quack doctors. I have lived to see God's
iu'ecious word spread to the uttermost points

of the earth, in nearly all the languages
spoken in the world, and sent out by the
millions. Cannibalism has almost if not
quite disappeared, and I might almost say
the same of human slavery. To bring it

about cost a terrible war, it is true, and a

fearful shedding of innocent blood. Some
lieoi)le tell us, and, in fact, have been telling

us, that the matter could have been settled

without bloodshed away back fifty years
ago, but Ave did not know any better.

Now, friends, the fearful question now is,

do Ave knoAv any better nowf We are all

hoping that here in the United States we
do knotc better; but right here in Ohio a
fierce Avar is going on just noAv. There has
been a little bloodshed already, and there

may be more of it before intoxicants are

banished. While schools and churches are
taking the place of savagery everywhere,
and giving protection to the honest Avage-

earners, Satan is already at Avork, and some-
times he startles us Avith the conviction that

lie too is making neiv discoveries and short

cuts. We become careless and indifferent,

and lull our consciences to sleep, and try to

persuade ourselves we are safe liere in our
quiet and peaceful homes. I have neither

time nor space here to mention dynamiting
that is continuallj^ cropping out.* Noav for

this terrible European Avar.

On this 3d day of September the latest

iieAA's day after day is

—

more bloodsJied. I.

have just caught a glimpse in a daily paper
of the news that after one single conflict

tliey buried 6400 bodies—bodies of young
men, the floAver of the nation ; and we have
been told at different times that probably
many of these poor victims did not know
Avhat they were fighting for. In fact, does
any one really know Avhy almost half the

population of the world is engaged in kill-

ing each other? Their farms and crops are

neglected, and even burned by their own
hands if not ruined by the Aveather, and star-

vation may kill more than the SAvord and
cannon if these i^eople do not soon come to

their senses. By the way, I read somewhere
that just eight men, possibly nine, over in

Europe, brought on tbe Avar, and that these

nine men, if they had a mind to, could stop
it in an instant.

I told you a little time back of the text I

* Little did I think when I was ask'ng what
" great event " would stir the world next that it

would be some of Satan's inventions and planning

—

a scheme that will not only not conserve human life

iinii health, but result in a wholesale murder unprec-
edented in the history of the world, and a murder,
too, of the best youth and manhood (physically) that

the whole world can produce.
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found in Ihat microscopic photograph. I

told my mother at the time I discovered it

that it was au "unexplored region"—that

if people would stop and listen to these

words of the Savior it would not only settle

neighborhood troubles but the troubles of

State and nation. 1 do not think I went far

enough. If the people in power would con-

sider and listen to the second of my texts,

and follow it, it would end the war in a

twinkling. Let us look at it again—" Love
ye your enemies; do good and lend, hoping
for nothing again." Let me digress a little.

Eight over in the adjoining county of

Summit, two farmers quarreled over a line

fence, or at least I think that was the trou-

ble between them. They engaged lawyers.

Their families and their neighbors sided in,

some on one side and some on the other.

One day one of the two started to town
with his Avife and a horse and buggy. The
other neiglibor met them part way coming
home, also wilh a horse and buggy, with his

wife. They stopped their horses and com-
menced to talk. Then the two men gave the

lines to their wives, and got out of their

buggies. It seems they both carried con-

cealed weapons—please note this ; and Satan
put it into their heads that they could fix

matters all up nicely by fighting a duel.

They listened to Satan instead of the Lord
Jesus Christ, who gave us this wonderful
text. Bolh men were shot dead. Two poor
widows sat in their respective buggies, and
two families of children were without a

father. Now, can anybody in this whole
icide world tell me what was accomplished,

by fighting that duel? Did they fix the line

fence? Did they make pleasant relations in

the neighborhood? and were those two wid-

owed women satisfied or helped in any way?
We read of demoniac jjossession in olden

times ; and skeptics have for ages ridiculed

the idea of being " possessed by devils." If

those two men were not both possessed of

a devil, what else coidd have made them so

foolish?

Down in Florida recently two other men
quarreled about a line fence. They spent
years and much money in fighting each oth-

er. Finally one of them moved away, leav-

ing the matter still unsettled. A Christian

man bought the farm, and the neighbors
watched to see him take up the fight. This

is the way he fought his enemy : He went to

his neighbor and said, " Neighbor, I am a

man of i^eace. I would rather lose a little

bit of land than to quarrel with a neighbor.

Just put that line fence over on my side

ten feet, and I shall be perfectly satisfied."

"What do you think happened? His
opponent, who was ready to bristle up and

fight to the bitter end, all of a sudden turned
'' about face," and replied something like

this:

" My friend, if that is the sort of man
you are, I am not going to be outdone in

generosity. Put the fence over on my line

ten feet, and I shall be satisfied."

Was not that putting that little text in

force with a vengeance—"Do good and lend,

hoping for nothing again ?
"

Now, some folks may think me foolish;

but I am just foolish enough to believe this

great war could be settled in the same way

!

and may the Lord be praised there are many
other good people of the same opinion. It

has rejoiced my heart to see all sorts of

periodicals take exactly the ground I do.

Let us go back a little.

How did it come about that those two
Summit Co. farmers should each be carrying

a revolver? If it had not been for those

revolvers, some good Christian man might
liave converted I hem to the gospel of Jesus
Christ instead of letting them remain in the

dominion of Satan. There is a law now
against carrying concealed weapons; and I

wonder if it would not be a good thing to

stop carrying weapons of any kind.

While I have been writing this Home
paper I have been thinking of the time
when some veteran of the Revolutionary
War showed us children a sword and its

scabbard. Perhaps they got it down from
the garret. Children, of course, would want
to know what the sword was for. Could any
father, at least nowadays, have the heart

to explain that swords are made to use to

kill folks? They have no other use. My
third text, however, speaks of one use. I am
afraid, however, they would be too slender

and frail for modern agriculture. By the

way, friends, have any of you got a sword
hanging up in the garret ? Break it up and
pound it up, or fix it so the children will

not know that it was ever used for killing

folks. I am ashamed to say I once used to

sleep with a revolver under my pillow. I

think Mrs. Root persuaded me to get rid of
it, and I have never touched a revolver since,

and that was years ago. Just notice how
many children are killed every year by
playing with revolvers and guns. Shall we
not get rid of them? Is it true that bayo-
nets, daggers, revolvers, stilettos, and all

that sort of " truck " open the way for

quarrel and murder? They are the imple-
ments of the midnight assassin. Do you
think I am peculiar or cranky? See what
the greatest daily in Cleveland, the Plain
Dealer, has to say about it

:

FALSE INSURANCE.
Arming to keep the peace, a favorite oratorical

policy with the jingoes of all nations, never before
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appeared quite so absurd as at the present moment.
It ought never to have currency again, even among
the thoiightless, after the present troubles in Europe.

Every power in Europe has been arming itself for

years—to keep the peace, of course. Great arma-

ments were to prevent war. Billions were spent for

this supposed " insurance."

And now Europe is war-mad from end to end.

The continent was made a tinder-box by all this

" arming against war," and a madman in Bosnia et

a match to it. Like a spark dropped into a roomful

of explosives, it starts a conflagration which no one

can control.

A man armed to the teeth with a chip on his

shoulder invites a fight. So does a nation similarly

equipped. And a nation is no more justified thus

to arm herself and go out seeking trouble than is an
individual.

The next time some minister or legislator argues

for bigger armaments in order to avert war it will

be in order for some one familiar with the events of

the summer of 1914 to call him to his senses. One
way to prevent a tindei'-box fire is not to provide the

tinder-box.

While we are about it, here is something

else from that same paper:

The popiilation of the world has been estimated at

1,623,300,000. The population of the countries al-

ready at war is considerably more than naif of this

total.

It is a world war.
And in the area of fighting it is true to its scope.

Europe is ablaze, north, south, east, and west. There
have been battles in Togoland and on Laka Victoria,

in the heart of central Africa. Within a week or

two, war will n.ake the Orient lurid.

In the midst of it all, the United States follows

its own str.aight path, but little disturbed by the

almost universal conflagration. The republic of the

West feels horror and pity, and realizes more than
ever before its destiny as the world's foremost ex-

ponent of peace, of live and let live ; but the voca-

tions and avocations of its people, their daily pursuit

of happiness, have known no change.

Now, here is something I clipped from
the Union Signal:

It seems incredible that such a conflici can be

precipitated in this century, which we have fondly

believed heralded the establishment of world-wide

peace ; and we can only hope and fervently pray that

a miracle may still be wrought, and that some of the

horrors of the present situation may be averted.

Amen to the above ! I am looking, watch-
ing, and praying for that " miracle."

Another thing that i^leases me is to see

that our agricultural periodicals, almost

without exception, are deploring war. Here
are some clippings from Successful Farmer,
of Des Moines, la.

ANOTHER LIE NAILED.

The halls of Congress and the platforms of Chau-
tauquas have rung with the bold statement time and
again that a big standing army and a powerful navy
insures peace.

Was there ever a spot in all the world where na-

tions were so prepared for war as in the war area

of Europe? Being prepared is the only :liing that

made possible a war on a week's notice. Had there

been no great armies and navies there could have
been no war precipitated over such a trivial cause.

It is the " gun-toter " who is a menace to the

safety of all good people, be the gun-toter a villain

or a nation. If Europe had had as rulers a few
' schoolmasters " gifted in the »i-t of ' watchful

waiting " there would not now be the terrible story
to tell of wars among so-called civilized nations.

It would seem that the human race is in travail,
preceding the birth of international peace. Just as
the saloon and gambling and white slavery are mak-
ing one last and desperate fight for existence, so it

seems that the war dogs are not putting on the last
big show.

Judging the present by the past, we can make a
pretty sure bet that the war trust is back of inter-
national troubles.

The makers of cannon and armor plate and pow-
der can't sell much of their wares when the war
dogs play together in international peace, so it is to
their interest somehow to keep nations .pitting in
each other's faces.

In every nation is the lobbyist of the war trust,
inciting legislative bodies to appropriate more of th
overburdened tax-payer's money for the bu'lding o^
battle-ships and fortifications.

" War is hell," and we want to burn that fact
into every reader's soul. It never becomes any thing
else, no matter how our heart throbs with so-called
patriotism when the army marches by. War is

devastation. War is the life-long suffering for the
ones who are spared by war.

In closing this Home paper I wish to
make a quotation from Sir Walter Scott's
writings of a hundred years ago. In the
book entitled " Ivanhoe " a wounded knight
lay entombed in his prison. He was not able
to get up and look out of his gi-ated win-
dow, but asked " Rebecca," a Jewess, to
station herself at the window, and witness
the conflict going on outside. When she
turned away, thinking she could not bear to
see what was going on, he implored her to
turn back once more and tell him what she
saw; and as she looked she gave utterance
to the following which seems to be almost a
prayer

:

" Great God ! Hast thou given men thine
own image that it should be thus cruelly
defaced by the hands of their brethren ?

"

In defense of the expense of our mam-
moth men-of-war, we clip the following
closing paragraph from a very valuable
article from Collier's Weekly for June 6.

It was printed, keep in mind, before the
European war started.

As with individuals, so with nations. As long as
certain nations go armed in a wild and savage world,
.just so long must the enlightened nations go armed.
The wild and savage world, with its silly man-killing
devices, is doomed to pass. But until it passes, it

would be silliness on the part of the en ightened
nations to put aside their weapons.
An international police force and an international

police court will mark the beginning of the end of
war. But as yet these two institutions Dave not
been founded. So the United States will be com-
pelled to go on building $15,000,000 battleships and
training its young men to the old red profession.

The point is, when wild and savage conditions
make it imperative for a man or nation to go armed,
it is equally imperative for the man or nation to go
well armed. Ever has the sword, in the hands of the
strong breeds, made for wider areas and longer
periods of peace. In the end it is the sword that
will make lasting and universal peace. When the
last savage nation is compelled to lay down its
weapons, war will have ceased. War itself, superior
war if you please, will destroy itself.
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G. C. Brocaw's house as it was first built, and a view of it after he put on
a little addition and some porches.

1 close with the following closing words
from the Missionary Herald for September

:

One hope, vague, perhaps, but real and inspiring,

cheers the heart at this black hour ; namely, that out

of the horror of so mad a conflict there may even-

tuate a disciplined and saner world; that when this

house of cards propped by armaments and fleets has
fallen in confusion, a more stable and Christian

structure shall arise to express the civilizat'on of the

twentieth century.

A WINTER HOME IN FLORIDA; THE PliORIDA

REAL-ESTATE BUSINESS; ETC.

Shortly after we built our cottage at

Bradentown, Fla., a beekeeper and his wife

came from Wisconsin or Minnesota to visit

us. and they were so much pleased with the

idea of ju^ssing their

svinters in Florida that,

after looking around
quite a little, they

bought a piece of land

almost in town, but

quite close to the salt-

water bay. They got

the land cheap because

it was so low at times

that the salt water en-

croached on a small

part of it. Let me ex-

plain here that real-

estate men in Florida

(as a matter of course)

are inclined to be jeal-

ous of each other; and
after one of their num-

ber has made a sale the others—at least some
of them—who do not make a deal, will cause

the purchaser to become dissatisfied. My
good friend Brocaw, by coming in contact

with some of these meddlesome people, be-

came very sick of bis bargain. They told

him it was full of alligators, and the salt-

water marsh or swamp would not grow any
thing. After he had hired some colored

men to clear it up partly, somebody said

his deed was faulty. 1 told him not to listen

to the gossips, but to go on and improve his

place. Under the circumstances he did not

feel like investing much, and accordingly

he built a little square house. The reason

he built it two story was because one roof

E. A. Krdflout. with ;i picture (if tlin cottage he built with liis own hands
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A glimpse of the unreclaimed forest in Manatee Co., in the vicinity of the stream at the bottom of my garden

would cover two stovies as well as one, and
he fixed it up as cheaply as he could so they

could live in it a little while. See picture.

One of the first things that he did was to

plan): a great lot of bananas. I thought he

was getting wild on the banana business.

He planted out considerable other stuff

around the cottage, or around the central

part, as seen in the picture, and went ofr

north, and the place was allow-ed to take

care of itself for some little time. "Well,

just north of his banana-patch a neighbor

established a chicken-house and some duck-

pens. Whenever one of Florida's big rams
came it washed the poultry manure down on

to the bananas, and the effect was magical.

They grew tremendously, and a neighbor

sold enough bananas while he was gone

away up north to pay good interest on the

money; and the salt-water marsh, after the

ditches were dug, not only grew bananas

but sweet and Irish potatoes and a lot of

other stuff. Later on there was a speculation

in selling building-lots and putting up nice

residences right close to his " foolish in-

vestment " as some peojDle called it when he

first made it. When he saw how things

were going he took courage and put on the

porches and a little back kitchen as you
see; and now it is one of the prettiest little

cottages for a small investment I have ever

come across. You get a glimpse in the

picture of himself and his good wife. I

think they must be feeling happy because

of the beautiful flowers and fruit growing
on that investment, and from the fact that

he could ^probably sell it now for five times

or more what it cost. Now, you need not

think such investments turn out that Avay

every time. Bradentown is gi'owing very

rapidly, and it happened to "grow" right

over where he was located. In fact, while

I write a steam-dredge is scooping the sand

out of the bay and piling it up on the

shore so as to make new dry ground where
before it was only a wet marsh or salt

water. Residences right on the edge of the

bay Avhere you can have a boat-house and
launch sell at a high price.

While I am abcut it I might mention
another beekeeper, Mr. Reddout, who comes
down every winter from somewhere in York
State. On his first trip he put up a tent

right back of my garden, and lived there all

winter. Last winter, however, he decided

to have a house of his own, even if he is not

as yet a married man. I have forgotten

what it cost ; but by doing the work himself

I think he was only two or three hundi'ed

dollars out in cash. Here is a picture of the

little cottage with himself in an easy-chair.

My impression is, that the structure in

the background is a tent where somebody is

living until he can get a bouse built. Such
things are frequent in and around Braden-
town, and I believe they get along very well

in a tent except when we have cold storms.

But this does not happen very often.

Now, above is another picture giving a

glimpse of the wild woods a little up the

stream, where my ducks have their playspell

every day in tlie year.
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HEALTH NOTE!
" LOOK OUT FOR PICKPOCKETS."

1 suppose our friends take it for granted

that the only danger from pickpockets is

getting into a big o'owd of people; but the

kind of pickpockets T have in mind that I

am going to talk about just now are the

ones who get your money when you are in

your own home by your own fireside, far

away from the wicked city or the crowded

fairground.

I have been swindled and taken in pretty

much all of my life, and I do not know but

I shall continue to be swindled. Again and

again I think I will learn better; but as

fast as I learn better the pickpockets learn

to be sharpei'. Here is a little story I have

to tell you now which illustrates very forci-

bly the ways some people work.

I have had a great deal to say about
" robbing sick people." Inasmuch as I have

mentioned my deafness many times in my
writings I presume I am marked by the

pickpockets who make their living by bleed-

ing deaf people. In fact, I am led to be-

lieve that they hunt up names and pay
people for hunting up and giving them the

addresses of those who are hard of hearing.

A few days ago one '"f my good friends

mailed me a booklet y i about 16 pages. I

think he said he fouW t son:ewh?re. I am
sure he sent it to lij vnh tlie oest inten-

tions. It was writcei •
. a woman who '.md

been deaf, but recov'^red her hearing. L

made up my mind beiore I began reading it

that 'it was an advertisement for some new
medicine or treatment. I had heard about

getting people to go to the drugstore for

something that no druggist knows any thing

about; therefore I telephoned my druggist

to know if he kept such a medicine as "fluid

enserol." He replied he had it in stock, and

had kept it on sale for some time. Then I

ventured to read the booklet all through,

and I gave it to Mrs. Root to read. It was
almost plaintive in its description of her

trouble with her ears; but as her address

was not given at the end of the book one

was almost forced to believe it was really

an honest effort to help people who are

troubled with defective hearing. Let me
make a few extracts

:

A woman's story.
If it were not for the hope that this little story

which I a meausing to be published would not ben-

efit the reader, nothing would tempt me to have it

printed, but I do hope that every one who reads my
story will receive benefit from so doing, and all I

ask in return is that they spread the good news
whicli my story contains.

It wa^ something over a year ago that I had rea-

8oa to visit New York City personally, and while

thei'e I thought I would make one last effort to see

if something could not be done to relieve me of the

head noises.

I went to one of the hospitals and asked to see the

most expert physician who could give me his atten-

tion. I was directed to one, and after giving me a

thorough examination, and after listening to as much
of my story as he had time to, he finished by telling

me to take the prescription which he had given me,
and have it filled at the drug store, and use it ac-

cording to directions.

I shall never forget the time when I sat in a chair

and found that the head noises had almost disap-

peared. It was such a relief that I broke down and
cried.

If I attend the divine services, and sit away for-

ward in church, I can hear nearly every thing that

is said. This is so much better than I could a few
years ago that I am thankful, oh, so thankful 1 for

this great relief.

This is the copy of the prescription given me:
Pure glycerine, % ounce; fluid enserol, 1 ounce;

boiled water, 2 V2 ounces. Mix.
Put one drop in both ears, night and morning.
Wet the forefinger, and rub the solution full

strength, behind and below the ears.

Pour ten drops of solution in one-fourth glass

of warm water, put some in palm of hand, and snuff

up the nostrils, night and morning; also gargle the

throat with the same strength solution as used in

the nostrils, night and morning.

Please note she mentions attending divine

service, indicating that she was a Christian

woman. My good old father used to get

uncharitable, and I can recall the expression

he sometimes used about " using the livery

of heaven to serve the Devil in." I went to

the drugstore and asked them to put up the

'; reseription as above. As glycerine and
" boiled water " are cheap I supposed, of

course, that fluid enserol would not cost very
much. When he handed me the little botile

I threw down fifty cents; but he replied

something as follows

:

" Mr. Root, perhaps you do not know that

this enserol is a very expensive medicine.

It costs us over a dollar an ounce."

I think the prescription cost about $1.40.

It looked like water and glycerine, and
tasted like water and glycerine. But I

dropped it into my ears, snuffed it up my
nose, etc., according to directions. It did

not do my hearing a particle of good. ]\Iay

be it was due to a " lack of faith." But
now listen. Our Ohio Agricultural Com-
mission at Columbus sends out an official

bulletin quarterly, I think. In their issue

for August, page 113, they have taken up
the business of exposing fraudulent medi-
cines. I ran o^'er it carefully to see if there

was any thing said about fluid enserol. Here
is what I found :

Fluid En-Ser-Ol-
and boric acid.

-Composed of cinnamon water

The above gives us the clue to the whole
scheme. The proinotors of enserol leave it
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at the drugstore. 1 presume if nobody calls

for it tlie druggist is nothing' out of pocket.

If one does call for it, the price is to be

what the druggist charged me. I am not

reflecting on the druggist, mind you, unless

it be that he should refuse to become a
" tool " in the hands of such people. You
see, after the expensive medicine is deposited

at the drugstore these booklets are by some
means scattered all over the land; and dif-

ferent people, as a matter of course, get

hold of them and pass them out to deaf

people. Our druggist informs me that he

has quite a number of calls for it. In this

official bulletin, about 70 similar remedies

are mentioned, and sold, probably, like en-

serol. Read the following, clipped from the

bulletin

:

BUREAU OF DRUGS.
W. R. HowEB, Chief Drug laspector.

what's in a name?
Many drug preparations which are composed of

common low-priced ingredients are sold in Ohio un-

der distinctive names. For the benefit of the drug
trade and the general public the Drug Bureau of

this Commission has taken up and analyzed the fol-

lowing preparations

:

Maya-Tone—Composed of M borax and % epsom
salts, pea-fumed and colored. Selling price 75 cents.

Approximate cost 2 cents.

Sartoin.—A pink-colored powder consisting of Vn

boric acid and % Epsom salts. Selling price 50 cts.

Approximate cost 1 cent.

Citrox.—Composed of granulated sodium hyposul-

phite. Selling price 75 cts. Approximate cost V2 ct.

Parnotis.—Composed of common baking-soda and
dried glaubers salts. Selling price 50 cents. Ap-
proximate cost % cent.

Amarol.—Composed of 1-10 borax and 9-10 Epsom
salts. Selling price 75 cents. Approximate cost M
cent.

Cerol.—Consists of borax and stearic acid, per-

fumed. Selling price 75 cents. Approximate cost 2

cents.

Sanatogen.—Composed essentially of dried and
powdered skim milk, known as casein, 80 per cent,

and sodium glycerophosphate, 5 per cent.

The above preparations are fair samples of the

class they represent. The manufacturer selects some
very common drug or combination of drugs and gives

it some fancy coined name. The drug laws of this

State prohibit any statement, design, or device on a

label that is false or misleading; and a close study
of these packages or cartons will show that the man-
ufacturer has in almost all instances successfully

avoided any conflict with the law by failing to make
any statement beyond the name of the article, the

manufacturer's name, and directions for its use.

Gross misrepresentations are made in the news-
paper advertising as to the articles' medicinal value,

and very few of them have a value of over a few
cents.

On the last page of this bulletin I extract

once more as follows

:

STOP I LOOK! LISTEN!
ADVERTISING FRAUDS TO BE EXPOSED.

Director Thorne, of the State Experiment Station,

recently received a letter from a citizen of Ohio,
asking that something be done to expose fraudulent
advertising in some of the farm papers.

If any farm paper is advertising fraudulent wares
or products, it is undoubtedly unaware of the fraud.
If any frauds are being advertised, both the public
and the editors of the papers ought to know it.

The Official Bulletin will publish any reliable evi-

dence of fraud that may be furnished to the Agricul-
tural Commission, Division of Agriculture, Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Now will our people of Ohio " get busy "

and report promptly any fraud they see

advertised in our farm papers? I have had
quite a little to say about the new remedy
called sanatogen. Please note that this is

included in the above bulletin.* I do not
particularly mind, friends, the money I in-

vested ; but think of the pains I have taken,

night and morning, for two weeks past, to

go through with that make-believe wom-
an's(?) instructions.

I have interviewed our druggist, who says

boric acid is 5 cents an ounce, while fluid

enserol is $1.25 an ounce. Furthermore, he

says there are doctors, quite a lot of them,
who do most of their doctoring by giving

their jjatients some of the 70 new-fangled
romedies I have mentioned above. He has

tlie same quartei'ly from which I have made
some extracts. In fact, the State of Ohio
has taken pains to put it in the hands of all

druggists, so they may not be innocent in

regard to what they are giving sick people.

My good friends, there has been a lot said

about the high cost of living; and a good
brother has called our attention to "the high

cost of dying." Shall we not also consider

the high cost of getting sick? I might add
that I am told that boric acid is a very good
remedy for the eyes and ears; and so my
treatment that cost ten times what it was
worth will probably do no harm, even if it

does no good.

REPELLENTS FOR PROTECTING ANIMALS FROM
THE ATTACKS OP FLIES.

The above is the heading of a leaflet just

received from the Department of Agricul-
ture. With the crusade against the common
house-fly, I think we have succeeded in es-

tablishing quite a victory over them already.

In fact, we have had fewer flies this sum-
mer in our home, and even in the office, than
1 have ever known before. With this in

view it seems quite proper that we should
try to relieve the poor suffering horses and
cattle, not only for humane reasons, but
because it will pay in dollars and cents. We
liave used spraying solutions on our own
horses and cattle quite a little already. There
are two objections. The first is, that the

virtues of the spray are soon gone. The
second reason is, that the liquids on the

* While we are about it I want to say that tlie

poultry remedies, at least the greater part of them,
that are advei'tised and sold in immense quantities,
are about on a par with the above report. You pay
25 or 50 cents for two or three cents' worth of med-
icine, and many times you do not get the medicine
even then—that is, what is advertised as a remedy
is little or no remedy f-t all. It is just " electro-
poise " and " oxydonor " over again.
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market are rather expensive, especially if

one has to pay the express charges on a

package.
This government leaflet speaks of these

'

troubles, gives us something that costs but a

trifle, and lasts something like a week. T

am glad to see they recommend naphthalin

flakes, which we have mentioned before on

these pages. I feel quite sure the mixture

will do the business.

Tliis prei^aration is recommended aflei'

many exhaustive experiments with almost

every thing else. Here it is

:

Many of the substauc&s such as pyrethrum pow-
der, camphor, citrouella, and sassafras, while tem-

porary repellents, lose tbeir effectiveness very short-

ly. Ten-pei'-cent solutions of the liquids in cotton-

seed oil, therefore, commonly have to he applied

daily.

Various oils, emulsions of oils, and mixtures of

oils are used in repelling flies. Crude petroleum,

cotton-seed oil, fish or train oil, and light coal-tar

oil, may he used pure.

Jensen (1909) recommends the following formula
wliich is said to protect cows for a week:
Common laundi-y soap, 1 lb. ; water, 4 gal. ; crude

petroleum, 1 gal.
;
powdered naphthalin, 4 oz.

Cut the soap into thin shavings and dissolve in

water by the aid of heat. Dissolve the naphthaiin

iu the crude oil; mix the two solutions; put them
into an old dasher churn, and mix thoroughly for

15 minutes. The mixture should be applied once or

twice a week with a brush. It must be stirred well

Lefore being used.

POULTRY DEPARTMENT
THE BUSY HEN.

A hen stood on the garden lot.

Whence all but her had fled,

And didn't leave a planted spot

In the early onion-bed.

With vim she worked, both feet and legs,

And the gardener says he bets

She was trying to find the kind of eggs

On which the onion sets.

When I found the above in the Rural
New-Yorker, and concluded to give it to the

readers of Gleanings^, I could not quite

decide whether it belonged in the Poultry

Department or High-pressure Gardening;

but I finally decided that it was rather more
chickens than garden.

CHICKBN-MITES AND OTHER " VARMINTS."
Dear Mr. Root:—Don't feel too bad about tho.se

poor mites that were obliged to live on wood between

chicken seasons. Wood is his native habitat, and
chicken only an acquired taste. If you have never

tried carbolinum for mites you have not found the

easy way of abolishing them. One application a year

to the perches and nests will keep them away, as

they hate it as bad as or worse than you do rum.

For body lice a little " blue ointment " or mercurial

ointment (same stuff) about the size of a pea w^ll

rubbed against the flesh under the vent will keep

Mrs. Hen free for six months to a year if no rooster

is on the job to supply more. These two things make
the vermin problem easy.

Cheshire, Ct., July 6. E. M. Peaslev.

CUTTING OFF THE SPURS.

In your June 1st issue, about cutting off spurs

from fowls, we always trim them off. Sometimes they

bleed freely. If they do, sear with hot iron the same
as a cow's horn.

Bernalilla, N. M., Jane 14. P. E. Pairchild.

ONE HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS A YEAR LOST

TO THE UNITED STATES BY BUGS.

When we spent our summers at the cabin

in the woods I told you how I fell in love

with the wild partridges. The partridges

are near relatives of the quails, and I should

have had some tame partridges long ago
were it not that I spend my summers in

Ohio and winters in Florida; and when I

move away who would take care of my
quails or partridges? The following, which
I just clipped from the Chicago Advance,
has revived my craze for quail or partridges

—both or either.

.^AVE THli QUAIL.

Very seldom have we eaten quail on toast. In the

first place, we have never felt sure that we knew
how; in the second place, it seemed to us to cost the

quail so much in proportion to the little good it did

us, that we had some conscience about it. We shall

now have other reasons. In the current issue of

Farm and Fireside a contributor says that the chinch

bug costs the farmers of the United States at least

$100,000,000 a year. Various means for fighting

these bugs have been devised, but their --ivist success-

ful enemies are the birds of the .lir. In regard to

the natural destroyers of this in!;ect pest the author
of the article writes as follows:

" If the law of the survival of the fittest applies in

all cases, it is reasonable to believe that the ultimate

check to the propagation of the chinch bug will come
about by the birds that eat them at all stages of their

life history. Among the birds that eat millions of

these pests may be mentioned the quail, the meadow
lark, and the sparrow.

" If the chinch bug is to be practically eradicated

we must depend upon the efforts of the quail, as his

home is in the brooding-grounds of the chinch bug.

Nowadays things that are done have a certain degree

of the idea of permanency about them, hence the first

step in the permanent destruction of the chinch bug
is a more complete protection of the quail that assists

also in lowering the losses caused by the cotton wee-
vil, the grasshopper, and the potato bug."

We much prefer quails to chinch bugs. The chil-

dren of Israel ate quail. John the Baptist ate baked
grasshoppers. The latter were quite as nutritious,

and the farmers could spare them better than the

quail. Besides, no one wants honey with quail.

I must confess I do not quite see where
the honey comes in in the above pleasantry;

but I presume it is because John the Bap-
tist, during his ministry, ate locusts and
wild honey.
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The Old Original 1853 Edition of Lang-
stroth Reprinted Now Ready

for Distribution

One of the Most Charmingly Written and Enter-

taining Books that was Ever Pubhshed

It so stirred A. I. Root in the early days that he wrote: "What a gold mine that book seemed to me I

Never was romance so enticing—not even Robinson Crusoe; and, Lest of all, right at my own

home I could live out and verify all the wonderful things told therein."

Here is what Others say

:

This will preserve the original for future genera-

tions. G. M. DOOLITTLK.
Marietta, N. Y., April 16.

I am much pleased with the reprint which has
come to hand.

Amherst, Mass., April 15. B. N. Gates.

It is very interesting—not only from a sentimen-

tal but from a practical standpoint.
Guelph, Can., April 21. Mobley Pettit.

The dear old man was one of God's very own; and
to have this reminder of him on my bookshelf will give

me much pleasure. .\^- >'• CouK,
State Commissioner of Horticulture.

Sacramento, Cal., April 18.

It seems good to read again this charming work.

It must ever remain to the American beekeeper a

classic, both instructive and fascinating.

Middlebury, Vt., April 15. J. E. Crane.

It is well to have Langstroth reprinted; and if all

would read it, many would be saved from going over

well-thrashed straw. I have several of the early edi-

tions, and am glad to add this to them.
Arthur C. Miller.

Providence, R. I., April 20.

I have a copy of the reprint of the 1853 Lang-
stroth. I have long admired the writings of Lang-
stroth, and had read his original edition with great

interest. It is especially interesting in that he dis-

cusses some of the points that are annually ''dis-

covered " by others wlio are unfamiliar with the

literature on bees. I feel that it might benefit Ameri-
can beekeepers to become familiar with this book,

and trust that it will have a wide distribution. The
book is a classic, and should be known to all good
beekeepers. E. P. Phillips.

Washington, D .C, April 16.

I am much pleased to get the reprint of Lang-
stroth, and I thank you heartily for the same. I

have not yet had a chance to look it through, but did
look into it enough to recognize the dear old book. It

was the very first thing I ever read on bees, and I

read it through the first night—the niglit of the day
I captured my first swarm. At least I read it till I

dared not sit up any longer, lest my father arrive on
the scene with a slipper. I did not dare look at the
clock when I finally did go to bed. Yes, I got the
fever bad. Allen Latham.

Norwichtown, Ct., April 30.

" Entered according to Act of Congress in the year
1853, by L. L. Langstroth." Entered at the same
time, without any act of Congress, by means of the
book containing the aforesaid legend and the hive
which accompanied it, a flood of light upon the dense
darkness that had from the foundation of the world
enshrouded the secret and mysterious doings of the
little busy bee within its enclosed domicil.

That divides the history of beekeeping into two
distinct periods—the long ages before 1853, and the
little span of threescore years since then. The rap-
idly diminishing few who have lived in both periods
are in best position to appreciate the immense differ-

ence in the two. As we scan again the pages of the
old—and ever new—book, " Langstroth on the Hive
^nd the Honeybee," how memories arise of "the grand

;
old man " with the inventive brain and loving heart,
and with the gentle voice we loved so well to hear!
What a blessing that the same man who could make
such a revolutionary invention could also write so
beautifully I Whatever other books the beekeeper
may or may not have, he is likely always to cherish
the one classic from the graceful pen of the beloved
Langstroth.

Marengo, lU. C. C. Miller.

While some of our readers may, perhaps, feel that this work would be out ol

date the lact is

FATHER LANGSTROTH WAS 60 YEARS AHEAD OF HIS TIME.
So much so that he revolutionized beekeeping throughout the world.

The book that helped to bring about this remarkable revolution is well worth

reading to-day. It is full of valuable tricks of the trade.

PRICE: 400 pages, bound in cloth, $1.00 postpaid; clubbed with GLEANINGS, $1.50;
with .\ B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture. $2.50; with Dadant's Revised Langstroth, $1.85.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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EDETOMIAL
The Army Worm Not DegHmiclive to

The awful army -worm, which we have
been reading so much about in the papers,

that destroys our grain, our grass, and our
lawns, it is said will not attack the clovers.

Why this is so we do not know. As clover

is one of our main sources of honey, we
shall rejoice that this menace to other crops

is not destructive to our important sources

of honey.

The Price of Sugar—Will it Rise or

At this writing, Sept. 25, sugar has de-

clined a little ; but all experts who are at all

familiar with the subject seem to unite in

the opinion that sugar is bound to advance
on the simple rule of supply and demand.
The fact that nearly half of all the sugar
produced in the world comes from coun-

tries now at war, and that this supply is

not now available, will inevitably have an
influence on the price of sugar. The price

will have to advan(!e; and if it does go up
at the present time, honey will likewise take

an upward trend.

A BEEKEEPER in Northern Michigan de-

sires to feed candy, for he says it is impos-
sible to feed syrup because robbing is so

bad. He says, " Throw a section of honey
20 feet high, and the robbers will have it all

carried away before it hits the ground."

Some robbing! A little later on in the let-

ter he admits that he made the statement a

little too emphatic.

Joking aside, there are, of course, a good
many times when feeding is hazardous. We
have usually prevented any great uproar by
using division-board feeders, and we have
even used the Boardman entrance feeders

considerably. However, we feed late in the

afternoon, and work very rapidly; and un-

der conditions when robbing is bad we avoid
feeding a part of the colonies in a yard and
not the rest. Of course the entrances must
not be any larger than necessary. Weak
colonies having considerable honey must be
carefully looked after.

In this issue, which, so far as the illustra-

tions are concerned, is almost a special num-
ber on the subject of field meetings among
beekeepers, it is opportune that our cover
pietui-e show a field meeting, not exactly of
beekeepers, but of " rural camp boys," from
the School of Sydney, Aus., visiting the
apiary of Messrs. T. G. Adamson and G. G.
Phillips, 282 miles away at Nemingha, N., S.

W. The boys with their teachers and friends
made up a crowd of 200 in all. The engi-av-

ing on page 762 shows a few of the boys
doing some close inspection work. Al-
though there were so many of them, not one
was stung.

This apiary, which Messrs. Adamson &
Phillips call their Ngoora apiary, was built

up from a start of 30 colonies brought 330
miles six years ago. The total investment
has been about $2500, and nearly $8500
worth of honey has been produced during
the six seasons, which honey has found its

way to the London market where it com-
manded good prices. Mr. G. G. Phillips,

who is the apiarist, writes that alfalfa is

gi'own very largely in the locality.

a§ Last

Attention is called to the Government
statistics relating to the yield of honey this

season as compared with last year. The
fact that the Government figures so nearly
agree with the general reports we gave out
last year, and this based on independent
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sources of information, gives us confidence

in flieiv iieneral accuracy. Tliere is one

thing that shows out; and that is, Avitli the

exce))tion of the production of clover honey,

this year will compare favorably with last.

The general impression has been that the

whole sea.son throughout the country was
poorer than last; but this is not correct.

It is no little gi'atification to know that

the Govenrment has taken hold of this work
as thoroughly as it has; and we hope that

the beekeei^ers in the future will co-operate

more than they have in the past in helping

the Government, and that means filling out

the Government reports.

file dejjartment ; for possibly by so doing
our subscribers would be enabled to recog-

nize some old fi'iends which have given tliem

dollars, and some new friends which, if

their acquaintance Avere cultivated by put-

ting the bees near them, would do likewise.

During our spare moments we have been

deriving a great deal of pleasure in brush-

ing up on the botany of our old school days.

^^'e have been out in the fields not a little

with Gray's large work on botany, studying

the great varieties of goldenrod, helianti,

and the asters. Asters ! my, oh my ! If they

drove Professor Asa Gray nearly distracted

in trying to differentiate the different spe-

cies, what can you think of the predica-

ment of a poor bee editor who has forgotten

almost all he ever knew, and who, after he

had " studied up " some of his old books
over and over again, found he was in almost

as big a maze of -^onfusiou as before? Said

our local botanist. Dr. C. D. Freeman, one

species of aster will seem to merge into an-

other; and it is very difficult, inasmuch as

they hybridize, to draw the line, and that is

true.

However, the study of tliis fall bee flora is

exceedingly interesting, even if we can't call

them all by name, and there is a practical

bearing to it, because it means dollars as

well as an insight into the wonders of na-

ture.

Most people, when they go into the fields,

forests, and swamp lands, see nothing but

a mass of weeds and tangled brush. But
there is something else there. There are

the wonders of creation if one will only

keep his eyes open. Ye editor in his "brush-

ing up " on botany is beginning to see some
things that he had either forgotten or else

had never .seen before.

We are reminded of the old days when
A. I. Root, in his eager desire to find what
the bees wei'e working on, began to get the

botany fever. Our older readers will re-

member that he once had, in those early

days, a department called " Bee Botany ;"

of liow eagerly he had sought out and had
named every plant tliat the bees visited.

Perlia])s it would be worth while to revive

By Frank Riclklter, Pottenistteiim,

Viemea, Auisttria

A FEW months ago Gleanings received

an autograph copy of the above-mentioned
book (The Bees and the Deep-comb Hive).
The author of the book, Franz Richter,

Pottenstein, Vienna, Austria, is a beekeej^er

who used progressive methods with a most
decided leaning toward modern ways of bee-

keeping as practiced in America at the pres-

ent time. His book is up to date, and full

of interest for any beekeeper. There are

over a hundred illustrations, so that even
one who does not read German may glean

much information from the universal lan-

guage of the pictures.

Mr. Richter feels that the hive of Laug-
stroth dimensions as commonly used in this

country is a trifle too long and also too

shallow. His hive, the hreitwabenstock,

therefore, has ten combs that are shorter

and also deeper than the ordinary combs
as used so extensively in this country. The
book, however, is not intended merely for

the user of the deeji-comb hive, for it is full

of valuable information for all who handle
bees. It starts with a chapter on the natu-

ral history of the bee, with diagrams, etc.,

then follows a description of the deep-comb
hive, various parts illustrated, etc. The
rest of the work is taken up with descrip-

tions of various devices, tools, methods of
pi'ocedure, a discussion of robbing, swarm-
ing, increase, disease, etc.

We understand that the book is sold at

the low jorice of 45 cts. Whether it could

be secured at this time, on account of the

war, is doubtful.

Bkes are still doing nicely around the

swamps. The swamp-milkweed, boneset,

blue verbena, and other plants that have
been furnishing us honey liave now given
place to the asters, goldenrods, helianthi,

and what appears to be swamp-sunflower.
The particular aster, that furnishes the most
honey, has a small white flower. We have
not positively identified the species, but

think it is either A. vimineus or A. trades-

canti, more probably the latter species. It

seems to grow evervwheie, not on low Avet
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land, but on side hills and waste lands.

The bees are hovering over it in great uum-
hers. The blossom is so small and insig-

nificant, and so destitute of odor, that one
can scarcely imagine why it should be so

attractive to them; but on leaving a field of

these asters, and going up on high ground
in the direction of the nearest beeyards, we
find tliat the bees are flying back and forth

I»y the thousands. Examination of the hives

shows a light-coloved honey; and while, of

course, it does not compare with white hon-

ey, or that from basswood or other hon-

eys, the flavor is fair; but Mr. Halter says

that, unfortunately, the bees will get too

much of it sometimes, so that cool weather
will come on before the honey is capj^ed

over. Then it causes trouble in the form of

dysentery. But it makes a very good win-
ter food, he says, Avhen ripened and capped
over; and for that reason we shall watch
the bees narrowly. If they have any of this

uncapped honey, we will take it away, of

course.

There is another aster in our locality that

somewhat resembles the ^4. tradescanti, ex-

cept that it is of a blue or purplish blue,

with a little larger flower, but a shorter

plant. The bees work on it almost as freely

as on the other. As nearly as we can iden-

tify it, it is A. laevis.

Another plant that the bees are working
on may be one of the helianthi. It may be

swamp sunflower (sneezeweed), Heleniwm
autumnale. In our last issue we reported
that it was the Jerusalem artichoke; but
further examination shows that it cannot be
that, as it has no tubers in the root, and,

moreover, the heads are different. We have
not positively identified the species as yet.

The bees are working on it vpry profusely,

and it appears to be one of the important
sources of nectar.

There is a great variety of other flowers

still to come on that our bees at the swamp
will be getting honey from until the next
hard frost. It should be noted in this con-

nection that light frosts do not do any harm
to the asters and Iielianthi. They seem to be
proof against ordinary cold. It is also

somewhat remarkable that these plants will

secrete nectar when the mercury is as low
doAvn as 50 Fahrenheit—so cold, indeed,

that the bees toward night are often left in

the field to return next morning if it warms
up enough. These fall blossoms seem to

depart from the rule of summer flora that

require a warm and muggy atmosphere be-

fore they yield nectar. While the bees do
not work on them so heavily when the

weather is so cool or cold, they nevertheless

gather nectar. " Some of the bees were so

cold dui'ing that last cold spell," said Mr.
Halter, " that they would be too chilled to

get into their hives. Hundreds and almost
thousands would be lying all over the

ground." He was inclined to think they

would be lost; but we assured him that, as

soon as the first warm sunshine came out,

they would go back to their hives. But,

nevertheless, such cold weather must be a
strain on the bees, and we therefore assume
that a large amount of nectar must be yield-

ed or the bees would not brave such cold.

Examination of som6 of the hives showed
that a few had brood on the outer edges
chilled.

As we went over the waste land in the

vicinity of Hudson we found that recent

frosts had killed down all the heartsease;

but the asters and helianthi were as bright

and smiling as ever, welcoming the kisses

of the bees that were everywhere present.

BEES PLY FURTHER FOR SWAMP PASTURAGE
THAN FOR ORDINARY CLOVER PASTURAGE.

The reason of this is obvious. When
clover is in bloom it is so abundant that the

bees can usually get all they can take care

of, within a range of a mile or even half a

mile. In our locality bees seldom fly furth-

er than one and a half miles at most in

clover times; but at the Hudson swamp
we found our bees on some of these little

asters that had evidently come 3^2 miles,

because we readily recognized our own
leather-colored Italians, the nearest yard of
which was that far away. It is evident

that bees in the fall, when short of pastur-
age, make long excursions. These excur-

sions become more and more extended until

pasturage is found. When the first bees
find it, they are not slow in communicating
the good news to the rest.

These swamj^s about Hudson look so good
to us that we are securing locations at

several points. The papers at Akron had it

that w'e were going to " buy up the whole
thousand acres" of swamp land; but we
would hardly do this even if we could. If
it could ever be drained it doubtless would
be converted into one vast truck garden

;

but we understand that this is not practica-

ble and ])robably will never be done.

Report from the
f AgricMStalteg Depar

On pages 6 and 7 of the General Review
of Crop Conditions for September 1, 1914,
in Farmers' Bulletin No. 620, a general re-

port is given of the honey crop for 191-1.

Preceding the table of results is a summary,
agreeing closely with the reports that have
appeared in Gleanings.
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In the first place it will be noted that,

according to lliis table, there is a marked
decrease in this yeai-'s crop of clover honey
in the North Central States, Avliere clover

is mainly produced, compared with that of

last year. With some slight variations the

alfalfa crop in the West is about the same
as in 1913. With the exception of the

shortage in clover, the yield of alfalfa and
other honeys is about the same as a year

ago.

The data in our own office support the

Government's figures, and we therefore as-

sume that they are correct.

The decreasing percentage of comb or

bulk comb honey, in comparison with ex-

tracted honey, is commented upon. There

are jDrobably two reasons for this: First,

in many markets not enough more can ce

secured for comb honey than for extracted

to pay for the difference in the total amounts
of each that can be produced from a given

number of colonies; second, the greater dif-

ficulty presented in shipping comb honey as

compared with shipping extracted honey.
This latter does not have reference to bulk
comb honey, but to comb honey in sections.
Much of the difficulty here is due to care-
lessness in grading and packing on the part
of the producers themselves. Breakages in
shipments of comb honey from small pro-
ducers are so frequent that honey-dealers
and commission merchants often refuse to

continue to handle comb honey.
There is, perhaps, a third reason which

ought to be mentioned, and which includes

bulk comb honey, and that is, that comb
honey, when it granulates, as it often will if

not sold within six months, commands a
much smaller price. So far there is no
practicable way of liquefying comb honey
without reducing it to a liquid honey and
wax.

Taking it all in all, the report is exceed-

ingly valuable, and we note with pleasure

that our general Government is taking hold

of this work and doing it so well.

TABLE 8. HONEY—
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ir. C. Co ITEAY straw;
The season was remarkably \Yet, and then

it turned around and burned the pastures

brown till a good rain came Aug. 16. [That
has been the trouble in most localities; and
the parching hot weather has been the main
reason why the crop of clover honey in the

country was cut short. In the whole north-

ern portions of the country, where the sea-

son was two or three weeks later, the rains

came soon enough to save the crop.

—

Ed.]

Speaking of European foul brood, Mr.
Editor, you ask, p. 619, " If you had used
only vigorous Italian blood instead of part

hybrid, would you not have been entirely

free from the disease by this time*?" Hardly.
I have had just five cases this year (mild).

Two were three-banders and three hybrids.

Previous years Italians wei'e also affected.

Yet I wish I had only Italians, and advise

them for those fearing European foul brood.

Please remember, too, that the disease sur-

rounds me.

I'm sorry I couldn't report my WS
crop in pounds. Not knowing the weight, I

gave the number of sections per colony.

The result has been that in a number of

cases (as in last Gleanings^ p. 661), it has

been stated that I got 266 pounds per col-

ony—a regrettable exaggeration. I don't

believe it was more than 245 pounds, and
possibly not more than 235. [We should

put even the figTires, of 235 pounds, as a

l-eeord-breaking job—pretty good for a

young old man 83 years old like you.

—

Ed.]

Referring to that matter of foul-brood

colonies absconding during treatment, I

may say that I didn't have absconding after

I began giving a section of honey to the

colony left in the empty hive. [The one
serious difficulty with the standard ortho-

dox treatment of foul brood, either Euro-
pean or American, is the tendency of bees

to swarm out after being hived on frames of

foundation. If a section of honey will over-

come the trouble it will mean much. But
we should suppose that such section, after

the bees get started on foundation, should

be burned or melted up, and the honey
brought to a temperature of boiling for

twentv minutes, as recommended bv Dr.

Philliips.—Ed.!

J. E. Hand^ glad of your company on
that sugar-feeding business, p. 671. It is

possible that Editor Root may be correct

that evaporation and inversion of sugar
syrup may be no harder on bees than in the

case of nectar, and he is correct in sajdng
that thousands of colonies are successfully

wintered on sugar syrup. But that doesn't
end the matter. Two colonies, side by side,

may to all appearances winter equally well,

one on honey the other on syrup, but there
may be a notable difference in the vitality of
the bees. Those fed on honey have all the
elements needed for full vitality, some of
which are entirely lacking in sugar; and,
altliough these latter are minute in quantity,
they are so important that, without them,
there will be a lack of vigor. I don't think
it would take many kegs of nails to supply
all the iron I need; but I believe I should
suffer in health .'seriously if all iron were de-
nied me—same ^vith bees. I have a sus-

picion that the honey-fed bees may be of
such greater vigor that their successors shall

do enough more on the harvest to pay for a
difference of 5 vients a pound—possibly 10
cents—between honey and sugar.. More-
over, I believe, on the same ground, that if

three-fourths or more of the .sugar used by
this nation were replaced by honey we
should be a more vigorous people. [You
may be right ; but we feel quite sure you
have overestimated the relative difference in

values. Even 5 ets. per lb. is a big differ-

ence. Is it not a fact that sugar-fed colonies

produce big crops the following season?
Chemically speaking, sugar syrup, if prop-
erly inverted, is very nearly the same as
honey. Sugar syrup and nectar in the first

place are both cane sugars or sucrose. At
the same density the bees will invert either;

that is to say they will make a sort of honey
of both. But a great deal of sugar syrup
fed in the hives is only partially inverted,

because it is fed too late or too thick. But
we have noticed time and time again that

the late feeding of thick sugar sjrrup has
brought out colonies in the spring that were
the best we had m the apiary. A strong,

vigorous colony m the spring, no matter
how it was fed, ought to get more honey
when the harvest ccmes on than a weak col-

ony fed on honey during the winter. No,
sir, doctor, we feel sure that you are great-
ly overestimating the difference, if differ-

ence there is. Then, what element is there
in honey that the bees need that is not
found in good pollen and sugar syrup?
When natui'al pollen comes on in the spring
the bees will probably get all the elements
they need.

This is a profitable subject for discussion,

and it is an important one. If Dr. Miller is

right in his belief that honey is 5 cts. per lb.

better as a winter food, then we ought to

know it.

—

Ed.]
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j.L.Byer, I NOTES FROM CaNADA h'^'J^y^^"^'

Page 571, Aui;-. 1, the claim is made that

boneset honey is bitter and Avill spoil buck-

wheat honey" for table use. Is this an es-

tablished fact"? If so, it surely must be a

matter of " locality." 1 know of a few sec-

tions in Ontario where this plant grows in

abundance around marshy places; and wdiile

these same localities produce lots of buck-

wheat honey I have never yet noticed this

bitter taste, even if the bees worked freely

on the boneset at the time buckwheat was

yielding.

I am surprised that Mr. Chadwick made
that comparison on page 328, May 1, as to

the feeding- of hogs and bees. Please re-

member, friend C, that, if you gave a pen

of hogs all the feed they would need for

more than one meal, they would waste or

foul all they did not use at once. No matter

how much you feed the bees in the fall at

once, you can give no evidence to prove that

any of them' ever make " hog's " of them-

selves. I often like to differ with A. C.

Miller; but on this question of feeding' he

is " sound as a dollar " on general princi-

ples, even if he did advise a bit of overdose,

perhaps, in a late issue of Gleanings.

«- * *

Just a word of explanation regarding

Mr. Holtermann's suggestion, p. 688, Sept.

1, that I am not doing my son justice when
I claim to ''rough it alone mostly" in so far

as the summer work in the apiaries is con-

cerned. My son is a faithful lad, and de-

serves all credit for the work he does; but

he has never spent a season in the yard

with me yet. When 16 he left school, and

in the summer looked after the yard I

bought 200 miles from home. The next year

he was there also, and during the busy time

of the last two seasons he has been at the

Lovering yard, 100 miles north. My wife

helps only with the extracting, sometimes

giving me a lift for a day or two during

queen-clipping in fruit-bloom. So, after

all, my statement as to "roughing it alone"

is correct in so far as the swarming is con-

cerned ; but there is no boast implied in the

statement, for many might think the "rough-

ing" was overdone. I am quite willing to

let my friend lift off supers of every colony

every week or oftener if he wishes; but I

frankly confess that, if I had to do that

work alone, I would go out of the business,

for it simply would be a physical impossi-

bility. My losses from swarms are extreme-

ly light—many seasons ])raclically nothing.

so I see no reason for trying In kill myself

witli work when there is no ijrofit in it after

all.

On page 657, Sept. 1, the editor states

that the smoke method of introduction is

proving uncertain in many eases. Per-

sonally 1 have lost two queens when using

this metliod ; and, judging by the editor's re-

marks, 1 guess I oversmoked the colony, as

it was a very vicious one. After killing two
queens, one was given in a cage with candy
for the bees to eat out, and in this case they

accepted her. Generally speaking, there is

no plan but will fail once in a while under
certain conditions, and it is a question of

choosing the simplest i)lan tliat will give

best uniform results. Said plan may prove

all right for me, but not for the other fel-

low. The moral is that, when you strike a

pla 111 hat gives you splendid success, stick

to it, or at least go slow in adopting another

[)lan that gives you si^lendid success, srick

but which may prove to be a poor substitute

in your own case.

Another matter that is mighty uncertain

with many is the making of candy for

bee-feed. F. J. Lee, page 657, Sept. 1, tells

of his troubles in that line, and I happen to

know that many others have been just as

unfortunate. In fact, one lot I made myself
acted just as his did—ran all down among
the frames, and did more harm than good
to the bees. Some candy I made was in-

clined to be granular when finished; and,

although the bees worked it all right, yet

tliere was considerable waste. To the other

lot I added more honey, and the finished

product was hard and -glossy; but, as al-

ready stated, when placed over frames it

melted enough to run down among the

frames. I am inclined to think with some
other correspondents that a course in candy-

making is essential before one can be really

sure of getting a right article for the bees.

Heat and moisture—surely a wonderfrl

combination to change the looks of the

country after a prolonged drouth lasting

the greater ]iart of the summer. About

August 10 bountiful rains fell, accompanied

with warm weather, lasting for two weeks.

As a result, prosjoeets for next year are

greatly improved, as wherever thei'e was a

bit of clover that has survived tlie drouth,

a splendi<l growth came on at once. While

tliere will not be very much alsike for next

season ill our locality, owing to so many
liehls being killed outright, yet we have a

Continued on ne.it page.
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Beekeeping Among the Eockiei

THE HONEY CROP

The honey crop in Colorado this year

came in spots, some localities having a full

crop and others a total failure so far as

surplus is concerned. 1 have not heard of

any very extended district where feeding

will be necessarj'. The crop in the Grand
\'alley from Glenwood Springs to Fruita

is reported vei'y poor. In Mesa County the

crop will iDrobably not average ten pounds
to the hive. Parts of northern Colorado,

the Arkansas Valley, and the southwestern

part of Colorado had fair crops, while the

western-slope counties of Montrose, Delta,

Mesa, and Garfield had very light yields.

Prices on comb honey tend to rise, and all

the comb honey for shipment will have been
moved earlier than last year, and for at

least ten per cent more than was realized

a year ago. The extracted-honey market is

very quiet as yet ; but if sugar stays around
$10 a sack it will not be hard to dispose of

our extracted honey right at home.

* * *

MORE INFORMATION ON SWEET CLOVER
NEEDED.

Quite a lot of sweet-clover seed put on
the market is thrashed out in the wheat and
oats, and is gathered up along with other

trash, weed seeds, etc., after the thrashing

is done. So much of this seed is unripe or

blasted, and so mixed with weed seed, that

it should hardly be put on the market. But
with the demand there is for sweet-clover

seed, it will get on the market. Every farm-
er who contemplates sowing sweet clover

should find out how to test seed or examine
it with a microscope before purchase. The
United States Department of Agriculture
had some enlarged photographs of alfalfa,

sweet clover, and weed seeds on exhibition

at the land show in Chicago last year, which
were very fine. One could soon learn to dis-

tinguish the different seeds. If these illus-

trations could be placed before all prospec-
tive purchasers of sweet-clover seed it

would aid them a great deal.

The Government bulletin on sweet clover

should be in the hands of every person who
wants to sow the seed.

Some seedsmen have said that sweet-

clover seed should always be sold in the hull

in order that there need be no danger of get-

ting alfalfa and sweet-clover seed mixed.
To the casual observer the seed does look
similar when hulled. However, the odor of
hulled sweet-clover seed is unmistakable,
and there need be no selling of alfalfa seed

for sweet clover or vice versa, if the odor is

known.
One other point should be emphasized,

and that is, the slow germination of the

seed. A thirty-day test of seed may bring
out but a very small per cent of germina-
tion. If all the seed that is good would ger-

minate promjDtly, but three to five pounds
of hulled seed would be sufficient for an
acre.

Doubtless many will be carried away
with the sweet-clover-seed agitation, and
will sow the seed when they have no very
great need of it ; others will have indifferent

results; but in the long run we may expect
sweet clover to be with us as red clover and
alfalfa now are.

Notes from Canada. Continued from page 750

few fine fields since the rain, and quite a

^ot of white clovv3r has shown up also since

the change in weather conditions.

Buckwheat fields were plentiful with us;

but the yield of honey is very light. The
first two weeks of August, which is always
the best time for buckwheat honey with us,

were very cool and dry, and then the next
two weeks were very wet—that explains

matters. We shall do well if we have
enough buckwheat honey to pay for feeding
the colonies that are light in the brood-
nests; and many localities that I know of
have not even that much. Thanks to a late

flow from willowherb, etc., bees are in much
better condition at the north yard, as the

brood-nests are heavy, while in addition the

bees there stored a nice little surplus.

Owing to the high price of sugar and the

difficulty of getting it at any price, many
have written me as to the advisability of
feeding the little dark honey they have in

lieu of granulated sugar. In many sections

of Ontario what little honey has been stored

is mixed with honey-dew, and I would not
feed such stuff under any conditions. If
the buckwheat honey is in such shape that

it has to be extracted, then I would prefer to

feed sugar syrup instead of the honey, even
if I paid as much per pound for the sugar
as I could get for buckwheat honey. If the

latter is in good realed worker combs, then
I would lower such combs into brood-nests
instead of extracting the honey and feeding
it back, or of selling the honey and buying
sugar. In feeding extracted honey, at least

one-third as much water should be added,

and the mixture brought to a boil before
feeding.
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BEESiEEPMG IN CALIEOENIA
P„ C, Chadwick, Medlandg, CaL

A recent trip from San Francisco down
the San Joaquin Valley gave me an insight

to that vast fertile region where the bee

business will increase faster, perhaps, than

in any other part of the State within the

i:cxt feAV years.

* * *

The editor thinks it may be better to

recommend the old cage-introducing method
instead of smoke " for a while yet." That

is the conclusion I came to last autumn aitcr

I had lost some fine queens for which I had
paid out the cold cash. This year I had bet-

ter success with the smoke method, but am
not yet ready to i^ronounce it infallible.

* •* iS

Indications are that nearly all colonies in

this part of the Slate will go into winter in

excellent condition. The main object now
should be to leave plenty of stores to allow

the bees to breed up quicklj^ in the spring,

for the probabilities are that the spring

flow will be short and sweet ; at least that is

usually the ease following a good season.

* * *

The picture on pages 634-635, is worth a

year's subscription to any lover of pictures,

and especially to those who are lovers of

both pictures and bees. If there is any one

thing I am a lover of it is pictures; and a

magazine with plenty of illustrations is far

ahead of a plain copy. Take the National

Geographic Magazine with its pages rich

with the finest of pictures, and you have

one that is hard to beat.

» * *

Sugar advanced 100 per cent in one
week; flour advanced the same week, while

wheat declined. Pastries sweetened with

honey advanced "according to the advance in

sugar, but honey is merely holding its own
in price, Avith the danger that the game of

slaughter across the Atlantic may cause a

temporary decline. Why should not honey
advance as well as sugar, when honey is

used to sweeten much of our pastry?

* * «

The following quotation from Mr. A. F.

Wagner, of Imperial Co., appealed to me
as being of especially sound sense. " One
word more, and this for inspectors : Don't

put too much dependence on your judgment
as to whose yards should be inspected and
whose not. You may be mistaken. Foul
brood is inside of the hives, and you will

find it where least expected." Mr. Wagner

is light. Every colony in the county should

be inspected, regardless of its owner's
standing, and this is the only way we can
hope to eradicate disease.

The beekcei^ers of Minnesota, Wisconsin,
and Iowa have organized a co-operative

association. Unless the beekeepers there

are ditferent from those in California, the

organization will not last long, unless they

stand by the association. The farming class

are very hard to keep together in a mutual
co-operative business. I know this by past

exi^erience, in that one time I was a mem-
ber of an organization of potato-growers in

the Kansas River Valley. Things went
along very nicely for awhile; but a few
gTowers came to the opinion that they knew
more than the heads of the association, and
they actually sold for more than the asso-

ciation could secure for them, which was,

after all, only a plan of the buyers to dis-

rupt the organization. It worked, too, and
the growers were soon at the mercy of the

dealers as before. The mere fact that a

beekeepers' organization concludes to han-

dle its own production should not be a sign

that they are expected to "bull" the market
to the limit, but more a sign that they are

concentrating the marketable output of the

producers at a point where the buyer can
secure quickly and easily what is needed
for his trade at a fair price, and yet have
the producers all receive a fair price.

Another thing that an organization should

keeja in mind is the guaranteeing of the

cleanliness of their product. I dislike to

say revolting things about beekeepers; but
it is a fact that there are some of the slop-

piest, dirtiest, most unclean methods used in

some of our California apiaries—not as a

rule, but it crops out here and there over

our domain. A woman's kitchen can often

(and generally) be judged by the tidiness

of her kitchen dress, and it is largely so

with the appearance of our beekeepers.

Think of taking a big spoon to scrape the

larvae off the strainer so the honey can get

through! or an open tank standing under
the extracting-house with holes in the floor

large enough for beans to drop through!

Well, both of those conditions have been

noted in the past, and I dare say they are

still to be found. This is not a very good
advertisement for California honey, but

such men do not deserve to sell their pro-

duce at any price.
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CCDNVEESATIONS WITH DOOLITTLE
Alt Borodino, New York.

" A recent writer recommends allowing

bees as little as from six to ten pounds of

stores for winter. Another writer, in a

different agricultural paper, gave fifty

pounds as tlie required amount. This is

very confusing, especially to the beginner.

How much food does each colony of bees

require in order to winter successfully'?

Well, these things are often very con-

fusing to the beginner, and I do not wonder
at it. However, as a rule the writer of an

article in any of our periodicals cannot go

into all of the minutiae connected with the

subject written upon, because it would make
too long an article. That none need be thus

confused, my advice to all beginners is to

purchase one or more of our valuable books

on bee culture; in these they will find most
if not all they want to know.
While I do not think that fifty pounds of

honey should be required to winter a colony

of bees under any condition, yet the amount
required depends very largely on the loca-

tion, whether the bees are wintered in the

cellar or on the cummer stand and upon
what is meant by "winter." It should be

plain to all that more stores are required

where the winter lasts from October 20 to

the middle of April, as it docs sometimes
here in our northern localities, than in a

latitude like that of southern Ohio, or in

some sheltered nook where the mercury
rarely if ever touches the zero mark. I

presume that the writer who gave from sis

to ten pounds of honey as a right amount
for stores had in mind the "fuel" required

to keep the colony warm but not to supply
them food for brood-rearing in the spring.

He probably argued that this scanty .supply

of food tends to make the bees retrench, so

that they use this supply only as fuel, and
thus early brood-rearing, which is sup^Dosed

by many to be of no advantage in cellar

wintering, is done away with. According to

his theory he winters the bees at little cost,

and at the same time places them in a condi-

tion which is most conducive to their pros-

perity, where spring bloom furnishes a sup-
ply of nectar as soon as the colonies are

placed on their summer stands. I cannot
think that any writer would give so little an
amount in the fall as sufficient to last the

bees till honey comes from the fruit bloom
the latter part of May. Most of those who
advocate a small amount of stores provide
themselves with a supply of frames full of
sealed honey, reserved to fall back upon
wlien the .sui3ply given in the fall is about to

become exhausted.

The one thing which I see against this

short-store plan as given by its advocates is

that, in our locality, the bees might run
out of stores at a time when it would be

imioossible to supply their wants on ac-

count of protracted cold after the bees are

out of the cellar for the season, thus in-

creasing the probability of loss. I well re-

member when I once lost two good colonies

by starvation during a cold two weeks the

fore part of May.
Years ago, when I first began to keep

bees, I thought that each colony wintered

on the summer f='tand should have at least

30 pounds of honey to carry them to the

first of May; but after repeated trials I

am fully satisfied that 25 pounds is just as

good as 30; and I find that not one colony

in 25 will consume 20 pounds during this

time. The only reason for giving the 25

pounds instead oE the 20 lies in the simple

fact that the bees Avill retrench when their

stores are getting low ; and if this retrench-

ing comes when the bees ought to be rearing

brood, then we are losing largely by not

having honey enough in the hive to keep
brood-rearing going as it should. I think it

is well in this locality if all colonies on the

summer stands should have at least ten

pounds of honey in their hives the middle of

April, to give the bees the confidence they

need to start out right for the season; for

with this amount of stores they will not feel

the need of retrenching unless the season is

one of unprecedented cold, but will push
brood-rearing rapidly. If they can be Avin-

tered on 6 pounds up to this time, so much
the better; but if at this time they do not

have plenty of honey it should be supplied

to them in some shape.

For cellar wintering I allow 5 pounds less

honey than for outdoor wintering, finding

that, as a rule, less than 2 pounds of stores

per month is the average amount consumed
by the bees while in the cellar. Then a good
deal depends on the strength of the colo-

nies. A very late swarm with only a quart

or two of bees will not consume as much
stores as will a powerful colony with four

times as many bees, although the consump-
tion of the smaller colonies will be greater

in proportion to their numbers. I have

carried through small colonies, or what
would be more properly termed nuclei,

from October to May on 5 pounds of honey,

but these reared very little brood. The
amount of brood reared has very much to

do with the consumption of stores,
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GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE
)F SOME OF THE SUMMER MEETINGS CONDUCT-

ED BY THE IOWA BEEKEEPEMS' ASSOCIATION

BY FRANK C. PELLETT

THE COLO FIELD DAY

Fred Hall and wife were hosts to the Iowa
beekeepers on June 10. Coming at a very

busy season the attendance was not as large

as was expected. However, those in attend-

ance enjoyed a very pleasant day, and many
expressed themselves as largely repaid for

coming. The register showed sixty names of

persons present, some of whom came for

more than one hundred miles to see the Hall

apiai-y and spend the day visiting brother

beekeepers.

The Halls spared no pains to make the

day a pleasant one for every visitor, and

A jolly after-dinner group at the Colo, Iowa, field day, June 10.

many were the expressions of pleasure from
those present. It is Mr. Hall's custom to

remove the queens from all colonies soon

after the beginning of the honey-flow; and

as he has a specially fine strain, the result

of about thirty years selection and breeding

by D. E. Lhommedieu. from whom his api-

aries were purchased, many were desirous of

obtaining some of his choice stock. Mr.

Hall very generously gave those present as

many as they desired, witli the result that

the home yard was entirely dequeened dur-

ing the day.

Prof. Bartholomew, of Ames, was the

speaker of the day, and gave a very interest-

ing address on the subject, "Value of Scien-

tific Research to the Beekeeper." Mr. Bar-
tholomew discussed some of the pi'oblems

yet to be solved, and outlined some of the

things that the individual was hardly in jo-
sition to undertake, but which can be earned
out by such an institution as that with
which he is connected. Mr. Bartholomew
is especially well equipped for scientific

work, and we are expecting great things for

the Iowa beekeepers as a result of his work
at the college. Many subjects wei-e dis-

cussed informally during the day, and some
expressed their deter-

mination to attend as

many more of the
summer meetings as

possible.

IOWA FIELD MEET AT
DELMAR

The field meet a t

the Coverdale farm on

July 7 was the fourth

in the series of sum-

mer meetings. About
seventy-five were in at-

tendance, some of
whom came long dis-

tances. Among the vis-

itors from outside the

State may be mention-

ed C. P. Dadant, of

Hamilton, 111., and L.

A. Syverud, of Can-

ton, South Dakota.

Delmar is not very ac-

cessible to the bee-

Iowa; but the Coverdale

unusual interest, and those

well repaid for the effort

reach the place. About 150

keepei-s of

farm is of

present felt

necessary to

acres are at j^resent in sweet clover on the

Coverdale farm, and sweet clover was the

principal subject of discussion. There are

about 300 colonies in the apiaiy which is

kept at home. Formerly Mr. Coverdale

looked after a series of outyards ; but by in-

creasing his acreage of sweet clover he sopn

found it possible to keep as many colonies

in his home yard as he could well care for

in connection with his other large interests.
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There were nearly as

many i n attendance
from Missouri as from
Iowa. Much time was
spent in looking over
Mr. Strong's apiary
and in informal dis-

cussion. Nearly every
person present was in-

terested in beekeeping,

the mei'ely curious not
being in evidence.

Atlantic, Iowa.

inic alt De@ Moines

BY P. C. SCRANTON

Some of the "big guns" at the Delmar meeting at the Coverdale apiary, Juiv
7, 1914. Frank Coverdale, Prof. E. C. Bartholomew,

C. P. Dadant, and Secretary S. W. Snyder.

Being extensivelj' engaged in raising cattle

and hogs, as well as hay and grain, one
wonders how they find it possible to care for

as many bees as they do. For seventeen
years sweet clover has been raised in con-

stantly increasing areas until it is now the

principal crop on the 400-acre farm, and
everything else is jilanned with a view to

utilizing this crop to the best jDossible ad-

vantage. The ladies of the household
spread a bountiful rejoast for those from a

distance. There were the usual talks and
discussions, although these were cut short

by a rain in the after-

noon. Altogether the

occasion was a very
pleasant one which
will be long remember-
ed by those present.

THE CLARINDA MEETINCx

The seventh of the

Iowa meetings, held at

the Strong apiary on
Aug. 12, was not as

largely attended a s

some of the others, but

the interest was equal

to any of them. Mr.
E. J. Baxter, and M.
E. Darby, State In-

spector f Missoiiri,

came from the greatest

distances. Mr. Baxter
and Mr. Darby both
spoke on matters of

interest to the beemen.

About 10 people
gathered at the Dust-
man apiary on the
Colfax interurban near
Des Moines on July
15. A nice social time

was had during the morning, and at noon
the tables were spread with good things
from the generous supply of baskets.

In the afternoon the meeting was called

to order by Pres. Schweer, of the Polk Co.
Beekeepers' Association, and Rev. Mr.
Grantham pronounced the invocation. This
was followed by a talk on good fellowship
by Judge A. P. Chamberlain. Prof. C. H.
Tye, of Drake Univer.sity, spoke on "Bees
as an Economic Friend of Man." Prof.
Tye showed in a very concise manner scien-

tific proof of the value of bees as fertilizers.

The Clarinda meeting, Aug. 1^.
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gave a demonstration

of extracting honey.

Beekeepers came
from a distance, and
all considered them-
selves very fortunate

in being able to attend.

Des Moines, Iowa,
July 17.

:'l ot tJhe

iiig alt M-

BY J. W. STINE

The Delmar meeting, July 7.

This was followed by an explanation of the

purposes of the organization by Pres.

Schweer, of Valley Junction. Prof. C. E.

Bartholomew, in charge of apicultural work
at the State University, spoke on scientific

beekeeping, and impressed upon his audi-

ence very clearly the application of Men-
del's law in the improvement of bees. F. C.

Pellett, State Bee Inspector, talked on
"Diseases of Bees." Hamlin B. Miller,

proprietor of a printing business in Mar-
shalltown, and a man who is getting fun,

health, and profit from his bees, spoke upon
applying business principles to the produc-
tion and sale of honey. R. H. Longworth,
a specialty farmer of

Polk City, gave a talk

on various uses t o

which honey can be
put.

In addition to the

above program, B. A.
Brown, who last year
cleared about $1100
from his apiary on a

city lot, dissected a

hive of bees and gave
the frames of brood
and bees to a number
of people in the audi-

ence, children includ-

ed, and had their pic-

t u r e s taken. M r .

Brown runs his bees

merely as a side line,

his principal business

being that of an ac-

countant. F. C. Scran-

ton, of Des Moines,

The opening prayer
for the devotional was
offered by Professor
Liest, of the Iowa
Wesleyan College. The
scripture lesson was

taken from I. and II. Peter, in which a

swarm of bees without stings is mentioned.

Mr. Mills, the mayor of the city, then gave

an address of welcome which was greatly

appreciated.

Owing to the fact that nearly all our bee-

keepers' thrashing was in full SAving in

nearly every community, not nearly as many
peojDle were present as was anticipated.

Nearly all the subjects were duly discussed

with much profit to all i^resent. Nearly
eveiy one who had subjects assigned was
present. The picnic dinner at noon was
greatly enjoyed by every one.

Meeting of bee congress, September, 1907, at Taquary, Brazil. First ses-

sion of the " Syndicato Apioola Riograndense." " This syndicate is still in
existence, and has lately held its sixth congress in Hamberger Berg."—

Emil Rthenk, Taquary, Brazil.
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1 1 was voted t o

make our next summer
meeting a tri - state

meet wth Illinois, Mis-

souri, and Iowa, hold-

ing it at Hamilton, the

home of the American
Bee Journal. The
Dadants assure us a

hearty welcome i n
coming to Hamilton.
Mr. Moore, of Illin-

ois, Mr. Holekamp, of

Missouri, and J. W.
Stine, of Iowa, were
api^ointed a committee
to make arrangements
for this meeting.

Some new members
were taken into the

Iowa State Beekeep-
ers' Association, and
all eyes are turned toward Ames, where our

next annual State convention is to be held

A practical conference of traveling apicultural teachers in Brazil.—Photo-
graphed by Emil Scheuk, Taquary, Brazil.

the latter part of November.
Salem, Iowa.

FIFTH ANNUAL FIELD DAY OF THE CONNECTICUT
SOCIATION

§' AS-

HY L. WAYNE ADAMS

The fifth annual field day of the Con-
necticut Beekeepers' Association Oct. 1 was
the largest in attendance in the history of

the organization. More than 125 enthusias-

tic beekeepers from all corners of the State

gathered at the apiary of T. L. Pratt, in the

ancient and historic town of Wethersfield,

made famous by its Webb house, at which
Gen. George Washington stopped for sev-

eral days, and in which was planned the

Revolutionary campaign resulting in the

capture of Cornwallis at Yorktown and the

termination of the war.
Lack of time prevented the beekeepers

from visiting this ancient shrine, but
through the courtesy of Warden Garner
they were permitted a visit thi'ough the

Connecticut State prison, and 121 people
availed themselves of the j^rivilege.

Mr. Pratt proved himself a royal host,

and spared no pains to make the event

pleasant to all. His house was elaborately

decorated in gala attire, displaying freely

the national colors.

The morning resolved itself into an in-

formal gathering, inspection of the neatly

arranged apiaiy and equipment, comparing
notes, renewing and forming new acquaint-

ances, and the enrollment of fifteen new
members.

At noon, beneath the shady trees and
amid the musical hum of the bees, the mem-

bers i3artook of a basket lunch while the

host dispensed coffee, bananas, and sand-

wiches.

The afternoon program took the form of

a "round-table" talk upon the following

subjects

:

"Putting on and taking off sections."

"Kinks of the swarming season."

"Watching for foul brood."

These questions were freely discussed by
Pres. Bunnell, Inspector Yates, Messrs.

Root, Vanderverken, and others who im-

parted many valuable suggestions.

Arthur C. Miller, of Providence, who was
detained by illness, prepared and sent a

paper which was read, entitled "Why Bee-

keeping should be taught in the Agricultural

College," advancing many forceful and log-

ical reasons in favor of such a project.

It should be mentioned that the Connec-
ticut Beekeepers' Association has striven

for some time to have an apiary installed at

the Connecticut Agricultural College, and it

looks now as if its labors would bear fruit,

as President Beach, of the college, has given

his consent.

At the close of the afternoon's program
the members assembled for a photograph,

and promptly at 3:15 formed in column of

twos, and, marshaled by Major Wm. C.

Steele, a veteran of the civil war as well as

beekeeping, proceeded to the prison, where
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Monroe County (New York) fielding meeting held at the apiary of D. W. Trescott, Conesus, N. Y., June 20.

the major placed the Connecticut Beekeep-
ers' Association behind the bars. It is need-

less to say that none remained after they

had been courteously shown through the in-

stitution.

This ended the day's progi'am, and the

members departed for home pronouncing

this field day one of the banner events in

the 23 years' existence of the organization.

The day was all that could be desired by
way of temperature and sunshine, and it

was evident from the pleased countenances
that all had enjoyed a royal good time.

Hartford, Ct.

THE TWO FIELD DAYS IN MEDINA IN JULY

BY E. R. ROOT

On p. 766 is a picture of the beekeep-
ers who met at Medina at the time of the

field days of the Ohio State Beekeepers' As-
sociation, July 9 and 10. This picture was
taken in the forenoon of the second day, and
represents something over a hundred peo-
ple. On the evening of the first day there

were present at the evening address some-
thing like 500 people, many of whom were
Medina citizens who had come to hear A. I.

Root's experience in the early days when he
had many nps and downs—more downs than
ups. A copy of this address has been Tun-
ing in Gleanings, in the August issues.

After this picture was taken on the second
day, the whole number were driven in auto-
mobiles to several of our outyards, finally

landing at the basswood yard, where 3500
queens are reared annually under the man-
agement of Mr. Mel Pritchard.

It is possible to identify only a few per-

sons in this group from all the rest. In
the bottom at left is Pres. W. A. Matheny.
On his right is Mr. L. W. Boyden, who mar-
ried A. I. Root's youngest daughter. The
next is E. R. Root, and the next to him is

Mr. M. D. Tyler, of Seville. Mr. J. H. Dona-
hey, the celebrated cartoonist of the Cleve-

land Plain Dealer^ is in the center; and
with him on his left is A. I. Root. Back of

E. R. Root's left is Mr. Moore, the largest

honev-producer in the State, unless it be
Mr. Fowls. At the left of A. I. Root is A.
I. Root second, the boy standing on his

knee. Mr. Chalon Fowls, the honey-bottler,

and one of the largest producers, of Ober-
lin, appears tliird from the right in the

second row. In the back row, fifth from
the end, is Mr. Morris, one of the State

foul-brood inspectors. In the second row, on
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Field day of the traveling salesmen of the Wni. Edvv
the A. I. Root Co.,

the left, first ma;i, is Mr. A. J. Halter, the

man who is managing' our bees in the Hud-
son swamps. There were other celebrities

in this crowd, but it is practically impossi-

ble to point them out on account of their

position ; for example, Prof. Hines, of the

State University, Columbus, Prof. N. E.

Shaw, entomologist and State foul-brood

inspector, and last, but by no means least,

Jay Smith of Vincennes, Ind., who is some-
times called " The Jay."
On July 11 we had a second field day,

consisting of the traveling men of the

wholesale gi-ocery firm, the W. Edwards
Co., of Cleveland. They came down here in

automobiles, 65 strong. As most of them
had had very little practical experience they

formed a circular inclosure, in the center of

which our bee men gave live-bee demon-
strations. In the small picture, above, is

seen State Inspector Morris and our fore-

man, Mr. Marchant. These two men great-

ly amused the crowd by pouring pecks of

live bees over each other's bare backs, to-

gether with other stunts of a like nature.

Your humble servant stands a little at the

right, with left hand extended. He is just

in the act of signaling to the moving-picture
man, who came here at the instance of the

Department of igricultftre, Columbus, to

catch the field-day operations of the State

Beekeepers' Association ; but as he arrived

ards Co., wholesale grocers, at the home apiary of
Medina, July 11.

too late the operator was put at work on
the field day July 11 for the benefit of the

wholesale grocers.

I was in the act, when the picture was
taken, of signaling to the moving-picture
man to start his machine going, for the

''fun" was about to begin. And it did.

This field day was just at the close of our
basswood flow, and the boys said the bees

were a little "ornery." They took advan-
tage of the bare backs of the men, and be-

gan to sting, greatly to the amusement of
the traveling salesmen ; but, nothing daunt-
ed, they kept right on. In the mean time,

some of these peppered E. R. in the face

and ears; but he had to "stand and take it,"

because, you know, it would never do to

flinch while the moving-picture man was
taking in the scene. This film, I under-

stand, will be shown at the Panama Expo-
sition in California next summer, in one of

the Ohio exhibits; but our subscribers are

privileged to have a preliminary snapshot
of the thing just as it was about to be
pulled off.

After the live-bee demonstrations were
pulled oE, the crowd was conducted to one

of the company's warehouses, where they

were fed on hot biscuits and honey. This

part of the " program" seemed to take well

with all parties.

SUMMEM MEETING OF NEW JERSEY BEEKEEPEES' ASSOCIATION

BY E. G. CARR

Following several days of rain, on July 8,

the date for the summer meeting of the

New Jersey Beekeepers' Association, at

Robt. B. Spicer's apiary, near Wharton, the

weather seemed anxious to do all possible to

make the meeting a success. A fine view is
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Fig. 1.—Beekeepers in attendance at summer meeting of New Jersey Beekeepers' Association, July 8, 1914.

had from the high hill" on which the yard is

located, and visitors felt repaid for the

steep climb.

President C. H. Root spoke on "The Best

Hive-cover," which is of the telescoping

pattern, three inches deep, and made of any
soft half-inch lumber, and covered with 8-

oz. duck, the latter brought down and tacked

-Mr. Spicor exhibiting

on the bottom edge. This is then given three

coats of good paint, and is held up from the

inner cover by %-inch cleats. This cover

will neither leak, blow off, warp, nor get hot,

and does not need frequent painting.

Mr. Spicer explained his method of queen-
rearing. He uses the best stock for breeders

obtainable, by purchase and breeding. Cells

are started in the up-
per story of strong

two-story colonies or

in queenless colonies.

The Root cell cup is

used, and the started

cells are completed in

the upper story o f

strong colonies above
the excluders. He uses

the smallest larvce pos-

sible to see, cages the

cells the tenth day
from grafting, d i s -

cards any dark or de-

fective virgins, cages

the virgins in nuclei,

uses the dual - virgin

plan, and one, two,

and three frame nuclei

having full-size frames.

After Mr. Spicer's

talk all gathered un-

der a tree in the apiary

for a group photo-

graph (Fig. l"*. A.t

this time a delightful
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lunch was served to G8 by Mrs. Spicer and
her able assistants.

After lunch a paper by Harold Hornor
was read, giving his experience with and his

mastery over European foul brood. He
used the double shake in his work, and from
51 colonies, good and poor, all of which
were shaken, in a poor season he secured

over 4000 pounds of extracted honey and
315 pounds of wax. He emphasized the

imjoorlance of keeping leather-colored Ital-

761

ians and requeening every year. He has no
surplus at all this season, but expected to

requeen just the same.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of a
meeting in an apiary are the groups which
gather about a hive under manipulation as
shown in Fig. 2.

This was the largest and most enthusiastic
summer meeting ever held by the associa-
tion. Several new members were enrolled.

New Egypt, N. J., July 16,

TME EEN-EXCLUDIN€ HONEY=BOARD; ITS ORIGIN AND DEVEL-
OPMENT

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

Honey-boards are not quite as old as bee

culture, but they date back a gTeat many
years. Their origin was in the bars tirst

put across the tops of hives for bees to

build their combs to, a practice followed in

Greece several hundred years ago. Another
early form was one or more holes in the

flat top of hives to permit bees to enter tops

or upper chambers to deposit honey. From
these two we find French beekeepers in

the early part of the 18th century putting a

slotted top into hives and placing then-

surplus chambers thereon. About the mid-
dle of that century both French and English

beekeepers were putting a duplicate slotted

bottom into the upper chamber, the purpose
being the same as a honey-board to-day to

prevent fastening the combs of one chamber
to the other.

Thus matters appear to have remained
until the so-called "old-fashioned box hive"

came into use with its upi3er chamber for

boxes, access to which was gained through
holes in the floor of that chamber and cor-

responding holes in the boxes. This was
only an easier way of securing the principle

of the slots.

When Langstroth brought out his hive he

had a loose top, spaced a bee-space above
the frames, and this top was perforated
with holes, as was the box-hive chamber.
With such records as I have at hand I am
unable to say whether he was the originator

of such loose top or not. Langstroth refer-

red to it as a honey-board and Quinby also

speaks of them ; but so far as I have learned

the separate honey-board originated with
one or the other of them.

Not long after, discussions arose as to the

desirability of giving bees freer access to

the surplus receptacles and that discussion

has not yet ceased. With it came debates

as to the wisdom of the bee-space above and
below it ; and the advocates of continuous

passageways waged hot verbal warfare with
the advocates of bee-spaces.

With the advent of sections the alterca-
tion only increased; and supers with open-
ings exactly matching the top-bars of the
hive and used flat thereon were strongly
championed, which it will be seen was little

different from practices of a hundred years
before. As against these were supers set

a bee-space above the frames, no "honey-
board" intervening. But the bottom of the
super was virtually the same.
About 1875 James Heddon brought out

his honey-board made of slats with a bee
space on its upper surface, the slats being
opposite the spaces between the brood-
frames, the idea being twofold, to lessen the
building of bridge-combs on top of the
frames and to act as a deterrent to the
queen's passing into the supers. He called
it at first a "sink" honey-board because the
rim in which the slats were fixed was rab-
beted so the slats "sunk" into until one sur-
face was flush and the other bee-spaced. Mr.
Heddon and Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson were
two of the most ardent champions of this

type of honey-board which gradually came
to be called the "slatted-break-joint" honey-
board .

Dr. G. L. Tinker, on the other hand, was
a most ardent advocate of continuous jiass-

ageways. Being a mechanic of very high
order, and making his own appliances, he
was very successful in the use of such
methods. But he seems to have been trou-
bled even more t!an the others with the
queen going into the supers. Mr. Hutchin-
son tried making the spaces between the
slats queen-excluding; then he tried similar
spaces cut crosswise of the grain of the
wood, but neither proved workable.

Mr. Heddon writing in 1885 {American
Bee Journal, p. 262), said that during 1883
and 1884 he experimented with queen-ex-
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Rural camp boys from Sydney, Australia, visiting the apiary of T. G. Adamsou and G. G. Phillips, Neming-
ha. New South Wales. (See editorial.) Photo by I. W. Tremaine, of the Sydiiey Technical College.

eluding honey-boards, but was not at the

time of writing satisfied that they were the

best practical way of securing results

sought.

About the same time perforated zinc,

much as we now know it, came into use,

but in full sheets for honey-boards it was
unsatisfactory, as it would twist and "buck-
le" and not maintain a true bee-space.

The step of uniting the slats and the

strips seems so obvious now that we wonder
it was not thought of even before it was.

The inserting of strips of zinc between
the slats was described by Dr. Tinker in

Gleanings in 1886, p. 203. James Hed-
don writing in Gleanings in 1888, p. ;)94,

says after referring to tacking zinc to the

surface of the strips: "Then came the

thought of grooving the edges of the slats

and sliding strips of zinc into the gi'ooves

as the honey-board was nailed up, which
was quicker done, and made a neater and
far more atti'active job; and C. E. Boyer,

W. Z. H., Dr. Tinker, and myself, all

thought of this simple device without the

aid of each other; but as Dr. Tinker was the

first to publish it to the world, no one op-

posed this iDriority nor should they." And
on the same page Mr, Heddon suggests

making the rows of holes in the zinc in

pairs, two rows close together as it is now
made.

To Dr. G. L. Tinker belongs the honor of

the modern queen-excluding honey-board.

Providence, R. 1., July ^8, 1914.

DANGER OF FOUL BEOOD t, PREVENTION BETTER THAN CURE

BY L. W. CROVATT

" We have no such thing as foul brood,
either of the American or European kind in

this, the southeastern section of the coun-
try."

" No ; but you will have, rest assured of
that. It is only a question of time."

I very much fear that I gave a smirk of

self-satisfaction when, one day last week,

I made the remark in the opening para-

graph. Mr. A. Ii'ish, an Englishman of

Connecticut, and I were walking on the

stx'eets of Savannah. Both of us were hve-
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keepers, hence the conversation was simply

and solely about the honeybee.

Reflection has only added positive assur-

ance to this convincing line of reasoning.

There is no doubt but that foul brood will

some day—perhaps within the next few
years, who knows?—establish itself in this

fair southland of ours, so I am trespassing

upon tlie kindness of the editor and using

perfectly good space in Gleanings to issue

a warning to fellow beekeepers. The big-

gest beemaster, as well as the smallest

(perhaps the one-hive man) should begin

to spread the gospel of preparation and
thereby safeguard their own interests

—

now.
It is the box-hive beekeeper, friends, to

whom we must in some manner carry the

work of enlightenment. Thereby hangs our

own salvation from a beekeeping stand-

point. Tell the unprogressive, ignorant

keepers of bees in box hives that he must
eliminate his ''gums;" spend a few dollars

for modern appliances, or else go out of the

business. He will make back his money
with interest the first year after changing
over to modern methods, and it is especially

the fellow with his few box hives "who
doesn't 3'et know that the civil war is over"

whom we must convince, first of all, that it

is to his personal interest to change over

from antiquated methods of a past and
forgotten age.

"When foul brood does hit this section of

the United States it is going to be a veri-

table blessing in disgniise," my friend con-

tinued, "for it will sweep away the black

bee from the face cf the land; our box-hive

men will be put out of business, and it will

be the specialist with his hundreds and
even thousands of colonies who will then

control the production of honey."

Even so ; Mr. Irish may be right ; and
yet, friends, can we stand the cost in actual

money to us? Will not the big man as well

as the little fellow, the progressive as well

as the unprogressive, suffer alike in losses?

Assured the specialist; the up-to-date-

bee-journal-reading man; the wide-awake
intelligent man or woman will finally pre-
vail against the disease, but at what cost of
time, labor, money, and anxiety?

Would it not be better to spread che

warning now far and near—to convert, as

it were, the box-hive old-gum man into a
modern beekeeper?

It is well worth the trouble, my friends;

let us be up and doing.

Now there may be some who would reason
like this : "No chance on earth ; never any
foul brood in this section." Listen—here's

the point : If you buy a queen and she
comes in her cage with workers as attend-

ants and you introduce the queen to a col-

ony, and the man from whom you bought
her had foul brood and did or did not know
it, what about the chances of the disease

appearing?
Do as the big fellows have advised;

turn the queen and her attendants loose in

a room near a window with lights down or

sashes if you lilease; recage the queen in a

fresh cage and kill every worker and burn
the whole shooting-match. Not much effort

at that; isn't the precaution worth while?
In conclusion, let me emphasize with all

the vigor at my command, that, if you want
a queen, be sure to get her from some pow-
erful fair-dealing, painstaking breeder, then
your chances are reduced to a minimum
from a contagious standpoint.

Foul brood is assuredly a thing to be
I'eckoned with in this "locality" some day,

and it behooves us, as progressives in the

business, to use every effort to eliminate

now and forever the abomination of bee-

keeping in the Southeast—the box hive and
the genus gum. Let's get busy now.

Savannah, Ga., April 19, 1914.

TEN GOOD ^^DONTS" FOM BEEKEEPERS FEARING FOUL BROOD
BY V. V. DEXTEK

For some time I have thought of writing
an article on foul brood from the standpoint
of the honey-producer. We have had plen-

ty of articles from the bee inspectors and
the queen-breeders telling how to cure this

disease, but it seems to me that it is a great

deal more important to keep from having a

disease than to cure it after we get it.

Where whole apiaries have become I'otten

with American foul brood, I hold that it is

usually the fault of the person who is caring
for said bees by neglecting to keep watch of
the brood-nest, and by spreading the disease

from hive to hive. There may be localities

where there are so many shiftlass beekeep-
ers and so much foul brood that it is im-
possible to keep bees healthy, but I doubt if

there are many such.

Three years ago I had typhoid fever and
it was impossible for me to care for my bees

as they should have been cared for. In tak-

ing off the honey late in the fall we found
one colony dead from foul brood and two
others diseased, in a yard of about a hun-
dred. We promptly burned them, saving
samples of the brood which were sent away
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to make sine. Early the next spring that

yard was looked over and live colonies

showed signs of disease. They were also

burned. The next year one had to be de-

stroyed. I haven't seen a sign of disease in

that yard since.

Another yard of sixty colonies which T

bought had five diseased colonies. The
next year only one infected hive was found.

Now they are perfectly healthy. If I had

fussed with those few diseased colonies, I

might have two badly infected yards by
now.
Here are a few- "Don'ts" which I have

found useful

:

1. Don't expose to robbers combs from
hives containing dead colonies, nor use them
if you are not sure that they are free of

disease.

2. Don't neglect to examine brood in all

colonies at least twice each year.

3. Don't make a practice of feeding un-

boiled honey, nor of allowing robbers to get

any more honey than possible at any time.

4. Don't set out extracting-supers for

robbers to clean out.

5. Don't change combs nor extracting-

supers from one hive to another unless both

hives are known to be healthy.

6. Don't neglect to burn all diseased

hives as soon as found unless there is a

large per cent of the apiary infected.

7. Don't open diseased colonies when
robbers are bad.

8. Don't neglect to get all the inform-

ation possible on the subject.

9. Don't neglect to tell the dangers of

foul brood to your neighbors.

10. Don't make the inspector force you

to clean up. Stay clean.

The first "Don't" is good to observe any

way. It does no good to let robbers get

started on honey of dead colonies, and prob-

ably more disease is spread this way than

any other. If any symptoms of disease are

seen in dead colonies, melt up or burn the

< ouibs innnediately.

T find it pays to examine the brood of

all colonies at least twice a year. It is

good to keep track of the work of the

queens anyway. If there is no foul brood
in the neighborhood, this examination may
be done in connection with other work.

A beekeeper feeding unboiled honey, es-

pecially in the open, takes a great risk, for

one ounce of infected honey mixed in with
the rest might spread disease through the

whole yard as well as to neighbors' bees.

I have found that setting out extracting-

supers to be cleaned out by the bees is a

poor plan, as it seems to wear out their

vitality just when they need it most to go
into winter quarters. Moreover, if one of

those supers is from a diseased colony, it

may infect the whole yard.

In extracting at a yard where there is

the least possibility of disease being present

all extracting-supers and combs should be

placed back on the colonies from which they

were taken. It is not difficult to number all

hives and suj^ers with chalk before ex-

tracting so as to know where to return the

supers, and it makes it safer and nicer in

extracting to use queen-excluders.

Burning diseased hives may seem harsh

treatment, but it is not necessary to burn

more than the combs and bees. The hive-

body, covers, and bottom-board may be

saved if they are scorched out.

Does it pay to fuss with a few old bees

and some diseased brood and risk ruining

the whole yard, and maybe give your neigh-

bor a nice mess of trouble? Remember the

combs must be melted or burned any way.

It may pay to treat bees if a large per cent

of the yard is diseased, but what I wish to

emphasize is to care for a yard so that it

will get disease only from outside sources.

North Yakima, Wash.

A PERMANENT DEVICE FOR REGULATING THE
ENTRANCE

5lZE OF THE HIVE=

r.V .T. E. JORDAN

The accompanying illustration shows an

entrance-closing device which may be used

on a full-sized hive, or with a little modifi-

cation on a nucleus hive. In the latter case

only one slide would be necessary.

I have often been obliged to make a

search for blocks of wood to contract the.

entrance ; but, try as hard as I can, I am not

able to keep them where I want them. Then,

in the event of a severe case of robbing,

something is needed at once to close the en-

hance; and a good deal of trouble is saved

if one does not have to go on a scouting

tour looking for blocks, grass, rags, or any

thing else that comes handy. After con-

tending with this sort of thing for some
time I devised these slides which we have

used with a great deal of satisfaction. Gal-

vanized steel or aluminum should be used,

as these materials do not rust and will last

forever.

If the colony is being robbed out, simply
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push both sliding doors together and the en-

trance is closed. In the early spring Avhen

the colonics begin to breed up, contrtict

the entrance with a simple push and the

job is done. During the honey flow the

entrance can be widened to full widtli by
pulling both doors out.

To the queen-breeder especially, a device

of this kind for a nucleus hive is a blessing,

for many times the entrance to the nucleus
must be contracted or closed entirely, and if

one has 750 sufh nuclei to go over each
(lay, as Mr. J. P. Moore and I have, the

importance of this matter is evident. When
forming nuclei the entrance of each one
must be closed and left closed for a short
time. That procedure ordinarily calls for

blocks to be nailed on and taken off. Then,
as in case of a full colony, there is robbing
to contend with and the block or grass has
to be iDroduced again. Most of all, when
caging a queen or examining a n.ucleus for

a queen during a time of honey deartli,

there will be a hundred robbers around in

no time. It has always been our jolan lo

stuff tlie entrance with grass, but there is

no need of this now, when with a slight push
of our fingers we can extract or close the

entrance.

Morgan, Ky.

NOTES FROM INDIANA

BY S. H. BURTON

LITTLE WHITE CLOVER.

We cannot possibly expect a white-clover

crop for two years, as last year's drouth
killed out most of it, and this year finished

up the young plants that came from the

seed. I have searched diligently for a white-

clover blossom this summer, and the only

ones I have seen were on a well-kept lawn
in town. It will be quite a while before

southern Indiana produces another whiie-

clover honey crop.

MORE THAN A CARLOAD OF HONEY FROM
DAVIESS COUNTY.

This county is looking up in the bee busi-

ness. One hardware dealer in town advised

me that he had sold 17,000 sections up lo

Aug. 1. If we take into account what bee-

keepers order for theniselves and what is

sold by other firms this county (Daviess)

produces more than a carload of comb hon-

ey yearly.

TEN COLONIES SOLD FOR POLLINATING PUR-
POSES.

This spring we sold to the Illinois Exper-
riment Station ten colonies of bees for pol-

linating purposes in their apple-orchard at

Flora, 111. Prof. W. A. Ruth, in charge of

this station, reports excellent results from
having the bees in the orchard. A numbei-

of exj)eriments were tried, such as tying
netting over trees to exclude the bees, mov-
ing the hives to different parts of tlie or-

chard and observing if the trees nearest the
hives set more fruit than those further
away. They will issue a bulletin soon which,
I i^resume, will furnish some valuable data
on the relation of bees to fruit.

GOOD L/VTE PLOW.
After poplar ceased blooming, the bees

never "turned a wheel" till Aug. 8, when
our fall flow started in good earnest, and I

have been on tlie jump ever since, trying
to supply the colonies at our outyards with
empty supers. One yard I have in the river

bottoms filled the supers to overflowing in

ten days from what is locally known as
Bluevine. I am unable to classify it botani-
cally, but will say that it is a great yielder

of water-white honey that is hard to distin-

guish from white clover. This vine resem-
bles a sweet-potato vine in appearance, and
is very prolific in river-bottom corntields,

having a small white flower resembling a
miniature morning-glory blossom.

Fall aster and goldenrod are very abun-
dant in this locality ; and if I could get the

bees to separate the honey and store all

goldenrod in the super and all the aster in

the brood-chamber it would save a lot of
work at sorting time. Fortunately the aster

Idooms a little ahead of the goldenrod,
which prevents a great deal of blending of
these two flavors.

Washington, Ind.
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" stung;' an instance of feamful and unusual stinging

BY OPIE QUEUE

In my diary for 1913, in the space de-

signed i'or Sept. 17, I have written just one

word. It is short. To a stranger it might

seem meaningless and absurd. Beekeepers,

whetlier veteran or novice, might even re-

gard it as ridiculous. Nevertheless, the

word is there, and it is not only short, but

it is pregnant Avith truth, and I assure you
that it will never fail to serve its purpose,

namely, to recall to my mind, should recall-

ing ever be necessary, a memorable occasion

of my life. This word, as recorded in my
diary, reads: "Stung,"—nothing more,

nothing- less.

T fancy there will be scores of beekeepers

wlio will smile as they read this, and say:

"Here is a novice; here is a fellow who
harps on triflas and even records such com-

mon, every-day occurrences as bee-stings in

his diary."

And then I hear another beekeeper say

:

"But he'll get older by and by." And a

third adds: "And wiser, too." All of

which goes to show that, though I may be

young, and a novice, and may get older and
wiser, these friends of mine, even if they

be veterans at the game, do not yet know
what it actually means to be "stung." Un-
derstand: I was not stung by a quack

doctor; I was not stung by a real-estate

agent nor by a gold-brick concern nor by a

mining pi-omotor. Furthermore, I was not

stung by a wasp i.or a hornet nor by your

humble bumblebee. No, I was stung by
bees, by. dozens of them, by hundreds, yes,

by thousands of them. For all I know I

was stung to within an inch of my life. Of
one thing I am certainly convinced, and
that is that, had I not to some extent been

accustomed to bee-stings, my life would
have been very nearly if not altogether

snuffed out. Indeed, even as it is I am
very thankful that I was able, by the help

of God, to survive.

As I said above, it was on the 17th of

September. But to understand why the

bees acted in this outrageous manner, it

will be necessary to go back somewhat and
consider the management and condition of

the bees during the summer, and for the

benefit of those who may be interested I

shall therefore do this, even though in so

doing I should expose myself as a very poor

beekeeper.

When the white-clover flow came on, I

was in possession of two colonies of bees,

and shortly afterward I had a swarm, mak-
ing three. The flow of nectar during the

last season was a revelation to me. The

sujjers gained in weight by leaps and
bounds. When the flow was but half over,

I had more than a hundred pounds of

honey on each of the old hives. About at

this time, the end of June, I planned to

leave with my family for the West, there

to spend the summer vacation. Quite natu-

rally my bees gave me much concern. The
honey on the liives was not at all ripe

enough to extract. Moreover, the heat dur-

ing midday was intense, one day some
combs on one hive began to sag and melt.

I therefore tilted one end of the top supers

on each hive up and placed inch blocks

under them for ventilation. That helped, it

is true, but what was I to do for the sum-
mer ? I did not feel like letting them act

like this, and at the same time I was afraid

to take them away. There was nobody in my
neighborhood who kept bees or to whom I

could,, in the few days left, have given in-

structions sufficient to enable him to man-
age them properly during the summer
months. One or two days before leaving I

therefore put another empty super on each

hive, placing those that were full above.

Thus, with the exception of the young-

swarm, each hive was five and one-half full

stories high, including the hive bodies. I

fastened and braced them firmly to the

gi-ound, so that there was no danger of top-

pling over during- my absence, and as the

weather promised to continue hot for some
time I left the top supers propped up as

indicated above. Then we went west, leav-

ing the bees just as above described to

their own devices throughout the summer
months of July and August.
When we returned early in September I

was delighted to see that everything per-

taining to my bees was in first-class shape.

The hives, man-high, still stood as I had
left them, and they Avere fairly boiling and
buzzing with busy liUle workers. But dur-

ing- the first few days I was unable to go at

I hem. I went near them several times, it

is true, but that was all. But even so T

noticed something about them that was very

peculiar. At all other times docile and
manageable, they Avere noAV quite the con-

trary. Even Avhile only approaching tliem

they Avould buzz around me and fly into my
face and sometimes even sting- Avithout the

least provocation imaginable. I attributed

this to the large openings under the top

supers, Avhich, as I have said, T had left

during the summer for ventilation. No
doubt some bees liad been trying to rob,

makins' them vicious. One night I there-
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fore went down to the liives and removed
the inch blocks, hoping that now they

would cool down. But they did not, and
when I went to them for a thorough exami-

nation on the 17th of September I got all

that was coming to me, and a little more.

It happened in this wise : But first let me
tell you how I was armored. I wore noth-

ing on my head, no hat nor anything of that

kind, but I had on an Alexander bee-veil.

Tliis I had long before carefully sewed up
wherever I thought a bee might find an op-

portunity to enter, and I carefully tucked

the lower skirt-cloth under my coat. Then
I had on heavy summer underwear and a

pair of overalls, the legs of which I stuffed

into the tops of my shoes. I also wore a

pair of long-sleeved bee-gloves, such as one
buys of dealers. Thus ar-med, with smoker
ablaze and hive-tool in hand, I marched
bravely to the front.

Now, tell me honestly, do you think that

the bees had sense enough to let such a for-

midably protected foe as me alone? If yo i

do, you are ofi the track and have another
gaiess coming. I was just the prey these lit-

tle amazons were looking and waiting for.

Barely had I begun to peel off the oilcloth,

after taking off the cover, when they roared
out by scores and scores. Smoke was as

nothing to them. Even the big healthy vol-

umes of puffs that I had funneled into them
before touching the hive had not cooled

them down a bit. And it was ridiculously

useless to give them more, though I tried it.

They came out just the same, and wherever
they fell down on me, there did they locate.

But then, I was a beekeeper, and, moreover,
one of four years' standing, and such a
one will not be daunted, you know. I

thought, if they were absolutely bound to be
crazy, why, crazy it was for them. As for

me, that made not the shade of a difference

to me. The next thing I did was to take off

the top super. You see, I just kept on
minding my own business. For that matter,
however, so were the bees, and the next
thing I did was to slap that same super
back again without having examined any-
thing. There was no chance to examine
anything. I was literally covered with bees,

every one of them wiggling and wheeling
around, with their little sabers deep, deep
into the armor of their foe. Oh! I cannot
tell you how many there were. They stung
through the cloth of my bee-veil into the
top of my head and into my neck; their

stings went right through my bee-gloves, un-
believable as that may seem. About twen-
ty or thirty of the little imps got into my
bee-veil, though I cannot even to-day see
how they could possibly do it. To make

nuitteis worse, my overalls slipped out of
my shoes, and there, just above the ankles,

they settled down, a dozen or more to every
square inch of surface. A mere matter of
heavy cotton socks and thick underwear
made not the least bit of difference to the

vicious little beasts. I got my medicine all

right.

Having closed the hive, I slowly walked
off in a direction away from my house, for I

did not want to have the bees go there with
me and sting my little children. About a
hundred yards from the hives, at a place

where there are several trees and a number
of bushes, I stopped to do away with my
tormentois. I swept them oft' my clothes by
handfuls, and tried to kill every on^e. But
those that I did not crush got right up
again and went at me for the second time.

It took me about twenty minutes till I was
reasonably clear of the frenzied little

things. The dead bees that were on the

ground would have measured several quarts,

had they been swept up. In places my
clothes were literally white from the multi-

tude of stings that remained in them. And
even as I walked away from this place sev-

eral bees kept coming after me, stinging,

buzzing, bumping. However, as I went
several hundred yards north into a corn-

field, and thence in a wide circle to my
liouse, I gradually either killed or shook off

all of them.

Now, some may tliink that it was pain
that drove me away from the bees. Such,
however, was not at all the case. Though I

was stung hundreds upon hundreds of times
even on my head alone, the pain, owing, I

sui^pose, to the fact that I had frequently
been stung before, was infinitesimal, and I

did not give any attention to it. But I did

feel fearful of that which might result

from so much poison suddenly injected into

my system ; and, p.s the following will show,
I made no miscalculation.

While I was still at the bees, the stings

resulted in nothing extraordinai*y or pecul-
iar. I felt the stings, it is true, but the

pain was hardly noticeable—in fact, infi-

nitesimal. But even while retreating from
the hives and going to the shrubs mentioned,
action of the poison became apparent, I

felt a warm, almost hot, glow over the sur-

face of my whole body. While brushing off

the bees, there among the shrubs, a profuse

perspiration began, and it continued until

I had completed the roundabout way back
to my house. So profuse was the perspira-

tion, that, though it was not a warm day,

large drops of water streamed down my
face and dripped to the ground from chin

and nose, and my clothes, even my coat and
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shoes, became thoroughly wet. Having i*e-

moved my veil and gloves, I went into the

house and sat down, still perspiring. My
wdfe remarked that I looked "awful." Ex-
amination by means of a mirror proved her

statement correct. My face was swollen al-

most to purple. However, I felt fairly

well and therefore had no fears.

ISTow, there Avas seme trifling repair work
that my wife had asked me to do, and I

needed a small piece of lumber for it. As
I continued to feel quite well, I now soon

went to the barn and by means of a ladder

climbed to the second floor, about seven

feet from the gTound, to get that board.

But "when I was up I noticed that some-
thing was quite seriously wrong with me.

My heart now fluttered and pumped quite

riolently, and then again it seemed to cease

action altogether. I feared that I would
faint and fall down. Evidently the poison,

together with the exertion of climbing the

ladder, though oi'dinarily but trifling, was
getting too much for my heart, so I went
down again. I am glad that I did, for as

soon as I reached the lower floor every-

thing vanished from my sight. I thought I

would faint ; but although I felt weak and
rather dizzy, I did not. It was only the

power of sight that left me. My eyes had
given out completely—so much so, in fact,

that I could not tee a thing. It seemed as

if I had suddenly been transported into the

darkness of midnight. The action of my
heart grew weaker and weaker and was at

times not at all perceptible. In a few mo-
ments, however, my sight began to return,

and, though I could as yet see merely the

dimmest of outlines of various objects, I

started to walk to the house. Immediately,

however, my sight again failed entirely, and
I groped the rest of the way to the house,

a distance of about 75 feet. As I neared the

door I could again see just a little, though

not for long. And thus, for nearly a half

hour, my condition continued, fluctuating

now to total blindness, and again, after a

few moments, to dim and indistinct sight.

My limbs, too, became limp and weak, and
the action of my heart continued very ir-

regular and extremely faint. Conscious-

ness and reason, however, at all times re-

mained, though at times greatly depressed.

My wife says that I now looked ghastly

and was deathly pale. Quite naturally she

was alarmed. She ran to a neighbor's and
asked him to come over. With his assistance

I walked outside into the fresh air, thinking

that this would stimulate me. It is re-

markable that I suddenly felt an urgent ne-

cessity of attending to a common physical

want. Still more remarkable, after a free

and thorough movement of the bowels, my
ej^esight suddenly became fully normal, and
the action of my heart nearly so. The pe-

riod of danger was past.

Pertaining to the further effects of the

poison a few things yet remain to be told.

First, I at no time had any direct pains

that were worthy of being called suc'h.

Then, though in my first two years of bee-

keeping every sting that I had received had
caused violent and thick swellings, only

very slight swellings resulted now, and
these only on top of the head, at the neck,

wrists, and ankles. But a very odd cir-

cumstance is this, that on the following

day I felt as though I had done a very hard
day's work of physical labor the day before,

for the muscles of my whole body were
very sore. This one thing I cannot ac-

count for—I am glad to say that on the

third day I felt in every respect normal,
and have been so ever since. When I went
at my bees again, I was so thoroughly pro-

tected, let me assure you, that history did

not repeat. For that matter, I hope it

never will.

A NEW BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION

BY OTTO HOLLANDER

Translated from the " Gaceta Apicola de Espana" of January, 1914.

A new beekeepers' association has just

been formed in Porto Rico, where bee-

keeping is spreading veiy rapidly, known
as "The Puerto Rico Beekeepers' Associa-

tion," Its aim and object are outlined in

the constitution and by-laws, which we are

publishing in full, in order that our bee-

keepers may get an idea of some of the

problems that confront us and of the man-
ner in which these ai'e solved in other coun-

tries.

THE PUERTO RICO BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

First—The object of the Society shall

be:

1. To promote and foster beekeeping

with all of the means at its disposal.

2. To regulate the location of apiaries

and endeavor to have laws enacted that will

fix the distances between apiaries.

3. To seek to reduce the cost of trans-

portation, both on land and sea.
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4. To reduce tlie cost of the implements
needed, such as honey-packages, etc.

5. To classify honey and wax, establish-

ing different grades.

6. To acquire the more important books
and periodicals dealing with beekeeping,

translating into the Spanish language all

of the points which may be of interest, to

be published in the form of booklets.

7. To endeavor to obtain all possible in-

formation regarding the markets for the

sale of honey and wax.
8. To study and promote industries in

Puerto Rico in which honey and wax are

used.

9. To enforce and strengthen the laws
regarding the importation of bees.

10. To take steps to have laws passed
prohibiting the importation of honey, and
which, after having been re-exported from
this country, is considered as honey coming
from Puerto Rico.

11. To study the feasibility of formmg
an association, composed exclusively of the

members of the Puerto Rico Beekeepers'
Association, which will handle the honey
and wax produced by the members of the

association.

12. To incorporate the association with
the National Beekeepers' Association of
the United States.

13. To give a course of lectures and in-

struction in the different cities.

14. To establish friendly relations with
all of the beekeepers' associations in the

world.

Second—The association will be formed
by all of those who are actively engaged
in the culture of bees in Puerto Rico and
those desiring to co-operate with us.

Third—The association is formed for a
term of ten years, which may be extended
for another ten years, and shall be guided
by the statutes and by-laws adopted.

Fourth—The expenses shall be defrayed
by the dues collected from members, as well

as with the donations and subscriptions
that may be received.

Fifth—The association shall be known
as "The Puerto Rico Beekeepers' Associa-
tion," and shall have its legal residence at

Ponce, Puerto Rico.

Officers: J. W. Van Leenhoff, Pres.

;

Manuel R. Mejia, Vice-Pres. ; Miss Antonia
Clavel, Treas.

THE MODERN INCUBATOE AS A QUEEN-HATCHEE

Imti'odleciing Virgin Qmieeiis

BY J. E. HAND

Some time ago, in answer to an inquiry,

ye editor made a statement to the effect that

artificial incubation has no place in modern
methods of queen-rearing. Believing that

such a statement, emanating from so high

an authority, might create a wrong impres-
sion concerning an implement that we have
learned to regard as an indispensable ad-

junct to a queen-rearing establishment, I

will endeavor to give a few of the reasons
why we favor a modern incubator as a

queen-hatcher.

We have learned to regard a correct and
uniform incubating temperature as one of
the most important factors in successful

queen-rearing. While the variation of tem-
perature under which embryo queens will

continue to exist, and finally emerge from
the cell several days after schedule time, an
imperfect queen, is wide indeed, it is

equally evident that the highest develop-
ment is attained only under particularly

narrow and well-defined limits. Hence it is

clear that any method by which a correct

incubating temperature is maintained with-

out a single degree of variation, and free

from disturbing elements, will have a long

advantage in rearing queens of the highest

development.
The demands upon the commercial queen-

breeder are exorbitant, since he is expected
to be able to rear good queens in spite of
the inclemency of the weather; and if he
expects to maintain his reputation, he
should adopt the methods that will enable
him to meet the expectations of his patrons.
During the spring and autumn months,
when the nights, and sometimes the days,
are cold, it is next to impossible to main-
tain a correct temperature with queen-cells

in nursery cages in a cell-building colony,
where the heat center must needs be monop-
olized by freshly grafted larvae. On such
occasions as this it is a comfort to the
queen-breeder to know that the incubator
will maintain a uniform temperature re-

gardless of external conditions.

For these reasons, as well as others that
we might mention, all our queens were
hatched in separate nursery cages in a big
Cyphers incubator, the same as we use for
hatching chicks, under a temperature of 97
degrees. While this is about 2 degrees
higher than that of ordinarv brood-cham-
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bers at swarming time, we would rather

have it thus than a little lower, especially

since cjueens that are incubated under a high

temperature are invariably liandsome in

color, and well nigh perfect in development,

other things being equal. It is said that the

color of combs, as well as the nature of the

soil, has an active influence in determining

the color of queens; but I am persuaded

that temperature of incubation is by far the

most important in deciding this matter.

There are several reasons why we prefer

the introduction of day-old virgin queens

instead of giving the cells the day before

they are due to hatch. First, it affords an
opportunity to inspect the queens and dis-

card any that are not up to standard qual-

ity. Again, we don't like to handle queen-

cells any more than is absolutely necessary,

especially during cool weather, believing

that a uniform temperature, free from dis-

turbing elements, is highly desirable until

the ciueen is 12 hours old, which we regard

as the projoer age for the direct introduction

of virgin queens.

The caging method of introducing virgins

was not a uniform success with us, for the

reason that in our hands bees behave differ-

ently toward a caged virgin than toward a

laying queen. Our losses were not only

greater than by the direct method, but

many survivors bore unmistakable evidence

of rough treatment by the bees. Occasion-

ally we would have a surplus of virgins,

Avhen we would cage them on the dual plan

as mentioned by the editor, page 372, June,

1913. We learned to regard this as a calam-

ity, however, for many would be missing.

while others would be worried bj' the bees

to such an extent as to mar their beauty,

as well as cripple their usefulness. Some
would be minus a Aving or a leg, and others

would present that black and shiny appear-
ance, the result of balling. After introduc-

ing thousands of queens by every known
method, I know of no safe method of intro-

ducing a virgin queen to a colony when
eggs and larvae are present. Therefore, it

is a universal rule with us, never to run in

a virgin of any age or condition until three

days after the removal of a laying queen.

The plan we finally adopted for the direct

introduction of virgin queens is the same as

recommended by the late Henry Alley, omit-

ting the tobacco smoke, as well as other

minor details that we did not find necessary.

First, make sure that the colony has been
queenless three days, then open the hive and
blow a puff' or two of smoke gently over the

top bars, and perhaps a little down between
them, not enough, however, to stamjiede the

bees. Shake the queen out of the cage, and
on to the frames, and quickly close the

hive. This method is simple and rapid in

operation, and resulted in a lower pei'cent-

age of lo.?s than any that we have yet tried.

Young queens that are run in at the en-

trance are quite likely to wander out again
and get lost unless the entrance is plugged
u]T. As we are opposed to closing the en-

trance of a hive, we i^refer to run them in

at the top. They will help themselves to the

first honey they come to, after which they
will not wander away, especially if of the

proper age.

Birmingham, 0.

KILLING A BEAR IN A BEE=YAMD

BY ELMER HUTCHINSON

When we moved to Northeni Michigan,

about eight years ago, we were unable to

find a vacant house to live in near any of

the bee-yards we had located, so we moved
into some old lumber shanties near Pioneer.

With the exception of a small clearing at

one side, they were entirely surrounded by
woods. A small spring brook ran near

them; there were hundreds of acres of rank,

luxuriant, wild red raspberries growing
around them, and scattered along the brook
were many small swamps, filled with golden-

rod and other fall flowers. Scattered

through the brush and woods, were tnou-

sands upon thousands of pine-clierries,

which, when the weather is good, are great

spring honey-yielders, helping out wonder-
fully with the stores, and building up the

colonies in great shape for the raspberry
honey-flow. It was an ideal location for

bees, and we kept a large number of colo-

nies there, and made the place our head-

quarters for three or four years.

Then we bouglit a place two miles from
there out in the settlement, and moved there

taking part of the bees with us, but leaving

about 100 colonies back in the woods. Now
it seems that this place was also a good
place for bears as well as bees. While liv-

ing there we had occasionally seen signs of

them, but they had never come very near

the shanties. That fall an old bear and two
cubs got in there and did about $200 dam-
age, and we moved the bees away.
A year or so afterward, not liking to

abandon so good a location, I moved some
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bees back there, built a fence of woven wire

four feet high, with a strand of barb wire

a foot above it, around them, and they were
not molested that year (simply because no
bears happened about, I suppose).

One day last fall, some time in Septem-
ber, I think, my two sons, Charles and John,
went over there to introduce some queens.

Charles had about 80 colonies there, while I

had 25. About 10 -00 a. m. they were back
home. Coming out to the shop where I was,

Charles said that they had a partner helping

them with the beos down west. I asked
him if lie had any idea who it was. "Bears,"

said he. AVell, I thought, we had better go
down and have a settlem.ent with him, and
dissolve partnership.

We got out our high-power 30-40 rifles

and practiced shooting at a target, then

after dinner we took Ned and the buggy
and drove down. I wish the readers of
Gleanings could have been there with us,

and viewed the scene of devastation, the al-

most utter ruin of what had been a veiy fine

yard of bees—hives, covers, bottom-boards,
and combs, scattered all over the yard,

combs partially off and broken, all over the

yard, and even carried off in the brush, out-

side the fence. Things looked worse, and
there was much more damage done, than
there was at one of our yards after a cy-

clone had passed over it. As Charles said,

"It makes a fellow feel kind o' sick when he
first sees it, especially if he owns the bees."

We found about two bushels of bees clus-

tered on some bushes near by, and Charles
found another good-sized sAvarm hanging
on a bush off out in the brush. We hived
the bees, straightened things up a bit, then

held a council of war.

We had to build a platform loigh enough
to give a good view all over the yard, also

for a short distance back of the yard where
Uie bears came in, on which we could sit and
watch for the bears. At one corner of the

yard there Avas a tall maple tree, about 30
feet up to the first limbs. The way the

bark was scratched off, the bears must have
used this tree for a lookout station.

The two boys wanted to build a ])latform

up in the branches of this tree, but with
my rheumatic knee I knew that it Avould be
impossible for me to get up there, so I ve-

toed that. There was an old shanty near
the bee-yard, on the side opposite from the

one which the bears used when entering the

yard, the roof of which was sloping toAvard

the bees. I proposed that Ave cut a long
hole through the highest part of the roof,

then build a platform underneath the hole

down in the shanty; by sitting doAvn on this

platform all t!ie bears could see of us Avould

be our heads and shoulders, and if Ave sat

very still they Avould not be likely to notice

us. This Ave proceeded to do, finishing

about 5 P. M. in the afternoon.

After eating our luncli, John and I Avent

down to the brook for a drink. While on our
Avay back I saAv Charles standing Avith his

rifle (o his shoulder aiming out OA^er the

bee-yard. We stopped and waited a mo-
ment, then he loAvered his gun ai:d motioned
for us to come ^on. He said he had started

for a drink, when, looking out over the bee-

yard, he saw a bear Avalk out of the brush
ooming toward the bee-yard. He stood mo-
tionless until the bear passed behind a
clump of brush, then he sprang for his

I'ifle. When he next saw the bear it Avas go-
ing out of sight, back in the brush. Well;
you can just guess I felt pretty sick to

think Avhat a fine chance Ave had lost by not
being uj) on our platform; we might never
have another opportunity like that to get a
shot by daylight.

We climbed up on our platform, and sat

there, ruminating on our lost opportunity.
Not daring to move to brush them away,
the sand-flies gathered for a free banquet.
Any one who has never sat perfectly still

for an hour and allowed the sand-flies of
Northern Michigan to roam at will over his

person, and to bite Avhen and Avhere they
will, has an expei'ience before him that will

not be wholly one of pleasure. We had
agreed that, if a bear did come, not to shoot
it at once, but let it climb the fence and up-
set a hive or Iavo, just to see it work. We had
sat there about an hour, feeding the sand-
flies, our eyes glued on the brush back of the

bee-yard, seeing nothing but brush, when—
Ave Avere looking at a bear, black as a crow,
hurrying along as though it was afraid it

Avould be late for supper. It came out of
the brush back of the bee-yard, and started

to go around one corner of the yard. John,
thinking it Avas about to go back in the
brush, raised his gun. The bear, seeing
the movement, stood up to get a better look
at us. Out from the corner of my eye I

could see that John was already aiming his

gun at it. I saw that, if I got a shot, I

must be quick about it. The rifle I had Avas

fitted Avith globe or peep sights Avith Avhicb

a very quick and accurate aim may be se-

cured. The bear Avas standing a little at one
side from Avhere I Avas sitting; SAvinging my
gun around, the second I had it pointed at

the bear I had a bead on its neck, and pulled

the trigger about rhe same time that John
fired, our two reports blending as one. Al-

though I had rheumatism in one knee so bad
I could hardly Avalk, I got down off my
perch and out Avhere the bear lay about as
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quick as either one of the boys did. Each

shot struck it in the neck and either one

would have been fatal.

It was a good-sized yearling, and very

fat. We debated a bit as to whether this

was the bear that Charles had seen earlier,

or whether there were two of them. We
finally came to the conclusion that, even if

there was another one, after having seen us,

and heard us shoot, it would not come back

that night. Anyhow, we were quite anxious

to get home and show our game, and may be

brag about it a little, for it is considered

something of an achievement to shoot and

kill a bear, even in this new wild country.

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

Going back the next morning, we found
another bear had been in the yard during
the night, and upset three or four more col-

onies. We kept watch nights after this,

until we had the bees moved home; but the

one that was left had got aware that some
one was around there, and kept out of our
sight. All together our loss from this raid

was more than $300. Between bears, forest

fires, and one cyclone that passed over one
of our yards, we have had some strenuous

times here in Northern Michigan; but in the

vernacular of the wild West, we are "still in

the ring" and still fighting.

Lake City, Mich.

A FUETHEM REPORT MECAMDING THE SMOKE METHOD OF INTRO=

BY MORLEY PETTIT

Some time ago we received three queens,

with directions for introducing by the

smoke method instead of the cage plan.

Reports from this plan are coming in at the

present time, and they are very similar to

what have been t-eported in Gleanings. I

consider that the careful beekeeper who
has had experience in experimenting will be

successful from the start with this method.

It has also been found successful by some

beginners, but quite a- number have reported

lack of success. The same, of course, can

be said of the cage-introducing plan. One

young man who tried the latter plan for the

first this year lost one out of three—that is,

he lost every third queen out of several

dozen which he introduced by the cage plan.

His success with the smoke method was in

the same proportion. Another young man
introducing queens for the first time this

year, has been almost uniformly successful

with the smoke method.

In our own apiaries, which are being

managed by my sister. Miss Pettit, the

smoke method is used exclusively. The

other day when we were ordering four

dozen queens for rcqueening during Sep-

tember and October, I said, " Will you in-

troduce these by the cage or the smoke

method?" Very positively she replied,

" The smoke method." and then she told me
about one queen which arrived almost dead,

and which was viciously attacked through

the screen of the cage when put in to be

introduced by the cage plan. She closed up

the colony and smcked it according to the

smoke method described by Arthur C. Mill-

er, turned the queen in, and next day when

she looked in the queen was bright and

strong, laying in the usual way.

Mr. Davis, of Tennessee, told me at the

St. Louis convention that he and his father

used the smoke method some years ago, and
discarded it in favor of the starvation plan.

They starve the queen for thirty minutes,

then oj^en the hive and let her loose on a

comb. They find this more generally suc-

cessful even than the smoke method.

Guelph, Can.

[In considering the smoke method of in-

troducing queens, or any other method, for

that matter, we must all bear in mind the

fact that the percentage of failures report-

ed might have been as great or even greater

if some other plan had been used. The

smoke method seems to be holding its own.

There are some failures, as must be expect-

ed. Some bees seem to be just naturally

stubborn.

In this connection, at one of our swamp
yards we recently introduced 24 laying

queens which had been sent out from a

queen-rearing yard some 15 miles away. Or-

dinary 2i4x3V2-inch mailing-cages were

used for introducing-cages. On visiting the

yard a week later Ave found all of the 24

accepted and laying. Our Mr. Geo. H.

Rea believes that mailing-cages are more

successful for introducing than the regular

Miller introducing-cages—perhaps because

there is usually a larger amount of candy

that must be eaten out. Of course, in case

of queens sent through the mails it is a wise

precaution to use another cage rather than

the one from the breeder, on the principle

of erring on the safe side as far as disease

is concerned.

—

Ed.]
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Headg of Gram frdDm Differeett Fields

THE BACKLOT BUZZER.

Speakin' of robber"!, if the amateur picture mart,

who spilled the honey this morning when he was
takin' a kodak view of the bees, was here now, he'd

have to use a movin'-picture machine.

Failure in Rearing Queens in Upper Stories.

In " Fifty Years Among the Bees," page 237,

you describe a method of queen-rearing by isolating

a comb of brood several stories above the hive. This
appears to me a very simple and practical method of

increasing a small apiary, such as mine, to which,
on account of other employment, I am unable to de-

vote much of my time.

I am a little in doubt as to how to proceed after

the young queen in the top story has started to lay.

How long should she be allowed to remain with the

parent colony before giving the hive body in which
she and her brood are located a new stand? and,

after removal to the new stand, will your plan of

blocking the entrance with leaves for a number of

hours, etc., succeed in keeping the bees from going
back to the old stand?

Dr. Miller says

:

I am sorry to throw any cold water upon your
project, but the truth is that I have not been able to

succeed when I have designedly undertaken to rear
queens in upper stories. Last summer I tried ten
cases, and each one was a failure. But in two other
cases—I'm not sure whether it was two or three

—

in which there was no design to rear a queen, but
where, for some reason, there was brood above, I

was surprised to find a queen laying and the old
queen below all right. So it looks as if the thing

can be done, only I haven't the right combination.

That leaves it hopeful that you may succeed. I may
further .say that I also failed in previous years in

the very few cases I tried, but at least in one case

the bees succeeded of their own accord. In fact, I

think that was the first case ever reported in which

a queen was thus reared in an upper story.

The "young queen mav be removed just as soon

as she begins to lay, but of course success will be

letter if she is left till there is brood in 3 or 4

combs. Stuffing the entrance with grass or leaves

will work all right, but it isn't necessary if there are

as many as 3 or 4 frames with brood. I have

found that, the larger the body of bees removed, the

less likelihood there is of a stampede. Besides, the

liees in the upper story are all young bees, and so

they are not inclined to return to their old home as

are field bees. Last year I merely set on a new
stand the story with all its contents, and it made a

good colony all right. C. C. Millee.

Wintering in "Clamps" Not Generally Sat-

isfactory; Making Exhibits at Fairs.

I am taking the liberty of asking you a few ques-

tions in regard to wintering bees in clamps. How
does it compare with cellar wintering? I should

like some information on the best method of putting

them in—that is, width and depth of pit, number
of colonies to put in one pit, time to put them in

and take them out, and any thing else pertaining

to that method of wintering. The soil is loose sand

near the south end of Lake Michigan. I have moved
all my bees to the marshes for the fall flow. I see

by Aug. 15th GLEANINGS you are doing the same
stunt.

The management of our county fair have asked me
to make an exhibit of bees and honey. If I do so I

will have my exhibit in a tent and my demonstrat-

ing-cage near by in the open air. As the premiums
are small I shall have to make my compensation by

selling honey on the grounds. Any pointers or sug-

gestions you could give me would be thankfully re-

ceived.

Valparaiso, Ind., Aug. 24. John C. Bull.

[Wintering bees in clamps^that is, if you mean
underground, or bui'ied, as described in Mr. Hutch-
inson's book—has not been very satisfactory outside

of northern Michigan. In order to make this method
of wintering work well it requires a knoll in sandy
soil so there will be proper drainage of water. It

will not work in a clay soil that is damp and heavy.

For particulars on how to construct, see Hutchinson's

book, " Advanced Bee Culture." You would get very

much better results in an ordinary cellar ; but you

must make sure to have plenty of ventilation. It is

now considered necessary to have air come freely into

the cellar, hut never enough to bring the temperature
down below 45 degrees Fahrenheit.

The only information we could give you on the

subject of bees at fairs wotuld be the article in our
A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture, entitled " Honey
Exhibits." In the old editions the article is under
the head of " Fairs."

In the way of "pointers" we may briefly suggest

the importance of having a good display of comb
and extracted honey put up in an attractive form
in glass bottles of various sizes; comb honey in

individual sections, in shipping-cases; and the larg-

er the exhibit, the better impression it will make.
It is also important to have hives, bee-supplies, a

colony of bees on the ground, and every now and
then give a live-bee demonstration. This work should

be done in a wire-cloth cage so that the crowd on
the outside can easily see what is being done.

—

Ed.]
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The Cost of Producing a Section of Honey
Will Dr. C. C. Miller please tell what is the aver-

age cost of a section of comb honey, ilixiViSlYa I

The cost of a single section in the flat is one cent. I

set it up and put in a three-inch startei" I then

put the section in a super and put the same on the

hive. I take it off when filled; scrape and clean it,

then weigh it, mark the weight of it on a label, and
stick the label on the section; then put the section

in a* car. on costing me 60 cts. per 100. Then stick

on my label, which cost 60 cts. per 1000, and deliver

said section to the consumer.
I want to know the average cost for the produc-

tion of said section of comb honey. I surrender

iih eady. How do we know how much we gain if we
dju't know the average cost of a section of honey?

Silver Lake, N. H., July '-H- Fr.4NK A. Gray.

Dr. Miller replies :

Your question, as .\ ou rightly think, is a difficult

one to answer. I would lu'omptly answer, " I don't

know," and pass it alonu'. But an attempt at an
answer may be a little helpful, even if it does noth-

ing more than to start some one else to giv'e a better

answer. You are quite right in thinking the prob-

lem an important one tO' solve. More, perhaps, than

at any previous time the question is being raised in

the minds of many whether to work for sections or

extracted honey. The new law requiring cbe weigh-

ing of each section will set many a section-honey

producer to thinking whether he will not do well to

change to extracted honey ; and in order to settle

the question he should know at least a bttle about
the cost to himself of the two kinds of honey.

As you state the problem, the different factors are

hardly all just what they should be to fit the case of

beekeepers in general ; and the probability is that,

as you continue in the business, you will change
those factors. You estimate sections at $10 per thou-

sand

—

a, price which few beekeepers pay. You put
in) a three-inch starter. I'm pretty sure you are losing

money by not putting in a third more foundation in

each section. You have two labels for each section.

That's expensive. A set of rubber stamps could well

take the place of labels.

Taking, however, the factors just as you give them,

it is difficult for any one else to estimate the cost to

you, since you do not give the time occupied in the

work you put on each section. There is a \?/ide dif-

ference in this regard ; as, for instance, some Dee-

keepers will take five times as long as others to clean

a super of sections. Another difficulty is •'bat one
does not know how much to charge up for your
time, whether it be worth $1.50 a day or much more.
On the whole, why can you not, better than anyone

else, figure up the cost of a section? Time yourse'f;

charge up what your time is worth for all the items,

and your wo^rk at the hives, and add to it what you
pay out for material, and there you are.

In my own case, about as far as I have got is to

figure that whatever I got more than 3 1-3 cents a

section could be counted as pay for my skill and
labor. I've never felt that I was overpaid. But
the fun of it is something.

Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

[We presume that Mr. Gray wants to know, also,

something concerning the cost of production of the

honey itself. Taking into consideration th3 fact that

the bees get the nectar for nothing, it is necessary
to figure only the interest on the investmen' of bees,

hives, and other fixtures, and the cost of the time of

the apiarist with the bees during the season These
items should then be added to the cost of the section,

foundation, and of the time in preparation.

—

Ed ]

queen in, and the other four had been queenless
about four weeks, as I had given queen-cells be-

fore going on a holiday, and the queens had failed

to hatch or became lost after having hatched. All

the colonies were strong ones and two of them had
laying workers with the combs literally packed with
eggs and larvae. As it was becoming cold, I

thought I would uniie them with other colonies, but
a neighboring beekeeper had some young queens on
hand, so I purchased fve and introduced them as

Mr. Miller instructed in Gleanings. To one of

tlie hives with laying workers I gave a comb of eggs
and larvae from another colony, with adhering bees.
Ihe other I left just as it was, as I wanted to give
the inelhod a fair trial in adverse conditions. Some
of tile tolonies had been queenless for quite a while,

and some had laying workers. Moreover, there was
no honey coming in, as it was very late in the fall.

I still have the five colonies each with a good
queen, except one which seemed to be paralyzed in

cne les, as if she had been stung there. This queen
was ^n the hive that had been queenless so long, but
lliat had no laying workers.

I think this way of introducing is going to turn
out a great success, and it is so very simple and
easy if instructions are carried out.

William Barnes.
Garrah Willah, N. S. W, June 26.

<-- -2/^2-
Form for making a concrete hive foundation, sub-

mitted by Ellsworth H. Smith, Portageville, N. Y.

THE SECRET OF THE SONG OF THE BEE

BV GRACE ALLEN

Smoke Metliod Successful
In the fall of this year I tried Arthur C. Miller's

smoke method of introducing queens. One colony
was made queenless the day before running the

Little bee, I'm listening, listening, listening.

All my soul is reaching for the secret of your song.

My heart is like a muffled thing

With mute on every vibrant string,

While all my thoughts are listening beside your sil-

ver song.

Let me hear the whole of it, the soul of it, the heart
of it;

Let me feel the fire of it, the ancient hidden flame.

Tell me, are the vivid flowers

That call to you across the hours.

Are these a pulsing part of it, the first, perhaps, that

came ?

Or is your song a song of life, of eagerness that's

maddening.
Of tense and tireless ardor that goes chanting to the

strife.

With ecstasy and rapture?
Did your love of living capture

A song, while you went gladdening and plunging
into life?

Oh! there's something stirring in it, and there's

something steady in it,

And there's something strangely quieting and some-
thing sweet and strong,

And something glad and glistening!

For all my wistful listening

I dare not hope to win it—-all the secret of your
song.
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A. I« Moolt OUM Editter

Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words
shall not pass away.

—

Matt. 24:35.

Before they call I will answer; and while they are

yet speaking, I will hear.—ISA. 65:24.

Whoso liveth and bflieveth in me shall never die.—John 11:26.

I have again and again mentioned the

kind words that c-ome to me in regard to

this department cf our journal. In fact,

we have printed quite a number of these

kind words. They keep coming continually.

Every mail brings more or less of them. In

fact, many of the friends, as you will re-

member, who are not beekeepers take this

journal year after year for this department

alone. Now, Avhile these kind words have

been coming by the hundreds, and I might

say by the thousands, there are some criti-

cisms and fault-findings. Years ago, when
Our Homes department was first started,

there were quite a good many who objected

to my faith in the Bible and to my belief

that God hears and answers the prayers of

his people. I am led to think that skepti-

cism and infidelity, however, are passing

away, and that the Bible is held in greater

reverence just now than ever before since

the world began. Our periodicals, especial-

ly our industrial journals that are making
progress, all favor the Bible and Christian-

ity. In fact, if I am correct, humanity
now, almost with one accord, agree that the

Bible and its teachings are the real fore-

runners of all real progress in the arts and
sciences and in ''aring for these bodies of

ours. Wherever missionaries make a start,

not only churches but schools spring up. If

the language is unknown the Bible or por-
tions of it are soon translated. Then comes
in the printing-press and civilization. Skep-
ticism and unbelief never emancipate the

heathen from their darkness. I think I am
pretty well informed in regard to these mat-
ters, because we exchange with periodicals

printed in many languages and in all parts

of the world, and I get more or less of a
glimpse of what is going on in the world,

esi^ecially in the way of progi'ess.

Just now I recall three persons who are

objecting to the Bible and to its teachings,

and to my belief that God answers prayer.
These three keep writing to me every little

while. One of tliem, a man older than I

am, who, I think, has been a skeptic all his

life, jokingly writes me that, instead of my
converting him o^er to my faith, he hoped
to convert me eventually over to his faith;

but, if I remember correctly, his faith is no
faith at all. He does not accept the Bible
as the word of God; in fact, he questions

Avhelher there is any God anywhere to direct

the affairs of this vast universe. I have

not always replied to these three friends.

Sometim^es I think it useless to reply; and
then, again, I sometimes fear that arguing

the matter only makes things worse. I do

not believe in long arguments such as

Christians used to have years ago in regard

to doctrinal points. Now, I hope the little

illustration I am going to give you will not

hurt anybody, even these three friends I

have spoken of. This is the story

:

When I first began to succeed with the

Italian bees it made quite a stir in this

community. One poor man came into my
store one day (I think he lived off in the

woods somewhere) and said he wanted to

talk Avith me a little.

'' All right," I said.

Then he began something as follows:
" Mr. Boot, I am told you claim that

every hive of bees and every swarm of bees

has a king or a queen."

I assented. Then he went on

:

" Well, if you will just give me a little

time and listen to me, I think I can convince

you tliat you are mistaken."

I asked the man if he kept bees, and he

said he had kept them all his life. I asked

liim if he had movable-comb hives, which
were then a comparatively new thing. He
said he had no use for any such "contrap-

tions," or something to that etfect. Now,
under the circumstances what use would
there have been in holding an argument?
I did not make any reply. I reached for

my cap and asked him to follow me. He
tried to talk and go on with his argument
on the way; but I made little or no reply.

Wlien we arrived at the apiary I opened a

hive, took out a comb, showed him the yel-

low bees, found their Italian queen, let him
see her lay, and his astonishment was so

great that he forgot all about his desire to

argue. In fact, )iow could there be any ar-

gument when he was compelled to admit
that I had shown him more about bees in a

few 7ninutes than he had ever even dreamed
of in his whole lifetime?

Now, I hope the three good friends whom
I have mentioned will not feel hurt, when
their eyes rest on this, if I suggest that the

opponents of Christianity, especially those

who declare Christians are all deluded hyp-
ocrites, are about on a par with the poor
man who made a trip of several miles in

order to teach me bee culture. As an illus-

tration I am going to give you a few sen-

tences from a letter I received recently.
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I have read what you said about working to de-

stroy the squash-bugs and protecting the vines on
Sunday. It seems that at some times you attach far

more importance to God's commands than you do at

others, and that you seem privileged to do what you
would deem a sin if done by another.

My good friend, are yoi; not in error?

The commandment reads, "Remember the

sabbath day to keep it holy;" and in other

places it is explained we shall drop our
week-day avocations, or, as I understand it,

we should desist from all unnecessary work.
A farmer must feed his stock on Sunday
and take care of his milk if he is a milk-

man—that is, he must take care of it in

some way so it will not go to waste, and so

the babies and children who are dependent
on it will not suffer in health. The Savior,

you may remember, suggested that ir a

domestic animal fall into a pit we should

pull it out, even if it was on Sunday. I

believe all Christians agree that it is proper
to work in order to avert the destruction

of property—that is, where a little work
would save a large amount of property, a

good Christian should always be ready to

take off his coat and go to work. I remem-
ber one Sunday ivhen there was a big wind-
storm when the people were in clmrch. On
the way home one of our good deacons
found a large tree across the road so he

could not well get home until the tree was
removed. A crosscut saw and some axes
were procured, and off went their coats.

Did anybody think less of their Christian-

ity?

Now, it is not always easy to decide what
work should be done and what should not,

so as to be consistent with God's command

;

but I believe the law.s of our land and the

-laws of God will let each faithful follower
of the Master decide this largely for him-
self. If he makes an honest and sincere

decision, even if he is wrong, I am sure the

loving Savior will never lay it up against
him. Let me illustrate

:

I have told you about starting a Sunday-
school up in northern Michigan where there
was none. I started out early Sunday
morning and worked hard, inviting and
pleading with the men, women, and children.

It was in the spring of the year, and a
beautiful sap day. My good neighbor Hil-
bert had a big sugar-bush, and all of his

children and some of his neighbors' children
were busy as bees gathering sap, and he did
not see how they could be spared to go
down to the Sunday-school where I had
permission to use the church, nearly a mile
away. I told him that, if he ivould give
permission, we would go around to all the
sap-trees and dip pnougn out from the pails

so none of them would run over if he would

let me take all the hands down to the Sun-
day-school. His young daughter, Alice

(bless her memory!) was full of enthusiasm
about the Sunday-school, and she flew

around like a butterfly among the big trees

and ladled out the sap while I carried it to

the smaller trees that were not running very
much. As a result by 3 o'clock p. M. we
had a rousing Sunday-school to start out
with, and that Sunday-school is going yet

—

the school that was started, as I have told

you, more than a dozen years ago; and
there is a nice little church there, too, com-
posed mostly, I think, of the Sunday-school
scholars, who will, many of them, remember
that bright spring day. Now to get back to

the squash-bugs:

All gardeners know by sad experience
what damage such bugs may do in just a

few hours or even minutes; and I think
about half an hour's work effectually broke
up and scattered the gang that was deter-

mined to eat up my vines that warm Sun-
day evening; and just now I am enjoying
the fruit of that half-hour's work in the

shape of the most luscious cantaloups I

ever tasted. The seed was sent me by a
good beekeeper to whom I had sent some
dasheen tubers. Don't you think, friends,

the writer of the above who pitches into

me about working on Sunday was some-
what like the man who was going to con-
vince me by argument that there is no king
nor queen at all in a hive? Now he takes
me to task once more as follows:

In your account of the drowning boy's rescue by
Wesley you state that your prayer that Wesley's next
step would find higher footing was answered. Will
you kindly explain in just what way God answered 1

Did he make the water shallower than it had been
before your prayer ? And if so, has it remained
shallower ever since?

Well, friends, some of you may think at

first glance that the above is a "stumper" if

you will excuse a slang word. I think

there is a rocky bottom to that swimming-
pool. In answer to my little prayer, "Lord,
help !" did the great Father of the universe

raise or lower that rock? In the first place,

I did not think of dictating to the great

Father as to Jwiv he would lend me help to

avoid having on my hands and shoulders a

drowned man as Vv-ell as a drowned boy. In
fact, if Wesley had gotten into trouble be-

cause he could not swim, I was ready to go
in after him, realizing that I was risking

my own life in so doing, because he, a
strong man, in liis drowning struggles,

might easily pull me under with himself.

There was a terrible necessity for help from
somewhere, for the frightened boy who
stood near by did not volunteer any sort of
help. Under the circumstances, did my
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prayer in reality have any thing to do with

the depth of the water when Wesley took

one more step ahead, with the surface of

the water up to his chin? I confess, my
good friend who propounds this question

would have me in a tight place were it not

for God's promise given in one of my texts

—"Before they will call, I will answer." It

requires some strength of faith, I admit,

to expect that God in his infinite power
and wisdom foresaw this event, perhaps at

the creation of the world;* therefore the

rock that gave Wesley a higher footing is

right there where it has been for ages past.

At the time I gave up my bee-smoker rather

than get into an expensive lawsuit, another
smoker came from friend Corey, away off in

California, and was placed on my desk, in

answer to my prayer. At the time I men-
tioned it, a friend reminded me that the

smoker was started by mail before my little

prayer, " Lord, help !" was uttered. When I

presented the matter to my good pastor, the

Rev. A. T. Reed, he smilingly turned to the

promise I have mentioned, that God would
so order events as to get his children and
followers out of trouble, even before the

trouble came.

Since this terrible war started, one of
the three friends has asked me the question
whether God planned for such a terrible

and cruel war; and then he added some-
thing like this:

" Yes, I know what you will answer. You
will say God permits Satan and evil men to

go to certain lengths," etc. Now, friends,

I honestly admit the above is indeed a per-
plexing question. It is a question that is

peri^lexing the whole world just now, and it

might be wisdom for us all, while we are
doing every thing we can for peace, to wait
a little and let future events answer the

question by their unanswerable logic. We
have already been reminded that some terri-

ble wars in the past have brought about
peace and good will in a way that perhaps
could not have well been accomplished
without the war ; or, perhaps, we might add,

* I shall have to confess that I am constantly
tempted with, I think, the rest of humanity, by try-
ing to measure God by our own feeble comprehen-
sion. We forget, or wc can not believe, or perhaps
I should say keep in mind, that we get in our brief
span of life only a glimpse of nature and of na-
ture's God. We can not realize that he is omnipotent
and omnipresent, although he strives to teach us
over and over again in his holy word. To assist our
faith he says, "But the very hairs of your head are
all numbered." Now, that does not apply to any
one individual. It must mean all humanity, or at
least all humanity who regard him as their heavenly
Father. He is past and future all at once, and all
in one. We can hardly get even a faint glimpse of
the resources at his command to grant that little
prayer, "Lord, help!" no matter by whom it is ut-
tered. In the 55th chapter of Isaiah we read:
" My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are
your ways my ways, saith the Lord."

when humanity was in its infancy, there
might not have been any other way to bring
about progress in the world. The Revolu-
tionary War of 1776 gave birth to our
American republic. The late civil war in

this country in 1861 put an end to the

black-slave traffic, not only here in Amer-
ica, but pretty nearly in the whole wide
world. The war Avith Spain rescued Cuba
from her heathenism. You may recall that

I spent one winter in Cuba, and gave a
pretty full account of what our own nation

accomplished in that direction. A .skillful

surgeon cuts and mutilates a human body
in a way that seems terrible to an onlooker,

but the patient is oftentimes (if not al-

ways) delivered, not only from suffering,

but from speedy death. Perhaps it is true

that in this crisis we hardly know what to

pray for; but God's loving children can al-

ways come to him with that little prayer,
" Lord, help !" and with the assurance that

the prayer will be heard and answered m
some way in his own good time. If those

who reject the Bible would look about them
and see what it. has done to benefit mankind
in every conceivable way, I think they
would be ready, like the poor friend who
was going to teach me bee culture, to ac-

cept what they can see with their own eyes
and understand. I admit there is much in

the Bible I do not understand; in fact, it

is beyond my feeble and circumscribed in-

tellect. But, thanks be to God, much of it

is getting to be plainer every day of my
life as I grow older; and there is so much
good, a sort of good that comes from noth-
ing else in the way of literature, that I am
astonished almost every day because so few
seem to have got hold of it and are ready to

say, "Love ye your enemies; do good to

them that hate you." Where do you find

any other book that takes such ground as

that unless they copy it from the Bible"?

And this plea for "peace and good will"

runs all through it from Genesis to Reve-
lation. It is true, it gives a history of sad
events and of what bad men have done and
said; but these bright texts flash out and
sparkle, here and there, from the beginning
to the end of the book.

Let me repeat once more a little incident.

Shortly after my conversion a neighbor,
who was an intemperate man, drove his wife
and family out into the cold one winter
night. I could not talk with him in that

condition ; but I made up my mind I would
plead with him at the first opportunity
when I found him sober. One stormy day I

found him in a little shoe-shop with a few
of his old cronies. I tried to talk with him

;

but the wliole crowd turned on to me and
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my religion; and they said such awful

things about Christians, pi'eaehers, and all,

that I was literally "snowed under." I

realized I had made a blunder; and while

I used that little prayer, " Lord, help !" I

pushed my foot in among the scraps of

leather that lay scattered thick in that dis-

orderly shop. All at once my eye caught

sight of a little scrap of paper, I think it

was while I was praying for help from
above. Mechanically I picked up that little

bit of paper and read it. After reading it

myself, I asked permission of the crowd to

read it aloud. They had seen me pick up
the paper from the "leather scraps, and here

is what I read

:

But I say unto you which hear, Love your ene-

mies, do good to them which hate you, bless them
which curse you, and pray for them which despite-

fully use you. And unto him that smiteth thee on
the "one cheek offer also the other; and him that

taketh away thy cloak forbid not to take thy coat

also. Give to every man that asketh of thee; and of

him that taketh away thy goods, ask them not again.

And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye
also to them likewise. For if ye love them which
love you, what thank have ye? for sinners also love

those which love them. And if ye do good to them
which do p-ood to you, what thank have ye? for sin-

ners also do even the same. And if ye lend to them
of whom ye hope to receive, what thank have ye ? for

sinners also lend to sinners, to receive as much
again. But love ye your enemies, and do good and
lend, hoping for nothing again; and your reward
shall be great, and ye shall be the children of the
Highest; for he is kind to the unthankful and to

the evil. Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father
also is merciful.

—

Luke 6:27-36.

The shoemaker jumped up in alarm and
said something like this

:

" My God ! how did that piece of paper
ever get down among those scraps of leather

in my shop?"
The profanity and vulgarity of the crowd

was at an end, and my exhortations for bet-

ter lives M'ere respectfully listened to. Then
I asked them all to kneel down while I

closed with prayer. It was, I think, the

first time I ever knelt and prayed in a pub-
lic place like that ; and no doubt it was a

broken and boyish prayer; but it did the

work. The man who abused his family gave

me his promise to do better. He did not

promise to stop drinking entirely, but from
that time forward not only he and I, but the

family, were fast friends. His boys were
regularly in my Sunday-school class.

Now, there is more yet to the above.

When I opened the door to step out (feel-

ing a joy in my heart that can not well be
expressed), the druggist came out of an-

other door, for the drugstore adjoined the

shoe-shop, and there was only a thin wooden
partition between the two. There was a

little crowd in the drugstore as well as in

the shoe-shop, for it was a stormy day. The
druggist said, " Mr. Root, will you please

tell me where in the Bible you found that

])assage you read to the men in the shoe-

shop? The partition is so thin we heard

all that was going on, and were laughing

at your discomfiture; but I want to say,

that what you read from that little bit of

l^aper would save the world, even if all the

rest of the Bible were lost and gone for-

ever."

The above hearty indorsement was from
a man who was not at the time a professing

Christian. Dare any of you undertake to

say there was no answer to prayer in this

transaction? When I was overwhelmed by
their sneers and sarcasm the little bit of pa-

per came to my rescue. Did that just hap-

pen to be in that little shoe-shop among the

scraps of leather, or did God so plan it that

when in trouble and distress that little torn

scrap of the Bible should help me out? and
did he so plan that I should have two audi-

ences instead of one, when I made that

plaintive prayer for my intemperate friend

and the others who were ridiculing his

holy word?

THE DEFEAT OF INJUSTICE.

Whosoever will be great among you, let him be
your minister; and whosoever will be chief among
you, let him be your servant.

—

Matt. 20:26-27.

In our issue for August 15 I mentioned
telling my good mother that the little text

about loving our enemies and doing good to

them that hate us was to the great wide
Avorld an unexplored region. Since then

the terrible European war has broken out,

and I am ever so much more impressed

with the sentiment I voiced at this time

about rendering good for evil, as it is liter-

ally true—yes, clear up to this twentieth

century an " unexplored region." In that

same issue I gave a clipping from the Sun-
day School Times; and I told our readers

that if there was a call for it I would liave

it printed in large type so that elderly peo-

ple and everybody else could read it easily.

Here it is

:

THE DEFEAT OF INJUSTICE.
No one can ever afford to think

about any injustice he receives. It is

disaster and destruction to do so. It is

like deliberately lifting a glass of

poison to our lips and swallowing it.

Injustice inflicted upon us never harms
us until w^e dwell on it. While we ig-

nore it, and do right, it is powerless
against us. When w^e begin to turn it

over in our miad, it starts its murder-
ous * work upon us. It soon exagger-

* Murdur is exactly the right word. Right here
(with the help of strong drink), is where insanity,
sui<ide, and murder get in. Look about you and see
if I am not right,
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ates itself, bliiicls us, rankles, inflames,

embitters. It breeds self-pity, which
soon reduces us to a condition of worse
than helpless uselessness. Jesus paid

no attention to the awful injustices of

his lot. We can not afford to do other

than he did, but with our lesser injus-

tices. If love is our master-passion,
" thinking no evil " and " bearing all

things, " we shall live emancipated
from the misery of dressing our own
wounds. Such wounds heal quickly

when we are lovingly l^usied with the

needs of others.

There you have it, friends. I confess that

at first glance some would think the Sunday
School Times had almost overdone the mat-
ter; but I tell you they are right about it.

For almost forty years I have been testing

the matter of returning good for evil, of

forgetting an injury or an insult or an
affi'ont, just as soon as possible. Get your
mind on something else. I know it is hard
sometimes; but just hold fast to the little

I)rayer I have given you—" Lord, help !"

Get bu.sy ; and before you know or realize it

you will have forgotten it entirely, and be

happy and joyous.

Our fi'iends will recall that at various

times I have spoken about meeting happy
surprises. Well, the follower of Christ

Jesus—one who is really in accordance with
the clipiDing above—will in due time meet
with happy surprises, for he is right along

in the line of that joyous and happy throng
who said to the Master, " Lord, when saw
we thee an hungered, and fed thee? or
athirst, and gave thee drink? " etc. You see

these people had been so busy in doing good,
right and left, that they had been losing

sight of self entirely, and they had forgot-

ten all about their loving ministry to poor
suffering humanity.
Somebody recently said of Gladstone that

if we wanted to get a glimpse of him at his

best, we should have to watch for an oppor-
tunity and show him some unkindness—that

is, if you should happen to have a chance
to do so, and just see how quickly he would
put himself out of the way to do you a

favor. I know it seems almost wicked to

suggest such a thing; but he was a true type
of that kind of humanity. " Bless them that

curse you
;
pray for them that despitefully

use you."
Now, these leaflets are printed to be sent

out free of charge. They are to be sent

broadcast out "on the waters;" and if I

do not see any good result from them in

this world, I shall have faith to believe 1

sliall in the world to come. I hope they may
be floating about and read after my work
here in this world has ceased. Do not be
backward in telling how many leaflets you
can distribute among your friends, whether
a dozen, fifty, or a hundred or a thousand.

They will be sent gladly.

Your old friend,

A. I. Root.
Sept. 15, 1914.

fflGM=PEE§§UEE GAEDEMNG
SUMMER SHOWERS WHENEVER YOU SAY THE

WORD.
Although I have been either gardening or

in touch with gardening for almost 70 years,

I have never before, until the present time,

enjoyed the great privilege of having a

veritable " summer shower " on my garden
whenever it seemed needed. About the first

of August I started what is called the Skin-

ner system of irrigation, on our garden,

which is 75 feet wide and 260 feet long. As
it is very desirable to use the team when
plowing, and a horse for cultivating, I did

not want any posts or supports standing in

the way of the team. Accordingly we
stretched a % braided wire cable from the

house on the north to a telegi'aph-pole on
the south. In order to test the system more
fully the sprinkling arrangement covers

only the north side of the garden. On the

west side is a row of evergreen-trees for a

windbreak. On the east side is a little row
of apple-trees. A galvanized-iron pipe one
inch in diameter runs part way, and then a

%-inch pipe, and both i^erforated every

yard, and a brass nozzle screwed in. With
a pressure of about 40 lbs. from our city

waterworks these pipes throw a stream fully

30 feet on each side. The pipes are suspend-
ed just high enough to clear the horses'

heads when they are cultivating. By rotat-

ing the pipes (which are suspended on roller

bearings) the whole of the garden is sprin-

kled just as nicely as a summer shower
would do it.

Now, to tell you just how much this

accomplishes, let me explain that the ground
was so wet in the spring that we were
compelled to plow it when it was not in

good condition. After plowing, a succession

of cold heavy rains made it just like mud;
and when dry weather came it was almost
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Overcoming drouth by the Skinner system of sprinklers

impossible to break up the clods (that we
have on our Medina clay soil), and get the

gTound into reasonable tilth; and since then,

if we do not cultivate or hoe the garden at

the right time after every shower, it is still

a mere pile of clods. Along in July we got

most of the lumps flattened and crushed so

things began to grow once more on the

"high-pressure" principle. Mrs. Root stands

for Ohio ; but when I commenced on the soil

up here after working the friable Florida
gi'ound I became disgusted and almost felt

as if I wanted to stay in Florida all the

year round, even if it is true that here, with
many thing's, we get fair crops at much less

expense for fertilizer than we do in Florida.

Those who have worked a clay soil like our
own are well aware that, if they can get on
to the ground with hoe and cultivator at

just the right time after a shower, the soil

stirs very easily. A great many times, how-
ever, it is difficult to do this work at rbe

opportune moment. If you get to work too

soon after a shower you are in the mud, and
this will not do at all. If you wait too long,

the clay soil bakes almost as hard as a brick.

By the way, we do all our sprinkling just

about sundown to avoid loss of water oy
excessive evaporation. I noticed the manu-
facturers of the sprinkler said that, if used

properly, it entirely prevents clay soil from
baking—that is, you can keep the gi'ound

loose and friable with very little work. This
I find to be true. I can take my hoe befoie

breakfast during this month of August and
stir the soil around my pet plants just as

easily and as nicely as I can down in the

Florida sand; and it is just wonderful how
the corn, beans, peas, potatoes, cauliflowers,

dasheens, sesame, helianthus, and all these

new things, respond to the water applied
just right, and to the stirring of the soil

around them to let in the air. Just an hour
ago (it is now Aug. 20) I took a look at rry

row of Hubbard squashes. At the north end
of the garden under the sprinklers they are

bright and thrifty—no withered leaves. At
the lower end of the row, where there are

no sprinklers, the leaves hung down droop-
ing, and the vines seem ready to die; and it

was so with every thing else.

I am going to write to the manufacturers,
telling them there is just one trouble with
their invention—it makes the weeds grow
just fearfully;* but with such nice friable

* I suppose I should mention one real drawback
to this sprinkling' system or any other form of irriga-

tion in regions where heavy rains are frequent,
sometimes at a season when we do not expect them.
It is this: When you have your ground irrigated
just right, and a heavy rain should follow imme-
diately after, if the wet weather continues, yotir
irrigated ground will be too wet, and your irriga-
tion at such a time may do harm instead of good.
A relative of mine had several acres of celery. At
much expense he arranged for sub-irrigation. His
new apparatus worked so well that he rather over-
did the application of water; and, even though it

was in the latter part of the summer, some heavy
rains came on that lasted several days, and his arti-

iicial watering ruined a large part of his celery. It

behooves us, therefore, to be a little careful, and
apply just enovffh water and not be tempted to put
on too much.
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sunmiei' showci'

soil it is no work at all to keep the weeds
down and out, so our dasheens are now,
some of them, a yard tall, and we are al-

ready using it for stews. The little suckers

that grow around the main plant are the

nicest for what we call oyster soui^; and if

we bank them ujo, so as to have the soil

bleach the shoots, they will be all the better.

The sesame plants I have spoken about are

now full of buds. We expect to have ripe

seeds in a short time. The helianthus is now
quite a little higher than my head, covered

with yellow flowers. It looks exactly like

an artichoke. I have to be careful about

hoeing them, because the roots shoot under
the soil for a distance of 18 inches or per-

haps two feet. These are, I suppose, the

ones that bear the tubers. We have to be

careful about hoeing among the plants for

fear of cutting these tuber-forming rootlets.

After the above was dictated Huber took

some views of my artificially irrigated gar-

<len ; but before I proceed to describe the

])ictures accompanving it, I want to digress

a little.

Quite a little criticism has appeared in

these pages in regard to the way in which
The "Luther Burbank Co." does business,

sending out circulars to thousands of peo-

ple,, urging them to become "honorary mem-
bers" by paying a certain sum, etc.

Well, along in the early summer I learned

that our druggist had a varietv of seeds of

the "Burbank creation." I accordingly

looked them over and i^urchased four pack-
ets. The one I have tried to picture, the

"Rainbow Corn," has been a delight to my-
self and friends all summer. Below is what
I find printed on the packet

:

BURBANK'S IMPROVED RAINBOW CORN
(EXTRA select)

;

25 CENTS A PACKET.
Beautiful and exquisite in colorings as orchids—

a

flower in bloom from the time the youn? shoots ap-
pear until the heavj- frosts of autumn; nothing like

it for decorative effects, for garden, cutting, or cor-

sage bouquet. Leaves variegated with brilliant

crimson, yellow, white, green, rose, and bronze
stripes.

I am very glad to say, the above descrip-

tion is not, in my mind, an exaggeration.

T think it is altogether the most beautiful

and startling ornamental foliage plant I

have ever come across. It is something-

after the fashion of the old-time ribbon
grass ; but there is a much greater variety

of colors, and the colors are ever so much
brighter. Away up north, near the Soo
Canal, there is a resort (Manitou Island)

where Avealthy men and women of fashion

congregate every summer. I described my
visit there in these pages some years ago.

The most attractive thing on the island (al-

though it is an attractive place) is the gor-

geously arrayed women of wealth from al-

most all over the world. Their fantastic

costumes, with not only brilliant Init glit-

tering colors, make quite a fairv show.
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Burbank's " Rainbow " corn. Indian corn as an
ornamental foliage plant.

Well, just as soon as this ornamental corn

began to push out its tassels it reminded me
vividly of the beautiful women so gorgeous-

ly arrayed, almost rivaling the "lilies of the

field" as we read in the scriptures. I am
glad of an opportunity to give Burbank
full credit, if he did indeed create this

beautiful plant, and I think it is quite rea-

sonable to believe he might do so in a series

of years by making selections. This sum-
mer I have been testing toward a dozen

varieties of sweet corn; and in these tests

I find quite a few stalks showing, faintly,

striped leaves. If you go to the poultry

shows you will see what poultrymen have

done in working for pet feathers. Now, if

we should work corn in the same way for

foliage instead of grain, it is not at all

strange that the result is astonishing.

In the two large pictures you get a

glimpse of the Burbank corn right under
the si^rinkling-pipes ; and in the smaller cut

you get a glimpse of the variegated leaves;

but, of course, the camera does not give the

colors.*

Now a word about the three other pack-
ets of Burbank's stuff. The variegated-corn

packet costs 25 cents for, I think, about 25
grains. Another packet, labeled "Bur-
bank's Improved Early Bantam Corn,"
costs 10 cents for 15 grains of corn. I

could not discover that there was a particle

of difference between this Early Bantam
and some that costs only 10 cents for half a

pint. There was also a packet of "Im-
proved Earlj^ Sweet Corn" at 10 cents for

25 grains. This, like the Bantam, is not
different from or better than (so far as I

could discover) common early sweet corn

at 20 cents a pint. The last was Burbank's
sweet sunberry (wonderberry) (a Burbank
creation). The above is, of course, an im-

proved variety, or at least it is so stated, of

Child's wonderberry, of which so much has

been said and written. Owing to the per-

sistent ravages of the little black flea beetle

I lost all my plants but one. That one is

now in bloom, and it looks exactly like a

plant growing wild down in Florida that

bears berries in the greatest profusion. This

improved berry, however, may be better in

quality. I am going to try to carry a plant

down to Florida if it does not mature fruit

here.

Now a word about the pictures. In the

left-hand lower corner of the picture is an
improved Senator Dunlap strawberry sent

me to test. You see it is putting out a pile

of runners already. Next is ordinary sweet

corn; then comes a row of dasheens, but

they are hardly visibly in the picture. Then
we come to a little patch of ornamental
corn. Right above this, over toward the

evergreens, is the helianthus that has been
discussed quite a little. It now contains a
profusion of beautiful yellow sunflowers on
a smaller scale, and they produce little

seeds that look like sunflowers also. See
description of the Helianthi on page 318,

April 15. I will report further when it is

time to dig the tubers. A row of sesame-

plants is close by the helianthus, but hardly

\'isible.

THE DASHEEN IN CANADA.
Just a line to renew old acquaintance. Wife and

I spent the winter in Lakeland, Florida, returning

April 1. Lakeland is a lovely spot, high and rolling,

with lots of lakes; three inside the corporation. You
will remember those small dasheen tubers I got from
you. Well, I have some fine plants, the stalks at the

ground as thick through as one's wrist or more, and
lots of little plants coming up all around them. I

might get a snapshot of them just to show you how
they can be grown in Ontario. Now, what I want

* I think this variegated corn will soon be offered
for sale at a reasonable price, for I have seen it also
growing in Akron, O. At this date, Sept. 12, the
ears (some of them four on a single stalk) are
tasseled out with brilliant crimson silk which looks
like an ostrich plume. I cannot tell you how much

seed I shall get ; but if every ear that is set pro-

duces a fair amount, I may be able to include two
or three grains with the dasheen tubers that are to

be given to paid-up subscribers.
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to ask is, how can I tell when they are fit to take up
or use? Does the top show any signs?

Innerkip, Ont., Aug. 19. J. Alpauqh.

My good friend, your dasheens are fit for

use at any time ; but in order to preserve

the old plant I would just dig down and
pull those young suckers. They are espe-

cially nice for a stew. Cook them as you
would oysters or mushrooms; then put in

some crackers, and we think you will fiid

them a very appetizing and nourishing dish.

Very likely they will not mature in Canada
—that is to say, the tubers will not keep over

winter ; but just before frost comes, or after

a light frost, dig them all up and use the

tubers for baking as you would bake a pota-

to. The stalks are good for a stew at any
stage of gi'owth. The tubers can also be
stewed with the stalks cut up in pieces, say

an inch long. You will soon learn how to

use them after you get a taste of them, I

think.

SEED POTATOES FOR PLAKTING IN OCTOBER
AND NOVEMBER DOWN IN FLORIDA AND

OTHER SOUTHERN CLIMES.

Our friends will remember that almost
every fall we have trouble in getting seed

potatoes to plant in our Florida home. F.

W. Gibbons & Co., of Boston, have for

years made a business of keeping potatoes

in cold storage, to be shipped south for fall

planting. Just now we have a postal card
from a good friend in their employ. As it

may be of some benefit to our Southern
readers, we submit it below

:

Friend Root

:

—Just a line as the thought comes
to me. The old crop of potatoes, as you know,
closed out at extremely high prices—3 cts. per lb.,

so that there are none for Florida planting. Take
your new crop. Lay the tubers on burlap or bagging
in the kiln where you dry lumber by artificial heat,

and keep them there two weeks. This will hasten
germination ; also expose them to heat under the

greenhouse benches. E. E. Haerington.
Boston, Sept. 19.

Last winter, when we were selling our
Red Triumph potatoes, there were quite a
few that were hardly large enough for mar-
ket—say a little smaller than a hen's egg.

These we spread out on a cement floor in

our wood-shed. This floor was partly un-
derground and moderately dai'k. I think
we must have spread out a barrel of them,
and they seem to have kept all right. When
they were beginning to sprout Wesley
planted some in September, and will plant
more of them this month. If we can keep
over our potatoes for seed in this way it is

going to be quite an item. I have before
mentioned quite a number of our Florida
neighbors who kept potatoes (spread out
on barn floor) over, say, from March or
April until October and November. Of

course the potatoes shriveled up, and the
sprouts are short and stubby; but 1 believe

it is generally agreed that this sort of seed
is the very best. If they are put out in the

sun or in a good strong light just before
planting the sunlight kills the scab almost
if not quite as effectually as the formalin
and corrosive-sublimate solutions. I will re-

port further how these kept-over potatoes

turn out.

SQUASH-BUGS, ETC.
Mr. Root

:

—I have just finished reading Glean-
ings; and in your article on gardening, squash-bugs
are mentioned. I have tried a remedy for the bugs
which I have never seen in print; and as it proved
entirely successful in my case I will send it to you.
Make a thin batter of fresh cow manure and

water, and apply with a whisk broom to the vines.

The bugs will immediately decamp. It does not add
to the beauty of the verdure for a while ; but later,

when they outgrow their covering, they seem to have
been fertilized by the application. I have tried it on
muskmelon-vines only, first in Wisconsin, and yes-

terday on vines in my garden here.
" HONEY TEA " FOB INDIGESTION.

While writing to you I will mention another
" cure " which I call honey tea. A couple of table-

spoonfuls of honey to a pint of water, boiled together
for fifteen minutes, removing the scum as fast as it

rises. Half or all of it, if desired, is drunk hot, one
half to one hour before breakfast, and it can also be
drunk cold any time during the day, when thirsty.

It relieved me entirely of indigestion and constipa-

tion, which had troubled me for many years.

Westgate, Cal., Aug. 12. Allen Jenkins.

Thanks for your suggestion, my good
friend. Your remedy for squash-bugs is

the same as given Sept. 1, p. 626, last year.

There is another good thing about it—an
overdose would not harm your plants, as is

the case with diiferent kinds of poison; in

fact, the more lavish you are with the prep-
aration the better it will be for the vines.

TWO CROPS PROM THE SAME GROUND AT ONE
AND THE SAME TIME.

For some time back I have been feeling

happy to see the pictures on the outside

cover of our great agricultural periodicals.

I should gi'eatly enjoy reading all these

periodicals all the way through; but there

are now so many of them that about all I

can do with them is to look at the pictures,

especially the pictures on the outside cover.

Well, the Iowa Agriculturist gives us a
cover picture in the August issue that de-

serves more than - passing comment. It

shows, first, a beautiful cornfield, many
acres in extent, of rank, thrifty, beautiful

corn which, at the time the picture was
taken, was waist high; and right in among
the corn is shown a large group of beauti-

ful young girls and women. I do not sup-
pose these bright young women (all happy-
looking) (jrew all their lives in that corn,

but they are certainly an Iowa product.
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God bless Jowa iiud all the corn-j: rowing

States. If the good people away off across

the Avater, instead of. killing off their boys

and girls, and men and women, would use

their time and energies and intelligence in

something like curn-growing, what a happy

world this might be just now! On the con-

trary, while I write I suppose there are

hundreds and thousands who are shedding

their life's blood in an unaccountable desire

to cul each utlier to pieces. May God help

us.

ii;iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiini!iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiNniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN

TEMPERANCE
"OHIO ])KV;" NATION-WIDE PROHIBITION,

ETC.

I hardly need say to our Ohio readers,

and perhaps to a great part of the people of

the United States in general, that just now
the good people of Ohio are massing their

energies as never before to drive intoxicants

entirely from our State, and to put at least

one more State among those that have al-

ready adopted prohibition. Judging from
past experience, and some sad and bitter

experience, our great foe, and I might say

our very greatest foe, is the indifference and

stupidity of i^eople Avho ndgJit vote if they

would just take the pains to do so. When
we get things up to such a point that every-

body votes one way or the other, we shall

achieve a big victory. Two years ago, when
we failed ignominiously, it was found by
careful search that thousands of good men,

through indifference or pure laziness, did

not go to the polls at all; and the saddest

part of it is that those who did not vote

were, by far the largest part, temperance

people. The reason is very apparent. The

wets made such a thorough canvass that they

got hold of every man Avho could possibly

be urged, by fair means or foul, to vote.

They are doing this again and again. Here
in our own county of Medina, people excuse

themselves from going to the polls by say-

ing, " Oh ! Medina Co. will go dry any way

;

and the loss of one vote will be insignifi-

cant," etc. Now, our Ohio churches, Sun-

day-schools, Endeavor societies, are all en-

listed in the work; and if we do our part as

faithfully as the liquor-dealers do theirs, we
certainly shall win. It can not be other-

wise, it is incredible that there should be

more had voters in Ohio than good ones.

Let me give you an illustration :

Just last week a man asked me when I

was going to Florida. I told him I would

go right after election. He said he did not

think he wanted to wait till Nov. 3d; and

Avhen I remonstrated about losing his vote

he said something like this :

" Why, what particular issue is at hand

just nowf"
We were botli iri a hurry, and I did not

liave time to question him further. But I

ha\e IjL'eu wur.dejing since then if he were
not on the wet side, or so near there that he

did not care very much about it. Now, if

there are any like him whose eyes meet these

lines, let me present the matter this way

:

The wets have no other incentive, no
other goal, than to make a little more
money. They will tell you we want the

money for revenue. They do not propose
to build up churches, schools, nor any thing

else, to benefit humanity. Their great plea

is, if not their only plea, that saloons "make
business." If we ask them to define what
kind of business, they do not have very
much to say. They are going to "make
money" by voting wet, and making money is

their sole object in life. Of course, they

say a $1000 license or tax may be used to

build good roads, etc. But the dry States

and dry towns and cities are going away
ahead in the way of such improvements.
This is acknowledged now everywhere.

Now, the drys are working for the good of
humanity. It is not money they are after.

It is for the benefit of the people. It is to

l)rotect the people. It is to lessen the num-
ber of criminals. All this has been gone
over and over. We on the dry side are

working for godliness, righteousness, tem-

perance, and purity. Some of you may say
that those w^ho vote wet are not all bad men.
Well, even if that is true, all bad men vote

wet. Did you ever hear of a gamblei', a

highway robber, a picki^ocket, or any sort

of criminal, Avho did not vote wet and join

in with the wetsf Do you, my friend, want
to be in that crowd"? On the other hand, all

good men and women are most if not all on
the side of the drys. The wives and moth-
ers—especially the mothers—if they had a

chance Avould vote dry without question, for

the sake of their sons and daughters, if

nothing more; and the wets are fighting

Avoman suffrage, tooth and nail, for they

knoAV Avhat the result Avill be if the Avomen
get the ballot.

Now, is it possible that the voters of our
State of Ohio should be found more than

half wet, Avith the explanation I have given

above? Let me digress a little.

On page 508 of our issue for July 15 I
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siioke of a fallier and son who got into a

(|uai'rel througli drink, and the father killed

the son with a blow with a broomstick. Now,
this old father was a good man, or was so

considered by his neighbors. He had been
the village blacksmith for many years, and
was esteemed and beloved by all the neigli-

boi'hood. He had only one failing, and that

was

—

strong drink. When he was arrested

for murder the good friends readily fur-

nished bail, and he was given his liberty.

But his jieace of mind was gone. He pined
away over the sad event till he was almost a

skeleton. Well, just a few days ago, on a

Sunday morning, when his folks were away,
they found, on returning, his dead body
hanging from the limb of an apple-tree back
of his house. Murder, then suicide! Do
some of you ask how this father and son
procured their drink here in a proverbially

dry county? Just over the dividing line,

near where this man lived, is Lorain Co.,

and that county has saloons. Saturday
nights buggies and automobiles are strung

about in every direction quite a distance

from that saloon. A wet county adjoining

us is cursing the people of Medina Co. The
county-seat of Lorain Co. is Elyria, a city

of some 15,000 inhabitants. They have had
many conflicts, but the wets beat every

time, with the help of the still larger neigh-

boring city of Lorain, in the same county. I

told you of stopping in Elyria long enough
to have my automobile charged. While hur-

rj'ing along one of the busiest streets I

passed a large show Avindow with plate-

glass front. That elegant and expensive
show-window contained nothing but half-

pint bottles labeled "whisky" in big letters.

They were spread out in quite a display to

attract the attention of passersby. I stood

stock still in astonishment and indignation.

I said to myself, and I may have said it out

loud, " Is it possible that here in Elyria, on
the busiest street, there can be found a man
so lost to all sense of shame that he will

unblushingly j^ut out such a display as this"?

The exhibition is not only a disgrace to the

city and county, but it is a disgrace to the

State of Ohio." I looked about the premises

to see if I could catch a glimpse of the fel-

low (I can not call him a man) who would
have the cheek and hardihood to make a

display like this, not only to tempt those

who are fighting strong drink, but to tempt
the boys on the street. May God help Lo-
rain Co. and Elyria to rule out such an ex-

hibit in open daylight before our people.

Now, then, friends of Ohio, there are

only about thirty more days left, by the time

this reaches you, to get hold of indifferent

people, and urge upon them the imiJortance

of \()ting. A jnsi and riglileous law, if 1

;un col lect, forbids our furnishing money or
any thing else to get an indifferent man to

vote. The wets trample this law under foot
almost without scruple; but we who are fol-

lowers of the Lord Jesus Clii-ist certainly

can not think of trying to avoid or elude
our Ohio laws or the laws of the United
States. We can, however, take our automo-
biles and buggies and visit or talk to voters
whenever we have good reason to think
that such work will helj) to emancipate our
State from the rum power. Think, friends,

what it would mean to be able to say in No-
vember that Ohio is not only central in

geography, but that it is central in taking
the lead in temperance, purity, and right-

eousness.

VIKGINIA GOES DRY BY 25,000 MAJORITY.

May the Lord be praised for the good
news we have from Virginia. We clip the

following from the Cleveland Plain Dealer:

25,000 VIRGINIANS VOTE DOWN LIQUOR; DRYS RE-
TURN IMMENSE MAJORITY AVITH ONLY' FOUR
(UTIES OPPOSING LANDSLIDE ELECTION RESULTS
WILL OAUSE ANNUAL REVENUE LOSS OF $700,000.
RiCHJiOND, Va., Sept. 22.—Virginia to-day joined

the dry States of the nation by returning a majority
of more than 25,000 for Statewide prohibition.

Not more than six out of the 100 counties in the
State returned a majority against the proposition,
and only tlie cities of Alexandria, Danville, Norfolk,
and Richmond, out of the nineteen cities, gave a
majority against Statewide prohibition.

The election results will cause a loss in revenue of
more than $700,000 annually to the State. The
State becomes dry on and after Nov. 1, 1916. The
general assembly has yet to pass the law to govern
the State under prohibition.

While we are rejoicing in the above, it

pains me more than I can tell to see my
good friends of the Plain Dealer give us no
better Avords of encouragement than that
the people of Virginia are going to lose

$700,000 in revenue. Great heavens! What
does "revenue" amount to compared with
the saving of our boys from drunkards'
graves? Are the States that have been dry
for years suffering from a lack of revenue f

Are not the mothers of our land, to say
nothing of the fathers, entitled to more con-
sideration than revenue, even if they do not
(just yet) win suffrage? For the time be-
ing I can change my little prayer, " Lord,
help," to

—
" The Lord has helped." Blessed

he his holy name !

We quote the following from the Anli-
Saloon League Year-book for 1914

:

If the $538,815.03 of revenue from liquor were
distributed among the 2,060,612 people in Virginia,
it would be but a small fraction over 26 cents for
each man, woman, boy, and girl in the State; and
in a recent statement by the auditor he says that if

prohibition should prevail the tax rate would need
to be increased only three-fourths of one mill on
each $1 of assessed real and personal property—or
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T^A cents on the $100, or 75 cents on $1000, etc.

He further says that, if proper returns of property

for taxation were made by citizens, the rate of in-

crease would be hardly more than four cents on

each $100 of property.

SALOONS, AND THEIR INFLUENCE IN THE
VICINITY OF MANUFACTHRING AND

MINING COMPANIES, ETC.

We clip the following from Bulletin No.

15, sent out by the Colorado Fuel & Iron

Co.:

THE STRUGGLE IN COLORADO FOR INDUS-
TRIAL FREEDOM.

THE EFFECT OF CLOSING SALOONS IN THE COLORADO
COALMINING DISTRICT.

" The officers of The Colorado Fuel & Iron Com-
pany believe in the policy adopted by certain impor-

tant railroads, prohibiting the use of intoxicating

drinks by their employes both on and off duty; but

many of the coal-mine employes demand their liquor,

and, unfortunately, some will not work where it

cannot be obtained.
" Experience shows that where no saloon is im-

mediately available many workmen go as far as is

necessary to find one, and there spend Saturday
nights, Sundays and holidays, often returning unfit

for work until after a day or two of rest, and the

general service is always greatly disorganized by the

incapacity of a few.
" With the advent of the Federal troops all sa-

loons in the coal-mining districts were closed, and as

a result the efficiency of the workmen has greatly

improved, the average production of coal per man
increasing 10 per cent.

" This has confirmed the view long held by us, that

if saloons and drinking could be eliminated from
the coal districts, not only the miners but the com-
panies would be greatly benefited.

" What I have said applies specifically to the

Colorado Fuel & Iron Company ; but I think, in a

general way, it is true of the coal-mining industry in

the State.
"

Denver, September, 1914.

A PETITION WITH OVER 1000 SIGNATURES FROM THE
EASTERN PENITENTIARY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Out of a total of 1478 prisoners confined in the

Eastern penitentiary, 1008 have drawn up and sign-

ed a petition which will be submitted to the next

legislature seeking State-wide prohibition.

The petition is probably the strongest and most

unique sociological plea ever made against the liquor-

traffic. Without a word or even suggestion from
Warden McKenty, it is said, the prisoners confined

behind the forbidding walls of the institution signed

their names, and in many instances volunteered to

go before a legislative committee and tell how the

saloon evil has wrecked their lives.

The vote was taken on Independence Day, and
made public today.
On each petition was an appeal to make Indepen-

dence Day memorable by signing the petition.

Three months ago the Umpire, the little paper
published by the convicts, started a crusade against

rum. Letters began to flow into the editorial room
telling the personal stories of prisoners who claimed

that were it not for whisky they would not now be

serving time in prison.

The editor of the paper, himself a prisoner, was
so impressed with the letters that he drafted a peti-

tion and sent it around the prison for signatures.

To-night he said: "I am greatly pleased with

results. It proves, and conclusively, too, that the

great majority of State-prison convicts were brought
to ruin through tho saloon evil. If the legislature

desires evidence we are ready to supply witnesses.

Tliink of it: 70 per cent of the men here assert that

rum caused their downfall. Think of the wrecked
homes, broken-hearted mothers, wives, and sisters."

The Umpire's editor has a bulk of letters that

relate the personal experiences of convicts. Here is

one vn-itten by a man serving ten years:
" I am serving a long sentence for manslaughter.

Years ago I became involved in a saloon fight. One
man was killed. My dear wife was forced to suffer

a worse fate. She has struggled along with the little

ones while I have been locked up. Her heart is

broken ; but good woman that she is, she keeps up
the struggle for existence. Rum caused my down-
fall. Why should the sociologists and so-called learn-

ed men who are interested in penology go outside a

prison for facts ? The facts may be obtained in any
penal institution."

SHE WAS WILLING TO LET HIM HAVE HER JOB.

The following story is vouched for by the president

of a State Sunday-school association, and will be

read with intrecst by the majority of women—espe-

cially those who have had experiences with John
Barleycorn in their own families.

In an Indiana town there were three churches and
one saloon. The people decided to do all they could

to vote the town dry at a coming election, and called

a great mass meeting of the Christian people to map
out a plan of campaign. A large crowd gathered,

and the subject was discussed pro and con by all in

attendance. A very clear and concise plan of action

was decided upon, an open siege inaugurated against

the one citadel of the liquor-traffie in the town.

Just before adjournment there came down the aisle

an elderly man, well dressed, even courtly in appear-

ance and manner. He asked for the privilege of

speaking a moment, and the request was granted.

"I do not have to tell many of the people here

to-night who I am," he said. " Most of you recog-

nize me as the saloon-keeper whose business you have
planned to attack to-night. You see I'm an old man.
This has been my occupation for years, and I know
no other job. If you vote this town dry you will

ruin an old man when he is at an age where he can

not possibly take up a new business. If you will

withdraw your effort from this campaign, I'll prom-
ise to run a first-class saloon and observe every re-

striction of law. I promise it because I haven't any
other job if you persist in your campaign and it ter-

minates successfully."

After the saloon-keeper had finished speaking, and
returned to his seat, there came down the aisle a

modest little woman, plainly dressed, who also asked

to say a word. Her request was also granted.
" I do not have to tell you to-night who I am,"

she said. " You know me as the washerwoman of

your village—the woman who does six washings and
four ironings every week. I do this to support my
children and keep up my home. I have to do it be-

cause my husband spends his earnings down at this

man's saloon. Now, if you Christian people will

work so as to vote this town dry, thereby saving to

our home and children the money that rightfully

belongs there for its support, / will be very glad to

let this saloonkeeper have my job.—Cleveland News.

A KIND WORD FROM AN 83-YEAR-OLD VETERAN.
Gleanings has been an inspiration and a pleasure

to me for nearly 40 years—almost since the first issue

—with the exception of about a year when laid up in

the hospital. I am now nearing 83 years, and prac-

tically unable to read, and for two or three years have
not been able to do any thing with my hives or sup-

plies. These lines are for your edification. For sev-

eral years I published a newspaper, and I know that,

when a fellow hits the bull's eye, he likes to hear the

bell ring. Gleanings has certainly hit the bull's eye,

and I suspect the tingling of the bell is sweet music
to vour ears.

iSelleville, Kan., .Tune 9. O. A. A. Gardner.
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Gleanings in Bee Culture

Special PREMIUM OFFER
For New Subscriptions

There has recently come to our iiolit-e a book appropriately named "The Bo)k
of AN'onders," which is so entertaining, so instructive, aud so complete, that we
want to share the discovery with our GLEANINGS friends.

How to secure the BOOK OF WONDERS
Send us TWO NEW YEARLY subscriptions to GLEANINGS IN BEE

CULTURE with remittance of $2.00, and one of these books will be mailed to you
as premium. OR

Send us ONE NEW YEARLY subscription to GLEANINGS and FOUR
NEW subscriptions for SIX MONTHS EACH, with $2.00 in all, and you will

be entitled to a copy of THE BOOK OF WONDERS as premium. OR
Send us EIGHT NEW subscriptions to GLEANINGS for six months eacli,

at special rate of 25c each, $2.00 in all, and THE BOOK OF WONDERS wiii

be mailed to you as premium.

What the BOOK OF WONDERS is hke.

Th(,' book contains 603 pages, is printed on good paper, aud is illustrated with

hundreds of educational pictures. A few topics given below by way of illustra-

tion of the range of subject matter included, are taken at random from the book;

these are treated in a clear fashion, each covering several pages.

How Man Learned to Write, The Story in a Can of Paint,

How the Paper in a Book is Made, The Story in a Tunnel,

The Foundation of a Skyscraper, The Stoi-y in a Suit of Clotlies,

The Story of Submarine Boats, The Story in the Wireless,

The Story in a Time-piece, The Story in a Stick of Chocolate

About fifty of the inventions of man are explained in this series of " Stories."

Between the longer topics are numerous paragraphs explaining some of the

queries which we all make, yet which are hard to answer, as, " What makes the

colors of sunset? " " How do birds find their way? "

Many expressions and customs which originated long ago are explained in

these short paragi'aphs, as, " How did Hobson's Choice originate? " " Why does

the barber's pole have stripes? "

Hustle for Subscriptions
Any subscriber who is willing to do a little " boosting " in behalf of GLEAN-

INGS, and will send us two new yearly subscriptions with remittance of $1.00

each, $2.00 in all, will feel well repaid when he secures one of these books as

premium.
When sending the order, please be sure to give the complete address of each of

the new subscribers, designating them clearly, and writing your own cumplete

address, so that the book may reach you without any delay.

We feel so well pleased with the premium which we have found that w^e guar-

antee satisfaction, for we know that you will be pleased too. Any subscriber who,

upon examination of the book, does not find it all and more than has been repre-

sented, and who does not care for it, may return it in favor of any other premiums
which we offer for two new yearly subscrij^tions.

The A. I Root Co., Medina, Ohio
Canadian Postage, 30c extra on EACH subscription; Foreign Postage 60c extra on EACH
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EDETOEIAL
We believe that there are few places in

the world where there is such an institution

as a " bee-market," for, except under cer-

tain rather peculiar circumstances, there

would hardly be an occasion for any thing

of the kind. In Holland, however, there is

a flourishing market in bees, which is an
annual affair. This is described by Hans
Matthes, on page 804, and is illustrated on
our cover for this issue.

Wijiterieg in Lar|
fer Ca§e§ a h

We are making our plans to winter one
yard of bees in some of those large winter

cases, four hives to the case, the same as

used by R. F. Holtermann and others of

Canada. We shall also put a certain number
of colonies in tlie same yard in regular

double-walled hives, with the view of com-
i:)aring the difference between the two lots

of bees. The results will be given later.

(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiitiiiiMinitiiiiitiitiiiit

In Straws in the issue for Oct. 1, Dr.
Miller believes that honey is worth 5 ets.

per lb. more as a winter food than sugar
syrup. While we believe the doctor's esti-

mate is high, there may be some truth in

his contehtion. If it were not for the dan-
ger of bee disease, the low price of cheap
honey would make an added reason for
using honey in place of sugar. However,
there are probably many beekeepers who
have medium-grade extracted of their own
that they know to be free from any possible

infection. Such honey can readily be fed
to bees at a considerable saving; but all

honey intended for winter food should be
of the very best quality. Honey-dew honey
and aster honey are of doubtful value.
While bees may winter on them sometimes,
it is attended with some risk. Such honey
should be used for spring feeding and early
fall feeding to raise young bees.

In feeding honey it should be diluted

with water half and half. We have been
feeding up one yard on Porto Rican honey.
This was selected not only because it was
cheap, but because no bee disease has ever

been known in Porto Rico, and for a year
or two back there have been very strict

ciuarantine regulations on the importation
of bees and queens to Poi'to Rico. The
bees fed on this Porto Rican article have
built up very satisfactorily, and have done
well—better than those hauled to the

swamps.

tt§ in the Nei^
or a

liborliood of

Elsewhere in this department the state-

ment is made that we charge up our bee-
yards, in moving bees from point to point,
the rate of 10 cts. a mile. To the uninitiated
this looks like a very heavy charge. The
question might be asked if we could not
move the bees for less money per mile if we
were to use a larger truck. The cost would
be somewhat less per colony, it is true, but
there would be a correspondingly larger de-
preciation expenss, and wear and tear on the
more expensive tires. But the same man who
would operate a small automobile truck
could run a larger one. But the big machine
would be unwieldy if used in going to and
from the yards for light loads, and for the

great bulk of the hauling would be too
slow. Most of the loads can be accommo-
dated on the small truck with the additional
advantage of less cost of upkeep and great-
er sjDeed.

In this connection, every one who buys an
automobile truck or a pleasure vehicle
should understand very clearly that the cost
of operation does not stop at the first cost
of the machine and the price of gasoline
and oil consumed per mile. The principal
expense is the depreciation and tires. An
average set of tires will run from three to

four thousand miles, and cost $100 per set.

This mileage is the average for one year.
The average automobile will cost about
$1000, and the depreciation the first year
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is about :!(• i)er cent, and then 10 per cent

each for tlie two years following, or 50 per

cent in three vears. The repairs will riui

from $50.00 to $100.00 per year. This

means that the average automobile, either

truck or pleasure-vehicle, will cost about

$1.00 per day exclusive of the cost of gaso-

line and oil, which will be from 1 to l^/i

cents a mile, or a total cost of 10 cts. per

mile. After looking over these figures the

average person will conclude he cannot

afford an automobile; but if he will stop

and figure up the cost of a horse and buggy

or wagoii he will find the horse and rig will

run considerably more per mile and consid-

erably behind the machine in speed and

range. A man with a self-propelling vehi-

cle can do nearly five times the work in tl e

same time.

If one buys a Ford automobile at some-

thing around $500, the cost of depreciation

and tires will run about a half; and in

buying cheap machines one should be slow

about buying a new and untried make. The

Ford has long sirice proven itself to be a

first-class machine.

A practical conclusion of the whole mat-

ter is, that one whose income is less than

three dollars a day cannot afford to run a

pleasure vehicle costing $1000 ; but even at

three dollars his family expenses will have

to be cut to $2.00. A truck for one's busi-

ness should be considered on another basis.

img over tlie Net-weiffli

Will it be a Nuisance or a Blegsimg?

We hear some grumbling over the net-

weight law as it applies to comb honey.

Many producers say they are going to quit

the production of honey in the comb, be-

cause they cannot stand the nuisance of

marking every single section. This will be

a serious mistake. In the first place, the

national net-weight law need not be any

great annoyance to any one. We might as

well make up our minds to conform to it

first as well as last, and the sooner we do

it the better. The law is now in effect, and

he who will not mark his comb honey on

interstate business wdll be rendering himself

liable; and the man who is liable is the

shipper, whether he l)e the producer or the

dealer".

In the second place, it would be sheer

folly to give up comb-honey production

because of the fancied inconvenience of the

net-weight law. Comb honey is now de-

manding comparatively good prices; but if

every one rushes into the production of

extracted honey and quits that in the comb,

the price of extracted will sag worse than it

is doing now. In the moan time comb hon-

ey will begin to soar. Those who stick to

comb-honey production during 1915 with

the other fellows out of competition will

find a ready market at prices that will

please. Let the unthinking and the carele'^s

go out of the business if they like; but the

readers of this journal will find that mark-
ing the net weight on their comb honey is

a comparatively simj^le job after they learn

how.
In the end, we believe that the net-weight

law will boost the production of comb hon-

ey, because it will insure a better article

and a more uniform grading. The one thing

that has handicapped the comb-honey busi-

ness and demoralized prices has been the

habit of some to put their combs—light,

heavy, and medium—all in one ease. The
net -weight law will make it necessary to

grade the sections carefully according to

weight and filling; and this very compul-
sion will, in the end, result in better prices

and a more stable market for comb honey.

The Price of Table Honey not Ma-
terially Affected by the war in

Both comb and extracted honey for table

purposes are more than holding their own
—at least for the present. Indeed, there

has been a slight advance in some quarters.

Some dealers have been charging more for

their comb honey to make up for the loss

occasioned by the net-weight law. This is

only natural. Extracted clover is holding
firm. How long this condition can be main-
tained cannot be determined. Comb honey
after the holidays always has a tendency to

slump a little. There is no logical reason

for this except that honey in the comb
cannot readily be shipped in severely cold

weather without danger of breakage or

leakage. Furthermore, after the first half

of the winter is already over, there is the

greater probability of the comb honey gran-

ulating before it can be sold.

The fact that the surplusage of the

enormous production of fruit in our West-
ern States, as mentioned elsewhere, cannot

be disposed of as heretofore in the markets
of Europe will cause a glut in the markets
of this country. A low price on fruit gen-

erally has a tendency to depress the price

of table honey—or at least that has been

'the history of the past. But there is an-

other factor in our favor this year that is

to be considered. This overplus of fruit

will have to be taken care of. The canning-

factories will be doing a bigger business,

for it will be a good time now to stock up
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wlien fruit is cheap oi" will be cheap. It is

possible and even probable that these fac-

tories will see that the large advance in the

price of sugar will warrant them in taking

advantage of the very low price on honey
of medium grades. This would have the

effect of disposing of the superplusage of

fruit, and at the same time increase the

demand for the cheap honeys. When the

canning-factories get to know that honey is

superior to sugar for canning, and this year

far cheaper, they will begin to use it in

large quantities. The combination of these

commodities ought to have a tendency to

relieve both industries. The next thing is

to get them together.

Beekeepers everywhere ought to sound
the slogan, " Use lioney for canning fruit

and baking." Talk it to your neighbors;

visit your canning-factories if you have
them. If you have no cheap honey, write

to your nearest commission house, and you
will doubtless be able to get all you desire,

both as regards quality and price.

Our Swamp Beekeepimg
Speaking about swamp yards, our oper-

ations at these i^laees are drawing to a close,

and the bees are being hauled home pre-

paratory to being placed in our mammoth
bee-cellar. Two weeks ago there was a

severe freeze in the vicinity of our Hudson
yards, some thirty miles away. This killed

even the asters. As it was not necessary

to keep the bees there any longer they are

now being brought home. Did our swamp
beekeeping pay? We think it did, in spite

of the fact that v/e charged up against the

bees 10 cts. per mile for truck hauling.

SWAMP BEEKEEPING VERSUS FEEDING UP
CHEAP HONEY NEAR HOME.

One of our outyards near home was left

in its original loeation instead of hauling
it into the swamps. To this we fed cheap
Porto Rican honey, not only because the

honey was of good quality, but because it

was free from i3ee disease. Foul brood has

never been known in Porto Rico, and the

strict quarantine regulations against the

importation of bees, queens, colonies, or

combs will probably prevent the disease

from getting into the island. For that

reason we have thought that the honey
from that island would be perfectly safe

to feed without boiling. The expense of
building up this yard on Porto Rican honey
will be a little more than the expense of
operating the bees at the swamp yards
where we did no feeding; but the increase

on this Porto Rican honey has been very
satisfactory, and the boys report that the

bees are in excellent condition.

The (jnostion may be asked why we charge
ten cents a mile for liauling bees with our
own automobile truck. Experience shows
that it cannot be operated for less. A horse-

drawn vehicle or wagon will cost as much
because so much of the time in the winter
the horse is " eating his head off."

A yard 30 miles away would have to have
$6.00 entered against it for one round trip

of 30 colonies on the basis of 10 cts. a mile.

If tliere were 60 colonies at the yard, that

would make a charge of $12.00, or at the
rate of 20 cts. a colony. Add to this the
cost of operation by lofal men near the

bees, and the entire charge would be about
50 cts. per colony.

At the outyard near Medina we fed about
20 lbs. of Porto Rican honey. This would
make a charge of $1.00 per colony, plus the
labor. It will be seen that, even when bees
are 30 miles away, the balance is in favor
of the swamp proposition. But we have
several yards, 7, 10, and 15 miles away,
hence the truck hire per colony will be
correspondingly reduced. For example, a '

yard ten miles away would have a truck
charge of 7 cents per colony. Taking every
thing into consideration, the trucking, even
at a charge of 10 cts. per mile, providing
there is bee pasturage 10, 15, or 20 miles
away, is a savinig over feeding. If the aster

honey causes dysentery later the difference

may be in favor of the fed colonies.

We have been somewhat surprised to

receive a number of inquiries from bee-
keepers who are planning to rely on candy
almost entirely for winter stores, and who
wish to know the latest developTnents in the
making of the candy. Our feoHug all along
has been that the siDecific value of candy
lies in the fact that it can be supplied
during cold weather when the feeding of
syrup would be impossible. It is true that
we have ventured the suggcotion once or
twice that candy might some time be a safe
all-winter food i:istead of syrup. Howevi^r,
in view of the fact that there have been
some rei3orts of failure it would seem to us
an unwise procedure at present for any
beekeeper to plan in advance lo use candy
alone, especially when there is still time in

most localities, at least, to feed sugar syrup.
There may come a time when the making
of bee candy will have become so perfected
that it can be relied upon in the fall, win-
ter, and spring; but we cannot consistently

advise that now. We believe that candy
should be used in cases of e:i.erger\cy to

prevent actual rtarvation during cold
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weather. Our exi-criments have been con-

ducted with a view of determining just

how far such candy may be relied upon,

the results of which have been published

in these columns from time to time.

Especially at this time when the price of

sugar is " sky-high," as one beekeeper put

it, the cost of providing winter stores is

indeed a serious question. It must be re-

membered that the labor required in mak-
ing candy is an item of considei'able impor-

tance. We have had no experience our-

selves in making the Fuller candy; but the

hard candy is apt^ to cost nearly twice as

much as an amount of sugar syrup which

would last the bees the same length of time.

Of course this is only an approximate fig-

ure, as so much depends upon the method
of making, the facilities at hand, etc.

Usually some honey is added to the hard

candy. Of course, such honey, by reason

of the high and long-continued heat, is ren-

dered sterile so far as any brood disease

is concerned. However, sugar .=yrup is, of

•course, sterile in the first placf".

Many beekeepers will prefer to feed

honey instead of sugar syrup this fall be-

cause of the high price of the latter. It

must not be forgotten that honey bought

on the open market is an unsafe food for

bees, owing to the danger of introducing

foul brood of one type or the other. If

the honey has been heated, as r-xplained in

the editorial in the last issue this danger,

especially in the case of European foul

brood, is vastly less. Howevpi, it will be

well for all beekeepers, if they do not knoAV

the source of the honey, to err on the safe

side.

We hope that there will be few who, on

account of the high cost of sugar, will lun

any risk in regard to the quantity of the

stores. Wintering a colony on barely enough

stores is always pennywise anil pound fool-

ish; and it is no less so undci the present

conditions.

The War, and ills Effect on

iifaclering Purposes

We have received numerous letters from
the beekeepers in the Southern States ask-

ing what the matter is with the honey mar-

ket. They are saying they cannot get any

offerings for extracted of medium grade.

The situation will be a little better under-

stood when we state that we have positive

knowledge of some West Indian honey of

good quality being sold' in the New York
markets as low as 42 cents a gallon. This

honey formerly went to Europe like all

otlier South American and West Indian
lioney, and brought good prices, ranging
around a dollar a gallon. It will, therefore,

be seen that South American honey and
other West Indian honeys that come into

the United States will net their producers
practically nothing after paying freight,

commission, and duty. The duty on honey
now is 10 cents a gallon. Let us suppose
that the price in New York is 42 cents a

gallon. Deducting from this 10 cents, it

will leave 32 cents, or nearly 3 ets. per lb.

Out of this must come package, freight, and
commission. It can easily be seen that the

producers in South America and the West
Indies, with their large crops on hand, and
with no prospect of selling it at all in the

European markets, will probably unload in

the United States, and we cannot blame
them. We would do likewise. Possibly they
may hold it until after the war. " After
the war "—no one knows when that will be.

In any event it means that these honeys
will come to the United States and set a

lower level for a good part, perhaps, of our

domestic Southern honey, and for Northern
honey used for baking and canning, and
general manufacturing purposes. Of course,

it does not follow that because foreign hon-

eys are cheap that domestic cheap honey
must fall to the same level. Nor will it.

We are also reliably informed that the

Rocky Mountain districts that have been
producing carloads of fruit have almost no
market for their product. They have hith-

erto shipped it to England and Germany.
America produces more fruit than she can
consume. The surplus hitherto has been
going to Europe at fair prices. In the

same way that the fruit interests of the

Western slope are suffering, honey in that

region has been coming in for its share.

But fruit is perishable unless it is canned

;

but honey can be kept till " after the war,"
whatever that may mean.

The war-lords of Europe are committing
an awful crime against civilization. The
individual members of that civilization, the

women and children and the non-combat-
ants, and the peace-lovers out of the war-
zone are going to be the ones to suffer. If

tlie wrath of the world would do any good
toward putting a stop to this awful destruc-

tion of life and property, the conflict would
speedily come to a close. But it begins to

look now like a world's civil war; and all

for what?
While we are apparently sounding a

pessimistic note, we are optimistic enough
to believe that the great Creator of worlds,

as lie always has done, will bring good out

of evil.
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Dr. C. C. Miller ITEAY STMAW^ Mareni

In the long run I don't believe it

pays to cage a second virgin in a nncleus

awaiting the laying and removal of the first.

A dozen or so that I have tried this year
were as long abont laying after being out

of the cage as others were from time of

birth. But it's a convenience sometimes
when you have a virgin that you have no
immediate use for. [We do not practice the

caging of a virgin m a nucleus except when
we have more queens than nuclei; but it is

convenient sometimes, as you say, and very
often it saves valuable time.

—

Ed.]

You ASK, Mr. Editor, p. 619, whether I

replace all queens when two years old. No.
Also, whether I replace my failing queens
with young and vigorous ones. Sure. More
than that, I like to replace a queen that

doesn't come up to the mark, whether she is

failing or not, young or old. But a good
queen is not by any means always a failing

queen when two years old, and as a rule will

be superseded in good time without my
meddling. Others say their queens do poorer
work after they have passed their first year;

and if I had such queens I would replace

them.

"NTov^ and again some one advances the

idea that where locations within a few miles

differ in honey-flow, the mere dividing into

two or more apiaries will increase the total

income. Fallacy ! If bees in my home yard
average 100 pounds per colony in even
years, and nothing in odd years, and if 5

miles away the yield is 100 pounds per
colony in odd years, and nothing in even

3^ears, and if I have 10 colonies in each

place, I'll get 1000 pounds each year, or

2000 pounds in two years. If I keep the

whole 20 at home I'U get nothing one year
and 2000 the next. So it's 2000 each two
years, whichever way you do. The only
advantage in dividing is the more regular

income, which is hardly enough for the

extra bother.

You ask, Mr. Editor, p. 749, " What ele-

ment is there in honey that the bees need
that is not found in good pollen and sugar
syrup ? " Tote fair, please. Pollen was
not in the game. You say, " When natural

pollen comes in the spring the bees will

probably get all the elements they need."

Like enough, for they'll get nectar th'^n.

Still, I'll answer your question by referring

to the A B C and X Y Z. There I find this

:

Honey contains small percentages of a
number of substances which greatly help in

detecting adulteration by their absence,

which is equivalent to saying that a number

of substances are found in honey that are
absent in sugar byrup. Just what those
substances are I do not find recorded in the

same authority, as it might well be, although
I find on tlie same page that honey contain.s

phosphates. These different substances I

believe bees need. They are not found in

sugar syrup, and I don't believe they're
found in pollen. As you say, the subject is

important. I can hardly say that I know
honey is 5 cents a pound better than sugar

;

but my belief in its superiority is so great
that more than once I've fed small amounts
of section honey rather than to feed sugar
at 5 cents a pound. [But, supposing pollen
was not in the game, it is usually in the
hive. If the colony be fed good sugar syr-
up, and has plenty of pollen, does it not
liave practically all the necessary food ele-

ments? However, we are not saying you
are not right, and our columns are open
for a further discussion of the subject. See
Avliat R. r. Holtermann and Ila Mitehencr
say elsewhere. See editorial.

—

Ed.]

A PERIODICAL warning should be sounded
against careless mailing of diseased brood.
Here's what happened : Aug. 24 our family
was absent from home from 7 A. m. till 3 p.

M. Arriving home I found in the mail-box
a brood-comb containing American foul
brood, which the rural carrier had deposited
there at 9 A. M. It was done up in paste-
board with one corner open, allowing free
entrance for the bees! No; no harm came
of it. The bees had never found it, as shown
by the honey daubed over letters and papers,
which they would have licked up if they
had found it in the open box. The secret
of escape was an exceptionally cool day,
with mercury never above 67 degrees. But
it was not the sender's fault that I didn't
have an experience I'm not hankering for.

But I'm not the one to send samples to, any
way. Dr. E. F. Phillips, Agricultural Dept.,
Washington, D. C, is the man for such
fragrant morsels. [Some two or three years
ago we used to be annoyed not a little by
packages of foul brood being sent to us in

broken and leaking condition. Fortunately,
in every case they were delivered inside of
our offices, where they were promptly taken
care of; but no packages have been received
here during the last year or so, because they
have all been sent to Washington. But even
when sent to Uncle Sam they ought to be
properly packed. Nothing less than a .stout

wooden box should be used, and in addition
llie piece of cotnb should be wrapped in

paraffine or oiled paper.-

—

Ed.]
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J. E. Crane IFTIN€ Middlebury, Vt.

I believe the honey reports in the Aug.
1st issuse of Gleanings are the most com-

plete we have ever had.

* * *

A neighbor recently brouglit me a squash-

blossom with seven dead bees in it, evident-

ly caused by several unseasonably cold days,

it shows how rapidly unfavorable condi-

tions deplete our hives.

* * *

Dr. C. C. Miller, page 403, June 1, refers

to liquor advertisements in the large city

papers. I ran across something new along

this line last week on a wayside guideboard

like this: Granville, 5 miles, wet; Wills, 4

miles, dry; Pawlet, 2 miles, damp.
* * *

E. H. Harris, page 628, Aug. 15, tells

how to make concrete hive-stands. It looks

like a nice thing. One of my beekeeping

friends showed me this summer his hive-

stands made from slabs of slate, about 18

by 30 inches. These may pay in some
23laces, but would be too expensive in others.

* * *

I am much interested in that thousand-

acre swamp. With us I have found the

swamp-milkweed to yield honey very freely,

while in other years I could find few or no

bees on it. I believe the boneset one of the

surest honey-plants; and fortunate indeed

are those beekeepers who have a supply of

it for fall forage.
* * *

It must be a source of much pleasure to

the beekeepers of northern Michigan to

know that their honey resources are on the

increase in the constant increase of milk-

weed. I have not forgotten the very enjoy-

able day I spent with Mr. Kirkpatrick, of

Rapid City, some years ago, nor the fine

sample of milkweed Mr.Ira Bartlett brought

to his table. I believe it should be classed

with our best honeys. See page 573, Aug. 1.

^ * *

Much space is given in the editorial de-

partment of Gleanings for Aug. 15 to a

discussion of the net-weight law, which is

certainly timely and helpful. The law will

certainly make the putting-up of comb hon-

ey more expensive, and the beekeeper should

receive more for it. I see no reason why we
may not weigh our honey and put the

weights on the cases the same as before; but

as they would not correspond with the net

weights on the individual sections it would
most likelv lead to confusion and trouble.

On the other hand, we may sell to the whole-

sale dealer by the case or number of No. 1

combs, as has been practiced for some time,

I believe, in the West. One beekeeper of

my acquaintance told me he was marking all

his sections or cartons " Not less than five

ounces." This may be within the letter of
the law, but hardly within the spirit of it.

In fact, it would seem to nullify the law,

making it of no value whatever [A bee-

keeper who marks his comb honey " Not
less than 5 ounces" would, in our judg-
ment, be rendering himself liable. By so

doing he is actually concealing the weight
of the contents of the sections. The intent

of the law is plainly to give to the consum-
er a close idea of how much he is buying
for the money. The plan pursued by your
beekeeping friend would utterly defeat the

intent of the law, and we believe that any
court in the land would call sucn a practice

a distinct violation.

—

Ed.]
* * »

You tell us, page 570, Aug. 1, Mr. Editor,

that, according to experiments made by Mr.
Selser, of Philadelphia, a colony of bees

can be made for about a dollar's worth of

sugar. Well, just what do you mean by
making a colony? From some experience

we have had this season we find that it takes

about twenty pounds of sugar to draw out
the foundation of a ten-frame hive ; as much
more to provision them for winter, and half

or two-thirds as much to rear young bees to

make the colony. Then the frames and
foundation will cost about a dollar, to say
nothing of the rest of the hive. Then there

is a queen to be provided, which, if bought,

would spoil another dollar. [In quoting

Mr. Selser we meant only the sugar—not

the hives, comb foundation, nor extra feed-

ing to put bees into their winter quarters.

We have just been out interviewing the

foreman of our yard as to how much sugar
it takes to draw out ten combs. He pointed

out one colony which he thought would be

A fair average that drew out rix frames of

foundation half way on one quart of sugar
syrup, half sugar and half water. Another
feed like this would cause them to draw the

combs clear out; but in order to make the

bees do this a feeder must be used that

feeds very slowly. We use the Boardman
that has only one or two small pinholes.

The bees get the syrup very slowly; and
this constant incoming of feed works a

great deal better than a large quantity that

is shortly taken up with no more coming
in for several days.

—

Ed.]
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Beekeeping in the Southwest
Louis

From all the infovmatioii in hand, the

year 1914 has been one of the biggest hon-

ey-crop years that Texas has had. The bees

are in splendid condition, and m the cotton

belt they are gathering an excellent crop

iVoni tiiis source.

The net-weight law should be studied by
our Texas beekeepers and all others, as well

as the beekeepers in the North, where this

<lueslion is receiving so much attention at

1 he present moment. As Agi'icultural Ex-
pert in the State Department of Agricul-

ture, I will i^repare a statement concerning

this matter, as it pertains to Texas and its

beekeepers, for the next issue.

The European war has had a striking

effect on the honey market in this State,

Texas, if not in all the Southern States.

Cotton is the most important money crop
in these States; but since the war came just

at the time this fleecy staple was beginning
to move to the markets, conditions were
deplorable. As a result of this condition,

money was very scarce, and the entire pop-
ulation fell into a state of discouragement.

Only the most necessary articles were inir-

chased during this time of distress ; and
since honey is more or less of a luxury,

there was no demand for it. Times are

decidedly more favorable now, and the

honey market is better, which is shown by
the fact tliat orders have been coming in

at a very lively clip during the past week.

Just what effect the continuance of the war
for any length of time will have on the

Southern beekeepers is difficult to say.

Tlie question of the proper amount of

rent to pay for a location for an out-apiary
lias come up very frequently. Since there

aie such varying conditions and circum-

stances to determine the price that should

be paid, there is no set rule as to the prop-
er rental for out-apiary locations. I have'

found some persons who did not desire any
thing in return for the privilege extended
us by permitting us to place an apiary on
their land. But as a good location is a

valuable asset in extensive out-apiary man-
agement we can well afford to remunerate
the owner of the land that we use. We
have generally figured that a money rent of

.+10, and some honey also, is a fair com-

§, TexaSo

pensation for a location where 100 colonies

can be kept. Since my apiaries contain

only about 50 colonies, I have paid just

lialf the above amount. In fact, each one
of my locations costs me now five dollars

in cash and about five dollars' worth of

honey a year. Tliose property-owners who
at fiist did not want any rent at all have
been educated to take it.

THE TEXAS HONEY MARKET.

Present indications are to the effect that

the honey market is stiffening up consider-

ably, judging from the large number of

honey orders coming in. There is also a

better movement of honey to market in sev-

eral of the Southwest-Texas sections just

visited by the writer. The greater part of

the Southwest Texas croj? is marketed, and
this means the bulk of the entire Texas hon-

ey croj).

Good prices were obtained by most of the

beekeepers in this section who had an early

crop and disposed of it early. A little latf^r

the market price was considerably depressed

on account of the gTeat rush of honey to the

markets, and underselling on the part of a

large number of beekeepers who got thoir

honey ready for the market a little later in

the rush, and who were too anxious to mo\'e

tlieir crop.

There is still a large quantity of honey
unmarketed ; but much of it will be moved
before winter. Such as is already packed
as bulk comb honey, as well as extracted, is

subject to gTanulation as soon as cold weath-

er comes on, and it is wise, therefore, to get

it off to market.

To overcome this serious objection I have

but very little honey packed in advance of

orders. It saves trouble from granulation,

and gives me the further advantage of get-

ting the freshly packed honey to destination

in first-class condition.

My new honey-house, with a good warm
sub-basement, provided with heating appa-
ratus to permit keeping this space warm in

extremely cold weather will enable me to

keep over winter any amount of comb hon-

ey. Any extracted honey that may be gTan-

ulated can easily be reliquefied, since we heat

all of the liquid honey to pack the comb
honey with, and are equipped for doing it.

This will save worrying over having to dis-

pose of the honey before winter, and helps

us to get the better prices in the spring.
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BEEICEEPMC IN CALEFOENIA
P, Co diadwick, Redlamd§, Cal,

So far as my l-.nowledgc of the matter

runs, we have had less destructive forest

fires during- the past summer than for sev-

eral years past.
« » *

Some advice that does not conform with

my ideas has recently crept into print as

to what to do with drone comb. The place

for drone comb is in the melting-tank as

quickly as possible. The only place I ever

care for drone comb is to mass a few combs
r>n colonies from which drones for mating
are desirable. Any colony will patch in

fjiough drone-cells for practical purposes.

Out of 4000 combs in my apiary I have less

than half a dozen that are not drawn on
full sheets of foundation. Beekeeping on
extensive lines leaves no place for drone
culture. « * «

In those localities where bluecurl abounds
bees are working finely, and bid fair to go
into winter quarters with an abundance of

young' bees and combs well filled with both

honey and pollen. There is very little pol-

len, however, from this plant. A very pe-

culiar and interesting thing in this connec-

tion is the fact that bees working on it get

entirely covered with a light greenish-yel-

low pollen while gathering honey, but make
no attempt to collect it to store. Were it

not for the great stimulative effect of the

late flow I would prefer not to have this

honey in my combs, for it will candy in

sealed cells within a few weeks. If extract-

ed it becomes almost a solid mass of hard
candy like honey in a few days, yet it is

one of the whitest of all our honeys, not

taking into consideration soil, climatic con-

ditions, elevation, etc.

* * *

During my reijueening operations this

season I tried the plan of mating a virgin

above an exclude^- with an entrance above
and one below. The test was made on about
75 colonies. Where there was nn old queen
below, the plan, in almost every case, was a
failure. Where the old queen was removed,
and a cell given both above and below, both
cells were accepted and the virgins could be
found for several days after hatching; but
as soon as one became mated, the other (in

the majority of cases) disappeared. I was
able, however, to get quite a number mated,
both above and below, but removed them,
as soon as mated, for safety. Eight or ten

colonies were left with mated queens both
above and below ; but after a month's time
but (wo colonies contained both queens.

The two were laying nicely, with a large

amount of brood both above and below. I

also tried the project on three super hives,

using two excluders to separate the queens
further, but my success was little better.

One of the valuable features of this plan I

found to be the almost absolute certainty

of getting a mated queen in one of the

divisions and thus avoid the necessity of

making the second trial, to say nothing of

the advantage of getting the colony re-es-

tablished as quickly as possible.

These exi^eriments were tried without
using brood above, so it is possible my
success would have been greater had I

used a frame or two of brood above. I

expect to give the latter plan a thorough
trial next season.

* * »

There is considerable agitation among
employers in general over the initiative or-

dinance proposed, by which the hours of

labor are restricted to eight hours per day.

This ordinance is to be voted on at our
November election, and is being fought
bitterly by fruit-men as well as generally

by ranchers, beekeepers, and all who em-
ploy labor. It makes all the difference in

the world as to whether you are the em-
ployee or the employer as to how you feel.

But for one feature of the law—that which
makes it a penalty to work or permit help

to labor more than eight hours per day,

regardless of the consideration of extra

compensation for additional time that could

be used to advantage in cases where both
the emi^loyee and the employer were will-

ing—I would be heartily in favor of the

law. This one feature, however, makes it

quite objectionable to both parties in many
cases. Morally I believe the world would
be much better if the laborer were given a
better chance to relax from a' duous labor

long enough each day to get better ac-

quainted with his family, and have more
of the responsibility of growing sons, who,
to a great extent, need the influence of the

father. This world is not made of dollars

alone, and our people are finding it out

more and more as time goes by. Our first

consideration should be for the moral uplift

and betterment of our people; and if an
eight-hour day will help, we should have it.

Should the blight of saloons be driven from
our State, the effect would be far greater;

for there is no use denying that the retreat

of a certain class of our laborers is more
apt to be the saloon than the home.
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CON¥EM§ATION§ WITH BOOLITTLE
At BorodiiTKn), New York.

" Do bees on one trip visit different kinds

of flowers in gathering honey, or do they go

to those of one species only? If one species

only, how comes it that we get mixed honey

in the same comb? "

1 have repeatedly seen bees at work on

both the gooseberry and the currant, where

the bushes were side by side in rows, al-

though the gooseberry seemed to yield the

more nectar, or, at least, the bees spent

much more time on each blossom of the

gooseberrj' than on the currant. I have also

seen them go from the black variety of rasp-

berry to that of the red, and vice versa,

(hough the red variety seems much pre-

ferred. Then I have seen a single bee visit

(he blossoms of red, white, and alsike clover,

spending more time on each little floweret

of the red than on the others. But this

cannot be taken as conclusive proof that

bees gather honey or nectar promiscuously,

for I do not believe they do. It will be

observed that all of the above were of the

same species of plants, or very nearly so.

Teasel and basswood are in bloom at the

same time in this locality, but never, in all

of my observation, did I ever see a single

bee go from teasel to basswood, or from
basswood to the teasel when they were gath-

ering nectar. Since the nectar from bass-

wood needed very little evaporation to make
it the consistency of honey, while the nectar

from teasel is always very thin, I supposed
that bees would naturally desert the teasel

flowers for the basswood, but I did not see

them doing this, even where limbs of the

basswood hung down with their flowers al-

most touching the tops of the teasel-plants.

In one instance a field Avas sown to buck-
wheat very early, so that the bloom came in

before the teasel was out of bloom, yet never

a bee went from one to the other, so far as

I could discover, though a portion of these

fields lay side by side.

But about the mixing of the different

honey in the combs : Bees do not seem to be
as careful in this matter as we are, for often

when one bee comes in from the basswood
or teasel field she deposits her load in a cell,

to be followed a little later by her sister,

who is working on buckwheat, and who does
not seem to realize that all honey from
white blossoms should not go in the same
cell. Even though the color, taste, or smell

be not the same " it's honey all'e samee." In
this locality we often have our prospects of
the best price for a nice white teasel or

basswood liDuey knocked down to a second
or third place by some farmer putting in a

field of buckwheat the middle of June in-

stead of the 10th of July.
" On going to the beeyard one morning in

early August I found several hundred little

round caps of wax on the alighting-board

near the entrance of a hive. I called the

attention of an old beekeeper to these a little

later, and he said it was a case of robbing.

Do you agree 1
"

I do not agree. Some suppose that such

round caps indicate the uncapping of cells

of honey, either by robbers or preparatory

to the carrying of the honey from one posi-

tion in the hive to the other; but this is a

mistake, as the cai^pings of the honey-cells

are gnawed off in little fragments, and not

in the round form spoken of. So far as my
observation goes, and I have discovered

these round caps several times, the finding

of such caps signifies that drones are hatch-

ing out, as any one can prove by taking the

pains and time to examine, for he will find

that the drone, before emerging from his

cell, bites the cover of the cell entirely off

by a smooth cut, while the workers leave

only fragments of the cappings of their

cell-coverings when emerging. The queen

cuts off the capping of her cell the same as

does the drone, except, as a rule, a little

piece on one side is left, which often acts

like the hinge to a door, this door often

being closed after the queen has gone out,

through some careless worker rubbing up
against it. Where no such hinge is left,

then the caps to the queen-cells are tumbled

out of the hive the same as are the drone

cappings; but in no ease, probably, would
there be as many caps from queen-cells as

our correspondent mentions.

If the little door closes as mentioned
above, the bees often make it fast by waxing
or using propolis, so that the inexperienced

beekeeper is often deceived into thinking

that the queen has not yet emerged from
her cell, as I was once when I cut out three

such cells from a parent colony which had
swarmed, having a " best queen," giving

these cells to nuclei. Of course the nuclei

remained queenless till " live " cells were
given them later. If often happens, as soon

as the queen has emerged from her cell, that

a worker goes into the cell to partake of

the royal jelly left unused in the cell, after

which the cell-cover is crowded back by the

ever traveling bees, and the worker is a

jirisoner, causing even some good apiarists

(o claim that woi'kers sometimes develop

in queen-cells. It is well to understand all

these little things in bee culture,
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GENEMAL COM PONDENCE

A Reply to Dr„ ¥M

CV WESLEY FOSTER

In the August 15tli issue, page 615, Dr. Phillips gave it as his opinion that the trouble complained
of in Colorado, of bees dying, was not the direct result of spraying, as has been alleged, but was due to
European foul brood. It seems this " raised a storm" of protest that this was not true in most cases, at
least. At all events, our correspondent, Wesley Poster, replies

:

Losses of bees from siDraying have been

reported to me from Montrose, Delta, Mesa,
and Fremont counties for three years. The
most disastrous lo.-ses that the writer has

observed were at Canon City, in Fremont
County, two years ago. The leaf-roller

threatened the destruction of the orchards,

and spraying was recommended during fruit

bloom, wluch was done. The destruction of

hundreds of colonies followed, and practi-

cally all colonies within range of the fruit-

trees were reduced in numbers very serious-

ly. The affected bees would be seen crawl-

ing and hopping away from the hives early

in the morning and in the evening, but

would not be so noticeable during the day.

The abdomens would be swollen, and the

bees able to tly but a few inches. A few
minutes later one would notice the same bees

scarcely able to crawl, many dying soon,

while others seemed to rally and fly away.
In the evening the bees would cluster in

little bunches in the grass or in depressions

in the gTound about the hives. Ditches and
lioles in the ground would often be found
full of dead and dying bees. No brood that

I saw at that time appeared to be affected

except from chilling and lack of care. T

think that but very little brood if any is

affected by the poison, as it seems the bees

I'ush out of the hive in agony as soon as thej'

get any of the feed. The poisoned nectar

must be carried into the hives by the field

workers, for newly hatched bees will be seen

crawling away from the entrances in large

numbers, probably getting poisoned with
their first sip of nectar from the cells. It

seems jirobable that the poison acts less

rapidly upon the bee when the nectar is in

the lioney-sac than when the nectar is taken

for food.

In this connection I might say that tliere

has been considerable doubt whether bees

can be poisoned by arsenical spray, from
the fact that the spray as mixed by most
fruit-growers is hardly strong enougii lo

kill any thing but tlie larvae of the codling

iiiytli,

I do not know what strength liquid was
used in spraying for the leaf-roller at Canon
City, but it was probably about the same as

used for the codling moth.

SPRAYING AND COVER CROPPING.

All successful orchardists now are real-

izing the importance of some cover crop in

the orchard. These cover crops have been

l^ut in vei'y largely during the last four
years, and the time is not far off when all

the commercial orchards will have some crop
—alfalfa, red clover, sweet clover, or alsike

sown under and between the trees. The
orchardist who sprays his trees during
bloom is not the peril, although he often

does serious damage. The spraying of the

trees from one to seven times during the

growing season of the apples when the cover

crops are in bloom is the menace, and has

been the cause of most of the losses in west-

ern Colorado this year. It was noticed in

Delia County, that, right after the large

alfalfa-fields were all cut, and before sweet
clover came in bloom, the red clover in the

orchards was visited very largely by the

bees; and right at this time, which was late

in June, spraying was being done. In one
week whole apiaries were either destroyed or

rendered nothing but nuclei. Dozens of

colonies swarmed out and absconded, leav-

ing honey and brood in all stages. New
swarms, hived previously to the scourge of

poisoned nectai", absconded also, after draw-
ing comb and getting nicely started at

brood-rearing.

Many of the beekeepers in Montrose and
Delta counties saved their bees by moving
away from the orchards.

I visited Montrose and Delta counties the

latter part of August, and spent some time
in Mr. J. G. Brown's apiary at Montrose.
This is the apiary that he gives an account
of in Gleanings for August 15, page 641.

Mr. Brown told me that he had not noticed

tlie brood as being affected to any great

extent, tlie main symptom being the adult

bees hopping about in front of the hives and
bunching up in little clusters. This was in
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evidence still when 1 was there, and I gath-

ered up several hundred, although the num-
bers were nothing- like as numerous as Mr.

Brown said they were earlier in the season.

One thing that I had not previously

known was that the poisoning gave many of

the bees a malady which apparently was
dysentery. The yellow deposit on the hives

and in front of the entrances was plainly

visible. I examined a number of apiaries

in Montrose County, where spray-poisoning

had been reported, and I found no evidences

of European foul brood. Then in company
with J. C. Matthews, George Nichols, E. D.

Nichols, and J. G. Brown, I went to Mr. R.

W. Ensley's home in Delta County. Mr.

Ensley had lost a great many bees at his

home yard, and had moved most of the bees

away, but we examined a dozen or more
colonies, but could find nothing that resem-

bled the descriptions of European foul

brood. Mr. Matthews, Mr. Brown, Mr. E.

D. Nichols, and his son, George Nichols, then

left in Mr. Matthews' auto for Montrose,

and Mr. Ensley and I started the next morn-
ing for Paonia, where Mr. Ensley secured

the sample of brood which Dr. Phillips re-

ported as affected with European foul brood.

Paonia is nearly thirty miles from Mr.
Ensley's; and after stopping on the way
to examine one apiary we reached Paonia

by night.

During the next two days we examined
practically all the apiaries within a radius

of six or seven miles, and found no Euro-
pean foul brood more than IV2 miles from
the apiary where Mr. Ensley secured tdie

sample. There arc three apiaries affected

that are so far known. There are none but

Italian bees in the district; and in one

apiary which was not seriously injured by
the spraying, though European foul brood

is quite plentiful, a good crop of honey is

being harvested.

From what I see now I think that the

disease can be cleaned out. It appears to

me that the heavy losses of bees from spray-

ing probably so weakened the colonies that

European foul brood got a good start. No
strong colonies seemed to be affected, and
swarms hived on combs affected cleaned

them out, and the disease did not reappear
except in a mild degree, and the bees seemed
to have the upper hand.

Dr. Phillips' letter to Editor Root, pub-
lished in the editorial columns of August
1.5th Gleanings, page 615, has raised a

storm in Western Colorado. Some said that

probably all European foul brood is, any
way, spray-poisoning. Others ventured the

opinion that spray-poisoning could prob-

ably cause European foul brood. The sen-

timent seemed to be quite prevalent that, if

what they had was Euroj^ean foul brood, it

could be easily cured by moving out of the

fruit district, which many had done and
thus cured their trouble.

The statement of Dr. Phillips, that Euro-
pean foul brood is worse than a little sur-

plus arsenate of lead, gives the impression

that European foul brood must be very de-

structive, as half of some large apiaries were
wiped out by spray-poisoning in five days,

or what was alleged to be spray-poisoning.

I think that the beekeepers in the fruit

districts will have to make arrangements to

have the clover cut before spraying. I be-

lieve it a mistake to look for spray-poison-

ing in the brood ; but all should keep on the

lookout for European foul brood. From
indications so far I think that spray-poi-

soning has been far more destructive than

European foul brood; but the beekeeper
who gets both along with American foul

brood and a jioor season has about met his

Waterloo.

To sum up, I have been unable to find

any evidences of European foul brood in

the large beekeeping districts of western

Colorado where spraying has been seriously

complained of excejit in one very restricted

district.

Moving the bees away from the orchards

has been generally followed, and has proven

successful. Fortunately none of the bees in

the district where Euroi^ean foul brood is

present have been moved this season.

The owner of one of the affected apiaries

told me that he had noticed this trouble for

several years, and I saw on one of his record-

cards (these beekeepers all use records)

these words: ''Not foul brood, but what is

it?" It did not answer the description of

sac brood or American foul brood, and he

had it under observation when I got there.

In another hive I found a beautiful sam-

ple of diseased comb of both American foul

brood and European foul brood. All the

brood was dead in either one or the other, in

the proportion of about half and half. This

colony had been treated for American foul

brood ; and some one who can, please tell

me what a small colony in the fall will be

worth after it has been treated for both.

Boulder, Col.

[While it is not our purpose at this time

to take any hand in this controversy, we
might add that we have had numerous re-

ports of bees dying. They had visited clo-

vers under trees that had been sprayed to

kill the codling moth.

—

Ed.1
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COMBINATION HIVE^BOTTOM AND FEEDER

BY WILLIAM BEUCUS

For a long time I had wished for a feeder

free from the objectionable features of the

feeders now offered for sale by the supply
houses. The Miller I tried; in fact, there

are now in the atlie some twenty of these

which will never be used again. The objec-

tions to this feeder are: It is made of wood
and gets leaky; it must have a super to go

liermanently with it, which is expensive, or

a super must be emptied to be used, which
requires expenditure of time and labor; and,

when used in cool weather, a weak or only

fairly strong colony will not go up after the

feed.

The Boardman feeder is not large enough.

The bees will not take the feed in cool

weather; and every time it is used it must
be hunted up and afterward put away again.

The Doolittle feeder is made of wood, and
gets leaky. It is too small to be used for

feeding for winter, and the hive must be

opened to get the feed in. Lastly, like other

feeders, it must be removed and stored

away.
The Alexander feeder is too small, but it

is in the right place. It is not, however, a

permanent part of the hive, and it is made
of wood. It will get leaky.

The pepper-box feeder—well, let's not

mention it.

I desired to have a feeder which would
till certain requirements. It must not be
made of wood, thus preventing leakage. It

must be large enough to feed up for winter

at a single feed, if necessary. It must be a

permanent part of the hive—always in place.

It must be placed where bees will most likely

leach the feed.

An article in Gleanings by J. E. Hand,
describing his large pan feeder, adopted
fi'om Quinby, gave me an idea which was

Fig. 1.-—Beucus' feeder and hive-bottom with
entrance-contracting block in place.

developed into the combination hive-bottom

and feeder illustrated herewith.

Fig. 3i^Feeder and float entirely removed, revealing the deep space
under bottom-bars,

Fig. 2.—The feeder-pan pulled out to show the
float.

The bottom is a simple shallow chamber,
2% inches deep, with the front removable,
as shown in Fig. 3. In Fig, 1 the notched
adjustable entrance piece, with wire netting

underneath; is shown
in place. It is far

ahead of the old-fash-

ioned entrance-blocks,

which are always get-

ting lost.

In Fig. 2 is shown
the feeder, a pan 14 x

17 inches, and also its

float. The tin cover is

used to bring a small

quantity of feed up
close to the frames for

a vei'y weak colony.

To put feed into either

the cover or the feed-

er it is not necessary

to draw out the pan.

Just insert a small

Iiose at the entrance

and pour the desired
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amonnt of feed into the funnel to which it

is attached. Fig. 4 shows the float used as

an alighting-board. It rests against the pan,

which ha.s been inverted, and now performs
the function of the bottom racks used by
Dr. Miller to prevent comb-building down
from the bottom-bars. Notice there is abun-
dant ventilation at the entrance. This year,

some pans were inverted and shoved back
until about two inches were left protruding
in front for alighting-places. No comb was
built down at the back. This was a poor
season, however.

In Fig. 3 is shown the space which can

be secured under the frames for wintering,

i-f desired. This photo also shows the under
side of the float and the pan.

In wintering it is not necessary to remove
the pan, as there is a deep space between

bottom-bars and f oat. Even with the little

board in place in front, as in No. 1, but with

the notched piece removed, there is no dan-

ger of the entrance becoming clogged with

dead bees. ^
For the timid, this entrance-block is a

boon. In moving bees to the cellar or in

taking them out, just shove the entrance-

board in. In carrying bees in, it is some-

times necessary, after the hive is in its place,

to send a puff of smoke in as the board is

being drawn out.

The pan in the feeder described above cost

Fig. 4.—Float used as an alighting-board,.

me 12 cts. plus freight.

25 pounds of feed.

Cadott, Wis.

It will hold about

[We believe the feeder described by our
correspondent is a good one, especially for

feeding a large quantity of syrup at a time.

We have used the division-board feeders

considerably ; but because of the fact that it

is necessary to remove one or two combs to

make room for them we have been using tlie

Boardman entrance feeder rather more this

year. Fig. 5 shows two of our men filling

Fig. 5.—Filling Boardman entrance feeders.
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the jars. All the empty jars are first set on

top of the hives. One man with the can of

feed passes along Ihe row, filling the jars,

while another follows, quickly adjusting the

caps and placing tlie jars in place in the

blocks at the entrance. Even when robbing
is bad, by working quickly we get into the

yard and out again so quickly that robbers
hardly know what we are doing. See edi-

torial in the last issue.

—

Ed.]

SYSTEM IN PACKING AND LABELING HONEY-PACKAGES

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN

For some years it has been my business

to label and pack a good many glass jiack-

ages of honey—last year over 30,000 jars.

All that can be said of this is that it is a

large number in a small way. Having to do
a good deal of this work I have made a

practice of trying to find out the most ex-

peditious way of doing it.

Our system is to use a metal board (we
use the cover of a 12-frame hive) on which
we put the ipaste with a flat fluid-brush.

The paste needs to be just the proper con-

sistency. We use a paste made by stirring

Applying paste to laljels for lioney-bottles by plac-
iiiij them on a metal hive-cover brushed with paste of
the right fousisteney.

" steco " in boiling water. It is a prepara-
tion which looks something like starch, and
no doubt it has a germicide in it to prevent
mildewing of the paste under the label. The
labels are laid upon the pasted surface, and

in that way receive their paste in just the

right quantity. The paste must not be too

thick and not too thin ; it must also be put
on the metal sheet in the right quantity, or

the label will have too much paste or not
enough. A little practice will soon make an
intelligent person an expert in this matter.

Tiie bottles are labeled before they are

filled with honey, and the labels are picked

from the pasted board as required. Three of

us put up 87 eases of 24 each (2088 bottles),

in one day, putting two labels on each bottle.

We filled them with honey, putting screw

ca^DS on the glasses, and packing 2 dozen in

a case. 1 did the filling, and the other two
(one of them my younger son) did the label-

ing, putting on of screw caps and packing.

The packing consisted of merely inserting

the pasteboard partitions in the case and
slipping in the jars.

Klvery thing was done according to a
studied and planned system; every thing

was at hand; and, so far as I could see, no
unnecessary moves were made. The proper
method is for No. 1 to label the bottles be-

fore they are filled; pass them to the right

to No. 2, who fills them and passes them
again to the right to No. 3, where the screw
caps are put on and the bottles packed.

System, and a right system, is a great thing

in one's work. Make no unnecessary moves.
How much energy is continually lost by
making repeatedly uiniecessary moves in

work

!

Brantford, Canada.

TREATMENT FOM FOUL BKOOD SIMPLIFIED

BY U. E. LHOMMEDIEU

If one finds an occasional infected colony,

all that is necessary to do is to shake the

bees into a clean hive without even frames,

leaving them there long enough to consume
the honey that they carry with them. Then
build them up at once by taking frames of
brood, honey, and empty combs from
strongest colonies in the yard, and every
thing will go right along as though nothing
had ha|)iiened.

One of the secrets in having a shaken
swarm stay lies in not moving or disturbing

the hive in any way. Be careful also to see

that the queen is not hurt, and that she goes
into the hive, not under it. Furthermore,
shake just enough hoiiey from the combs on
to the bees so that they will be extra well

filled. This is important, as the bees are

then more likely to stay and not swarm out.

(Op course, tliis refers to shaking during a
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A mail-carrier's apiary at Fall Creek, Wis. The bees are 50 feet from the road, and only 10 from the plaee
where the owner hitches and unhitches every day, and yet there is never any trouble.

good honey-flow just before swarming
time.

In shaking for the treatment of foul

brood, as recommended above, the combs are

all taken awaj', leaving the hive empty,
while the bees use up what honey they have
with them. Such combs as they start on the

under side of the cover can be used for wax.
Of the two colonies that I tried this treat-

ment on last spring, the first was left thirty

hours and the second forty-eight.

Scrape out the old hive that originally

contained the diseased colony; scald it with

water from a teakettle; burn the brood,

melt the honey, boiling it fifteen minutes,

and throw the frames and wax into a No. 9

boiler and cook them until the wax is off.

When the frames -are thoroughly dried, new
starters can be put in, which may be used
for hiving a swarm later on.

The brood can be melted up for wax, if

one prefers ; but it should not be melted
with the honey, as the honey, after it has
been thoroughly boiled for fifteen minutes,

can be fed back for brood-rearing.

Colo, Iowa.

A MAIL=CARMEM WHO I§ ALSO A BEEKEEPER

BY CAKL BAUMBACH

I am a rural-mail carrier, and I keep 24

colonies of bees as a side line. Four years

ago I bought a colony and the ABC and
X Y Z of Bee Culture. That year I took

10.3 pounds of comb honey. The bees win-

tered finely. During that winter I bought
'* Fifty Years Among the Bees," by Dr.

Miller ;
" Alexander's Writings on Practi-

cal Bee Cultui'e," and " Advanced Bee CliI-

ture," by W. Z. Hutchinson. I aho sub-

scribed for Gleanings^ and studied every

spare hour. I /inally changed to the pro-

duction of extracted honey instead of comb.
This last spring I followed the Alexander

plan (queen-excluder) with twenty colonie.N

and the shaken-swarm plan with four, but
found the latter plan to be far the better.

I transferred 24 very young larvae from a
select tested queen, that I bought, into pre-

pared cell cups. I did not have any royal

jelly; but the bees in the colony in which
1 placed them finished up nineteen fine

cells.

The combs in the supers shown in the

engraving were all drawn from foundation.

I put the third super on July 7.

Last spring was wet and cold; but I had
the hives wrapped in tar paper. This papei',

after taking it off, I placed in front of (he

hive to keep the grass down. The plan
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Interior of one of the straw skeps at the bee market at Veenendaal, Holland. Photographed by J. C.

Mason, London. Another picture of the bee market appears on our cover for this issue.

Bee

worked so well that I expect to take a long-

strip of paper next year and stretch it from
one end of the row to the other to keep the

arass down. The hives are on concrete

blocks. I use a Ditmer bottom ivith a two-
inch opening- in both sides. These are extra

good for ventilation.

Fall Creek, Wis.

BEE =MARKET AT VEENEMDA4L KLOMP, HOLLAND

DY IIAXS MATTHES

The village of ^v'eenendaal is situated in

the center of Holland, in the so-called "Geld-

ersche Valli," one of the most picturesque

parts of the country. For hundreds of years

this village has been noted for its market

of swarms in straw skeps. Every year, on

the second Tuesday of July, bee-farmers

from all parts of the country come here,

together with their wagons loaded with

round skeps. Although the world over the

modern wooden cases are in use, it is curious

10 note that, uj) to the present, the old models

of round straw skeps are seen exclusively on

the market at Veenendaal. The exhibition

is held on a part of the heath, the so-calicd

Nieuwe Weg, near an old church and a livvie

tavern, the sign-board of which shows of old

a round straw skorj.

At this market ihe bee-farmers of the

southern sandy ^arts of the country sell

their stocks that they have wintered over to

those living on the clay grounds. The
farmers, with a view to early profit, obtain

early swarms by heavy feeding, which are

put together into new round skeps. These
swarms being rather small, and with small

combs, are brought to the market, where
they are put on rows of straw behind hedges
of faggots, as is seen in the engravings.

Some two or three thousand swarms, or even
more, come yearly to this market.
The principal buyers are the bee-farmers

of the Veluwe, living near buckwheat-fields

and the heath. When the season is favor-

able, and the buckwheat gives honey (which
it does not do always), the skej^s may be
tilled in two or three weeks. In ease they
are entirely filled up with buckwheat honey
they are emptied before the heath begins to

flower. If not, the partly filled skeps are
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l)iouglil to tile heath in order lo be complet-

ed \\ntli honey of the heath. The latter crop
being over, the bees are generally killed, and

the bee-farmers await the next market fo

buy new swarms.
Breukelen, Holland.

MEQUEENING WITHOUT DEQUEENMG
BY J. E. HAND

My thanks are due to Mr. Merwin, page
514, July 1, for a further explanation of his

method of requeening without dequeening'.

Undoubtedly, caging the queen under the

conditions he mentions will induce bees to

finish grafted queen-cells; but how about

the labor of hunting up the old queen? Will
not such cells be built just as readily above
aqueen-excluder without caging the queen?
and will not a young queen hatched above
an excluder supersede the old queen upon
the removal of the excluder? I cannot better

express my views upon this subject than by
quoting the following

sentences from G. M.
Doolittle's book on
queen-rearing, page
158. Here is the quo-

tation :
" If you wish

t o supersede any
queen in your yard on
account of old age or

for any other purpose,

you have only to put

on an upper story

with a queen-exclud-

ing honey-board under
it

;
place a frame of

brood with a queen-

cell upon it in this

upper story ; and after

the young queen has

hatched, withdraw the

queen-excluder, and
your old queen is su-

perseded without your
even having to find

her," etc.

Again on page 96 in

the same book Mr.
Doolittle says, in part,
*" This is a singular

freak, and one which
I know not how to

account for; but I do
know that so far every
virgin queen that has

succeeded in getting

from the upper story

into the lower one has

superseded the queen
reigning there, wheth-
er that queen was old

or young." AY li i 1 e

these sentences were written a quarter of
a century ago, they are true to-day, and
will remain true to the end of time, for

the instinct of bees cannot change. I wish
to emphasize this trait in bee nature, be-
cause I regard it as an important factor in

the economical solution of two important
problems, namely, " requeening without de-

queening," and " rwarm prevention." Con-
cerning the former problem, however, little

more can be said, for the virgin-queen meth-
od is undoubtedly the surest and most eco-

nomical method known.

Lifting a comb from a frame hive at the bee market. Phutogiaijliud by
J. C. Bee Mason,. Londota.
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The object of requeening is a threefold

one, namely, to introduce new blood and to

have always a vigorous young queen in

every colony; and last, but not least, to

prevent swarming, while the object of doing

it automatically, as just described, is to

eliminate the labor of hunting queens in

liives overflowing with bees. Furthermore,

by requeening at the close of the season, as

advocated by Mr. Merwin, the non-swarm-
ing feature is lost, for the principle is not

effective except with young queens just be-

ginning to lay, or with virgins. Since there

is no safe method of requeening with laying

queens without dequeening, it is advisable

to rear queen-cells from a select breeder,

and requeen by the virgin-queen method.

REQUEENING FOR SWARM PREVENTION.

In Gleanings, June 15, 1913, Dr. C. C.

Miller is responsible for the statement that,

if a colony that has prepared to swarm is

made queenless for ten days, and given a

young laying queen at the end of that pe-

riod, after removing queen-cells at the be-

ginning and close of that period, that colony

will be a non-swarmer for that season. I

quote these two eminent authorities because
I have combined the Doolittle method of

supersedure with Dr. Miller's method of

swarm prevention by dequeening, thereby
' forming a combination of requeening and

.swarm prevention that eliminates the labor

of requeening, removing queen-cells, etc.

Here is the method : Remove all brood-

combs containing queen-cells from the colo-

ny thai is })reparing to swarm, and substi-

tute dummies. Place the combs liaving

queen-cells in a separate hive close beside

the colony, without shaking the combs.
When the first young queen hatches, remove
the remaining cells, also any that may be in

the colony, and carefully replace the combs
without spreading them, or the bees includ-

ing the young queen may be shaken from
the combs and run in followed by a few
puffs of smoke.

The reigning queen will be executed with-

out parley or delay. This stops egg-laying

for approximately ten days without render-

ing the colony queenless. Meantime the

young queen will have begun to lay, and
that colony is a non-swarmer, and will work
with a vim equal to a newly hived swarm.
It is thus that colonies are requeened and
swarming ijrevented with little manipula-
tion, and without seeing either queen except

the dead one that will be dragged out. With
my limited experience with this method, I

am not sure that it is necessary to wait until

queen-cells are started; if not, the method
can be further simplified. We had a colony
the present season, with the swarming mania
so highly developed that they absolutely

refused to yield to any treatment. We took
away all their brood and substituted sheets

of foundation, and still they swarmed with
an egg in a queen-cell; but the virgin-queen

method settled the fracas, and they rolled

up a fine crojj of surplus honey. While
this method gives promise of good results it

will require another season to develop the

principle fully.

Birmingham, Ohio.

50ME COMMENTS ON RECENT ARTICLES ON ITEMING

R. F. HOLTERMANN

The September 1st number contains some
very interesting information in connection

with the wintering of bees. The article by
J. E. Hand has some points which deserve

a little further attention. His remarks in

connection with the tendency to winter bees

outdoors are jDerfectly correct? That it is a
movement in the right direction I also be-

lieve, providing proper winter stores are

provided. When we come to the question of

the best winter stores, Mr. Hand and I are

as far apart as it is possible for us to be.

He writes, " Bees wintered out in the open
in properly protected hives with good stores

of pure honey (not sugar syrup), will usu-

ally be healthy, strong, and vigorous in

spi-ing."

I feel sure tliat the very best winter stores

obtainable is sugar .syrup. Clover honey

may be its equal, but nothing is its supe-

rior. So strongly do I feel about this that

at this date of writing, Sept. 22, I am with-

holding winter feeding because I would
sooner have the bees consume natural stores

now instead of using, during the autumn
and perhaps very early winter, the sugar-

syrup stores.

In every case where I have had heav}'

winter losses I have, to my satisfaction,

been able to trace that loss back to the use

of inferior natural stores as food by the

bees. Wliat makes natural stores unsafe,

where the bees are confined to the hive for

months at a time, is the uncertainty of their

composition. What makes artificial winter

stores better is the certainty and uniformity

of these stores if the best of granulated

suaar is used.
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Mr. llaiul states, " 1 am a firm believer in

the immunity from such diseases as Euro-
pean foul brood, paralysis, spring dwin-

dling, dysentery, and kindred diseases, by
maintaining sanitary wintering conditions

with respect to pure food in abundance, and
suitable })roteetion out in the open."

While there undoubtedly is much in this

I know that American foul brood may be

found in colonies of bees in the very best of

condition so far as outward evidence goes;

and I venture to say that foul-broody honey
fed to colonies of varying strength will

show no difference in results. Now, I am
not going to deny that, to a certain extent,

there may be a constitutional difference in

bees which makes them more or less im-

mune to germs of disease; but this is not

designated, or, rather, controlled by stores,

wintering, etc.

.SIZE OP UROOD-CHAMBER.

Mr. Hand slates, " Eight frames is the

maximum capacity for best lesnlts, and six

is nearer correct."

If a twelve-frame colony of bees has been
able to cover the combs of a hive having
tiu'ee or four upper stories—yes, I will say

two upper stories—eight combs will not he

sufficient for their late autumn and winter

requirements; yet I would say the surist

and best results are to be obtained by con-

tracting the brood-cJiamber so the bees will

cover their winter stores and the combs of

the hive.

UPWARD VENTILATION AND HIVES.

When we touch upon the question of what
the instinct of the bee is, we must remember
that the honeybee is not a native of north-

ern countries, and the instinct of propoliz-

ing the hive may be more to keep moisture
out than for any other jjurpose, and that in

any case instinct is of value only in so far

as it is in natural environments.

As to the hive being suitable for both
summer and winter, in my estimation the

requirements would be of such a nature
that it would add too much to the cost and
weight of the hive.

CELLAR WINTERING.

While .%-gely agreeing witli Mr. Hand
as to the inadvisability of cellar wintering,

we must remember that, to keep bees where
there is a " compulsory retention of fecal

matter during long confinement," is a " vio-

lation of nature's laws," be that outside or

inside. He states that " bees love to revel

in God's pure air and bright sunshine, hence
an enforced confinement for four months in

total darkness ... is not conducive to

health."

Bees do come out to jDure air and bright

sunshine ; but give them a place secluded

with a small entrance, or ask them to found
a home in the open, even if not exposed
to rain, and we pretty well know what they

will choose.

FEEDING SUGAR SYRUP.

Let us take a colony which has come
through a season where nectar was scarce,

and the bees have gathered insufficient

stores for winter, and they ripen sugar
syru]) instead of honey, why has that col-

ony suffered any more from storing syrup f

1 do not think it has. The great thing is to

give the feed so that it will all be in the

comb in 24 hours. Give it as Mr. Pland
states, in the proportion of two of sugar to

one of water (I would even say 2% of su-

gar to one of water). Feed it when the

weather is cool. Feeding honey excites

bees more than feeding sugar syrup, and
therefore there should be less waste in feed-

ing sugar syrup. Sugar syrup should be
better for winter, and honey better for
spring. Last spring I was surprised to find

how few colonies reared brood before the

bees began to gather pollen. The most of
the colonies had not been fed any sugar
syrup the previous fall, and I had intro-

duced 400 Italian queens the previous fall.

There undoubtedly is something about hon-
ey which excites and stimulates the bees
more than syrup. If this is not believed,

try it in robbing time ; try it when you feed
the bees; try it to induce brood-rearing, and
you will be satisfied. This is one reason
why I like sugar s>ru]) as a winter food.

Brantford, Canada.

ALFALFA" GROWING M THREE STATES

BY O. G. ALLEN

Some time ago there was a request for
information in reference to the time to cut
alfalfa. I have had 15 years' experience in

the alfalfa of eastern Oregon, Washington,
and Idaho.

The proper time to cut (he alfalfa in the

West is when the shoots of the following
crop are low enough to be missed by the

sickle. I paid no attention to the stage of
bloom; but ordinarily the first crop should
be cut when one-eighth in bloom. The sec-

ond when about lialf in bloom; the third
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Portable extractiug-house used by A. G. Anderson, Beaver, Utali.

crop should hs let go until all is in bloom.

If the third crop is cut too soon it will be

washy, and not good hay. From tests I

have found that the hay begins to lose in

feeding and fattening properties after it

has passed the half-bloom stage.

Another great mistake alfalfa-raisers

make is to let their hay get too dry before

raking and stacking, thereby losing a large

per cent of the leaves, which contain the

I'arge per cent of food value. I do not know
it all when it comes to the care of alfalfa;

but I learned of a good many instances

where much money and time could have

been saved in caring for the crop.

When it comes to stacking hay, the one

who uses a wagon is much behind the times.

I use frames and nets witli a swinging-arm
derrick which put the hay up in better

shape than any rig I have ever used. By
using buck-rakes and a Jackson or Fleming
stacker, you can put up more hay with the

same number of men; but the quality of the

hay will be in favor of the frame and nets.

The frame is built just like a barn-door, of

1x6 boards 14 or 16 ft. long and 8 ft. wide.

I crossed the boards at each end with 2x4's,

and 2 1x6 through the cleats. At each
end is a staff to bolt the net rings—a cable

and ring to hitch to completes the frame.

One will readily see that the frame will ride

on top of the stubble, and go right across

ditches without any trouble whatever.
Pendleton, Oregon.

A POMTABLE EXTRACTING = OUTFIT

BY A. G. ANDERSON

The accompanying engraving shows my
portable extraeting-outflt. The honey-house,
as shown, is on a wagon with sjorings to

make the riding easy. The room is 8 x 12
feet, inside measurement, which gives plenty
of space for extracting. I keep a two-ton

honey-tank at each yard, which is station-

ary. The house remains on the wagon all

the time during the honey season (this pic-

ture was taken when we were extracting for

the public during our " home-coming
week").
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On the wagon is my son Claud, who is

now one of my general hands. The one at

the left of those standing is Charlie Keil,

my helper at general work; next, myself;

and then Otto Baty from Highgrove, Cal.,

ray foreman, with my little daughter of six,

Bonny Anderson, between. She always
likes to be witli me when I am among the

bees.

The other iiicture shows Miss Novella
Turnbow, my sister-in-law, and my daugh-
ter, Geneva, who have done all of my un-
capping for a number of years. I don't

believe there are two men in the West who
can uncap more honey in a day nor keep a

neater honey-house. They frequently uncap
two tons of honey in a day.

Beaver, Utah.

CUCUMBER = SPRAYING THAT I§ HARMLESS TO BEES

BY STEVEN T. BYINGTON

One hears more about the evils of reckless

spraying than about the methods by which
the necessary spraying can be done so as to

be harmless. Cucumbers, and many sorts

of cantaloup, need to be sprayed with a

copper spray for protection against disease.

They do not, in my garden at least, need
any arsenical spray for protection against

biting insects. They sometimes (not every

year) need a contact insecticide, such as

soap suds, to kill off the plant-lice; but that

is not dangerous to any bees except those

that are on the vines at the very moment of

spraying. I do not know if it is dangerou>3,

even to those. But it is very common to

spray them with " pyrox," a mixture of

ai'senical and copper spray, because the

arsenate helps the copper to stick to the

leaves, and because pyrox is skillfully made
to be as wholesome as possible for the vine,

and because it is considered good policy to

do whatever Avill kill bugs at any time. I

notice just now that an agricultural paper
which always recommends the liberal use of

pyrox is complaining that this year there

were so few bees that the cucumber crop
was short.

This season I have been trying the exper-

iment of spraying late in the evening with
the ammoniaeal copper-carbonate solution.

It has seemed to 'vork well except on some
vines which, in my judgment, had the dis-

ease from the start because they were not
sprayed soon enough. (You know spraying
can never cure this disease—only prevent
it.) I doubt if this solution, in the very
small quantity that is used, would kill a bee
or larva, even if nectar were taken from a
freshly sprayed flower; and by spraying
late at night I feel sure that by morning
the copi:»er will all be beyond a bee's reach,

even in the few flowers that have not wilted
during the night. It will, I am sure, dry
on to the leaves firmly, even while the dew
is falling, so long as it is not rained on in

the first half-hour; hence it can be used at

night and in other non-drying weather.
And it is so cleanly that washing it out of a

brass sprayer after using is a mere matter
of form. Some say it burns the leaves.

Pei'haps my using it in the dew protects me
against that—at least I have no such com-
plaint to make.
To make tliis solution, get from the drug-

gist a pint or pound of extra-strong am-
monia (such as you cannot buy at the

grocery), in a glass-stoppered bottle marked
" 26^ B," and an ounce and three-quarters

Misses Novella Turnbow and Geneva Anderson, wlio
frequently uncap two tons of honey in a day.
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of carbonate of I'upper. This 26'^ Baumt'

ammonia will squirt when the glass stopper

is first taken out; therefore do not have

your eye over it or you will wish you were
only stung' uj^ by bees instead. Probably,

to get the stopper out, you will have to take

a twist of paper oi cloth wet in hot water

and hold it around the neck of the bottle a

minute or so, which will doubtless make the

squirt still more certain to come. When
you get it open, put in the copper and stir

with a wire or stick. It will dissolve as

easily as salt in water. Use one part of this

solution to 270 of water. If you work on a

very small scale, use two level teaspoonfuls

to a quart, or two tablespoonfuls to a gal-

lon. The stock solution will keep perfectly

if you keep it in a cool place in the glass-

stoppered bottle in which the ammonia was
bought. Don't be scared by reading that it

won't keep.

When one needs lo use an arsenical spray

on jilanls wliich he does i^ot need to have
the hers visiting at present, as in the case of

those Colorado orehardists who sprayed the

trees under which the clover was growing,
I think he ought to mix with the spray
enough tobacco tea (or any strong-smelling

nicotine insecticide) to make the sprayed

foliage smell of tobacco till the sprayed

flowers have had time to fade. That will

warn off the bees, or I am mistaken. And
at the same time it will, if strong enough,

kill the plant-lice on the sprayed trees.

I was surprised to read about bees gath-

ering blight-green pollen from swamp-
milkweed. I thought milkweed pollen grew

in such shape as not to be useful to bees.

Is it certain that it was milkweed and not

some other milky-] uiced plant such as dog-

bane? One sort of dogbane is called "hon-

ey-plant" according to the botany.

Ualhud ^'ale, Mass.

NOTES FEOM GERMANY

img Foiradatiom and Fagtteinilinig il iim Fraeies

BY J. E. HEBERLE^ B. S.

The article by H H. Root in the Nov.
15th issue, page 799, is very interesting.

The illustrations are so clear, that a bee-

keeper who has had only a few lessor, s in

English may easil.y understand it.

I use no grooves with wedges to hold the

foundation. I solder it on the top-bar with

melted wax. If the wax is warm enough it

will hold as much weight as the foundation

will stand, but will not stick well if it is too

v'ool. It should be just warm enough so

that it won't melt the foundation.

I use a board about ^4 irx"'! smaller than

the inside of the frame, and thick enough
to hold the foundation in the middle of the

top-bar. On the two long sides of the board

is nailed a thin lath a little longer than the

frame, and extending about half an inch

over the sides. The foundation is laid on

the board and the wired frame upon it, care

being taken that the sheet touch the top-bar

the entire length. Board and frame are

firmly held in the left hand with the top-bar

down, and so inclined that the melted wax
poured in the upper corner will run down
rapidly. It is better not to pour too much
wax on one place as there is danger of the

foundation melting at that point. Keep the

wax constantly pouring out in a thin stream.

We have a handy alcohol-lamp, with a

spoon that can be removed, which is used

to melt and pour the wax on the top-bar.

When the spoon is removed, the wire-im-

bedder may be heated on the flame.

Alcohol for industrial purposes is very

cheap—about 35 ets. a gallon—while that

for consumption costs about $2.70 per gal-

lon. These are retail prices. The strengtli

of each is about 96 per cent. The only dif-

ference is that, to the alcohol for burning,

etc., a small quantity of piridine is added

to make it unfit for consumption. It makes

a good heat, and is clean. Alcohol is used

for burning in the kitchen stove during tlie

summer months.
After one side of the foundation is fast-

ened, the board is removed and the frame

is held in the left hand in such a position

that with tlie right hand the melted wax can

be poured on as before. The lamp is al-

loAved to burn, and the flame is regulated to

suit. Lamp and spoon are used as one

piece. The spoon is removed Avhen wiring

foundalion. and the imbedder put in its

place. The one I use has V-shaped grooves

in the teeth so the wheel can't slip so read-

ily. Between the handle and the center of

I lie wheel, there is an extra-heavy metal

part that heljis to keep the teeth at tlie

desired teniperatine.

WATER FOi; BEES.

Oerniau bee-journals mention the neces-

sity of providing water for bees where
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nature does not supply it near the apiary.

A dish with something in it, such as small

laths, excelsior, siraw, etc., to prevent the

hees from drowning, will suffice. A couiile

of bai'rels with arrangements for continual

drip (a spigot (cock) or siphon) would be

convenient for large apiaries such as you

have in America. The barrels should stand

on a foundation one and a half or two feet

liigh. The drip should fall on a slanting

board, with rills, or covered with gunny-

sacks, etc.

When the bees have young brood they

need much water. A large force of bees is

needed in the apiary to carry water. In

<>arly spring the weather often changes sud-

denly and many water-carriers cannot

retuin if they have to go a considerable dis-

tance. We often have very bad weather for

several days in succession. It is not only

the loss when bees are more valuable than

at any other time, but the extra work saved

to the bees would pay for the trouble of

providing water in one or more places in

the apiary.

Water at about 70 to 80 degrees F. is

recommended. A beekeeper can readily

make an arrangement for warming it. A
kerosene-lamp will supply the heat very

cheaply. If desired I will describe in detail

one I have made.

OBSERVATION STATIONS.

In many of the provinces observation

stations have been established. A hive on

scales is weighed once or twice daily during

a part of the year. The number of days

and hours during which the bees fly, the

amount of rainfall, prevailing winds, etc.,

are noted. These observations are sent

monthly to the chief of observers, who tab-

ulates the results ond publishes them with

comments. Bavaria has 31 such volunteer

observers in the various parts of the king-

dom. Switzerland has .39. The chief, Mr.
Juestrich, in his annual report in the

Schirieizerisclie Bienenzeitung states that

the 39 stations have 52 hives on scales, 44

of these having frames in an upright posi-

tion, and 8 in the same way that you have

yours. The top-bar is longer than the ends.

The average monthly consumption per

colony was, November, 710 gi'., 1.6 lbs.

;

December, 688 gr., 1.5 lbs. ; January, 794
gr., 1% lbs. The average consumption in

ten years was, for November, 741 gr. ; De-
cember, 888 gT. ; January, 956 gr. In Ba-
varia the average is given for 19] 1; Novem-
ber, 595 gr. ; December, 446 gr. ; in 1913,

November, 371 gr. ; December, 691 gr.

In April the brood was measured, 14

colonies showing an average of 34 cm^, or

about 544 square inches per colony.

Markt Oberdorf, Bavaria, March 16.

S VSo PURE ITALIANS F'

BY DC. C. C. MILLER

Dr. C. C Miller:—I certainly agree with all you
have written in favor of the black and hybrid race

of bee.s being .';uperior for comb honey ; and with
my experience I am unable to see why you have
changed over to the Italians. Some of the poor pea-

sons the blacks have more than doubled in the

amount of comb honey produced. I have been a

close observer of the workings of the two races, and
in every instance the dark race leads the yellow in

the production of comb honey. In working for ex-

tracted honey I do not see any difference in the

average. With this experience I am still partial to

the dark race; but as the whole fraternity seem to

differ I am still frying to secure a race or strain of

Italians that will do what is claimed for them, or at

Ica.st as well as the blacks. You seem to be satisfied

with your present line of Italian stock. The ques-

tion is, where did you secure the queens that do so

well for you at this time ? I desire to purchase a

few queens this season, and am at a loss to know
where to get them. All queens that I have purchased
of late years have proven to he very much inferior

to what I already had, and in some instances very
injerior. Some that I have received produced bees
that are the most determined robbers that ever in-

habited a liive. Others will do nothing in comb
honey. Can you give me the address of one or more
breeders vvhiise stock you know is good/

S. COULTHARD.
Thompsonville, Mich., April 17.

Jt is not the easiest thing to m.ake entirely

clear my view with regard to blacks, Ital-

ians, and their crosses. It is true that I

have had hybrids which did .so "well that

Italians I obtained did not equal them in

storing. From this some have concluded

that I believe black blood better than Ital-

ian. That inference is warranted only o)i

the ground that the whole of what I said

was not taken into consideration. Let me
try to make the matter clear.

The hybrids I had, which were better than

Italians, had been bred up through years of

careful selection. As I have said more than

once, if I had taken the .same pains in select-

ing from pure Italian stock, it is entirely

possible that I might have had Italians still

better than my hybrids. It is well known
that a first cross is likely to have more vigor

than either parent cf pure blood. So I bred

from my best stores, which were hybrids.

It is also known (although I didn't know it

in my early beekee])ing days) tl.al follow-

ing up with crosses is not likely to result so
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Avell as to stick to pure blood with its more
fixed character.

So I don't think it's fair to compare Ital-

ians with hybrids that I had polished up to

shine their brightest. A better way is to

compare pure Italians with pure blacks. It

is not an easy thing' to do that now, at least

for me, for I have not seen a colony of pure
blacks in many a year. But years ago there

was no ditficulty on that score. I began with
blacks of the purest character, and there

was no danger of contamination, for only

blacks surrounded me. My first Italian stock

was from Mrs. Ellen S. Tupper, Washing-
ton, Iowa, afterward for a time editress of

The American Bee Journal. Afterward I

got Italian colonies from Adam Grimm,
Jefferson, Wis., later known as the man who
started a bank with his bee-money. That
gave me a chance to compare blacks with
Italians. The Italians were away and awav
ahead. That's one of the things I know,
and know for certain.

Having introduced Italian blood, in my
ignorance I did what many another is doing
to-day—left the bees to their own devices in

the matter of breeding. I did, however, get

an imported queen from Italy now and
then, and afterward began building up the

strain of hybrids that did so well.

Now please let me get myself on record
straight. I do not believe blacks are better

than hybrids, and for permanent results I

doubt the wisdom of getting in the least

taint of black blood. If I had it to do over

again (and this is the part of what I have
said that some overlook) I would stick to

the purest Italian blood every time.

But, having established a strain that was
ahead of any thing else I knew of, why did

I make so radical a change as to weed out

all the black blood, or nearly all? Just one
thing made me change. In making selection

for breeding I had ignored every thing but

the one factor—the gift of storing—and
along with that I had developed a strain so

full of vieiousness that they seemed to con-

clude that they could run the place alone,

and had decided that they would run off the

place every thing not provided with six legs.

My assistant protested bitterly that, after

having labored for years to build up a strain

that would do such good work, I should
throw it all away and begin with—I didn't

know what. But I said I'd rather have less

honey and not be obliged to move. So for

some years the weeding process has been go-

ing on, and now I have mostly Italians.

I got stock from The A. I. Root Co.,

from Doolittie, and from Italy, and I sup-

pose the stock I now have is a blend. I can-

not answer the question where to get best

Italians. For all I know there are many
who have excellent stock.

I may be asked how my present compares
with my previous stock. I don't know. It's

hard to make a comparison between two
things several miles or several years apart.

But I've kept up breeding from the best,

and I think I have some pretty good work-
ers. And it may be well to say that last

year I seemed to get best results from the

yellower bees. But it isn't certain that will

be so next year.

Just one thing I want to urge. If you
are not satisfied with your stock, get the best

you can, and count that only a beginning;

the important thing is to continue persis-

tently breeding from the best.

Marengo, 111.

ANOTHER GEEAT SWAMP BEE PASTURE

BY G. W, HAINES

The editorial, page 570, Aug. 1, on the

big swamp or marsh land gives a good de-

scription of a large swamp near my apiary,
only it is ten miles long and from two to

five miles wide. It is so marshy for a dis-

tance of eight miles that a team cannot cross

except in the winter on the ice. A large
creek runs through the center the whole
length, and this affords good fishing. In
early spring it overflows and makes a lake

as the water goes down. It is gi'eat bee
pasture. In early ppring many wild flowers

and acres of willow start the bees breeding,
in fine shape. During clover bloom they do
not seem to work that way. After clover
bloom there is a line of bees that way until

frost cuts off everv thing.

You give a good description of all honey-

plants found here; but you do not brag
enough of the button-bush, as you call it.

We call it here " button-ball," as the bloom
and seed are as round as a ball. It comes
in bloom in Augiist, with buckwheat. The
bees start for the buckwheat-fields in all

directions in early morning. At about 11

o'clock they usually leave the buckwheat
and start for the big swamp. On the but-

ton-ball they seem to work all day. It is a

sight to see the whole apiary of 225 colo-

nies working in one direction.

A man stopped one day and told me all

the bees I had were running away down in

the big swamp. On several occasions I have

seen bees that I was satisfied were mine
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working Oil the button-ball seven miles from
home, with many square miles of fine bloom
near by. This honey goes in with the buck-
wheat, and gives it a fine flavor. I believe

bees go further for honey than many think,

with many flowers nearer by.

I am located on the west of this swamp,

E. M. Lawrence is on the north, and Percy
Orion on the Eabt, at Northampton, eacli

with a large apiary, and I am sure they will

both back up all you say, and more too,

about swamp land.

Mayfleld, Mass.

lOODS OF BEES VARY
BY J. D. FOOSHE

I note that the saiuke mell'.od of intro-

ducing queens is not always successful. T

have read with interest the many claims for

this method. I am not surprised to see that,

after having been tested a year or more, it

is not always successful. I have no doubt
that veteran beekeepers have tried the same
plan oftentimes before, but decided that it

was not always successful.

Bees are the most erratic little creatures

in their temjierament of any thing I have
ever had any thing to do with. When I

worked with bees regularly and reared
queens daily, and was constantly changing
queens or introducing queens that came
through the mail, I had some notable ex-

periences. In the first place, bees are so

susceptible to climatic influences which cre-

ate abnormal conditions inside their hive

that they are seldom in the same mood, so

to speak. To-day you may raisj the top of
a hive and pull out all the frames, and not
use a particle of smoke; but to-morrow,
look out. There might have ] een an east

wind or a slight sprinkle of rain during the

night, and the same colony that let you
handle them the day before without smoke
will hardly let you enter the next day with-

out drastic measures ; so, oftentimes, this

condition prevails at the time a queen is to

be introduced. If in a normal condition,

and honey coming in, almost any of the

tried methods of introducing will succeed;

but if their temjjerament has been affected,

not so.

I have oftentimes used smoke successful-

ly; but having frequently failed with it I

stick to the cage plan.

Virgin queens several days old can often

be successfully introduced by any of the

common plans, provided conditions are
right in the hive. I remembe: away back
into the 70's I received by mail a queen
that I prized very highly. I introduced her

to a strong colony that I kne.v positively

to be queenless, and in a couple of days I

was investigating, and found my queen in

a ball of bees. I smoked them and relea^^ed

her and put her back in the cage, and this

process of recaging and balling went on for

a week, and I deliberately got some chloro-

form and put them all apparently dead on
the bottom-board, and turned the queen
loose; and when they awok-B from their

stupor they seemed to be glad to accept
her royalty, and she was soon laying. Any
queen that has ever been baPed, whether
laying or virgin, is harder to introduce than
if never antagonized, even though she be
changed to another queenless Colony.

In all my experience I don't know of any
thing that is so changeable in physical

condition as the bee.

Augusta, Ga.

BY E. S. MILLER

In regard to the metal-top hive-covers, I

have tried many kinds and find that with
rims % inch thick they are by far the best

cover. The metai should be well painted
with white lead and oil, otherRise they will

rust in a few years.

METAL-BOUND SUPER-COVERS WARP.

The metal-bound super-covers are less

satisfactory, for the reason that they
warp; the changing humidity causes the
cracks between the boards to widen, and.

in prying off the cover, the me'al becomes
bent, causing the boards to curi '.p at the

edges. I have used them several years, and
find that bee-escape boards U:*^d for this

purpose are much superior. The *..pening,

which may be covered ordinarily with a

piece of section, is also useful in many
ways. When feeding in late fall or early

spring it is not necessary to loosen the

whole cover, thus exposing the bees to

drafts. In hot weather the openings may
be used for ventilation ; and in taking off
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comb lioiiey the tins can easily Ije removed
without disturbini»' the bees.

A pretty good feeder can be made by
inverting a friction top pail over a pie-tin.

Fill the pail, and cover it with a piece of

cheese-cloth and the tin before inverting,

IMPORTANCE OF HEATING AND STRAINING
HONEY.

Too many beemen practice drawing hon-

ey directly from the extractor into cans to

be sold to the consumer, wiLhcut heating

or passing through a settling-tank. A little

foam or a dead bee now and then will

frighten away many a good customer.

I had an oven made somewhat similar to

that described by Mr. Pouder in Gleanings
about two years ago, for liquefying honej'

in 60-lb. cans. Two oven gas-burners were
installed; but I find one to be .-nfficient, and
it must be turned very low. I find, also,

that if the cans are inverted the honey runs
out while still partly granulated, and must
be subjected to furtlier heating if it is to be
strained or passed thi'ough the settling-

tank. If the cans are not inverted, the

honey at the top of the can becomes too

hot, while at the bottom it remains unmelt-
ed for a long time.

Twelve hours or more are required to

liquefy six 60-lb. cans of candied honey in

this way when the thermometei' at the top

registers 160 degrees.

I figure that it is worth about three cents

per pound to furnish pails, shipping-cases,

and labor in liquefying and putting up

honey in five and ten pound j ails. If I
am right, then when candied honey is sell-

ing for nine cents per pound in five-gallon

cans, liquid honey should be worth about
twelve cents when in pails ready for the

consumer.

It seems that around Chicago, at least,

there are quite a number of canvassers who
have discovered tl.at there is a profit in

buying extracted honey at whv>iesale prices

or less, and selling at twenty cents or more
])er pound to the consumer. In a way
these people are doing good by creating a
market and in bringing a wholesome food
to people, many of whom never before
tasted honey; and yet it does not seem quite

the proper thing for them to receive more
for selling than the beekeeper gets for

producing.

The next stejj for the producer will be
to induce retail grocers to handle honey in

pails. Their margin of profits should be

considerably less. I have tri'.'d selling in

this way in two or three towns, and thus

far it has jjroved successful.

MOISTURE PASSING THROUGH THE HIVE WALL.

It is capillary action that causes the

passage of moisture through the sides of

an unpainted hive. Of course, no appre-

ciable amount of impure air will pass out

that way. But how much mr^isture under
ordinary conditions? Will some one deter-

mine this?

Valparaiso, Ind.

NOTES FROM HOOSIERDOI

BY S. H. BURTON

Three supers full of papev- white honey
in 27 days from bluevine, and the bees

loafing for want of space, is the record for

one colony in the AVhite River bottom.

We find that introducing queens by the

smoke method is successful if plenty of
smoke is used. Three attempts at introduc-

ing cjueens by running them iii at the en-

trance with a " few puffs of smoke " re-

sulted in a failure in each instance. The
bees promptly balled the queen. We res-

cued the queens, fired up the smoker, and
gave it to them from above Strong enough
to send them scurrying out at the entrance,

and boiling over the tops of the frames.

The queens were again released, cover re-

placed, and some more smoke driven in at

the entrance. An examination 24 hours
later proved that " all was quiet along the

Potomac."
(^ool nights and cloudy days have pre-

vailed during the last fortniglit, and bees

are not finishing up all sections in top su-

per. We shall discontinue tiering up all

but the strongest colonies.

The fall flow from goldenrod and white
aster opened up with a rush Sept. 15. Bees
are crowding in the supers, and we expect

to take off some golden honey that will

taste fine on hot biscuits. In mowing weeds
along the fence and in the pastures I al-

ways instruct my men to spare the golden-

rod. By practicing this metliod for several

years I have a border of goldei rod around
my farm which not only looks attractive

but furnishes good bee pasture. This morn-
ing I counted nine bees on a single clump
gathering in the nectar.

A good local demand prevails for new
honey, and we are selling vaorc to private

consumers than e\er before. The high price

of sugar has stimulated the demand for
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lioiiey, and we anticipate no ti'oiible in dis-

posing of our entire crop locally. Tall<

lioney to your oanker, your Laker, your
candlestick maker; tell them what a fine

product you are harvesting; quote them the

same price that you would quote your job-

ber or wholesaler, and see how quick you
can move the crop. We carry a small

advertisement in the local dailies which
reads, " From producer to consumer. Save

the middleman's profit," and quote it at

1() 2-3 cts. per section, or six sections for

$1.00. We have all the orders we can fill.

Honey retails at our local groceries from 20

to 23 cts. per section ; but the grocer or

dealer will not pay the producer any such

price. Why not give the consumer the

wholesale jDrice and stimulate the demand '?

Washington, Ir,d., Sept. 2.

THE SIZE OF THE BMOOD-CHAMBEM MEQUMED DEPENDS
LOCALITY

ON TME

Tlie Eiglil-firame Brood-chainnilDer RecomMnneEiidled wiltlii the Additioni

h. Super wliem Itlhie Siinigle=§tt<n)irv is Too

BY .1. .J. WILDER

This great question that is being so much
agitated is already settled by many of us—^we have what we want, and we know it

to be the best for us. But theie are many
coming into our ranks who do not know
what to use, and there are also some who
liave already entered who are not pleased

with the size of brood-chambers they have
adopted, or do not know what size to adopt,

and they are depending on us to enlighten

them on this subject.

There has been so much said about the

larger brood-chambers, the ten and twelve
frame size, that beekeepers .'. ho have the

eight-frame size have begun to believe that

they haven't the thing; and the question is,

"Shall I change ?"

WHATEVER IS USED FOR A BI700D-CHAMBER
MUST BE WELL OCCUPIED.

Let me state here that whatever is used
for a brood-chamber must be well occupied
by the queen during the honey-flow for best

results in the supers above; for if theie

is a comb or more on either side of the

brood-nest that the queen does not occupy,
the result is jjoorer work in the supers. So
the brood-chamber must be tho right size.

Better have it a little loo small than too

large.

The ideal brood-chamber, as I see it, is

the regular eight-frame full depth body.
Now, in sections where in . u-fain seasons
of the year brood-rearing gets at such a

pitch that additional room is needed just

for a short time, a shallow extracting-super
of the regular size containing ready-built
combs can be placed on top which will

catch the over-production of brood ; and
as soon as well occupied it c^n he placed
under the regular hrood-body and storing
room added. The result will be a greater

harvest, especially in comb-hoi;ey produc-
tion, than with any otlier arrarigement for

a brood-nest.

What about this super used as additional

brood-chamber? The queen will occupy
this more or less during the time she is

laying most eggs; but as soo'" as this is

over she ceases to occupy it, and confines

herself to the regular brood-chpmber, and
the bees will store but little honey, if

any, in it where it is, if they have plenty
of storing room above; and if there is any
honey in it, it is consumed or carried above
long before the bees are ready to be put
in wintering quarters. It caa be removed
at the close of the season, or removed from
the bottom and placed on ton of the regu-
lar brood-nest as soon as the ciop of honey
is removed. Should there be a light flow

toward the end of the season, *he bees will

store some honey there for Vv'inter use.

There is no danger of swanking as long
as this super of combs is just above the

brood-nest; and if placed below just as

soon as well occu]>ied, and the whole hive

elevated from the bottom-board by means
of two yg-square strips cut as long as the
hive is long, j^laced on either side, you
have as near a non-swarming colony as can
be made by arrangement. Besides, if you
want to examine the brood-nest, all that is

necessary is to lift the body up a little

from the super, ond a glance up and down
will reveal the conditions. By Ihis plan the
lightning operator can care for hundreds
of colonies, so far as swarming is con-
cerned.

If increase is desired, the arrangement
is just the thing. As soon as most of the
brood in the shallow combs .s sealed, see

that the queen is not on these combs, and
then set the super off on the new stand, and
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give it a queen-cell. Or, let tae bees build

cells and raise a queen if the weather is

\vai"m.

I am speaking from the standpoint of a

Southern apiarist, and for tl e South. I

have had almost unlimited experience, hav-
ing bees scattered along in different sec-

tions for over 200 miles, jDioducing and
putting on the market each year over 15
different kinds ov flavors of hcney. So I

have been in almost all kinds of locations.

I have 15 apiaries in sections where we
need additional room to the regular eight-

frame hive-body for a brooJ-nest. I also

have 20 apiaries where th'^ eight-frame

body by itself is large enough for a brood-
chamber, and 20 more whe.e the eight-

frame body is too large for ii brood-cham-
ber at any time of the year. The result is.

I am having to use only the t hallow super
for the regular V.rood-chambot,. because I

can produce a third more honey by doing
so. The full-depth size is too much of a

storing place to get much honey in the

comb-honey supers. There is one bad fea-

ture about these single shallow supers as

brood-nests; and that is, the bees store all

honey in the supers above; and when they
are removed there is sometimes a shortage
of winter stores. However, this shortage
is supplied with shallow frames of honey
from some colonies that we have to store

in them to be used for that purj^ose.

It may startle some of my readers to

know that such conditions exist here—-that

a single shallow extracting-su, er body is

sufficiently large for a brood- chamber in

the average location in the great Southeast.

I have visited a great number of apianes

ill (he extreme ))ortioii3 of uur country, the

bees having been brought th. re from the

North by Northern people in large hives.

Lifting out the outside combs in these large

brood-chambers, I find the coicb contains

no honey, and (hat they never have been
occupied by the queen. In mcst cases the

moths have ruined them. There is usually

a small brood-nest right in the middle, the

bees, perhaps, storing just above it, while

all around is unoccupied comb being ruin-

ed by moths. It is needless to state that

the industry has gone down under such
conditions, when, if the proper size of

brood-chambers had been used, it would
liave been different.

Cordele, Ga.

[Our correspondent, in this article, vir-

tually takes the position that the size of
the brood-nest depends upon the locality.

Supposing, for tlie sake of argument, that

the 15 apiaries mentioned could suddenly
occupy either of the other two localities,

would the eight-frame l^^-story brood-
chamber, with tl e same colonies, soon
be too large? With the same management
and the same prolific queens, it is indeed
" startling " that there should be such a dif-

ference in the size of the brood-nests as to

require almost three times as large a brood-
chamber in the first locality mentioned by
our correspondent as in the last locality.

If Mr. Dadant, with his extra deep hives,

and Mr. Holtermann, with his tv, elve-frame
hives, were to move their bees into this

last locality, would they be obli|.ed to adopt
a single eight-frame half-depth super for

a brood-cliamber in order to succeed?-

—

Ed.]

A TON AND A HALF OF SUGAM AT WAR PMECES

BY ILA K. MICHENEK

The editorial on page 659, Sept. 1, " Is

sugar too expensive to feed?" etc., I have
read with great interest. I have lived near
a large marsh all my days till this year.

I'm in my sixty-ninth year, and I have
never found the honey gathered from gold-

enrod and the asters good for wintering
bees, for the reason, I suppose, they never
get it well ripened in this locality.

Neither is boiled honey good for winter-
ing bees, for it ]f; changed so much that

bees will get dysentery from it before
spring as well as they will from the late-

gathered honey.

My bees where I have them now, near
Fenwick. gathered about half a crop of clo-

ver honey; and although buckwheat was
abundant it rained so much while it was in

bloom they gathered very little honey from
it.

We have had about twelve days now of

the finest weather, and goldenrod and asters

and other fall flowers have vielded well;

-but I have bought a ton and a half of best

granulated sugar at war pr'ces to feed

my bees.

Humberstone, Out., Sept. 23
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THE BACKLOT BUZZER

The fellow who made such a' howl when he

bought war sugar at seven cents a pound is now
sellin' it for eleven. His bees filled up on goldenrod.

Excessive Heat Causes Bees to Carry an
Astonishing Amount of Water.

We have just had a heat wave here—125 degrees

in the shade—and it was amusing to see the way the

bees behaved, and how madly they went for water.

The extreme heat stopped the honey-flow, but the

bees took no notice of any honey exposed. All they
wanted was water. They were getting their princi-

pal supply from a water-hole half a mile away. Then
some of them discovered that the tap was dripping,

and in a little while there was half a pint of bees

hanging on to that tap. By and by the accumulat.on
would become too great, and the whole lot would
fall off ; but the cluster would reform with fresh

bees instantly. I put a tub under the tap and filled

It, and it was immediately rushed, and black with
bees. Those from the tap fell off into the water, so

I got a dead bush and lifted them out on to the

grass, and instantly they were covered by others
sucking the water off. I covered the surface of the

water with bushes so that they could not get drown-
ed. An apiary of 150 hives emptied a twenty-gallon
tub in less than three hours. These hives had no
shade-boards on, and yet only three combs split be-

low the top-bar with the heat, and not one melted
down. The bees were so crazy after water that they
would crowd on to one's bare arms and suck the

perspiration ; and if one got a cup of water to drink
the bees would be into it before vou could get it to

your mouth. Now, what did they require all this

water for? In my opinion, to spray over the combs
and brood to prevent them from melting down with
the heat. IMajor Shallard.

8. Woodburn, Aus., Sept. 12.

[We recall that bees drink a great deal more
water on hot days than on other days, and yet we
never heard the explanation otfered that they use
water brought in to spray or dampen their hives.
We have never, in all of our experience, noticed
any dampness in the hive on hot days, although we
have repeatedly seen it on a warm day just follow-
ing a cold winter spell. But why should not bees
need to drink more water in extremely hot weather
for the same reason that dogs, horses, cattle, and
their owners do ? Is it not reasonable to suppose
that they need it just as they do?

—

Ed.]

Are Worker Larv* Fed Royal Jelly for the
First Thiee Days?

Referring to the statement, page 255, April 1,
" Then change their minds and feed royal jelly for
a queen," is not the white substance in the bottom
of the cell, in which the very young worker larva
is floating, chyme, or royal jelly ? The fact that
they are floating in it seems to me as if they had not
been able to consume all that has been offered them.

This day-old larva can be scooped out with the
chyme, without the least injury, and placed on the
chyme in the cell-cups. I have not been able to

see any difference in the queens so reared, except
that they seem better than some that I have, may
be on account of the selection and being raised out
of the swarming season.

But if we can get better queens by any extra
work, we should not spare it. Don't queens some-
times leave royal jelly in the bottom of the cell that

they have not been able to consume ? This is not
meant to criticise anybody, but to learn all I can
about the work.

Cayeiras, Brazil, April 23. Carlos Smith.

Trapping Robbers Not Recommended.
In Gleanings just received I have noticed the

editorial on trapping robber bees. Aug. 15th Glean-
ings previously outlined this plan, and I tried it

once too often. It works perfectly, but it puts the

bees in an inferior hive while killing out another
and stronger hive. Better let them rob, and make
the strong one stronger, instead.

FEEDING CRUSHED APPLES.
I wish to inquire if it would be possible or of

any worth to crush apples in a cider-mill and scattei'

them out for the bees during this month in plac3 of

feeding for a late September flow. Apples are prac-

tically of no cost, and I have noticed bees on fruit

and juices, and think the crushed apples would also

provide a bit of poultry food. Chas. H. Cargo.
Bladen, Ohio.

[We would not advise the apple juice, because of

the danger of bee dysentery before spring.

—

Ed.]

Carniolans Swarm in March.
I have been having quite an experience with Car-

niolans that I thought possibly would interest some
of your readers. I hav§ an outyard of about 40 colo-

nies of these bees. On March 13 they cast the first

swarm. After remaining in the air for some time
they entered another hive, joining another colony.

In a short time they came out again and returned to

the old stand. Not being satisfied there, they «oon
re-entered the other colony, where they still were.
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April 10. On looking through the united colony, I

found one dead queen and two live ones. All were last

year's queens. One queen was taken from them; and
on looking over the colony a little later I discovered

that they had balled and killed the other one. At
this time they had no larvae. The queens had just

commenced laying. I also noticed on the same day
that my golden Italians had sealed brood ; and, from
the looks of it, it was about ready to hatch.

March 29 the second swarm issued. It was finally

persuaded to return to the old hive, where it still

remains. At this time there was nothing for them
to gather except pollen from elm-trees and a little

dandelion. Well, this was the limit, and I decided
right then to get rid of all Carniolans as soon as

goldens could be reared to replace them. Life is

too short to be fooling with such a breed of bees.

The only desirable feature about them is that they

are possibly a little more gentle than other races of

bees. However, I find but little difference in gen-

tleness between them and my goldens ; and when
the honey-flow starts, the goldens get fairly crazy

bringing it in, while the Carniolans get just as crazy

at swarming; and when the season is over you have
a lot of colonies to be fed for the winter. No, thank
yoxi, I don't want any more Carnolians.

Kansas City, Mo. A. T. Rodman.

The Origin of the Cage Method of Introduc-

ing Queens.

Writing in 1814, after 64 years of beekeeping,

.Jonas DeGelieu, of Neuchatel, Switzerland, describes

a cage of wood covered with wire cloth (wire grat-

ing) from which the queen is released at the end of

two days. He gives the credit to Schirach ; and as

the latter was familiar with many very ancient meth-
ods it may have originated long before his time.

Reaumur, about 1740, introduced direct by giving

a queen to a small cluster of confined bees. Huber,
about 1790, introduced direct to a colony, 24 hours
after removal of old queen, and this practice became
rather common among early English beekeepers.

Many since have introduced direct after certain

intervals. So far as I can find, it is only by the

smoke plan that we can introduce any queen to any
colony or lot of bees at any time. But one never
can tell. The plan may be found in some old book
or magazine one of these days. But it is good, any
way. Arthur C. Miller.

Providence, R. I., July 11.

Introducing from a Cage on the Alighting-

board.
I have succeeded with the smoke method of in-

troducing, and also the starvation and smoke plan
combined. I have also had failures with them all.

Just lately I have discovered a plan, new to me,
that works best of all so far. I have not tried it

extensively as yet, introducing only five queens, all

of which were accepted.

I will explain the condition of the first colony, and
I he method. I caged the queen, without food or
escorts. After about fifteen minutes I placed the

cage on the alighting-board close to a cluster of bees.

The colony had ripe cells, and I did this just after

sundown. The bees collected all over the top or wire
cloth of the cage, and seemed friendly. I had closed

the hole in the end of the cage with a small stick

that was smaller than the hole, and could be re-

moved without disturbing the bees. After about ten
minutes I removed the stick, and some worker-bees
went in. I left her to her fate. The next day she
was busy laying, and had cut the ripe cells down.

The next queen was introduced in the same way
to a colony that had no show whatever of rearing a
queen. This one was introduced before sundown.

The next one was introduced early in the morning
before six o'clock. The colony in this case had
sealed brood but no larvie nor queen-cells.

The last one I introduced was to a colony that
had been queenless 24 hours. I introduced her di-

rect from her own colony, and in ten minutes she
was in the other hive being fed by the bees and
crawling around on the frames. This last introduc-
tion took place in the middle of the afternoon. All

were treated in the same manner except the last one,
which was not allowed to get hungry before placing
her on the alighting-board.

I should like to have others try this plan, and
report their success or failure.

Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 9. A. T. Rodman.

Winter Caoe Used as a Super
I recently secured a winter case, and altered it as

shown by the sketches herewith, to use it as a super.
I put in ten frames between the two division-boards
in which the horizontal slots are closed. At the ends
the bee-spaces are closed by the cleats / (see sketch).
The bees glue the small cracks, and make the super
tight.

iiiii,iiifij//!iiin/x

a, hiverbody ; b, bottom-board; c, winter-casing;

d, telescoping cover; e, boards %x8%xl6, nailed in-

side of winter casing to carry frames; f, cleats %x%
x8%, nailed inside of casing to hold division-boards

in place and close bee-space; g, division-boards with
bee-slot closed with a strip % x % ; h, inner corner
with side cleats Vi x %, resting on g and raising it

above the frames to give bee-space.
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My object is to make use of the winter case in

Bummer, and not to have any bulky parts to store.

I am trying to find some way of nailing on pevma-

ir-j-^

L^ /i

nently the padded cL^ats whicli ocime with the winter

case.

Highwood, N. J., July IG. J. ILTIS.

Sponge to Hold Water in Mailing Cage
Could not euousli water for, .say, a week in the

mails Le afforded by a saturated piece of sponge in

a smaller added compartment at one end of the

usual three-hole cage, thus, and waxed inside?

INVERSION OF COMBS A VALUABLE FEATURE.

In looking over some recent back numbers I no-

tice your reply in the Nov. 15th issue, p. 777, to D.

W. Howell, on "reversing," or, as we call it, "in-

verting." (By the way, is not the latter the more
correct word when we want to signify turned upside
down? Besides, "reversing" cases of hives—that. is

to say, turning back to front, has the advantage of

being distinct and separate from inverting them.)

In your footnote you depreciate the value of inver-

sion, so that one would conclude it is among the

scrap-heap of at one-time popular ideas, and un-
worthy of further notice. Permit me to combat this

conclusion. For 25 years I have been making my
living from bees in Australia, and found no hive so

handy, so profitable, and so well adapted to out-

apiary expansion as one that is always readily in-

vertible ; and why? Just because inverting (at the

right time) does destroy cells and does check swarm-
ing; that it enlarges the brood-occupied space; con-

sequently, it sends the honey upstairs, and that it

gets the combs built to the bottom-bars ; and by thus
doing one can entirely dispense with wires in frames.

But to have the benefits of inversion one must have
a hive adapted to it—that is, a divisible shaliow-

case hive. There is all the difference in the world
between the process as we do it and as described by
D. W. Howell, with Hoffman frames.

Cavendish, Australia. Thomas Bolton.

[Years ago, before queen-cage candy had become
perfected, a little piece of sponge soaked in warm
honey was used as a means for supplying food to a

queen-bee and her attendants when sent by mail.

It did not give as good results as the candy now
employed, principally because the sponge would not
hold enough honey, and because it dried out. While
water could be given to bees in a sponge in the

same way, it would have a tendency to dry out,

probably before the bees reached their destination.

Of one thing we are certain : A continual supply of

water, providing the supply can .be regulated so as
not to feed too fast, is a good thing.

The word invert is better than reverse; but the

two terms have been used indiscriminately for many
years, and it seems hard to eliminate the less de-

scriptive word. We are glad to know you have had
a favorable experience with inverting; but we re-

ceived reports in 1885—1887 showing that it failed

to do some of the very things that you claim for it.

There is one thing that we are all agreed on : that

inversion will accomplish filling out the comb clear

to the bottom-bar. If reports we get in this coun-

try are to be believed, it is not infallible in bring-

ing about the other things claimed for it.

—

Ed.]

Refining Wax; Keeping Queens Out of

Upper Stories

1. If all the bees confined with the queen in a
mailing-cage die, would other bees from the same
hive injure her if placed in the cage with her?

2. I have heard that, if burr-combs and pieces of

wax that are not very dirty are boiled in vinegar,

they will be cleaned. Can you tell me how this can
be accomplished?

3. I have seen some two-story hives with brood in

both upper and lower stories. How is it that the

queen will sometimes lay in both ujiper and lower
story, but not in an extracting super?

Philadelphia, Pa., July 30. J. Sweeney.

[1. It does no harm to the queen to renew the es-

cort bees. As a precaution, however, select young bees,

for they not only make better escorts, but they have
more vitality. You do not need to renew these bees,

of course, if you merely want to introduce the queen.
2. Wax may be refined with vinegar; but the

process is quite uncertain, and quite an elaborate

equipment is necessary. For this reason, and also

because of the fact that there is the greatest danger
of discoloring the wax or making it water-soaked, we
never advise the use of any kind of acid for the

average producer of wax.
3. Queens do lay in extracting-supers, and for this

reason quite a large percentage of extracted-honey
producers use queen-excluders under the extracting-

super to keep the queen out. By special manage-
ment the queen can be confined to the lower story

without the use of the excluder ; but the safest way
is to use an excluder and be sure.

—

Ed.]

Modifying the Escapes to Afford an Easier

Passage when Used as Robber-traps.
I am interested in A. J. Plummer's plan for stop-

ping robbing and disposing of robbers, for I believe

it will be of great benefit to the beekeepers of to-day.

I tried it out on a little different plan, and found
that it worked to a success.

Take three, four, or even half a dozen Porter bee-

escapes. Cut off the ends that have the holes in,

leaving a straight passageway for the robbers. Insert

the escapes into the entrance of the hive alongside

each other so that there will be no projection on the

outside of the hive, and the robbers will go in with-

out resistance. In a very short time thousands of

robbers will be trapped.
Meadville. Pa., Aug. 29. A. B. McGuiRE.

Transferring from Box Hives.
My method of transferring from box hives is as

follows: The box is turned bottom side up, and a

central section of the bottom is torn off, thus avoid-

ing the breakage of honey and bringing the brood
in closer contact with the frame of brood which is

placed in tlie hive set on tup. With a few empty
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combs .and one of brood in the top hive, directly

above the exposed brood below, the queen readily

visits the upper hive for laying, and is shut off

from the box hive bv an excluder. In 21 days the

box is removed, and the upper story takes its place.

Cleves, O. R. C. Hi:gb;ntobl,ee.

A $1.00 Wax-press.
Hook a common bran-sack by the corners and

middle, at ends on each hook. Put in boiling wax,
about C quarts solid matter. Turn the crank rap-

idly. There is no holding, and no tuckins. Turn

as tight as possible ; then with a pair of sticks tied

together at one end press any part not quite dry.

With cheap Cuban labor I find this far better than
either the Hatch or Hershiser press.

Henadura, Cuba. M. C. Engle.

A Marvelous Record in Catching Stray

Swarrns
I have noticed the article on page 473, June 15,

on catching stray swarms, by my father, J. M.
Kinzie. About 12 years ago, when I lived in

Michigan, I read in Gleanings about a man in

California who had lost almost all his bees, and had
piled up forty hives with empty frames in them,
and in the fall he had caught 17 stray swarms that

took possession of them. My brother and I started

out then to catch stray swarms. First we used old

boxes, boring holes in them and setting them in

trees ; but when we got them home we always had a

job to transfer the brood into frames. On this ac-

count we are now using eight-frame hives, or boxes
that will hold eight to ten frames, and number them
and mark the number in a book, together with the

location. Trees are the best to put boxes in.

The entrances should be the same as in a hive.

I use only starters, one-half to one inch wide. I

formerly used one comb ; but I stopped that, as the

moths get in, and thjn it does not look good to the
stray swarm. Furthermore, if a comb is used, there
is more danger of foul brood breaking out again in

case the swarm came from a diseased colony.

We locate these boxes along the streets and roads
where people are passing, putting them 20 to 35
feet high. I set out 175 boxes this year, and
caught 133 swarms so far this year, and have taken
over 3500 pounds of honey from them.

I have 260 colonies all together, and I don't let

my old colonies swarm. I get what increase I want
by catching stray swarms. I own three lots in
Arlington. Tliere are two tall pine-trees in front
of the house, and so far this year I have caught
14 swarms in them and 14 last year.

Arlington, Cal. Chas. S. Kinzie.

What is a Standard Hive?
The different bee-supply manufacturers say that

they manufacture hives of standard size, and that
leads the beekeeper to think that the hives and
brood-frames will interchange in hives of different

makes. I have used hundreds of hives made by one
concern, and about 1600 hives by another. I find

that the long top-bars for hives of one make are
too long for the other hives. I have cut off many
of the top-bars before they would go into the hives
in question.

The unbound queen-excluders made by one firm
for eight-frame hives are too long for the hives of

the other make, and one end stays on top of the
hive instead of going in on top of the brood-frames;
and the one end being up, it kills the bees under
the one end of the extracting-frames.

I am not sure if the outside of the hive is the
same size; but the thin part of the end at the top

is thicker on the one make than on the other. I

never measured the hives, and it may be only the
thickness at the top of the end of the hive; but this

makes it bad for the beekeeper who has hives made
by diflferent companies. Now. if the manufacturers
could have made the supplies to exactly the same
measure it would have been much better for the

beekeepers. The short lop-bars of the one make work
well in the other hives ; but only the longer top-bars
will not go into the other hives.

A Subscriber.

A Crop of Fine Honey in Maine, by an
ABC Scholar.

I have had a prosperous year with my bees, and
shall have 1000 to 1500 lbs. from 30 colonies. I will

send you today by prepaid express a sample of my
honey. Will you please let me hear from you as to

what you think of it as regards flavor, etc. ? This I

send you as a gift, as I learned my A B C of bee-

keeping from you, and hope that you may be spared
many years, even though you do not take an active

part in the work as formerly.

Oakfield, Maine, Sept. 3. R. E. Timoney.

The honey mentioned above is of such fine quality

that we wrote regarding it. Below is the reply:

The main honey crop is the common white clover

;

al^o in the summer the odor of the alsike clover from
the fields is very noticeable. There is but little

basswood in the woods around here ; but raspberry

and fireweed furnish honey from the burnt-over
places in the forest. Yes, I have a good market at

from 17 to 20 cents ptr lb. right at my door, for all

I can produce. People do not like or buy extracted

honey in this section.

Oakfield, Maine, Sept. 17. R. E. Timoney.
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What is Honey?

BY GRACE ALLEN

" Let US see what honey is," the solemn scholar said.

Took his test-tubes and his books, bent his mighty
head

;

" Levidose and dextrose, moisture, too, and ath ;"

While he wrote his formula, how the bees did flash!

"I know what honey is !
" a little maiden cried;

" On every jolly little bee a fairy sits astride;

Straight ahead to fairyland he guides the jolly bee.

Waves his wand, and honey comes, and they bring

it back to me !

"

Riotously radiant, a million million bees

Flash across the meadows to the blossoms and the

trees

;

Claim the blossom-spirits in the perfume and the

sweet.

Honey is the heaven where these flower-spirits meet I
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A, L Moot OUE HOME
Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father's good

pleasure to give you the kingdom.

—

Luke 12:32.

Be ye not therefore anxious, saying. What shall

we eat? or What shall we drink? or Wherewithal
shall we be clothed? For after all these things do

the Gentiles seek; for your heavenly Father knoweth
that ye have need of all these things. But seek ye

first his kingdom, and his righteousness ; and all

these things shall be added unto you. Be not there-

fore anxious for the morrow ; for the morrow will

be anxious for itself. Sufficient unto the day is

the evil thereof.

—

Matt. 6:31,34.

In our last issue, page 787, I replied

briefly to the Plain Dealer's editorial sug-

gesting that the State of Virginia would
lose $700,000 revenue by votin^^ dry. Since

then, while reading the sixth chapter of

Matthew I was impressed with the thought

that God's promises cover the matter of

revenue as well as food, clothicq, etc. Sup-
pose we read the 31st verse this way

:

" Therefore take no thought spying. What
shall we eat? or What shall we drink? or

Wherewithal shall we be clothed?" Can
we not oonsistentlv add to the above, " Or
how shall revenue be secured"? Then right

after the 31st verse we read, '' For after all

these things do the Gentiles seek." Is not

this indeed true at the present time now as

well as ages ago? Then we read, "For your
heavenly Father knoweth ye have need of

all these things." Then comes that grand
text and promise that has been a beacon
light to me since I began reading it with
emphasis to the boys in our Medina jail

over forty years ago :
" But se«)k ye first the

kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and
all these things shall be add?d unto you."

Does not this promise, dear frit-tids, include

revenue as well as evei-y thing else? While
the above thought was in mina, the follow-

ing letter came to hand

:

POSTOFFICE DEPARTMENT,
DivLSiON or Railway Mail Service,

OFFICE OF CHIEF CLERK.

Mr. A. I. Root:—Attached you will find a clipping

taken from the editorial page of the Cleveland Plain
Dealer of September 30. Could you give us a talk

on this subject in the October 15th edition of Glean-
ings ? I think it would do a lot of good among
those of our fraternity in helping them to decide this

question.

I have been a subscriber to Gleanings for about
seven years, and a reader of the paper since 1890,
having used my father's copy. Your records will

show that he first began taking the paper in 1883.
I am also a reader of the Plain Dealer, and my

personal opinion is that this paper is on the oppo-
site side of this question, as witnessed by the adver-
tisements they carry.

Cleveland, 0., Sept. 30. R. W. Cobb.

Our readers will notice from the above
that this letter comes from a railway mail
clerk, and the expression in th'- letter, "our
fraternity," probably refers io the clerks

in the mail service—a class of men as

bright and clean, as a rule, as can probably

be found in Ohio or any other State, for

that matter. In accordance with the re-

quest of the writer I am going to take space

(o give the editorial from the Plain Dealer

complete. Here it is:

THE WET AND DRY AMENDMENTS.
Pour amendments to the State constitution come

before the voters of Ohio in November. All have been
initiated by petition ; the legislature has passed
judgment on no one of them.

The sharpest contest comes over the so-called
" wet " and " dry " amendments, one of which would
abolish county local option—whatever else it might
do

; the other would add Ohio to the ten States which
already have statutory prohibition. It is narrowly
conceivable that both these conflicting amendments
might receive an affirmative vote in November. In

all probability, however, one of jhe two will be

rejected; both of them may be defeated.

Practically speaking, each voter must decide

whether he will support the "wet" or the "dry"
amendment, or vote against them both. It is a ques-

tion confronting every elector in Ohio which he must
decide between now and Nov. 3.

Let us see what the two amendments would ac-

complish if written into the basic law of the State.

The "wet" amendment reads as follows:
" No law shall be passed or be in effect prohibit-

ing the sale, furnishing, or giving away of intoxi-

cating liquors operating in a sub-division of the

State upon a vote of the electors thereof or upon
any other contingency which has force, within ter-

ritory larger than a municipal corporation or a

township outside of municipal corporations therein.
" All laws in contravention of the foregoing are

hereby repealed. Nor shall any law be passed pro-

hibiting the sale, furnishing, or giving away of

intoxicating liquors throughout the State at large."

Obviously, the amendment is vague in meaning.
Attorney General Hogan says it would accomplish

one thing; lawyers of equal ability declare it would
accomplish that one thing and much besides. In

case this provision were adopted, it would probably
take a high-court decision to determine how sweeping
its effects would be.

The "dry" amendment is in these words:
"The sale, manufacture for sale, and importation

for sale of intoxicating, liquor as a beverage is here-

by prohibited. The general assembly shall provide
for the enforcement of this provision, and enact laws
with adequate penalties for the violation thereof."

A schedule attached to this amendment provides

for its taking effect one year and six months after

the election at which it is adopted.
This " dry " amendment evidently has the advan-

tage of clearness. One who votes for it may know
precisely what he is approving, so far as the text of

a proposal foretells the condition it would bring

about.

What, then, shall the voter do—vote " wet " or

"dry" or against both amendments?
Ohio definitely adopted the license plan for con-

trolling the liquor business two years ago. The plan

itself has been in complete operation less than one
year. It starts with large promise of good results,

but the time has been too short to justify either a

sweeping approval or disapproval.
" Wets " and " drys " in the convention of 1912

compromised their differences and voted to submit
the license amendment to the people. The proposal

bore the name of a " dry " delegate. In the consti-
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tutioual campaign there was no organized. " di'y
"

opposition to the amendment. Many temperance
advocates over the State lent their support to it.

Nor has the system in operation proved false to

their confidence in it. It has largely reduced the

number of saloons, put the business on a responsible

basis, erected effective barriers against the operation

of saloons by questionable characters, and bids fair

to take the liquor issue out of politics.

Neither " wets " nor " di^ys " should have re-open-

ed the old question so soon after the adoption of the

license amendment. And, in this connection, it is

to be noted that each side in the present controversy

opened its fight by accusing the other of precipitating

the hostilities.

The Plain Dealer considers the "wet" amendment
so loosely drawn and so obscure in meaning that it

would be dangerous to write it into the constitution

under any circumstances. Against the adoption of

either "wet" or "dry" proposal we believe it may
be fairly urged that it would change the license sys-

tem before the system has had a chance to prove its

success or failure.

Therefore, the Plain Dealer recommends to the

voters of Ohio that they defeat both amendments.

"With the fore part of the above I heart-

ily agree; but when it comes to the state-

ment in regard to the license plan I shall

have to make some objection. The wets
and drys did in convention agree substan-

tially to the license plan as wj have it; but

when I say this, permit me to ray also that

the Anti-saloon League objected to a license

law for the State of Ohio, fi.st and last;

but when we ascertained pretty detinitely

that the voice of the people was pretty sure

for some kind of license law, the Anti-sa-

loon Leagaie, as a sort of compromise,
amended and modified this license law until

tlif liquor people themselves did not want
it. Plowever, it was put to vote and carried,

but under protest from ths "Anti-saloon

League from beginning to end, and when
llie wets began to see where they were, it

was under protest almost from beginning
to end with the wets also. Witness the

result. The Avets were in such haste to get

rid of the license law that they started out

thus early to abolish local option and every
thing else as above.

In the next to the last paragraph we
read :

" Each side in the presenl controver-

sy opened the fight by accusing the other

of precipitating hostilities." In reply to

the above I think I am in position to know
that it was the wets who first started out
with their amendment to do away with all

present temperance laws. The Anti-saloon
League did not think of State- wide prohi-
bition just now, and would not have thought
of undertaking it had we not thus been
crowded into it. That you may know I

have good reason for thinking I am right

in this matter, permit me to say it was ray

privilege to be present as one of the charter
members of the first Anti-saloon League
meeting ever held; and I have been in

close touch with it ever since, and have
been consulted continually in regard to its

every movement; and just as soon as there

was a glimpse of what the wets thought of
undertaking I was promptly notified, and
gave my vote that we should, under the

circumstances, mass our forces for State-

iride prohibition.

It is true the license law has reduced the

number of saloons; but the statement that
" the operation of saloons by unquestion-
able characters has been a success " is un-
true as almost everybody knows through-
out the State of Ohio, especialh in the few
remaining wet counties and wet towns and
cities. The Plain Dealer says, "Neither the

wets nor the drys should have opened the

old question so soon." This may be true;

but it indicates how unsatisfactory it has
been to both wets and drys, and to the

present decision that no law nor compro-
mise can be effected that w!ll suit both
sides. There can be no com.promise nor
any common ground between the forces of
darkness and light. " Ye cannot serve God
and mammon."

I am glad to hear that the Plain Dealer
considers the wet amendment so " loosely

drawn and obscure in meaning that it

Avould be dangerous to write it into the

constitution of the State under any circum-

stances." Amen to the above But when
the Plain Dealer closes up by recommend-
ing that the people vote against State-wide

prohibition, I am both pained taid surpris-

ed, as I have said before. The Plain Deal-
er has been our favorite daily paper so long
that I can scarcely remember when we did

not have it in our home. Many of its

editorials have been such excellent sermons
that I have quoted them again and again

on these pages ; but I have always felt hurt

Avhenever I have seen glaring advertise-

ments of liquors on its pages. When, as a

result of Billy Sunday's work in Pittsburg,

two great dailies rejected all liquor adver-

tisements, I gave place to the announce-
ment and asked why the Plain Dealer could

not follow suit; and I repeatedly urged

them to follow the Chicago Tribune and
other prominent periodicals, a id throw out

their liquor advertisements. lhei>' have
replied courteously, and at times at con-

siderable length, but yet these same liquor

advertisements continue. Our good friend

from the Postoffice Departnient suggests

that the advertisements they carry may
have something to do with their decision to

be against State-wide prohibition. Should
tliey join the temperance people, the Chris-

tian people, the schools and churches, and
I ho educated class of our State, to be con-
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sistent, they would have to rule out these

obnoxious advertisements, and they certain-

ly must be obnoxious to all good people

who read the Plain Dealer. Not very long

ago one full page of that great daily was
given to advertising intoxicating liquors.

Another sad fact comes out right here.

There is no other daily paper published in

the city of Cleveland—at least no promi-
nent daily paper—tliat is any better in this

respect than the Plain Dealer.

An agent for one of the dailies assured

me some time ago that their paper would
rule out all liquor advertisem^jnts. I gave

him my subscription ; but the first issue

received proved his mistake.

I believe it was the present Governor of

Ohio who inaugurated the license scheme.

In fact, this is his pet hobby ; and as a loyal

citizen I try to treat with reverence and
respect the office of the Governor of our

great State. When I saw thai it seemed
to be his peculiar hobby I tried to give him
credit for being honest in it ; yet I think

he will soon see his mistake if he has not

done so already.

On page 787 of our last issue, already

referred to, I asked if the different States

that have been dry for years w^^re suffering

for lack of revenue ; and I think almost
every -wideawake citizen knows wiithout

telling that there is no such lack. The
beautiful texts I have given you at the head
of this talk have been corroborated, and
are being corroborated again and again.

The dry States have towns and cleaner

towns, surely better roads, better schools

and churches, and they are fast getting

better and cleaner factories. As most of

them are new States the factories have not,

at least to a great extent, got well started

as yet. But the agricultural communities
are certainly away ahead in every thing

pertaining to scientific and successful agri-

culture.

Not very long ago there was an item in

the Plain Dealer to the effect 'hat a certain

town (I think it was in Ohio) was in "total

darkness" because they had banished sa-

loons. You see the revenue from the sa-

loon-keepers had helped them to run their

electric-light plant ; and this plant was shut

down on account of a lack of funds. There
was neither comment nor suggestion that

the town that had nerve enough to rule

out saloons would very soon scrape up
revenue enough to run the electic-light

plant if nothing more. But even if tliey

did not, the darkest midnight is a thousand
times better than the glaring .'ights of the

saloon and brothel. On page 779 of our last

issue I spoke of an intemperate neighbor

who turned his v/ife and family out of

dooi's during a winter night. As we had
open saloons in our town at that time, I

soon found this poor man in the jail with
lialf a dozen others of like habits. I in-

duced them to sign the pledge except my
neighbor Mr. Hammer. After they all got

out, through the inducement of the saloon-

keepers all or nearly all broke their pledges

almost immediately. About this time I met
my neighbor on the street, and he called

my attention to the fact that those who had
.signed the pledge had already broken it.

Then he said something like this :
" Mr.

Root, under the circumstances don't you
think it was better for me to refuse to sign

that pledge? These men have broken their

promise already. I have not broken mine,

because I did not 7naJie any promise."
I mentioned this matter to the Rev. C J.

Ryder, who was then pastor of our Medina
church. He said something like this:

" As you state it, Mr. Root, your neigh-

bor, Mr. Hammer, wanted the privilege of

(jetting drunk mth a clear conscience."

And it strikes me, dear friends, that the

people who vote wet have got the mistaken
idea in their heads that, by so doing, they

can, in the future, " get drunk as often as

they please, with a clear conscience." God
forbid

!

One more argument has been brought u]).

A well-to-do business man of our town said

he could not vote for State-wide prohibi-

tion because he did not believe it was right

to allow one town or one locality to lay

down a rule of conduct for another town
or another locality. Now, th'.i looks very
plausible ; and if the tax-payers of the

whole State of Ohio were not obliged to

support our jails, penitentiaries, asylums,

and infirmaries, there might be some con-

sistency in it.

Once more, I told you on page 787, last

issue, how our county of Medina, that has

been dry for over twenty years, is cursed

by a saloon only seven miles away from
where I sit writing, just over the line in

the adjoining county of Lora'n. Have we
here in Medina Co. no right to protest

against this saloon, so near, that is doing
a land-office business day and night, Sun-
days included? A big fight is going on, 1

think, all over our State ; but I am glad to

say it is a good-natured and friendly fight.

I wish I could say it is a fair and honest

fight on all sides.

Over in Summit Co., that adjoins us on

the east, there is a bright little woman
whose name has been getting into the

lia])ers of late. Some time ago a brewery
in that county painted an advertisement of
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their beer on her fence. She soon taught
the enemy, however, that she could use a

paint-brush too. I have forgotten how she

tixed it; but the brewery folks found this

attracted so much attention that automo-
biles filled with people came oat to see the
" new version " of their advertisement, and
have a big laugh over it.

Well, Akron's oldest county paper, the

Beacon-Journal, has just coma out with a

full-length picture of Miss Ellet, with the

following under the picture

:

PUT ONE OVER ON OLD DEMON BUM.

Miss Minnie J. Ellet, of Springfield Township,
Akron's militant " dry " fighter, is chuckling over
a victory over the demon rum.

It happened like this:

An advertising crew from Cincinnati, it seems,
is going through the countryside, erecting bill-boards
with arguments for the passage of the pro-booze
amendment. All unsuspecting they went through
Springfield and began setting one up right along-
side the Ellet homestead.

Miss Ellet saw it, and the weatherman hung out
the storm signal. She wanted to know what right
they had to deface her neighborhood.

" State road—public property," .said the br-ght
young man in charge :

" $50 fine for any one mo-
lesting or disturbing this sign." And he tacked a
little tin sign to that eftect on the bulletin board.

Minnie hunted up her lawyer. She came back
with a smile and three great big prohibition posters
which she carefully stuck up all over the bulletin
board, entirely concealing every last Cincinnati
argument.

" They haven't any rights there that the law rec-

ognizes," says Minnie. " We'll post up our posters
over every one of their bulletin boards wherever we
can find them. I'm passing the word along to other
places. We'll let old Demon Rum pay the freight
for our advertising now."

—

Akron Beacon-Journal.

I call attention to the "tin s"'gn" to show
with what cheek the liquor jDarty attempt
to deceive the people. There is a law and
a tine of fifty dollais for defacing or de-

stroying guideposts or any thing for the
benefit of the traveling public. This law
was enacted because boys in some localities

had been in the habit of sm.ishing sign-

boards b}^ throwing stones at tl.em.

Miss Ellet writes in regard to the above
as follows

:

Mr. Root

:

—I am enclosing a clipping. It made
a " hit " here. The editor asked me to let them
make the story. Two neighbors who had pulled
their signs out by the roots before they knew what
I wanted will plant them back Friday. I'll paint
'em black first—put the old " Grossvater " beer and
all his relatives in mourning by Nov. 4, if what I

can do will do the iob. I wish the same could be
done all over Ohio. The highway is for travel only,
and no firm or corporation can put any sign even
in the road without consent of property-owners.

Yours for the highest glory of God, and that to
him belongs. Minnie J. Ellet.

Akron, Ohio.

Our good friend Minnie Ellet liapi)ened
to be present at a fanners' pienic where the
Governor of Ohio was to speak As he was
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about to bring his address to a close with-
out reference to the wet or dry war, Miss
Ellet arose, and here is a report of what
followed

:

GOVERNOR COX AND THE PICNIC.

We went to the farmers' picnic Saturday, and we
heard the great Governor Cox tell the farmers of the
great things he had done for the now great State of

Ohio. But he said never a word about the three
vital issues—^suffrage, prohibition, and home rule
(ruin)—now before the people. He told of the

great revolution the new school law would bring to

pass in the country school; a revolution that would
cost the farmers almost nothing because the State
was going to pay half the bill

—

partly from the liquor

tax.

Well, he did give the "people" a chance to ask
questions, and one of those females whom his party
doesn't consider " people " butted in and asked him
who paid this liquor tax. He replied: The man
who gets the license of course." She wondered
where that man got the money ; he hemmed a little,

then he said he supposed from the consumer.
Then he jumped over to his appointing the license

board; that he did it only on condition that he have
power to " behead " the ones who did not obey the

law. He's beheaded ju&t one.—Beacon Journal.

Now, in conclusion, is there any one
whose eyes rest on these pages who thinks

that the State of Ohio is going to suffer

any lack of revenue because the thousands
of saloons of Ohio are put down and out

for evermore? ''0 thou of little faith!

wherefore didst thou doubt?"

" SWAT THE SALO<;]Sr.

I learn by kind letters that bolh Califor-

nia and Arizona are engaged in a contest

similar to the one in Ohio; and they, too,

have a vote Nov. 3. A eireulrr to tax-pav-
ers, giving an appalling array of figures,

in order to show how people are being
robbed, closes up by saying, ' Instead of
swatting the fly, swat the saicon." A id

would not that be a good slogan for us to

help along from one State to another? Let
me give you the windup from the Arizona
leaflet, after tlieir appalling array of fig-

ures :

Liquor forces will attack this showing; but the

more they try to explain, the deeper they will get

in the mire the saloon has made for them.
It will be observed that these enormous losses are

annval. In ten years the burden is frightful.

Added to the expense shown by the tables is the

direct cost of liquor, amounting in the whole of

7\rizona to $25,000 every day in the year. Ten
millions of dollars are spent over the saloon bars
of Arizona in a year, half of which leaves the State
forever. It goes to make fat the brewers and dis-

tillers of other States. This drain and the tax drain
are enough to make the Arizona tax-payer arise in

righteous indignation, and swat the saloon.

The revenue derived amounts to nothing com-
l)ared with the enomous cost. Vote to end it.

Vote Arizona dry.

Temi'er.vnck Federation of Arizona.
Phoenix, Ariz.
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" WHAT SHALL THE HARVEST BE ?
"

Be not deceived; . . . neither thieves, nor cove-

tous, nor drunkards, shall inherit the kingdom of

God.—I. Cor. 6:10.

I am not thinking, good frieads, of the

harvest of corn and wheat just now (I think

we as a people of the United States can

fervently thank God for the harvest of corn

and wheat) ; but the harvest I am thinking

of is in regard to the boys and girls just

now of our State of Ohio. What is going

to become of them—your boys and mine

—

A. :Bf^IG£E'X< BO^S^.

your girls and mine'? And we older ones

can look forward with a prophetic eye, or

try to, and ask what is to become of the

(/rawrfchildren growing ujd around us. What
shall the harvest be? Judging from the

past I should say a certain per cent of the

liarvest would be (God forbid) like the

picture above. It was taken from the Aus-
tralian Temperance World of Oct. 1, 1913.

Away off in Australia they are considering

this matter of " what shall the han^est be."

We read above and below the picture—

•

"Wanted—a bright boy." Who wants him?
and what for? Now, some of the older peo-

ple may not be able to read the placard.

especially the small print. Here is what it

reads

:

" Wanted—a bright boy to take this man's place.
Apply to any di-ink-scller, wholesale or retail."

You see, if the drink business is to go on
it has got to have recruits. The saloon-

keepers and brewers must by some means
enlist boys to take the place of the man in

the picture, who drops out. The brewers
cannot live in princely palaces unless they
liave consumers of their wares; and their

motto is to create an appetite. It does not
matter whose boy furnishes the nickels, just

so they get them. The brewers and their

wives flaunt their diamonds, and go about in

showy equipages; but the boys in rags
furnish the money. Do you want to help
along the traffic? While your eyes rest on
these words you are probably appalled by
newspaper reports of the killed, dead, and
dying, away over in Europe ; but some good
authority* has told us that more people are

killed and made houseless and homeless by
strong drink than by this wicked war; and
these victims go down to fill drunkards'
graves. Just now every man, woman, and
ehild in Ohio should be enlisted against the

drink traffic. Take this picture, show it to

your friends and neighbors, and ask them
if they wish to continue to support the drink
traffic. I fear there is not a township nor
neighborhood in Ohio that cannot furnish

one or more samples of the work of the

saloon-keeper as given in the above picture.

We are told that it is always well to listen

to both sides of any subject. Below is some-
thing which I clip from the Ohio Messenger.
You will notice they extract it from one of
the liquor journals:

FROM THE ENEMV.
The Pacific Wine, Brewing, and Spirit Review

makes the brilliant statement that the reason the
churches oppose the saloon is that the saloons as
competitors are injuring the business of the churches.
People do not go to church any more, and therefore
have hard vrork raising their salaries. They take it

for granted that the reason the people are not in the
churcli is because they are all in the saloons, and
they therefore wish their business rivals suppressed.

* We clip as follows from the Twentieth-Century
Quarterly for September, 1914:

SOWING ALCOHOL, WHAT DO WE REAP ?

The great war in Europe has suddenly shown us
what war means in the twentieth century—not alone
a " hell " of wholesale murder and unspeakable
physical agony and family bereavement, and a fiend-
ish fanning of race hatreds among the combatants,
but want and woe among the neutrals also, through
business broken up and prices raised to the starva-
tion point for many. But if the liquor-traffic and its

consequences could be blotted out, and it were as
.suddenly introduced in an alcohol-free world, we
should see that the Drink Monster kills as many as
even twentieth-century war of great nations ; wounds
and cripples as many; costs as much (|2, 455, 639,-
634 in the United States alone, and about twice as
much per capita in Europe) ; and no less makes
neutrals suffer. We who never drink must pay in
the United States on our life-insurance premiums
for the lives shortened by moderate drinking.
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Men do not need religion, but they do need drink for

the advancement of their plijsieal, intellectual, and
moral welfare.

The Review also volunteers the following remark-
able statement:

" The human being is an alcoholic animal, con-
suming food whicli creates a demand on the part of

the physical body for alcohol. The fact that all the

great thinkers in art, science, and industry were and
are alcoholics, may be accepted as an indication that
alcoholic liquors have contributed greatly to the
intellectual development of men. When it is con-
sidered that most of the crimes against virtue are
committed by non-alcoholics, it is no more than
riglit to conclude that alcohol assists human hehiys
to control their lusts. There is no doubt that alcohol
assists human beings to hold their greed, vanity, and
ambition within bounds. It makes human beings
more considerate of their fellows than they otherwise
would be. It contributes to the development of

human beings morally. All human beings should be
educated to use alcoliolic liquors.

"If the churches will confine themselves to preach-
ing the ten commandments, and if they will indace
their preachers to keep them, the saloons might then
be willing to lend their very valuable assistance to-

ward increasing the business of the churches."
The Review suggests the reason why women op-

pose the saloon.
" The women are also opposed to the saloons for

business reasons. The women imagine that the clos-

ing of the saloons will help them to more pin money.
They e.xpect that the- forced economy of the men will

provide for the e.xtravagance of the women."

I liave taken the liberty to put some italics

in the above. It is so extravagant, so much
beyond the bounds of reason and common
sense, that I think it will do good and not
harm. It verifies the old proverb, "Give the

Devil rope enough and he will hang him-
self."

Just notice the concluding paragraph.
They would have us believe that our women
want suffrage simply to get hold of some
pin money. I wonder how much " pin
money " the wife of the poor wretch whose
picture I have shown above has. It prob-
ably takes every copper she can rake and
scrape for bread for herself and children.

Notice, too, that expression, "injuring the

business of the churches." It has not even
entered their besotted brain that .he

churches and Sunday-schools are carried on
for any other purpose than " business."

They would put all our benevolent and
Christian societies on a level with their own
traffic. It makes one think of the poor
deluded souls who talk about the revenue

that is going to be lost if state-wide prohi-

bition comes to pass.

MEGM =FMESSUEE GAMDENING
"from producer TO consumer;" one of

THE SHORTEST CUTS.

Quite a little h.is been said r-bout cutting-

out the middleman by keeping chickens in

the back yard, getting a little mill to grind
your own wheat, growing vegetables hi

your own garden, especially potatoes, etc.

Well, just now in this month of October
we are having quite a quantity of the best

Country Gentleman sweet corn we have
had during the jear. Here in Ohio, by
taking a little pains you can have roasting
ears by the middle of July. When I was
a boy I had early sweet corn ready for the

table by the 4th of July, sex oral seasons.

Now that we have much earlier sweet corn
than we had sixty years ago, it ought to be
an easy matter to have Golden Bantam by
the first of July. Then with a little pains
you can have green corn for 90 days un-
interruptedly. If the frost continues to

hold oif we can do it here in northern Ohio
for 100 days. It was somewhat by accident
this season that we have it right along now
in October. I think I made my first plant-

ing in May; but cold rains and cold weath-
er kept it back so that only s part of it

grew. As soon as I saw what was not
coming I planted more corn in the missing
hills, or just a little on one side of them;

then along in June I planted four or five

varieties all the same day, the earliest to

the very latest; then whenever any crop
was gathered I planted some corn in its

place. With one of the good Land planters

such as we have nowadays it takes only a

few minutes to fill up vacant si?aces. I do
not remember the date when I planted the

last, but I think it was some time early in

August. During the cold weal her of the

past two weeks (or jDerhaps I should say

cold nights) it has grown verj- slowly; but

to-day, Oct. 1, it is just in its prime. Mrs.
Root complains that the cracked wheat is

more trouble than to go to the grocers and
buy cereals in pasteboard boxes, and this

is why I want to call your attention to

green corn. You can go out into the garden
lialf an hour before dinnertime, strip back
the husks, break off the ears, and put
enough in your pockets for dinner—that is,

if your family is small like ours—only Mrs.
Root and myself. Leave the husks on the

stalks, and toward night cut otf the stalks

where the ears have been removed, and give

them to the cow, thus cleaning up your
garden as you go along. Nov/, on the way
to the house you can pick off all the silk so

as to save your v;ife's time and keep the

litter out of the kitchen. If I am correct,
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our best tender varieties of sweet corn can

be cooked in fifteen minutes. Is not that a

short cut from producer to consumer?
When I first begin eating green corn for

summer it is apt to disagree with me. Na-
ture has not yet become accustomed to the

new diet ; but let me suggest to elderly

])eople that a very thorough chewing helps

very much in this respect; and with the

luscious green corn you can masticate it

more thoroughly by taking some good bread

and butter with it.

Some of you may urge that it is a great

deal of work to take care of a garden ; but

I think most of you will find it pays big to

get out into the open air more or less every

day and use a hoe. There is a lot of time

and money devoted just now to gymnastics;

and this is all very well as far as it goes;

but I heartily believe gymiiastics in the

garden is just as good as any thing you
get from big doctors or froia correspon-

dence schools. T have taken entire care of

our garden this year, of a little over a

fjuarter of an acre. It is cultivated a few
times with a horse. All the ether work I

have done with a hoe ; and I have not only

supplied our table, but I have carried bas-

ketful after basketful of nice gieen corn to

our children's families round about me.

Now, before closing this corn talk I wish
to speak again about the importance of

liaving good seed. Growing yuui own seed

instead of trusting to the merchants or the

corner grocer, or even the big seedsmen, is

another short cut between producer and
consumer. I have selected nict' specimens
of all of our sweet corn to take down to

our Florida home, where it will be planted

in November. We have not had any frost

in our Florida home that woaM hurt sweet

corn for the past two winters, and there-

fore I am going to try it agaifj. And, by
the way, I want to ask you to notice the

difference in germination betv\'cen the seed

you buy and the seed you g'rcw and save

yourself.

Now, here is something more I wish to

say about seed corn.

SEED CORN SELECTED PROM THE FIELDS, ETC.

A year ago I Avent out into our cornfield

and carefully selected about four bushels

of ears—ears obtained from stalks where
there were four in a hill; oars that had
kernels clear down over the tipp ; ears with
regular rows of kernels ; ears that are hard
and firm before the rest; ears that came
from good strong stalks that did not get

blown over by the wind, etc. Well, we had
splendid germination, almost e: ery kernel

growing, and our whole croj), which is ;i

splendid one, had kernels clea;' aown to the

tips like the ears I had selected. Let me
tell you again how it was kept. I had a
cylinder made of galvanized wire cloth

—

meshes so small that no rat or :nouse could
gnaw through. This cylinder k something
like a tall barrel. It was placed on a box
near a steam-pipe in the basement that is

kept hot all winter. This lot of seed corn

pleased me so well that I thought of using
the two bushels of ears left for planting
another season. Then I wrote to our ex-

jieriment station near by. B<.low is what
Director Thorne says about it

:

Mr. A. I. Root:—I have yours of the 25th, and
would say that our Mr. Williams has made tests of

seed corn of different ages, and has found the two-
year-old seed to be apparently as good as the one-

year-old, and with no material deterioration until

the fourth year, after which it has fallen off rapidly
in germination.

Chas. E. Thorne, Director
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station.

Wooster, Ohio, Sept. 28.

While writing Director Thorne on the

above I inclosed a clipping from my arti-

cle, " Beware of Pickpockets," in our issue

for September 1.3. Below is what he has
to say in regard to the matter of robbing
sick people

:

The clipping you send me describes an old trick,

and it is the meanest kind of stealing. The inten-

tion is io work on poor people who have no money
to spare ; but it seems that fraud can always keep
ahead. As soon as one trick is e.xposed, a new
one is concocted.

BURBANK'S RAINBOW^ CORN, ETC.

On page 784 of our last isuse I gave you
a picture and -description of Burbank's
Rainbow corn, supposing at tl:.; time it had
little or no other use than as an ornamental
plant ; but to-dav, Oct. 2, I find it equal in

quality to the very best sweet corn. The
kernels, when mature, are hard and round,
like popcorn, only a little larger ; but at the

roasting-ear stage it resemble^ and tastes

like the Early Bantam, but it seems to be
more sweet and nourishing, if any thing.

Of course, the ears are small; but as we
have several stalks containing four plump
little ears, it is not a bad investment for

table use. Just think of it ! beauty and
utility all together. It is lik-^ a beautiful
hen that lays eggs every day be ides. I do
not know at present whether this corn is

offered by any of the seedsmen. I hope it

is or will be. Meanwhile every paid-up
subscriber for one year or more may have
three grains on application. I have figured

up that I shall have from 10,000 to 15,000
kernels ; and if 5000 apply out of our
30,000 subscribers it may take my whole
crop.

burbank's spineless CACTUS.
Ever since it was heralded, perhaps ten

years ago, that Luther Burbank had done a
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wonderful thing in giving to the world a

spineless cactus, I have been waiting to see

how it turned out. The common wild cactus

grows in our Florida home. It produces

beautiful blossoms, right out in the street

fronting our gate; and in the garden it is

sometimes a weed that has to be dug up. Tt

is a queer sort of plant, something like

mushrooms, inasmuch as it will come up and

grow vigorously where you do not want it

and did not expect it, and then, again, it

Avill not grow at all, where you do want it

to gTow. When we were down on the island

at Osprey I found a cactus plant so loaded

with fruit out in the woods that I gathered

a little pailful, and found them very nice

eating. Of course we had to take them on

a fork and carefully peel them off with a

knife, being particular to get otf all the

spines. Well, in view of the above you may
imagine with what enthusiasm I read the

following, which I clipped from a circular:

It takes root within four to six weeks after plant-

ing. The plants increa.se tenfold during the first

year, and during the succeeding years from twenty-

fold upward. In fact, there is practically an imme-
diate return on the investment.

It is the most easily cared-for plant known to

agriculture. It requires no irrigation, very little

cultivation, and it thrives in the poorest soil.

An acre of alfalfa will produce only enough food

to support one cow, while an acre of spineless cactus

will feed eight cows. In other words, it has eight

times the feeding value in quantity and quality of

alfalfa.

On poor soil, 180,230 pounds of cactus to the

acre has been yielded, or ninety tons of the richest

kind of forage. Cactus produces nearly double as

much feed the third and succeeding years as it does

the second season of planting.

The leaves or " slabs " are used with extreme

success as food for all kinds of stock, including poul-

try.

Besides the above, there were some very

nice photos of cactus-plantations, and under
one of the pictures of a single plant it reads

like this:

This plant is fourteen months old. Eleven slabs

have been cut and sold, fourteen remain—showing
twenty-five slabs for one—produced in this period.

In regard to what they have to sell, the

figures are as follows

:

PRICES.

1 to 10 slabs, 60c each; 10 to 100 slabs, 50c
each. Spineless Cactus, Inc.

San Antonio, Tex., Gunter Bldg.

So far as I can remember, the prices

above are about the same that they were ten

years ago. From the Florida Grower I

gather that there are several places in Flor-

ida where they have the real Burbank cac-

tus; but I think that, as yet, they have not

much of a stock, and the prices are very
much as given above. In order to test the

matter for myself, I made up my mind I

would send for four or five slabs and give

them a test in my Florida home; but be-

fore doing so I concluded I would submit
the matter to my good friend Reasoner, of

the Royal Palm Nurseries. Below is his

reply

:

Mr. Root:—We have several kinds of spineless

cactus, all of them descended from Opuntia ficus-

indica (see page 15 of our catalog), the parent spine-

less kind from which Mr. Burbank raised seedlings,

etc. We sent him original plants about 26 years ago.

These hybrids we have are Government hybrids, and
you can get slabs of them when you return, without
expense. I do not think much of these for either

forage or fruit for Florida. Para grass beats the

cactus certainly 1000 per cent for stock food, growing
anywhere in Florida on either wet or dry soils. The
cactus fruit is insipid, not to be compared with dozens
of fine fruits already produced in abundance here.

The only way I ever saw this fruit put up in pala-

table form was stewed with a bit of lemon, and sugar.

For arid conditions in Texas and other warm parts

of the Western States it may be an excellent thing,

as the soils there are largely too dry to produce
grass or ordinary forms of forage. This cactus grows
in unprotected places around Southern Florida, and
we have never yet seen any of it eaten by cattle or

hogs. They would have to be educated. Mr. Hall,

or, rather, Mr. W. B. Collins and Mr. W. B. Thomp-
son, have large specimens of it here near us.

Oneco, Fla., Aug. 27. E. N. Reasoner.

The above reminds me that right in the

neighborhood of the Reasoner Brothers'

nurseries there is a cactus plant growing in

a dooryard, as high as my head. It has not

a sign of a spine on it—perfectly smooth.

The owner informed me it was taken from
the woods. Now, the Burbank cactus may
be superior to this; but if one acre of cac-

tus will produce eight times as much food
as alfalfa, and is easy to grow, why did not

our experiment stations discover it years

ago, and give it to the world? I am in-

formed the Department of Agriculture has

already put out a bulletin on cacti, but I

have not yet seen it. The circular mentioned
above seems to indicate that it can be grown
almost anywhere. In fact, T l'>';kc(l *i('

circular all over to see if there is any refer-

ence in regard to its power to withstand
frost. Along with the printed matter came
the following:

The cuttings consist of leaves called slabs. These
weigh from two to twelve pounds. It is always best
to plant a whole slab. While those that are divided
will sometimes grow fairly well, it is not economy to

divide them.
The only cost to spineless cactus is the cost of

plants and planting—no cultivating, irrigating, nor
thorn-burning required. Spineless cactus is aleo a

fine feed for poultry, and a great egg-producer.

Here's a letter that came with the above

:

Mr. A. I. Root.—Spineless cactus is producing at

the rate of 200 tons to the acre on cut-over pine land
near Mobile, Ala. We anticipate opening an office

in Florida, and should be pleased to receive your or-

der for any amount you might wish.

Spineless Cactus, Inc.,

Mobile, Ala., Aug. 21. S. T. Davis.

After the above was put in type we found
the following in the Florida Grower:
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SPINKLEfeS CACTUS.
Welaka, Fla., Sept. 3.—I should like to see

something in the Grower about the spineless cactus

as a forage crop in Florida. They seem to be using

it to some extent in the West; and if it will grow on
their arid land there it certainly shouiJ here.

D. C. M.
Note.—So many very extravagant claims are be-

ing made for spineless cactus that we cannot en-

dorse tliat we have kept rather quiet, and prefer to

await developments. We were in California at the

time when enthusiasts were claiming that this for-

age plant would revolutionize the cattle industry.

This was eight years ago ; but we hear less about
it now than we did at that time. We will investi-

gate further.

—

Editor Florida Grower.

SWEET CLOVER COMING TO ITS OWN.

We take pleasure in giving the following,

which we clip from the Ohio Farmer for

Aug. 15:
EXPEEIKNCE WITH SWEET CLOVER. -

Having read much of late both for and against the

use of sweet clover, I ask your permission to give

our experience. About the second week in March,
1913, we broadcasted 360 lbs. of sweet-clover seed

on 28 acres of wheat. We neglected to tell our ten-

ant that we had supplied sweet clover instead of

little red, and when we did tell him he was rather

hot under the collar. I did not hold this against
him, as the plant has alwajs had a bad reputation
around here.

Numerous parties were kind enough to tell him
how he had filled the soil with a noxious weed that

he would never get rid of. This naturally did not

help matters, but, being a sensible man, he resolved

to make the best of it, and the dubious ones were
busy collecting all the evil things they ever heard
(or imagined) about this " terrible weed."

Well, to make a long story short, after harvest we
found that we did not have an even stand of our
clover ; but before winter set in things did not look

so bad, and what we had was from 12 to 18 inches

high. This growth was not clipped.

This ground was not plowed until toward the last

of April, and the clover had a root growth of from 2

to 3 Vz feet, and from one-half to one inch in diam-
ter, just below the crown. This meant hard work
for five or six horses to the double-disk plow. The
corn was planted at about the usual time, and re-

ceived four or five cultivations, being laid by when
hip high. It really should have had another culti-

vation, at least with the one-horse cultivator.

Now as to results : We have had several very hot
dry spells when other corn would shrivel and show
lack of moisture. At such times our corn was fresh

and green as though it had received a good soaking
rain. We feel to-day, and have felt right along, that

we have one of the very best fields of corn to be seen

in Miami County. And the best of it is, that the

very ones who condemned sweet clover at first now
say that it is by far the best green manure they
know of for corn. Both our tenant and ourselves

are glad to give the clover the credit, and we can't

very well help it when we look at other fields with
just as good or better soil, and see corn half or two-
thirds as large, and uneven as to stand. With a
fair trial I think you will find that, as a moisture
and nitrogen provider, sweet clover has no equal.

—

W. D. ASHTON.

SWEET CLOVER HAS THE STAGE
For the past two years increasing attention has

been given to sweet clover as a forage plant. County
agricultural agents in several States last year gave
some attention to it in an experimental way. Those
in Kansas and South Dakota were particularly ac-

tive, and the results were so satisfactory that the

area seeded this year has been enormously increased.

W. E. Watkins, Allen County, Kan., reports that

more than 2000 acres were seeded in that county
this year. The interest in this plant has been pri-

marily as a soil ameliorant. It is establishing itself

in a very promising way as a forage plant. Last year
Mr. Mosher, Clinton County, Iowa, conducted an
excursion to a farm on which is grown annually 60
to 100 acres of sweet clover for hay and pasture on
land worth more than $100 per acre. On June 9
and 10 this year Mr. Bishop and Mr. Grannis, two
Illinois county agents, joined in an excursion to a

300-acre sweet-clover farm in Ogle County, Illinois.

One county sent 21 automobiles with 109 farmers,
representing 25 townships. A total of 45 automo-
biles made up the train. Among the interesting

things done on the farm visited is the pasturing of

60 head of cattle on 40 acres of sweet clover. The
clover is also used successfully as ensilage.

Sweet clover will succeed in situations so adverse
that other plants will hardly grow in them.

SOMETHING MORE ABOUT SWEET CLOVER.

Through the kindness of our veteran
friend M. M. Baldridge, of St. Charles, 111.,

we give the following clipping from Better

Farming

:

HORSERADISH—HOW TO PUT IT UP FOR THE
MARKET.

Friend Root

:

—As for "Horseradish, Christianity,"

etc. (see June 15, p. 478), I am very fond of horse-

radish; and if there is any profit in selling it I

should like to know the best way of doing it. Wliat
kind of machinery is needed? How shall I put it

up ? In fact, I want all the information you can
give an old man with ten little ones to care for.

T. J. Chamberlain, Sr.

Cannonsburg, Miss., July 15.

My good friend, the first thing you want
to do is to get some nice horseradish roots.

It needs very rich gi*ound, and it will stand

lots of water, I have seen horseradish grow-
ing in the greatest luxuriance on the borders

of swamps; but nice roots can be gi'own in

almost any garden if you make the soil rich

enough and give the plants plenty of water.

Cuttings are generally made of the little

roots about the size of a leadpencil or

smaller, cut into three or four inch lengths.

When you begin digging the roots, and
trimming them, you will get plenty of the

best size for planting out.

Our grinder was a home-made affair. We
removed the saw from one of our buzz-saw
tables and screwed on a block of wood. This

block was turned into a true cylinder, per-

haps 4 inches long and about the same in

diameter. Then a cylinder made of tin was
slipped over this cylinder of wood with one
end projecting. It was slipped on to the

wooden cylinder just far enough to fasten

it with screws. The other end was left open.

Now punch this cylinder full of holes so as

to leave the burr edge out, just like the

surface of a common horseradish-grater.

Now, if you run this grater or cylinder at

a good speed, and hold the roots against the
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outside, it will iirate them up very fast, and
the grated radish falls into a pan under-

neath. You had better have your machine

out in the open air, or the fumes of the

radish may choke you.

Now, to put it up so it will keep, you
must have some of the best white-wine

vinegar. We tried eider vinegar, but it

would spoil unless used up very soon. We
put it up in 1-lb. honey-jars. If you go

into the marketplaces in almost any large

city you will see how horseradish-stands are

operated. It sells best to grate it up right

in sight of your customers, because then

they know it is fresh. The machine can be

turned with a crank, but it is slower work.

When properly managed it is a profitable

rural industry, and I believe horseradish is

considered a healthful and wholesome condi-

ment.

BEES AND CHERRIES, ETC.

On page 565 of our July 15th issue I

made mention that people in our locality

were wondering what agency brought about

such an enormous crop of beautiful large

fine cherries; but it did not occur to me
then that our eleven apiaries scattered over

this neighborhood, comprising toward one

thousand colonies of bees, had any thing to

do with it. Well, if you will read the fol-

lowing, which I clip from the Rural Home,
you will see the connection between plenty

of cherries and bee culture.

BEES AND FRUIT.

Honey-producing is only one of the missions of the

bees. Indeed, for actual profit the honey is but a

minor item.

Some years ago I moved to a small place up the

Hudson River. I wanted a bee-farm, and selected

for that purpose a spot among apple, cherry, and
plum trees, some of which had never borne fruit,

others none for years past. My landlord told me I

might cut down certain trees, as they were worthless,

as he intended putting on some fine nursery stock.

Being busy, I did not cut the trees down. They
blossomed freely, and, of course, we paid no further

heed to them than to break blossoms by the armfuls

wlien we wanted floral decorations.

The cherry trees were, much to the owner's aston-

ishment, loaded with very large, perfect fruit. He
could not understand it. Such a thing had not hap-

I)ened for years.

Early in the autumn, while waiting for a swarm
of bees to settle, I observed a number of fine apples

upon one of the smaller condemned trees. When the

landlord's attention was called to them he was com-
pletely mystified, and called in his neighbors to see

the wonder. Later we gathered from this tree near-

ly a barrel of finest fall pippins ever seen in that

vicinity.

No argument would convince the man that " them
pesky bees " had any thing to do with the yield of

the fruit on the place. He insisted that some sort of

fertilizer must have been used.

Since that time I have demonstrated by scores of

experiments that trees which had for many seasons

borne little good fruit, or possibly none at all, have
been brought up to a high standard of productive-

ness by the presence of bees. They carried the pol-

len, fertilized the blossoms, and a beautiful harvest
was the result.

Regardless of the honey crop, every fruit-grower

should have a few colonies of bees. If when the

blossom .season is past there is so little nectar in the

mid-season flowers that the bees must be fed, it is a

decided economy to feed them, as in cases where a

strict account has been kept the cash value of or-

chard products alone has been doubled by their

assistance.

AN UNBIASED EXPERT'S OPINION ON SPRAYING.
The enclosed clipping, taken from Green's Fruit

Grower, comes from Prof. Van Deman, a horticul-

turist who is well known in the United States as well

as in other countries as one of the best horticultur-

ists in any land. Stress should be put on what he

says about spraying during the blooming period
not only poisoning bees, but also because it injures

the delicate floral organs and destroys them; and to

spray the bloom is too early for the codling moth.
I have made a study of this subject for many years;
and from my observation, and from what all the

leading horticulturists have said to me on this sub-

ject, Prof. Van Deman confirms what all these have
said, and reiterates their experience.

Mexico, Mo., May 21. J. W. Rouse.

SPRAYING AND BEES.

Prof. Van Deman:-—I have a place in the country,
and have put out about two acres of apples, and had
intended to put out about five acres more. But a
friend of mine in North Acton, who netted $6000 off

his apple orchard in 1911, writes me, " I had a fine

crop of apples that year. Since then the San Jose
scale has made its appearance on my trees and other
orchards in this neighborhood, and the necessary
spraying has killed off the bees to such an extent
that their work of fertilizing the apple-blossom is

sadly missed."
This is a new one—to me. Can you tell me how

other orchardists circumvent this difficulty ?

Albert W. Dennin.
Reply :

—-The facts about spraying for various in-

sects and fungus diseases are so poorly understood,
and so blunderingly carried out in the work that is

done, that harm rather than benefit sometimes is the
result. Honeybees and other such insects are very
useful or even essential in pollinating the bloom of

fruit-trees, plants, and vines, and it is both injurious
and needless to kill them by poisonous spraying,
except to a very limited extent. The lime-sulphur
spray is not poisonous to bees, for it is applied near-
ly always when the trees are in a dormant condition
and no bloom open. When arsenical preparations
are used it should not be while the flowers are open,
for two reasons. The delicate floral organs are in-

jured by the poison, and the bees, in seeking for
honey, get some of it and are killed. Moreover, the
object of the spraying is to kill insects that sting or
enter the fruit; and until it has set and begun to

grow it is useless to spray. Sensible, intelligent
spraying is all right, and rarely does much harm to

honeybees or other cross-pollinating insects; but use-
less and harmful spraying is folly. More intelligent

and faithful spraying is what is needed to make
more and better fruit and to save the bees.

A HAND CULTIVATOR TO BE PULLED BY A
GASOLINE MOTOR, ETC.

I have in my hand descriptive circulars

from the Parker Motor Plow Co., Bedford,
Va., with photographic illustrations of not

only a gasoline-cultivator but of gasoline-

plows as well. The machine that is designed

for plowing is rated as 2^2 horse power,
and Avill do the work of a team, and requires

no feed when it is not working. The com-
pany are not yet ready to put a pi-ice on the

machines and offer them for sale ; but they

write us that at an early date they will give
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lis lull iiiloiiiiation. A pliotojiraph shows
the uiachine in actual operation. 1 (hink the

cultivator would answer my needs iiioely

;

but the price may be an obstacle just now.

I feel sure something of this sort is coming
in the near future. If it can be managed so

the outfit will not cost more than the aver-

age horse, strong enough to do ordinary cul-

tivating, 1 think it will come quickly into

use from the one fact that it needs no feed

when it is not working. Of course the

matter of keeping such a machine in repair

will have something to do with it.

One important item in regard to this

niacliino I came pretty near forgetting. It

is this: When you want to go away you do
not have to liire a man to look after your
Iiorse. For instance, if you spend your
winters in Florida, when you are ready to

go back north the machine can be put in

shelter and locked up, and it will be all

right when you get back. It is true that

somebody might volunteer to keep the horse

and furnish feed for the work he might get

out of it ; but such an arrangement is not

always satisfactory.

GALI^STONES AND OTHER TROUBLES WITH THE
URINARY ORGANS.

Some of our readers will doubtless think

the following belongs rather to a medical

journal; but as it in fact concerns elderly

people mostly, the younger ones can, if they

choose, skip it. The kind letter below intro-

duces the matter

:

I read your article, " Taking Care of These Bod-
ies," in Gleanings for Nov. 15. In fact, the "Homes"
section is the first I turn to, as, in addition to find-

ing them very instructive and so on, I seem to know
the vvriter. The article in question is all it should
be; but it contains one serious error which I think

it my duty to call attention to. The second sentence

on page 824 says, " He did not have to get up once
in a night, as a rule." Some years ago I was seri-

ously troubled with gallstones. My doctor, an ex-

ceedingly able man, inquired, "Do you get up during
the night to ease yourself?" I said, "Never." He
replied, " You must do so—once always, as, during
the night, the salts in the urine solidify and form
the basis of these stones." For years I have been
free, and I think this simple getting-up once or per-

haps twice during the night has been a benefit, and
therefore should be encouraged.

I have a very strong antipathy to publicity, so

please oblige me by withholding my name and ad-

dress.

My good friend, I am very glad indeed

that you have taken up this matter, for it

has been a long time on my mind. I have
much reason to think you and your doctor

are exactly right about it. Although it is,

without question, quite desirable to have the

digestive apparatus, kidneys, liver, bladder,

doing their work so thoroughly and natu-

rally that one does not have to get up in the

night at all, I think most elderly people

have come to the conclusion that the gener-

al health is conserved by going to the water-

closet much oftener than they did in youth
or middle age.

Let me again go over the gTound that we
have discussed pretty thoroughly already.

Years ago, while in the jewelry business,

especially when I did not have a clerk to

take my place, T often put off nature's call

HEALTH
because I could not well excuse myself from
customers. This finally made trouble. Those
of our readers who " keep store," or at least

many of them, will understand this. Well,
the result was, finally, that I not only had
to get up in the night, but sometimes sever-

al times. Of course the diet as well as out-

door exercise has much to do with it. Years
ago, in Dr. Chase's recipe-book a man told

about finding that crabapple cider gave him
great relief from such urinary trouble. I

tried it on a small scale, and found it of so

much help that I gathered several bushels of
crabapples—the wild sour kind—and kept
the cider by scalding and bottling it so as

to have it all winter. It certainly is a
sjilcndid medicine. In later years I have
often spoken of grapefruit in the same way.
Just as soon as I get down to Florida,

where I can have plenty of grapefruit, I

sleep soundly all night^ without thinking of
getting up. Certain acid fruits seem to have
been intended by the Almighty for correct-

ing these troubles. The sour Florida orange
that grows almost wild answers the same
purpose as the grapefruit. Cherries not too

tart act in much the same way; also the nice

ripe apples I have so frequently mentioned

;

and of late I have greatly enjoyed common
currants, especially when they are dead ripe.

When hot weather comes on, and there is a

tendency toward Avhat is called " summer
complaint " when your mouth tastes bad
and even a good drink of water does not
" hit the spot," try a small handful of
currants, dead ripe; and if it does not
sweeten and refresh your whole system you
are different from myself. I have just been
wondering why we cannot have currant juice

put up in little bottles just as we have
grape juice. I would pay a big price for a

little currant juice—no sugar nor any thing
else with it—put uj) in this way. Somebody
may suggest lemons, and lemons are really
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:) Godsend for many such troubles ; but the

acid, I find, is too harsh for my digestion

unless I put in sugar; and cane sugar is

quite sure to disagree with me. Very likely

some lemonade sweetened with honey might

come pretty near grapefruit.

Now to the point our good brother makes.

When I do not have grapefruit or currants

I often have troubled dreams, and finally

wake up feeling exceedingly uncomfortable,

and with a suggestion that the blood in my
veins is poisoned with impurities or some-

thing else. I do not know any better way
to express it. Now, at such times there

seems to be a very strong disposition against

getting up and going to the water-closet;

and I often just turn over, being only half

awake, and go to sleep again. More trou-

bled dreams and more distress follow, even

if I am only half asleep. If it is quite cold

weather at such times I feel a strong aver-

sion toward getting out of a warm bed into

the cold air, for you know we always sleep

with doors and windows wide open (well

screened, of course). Well, before I re-

ceived the above kind letter I made up my
mind that it must be injurious to yield to

the lazy feeling, instead of getting up right

promptly as soon as nature gives warning;
and since I have practiced jumping out of

bed at once, be it one, two, or three o'clock,

and going to the water-closet, my health has

visibly improved. You see it is nature's

call, or warning, perhaps I might say, that

the imjiurities eliminated by the kidneys

should be gotten out of the system as speed-

ily as possible. Very likely if the digestive

apparatus were in proper condition there

would be no such impurities to collect and
endanger the health; but if they do collect,

get them out of the system as soon as possi-

ble. A neglect to do this will, as the doctor

states above, result in gallstones, inflamma-

tion of the bladder, and no end of trouble.

After getting up in the night, as I have
described, letting nature have her way, then

rinsing my mouth with cold water, and
finally taking a good drink, and at the same
time giving my arms, limbs, and chest a
good brisk nibbing to start up the sluggisli

circulation, I go back to bed and get the

most refreshing sleep of the night. I grant
you that a better way would be to avoid the

necessity of getting up, say by the use of
grapefruit, crabapple cider, or something of
that kind. But when you do realize that

your circulation is impaired, shake off the
lazy, sleepy feeling and spring out of bed
at once. Now, some of the good family
physicians among our readers may think
the above not strictly orthodox; and if so

I sliould be glad indeed to receive their

criticism.

My friend W. P. Root suggests right here

in my dictation that the above depends
largely on what we eat and drink after

supper, or just before going to bed. If one
" fills up " on watermelon, for instance,

during the evening he may expect disturbed

sleep. And this reminds me that I have
neglected to say in the above that nothing-

passes my lips except pure water after my
fruit supper between four and five o'clock

and bedtime.

By the way, here is something more in

regard to the same matter. Please notice

particularly the closing sentence.

Mr. A. I. Root:—I wish to congraulate you on
the (to me) sensible talk you gave in Our Homes for

Nov. 15, 1913, about taking care of these bodies of

ours. I believe almost wholly with you on that

subject, and think it would be a good idea for that

article to be printed at least twice a year; in fact,

keep it before the people—fresh air, plenty of exer-

cise, and good wholesome food and warm clothing.

This goes a long way toward keeping us in good
health; also attending to the slightest call of nature.
That is a thing that is badly abused through real or
fancied modesty.

Derby, Nev. H. E. Ordway.

To have every thing plain without any
risk of misunderstanding, permit me to say
in closing that all the above refers only to

emptying the bladder. In regard to a move-
ment of the bowels, my health is very much
better when they move only once a dav,

say an hour or two after my morning meal.

Terry and the Battle Creek folks, you may
notice, recommend two movements of the

bowels, or, better still, three. I suppose we
are not all alike in this respect, and each

one must decide for himself; but I would
stoutly object to the daily use of physics or

hot-water enemas that were so much talked

about years ago. The hot-water enemas are

all right in case of an emergency, but I am
sure they are not right for daily use nor to

use too frequently.

LIVING TO BE OVER 100 YEARS OLD.

In Terry's book, "How to Keep Well
and Live Long," he mentions in two differ-

ent places a CajDtain Diamond who was over

100 years old at the time the book was pub-
lished. One of our readers sends me the

following clipping from a newspaper:

San Francisco, Aug. 15.—Capt. Goddard Eze-
kiel D. Diamond, who, according to his own state-

ments and evidence, was 118 years old, died here
late last night.

If any of our readers in the vicinity can

give us any further particulars in regard to

this unusual longevity, we shall be very glad

to get it.
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EDITOEIAL
Particular attention is called to the re-

port of the Iioney and bee department at the

Hartford, Ct., fair, by E. G. Carr, page
846. There may be larger exhibits, but we
do not know of a State in the Union where
the beekeepers have a better opportunity
than in Connecticut; and in this connection
it should be obsei'\'ed that some one deserves

a gi'eat deal of credit in working out these

plans and in making possible the offering of
prizes to the extent of $500.

Exhibits like this one at fairs go a long
way toward creating that favorable im-
pression toward honey that is so necessary
for its universal use by every family. After
all, it is largely a matter of publicity. Many
people do not eat honey, simply because it

is not brought before them, and they do
not tliink about it.

Our cover picture for this issue, as ex-

plained under Our Homes, p. 872, shows
the original windmill Avhich A. I. Root used

as his only source of power to turn the

wheels of his little beehive shop back in the

days when Gleanings was in its infancy.

As indicated by the picture, the mill is now
owned by a farmer Jiving near Medina an.l is

at rest after its long years of useful activity.

It was a warm day in August when this

photo was taken ; and as A. I. Root himself

stood before the camera and looked toward

the old mill, we observed that his eyes

would constantly seek the ground at his feet.

It was hard for him to believe that nearly

half a century had passed, and no doubt he

saw again this wonderful machine of the

air, resplendent in its new shining paint,

when it was the realization of his fondest

dreams—when it liarnessed the wind and
worked at his bidding. If he had voiced

his thoughts he would probably have said,

" Can it be that 40—yes, almost 50—years

have come and gone?"
The years have come and gone. The mill

once so strong and powerful has been idle

for many years, while a newer one near by
does the work. But A. I. Root is as busy
as at any time in his life; and while his
work has changed, and he has given up in
a measure much of the veal responsibility
that he once bore alone, he is always active,
as one would find who tried to follow him
during any one of his never idle days. For
hira there will not come a time when, like
this windmill, he will be of no more use to
the world. His call to a newer, larger ser-
vice in the other world will come as an
anticipated interruption to some work here
not yet finished.

A

Practically all who have tried chaff
division-boards agree that they are invalu-
able for early spring breeding and for
preparing a colony for winter; but ihe
great objection to their use is the difficulty
in putting together. They are quite expen-
sive if bought already put together, and
more expensive still if bought in the fiat

and put together afterward, for it takes
pretty rapid work to assemble even three of
them in an hour by the old plan, which
consisted of tacking a strip of canvas
around the frame and then stuffing it

through slots cut in the bottom-bar. Be-
sides the nailing of the wooden part, fifty
small tacks had to be driven through the
canvas into the frame, which is not a short
job for even a rapid workman; and then
the stuffing outside the two end-bars and
under the bottom-bar through the slots re-
cjuired at least ten minutes more. We have
recently made up a large lot of these divi-
sion-boards for our own use by a little

different plan, and we have found that a
large amount of time is saved, and that the
finished board has several important advan-
tages over the old type.

The drawing on page 866 gives the whole
plan in a nutshell. Drive six nails in a
plain bottom-bar, as shown in Fig. 1, and
tlien nail on the upright as in Fig. 2. The
side boards. Fig. 3, are of such a length
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that they lap over outside the end-bars and

bottom-bar about ^4 inch. After nailing on

the side bars the space between may be

filled with packing- in the usual way. Secure

a strip of canvas the right length and width.

We use a piece 4V2 iu- wide and 42^^ in.

long. Sew the edges together on a sewing-

machine, making a long canvas tube._ A
large number of these may be sewed in a

very few minutes. Fill these with sawdust

through a large funnel, as in Fig. 4, the

lower end of the mbe being held shut by a

weight placed over it on the floor. Stretch

the tube around the frame, Fig. 5, letting it

lie snugly in the groove formed by the pro-

jection of the side boards. Fold the un-

stuffed ends of the tube neatly over the top

of the frame and secure by nailing on the

top-bar, Fig. 6. One or two nails should be

driven through the cushion up into the

bottom-bar to prevent sagging in the middle.

The packing in the old-style division-

board often matted down so that the cushion

effect was all but lost, the peculiar advan-

tage of the padded end then being lost.

By this new construction it is possible to

work the padding with the fingers so that

it is again soft and flexible. We have fouud

that these division-boards fit the hive much

better, but they are no harder to remove.

What Makes Bees, that are Normally

In our last issue, page 813, our old cor-

respondent, J. D. Fooshe, who has not writ-

ten much for Gleanings of late, but who

has had a very wide experience, writes on

this subject. When he says that bees are

most erratic creatures in the matter of

deportment on different days he is absolute-

ly right. Of course, old experienced bee-

keepers know that bees are crosser during

the chilly hours of the morning or night

than they are during the middle of the day

when it is warm. Beginners learn this to

their sorrow sometimes. But the thing that

we have noticed that will make bees crosser

than almost any thing else is the sudden

cessation of a heavy honey-flow or an ab-

rupt stoppage of the supply of honey, or

syrup, in a robbing rampage. We common-

ly say that robbing makes bees cross,

there will be no trouble so long as the

supply of food holds out; but just the

minute the owner removes the supply, there

is something doing. The same principle

operates in precisely the same way during

a natural honey-flow from basswood or

buckwheat that are both heavy yielders of

nectar. The cessation may be due to a

rain or to the natural closing of the flow.

It is a well-known fact that bees are apt
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to be a little cross at the end of a buckwheat

or basswood flow—more so than from the

closing of clover which is more gradual.

Some five or six years ago, about the

crossest bunch of bees we ever struck, that

previously had been as quiet as kittens, and

could be bumped around and handled in all

kinds of rough ways, were some fine Ital-

ians at our Harrington yard. At that time,

about ten or eleven o'clock, there would be

a heavy roar of bees on honey-dew. In the

mean time the sun would dry this honey-

dew down to a point where the bees could

not get it, and thpii there was trouble. The
dew of the next morning would loosen it

np again, when the bees would be working

on it as strong as ever; but in about half

an hour after the honey dew had dried up,

when there was no more to be had, the little

rascals would be, to put it mildly, ugly.

We attempted to go through a hive to see

how much of the black stuff they were gath-

ei-ing. No, sir, 'e. They let us know we
should mind our own business and let them

severely alone. They would rush out to

attack, literally by the hundreds, when we
opened the hive. Smoke was worse than

useless. Once or twice we beat an inglorious

retreat; for a hundred bees sending their

istings into the hands and through the

trousers was more than we could stand. The
minute we came to renew the fray with

gTeat clouds of smoke they would rush out

as furiously as ever. Nor was this condi-

tion confined to any particular hive.

If any one had visited this yard at that

time he would have naturally concluded that

we had the crossest strain of bees that ever

was ; but in a few days after the honey-dew
flow was over, they were almost back to

their normal—as qaiet as kittens.

In trijDS we have made through the State

of New York, when buckwheat was at its

height, we have noticed time and time again

that bees during the middle of the day were

awfully cross. We at one time concluded

the buckwheat men did not know what
gentle bees were. The reason of the cross-

ness was because the buckwheat stopped

along about nine or ten o'clock in the morn-
ing, and began again in the afternoon. This

sudden stoppage leaves the bees in bad
humor, as it did in the case of the honey-

dew. Again, we have noticed that, when
there are comparatively few bees, and large

areas of buckwheat, so that they can gath-

er nectar all daj^, they are comparatively

quiet.

Another thing that will make bees cross

is the presence of snakes or skunks. The
latter will pry around the entrances of the

hives at night. Of course the bees rush out
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and attack their enemy. The next clay,

when the owner of the bees comes around
he discovers there is " something wrong."
If he detects the familiar skunk odor he

can readily guess the reason.

om

Undoubtedly boys and girls should be

taught the laws of health and the impor-
tance of the conservation of our natural

resources. The authors of this book state

that its purpose is to discuss the economic
relations of animals to the human race, and
to teach how to care for that wonderful
machine, the human body, and to make it

as efficient as possible in the attainment of

success and happiness and the upbuilding

of character; and they are confident that

no biological knowledge is of more worth
to high-school students. The book is in line

with a growing demand that our secondary
schools furnish a practical education which
will be useful in the affairs of everyday
life, and that less time be given to studies

which are chiefly of value for culture and
discipline.

" Elementary Biology, Animal and Hu-
man," consists of two books, separately

paged, but bound in one volume. The first

treats of applied zoology, and the second o f

human physiology and practical hygiene.

Great care has been taken to secure accura-

cy, and a large part of the text has been
submitted to well-known authorities and
specialists—the chapter on insects to Messrs.

Felt, Root, and Herrick; the chapter on
birds and fishes to Dr. Hornaday ; the chap-

ter on foods to the late Prof. Atwater, etc.

Passing over the lower orders of animals

the authors take up at once insects which
are beneficial and injurious to mankind.
A brief account is given of the life histo-

ries of butterflies and moths, grasshoppers,

mosquitoes, and flies, and of the ways in

which they can be controlled or extermin-

ated. The point of view of the authors is

well shown by the fact that only two pages
and a plate of figures are given to the struc-

ture of mosquitoes in their different stages,

while the intensely interesting story of the

relation of certain species to malaria and
yellow fever occupies ten pages. It is a

pleasure to record that the treatment of the

economy of the honeybee is modern and
free from error; for many of the newest
scientific works, as Buttel-Reepen has re-

marked, contain defective assertions. But

* Elementary Biology, Animal and Human, by
James Edward Peabodv, A. M., and Arthur Ells-

worth Hunt, Ph.B. ; 12mo, pp. xiv.—194—212. New
York. The Macmillan Co., 1912.

the statement on flower pollination, based
on the authority of Prof. Hodge, that for

all practical purposes the honeybee is suffi-

cient, should be modified. We most heartily

commend the vigorous protest against the

wicked and reckless destruction of game
and song birds and food fishes; it would
seem as though this inci'edible waste and
cruelty had only to be generally known to

be promptly checked.

One of the most valuable chapters is that

on bacteria and the white blood corpuscles,

reprinted in substance from the authors'
" Plant Biology." Among these minute
plant organisms (bacteria) are found the

best friends and worse foes of the human
race. In the absence of the forms produc-
ing decomposition the earth would soon
become devoid of life; while other kinds

are the dreaded causes of those terrible dis-

eases tuberculosis, diphtheria, and typhoid
fever. It would likewise be impossible to

give a better illustration of the importance
of the investigation of nature for its own
sake. Bacteria were at first not only re-

garded as of no practical importance, but
their study was looked upon as reprehen-

sible. There is a story that the Dutch nat-

uralist Leeuwenhoek, who lived in the seven-

teenth century, and who is said to have been

one of the first to figure bacteria, was told

that, if the Creator had designed microscop-

ic organisms to be known, he would have

made them large enough to be seen.

The effects of stimulants and narcotics

are fairly and conservatively discussed, and
their use, even in moderation, condemned
in no uncertain terms. In our judgment
the evils of intemperance can in no way be

so effectually combated as through adequate

instruction in the public schools. The chap-

ter on foods and their uses is timely, for

the numerous books on food and nutrition

which have recently appeared show that

this topic is attracting much immediate

attention. To those of our readers desiring

a clear and concise presentation of the prac-

tical biological questions mentioned above

we confidently recommend this book; but

those desiring a broader view of zoology, or

of the classification, distribution, and de-

velopment of the animal kingdom, should,

of course, procure some other work.

The volume is entertainingly written, and

well printed and illustrated. It is intended

to be used in connection with a previous

work by the same authors entitled " Plant

Biology," the entire course occupying one

year. Full directions for numerous labor-

atory exercises are suj^plied, and a list of

a])paratus, chemicals, books, charts, and
other accessories suggested.
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ir. C. C. Mi STMAY STMAW!
" Honey-comb " seems still to be used

in England where we use "combbonej',"

just as it is in the Bible. In British Bee
Journal, p. 276, it is said, " Italians will

not eat honey-comb."

A. I. Root, you think a gasoline motor

has the advantage over a horse for cultivat-

ing that it needs no feed while not working,

p. 831. It also has the important advantage

that it doesn't step on plants.

Dee-lighted, Mr. Editor, that you are

getting interested in bee-botany, and hope

it will develop into a great love for flowers

in general. Yoa'll live longer, have more
to live for, and be better to live with.

By way of postscript to the word of the

editor, p. 793, urging a stout box to send

samples of foul brood, I may add that if

you write to Dr. Phillips he will send a tin

box in which you may send the sample, and
also a frank to pay postage.

Speaking of European foul brood, p.

662, J. L. Byer says :
" Universal requeen-

ing with good Italian stock seems to be

about the only remedy for it." Many will

understand that to mean that such requeen-

ing is all that is needed to get rid of the

disease. I don't believe that friend Byer
really means that. But in most cases it will

be a very important help.

Otto Dengg, Deutsche Imker, 165, com-

mends the plan of raising the brood to the

second story and filling the lower story with

frames of foundation, and credits the plan

to Preuss, of Potsdam, who was then fol-

lowed by Staehelhausen and Alexander in

America. But was not the plan given by
G. W. Demaree, Christiansburg, Ky., be-

fore Staehelhausen and Alexander appeared

on the stage?

Louis Scholl figures $5.00 rent for lo-

cating an apiary of 50 colonies, p. 795, and
twice as much for an apiary of 100. That

would be fair if the rent of the land were

the only thing considered. But generally

the actual land rent is a minor considera-

tion, and the farmer would about as soon

have 100 colonies on his place as 50. It is,

however, getting more and more that the

farmer considers it a favor, and wants no

rent.

" Feeding when robbing is bad," p. 745,

recalls a safe and easy way in which I've

fed tons. Put Miller feeders on_ the hives.

Leave them open all over the apiary if you
like. Bees don't rob dry feeders. Pour dry

sugar into them, still leaving them open.

Bees don't rob dry sugar. Go Ground and
pour water, cold or hot, into each feeder.

You'll have plenty of time to cover up be-

fore the sugar and water becomes robable

syrup.

" I HAVE never believed a farm complete
without a few colonies of bees carefully

kept in modern hives," says Louis H. Scholl,

p. 707. I sympathize with that view, and
yet it's more poetical than practical. That
would mean each farmer a thorough bee-

keeper, with no specialists, for there would
be no room for specialists. Wouldn't it

cost less to have enough specialists to gather

all the honey than to have every farmer
trained to keep bees " carefully " ?

To get bees out of supers of sections, the

easy way is to smoke down most of the bees

before taldng off, then pile up the supers
10 to 15 high and put a Miller escape on
top. But sometimes they are stubborn about
coming out, and then the surer way is to

replace the escape with a hive-body con-

taining a frame of brood, or even honey,

covering over. Then empty out the bees

two or three times ; or if you have a colony

that needs strengthening there's nothing
nicer than to give it these bees.

We are told that you can spot lay-

ing workers by eggs laid irregularly and
more than one egg in a cell. You can't

—

always. I've known laying workers, when
they had plenty of good worker-cells, and
no others, to do work that you couldn't tell

from that of any good queen. But if they

have drone-cells they'll double up in them,

and they like queen-cells still better. [There
are exceptions to all mles in beedom. In
addition to what you describe, a good laying

queen will sometimes lay two or three eggs

in a cell in baby nuclei. The reason is ap-
parent—she does not have room.

—

Ed.]

J. E. Crane says, p. 622, that with him
sujierseding takes place at all seasons, and
quotes me as saying " superseding practi-

cally always takes place after swarming is

all over." That sounds rather wide apart,

but I suspect we're not so very far apart.

Superseding also takes place with me at all

seasons, but so little at other times that it's

practically all after-swarming. Note, too,

that I don't say " after all swarming is

over," but it's after swarming is all over

with each colony. Swarming may be all

over with one colony in June, and with

another in August or September. Then
there are colonies that will supersede their

queen with no thought of swarming, and
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some whose superseding is delayed because

queen-cells have been killed, so that super-

seding may be from June till September.

Arthur C. Miiler, p. 718, quotes me as

saying bees don't mix pollen or honey in

the same cell. Please play fair, Arthur,

and read the whole Straw through. I quot-

ed what I think is the general belief, and
then said it was not always true. But it's

the rule with rare exceptions—here. I sus-

pect it may be different with you, and you
have incidentally given the reason. You
say honeys are perhaps always mixed "when
the bees of a colony are working on more
than one source." That's just it. Here,

some one source cf nectar has the prefer-

ence, and that source is nearly always
plentiful enough so that bees rarely work
" on more than one source." Your bees may
be obliged to work on diffei'ent plants at the

same time, in which ease it should be the

rule, and not the exception, that cells con-

tain mixtures.

There has been some tendency to say
" extract " instead of " extracted." Now it

seems to have the sanction of the U. S. Gov-
ernment and Gleanings, p. 748. It is in-

correct; yet it has the advantage of being
shorter, and use may make it correct. But
I'm afraid of the effect on the popular mind.
Will not the public think of " extract of
honey," and class it with "extract of coffee"

and other things that are not genuine?
[The word "extract" must have been a

misprint in the government bulletin. Our
printers followed this spelling with singular

fidelity—that is to say, we printed it just

as it was in the bulletin. In going over the

bulletin elsewhere we find the word " ex-

tracted " in full. The abbreviated form
would be objectionable, as you say, on
account of the general public who would
naturally construe it as being an extract of
honey and not the real article.

—

Ed.]

For hive-covers " good roofing-papers, if

carefully used, will do good service for ten

or twelve years," p. 606. I have testimony
on that point. Years ago I had two hive-

covers from Medina covered with a heavy
paper, but not roofing-paper. I think it was
Neponset. I was to keep them painted, but
never put on a drop of paint. One of them
lasted till this year ; the other is still good.
If you can recall, Mr. Editor, when you
began experimenting in that direction, you
can tell how old those covers are. I wonder
if repapering would not be cheaper than
painting. [We have tested out the Neponset
paper at our yard, and had practically the
same experience that you had. The only
objection to it is that it will cut or tear

awav when metal would not. When hives

are jailed one on top of the other, these

Neponset roofs are likely to suffer damage,
especially if the hives contain heavy combs.
—Ed.]

In every ease where I have tried it, no
matter what the condition of the colony, a
virgin less than a day old has always been
accepted, even with laying workers or a
laying queen, although in the latter case she

would be killed when a day or two older.

But what J. E. Hand says, p. 722, makes
me susiDicious that there are exceptions, and
I'd be glad to know if he or others have had
virgins killed when less than a day old.

[Yes, we have had virgins killed when less

than a day old, although the rule is that up
to 24 hours they will be accepted by a

queenless colony without any smoking or

introducing, providing they do not carry
the odors of the fingei's of the apiarist, and
even then they will generally be accepted.

We have made it a rule, when introducing

to day-old virgins, to keep the fingers off

from them and allow them to run quietly

out of the cage down between the combs or

into the entrance without opening the hive.

—Ed.]

Mr. Editor^ I've troubles of my own with
two Scotchwomen under the same roof with-

out your letting that Macdonald Scotchman
get after me, p. 728. He quotes me as say-

ing, " I don't believe I ever gained by stim-

ulative feeding," and says I'm wrong. Then
he comes at me like any other Scotch

l^reacher with his " firstly," " secondly,"

and " thirdly." Firstly, the immense gain
by feeding small lots having a queen, vir-

gin, or cell. Well, I never stimulatively fed
such lots, so I couldn't gain in that way,
could I, Mac? Secondly—well, there's some
chance for a healthy fight on some points

in your secondly; but as I never practiced

stimulative feeding on a weakling in early

summer I don't believe I ever gained by
that way. Thirdly, autumn stimulation.

I've fed quite a lot in autumn, first and
last, but always as nearly in a lump as I

could, which can hardly be called stimula-

tive feeding. The only stimulative feeding
I ever tried was on full colonies in spring,

and I don't believe I ever gained any thing

by that; and if I understand you correctly

you don't believe I did either, friend Mac-
donald. And since that is the only stimula-

tive feeding I've done, do j'ou blame me for

thinking I never gained by stimulative feed-

ing? But don't for a minute think I don't

believe that others have gained, and gained
big, by stimulative feeding. But it was in

cases where a lack of a natural flow was of
such long duration that, without stimulative

feeding, breeding would have ceased.
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Beeeceeping Among the Kockie:

CLOSING UP THE HONEY SEASON.

It has been noticed that, every fall, the

beemen are prone to leave the packing of

their comb honey nntil an order is received,

and then there is such a rush to fill it that

less than satisfactory grading of the honey

is done. I have seen comb-honey packing

given up at the close of one shipment of

honey, and then the rush comes on again

when the nest sale of honey is made. This

is all wrong. The honey suffers in prepar-

ation; the beekeeper goes to needless ex-

pense in getting the honey out quickly, and
the buyer has to wait from one to three or

four days longer than desired. If a crew

of packers can be trained before the rush

is on, the honey may all be ready for ship-

ment when the buyers want it, or soon after

it is off the hives. The plan of cleaning and
packing comb honey at the outyards has its

advantages in that the honey generally gets

into the shipping-cases sooner than if it is

all hauled home aiid then cleaned and cased.

EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD IN COLORADO.

European foul brood has been found in

Delta Co., Col.; but, so far as known, it is

still confined to a small area southwest of

Paonia. The district affected is not over

three or four miles in diameter, and con-

tains probably 300 colonies, a good propor-

tion of which show the disease. The bees

are all a fairly well-marked strain of Ital-

ians, but this does not seem to bring about

any evidences of immunity.

Requeening with young vigorous Italian

queens, and the shaking treatment, is rec-

ommended. In the purchase of queens it

cannot be too strongly emphasized to buy
queens only of breeders who are located in

districts known to be free of European
foul-brood infection. Destroy the cages and

candy with all attendant bees, and more
safety will be assured. It cannot be too

strongly emphasized that European foul

brood is serious, and that its destructive

abilities should not be discounted. Every

beekeeper who has any diseased brood

should send a sample to the Bureau of

Entomology, Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C., for examination.

* « *

NATIONAL CONVENTION IN DENVER.

The West is to have the National conven-

tion this coming February, and we hope to

welcome the convention in royal western

fashion. Colorado has a fine class of hon-

ey-producers, and a large delegation will be

er,

in Denver for the National. This conven-

tion, it is hoped, will draw attendance from
the whole Inter-mountain region as well as

the rest of the country.

We can promise a large crew of hosts for

the visitors; and if the weather and the

roads are favorable we will see that the

visitors see some of our western apiaries in

automobiles. There are many large apiaries

within twenty miles of Denver.
I would suggest that all beekeepers who

can and will help in the entertainment of

this convention write an offer of their as-

sistance to Pres. N. L. Henthorne, of the

Colorado State Beekeepers' Association,

Platteville, Colo., or write me. Suggestions

as to the way in which we can best entertain

and care for the convention will be welcome,

and are solicited.

The West can promise all visitors the

presence of a score and more of specialists

who count their apiaries instead of colonies.

Every one of them has valuable money-
making ideas ; and the beekeeper who comes
to this convention and goes away not doubly
repaid will be at fault in his capacity for

absori^tion of valuable ideas.

* * *

THE HONEY MARKET.
Comb-honey shipments have been going

out very promptly, few producers having to

wait for satisfactory offers after the honey
is packed. By Nov. 1 there will be little

comb honey left for the outside market in

this State. Western-slope producers are

getting $2.75 for No. 1 comb, net weight not

less than 121/2 oz. ; $2.50 for choice, net

weight not less than 11 oz. ; $2.25 for No.

2, net weight not less than 10 oz. On the

eastern slope in Colorado, where carload

shipments take the Colorado common points

rate, the prices secured range around $3.00

for No. 1; $2.85 for choice, and $2.70 for

No. 2.

Extracted honey has sold on the western

slope at 6 to 6^4 ^ ^s. a pound, although the

amount produced of extracted honey is

small compared with the comb-honey pro-

duction. Extracted honey sells locally m
eastern Colorado at 7 to 10 cents a pound.
Carload lots would not bring above 7 cents.

Sugar has been selling for moi*e than

extracted honey in many parts of Colorado.

One beekeeper is selling extracted honey at

7 cts. a pound in small lots, and sugar is

selling in his town at 9 pounds for a dollar.

The demand for honey has markedly in-

creased; and if sugar remains high in price,

honey will surely reach sugar prices at least.
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J»L»Byer, I NOTES FMOM CANADA MLjoy,OBL

On page 745, Oct. 1, it is said that, witli

the exception of clover, the honey was about

the same as other years. This may be right

for Ontario; but please bear in mind that,

one year with another, clover is 90 per cent

at least of the total white-honey crop of

Ontario. This year the clover crop is a

total failure in most parts, so that places

our yield away down, taking Gleanings
figures for granted.

« * *

This year we have the unusual experioice

of a September flow of honey here in On-
tario, our north yard having stored consid-

erable from Sept. 11 till Sept. 23, when the

weather was so unusually warm for the time

of year. Brood-nests had been heavy pre-

vious to this flow, and at present the 250
colonies there are literally jammed to the

bottom-boards. Much of this late honey
came from a variety of asters growing on
high lands—having a purple-colored flower.

Aster honey has a bad reputation for win-
tering in northern latitudes, so we natural-

ly shall be a bit uneasy as to the results this

coming winter. The honey is light in color

and nice in flavor, but is usually a bit light

in body as well. What is in the hives seems
to be pretty well sealed over, so after all it

may do all right. At this late date it would
be a big undertaking to extract this honey
from tlie brood-nests and feed sugar, so we
are taking chances. As a result, some hun-
dreds of pounds of sugar that we had
shipped us was left on our hands; but
needless to say it will be easily disposed ot.

As to robbing during feeding I have read
with some astonishment the item on p. 745,

Oct. 1, the experience of our friend in

Michigan. Candidly it is a mystery to me
why there should be any trouble when feed-
ing sugar syrup. This fall the bulk of our
feeding had to be done at the home yard,
so I arranged to feed at home in the fore-

noon and to go to an outyard in the after-

noon, alternating the different outyards
each afternoon. As already mentioned we
have had unusually warm bright weather
for the time of year, and bees were just as
active as in summer time. But for all this

I fed some hundreds of pounds of warm
syrup during the forenoons; and, barring
one rather amusing incident, I had not the
slightest bit of robbing; and although corn-
cutting and apple-picking were going on
all the time right near the apiary, not a
single person or horse was stung. Miller
feeders and pails were used, and the only
precaution taken was to see that no syrup
was spilled over the hives, and that all

covers were securi' so that no bees could get

at feeders from above. The bees in this

yard are about 75 per cent Italians, the rest

Carniolans and hybrids. Entrances were
as they had been all summer; no weak colo-

nies were fed, as it does not pay to winter

weak colonies outdoors here, now and then

a few nuclei excepted. I have for years fed
the bees in just this way, and have yet to

have a genuine case of robbing by so doing.

Let me tell of the " amusing incident "

I'eferred to a moment ago. No. 8 is a strong
Italian colony at the east of the yard, while

No. 12 is a similar colony at the west end
of the apiary. No. 8 was fed heavily, and
a few days later No. 12 was given a large

Miller feeder with about 25 pounds of

syrup. The colony, while very strong in

bees, was one of the lightest in the yard, as

about all their honey was in the super.

Coming home the evening of the same day
this colony had been fed in the forenoon, I

noticed that the bees had got under the

telescoping gable roof at one corner and
were flying in and out freely. As it was
quite late in the day, and few bees were
flying, I soon found that the bees from No.
8 at the far side of the yard were the thieves.

By next morning the feeder on No. 12 was
about empty, so 1 removed it, thinking the

bees of No. 8 would get a hot reception if

they tried to get in at the entrance. Both
colonies were bright Italians. Imagine my
surprise when, going into the yard a few
hours later, I found that the bees from No.
8 were going in and out of the entrance of
No. 12, and no fighting whatever. No other

bees were in evidence at all, and there were
no cross bees—a case of peaceable robbing,
if you please. I promptly placed a large

feeder on No. 8, giving them more feed than
they could possibly store, and awaited re-

sults. Next day, imagine my surprise once
more to find the bees from No. 12 now
working just as hard at No. 8 as No. 8 had
been at their hive the day before. More
feed was given to No. 12, and for the last

week every thing has been quiet. Did the

bees from No. 8, when they gained an en-

trance to the feeder on top of No. 12
acquire the same " colony odor," or what is

the explanation? A good friend was pres-
ent, and can vouch for the truth of this

story; but for an explanation we shall have
to get some one else to furnish it. During
the few days of this mutual robbing, not a
cross bee was in evidence; and while I

watched carefully, not a single bee seemed
to gain entrance to either hive except the

ones directly interested in the matter.
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BEEKEEPING IN (CALIEOENIA
P. C. Chadwick, Medlaeds, Cal.

The fiist rain of the season fell on the

night of Oct. 2, and was welcomed by Cali-

fornians. The amount was not heavy, only

half an inch; but the way it freshened up
green foliage was pleasing indeed.

* * *

During July and August I had the gi'eal

pleasure of visiting the old homestpad

where I sjoent my boyhood days and ac-

quired my first knowledge of the bee busi-

ness. Things have changed greatly, and
conditions were much different than when
I left, nearly twelve years ago. My father

and mother, both in their eightieth year,

have retii'ed from the farm, being too old

to have the cares connected with it. The
old woods were still there, and I had the

pleasure of finding two bee-trees, thus re-

newing an old-time sport. The vast acre-

age of potatoes that was being grown in

the Kansas River bottoms in my time has

given way largely to alfalfa, the flood in

1903 having almost ruined the land for

potato culture. There were few bees in

the surrounding country—only a few colo-

nies here and there.

My sister has taken up the bee business

in a small way, and I was surprised to find

her 25 colonies had nearly 1000 pounds of

nice white section honey, for which they

had a ready local market at 15 cts. per

section. One of the oddest things to me
was to find the brood-combs full of very

dark inferior honey-dew, yet the section

honey which had been gathered later from
sweet clover and alfalfa was very pretty

and white. In my time, these two sources

were not considered, there being so little of

either. Considering the very dry season

in those parts I feel that she is to be con-

gratulated on her success

It is wonderful how the pioduction of

alfalfa has increased all over the eastern

portion of Kansas, and also in the west,

where irrigation is being taken up. In
many sections of the State there are large

quantities of seed raised, which is said to

be as desirable as that produced in any
part of the world. In Douglas County,
adjoining the farm on which I lived from
1876 to 1883, there was in 1911 a very large

crop of seed produced, which was sold for

$1700; yet, so far as I could learn, there

were few bees to gather the nectar from
the bloom.

* * *

J. E. Crane, page 709, Sept. 15, takes

issue with Wesley Foster and myself over

our contention that bees when clustered

outside of the hive are wasting time. In
my comment I had taken Mr. Foster's view
of the matter. Now friend Crane says,
" Because we see a woman sitting under the

shade of a tree by her kitchen door when
the mercury is 90 degrees in the shade, it is

no sign that she is loafing or wasting time."

Not in the least ; she is simply adjusting
herself to more comfortable conditions

—

exactly what the bees do when they leave

the hive to cluster. If conditions were I'ight

in the kitchen the woman would no doubt
have remained within to complete her kitch-

en work; and even if she had to return to

the kitchen every time she had shelled a pod
of peas, for another, she would, in all

probability, have concluded that the addi-

tional exercise she was getting would not

be conducive to keeping down the heat to a

point enjoyed by quietly remaining by the

kitchen sink. Langstroth, edition of 1870,

page 90, says :
" Bees in such weather often

leave,^Imost in a body, the interior of the

hive, and cluster on the outside, not merely
to escape the close heat within, but to guard
their combs against the danger of being dis-

solved." This is v^ery much in accord with
my ideas. The clustering-out of bees is due
to a condition not normal, and must disor-

ganize the forces of the hive to an extent

that causes a wasting of time. In 1889 I

had a colony in a ten-frame single-story

Langstroth hive that became crowded, and
naturally the bees began to make prepara-
tions to relieve the situation by swarming.
Quite a large cluster had left the hive and
were hanging under the hive-stand, which
was about eight inches in height. They had
been in this position for a number of days
when a swarm issued ; but the cluster under
the hive-stand was so ignorant of conditions

in the hive that they did not get excited at

the emerging of the swarm, but quietly held

to their cluster, not only until the swarm
issued, but for more than 48 hours after,

before they returned to the hive. This gave
me the impression that they were not in

communication with the interior of the hive

to an extent that apprised them of the

fact that swarming preparations had been
completed. They had left the hive as a

matter of self-protection, and were only

fulfilling that one object, with no other

work to perform. I cannot agree that every

bee in the cluster outside of the hive is full

of nectar, even if nectar is coming in freely,

as Mr. Crane says.
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CONVEMSATIONS 'WITH DOOLITTLE

QUEEN INCUBATION.
" Did you notice Dr. Miller's statement,

Sept. 15, regarding the incubation of queens

in six hours and ten minutes less than fif-

teen days? How are we to reconcile such

with Quinby's sixteen days?"
I must say that Dr. Miller's figures give a

shorter time of incubation than I have ever

noticed, and, so far as I am conversant, the

shortest ever noted by any one when calcu-

lating from the laying of the egg to the

fully developed queen. That bees perfect

(jueens where b"ood of all ages is given

them, so that some will emerge in as little

time as nine days from the time such eggs

and larvae are given to a " broody " colony

is a thing that many close observers have
proven ; but with Dr. Miller's experiment it

will be noted that his is from the time the

egg was laid, or ^ery nearly so. It used to

be calculated that where bees had brood in

all stages, they would select such as would
give the best of queens, if such selection were
left to them entirely. It looked quite rea-

sonable that they should; but experiments
have proved the contrary. Perhaps I should

modify that a little. Bees raising queens
under the swarming influence, or where a

supersedure of queen is planned, do this

while the old queen is present with them;
consequently begin with the egg as Dr.

Miller's bees did; but where the queen is

taken from a colony, or queenless bees are

made to start queen-cells from brood given,

the case is altogether different. The trouble

is that, through their eagnerness to get a

queen, they generally err by selecting one
or more larvae for the purpose that are too

old to produce the best queens; while, later,

after this eagerness subsides a little they
will take larvte young enough to give good
queens. But through older larvae being
taken first, the queens from such emerge
first, so that the later and better ones are

destroyed. The remedy is to destroy all

queen-cells sealed over, which are found
four or five days after the brood was given.

Such will give queens that are much more
satisfactory than those raised by the usual
mode of procedure—enough more than to

pay for the extra time used in this woi'k.

But this is not to the " reconciling " of
Dr. Miller's time with that given by Quinby
and others. I think that Editor Root's
footnote on page 705, Sept. 15, goes a long
way toward reconciling matters. It will be
noticed that Mr. Miller began his experi-

ment on July 6, 11 :10 a. m., probably when
the weather was very warm, as Editor Root

infers. But this is not all. It was also at a
time of the greatest activity of the bees, and
this activity had more to do with the short-

ening of the usual time than did the hot

weather. Whether Editor Root included the

activity of the colony in his " particular

environment " or not I cannot say ; but
right here is a point not generally taken
into consideration by the most of us when
rearing queens. In central New York the

best of queens cannot be reared without
great vigilance on the part of the apiarist,

except from May 20 to August 25 in tlie

ordinary season. Especially does this ai^ply
for the six weeks following the latter date.

As the harvest from buckwheat begins to

wane, a natural "drowsiness" seems to come
over the bees preparatory to the winter
" nap," and queens reared under ordinary
circumstances by queenless colonies con-
sume 16, 17, 18, and sometimes as many
as 21 to 22 days for their period of incuba-
tion; and I have known 20 days to be used
in April and the first half of May. How-
ever, bees are much more active inside the

cluster during spring than they are during
the fall months. And the size of the colony
does not play so important a part as many
suppose during the time between June 15
and August 1. A two-frame nucleus will

raise far better queens at that time than
will a full colony in September where such
colony is not looked after by the apiarist

further than taking away the queen. I

have had queens incubated in full colonies

during the last half of September, where,
through sickness or some oversight, said

colonies were not " spurred on " by proper
stimulating, that were very little larger than
an ordinary worker's, though jierfect in

shape and form, and that did not emerge
earlier than the 21st day after the eggs
were laid from which they were produced.
To raise good queens in September, shake

fiueenless bees into a box in the morning
and feed them in confinement till four p.

M. ; then run them into a hive on their old

stand, prepared as follows: A feeder next
the side of the hive, then a frame of nearly
empty comb, then a frame of comb partly
filled with honey, and a hundred or so cells

of sealed brood (preferably i^art drone)
;

then the frame of prepared cell-cups ; an-
other frame of honey, and another nearly
empty comb, with a dummy drawn up be-

side the latter. In such colonies, with a

good feed given near sunset each night for

the next ten days, as good queens can be
reared as at any time of the year.
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PONDENCE

BY AKTHUR C. MILLER

Much poor beekeeping is due to fear of

stings. Many stings come from poor bee-

keeping.
* * *

Swamp beekeeping is very alluring, may
be very i^rofitable, and is sometimes quite

disastrous. Tliere are swamps and swamps.
Investigate carefully before you locate.

Better winter your bees on the high lands,

any way.
* * *

Did the bees persist in robbing out the

nucleus despite your putting the combs a.t

one side of the hive and the entrance at the

other, " so as to bother the robbers " ? It

was the best sort of help to them. Put the

combs and bees close to the entrance and
then they will fight to protect it.

If Hi Ht

1 wish the supply houses would never

again put out a hive-floor with less than an
inch space on it. Why? Try inspecting

for a time, and you will cease to ask foolish

questions. Personally I like to get frames
out with the bottom-bars on them. They
are not a beneficial addition to the floor.

* * *

How very few beekeepers ever study bee

behavior experimentally ! Most of them are

too busy with something or other, or are too

much absorbed with planning manipula-
tions. But such study will pay. It will

give you more time for something or other,

and will do away with many manipulation-^.

* * *

Did you ever notice how many of your
combs have a patch of drone-cells in one
lower corner? Have you also noticed that

it is the corner nearest the entrance? I am
talking of combs built on full sheets of

foundation. How does it happen, do you
ask? When the bees are more or less idle

at the end of the season they often cut

away comb near the entrance, using the wax
elsewhere in the hive. The next year drone
comb is filled in those spaces.

* * *

Do you want a nice weedless, mudless,

dustless strip before, behind, beside, and
beneath your hives? Smooth the ground
and lay down a strip of one of the better

grades of asphalt roofing jiaper, using the

heavy weight, and put your hive stands on

it. A good pai3er will wear for a long time.

The cheaper sorts are made with tar and
oil, and soon ci'umble. A fine asphalt walk
about your hives sounds expensive, but it

isn't—and the luxury of it

!

* » *

I am glad to see that the tide is turning,

and that others are advocating doing the
" stimulative feeding " in the fall. A full

larder and a young queen in the fall, spells

good wintering, good springing, and good
cropping. Incidentally it is a good lazy

man's way—lots less work than spring
fussing.

* * *

Won't the new system work as stated?

How many of your own notions did you
put in when trying it? Probably several.

And then you blame the originator. Try
it again and follow his directions exactly,

and be sure you understand them. There is

a bare possibility he knows more about it

than you do.
* * *

Mr. Crane objects to the advice to have
foundation drawn during a flow of honey-
dew because he does not have enough dew
more than once in twenty-five years. Lucky
dog! Well, a brood-comb should last twen-

ty-five years, so my advice will still hold

good—if he doesn't want new ones befoie

his next dew flow.

* * *

Allen Latham says, " Good clean spit is

the best thing out for diluting royal jeliy.

I find cells better accepted, and queens
larger, where I thus dilute the food than

otherwise. I am careful that my mouth is

clean before I use saliva." If memory
serves me rightly, some one else has written

to the same eftect. Now that A. L. has

confirmed it we may all safely follow the

practice.
* » *

If you do not want the bees to stick it

fast, rub mutton tallow on it. That is what
James Heddon said years ago, and it is as

true to-day as then. But there are some
parts of a hive that are better stuck. You
will discover them after you have tried the

tallow awhile. But be sure to try it, for it

facilitates a lot of work. Rub it on cold or

put it on hot with a brush, as suits llie

time, the place, and the man,
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Did you ever notice the nice things sug-

gested for " iioats " when feeding from
pans, etc.? Cork chips when you cannot
find enough cork on the place to stopper the

molasses-jug; planer-chips when there isn't

a i^laning-mill within ten miles of you;
excelsior when you haven't seen any m
years; grass where there is no grass, and
all tlie time the beej'ard is cluttered up with
the best sort of non-soakable float material,

to wit, bits of comb and pieces of founda-
tion. Why didn't you think of it?

* * *

Will some inspector devise a way to get
" the average beekeeper " to do better bee-

keeping? It does not seem as if human
ingenuity could devise more wrong ways of
doing things than the inspector finds. But
the things left undone are legion also; and
the way nicely made factory goods are mis-

used is astounding. Fii-st they are improp-
erly made ujd and then they are wrongly
used. A " bee-space " is an unknown factor

to the " averager." There may be an ex-

ception, but I have not found him.

* * *

Dr. Miller and Mr. Dadant agree that

some queens prove good the third year, so

they prefer to give all good two-year-olds a
chance for another year. But did they ever

consider that such practice is at the bottom
of the irregularity of colonies the following-

spring? By putting in each fall young
queens carefully raised from good stock we

are reasonably sure of having very nearly

all of the colonies of the same strength the

next spring. The value of such conditions

they will acknowledge. The use of thor-

oughbred stock is implied in this practice.

It will not do to use queens of various

strains and matings if you expect unifor-

mity. Selecting breeding queens is almost
as difficult as picking one's ancestors. You
must begin several generations back. In-

cidentally there are several factors involved

besides coloi\
* * *

I wonder if it would not be a great bless-

ing if every sheet-zinc honey-board, bound
or unbound, should vanish from the face

of the earth, leaving only the slatted kind
to be used. When inspecting recently I re-

moved two supers solid with honey, and
then found a sheet of zinc glued solidly to

the brood-frames. There Avere just five

holes open for the bees to pass through.

Methinks I recall a lot of talk on giving

bees easy access to the supers. Just what
constitutes " easy access " from the bees'

view-point? However, the bees glue up
the slatted kind in a similar way when left

on year in and year out, as so many are.

But it is possible to get off the slatted one
and still have it usable. Not so with the

sheet zinc. Well, the less said the better.

Memories of attempts to return it to the

hive at the owner's request are still too

painful.

Providence, R. I.

A BEE "INSPECTOR'S OPPORTUNITY

BY A. E. CRANDALL

A short time ago I took a trip through
a part of our county with our State bee-

inspector, and it certainly was a trip I

enjoyed. It was a warm sunshiny after-

noon, and apple-blossoms were opening up
in good shape; so you can imagine the bees

were quite busy, and it seemed good to hear
that contented hum as they got their fill

from those blossoms. There are thousands
of fruit-trees being planted in this locality,

and there are plenty of good-sized orchards
already in bearing.

We came across one beekeeper who had
just set 1000 fruit-trees; and while the
general appearance of his place was good,
most of his bees were in a variety of hives

and in bad condition, and still he told us
he had made money with them.

I have about made up my mind that bee-

inspectors must find as good a variety of
people as hives. To me it was amusing to

see the looks they would give the inspector
when he introduced himself; and, no won-
der. What would you think if a man clad

in overalls, and with sleeves rolled up,

appeared at your door with a hive-tool in

one hand and a smoker (a thing which you
never saw before) in the other. One woman
who was out in the yard when we arrived

"beat it" (as the boys say); and when
friend Yates went to get her name she had
disappeared; but the dog was inside of the

screen-door, begging to be let out; and as

we had other places to go to we did not stop

to mince matters.

Another place we Avent to had " some
bee-house " on it, and the inside was as dark*

as a pocket, and even on that spring day
Avas as hot as a fireless cooker. The two
ladies who Avere at home came doAvn to see

the "fun," as they expressed it—of course

meaning to see some one get stung, and
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A crowd of new enthusiasts.

wanted to know what ''that thing" (the

smoker) was. When they saw it in working
order, and realized how easy it was to han-

dle bees by using one, they saw the fun was
not all on one side. Mr. Yates left bulletins

on foul brood with a good many people.

I think the inspeetoi'S have the opportunity
of doing a lot of good for those who ap-
preciate their work. Their work is not all

" honey " by any means.
There is a need of education along bee-

keeping lines ; and to those who fear over-

production of honey from this cause I

would say, look at the work of our fruit-

growers' associations scattered all over our

country. They are creating a demand for

their product. They show fruit, talk fruit,

and even give it away at our conventions in

winter ; and by giving people an apple they

are creating the demand. I don't mean by
this that beekeepers should give away a

whole crop of honey, but a sample now and
then, put in the right place. I think it

would work wonders.
Another thing, we hear of over-produc-

tion of apples in some localities, when only

a few miles away the demand is keen ; but

the means of transportation are the stum-

blingblock. The qv^estion of distribution is

what is bothering some of our beekeej^ers,

and I think some fruit-growers also. Any
way, let us all push a little.

I am sending a picture of some of my
friends who came to see us from a near-by
city. It was with some misgivings that they

consented to handle a frame of bees; but I

assured them that the bees would behave, so

you see the result. The hive in the picture

is one similar to Mr. Fuller's, of Blackstone,

Mass., but this one holds 14 frames. A
gentleman 73 years old came to see the bees

one day last week, and I guess he was pret-

ty well pleased with what he saw, judging

from his expressions. When I showed him
the queen-cells the bees were building he

said he never before saw any thing in all

his life to equal it. Well, who did? The
work bees will do is wonderful; and when
spring opens up with all the beauties of

nature, and the bees start to work, one can't

help feeling that it is good to be alive on

this old earth, and be a beekeeper.

Berlin, Ct.

BY W. B. COZINS

' Concerning the smoke plan of introduc-

ing, I wish to say that I have introduced
queens into full hives, half-hives, and two
and three frame nuclei, with perfect suc-

cess except once, and I don't consider ihat

the fault of the plan.

I seldom stop the entrance, and never

unless there are signs of robbing or some-
thing else that is unusual, and I introduce

at any time of the day that suits my con-

venience, although I believe toward eve-

ning is best.
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The instance I wish to speak of happened
rather late, after the swarming season was
over. I had gone fishing; and when I came
home about dusk my wife told me that
tliere was a little swarm hanging in an
apple-tree. The next morning I shook them
into a basket and found them to be beauti-

ful yellow Italians. I had a hive of dark
hybrids that had no queen, but plenty of
lioney ; so I thought I would unite them. I

picked up the queen and smoked her in,

and dumped the bees on the alighting-board
and smoked them in. They began fighting

immediately, so I smoked them as much as

I dared to, and closed the entrance nearly
tight, and left them, thinking it a failure.

They fought all day, and were still at it the

843'

next morning; but by that time there were
only about a dozen yellow bees left. I felt

pretty blue over it. for I hated to lose that
beautiful queen. Two or three days later I

opened the hive to find out what was best

to do with them, and there was that yellow
queen with a nice patch of brood, but not

one yellow worker could I find

!

In smoking in queens I watch a few
minutes until the guards begin to come out;

then I consider the job finished unless there

is danger from robbers, in which case it is

necessary to watch until every thing is all

right or else stop the entrance with green

grass.

Hadley, Pa.

BY C. V. RICE

I am so much pleased with my cement
hive-stands that I want to tell the readers

of Gleanings about them. These cement
stands are of just the right shape, size, and
weight to be most convenient to adjust,

wherever the hive is placed. They are espe-

cially handy when it comes to lifting a
heavy super, as they take up so little room,
and allow standing close to the hive.

I make my stands 15% inches long (for

ten-frame hives), with a six-inch base, two-
inch crown, with concave sides, and in two
sizes, 5 and 6 inches high. By making the

sides concave I save cement. They are

neater in appearance, are easier to handle,

and will keep a drier resting-place for the

hive. The cement has a tendency to draw
moisture from the ground ; but the shape of

these stands gives them such a drying sur-

face in proportion to their volume that

practically all moisture is dispersed before

reaching the crown.

When placed on level ground a six-inch

stand at the back and a five-inch one to the

front will insure the hive of proper drain-

age in wet weather.

Pig. 1.—C. V. Rice's concrete hive-stands, and lonn for niakin
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One barrel of ce-

ment mixed in propor-
tion of 1 part of ce-

ment to 8 of coarse

sharp plastei'ing sand
will make from 175 to

200 stands. They ai'e

easily made, but
should be kept well

wet down for two or

three days while set-

ting, as it will make
them much firmer,

I was much troubled

with ants working into

my hives, as they in-

fested the old decay-

ing wood stands which
have to be replaced

every few years any
way. This led me to ex-

jjeriment with cement.

Lawrence, Mich.

[Mr. D. Abbott, of

Bradentown, Florida,

has been using a simi-

lar hive-stand for
some time, with this

difference. He places

a block in the form
that makes a notch in

the stand, thus saving

material and making a

much lighter block,

and one more easily

handled. Fig. 2 makes
the idea plain. He
places two wires in the concrete as he tamps
it into the form, thus making the block al-

most unbreakable. The mixture is just dry
enough so that the block can be removed
from the form immediately.

Mr. Abbott has also a ventilated cover,

shown in Fig. 3, made of a framework roof-

ed with corrugated iron. A separate super

Fig. 2. D. Abbott's hive-stand which requires rather less material
than the one shown in Fig. 1.

cover is not needed, for the cover boards

lie flat on the hive, and are eleated above

and below, the under cleats telescoping

down on the side of the hive to keep the

cover from blowing off. According to Mr.

Abbott this cover is light, cool, water-tight,

and everlasting.

—

Ed.1

BEE AND HONEY EXHIBIT AT HAMTFOMD, CONNECTICUT, FAIE

BY E. G. CARR

The 1914 announcement of the Hartford,
Ct., fair states that the management is de-

termined to make this the best fair yet held

;

and the exhibit of apiarian products and
supplies plainly showed that the Connecti-

cut beekeepers had caught the same spirit

and carried the idea to a successful finish.

While the poor crop, both in quality and
quantity, had a depressing effect on the

exhibit as a whole, the " Nutmeg " bee-

keepers were undaunted, and the 20 x 30

ft. building set apart for bees and honey
by the Fair Association was well filled with

exhibits, as, indeed, it should be, as $500 in

premiums was offered.

The competition in light extracted and
chunk honey classes was so close that it

was with the utmost difficulty that the judge
was able to name the winners.

Thirty-six one-frame nuclei were shown.
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In this exhibit were different races of queens

with their own progeny, and also a class for

best display of different races. In this

latter class were blacks, Caucasians, Carni-

olans, Banats, Italians, Goldens, Cyprians,

and Holy Lands. This exhibit showed the

]ieed of a standard of perfection in judging

queens and bees of the different races. To
illustrate: What are the prominent differ-

ences between the Banats, Carniolans, and
Caucasians?

In the exhibit of blacks the judge ruhd
out one nucleus, the bees of which showed
distinct gray bands of hairs on the abdo-

minal segments instead of yellow or light

brown. In discussing this later with tho

exhibitor he said the history of those bees,

so far as known, precluded the possibility

of any admixture of far-eastern blood, but

acknowledged that the color w^as distinctly

gray.

The catalog ruled that the first consider-

ation in judging extracted honey is body
and color. This brings up the question

whether, other points being equal, the light-

est-colored honey shall be given first in the

light class, and the darkest in the dark class.

When the judge came to the canned fruit,

pickles, and cake in which honey instead of

sugar was used wholly or in part, he soon

found that it was f.n almost impossible task

for a " mere man " to decide which was

Fig. 3.—Til. lin ( st.iii

il 11(111 cover.

better; and to show that Supt. Yates realiz-

ed what the result might be otherwise, he
saw that the judge had luncheon before
judging the culinai-y department.

The array of good things to eat in this

department gave one the impression that it

is a good thing to be the husband of a bee-

keeper's wife in Connecticut.

To be sure, one can get booklets of recipes

for honey cookery ; but the long list is

somewhat confusing, and it is suggesiod
that the recipes for the prize-winning cakes
be printed on slips of paper and place]
near the cakes so those interested might be

induced to try the honey cookery and thus

increase the use of honey.
Allen Latham, the original honey-sand-

wich man, was again doing a good business,

as was also W. K. Rockwell.

A NEW HONEY DRINK.

A new honey concoction was tried out, and
proved a great success. This is honey soda
or " honey fizz," as the " barkers " called

it, and is soda sweetened with about two
tablespoonfuls of honey and a little less of

evajDorated cream.

On Monday (Labor Day) Mr. Yates, who
h.ad the honey-fizz concession, ran off 2800
glasses of this drink, using eleven ten-gallon

tanks of soda, seven gallons of honey, and
four gallons of cream. Besides being of

pecuniary profit to the concessioner, such

departures are of value to the whole bee-

keeping fraternity in advertising honey,

and it is not unlikely that in time every

soda-bar in the land will serve honey-!lzz

and thus increase the consumption of our
product.

A. W. Yates, Hartford, and Allen La-
tham, Norwich, tied for sweepstakes on first

prizes, each having five, Mr. Yates winning
on second with three—amount $25.

THE WINNINGS.

A. W. Yates, Hartford, 1st on Carnio-

lans ; 1st on display of races ; 1st on display

of queens ; 1st on queen-rearing outfit ; ;>n

on Italians; 2d on Goldens; 3d on chunk
honey; 2d on light extracted; 3d on dark
extracted ; 1st on display of honey ; 2d on

display of bee-fixtures, and sweepstakes.

Total winnings, $150.

AV. K. Rockwell, Bloomfield, 1st on Gold-

ens; 3d on Carniolans; 3d on blacks; 2d on,

display of races; 2d on display of queens;

3d on queen-rearing outfit ; 1st on chunk
honey; 1st on light extracted; 3d on granu-

lated ; 2d on display honey ; 2d on wax.

Total amount, $96.

J. G. Griswold, Hartford, 2d on Carnio-

lans; 2d on blacks; 2d on chunk honey; ''d

on Goldens; 3d on display of races; 3d on
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display of queens ; 3d on display of bee-

fixtures.

Allen Latham, Norwich, 1st on blacks;

best 10 sections; best case sections; dark
extracted and wax. Amount, $46.

H. W. Coley, Westport, 2d on cs. sec-

tions; 2d on 10 sections; 1st on granulated;

2d on dark extracted; 3d on light extract-

ed; 3d on display of honey. Total, $39.

W. G. Ehouse, Bridgeport, 2d on gi-anu-

lated; 3d on 10 sections; 3d on cs. sections.

A. E. Crandol, Berlin, 2d on Italians; 2d
on queen-rearing outfit.

L. W. Adams, Hartford, 1st on Italians.

C. H. Clark, Cobalt, 1st on bee fixtures;

3d on wax.
CUTjINARY.

W. E. Rockwell, Bloomfield, 1st on cook-

ies and gingersnaps; 1st on pickles; 1st on
canned fruit; 3d on muffins; 3d on cake.

Mrs. L. W. Adams, Hartford, 1st on

muffins; 2d on cake; 3d on cookies and
gingersnaps.

Mrs. A. W. Yates, Hartford, 1st on cake;

3d on canned fruit ; 3d on pickles.

Mrs. L. E. Rockwell, Bloomfield, 2d on
cookies and gingersnaps; 2d on pickles; 2d
on canned fruit.

Mrs. Dickinson, Hartford, 2d on muffins.

NOVICE DEPARTMENT.
This department is open only to those

who have not before exhibited, and is an
excellent arrangement to encourage new
exhibitors.

W. Beeman, Bloomfield, 1st on sections;

2d on light extracted ; 2d on dark extracted

;

1st on chunk honey; 2d on wax.
J. E. Wallbehoff, Weathersfield, 1st on

dark extracted ; 2d on chunk honey ; 1st on
wax; 3d on light extracted.

L. W. Adams, Hartford, 1st on light ex-

tracted; 3d on dark extracted; 3d on chunk
honey.

A. Hoffman, Hadlyne, 2d on sections.

St. Clair Burr, Manchester, 3d on sec-

tions.

C. H. Clark, Cobalt, 3d on wax.
Special premiums for meritorious arti-

cles :

G. S. Whitten, Hartford, $2.00.

R. H. Noble, East Hartford, $5.00.

The writer carried away very pleasant

recollections of this short visit with the

Connecticut beekeepers at their exhibit, not

to mention a full dose of enthusiasm, and
feels like urging every State association to

" go and do likewise."

New Egypt, N. J., Sept. 16.

HONEY AND WAX EXHIBIT AT THE OKLAHOMA STATE EAIR

BY F. A. GAREE

The engraving shows our honey and bee

exhibit at our State fair this year. In the

foreground at the right is a large sunflower

made of beeswax. Next is a picture of A.
I. Root, framed in beeswax, and at the left

is the Lord's prayer, written on a beeswax
platter, with beeswax strung out in threads

and laid on so as to form the letters.

The centerpiece in the display is a large

frame of solid beeswax with frame of honey
in the center, and above it slabs of beeswax
and two shields. The eagle on the left was
made with petals of pressed flowers.

Noble, Okla.

.'K f i It p,JI II » r
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Exhibit at the Oklahoma State Fair in 1913,
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Tliree-year-old apiary of Frank M. Foster, Mt. Blaiuliaril, (

A GOOD START IN ONLY THREE YEAR^

r.Y FRANK M. FOSTER

I am sending a photo which shows a por-
tion of our yard, which we started three

years ago. This venture has proven to be
one that has given pleasure and that has
yielded a handsome financial profit each
year.

As you can see, I caught my younger
brother in the act of looking into one of the
hives. He is very enthusiastic over the bees,

the same as myself, and expects to help me
when I get my outyards established.

Mt. Blanchard, Ohio.

WINTERING IN LOW SHEDS; FEEDING LOAF SUGAR
BY L. C. LE MAY

My experience in wintering bees has been
very successful. I built a bee house or

shed facing the south that will hold six

hives, with the front end of the hives ex-

])osed-to the weather. The hives are spaced
about 8 or 10 inches apart, so as to allow

liacking around the sides and back with
leaves or other material.

The roof or cover is sloped a little to the

back and hinged on the front, so it can be
I'aised at any time to examine the hives,

and is high enough above the hives to admit
a full-depth extracting-super or two sec-

tion-honey supers. I make a light frame
out of y2 X %-inch pine with a brace across

the middle to strengthen it. This I cover

with ordinary wire nelting and fit it into a

4^'^-inch plain section-honey super so it will

rest on the tin strips that go across the
ends. If the screen is tacked on the upi^er
side of the frame it leaves about % or %
inch of space above the brood-frames when
placed directly on the hive-body. This
makes a fine clustering-place for the bees
in winter. By raising the cushion or pack-
ing, whichever the case may be, I can see

the bees, the amount of stores, and the con-
dition they are in, without disturbing them.

I have looked at my bees every month in

the year (always on a pleasant day) with-
out disturbing them in the least. If it looks
as if they were running short of stores I
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pul a Lew pounds of

cube sugar right on

top of the nettmg and

under the cushion or

packing. I have had

very good success with

cube sugar for winter

feeding; and although

some may crumble and

sift down through, it

doesn't amount to

much. It is not very

expensive, and saves

the bother of making
or experimenting with

other kinds of winter

feed.

The packing mate-

rial above the brood-

nest absorbs the mois-

ture tliat generates in

the hive, and keeps the

brood - chamber dry

and sweet all through

the winter.

I have never lost a

colony wintered in this

way, and the bees al-

\i'ays come out strong

in the spring.

I consider it a great

advantage to be abJp

to see the bees, and
feed them if necessary,

during the winter with

out disturbing them.

If the spring is very

late, oi the weather

is bad, I can leave

them packed in the

shed just as long as I

wish. This is a gi-eat

help in i-earing early

brood, and also secur-

ing early honey by
putting on a super as

fast as the bees need

it.

If the hives were exposed to the open on

cold spring nights the bees would not carry

Fig. 1.—01(1 box hive with a super maJe out of an old crock.

the honey above nearly as fast as when the

hives and supers are protected and warm.
West Hartford, Ct.

SOME INTERESTING PICTURED

BY CHARLES Y. HAKE

I am sending several photographs of

combs and old hives that 1 have photo-

graphed.
Fig. 1 is an old box hive with stone crock

for .sujjer. Ths mark X on tlie crock is

where a wasp has built a clay cell. The

two marks on hive-body are where two

sticks are run through the hive, crossing

each other to hold up the comb.

Fig. 2 is another old hive split in two,
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showing tlie two sticks

crossing each other lo

hold up tlie combs.

Fig. 3 is a view of

surplus stored in a

common box, used as a

super on an old box

hive.

In Fig. 4 the comb
with the large drone-

cells partly capped
with honey is a wired
frame that by mistake
I put in a hive without
any foundation what-
ever. The other one
is a frame that con-

tained a full sheet of
foundation drawn out

into worker comb. The
frame witliout any
foundation was at the

side of the hive, the

last frame. Had 1

made the mistake, and
placed it in the center,

it would have been fill-

ed with drones, I sup-
pose.

About iDorticos, I

will never be without
them. I am using one
in front and at back
for protection from
heat and especially

rain. In hot weather
I take the movable end
piece out for ventila-

tion. Before using

porticos in front or

back, I have lost at the

least a quart of bees from several colonies

when a rain came up, especially at night

Fig. '2.—Another box hive split open,

compartment as well as those in the super.
showing in the brood-

wheu they cluster out like a swarm.

York, Pa.

THE TEN=FRAME MIVE TOO SMALL FOM EXTMACTl
DUCTION

BY D. L. VPOODWARD

Mr. George M. Huntington's article, page
215, March 15, "Extracting from the Brood-
combs before the Honey-flow to Give the

Queen Room," is an incentive to me to write

a few words along that line. Right here I

want to say that I heartily agree with the

editor's note, that " locality is practically

the whole thing." In some localities it may
be necessary and practicable to extract be-

fore the flow in order to give the queen

enough room, and in other localities (mj'

own for instance) it is far from necessary.

My main trouble is to get my bees to store

enough honey in the brood-chamber to carry

them through to the next honey-flow.

For some time I have been of the opinion

that the ten-frame hive is not large enough

where running for extracted honey. If I

were to start all over again I certainly

would adopt the twelve-frame hive. For
me to change now would mean too gi-eat an

expense in money and labor, as I have some
300 colonies in ten-frame hives, and over

700 supers with drawn and wired combs.
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Fig. 3.—Interior of box used as a super, showing naturally built combs. Note that some of the combs
are built with two parallel sides of the cells vertical, and some with two sides horizontal.

With US we have the summer flow of

white honey and the fall flow of buckwheat,

the latter being the heaviest flow as a rule.

T find that, with the ten-frame hive during

the buckwheat flow in August, in most cases

where there is a good prolific queen there

will be from eight to ten frames filled with

brood, leaving very little room for honey;
consequently the l^oney all goes up into the

supers ; and if it happens, as it has for

several years past, that the flow shuts off

suddenly, due to o!ie cause or another (gen-

erally a drouth at that time of the season),

the bees will be short of stores; for with us

buckwheat is the last of the honey-flow ex-

cept for a limited amount of wild aster and
a little second-growth sweet clover. By
using a twelve-frame hive the queen would
require no more room for brood than in the

ten-frame hive, and there would be two
extra combs for winter stores. In the spring

the brood-chamber should be contracted

down to six or eight frames by using a

heavy division-board and putting the emp-
ty combs to the outside. In my opinion it

will not be many years before the twelve-

frame hive will have taken the place of the

ten-frame as a standard hive.

When our bees went into the cellar, De-
cember 20, they had several combs of brood,

and in some cases the queens were still

laying; but a number were so short of stores

that it was necessary to feed them.

My best colonies are the ones that have
jilenty of honey in their hives in the spring.

1 do not practice stimulative feeding in the

spring. I believe it is better to let nature

take its course; and if there is plenty of

honey in the hives when the bees come out

of winter quarters I'll risk but that you will

have rousing colonies by the time the flow

has come, providing you have a good young
queen in the hive. Understand that I am
speaking for this locality in New York.
As I have some foul brood in my apiaries

I do not feed much honey, but use sugar

syrup, as there is too much risk in feeding

honey from a yard where there is disease,

unless first boiled. Two years ago I had
considerable disease among my bees; but

(o-day I have only a few colonies affected.

In 1912 I treated over fifty colonies during
the season; but later on a few more affected

colonies appeared, and were treated in the

spring of 1913. No more disease appeared
until AugTist, and I thought I was rid of

foul brood; but in August, toward the

close of the buckwheat flow, I discovered

several colonies that were slightly affected

;

and as it was too late to treat them I re-

moved them from the yard, and left them
to be treated this spring. I am in hopes to

stamp it out entirely this season.

I have a simple system of keeping track

of my diseased colonies. Some who have

disease in their yards may think it worth
trying. T take some small-size roofing-caps

and dip them in blue paint (any color will

do) ; and when I discover a colony that is

affected, I tack two of these blue caps on
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Fig. 4.—The upper frame, by mistake, oontained no' foundation, althougli it was wired. Note tlie

drone-cells. The lower frame contained a full sheet of foundation.

the rear right-hand corner of the hive. If

they are only slightly affected they will

oftentimes clean up of their own accord

during a good honey-fiow. If so, I lemove
one cai3, the remaining tag showing that the

colony has been diseased but has cleaned up.

Such colonies are watched closely; and if

disease appears later, as it often will, the

second tag is again placed on the hive.

After a colony is once diseased one tag

always remains on the hive until the colony
is treated. In most cases where there is

once disease, and they clean up, it will

appear again some time. I have had slight-

ly diseased colonies that cleaned up and
sliowed no signs of disease tlie following-

year; but the second year it appeared again

much worse than the previous time. Of
course the blue tags do not tell what year

the colony was diseased. That part is taken

care of on a record-tag which is nailed on

the same corner of the hive, and which will

be described in a later article.

As this has happened time and time

again, 1 have given up letting the bees clean

up themselves; and if they are only slightly

affected, I remove the affected combs, re-

placing with foundation. I do this only

when there are but a few diseased cells on

one or two combs. If more combs are dis-

eased, I treat then at once, and put the

diseased combs away in a bee-tight room
to be melted up later.

1 formerly burned out tlie hive-body,





Till.' Blakeslee Farm Medina showing ilie border of basswoods at ihc left and the old .;r'?'*''!,'i'„.'^'i,'!,'i'*'''"'e which was used as power tor running the iirintingpr.

A closer view of the old miU is Bho»D un the cover of this issue. See editorial.
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bottom-board, and cover with a gasoline-

torch, where there had been disease in them;

but I have come to the conchision that it

is not necessary to do so, and have aban-

doned that part of the process. I know

that some of the old-line beekeepers will

scowl and shake their heads at this; but I

am confident that my bees do not get the

disease from the hive.

Clarksville, N. Y.

NEW APEAMIAN LABORATORY AND EXPERIMENTAL APIARY

BY DR. E. F. PHILLIPS

I take pleasure in sending Gleanings a

photograph of the new laboratory for the

bee-culture investigations of this Bureau.
This building has been occupied by this

office since July 1.

The laboratory is located in a suburb of

Washington named Drummond, across the

District line in Maryland. It is located

The new laboratory is a building con-

structed for private residence, but admir-

ably suited to our needs. We have eleven

rooms, basement under the entire house, and
an attic, hot-water heat, gas, electric lights,

water, sewer, and all modern equipment.

The house is located on a lot of about

three-quarters of an acre, giving us abun-

Experimental Apiary and Apiarian Laboratory of the U. S. Government at Drummond, Md.

about seven miles from the center of the

city, and the trip can be made easily by
electric car (Wisconsin Avenue line, run-

ning on F Street). Cars leave Fifth and
F Streets every fifteen minutes during the

day. At the end of the car line there is a

short walk, the laboratory being next to the

last house on the right-hand side of the

only street in Drummond. All mail, tele-

grams, express, and freight should be sent

to the Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C, as formerly.

dant room for the apiary and other outside

work. The lot was beautifully planted by
former occupants so that we have a rather

finished establishment and are not compelled
to wait until trees and shrubbery can gTow
before the place is attractive. The photo-

graph shows this, and indicates that our
surroundings are ideal.

The establishment of tliis laboratory in

the suburbs marks a large step in advance
for the investigations in bee culture of this

Bureau. We formerly had offices and lab-
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oratorios in (lio city with the apiary eig:lit

miles away. Then the wintering work was
carried on at the University of Pennsyl-

vania, Philadelphia, because of a lack of

facilities in Washington. Furthermore, the

laboratories in Washington were not all in

tlie same building, but were separated about

a mile. All of tliis caused a considerable

loss of time and useless expenditure of

money; and the placing of all of this work
in one place has increased the efficiency of

the work incalculably. The wintering work
will be carried on in the basement, and also

on colonies out of doors. The insti-uments

adapted to and devised for this work have
been removed from Philadelphia, and are

now in place in the new laboratory.

Having at last obtained creditable quar-

ters suited to our needs it will be an ex-

ceptional pleasure to have our beekeeping
friends come to see us. I have made the

directions sufficiently explicit so that we
can be reached. We can also be reached by
telephone on the Washington exchange
(Cleveland 998).

[A front view of the laboratory will ap-

pear on our cover for Nov. 15.

—

Ed.]

BAMK SHADE = BOAMDS TME BEST IN THE

BY JIAJOR SIIALLARD

I am sending two photos—one of oui-

Australian stringy-bark shade-board on the

hive, and the other of " yours truly " just

lifting one otf a hive. You will note that

I still use quilts. I think Dr. C. C. Miller

does also, so I feel that I am in good com-
pany. It is not wise to i^rophesy before the

event; but I think the bee world will go
back to quilts.

With regard to this stringy bark, it is

strijDped off the tree, the sheet Avorked about

over a fire, sap side down, and then put

flat on the ground, with weights on until it

dries as flat as a board. It makes splendid

dAvellings of a rough sort for the bush; but

ils i^rincipal merit is that it is a non-con-

ductor of heat ; and on the hottest day a

bark " humpy," if it has a dirt or concrete

floor, is as cool as the proverbial cucumber.

For this reason it is invaluable for shade-

boards for hives.

Australian stringy-Lark shade-board; cheap,
and almost perfect non-conductor of heat.

Major .Sluillard lilting one of the bark sliade-boards.

I am enclosing a third photo showing the

tree growing. The two stumps in the fore-

ground are stringy bark, and the tree in

the center is of the same variety.

South Woodburn, N. S. W., Australia.
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lABE BY L= L, LANGSTEOTM STILL IN USE

BY JOSEPH G. BAIER

Just to go the boasters one better yet

(best yet, I think), let me say this about

liives of ancient times, referring to p. 448,

June 15. I have several fhat I am sure are

over 44 years old; but one in particular is

made of the lumber that Rev. L. L. Lang-

stroth himself made with his own hands in

1851 at Flushing, N. Y. In that year and

place you will remember he had the support

of Mr. Parsons in his experiments. He ob-

tained permission to Italianize all colonies

near at hand. In the grounds of the old

Flushing Institute, owned by Mr. Elias A.

Fairchild and Mr. Allen P. Northrop, the

hives were all made Langstroth type by Mr.

The tree from -whicli the
is obtained.

Lang.slrotli personally. These same hives

of his old dimensions were in use till 1902
—51 years.

In 1902 I purchased six or eight of the

old colonies. I cut down the old hives to

present standard L. dimensions. Be it re-

membered Mr. Langstroth's first hives were
about two inches longer, about % or 1 inch

liigher, and a trifle wider than the present

L. hives. One of the hives had his auto-

graph and the date, 1851, in pencil on it.

But at this moment I do not remember
whether it was inside or outside, or just

where. I i^ainted my hives very well after

rebuilding, and have lost track of which
one; but I am still using the same hives with
a considerable number of newer ones. Those
old hives were almost identical in shape with

the dovetailed hive of the present, and had
a telescope top. I made most of them of

the same type, and still like it best.

Now whose hives are oldest? It looks

like one Baier (pronounced Byer) against

another Byer.

ANCIENT WAX COMBS.

In the ABC book, I believe, and in

Gleanings at times, I think I have read
discussions about how long combs can be
used. Well, when I started to run the

Flushing Institute apiary as the younger
enthusiastic assistant of Mr. A. P. Northrop,
I transferred a great many combs by cut-

ting out the best pieces and wrapping string

round and round for temporally suppox't in

standard frames. Some of those frames,

Mr. Northrop told me, were probably as old

as the hives, for he did not " tinker much
with what was working all right," as he

put it. I have some of those same combs
in newer frames. T have had them 18 years.

I am sure they were more than that old

when I got them in 1896 ; and, though there

is no positive evidence of it, I think it a

fair presumption that some are probably
the same as were used by bees for breeding
purposes away back before the Civil War
of 1861—many years before I was born.

New York City.

VAMOUS USES WHICH MAY BE MADE OF PROPOLIS

BY DR. L. A. SIMMON

It has often occurred to me that few
beekeepers know the value of propolis. It

is a resinous substance secreted by plants

and trees, and gathei'ed by the bees. It is

soft when first gathered, so that the bees

may use it to glaze the combs, to repair

breaks, and to stop holes and crevices which
are smaller than a bee-space. I have even

known them to cover the under surface of

a wire screen over a super, rendering it air
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and water tight. I'ropolis is antiseptic, as

are all the resinoids and terebenthinates.

Miicli of the secret of llie cure of foul

brood by the Alexander method is due to

the bees cleaning up and glazing the cells

with propolis. In case of infectious disease

in our homes, we clean house and fumigate.

The busy bee is none the less wise by in-

stinct. Give bees sn old moldy dirty comb
and they immediately proceed to clean it

up, and then varnish every particle of its

surface with propolis, nature's antiseptic

varnisli and glue.

When hives are neglected for a long time

the beekeeper is apt to find more propolis

deposited about the angles of frames and

covers than is convenient to handle. How-
ever, I am always glad to find a good

supply, and willingly take the time to save

it. 1 use it for vaiious i:)urposes.

PROPOLIS AS A HKALING SALVE.

When melted and strained it forms a

hard brittle mass. Melted and mixed with

an equal measure of linseed oil, and boiled

for a minute or two, it produces one of the

most healing salves. The product is not
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sticky nor adhesive like a varnish, but is

soft, melts witli body heat, and is velvety

and soothing'—an unexcelled dressing for

chapped hands or any abrasion of the skin.

This is a stock formula: Equal parts of

propolis and linseed oil boiled together.

SHOE-POLISH AND LEATHER-DRESSING.

To any quantity of this stock mixture,

add sufficient lampblack to give the desired

color, and sufficient powdered graphite to

give the shine. Mix thoroughly, and apply

with a cloth a light coat. Polish as with

ordinary polish, using preferably a clotli

polisher. This polish is water-proof, re-

stores the fiexibility and life of old leather,

and one good application a week is suffi-

cient. The polish may be restored as often

as desired, when the shoes have become

soiled, by rubbing with a polishing-eloth, as

it wears a long time. The first application

to an old rough shoe will not polish well;

but after it is worked into the leather it

Avill give a lasting polisli. This is a valu-

able formula. Try it, and I'eport results.

Auburn dale, Fla.

ALFALFA = GROWING IN ENGLAND

i;V B. BLACKBOUKN

As we grow a good deal of alfalfa in this

part of England, perhaps a few notes on

the question of when to cut the crop may
be of interest. It is generally nnderstood

that the correct time to cut it is just before

it comes into bloom. If left longer the

leaves at the bottom of the stems begin to

turn yellow, due, apparently, to the sunlight

being gradually shut off by the growth over-

head. The stems themselves become tough

and wiry, and in this state are not relished

by stock. The second cutting will also be

checked, so that it is apparent that there

must be a loss in every way, except, possi-

bly, in actual weight.

On the other hand, it should not be cut

too soon, as then the alfalfa will not con-

tain the same amount of nourishment, and
there will be a considerable loss in weight

when made into hay. The first two crops

are cut, therefore, when just coming into

bloom. The third and last cut is generally

allowed to come well into bloom. As this

is very much lighter, there is no after-crop

to spoil, and we aim to get as much weight

as possible. Owing to pressure of other

work such as harvesting, the last cut is

often left standing longer than it would
otherwise be.

Alfalfa is of very little use to o%ir bees.

There was one exception to this in 1911.

Colored plate of alfalfa from one of the govern-
ment publications in New Soutli Wales, sent by T.

G. Adamson, Nemingha, Tamworth, who also sup-
plied the specimens from which the color engravings
were made.
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Dasheens 6^4 feet in height, grown liy Bays D. Gather, Pell City, AIn.

We had a long hot dry summer, and the

third cut started coming into bloom when
only a few inches high. As the crop would
obviously be of little use for hay, I let it

stand for the benefit of the bees. They had
a glorious time, and I believe they obtained

a large amount of liuney from this source.

Except under unusual circumstances I doubt

if alfalfa would ever secrete much honey in

this country, owing to the moist climate

and the relatively cool summers.
Minster, Ramsgate, Eng., Jan. 10, 1914.

SHEENS SIX AND ONE-HALF FEET M HEIGHT

BY BAYS D. GATHER

I am sending a photograph taken Augu ^t

22, 1914. These are the dasheens which
were carried over winter in the dirt in

which they grew. The day this photo was
taken, some of them were very near 6 feet

in height. To-day, Sept. 5, many of them
are 6 to 61/2 ft.

In the picture the front shows the little

Misses Elizabeth Hart Gather and Eulah
Ney Gather, with Pays D. Gather and Bays
D., Jr., in the rear, all standing full height.

You will notice that the plants and the

dresses are harmoniously tropical.

Pell City, Ala., Sept.*^5.

A SIXTEEN-FMAME HIVE AND THE PROBLEMS IT SOLVES

BY J. E. HAND

THE ECONOMICS OF HONEY PRODUCTION.
While beehives do not gather honey, the

fact remains that economical methods of

honey production must I'esult from econom-
ical principles of beehive architecture. The
acme of hive perfection is not merely to fur-

nish sufficient room for breeding and the

storage of surplus honey, for, aside from
these, there are problems to solve that bear
directly upon the economics of honey pi'o-

duction, and the hive and system that af-

fords the most economical solution of these

problems will yield the greater profits. This

refers to the increase problem, the swarm-
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ing- problem, and the wintering' problem.

It is a deplorable fact that the hives of to-

day are powerless to solve these important

problems without resorting to expensive

equipment and excessive labor without due

compensation, for reasons that will be ap-

pai-ent to those who follow the trend of this

discussion.

TITE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OP BEEHIVE
ARCHITECTURE.

The habit of expansion and contraction

of the brood-nest is so highly developed in

bees that due allowance must be made for

this principle in beehive architecture; hence

expansion and contraction are the funda-

mental principles of economical beehive

architecture. There are two distinct princi-

ples involved, known as " horizontal expan-

sion " and " vertical expansion," and there

is a wide difference in the scope of their

efficiency. Vertical expansion is chiefly

employed to increase the capacity of small

hives by tiering up with another hive-body

—a relic of defunct sectional hivism that

necessitates extra equipment and excessive

hive-handling without offenng an economi-

cal solution of any of the problems men-
tioned ; hence a flat failure from an econom-
ical point of view. On the contrary, " hor-

izontal expansion " is the embodiment of

principles in beehive architecture that solves

every important problem with the utmost

economy.

THE HYPOTHETICAL QUESTION.

What is the orthodox limit of expansion

of brood-chambers aside from the solution

of problems'? And how much extra room is

required for the solution of said problems?
Owing to different conditions existing in

different colonies and seasons relative to the

amount of honey and pollen stored in

advance of present needs, and the amount
of drone comb, it is impossible to estimate

correctly the number of available breeding
cells a hive will contain without seeing it.

Tt is better, however, to have a frame to

spare than to restrict an extra-prolific

queen, hence in my location the orthodox
limit of exi^ansion is approximately 14 L.

frames, and an extra capacity of two more
frames is required for the solution of the

problems mentioned. Viewing it thus, the

10 and 12 frame hives are too large for

vertical expansion, and too small for hori-

zontal expansion and the solution of prob-
lems; hence they occupy an inferior posi-

tion in the ranks of economical beehive

architecture, for it is the purpose of this

discussion to demonstrate clearly that hor-

izontal expansion to a limit of 16 L. frames
is the minimum capacity for the more eco-

nomical solution of the problems mentioned.

TPIE SWARMING PROBLEM.

Having completed the circle of my expe-

rience covering a period of 40 years, dur-

ing which time I have practiced many dif-

ferent methods of swarm prevention, I am
in position to say with a tolerable degi-ee

of certainty that economical swarm preven-

tion is not a matter of hives or excessive

manipulation in shake swarming, removing
brood, etc., but, rather, of correct methods
of requeening that practically eliminate

manipulation, and here is the method : At
the approach of clover bloom place all colo-

nies in condition to enter supers by uniting

and equalizing, and at the beginning of

harvest remove the queen and two frames
of brood from a sixteen-frame colony, plac-

ing them in an eight-frame hive made of

half-inch material, and 12 inches deep.

Place a ripe queen-cell in a cell-protector,

between the combs of a queenless colony,

removing any queen-cells that may be found
while looking for the queen. This will pro-

hibit swarms while keeping the brood in

tact, and maintain a normal queen-right

condition — a psychological condition of

contentment and satisfaction that encour-

ages bees to do their best work and lay the

foundation for a simple solution of the in-

crease problem.

THE INCREASE PROBLEM.

Unlike the swarming problem, the in-

crease problem is purely a matter of bee-

hive architecture relative to size, for extra

large hives are imperative, and here is the

method : At the close of basswood harvest,

after securing the honey croj), cage the

queens in the nuclei just mentioned, and
take six frames of brood with adhering

bees, from each sixteen-frame colony and
place them in each nucleus hive, which will

now contain eight frames and the parent

colonies ten, and both have laying queens,

and will be in condition to do good work
on buckwheat and fall flowers. This meth-

od gives 100 per cent increase in connection

with a full crop of honey with little man-
ipulation, and in turn facilitates an equally

economical solution of the wintering prob-

lem.

THE WINTERING PROBLEM.

The economical solution of the wintering

problem is also a matter of correct princi-

ples of beehive architecture relative to hive

capacity and correct methods of expansion
and contraction; hence 16 frames is the

minimum capacity for the more perfect and
economical solution of the wintering prob-

lem. Here is the method : About September
20 is the time to place bees in winter quar-

ters. Choose a wai-m day when bees fly

freely, and place each eight-frame division
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mentioned under increase; hive bees and
all on the floor inside of a sixteen-frame
hive, the frames extending lengthwise with
said hive, thus creating a space of approx-
imately 3 inches between the walls of the

two hives, and the extra depth of the inner
hive creates a space of 2i/4 inches under the

frames, while a sixteen-frame super holds

7 inches of packing on top of the winter
nest. The parent colonies are treated m
lil^e manner without changing the outward
ai)pearance or position of the hives. A
Ihiee-inch flat telescopic cover keeps them
snug and dry, and the whole outfit costs

.$2.50 in the flat at a local planing-mill,

made from a good quality of cypress lum-
ber. This lumber is inclined to warp, hence
should be painted and corners double-locked
to nail both ways.

It is thus that correct principles of bee-

hive architecture minimaze the cost of
honey production by eliminating expensive
ecjuipment and excessive manipulation ; and
it is thus that the sixteen-frame convertible

hive is so thoroughly competent, and the

system so well organized in every detail,

that the solution of one problem materially

aids the solution of the next, thus greatly

facilitating the solution of important prob-

I'^ms. The fact that this hive excels in the
legitimate office of honey production as well
as in the solution of problems proclaims it

an important improvement in beehive archi-
tecture. After another season's experience
with these hives I can suggest but one im-
provement, and that relates to the supers
which have a capacity of approximately 90
lbs., making it .-extremely difficult to man-
ipulate the brood-chamber when the supers
are full. In view of this contingency we
are considering the advisability of using
two eight-frame supers with half-inch sides

which exactly fit the brood-chambers. A
slight modification will also enable us to use

them in winter also, and still maintain the

deep inner chamber. This modification con-

sists of leaving a part of one side open and
])lacing the open sides together on the

liives; this modification will be tested next

season. Meantime, what few colonies we
keep are all in sixteen-frame convertible

hives. My brother beekeepers, it is your
privilege to eliminate winter losses and
minimize the cost of honey production

through correct principles of beehive arch-

itecture.

Birmingham, Ohio.

THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF BEEHIVES

e Hive AllowEsig line Super
to tlie Brood=coinni!b§ if Desired

BY CHARLIE A. BROWN

The ideal hive is that one which gives to

the bees a substantial home, and at the

same time yields to man the greatest conve-
nience in management of the bees. Doubt-
less a hollow tree, with sufficient space for

a large colony, is an ideal home for the

bees so far as their own welfare is con-

cerned. It is warm in winter, cool in sum-
mer, with half-decayed wood to absorb the

excess of moisture. But for man's conve-

nience and iDrofit bees must be kept in some
sort of hive. Many different kinds of homes
for the bees have been invented and are in

use; but, so far as I am able to discover,

there are only about three separate princi-

l>les involved in all of tliese, the Aspinwall
liive being an exception.

These three principles or ideas in hive

construction are, perhaps, best represented
by square frames, oblong frames, and sec-

tional hive-bodies. For the last few years
1 have had in use all three kinds, and I am
satisfied that none of the three is just the

ideal.

My sectional hives have frames 7% deep,

Langstroth length. Such hives in Texas,

working for bulk comb honey, may be all

right ; but for California, running for ex-

tracted honey, I don't like them.

I also have in use 200 hives with frames
ll%xll%, 1,3 to the body. These make a

good brood-nest; but I do not like the

square frames for extracting purposes.

There is no use offering reasons for not

fancying either of the above styles of hives,

as the arguments against them are well

known to the beekeeping public; and it is

pretty certain that neither of them will ever

become the universal hive.

The Langstroth frame, to my mind, is the

ideal except for one little thing. In fact,

so far as the frame itself is concerned it is

just about the right shape and size for

handling; and in actual practice bees win-
ter and breed as well on Langsti'oth combs
as any other. My objection is this : A square
liive made to hold frames of Langstroth

dimensions is too big to handle, and tliat
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brings me to (he point where I must tell

you that 1 believe the ideal hive, when dis-

covered, will be a square one, about Lang-
stroth depth. Now, don't be too hasty in

your conclusions. " There's a reason."

All are agreed, I think, that the ten-

frame L. hive leaves something to be de-

sired. The eight-frame is not wortii con-

sidering. It comes i^retty near being no
hive at all ; and if the ten-frame L. hive is

not ideal, is the 11, 12, or 13 frame what
we want? I do not think that any of them
are ideal; but I do think they will be, and
rightfully so, the universally used hive un-

less a practically perfect one is found.

In working for extracted honey I have
found that bees, in a good honey-flow, with
the combs in the super running at right

angles with those in the brood-chamber, are

inclined to till and cap the outside combs
first, finishing toward the center. If, by
having the section-holders run crosswise of

the combs below, they will do this when
producing comb honey, we have found
something worth knowing. I have never

known bees to make ready for swarming
with empty comb right over their brood

unless a queen-excluder happened to be be-

tween the two bodies; but it is no uncom-
mon thing for them to swarm with an

empty comb at the sides of the hive. Now,
if it is a fact that they will not swarm with

empty comb over their brood-nest (and I

believe that undtr ordinary circumstances

it is a fact), and if, later in the season,

after they have settled down to work in the

section-super, they will not swarm with the

sections of foundation over the center of

the brood-nest, it is certainly very desirable

to have them work from the outside toward
the center, for in that case we can always
give room and prevent them from ever

getting the central part of the super fin-

ished until the season is closing.

I have never known bees to work from
the outside toward the center except when
the combs in the super run at right angles

to those in the brood-chamber; hence my
belief that the hive ideal will be a square

one (about Langstroth depth), so that su-

pers may be turned either way. A hive 20
x20 in., which would be a square Lang-
stroth, would take 13 frames. Such a hive

is too large. I venture to say that very
few people would want one of that size.

Further, there are very few queens that

could keep such a hive filled with brood

—

not one in a hundred, I think.

Three years ago, when I had come to the

conclusion that a square hive would possess

advantages not found in any other, 1 made
one, 18^4 >^' T-8%j outside measure; cut down
in length enough of the regular L. frames
to fill the bodies, which just nicely take 12
frame.s in the brood-chamber (of course I

use less in the supers), and so far I am
highly pleased with that hive. It is about

the limit in size, being equal to an eleven-

frame Langstroth, which is just about rignt

for the average good queen.

The best queens I have been able to jiro-

duee will use from nine to eleven L. frames

if they can have their own way. If I were
starting again into beekeeping I should

want either an eleven-frame Langstrotii or

the 18%xl8% square hive.

Any hive, to become the universal one,

must be large enough to give reasonable

chance for swarm control; it must carry an

extracting-super, the combs of which are

interchangeable with those of the brood-

chamber; and if with this square hive one

can put bait sections in the four corners of

the section supers, and thus have the bees

work from the outside to the center, as they

do with extracting-combs, in a good flow

I certainly think the square hive will make
good with all who try it. Why bees are in-

clined to work from outside to center when
super combs run crosswise to the ones be-

low, I don't know. There are many facts in

nature for which human beings cannot

account. During a slow flow bees are more
inclined to put the honey directly over the

brood-nest, even with this cross-comb ar-

rangement ; but not so in a fast flow—espe-

cially if the brood-combs are at right paral-

lel angles with the entrance.

I wish that some of our leading comb-
honey producers, or, more properly speak-

ing, section-honey producers, would try

this hive, 18%^xl8%x9% deep, outside mea-
sure, holding 12 frames 9V8xl6%. Place it

on the bottom-board with frames parallel

to the entrance, or try it both ways, remem-
bering that the combs or section-holders in

the super must run crosswise of the combs
below. Put the bait sections in the corners,

and note what happens. If the bees will

work from the outside to the center in sec-

tion supers, I think possibly it will prove
to be the hive ideal, for it is large enough,

though I think not too large to be practical.

The frame, I think, is not enough smaller

to lose any of the Langstroth principle;

and if ever any hive proves to be superior

to a ten or eleven frame Langstroth, I make
a guess that it will be just such a hive.

Pirn, Cal.
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STANDARD HIVE

BY A. N. CLARK

The ten-frame liive-bocly has long been
the most popular general-purpose hive for

those producing both comb and extracted

honey in the same apiary, and may long
continue in this role, while the eight-frame
size leads among comb-honey specialists.

But the extracted-honey specialists, wlio

realize that both eight and ten frame larood-

chambers are too small for them, are using,

some twelve, some fourteen, and a few sev-

enteen, frames. As yet we have no recog-

nized standard above ten frames. The time
seems ripe for such a standard. What shall

it be?
The eight and ten frame hives are 20

inches long, outside measure, so I suggest
that the larger hive for extracted-honey
specialists be made 20 x 20 outside measure.

_ Such a hive-body holds thirteen frames.

Being square it can stand on the bottom-
board with frames either at right angles to

entrance or parallel to entrance; and this

adaptability to quarter rotation on bottom-
board is no small advantage.

Mr. A. C. Miller places frames parallel

with entrance; most other people place

them at right angles to the entrance; but if

one can place them either way as he may
elect, without any change in bottom-board
construction, you will see a number of bee-
keepers following Mr. Miller's plan at least

a part of the year.

Some extracted specialists, like Mr. Hol-
termann, for instance, use a twelve-frame
body ; but why not make it one frame more
and have the advantages of a square body?

I do not believe that thirteen frames is

too large for a fairly good queen in an
average locality. The best yield per colony,

and least labor per pound of honey, that I

ever obtained, was from hives with fourteen

frames in the brood-chamber.

Other advantages of the 20 x 20 body are

stability against wind, and symmetrical ap-

pearance; a two-story hive being an exact

cube, 20 X 20 X 20, when the cover is %, and
zinc-excluder rim %. Who can imagine a

more practical and sensible shape than a

cube for economy of construction, manipu-
lation, and saving of bee travel?

Lansing, Mich.

THE POSITION OF THE HIVES IN THE APIARY AND THE HANDLING
OF HONEY
BY THE OUTLAW

With my bees on the roof, the accessibil-

ity of the bees and the handling of the

surplus honey could not very well be mo^e
inconvenient. But as with me it is only a

hobby, and the matter of using a little

surplus energy, these points are not essen-

tial. I should hardly care to change them,

even if I could. In pondering over the

above facts, I think I have discovered a

reason why apiarists throughout the coun-
try have their hives situated in awkward
places, and use the crudest kind of methods
in handling surplus honey. This reason is

that most beekeepers start with a colony or

two ; and the manner in which the honey is

handled, and the situation of the hive, are

of minor importance. As time goes on,

and the number of their hives increases,

they continue in the manner to which they
have become aceiastomed. An example is

the manner of handling honey as advocated
by the late Mr. Alexander. He carried

combs, when extracting, in a box in his

hand, and poked them through a hole in

the side of his honey-house, and advocated

it as a good method of handling honey. At
several large apiaries in California which
I visited several years ago I found that

two boxes the size of supers were fastened

on the bed of a wheelbarrow. In these were
placed the combs on taking them otf the

hive. On entering the honey-house, the full

combs were removed and replaced with

empty frames, the boxes being nailed to the

wheelbarrow.
In the arrangement of the apiaries

throughout the country are continually

found examj^les of the worst possible meth-

ods. Some place the hives in inaccessible

places, or on ground which is so rough that

it is almost impossible to run a wheelbar-

row ; or, again, you find the hives so close

together that they have to be worked from
the back instead of the side, or else scat-

tered out from 10 to 20 feet apart. Again,

we find them so situated that, when working
one row of hives, the apiarist is dii'ectly in

the flight of the bees from another row. A
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good deal of space might be used in discuss-

ing the bad features found in the foregoing

illustrations; but I consider it far better, in

place of so doing, to give my idea as to the

points that should be observed in the ar-

rangement of the hives and the manner of

liandling the j^roduets.

REQUISITES OF A PROPERLY ARRANGED APIARY.

The first requisite in arranging the hives

is to have them so situated that it is always

possible to work toward the honey-house.

At some seasons of the year it is often nec-

essary to go over 15 or 20 hives before

securing a load of honey; and the distance

that the comjaleted load is to be conveyed
will amount to co^isiderable, dejDending on
whether the distance traveled is away from
or toward the honey-house. This problem
is easily solved by having the rows of colo-

nies radiate from the door of the honey-

house, and then always going to the far end

of the row and working back. Another
feature is to place the colonies, whenever
possible, in double rows, back to back, and
at a distance of 5 or 6 feet from the back
of one row to the back of the other. Al-

though this plan may not be feasible in

many northern localities, there is no reason

why a colony in any of the southern coun-

tries should be placed otherwise. Were I

to have the management of an apiary in

the North to-day I would at least try the

experiment of having rows of colonies

turned back to back during the summer
months, then turned so as to face east or

south during the winter months. I know
that many will object to the foregoing, there

being a prevalent idea that entrances open-
ing otherwise than to the sun, or if the

colonies are placed in the shade, they do not

give as good results; but I think this is in

a great measure a fallacy. I once paid
particular attention to some 150 colonies, 75

of whicli were in the sun and facing the

south, and the other 75 being in the shade
and facing north; and the result of my
observation was that one row of colonies

did just as well as the other. At another
time, in one of the Western States, I became
acquainted with a man who was, and still

is, an extensive producer of honey. He
had been a student under James Heddon,
and used often to tell the story of how
Heddon had a colony under an apple-tree.

The colony was absolutely worthless—never
did produce a pound of surplus honey. It

was the custom of Heddon to send the

students to examine that colony and then

ask for a report. On being told that the

colony was doing nothing, he would tell the

students that the reason was that the colony
was situated in the shade. On this same

point, however, during the season of which
I speak, and at an apiary managed by a

former student of Heddon, strong evidence

was brought to this man to show that there

is very little in the shade theory. As it

liappened, he took an apiary belonging to a

farmer to run on shares. The farmer had
started his apiary by catching runaway
swarms, and knew nothing of beekeeping.

However, he had bought hives already fitted

with foundation starters, and his bees had
fairly straight sets of combs. All the colo-

nies Avere placed beneath apple-trees—big

spreading trees which had never been prun-
ed. In fact, the hives were situated in

about as dense shade as it is possible to

find. Now, whether it was the fact that

these bees were situated in the shade, or

whether it was a good honey locality, or

whether they were a particularly good strain

of bees, is something I cannot definitely

state ; but I do know as a fact that these

bees, per colony, produced about double the

yield of those of the other apiaries managed
by the gentleman in question, and he man-
aged some 14 apiaries. Not only that, they

continued to do so over a period of years.

HANDLING HONEY PROM THE HIVE TO THE
HONEY-HOUSE.

In the manner of handling honey, the

l^lace where system and appliances count

the most is in a yard that is run for extract-

ed honey. The first thing to be considered

is the vehicle, as I do not consider the Arm-
strong (Alexander) method worthy of con-

sideration. To my mind, there is nothing

that is to be compared with a wheelbarrow
of the Daisy type. The average man can

with ease handle four full ten-frame supers

of honey, and can go over the gi'ound with

more speed and ease than is possible with

any wagon or cart. In some apiaries I have

found it the custom to wheel one super at a

time, in others two, and, again, I know some
husky fellows who never think of starting

for the honey-house without six full supers

of honey as their load. The best manner
of arranging the super on a wheelbarrow
that I know (and I think I have seen and
tested every possible arrangement) is to

place the supers in two tiers, the combs run-

ning crosswise of the wheelbarrow. If an
ordinary Daisy wheelbarrow is used a brace

should be placed perpendicular to the bed

of the wheelbarrow against which the

supers rest, and should extend about two
inches above the second super.

Perhaps it will not be out of place to

describe the method of filling the supers.

To start, remove the top super of the front

tier, thereby exi3osing the bottom super.

Shove all the combs to the back of the
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A new and simpler way of making chaff division boards. See editorial.

super toward the handles of the wheelbar-

row, leaving' the forward part empty so that

the full combs of honey can be placed there,

making one movement from the hive with

the frame of honey and taking an empty
frame on the return motion to the hive.

When the bottom super is filled, replace the

super that has been removed and fill it.

The next move is to take the toi^ super from
the second tier .ind place it on top of the

front tiei", and fill the bottom of the second

tier; and here is where the two inches that

extend above the second super come into

play, as this brace keeps the super from
sliding off over the front of the wheelbar-

row when it is moved from colony to colony.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE INTERIOR OF THE
HONEY-HOUSE.

In the arrangement of the honey-house
there are several points to be observed, the

first being to have combs moved continually

in one direction, or, better, in a circle, pref-

erably to the right. When the supers are

unloaded from the wheelbarrow they should

be stacked so that the man who is uncap-
ping stands just to the right with his un-

capping-tank directly in front of him. The
apparatus for containing uncapped combs
should be just to the right of his uneap-
ping-tank, and the extractor to the right of

the uncapped combs. The extracted combs
on being removed from the extractor should

again be placed to the right, and in this

way every thing works smoothly, nothing is

mixed, and there is no lost motion.

Another matter is the uncapping-tank.

Where there are several hundred colonies in

an apiary it is advisable to build a big

permanent uncapping-tank; but where the

apiai'y consists of a hundred colonies or

less, such is not i\ecessary. The best tem-

porary uncapping arrangement that I know
of is made of three ordinary supers. On
one of the supers nail a one-piece cover and
then run a little melted wax in the cracks

so that it will not leak. On the next super

fasten a piece of ordinary wire window-
screen and place this on top of the first

super, the first super acting as a tank to

hold the honey which drains from the cap-

pings; then place the third super on top of

the second one, thus making it a convenient

height for the average person to work over.

On this third super should be placed a %-
inch board about four inches wide, cut so

that it will rest sound on the rabbets. Two
cross-pieces should be nailed to this, that

just fit across the super, thus making a solid

place on which to stand the combs while

uncapping them. This apparatus can be

constructed in twenty minutes by a man
who is handy with tools and makes an

adequate uncapping-outfit; and at the com-

])k'lion of llie extracting it takes only a fe\^

iiiuuii'iits (u make the supers again i-eady

to be used for their original purpose.
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Headg ef Gram from Differeinit Fields
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THE BACKLOT BUZZER

The last report from the amateur wJio named his

bees after the great European nations and fun: Uit

a comb of honey lyin' on one of the hive-i, v>as that

the Belgians were still holdin' out.

A New Reason Why Bulk Comb Honey
Should Not be Called "Chunk Honey'

'

Having about 1000 lbs. of surplus honey to 'sell,

I decided that it pays to advertise, so the following

advertisement was inserted in our local daily papers
with instructions to let the advertisement run 30
days.

For Rale.—Fine fall honey, goldenrod and Span-
ish needle flavors. Rich, thick, and delicious. Phone
your orders. Price of section honey, 5 lbs. for $1.00,
delivered; cliunk honey, 16 2-3 cts. per lb.

HiLLCREST Fruit Farm.
What was my surprise when a customer gave me

an order for 5 lbs. of section honey and asked what
kind of honey " skunk " honey was, as I also had
advertised that. Skunk honey I Upon investigation

I found that the advertisement really did read
" skunk honej' " for chunk honey. Now our repu-
tation is badly perfumed for advertising a really

superior article. I hardly see how a careless type-

setter could make a mistake on the world "bulk;"
l)ut chunk can be made into skunk, and now nobody
wants our honey.
Our exijerience has been that the average con-

sumer is not so critical as to the appearance of honey
as he is regarding the quality. We have been able

to realize as much per pound for bulk comb honey
in many instances as we have for section honey.

Tlie bulk comb honey was produced in shallow
e.xtracting-frameK, and sold in 3 and 6 pound paper
butter-dishes with oil paper for lining and inside

wrapper. We liave a demand for all we can pro-

duce of this kind of honey at 16 2-3 cts. per pound.
This is considerably more than the section-honey

producer realizes for his fancy white at wholesale

prices.

We find several advantages in using the shallow

extracting-frames with full sheets of foundation.

First the bees start work in them more readily than
in the section. Second, they are very easily re-

moved from one hive to another, and a few bait

combs are all that is necessary to start work in the

super. Third, the frames can be used year after

year, and are as easily stored as are the sections.

Washington, Ind. S. H. Burton.

Why Bees Leave the Hive to Die when They
Grow Old.

-V geiUleinan who was not a beeman recently made
this query, putting two questions in one:

" I have heard that old worker bees leave the

hive to die. If this is true, what is the physiological

principle underlying the act?"
To confess the truth, I felt that, to use a slang

expression, I was " up against it." The explanation

I made was that which has been suggested in our

bee-,ioiirnals by our supposed doctors of apicultural

science, that, when the bee has grown old, when her

wings are badly worn, and she realizes that she

cannot further do her share of the work of the

colony, she merely crawls out into the world to die,

placing herself out of the way of the work of the

colony, thereby ceasing to retard progi'ess. This

explanation in no way fully covered the ground nor
gave a definite reason, either to my mind or to the

mind of my questioner.

Feeling the importance of the question, or, rather,

of a correct answer, I began to tlieorize, trying to

find a scientific reason; for to my mind there is a

different dominating power behind the act than that

the worker leaves the hive to die for the reason that

she is old and not able to work longer, and desires

to get out of the way. The departure of the old

bee is due to the hostility of the younger bees in the

hive ; her leaving is justified, and transfers the re-

sponsibility to the inmates of the hive.

If, then, the blame is to be placed on the younger
inmates of the hive, the dominating cause is to be
found back of the bees which perform the hostile

acts. The bees would hardly chase out a faithful

worker ripe with toil ,iust for the sake of rejoicing

in the light-hearted act.

There is something more. It seems to me that

it is due to a physiological interruption of the bees'

existence, both mentally and physically, in compli-

ance with a natural law governing the perpetuation
of its species.

To illustrate, a hen does not sit because she feels

it her duty, but because she cannot help herseif.

When the hen has laid her quota of eggs, interrup-

tion, both mentally and physically, takes place. The
hen becomes broody, not because she desires to, but
because she is overcome by a natural impulse. Na-
ture designs this as a purely necessary act to per-

petuate the species; and to my mind just such an
impulse is the dominating factor governing the lee.

Bartlett, Tex. T. P. Robin.son.

"Laying Worker Caught in the Act"
In Glea.vixgs of November 15, 1912, p. 720, I

noticed that Dr. Miller had seen laying workers in
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the act of laying. I, too, have seen them laying.

I was looking for laying workers on a comb, when
my attention was attracted by a bee walking back-

ward. I watched that bee, and was surprised to see

her lay an egg, after walking in a small circle back-

ward. I saw her do this four times, and each time

she either walked backward or turned around two
or three times. She did not select a cell and place

her abdomen in it carefully, as a queen does, but
just pushed her abdomen in anywhere ; and she

took only about half the time to lay an egg that the

queen does. Douglas Brearley.
Subiaco, Perth, W. A., Nov. 12.

Honey xrom Bitterweed
I have made a few observations during the present

season that may be of interest to the beekeeping
fraternity. First, the drouth from the last of April

to the first week in July was so severe that wells

dried up that never had failed before, and farmers
had to haul water.

The bees simply sulked, and subsisted on what
they had gathered in the spring. No hive could be
opened because of robbers, and my table saw no
honey until last week.

In July we had a few light showers, and the bees

went to work on smartweed, Spanish needle, part-

ridge pea, and cotton. They stored about one shal-

low super to the hive of a very dark but pleasantly

flavored honey. Then the drouth returned, and in

their desperation the bees worked on the yellow dog-

fennel, or bitterweed, that infests our pastures, and
makes milk too bitter for drinking. The result was
sheets of the most beautiful honey I have ever seen.

It is clear, and of a bright canary color, but bitter

and uneatable. Fortunately they stored it in sep-

arate combs from the dark honey, which rarely had
a trace of it. We had to taste every comb before

uncapping, so as not to taint the extractor. So I have
learned that, at least sometimes, the bees store differ-

ent honeys separately. I at once replaced the beauti-

ful bright golden comb on the hives for winter feed,

three combs to a colony. I know the weed is not

unwholesome, for I have often drunk milk that was
not quite too bitter from it, and kittens thrive on
such milk.

THE BEES KNEW THEM.
One mure queer circumstance in line with the

color discussion has claimed my attention for weeks.
A dark bay mare with black mane and tail, together

with her almost grown brown mule colt, grazed day
after day among my thirty hives without being an-

noyed or stung. My hives stand in pairs with about
eighteen inches between them, and I have often

seen those animals grazing those narrow spaces, and
yet, so far as I could judge, the bees did not object,

and they are hybrids. My manager, who owns the
mare, thinks it is because the bees have known the
horses always, and the horses do not shake their

heads nor show fear of them. The most incredible

circumstance is that no strange horse or mule can
graze near the apiary, though outside the fence, with-

out being attacked. As Dooley says, " There ye
arre." No, Mr. Editor, you do not have to believe

this yarn. I hardly think I would believe it myself
if I had not seen it ; but it's true, all the same.

Florence, Ala., Sept. 24. H. A. Moody, M.D.

Use of Propolis in Dressing Wounds.
It would appear that some use has been found at

last for propolis, which we beekeepers could more
fully appreciate if the sticky stuff could be stored in

a mass in some particular place instead of being
smeared about. The following is taken from „he

Scientific American of Nov. 1, 1913:
"Propolis tor Sttrgical Dressings.—The resin-

ous substance collected by bees from the buds of

trees, and used by them to stop up crevices in the

hives, has just received a novel application in sur-

gery, according to L'llhistration.
" When this viscous substance is distilled in the

crude state there is obtained a brownish liquid of

unctious consistency known as propolisine. When
this is applied, either pure or mixed, with 25 to 30
per cent of vaseline, to the surface of a clean wound,
this is covered with a sort of isolating (insulating?)

varnish which has an immediate soothing effect, and
in whose protection healing takes place under the

best conditions. Parvel and Meyer, who have been
experimenting with it, affirm that it is very useful

in surgery, and, when used on battlefields, generally

prevents septic and infectious complications."

I venture a prediction that the supply will always
equal the demand. Now, who wants to buy?

Hoboken, N. J. C. D. Cheney.

Smoke Plan of Introduction Unsuccessful.

I note tliat Mr. Miller claims that his smoke plan

of introduction is always successful. It has been a

failure with me except in a few cases. Here are

some of my experiences.

On the morning of August 21 I removed one
laying queen from No. 78, and two laying queens
from No. .34. In the evening of the same day I

introduced laying queens from nuclei to these two
hives by the smoke method. On Aug. 22 I found
the queen in No. 34 dead, and queen in 78 balled.

I released the queen and smoked the bees and closed

up the hive for ten minutes again.

On Aug. 24 I looked into No. 78 and found the

queen still balled and queen-cells about ready to

seal. I smoked the bees away from the queen, and
she seemed to be all right.

I then removed the queen from No. 15 and intro-

duced this same queen to this hive by the smoke
plan ; but on looking into the hive a couple of days

later I found the queen missing and cells started.

I used dry rotten wood for smoker fuel.

There was plenty of honey coming in, and no

robbing was going on ; but there was some swarm-
ing. Robert Watt.

Mt. Carmel, 111., Sept. 8.

Cane Sugar Better for Candy.
In regard to the trouble so many have with feed-

ing hard candy, let them take a tip from a profes-

sional candy-maker, and use o^nly cane sugar

—

never

leet svgar.

Seattle, Wash., Sept. 11. D. D. Whedon.

The Honey Harvest

BV GRACE ALLEN

Harvesters of wealth of wheat, yellow corn, and oats.

Garnered where the heavy heat in waves of wonder
floats.

What have you in all your harvest, what in all your

fields,

Like unto the honey that the soul of summer yields?

There's miracle and mystery within your golden

grain,

The earth is in it, and the sun, and all the rushing

rain.

But mystery and miracle and rushing rain and sun

Are all within the honey and the tale not well begun !

There's liquid light that shimmered through the per-

fumed-haunted hours,

-There's essence of the romance and the passion of the

flowers

;

There's fragrant warmth and winsomeness, with

every drop agleam
With the tenderness and magic of a summer-hearted

dream.
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ouM m
We be brethren.-

—

Gkn. 13:8.

Peace on earth, good will to men.

—

Luke 2:14.

Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.

—

Luke
10:27.

In honor preferring one another.

—

Romans 12

:

10.

By this shall all men know that ye are my disci-

ples, if ye have love one to another.

—

John 13:35.

Our eldest daughter, Mrs. Calvert, always
has " good luck " with chickens. She sticks

to the Barred Plymouth Rocks, while the

four other children have all sorts. Some
of them have paid large sums of money for

the best grades of the ditferent varieties of

fowls. But Mrs. Calvert gets the eggs ; and
even while her hens are moulting, they al-

ways lay more or less; and when the neigh-

bors are out of eggs they can always get

some of Mrs. Calvert. 1 hardly need tell

you that the secret of this is that Mrs.
Calvert's hens are always well fed and
eared for. They never suffer for the lack

of water. They know her, and she knows
them. I think I might say they love her,

and she loves them, and therefore she gets

the eggs. There is one other daughter (I

will not tell which one it is) who also keeps
chickens, or her husband does—that is, he
keejDS them after a fashion. I do not think

he will get mad even if he should happen
to read this, for he is a great big good-
natured sort of fellow. Well, he is some-
times away from home, and the hired girl

is expected to look after the chickens. Now,
do not imagine that I am reflecting on hired

girls as a whole when I say this, for some
of the best friends I have in the world are

hired girls.

Let me now digress a little, as I often do.

When I first became acquainted with Mrs.
Root, when she was fifteen years old, her

good father did not take much of a fancy
to my jjoor eccentric self; but as years
passed, and I showed him the microscope
(microscopes were a hobby with me at the

time) he began to take more kindly to me;
and after Mrs. Root and I were engaged
he once volunteered something as follows

in regard to the young lady. Said he

:

" Mr. Root, you may be sure that no
person nor any domestic animal will ever

go hungry when Susan is around. Her
special forte is to see that every thing is

well fed and comfortable, etc."

He might also have added they will have
plenty of good water to drink.

I have told you how Mrs. Root " gets
mad " when she cannot have plenty of good
pure air. Well, it is so in regard to good
pure cold water ; and one of her hobbies is

(hat the domestic animals shall have plenty
of good water. If the horses are tired and
thirsty she keeps urging us to stop and
give them drink. If the chickens act uneasy
as if they wanted something, she will say,
" Are you sure they have plenty of good
water? "

Not long ago a pen of Rhode Island Reds
not very far from cur home rushed up to the

poultry-netting fence when she happened
to be near the yard, and acted as if they
wanted something. She crossed over to the

neighbor's, looked in the fowls' water-pail,

and found it was entirely empty, and had
been so, nobody knows how long. The
folks had forgotten all about the chickens;
and, although they have a larger flock than
Mrs. Calvert, if is the same old complaint

—

" the hens don't lay."*

May be you think, friends, that since I

am within a few days of being 75 years
old, I have forgotten myself, and put that

string of texts over the Poultry Depart-
ment; but don't you worry. I will get to

the texts in due time. But I have not got
through with pouitiy yet. Our chickens are

down in Florida. We do not keep any here

in Ohio, so we have to buy our eggs; and
the place to get them, as the neighbors all

agree, is of Mrs. Calvert. She not only has
some eggs to spar 3, but they are larger eggs
than any other eggs in our neighborhood,
always fresh and fine flavored, and, as a
matter of course, Mrs. Root went over to

get another dozeii eggs, and the conversa-
tion was something as follows:

As this is moulting time, eggs are up in

price. They are quoted at 27 cents. That
is what the gTocers pay. They pay 27 and
sell for 30. So Mrs. Root tendered her

daughter 30 cents for a dozen eggs; but
Maude said

:

" Oh ! no, mother. Eggs are quoted at

only 27 cents, and I am not going to take
more than that."

" But," replied Mrs. Root, " the 27 cents

is wholesale. If we go to the grocers we
have to pay 30 cents, and even then we do
not get eggs like vours here. You keep the

30 cents."

* While reading the proof of the above it just
occurs to me that there are two things I failed to

mention. The first is, that when Mrs. Root carried
them a pail of nice fresh clean water they drank and
drank and drank, as if they never would get enough
nice cold water. The second point I started out to

make is that the daughter Maude is a " chip of the
old block." (Recall what the good book says about
the " third and fourth generations.") May the Lord
be praised for the promising " chips " that our
good mothers have scattered throughout our land,
and, I trust, throughout the whole wide world.
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But Mrs. Calvert replied, "Well, if 1

lake 30 cents 1 am going' to give you more
than a dozen eggs."

I really do not know how they settled

their differences. I am not particularly

interested, in fact, in regard to the outcome.

What interests me is that Mr. Calvert, who
overheard the discussion, came forward at

this crisis, and, going up near his mother-

in-law, he looked down at her with his gen-

ial and contagious smile and said:

" Mother, if all the world could settle

their transactions in the way of bujdng and
selling as you and Maude do, what a happy
world this would be to live in!

"

Now, friends, I am sure you can see here

where the texts come in—the first one par-

ticularly, and I rather think all the rest.

If all the world could feel toward each other

as mother and daughter usually feel (and

all otight to feel), would not tliis world be

a happy one indeed?

When Mrs. Root repeated to me the little

incident it was a rebuke and a reproof to

my poor self. Once in a while I get to feel-

ing so kindly toward this old world that I

come pretty near loving my neighbor as

myself.

When keeping chickens down in Florida,

especially about moulting time, when eggs

hardly pay for the feed, I can hardly help

feeling glad when they get up to 40 or 45

cents. Well, later on, when the hens get

to laying, and the price gets down to 20

cents, I ought to feel glad also, because it

makes it easier for poor people, and I do

try to feel glad.

Last winter I was hunting for a peculiar

kind of clasp envelope in which to put the

dasheen tubers for the readers of Glean-
ings. After hunting all over the town, I

finally found something I thought would
do, and took a sample home to try. The
young printer (recently started), before he

found just what I wanted, spent quite a

little time in overhauling things on the top

shelves, etc. He was a busy man; and
instead of waiting for the few cents change
coming to me I told him to keep it for the

bother he had been to in hunting up what
I wanted. His face softened into a smile,

and he seemed astonished to find a customer
who was willing to pay more than the price

named, even if he did have to stop his

presswork to wait on me.

I have told you once or twice about a

beekeeper who w^s going to have an exten-

sive lawsuit with a certain wealthy man who
declared the bees a nuisance. When the

lawsuit was under full headway the bee-

keeper's daughter and the rich man's son
(regardless of consequences) fell in love

with each otlier. The two fathers stormed
and scolded; but llie young people came out

ahead, and the two belligerents shook hands
and became from that time forward the

best friends in the world.

You may suggest that it is all right for

relations to stick together and " do good,

and lend, hoping for nothing again." But
when 1 undertake to declare the great out-

side world should deal with each other, say

like mother and daughter, I have a big job

on hand. Yes, my friends, we have a big

job on hand, and I willingly admit that it

is something that can never be accomplished

in this world without " the love of Christ

that constraineth us."

Our various secret societies have under-

taken to do what we are considering, with-

out the help, or any particular help from
Christianity. But 1 object, and always have

objected, on the ground that all secret so-

cieties discriminate against some and in

favor of others. I always reply that I

cannot consent to join any thing that does

not embrace the whole wide world. I be-

long, body and soul, to Him who said,

" Love ye your enemies, and do good to

them that hate you."

Just now there is a lot of jangling and
dif(:erences in the way of getting the neces-

saries of life from the producer to the

consumer. If the producer and consumer
could get together with the same feeling

that I have mentioned between mother and
daughter, what a relief it would be! There

would be no room for crowding, no room
for bribes and bribe-taking, no room for

stealing, because nobody would want that

which he had not lionestly earned. Let me
digress again.

There is in the city of Cleveland a hus-

band who, with his wife, came here several

3'ears ago from the old country. Perhaps
on account of ijrejudice they had a notion

that our banks, are not safe. They had
together scraped together about a thousand

dollars, and were looking about for a little

home they could buy. To be sure and have

it safe, the wife carried this amount of

money in a pocket in her clothing, and in

some way the secret got out. Two burly

men invaded the home when the husband
was away, knocked the woman down, and

secured the money. Then a discussion arose

as to whether they had not better kill her.

for fear she might identify them; and this

poor woman, to save her life, feigned death.

One of the burglars suggested that he give

her three or four strokes with his dagger

to make sure she was dead. The other gave

her a brutal kick, and said, " Oh ! she is

dead all right. Let us get away." What do
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you think of the wretches who took the

honest earnings of these two poor hard-

working- people? How does it come that

I here are such people? and especially how
does it come that we have so many cases

reported almost as bad as the above, almost

continually, in the great city of Cleveland?

I reply as I have replied before, that it is

the outcome and legitimate fruit of the

saloon traffic. This Home paper will not

meet your eye, probably, until after the

campaign that is now stirring the State of

Ohio as it hardly ever has been stirred be-

fore, is over. While I write (Oct. 14), God
only knows the outcome. Now, friends, is

it possible that any one can vote wet who
has the feeling in his heart toward his fel-

low-men, such as I have tried to picture in

the outset between daughter and mother in

this little story? Is there any thing in

this whole wide world that will ever root

out self and selfishness, that will do away
with wars and rumors of wars, as will the

gospel of Jesus Christ that we are endea-

voring to plant among all people all over
this whole wide world of ours?

There is considerable complaint along the

line of the high cost of living, to the effect

that grocers are charging too much; and
when it is sifted down it seems that, since

the advent of the free delivery of groceries,

and every thing else, that grocers must
charge a higher price. To illustrate this,

yesterday's daily told of a merchant, I

think somewhere in Kansas, who had two
stores side by side. From one of them one
could order by telephone and have the stuff

delivered. From the other store, however,
he must take a basket and go to the store

and get his stuff, pay cash, and carry it

home in the old-fashioned way. Well, this

merchant advertised that one could have
every thing in his stock right straight

through at ten per cent less if he came and
got it himself and paid cash down. Now,
I think this, if it is true (and I hope it is),

is a big object-lesson.

A good deal has been said about buying
of the department stores. You know their

terms are, " spot cash first : goods delivered

afterward." They have no bad debts—no
losses from people who do not pay. Years
ago good Christian men tried again and
again to start a cash store—spot cash from
everybody; but it is a hard matter unless

you have two stores, as illustrated above.

J ust one more illustration

:

When I was a business man on the street,

my next-door neighbor started a spot-cash

gi'oeery. He sold cheaper than anybody
else. One day one of the richest and most
influential men in the town came for some

butter just before dinner-time. He then
discovered that, in clianging his clothing, he
had left his money at home. What should
my neighbor the grocer do? He would
have to make a break in on his invariable

rule or he would have to offend one of his

best customers. Pie chose the latter alter-

native. The butter was placed on the coun-
ter, and his good friend the customer traded

elsewhere after that. May God help us in

our efforts to solve in a Christianlike way
this unending stumbling-block of dealing

Avith people who do not or can not pay.

Suppose, friends, that not only individ-

uals, but great business firms—their rivals

in business—should feel toward each other

and do business with each other as do the

daughter and mother I have mentioned.

Would it not be a happy world to live in ?

And, finally, supjDose the great nations of

the earth should come to a point where even
they could deal with each other and settle

differences in that same spirit
—" peace on

earth, good will toward men."

WHEN GLEANINGS WAS PRINTED BY WIND-
MILL POWER.

When this journal was first started, it

was for a time done by the power ot the

wind. I think, friends, with your permis-

sion, I will go a little further back. In my
childhood I was very fond of investigating

the forces of nature. Close by my boyhood
home in Mogadore, Summit Co., Ohio, was
a little stream fed by soft-water springs.

As soon as I was big enough to play in the

water and build a dam I had a little water-

fall, then a waterwheel ; and it did not take

very much ingenuity to put a crank on the

end of the shaft of the waterwheel, and a

little later a rude sawmill was rigged up in

imitation of the water-power sawmills so

much used then, for cutting lumber. A
little later I read in the geography about
windmills over in Holland for grinding

grain and pumping water. I also read

somewhere, or somebody told me, they made
the sails of cloth; and as we lived on a

little hill where there was a good breeze, I

soon had a windmill with cloth sails that

would actually run my mother's old-fash-

ioned spinning-wheel.

About 1852 my father moved back to

Medina Co., where he had a little farm in

the woods. I think I shed some tears when
I was called on to leave the babbling brook

that ran my sawmill, and the ducks and
chickens I was already interested in. At
the same time I had made some progress in

electricity. I had a galvanic battery of

home manufacture, but it did not work
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exactly as I wanted it to. When I got to be

a little older, and got hold of the proper
books on electricity, I ran my sawmill bj'

electric power in place of the babbling

brook; and this last sawmill was fjortable.

I have told you how I took it around to

schoolhouses and gave " lectures." About
the same time, I constructed a windmill
with cloth sails as before; but I put it on
top of a pole and made it pump water from
our well, and churned the butter for my
good mother. With seven children to look

after she was very glad to be relieved of

any part of her household duties. At the

time I made my first windmill there was
scarcely a windmill to be seen in the whole
State of Ohio. I think there were a few in

the far West on the big cattle-ranches for

pumping water for the stock. My home-
made windmill worked all right and at-

tracted much attention far and wide because
of its novelty until a heavy wind blew it

down. I do not know but I shed some tears

again, even if I was a pretty good-sized

boy. But my attention was turned to some-
thing else until I got hold of bee culture, as

I have been telling you of recently. Durmg
all the years, however, between my experi-

ments with wind, and up to the time I had
a printing-press for printing Gleanings, I

was interested in windmills. I looked at

the pictures in the agricultural papers with
which I have always been in touch more or

less, and sent for price lists and circulars.

I have always had a great fondness for

automatic machines, or things that would go
of themselves. My grandfather on my
mother's side worked for years on the prob-
lem of perpetual motion ; and I used to

stand for hours by his side and listen to his

theories about making a machine that would
go itself when once started.

The first two or three issues of Glean-
ings were printed at our Medina printing-

office—a rather small affair at that time

;

but it did not suit me. I ached to get hold

of the type and the paper, and make it just

as I wanted it. I scraped up money enough
to buy a second-hand foot-power press, and
hired a printer to give me instructions. We
got on nicely until the subscriptions began
to come up, as I have explained ; and when
I was admonished that I needed some kind
of power, my mind reverted to windmills.

Little gasoline-engines were unknown be-

fore the j^ear 1875. I got hold of an ad-

vertisement of a windmill made, I think,

somewhere in New York. I believe it was
called the Halliday. The building I owned
was a three-story brick; and with the wind-
mill on top of the building I thought I

could get a pretty good wind. Sometimes

it was a little too good, as you will notice

later. Well, when we got it all rigged up
it worked tiptop except that the press had
a very irregular speed. Sometimes it was
v'ery slow work feeding the sheets of paper;
but before we knew it we would just have
to hustle to get the sheets fed in properly.

Then if the wind stopped blowing for an
interval the pressman had to stand still

and wait. To obviate this trouble I had a

device so I could run it by foot power when
the wind did not blew, and a sort of ratch-

et-wheel so when the wind came up it would
take the machine out of your hand, or

perhaps, better, out of your foot which
might be getting tired. Well, I greatly

enjoyed this until our subscription got up
to such a point that the press had to be run,

wind or no wind, to get the journal off on
time, and I was always a gi'eat friend of

I^unctuality. And this reminds me that just

a few days ago T happened to go through
the pressroom where the girls were folding

up journals over a week after the date they
should have been mailed. For a little while

there was a stir in camp in the way of in-

vestigation. But the men in the different

departments notified me that several obsta-

cles stood in the way of my hobby for

having the journal out " on time." We can
not run nights the way we used to do, be-

cause there is a law in Ohio making it

unlawful for women in this State to work
over nine hours a day; and they could not

put in green hands, because it is something
of a trade to wrap up journals as we do
now, without rolling them up.

Well, after I sat up nights to get the

journal off on time when the wind did not

happen to blow, a steam-engine seemed to

be the only thing that would let us out.*

Besides the printing-press we were begin-

ning to have orders for hives and frames;
and a Bookwalter engine was installed in

the basement. Tnat moved the pi'inting-

* Perhaps I should here remark that, besides
pumpina: water, there is one other place where a
windmill does very well—grinding grain. After I
got the machine in operation I was so anxious to
have it doing something nights and Sundays that I

put up a little building near by for grinding grain;
•and with a machine made specially for the purpose
I actually succeeded in having it do quite a little

useful work during windy days. It made very fair
cracked wheat and corn meal and various kinds of
ground feed for horses and cattle. As there was no
gristmill in Medina at that early date, the farmers
soon began to bring in their grain. But right here
is where trouble came. Of course every customer
wanted to know when he should come after his
"grist;" and I set the day far enough ahead so,
as I thought, to be sure; but when my "little mill got
piled full of grain, and the " wind didji't blow."
the farmers became disgusted and hauled their grain
somewhere else. The arrangement does very well
for a farmer to do his own grinding, but he can
not do much custom work. Since gasoline has be-
come so safe, cheap, and reliable as a means of
power, windmills for such work are practically ruled
out.
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press at a regular rate of speed, and I could

well appreciate the difference between steam
power and wind power for running machin-
ery. I need not take space here to tell you
that pretty soon a larger engine was needed,

then a bigger building down by the railway,

half a mile away, where we are now located,

and so on and so on. I felt sad to part

with the windmill that had given me so

much pleasure and satisfaction in climbing

all over it to keep it well oiled, etc. What
was the use of having a windmill when the

steam-engine could do the work ever so much
better? One of my good friends at that

time, a farmer as well as a beekeeper, offer-

ed me twenty colonies of bees for the wind-

mill that originally cost me between two
and three hundred dollars. He moved it

over to his farm, put it on top of his barn,

and used it for running his cutting-box,

grinding gi'ain, pumping water, etc. My
good friend Ed Blakeslee is dead and gone;

but the old windmill stands above the barn,

even yet, I suppose because it is less work
to let it remain than to take it down. On
our front cover we have a picture of it. I

urged the boys not to give the picture,

because it is such a sad reminder of the

days gone by. Its dilapidated appearance
makes me think of some old man who has

outlived his usefulness.

The second picture, given on page 854,

shows the beautiful Blakeslee home to bet-

ter advantage. On the left you catch a

glimpse of a row of basswood-trees. I think

the row is about half a mile long. While I

was planning my basswood orchard, neigh-

bor Blakeslee, an enthusiastic beekeeper at

the time, caught the fever and planted some
basswoods. His daughter, Miss Blakeslee,

now superintends the farm, but she does

not happen to be a beekeeper. She is in-

terested in growing currants and raspber-

ries. You can get a good glimpse of her

berry-patch with a white horse following

the cultivator between the rows. A new
windmill on a modern steel tower rises

above their dwelling. In the basement of

the barn where the old windmill stands she

keeps about 500 Wnite Leghorn hens. They
are kept there winter and summer without

any yard at all; and with her management
their eggs pay for their feed, and have for

three or four years, leaving a good big

margin for their care and attention.

Windmills are ail right for pumping
water; but since the advent of gasoline-

engines (especially if the supply of gaso-

line continues to hold out), there is not

much use of talking about wind power to

drive machinery. With the use of a storage

battery it is possible to get a steady speed

from the irregular and fitful blasts of win-
ter and summer wind; but so far as I can
learn there are only a few plants that are
successfully carried on in this way. With
the modern up-to-date windmills that are
not only self-governing but self-oiling, the
best machines are almost automatic for
pumping, and with a very little care and
looking-after they will last many years.

" BEWARE OP PICKPOCKETS !
" NO. 2.

This time I am going to say something
about the old-fashioned way of picking
pockets. Come to think about it, I do not
know but it is some improvement on the
old-fashioned way—that is, an improvement
made by the pickers of pockets.

Last winter, among a great lot of bee-

keepers who called at our Florida home was
a great big chap who, I fear, did not enjoy
his Florida trip very much, owing to the
fact that his pockets were picked of some-
thing over $200 just as he arrived at Jack-
sonville. I might have taken his name and
address, but perhaps he would object to so
much publicity. Why I speak of it now is

to sound a warning. He said that, just as
they arrived at Jacksonville on a crowded
train, somebody came along and cried out,
" Beware of pickpockets !

" Now, this man
had been in the habit of carrying liis money
in an inside pocket; but for some reason
that morning he had it in an ordinary pock-
et. Not long after the warning, " Beware
of pickpockets !

" the train stopped in the
Jacksonville dejDot. Two men came rushing
up the aisle in the car in a big hurry, just
as passengers were getting off. One of them
called out in a loud voice to his companion
a few seats ahead, something like this

:

" Bill, we have got the wrong car. Let
us get back as quick as we can, or we may
get left."

At this his companion turned about and
suddenly jostled several individuals in his

haste, and together these two managed to

make quite a jam and mixup. Now, my
friend thinks the whole thing was a put-up
job. The man who called out the warning,
"' Beware of pickpockets," expected that
every one who carried money would quickly
place his hand on the spot where his roll

of bills was placed (to he sure it was there),

thus giving the thieves the information that
he not only had some money, but just where
he kept it ; and the same man who called

out the warning was one of the gang. As
soon as my friend discovered that his money
w^as missing he hunted up the police at the

depot, and told them that he could identify
the men who made the jam. The policeman,
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however, quickly told him that that " gag "

was worked almost every day; and that as

he could not identify the two men wlio

really got the money, they could do nothing.

While the above is literally true, it tends

to give Jacksonville a rather bad name ; and,

in fact, what else could you expect in a city

that has pretty nearly a mile of saloons on

one straight thoroughfare?

There are several morals right here.

1. Do not think of carrying a hundred

dollars, nor even fifty, in your pocket.

Carry just what you are going to need from
day to day, and have the rest deposited in

some safe place.

2. Do not keejD any money of anj^ account

in a pocket easy of access. I carry what
little money I need in an inside vest pocket,

and keep my coat buttoned closely over it.

Of course, an expert in the trade might get

it even then, but I think not without my
knowing it.

3. Keep out of the jam. These fellows

purposely plan jams. If anybody seems

inclined to run against you, look out.

My sister, Mrs. Gray, one of the W. C.

T. U. women, and one who can not afford

to lose her money, was once getting on a

train in quite a crowd. A rude fellow

bumped against her. Before she could make
any remonstrance, however, he was gone,

and a little later she found her money was
gone too ; and then she understood why the

pickpocket bumped against her in such an

ungentlemanly way.
Before closing, just a word about pick-

pockets Avho get your money by skillful

fraudulent advertising. See the letter be-

low :

I see in your Health Notes of Sept. 15, 1914, that

you have been " taken in " as I have been by that

woman. I am hard of hearing too, and I bit on
glycerine and enserol that cost $1.05 at Steuben-

ville, Ohio. Now we are going to snow Coxey un-

der, and ballot the saloon out of this State.

Brilliant, Ohio, Oct. 8. S. Millysack.

The little book referred to above, contain-

ing the simple story of a poor woman who
had " noises " in her ears, should be shut

out of the mails; and the men who sent it

out, if they can be found, should be prompt-
ly punished. And I think, too, that some-

thing might be done to stop druggists from
keeping and selling much of the advertised

medicines after they have proof that these

are frauds.

DEATH OF T. GREINER^ OF LA SALLE, N. Y.

We are just in receipt of a notice of

friend Greiner's death, in a brief editorial

in the Practical Farmer, for which he has

been a valued writer for more than twenty

years past. Our good friend has been a

regular contributor to quite a number of

our best journals on agriculture, horticul-

ture, gardening, etc., almost all liis life. His
articles have not only been exceedingly

practical, but every sentence and line indi-

cated that he was in close touch with the

soil every d.a.y of his life. His brother, Fr.

Greiner, has been a frequent contributor (o

our columns, and J think Tuscio has been

also more or less of a beekeeper all his life.

Three valuable articles from Tuscio will be

found on pages 483, 568, and 656 for the

present year. He and I have had frequent

friendly letters for year past—in fact, al-

most ever since Gleanings was started. At
first we did not agree very well on religious

matters; but as friend Greiner was an ar-

dent friend of temperance we soon got on
common ground, and our relations in later

years past have been of the most friendly

nature. You can imagine how surprised and
pained I was to receive last summer the

following brief notice. I think there had
been some correspondence previous to this

in regard to this accident.
Mr. Root

:

—Radiograph taken of my damaged hip

this week shows that I am hurt beyond repair, and
shall never be able again to walk natura'ly or re-

sume my garden work. T. Geeiner.
La Salle, N. Y., July 25.

On the same day the above was received

I wrote him as follows

:

Now, in regard to your sad condition. I hope it

is only that you are unable to walk, and that you
have all your other faculties. If so, you can still

praise God. I am sure our inventive geniuses can
furnish you something that will enable you to get
around so you can at least oversee your garden
work, and may be you can do it still better if you
have more time to plan and arrange things. I sup-
pose you know what Terry said when he was laid

up one summer. He said he sat around under the
shade trees and made the most profitable season he
ever had, just by planning and bossing better.

If you have any means in your place for storing
an electric automobile I would suggest a little one
as the best thing in the world to get around with. I

use mine for running all over town, all over the
farm, from my home to the factory, and everywhere
I want to go; and it's really a Godsend to me to

keep me from getting too tired in walking. May
God help you in your affliction.

Medina, O., July 27. A. I. Root.

Almost immediatel}' I received the fol-

lowing :

Mr. A. I. Root:—I thank you from all my heart
for the kind letter of July 27, just received, and
for your kind and comforting words. I have much
to be thankful for, with all my afflictions, for I have
all my mental faculties and bodily health, except that
break in my one hip bone, and have not missed nor
failed to enjoy a meal for many months, perhaps
years. I still hope to be of some use and usefumess
to some one in this world, and to the world at large,

and have an all-abiding faith in the hereafter.

I would thank you for a little more information
about that small electric automobile. Who makes
them, and what is tne approximate cost? I have
often wondered why somebody does not make and
put on the market a low, small, safe vehicle of this
kind calculated for a single passenger.

LaSalle, N. Y., July 29. T. Geeineb.
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As I did not know just how he stood in

regard to spiritual matters you may imagine

how rejoiced I was to hear him say, " I

have an all-abiding faith in the hereafter."

I hunted up a second-hand automobile,

something like my own; but I presume his

declining health prevented him from getting

it. May God grant that we, each and all,

may be able to say, before we cross the

dark river that we " have an all-abiding

faith in the hereafter."

THE DEFEAT OP INJUSTICE.

In reply to my offer on page 781, Oct.

1, 2000 of the leaflets have been called for

(one good brother calling for 500). One
good friend writes as follows:

Kindly advise me what the price would be of

some printed on heavy white paper in large clear

type, and which could be framed if wanted.
Mrs. Prank Rasmusen.

Greenville, Mich., Oct. 6.

There is no trouble about furnisliing

these on cardboard large enough to be put

in a frame and hung up iu the home, pro-

viding a suffleient number would care for

them in that way. Again, it would be a

little more expensive to mail them if put

on cardboard without being rolled up or

doubled up. If printed, say, on ordinary

Gleanings paper, the cost would be but

little. If put in & frame with glass over it

this might answer about as well. If a

sufficient number care for it in this way we
will have them printed.

Let me say, by the way, that this editorial,

taken from the Sunday School Times, has

been already printed in Gleanings three

times. At first I was a good deal disap-

pointed to find so few who gave it any
particular attention ; but it seems to me
that from first to last, in view of the many
" touchy " people in this woi'ld (myself

among the number), there is a great and
increasing need for something of the kind

to be kept constantly' before us. We can

not get over the idea that we who are

followers of the meek and lowly Master do

not need to worry, even if somebody does

give us an underhanded clip. Some good
man or good woman said years ago (I am
not sure but it came from the Sunday
School Times), "No insult can be given

where none will be taken."
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bee business. He subscribed for your magazine,
iind the readin;^ is very good for him.

He has been a Christian boy, but he is trying to

get into business for himself, and I have been
afraid he would forget his religion. He owns 30
hives, and is working to get money enough to buy
100. We are not in a financial condition to start

him into a business himself. He must work for

wage-s, and the world's influences are great to drag

a young man down; so I was much pleased to read

your editorial in Our Homes. I know it will in-

fluence him, as he reads your papers clear through.
Mrs. Minnie Greeley.

Hanford, Cal., Oct. 14.

Thank you for your kind words, my good
friend. In regard to the young man getting

money enough to buy a hundred colonies,

please tell him for his old friend A. I. Root,

not to buy any more bees at all. With his

thirty colonies in your mild and genial

climate he can build up to a hundred just

as fast as he acquires the ability to handle

them. In fact, I am inclined to think he

liad better have only thirty to start with

than a whole hundred. If honey is not

coming in liis locality the year round,

enough to keep brood-rearing going, let

him buj' some sugar or cheap honey, and
feed them judiciously.

A mother's letter.
Mx. A. /. Root

:

—This is not a business letter. I

felt that I should like to write and say to you that

your magazine is very beneficial, and it is a pleasure

to learn that you are a Christian man. I have a

son just 21 years of age who is trying to learn the

UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRINK, KILLED
HIS BLIND V^IFE.

We clip the following from Collier's

Weekly for Oct. 17

:

THE MAN WHO MADE jrONEY OUT OF IT.

Out in Portland, Ore., one day last month, 0.5car

Harris, blacksmith, cut a woman's throat. The
woman was his wife, and, after killing her, he killed

himself. The murdered woman was blind. We quote

the Portland Evening Telegram:
" Harris had been drinking heavily of late, and

was supposed to have attacked his helpless wife

while in an alcoholic frenzy. That the wife, who
had been blind for some time, put up an unequal
struggle against the di'ink-maddened murderer was
apparent from the jumbled confusion of the furni-

ture and from the condition of the woman's face."

This fall Oregon votes dry or wet, and women
vote in the election. What will Oregon voters say

to the Harris case ? What do they think of the man
who sold Harris his whisky ? and what do we all

think of the cozy, respectable distiller of the whisky,

who lives on one of the best streets in his town
and enjoys the comforts of the civilized State?

Amen to the above. Yet, friends, what
do you think of the man who made money
by selling the whisky that caused the poor
crazy man to fight with, and kill, his poor
innocent hard-working blind wife who was
tied up to a drunken husband? Can any
church-member, in the face of the above,

think for a moment of voting wet? If you
urge that this is an extreme ease, let me
refer you to the average daily in our great

cities. Reports, substantially the same, are

coming in a constant stream where people

vote wet.
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eiGM=PMES§UKE GAEDENING
GARDEN-MAKING IN FLORIDA ; SEED PEAS, ETC.

I am sure the friends here in the North
will excuse me if, during the next few
months, I devote quite a little space to gar-

dening in Florida and other southern lo-

calities. Just now 1 want to speak of peas.

Every gardener knows that peas do not

stand hot weather. If you grow them to

advantage in Florida it must be done dur-

ing the cooler part of the winter. On this

account they should be planted some time

in November. If you wait until later so

they begin to ripen for hot weather in

February, March, and April, you will often

waste your time and seed. Now, during the

last seven years I have made so many
failures in growing peas that Mrs. Root
says it is no use to try any more. I will

tell you some of the diificulties. The seeds

that you purchase at this season of the

year are mostly old, and probably not true

to name. Besides, you will not get it

promptly. May be you will now; but in

years past my orders for seed peas would
be acknowledged, but dealers would say
they had not yet received their seed peas;

and when I did get the seed it was too late.

Besides, the price is often excessive. Just

now I notice that the Kilgore Seed Co., of

Plant City, Fla., makes a specialty of the

popular varieties of seed peas, and their

prices are only from 25 to 30 cts. a quart.

To demonstrate that their seeds are fresh,

and true to name, they have sent me sam-
ples with a request that I plant them and
report. Our gardening friends will take

notice that since parcel post was in force

there is quite a saving in postage (as well

as getting the seeds promptly) by purchas-

ing of some near-by seed firm.

CANTALOUP MELONS, ETC.

I have so greatly enjoyed home-grown
cantaloups in place of apples or with my
apples for my five-o'clock supper that I

have decided to try hard to grow some
cantaloup melons in Florida during the

winter. Therefore I am interested in the

inclosed advertisement which I saw in the

Florida Grower, especially as there seemed
to be a chance of having melons, more or

less, for Christmas or a little later.

Casaba Melon.—Plant now for Christmas mar-
ket. Excellent shipper. Seeds 25 cts.

Box 55, Bradon, Fla.

For 25 cents I received a little over an
ounce of melon seeds, which I thought

rather expensive; but the directions on the

package in order to grow them for Christ-

mas are what I value most. Here they are

:

CASABA MELON ; DIRECTIONS FOR GROWINO IN
FLORIDA.

Plant in the fall, just at the end of the rainy
season, in hills eight feet apart. Put four to eight
seeds to the hill, and thin out to two plants when
started. Plant the seeds % of an inch deep, and
firm the earth well. Cultivate and fertilize the same
as for watermelons or cantaloups. They do hest if

a shovelful of stable manure is placed in each hill,

this covered with about four inches of earth, and
the seed planted in this. They will stand about as
much frost as cabbage ; but if the vines are killed
by frost, pull all of the melons, even the half-grown
ones, and put them under shelter. They will ripen
gradually through the winter. They are ripe when
they give easily under pressure.

THE DASHEEN, AND WHAT TO DO JUST BEFORE
YOU HAVE REASON TO THINK THERE

WILL BE A KILLING FROST.
Mr. Hoot

:

—I am taking this opportunity to thank
you for the pleasure which I had from the dasheen
tubers which you so kindly sent me last spring.

They all came up nicely, and had large be'iutifiil

leaves, and were about 2 feet high when they were
killed by a heavy frost early in September. How-
ever, I am going to plant the tubers again next
spring.

Gloversville, N. Y., Oct. 12. Albert Milleb.

My good friend, I am glad you are
pleased with them; but I think you would
have been more pleased if you had cut the

tops all off the tubers before the damaging
frost, and used them for soup. You see

every bit of the plant is edible—that is, if

you cut them before they get frosted. The
tubers under ground are not harmed until

there is quite a severe frost ; but they shoUid

be dug and dried soon after the tops are

killed.

MOSQUITO-HAWKS; CLEANING DUCK EGGS, ETC.

I am a man old in years, but in spirit I am young
like yourself. By reading Gleanings I see that you
take pleasure in doing many of the same things I

do ; Iiut I am not a millionaire, and, like yourself,

don't want to be nor do I hope to be. I worship and
praise the good Lord from day to day ; am a strict

Prohibitionist and i,n ardent advocate of woman's
rights, including suffrage. I keep chickens and
waterfowl, golden Italian bees, and read Gleanings
all through, cover to cover, and am glad when the

number is extra largo. Now you know me.

I have discovered that the curved end of your

hive-tool is a handy thing for scraping the dirt off

eggs before wiping them off with the damp cloth,

especially Indian Runner eggs, which are very dirty

sometimes. You can try this quite easily.

My next suggestion: In last Gleanings it is said

that the " devil's darning-needle " or mosquito-hawk

causes great damage to your bees in Florida. Last

summer they came at my bees; and a yonug doctor,

an expert rifle shot, took his 22 Winchester and sat

down by the hives and just " popped away " at them.

He killed many, and they quit coming. There are

probably more in your beo localities; but I think if

you take a shot gun with smallest shot called "mus-

tard seed," and shoot it into them many would be

killed, and the rest would be scared away. I shall

try this way if they bother me this summer.
W. H. SiSSON.

Magnolia Springs, Ala., July 5.
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1 Day Less Labor in 3
Oliver Touch Saves Tons of Exertion

A gentle tap on the type keys runs tlie Oliver Typewriter
— a tap that equals only 6>2 ounces of weight. On the

average standard typewriter you must strike with a force

tliat equals 10 ounces to make the type print.

Tiius the Oliver writes with one-third lighter touch — the

lightest touch known. In a single da}^ it relieves you of effort

equal to the labor of moving a 5-ton load. And every 3 days you produce

as much work Avith 1 day's less exertion than on the average machine.

Yet clean, clear text and perfect alignment always—work you will be

proud of—work employers pay top salaries for.

The Silent Seven
Gives All This

Accept the freedom the Oliver brings

you from fetigue. Link your ability to

this master achievement — the new
Silent Seven Model. Visible readinff,

visihlo writinji;, rcgfular or Printype, in-

terchangeable carriage and the lightest

touch knoum..

li: lias the universal arranji^ement of

keys. Yet no other typewriter has so

few keys to operate.

Then too, it prives you the famous au-

tomatic sjjacer that advances your paper
to another line without your havine: to

remember. No other machine does this.

17 Cents a Day
New Book FREE

The price of this new Oliver — the
Silent Seven—has not been increased a
dollar. Yet we give you, by careful es-

timate, S5 per cent added value! And
we let you buy it on our popular pur-
chase plan—payments that equal but 17c
a day!
Send for the brand new Silent Seven

Book that fully pictures and describes
this typewriter. Let us fully inform
you of points that others dare not give.
It shows you why big business and small

—

firms, corporations and individuals are flocking
to the Oliver. A postal brings this book' post-
paid by return mail free—send your request at
once.

The Oliver Typewriter Co. Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago, Illinois
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EDITOKIAL. :
We have already sent one carload of bees

to the Dismal Swamp of Virginia, and an-

other one will follow Nov. 16. The freight

will be less than half as much as we paid
last year to Florida. The climate is mild,

so that the bees can get pollen and nectar

almost every day in the year. More anon.

As announced on page 857 of the last

issue, our cover for this number shows the

new apiarian laboratory for bee culture in-

vestigations under the TJ. S. Department of
Agriculture. This building, located in a
subui'b of Washington (Drummond, Md.),
gives far better facilities for experimental
work in bee culture than has ever been
possible before. Beekeepers of the coun-
try may well be proud of the new building

and equipment.
The experimental apiary in the rear of

the laboratory is shown on page 856 of the

last issue.

a Plain Simiple Hive is

LCff

Every now and then a reader of Glean-
ings discovers " something new under the

sun "—something that will revolutionize

beekeeping and bring everlasting fame to

the inventor. Others are more modest in

their hopes of the ultimate success of their

new-born ideas. Perhaps we may be par-
doned for otfering a suggestion. Miost

would-be inventors are doomed to disap-

jjointment. History proves that beyond
any question. Inventions in the bee line are

no exception ; for beyond the great inven-
tion of the Langstroth hive and frame, the

centrifugal extractor of Hruschlva, and
comb foundation of Mehring, no revolution-

ary steps have been taken. Many minor
inventions, and some of very great value,

have been made, but none of them have
yielded their inventors any considerable

revenue through the medium of a patent.

We do not wish to discourage inventive

genius and progress in search of better

methods for securing more and better hon-
ey. We shall welcome every idea that is

presented to us, and those that we consider
of sufficient merit we will place before our
readers. Many an idea has been offered to

us ; but because it never ap^iears in print
the introducer naturally concludes that we
do not consider it has any merit, when the
fact is these same ideas have been exploited
and described in the past, and it is ob-
viously a waste of time and space to exploit
them again.

Inventors are still inventing reversible
frames that were thoroughly described and
found wanting in the early eighties. They
are still inventing new hives, new feeders,
new foundation fasteners, new entrance-
guards, new drone-traps. Instead of being
" new," these things are all old. In most
cases these would-be inventors have never
read the text-books on bee culture. What a
world of trouble and disappointment they
would save themselves if they would only
take pains to learn what others have done
before they delve into fields that have been
thoroughly worked over by others!

We have before us a model of a hive, the
inventor of which regards it as something of
more than ordinary merit. It certainly has
some advantages; but the cost of it will

more than absorb the profits that such a
hive could make for the next ten years ; and
when we consider the uncertainties of the
honey seasons we cannot afford to load
down our investment too much at the be-
ginning.

As a general rule a plain simple hive

—

one that is light and portable, and at the
same time capable of expansion by putting
on upper stories—is far better than some
of the elaborate contraptions that have been
brought out from time to time. Father
Langstroth devised a simple hive ; but as the
years have rolled by, even that hive has
been made less complicated by omitting
l^orticos, cleats, and a big heavy cover. The
tendency of modern beekeeping is to make
a hive the body of which can be used either
as a brood-chamber or as a super when
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runiiiug- for extracted honey. Comb-honey
supers are just like the bodies, only half-

depth. The covers are plain and simple,

and likewise the bottom-boards.

In some localities double-walled hives

have proven to be very desirable, although

the first cost is greater than that of the

single-walled liive. But the great mass of

beekeepers are using the latter where condi-

tions permit.

Jo W. Ferree, of

We are sorry to learn that the president

of the California State Beekeepers' Asso-

ciation, Mr. J. W. Ferree, suffered a serious

accident on Saturday, October 24. While

riding a new motorcycle he fell from the

machine, striking his head on the curbing,

which rendered him unconscious. Mr. Fer-

ree does not know what caused the fall

—

whether he was run into, or whether the

machine struck something in the road. Some
parties in an automobile picked him up and

carried him to a hospital in Los Angeles,

where he' lay for three days without fully

recovering consciousness. When the bee-

keepers in the vicinity heard of the accident

they crowded into the hospital like a swarm
of bees, every one anxious to know the

result of his injuries. We are happy to

state that Pres. Ferree is now on the way
to complete recovery.

to a

The name of W. W. Cary, Sr., is closely

associated with that of L. L. Langstroth

when the latter was perfecting his hive at

tlie home of the former. A full account of

this was given on page 853, 1913. The

elder W. W. Cary died in 1884, and his

obituary was written by father Langstroth

himself in Gleanings for 1886, page 11.

A son, W. W. Cary, Jr., then took up the

business of keeping bees and of the making

of cider vinegar. He in turn handed his

mantle down to his son, Herbert F. Cary,

and his son-in-law, Earl M. Nichols, of

Lyonsville, Mass. These boys have been

doing a nice business in selling bees and

queens, beekeepers' supplies, and pure cider

vinegar. See Gleanings^ page 853, for last

year.

We are just advised that Mr. Herbert F.

Cary, son of the junior W. W. Caiy, was

killed instantly in an automobile collision

on Sunday, Oct. 25. It appears that two

machines, one of which was driven by Mr.

Cary, collided after dark in such a way as

to damage seriously the two maf-hiues, over-
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turning one of them and killing Mr. Gary
and wounding two of his sons. Tlie accident

occurred on a straight road ; but apparently
the driver of one machine or the other be-

came confused and miscalculated the dis-

tance, with the result as stated.

The electric lights in the modern machines
are a source of danger. It is almost im-
possible for two machines in approaching
each other in opposite directions to see any
thing. A pair of powerful electric lights so

obscure the road and every thing else as to

make miscalculating the distance an easy

thing. This is not the first accident of the

kind that has happened. Already legisla-

tion in several States requires the dimming
of lights in cities and towns. Dimming the

lights on country roads when passing an-

other automobile or a horse-drawn vehicle

should also be required.

e Winter Cases vs., DouMe-

This year, for the first time, we are

testing out large winter cases capable of

holding four hives, the same as are used in

Canada, alongside of ordinary double-walled

hives holding a single colony. Already we
find that the cost of the former per colony

is greater than the cost of the latter. In
other words, it is more expensive to house

a colony of bees outdoors in a quadruple
winter case than in a double-walled hive of

ordinary pattern. The large winter ease

holding four colonies must be made of heav-

ier stuff, not less than % inch thick, while

the ordinary double-walled liive can be

made of material of about half that thick-

ness. The figures show that the big winter

case contains as much lumber as four dou-
ble-walled hives built on modern lines.

The labor of packing four colonies in the

bigger cases is much gi-eater than preparing
the same number in the regular double-

walled winter hives, and then there is the

labor of unpacking, disassembling the big

cases, and storing away the loose packing
material in the spring. So much for this

side of the proposition.

On the other hand, it is probable that the

scheme of wintering four hives in one large

winter case will give better results than the

same number in double-walled packed hives.

The heat of the four clusters in the big

eases is practically combined in one. By
pushing the four hives together in contact

the clusters can converge, and at the same
time we have a packing space with more
packing material; and even if we do not

have the combined heat of four clusters we
would still have a better-protected colony.
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If the bees winter better in these large cases

they will come out in the spring stronger,

and, of course, will be in better condition to

take care of the honey-flow that may come
later. A weak colony in the spring is usu-

ally a poor asset, as it can hardly do any
thing more than hold its own during the en-

tire season; while a big rousing colony with

a good queen, other conditions being equal,

is a money-maker.
Now, then, if the big wintering-cases

insure bigger and stronger colonies in the

spring (and that is not proven yet), the

extra cost will be overbalanced in the prof-

its they will make their owner.

Mr. R. r. Holtermann, whose plan of

winter case we are following, and which is

described on page 666, Sept. 1st, this year,

feels that (his quadruple winter case, even

in his cold climate, is an unqualified success.

He puts the bees away in the fall, and pays
them no further attention until along in

the following spring.

There are some who will say that these

large winter cases can be made out of cheap
lumber purchased around home at a time of

year when the beekeeper's labor does not

cost much. Perhaps. But any beekeeper
who figures on taking it easy during the

winter months should bestir himself in find-

ing something to do. If he has no other

business he had better go into the business

of selling liis own honey in Iris local market.

Many do this, and find that their labor

brings a good return in winter as well as

summer. Most beekeepers cannot afford

to do carpenter work during the winter
unless they are trained to the business ; and
a cheajD poorly made winter ease of cheap
lumber will afford poor protection from
storms, and last but a short time.

" The Teimperatimire ®f tike Hoiieylbee

Elsewhere in this issue, page 902, there

is a review of Bulletin No. ^6, from the

United States Department of Agriculture,

on the temperature of the bee colony in

winter. This bulletin is by Dr. Burton N.
Gates, who at the time the experimental
work was done was Apicultural Assistant
in the Bureau of Entomology at Washing-
ton, D. C.

" The Temperature of the Honey-bee
Cluster in Winter " is the title of another
bulletin. No. 93, by Dr. E. F. Phillips and
Geo. S. Demuth, of the Bureau of Ento-
mology, detailing some later experiments
with newer apparatus. While the conclu-

sions ari-ived at as announced in the last-

named bulletin do not set aside the ortho-

dox belief and practices of b'^ekeepers gen-
erally, they do help to explain some of the

phenomena in wintering not hitherto un-
derstood.

For a couple of winters back, Dr. Phil-

lips and Mr. Demuth have conducted a

series of experiments in wint:er?ng bees in

a constant-temperature room at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Sever-
al colonies variously prepared were placed
in this room, where the temperature was
lield by means of coils of pipes containing
a brine solution—much the same apparatus
that is used in cold-storage plants. On the

roof of the building containing this room
there were placed several colonies of bees
where the conditions of outdoor-wintered
colonies could be observed. A series of
electric thermometers or "thermo couples,"
as they are called, were placed in these

colonies in the room before mentioned, and
on the roof outdoors. By an elaborate
system of wiring, these electric -thermom-
eters were connected to an observation
room in the buiLling, entirely separate and
distinct from the constant-temperature
room. Here Dr. Phillips, with his assist-

ant, could follow with the greatest exact-

nass the temperatures of every part of the

hiye and clusters of the several colonies

inside and outdoors. By these temperature
readings it was possible to determine the

exact state and size of the cluster, when it

moved, and the various reactions that take
place as the result of feeding, disturbance,
and the raising and lowering of the tem-
peratures outside the hives. The idea of
using electric thermometers was to avoid
the disturbance incident to the use of
mercurial thermometers that require the
entering of the bee-room and the opening
of the hive to get the readings. Moreover,
it would be practically impossible for an
observer to stay in a bee-room with a
temperature of 42 F. day and night, tak-
ing readings every fifteen minutes; and
even if lie could do so, the constant dis-

turbance would naturally cause a rise of
temperature that would be abo -e the actual
normal of a colony not so molested.
We bad the privilege of seeing this intri-

cate apparatus on a recent trip to Phil-
adelphia; and nothing in all the liistory of
bee-investigation work has been so elabo-
rate and so nearly perfect as this. It en-

tailed a large expense and an enormous
amount of work to take the readings—

a

work that no one individual could afford to

undertake. Right here is where the Gov-
ernment and the State can do things that

would be impossible for an ordinary per-

son.
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It is a little difficult to review or give a

condensed summary of a work of this kind

;

and we would, therefore, suggest that the

reader who desires to get more direct in-

formation send to the Superintendent of

Documents, Government Piinting-offlce.

Washington, D. C, for Bulletin 93 of the

Department of Agriculture, by Phillips and
Demuth, inclosing five cents. Stamps will

not be accepted.

For the present information of our read-

ers we will endeavor to give a summary of

the observations and conclusions set forth

in this bulletin.

Let us first consider the outside-wintered

colony which had 19 electric thermometers,

with connections to the observation room
below. Bees were placed on tlip roof early

in November. From then on until along in

March the inside and outside temperatures

were taken. It was learned that the tem-

perature within the cluster is far from be-

ing uniform, as is generally supposed by
beekeepers. " At the temperature at which
other insects become le^s active (begin

hibernation) the honej'bee becomes more
active, and generates heat—in some cases

until the temperature within the cluster is

as high as that of the brood-nest in sum-
mer." During the fore part of the read-

ings in November and December the inter-

ral temperature of the cluster of this out-

side colony had a tendency to drop as the

outside temperature went down until it

reached 57 F. At that jDoint the reaction

took place; that is, the generation of heat

began, and from this point it began to rise

in spite of the fact that the outside tem-

i:erature continued to drop. The cluster

heat continued to lise until the center of it

registered nearly 90 degrees. After the

coldest outside temperature was reached,

the outer air began to get warmer, and
simultaneously the temperature of the clus-

ter began to sag.

We might remark, in passing, that Dr.

Gates tried these experiments at an earlier

period, as reported in Bulletin No. 96 else-

where, and discovered a similar inverse

ratio; but he did not find the exact jDoint

when the colony temperature ceased to drop
with tliat of the outside. Dr. Phillips and
Mr. Demuth learned that this point is 57
F. When the colony is Avithoul brood, and
the bees are not flying, the bees generate

practically no heat until the coolest point

among the bees reaches a tempei'ature of 57

F. " At this point the bees begin to form
a comi^act cluster; and if the temperature

of the air surrounding them continues to

drop, they begin to generate heat." Be-

tween 57 and 69 F. the bees do not do much

in the way of heat generation. Apparent-
ly, then, it will be desirable to have the

surrounding temperature at such a point
that the internal temperature of the cluster

will not go below 57 nor above 69; but, as

we shall afterward show, the (|uestion of
food and syrup are additional factors to be
considered.

But there are some other data given in

this bulletin that go to show that bees have
the power of raising the temperature of

the cluster; but apparently conditions must
be right to do this. We Avill come back to

this point a little further on.

We will now turn our attention to the

colonies, or one of them at least, in the

constant-temperature room, whei'e the mer-
cury was kept at about 42 or Id degrees F.
" This temperature was chosen as being
nearly the one generally consiJeied best by
beekeepers." There were two colonies—one
fed on honey stores and another on an
inferior grade of honey-dew honey, that are

particularly mentioned in the bulletin. Col-

ony No. 1, fed on honey stores, was in a
constant-temperature room for 163 days,

during which readings were taken hourly.

At first the internal temperaiure of the

cluster according to the chart hovered

around 64 and 68. It rose gradually clear

through the winter. The colony fed on

honey-dew stores showed a higher temper-

ature at the beginning; when up to about

76 F. it began to take a sharp rise, going

up to 91 above, and on Nov. 23d the

temperature began to show a sharp drop.

the line running doAvn as low as 48 on Dec.

10, when the colony died. Clearly the poor

food caused uneasiness by reason of the

accumulation of fecal matter that the bees

could not digest, and this uneasiness caused

activity, and activity called for a greater

consumiDtion of stores. The one condition

operated against the other, finally ending

in the destruction of the colony. The other

liive fed on good honey pursued its normal

course through the season.

It is interesting to observe 'hat tlie nor-

mal temperature of the cluster of the colo-

ny fed on good stores only gradually in-

creased, and this increase was doubtless due

to the slight accumulation of feces. This

accumulation was markedly less than that

in the case of the colony on honey-dew

stores, not because the bees becpme uneasy,

but in proportion as the f^ces increased,

the activity and temperature of the colony

increased. This increase was not enough

liowever, to cause the death of the colony,

but a slight reduction in the force in the

spring. These observations explain the
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importance of good food—a food that will

not clog the intestines. It also explains a

common cause of dysentery.

The authors have also discovered that (he

length of the life of bees either during
sunnner or winter depends on the activity

of the bees. The greater thn activity, the

shorter the term of life.

They also find that when brood-rearing
commences or is in progress, the tempera-
ture of the cluster will I'ise to about that

which takes place in summer or spring.

This was to be expected, of coarse.

During these expei'iments a remarkable
(hing was learned—namely, that there can

be, and actually is. activity inside of a

cluster of bees during wintc'r. When the

temperature of a cluster goes down to 57,

and the outside temperature si.i'rounding

tlie hive is dropping, the bees by actual

muscular exercise can raise th^ temperature
of the cluster. This activity may consist of

a few bees tugging at each other, moving
their bodies back and forth, or actually

fanning with their wings. One bee may set

up an active fanning inside the cluster dur-

ing the dead of winter. Bees actually fan
to cool themselves in summer and to warm
themselves in winter, paradoxical as this

may seem; and right here is a joke that is

too good to keep. Dr. Phillips and Dr.

Miller got their heads together and set

a trap for the editor of this journal

—

a trap that he very promptly fell into,

as the department of Stray Straws a few
issues back shows. Dr. Phillips put it up
to Dr. Miller to say that the bees would fan

inside of the cluster during mid-winter; and
tlie editor very promptly, not knowing about
these experiments, considered it a joke,

much to the merriment of th^ two doctors.

We will forgive the joke, because we now
know more than we did a few weeks ago.

But it is difficult to comprehend that bees

can Avarm thmselves up by exercise, like

tlieir owners; and the idea that their little

electric fans, so to speak, can raise the

cluster temperature as well as cool it seems
at first ridiculously absurd; but we have
too much confidence in Dr. Phillips and
Mr. Demuth to believe that they would
report any thing except what actually

occurred.

In this connection it is pioper to state

that this fact was learned through the use

of a hive that had double glass sides. The
bees were compelled to form their winter

clusters against these sides. It would thus

be possible to watch the internal movements
that actually take place inside, and what
was seen was indeed a revelavicn.

Various observers have opened up clus-

ters of bees in mid-winter, and found the

b'.'es inside in many cases as ;;'-tive as they
ever are. Certain thermometric readings
were taken, showing the temperature was
nearly the same as during the summer. In
the light of these observations just taken
by the Government it is very easy to ex-

plain this, notwithstanding that there are

times when the temperature of the cluster

is below 60 to 70. We have only to re-

member that, when the inside temperature
of the cluster goe& as low as 57, the bees
raise the temperature of the cluster even
though the outside temperature is becom-
ing colder and colder. The presumption
IS that, when the cluster is large enough,
they keep up these " daily exercises " in

order to keep the cluster warm. A pro-
longed cold spell, especially that down to

zero, is nearly always disastrous to good
wintering. This cold Aveather puts the

bees in the cluster in a state of activity;

and activity means an abnormal consump-
tion of stores, Avith no means of voiding
their feces, and then dysentery follows;

hence we commonly find after a prolonged
spell of cold Aveather that has lasted for

Aveeks, combs spotted Avith dysentery, and
no Avonder. We hope Dr. Phillips Avill not
stop right here. We hope that he Avill

put those theni.dl couples into a liive

located in a severe climate, and that he
will try out the difference betAveen a colony
well packed in a double-Avalled hive or

winter case and a colony in a si ngle-AVailed

hive of ec|ual strength and the same class

of stores. Such a comparison Avould be
exceedingly interesting and valuable.

At the close of this bulletin the authors
make the statement that " bees in winter,

either in cellars or outdoor-;, should be
disturbed as little as possible ' This is a

very natural conclusion
;
yet it Avill be re-

membered by our readers that for Iavo or

three Avinters back Ave have lad good re-

sults in making increase in ceiiars by pur-
suing just the opposite policy. We fed

bees on hard candy, and di-.*urbed them
as much as possible. This begets brood-
rearing and increase at times when the

temperature of the cellar is 55 to 60. While
we do not advocate this mode of Avintering

for novices, and while Ave do riot go so far

as to say that such increase is made Avith-

out some corresponding disavlvantage, Ave

know Ave have made increase in the cellar;

but, '' all'ee samee." Ave advis? the average

person to folloAv Di'. Phillips' advice. Fuss-

ing Avith bees in the cellar is usually at-

tended Avith disaster; but tlfil does not

argue that the expert may not pursue the

jn-actice to advantage.
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Dr.C. ITMAY STEAW: Marengo,

Charlie A. Brown^ p. 863, don't you
trust to empty sections over tlie brood-nest

to keep bees from starting to swarm. I've

had it fail liundreds of times, and there was
no excluder, either. And I wouldn't want
to gamble very high on your crosswise busi-

ness, either.

Wesley Foster, p. 838, favors cleaning

and casing sections at outyards, which, I

sujapose, means as soon as taken from hives.

Locality again. That's all right in the dry
climate of Colorado, but it's hardly best

here. I prefer to leave it in supers for a
time, either cleaned or uncleaned, sticked

up in piles to be well aired, putting fire in

the room if a damp spell comes. [One should

bear in mind that Colorado has a climate far

different from that of Illinois and other

States in the rain-belt. Hives that will stand
and hold together in Illinois will cheek and
pull apart in Colorado. In more ways than
one, methods of management that apply
elsewhere do not apply in Colorado There
is more truth than poetry in Dr. Miller's

phrase, " Locality again."

—

Ed.]

Arthur C. Miller, I accept your "treas-

ury notes " as " legal tender," and glad to

get 'em. But I'd like a discount on one of
them. You say, p. 843, " By putting in

each fall young queens carefully raised

from good stock we are reasonably sure of

having very nearly all the colonies of the

same strength the next spring." Granted,
and also of much the same quality. But I'cl

rather have inequality with a higher aver-

age than equality with a lower average.

You also say that in selecting breeding
queens, "you must begin several generations
back," which is true again. It's also better

to begin two years back with each queen
than only one year. You can't do that if

you requeen each fall. In choosing between
two queens, you can decide better as to their

relative value with two years' record than
with one. That and other reasons prevent
me from annual requeening so long as I

am working for improvement. As a parting
shot I'll fling •' longevity " in your face and
leave you to your thoughts.

" Requeening with young vigorous Ital-

ian queens, and the shaking treatment, is

recommended " for European foul brood by
Wesley Foster, p. 838. Wesley, I venture
the prediction that in five years from now
you'll deprecate such a waste of combs, and
will recommend caging the queen for ten
days in mild eases, and giving a \'igorous

young- Italian queen in severer cases, in

either case making ten days' break in egg-
laying. [This may be all right; but is it

not a dangerous suggestion to hold out to

the general jjublic—especially to the bee-

keepers who might be inclined to be a little

bit slipshod or careless? We have never
had European foul brood—but if we did

we would have followed Wesley Foster's

])rocedure. On the other hand, if we were
in Dr. Miller's place, with his knowledge of
the business, we should probably do exactly

as he has been doing. If locality in one
case modifies a method of treatment the

man and his peculiar temperament must be
another factor that will have to be carefully

considered. Not knowing the man, we would
advise, in the case of European foul brood,

to go the whole limit.

J. L. Byer says, p. 839, that aster honey
" is light in color and nice in flavor, but
usually a bit light in body." I think its

reputation in general agrees with that given
in the ABC book as amber-colored, of
heavy body, but of flavor unsuitable for

table use—quite a difference, you see. For
the first time I have had this fall honey
that I think is aster. It agrees exactly with
the Byer description. Is it latitude or soil

or what that makes the difference? [The
name aster when applied to honey covers a

multitude of sins. There are so many spe-

cies of aster, and so many other flowers that

are not asters that are in bloom at the same
time, that it is almost impossible to know
whether one has a pure aster honey. At
our swamp yard this fall we observed that

our bees were working on asters ; but there

was other flora that was very abundant

—

just enough to modify the flavor. Several
times on opening a hive we tasted the new
honey as it came in. At times it was very
pleasant and of good flavor, while at other

times it was " off." It is our opinion that

the statement in our ABC book is prac-
tically correct ; but we must remember that

the quality of aster honey varies somewhat
according to the season, and somewhat ac-

cording to the locality. As a general thing
we may conclude that, when aster has a
good flavor, there has been something else

added to it to make it so.

We must not forget that aster honey is

often unsealed, and therefore not ripened.

Such honey is apt to have a deleterious

effect on the bees before spring. A well-

ripened aster honey is one thing, and an
unri))ened article is another. The ordinary
article that one bu^'s for the table is pretty

ajjt to be a combination of the two. —Ed.]
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J. E. Crane IFTING IWdlelbiuiry, Vt.

Mr. Halter's estimate of the value of

sheep on page 719, Sept. 15, is nut over-

drawn.
* * #

A capital idea that, of encouraging work-
ing men to use sugar instead of alcoholic

beverages, as told page 702, Sept. 15. Let

us all help it along.
* * #

When John H. Lovell, page 721, Sept. 15,

discusses the question of the relation of bees

to black we know we have gotten down to

bedrock. It is settled.

* * *

That cover picture for Sept. 15 is about

the best ever. If that is what Norway looks

like I no longer wonder that its citizens are

attached to their home land.
* * *

Whatever may be said as to the practical

value of the hive illustrated on page 716,

Sept. 15, and used 2000 years ago, it cer-

tainly is quite as ornamental as any thing

we have to-day.
* * »

We are having to feed heavily for winter.

I wish that we had some Ohio swamps for

our bees. In some locations where our bees

have had aster and goldenrod, so many have
worn themselves out trying to gather the

honey that many colonies are greatly weak-
ened in numbers.

» « *

We can readily believe what the editor

says, page 702, Sept. 15, in regard to the

value of swamps for bee forage. While we
have had to feed many colonies in our yard
twenty or more pounds of syrup to the

hive, in case of one yard near a small

swamp we shall not have to feed at all, as

nearly all of the hives in that yard have an
abundance of winter stores, and many have
more than enough.

« « *

" Occasionallly we find a colony that

forges ahead and stores much more honey
than the others, though having only an

equal show with the others," says P. C.

Chadwick, page 575, Aug. 1, and he is right.

If he will watch closely he will doubtless

find that swarms from such a colony will do
the same thing. That is our experience, and
such a colony is the one we like to rear our
young queens from.

* » *

I learned to-day of a farmer within range
of one of our yards who has sowed several

acres of sweet clover this season. I trust

this is the entering wedge. It is now 45

years since Mr. M. M. Baldridge, in the

American Bee Journal, recommended the

sowing of this plant for bee-pasturage, and
it looks as though something good were to

come out of it. If I could only get enough
fi'om this source to fill up hives for winter

1 should be more than pleased. Since the

basswood failed we have had to feed from
one to five tons of sugar to winter our bees.

* * »

When Mr. Holtermann tells us, page 666,

Sept. 1, that the yard should be not more
than 45 or 50 feet square with a fence eight

feet high around it, I beg to differ with him
if it is a tight fence. It looks to me as

though that is almost too much of a good
thing. I have known just such a yard

hopelessly ruined in spring by such a fence.

If the weather should be sunny, with cool

north winds, such a yard wiU be many
degrees warmer than outside, and the bees

will be liable to be tempted out; and, when
outside the yards, to become chilled and
drop to the snow to meet a fate like poor

Clementine—" lost and gone for ever."

Again, ]\Ii\ Holtermann, on page 667,

advises adding a teasponful of tartaric acid

to each 12 lbs. of sugar made into syrup for

feeding. I have no doubt this is a correct

formula ; but I have fed with cream of

tartar, or tartaric acid, and many tons of

sugar syrup without it, and so far have

failed to see enough benefit in it to compen-
sate for the cost and trouble.

* « *

We are told on the first page of Glean-
ings for Aug. 1 how Milton Robb nearly

lost his life in attempting to get a swarm
down out of a tree. This reminds me of a

rather uncomfortable experience many
years ago. I went up a standing ladder

some seven feet high and shook a swarm
into a basket. In starting to descend I

slipped and fell head first. The basket of

bees went with a slam to the gxound, while

I in some way got my feet caught in the

ladder and hung suspended by my legs

nearly over the swarm on the ground—

a

very undignified position for a scientific

beekeeper to be in, certainly. By quickly

pulling myself up by my hands and releas-

ing my feet I jumped to the ground without

any serious results except a few stings. I

knew one man many years ago who lost his

life trying to get a swarm out of a tall elm-

tree.

Moral.-—Better keep our queens' wings
clipped where there are tall trees about our

apiaries.
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BEEEiEEPMG IN CALIEOMNIA

While some are objecting to the net-

weight law as applied to comb honey, I

believe we should welcome the innovation

rather than condemn it. There are very few
of us who are not more or less interested in

the amount of goods we get in any contain-

er, and we are no more anxious to pay a

full-weight price for a short-weight package
than others; so we should not object to giv-

ing our customers a guarantee of the

amount they are purchasing.

* * «

Dr. Miller says, page 793, Oct. 15, " But
a good queen is not by any means a failing

queen when two years old, and as a rule

will be superseded in good time without my
meddling.'' Possibly this may be true with

Dr. Miller; but it is entirely at variance

with my observations in this climate. A
queen may show up quite well the third

season in some instances; but as a rule we
are adding a commercial value to any hive

from which we remove a two-year-old queen
to rei3laee with a young one. The most
successful beekeepers in these parts are

those who avoid the necessity of a queen
being superseded from natural causes. This

is too apt to take place during the honey-
flow when we want to keep every thing

booming.

J. E. Crane tells of a squash-blossom con-

taining seven dead bees, " evidently caused

by several unseasonable days." In this

State we suffer perhaps more than any
other part of the country from bees being

chilled in the field. California's climate

depends largely on its sunshine. When the

sun is hidden in the spring, bees become
chilled quickly. Intermittent cloudy days
are the worst we have, and the mortality

rate is often enormous. The sun will come
out bright and warm for an hour or so,

giving the bees opiDortunity to rush to the

field. They gorge themselves more or less

with cold nectar when suddenly a cloud

obscures the sun, and many become chilled

on the flowers. If the sun ajipears again
in time to warm them up, all is well; but
if not, they are lost to the working force of
the hive.

» * »

Now, Dr. Miller, page 661, Sept. 1, I

have been investigating the quality of honey
offered to the consumer in bottles and other

small receptacles, and it is my finding that

the quality of honey bottled and offered to

the trade in this, the land of the whitest of

the product, is generally a grade that

would go in the amber grade, or light amber
at least, while much of our whitest product
finds its way across the continent and per-

liaps the ocean. A great amount of this is

blended with darker grades when packed to

bring the darker up to a standard that will

please the consumer and make a fair profit

for the amount of white used and a big

profit for the dark. Locally I have no
doubt that you are right, as is the case here

where the white is jDurchased from the local

beekeeper by the gi'ocer and sold by him to

his patrons; yet of all the honey handled by
the merchants of this town, the largest part

of them secure their supjjly from the whole-

sale grocery houses of Los Angeles by pref-

erence, for the simple reason they can

make a good profit and reduce the expense

of filling small packages such as the public

most desires. It is high time the beekeepers

were beginning to fill this avenue of profit-

able trade.
* * *

The United States crop report, recently

issued, in that part referring to honey,

reprinted on page 748, Oct. 1, seems to me
hardly gives the true conditions in this

State. I am not finding fault with the re-

port in 23articular so far as the authenticity

of figures is concerned, for I believe it is a

wonderful addition to the beekeeping indus-

try. But yet I can hardly figure that the

difference in last season and this is not more
than 100 per cent increase of output for

this year. There may be some conditions

in parts of the State that I do not know of

that affect the report. I dare say it is

correctly compiled from figures at hand.

The Agricultural Department has sent many
blanks to this State to be filled out, that a

correct estimate of the crop might be given;

and if it is not correct we have ourselves to

blame and not the compilers of the report.

Another striking part of the report is the

notation of a great decrease in the quantity

of comb and chunk honey. It looks as

though there were an opening for some
comb-honey producers at this time. It costs

heavily to equip for comb honey to an

extent that one should be equipped, which

is greatly against its production Another

feature is the fact that comb-honey produc-

tion is expensive some years, as has been

tlie case this vear in tliis State. Some bee-
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keepers who could have gleaned a respecta-

ble harvest of the extracted product have

had a heavy loss waiting for sections to be

sealed that were never finished. One of our

largest comb-honey producers told me re-

cently that he lost not less than twenty tons

of honey by running for comb instead of

extracted. This man is not discouraged,

however, as he is a comb-honey man by
preference, and will succeed in the end. I

would not advise those who are producing

comb honey to quit if they are comb-honey

men. There are some, however, who are

producing a poor grade of comb honey who
might better be extracting; while on the

other hand some of our dainty producers

could make a tremendous hit by producing

comb honey. One should be prepared for

both, that he may be able to shift with the

season, and salvage a part of a crop. There

is always a good demand for a good grade

of comb honey in our local markets, while a

poor grade is not wanted. It behooves the

man who takes up comb-honey production

to put out a fancy article or lose in both

ways. Those who are not cleanly enough
to put up a palatable grade of extracted

have no business trying to produce comb
honey. On the other hand, some of our

neat, over-particular beekeepers who take

delight in a nice article, could, without

doubt, make comb honey pay and pay big.

« * *

Mr. Doolittle says, page 578, Aug. 1,

" But I am satisfied that stimulative feeding

does not pay. Do not misunderstand me.

I do not say it is of no benefit, but that it

does not pay." This may be entirely correct

in Mr. Doolittle's locality ; but in California

outside of alfalfa districts and a few other

favored places, there are times when feed-

ing is of great value as a stimulative agent.

This is especially true following our long

dry seasons, when brood-rearing has been
practically at a standstill through the hot

summer months and the force of bees has

run low. Besides being low in numbers, the

bees are too old to depend on to carry the

colony through the winter with sufificient

force to permit the rapid breeding-up early

in the spring, which is an absolute necessity

in this locality. Seasons like the one just

past require no stimulative feeding, for

bi'eeding has not ceased since early spring,

and hives are well supplied with young bees

for spring breeding. The summer of 1913
was one of the trying ones. One could

hardly imagine a season of less activity in

our foothill apiaries. A small cluster of old

bees was all we had to depend on to get our
colonies through the winter and start them
in last spring. No honey was coming in,

and many colonies were short of stores.

To encourage the starting of a large amount
of brood meant additional stores to feed the

brood, so the question naturally presented

itself as to how und when feeding should

be done. If feeding to increase stores is the

object it should be done inside the hive, and
given as rapidly as possible to avoid brood-

rearing to an extent that would largely

offset the object of feeding. If for the

purpose of encouraging brood-rearing I

much prefer outdoor feeding, using a ten

to fifteen per cent syrup. The gi-eat ob-

jection to outdoor feeding is that much of

it is taken up by bees from neighboring

yards if there are such. This may be over-

come to a great extent by feeding early in

the morning an amount that can be cleaned

up by mid-day. In practiidng outdoor feed-

ing it is a good plan to draw combs from
several hives with adhering bees which are

to be shaken on to the feeding-pan to get

them started quickly.

Brood-rearing in response to stimulative

feeding will not be equal in all colonies.

Some will respond readily while others will

require several days. My experience has

been that the response is much more rapid

where the colony has a good supply of

stores in the comb, especially when there is

some pollen coming in. Bees well supplied

with stores are, as a rule, the first to begin

breeding to their full capacity, whether

through stimulating or natural inclination

;

and a colony well supplied with stores will

breed sufficient to keep up the strength of

the colony. A co'ony poorly supplied will

dwindle much more rapidly. Pollen is a

great factor in breeding, as I have pointed

out in previous articles; and unless there is

a supply stored in the combs, or a source

open for gathering, it Avill be very difficult

to force breeding to any great extent. The
stimulating that I have had in mind is for

the fall, to augment the force of bees for

early spring breeding. But there is occa-

sionally a spring when stimulative feeding

is of great importance. Once in a while

our rainfall does rot begin until the month
of March, after which we must await the

gi'owung and blooming of filaree and other

of our early deioendeneies. By the time

these are a source of aid, the season is too

far advanced to allow the bees to build to

a surplus-gathering strength in time to

catch the usual ihort flow that follows. In

a case of this kind it is desirable to stimu-

late from the time the late rains begin fall-

ing until natural sources relieve the situa-

tion. There is seldom a time in the foothill

region when there is not some pollen avail-

able.
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[BEEKEEPING IN THE SOUTHWEST
jclioIL New Braiiiffifels., Texas.

Roy S. Weaver, of Courtney, Texas, has

been one of our faithful assistants in the

apiary work this season. He left a good
position in Uncle Sam's mail service, with

the intention of " making a beekeeper of

himself." While he was not a " new begin-

ner " when he came to us, since his father is

one of our progressive beekeepers, there

were many things with which he was not

acquainted. His experience here has made
an enthusiastic young beekeeper out of him,

and he goes from here to Cuba, where he

will join his uncles, the Somerfords.
* * *

The writer has just helped " the boys
''

extract honey for an afternoon. It had been

some time since I had done this, as my
other duties have always prevented my do-

ing the work in the honey-house. The men
were using the modern crook-neck uncap-
ping-knives; and as the knives were sharp
and in fine trim I started out with them.

It was not long, however, before that old

butcher-knife that I used to write about

was put into play again for an uncapping-
knife. Then the 'lifferent kinds were tried

alternately for a while; but the butcher-

knife won out in the race for superiority

as the most suitable uncapping-knife for

our oivn use, and especially for uncapping
the shallow combs that we use. I go at it

as a butcher goes at cutting ofl a fine thin

steak from a quarter on the meat-block,

and I use the same downward stroke.

A GOOD LAW BUT NO MONEY.
Texas has been without funds with which

to carry out its foul-brood-insp^^ction work
for the last two years. We have a splendid

law; but what is the best law worth with-

out money to pay for its enforcement? It

is to be hoped that the next legislature

will provide sufficient funds for this pur-

pose. Our hope is strengthened by the fact

that the beekeepers discussed this matter

very thoroughly at the last State meeting
in Juljf, and selected a committee to look

aftfer such legislative matters as may be

necessary in order to get the appropriation.

Horace E. Graham, of Cause, was selected

as chairman of this committee. To serve

with him, T. P. Robinson, Bartlett; F. L.

Aten, Round Rock; and AV. H. Laws, Bee-

ville, were named. This legislative commit-
tee will act in conjunction with Prof. Wil-
raon Newell, Entomologist of the Agricul-

tural and Mechanical College and State

Experiment Stations, College Station, who

has this work in charge in this State. In
the legislature the beekeepers can depend
upon the writer, who will be a member of
the House of Representatives, to do all in

his power to obtain for the beekeepers of
this State such funds as will be needed
to carry on the foul-brood-inspection work.
I have given the names of all these parties

with their addresses, so that any person
interested in this matter may address any
or all of them properly. Let us hope that

foul brood will be cheeked, at least so that

it can not do us any harm if it can not be
stamped out altogether.

ARMY-WORMS IN CLOVER AND IN COTTON.

Mr. Editor, it was gratifying to learn, p.

745, Oct. 1, that army-worms do not do any
damage to the clover, although they do such
immense damage to other crops. We have
here what is known as the cotton-leaf army-
caterpillars, which destroy the tender
gTowth, the leaves, and often the younger
cotton boUs, of the cotton-plants. When
these armies of worms pass over our cotton-

fields they leave them stripped of every
thing except the tough stalks of the plants

and the full-grown bolls. We had the cater-

pillars in the cotton-fields this fall; and,

although the bees were gathering consider-

able cotton honey until they made their

appearance, this soon ceased. We feel that

we might otherwise have obtained a much
larger yield from this source.

* * *

SUPER DRIPPING-PANS.

Until recently we have had more or less

trouble with the floor of the honey-house
becoming soiled with honey that leaked from
the supers of honey that had been brought
from the apiaries and piled up to be packed
up later. It is well known to those who
have had the experience that it is quite dis-

agreeable to work on a sticky floor. To keep
this leakage from reaching the floor we have
adopted galvanized-iron drip-pans, about
two inches deep, and large enough to allow

two supers to be set in them side by side as

the foundation of two stacks of honey-su-

pers. The first two supers are set on two
strips about II/2 inches thick so as to have
tliem raised up and out of the honey that

may accumulate in the drip-pans. Since

using them we have had a nice clean floor;

and Mr. Heywood, our senior assistant in

the work, declares these the best "invention"

that the writer has yet made.
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Conversations with Doolittle

SNOW-WHITE SECTIONS.
" Will you give your views regarding

what are termed snow-white sections'? The
prices generally quoted per 1000 for such

sections are considerably above those not

quite so white."

For several years I searched the forests

over for the youngest, thriftiest basswood-

trees which were of sufficient size for saw-

ing, so as to be sure to get wood of the

kind that would give these " snow-white "

sections our questioner speaks of. These

trees were sawed into two-inch planks at

the saw-mill ; and as soon as the planks left

the saw they were piled up with strips

between them so that they might begin to

dry before even the outside turned the least

bit. If I could get the logs sawed into

planks while the timber was still frozen,

and get said planks " stuckup " while the

frost was still in, a perfect whiteness was
obtained.

All went " my way " until one year a

buyer called to look at my crop. He offered

me within one cent a pound as much as I

asked. I refused this offer, and, calling his

attention to the snow-white sections, told

him what care I had taken, and said that

honey in such sections should command
more than that in those that were cut from
wood not thus selected. He replied that

purchasers of honey never looked at nor

cared a " rap " about the color of the wood
enclosing the comb of honey, but that it was
the honey they were interested in. He added
tliat snow-white sections were in demand
only by beekeepers. Neither the merchants
nor the consumers call for them. Since then

I have kept an eye out, and I have found
that there is much truth in the statement.

Of course, if the beekeepers demand snow-
white sections, then the supply manufactur-
er must meet the demand ; and past experi-

ence tells me that the extra price put on
such material no more than covers the extra

labor and worry necessai-y to give what the

beekeepers demand. To be sure, the sections

ought not to look rough, dirty, nor mildew-
ed; neither should they be left dauby with
propolis; but in all ordinary cases I doubt
the advisability of paying extra for snow
whiteness.

IS WATER FOR THE BEES OR FOR THE BROOD?
" Why do be&s visit wet places during the

summer months? Is it because they are

thirsty during hot weather? I am told that

in hot weather bees cannot live if they do
not have all the water they need,"

What you have been told I can consider

only a fallacy. Some time the latter part

of the last century I sent five cages, each
containing twenty bees and a queen, togeth-

er with candy made of honey and powdered
sugar, to western Australia. These bees had
to travel through the tropics, after leaving

San Francisco, to say nothing about the

mercury being up in the nineties during the

five days it took to go from here to (
'ali-

fornia. A distance of over 17,000 miles was
covered during this journey, and the length

of time consumed was 41V2 days, or within

half a day of being as long as the average

life of working bees during the hot summer
season

;
yet, to my surprise and satisfaction,

three out of the five queens reached their

destination alive, together with a majority

of their twenty attendants.

It is said that drones are never seen

drinking water; this corresponds with my
experience, for during my forty odd years

of beekeeping life I never saw a drone sip-

ping any thing but honey. If I am not

gi'eatly in error, the food of larval bees is

composed of honey, pollen, and water, these

taken by the nurse bees, and formed by a

process of their own into chyle ; consequent-

ly we find bees at watering-places only at

times when there is young brood in the

hives. If adult bees needed water to quench
their thirst whenever we have summer heat,

they would be seen about watering-places

during any heated term in October or No-
vember; but so far, in this locality, I have
never seen bees taking water during these

hot spells after brood-rearing had ceased.

Ten or twelve years ago we had a hot

spell of three days' duration the middle of

January, so hot that the people in the cities

quit their homes and got out in the parks
and other places to keep cool, the mercury
reaching 87 deg:i'ees in the shade out here

in the country. 1 had several colonies win-

tering out by way of experiment, and the

bees went outside of the hives as they do in

summer, yet not a bee did I see hovering
about the watering-places they use from
April to September when there is brood in

the hives. That it is not the heat that takes

them to these watering-places is proven, for

in April and May—yes, in June as well

—

during cool weather, when the rain or

clouds have kept them from getting water,

thej^ will rush out on the first break in the

clouds to get their loads of water, and
scurry back to the hive before the sun is

shut under again by another passing cloud.
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PONDENCE
DR. MILLER'S SHORT CUT IN TREATING EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD

BY DR. C. C. MILLER

An Illinois beekeeper who says he has

read all my writings in Gleanings writes

me as follows:

I have about 40 colonies of bees, and this summer,
for the first time, I noticed foul brood among my
bees. I may have had some last summer, but did

not notice it. I treated eleven colonies—all but one

successful.

I still have about four colonies affected. Is there

any way of saving any of the combs so they can be

used again ?

Must combs that have been used in supers be

destroyed, or can they be used in supers or brood-

chambers again ?

What I want to know is how to cure foul brood

economically and quickly. Are there any short cuts ?

The shortest answer to this letter would
be to say that I have written pages in

Gleanings about my experience with foul

brood, answering fully the questions asked,

and it will take a good deal less time for

liim to look up what I have written than

for me to write it all over again. Or I

might reply that my experience is given in
" Fifty Years among the Bees," and I would
rather make him a present of that book than

to write a private letter of reply.

The fact probably is that he is entirely

honest in saying he has read all I have
written, yet it has not occurred to him that,

like thousands of others, he has skipped

every thing printed about foul brood until

the disease struck him. It would be space

well used if a whole page of large type

should be occupied telling beekeepers that

they should read up in advance on the sub-

ject of foul brood, provided it were certain

it would be read and heeded by all those

who as yet have not been visited by the

pest.

Instead of that the average beekeeper
waits until he finds something to make him
suspect there may be disease among his

bees, and then all at once he writes to some
one who, he thinks, has had experience, and
expects by return mail all the help he needs.

I've had many a letter of the kind. Please,

please, friends, be reasonable. If I should

reply by mail to such letters it would take

all my available time. I am glad to answer
to the best of my ability letters desiring an-

swers in the bee-journals. Such replies

are read by hundreds instead of being read

by a single individual, and whatever of

value there may be in them will be multi-

plied many times ; but as to making private

replies I must treat all alike, and so decline

to reply by mail.

Before answering the specific questions

asked by my correspondent, let me say a

few words to those who as yet have no dis-

ease among their bees, in the hope that

they may be read by at least a few of those

to whom they are addressed.

If you are wise you will inform yourself

in advance as to diseases of bees, and will

know something about what to do. Whether
you have been thus wise or not, when you
find something that you think is disease in

brood-combs, send by mail a sample of the

suspected comb three or four inches square

to Dr. E. F. Phillips, Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D. C. Send it secure-

ly done up in wood or tin, writing Dr.

Phillips about it. Or write him first and
he will send you a tin box in which to send
the sample, together with a frank to cover

postage, and he will also send you printed

matter giving you needed instruction, and
for all of this there will be no charge.

Now as to the questions asked : I don't

know how to reply, for I haven't any ink-

ling whether it is American or European
foul brood that is in question, and the two
are entirely distinct diseases. The only thing

is to answer as to each disease, keeping in

mind that my personal experience has been
only with European foul brood, knowing
nothing about American foul brood except

what I have learned from others.

If the disease is American foul brood then

I doubt if there is any short cut " around
the McEvoy treatment " unless it is to get

along with one less shaking than was orig-

inally used. But if the disease is European
foul brood, then I may say that there is a

very short cut. It has been given again and
again in Gleanings; but as there are al-

ways those who, having skipped it in the

past, may now feel the need of it, it may
be well to repeat it. The late E. W. Alex-

ander discovered a plan away ahead of the

McEvoy plan, and I made a short circuit on
the Alexander plan. The saving to bee-

keepers by this plan has likely been worth
thousands ; and I may here remark, more in

sorrow than anger, and more in amusement
than either, that for my part in the plan I

have no vivid recollection of any word of

commendation ; but I do recall that I have
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been severely denounced for it, not only

by those I never saw, but also by some of
my best friends. The amusement comes in

thinking of the crawfishing- there may be

some of these days.

Well, here's the latest short cut: If the

colony to be treated for European foul

brood is not strong, be sure to make it so

by adding brood or bees, or both. If the

case is severe, remove the queen, and at the

same time give a virgin less than 24 hours

old or a protected queen-cell of best Italian

stock ; or give a young Italian laying queen
eight or ten days after dequeening. The
bees will do the rest. If the case is mild

and a proper queen present, merely cage

the queen in the hive and release her in a
week or ten days. That's all there is to it.

" Is there any way of saving any of the

combs so they can be used again ?
"

No, if it's American; yes, if it's Euro-
I3ean.

Another correspondent asks, " What do
you do to save the combs'? " Nothing. Just

use them the same as if there had been "no

disease. Vigorous bees with a vigorous

queen will clean them out. Spores may be

left, and here and there the disease may
break out again; but in the long run the

loss will be less than if the combs were
destroyed, and possibly the returns of the

disease will be no more frequent than if all

combs are destroyed. In my own apiary I

think there were no more fresh outbreaks

where the old combs were left than where

the bees were thrown upon foundation.

If the old brood-combs can be safely used,

of course combs in supers are all right.

Marengo, 111.

A WINTER CASE FOM FOUM COLONIES HAVING A PERMANENT BOT-
TOM-BOARD USED THE YEAR ROUND

BY A. C. AMES

The greatest fault I have to find with
the tenement winter cases used by others is

in the confusion which results in moving
the bees into them in the fall and out in the

spring. In building my case I have elimi-

nated this trouble. The bottom serves the

double purpose of being the bottom for the

hives, and also the bottom of the case. Then
by placing hives on this board four to a
bottom, more hives can be placed on a small
plot of gi'ound, and still give room to work

the hives. More hives can, of course, be

crowded together on the regular bottom, but
they would not have the same individuality.

1 build my bottoms 38 x 46, with a four-

inch alighting-board, which makes the bot-

tom 52 inches long. Two 2x4, 52 inches

long, serve for the bed timbers, and are

placed 8 inches in from the edge. In plac-

ing the strips for the hives to rest on I keep
the center ones one inch apart, and the

outside strips are 16 inches from the inside

Fig. 1.—A. C. Ames' bottom-board, holding four hives. This is used in connection with his winter-ease,
but is also the permanent bottonvboard for the four colonies throughout the season. The notches are for
the Boardman feeder-blocks as shown in the next illustration.
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Fig. 2.—Four hives in postion on the bottom. It takes but a short time to set the winter case on and
fill in the packing.

ones. In summer I move the hives about
2 inches apart on the sides, and 4 to 6 inches

leng-thwise, which gives plenty of room to

work, and for wintering they are moved
together in the center, which gives three

inclips of packing on the sides.

When first building I used a perfectly flat

bottom. I soon found this to be a mistake.

It is impossible to set these flat bottoms so

that water will not run in at the entrance

in the summer. I now taper each end down
about IV2 inches and let the taper run back
about 8 inches, half of which is used for the

alighting-board. This gives a large entrance,

which helps to retard swarming.
It will also be noticed how easy it is to

use the Boardman feeder, the feeder being
placed well back in the side of the hive.

This eliminates robbing, and the feeder is

out of the way. It can be left on all sum-
mer if one wishes.

The cases are built 24 inches high, and
rest on the bottom across the ends, telescop-

ing by the bottom on the sides. These can

be made either sectional or in one unit. In

case the apiary may be moved I would
recommend the sectional; but for a perma-
nent location I would rather have the case

fastened together solidly. In the summer
the cases can be placed one on top of an-

other, making a good place to store the

packing material. The case should be built

of matched stuff; or, if j^lain boards, they

should be shiplapped to shed water.

I make the top perfectly flat, and just

large enough so that it will cover well. It is

roofed with a good grade of paper roofing.

Seventy feet of lumber will build the

entire case, top and bottom, if one is care-

ful and buys in lengths that will cut to ad-

vantage. The first I built were made from
hard i^ine. This stuff shrinks too much, and
is heavy to handle. I prefer No. 2 soft

white-pine. It is good enough, and is light

in weight. Don't forget the paint.

A great many beekeepers winter their

colonies in too many frames. It is very

seldom that ten frames are wanted or need-

ed. In this case the bees have only a room
which is just 40 per cent too large for them,

and it must be kept warm. Is this econo-

my? I think not. More often six combs
are enough. Remove the outside combs and
put in a division-board, and pack that

empty space. Then add combs in the spring

as they are needed. Your bees will be all

the better for it. This applies whether
wintered in cases or otherwise.

One would think that bees would not fly

readily from these cases on warm winter fly

days on account of their being packed so

heavily that it would take some time for the

outside temperature to have an effect on

them. I find that my bees will fly just as
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Fig. 3.—The outside case in position over the four hives.
the roofing paper in place.

Note the metal binding strips used to hold

quickly from the cases as from double-

walled hives. However, I would rather they

would not fly ; for unless they have very

poor stores they do not need the flight; and
if they don't need it they are better off

inside.

One of the most valuable features of

these cases is the protection in the spring,

I have never seen a particle of chilled

brood in these cases. Furthermore, the same
amount of bees will protect and take care

of much more brood than in single-walled

hives. They will go to brood-rearing earlier

than where wintered in any other way. But
room should not be given faster than it is

needed. It is more work to give combs just

as they are needed ; but we must look to the

small things if we ai'e really to succeed.

The packing and case should not be

removed until it is certain that the bees can

protect all the brood the queens will pro-

duce. This is one of the few things it pays
to put off. T do not remove mine until well

into May, depending on weather conditions.

I do not want a sealed cover, neither do I

want a burlap or canvas over the entire top

of my hives; so T cut a four-inch-square

hole in the center of my super covers, this

hole being covered by a piece of closely

woven burlap. So arranged I have never
had dam]) packing nor moldy combs.

It is a good plan to fix the bottom so tliat

the wind cannot blow under. In this climate
I do not consider it advisable to pack the

bottom except to push some straw or other
paekine: under the edges of the bottom tn

keep the wind out. If I lived further north
I would use more packing on the sides and
top, and would use a double bottom.

ALL-METAL COVERS.

My hive-covers are made of common
black iron. They are just trays used bottom
side up. They cost me less than 10 cts.

each, and it is about half an hour's work lo

n;ake one. The corners are bent in and
riveted, and the edges turned back. The
cover has two coats of paint inside and
three outside. I use red lead ground in oil

for the first coat, and finish with white lead.

Red lead makes a better priming coat on
wood than white lead. After it is painted

and thoroughly dry I paste a sheet of asbes-

tos in the top. Paste made for this purpose
must be used or it will not stick. Ordinal^'

flour paste will not do.
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Black iron is better than galvanized if it

is properly painted, for the reason that

salvanized iron will sometimes scale where

it is bent. When these covers are made,
the corners must be made square or they
will not lie flat.

Peninsula, 0.

FURTHER EXPLANATIONS AS TO OUTSIDE WINTERING

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN

Mr. B. F. Holtermann:—Your article in Glean-
ings for Sept. 1, with its fine illustrations, will

surely prove valuable to me, and doubtless to many
other readers as well, who wish to change from

cellar to outdoor wintering, and have single-walled

hives. I have waited for the description of your

winter cases; and having been away from home I

am just now getting them made, and find that I

need some further advice and am taking the liberty

of writing to bother you with my troubles. It may
be possible that, in answering these inquiries in

Gleanings, you would be helping the readers again.

I am located 33 miles south of Buffalo, N. Y., in

a rather high, level stretch of country where the west

and northerly winds of Lake Erie strike hard, and

from 18 to 20 degrees below zero or even colder is

not at all uncommon, and our lot is so situated that

I cannot very well put up the fence you recommend;

but wind is broken from some hives by thick growth

of berry-bushes, and I am using good inch material

with tongue and groove closely fitted, and painted,

so not much wind should go through the packing-

cases.

1. Would from two to four inches more of pack-

ing on sides, ends, and tops help offset the lack of

the fence as a windbreak, or is there some objection

to thicker packing?
2. Do you have or recommend any ventilation

over the top o4 the packing ? if so, how much ?

3. Do you put sticks or any thing across the tops

of your frames to keep cloths up off them so as to

allow a passageway over the frames for bees ?

4. How large a passageway do you provide from

hive proper to entrance-holes in a packing-case ?

5. How large in diameter are these three holes

in the packing-case, which, from the cut, I take to

be outer entrances leading to each hive ?

My bottom-boards are reversible. One way up al-

lows a 1-inch space under the frames ; the other way,

only % ; hives have no portico, and are ten-frame.

I have planned to make a passageway from hive to

case entrance by cutting boards 6 inches wide, 1 inch

thick, just long enough to fit into the hive entrance,

planing out crosswise of the board a space % inch

deep, 8 long; and it has seemed to me that, to use

hive-bottoms with a one-inch space under frames so

as to have more room for dead bees would be best

by putting the half-inch solid board under the board
that has the passageway cut in.

I would raise the passage up half an inch off the

bottom of the hive, making it less liable to clog with

fallen bees; but this raising up of the entrance can
not be done if I have only % inch under the frames.

6. Would you advise a 1-inch space under frames
or only the % ?

7. Is this % X 8-inch passage about right for

strong colonies ? If not, please suggest best dimen-

sions or arrangements.
8. How much smaller would you make it for, say,

a colony that nicely covers five frames, now in

warm weather, and has two frames of brood ?

9. How closely would you contract this entrancef

for the weakest colony you attempt to winter ? How
small colonies can you reasonably expect to winter
safely, provided a good portion of their bees were
hatched late in September?

I have some good queens in four or five frame
nuclei ?

10. As zero air rushes into a warm room much
faster through an opening than warmer air would
in zero weather, when snow is not over these three-

hole entrances would it be wise to cork up one or

two of them, removing plugs when weather moderat-
ed ? or if snow is about up to them, how about
shoveling it against the case enough to cover over
the holes?

11. I take it that you cover frames with cloths,

then put loose packing on top of the cloths without
any boards over frames. Would four-thickness ordi-

nary grain-sacking be all right ? When you remove
several frames outside of the hive, do you use a

chaff division-board? and if space is left between
(he division-board and hive side, do you pack that

space? and would sacking, carpeting, etc., be all

right for that particular place, as I judge that it

would be easier to remove in spring?
12. In packing the cases do you crowd in all

the leaves you possibly can all about and over the

hives ? or do you press them down only moderately ?

13. About how many frames are left in each of

your hives in winter on an average?
Chaffee, N. Y., Sept. 28. A. J. O'Dell.

Berry-bushes make a very poor substitute

indeed for a protection against winds and
snow for a fence 8 ft. high, particularly

when the space fenced in is not greater than
40 to 45 ft. square.

The following are the answers to the ques-
tions asked

:

1. No. The object of the fence during
winter is to prevent snow drifting against

the winter cases, to keep the cold wind from
blowing into the entrance to the hive, and
to enable the sun to have more effect in

drying out the inside of the cover of the

case upon which there is more or less con-

densation of moisture which escapes from
the bees and passes through the top pack-
ing.

2. Yes, a hole % inch in diameter in each
end of the case and under the cover. This
allows enough air to circulate under the

cover to carry off the moisture mentioned in

the previous answer.

3. No. I use queen -excluders; but sticks

or a Hill device would answer the purpose.
The object aimed at is to give the bees a
chance to change positions in the cluster

when clustering in winter. With comb
naturally built by the bees they leave pas-
sageways so that the entire cluster can com-
municate through these passages; but with
combs built on foundation they are straight,

and each lot of bees between the combs is

isolated from the lot on either side. Because
warm air rises, the bees can pass over the
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A Story without Words.

combs more readily than they can pass

under, especially during winter weather.

4. Four to six inches wide by the depth
of the entrance, which is IVi inches.

5. Seven-eighths of an inch ; but I have
found with many colonies this entrance is

not large enough when the bees are flying

freely ; and in many cases I have had the

wood cut out between two holes. Where
the beekeejDer is living near the bees it

would be well to have an adjustable en-

trance; but do not change the position of
th^ opening, as it may confuse the bees and
lead to their destruction when the weather
is unfavorable. You do not get the value
of the three holes % inch in diameter in the

front board, as described in my previous

article, as you appear to ignore it in your
description. The winter entrance to my hive

is 11/4 in- deep ; the board put in front of
the hive has an ordinary entrance cut on the

lower side. In addition it has three holes

bored in such a way that they come just

under the front board of the hive. The
object of this is still to have an entrance
to the hive should the lower entrance become
clogged with dead bees. Again, there should
be an entrance to the hive immediately above
the bottom-board. The object of this is so

the bees can carry out dead bees without
taking them over any obstruction.

n. Most decidedly one inch. This enables

dead bees to fall away from the combs, and
also gives better ventilation.

7. I have no reason to believe that the

lower entrance, % x 8 inch, is not ample for

any colony in winter providing the top of

the hive is not hermetically sealed, and the

top packing is not so compact that no
moisture nor air can pass upward. With a
front packing under, at the sides and over
the entrance, and with no strong current of

wind, such an entrance is about right
;
yet I

do not want to be arbitrary in the matter.

To any one who wants a wide-open entrance

with zero weather let me suggest that he

try it in his own home first.

8. I cannot tell. Five frames well cov-

ered with young bees should stand an en-

trance four inches wide.

9. I cannot tell. It would depend upon
how badly I wanted the bees. Winters vary.

If I had a large number of colonies, and
did not want to run any risk, I would not

attempt to winter a colony that could not
well cover four combs this far north. Such
a colony with a good queen and plenty of
good stores could give a good account of
itself the next season.

10. The cold air, I believe, always rushes
into the warm air because the hot air is

expanded air, rarefied atmosphere. What
you suggest is all right, providing you are

there to give needed attention when changes
come.

11. Your supiDosition is correct as to my
cover over frames. Forest leaves are much
better for packing over the bees; but the

sacking with the leaves added is excellent.

Newspapers or other paper in sheets over

the cloth on top of the frames or queen-
excluder is very good. A chaff division-

board or a bag with some kind of filling

such as, wool, carjDet, or leaves, is the best

way to fill the vacant space in a hive, this

space resulting from the contraction of the

brood-chamber.

12. No, I do not crowd the leaves used
for packing. Let there be some looseness

left; press the packing down moderately.

13. There are very few colonies not win-

tered on the full number of combs—twelve.

In the first place, my bees are run on the

non-swarming plan, and are much more
likely to be full colonies. Next, in out-

apiaries I do not always have a place secure

from robbers; and, lastly, when bees are

packed by Sept. 1 or 15 there is not as

great necessity of contracting the brood-

chamber, although it is always desirable in

order to secure the best results.

You state you are using one-inch material
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for your packing-cases. One inch split and

dressed on one side is better. It should be

painted a dark-red barn color. This thin

wood is more readily penetrated by the sun's

heat, and helps to drv out the packing.

Thicker packing on sides does not allow the

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

sun to penetrate; and too much on top is

positively injurious, because it retards the

upward passage of the moisture the bees

give off when expelling the water found in

the honey they consume.
Brantford, Canada.

TEE CHINCAPIN AS A HONEY= PLANT

Stores,

BY J. J. WILDER

Through the great sand-ridge section of

central Florida this honey-plant grows in

all its glory, not as trees in size, as it grows
elsewhere in the United States, but as a

small shrub 12 or 16 inches high. Fig. 1

shows the young tender sprout as it shoots

up each spring from
the crown root just

under the surface of

the earth, and from
which perhaps 50 or

more similar shoots

will come.
This section of Flor-

ida consists mostly of

wild land which has

been timbered. Small

oaks have come up
thinly, and the surface

is almost covered with

this plant. Fig.2 shows
a portion of the forest,

and the plant in bloom,

giving an idea of how
dense it is.

Look again at Fig.

1, and note that the

blossoms are on stems

4 and 5 inches long,

six to ten to the sprout.

These stems are solid

rods of shucky bloom
with the nectar in full

view, and prominent.

The blossoms begin

opening about the
body of the sprout,

and gradually extend

to the end, the entire

period of the bloom
occupying four or five

weeks.

This section of the

country is burned over

each winter by forest

fires, and all sprouts

are killed. This burn-

ing is usually done

the latter part of winter, and soon after-

ward the new tender sprouts will be seen

peeping up. Where it is burned over first

it will come up first; and where it is last

burned it will come up last. This greatly

prolongs the flow, so that it usually lasts for

Fig. 1.—A stalk nt chincapin, showing the leaves and blossoms.
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60 or 70 days, begin-

ning about April 1,

ending' from June ] to

the 10th. .

The yield is usually

good, but what about
the honey? It is un-

wholesome in the ex-

treme, or totally unfit

for food. It is sweet

a little, bitter a little,

strong a little—in fact,

it seems to have a little

of every kind of un-

pleasant taste. There
is not much of any
one; but the combina-
tion is bad. Then it

lias also an unpleasant

odor—so much so thai

a lover of good honey
would hardly get a
"slug" of it to his

mouth, much less take

any. During the first

part of this flow the

apiarist handling the

bees will very often

become very sick from
inhaling the odor as he opens the hives, for

the fresh, sickening odor floats into the air

from the comb where it is being evaporated.

A great deal of the offensive smell leaves it

as it becomes thicker. When linally ripened
it is heavy and dark.

Some reader may wonder why I describe

such a honey-plant. "Well, because it is a

great honey-plant after all, even if the

honey has no market value, for it takes the

place of the better article in the hive; and
for bee-production it has no equal. It might
be asked, " "Would bees take to it where it

was used for feeding purposes °? " I should
say they do. If there is a honey-dearth
when it is in the hives, it makes frame
manipulation almost impossible. I have over

30 apiaries in this section, and all the sur-

plus from this source is used for feed wher-
ever feeding is to be done. Tor this purpose
we have never used any thing quite so good.

It is baiTeled up in the extracted form, and

Fig. 2.—The chincapin growing Unuriiintly in burnt-over timber
land in Florida.

shipped to different parts of our field, and
at the proper time used as feed for making
increase or for stores where colonies are

short. Hundreds of barrels of it have been
used in this way; and by feeding it we are

able to take from the bees the better gi'ades

of honey much closer than we otherwise

could. This makes it a great factor in our
business ; but is this all ?

Again, nearly all our combs in sections

and in frames are built during this flow;

and as soon as it is over, the honey is

extracted from the storing apartments, and
the comb in sections and frames is set back
on the hives; and when the flow of good
honey comes on, the bees have nothing to do
but fill the ready-built comb. The next flow

usually laps into the chincapin flow just a

little; but it is a weak one, coming on
gradually.

Cordele, Ga.

THE SNOWBEMEY IN IOWA

BY DR. A. F. BONKEY

With this I send you photo of the snow-
berry (Symphoricarpos occidentalis)

.

Description.—A shrub 3-5 feet high;

leaves oval or ovate, entire or undulate (?),
glabrous above and below (under a 4-diame-
ter lens) ; two and three bunches of flowers

which are in short axillary clusters; pink

in color ; corolla bell-shaped ; fruit a purple-

black berry.

Distribution.—Rocky woods and wooded
pastures; but I do not know where it is

found other than in Crawford County,
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Iowa, although, like its cousin, S. orhicula-

tus, it is probably well known all over the

State, particularly in the southern part.

While this plant has but three bunches of

flowers the 0. orbiculatus may have five or

more, and the berry is redder (coralberry).

S. occidentaUs is a good honey-plant, but

the bees will not leave white clover for it.

When clover fails, as it did in 1912, '11, and
*10, the bees will store from it; and while

its season is short at such times it yields

well in drouthy weather. It is called buck-

bush and buckbrush here. The honey is

white and of fine flavor, hardly to be distin-

guished from white clover.

I wi'ote to our State Botanist for a tech-

nical description, which I enclose:

Buck Grove, Iowa.

Snowberry (Symphoricarpos racemosus Michx.).

An upright shrub with oval short-petioled leaves,

downy underneath, and entire on the young branche-s
;

wavj--toothed or lobed; flowers in a loose and some
what leafy interrupted spike at the end of the

branches ; flowers white, tinged with rose color,

corolla bearded on the inside ; berries large, white

;

ripen in the autumn. This species is widely dis-

tributed from New England to Pennsylvania, to

Minnesota. The species found in Iowa is Symphori-
carpos occidentaUs. It sometimes goes under the

name of wolfberry. It is a more robust plant. The
flowers occur in loose terminal and axillary spikes.

The corolla is very hairy within, but the same color.

In Wisconsin and Minnesota the plant occurs in

rocky ground. In western Iowa, where it is most
abundant, it occurs on the loess soil.

There is a third species which is common in

The snowberry, also called " buckbush " and
" buckbrush."

southern Iowa and southwest, called the Indian

currant, or coralberry (Symphoricarpos vulgaris),

or sometimes buckbush. It blooms for a long time,

and probably yields considerable honey.

Ames, Iowa. L. H. Pammel.

SHALL I BUILD MY OWN HIVES?

BY R. J. W.

I have read very little in Gleanings
about building hives and apparatus at

home ; but I am sure it is not because our
editors are interested in selling them to us.

I knoAv of ho journal that prints less free

advertising than Gleanings. In our agri-

cultural papers, poultry journals, and home
papers, we find many contributions gotten

up in good form, and treated in an able

manner; but we find in the end that if the

prices and postoffice address are not tacked

on they may be found in a conspicuous

place in the next issue. As I wanted to

increase my apiary by about twenty stands

I picked up a catalog and began to figure.

I came to the conclusion that if the fac-

tories are getting rich it is because factory

methods beat hand methods by just about
as much as their profits and freight amount
to. We often see the statement made that

factory goods are more accurate than home-
made supplies. My hives are just as accu-

rate and true as any factory hives. I use a

Barnes circular saw, and have plenty of

wood-working tools, and am satisfied with

the quality of my hives, and I know any
one else would be; but what did I save by
making them \\\) at home? I can figure my
work at $1.00 a day, and come out just

about even. Will I do it again? Oh, yes!

because I am a farmer, and can work for

$1.00 a day in very bad weather in the

winter, and because I enjoy the work.
I could have made these hives in half the

time, and out of lumber that cost half as

much. Then would I have saved half? Not
much. I would have lost it all, for my
apparatus would have been a misfit, and
would have been worse than useless.

If the factories are charging you exorbi-

tant prices, getting rich fast, and making
you poor, get out of your business, and get

into theirs, and get rich too. Factories can

raise the prices of goods just so high; but

when they reach the limit you can manu-
facture your goods yourself; or if you are

unable to do it, hire some one who can to

do it for you.
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LY INSERTING FOUNDATION IN WIRED
FRAMES

RY F. R. GORTON

Having- occasion to fill several hundred

wired brood-frames with full sheets of

foundation I found the device herewith

illustrated of the most satisfactory service.

A %-ineh board 7% x 16% is nailed to a

bottom-board for holding the frame in place

so that the top-bar rests firmly against one

side of a regular hive bottom-board as

shown in Fig. 1. A thin piece 4 x 161/2

inches, shown at A, fits loosely inside the

frame for forcing the wedge into place.

In using the device, the frame is placed

upright, resting on its top-bar, and the

sheet of foundation is set into its groove

behind the wires. The wedge is now insert-

ed loosely, and the frame laid upon the

board in the jjosition shown in Fig. 1. By
means of the board A, the lever C, and the

short piece B, the wedge is forced into its

groove with one pull on the lever.

If the frame is wired so that the free

ends of the wire are at the right, all that

is necessary to imbed the wires in the

foundation is to hold the end-bars down and
press the electric key G (Fig. 2) for about
five seconds, and the imbedding is finished.

The imbedding feature

is made and operated

as follows

:

Two strips of tin

about 1x4 inches are

bent squarely at a
point % inch from one

end, and nailed to the

%-in. board as shown
at E and F. These tins

are placed so as just

to touch the upper and
lower wires when the

end-bars are pressed

down, thus stretching

the wires tightly across

the foundation. On
pressing the key at G
the electric current

traverses the wires,

thus heating them and melting them into the

foundalion, all four wires at once.

The electric connections are made with a

110-volt lighting circuit. H is an ordinary

screw plug htted with a double cord J, one

-free end being connected at E and the other

with the key G. The key is a strip of

spring brass attached at one end by a screw

to the bottom-board, and bent down at the

other. Its i^urpose is to break the electric

circuit when the wires become sufficiently

heated to melt them into the foundation.

Ordinarily the bend in the spring holds it

away from the tin F; but a slight pressure

makes the contact. The brass may be wound
with tape to keep the finger from coming in

contact with any part of the circuit ; but it

is [)ractically impossible to suffer a shock

of any consequence. When the plug is

screwed in place of one of the fuses through

which the current has to pass to a set of

lamps in the house as shown, the same cur-

rent must pass through the wires of the

brood-frame. If six or eight lamps are

turned on, the current will be sufficient to

heat the wires in about five seconds. Care
must be taken not to get the wires so hot

that they melt themselves entirely through

the foundation. A few minutes' practice

enables one to do fine work.
In case the lamps cannot be used in this

manner as the controlling resistance, 150

feet of the wire used in the frames can

readily be arranged in zigzag form on nails

as shown in Fig. 3. This will reduce the

current to about the strength obtained by
turning on eight sixteen-candle-power lamps
in the method shown in Fig. 2. After a

f^AIN W/RES

To Lamps
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little experience the sheets of foundation-;

can be inserted, wedged, and imbedded at

the rate of one per minute.

Ypsilanti, Mich.

[Where one has access to an electric-

lighting current, the electrical method of

imbedding—heating all four wires at a time

—is ideal. If resistance wire has to be

used we recommend the use of a larger

size of wire than that usually used in

frames, and a much larger amount ; other-

wise the wire used for resistance will become
just as hot as the wire that is being im-
bedded. If one has not had some experi-

ence in matters of this kind an electrician

should arrange the apparatus.

—

Ed.]

MOTORCYCLE EUNS A POWEM SAW
BY OSCAR RITLAND

I am sending a picture of my workshop,
and also one of my bee-cellar. As shown I

run my saw with the engine of my motor-

cycle. I removed the fender from the back
wheel and put the belt on the outside of the

tire, and then around a mower wheel and
over the mandrel. The material cost about

$6.00 besides my work and the wood ma-
terial. I have a rip saw and cut-off saw
that are interchangeable, and I can cut

any thing up to a 1%-inch oak plank. The
5-h.p. engine furnishes all the power I can

possibly use.

I make all my hives, covers, bottoms, etc.,

but I buy the frames, as I cannot make
them as smoothly nor as cheaply as they can

be made in a special machine. I would
never advise any one to make his own
supplies if he does not have a power saw.

THE BEE CELLAR.

This is built in a sandy side hill sloping-

southeast. It is 10 X 10 X 9 on the inside

with an earth wall 4 ft. thick on the front

and 2 ft. of earth on the roof. There is

a sub-earth ventilator and an ante-room 4
ft. wide. I placed 41 colonies in this re-

pository Nov. 17, 18, 1913, and they were
always perfectly quiet. Although the tem-

perature varies many degres outside, it

stays the same inside. I think this cellar

will winter 75 colonies, or 100 if ventilation

and temperature are watched closely.

Elroy, Wis. Ritland's side-hill bee-cellar.

UTILIZING THE HONEY IN CAPPINGS FOR FEEDING

BY R. POWELL

My way of handling cappings while ex-

tracting may help some one, so I will

describe it.

At the close of the day's extracting I take
the cai^pings and crumble them until they

are like dough, and let them drain until

morning. Then there is but little honey left

in them. One who has not tried working
them up will be .surprised at the difference

in drainage (a mason's trowel is a good tool

to do it with). After they are thoroughly
drained I turn them into an eighty-gallon

tank until it is two-thirds full (pressed
down). Then I put in ten gallons of water,

place the tank over a tire, and bring to a
boil. After cooling, the wax will be floating

on top. I draw off the sweetened water and
strain it. T next give it a thorough boiling;

and while it is boiling hot I pour it into

five-gallon screw-top cans.
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Running a power saw with a motor cycle.

I put a rubber packing into the cap of

the can instead of the paper packing, and
turn the cap down while it is boiling hot,

using a wrench. If the work is thoroughly

done the contents will draw in when cold,

and will keep any length of time.

I label it when put up, by whom, and the

percent of water (this I ascertain by the

increase measurement.) The addition to the

water measurement is honey.

This is safe to feed, as it has been thor-

oughly sterilized by boiling. When first

opened it will suck air, and one can readily

tell that it has not been tampered with. I

always keep this feed in the apiary so that

I can feed it at any time. This is safer than

fiACK VIEW

5cRr>;r HIVE

drawing from colonies that have a surplus,

and I have found that it pays to be on the

safe side.

The feeder which I use, an illustration of
which is given in connection with this arti-

cle, may be of interest to beekeepers who
have never tried this plan of feeding. The
block of wood is screwed up against the

entrance on one side, closing that side; but

it leaves enough space for entrance at the

end of the feeder.

In this block I insert a bottle full of feed

(I use Armor's empty grape-juice bottles).

1 take out the cork packing of the tin stop-

per of the bottle, and punch a hole in the

tin cap with a three-penny nail ; turn the

bottle upside down with the cork end in the

hole, and the bees do the rest.

The feed can be put up in the bottles

instead of the five-gallon cans by using

corks. In this way they will be very con-

venient. This feeder is excellently adapted
to queen-rearing, as one can regulate the

flow by the size and number of holes. All

bottles made by this firm that have metal
stoppers have the same size of neck.

TREATMENT OF AMERICAN FOUL BROOD.

I keep an eighty-gallon galvanized iron

tank on hand ; and as soon as I discover a

case of American foul brood I get this can
and wet and double a blanket. I put five

gallons of water in the tank, place the

whole on a wheelbarrow, and wheel up to

the colony affected.

Then I have an assistant open the hive.

While he smokes the bees briskly I pry all

the frames loose in the upper story. Then
the assistant takes the smoker in one hand,
and with the otiiei- hand he takes hold of
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the wet blanket, which (doubled) is placed

as a (over to the tank on the wheelbarrow.
I shake the bees off the combs (no brush-

ing), and throw them into the tank. Be-

cause of the amount of smoke and the short-

ness of the operation no robbers will bother.

We then lift the tank over a brisk fire,

placing some close-fitting boards on top of

the wet blanket. In a few minutes the steam
will rise so densely as to cook thoroughly

every thing in the tank.

If there is much honey I can it and feed

it. As a rule this will not pay. If honey
is coming in I give the bees foundation; if

not, I give them an old comb for 24 hours,

then take it away and melt it or burn it,

and give the bees combs and feed them.

This tank will hold from forty to fifty

combs, so about four single-story or two-

story hives can be treated.

If bee inspectors were to carry a can like

the above while inspecting, and treat the

bees by this plan, then and there, there

would be no American foul brood very long.

Two men could easily treat fifty colonies a

day.

Riverside, Cal.

BEES ON A SMALL CITY LOT

BY WALTER M. JOHNSON

Some people have

the idea that bees will

not do well on a city

lot. I think this is a

mistake. In the spring

of 1909 I had a severe

case of bee fever. I

wanted some bees of

my own, as I thought

there was a market for

all the honey I could

get. Some told me that

bees would never do well unless they were
on a big farm where they would have woods
from which to get honey-dew ! I thought I

would see for myself whether or not bees

could be kept on a small space of ground.

I planted some Spanish buckwheat on all

the ground I had, and my seven colonies of

bees did extremely well. I think that suc-

W. M. Johnson.

cess depends on the care and attention the

bees have. Beekeeping is a very profitable

pastime for city fellows. I haven't as many
colonies of bees as I should have if I had
the time; but I am going to get more and
go into beekeeping right before long. I

am going to change from the black bee to

the Italian, for they are the best honey-
producers for me.

After I had kept bees for a while I

experienced a good many troubles which I

sujDpose many beginners have. I did not

know how to avoid them, so I began to

search for a magazine for beekeepers.

When I found Gleanings I knew it was a
good magazine for me. I think every bee-

keeper should have a good bee magazine,
just as farmers and other professional men
have their magazines,

Jenison, Ala.

HOW A BOTS INTEREST WAS AROUSED

BY R. S. SATTERFIELD

It must have been in the springtime,

years ago, when my father and older broth-

er ate an early dinner, got in a farm wagon,
and drove away. At what hour they re-

turned I do not know, but I presume it was
in the latter part of the night. Out in one

corner of the yard next morning were six

or eight " bee-gums," boxes about a foot

square and two feet high. I learned that

the bees belonged to Mr. Phillips, and that

father had agreed to keep them and to give

Mr. Phillips half the honey and half the

increase; but just when I learned this I do

not know. This contract remained in effect

for ten or twelve years.

The next thing I remember about the

bees after that first morning is a swarm

coming out. I remember that father used
an old cow-bell and mother a small dinner-

bell. Around and around they went, through
the garden and out into the orchard, where
the bees settled on the body of the old June
apple-tree. Father surely did look funny
with one of mother's bonnets on, tied close

up under his chin, the skirt of the bonnet
under his coat, and his coat buttoned all

the way from top to bottom and the collar

turned np. It was funny, too, to see him
go up and brush a few bees off and then run
and crouch down among the currant bushes.

At last mother took hold and succeeded in

hiving the bees. It turned out that mother
had to manage the bees, father assisting

when they settled where mother could not
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get at llieni. The surplus honey was secur-

ed by placing a hive over burning sulphur

and killing the bees. For years the increase

of the season would be killed off in this way,

leaving the usual number of six or eight

colonies to start in with the nest spring.

I became mother's assistant. By the time

I was twelve I was making the bee-gums,

and a little later I was in the woods at the

proper season, when I could get off from
work hunting bee-trees. Father and the

other boys always went to town, four miles

away, on Saturday afternoons. Not so with

me. I spent this leisure time fishing, squir-

rel-hunting, bee-hunting, or in the shop

where the tools consisted of a saw, plane,

square, hammer, brace, bits, and a chisel

or two.

One Saturday night father said to me,
" I wish you had been in town this after-

noon. A man took a bee-gum and knocked
it to pieces, put the combs in small frames,

and tacked strips across to hold it in
;
put

these frames in a box, and smoked the bees

into it, and set them over in the corner of

the hotel yard. Nobody got stung, although

a big crowd was there. Then he told a lot

about bees."

()i course 1 did not rest until I saw this

man and learned what he could do with

bees. It resulted m father's buying one nl'

his hives and a smoker, and a permit to

make and use the hives in the county where
we lived. (We afterward found that the

hive was not patented, and anybody who
chose made and used them.) The man who
sold these hives gave his name as Pickerel.

He was a red-headed, red-faced man, rather

witty, and very tactful. I remember one

boast he made was that he had been in every

State in the Union and in Canada; that he

had never voted, and had never paid any
tax. It was wonderful how he stirred that

region. People went wild over bees. With
the majority this interest was short-lived.

At this time father bought out Mr. Phil-

lips and turned the bees over to me. My
interest grew, and so did my knowledge,

and my stock of bees and the profits too.

At the end of eight or ten years, when I

went away to college, there were between

seventy and eighty colonies in the yard. At
the end of three years there was not a colo-

ny living. Father said the worms and an

unusually hard winter killed them.

Pauls Valley, Okla., Jan. 30, 1914.

THE TEMPEMATUEE OF TME BEE COLONY

Condensed by H. R. Calvert from U. S. Dept. of Agriculture Bulletin 96, covering experiments
conducted by Burton N. Gates, Ph.D., formerly Apicultural Assistant, Bureau of Entomology.

The paper from which this summary is

made was written to fill a need among bee-

keepers for more accurate knowledge of the

temperatures and changes in weight of colo-

nies of bees, particularly during the winter.

Such knowledge of the changes in tempera-

ture and weights is helpful in a study of

methods for successfully coping with one of

the greatest difficulties which the beekeeper

has to meet—the wintering problem.

The scope of the work accomplished is

indicated by the following figures:

Period of experimentation, Oct. 22, 1907,

to Sept. 26, 1908.

Number of observations, 25y6-(—

Number of separate readings, 20,000-f-.

The apparatus included a finely adjusted,

specially constructed platform scales which

registered with a sensitivity of 10 grams
and a maximum of 200 kilograms. Seven

mercury thermometers of the incubator type

wliich registered to a fifth of a degree, and
were graduated to the Centigrade scale; a

ten-frame liive of five stories, including all

its appliances—feeder, apparatus to be used

in emergencies which was stored in the low-

er story, two colonies of Caucasian bees,

and a check colony in an observation hive

placed near the colony on the scales.

Four thermometers were inserted at regu-

lar interv,als between the central combs, a

fifth placed at the rear of the hive between

the third and fourth combs from the side,

this one to represent the temperature of the

margin of the cluster; a sixth, inserted

beneath the frames through a collar, and the

seventh suspended close to the hive in such

a way as to register the temperature of the

air which surrounded the apparatus.

The apparatus was installed in a shed on

a third-story back piazza in southwest Wash-
ing-ton, D. C. In July, 1908, it was neces-

sary to transport the experiment to College

Park, Md. This, however, was found to

have in no way affected the results.

Since none of the instruments recorded

automatically, readings of both weights and

temperatures were taken at least every hour

throughout the working day; and, while the

hive was being manipulated, every half-hour

or quarter-hour. On the average of about

once in three weeks, by means of assistance,

it was possible to take consecutive readings

for a period of two or three days. Temper-
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atures were read to fifths of a degree, and
weighings made to 10 g. Every alteration

or manipulation of the colony was recorded.

Hourly changes in the weather and activity

of the bees were also noted.

It was not possible from the readings to

detect any relation or rhythm in the con-

sumption of stores to changes in tempera-

ture due to metabolism. Nevertheless, sev-

eral significant facts concerning the con-

sumption of winter stores were discovered.

The rate of consumption of stores exhibits

a relatively constant decrease from month to

month. Consumption, however, slackened

as the season progi'essed.

Humidity was a factor which noticeably

influenced daily results. Although conden-

sation tended to prevent a drop, or even to

raise daily readings, the increase in weight

could neither be permanent nor affect the

total results; as whatever water condensed
during bad weather would evaporate during
the following days of fair weather. Conse-
quently the records of a single day are less

significant than the averages of a month or

of the season.

While the average daily consumption for

November was 53.2 g., the average for Feb-
ruary was but 30 g. daily. The average for

the entire winter was 43.5 g. daily. Wliile

these are the figures for average consump-
tion, no such degree of constancy existed

between daily readings. The fact is, a daily

variation in weight all the way from a los.s

of 130 g. in some cases, to an increase of 40

g. in others, actually existed.

Some interesting observations were made
upon the cluster which are significant. Dur-
ing the winter the bees are relatively qui it;

the cluster expands, and the bees fly only on
the warmest days. The heat maintained in

the cluster has a general relation to the pre-
vailing temperature of the air; but it was
obsei-^'ed that the temperature at the center

of the cluster increased as the outside tem-
perature decreased, due to the crowding
together of the bees in cold weather. The
curves made from the readings show that

the maximum temperature within the cluster

occurs practically simultaneously with the

minimum outside, and vice versa, except in

March, when, with the commencement of
egg-laying, the temperature of the brood
cluster became more and more constant. At
all times the cluster was very sensitive to

changes in the external air, responding
readily and readjusting itself quickly so as
to keep at a temperature ranging from C2.6
F., the lowest, up to 91.76 F., the highest.

Contrary to what might be expected, the

cluster thei-mometers reached their maxima
and minima later than the outside thermom-

eter; but seldom, and only in severe weath-
er, when changes were rapid and consider-

able. It might be inferred that the relation

of the maxima and minima of the tempera-
ture of the center of the cluster to the out-

side temj^erature might be due to a " lag "

or delay. For instance, corresponding to the

minimum of the outside temperature on the

4th of February, the minimum of the clus-

ter temperature came nine hours later. If

this was due to delay or " lag," maxima and
minima are in some cases delayed twentj'-

four hours or more. But this cannot be,

because there are many minor variations

which appear on the curves, and which are

synchronous.
Thorough comparison of the charts failed

to provide suitable material for conclusions

as to the cause of the " lag," as the experi-

mental colony furnished no data for a con-

sideration of humidity and condensation;
and the factors of convection, radiation, and
conduction cannot be conceived as slow
enough to retard the cluster temperature
from nine to twenty-four hours, nor would
it account for its minor synchronous varia-

tion.

It was found that opening, manipulating,

or in any way disturbing the hive, would
cause a corresponding temporary rise in

temperature.

In regard to the behavior of the bees in

the cluster, we will quote from the author
concerning the apparent interchange of bees

from the inside to the outside of the cluster.

As the writer watched the cluster, the head of a

bee would ^adually appear from below the bees
forming the shell of the cluster. Finally this bee
emerg:ed and took her place with the others on the

outside. Similarly bees were frequently seen to dis-

appear into the mass. The behavior was in no way
general, but apparently was going on constantly and
gradually. The phenomenon was repeatedly observ
ed under all manner of conditions and at different

times of day and night. By carefully arranging the

covers, .so that it was unnecessary to remove theni.

and thus cause a jar, it was proven that this be-

havior is normal, and not the result of a disturb
ance of the bees. It must be concluded, therefore,

that in this way the same bees may not be exposed
to the outside cold for a long period. So long as

they are able to keep up their own body temperature
they remain outside; but when chilled they pass into

the interior.

One fact which might be of interest to

beekeepers is that the thermometer situated

below the bottom of the frames and cluster

registered almost iaentieally with the out-

side thermometer at all times, both on the

colde-st and warmest days, which showed
that throughout the season the temperature
below the frames was practically the same
as that of the outside air.

The transition within the hive from winter
to summer conditions was accomplished in
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a surprisingly short time. Accompanying
incubation and brood-rearing, the tempera-
ture was gradually raised and became equal-

ized tlirough the hive; and when once well

established il was maintained during the
summer. Although the transition was abrupt,
it would be expected to vary with the colo-

ny, and even be prolonged in bad weather.

NO HONEY IN MINNESOTA

BY J. ALF. HOLMBEEG,
State Inspector of Apiaries

The season of 1914 in Minnesota may be
said to be almost a failure. This is due to

the fact that the spring was wet and cold,

and then the hot weather came on so sud-

denly the bees had vei'y little chance to get

any surplus honey. Tn my visits through
the State this summer I saw any amount of
flowers, but the bees would not work on
them at all. In only one place have I

sampled basswood honey, and this is very
seldom the case in this State. Feeding will

be necessary in many places.

I expect to see a real bumper honey crop
next season, as all conditions seem favor-

able; and if the spring opens up right, I

don't see why honey should not be plentiful.

Foul brood, which has been very threat-

ening in this territory for a good many
years, is now well under hand, and I see no
reason why it may not be overcome com-
pletely if the beekeepers will only co-oper-

ate. I do not blame the beekeeiDer for being

the careless one ; but it is the man who keeps

bees and is not a beekeeper who really starts

the trouble. I have visited many places

where I have had to plead with the man
before he would allovi? me to examine his

bees to see whether they were in perfect

condition so that his neighbor, making his

living on bees, might rest assured his bees

would not become infected through the care-

lessness of his neighbor.

St. Paul, Minn.

Make in a
it Take to Fetch One Load ? How Long Doe^

1 Trips?

BY J. A. HEBEELE, B.S.

in

An interesting article by Walter Lunden
is making the rounds of the German bee-

journals. In this he describes an experi-

ment designed to answer the above ques-

tions. The problem is complicated, and
difficult to solve. The answers will be as

varied as the conditions. Especially impor-
tant is the distance of the source of nectar

and the abundance of it in the flower visited.

In the afternoon of July 14, 1913, Mr.
Lunden caught bees from a good colony

that was conveniently located for observa-

tion, and marked the bees, six in all, on the

thorax—white, yellow, orange, green, blue,

and red. Gold, silver, and copper bronze

were not used the first day. He found that

marked bees behaved no differently from
the others.

On the 15th of July the observation began
at 6 A. M. The weather was fine, the honey-

flow from clover.

A colony on the scales showed at 10 a. m.

a loss of 900 grams, which he attributed to

the bees flying out to the field for nectar

and pollen. In his calculation he takes the

weight of one bee at one-ninth of a gram,
and concludes that about 8000 bees had
gone out foraging. Between 10 and 11 a.

M. the weight remained about the same. The
bees flying out were balanced by the incom-
ing nectar. At 2 p. m. the 900 grams, the

weight of the field bees, was equaled by the

stored nectar. At 6 P. M. tlije increase in

weight was 2300 grams; 700 grams were
lost by morning through evaporation, mak-
ing a net gain of 1700 grams—nearly 4 lbs.

A thunderstorm between 4 and 5 p. m. cut

off the flow. The best day had been 2900

grams net; 2100 grams, or 4 2-3 lbs., the

following morning.
Mr. Lunden stayed at bis post of obser-

vation till 7 P. M., making it 13 hours, with-

out interruption. His meals were brought

to him. A few times marked bees were seen

going out or coming in, and were marked
with an interrogation-point. Green had
been oftener overlooked, because this color

is not so easy to notice as some of the
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others used in this experiment. In the after-

noon more of the colored bees were over-

looked than in the forenoon because the

observer naturally became somewhat tired.

He summarizes his observations as fol-

lows: A tield-bee makes about ten trips a

day. A trip takes from 30 minutes to two

hours—on an average about one hour.

The field-bee remains but a short time in

the hive—fiom five to ten minutes.

Mr. Lunden thinks that the fanning at

tlie entrance is not only for ventilation but

also a training for flying.

Bees that made regular trips to the field

did not fan—only those that stayed at home,

and in the afternoon made their first trip.

The next day these fanning bees made trips

to the field in the morning.

The following day other members of his

family continued the observation with simi-

lar results.

RED CLOVER WITH A SHORT COROLLA.

Beekeepers of the Old and the New World
have often expressed the wish to have bees

that could gather nectar from the common
red clover. Once the hopes of the beekeep-

ers were raised several degrees by the pros-

pect of introducing and domesticating the

large Indian bee, Apis dorsata. It was sup-

posed that, from its size, it would be able

to gather nectar from red clover and from
other plants that are not visited by our bees.

A beekeeper with two apiaries, one of the

Apis dorsata, and one of the Apis mellifiea

—would be almost certain to make a crop

from at least one of the apiaries. For a

short time the long-tongued red-clover

905

queens opened visions of sweet treasure to

the believing beekeepers.

Now some, sanguine of success, try to

breed bees larger in size than our common
ones. Besides being stronger and of more
robust health they would likely have their

tongues a little longer just to reach the

nectar in the red clover. Such endeavors

probably arouse the interest, lead to think-

ing, experimenting, studying, and may bring

something different from the object sought

that will benefit the craft.

It is believed to be easier to raise a variety

of red clover with a short corolla than bees

willi longer tongues. According to the

Bienenvater, Mr. V. Wuest succeeded in

crossing red clover, Trifolium pratense, with

Trif. pannamcum. The resulting crossing

has a corolla of only 5.87 to fi.l4 millimeters,

while the corolla of the common red clover

measures 8.26 to 9.54 millimeters. Should

that be so, and if the new crossing grows
as profusely as the common red clover, it

would be a very valuable addilion to our bee

flora.

THE GREAT GERMAN BEEKEEPERS^ UNION.

After various fruitless attempts the lead-

ers of the many associations succeeded on

July 5 in Frankfurt to amalgamate all into

one great federation, with nearly 160,000

members. Its name is " Vereinigiing Deut-

seher Imkerverbande," the abbreviation be-

ing V. D. I. Harmony prevailing, this

organization can do much to further the

intez-ests of the beekeeping fraternity. Rea-

sonable demands by " the powers that be "

will be carefully considered.

Kempten, Bavaria, Germany.

BY T. G. ADAMSON

Biblical history starts about 5918 years

ago. May we assume that the honeybee was
in the garden of Eden? Any way, we read
of honey first 3621 years ago, when Israel

sent Pharaoh a " little honey." Is not this

the first historical record of export? We
may be sure it was much valued, for sugar
was unknown in these days ; therefore honey
would be the only sweetmeat known. How
all Pharaoh's womenkind would come around
for a lick!

From Genesis to Revelation we read over

and over of bees, honey, and honeycomb,
covering a period of over 3700 years. What
changes in bees in these years and methods
of keeping and breeding! What disasters

and times of scarcity of honey ! The word
of God is compared to honey for its sweet-

ness, and frequently honey is figuratively

mentioned in the Bible. Honey and bees

are referred to in the Bible over a score of

times.

Palestine was well adapted for beekeep-

ing by reason of its climate and great vari-

ety and plenty of aromatic flowers. Per-

haps they had alfalfa or lucerne as well.

There were limestone rocks in which the

wild bees lived; also hollow trees and dried

carcases. The hives belonging to the Jews
were made of clay for coolness. A favorite

name for women was Deborah, meaning a

hee—a good worker.
The Pharaohs had bees embroidered on

their robes as emblems of royalty, and
Napoleon did likewise. We may assume that

his visit to Egypt was productive of much



knowledge to him. Napoleon had the queen-
bee profusely embroiderd on his mantle of
state.

The Romans had laws regulating beekeep-
ing, some of which dealt with swarming and
the ownership en route.

The ancient astronomers named a cluster
of stars PrfEsepe, meaning the beehive.

The kings of England in the Middle Ages
called the Jews their honeybees because the
Jews conti-ibuted largely to the kings' reve-
nue; but they did so under compulsion.
The great musicians of the past paid their

homage to the bee; for did not Mendelssohn
compose the " Bees' Wedding," said to be
among his masterpieces?
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We read in some old histories when man
could leave records that he was found with
sheep a.nd carrying about sections of trees
containing bees and honeycomb.
What would Pharaoh, Israel, Columbus,

the Pilgrim fathers. Captain Cook, say if

they were to see a modern apiary with a

motor-driven extractor at work, and witness
bees being moved 1500 miles by road,
rail, steamer, and producing, perhaps, a
score of tons of honey? May we assume
that there has been more advance made in

the honey industry in the last 100 years
than in 3000 years previously?

Ngoora, Nemengha, N. S. W., May 20.

HOW TO SELECT A BREEDING QUEEN FOE
OWP

REQUEENING ONE'S

BY FRANK BUTLER

The bees that get the honey are the ones
the beekeeper wants, and are the only kind
there is any profit in having. Good bees
for honey-gathering make necessary good
queens. In order to secure good queens, the
apiary should be headed by one or more
strictly first-class breeding-queens. It seems,
therefore, that the breeding queen is quite
as important as any thing connected with
the apiai-y.

But how is a beekeeper to select one and
know that she is the best? So far as I can
see they can hardly be tested sufficiently for
requeening the entire yai'd much before the
third year. As an instance, from one colo-

ny which gave a large yield and did not
swarm I reared a number of queens the
next season. All proved of no practical
value. Another colony which did equally
well in storing honey and from which I

reared a number of queens gave quite differ-

ent results.

I found that a large percentage of the

queens would duplicate the old one in stor-

ing honey. When a swarm issues from one
of these colonies it will be found in most

cases that there are very few cells started

—

rarely over two or three—and this, by the

way, is one of the best indirect methods of

judging a good queen. Here, then, is my
idea of a good queen.

Of course, good wintering, gentleness,

and, if run for comb honey, the bees' ability

to store a good fat section well sealed to

the wood, must be taken into consideration.

If one has an apiary of 50 colonies or more,

some one queen will match up to the above

specifications. If selection in breeding is

practiced, it wiU be found that, instead of a

few colonies giving a large yield, one colony

will do about as well as another.

Dover Plains, N. Y.

NEW PRINCIPLES IN HIVE METHODS

BY J. E. HAND

No apology for suggesting an improve-
ment in hive methods is necessary, in view
of the fact that present-day hives are total-

ly inadequate to the ueeds of modern meth-
ods. No improvement in hive methods has
been made during the past quarter-century,
simply because we have all along been con-
tented with small hives—hives of insufficient

capacity for the development of correct

principles. First, and foremost among all

the qualities that should recommend a hive,

is capacity. With a properly proportioned

hive of suitable capacity all things are pos-

sible, for hive troubles will vanish before

it, and the most intricate problems are solved

with the greatest economy. We may rest

assured that no hive is too large so long

as the extra capacity is fully utilized for

the development of economical and valuable

principles.

Secondly, beekeeping is virtually an all-

the-year-round proposition ; and a hive that

furnishes protection for its colony in sum-

mer only is but half a hive at best, and the
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lesser half; for with the wintering problem
unsolved, no beekeeper in the North is com-
plete master of his profession, regardless of
his other qualifications. Outdoor wintering

of bees is rapidly and surely coming into

favor, and there is urgent need of a hive

that will provide perfect protection for its

colony 365 days in the year without extra

equipment; for equipment is but another

name for expense that lessens profits. To
demonstrate chaff-hive conditions, in a new
catalog issued by a Western firm, chaff hives

are listed at $4.25 without any summer
equipment except frames, which means that

we must pay that price for indifferent win-
ter protection, with an added expense of

several dollars for summer equipment in

order to make it an all-the-year-round hive.

Regardless of utility, the one item of
" expense " is sufficient cause to relegate

present-day chatf hives to the scrap-heap in

favor of a hive that provides perfect pro-

tection for its colony 365 days in a year
with practically no extra equipment more
than is required for summer use. It is not

the purpose of this article to criticise pres-

ent-day methods without offering a remedy
for existing conditions; and were I not in

position to introduce a hive and system that

meet the exigencies of modern methods this

article would not have been written. I take

pleasure in introducing the new hive be-

cause it is the embodiment of valuable prin-

ciples. It is of 16-frame capacity in sum-
mer, and 8 in winter. It is named " the

Convertible hive " because it is converted
from a single-wall summer hive to a double-
wall wintering hive, providing the most
perfect protection in winter with practically

no extra equipment. To compi'ehend fully

its economical solution of the wintering
problem it is necessary to understand that

an ordinary 8-frame hive is 14 x 20 in.,

while the Convertible hive proper is 26 x 20
in. Thus, when the frames are removed
from the latter hive it will take in an 8-

frame hive-body crosswise, and leave ap-
proximately two inches of space for packing
between the walls of the two hives; and the

top story provides for abundance of pack-
ing on top without the chaff-tray nuisance.

To prepare the colony for wintering,

place the 8 combs, including the bees, in a

shell 12 inches wide inside and 12 inches

deep, made of any old stuff % thick. Place
the shell containing the combs and bees in

the center of the hive crosswise; bridge the

space between the outer and inner entrances

;

bridge the tops of frames for a winter
passageway ; cover with a quilt

; put on the

top story and pour in the packing, working
it down into the spaces with the hand, and
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fill up the hive within an inch of the top of
the upper story. This space is for the cir-

culation of air under the cover, which keeps
tlie packing dry. This method provides for

2^/2 inches of packing on each side, 2 inches

at each end, and 7 inches on top, with a 3-

incli space under the combs—a very desir-

able feature not found in any other winter-
ing hive. It is superfluous to add that such
perfect protection as this will winter bees

safely in any location where they can be
kept with profit; and the best thing about
it is that no expensive or cumbersome equip-
ment is necessary, for every hive is a perfect

wintering repository.

Every year bees are shipped from the

South by the carload to make up for winter
losses that would not occur if right methods
were practiced. So long, however, as the

demand for bees continues, increase of stock
sliould form an important part of the prof-
its of beekeeping. The Convertible hive

solves this problem, and explodes the theory
that increase is secured at the expense of
the honey crop. To demonstrate, it will be
noticed that the Convertible hive has 16
frames in summer and 8 in winter, and less

labor is required to place the extra 8 combs
covered with bees, in a separate hive at the

close of basswood harvest, than to brush off

the bees later in the season when bees resent

such a disturbance and store the combs,
faking chances on damage by mice. View-
ing it thus, aside from the extra queens, 100
per cent increase is a spontaneous produc-
tion that costs nothing, merely utilizing

brood, bees, and combs already on hand.
All except the combs would otherwise be
lost, for a 16-frame colony will be no
stronger in bees April 1 than an 8-frame
colony. The time to increase colonies with-

out interfering with the honey crop is right

at the close of the basswood and clover

harvest when the hives are full of brood and
boiling over with bees. With the right kind
of hive and system the number of colonies

can easily be trebled after July 20 without
materially affecting the honey crop.

Queen-rearing is an important factor in

forming increase, and a part of the pro-
gram for which the Convertible hive is

especially adapted. To demonstrate, the

main entrance to the hive is in the side,

with a small one in one end, which is always
open, and is used in queen-rearing opera-
tions. When queens are needed a nucleus

is formed by placing two or three combs of

brood and bees next to the end of the hive

having the entrances, closing them up with
a close-fitting follower, covering them with
a cloth, thoroughly separating them from
the colony. Bees that have the habit of
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using the end entrance will continue it, and
we have a queen-rearing nucleus in working
order.

It is thus that queens are reared without

extra equipment, and without interfering

with the legitimate occupation of honey pro-

duction. When practicing the method of

100 per cent increase in connection with a

full crop of honey, when no increase of

stock is desired, it is advisable to make the

division at the close of basswood bloom,

and winter the two colonies separately, and
in early spring place them both in one hive

separated by a thin division-board into two
distinct colonies, and utilize the empty hives

and extra queens for the current season's

increase. The extra queen and two combs
of brood covered with bees are removed for

this purpose at the beginning of the clover

harvest, and held in reserve for the autumn

division. The division-board is also re-

moved at this time, and the two colonies

united for the harvest, and again divided at

its close. This method ensures a strong

force of workers for the early harvest with-

out any attention, and is a safeguard against

queenlessness, and queens are always on

hand for the annual division. Whether the

increase is sold in the spring or united is

optional. In either case, however, the re-

turns will more than pay for the extra

hives in one season. This system was for-

mulated for the express purpose of operat-

ing in conjunction with the Convertible hive,

and such results as herein demonstrated,

while a spontaneous production with this

hive and system are possible only with a

hive of extra large capacity.

Birmingham, Ohio.

BEEKEEPING IN THE SWAMPS OF NORTH CAROLINA

BY F. L. HUGGINS

Having kept bees for ten years I feel as

if I knew just a few points in the business.

Probably not over five per cent of the bees

in this locality are kept in movable-frame
hives, the old-fashioned " gum " still being

in vogue. Having from the first used only

the most improved methods my progress

has been watched with interest by the

natives ; and this year, when I got 6000 lbs.

of extracted honey from 50 colonies, they

were dumbfounded. From four colonies I

got 70 gallons, or 840 lbs. This honey
comes almost entirely from black and tupelo

gum; and as these trees do not bloom until

May there is no danger of frost, so, as the

natives say, they " hit every year."

My colonies have an excellent chance for

early brood-rearing, as the soft maple
blooms early in February, furnishing abun-

dant pollen. I have had queens fertilized

as early as February and as late as Novem-
ber.

Up to this year I have used queen-exclud-

ers, but have discarded them. Last year,

by accident, a few of my colonies did not

have these boards, and I noticed they did

better than those that had them, so this year

I used none, and my average was the best

I ever had!

I also discarded escape-boards this year,

simply taking off the shallow extracting-

supers after smoking, and putting them in

the honey-house, this being provided with

escapes. The next day extracting could be

carried on with ease.

We are absolutely free of bee disease

—

not a single case ever being known in this

State.

Wilmington, N. C.

BY GRACE ALLEN

Down within the darkness where the bee republic

dwells,

Packed in polished centers of a thousand silver cells

Hangs the fragrant honey like a wonder-dream come
true,

Hangs the fruit of summer, shot with beauty through
and through.

Fairy-like the sun-lit gift of scented sweetness rare!
A million times have silken wings gone throbbing

through the air

To draiu it, drop by shining drop, from some bright-

hearted bloom.

And bear it from the brilliant fields to ripen in the

gloom.

Oh visionings of virgins! when the joy of service

yearns
Till it fills to overflowing all the waxen-welded urns,

And seals them with a dainty seal, and lifts a song

of praise

That summer's living sweetness shall not die with

summer days 1
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Heads of Graimi froim Differeiutt Fields

THE BACKLOT BUZZER

That blamed bee in there had better look out.
got caught on a fly-wheel once myself.

Clipped Queens Superseded.
About four weeks ago I bought three golden

queens. These I introduced without trouble to three

queenless hives of bees, and had no trouble until

about two weeks afterward, when I clipped all three

queens. Being a novice in beekeeping I clipped

both wings on each side, instead of only those on one
side. After about one week I found one of the
colonies queenless, and three or four days later an-

other of those queens had disappeared. Two days
ago the last one was found to be missing; and as

every precaution has been used in opening the hives,

I cannot but think that the bees have rejected these

queens, due to my having clipped them wi'ongly, and
killed them. I do not know whether the above is a
common experience, but shall take precaution an-
other time to clip on only one side. The proof that

all the queens are missing is that queen-cells have
been started in every hive.

I notice in a late number of Gleanings, in an
article by Mr. A. C. Miller, that "Old Man Philetus"
has all his combs filled with worker brood except
the lower part of one comb in each hive, which is

tilled with drone brood. Are we to understand from
this that it is desirable to place a strip of drone
foundation in every hive in order to raise a small
percentage of drones in this way?

Sacaton, Ariz., Oct. 24. Herbert Marten.

[No doubt the queens were superseded because
they appeared mutilated to the bees. In clipping, the

queens are sometimes injured slightly so that they

are superseded; but it is a little singular that all

three of your queens should have been rejected, even
though you did clip the wings on both sides.

The greatest diiificulty is to prevent too much
drone comb, and ordinarily it is not necessary to

insert any drone foundation. Bees manage to build

enough drone-cells to answer all requirements. In

case of a queen-rearing yard it sometimes is best to

provide drone foundation for a colony selected to

rear drones ; but in ordinary honey production such

would not be necessarj .

—

Ed.]

A Beginner's Questions.

1. How deep a space between brood-frames and
hive-floors can I leave and avoid danger of the bees

building comb below the frames?
2. Where two brood-chambers are used, how

much space can I leave between the two sets of

frames and have no comb built between ?

3. Where dummies are used in place of frames,

how much space is it safe to leave between dummies
so no comb will be built?

4. In using the shaken-swarm method as explain-

ed in the late ABC and X Y Z, if I shouldn't want
any increase how soon would it be safe to unite the

shaken swarm with the old colony and yet keep them
from swarming?

Coffeyville, Kans.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

1. You may feel quite safe with % inch. In general

you might be safe with an inch, although there is a

difference in seasons and perhaps in bees, so that

sometimes an inch would be too much.
2. It is a little doubtful if you can settle upon

any given space between two stories for which the

bees will have such respect that they will never try

to bridge the space with either comb or glue. Per-

haps the nearest to it is about Vi inch. In a space

less than this, glue is likely to be put ; in a greater

space, comb.
3. That depends somewhat on circumstances. If

you put two dummies in the center of a brood-cham-
ber, with a strong colony in best condition during

a heavy harvest, the bees might sometimes build in

a space of half an inch, pretty surely in a % space,

and not at all in % . If the dummies were at the

side of the brood-nest, you might find % safe. If

the colony be queenless, you are not likely to find

comb built between two dummies outside the brood-

nest, no matter how wide the space.

4. Probably about ten days. Of course all queen-

cells would be destroyed.

A Rain-barrel Cistern for the Beeyard.
One who does not work among the bees, at a yard

in an out-of-lheway place can hardly realize how
gratefully many beekeepers whose yards are not most
conveniently located receive a suggestion or plan,

either to lighten labor or bring comfort to the oper-

ator who is compelled to do his hardest and most
messy work under trying circumstances, as, for in-

stance, right in the iiottest time of the day. Just
think of the item of water—not for the bees, as the

yard should be located so as to provide for that, but
plain pure drinking-water, to be had at the right

time when one is fairly famishing for a drink. I

have somewhat of an inventive turn of mind, and
have thought out a number of schemes for the com-
fort of both operator and bees. The one that brings

me more pleasure and comfort than all the others

is my water-barrel. The idea may benefit some one
else, so I will share the plan.
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Get a large barrel—a 59 or 60 gallon size will

do. Prepare a base or pedestal for the barrel to

rest upon, lying down. Have the base just high

enough so that a water-bucket can reach under the

end of the barrel, which, in position, has the bung
on top. Then get a cheap metal washpan (any old

one will do) and cut or punch a round hole in the

bottom of it. Get a hollow wooden-bung stopper (your
merchant will give you one that comes ready made
in the ends of a roll of wrapping-paper). Now tack

this to the bottom of your pan so that you will have
a good funnel, which you will place in the bunghole
of the barrel. Then cut out a piece of screen wire
and lay it across the pan to act as a strainer, and to

keep out insects and debris. A little melted paraffins

or wax will fasten it in place.

The barrel or cistern is ready for use. I might
add that it should be placed on the shady side

of the beehouse, where the sun will not shine on it,

or, better still, under the house, if the house is

high enough from the ground, which it should be.

A small auger-hole in the lower end of the barrel, to

be closed with a soft wooden plug, will make a fine

faucet. You are now ready to fill your barrel with
nice clean rainwater that will automatically serve

you from every refreshing shower of rain.

It is not necessary to go to the expense of metal
guttering. Two six-inch boards nailed together to

catch the falling water at the eaves of the roof will

do, and four six-inch boards will, when nailed vo-

gether, make the box or tubing to conduct the water
from the gutter down to the barrel.

As you draw out water to drink, or wash up the
floor and fittings of the beehouse, which should be
kept clean, the water will be replenished by the
very first rain while you may be at home, or at an-
other yard miles away.

In the hot summer time here in Alabama the
water will get slightly warm in the middle of the
day; but by the next morning it will be cool and
sweet again. One barrel like this will make you a
spend-thrift with water—always ready just when
and where you need it most. In fact, that barrel
will supply a small family with nice wholesome
drinking-water.

Letohatchie, Ala. W. N. Randolph.

Origin of Foul Brood.
On page 670, Sept. 1, Mr. J. E. Hand says that

bees wintered out in the open with good stores of

pure honey (not sugar syrup) will be strong and
healthy. He implies that sugar syrup and indoor
wintering tend to European foul brood, paralysis,

spring dwindling, etc. ; and later, on page 671, he
says cellar wintering frequently terminates in Euro-
pean foul brood. I am of the opinion that he is

slightly mixed here. Black bees are supposed to be
very easy victims of foul brood, and Italians more
resistant. Blacks have been left to follow nature's
plan or to the care(?) of the box-hive beekeeper,
while some strains of Italians have been cellar

wintered for generations. Why is foul brood worse
in the tropics than in the more temperate climes?
There the bees winter outdoors, have flights nearly
every day, and in many tropical localities the honey
harvest is on in our winter.

I am with the editor when he says it is no harder
on bees to evaporate sugar syrup than to do the
same work on natural nectar.

Foul brood does not spring from dampness, bad
air, etc., but from a germ, as all our chemists know.

Georgetown, Del. Geo. W. Louder.

make frames and run wax out on a wet board as a
substitute for foundation through the delay in ship-

ment of supplies.

I have a good location for bees here. I have had
a continuous honey-flow since last May up to this

time (April, 1914), from several varieties of euca-
lypts, acacias, and other honey and pollen bearing
plants. I purchased a colony of Italians which
has increased to ten since last September, all on self-

spacers, 10-frame L., full depth, and all storing in

supers.

I do not know the buzz of an angry bee nor the
hum of a robber. My apiary has a northern aspect,

with a crescent-shaped ridge at the back, heavily
timbered, thus protecting on east, south, and west.

With the exeception of settlers' blocks on the creek

this part of the country is wild. Until a few months
ago, wild horses (Brumbies) were running about
here, but are all taken in hand now. There are

varieties of acacia here, so thick in growth that a

dog cannot bark in it. Most of the timber is iron-

bark, a splendid railroad timber, and large areas are

reserved.

I am sending a sketch of a device to beat the

ants where troublesome. I have found it good, but
rather expensive, so I have decided to exterminate

them at first hand to save further trouble.

The principle is that spiders take up their location

in the tins, and the cobwebs prevent the first ants

from finding the bees. Beat the first and you beat

the lot. First 4 posts 4 ft. 2 inches long; 2 cross-

pieces 12 ft. long, 6 inches wide, 4 inches thick; 4
petroleum-sans ; tops to be cut out of cans to tele-

scope over posts. Cross-pieces can be spiked on the

tops of posts without leaving ant-holes. I have tried

tar in cups around the posts ; but the heat causes a

skin to form on the tar in three or four days.

James Porter.
Brush Creek, Australia, April 24.

In the Wilds of Australia.
I agree with Wesley Foster's remarks, last para-

graph, page 166, March 1, in every detail. A person
has to turn to his tools at times ; for instance, when
a supply dealer has not been prompt. I have had to

Coating for Metal on which Bees can Crawl.
Please tell your readers how to treat metal so that

bees may be able lo crawl out of a vessel made of

tin or any other kind of metal. Last fall we had a

hundred feeders made after the fashion of the Doo-

little feeder, but we had them made of galvanized

iron. Bees drown in them too easily. How can we
treat the inside of the metal in such a way as to

enable the bees to crawl out ? How would it do to paint

the inside, and sprinkle sand over the paint before

it hardens. I have no doubt but that an article

along this line will be appreciated by many bee-

keepers.

Mount Airy, N. C, May 7. J. E. Johnson.

[It is rather difficult to put a durable coating on

metal which will enable bees to crawl up as easily

as they do on wood. On this account sheet metal,

which, besides being somewhat more expensive than

wood for making a feeder after the pattern of the

Doolittle division-board feeder, is also somewhat ob-

jectionable on account of the bees drowning, as you
say. Possibly painting the inside of the feeders,
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and then dusting over with clean sand, would be all

right. But there is just a bare chance that the
paint, especially when not thoroughly dried and
seasoned, would be objectionable to the bees. Dip-
ping the feeders in hot paraffine would enable the

bees to crawl out much better, although it might be
wise to dust on some sand before the paraffine has
cooled.

You might find that you would have to use a

wooden float in each feeder to prevent drowning, as

this is sometimes an advantage given with the wood-
en feeder, though not often.

—

Ed.]

What Associations Can Do.
The heavy rains of last spring almost wiped out

sweet clover as compared with former years. Two
years ago our association supplied each of our
members with 5 lbs. of clover seed for sowing on
spare places and spots that had been bare of any
useful vegetation. This year the practice was con
tinued. Each good standing member receives 5 lbs

of seed to sow this spring. We are at a loss to see

one association outside of ours advocating the pres
ervation of forage.

In Europe the beekeepers' associations have spen
a great deal of money in supplying the residents o
cities and towns with honey-producing trees and
plants, especially in Germany and Austria-Hungary
Honey in general is better known and more appre
ciated by the average citizen than in this country,
and prices are better by far than here. Their con
ventions are visited, mostly by men who have the
welfare of the bee more at heart than any other
item of the industry. Why is this? Because the
first item considered in this country is " The money
there is in it;" hence the many failures. I speak
from experience. I have yet to find the man who
thinks he would like to keep bees who hasn't asked
the question, "Is there money in it?"

Cincinnati, O., Feb. 8. Henry Reddert.

How I Stimulate Breeding.
In March and April I uncap the sealed honey of

one or two frames, and then piit them next to the
combs having brood—i. e., on the two sides of the
brood-nest proper. Within a few days these combs
are emptied, and the queen lays in them. On an-
other visit, in about seven to twelve days, I repeat
the same process until all of the sealed honey is

consumed. About the beginriing of May (if the
colony is to be run for the production of honey) I

put on the super, and I commence feeding at the

entrance in the Simplicity feeder, with light sugar
syrup. Just before dark, every evening and early
in the morning, I remove the feeders.

Feeding in this way is, of course, elaborate, but
gives the best result for breeding and for drawing
out the comb foundation in the sections so as to
have them ready before the honey-flow commences.
In this way the bees more profitably occupy their
time during the honey-flow, collecting and filling the
prepared combs instead of losing most valuable time
in building combs.

I have closely observed that feeding continuously
day and night keeps the bees indoors, while feeding
in the night only renders the bees very energetic and
zealous ; therefore I do not allow my bees to enjoy
artificial food during the day.

M. G. Dervishian.
Nicosia, Island of Cyprus, Sept. 5.

Bumble-bee Shown the Door.
While watching my bees one day I saw a large

bumble-bee enter the hive, evidently an unwelcome
guest with suspicious designs. After a short time
he reappeared, escorted by two guards, each firmly
holding one of his hind legs. They allowed him to
use his free legs with good speed till they reached
the edge of the platform, where they held their
prisoner fast while he pleaded for liberty, and (we
believe) promised never again to enter the sacred
precincts of their home. Then they released him
and he flew away unharmed—a wiser and (no
doubt) a better bumble-bee.

Miller's Falls, Mass. C. A. Shearer.

(A'Oe/i 5/D£ orEfJTRAf^cc Guard

Metal entrance-guard used by J. S. Kavanagh, Port Thomas, Ky.,
prevent robbing of weak colonies.

Colony With Young Queen Swarms.
The advice usually given to prevent swarming is

to keep the colonies supplied with a young queen of
the current season. May 23 one of my rousing
colonies superseded the queen, the virgin queen
hatching on that day. I had previously exchanged
combs of hatching brood for sheets of foundation to
prevent swarming, and did so again. July 31 the
new queen was clipped and the ten-frame brood-
chamber reversed back to front, which was on the
deep side of a Danzenbaker bottom-board. A full
super body was on fop all the time, as there were
not bees enough for two supers. Aug. 15 the colony
swarmed with a lot of queen-cells left. There was
no honey in the brood-chamber at all, and no honey
in the super at all. They were getting only enough
for breeding. The only extracting had been on May
26. This was my only swarm, although my other

colonies had queens from one
to two years.

I had another rousing
colony which gradually de-

creased in population and
brood until the bees died of
old age, and the queen laid

only very sparingly, but still

the bees did not supersede
her, so I had to kill her right
away to introduce a new one.

TOADS IN THE APIARY.
In order to prevent toads

eating the bees in the apiary
I had to fence the whole
apiary with wire netting, %-
inch mesh, properly fixed in

the ground, and 18 inches
in heiglit. The toads do climb
the fence, and are found in-

side the next day. They do
not get stung by the bees

—

no chance ; and if they did,

they are invulnerable. The
bees are caught with the

greatest dexterity in the air

to
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by the toads with their furred tongue when they are

not swept away from the alighting-board.

BEES SUFFOCATING OVER SOLID ESCAPE-BOARD.

I like very much the idea of the ventilated escape-

board with screen instead of wood. This year I had
an illustration of the danger of the common bee-

escape used where there is no protection from the

sun. Two hours after setting the escape, I accidentally

had to raise one of the super.s. I found that the

bees were suffocating from lack of ventilation before

passing through the escape. With wire screen there

would be no danger. I have noticed, also, that the

next morning the combs are cold instead of warm,
as they would be if the heat from below were pass-

ing up. C. M. Carmona.
San Rafael, Trinidad, B. W. I., Sept. 6.

[There are many instances of colonies swarming,
even though the queens are less than a year old; but
as a rule the colonies with young queens are less

likely to swarm than are those with older queens.

—

Ed.]

From the Old Country, Cumberland".
I have never seen an article from the Old Country

in Gleanings, and I wonder if you can spare a
corner for a few lines from a Cumberland lass. My
husband has been interested in bees for several
years, but recently he got another " bee in his bon-
net," and was married; so, of course, his bees had
to follow him to his new place of abode.
We brought the colonies by train, one at a time,

then had to carry them about two miles. Though
very slow work we had the satisfaction of knowing
that hardly a bee was damaged, and the following
morning they were working away quite at home.

Being in business in the city, my husband has
only his evenings and one afternoon a week off duty,
but now, being an apprentice, I am able to help him
a little in making frames, wiring and fixing founda-
tion, and looking out for swarms. I also help while
he is manipulating. I can spot the queen almost as
soon as he can. Fortunately we have had only one
swarm among our home colonies ; and, needless to

say, I was most excited (not being used to bees).
As they were not likely to settle I had to resort to

the sprayer; and, not having gained sufficient cour-
age to secure the swarm myself, I had to seek the
aid of a neighbor. However, by next year I hope
to be more proficient. Bees, I consider, are a most
fascinating study as well as a profitable hobby.
Nearly all my reading at present is confined to bee
literature—my husband, fortunately, having a good
many books on the subject.

We have six home colonies, and seven about six

miles distant, including American and British Gold-

ens, Italians, and Black.
A Happy Wife.

The Smoke Method of Introducing Queens.
On page -388, May 15, Major Shallard practically

asks if any one adopted the above method of intro-

ducing queens before 1885, the year he commenced
to do so. I may state that I adopted the method in

1882 and in 1883 and afterward, when queen-rear-
ing on an extensive scale, I rarely introduced in any
other way unless the conditions were very unfavor-
able. Both virgin and laying queens were intro-

duced by smoking, and the losses were, if any thing,

less than by caging. Many a morning I have run in

20 or 30 queens by smoking after removing the

originals to .send away by mail—all finished in

seven or eight minutes. The smoke method is by no
means new, as will be seen by turning to some of

the bee-journals for the '80's. I have been surprised
to see so mudi made of it of late, as though it were
a recent discovery.

Auckland, N. Z„ June 24. I. Hopkins.

Simple Spacing Device.
The illustration shows my frame-spacing device.

My idea is to bend each end of the metal one-eighth
of a full turn. The reason for giving only one end
a twist is that with a quarter turn the metal some-
times tears partly off.

My frames have narrow ends as shown in the

drawing. I like them thus, as it gives a better grip

for the fingers.

Sacramento, Cal., Nov. 12. A. D. Munger.

Buying vs. Making Foundation.
On page 371, May 15, Arthur C. Miller says that

he buys his foundation for five cents a sheet, and is

thereby saved the trouble of making it. Now, that

is all right for him ; but I have to pay 65 cts. a

pound for brood foundation; and after paying
freight and having a lot broken besides, I find that

it costs me about $1.00 a pound for full sheets of

foundation in good condition. Since I prefer to use
full sheets, I believe that in my circumstances I am
better off by making my own.

Albany, Vt. J. M. Carter.

New York, Not Massachusetts.
In the Oct. 15th issue you have the address at

the end of my article on swamp bee-pasture, p. 812,
as Mayfield, Mass. It should be Mayfield, N. Y.
My bees are all ready for winter. Sugar is high,

and some will not feed on this account. Bees will

have to be fed here more or less—some half.

Mayfield, N. Y., Oct. 24. G. W. Haines.

Four Swarms from One Colony.
I had one colony that gave four swarms in eight

days, and kept strong in bees all through. They
were all good-sized swarms.

Waterford, Ct. F. M. Jacques.

Handy place for matches. Suggested by G. E,
Leavitt, Chattanooga, Tenn.
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OUM Editor

For God so loved the world.

—

John 3:16.

Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth,

7:7.

and subdue it.

—

Gen. 1:28.

Knock, and it shall be opened unto you.

—

Matt.

Somewhere about the year 1840, or per-

haps as late as 1845, a few miles away from
the log house in the woods where I was
born there used to be a salt-spring. I think

they called it a " deer-lick " in olden times,

as the deer came there to lick the salt

water; and I believe that, in early days
before salt for tabic and domestic use was
prepared in great factories, the people used
to boil the salt water to get salt for the

home ai'ound the region of Liverpool, Medi-
na Co.. Ohio. This salt-water spring was
near Rocky River; and besides the salt

spring a peculiar black-looking oil was
found there on tue water. It seemed to

ooze out of the rock. The people saved it,

and carried it around in bottles to cure

rheumatism. In this form it was genera'ly

called Seneca oil. I believe that was about
all the use they made of it until the oil

excitement broke out in Pennsylvania in

1859. This was when I was 19 years old;

and as I had been eager all through ray

boyhood to hunt up and utilize God's gifts

(although I did not enumerate them in that

way in that early day) I caught on to the

craze of digging for oil, or drilling for it.

The people near that old salt-spring became
excited also, and a couple of young tinners

in the town of Liverpool made some tubing

of heavy tin, put down a well back of their

tinshop, and got quite a little oil.* Very
soon it began to be discovered that it could
be used instead of tallow candles for light-

ing our homes. I was so busy in my shop
as a watch-repairer about that time that I

could not well get away except on Sunday
(or at least I thought I could not). I had
no money to hire a horse and buggy, so I

started off one Sunday morning and walked
ten miles to Liverpool and the same distance

back, at night. I am glad to recall, how-
ever, that I came home with a troubled
conscience. I knew what my good mother

* In Gleanings for Nov. 1 I gave you a picture
of the old windmill when it was first started. Well,
in the description I failed to mention that it not only
printed Gleanings but it worked a home-made drill

for drilling for gas and oil. In the basement of the
factory that held the windmill I put down a hole;
and when I got tired of working the drill by hand
I arranged a piece of mechanism that would pull the
drill up a certain distance and let it drop; and that
old home-made drill is down in old mother Earth a
hundred feet or more at this present date. It got
stuck in the rock ; and with my limited experience
and crude implements I did not succeed in pulling
it out.

would say about such a Sunday tramp. On
that trip I saw a great wooden tub or tank
filled with salt water and a little oil on the
surface which they pumped into it with a
steam-engine. Please remember that gaso-
line-engines were unknown at that time.
Those early wells were drilled down perhaps
one or two hundred feet, and we thought
then that it was a great thing to be able to

go so far into mother Earth. Quite a little

gas came up with the oil, but it was allowed
to pass off into the air or to make a beacon
light at night. It seems strange that people
at that early day did not seem to think it

was worth any thing of any account. Well,
these shallow wells after a brief time gave
out, or they did not get enough oil to pay
for pumping. Later on, by going down a
thousand feet or more they got gas and oil,

and quite an excitement resulted. Just now,
fifty years more or later, we find by going
two or three thousand feet, instead of only
two or three hundred, the supply of oil and
gas seems almost inexhaustible. See ^he
clipping below from the Plain Dealer in
regard to some recent developments not far
from that first start in Liverpool.

In July there were eighty wells yielding gas in
quantities of from 500,000 to 10,000,000 cubic feet
a day.

Gas was first strucK in the district last January
when a gusher well yielding 10,700,000 cubic feet
a day was sunk on the property of J. L. and H.
Stadler underneath the Harvard-Denison bridge.

The boom commenced immediately and wells yield-
ing as much as 4,000,000 cubic feet a day sprang
into existence on adjoining properties.

Now, friends, I need not undertake to tell

you what has come in fifty years from the
discovery of oil and gas in the bowels of
old mother Earth. I could not tell you,
even if I would, for I am not well enough
informed. I do know, however, that oil and
gas are now found more or less almost all

over the whole face of old mother Earth.
The first excitement was mainly in Penn-
sylvania. Later the Virginia oil-fields threat-

ened to equal and even did eclipse Penn-
sylvania. Then California discovered they
had an abundance of oil to run locomotives,

to make good roads, and who can tell what
else"? Then away across the waters (where
they seem to have forgotten the oil craze,

and gone into a craze for killing each
other), great developments ensued, especial-

ly in Russia.

Reader, have you ever stopped to think
what the world would be now if it had not
been for that discovery of oil and gas?
There would have been no millionaires like
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Rockefeller, or not so many of them. With-
out gasoline the gasoline-engines would
have been impossible or next to impossible

;

and automobiles could not have been

launched and so nicely perfected, without

the aid of gasoline Why, gasoline is getting

to be such a commodity now that it is almost

as plentiful as water. A few years ago, if

by some carelessness your gasoline gave out

from your automobile you might have to

walk miles on foot and carry back a gallon

of gasoline; but just now, not only every

city but almost every little town or four

corners with a country store has a sign out

with the legend " Gasoline for Sale." And
many of these little shops will pump the

gasoline right into your automobile, having
it measured automatically, and start you
off in less time than it would take to water
your horse in olden times. The farmer,

instead of laboriously hauling up logs and
spending a great part of his time winters

in " chopping wood," does his cooking and
heating by gasoline. In fact, we have come
to a point where there is almost no place

to put chips, kindling, wood, or shavings.

Our houses are wanned and sometimes
lighted, and the cooking done by gas or

gasoline. The good old times are gone ; and
while the demand on the housekeeper and
the homemaker are in some respects more
than what they used to be, woman's work is

lightened in a thousand ways, and we are

learning useful lessons every day—yas,

learning them at a tremendous rate too.

May God give us grace, while we recall the

manifold advantages of the present time
and contrast them with the past, to turn
our eyes finally to him in praise and thanks-
giving for what our eyes have seen.

On page 780, Oct. 1, I spoke about a little

scrap of paper torn out of some Bible that

happened to be down among the disorderly

scraps of leather I happened to turn up
with my foot while I absent-mindedly push-
ed my foot among the scraps at exactly the

time I mentally made my appeal, " Lord,
help." Since I have mentioned the incident

our readers have referred to it by letter.

The question is, did that bit of paper get

down among that leather by pure accident?
Let me go over it a little more fully:

The shoemaker was an ungodly man. He
never had a Bible of any sort in his dirty

shop. It is not likely that anybody would
bring a Bible there ; and it is not often here
in America that a Bible gets torn up. I do
not think I have ever seen a torn or muti-
lated Bible more than once or twice in my
life. People do not use Bibles for waste
paper, or at least not very often ; and yet

there was a piece of a leaf of the Bible

found among those scraps of leather. It

contained just the words I so much needed,

and no more. Skeptics will say it just

"happened" to be there. I gi'ant you
this might be; but it. happened to be on the

precise spot on that littered floor where my
toe was resting. Furthermore, the very in-

stant, the very day of the week, the very

hour of the day—in fact, at the very minute,

and we might almost say the very second, I

uttered that prayer, " Lord, help !
" the toe

of my shoe, by another strange coincidence,

pushed away the leather so that a glimpse

of the paper met my gaze as I breathed m
distress (a distress for souls going down to

ruin) the brief but intensely uttered (men-
tally, of course) call for help. I submit to

the readers of Gleanings if it is likely all

that just " happened." The old friend who
declared that that scrap of the Bible was
enough to save the world is now (Oct. 21)

near death's door.* He remembers the in-

cident, and I ha\-3 had several talks with

him about it.

Well, friends, what has this to do with
the oil business? Why do I drag it in here

just nowf Does :t require any great stretch

of imagination to believe that the oil and
gas hidden away down in the earth were
put there ages ago by the loving Father,

to be hunted up and brought to the surface

for the children he loves, when humanity
has got to the jjoint where we could not

well get along witiiout it?

" Knock, and it shall be opened unto
you."

I have been laughed at sometimes because
I claimed this text refers to science and
civilization as well as to spiritual things.

The oil was there all the time, like the scrap

of paper among the leather; but the oil

came to light when humanity was rijoe for

it, just as the scrap of paper came to light

when I prayed earnestly for help. Oil and
gas have blessed humanity. I have not yet

heard that the use of gasoline or kerosene

has been prostituted to the carrying-on of

the European war except in the use of

gasoline for the aeroplane; and I hope
something may happen to prevent using it

to drop bombs, especially where the bombs
are dropped on hospitals devoted to the care

of the wounded, as has happened already.

* Today, Oct. 22, I learn that the old friend of
whom I have been speaking died at almost the very
time I was dictating the sentence above. Less than
a vi^eek ago I had quite a talk with him. He admit-
ted that his end was near; but when I suggested
that the dear Savior was ready and anxious to take
him by the hand and pilot him across the dark river,
he had been so many years holding back that it

seemed hard work to accept the words of promise I

repeated to him over and over. God only knows
the outcome; yet I feel happy to think that I made
that visit, and did my best to make it plain to him.
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While I write (Oct. 21) the pai:)ers tell us

the Germans are massing their zeppelins to

drop bombs on London. I mentioned the

matter to Ernest a few minutes ago. He
said something like this

:

" Father, if they undertake to do that,

there will be such a world-wide protest that

the Germans will be obliged to stop."

God grant that tnis may be true.

There used to be a class of people who
claimed (or pretended to claim) that there

is no God; and just one man, a beekeeper

too, made a remark to the effect that he did

not see any particular need of a God.* I

believe that this doctrine is now abandoned,

or at least largely. All mankind now ac-

knowledges, and I hope bows down in

reverence to the God of creation. There

are, however, quite a few who still maintain

that it is a myth that God cares for us.

They cannot lielieve that God loves us

individually. A poor friend once said to

me in jail that it would be a happy moment
for him when he could believe that God
loved or had any regard for his poor self.

It was years ago, and I cannot remember
now the outcome; but that single expression

T have used among our texts, " For God so

loved the world," ought to bring happiness

and joy to every son of humanity.
In closing let me make a little summary.

During my comparatively brief span of life

I have seen many wonderful things invent-

ed. I can remember when tallow candles or

a gi'easy lamp filled with lard oil were the

only means of lighting our homes. Many
an evening have I spent reading by a tallow

candle. I remember the snuffers sometimes

used to get lost by the careless children.

Some of the othei youngsters would drop
the greasy, smutty contents out of the

snuffers. It was my privilege to see oil

brought out of the ground, and to see it

go through the different stages of refining;

to see utilized the waste product running
out into the creeks and rivers until it got

to be a great and dangerous nuisance. I

have lived to see these waste jDroducts util-

ized in a thousand different ways, while the

doctors' shelves now contain more medicines

made from the refuse from the refinings

than from almost any other source. One
invention or discovery seems to pave the

way for another. The Wright brothers

could not have invented their flying-machine

without gasoline. Gasoline-engines are now
not only moAang great factories, but they

are supplying strength to the farmers and
to the farmers' wives. They are moving
little electric-light plants to have the farm-

* The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.—Psalm 14:1.

er's house and barn lighted in a way that

lamps and lanterns could never do. Dur-
ing the past fifty years the whole wide
world has roused up and come to life. I

have not only been permitted to be present

at the birth-time of oil and gas, but I might
almost say I have seen electricity in a like

manner ushered into this world of ours, and
grow to the mighty proportions of the

]iresent day. There has been talk about the

"good old times," and there were some good
things in olden times that I am sorry to see

being dropped; bat who is there whose eyes

rest on these pages who would want to be

transplanted to the times of fifty years ago?
You might say in a thoughtless way j^ou

would like to try it; but, my friends, you
would get homesick in less than 24 hours.

With the wonderfully good things that have
come to light from the hands of the kind
and loving Father, I am sorry Satan also

has managed to wedge himself in here and
there. I have been trying to think that it

is perhaps well foi us that we do have to

fight evil—at least in certain ways; but
may God help me, as I close this Home
paper, to have faith to believe some " good
things " will in some way come out in the

end from fighting the liquor-trafiic that has

so long oppressed us, and from the terrible

war that is now raging without any partic-

ular symptom of letting up at the time I

close this paper.

Just a word more before closing. Mrs.
Root's mother died over in England when
Mrs. Root was but a little child—only two
years old. As photography was not known
at that time she has no picture of her good
mother. Well, I would give a hundred dol-

lars for just a picture of Mrs.Root's mother,

but it cannot be furnished. Once more : I

would give another hundred dollars to hear
that mother talk to the children she was
obliged to leave. But the phonograph and
dictaphone and these things that are so

common now had not then been invented.

I think I saw about the first telegraphic

wires that were put up in Ohio. The boys
at school made fun of me when I said that

men could talk through the wire; but now
they talk without any wire, clear across the

ocean. I might go on telling about the

things that have been discovered and devel-

oped dui'ing my brief lifetime.

Now, then, friends, have we at this stage

explored and invented eveiy thing? is there

no more discovery to be brought out like

getting oil and gas out of the bowels of the

earth, like chaining the lightning to do our
bidding by driving our cars, making fast the

reflections from a looking-glass, and holding

human speech for future generations? Has
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the loving Father got to the end of his

wonderful gifts to the children he loves'?

You know one of our several texts says,

"• For God so loved the world," etc. What
have we given him in return for all his

loving kindness—for these great and won-

derful gifts that he is heaping upon us?

Some Avriter in the Sunday School Times

recently said, " The man who is at war with

God will soon be at ivar with his fellow-

men." We know that, because we have seen

it. Now, is it not also true that the nation

that is at war with God will sooner or later

be at war with other nations? Some other

writer in that same periodical said there is

not a genuine " Christian nation " on the

face of the earth; and the more I think of

it, the more I am afraid it is true. We
might cite our own United States with the

motto on our coins, " In God we trust ;" but

how about being in partnership with the

brewers and distillers in furnishing liquor?

Away back in the sixth chapter of Genesis

we read that it " repented God " that he

had made man. Back in my childhood my
grandfather on my mother's side, I am sorry

to say, was a skeptic. In commenting on

this passage I remember hearing him say

that one might almost think that God " lay

awake nighfs " planning how he might best

manage his rebellious children. Some of

you will make a start at the above, and say

it is awfully irreverent; but yet does it not

remind us of a great truth that we might

overlook? Would it be any thing so very

strange if that loving Father should pause

and consider whether it were well to keep

passing out these great and wonderful gifts

to mankind, especially while they are intent

on fighting and killing each other as they

are now doing in the Old World? And may
God help us when we take into consideration

the greed and graft and bribery and trickery

all the while going on in our own country.

Have we here in America very much to

boast of? Is there not a greater need than

ever before of a loving Savior and Redeemer

to call us to order and to make us ashamed

of ourselves?
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makes us IJu.sh for him; but the nice thing about

these people is, they understand -what a loose tongue

is, and pay very little attention to it. A good deal

used to be said about annexing Canada; and once

in a while a man comes back from there so full of

admiration that he wants to annex the United States

to Canada instanter; but most of us feel—and we
sincerely hope Canada can share the feeling—that

just being neighbors is the best thing for both of us.

We have the same problems in the main, and we are

glad to have Canada show how she thinks they

should be worked out. We have a good deal of

common property in the lakes and rivers which lie

between our shore and hers. It is a really beautiful

thing to think of—in the war-torn autumn of 1914

—that we have never had a serious difference about

this common property. Tliis is a good time to vow
that we never will. Our Lady of the Snows is not

so cold as her title might lead one to think. She is

distinctly our sort—and we hope she won't mind our

saying so. The frontier is an imaginary line only.

Thoughts are the true bond of friendship. " Let us

draw closer and closer to Canada in thought. Let us

seek, nationally and individually, to foster the rela-

tions which make us thank God for Canada as a

neighbor.

I Avant to call particular attention to the

sentence in italics in the above. I did not

know—at least I did not think of it until

my attention was called to the above—that

there are no forts between us and Canada;

and may God grant that there never may
be; and, furthermore, it is my prayer that

forts, fortifications, and men-of-war may
speedily disappear from the face of the

earth. I know there are many people who
are ready to say amen to the above, because

I see it voiced more or less in almost every

periodical.

THANKING GOD FOR GOOD NEIGHBORS.

It affords me great pleasure to find the

following in Collier's Weekly for Oct. 17:

COUSIN CANADA.

As the war rages on, and we find ourselves pinch-

ed by it, we can and do thank God for good neigh-

bors.' The most wonderful thing in North American

life is the fact that for four or five thousand miles

our frontier is Canada's frontier; and not only is

there no fort upon it, but there is no place where

any one in either nation wants a fort. They are

people one is glad to have next door, the Canadians.

Somtimes a Taft or a Clark says something that

TOY PISTOLS AND OTHER TOYS IN IMITATION

OF IMPLEMENTS OF WAR.
Dear Brother Root

:

—I have just read Our Homes
for Sept. 15. I think it is fine. I hope you may
some time write on the toy-pistol curse and other

seemingly innocent practices which excite wrong
desires and lead to serious evil.

Sulphur, Okla. Chas. R. Hill.

Amen to what you suggest, my good

brother. I have had the matter in mind.

Now let us, each and all, especially the

Sunday-schools of our land as well as the

day schools, discourage by every means in

our power having any thing for the children

that would suggest war—tin soldiers, toy

pistols, toy swords, and, perhaps, even toy

drums. Let us encourage not only here in

America, but in the whole wide world, a

hatred for war and warlike implements.

There has been quite a start made for a safe

and sane 4th of July. Let this safe and
sane organization rule out guns and can-

nons. Let us, each and all, in view of the

awful lessons God is sending us from away
across the waters, do every thing we can to

teach and practice " peace on earth and
good will to men " instead of war and
bloodshed.
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TAKING CHANCES, ETC., IN GROWING GARDEN

STUFF.

We have bad an unusual fall here in the

North, dear friends, and I fear that many
of us have not remembered to thank God for

nice growing- weather clear up to the 28th

day of October. Yes, we had nice beans

and tomatoes almost up to the first of

November. It is true there have been some
slight frosts, but none to hurt truck on high

ground like our own. When the early peas

and early potatoes began to go off and be

out of the way, I planted Bantam corn and
suggested to the children that I was going

to have Early Golden Bantam corn wher-

ever there was a vacant place. I kept on

so late that they laughed about my getting

roasting ears away up in October. Then I

got half a i^eck of white marrowfat beans;

and after I stopped planting corn I put in

beans for a coujjle of weeks later. Well,

the corn did all right and gave us the nicest

golden-yellow ears I think I ever ate; and
when we had more than we could use I

enjoyed the fun of carrying them around
to the neighbors. Well, most of them had
become tired of garden stuff along in Octo-

ber, so there was not much call for the big

white .shell beans; but just as the frost

threatened I went all over the garden with

a good stout man, and had him pull all the

An Early Ohio potato weighing 2 ll:s. 2 oz., and
in length, grown under the irrii;ation syst

our issue for Oct. 1.

beans he could find, with plump yelloAV

pods. They were piled on a wheelbarrow
and run under a shed; and as the tempera-
ture goes up and the sun comes out again,

we are going to spread them out to dry.

and I shall have quite a crop of " home-
grown " white beans.

Some of you may suggest that you have
no time to take risks; and, to tell the truth,

we had several rows of beans almost ripe

when the frost came, and you might say
that it is a waste of time and seed to take

such chances. Not so. You all know how
much it is worth to have a crop of clover

or vetch to turn under; or almost any other

legume. Well, now, a dense row of white
beans loaded with pods, even if they are

only fit for snap beans, will be worth as

much as a big dressing of stable manure.
You try it and see. I am going to put some
elioice crops next season where those green
beans were turned under. Our dasheens
made a splendid gi'owth clear up to the date

I have mentioned, and we got them in just

as the freeze came (for it was a freeze, and
not a frost). There was no frost visible,

but there was a skim of ice on the water-
trough next morning. Such a freeze does

not do nearly' as much damage as a frost.

The sesame plant I have spoken about
several times did not matui'e any good seed

here in Ohio. Probably it will have to be
grown further south. The plants were cov-

ered with pods when the frost took them.
Our cantaloup melons also kept ripening
clear up to the date mentioned. We had

also beautiful egg-

plants that had to be
gathered just before
the freeze. One big

plant contained eight

good-sized eggs.

The irrigation ap-
paratus I illustrated

and mentioned in our
Oct. 1st issue, of

course helped great-

ly. In fact, it kept
our Early Ohio pota-

toes growing briskly

clear up to the freeze.

When I first installed

the apparatus a part

of the vines had died

down ; but plenty of

water during a warm
period started the

rest, and they grew
amazingly. We give

a picture of one specimen.

Of course, some of the stuff started up
with the water, made a second growth, and
the small potato that shows in the picture

was, I presume, the outcome of the irriga-

mpasnring 9V2 inches
em illuistrated in
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tion. The big potato, of course, increased

in length and size; and under the spur of

good weather for the potatoes, and plenty

of water, the little one was an offshoot.

Just now every thing of any value has

been gathered from the ground. Our big

team turned under all the trash, weeds, etc.,

that had sprung up after the crops were
off, and they are well out of sight.

To-day, Oct. 29, we were planning to put
in rye so as to have the ground constantly

occuiDied, but this morning it was rainy.

As it is getting to be rather late for the rye

for a winter crop, our good teamster sug-

gested that he could sow rye broadcast and
harrow it in, even if there was a drizzly

rain, and now it is all in, ready for winter.

You see where we practice " high-pressure

gardening " we expect to have some sort of

green crop occui^ying the gi'ound every
month of the year, winter as well as sum-
mer. Last year we had terrific rains that

washed quite a little of the fertile soil down
into Champion Brook. If the rye gets a
little start it will hold the soil and prevent
wash; and in order to avoid this damaging
wash, as soon as the weather will permit
the big team is going to plow a furrow
down through the middle of the garden and
off toward the creek; and as the gi'ound

slopes on both sides just a little toward this

open ditch, I do not think we shall have
much wash, for the ground is pretty thor-

oughly underdrained besides the open ditch.

Besides the stuff mentioned above, we had
quite a crop of Hubbard squashes to divide

around among the children. And there is

another little squash called Table Queen, the

.'•eed of which was furnished by a good
friend, C. H. Peterson, Garden City, Minn.
It is as good as a choice Hubbard squash.

But they are liltle bits of squashes, and a

good deal earlier than the Hubbard. When
baked on the " half shell," and eaten with
butter, salt, and pepper, they are certainly

delicious.

Last, but not least, Ave had two nice hills

of helianti. (See pages 317, AjDril 15, and
advertising page 21, May 15.) These came
from two tubers sent by the Burgess Seed
Co. The plant when in full bloom very
much resembles the artichoke mentioned
that my mother grew years ago. See page
317 as above. The yellow flowers are really

little sunflowers. They are covered by bees
when in full bloom, and bear little seeds

resembling sunflower seeds. The small
tubers are on the end of the rootlets that

run out two feet or more in every direction.

While the plant was growing thriftily I dug
a few of these little tubers about as large

as one of your fingers and about as long.

When cooked very much as we cook aspara-
gus, at the first taste I had one of my
" happy surprises," and became quite en-

thusiastic over the helianti. I sent and got

a leaf from John Lewis Childs' catalog, and
prepared to give the plant a big write-up

;

and I would do so yet, if it were not for one
circumstance. One of the girls in our office

who heljDS to fold up Gleanings vei-y op-
portunely remembered what I said about
my " mother's artichokes ;" and she asked
me if I would not like a few of the real

old-fashioned " artichokes." Now, here is

where the trouble with helianti comes in.

Mrs. Root cooked the artichokes exactly as

she did the helianti, and we have had both

kinds for dinner twice; and I am obliged

to confess that the artichokes, cooked ex-

actly like the helianti, are just as good; and
I am greatly surprised that the artichoke

has never been made use of before for a

wholesome and delicious vegetable to take

the place of Irish potatoes.* One trouble

with both artichoke and helianti, as I un-

derstand it, is that neither can be dug and
kept in the cellar like potatoes. In fact,

John Lewis Childs cautioned me in regard

to the matter. Here is what he says about
it:

Helianti may be left in the ground in the North
the same as artichoke. Helianti will do well in

Florida or in any Southern State. It does not keep
well out of the ground, so it should be dug as

wanted; and in the North, when you wish it in the

winter when the ground is frozen it should be dug
and put in earth in the cellar. It dries up if left

out of earth, and does not grow after it is dried up,

and is not good for food. You should tell your
readers that the helianti must be planted as soon as

received, as they do not keep well out of the

ground. John Lewis Childs.
Floral Park, N. Y., Oct. 1.

One of our good friends, a reader of

Gleanings, away off in California, is very
enthusiastic about the helianti, and he says

it yields out there a half more than pota-

toes. He has sent me some very nice sam-
ples which are much larger than we get

here. His address is John G. Gretzinger,

Hynes, Cal.

One great objection to the helianti, as I

see it at present, is that the tubers are so

small and so scattering. You would have to

dig over carefully a square yard or more to

get all the tubers. In our Medina clay soil

it is quite a task to dig a single hill. The
artichokes are so much larger it would be a

comparatively easy matter to dig them. John
Lewis Childs gives the following as to their

food value

:

Dr. Koch, a well-known German food specialist,

* Ls it not another case of sweet clover—the plant
that was kicked and cursed and pronounced a nox-
ious weed for years and years, but which is now
rivaling even alfalfa that has in times past blest and
is now blessing the world?
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gives the following figures as units of food value:

Helianti, 540.5; green peas, 465.0; turnips, 133.0;

potatoes, 126.8.

He also offers to furnish pink-tuberecl

helianti, supposed to be the best, three

tubers for 10 ets., or less in quantities. He
also offers seed at 15 ets. a package, and
says they will bloom the first season and
make a lot of tubers.

DASHEEN BULBS FOR PLANTING.
In order to answer many questions I give

below two advertisements from the Florida

Grower.
Dasheens.—$2.50 bushel; others ask $4. Cas-

sava, Kudzu, Para Grass, Ribbon Cane. Poet Eden
Farm, Riverview, Fla.

Seed Dasheens for sale, $2.50 per bushel, f. o. b.

C. J. Barrett, grower, Crystal Springs, Fla.

I confess the above is free advertising;

but under the circumstances it will save me
answering questions. I shall have, perhaps,

thirty to forty bushels of dasheen tubers of

my own gi'owing, but they are not for sale.

In fact, so long as I am writing up the

garden department of Gleanings I shall

have nothing to sell. Should I undertake

to sell the things I write up or write about,

you might accuse me of having an " ax to

grind." Whatever I choose to give or offer

to the readers of Gleanings^ I suppose no

one will object to. We are planning, as I

have told you, to give every paid-up sub-

scriber for one year or more 1 lb. of dasheen

tubers. But said sub.scriber must find out

from his postmaster what the postage will

be from Bradentown, Fla., to his own place,

and then he can send the amount here to

Medina, 0., when he makes his application

for the pound of tubers. Three grains of

the Rainbow corn will also be included if

you mention it.

In addition to the above we have just

received an advertisement reading as fol-

lows:
If you want to make sure of an 8-lb. " Trinidad

dasheen-seed " shipment in time for spring planting,
send me $1.00 now. M. Leidersdoef, Daytona, Fla.

See advertising columns.

I have a nice increase of dasheens. I have tried

them out and find both bulb and stock delicious.

Won't you give us a little advice again as to the

methods of preparing for the table, and especially as

to care in northern climates, for next summer's
planting? Will the old bulb keep over winter?-
Shall we pack in sand, dry or moist ?

S. W. Morrison, M. D.
Embreeville, Pa., Oct. 19.

My good friend, it is a very simple matter

to prepare dasheens for the table. You may
recall that the Government bulletin advised

washing the bulbs in water containing a

little baking soda; and if there is any ten-

dency to acridity, first boil the dasheen in

a little soda Avater and pour the water off.

Then add fresh water and stew until the

bulbs are soft. Add butter and milk, or
cream, so as to make a sort of soup like

oysters and mushrooms. Then put in oyster
crackers as you would for oysters. This is

our favorite way of cooking them ; and you
can cut up the whole plant, and stew with
tubers. When they are matured, bake them
exactly as you would potatoes. This refers

to the underground part only. As to wheth-
ei the old bulb will keep over winter here
in the North, I cannot answer. As they
keep without any trouble down in Florida,
if kept where they can have plenty of air,

and si^read out on a screen of fine-mesh
poultry-netting, we have no trouble.

Some I grew a year ago and kept in a
cellar here in Ohio spoiled because I did not
spread them out and give them plenty of air,

A few of the tubers, however, that did not
get soft were planted, and they grew all

right. My impression is that, if packed in

dry sand and kept considerably above the
freezing-point, they can be kept over all

winter all right. In fact, seedsmen keep
bulbs of caladium and elephant ears (which
are of the same family) without any trouble,

year after year. They must, however, be
kept in a place sufficiently dry so that they
will not get damp and moldy.

SWEET-CLOVER seed—OVER $1400 in CASH
FOR just one WAGONLOAD.

One of my good friends sent me the
following, clipped from the Omaha Daily
News of Oct. 5

:

FARMERS GET RICH ON SWEET CLOVER.
Hastings, Neb., Oct. 5.—Progressive farmers in

the North Platte district are making small fortunes
oft' sweet clover hay and seed crops, for which there
is an enormous demandj" according to A. J. Mills,
who has just returned from there.

He said every spare bushel of seed was readily
disposed of at $14, and that he witnessed the sale of
one load for which a little over $1400 cash was paid.
He saw another load sold for $1050.
A farmer with whom Mr. Mills visited rented an

eighty-acre tract for $160. From this field the man
sold over $2000 worth of sweet-clover seed, to say
nothing of the hay feed left from the straw.

Mr. Mills probably farms more land near Hastings
than any other farmer in the county.
He says at first horses and cattle refuse to eat the

clover plant, once styled as a pest and obnoxious
weed; but that after they once get a taste the stock
will pass up the choicest alfalfa for it.

Mr. Calvert informs me that the price of
sweet-clover seed has been steadily advanc-
ing; and just now, Oct. 27, the price is

away up. This whole matter of sweet clover
illustrates how farmers and others who do
not keep posted may get into a notion that
one of God's best and most precious gifts
is an enemy to mankind. This comes about
because so few of the farming people keep
in touch with the experiment stations now
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to be found, I think, in every State in the

Union. Our experiment stations from first

to last have called sweet clover a valuable

legume. It is valuable for stock, and it

enriches the land like other clovers, no mat-

ter where it grows. The demand for seed

has been so great that the price has gone
up until we cannot sell it now for less than

22 cts. per lb. in lots of 100 lbs.

SWEET CLOVER AS A PREPARATION FOR GROW-
ING SUGAR BEETS.

Mr. ¥. S. Hardy, of Fruitland, Wyo.,
is making us a visit. When be first went on

to his land in Wyoming the agent told him
he was very sorry to be obliged to admit
that sweet clover was making considerable

headway on some parts of the piece of land.

Out there they grow alfalfa largely. Well,

our friend bought some alfalfa seed that

turned out afterward to contain quite a per
cent of sweet-clover seed. At first he was a

good deal worried ; but he soon discovered

that the sweet clover was gTeedily eaten by
his stock, and seemed to be worth fully as

much as alfalfa. Another thing: The sweet

clover on that peculiar alkali soil not only

grows away up in the air higher than you
can reach, but it makes roots almost as

large as a man's wrist at the surface of the

ground; and these gi'eat roots he has found
down at a depth of 4 feet or more. Well,

their soil lacks humus more than almost any
thing else. These tremendous sweet-clover

roots furnish humus. Now, that is not all.

As some of the political speakers say (espe-

cially of late), I want to say to you, "Now,
just listen." Fruitland, Wyoming, is in the

region of the sugar-beet industry. Since

the present war broke out, inducements to

Ijroduce our own sugar are greater than
ever before. Well, Mr. Hardy not only had
a great crop of sugar beets where the sweet

clover had been growing—a crop that took

the first jDremium at the State Fair—but the

sugar content of these beets was about 19

per cent, or almost one-fifth of the raw
beets was real sugar itself. In fact, I have
tasted sugar beets that seemed to be pretty

near up to the above mark ; and it Ijegins

to transpire that this high per cent of

sugar is found only where there has been a

rank growth of sweet clover to turn under.

1 wonder what the enemies of sweet clover

(if there are any now) have got to say
when they come to face the above facts.

sri-ow oil stalks above ground. The larger one, to

me, resembles a toad. They are such a curiosity I

want you to see them.
South Euclid, Ohio. Mrs. Welch.

My good friend, the Department of Agri-
culture has recently put out a bulletin de-

scribing what you mention. They give it

the name of Aerial potato, and I think they
call it a disease. I have noticed it more or

less for years past, but supposed it was
only a sort of freak such as we often see

among vegetables. Down in Florida I had
one hill that produced as much as a dozen
of these i^otatoes above ground with few or
none below. As I had i^ut some very heavy
fertilizer on one of the papayas near by I

supposed it was the effect of the fertilizer,

but I may have been mistaken. At first I

thought I would plant these potatoes that

grew up in the air; but when the Depart-
ment suggested it was a disease I changed
my mind. I have at times seen similar

IDotatoes growing on the outside of old

potatoes that happened to be neglected in

the cellar where there was a little light.

THE " AERIAL " POTATOES.
I see in reading Gleanings that you are quite

a gardener. I am sending you a few potatoes that

are of a very queer growth. When digging, there

are no potatoes under ground, but about a dozen

LIQUOR ADVERTISEMENTS; MAGAZINES AND
OTHER PERIODICALS THAT DO NOT ACCEPT

THEM.
Some time ago we gave a brief list of

lieriodicals rejecting liquor advertisements:
and now a friend has submitted a page of
the Amethyst, giving a list of the papers
and magazines of this sort. Lack of space
prevents our giving the complete list ; but
let me say that in round numbers it com-
prises toward 500 papers and about 50 mag-
azines. I scarcely need tell you that this

list includes the most prominent and re-

spectable periodicals of our nation ; and it

begins to look very much as if the periodicals

that accept these pernicious and damaging
advertisements will soon begin to be asham-
ed of themselves if they are not already.

By the way, let me mention a little inci-

dent. Last winter, in discussing this matter
with my good neighbor Rood (down in

Florida) he said his boy was great on base-

ball, and had subscribed to the Chicago
Record-Herald especially on account of its

baseball news. His father made some ob-

jection, saying he did not like to see a

paper in his home containing such glaring-

whisky advertisements ; but the boy main-
tained there was no other daily that could
take the place of the Record-Herald. Just
a few daj's later the boy came in, swinging
his hat, saying the Herald had announced
that it would print no more whisky adver-
tisements, etc. So you see that even our
great dailies are groining in grace and wis-
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Special Numbers
for 1915

There was a time when we were fearful that our readers were
not appreciating the special numbers, our fear in this respect being

prompted, perhaps, by some adverse criticism of the plan. However,
Ave are convinced that the very large majority are in favor of having
certain subjects discussed in a full and compreliensive manner, nearly

a whole issue of GLEANINGS being devoted to the subject in ques-

tion. Accordingly we are making a selection of subjects for 1915,

taking without exception subjects that have been suggested by our

readers themselves.

Feb. 1.—EXPERIENCES OF PEOMINENT BEEKEEPERS.
In this number Ave shall present an array of autobiographies, so to
speak, from a large number of well-known beekeepers who will tell how they
increased their business from a small number of colonies to a large number. In

other words, how they progressed from an amateur to a professional. These men
will discuss methods of making increase, buying bees, prices paid, etc.

April 1.—QUINBY NUMBER, One of the most successful expo^

nents of modern l)eekeepiug, and one whose pioneer Avork paved the
way for beekeepers for all time to come, is Moses Quinby. Mr. L. C. Eoot, a
son-in law of Mr. Quinby, is going to furnish a number of interesting points in

regard to the life and experience of Mr. Quinby never before made public, to-

gether with illustrations of the old home, etc. In this number we shall present

a good many of Mr. Quinby 's views on diiferent subjects connected with bee-

keeping, some of which beekeepers are still debating.

August 1.—NEW AND OLD HONEY PLANTS. It has been a

long time since any suliject mentioiicd in GLEANINGS has been re-

ceived with such enthusiasm as the subject of bee-botany. We are constantly

learning of new honey-plants in various localities that are proving valuable,

and at the same time there are many old honey-plants which beginners or bee-

keepers in other localities do not know. In this number we hope to start on a

subject that shall not end for some time. In fact, GLEANINGS expects to

devote more space to the consideration of honey-plants than ever before—not
only in this one issue, but in many of the issues for 1915 as well.

October 1.—HONEY FOR COOKING AND FOR THE TABLE;
HONEY AS A REMEDY. People Avho do not customarily use honey
often show a woeful lack of knowledge concerning its use on the table, as well

as in cooking. New users of honey are quite apt to store it in a refrigerator, or

some other damp cool place, and when it goes upon the table it is anything but
inviting in appearance. In this number, which will be full of information that
the producer of honey can use to good advantage in disposing of his crop, we
shall present a number of articles on the food value of honey—on different ways
of serving honey, and on the use of honey in cooking. Included with this latter

will be a number of new recijies that have been found especially valuable.

A great many physicians are using honey in their practice, recommending
it to their patients for various purposes. A,Ve shall devote considerable space in

this number to the use of honey as a remedy. While we may not show pictures

to prove the comparative results "before and after taking," we believe that
this number will serve to furnish the material to be used to convince any con-
sumer that honey is a healthful food, and that he cannot afford to get along
without it.
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In many northern localities the past

season, where clover proved almost a total

failure, many fall flowers were unusually

luxurious, especially goldenrod and aster.

There are many varieties of each, and espe-

cially of the aster, some of the varieties

having a very different appearance from
others better known.
Near one of our swamp apiaries in Sep-

tember there were large tracts of unused
ground with an almost unbroken stand of

goldenrod. Our cover picture shows one of

these. This particular tract stretched out

for nearly a quarter of a mile. It was early

in the morning when the picture was taken

;

and when we first stopped there was not a

breath of air stirring, every stalk being

absolutely motionless. By the time we were
ready to " press the button," however, a

slight breeze had sprung up, causing the

blurred appearance of some of the blossoms.

Winter Setting in Early

This fall throughout the country, up till

about the 10th of November, the weather
was exceedingly mild. Bees had been gath-

ering pollen and nectar until very late. But
old dame Nature seems to have a fashion of

balancing up the weather. If it is very warm
at one jDeriod, that period is almost sure to

be followed by an extreme of cold, and so in

this case. Two or three weeks ago the ther-

mometer dropped to 10 and 20 above zero,

followed by high winds. Thousands of

colonies all over the United States were out

on their summer stands in single-walled

hives, waiting to go into the cellars. Many
beekeepers, however, wished they had their

bees inside. Dr. Miller among the number.
They had been hoping against hope that

they might have one more flight so they

could cleanse themselves, after which they

would be in flne condition to go into the

cellar. But this warm spell has not mate-
rialized, or it has not up to to-day, Nov. 24,

although the temiDcrature is tending to rise

a little.

This premature cold spell of two or three
weeks is going to be hard on the bees that
are in single-walled hives that are to be put
in the cellar. When the first warm fly day
comes we shall give them a mid-winter
flight, and then set them in again. Many
beekeepers do not believe this pays; but in

our locality it certainly does pay. Hives
that have been spotted with dysentery in the
cellar after one of these warm mid-winter
flights have repeatedly come out in the
spring in flne condition. Of course, where
a colony is badly affected with dysentery a
good flight for only one day does not help
much. The only remedy for such colonies
is continuous warm weather outdoors.

C. F. BucHER, of Littlestown, Pa., has
forwarded to us a clipping from a local
paper published in Maryland regarding a
shipment of honey by parcel post which
thoroughly " messed up " the contents of a
large mail-sack, to the disgust of the post-
master and many of the patrons.
We feel, as we have said before, that the

beekeeper or the producer should not make
experiments of this kind without knowing
what has been done by others. It is down-
right foolishness for any one to wrap up a
section of honey, or a bottle of honey, for
that matter, in a few thicknesses of paper,
or a flimsy pasteboard box, and send it

through the mails. Such a package may go
safely the first trip or the second, but soon-
er or later it is going to get broken and the
honey will be smeared over the contents of
the whole mail-sack. If this careless exper-
imenting is not stopped, beekeepers are
likely to suffer a hardship owing to the dan-
ger of honey in any kind of retainer being
ruled out of the mails absolutely.
When we get a piece of comb containing
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a suspicious sample of brood togettier with
considerable honey all sticky and dripping
because the sender merely wrapped it up in

a few thicknesses of newspaper, we feel

like—well, we won't say what we feel like

doing. Sending such a package through
the mails is almost criminal carelessness.

Such samples should not be sent to us any
way, but to Dr. Phillips, Bureau of Ento-
mology, Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C.

m Sugar
In Dr. Wiley's department in Good

Housekeeping for May appears a paragraph
under the heading " Foods Rich in Sugar "

As it puts honey at the head of the list of
natural foods richest in sugar content we
are glad to reproduce it for our readers.

This, coming as it does from one of the

greatest authorities in the world on foods,

means something. The whole article, in

fact, is worth reading, as is every thing

else from Dr. Wiley. Here is what is said

:

Among the natural foods which contain notable
quantities of sugar may be mentioned the following:

beets, sweet potatoes, turnips, radishes, carrots, and
other root crops. Indeed, all the common vegetable
foods consumed by man contain notable quantities

of sugar. The sugar-beet yields from 10 to 18 per
cent, and the sweet potato has from 4 to 7 per cent.

The natural food richest in sugar content, however,
is honey. Nearly all the solid content of honey is

composed of sugars : namely, levulose and dextrose
in practically equal proportions, in which are usu-
ally mixed small quantities of ordinary sugar. Hon-
ey is the type of natural sugar foods. Prepared
foods which are largely sugars include, besides the
ordinary sugar of commerce, molasses, syrups of all

kinds, and confections. Among the confections are
included the sugar cakes of various kinds, which are
such a common component of desserts, and candies
of every description.

Feeding Sugar to Make Colonies; a
Further Explanation from Mr. Sel-

zer

Referring to our experiments in the
matter of making increase at swamps or
nectar from natural sources, and making
increase by feeding sugar syrup, in our Oct.
15th issue, page 794, Mr. Selser writes,

making a further explanation as follows

:

In Siftings, October 15, page 794, you are quite
correct in reference to a dollar's worth of sugar
building up three-frame nuclei to full colonies with
full sheets of foundation, ready for the honey har-
vest; with all consumed and no surplus; but it costs
$2.23 per colony to carry them up with stores to a
surplus sufficient for winter.

The procedure was this: In the Root Co.'s Salem
apiary, directly after the June honey-flow, with all

surplus taken off, we divided eight-frame hives (pop-
ulous, of course) into three three-frame nuclei, put-
ting two frames on the original stand with an emp-
ty frame of drawn comb. This was in the tirst part
of July, or right after the Fourth; and by the 25th

of August, when we have a big swamp fall flow at
tliis point, the bees were in shape to stop feeding
and continue on the natural flow; but this year
spoken of was a failure, so we continued feeding
until frost, and carried some five hundred colonies
through to spring with a minimum loss of about five

per cent.

We bought sugar that year in ten-barrel lots at a
time, at four cents, less grocer's discount. Of course,
with sugar at five cents the cost in dollars and cents
would be a little more. We do not remember just
what sugar we used; but we figure the cost in actual
dollars and cents, so as to guide us in our future
calculations.

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 30. Wm. A. Selser.

Mr. Selser is entirely correct. On the

other hand, if we buy a colony of bees in

July or August, we probably would have
to feed that colony in order to put it in

shape for winter. The point we wish to

make in this connection is that one can, with
sugar at normal prices, if he understands
the art of slow feeding, make up a colony

of bees from three-frame nuclei in July
with a dollar's worth of sugar. As the

nucleus will be worth anywhere from $2.00

to $4.00, it will make the colony net us,

not including the labor, from $3.00 to $5.00

by Sept. 1 ; or including labor, 50 cents

more. This will not inlcude the hives nor

extra feeding for winter if there is no fall

pasturage. One reason why we went to

the swamps was to get the honey for noth-

ing; but, as will be seen from report else-

where, the fed colonies came out ahead this

year as the fall pasturage did not hold out

in one location at least as we had expected.

Swamp Beekeeeping vs. Feeding for

Increase in and about Medina—

a

Final Report
Last summer we had sold our bees down

so low that it became necessary to make
increase. Two plans were pursued to get

more bees. One was, to leave some of the

bees at the original outyards, and feed up
with cheap Porto Rican honey after the

general honey-fiow was over. The other

was, to move some yards to locations near
big swamps. There was one big swamp, it

will be remembered, of something like 1000
acres, about 30 miles nortlieast of us. From
there were other swamps nearer at hand
where we placed other bees. The nearby
.swamps did better than those far away, and
the increase was satisfactory. The Richey
yard, near the thousand-acre swamp, did

not make as good increase as some of the

other yards; but it drew out nearly a thou-

sand combs from full sheets. One reason

they went backward was, we drew on them
heavily for bees in pound packages in July.

The other reason was, that the bees had to

fly so far to jiasture that they wore them-
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selves out. After they had made a good
increase up to the middle of September they

went backward on account of these long
flights. Before we knew it they had become
considerably weakened. It was these bees

in particular that we had to send to Vir-

gina, as mentioned elsewhere.

A yard of two-frame nuclei that were fed

ui)on Porto Rican honey at the beginning
of August built up to fine strong colonies

for winter, with stores enough to carry them
through to spring. The cost of the honey
and the time amounted to $1.50 per colony.*

The increase at the swamps cost nothing for

feed; but the furthest yard, thirty or forty

miles away, had to stand an expense of

truck-hauling of ten cents a mile. That
would be about $10.00 for 50 colonies, or 20

cents apiece. Where there was plenty of

fall pasturage the advantage was in favor
of the swamj) beekeeping. Where the pas-

turage was lacking or fell short, the advan-
tage was in favor of the fed colonies.

The experiment will be tried next season,

both in feeding and hauling bees to the

swamps. But feeding is a comparatively sure

proposition, while hauling to the swamps,
while generally cheaper for a given increase,

is less certain of good results.

^ax-renderiiig-seirvice Station ; Mass=

A NEW service station for Massachusetts
beekeepers has recently been announced by
Dr. Burton N. Gates, Associate Professor of

Beekeeping, Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

lege. The College at Amherst has installed

a steam-operated equipment which is show-
ing high-percentage yields. For instance,

one trial in rendering nineteen Langstroth
combs gave apiaroximately six pounds of

wax.
Already considerable quantities of comb

have been rendered, and arrangement is

made for much more
;
yet the capacity of

the presses is several hundred pounds a day.

We suggest that those having work to be
done write to Dr. Gates, requesting this"

service, whereupon he will send full partic-

ulars and an application blank to be filled

out and returned before the wax is shipped.
Dr. Gates especially requests that beekeep-
ers refrain from shipping materials previous
to notifying him. It should also be em-
phasized that it is not desirable to furnish
comb containing honey, not alone from the

standpoint of leakage in transportation, but
because it hinders efficient rendering. The

service is offered at a nominal cost, merely
covering expenses, a charge of five cents per
pound of rendered product. The beekeeper,
however, is expected to pay transportation
charges, which are slight.

We believe this idea of a central-service

station to be a step in the right direction

toward the handling of apicultural products.
Moreover, from the success of this project
already, we are certain that beekeepers ap-
preciate the opportunity atforded them.
Dr. Gates informs us also that from time to

time, as circumstances and facilities permit,
the wax-working operations will be improv-
ed and extended—not merely comb rendered
into commercial wax, but commercial wax
clarified and prepared for various markets
and their demands.
We would remind the beekeejiers that

there is a neat income from scraps of comb,
scrapings, and burr-comb. This margin is

especially profitable when the toilsome and
disagreable work of rendering can be avoid-

ed at a slight expense. Consider also the

short distance of transportation as well as

the additional yield of wax possible in

comparison with the small percentage ob-

tained by the usual laborious home process.

Odds and ends of combs should no longer

be used to feed the bee-moths. " Save the

pieces " and have them extracted at the

central station.

We would suggest that old comb may best

be stored by tamping it solidly into a tight

barrel or box. The more compact and hard-
er it is tamped, the less likely moths are to

injure it. Take a piece of two-by-four or
other heavy tamp, and pound down the

scrap as it is thrown into the barrel. The
moths will not trouble wax stored in this

way, especially if the material is allowed to

freeze once during the winter. It is sur-

lirising what an accumulation may be made
even in a small apiary. In the larger apiary
it will well repay the beekeeper to sort his

comb into two grades—bright and dark.

Especially handsome wax is obtained from
cappings or bright new comb.

We commend the new service station to

the attention of beekeepers. Savings in

wax will help meet your next-year's foun-
dation bill.

The Net-weiglit Law ag Applied
Comb-lkoiniey Buigiimesg ; Cam

Eged gi

* These fed colonies also gathered some natural
stores from goldenrod and aster.

We have received one decided protest

from a subscriber, asking why we did not

complain to the powers that be against the
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operation of the national net-weight law as

applied to comb honey, and at the same time

show up the inconsistency of applying the

ruling one way in weighing in the wrapping
around hams and applying the ruling in

another way in eliminating the wood or

section around comb honey. We have re-

plied by saying that it would be about as

useless to oppose the ruling of the Commit-
tee in the Bureau of Chemistry regarding

the operation of the net-weight law as it

would be to butt our head up against a stone

wall. As a matter of fact we did file our

protest, but it did no good. Perhaps there

would be no objection in showing up the

inconsistency, or what appears to be such,

of applying the ruling one way with regard

to one food product and an entirely different

way in regard to another. While it is true

the Committee did not make the net-weight

law, that Committee, until the courts pass

on it, has interpreted its scope. In the

mean time it would be a little dangerous for

most of us to go contrary to its interpreta-

tion, even though there is an apparent in-

consistency in the way the ruling has been
applied. By complying we show good faith

on our part.

No matter what the outcome, we do not

think the operation of the net-weight law
will entail any great hardship. If we can

only make up our minds to comply with it

(and we do not see but we shall have to,

whether we wish to or not), we shall find

that its effect will be no gTeat hardship.

That the law as interpreted by the Commit-
tee is causing some inconvenience there can

be no doubt. There must necessarily be a

readjustment, and it will take time to get

that under way.
In the mean time Gleanings has coun-

seled its readers to " get into the band-
wagon," as we see no other alternative

except fine and imprisonment. When Uncle
Sam begins to make arrests (which he

doubtless will do later on) we will wake up
when it is too late, and our idea all along

has been that it would be better to comply
with the ruling until the courts set it aside,

and that is not impossible.

The R. A. Burnett Co., of Chicago, are

probably among the largest dealers in comb
honey in the United States. This company
does not complain about the law, but rather

of the bungling way in which it is being

carried into effect. Here is what Mr. R. A.
Burnett says

:

The marking of weights on the wood frame is

causing retailers no end of trouble. To begin with,

the apiarist does not succeed in having them clearly

stamped in all instances. The majority of them use
too much ink, and it blots so that a "3" and an "8"

are almost indistinguishable, as are some of the

other figures. Then when they pack the honey in

cases they put heavy and light weights in the same
case, so that the retailer buying a case of honey by
weight finds there are sections running from 10 oz.

to 19 oz. in the same case. Such a case is now
before us.

We reason that the beekeeper thought it unneces-
sary to put frames of equal weight in a case, for

the reason they were marked on the wood; but when
the marking is blurred and the average clerk does
not note the difference in a frame that is well filled

and one that is not, it makes errors both for and
against all parties concerned. There has been so
much of that this fall that our salesmen deplore the
marking on said frames. They are often incorrect,

but mostly they are understamped as to weight. The
remedy, in our mind, is to grade the sections before
casing, so that there would not be over an ounce of
difference in any of the sections. This could be done
at the time of weighing by having a place on the
bench for the different weights to be set, so that
when they were cased it w'ould not be necessary to

do any more handling than was occasioned by the
first placing. Of course, all changes of an arbitrary
nature cause many people to make innocent mistakes
which result in trouble of a rather serious nature in

many instances.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 5. R. A. Buenett.

Producers and dealers alike should be

careful not to use an ink-jiad that is too

ivet. Use a common blotter, and absorb the

surplus moisture before using the stamp.

By all means sort and grade honey ac-

cording to weight. We are doing it right

along, and find nothing difficult about it.

Said the foreman of our honey department,

Mr. Gayer, " The net-weight law is causing

us no inconvenience worth mentioning."

The reason of this is because every section is

graded and marked according to its weight.

Each section of a certain weight, or within

an ounce of a certain weight, is put in a

pile by itself, after which the several piles

are cased. Any producer or dealer who will

put honey of different weights in the same

case, and try to market it, will soon find out

his mistake. If he continues such foolish-

ness he will have to quit the comb-honey

business.

It is an intolerable nuisance to have the

honey improperly marked, and then all

mixed up in one case. Producers and deal-

ers may rest assured that the buyer will go

elsewhere rather than to run any risk.

=cage Method

Some two or three years ago, notably on

pages 554 and 761 for Gleanings, 1911,

and again, pages 762 for 1912, there was

considerable discussion over the method of

introducing a queen by liberating her on a

comb and then immediately shutting her in

on a small area of one of the combs under

a hollow square of wire cloth, the wire cloth

being pushed down into the comb clear to
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the midrib. The idea of this method of
introducing was to give the queen immedi-
ate access to honey in the comb, impart to

her the odor of the comb, and at the same
time afford her an opportunity to lay eggs
prior to her release. An egg-laying queen
is much more easily introduced than one
just taken from the mail-sacks; and this

method has the advantage that either the

owner or the bees themselves can release the

queen. It involved the principle of the old

Peet cage of 30 years ago that was so uni-

versally successful. It was revived in later

years by various people, notably by the late

W. Z. Hutchinson. The plan is described in

his work, " Advanced Bee Culture."

We very seriously considered the advis-

ability of substituting this method of in-

troducing in all our mailing-cages; but we
dropped it for the time being, as the smoke
method, introduced by Mr. Arthur C. Miller,

seemed simpler and was just as sure of

results. But quite a few have failed in

making the Miller method a success, either

because the directions were not carefully

followed or because the method will not

meet all conditions. Among the number
was E. J. Ladd, connected with the Portland

Seed Co., Portland, Oregon. Some consid-

erable correspondence between him and our-

selves arose over different methods of in-

troducing. In two of his late letters he

stated that he had had excellent results with
the caged-comb plan. The last letter from
him will speak for itself.

This year's experience has proven to us that it is

far from safe to trust bees to release caged queens
from the ordinary mailing-cage. In some instances,

and with some colonies, the bees were so savage to

get at the new comers that they actually fought each
other in their scramble for places, acting like de-

mons, and this during a honey-flow and no robbing.

In just such cases as this we succeeded by using the
wire-cage method, but found it necessary to select

old and tough combs for the purpose, as newer combs
were torn to pieces in the mad frenzy of the bees in

trying to cage the queen and attendants.
Cages made and used were about 4x5, and these

were pushed down solid to the midrib of old and
tough combs containing some honey and sometimes
some brood ; and when using such combs in no in-

stance was a single bee released by the bees them-
selves. The frame containing the new queen was
placed in the center of the hive and left there until

the bees showed a disposition to accept the new com-
ers. When this disposition was shown the cage was
lifted and all inside at once became part of the colo-

ny. Frequently the queen lays while caged, and
takes up her motherly duties on a larger scale when
released.

We have given this method a severe test the past
season, and with an apiary that acted more like

demons than normal rational bees, and we are firm
in our belief that this method is thoroughly depen-
dable, even under adverse conditions. We also

expect to use it when introducing valuable queens
and in full colonies.

Memory carries me back to an early mailing and
introducing cage that had a tin back that was drawn

out when the cage was placed on a comb. There
were two sharp tin strips fastened to the side of the
cage, which were to be pushed through the comb and
bent over, and these held the cage securely in place.

The use of these cages was discontinued, chiefly for

the reason that the tin gave a poor footing for the
bees, and many queens were injured in the mails.

The wire-cage method as used by us is really a modi-
fication of the old-time mailing-cage just described.
And, by the way, I do not remember losing any
queens when using that old-time cage.

By using the wire cage, success is assured; but it

does take a little more time and patience. We know
that hundreds of queens are lost annually in intro-

ducing by the mailing-cage method, leaving the re-

leasing to the bees themselves. We also know that
many purchasers in this vicinity believe all there is

to do is to follow instructions as printed and leave
them alone; then in a month or so wonder why the
new bees don't show up, etc., implying the rascal
who supplied the queen sent a mismated cull; and
when the colony is examined by one who knows, and
matters are explained as to the whys and wherefores—-well, then there is a different story, and you can
guess the rest.

We endorse the wire-cage method as being safe,

practical, and dependable for introducing queens just
as strongly as we do the use of rubber bands for
rapid work in fastening combs when transferring,
and of which we wrote you some time ago.

Portland, Ore., Nov. 2. E. J. Ladd.

It may be we should consider whether or
not we should adopt the plan even now ; but
one thing that makes us hesitate is the fear
that the average beginner would not be able
to get a queen transferred from the mailing-
cage into the introdueing-cage where there
was honey, brood, and young bees.

We should be glad to get reports from
some of our subscribers who may have test-

ed the thing out during the past season. In
tlie multitude of counselors there is wisdom.

Those Two Carloads of Bees froim
Mediitia to ihe Dismal Swamnip, Va^;
the Proposiftion of Tr^

"

Qimeeng

As pointed out on page 572, Aug. 1, the
taking of carloads of bees south to Apalachi-
cola, Fla., and bringing them back to Medi-
na, after making increase, proved to be
rather expensive. While we did not lose

out on the proposition, we did not make
very much money by it. The experiment,
however, was watched narrowly by beekeep-
ers all over the world ; and from the stand-
point of furnishing information through
this journal it was worth all it cost. If it

had not been for the fact that the bees were
sold in colony, nucleus, and pound package
form, we should have lost money; but as it

was, we were able to clean up a little to the
good ; but it is very clear to us that no one
whose only source of revenue would be
honey would be able to move bees from the
North to the extreme South in ear lots, and
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make it a paying proposition. If one could

secure big crops south as well as north it

might pay; but the big-yield years are by
no means common. One cannot very well

run for increase and honey both at the same
time. We were fairly successful, however, in

making good increase and a fair crop of

tui^elo honey; but the weather conditions

that year were against us.

The great exj^ense item in moving bees to

Florida is the dollar freight per colony

down, and the same freight back. There

was another unexjDected item we ran across;

Queens that have been laying well during

the summer in the North are unfit to con-

tinue doing good work in the winter time in

the South. Nature has so designed, appar-

ently, that queens, like every thing else,

must have periods of rest. No queen can

lay heavily all summer and all winter. About
all one can do is to change queens after

getting south, putting in younger blood to

take the place of the old worn-out stock.

But what is one going to do with a lot of

good tested queens that will be all right the

following spring, and do another summer's
work if they can only have a winter's rest?

During the winter time there is but little

demand for queens. The problem, there-

fore, of having queens breed winter and
summer continuously is a serious one, and

must be met when moving a carload of bees

from the extreme North to the extreme

South. As far as this goes we shall have

the same problem in Virginia.

There was another drawback; and that

was, bees in the region of Apalachicola

could not always breed to advantage during

the coldest months. They actually went
backward during January and February.

Mr. Marchant was greatly worried as to

whether he would be able to make increase

from a lot of weak colonies. He succeeded

in making good increase after requeening

some of the stock, and after some of the

old queens had had a rest. If he could have

had young queens in all the hives, his in-

crease would have been much more satis-

factory.

Another exjDense item was the cost of

attendance during the time of year when
weather conditions were not satisfactory.

This year, instead of going to Apalachi-

cola with our bees we decided to go to the

Dismal Swamp in Virginia. A comparison

of climatic conditions, from the records of

the Government, show that the advantage is

slightly in favor of the Virginia locality,

notwithstanding it is very much further

north. The Gulf Stream has made a moder-

ate climate of Great Britain, and for the

same reason the coast of Virginia, where

our bees are located, has practically the

same temperature as Apalachicola, with less

tlian half the freight to pay. We find, on
further investigation, that the Dismal
Swamp has practically all the flora, includ-

ing the tupelos of northern Florida, with
the addition of hundreds and hundreds of
species of honey and pollen bearing plants

that are not found in the vicinity of Apa-
lachicola. These plants make it possible for

bees to gather pollen or nectar practically

every day in the year; and after a thor-

ough investigation we came to the conclu-

sion that the Dismal Swamp offers advan-
tages in bee-breeding scarcely found else-

where in the United States.

The freight rates to the Dismal Swamp
region are less than one-half what they are

to Apalachicola, with the great advantage
of more days of good weather. Instead of

engaging a high-priced man on the job
throughout the winter we have placed oui

bees in charge of a local beekeeiDer until

early spring comes on the latter part of

February or first of March. Then we will

send one of our most experienced ciueen-

breeders and begin active increase and
queen-rearing.

It will, therefore, De seen that the Dismal
Swamp proposition involves less than half

the freight-rate expense, less than half the

labor expense, with the advantage of more
days of pollen and nectar. We may not

secure as much honey, but we shall have
more days for flying probably.

One carload of bees started Oct. 20, and
arrived in splendid condition. The car was
]iacked in an entirely different way from
the shipments of last fall to Apalachicola.
We were able to get into a 36-foot car by
the new way 320 colonies, and some 40 odd
nuclei. By the old way of loading it crowd-
ed things to get in 250. Another carload

started south Nov. 16. This last cai' was
made up of nuclei hardly suitable for win-
tering in the North. If we build these up
to nice strong colonies by spring we shall be
satisfied.

Photos showing this method of loading on
the new plan that involves less expense and
less time in loading will be given a little

later.

Reports will be made through these col-,

umns of the success or failure of this

experiment from time to time. Of course

the proposition may not pan out any better

than the one in Florida last winter; but we
shall certainly have a big advantage in a

lower freight rate going and coming, with
more nectar and pollen bearing plants fol-

lowing consecutiveh' throughout almost the

entire winter. More anon.
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Dr. C. C. Miller ITMAY Marengo,

For a small apiary, what better uneap-
ping'-tank than that given by "The Outlaw,"

p. 866"?

Grace Allen stands worthily with Eu-
gene Secor as a poet for, if not among,
beekeepers. Tell us about her.

Gleakings does well to endorse Good
Housekeeping. Besides Dr. Wiley's valuable

writings, it is worth while for its good and
clean fiction Nowadays clean fiction is

none too plentiful in magazines.

Major Shallard, sorry not to be in

company with yoii, p. 857, but I have not

used quilts for years. A cover having a
%-inch dead-air space, covered with zinc,

serves for all covering of my hives.

T. P. Robinson seeks to explain the im-
pulse that causes an aged worker to make
her final exit from the hive. Is it certain

thei'e is any such " impulse "? Doesn't she
try her best to get back, and then fail be-

cause lacking strength of wings?

It is not so well known as it should be,

as pointed out by Dr. Neumann, Deutsche
Bienenzucht, 165, that one of the things

that make honey especially desirable is its

content of enzym, which seems to aid diges-

tion by its mere presence—none in sugar.

Dr. Phillips is innocent of the charge
you make against him, Mr. Editor, p. 881.

I laid that trap for you, and then told him
to watch you walk into it, as I knew you
would. I'm sure I would have walked into

it, for it seemed absurd to tliink that when
bees were packed close together they could
have room to fan with their wings.

P. C. Chadwick deserves thanks for par-
ticulars of failures as to rearing queens in

upper stories, p. 796. I think I was the first

to report rearing a queen in an upper story,

but my failures about agree with his. He
lias, however, given an advance step of value
in rearing a queen above and below at the

same time.

G. M. Doolittle gives it straight, p. 797,
about bees working on same or nearly re-

lated flowers, but I remember one case in

which I saw a bee fly back and forth upon
unrelated flowers. I suspect that bees do
not give a button for relationship, but have
preferences; and when there are enough
flowers of their first choice they will work
on no others (and that's nearly always the
case when there's a surplus) ; but when
flowers are scarce enough they have no
scruples about mixing.

The i^aragraph about feeding sugar, p.

794, is enlightening, even though Bro. Crane
and Editor Root do not entirely agree. But
in accepting the testimony that bees drew
out six frames of foundation half way from
a quart of syrup (1 lb. of sugar), I should
want proof that nothing was yielding, for

generally bees are gathering a little, and
tlie slow feeding would give considerable
time. [See answer to P. C. Chadwick in

this issue, on a similar matter, in the de-

partment of Beekeeping in California.

—

Ed.]

The average beginner is deeply impressed
with the idea that whatever his bees are
doing in the way of brood-rearing may be
doubled, or at least increased, by stimulative

feeding. I don't think I have seen the time
in 50 years when any amount of stimulative

feeding would yield a cell more of brood in

my apiary. How could it if the bees already
have all the brood they can cover? Of
course there are places, as mentioned by P.

C. Chadwick, p. 885, where at times there

are such breaks in pasturage as to stop the

queen's laying, and then stimulative feeding
pays big. But in general the notion that

the queen should be whipped up in sj^ring

to lay more is all wrong, does no good, and
may do harm. [We agree with you entirely.

In queen-rearing, stimulative feeding is im-
peratively necessary. If there is not a steady
light flow of nectar secretion we believe in

stimulative feeding in the fall; but seldom
can it be practiced in the spring to advan-
tage.

—

Ed.]

Migratory beekeeping is an interesting

thing in Europe. A great expanse of buck-
wheat within 12 miles of Vienna is in con-

trol of the beekeepers' association, to which
members may take colonies certified as to

health, paying 20 cents each for the care
of skeps, and 24 cents for movable-frame
hives, a skillful beekeeper being on hand
day and night during buckwheat bloom
(July 24 till about Sept. 8). For hiving
swarms, 24 cents each.

—

Bienen Vater, 146,

[We wonder how much migratory beekeep-
ing has been practiced in and about Vienna
during these troublous war times. Too bad,
too bad, that the greed of the war-lords
should involve millions of innocent ones,

make children fatherless and motherless,
and rob wives of husbands, and all for
nothing. The poor and unfortunate are
paying the penalty, and not the ruling
classes, scarcely a man of whom has been
even wounded.

—

Ed.]
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;EEKEEPING IN CALIEOENIA
P, C. Chadwick, Medlands, Cal.

Up to date (Nov. 11) we have bad no
" northers "—a really unusual condition for

this time of year, for October rarely fails

to give ns one or more of these dreaded

winds.
* * «

The second rain of the season has been

falling- the past two days, a gentle one at

that; and while not heavy at all points (one

of which is Redlands), in some places close

to two inches has been recorded. With each

of these storms the beekeepers' hopes go
up, and visions of a good crop of honey
appear. But many times those hopes are

evaporated by the warm sunshine before

more comes to wet the soil to a beneficial

depth. Personally I am pessimistic as to

a general crop next season. Some do not

share my views, but I have yet to see two
good successive flows of nectar from the

sage. Some say we did not get a good flow

this season ; but to my mind the only reason
was because our bees were not in condition

to gather it from the beginning of the flow

in surplus c|uantities. In some localities as

much as a 350-pound average per colony

has been reported, while a few miles distant

the yield was extremely light. I, like all

beekeei^ers, am living in hopes of a sage

flow, but really I expect to see only the

orange give surplus cjuantities in this local-

ity- * * *

I had the great pleasure of visiting a

successful i3oultry-raiser a few days ago,

who showed me through his entire plant.

The marvel to me was not that he was
successful, but rather the qualities that

made his work a success. It was feeding-

time when I arrived. He was just starting

out with a large bucket of wheat, and I

followed. Slowly and observingly he went
from pen to pen, holding his bucket low as

he traveled. Each chicken seemed to delight

in getting a good mouthful before the grain

was thrown in the scratching litter, though
none acted as though they were starving by
any means. I asked him if he did not know
when he started that he had more grain than
he would feed for the meal, to which he
answered he did. " But," said he, " they
like to pick out of the bucket, and I took
enough so all of them could reach it easily."

He loves the work, he loves his birds, each
one receiving individual attention if needs
be. I could not help comi3aring his care

and his love for the work with that of those
who are making a failure of the same
business. Neither could I banish the thought

that the comparison fits so aptly two classes

of beekeepers, the first of whom makes
success, while the other may succeed if cir-

cumstances favor him. Less bees and more
individual attention will succeed better than
more bees and less individual attention.

And this is the rule in nearly all farming
enterprises—proper attention at the right

time. The failure to provide a super at the

proper time may result in a colony swarm-
ing, and thus curtail its surplus production
greatly; or failure to give sufficient room
may cause the loss of several days in the

miclst of the heavy flow, when honey to the

amount of from six to ten pounds per day
might have been saved. Many are the

details of the business that receive far too

little attention, while the chief work seems
to be to get off the honey and " whoop her

up." After the " whoop " is over, then that
'' Ave sliould worry " feeling sets in and
holds sway until the extractor hums again.

Mr. Editor, you say, page 794, that your
foreman pointed out one colony which he

tliought would be a fair average that drew
out six frames of foundation half way, on
one Cjuart of sugar syrup, half sugar and
half water. I do not know what was the

condition of the colony or other conditions

at the time this test was being made; but
when I read that assertion I am frank to

say that I concluded your foreman did not

know what he was talking about. Unless

conditions were different from any under
which I have tried this experiment I still

think his estimate is entirely too small. I

would have no worries about increasing, and
sufficient comb room in the future if I

could obtain results so favorable. [Our
foreman wishes to state that, although he

has never been accused of being very bright,

yet the above-mentioned assertion is correct.

The experiment was carried on during the

most unfavorable circumstances. The colo-

ny in question was shaken from its combs
in October. At that time asters were in

bloom, and we expected they would gather

sufficient to meet their needs. Instead of

that, the next day it turned cool and a driz-

zling rain set in. When the colony was
examined the second day after shaking, the

bees were so nearly starved that they were
beginning to drop to the bottom-board. One
quart of sugar syrup, half sugar and half

water, was immediately given them warm in

a Boardman entrance feeder. The cap of

this feeder had only two perforations, so
Continued on next page.
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Beekeeping Among the Eocme:

Sunday, November 8, the writer was in

Delta County, near Ci'awford, at an eleva-

tion of about 7000 feet, and there was alfal-

fa in bloom ; and but a short distance away
was ice half an inch thick. The amount of

bloom so late in the season was certainly a

surprise to me.
» * *-

COLORADO VOTED DRY.

The Prohibition amendment carried in

Colorado by about 8000 majority. As it

does not take effect till 1916 the liquor-

dealers have an opportunity to close out

their stocks and their business. There is

about $20,000,000 a year spent for liquor in

this State. This money will find its way
into other channels, doubtless, and I believe

that we need not fear the panic the liquor

interests have promised us if Colorado went
dry. Ts it not rather signifieant that Colo-

rado, Arizona, Washington, and Oregon
(all western States) Avere the only ones that

voted dry. Montana was the only State

voting in favor of woman's suffrage. The
western States .seem to have the lead in

measure of gallantry.

* « «

THE fX)ST OF PRODUCING A SECTION OP HONEY.

Mr. Frank A. Gray asks Dr. Miller on
page 776, October 1, what it costs to pro-

duce a section of honey. The Department
of Agriculture, through the Bureau of Farm
]\Ianagement, is making considerable head-

way among the farmers to find out what it

costs them to produce the various farm
crops. It is no more difficult to ascertain

the cost of producing a section of honey
than of producing potatoes or wheat or

hogs. I have read several agricultural

bulletins that Avould help any beekeeper or

farmer to solve these questions.

I know one system of apiaries whei'e a

fair crop in 1913 was harvested, and cost

something over $1300 to produce 1000 cases

of comb honey ready for market. It took
about 500 colonies of bees, and in this

amount nothing Avas put down for interest

on the investment or pay for the owners
who did the work. However, it paid for

hired help, supplies, rent, horse feed, etc.

I believe that beekeepers should be urged
to begin keeping accurate accounts, so they
may know Avhere they stand. It is a rare

farm that will pay the owner interest on the

investment, allow for depreciation, repairs,

etc., and pay the owner any thing but day
wages. Most farmers simply get a job Avhen

they buy a farm, and the same is true in

the majority of eases with beekeepers.

No. 1 sections co.st me $5.00 a thousand,

and foundation 60 cents a pound. I pay
$1.25 a thousand for folding and putting

two starters in each section and placing in

the supers. My supers are wedged up when
they are put on the auto to be taken to the

outyards. Here is the approximate cost to

me of a case of comb honey, leaving out the

apiary management and all other charges.

24 sections in flat IJi .12
Extra-thin foundation for 24 sections 12
Worlc putting up and startering 24 sections. . .03
Work cutting foundation, dampening sections,

waiting upon operator 05
Cleaning 24 sections of honey 05
Packing and stamping sections 05
Cost of shipping-ca,se in flat 165
Cost of nailing up case 01
Cost of nailing on cover, and stamping outside

of case and piling in storage pile 01
Cartage to car or depot 01

$0.58

This represents the cost of material and
^hop labor in producing a case of comb
lioney. This does not cover the large items

of interest on investment, depreciation on
outfit, rent of location, labor of apiarist,

expense for horse of auto, help in the api-

ary, etc. At a later date I may offer some-
tliing on these latter items, as it will pay
for all of us to know what is put into our
business and what we get out.

Concluded from previous pat/e.

that the feed was taken very slowly. Very
fcAv bees went to the field during the period
of 36 hours Avhich it took them to consume
tlie feed. About that time Mr. E. R. Root
came into the yard, and his attention Avas

called to the remarkable fact that they had
drawn out six sheets of foundation about
half Avay. It could hardly have been that

they obtained feed from any other source.

In addition to draAving out this foundation
tliey Avould naturally consume some of it

t liemsehres, oAving to their starved condition.

Now, Ave Avill admit this one experiment
with one colony does not prove any thing,

and it may be that it Avould take more than

one quart of such syrup to finish out the

partly drawn comb. The actual cost of

comb-building has not yet been clearly

demonstrated.
This is an important question to beekeep-

ers; and if nothing prevents carrying out

our plans Ave expect to do considerable ex-

perimenting along tliat line another season,

—G. H. R.]
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J-^»Byer, I NOTES FROM CANADA MLjoy^Oet

I am just leaving to attend the annua)

convention of the 0. B. K. A., which is

being held in Toronto as usual. While the

honey crop has been very small—a failure

in most localities in the province—yet I am
expecting a large crowd at our meeting.

Beekeepers are, as a rule, a hopeful bunch,

and place a lot of confidence in the pros-

pects of " next year," even if actual condi-

tions do not augur too well for their expec-

tations to be realized.

THE DREADED ARMY WORM AN ENEMY OF
CLOVER^ AFTER ALL.

In Gleanings, page 745, October 1, it

was stated that the dreaded army worm that

was so much in evidence in many localities

this past season would not attack clover. I

am sorry to say that this is a mistake, as we
have prima facie evidence to prove, by the

fact that some of our best catches of red

and alsike clover fields near us veere abso-

lutely denuded. After the worms had passed

through the grain-fields in which the young
clover was, not a thing could be seen on

the bare ground but the droppings of the

pest. Yes, they eat clover all right; and

from what I can learn from our authorities

it is one of their natural foods. [We are

sorry to learn this, as we had been given to

understand from what we supposed was
good authority that the army worm did not

attack the common clovers of the East. Per-

haps this is another ease of " locality," but

we think not.

—

Ed.]

FINE WEATHER^ AND PROSPECTS FOR GOOD
WINTERING.

Unusually mild beautiful weather has

been the rule throughout most of Ontario

for the past few weeks; and up to to-day,

Oct. 12, we have had very few days when
little pollen has not come in from dandelion

and other scattering bloom. Bees are going
into winter quarters strong in young bees;

and where stores are good and abundant,

good wintering should be assured. Our own
bees are very heavy, most of the stores here

in York Co. being from buckwheat. The
320 colonies here have been fed 2000
pounds of granulated sugar, which is not

a large amount for lliat number of bees.

Speaking of feeding naturally makes one

think of feeders; and this reminds me that,

judging from what many beekeepers write

me, and coupled with our own experience,

this would be a poor time for any one to

invent a new kind of bee-feeder. Whv?
Simply because the common ten-pound

friction-top honey-pail seems to be growing

in favor above all other feeders. At our

yard up north we have a number of Miller

feeders—the kind I have always been in

favor of in preference to any others. Last

fall I was somwhat jarred to have my son

report that the pails were away ahead of

the other feedei's; and this fall they used

the Miller feeders hardly at all. Many write

me a like experience; and after using more
of them myself I am now inclined to think

that the last feeders have been bought for

our own use, and henceforth the common
ever present pail will be used. In the first

place they are easy to get, and cheap in

price, as an extra lid can be bought and

kept over, the pails being used for honey

after feeding is done if de.sired. A few
dozen extra lids cost but a trifle. They are

easy to put over a colony inside of an

empty super, and it is so easy to remove
them when empiy or partly empty. It is

not easy to remove a partly emptied feeder

of any other kind. There is no danger of

robbing when using the pails if any ordi-

nary precaution is taken ; and it is easy to

measure the feed and give one or more
pails as required. No doubt other things in

favor of the paiis might be mentioned ; but

the ones given cover about all there is to

the question of feeding in so far as I can

think of at present

To-day (Nov. 9) we have had but two or

three killing frosts, and on Oct. 28 we picked

cucumbers in our garden. This will give an

idea as to how mild the weather has been.

More or less pollen came in during many
days of October. Bees are. as a rule, going

into winter quarters with large forces that

were reared during buckwheat bloom; and

where stores are plentiful good wintering

should be expected. In some localities honey-

dew was reported during the season, and I

have an idea that a small amount was gath-

ered in our York Co. apiaries. Wherever
honey-dew is present in hives during winter

the outcome is simply a guess with the odds

in favor of disaster to the colony before

spring, especially if the bees go too long

without a flight.
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Conversations with Doolittle

HOW SPEND THE WINTER EVENINGS; THE
IMPORTANCE OF READING UP ON BEES.

" As the days are getting short now, and
the bees are all ready for winter, I am
trying to decide how the long winter eve-

nings can be best spent to advance a young
beekeeper's knowledge along the line of

aijiculture. Not having any definite ideas

in this matter I am led to write Doolittle,

asking if he will not give us something in

his department along this line."

I take it that the writer of the above has

chosen beekeeping as his pursuit in life, or,

at least, expects to keep bees in connection
with some other occupation to an extent

sufficient to warrant posting up quite thor-

oughly in bee-lore. Having once chosen a

pursuit in life, it behooves all to look after

that pursuit with all diligence; and in no
business engagement is this more imperative
than wlien the culture of the bee is to be
the occupation. In no way can this be done
to better advantage than in reading the bee-

literature of these times. Many times have
I tried to get coriespondents who were often

asking questions to take a bee-pajier or to

send for a good book on bees, only to be
met with certain excuses which went to show
that these persons would not make a success

in apiculture. A man who is not willing

to put a few dollars into the apicultural

reading of to-day shows by that very thing
that he will not make a success with the

bees; for if he has the right kind of love for

the bee he will be eager to devour all the

reading on this subject which he can get

hold of. It is just this hungering and thirst-

ing after knowledge regarding the practical

part of beekeeping that insures success;

and unless a person does so hunger and
thirst after knowledge along some special

line of the many industries of the world, he
will never make any success of any thing.

I take it that our correspondent takes
Gleanings. This is good; but just one
bee-paper will hardly content an enthusiast.

Take all the others if you possibly can.

But before any of these, in importance to

the beginner, is a good book on bees. Why
1 put the book or books first is that no one
is fully prepared to understand the bee-
papers till he is acquainted with the elemen-
tary principles of our pursuit. Lists and
lists of questions are sent me, sometimes
covering several sheets of paper, which I

know would never have been asked had the

writers had a good book on bees, and had
they read the book understandingly. From

these books and papers, during the winter
evenings, the mind is to be stored with use-

ful knowledge which can be put into prac-
tical use as soon as the season of 1915 opens.
During the winter evenings of 1869 (that

being the winter after I obtained my first

colonies of bees) I procured and read Quin-
by's " Mysteries of Beekeeping," and the
" Beekeeper's Text-book," and subscribed
for the American Bee Journal and the Bee-
keepers' Journal, the two latter being all

the papers devoted to bees there were pub-
lished at that time. My first year of expe-
rience in beekeeping, by way of putting
the things I had read in practice gave me
an average of about 25 pounds of comb
honey from each old colony I had in the

spring. At the end of the fourth season I

had chronicled 81 lbs. of comb honey as the

average surplus from each colony in the

spring. During these four years I had
studied, read, and worked all my wakeful
hours with the bees, having nothing but fun
in doing it. Beekeeping has been a source
of real pleasure and keen enjoyment during
all the 45 years since I commenced. And
besides this pleasure and enjoyment the

bees have built me a home and given me the

many comforts which I can now enjoy as
the " sun is going down the western slope "

of life. Very much of this success was
brought about by those winter evenings
when 1 began to read up on the subject.

But many of our practical beemen do not
write for publication, and such men we can
visit during the long winter evening's, as

another help along the line of our qualifica-

tion. Many a good thing have I gotten in

this way—things which I had never seen in

print, and which I could never have given
to the world through the columns of Glean-
ings had I shut myself in all the winter
evenings to the books and papers devoted to

our pets.

Then we have our bee conventions which
are held for the purpose of helping those

who attend, in a special manner; and while

the cost may be considerable, if we improve
the time as we should we can learn more
than enough to cover that cost in addition

to the benefit which we derive socially.

All these things will be eagerly sought
after if we have a natural qualification for

the calling which we have chosen. If any
person loves something more than he does
to study beekeeping, in all probability such
a one has mistaken his calling, and the

fullest success will hardly crown his efforts.
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ENEEAL COEMESPONDENCE

BY EDWAED P. BIGELOW

For several years I have been making
demonstrations in vax"ious parts of the

country in the handling of bees without

needing gloves, smoke, or other protective

device. I have at last achieved the climax

in such demonstrations. I do not know what
more can be done. I regret that I have no
photograph to show the demonstration. I

would have engaged a photographer if I

had known that it was going to be so re-

markable.
In the early part of Sej^tember I was

instructor at the teachers' institute in Tell

City, Indiana. In the course of my work I

lectwed on honeybees, and obtained a colo-

ny that a local beekeeper placed on the

grounds near the schoolhouse. This was a

fairly strong colony, though it had not been
in the hive very long, having been taken as

a swarm only three weeks previously. I

made the usual demonstration after massing
the teachers around the hive, opening it and
requesting a few to hold frames and to

study the movements of the bees. This was
done in the forenoon. At noon intermission

a few teachers requested me to repeat it,

and to show them the frames, bees, eggs,

and larvae. I told them that the colony was
gentle, and (with care) could be safely han-

dled. But some who had known bees at

home said that I had hyi:)notized those bees,

or done something else to tliem, because I

had shown a few of the teachers how to

take them in their bare hands. They said

that no one else could do that.

In the afternoon a large number of
visitors were present at the regular session,

and at the recess the same question was
brought up, the teachers and the visitors

requesting information about my method of

hypnotizing those bees. What was the

secret? I made this announcement :
" After

our regular afternoon session I will make
the most remarkable demonstration ever

made in this country. I will act by proxy,
so that you cannot say that I do any thing

to the bees, or that I have any peculiar

influence over them." From the visitors

present I selected a small boy and a girl,

neither of whom had had any experience
with honeybees. I selected four tall young
men, and requested them to remove their

coats and roll the shirtsleeves to their shoul-

ders. I asked for eight volunteers from
among the young ladies who had low-necked

dresses and bare arms. The ladies were
requested to push their sleeves to their

shoulders. I directed the entire company to

go on the campus and arrange themselves

in a circle around the hive. I should say

that there were 350 people present. I stood

back in the crowd and had the eight women
arranged in a row near the hive and the four

young men in front of them. I sent the

little boy and the little girl to the hive to

remove the cover and pass the frames to the

young men, who were to search for the

queen and to give that frame to me. I

returned it to the hive. The other nine

frames were divided among the four young
men, most of them holding two, one holding

three. They held these frames above the

young ladies' heads, and at a signal of one,

two, three, they shook the entire contents of

that hive over the eight young ladies. I

confess that my heart was in my mouth
when I gave that signal. I thought at the

very best that there was no great thing to

be gained, and there would be a lot to lose

if those young women were stung. I thought
I should probably be carried home in the

ambulance after the mob got done with me.
But to my surprise, as well as to that of the

spectators, although those young women
were covered with honeybees, not one was
stung. The air was black with flying bees.

At first it- seemed as if the entire colony

would go off. The owner became alarmed,

but I could assure him because I had the

queen. I was confident that the bees would
return to the hive. Bees covered the ground
and the j^eojDle. Gradually', however, they

began to center toAvard the entrance of the

hive, and the entire hive was coated with

bees. The people took them up by the

handfuls and did almost every thing con-

ceivable with them.

I know of nothing left for me to do that

is more daring and courageous than that,

and of nothing to demonstrate more con-

vincingly that bees, if properly handled, are

not disposed to sting. If you know of any
one else who has dared to shake eighty

thousand honeybees over bare necks and
bare arms until they look as if they have
been peppered, I should like to know who
did it. If you know of any " stunt," as the

boys would say, that could excel that as a

public demonstration, please tell me what it

is, and I may at some time raise enough
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courage to try it. The people at Tell City

took the whole demonstration as a matter of

fact, as if I were going from place to place

and doing the same thing every week. You
will agree with me that it was decidedly out

of the ordinary. It will take me some time

to accumulate courage enough to do it again.

Perhaps I shall never make another such
venture. I have frequently had people put

their hands into a mass of bees, or take

them up by the handful, and I have seen

other demonstrators do similar things; but
never before have I seen eight young women
covered with bees, and the remarkable dem-
onstration made by totally inexperienced

persons. The prerequisite condition upon
wliich I insisted was that the fourteen vol-

unteers must be those who had never han-

dled bees, and from homes where bees are

not kept.

Arcadia, Sound Beach, Ct.

SUCCESSFUL BEEKEEPING IN TME CITY

BY A CITY BEEKEEPER

To the veteran beekeeper an article about

successful beekeeping in cities may appear
like another case of carrying owls to Athens
or coal to Newcastle. Yet Gleanings is not

read by the veterans alone, but by an ever

increasing number of novices or amateurs.

There was a time when you could not talk

bees to me. Politely I listened to the en-

thusiastic recital of a friend concerning the

mysteries of an apiary; but, like some of

the seed in the parable, it fell by the way-
side. Bees sting. It must be difficult to

master all the details connected with their

care. That settled it.

Fig. 1. -Bees kept in a crowded district in a city of 500,000. The building
marked X is a school, and the bees are kept on this side.

But the time came, about six years ago,
when I was tempted to try it. Well do I

remember how doubtful I was of success,

and how I felt as though it were hoping too
much to expect any honey at all the first

season. I may say now that I have been
successful. During the first season I had
tliree colonies, one of them a swarm of my

original two colonies. It makes me smile

now when I think of the feverish anxiety in

liiving that first swarm. There was no rea-

son for excitement, because the queen was
clipped and I found her at once in front

of the hive. (That, by the way, was the

only swarm I had in four seasons.) In that

first year I got 120 lbs. That wasn't much;
Ijut to me, who had expected nothing, it was
an encouraging beginning. From four colo-

nies I received 350 lbs. the following year.

The year after, six colonies yielded 740.

In the fall of that year I found foul

brood in my apiary. That nearly put a

quietus on my enthu-

siasm. When I first

found those sunken
cells, so much dreaded

by the beekeeper, and
saw that ropy, foul-

smelling stuff, which I

had read so much
al)out, I felt as though
I had seen an appari-

tion. Because I noticed

it first in a colony
where I had introduced
a new queen I blamed
it on the candy in her
cage. An indignant
reply from the breeder
led me to look for an-
other cause. I am quite

sure now that my
strong colonies robbed
the infected hives of a
negligent beekeeper in

the neighborhood. At any rate he hasn't had
any bees since that time, which seems to

show that I am not far wrong in my guess.
Well, I had quite a fight getting rid of the
dread disease. It was late in the fall, and
no nectar coming in from the field. But
(l^en, a smooth sea never makes a skillful

mariner. I weathered that etorm, and
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Fig V view of the culiiiiies nient.ioneil under Fig.

learned a whole lot besides. At first I

intended to let them die; and for that

reason 1 lost several colonies which might
have been saved. The next season was poor
—only 90 lbs. from 4 colonies. One of

them, which had not been treated the fall

before, showed signs of foul brood; but it

readily yielded to treatment according to the

McEvoy method. Since then 1 have not had
a trace of foul brood in my yard, which
plainly shows that it may be eradicated.

The following season was better, and
yielded about ciOO lbs. But my banner year

• was 1913. From 6 colonies, spring count,

which through swarming increased to 9, I

received 2125 lbs., an average of 236 lbs.

per colony. There was an abundance of

white and sweet clover, and the faithful

little workers filled super after super.

As this is a town of about 500,000 inhab-

itants, I'm often asked, " Where is your bee

pasture?" We do not live in the center of

the town, but about half a mile inside of

the city limits. The bees find plenty of

sweet clover on the commons and beyond
the limits. Last year we had more white
clover than I ever saw before.

Again I'm asked, " Don't your bees trou-

ble the neighbors?" Well, they haven't so

far. My bees stand along the south side

of a school (see illustration). The windows
are on the east and west sides of the build-

ing. Only once a child was stung. That
was last fall, and it was my own fault too.

I transferred a colony at a time when there

was no nectar to be found in the fields, and
when they were naturally cross. I should
have waited till after school hours. There
were, however, no hard feelings. Though
stung in the upi^er lip, the child's face was
not disfigured, probably due to bathing with

a solution of soda and water. A pint of

honey made her forget all jiains.

As the years go by, my interest in bees

does not climinish. ] consider them a fas-

cinating diversion for a man who leads an
indoor life. One of our great authors said

:

" Every professional man needs a hobby."
That is true. Only be careful that it be an
innocent one. Some of my friends go fish-

ing when they wish to rest their tired nerves.

Others enjoy a baseball game. Tastes differ,

of course. We cannot all have the same
inclination; but I would not trade my hobby
for theirs by any means. For a man who
is interested in the great outdoors, and
wishes to get a little closer to nature, there

can be hardly any thing more attractive

and fascinating than the keeping of bees,

as thousands of enthusiastic beemen will

testify. Most years you will find it profit-

able besides. In these days of the high cost

of living this is well wortli being remem-
bered.

But a novice might say, " How shall I

start? I know absolutely nothing about
bees." My answer is, " If you wish to learn

swimming, there is nothing like getting into

the water and making an effort. If you wish
to start with bees, simply get a colony.

You'll learn as you go along." You cannot
possibly know less than I did when I com-
menced. Start in a small way, then you'll

not be out very much in case you fail the

first time. My first year's expenses were
about $20 for two colonies, hives, supere,

and tools. But I had $12.00 worth of honey,
which was 60 per cent on my investment,

and three colonies to go into winter quar-
ters; and last, but not least, many dollars'

worth of recreation.

It is true, if you wish to succeed with bees

you must liave a liking for them; you must
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be handy with tools; and, above all, you
must be resourceful. There are ever so many
Ijroblems turning up which must be solved.

If you are of the right kind you will enjoy
tliis part of it immensely. On the other

hand, if you are of the helpless kind, if you
can't drive a nail straight, if you cannot act

in an emergency, if j^ou are so easy-going

that you hate to exert yourself, then take

my advice and leave it entirely alone. The

hustler, however, will win, even against

great odds.

I like to tell my friends the beginning of
Mr. A. I. Root's beekeeping career—how
that absconding swarm which passed over

his head one day in 1865 turned him into a

beekeeper, and that he became one of the

most important figures in the beekeeping
world, and is still living to witness the bless-

ings bestowed upon him by the Lord.

BEEEEEPING AS A HOBBY
BY A. J. JAMES

Amateur beekeeping is a most fascinating

hobby. When once inoculated with the gei'm

of bee fever by one's own bees the malady
is almost impossible of cure. In fact, there

are but few cases of complete recovery on
record. It develops rapidly when once
started, and leads the victim along with an
iiTesistible attraction to the delights which
come from a growing intimacy with the

emblems of industry.

few colonies of bees can be attested by the

thousands of amateurs who are getting both
enjoyment and profit from their little work-
ers.

For the business or professional man
whose mind is harrassed by the duties of

these strenuous times there is nothing that

will give such a relief and relaxation to the

tired brain as the time spent in the open
air attending to a few colonies of bees. It

To the artistic eye there are interesting possibilities in the arransement of the apiary."
A. J. James, San Antonio, Texas.

The uninitiated may scoffs at the idea of

delights in such a pursuit, and think only
of stings, sticky fingers, climbing trees on
hot days to hive swarms, and so on ; but
the real beekeeper knows that these things

can be controlled to the point where they

are not of any great importance. That there

is a gi-eat pleasure in the ownership of a

is a form of recreation that is within the

reach of all. All cannot own an automobile

nor indulge in the luxury of golf, but any-

body can affiord a hive or two of bees. It

is not necessary to have a large number of

colonies; in fact, such a thing would not

be desiral)le for the amateur. It is better

to begin with a few and let the increase of
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the bees and the knowledge of them go

hand in hand.

For the man with a scientific mind there

is an inexhaustible field for study in observ-

ing the life of the inhabitants of the hive.

While we have some general ideas in regard

to what causes the bees to act as they do,

yet there is still room for the patient inves-

tigator and observer. We do not wish to

detract one iota from the great amount of

work along this line which has been done

by many who have devoted much time and
thought to it, but it is a subject of vast

possibilities. It also stimulates a love for

nature and brings a knowledge of the flora

of the vicinity.

For the man with a mechanical bent thei'e

is the oioportunity to gratify his desire to

work with tools by making his own hives,

stands, and so on. Of course, as a general

rule it is more practical to buy factory-

made hives; but an ingenious man can find

a great deal of pleasure in constructing his

own.
To the artistic eye there are interesting

possibilities in the arrangement of the api-

ary. A few hives against a background of
vines and plants give a pretty effect. They
should, of course, be painted white; for,

aside from its attractiveness, white has been
found to be the most satisfactory color for

hives. Paint will preserve the wood, while

the white color does not absorb the heat

readily, and thus the temperature of the

inside of the hive is kept down during the

hot days of summer.
Aside from all these considerations there

is the added feature of profit. As experience

is acquired and the apiary gTows, the in-

come will begin to be of some consequence.

In a good season one colony should jDroduee

from three to five dollars' worth of honey
besides the possibility of giving a swarm
Avorth at least two dollars more.
Much more might be said in this connec-

tion; but, in conclusion, as the preacher

says, it may be stated without fear of con-

tradiction that for all-around genuine pleas-

ure and interest, beekeeping is one of the

best hobbies to be found If you doubt it,*

just ask any of your friends who keep bees.

San Antonio, Texas.

AN AUSTRALIAN BIED PEST

BY T. RAYMENT

In Australia, especially the far southern

portion of the Continent comprising the

State of Victoria, apiarists engaged in the

breeding of queens sustain some severe

losses due to the prevalence of wood-swal-

lows. These birds are scientifically known
as Artamidae tenehro-

sits, or shrike swallows

(sordid woo d-swal-

low). They are also

called bus h-martins,

summer-birds, etc. The
birds are partly mi-

gratory and probably

American bee-farmers

suffer from their dep-

redations.

F X m November,
1913, 1 February,

1914, inclusive, a colo-

ny of these birds es-

tablished themselves on

the borders of the

State Forest of Bow
Warrung. We have an

outyard in the confines

of this forest, and
within a stone's throw
of the bird colony. At
first we paid no atten-

tion to their graceful, hovering flight, as we
were busily engaged in getting queen-cells

built. We placed in three-frame nuclei about

one hundred nice ripe cells, and in a little

while we were astonished at the number of

missing virgins—about fifty per cent. From

— 1917 —

A wood-swallow of Australia represented about to catch a bee. Tliese

birds are also called " bush-martins," " summer-birds," etc.
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Tlie carelessly made nest of the wood-swallow.

the next batch of cells we obtained no better

results; so we cast about for the reason.

The martins by this time appeared very

quiet, coming right in among the hives and
settling close at hand on small shrubs and
on the fence-posts. We began to study them.

We observed them to make a gliding circu-

lar flight over the bee-yard, then rapidly

swoop downward and catch a bee. (We
have endeavored to depict this in the accom-
panying water-color sketch.)

Possessing a love for the native birds we
were loth to kill them; but so continuous

were the onslaughts on the queens and
worker bees, we decided to shoot a few for

purposes of investigation. On conducting

a post-mortem examination we found in

each of the birds from ten to fifteen bees.

We noted no parts of other insects.

Some time ago a writer stated in the

Australian Beekeeper that the birds ate only

the head and thorax of the bees, rejecting

the abdomen, as it contains the sting. Our
investigations did not bear this out, as we
found some bodies complete with the excep-

tion of the sting. This (together with the

perching of the bird after catching the bee)

leads us to believe the martins squeeze the

bee in such a manner as to cause the sting

and poison-gland to proti'ude far enough

to be wiped off on a limb. The hard chit-

inous substance of the head and thorax
would not, without the honey-sac in the

abdomen, aiSord much " meat."

After a week's shooting, the loss of young
queens was reduced to normal. Latterly we
have taken to hanging the dead birds in

various positions in the apiary as a species

of scarecrow. This appears to act very well.

Dr. Leach, M.Sc, in his book of birds,

mentions the attacks made by the martins

ui)on the bees, and advises the removal of

the apiary in preference to killing the birds,

as they render incalculable service to the

state by the destruction of the insect pests.

However, we are of opinion that once tlu

wood-SAvallows take to the destruction of

honeybees they rarely attend to the hunting

of other insects.

Some years ago a Queensland resident,

under special government permission, occu-

pied a small tropical isle off the coast of the

mainland. The island abounded in insect

and bird life. There were flocks of birds so

great as to darken the face of the sun.

Tlie entomologist soon had a small apiary in

working order, and the yields of honey re-

corded read like an account of a record year
in Florida. But, alas! the martins came in

teeming thousands, and reduced huge colo-
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Valentine Uhrich, of Myerstowr. Pa., in the apiary wliere he spends most of iiis spai-e timu

weather. Mr. Uhrich has been a beekeeper for fully forty years.
diiriu;r the warm

nies of bees to nuclei. As the objective of

the occupation was to study bird life, the

remainder of the apiary was sent over to

the mainland, where it has since prospered.

Should an apiary be visited by these birds

it is advisable to take precautions. We
advise attention to the trees where they

roost evenings. They are gregarious in hab-

it, and crowd thickly along the branches,

so that a few well-directed shots should have

a very chastening effect. In the other sketch

we have shown the carelessly constructed

nest of horesehair and small twig-s. Usually

three or four spotted eggs are laid during
the warm months, the young emerging from
the eggs about December. In Australia the

nests are mostly built in the eucalyptus-

trees,* that is, red gum, stringy bark,t or

box-trees.

t

Gippsland, Victoria, Australia.

BY ROBERT PESCHKO

Three years ago this month a colony of

bees was given me by a friend, and the

next spring I increased it to tlu'ee and took

off two half-depth extracting-supers of

honey from the parent colony.

The next spring we still had the three

colonies, and I killed one queen because I

thought she was not doing as well as she

ought to, and let them raise another. That

mistake cost me a fine crop of honey from

that one colony. From the other two I got

100 quarts of extracted honey. I shall never

kill another queen unless I have one to run

in at the same time.

That summer I increased to six colonies,

and last spring I bought three more so we
had nine colonies spring count.

Our lot is 50 x 125 ft., so the bees are

quite near the house; but they have never

annoyed any one, and they seem quite

gentle.

This spring we got one nice half-depth

super of fruit-bloom honey. We use only

nine frames in a ten-frame super, and find

it is easier for extracting. We got no sur-

plus from white clover. There were plenty

of clover blossoms; but the bees did not

work on tliem. Basswood gave a surplus of

40 lbs. extracted honey per colony, spring

count. We put up all our honey in Mason
jars, both the pint and the quart sizes, and
retail them ourselves. Tor the pints we get

30 cts., and the quarts 60. I think the best

way to dispose of one's honey is to make a

house-to-house canvass. It is hard work;

* Encali/l'tits rostrata.

t Evcabjptus eugenoides.

t Eucalyptus polyanthema.
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but in that way one

can find tlie people

wlio lilie lioney, and
wlio usually buy it as

long as the crop lasts.

Our extracting-

house is 8 X 8 ft.—

•

not very large. It is

to the left of the bees,

so it is just a step to

carry the supei's back

and forth. The bee-

escape boards are all

made with galvanized

screen wire on them.

They work fine, and
the honey stays nice

and warm. We have

a Cowan No. 15 two-

frame extractor
which holds either

two full or two half-depth frames. If I were
buying another extractor I would get it a
size larger, so that I could put two half-

depth frames in each pocket. We use a

cold knife for uncapping, and keep it sharp
with an emery stick. We have two small

Apiary of Robert Peschko, Danbury, Ct.

galvanized wash-tubs for uncapping. One
rests on the other, the upper one being
punched full of %,-inch holes for the cap-
pings to drain.

Danbury, Lt., Aug, 22.

BIENNIAL YELLOW SWEET CLOVEM AHEAD OF THE WHITE
BY P. W. VAN DE MARK

The engraving shows a three-acre field of

yellow biennial sweet clover that I have
adjoining me here in town. I have found
that it is far easier to get a stand of the

yellow than of the white, one year with
another. It makes a finer hay, stands pas-

turing better, and will make seed where the

white will blast, as it has done here this year.

It also gave my bees something to work on

wlien every one else was feeding. It has

paid for this alone; but I have thrashed by
hand 553, lbs. of good seed from the three

acres. I shall not get any from six acres

of white. I have thoroughly tried the

annual yellow here, but for this locality it

is a failure.

Stillwater, Okla., July 21.

Three acres of the biennial yellow sweet clover in Stillwater, Oklahoma.
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NINE=YEAR=OLD GIRL GRAFTING QUEEN=CELLS

BY WM. GIECK

The accompanying' pictnies show my
daughter gxafting queen-cells. She is 9

years old, and these pictures were taken

July 15. I raise my queens by the Swarth-
more system. She always wanted to try, so

this summer she grafted some of the cells

for me. She is the youngest girl I have

heard of raising queens. I raise my own
queens, and supply some for the neighbor-

ing beemen. The honey-flow in this locality

was only about half a crop ; but the bee.s

worked strong on aster and goldenrod.

Aurora, 111., Sept. 9.

ADVANTAGE OF PRODUCING COMB, EXTRACTED,
HONEY IN THE SAME APIARY

BULK COMB

BY BYRON S. HASTINGS

I heard the best joke the other day that

I have heard in a long time. I have my
bees in the orchard of a Mr. John Craig.

The hives are painted white, and are in

three rows, two in a place. The other day
as I was going out to the ajjiary I stopped
to talk to a neighbor, and during the con-

versation she said, " The other day Ave had
visitors, and I just had to laugh at one of

them. She said to me, ' I never knew before

that John Craig had a graveyard in his

orchard;' and 1 couldn't think what she

meant until I went to the window and looked

over there. She thought
your hives were tomb-
stones."

If that lady would
stand in front of one

of those nice white

tombstones some warm
August day she Avould

think there were
spooks in that grave-

yard sure.

In planning to make
beekeeping my voca-

tion, naturally the
question came into my
mind whether I should

produce comb honey in

sections, bulk comb
honey, or extracted

honey.

I decided to produce

all three for a while,

anyway. Why? Well,

I would rather produce section comb honey,

because it takes more skill, sells readily,

and is, I think, nicer to handle than the

others. But not all colonies are suitable for

producing it.

I have two colonies that will store as

much as any ; will build the comb as straight

as a board, fill them clear to the wood, and
cap them as white as snow. I have two

others that will do as well as the first two
every way, except in capping. They cap so

that it looks dark and greasy. Some of my
colonies are just average—that is, they will

do fairly good work in the section, and cap
white, but they will not come up to the fir.st

tAvo in any Avay.

I had one colony in which, no matter
Avhat I Avould do, the bees in it Avould not

do a thing in the super, but jDrepared to

swarm. I removed all but one frame of

brood, the one Avith the queen on it, and put
them into another hive-body, putting frames

Dolores Gieck grafting cell ciijis.

with full sheets of foundation in their place.

I put a queen-excluder on the hive, the

comb super on that, and the brood on that.

They filled the brood-chamber with brood
and honey, and the other hi\"e body Avith

honey as fast as the brood hatched out, but

they Avould not do a thing in the comb-honey
sujier. I look it off and put another hive-

bodv on, Avith full sheets of foundation in
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the frames, and they went rigiit to woik and
filled it. The comb-lioney super was put on
another colony, and the bees entered it at

once.

There were other colonies nearly as bad
as this one, so you see it is necessary to run

them for extracted honey to get any thing

from them; and by having drawn combs 1

can som.etimes get some fall honey that 1

could not get otherwise. Then, too, a person

can sort out the combs having much drone
comb, and use them for extracting by using

them over a queen-excluder.

Extracted honey does not seem to sell as

readily as comb honey.

Bulk comb honey sells well, and provides

a good way to get rid of sections that are

light weight or have imperfect combs or

dark cappings. Comb badly stained with

])ropolis will make the honey taste strong

and bitter. Be careful Avhat 3'ou pack if

you want to build up your trade.

So far I have never been able to put

much over six pounds of comb honey into a

ten-pound pail; therefore I sell about four

pounds of extracted with every six of comb.
That is not such a bad way to sell extracted,

is it?

I have never tried to sell bulk comb honey
outside of my own community, because the

home 1i-ade has taken it all; but I have had
people come fifteen miles to buy it, and
there were beekeepers in their neighborhood
too; but they said they did not like extract-

ed honey, and the honey in sections costs too

much. There was only a few cents a pound
difference between the bulk comb and that

in sections, but a cent looks pretty big to

some people.

I have had considerable trouble with the

bees putting pollen in the comb honey in

frames. Can some one tell rs wl.at lo do

Examining one of the tombs of a matiiig-hive.

about it? I am using shallow extracting-

supers for it.

Brookville, Ind.

[See that tl'.ere is room for pollen in the

b'ood-ehamber, and, if necessary, use an
c:ccluder under the super.

—

Ed.]

BEES SECRETING BMIGHT YELLOW WAX
BY P. E. WAUGH

Although most observers are of the opin-
ion that bees at times secrete wax involun-

tarily, a nucleus which I kept during the

winter of 1914 has proved it to me so

conclusively that I thought it might be of
interest. This nucleus, because of the small
number of bees, early stopped brood-rear-
ing. They were on four combs two-thirds
full of fall honey, and I fed some syrup.
Notwithstanding the mild weather of fall

and early winter, these bees were in distress

before Jainiary and would all have died of
dvsentery had not some warm days come,
giving them a flight. After January I placed

the hive on a screen and brought them in-

doors every time the temperature was below
freezing, setting them out again when the

weather was favorable.

On a paper under the screen I noticed

wax scales; and upon examining the dead
bees that fell on the screen quite a number
of them had wax on their bodies. This was
repeated several times, so I have saved a

few of the bees with the scales attached

—

also a few of the scales, which I am sending
you by this mail. These bees had no occa-

sion to build wax, even in the fall, having
more comb space than they could fill.
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Home and home apiary of E. W. Fox, Fruitdale, S. Da. The honey-house is the building shown in the
background among the trees. Mr. Fox has a full equipment, including an auto truck, power extractor, etc.

I had alwaj's supposed that wax is with-

out color—clear, transparent. I have seen

it many times when a swarm was shaken in

front of a hive. Many of these scales are

amber-colored, and I am now of the opinion

that some of the very yellow cappings on

my golden-yellow fall honey is due in part

to the yellow wax secreted by the bees, and
not entirely to the yellow pollen from the

fall flowers. Can you set me straight on

this point? The bees sent by this mail are

healthy so far as I know. Like the surgeon's

patient, " the operation was a success, but

the patient died." These bees died from
eating too much, but are healthy bees.

Tola, Kan.

[Knowing that Mr. Sladen had made a

special study of wax secretion, we sent the

above letter to him, together with the speci-

mens which Mr. Waugh furnished. These

he examined and reported on as follows.

—

Ed.]

yell0v7 wax scales.

Lying loose were 48 scales, of which 29

were white, 16 pale yellow, 3 bright yellow

;

9 scales extracted from bees were all moder-
ately bright yellow. The scales consisted as

usual of numerous semi-fused laminae of

wax. On splitting three of the pale-yellow

scales in two it was found that the inner

laminae—that is, those that were adjacent to

the wax plates when the scale was attached

to the abdomen—were white, and that the

outer ones were bright yellow. On splitting

the bright-yellow scales in two it was found

that both halves were bright yellow. It is

hardly necessary to add that no pollen could

be detected in any of the scales.

It is clear that these bees had been secret-

ing bright-yellow wax. Whether they had
also been secreting white wax is not so cer-

tain, for the white color of some of the

scales may have been due to bleaching, but

this I think improbable.
There is no reason to suppose that the

bright-yellow color of the wax was due to a

distressed condition of the bees. On the

other hand, we know that certain honeys are

always capped with bright-yellow wax. A
well-known instance of this in Europe is the

sainfoin {Onobrychus sativa), a plant close-

ly allied to the clovers, the honey of which
is as light as clover honey. The bright-yel-

low color of the comb made from sainfoin

honey is generally held to be due to some
peculiar property of the honey itself. It is

hard to believe that added pollen has any
thing to do with it.

Your correspondent refers to yellow cap-

pings produced by a certain kind of fall

honey. The production of yellow and white

wax scales by his bees might be explained

by supposing that the bees produced yellow

wax when feeding on this fall honey, and
white wax (as we know they will) when
feeding on the sugar syrup, which he says

he gave them. The restricted movement of

the bees during the cold weather Avould

make the differentiation possible.

Ottawa, Out. F. W. L. Sladen.
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^MAPPING A MOW OF HIVES IN PAPER

BY E. W. FOX

I am sending a picture of my home and
home ajDiary. The building furthest back is

the honey-house. The front of tlie house is

at the right, and the bees are on tlie south

side. The trees are cottonwood, apple, and
walnut.

The hives are all super-packed for win-

tering. Those close together in the fore-

ground are all ready for papering. I am
placing about ten colonies together like tliis,

and jDapering around the outside. We now
have an auto truck.

Fruitdale, S. Da.

HOME =MADE FOUNBATION SPLINTS

BY JACOB ALPAUGH

[The v/riter of the following article, Mr. Jacob Alpaugh, is one of the most successful beekeepers of

Canada and an all-around mechanical genius ! esides—one of the few inventors who is able to devise some-
thing that is practical and useful. A visit to liis yard, we are told, reveals many a clever contrivance.

We have long cherishecl the hope that we might be able to visit him some time, but the opportunity has
never come. We have met him a time or two at conventions, and in the course of our interviews he has
dropped various hints of some new device that he is using. Among others was the wooden-splint method of
staying up foundation, originated by Dr. C. C. Miller. His method of making as well as applying the splints

to "the foundation itself we consider to be good, and in response to our request to describe it he sends in

the following:

—

Ed.]

I make my own foundation-splints, but it

took me a year or two to find out how to

make them best. I first take a block of pine

from one to two inches thick, and with an
ordinary circular saw I slice the entire block

into pieces a little less than 1-16 inch thick.

I now make another block from 30 or 40

of these pieces, tie a string tightly around
each end (back an inch from the end), dip

each end into glue, and let dry. The block

is then turned on one side and sliced again,

thus making 30 or 40 splints each cut. The
glue hokis them together and keeps them
from flying all over the shop ; but as soon
as they are dropped into hot wax they all

separate.

I don't use splints as Dr. Miller does. I

make them so that they reach about 2-3 of

the way down from the top-bar. I split the

foundation as nearly vertical as I can, in-

sert the splint, let the cut come together

again, which practically covers up the splint

on both sides—no sag, no spoiled row of

cells by the bees in drawing out the founda-
tion. The foundation is split down only

from the tojD-bar as far as the splints reach.

[Not fully understanding just how Mr.
Alpaugh inserted the splints in the slits in

the foundation in such a way that it would
be completely covered, we asked him to

explain a little more fully. He has done so

as follows.

—

Ed.]

I make the cut about two-thirds the way
down the foundation from the top-bar of

the frame. I do it with a very thin-bladed

knife; but I make a very beveling cut by
holding the handle of the knife toAvard the

end of the frame, and as near down to the

foundation as I can. This makes a cut that

will completely cover up the splint when
inserted, and allows the cell walls of the

foundation to be on both sides of the splints

;

hence there will be no spoiled row of cells

on either side of the comb when drawn out

by the bees (I find this very often happened
by the Miller plan). After pressing the

foundation down firmly on to the splints

with the ends of my fingers, I brush a little

hot Avax on both sides of the foundation
directly over each cut. This strengthens the

foundation and makes a perfect job. The
splints are not quite as long as the cuts I

make, so that they are easily inserted.

[Mr. Alpaugh, among his other accom-
plishments, appears to be a good fisherman

as Avell as a hunter. While what he writes

further is a little out of the ordinary bee-

lore, it is too good not to publish, even if it

is a fish-story. Here is what he writes fur-

tjier.—Ed.]

FISHING FOR SALMON AND TROUT.

I left Innerkip three weeks ago on a fish-

ing and hunting trip. I am now at Barrow
Bay, Ont., 20 miles above Wiaron, on the

Georgian Bay. For the last two weeks I

have been going out with a friend of mine
nearly every day trawling for salmon trout

;

but as the wind often springs up about noon
and makes the water a little too rough for

a row-boat we pull ashore, clean our fish,

take them to the dealer here, as we cannot
eat the twentieth part of what we catch;

then we get our dinner and go out in the

afternoon for partridge or hare, which are

also very plentiful here—some sport, believe

me. I want to tell you, when a fellow gets
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L. E. Gaylord, a mail-carrier beekeeper of St. Paul- Minn.

a 10 or 12 lb. trout on tlie end of a 175-foot

line the world is just about all dead to him
except that fish until he gets it pulled in

and landed in the boat. The first one I

pulled in Iavo weeks ago happened to be a

large one, and my heart was running like a

.steam-engine when I landed it.

Innerkip, Ontario.

A

BY L. E. GAYLORD

I am a letter-carrier at St. Paul, Minn.,

and spend my extra time with my bees in-

stead of in saloons. My best year for honey

was in 1912, when, from siaring count of 18

colonies (increased to 45), I took off 1800

sections of No. 1 honev, and extracted 160

gallons, all of which I sold for .|445, which
is a tnfle over $24 per colony, spring count,

or nearly $10 a colony at the end of the

season.

I took first prize on wliite extracted at

Minnesota State Fair.

St. Paul, Minn.

A MYSTERIOUS TROUBLE CAUSING THE
BEM OF BEES

DEATH OF A LARGE NUM=

BY P. S. REAVES

There is something wrong with my bees

which seems likely to depopulate every
colony unless checked very soon. The bees

are dwindling rapidly, even though every
hive is provided with plenty of stores at

the present. Some contain from 50 to 75
pounds.

A little over a montli ago I noticed dead
bees scattered in front of every hive in the

apiary, but I paid no attention to the mat-
ter at the time. Yesterdaj' when making
preparations for winter I discovered that

nearly every hive had dwindled, aud there

were only four or five that liad any young
bees at all. All the colonies had queens.

The past season there was a good honey-
flow of every kind except white clover,

which was a failure with us as in so many
other parts of the country. All colonies,

with a very few exceptions, are well sup-

plied for winter.

Later, Nov. 2.—The condition of the bees

is steadily gTowing worse; and unless some-
thing can be done I am afraid I shall not
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be able to winter more than two or three

colonies. 1 have just been looking over the

bees, and in only one hive did I find a sign

of any brood, and that was in only one side

of one comb. Most of the unhatched bees,

1 find, died just about as they were ready to

emerge from the cells. I have seen mature
bees dead before the entrance, but still not

many more, j^erhaps, than would die ordi-

I'.arily from a healthy colony. I have a

neighbor in town who has found the same
trouble.

There is a large amount of apiDlebutter

made, and a good deal of fruit canned and
preserved, in this country. Some think the

destruction of bees is due to their sucking

the juices from decaying fruit thrown out

from these places.

I live in a railroad town, and the general

shops of the road are located about three-

quarters of a mile from my bees. Perhaps
some kind of poison from these yards or

from the smoke makes the trouble. My
neighbor has three colonies about a mile out

of town that are not affected.

Princeton, W. Va.

[It is possible that the juice from partly

decayed apples may be responsible for the

trouble; but we should be more inclined to

think that the bees have been poisoned. All

the facts presented point that way strongly.

!s it not possible that some one of the

number engaged in making applebutter or

cider may have put out something to kill

off the bees? If this had been done by even

a single person^it would account for all

that has haiDpened. Syrup poisoned with

a strong solution of any of the arsenites

Avould very quickly kill off all the bees in

an apiary. We do not like to suggest that

any one would do this; but we do not know
how else to account for this unless there

were some poisonous gases from some in-

dustrial works that were killing off the bees,

the same as has occurred in Denver. Tliis

is hardly probable, however.
Here is another possible explanation, and

it has occurred at one of our outyards in

the swamps : The bees might have been
gathering nectar at a distance of three or

four miles. These long flights during un-

favorable weather would prevent many bees

from getting back, and thus cause a rapid

decimation of the colony. It would also

cause large numbers of bees to be worn out

—so much so that their presence would not

be tolerated in the hive. When bees fly a

long distance through shrubbery or under-

brush, their wings will be worn out prema-
turely. We suggest that you examine the

bees carefully to see whether their wing?,

are frayed out.

—

Ed.]

CEOWNED WITH BEES

BY B. F. SCHMIDT

On the 5th of July

of last year I was ta-

king honey from the

bees; and while busy

at work brushing them
from the extracting

combs a little swarm
came out. Before it

had settled, a photog-
rapher came along;

and by the time he got

ready I had the swarm
on my hat. I went
back to the hive where
T Avas worldng, and
then the photographer
took the picture shown
herewith.

The wheelbarrow as

arranged in the picture

Avith an empty super
receives the combs of

honey after the bees

are brushed off, and
then is Avheeled to the honey-house

B. F. Scliinidt with bees not in ]iis Ijonnet Iml on liis hat.

N. Buena Vista, la.
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SUMMERING PROBLEM IN SOUTH AFRICA

Amltg, and How lo Comlbal; Thenra ; the Mavagea ®f Bee-pirales and Bee-birds

BY F. H. COOPER

While never a number of Gleanings
goes by but we South African beekeei^ers

can learn something of value from it, yet

there is one topic—an exceedingly impor-
tant one to you of North America and
Europe—which we of the tropics and sub-

tropics do not find of any great interest to

ourselves. The problem of wintering is

comparatively simple for us here. Snow
and ice are almost unknown in the Cape
Province; and though we have heavy rains

extending over a period of four or five

months, there is always a goodly proportion

of warm and sunny weather, and the days
when bees cannot fly are the exception. All

through the winter we revel in a profusion

of blossom, including scoi'es of acres of the

well-known " sugar-bush " {Protea mellif-

era), and a sequence of two or three weeks
of settled warm weather will often enable

the apiarist to harvest considerable surplus

in mid-winter.

Most of us experience a certain amount
of trouble in the excessive moisture which
condenses on the inside of hive-covers; and,

apart from the bad effect of the wet and
cold on the bees, it becomes almost hopeless

trying to produce fancy sections, on account
of the discoloration. Colonies in double-

walled packed hives are far less troubled
with this condensed moisture, and I am in-

clined to think this is the hive that meets
most of our requirements.

With the exception of this difficulty from
dampness and a few minor worries, however,
our wintering question is a fairly simple

one, providing colonies are strong.

Now, I dare say you of the bee-cellars

and winter-oases will be thinking what a

fortunate people are these brothers in South
Africa; and when I tell you that foul brood
(American or European) is at present quite

vniknown out here, and that there is a mar-
ket which pays as much for dark honey in

bulk as a good many of your largest pro-
ducers can get for water-white in fiint

bottles, some of you may be thinking of
selling and coming over to share the spoils.'

Just a few minutes, though, till I have
shown you the other side of the picture, and
you will 23ossibly think better of pulling i;p

stakes, and may be you will stay where you
are.

To begin with, our supplies cost just

about double what you have to pay. All my
hives and fittings are of American manufac-
ture, and one cannot get goods carried from

the United States to Cape Town and then

further without paying for the privilege.

However, I have found from experience

that it is far more satisfactory to go to the

expense of purchasing imported hives than

to try to make one's own, or even to employ
a skilled carpenter.

No great wintering problem for us; but

wait till summer comes, and then our trou-

bles begin. The weather on the whole is not

bad. Occasionally the heat will melt down
a few combs in single-walled hives where
shade-boards are not used; but there is gen-

erally a little rain each month, and the

nights are, as a rule, pleasantly cool. The
worst meteorological features in the climate

of this corner of the Continent are the

winds. From October to April the Cape
'' southeaster " rages intermittently, some-
times for over a week at a time. These
winds blow with tremendous force; and
when living in a house unprotected from
the southeaster, one is continually question-

ing whether any structure ever built can

withstand such power. When I mention
that carts have been overturned, and even

the train service held up for a few hours by
this wind, you will understand that a bee

cannot range far in such a gale, however
alluring the flowers may prove. No doubt

there is a large loss of life among those bees

which have traveled down the wind some
distance and then attempted to return home
heavily laden with nectar or pollen.

After a southeaster there is usually a

calm spell for a day or two, when the bees

do finely ; but from noon to sunset a strong

westerly wind blows almost invariably on
every non-southeaster day tlu'oughout sum-
mer. In consequence one notices most of

the foraging work is done early in the

morning or toward evening, and at midday
th.e flight of bees is small.

Small worries are often the worst worries

;

and from the giant "southeaster" I descend

to the tiny though no less wonderfully un-

tiring (and most tiresome) insect, the ant.

We have been given a splendid assortment

of these models of industry out here. There
is the large white ant that will chew up
almost any wood available, and that dearly

loves a white-pine beehive. I am glad to

say we are spared this fellow in the South,

but we have several smaller varieties that

are a great nuisance. There is a minute
black ant, a lover of sweets; and where he

abounds the housewife knows no peace.
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Even if all her cupboards and shelves are

isolated on tins of petroleum, the ants will

frequently find a convenient cobweb across

which they will swarm, and any fruit or

sugar left a few minutes unguarded is soon

black with these little thieves. 1 have such

a high opinion of the perseverance and in-

genuity of these insects that I should hardly

feel surprised if one day I found them
constructing' tiny air-ships on which to

reach their coveted sweets ! Of honey they

are particularly fond, and the careless bee-

keeper is apt to find, one day in summer, a

thick stream of these pillagers pouring in

and out of the entrances of his hives, and
simply walking through any resistance on
the part of the inmates. When once things

have got to this state, a colony will general-

ly give up the struggle and swarm out.

Something may be done toward checking
these small ants by placing a mixture of

arsenic and treacle or honey wherever their

presence is noted; but the only safe way to

keep ants at bay is by making legs for the

hives and setting these in tins of water,

kerosene, or, still better, axle-grease, or by
surrounding each hive or group with a con-

crete trough. Where these ants abound it

will be a saving of time and trouble to plan
some such means of isolating one's hives

before setting out an apiary. Even with
such provision the defenses must be periodi-

cally examined to see that no bridges have
been formed by fallen straws or spiders'

webs.
j

There is another black ant, considerably

larger and stronger than the last named,
which also makes itself a great nuisance to

the beekeeper. This fellow is not fond of
sweets as his smaller relation, and in conse-

quence does not take readily to poisoned
baits. What this ant likes is the bee itself;

and any heavy-laden worker that drops in

front of the hive is immediately seized by
a dozen ants and dragged oft. When the

supply of fallen bees is not sufficient, this

ant will climb ujd to the entrances and drag
down the guards. The bees are quite help-

less to put up any defense against such
enemies; and where a hive is being worried
by these joests one hears that peculiar, terri-

fied whine that bees set up when unhappy
or discouraged, and there is always danger
that, if the trouble remains unchecked,
wholesale swarming out will be the result.

Here, again, hive-isolation seems to be the

only cure, combined with a vigorous de-

struction of nests by pouring boiling water
or kerosene down every hole from which
ants can be seen emerging. Fortunate are

those apiarists Avho can manage to locate on

ground unfrequented by any ants.

The next pest is one which is, I believe,

more peculiar to South Africa. This is the
" bee-pirate," of which we have at least two
varieties. These insects are species of sand-

wasps (fossorial hymenoptera), and belong
to the two genera Falarus and Fliilantlius,

the former being the more troublesome in

this part of the country.

The pirates make their aj^pearance as

soon as the hot Aveather sets in, about No-
vember or December, and stay till the begin-

ning of autumn. From about 10 A. M. to 4
p. M. they hover round the hives, pouncing
upon the heavily laden bees returning to

their homes, frequently taking them right

off the alighting-boards. When the bee-

pirate is present in large numbers the bees

apparently become intimidated, and do not
willingly leave the hives, and there are eases

where apiaries have been entirely wiped out

by this vicious little despoiler.

The pirate, which is considerably smaller

than a worker bee, but very strong and
wiry, appears to spring upon its victim's

back and insert its sting in the bee's thorax,

death ensuing almost immediately. The bee
is then either carried off wholesale or the

nectar sucked out of its sac. The pirates I

have caught have honey-sacs similar to those

of bees, and the majority of these have been
quite swollen with nectar. The Dutch will

tell one that the pirate mounts on the bee's

back and steers the captive to his lair, thus

getting a free ride home before killing him,

but this theory seems too good to be true.

There is, however, one, and apparently
only one, method of keeping clown this

scourge, and that is by means of placing

about the apiary white dishes containing
water and a little petroleum. These dishes

must be kept quite clean, as there seems
some fatal attraction for the pirate in the

white glare of the enamel. This has not

been a bad year for these insects; but in

half a dozen saucers scattered among my
hives T have caught as many as eighty pi-

rates some days, which has evidently had
the effect of thinning off the total poi^ula-

lion in tlie district. There is no doubt that,

if these bee-pirates are allowed to continue
unchecked, they will become a very serious

menace; but I would far rather have this

fellow to deal witli than any of the ant

tribe or foul brood.

Finally, though I will not go so far as to

say this is the last of our summer troubles,

we suffer big losses each year through the

depredations of various birds; and the

worst offenders among the feathered foes to

be contended with are the swifts. These,

again, are seldom seen in winter, but are in

their element on windy days in mid-summer,
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when they fly backward and forward over

the hives with almost incredible speed,

snapping up a bee at every turn. They
appear in gangs of ten or twenty, and it is

heartbreaking to stand and lis en to the

rapid succession of little clicks n;ade by the

contact of beak and bee. I supiJcs? there is

not a faster flyer than the swift among all

the birds of the world, and well he knows
the fact. Secure in their speed these birds

are nothing daunted by noise, objects waved
at them, or things thrown at them. Shoot-

ing, of course, is equally futile. One might

as well attempt to shoot a flash of lightning,

and the only plan that might be effective

would be to stretch wires at intervals from
poles over and across the rows of hives, and
even then I believe these keen-eyed folk

would dodge the wires with a swerve at the

moment they were almost on the danger.

In my case I considered an honorable

retreat more fitting than any aggressive

measures: and as my apiary was located in

too open a situation, and on a piece of stone

and sand where there was little shelter and
many ants, I resolved to '' trek " the whole
outfit. I pondered long and deep before

deciding on my new choice, but eventually

chose a sunny clearing in a pine-wood.

Here I am sheltered from the worst winds;
the only ant at present in the neighborhood
is a variety which lives in quite small fam-
ilies under stones, and keeps very much at

home. The swifts cannot pursue their dash-

ing tactics among the thick growth of high

timber, and at present I can congratulate

myself upon the move.
When winter comes, however, I shall have

to plan against floods ; nor, I dare say, will

that be the end of my troubles, as my apiary

is situated most conveniently for honey-

tliieves, and these folk, I regret to say, are

far from uncommon in this country, for

the native seems totally unable to resist two
delicacies—rijje watermelon and comb hon-

But it is of summer difficulties 1 am
writing, and I think 1 have now done all

that 1 can at present to overcome these by
finding such a site for my apiary as 1 have
mentioned above. Even with this protection

the mortality among the foraging bees must
be exceedingly' heavy in summer. When one
hears the " click, click," as the swift snaps
u}) his victims, and the sad wail of the

pirate-captured bee, and sees the ants

swarming everywhere, ready to pounce upon
any tired worker that fails to reach home,
and when, again, one watches the wonder-
fully courageous struggles of the laden bees

coming home from the distant veld against

a terrific southeast gale, one ceases to feel

surprise at the fact that even the most pro-
lific queens can hardly bring their colonies

out of summer as strong as they were at

the end of winter. Still, beekeeping is about
as pleasurable and probably as profitable as

elsewhere, and we do not intend going out

of the business, even when foul brood ar-

rives, as I suppose it will some day. The
bee is only just beginning to be known as

an item of commerce in this country, and
we are hapi^y to be among the i^ioneers of

the industry and of many problems hitherto

undiscussed in the great bee-journals of the

world. Perhaps the unburdening of some
of our own particular difficulties, besides

relieving us, may interest the I'eaders of

Gleanings on the score of novelty if for

no other reason.

Groot Drakenstein. Gape Province, South
Africa.

SHOULD ALL THE NECTAR BE SAVED ? IF SO, WHERE SHOULD WE

BY E. S. MILES

Every now and then a man a^apears in

the beekeeping ranks (usually posing as an

apostle of advanced beekeeping) who makes
it his hobby to infoi"m the general public

how profitable the business of honey pro-

duction is, always basing his estimates on

some certain phenomenally good season. Men
who have made honey production a success

as a sole business do not, as a rule, become
affected by this " good season " microbe.

When a man has raised enough honey to

bring an adequate income to support him-

self and family, and accumulate a little for

the " rainy day," and has sold the same, he

begins to see tliat he must have a consider-

able area of territory that does not produce
honey, in which to sell his iDroduction. It is

self-evident that, if a man raises his own
honey (as some claim every farmer should),

you cannot sell him any ; and if one-half or

even one-fourth of the farmers of Iowa
raised their own hone,y in ordinary seasons,

a good season snch as 1913 would find a

large part of them, as Avell as nearly all tlie

honej'-specialists, with a lot of honey that

there would be no market for. It is not

hard to see that some of this honey would
be forced on sale at any price; for any
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one knows, who has had experience, that

the farmer beekeeper, producing for his

own use, not knowing" what his honey is

costing him, will, when he is surprised with

an unusual crop, take whatever offer he can

get for his surplus, figuring it as clear gain

at any price, since he was not expecting to

sell any, but keeps bees for his own use only.

A close observation, extending over a

number of years, both good and poor, has

convinced me that the ordinary farmer, the

man who farms as he should, for all there

is in it, can bay his honey cheaper than he

can raise it. It is true that there is nectar

going to waste ; but it is also true that there

is just as great a waste of soil fertility

going on in Iowa. "Would it not be more in

order to call for conservation of resources

in the i^roduction of the necessities of life

rather than the luxuries'? Look at the prices

the honey-producer must pay for his neces-

sities, and then at the price at which he sells

what is only a luxury with others, and what
they Avill do without if it goes over a certain

figure—butter, 30 to 35 cts. ; eggs, 25 to 35
cts.; meat, 15 to 22 cts.; flour, $3.00 to

$3.25 per 100 lbs., etc., while the beekeeper
is lucky to find sales for his honey at 8 to

I2V2 cents net.

If honey were a necessity, if people had
to have honey, then the wholQ situation

would be changed. It would only be neces-

sary to hold the surplus of a big crop over

until a shorter crop came, when it would
sell; and a short crop would make a rise in

price commensurate with the shortage; but
as it now is, a short crop raises the price a
little because but few people like honey well

enough to take it at a slight rise, and there

it stops. Because the rest think it too high,

they prefer to have something else.

I tried once to sell two men 40 lbs. of
extracted honey in 10-lb. pails. One of
them said he w^ould take two if the other
one would take the other two. No. 2 hesi-

tated quite a little, and remarked, " Two
pails of honey is a whole lot. If it were
syrup, I could handle it." Finally I made
the deal, and I heard afterward that No. 2

was talking of wanting some more honey.
It shows how the market can be extended,
you say. Yes, perhaps; but I was barely
making wages doing it ; and where would I

come in if all the nectar in Iowa were being
" saved," and two or three other fellows

going after this same man? Whoever gets

there first, or can make the lowest price,

will sell him the honey, and two or three of
us will have to hunt a new man. Can we
easily do that? No, it is not too easy, right

low, to find enough men who like honey to

ake a crop large enough to support a man

and family. Therefore I am one who thinks

the fair way to those already in the business

is to let the demand for honey induce a

supply.

Let those who have, by years of hard
work, built up a successful business, have a

fair chance to continue, and not use the

journals we have helped to support for

years to hold up rosy pictures to induce

moie to enter beekeeping than the demand
for lioney will justify. I do not consider

him a friend who tries to induce, by unfair

representations, another man to enter into

competition in a special market that I cre-

ated.

To hold a season like 1913 up to the

public as a fair sample of what bees will

do in Iowa is about as unfair as it could

well b^. To be fair, one should say, " If

you live long enough, saj- 25 to 50 years,

you may see another as good; but it is sure

you will see manj' in Avhich you will not get

one-fourth as much."
Before closing I wish to tell something

about one particular farmer who has a large

farm—Avho is a real farmer, and has all the

work he can attend to without any " side

issues." Seven years ago, when I moved
to my pre.sent location, this man, being one
of my new neighbors, I soon found he was
cjuite interested in bees, and I also found
why. He is very fond of honey. He was
always asking about " the bees," and fre-

quently came over to look around and talk

about tliem. Soon after a party near by,

moving* aAvay, sold my neighbor two colonies

and a couple of empty hives for $5.00.

Then it began to dawn on me that my
neighbor, being fond of honey, and having a
" beeman " so handy, was figuring that, with
what information he could pick up, and
this cheap start, he could " raise his own
honey." Well, I try not to be a hog, so I

did all I could to give him correct informa-
tion; and not only that, but I went over and
took off for him the only honey he harvested.

The seasons were running very ordinary
those years. I think my neighbor had bees

about three seasons; and for the ordinary
beeman with ordinary bees, to say that they

were buying no autos would be telling the

truth, if not the whole truth. Well, my
neiglibor had the " fever." He ran after

every stray swarm in the neighborhood ; and
about the second season he got up to six or

eight colonies. He was so anxious for bees
that, like most people in that condition, he

put them into whatever was handy. He
had three or four in the old hives he got

with his purcha.se, and the rest were in

boxes and kegs. The first season was poor,

or the bees swarmed wrong, or something,
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and he got no honey, but made some in-

crease. The next season was better, or,

perhaps, one colony failed to swarm, for he
got about 20 lbs. of honey. The first winter
he put them in the cellar, and wintered
them; the next winter, having more colonies,

and his " fever " beginning to abate, he left

them out; and several being late swarms,
without enough stores, he lost all but one
colony.

By the third season his "fever" Avas about
gone. He seldom asked me, " How's the

bees?" but his son told mine that they
" put four supers on their one hive and
that ought to hold 'em down." The next
summer, being with him, and another party
or two, some one inquired how the bees had
done that summer; and after I had replied
" fair," my neighbor said, " I had one hive

;

but when I looked at 'em last spring they
were dead. I guess they couldn't make
enough to keep 'em over winter." His ac-

count would stand thus. Two hives of bees
and two empty hives, $5.00; supers, sections,

and foundation (purchased of me), $5.00;

time chasing swarms and moving same
home, $5.00; total, $15.00. Credit, 20 lbs.

honey at 75 cts. per lb., $15.00. I will only
add that my neighbor has had no bees for
three years, neither has he said "bees" to
me in that time. He likes honey, and has
bought probably 100 lbs. of me "since ; but
on his own motion 1 never try to sell my
near neighbors honey, because I feel that
they might think I did not wish them to

keep bees, in order that I might do so. If
my neighbor can keep bees and raise his

own honey, no one recognizes his right to do
so better than I; but this is my observation

of the way it works with nine out of ten

farmers. They have enough to do; most of

them are not adapted to handling bees; and
to fix up for it, take time to learn it, then

take time needed in their fields to tend to

a few bees, will make their honey cost them
more than it would to buj^ it of one fixed to

raise honey, which includes the know how,
the aptness, and the liking for bees.

Dunlap, Iowa.

BRITISH BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATIONS HAVE TOTAL ENROLLMENT

BY JOHN SMALLWOOD

I should like to introduce American bee-

keepers to our beekeeping associations, the

organizations and men who have made api-

culture in England, who have dug it out

from fossilage and ignorance, and made it

an important auxiliary to apiculture, and
given it its proper rank among the minor
industries. The parent stem from whom
all the offshoots, 46 in number, have sprung,
is the Biitish Beekeepers' Association; and,

counting its affiliated members, it has a
subscribers' roll of over 6000. It is man-
aged by a council of 21, elected annually,

the president vice-president, and treasurer

being ex officio counselors. . To insure that

it is representative of all interests, each
branch is entitled to send two representa-

tives, one of whom votes. Council meetings
are held monthly, and there are two general
meetings, March and October, in each year.

It was in May, 1874, that it was founded.
I have the old bee journal of that month
and year in front of me, and it is very
interesting to turn over its pages, for the

names I meet there. They who were the

founders of the association are as familiar

to you as they are to us. " They were
giants in those days."

It was a committee formed to conduct a

great bee and honey show at the Crystal

Palace in 1874, which was the initiatory

council. Among the very first members I

notice John Hunter, Frank Cheshire, and
Nash Abbott. But the idea had been ven-

tilated previously. In the preceding year
the British Bee Journal was commenced,
and an early correspondent had x^ointed out

how impossible it was for apiculture to be

encouraged and taught to the multitude

unless there was some organized society

who could make it their business.

Their first general meetina' was held at

the Crystal Palace, Sept. 20, 1874. The
first president was Sir John Lubbock, the

great authority on bees and ants. Who has

not read his books? Among other vice-

presidents were Rev. F. Raynor, T. W.
Cowan (we have him still with us), and
Frank Chesliiro. The first honorable secre-

tary was John Hunter. So you see the

right men had got the grip of it. They
proclaimed their objects to be " the encour-

agement, improvement, and advancement
of bee culture in the United Kingdom, par-

ticularl}^ as a means of bettering cottagers

and the apicultural laboring classes as well
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as the advocacy of humanity lo tlie honey-

bee," and religiously and honestly have they

kept every word of their program from
that day until the present.

I will not give its history in exienso.

There is enough of it for half a dozen arti-

cles. The Board of Agriculture consults it

on apiculture. It has this last year obtain-

ed from the government a grant to aid in

teaching and promoting beekeeping. By
the aid of this grant it holds preliminary

examinations for proficiency in beekeeping,

and sends lecturers all over the country,

and has established an apiary and school for

beekeeping at the Zoological Gardens, Lon-
don. Of itself it holds intermediary and
first-class examinations, issues certificates

for all three degrees which are acknowl-
edged and honored, not only at home but

also in our colonies. It has never failed

to find sufficient men of public spirit, lead-

ers in thought and science, and business

men too, to devote time, without any pay-
ment whatever, " to the encouragement,
promotion, and advancement of beekeep-
ing," as their original declaration enunci-

ates. This is a good record.

Then there are 46 affiliated branches, rep-

resenting generally a county, sometimes a

district. Their reason for existence is to

look after beekeeping in their several terri-

tories by employing teachers and inspectors,

generally entitled experts, holding honey
shows, giving awards, and diffusing infor-

mation generally.

Our British Bee Journal, too, is a very
important factor. This Avas established in

1873 by Charles Nash Abbott. Although
quite sepai'ate from the beekeepers' associa-

tion, it has always worked with it. In the

advancement of the craft one is inseparable

from the other. There have been other at-

tempts to start bee-papers, but their lives

have been short ; and representing, as it

does, all up-to-date thought and informa-

tion on the matter, it can have no serious

rival or opposition. Mr. T, W. Cowan is

the senior editor, and Mr. W. Herrod the

junior, who unquestionably are in the very
first rank of modern beekeepers. Articles

from the best writers of the day appear in

its columns, including T. W. Cowan, D. M.
Macdonald, L. S. Crawshaw, Colonel H. J.

0. Walker, J. Hayes, C. H. Heaps, W.
Herrod, G. G. Desmond, etc. It is bright,

breezy, and readable, and penetrates to the

most remote corners—everywhere, in fact,

where there are beekeepers. The junior

editor is energetic, and grasps the inexor-

able truth.

London, England.

ODOR AND DISTRESS IN INTRODUCING OTHER FACTORS

BY J. E. HAND

A jierusal of beekeeping literature of

bygone days reveals the truth of the ancient

proverb, " There is nothing new under the

sun." It is true that a method occasionally

looms up with a flourish of trumpets that

savors of a diversion ; but a closer scrutiny

usually reveals the fact that its history is

recorded in the annals of bygone days. For
example, the smoke method that is just now
being popularized was described in the bee-

keeping literature of 25 years ago; like-

wise smoke was used in uniting colonies

long before the advent of the movable-
frame hive, and the process was described

and illustrated in Quinby's book in 1853.

Ever since queeen-rearing has been known,
smoke in some form has been used in queen
introduction. More than 25 years ago Henry
Alley used tobacco smoke to introduce
queens to nuclei, claiming that its virtue lay

in the transmission of the smoke odor. This
opinion was also expressed by Mr. Quinby
more than 60 years ago. Undoubtedly
Moses Quinby Avas one of the closest stu-

dents of bee nature in America. The mar-

velous aecuracA^ of his deductions are won-
derful, considering that he had only box
hives to experiment witli.

More than 25 years ago Mr. Doolittle

recommended smoke and pounding on the

hive in the direct introduction of queens,

claiming that the excitement caused the bees

to fill their sacs Avith honey, and that the

smoke transmitted a uniform odor—a belief

expressed by the best authorities in the

history of American beekeeping. Meantime
the late W. Z. Hutchinson advertised to re-

place all queens lost uy his patrons while

introducing by the tobacco-smoke method.
He told the writer personally that out of

the hundreds of queens sold the loss was
IDurely nominal, amounting to only two or

three cases. In the wake of this long pro-

cession of American authors comes Arthur
C. Miller, also a close student of bee nature,

also advocating the smoke method of queen
introduction, but standing practically alone

in the belief that odor cuts no figure in the

transaction, and stoutly maintaining that

excitement and distress is the basic prinei-
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pie in the direct introduction of queens,

and that smoke is merely an economical

method of producing the desired excitement

and distress.

This seems like a rather superficial view

of the case, in view of the fact that we don't

use smoke merely to produce excitement and
distress, but rather to transmit a uniform
smoke odor throughout the entire hive and
contents, and at the same time excite the

bees, thus causing them to fill their honey-

sacs. In this condition nature forbids a

hostile reaction against an enemy; biat

smoke does more, for it instantly transmits

its own odor to the exclusion of all others,

for smoke is a great deodorizer, with an
odor so pungent that an overdose will taint

honey. In a hive with every thing reeking

with the odor of smoke it is impossible for

bees whose every act within the hive is

guided solely by the sense of touch and of

smell to distinguish friends from strangers.

This is demonstrated by the fact that a

colony recently manipulated with much
smoke will fall a prey to robbers without

offering any resistance ; whereas if the same
manipulations are performed without smoke,
robbers will be rei^elled with vigor—show-
ing conclusively that the odor of smoke
inhaled by bees deprives them of the sense

of smell, thus, rendering them incapable of

distinguishing between friend and stranger.

Mr. Miller speaks lightly about ignoring

the odor theor}^, as though it were an easy

accomplishment; but the only way he can

do it is to separate the odor from smoke.
When he shall have accomplished this he

will have a solid foundation upon which to

build the theory of " distress." It is notice-

able that most of the similes introduced by
Mr. Miller seem rather strained, and some
of his claims somewhat extravagant. This

refers to his reference to combs of brood,

just hatched queens, alien drones, and
queenless bees in cages, all of which are

exceptions to the general rule, that prove
nothing in favor of or in opposition to any
theoi'y. There are other factors to be con-

sidered, besides odor and distress. This re-

fers to an inborn instinct in bees to accept

alien drones, combs of brood, and baby
queens, unconditionally, except that with

baby queens the colony must be queenless

three days or more.
The fact cited by Mr. Miller, that queens

from different colonies can be interchanged
with impunity when bees are gathering nec-

tar from flowers of like odor, is prima facie

evidence in favor of the odor theory, being
an instance of direct introduction where
distress is entirely eliminated. This feature

also accounts for the fact that bees and
queens often mix with impunity at swarm-
ing time. It is proi^er to state, however,
that this condition exists only during a
good honey-flow when bees are swarming
freely; even then queens are often balled

when swarms unite. Try as we may we
cannot ignore the fact that smoke is an
economical agent for the transmission of

odor as well as for the perversion of the

sense of smell, hence an economical agent
in queen introduction.

Concerning the virgin-queen method of
requeening without dequeening, as touched
upon, and condemned by Mr. Miller, it, like

the smoke method, has a history that dates

back 25 years, and is also recorded in Doo-
little's book, page 158. Here is the quota-

tion :
" If you wish to supex'sede any queen

in your yard on account of old age, or for

anj' other purpose, you have only to put
on an upper story with a queen-excluding
honey-board under it, place a frame of

brood with a queen-cell upon it, in this

upper story ; and after the young queen has
hatched, withdraw the queen-excluder, and
your old queen is superseded without your
even liaving to find her." Really and truly,

Mr. Doolittle has also covered this subject,

and we must go back a quarter of a century

to find an economical method of requeening
without dequeening, and Doolittle blandly

and cheerfull}' hands it out to all. The
question that interests me most is whether
Doolittle's book was 25 j-ears ahead of its

time, or whether the rest of us are a quarter

of a century behind the band-wagon. I am
inclined to the latter view, however, for I

doubt if a more economical method of re-

queening without dequeening can be pro-

duced. Verily tliere is nothing new under
the sun.

Birmingham, Ohio.

DOES EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD ATTACK BEES IN
READILY THAN WILD BEES?

APIARIES MORE

BY ERNEST WEST

Does European foul brood follow painted
hives, foundation, and the smoker?

Like many othere I am having serious

trouble with this disease; and having made

some close ob-servations in the past four

years on brood of wild and domestic bees

I am taking the liberty to inquire whether

you have any suggestions to make. During
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the past four years I have taken 36 colonies

from trees, old buildings, beer-kegs, etc.;

and during- that time I have never been able

to find one diseased cell. Some of these 36

colonies had been there for from three to

five years, and most of them were taken

during the month of August, and in four

cases they were less than a mile from badly

diseased colonies in hives. Aside from these

Ihat T took myself, I asked other bee-hunters

to bring" liome brood that I might look it

over, and in that way have probably exam-
ined the brood from ten or more wild colo-

nies with the same I'esult.

About March 20, 1914, I took a nice

colony of Italians from a tree about a quar-

ter of a mile from my home yard; and

what brood they had was perfectly healthy.

T fed them on sugar syrup, and increased

on the Alexander plan ; and to-day I find

the one with the mother queen badly dis-

eased. They were put on two perfectly

clean combs and new foundation at the first

start, and in a new and clean liive.

I find the worst cases of foul brood in

eight-frame hives every time.

I had a colony of blacks in an old ten-

frame unpainted hive for six years; and
after transferring them to an eight-frame

painted hive last year they develo]ied foul

brood within 30 days; and I fail to see why
they should, as they were in fine condition

when transferred. Two years ago there

were probably 25 beekeepers here who ke])t

from one to forty colonies, and now T do
not think there are fifty colonies all told,

and I am. sure there are not 25 healthy ones.

Why the wild bees all around us should be

in a liealtliy condition, and none of the

domestics, is one too many for me.

East Hampton, Ct., June 26.

("We referred the above to Dr. C. C.

Miller, who replies as follows:]

As you state the case, it does seem rather

inizzling-. Answering your question whether
European foul brood follows painted hives,

foundation, and the smoker, I say yes and
no.

First the yes. Take a man who has a

dozen colonies or more in unpainted box
hives, a man who knows veiy little about
bees, and is careless about all he does.

Wliile his bees are in box hives, if European
foul brood gets into a colony it may stay

there a long- time without getting into other

colonies, and so the disease will be slow

about getting' into the whole apiaiy. Then
he adopts paint, foundation, and smoker,
not so much because he cares for those three

tilings, but because he wants movable-frame

hives, and with this usually go paint, foun-

dation, and smoker. Then when European
foul brood gets into one of his colonies he

exchanges combs throughout the apiai'y,

and soon all are affected. He could not

liave done that with fixed combs, so in his

case movable combs have favored the dis-

ease.

Now the no. Take an up-to-date bee-

keeper whose hives are nicely painted, and

who wouldn't think of doing without foun-

dation and smoker, and when European
foul brood strikes him he is ready for it, is

careful to do nothing to spread it, and
promptly uses the well-known means to

conquer it. But to use these means he must
be able to lift out the combs, and with fixed

combs he would be helpless; so in his ease

movable combs are not only a help but an

absolute necessity in overcoming the disease.

So you see that movable combs—the thing

that you represent by paint, foundation,

and smoker—may be a great help in spread-

ing the disease, or in overcoming it, depend-

ing on how they are used.

Let us turn specifically to each one of the

things you name. It may be said in general

that the disease comes from the entrance of

a particular germ. A worker-bee brings it

into the hive. Paint has no influence what-

ever in favoring the entrance of the bee and
the germ, nor do unpainted hives prevent it.

I may refer to an example in my own expe-

rience. When European foul brood struck

me, with one or two exceptions all my hives

were unpainted. Yet I made a brilliant

success of rapidly spreading the disease

throughout the apiary.

As to foundation, just a short time ago a

document was published by the apiarian

authorities at Washing-ton. showing- clearly,

from actual experiments, that the heat nec-

essary for making- foundation is more than

sufficient to destroy the germs of European
foul brood.

If smoke is the culprit, then it must have

taken 40 years of smoking in ray case.

Moreover, there are tliousands of beekeep-

ers who have been smoking their bees for

years, and yet have no foul brood. Clearly

that idea must go up in smoke.
It may be well to say here that those who

ought to know the most about the disease,

the foul-brood inspectors, are a unit in say-

ing they can treat the disease only in

movable-frame hives ; and this is so emphat-
ically true that in some States it is unlawful

to keep bees in otlier hives.

But Avhy is it that you have found no

disease in trees when it is found in sur-

rounding hives? I might rej^ly that others

1/ave found it in trees. I prefer to accept



your case without quibble, and quote from
the postum advertisement, " There's a rea-
son." A colony badly diseased is so de-
pleted that it does not swarm. So the
swarm must come from colonies lightly af-
fected, or not at all. If a colony be lightly

affected, the break in brood-rearing caused
by swarming will be equivalent to the de-
queening treatment for European foul
brood, and so we would naturally expect
little or no disease in swarms lodging in

trees, nor for that matter in hives.

How do we account for the disease at-

tacking that colony that was healthy in the
tree, and became diseased when given a
clean outfit in a hive? Just the same as we
account for the first appearance of the
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disease in any colony, either in hive or tree.

Simply that the disease-germ was carried in.

That's all there is to it.

Those blacks in an unpainted hive for

six years, then diseased in a painted hive

—

bless your heart, my bees were healthy in

unpainted hives more than 40 years, and
then took sick in the same unpainted hives.

Paint or no paint has nothing to do with it.

Why is the disease worse in eight-frame
hives than in larger hives? Rightly managed,
there is no need it should be so; but if it is,

it is because the colonies are weaker in the

smaller hives, and so less able to resist the

disease.

Marengo, 111.

NO PAINT VEIRSUS PAINT; WHAT CAUSES EOT OM DECAY IN WOOD?

Rmlbljer Bands for Tramsferriiii

BY E. J. LADD

How long ago it was that the A. I. Root
Co. sent their first shipment of Simplicity
hives to Portland, Ore., I do not know; but
one of these first ones was sold to a man at

Camas, Wash., and has been occupied lo

!

these many years by bees, and it was the

writer's privilege to transfer this colony of
bees into a modern ten-frame Root hive.

This colony was bought by a friend, an
enthusiastic amateur, and when moved was
discovered by cutting through a dense
growth of wild vines that completely cover-
ed and hid it from view. An ax and prun-
ing-shears were effectively used, and after
removing many feet of heavy vines the hive
was found under leeway of an old rail fence
that was also completely hidden. How bees
ever got through that tangled mass is a
wonder.
For some time the weather had been wet

and cold; and when exposed to daylight this

hive was wringing wet and saturated—was
without cover other than its own, and it

was split, but patched up tight with pro-
polis. On inspection we found the bottom-
board rotten, but had been nailed, and the
hive was apparently in good condition. On
lifting, we found it very heavy; and after
weighing we found it weighed 174 lbs. We
closed it and put a sound board under it,

and placed it in the auto. It was taken to

Portland, and transferred as an object les-

son for the above-noted amateur. We be-
lieve it was the best stand of bees we ever
handled—well-marked hybrids, and condi-

tion perfect. The combs were built across

the frames, but straight. The job took 20
minutes. Only one new frame needed to be
filled with pieced combs. The rest were filled

completelj' with fine clean combs without a
trace of mold anywhere. Rubber bands
stretched around eacli end of the frames
and combs made them safe and sure. Did
you ever try the band?

The condition of the hive was superb—

-

not a trace of rot or decay. Though not

painted, it was as sound as a dollar. Mine
painted and protected are no sounder, and
combs frequently mold. Explanations are

in order, " paint vs. no paint." I doubt if

this hive saw real daylight for 15 or 20
years except in winter, or was ever thor-

oughly dried out, as the thicket was so dense
no one would suspect its occupancy. The
former owner says he saw it only in the

winter, when the vines were bare of leaves.

Portland, Ore.

[Where wood is kept constantly wet, with
no intervals of drying out, it will keep sound
almost indefinitely. Timbers in ships that

have been sunk for a century are still sound
and good. What rots lumber is alternate

wetting and drying, and shrinking and
swelling. In the case of the hive cited, the

use of paint would have made no difference.

Rubber bands for transferring are veiy
liandy—much better than strings or strips

of wood. They have been mentioned before
in these columns.

—

Ed.]
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Heads ef Grain frerai BiffereM FieMi

THE BACKLOT BUZZER.

Did you ever stop to think what a beautiful word
" Honey " was, and how careful you had to be when
you said it to the other fellow's girl?

Queries Regarding Making Comb Foun-
dation.

Does wax have to be treated with sulphuric acid
when one is maliing medium-brood foundation for

his own use ? or does the bleaching with the acid

improve the quality of the wax?
What is the cause of the wax slipping on the

boards ? It seems to break loose from the boards
and slip a little on the second or third dipping.

Should the water in the tank where you put the
boards after being dipped be warmed a little, or
cold ? The sheets bothered us somewhat by cracking
when we put them in cold water.

In Cowan's book, Wax Craft, it speaks of using
five per cent of tallow with beeswax to help in the
bleaching, five per cent not being considered an
adulteration. Would wax thus treated be fit to work
into brood foundation ?

If you use soapsuds as a lubricant on the rollers

of the mill, doesn't the foundation have to be rinsed
before it can be used ?

Can wax be burnt where steam is used for heat-
ing?

Should the wax sheets roll out much longer when
they are being run through the mill?

Could wax that had been adulterated with paraffin

be used to make foundation'?
What per cent of salt should be used in the water

where the sheets are tempered before rolling?

Is it necessary to let the sheets lie three weeks
after they are dipped before rolling? Does it im-

prove the foundation to leave it to season three

weeks ?

Brooks Park, Minn., March 16. Haeey Bell.

[You do not necessarily have to treat wax with
sulphuric acid that you make brood foundation from;
for, aside from the clarifying, there is no particular

virtue in the use of the acid. Almost every one who
attempts to use the acid uses too much. It is much
better to err on the safe side, and use too little. We
have often told beginners to take the amount which
they thought would be about right, and then throw
away nine-tenths of it.

There are two possible causes for the wax to slip

on the board so that it might come entirely loose at

the second or third dipping. The first and principal

cause is that the boards are too wet; the second, that

they are too cold. We presume from what you say

that your trouble was on account of having the

boards too wet.

The water in the tank where the boards are placed

should not be too cold—55 degrees would be all

right. It warms up somewhat after a little, but
does no harm unless it gets entirely too warm.
We do not advise the use of any tallow in the wax.
Soapsuds when used as a lubricant on the rollers

of the mill does no harm, for the pressure removes
all the excess of the solution so that practically none
of it is left on the wax.

It is very easy to make foundation with wax that

contains some paraffin, but the trouble is that such
foundation will not stand the heat of the hives with-

out sagging badly, and in some cases breaking down
entirely, as in case of very hot days in a strong
colony when the bees cluster on the foundation in

large numbers.
The exact percentage of salt is not important, al-

though the water should not be so briny as to make
the boards look white. About one pound of salt to

a pail of water is sufficient.

If the sheets can be allowed to season two or

three weeks the wax becomes much tougher, and
there is less difficulty in milling. Be sure that the

sheets are entirely cold on both sides before you pile

them up, however. Otherwise there is liable to be
considerable sticking.

Wax is likely to be overheated by a dry heat, as

over a fire for instance, if the vessel containing it

is not surrounded by water. With steam heat there

is practically no danger of overheating. At the

same time, do not allow a small quantity of wax to

remain in the bottom of a large tank subjected to

steam heat for a long time, as it will then undergo
some change, or there will be danger of it.

The foundation is usually quite a little longer
than the sheet, the exact increase in length depend-
ing on the thickness of the sheet.

—

Ed.]

Fastening Foundation in Sections and in

Frames
I am getting up 100 shallow extracting-supers,

ten-frame. I will wire them. Would it be advisable

to use thin brood foundation? How near the bottom-
bar should the foundation come? I have some
trouble because of foundation coming loose at the

top. I fasten it in with a Van Deusen wax-tube
fastener. Is there any thing that I could apply to

the top-bar like rosin or paint? Should I put some
rosin in the beeswax ? Is it all right to use some
paraffin ?

In putting these new supers on should I put all

the frames in the supers to start with, or would it

be better to put two or three in the middle ?
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I tarn expecting to fill my sections with full sheets

(or nearly full) of foundation. Would you advise

full sheets in sections ? how would you put it in ?

My trade is all home trade. Possibly it would not

be advisable to use full sheets.

There is some difference of opinion in regard to

bottom-starters in the height and the distance be-

tween top and bottom starters. What do you advise?

Should I attach the upper starter to the sides?

Should they crowd the sides very close ?

Waterloo, la., Feb. 6. Ed. E. Rich.

[For shallow extracting-frames the thin brood-

foundation is often satisfactory, although the bees

seem to work on the thicker foundation a little more
readily.

It is not practicable to put in full .sheets, even in

shallow frames, as they come nearer the bottom-bar

than Vi inch ; or otherwise, when the foundation

sags, as it will slightly, there must be some room at

the bottom to prevent buckling or a bowing-out of

the comb.
We do not recommend rosin for fastening founda-

tion in sections, as the line of rosin is likely to be

cut out when the honey is being cut out of the sec-

tions for the table, and this edge of rosin on one
side gives a bitter taste. However, it may profitably

be used when foundation is being put into extract-

ing-frames or brood-frames by the melted-wax plan.

Different beekeepers have different proportions of

rosin and wax. The rosin takes a rather firmer hold

on the wood than the wax alone, and it also is a

little cheaper to use. We do not recommend much
paraffin in the mixture, although if considerable

rosin is used some paraffin may be substituted with-

out bad results.

When getting foundation drawn out, it is custom-

ary to use an entire super of foundation at a time,

especially if you use full sheets. Some, however,

alternate the foundation between fully drawn combs
to get them drawn out more evenly.

If you use full sheets of foundation in the sec-

tions it really pays to fasten it with melted wax an
inch or so from the top on each side, to prevent the

tendency of the sheet swinging over when the bees

cluster on one side, so that the comb is attached to

the separator.

A very satisfactory compromise between the small

starter and the full sheets is a large V-shaped start-

er, the lower point being in the middle from left to

right, of course. Many beekeepers use such starters

with great satisfaction. It is nearly the natural

shape of the comb when built without foundation by

the bees.

When double starters are used, the lower starter

should not be over % inch in width, and the space

between the top starters and the bottom starters

should not be over H inch for best results.

—

Ed.]

Immunity from European Foul Brood
" If European foul brood should rage in a certain

locality a few millenniums (possibly a few decades)

I should expect the survivors to become nearly if

not quite immune," says Dr. C. C. Miller, page 720,

Sept. 15. By this am I to understand that I shall

have become very aged, or, indeed, an old-timer (?)

as a ghost before I can notice this immunity ? If

this is so, there is no consolation here. But accord-

ing to my experience it is not quite so bad. It has

been like this:

It was eight years ago when the disease appeared
in my yard for the fi)'st. There were a few colonies

already affected when I first saw it ; but very soon

the entire apiary of over 50 colonies succumbed.
This rapid and general spreading was a marked
characteristic of the disease at that period. Last
year, again, there was a time in early spring when
one condition, at least, was similar. The quantity

of the disease in the yard was seemingly about the

same. There were, say, but two or three colonies

affected, and these in early spring. But there was
this difference—the disease this time did not spread,

while the few colonies affected rid themselves of if

later on. What a great change! Has foul brood
ceased to be foul brood ?

The third year during this trouble I brought to

the home yard about 20 colonies from the adjoining

county. Although these colonies were healthy at

first, they did not remain so very long. All became
diseased. But here is the point: The virulence of

the disease was greater in these new colonies than in

the old, and the new were not as amenable to treat-

ment as the old had become. Again, all environ-

ments otherwise seemed to be similar in the instances

cited. Therefore it follows that the change had
happened in the bees themselves.

I am glad to say that I have seen the end of the

trouble, or at any rate I did not see a vestige of it

last summer. In view of this great change, what
about the robber or the nurse bee as a primary cause

in the spreading of the disease? Hardly consistent.

It is quite obvious that there is some other factor in

this trouble, of more importance, that time only

has been able so far to prevail against. Will some
one please tell me what was the matter with the

robber bee and the nurse that they were not on their

job in my apiary last summer while they had then

as much material to work on as they had eight years

ago ? No : if the disease depends on the robber or

on the nurse we should never get rid of it, as these

are constant factors.

As a matter of fact, in a yard that is already

foul-broody, robbing is not such a menace as it has

been taken to be. Instead of extending the boun-

dary of the affected area it limits the same by elim-

inating the weak colonies and making the strong still

stronger—a condition much desired in a foul-broody

apiary. I do not mean when I say this to encourage
robbing. I merely say it to encourage the apiarist

so that he will not worry about a little of it if it

should happen. D. Robert.s.

Plymouth, Ind., Oct. 12.

[Your bees may be immune, as you say; but are

you sure that your stock, seven or eight years ago,

had not degenerated? It would not be unreasonable

to suppose that your present bees, being of strong

vigorous stock, might be much better able to resist

the disease.

—

Ed.]

What Hives to Use—Something about T. B.

Terry
I am nearly 60 years old (or young), and am

just starting to keep bees. I feel that I have lost a

great deal by not starting sooner. On last election

day I bought three colonies in soap-boxes, and on
Thanksgiving day I packed them nicely in chaff in

a piano-box brooder. Now, next spring I want to

transfer them to modern homes, increase this year

to about five colonies, and eventually to ten, but

no more. 1 want all the surplus I can get this year,

as well as in years to come—comb honey only.

I want to get five hives and other necessary sup-

plies soon. I have decided just what I want of

every thing except the hive. As to that, I cannot

decide, and that is why I am wi'iting you. I have
read carefully "The Buckeye Hive," and it looks

good to me; but the difference in cost is an item to

me. My personal adviser in bee culture is a farmer

who has about 50 dovetailed hives, and he advises

me to get nothing else. He tells me Dr. Miller,

Doolittle, Alexander, and all the successful beemen
use single-walled hives.

I am taking a correspondence course from our

Stale College, and they advise single-wall hives.

Now, would you advise me to get the Buckeye for my
location and conditions, comb honey only, never to

exceed ten colonies ? No natural swarming, as I am
away every day except Sundays and holidays from

7 A. M, to 5 1'. .^r. Location, I presume, is about
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the same as Medina—a little soutli, but fiirtlier from

the lake.

I took Gleanings years ago when I could not

keep bees, just for the Home papers. I am not

envious, but I do wish I had the power tO' do good

that A. I. Root has, and friend Terry, and others.

A few years ago I was just about to go tO' the hospi-

tal to undergo an operation for cancer. As a

drowning man catches at straws, I thought of first

going to see Mr. Terry. Result was no operation,

and am better now than then, thanks to Terry, the

simple life, and the great physician.

McKeesport, Pa., Jan. 26. T. T. Hibben.

[The choice between single-walled and double-

walled hives depends entirely upon whether you have
a suitable cellar where the temperature can be kept

quite uniform, say between forty and fifty degrees

thro'Ugh the winter, and where the ventilation is

good. If you have, w-e do not believe it would pay
\ ou to invest in double-walled hives, unless, for some
reason or other, you are unable to give the bees any
attention through the winter. Bees in the cellar

occasionally require some attention, such as opening
windows, etc.

—

Ed.]

The Gasoline Blow-torch—Some Uses
This may be considered the beekeepers' friend, and

I will mention some of the ways he may use it.

The painter uses it to remove the old worthless paint

before the new is applied, and the beekeeper may
us it for the same purpose if he wishes as smooth
work on his hives as on his own home. It not only

helps to remove the paint, but it also removes a

measure of dampness from the surface, which is

quite desirable before painting. The hives, being
near the ground, gather considerable dust, insects,

worms, and their webs, which may be quickly re-

moved with the hot flame.

The torch, however, is most often recommended
for cleaning hives and the fixtures that have con-

tained foul brood. But it may also be a isreventive

in the spread of diseases. All hives and fixtures

from other and unknown apiaries and conditions

must be disinfected by the torch before coming into

my apiary. If this were more carefully done there

would be less spread of disease through the transfer
of old bee-supplies.

As a further caution it should be added that

excessive burning of the wood is not necessary. The
blaze is so hot that it may be passed quite rapidly
over the surface. The torch will also be found useful
for many other purposes, like melting wax, thawing
out frozen water-pipes, etc. It is a good thing to

have at hand ready for use.

Litchfield, Mich. Edwin Newell.

Honey from Peas
In the summer of 1894 a great deal of the land

here was burned over with forest fires. The follow-

ing April I sowed a piece of this land to field peas,
usually called here Canada peas, and in Canada,
golden vines. They made an enormous growth, and
yielded 35 bushels to the acre. At that time I had
six colonies of bees, and there were other colonies
in the neighborhood, besides wild bees. Well, when
those peas were in bloom they were simply swarming
with bees. I do not remember ever seeing them as
thick on a clover-field. At the same time, my bees
were storing a peculiar honey which undoubtedly
came from the peas. The cappings were the most
beautifully white that I have ever seen. The honey
was very white, exceedingly thin, and almost taste-

less. A local buyer got hold of some of it, and it

looked so good that he wanted all I had left, and he
got it, and sold it along with a lot more.

Since then I have grown peas many times, but
have never seen bees on them, and never had any-

more of that kind of honey. This year I had three

acres of peas wiiich were in full bloom just after

clover ceased, and when there was no nectar coming
from any source; but though I passed the field fre-

quently, and watched carefully, I never saw a bee
on them.

Had I known in 1895 what an unusual occur-

rence was going on I should certainly have watched
to see how it was done, but, in my youthful igno
ranee, I supposed it was the ordinary thing.

Coleman, Mich., Sept. 15. F. H. Clarke.

Why Swarms Often Cluster in the Same Place
There are many quick guessers in this world; they

are sometimes called very intelligent, for they can
converse upon almost any subject. What they don't
know they guess at. I am inclined to think some
of them keep bees.

I found a small swarm of bees to-day ; and after

they had gone, while examining the place where they

had been I noticed some small white specks. I

lasted of one of these specks, and found it was wax;
and remembering where another swarm had clustered

on a chestnut-tree a few days before, I went there

to look for wax. As s,oon as I got near the tree I

could smell it. Now, is it not more reasonable tc

suppose that the bees are attracted by the odor of the

wax than by the odor of a queen—especially after

several heavy rains?
I was just thinking the other day how convenient

it is that all bees are the same size, and that we
need only one size of honey-board—.163 inches; and
now I read of Mr. Calcutt's experiments, p. 498,
•July 1, trying to raise larger bees. Please have
him arrested before he succeeds. Just imagine hav-
ing to measure all our queens and drones before

sending for honey-board and traps 1 One of the very
best things about the business is that the bees are
all the same size.

HaraTnonton, N. J., July 8. C. E. Fowler.

My Experience with Honey-clogged Brood-
chambers

I remember in my early beekeeping days, when I

was located in Northern Vermont, that I used the

standard L. hives, and for a comb-honey super I

used a two-pound section about 5 i/i x 5% x 2 inches.

This was a two-piece, and nailed. I used starters of

nice white drone comb, which was fastened in the

(enter of the top. I used a light low rack to hold
these sections. I used no separators, and for a
follower against the outside sections I used glass. A
colony cast a swarm ; and, as I remember, there was
a super on the hive. Possibly the swarm was pre-

mature, and there were only eggs in the royal cells.

At any rate, the young queen was a long time in

beginning to lay. On taking a peep at the sections

I noticed the drone comb that was built about one-

fourth way down, the bees had changed to worker
comb. I examined all the sections, and found the
lower half of all, worker comb, and about the thick-

ness of brood comb, anc\ left empty of honey, al-

though the drone comb above it was nearly full of

honey. I examined the combs below, and found them
filled with capped honey ; and the bees building new-

comb in the sections had made there a brood-chamber
for the young queen. I closed the hive as it was,
and awaited events. Those sections were finished

out and filled with honey. When I removed them I

took a look at the combs below. The honey was
gone, and a fine large brood-chamber. The young
queen had driven it above; so it seems that the best

thing for a honey-clogged brood-chamber is a good
queen.

Several times I have seen a brood-chamber filled

with honey one-half way down, and a small brood-
chamber in the lower half. I have on different oc-

casions taken out two or three of the fullest combs
from the side, and in their place in the center I
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have put as many frames with starters only; but
in building the new combs the bees would fill the

upper half with honey so that the brood-chamber
was no larger than at first, showing that this small
brood-chamber was as large as the season and
nature required.

Yaeolt, Wash. H. E. Harrington.

Sending Honey by Express in Glass-front
Shipping-cases

Speaking of express companies and the manner in

which they handle packages, I have this much to

bay

:

About the first of .Tune I sent by express to a

friend at Pass Christian, Miss., a 12-lb. regular ship-

ping-case of comb honey. The distance from here is

about 625 miles, and the lioney changed cars about
four times before it reached its destination. My
friend informed ine that the honey reached him in

perfect condition—not a cell broken. How was this

for care in handling ? Of course this honey was
well packed; and with glassed front the fragility of

the contents was exposed to view.
I have done quite a little shipping by express, and

I always use the greatest care in putting up my
honey. As yet I have no first breakdown to hear of;

and as this particular shipment went through in

such perfect order, I have come to the conclusion
that if the beemen do their part the expressmen will

do theirs.

I advocate the use of glassed section-cases for the
shipping of honey ; and where they are used, the

honey commands more care in handling than it

would if it were in a case without the glass.

A precaution I take in shipping honey by express
is to wax every crack and crevice of the shipping-

case. Paraffin wax may be used for this operation.
In case the combs become leaky the honey cannot
get out to make sticky hands. Any package, such as

honey, mO'lasses, candy, etc., that becomes sticky in

transit will be handled roughly, I assure you. It

will get more kicking than it will handling. It pays
to pack honey in the best possible way.

S. W. BoswELL, Jr.

Cornerstone, Ark., July 16.

Colonies of Bees not Insurable
Could you give information as to the insurance

company that you insure your bees in? Does any
company operate in Michigan? Most companies do
not care to insure them.

Bellaire, Mich., Oct. 26. P. W. Sowinski.
[We do not carry any insurance on our bees. A

year ago we tried to get several companies to insure
the bees at Randlett's Lauding, near Apalaehicola,

Fla., but no company that we could get hold of

would take the business. We have been informed
that no insurance company will insure bees against
loss by fire. One company with wliom we took up
the matter seemed to have the impression that there

would be a large salvage, because the bees, the mo-
ment that fire broke out in the apiary, would fly

out and then could be saved. The comi^any did not
realize that the bees would rush right into the fire

and be burned of course, like a horse that would
rush into his stable when it was on fire.

—

Ed.]

Plum-trees for Shade, Profit, and Wind-
breaks

My apiary of 100 colonies is located on an area
of 48 square rods of land. On this plot of ground
I have 55 plum-trees, 4 apple-trees, and 3 pear-
trees. I find the plum-trees extremely well adapted
for shade, and each occupies only a small space. I

find also that they are very profitable, as the net

income from my plums last season was $80.
The trees afford a much better windbreak than a

board fence. I have tried both.

The returns from my apiary last season were 7000
lbs. of fine comb honey, which sold at 17 cents a
pound.
My bees are a cross between the leather-colored

Italians and the blacks. I use the old Manum hive.

I have five colonies in Langstroth frarpes, but have
never been able to get the amount of honey from
them that I have gotten from the Manum hives.

;Vfter all, it is not so much the kind of hives or
frames as it is the kind of man behind them.

Pair Haven, Vt. I. N. Howard.

Freight Rate on Comb and Extracted Honey
the Same in New South Wales

Some time ago the editor asked a question with
reference to our freight rates on honey. I over-

looked making a reply at that time.

There is no distinction between comb and extract-

ed honey on our merchandise-rates book. I do not
think there is sufficient comb honey sent by rail in

this state to make it worth a special rate.

Smaller lots than 2 tons go by A rate, which is

about 50 per cent higher; still smaller go by '"Small

Consignments by single-package rates."

60 90 112 140
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Up to 50 miles 1-0 To To 1-0

Up to 100 milea 1-0 1-0 1-3 1-6

Up to 200 miles 1-3 1-9 2-3 2-6
Up to 300 miles 1-6 2-3 2-9 3-3

Up to 400 miles 1-9 2-6 3-3 3-9

Up to 500 miles 2-3 3-0 3-9 4-6
Additional 100 miles.... 3 3 3 3

Honey also goes at half rates by passenger train

(stamped parcels).
Herbert J. Rumsey.

Dundas, N. S. W., Australia, June 5.

Paper Hive-numbers.
A good way to number liives is to cut out large

figures from calendars and smear a little linseed oil

on them. Also put some oil on the hive where you
want the number to stay. Put the number on ; and
after it dries a little put more oil over both, and let

it dry. Numbers so applied will neither wash off

nor discolor.

Pacific, Mo., April 23. Ralph A. Smith.

Only One Queen Lost by the Smoke Plan.
I have read your editorial of Sept. 1 on introduc-

ing queens by the smoke method. I gave it a trial

this spring on two dozen queens, and lost but one.

I think the smoke method is good.

Antioch, Cal., Sept. 14. Geo. W. Mooee.
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The Winter of War-time

BY GRACE ALLEN

The winter of war-time has blackened our blossoms;

"Brotherhood," "Love," their fragrance has fled;

"Friendship of Nations" gone; and our beautiful

"Peace upon Earth" is now ruined and dead.

How hopefully, joyously, we had been gleaning

The heavenly sweet of these spirit-sown flowers I

Now hoarse with our terror, bewildered and beaten,

We moan at the tragic, embittering hours.

Wliile out in the desolate grip of a winter
That rushes and reels like a storm-driven thing.

The undismayed bees, clustered close in the darkness,

Are waiting the thrill of a radiant spring.

Nothing they know of the forces eternal;

Never they ask why the summer has passed;
True to a light they have known and still dream of.

They hope through the dark and keep faith to the

last.
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A. L OUK MOME
Why belioldest thou the mote that is in thy bro-

ther's eye, but considerest not the beam that is in

thine own eye?

—

Matt. 7:3.

And Elijah said, I have been very jealous for the

Lord God of hosts ; for the children of Israel have
forsaken thy covenant, thrown down thine altars,

and slain thy prophets with the sword; and I, even
I only, am left ; and they seek my life to take it

away.—I. Kings 19:10.

Some weeks ago I listened to a sermon
that has impressed me a great deal ever
since. The minister suggested that Elijah

was headlong and vehement in his crusade
against the prevailing wickedness and in-

fidelity. He gave it as his opinion that

Elijah put to death the priests of Baal on
his own responsibility. God answered his

prayers, sent down the fire from heaven,
and afterward sent the rain; but God did

not, so to speak, the speaker claimed, give
him any command to put to death those
deluded and perhaps to some extent inno-
cent prophets of Baal. As a consequence
of Elijah's folly, the Holy Spirit deserted
liim for the time being, and poor Elijah
'' got the blues." He tells Jehovah that he
has got tired of fighting all alone. He even
says, " And I, even I only, am left." He
takes it for granted, like some reformers of
the present day, that he was almost the
only good man left; yet Jehovah tells him,
in the 18th verse of the same chapter, " I
have left me seven thousand in Israel, all

the knees which have not bowed unto
Baal." Elijah was perfectly ignorant, like

some people just now, of the good men and
women in our several States and nations
who are going to block the way and prevent
every^ thing from " going to the dogs." Let
me digress a little.

A year ago I told you about the little

church up amid the hills in Leelanau Co.,
Mich. A devoted Christian woman who has
been the main prop of the church and Sun-
day-school for many a long yeai said to me
that socialism was breaking up the church,
or would break it up if something could not
be done to stop it. I know, dear friends, I
am in danger of getting into "a hornets'
nest " if I fight socialism here on these
pages ; and it would be out of my province
to go into polities and these many " isms."
I am sure God has not called me to give
space to very much along this line. But
let me say briefly that I am a friend of the
laborer. I have labored all my life with
hoe and spade. I am doing it now every
day, or perhaps T should say a small part
of every day—enough to give an old man
like myself sufiQeient exercise; and it is no

make-believe, either. If you could see the

stuff 1 carry around to the neighbors as the

product of my toil, you would have to ad-
mit my work " bears fruit." And I am
glad to see the working people (especially

those who work outdoors) band themselves
together to prevent extortion and injustice;

and when the pay that is offered those who
work for wages is not what the laborer
thinks it ought to be, I am glad to see him
ask for more; and if his employer or the

company of employers decide they cannot
pay more, it certainly is his privilege to

quit. But there ought to be a Christian
spirit on both sides in settling this matter
as to the amount of pay. Thus far I think
we are all agreed, or at least fairly so. But
the man who gives up his place because the

pay (as he sees it) is insufficient, has he
any right to demand that nobody else shall

take his place? Has he any right to block
the way to prevent some other needy soul

from taking the job he has already given

up?
Right here in our nation of peace and

good will we have come pretty near civil

war in several instances. Just recently

United States troops have been called on
because the State militia could not handle
the insurrection or rebellion, and I am
afraid the matter is not yet entirely settled

while I write.* Let us now go back for a

moment to that little church among the hills

where I (years ago) helped to establish a

Sunday-school.
The good brother who carried me over to

catch the train argued quite at length to

convince me that it is contrary to Bible
teachings, and wrong, to receive interest for
the use of monej'. He maintained that the

man who has more money than he can use
profitably should let his neighbor have the

use of it without interest. I tried in vain

to convince him he should pay something
for the use of money, exactly as he would
]iay rent, either in cash or a part of the

crop for the use of the land.

From what I have seen of socialism the

promoters of it are not happy people. I

maintain that every son and daughter in the

United States has a right to he happy. We
should present a smiling face to our friends

and neighbors, esneciallv those whom we

* After the above was in type I find in Our
Com>nonivealtk an article from F. O. Burdick, M.

•D., President of the Associated Charities of Boul-
der, Colo., from which I clip the followinsj: "They
are not only determined not to work themselves, but
they are equally determined no one else shall mine
the coal so essential to the public welfare."
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have not seen for a long time. If socialism

makes people -cross and unhappy, sour-

faced, and always grumbling about the

wickedness of the great wide world, then
there is something wrong, I am sure, with
socialism. You remember Pollyanna told a

poor discouraged minister that the Bible
tells us over 800 times to " rejoice and be
glad." Yes, dear friends, it is a Christian

duty to rejoice and be glad, even if the war
in Europe has not yet ceased, and even
though our State of Ohio does not vote dry.

You will i^lease notice I am dictating this

paper Oct. 8—three weeks before election.

Well, when I last visited that Sunday-
school in the little church up among the

hills I was asked to take charge of the

Bible class. I shook hands with all the

friends I had not seen for some time back,
and received a genial hand pressure and
smiling faces and pleasant words from
almost every one. Years ago it was my
pleasure to get quite a number of these

friends to come forward at a revival meet-
ing. There was one young man of consid-

erable ability who went forward at my so-

licitation, if I remember correctly. I ex-

pected a good deal of him; but if I am
correct he did not at tliat time unite with
the church, and I think he has not yet done
so. I plead with him, and wondered what
kept him back, but I could not get at the

trouble, if there was any. When I met him
in that Bible class he seemed a little reluc-

tant about taking my hand, or at least I

imagined so, and he gave me no smile, or at

least a very faint one. As he is a beekeep-
er, and takes Gleanings, and has for years
past, I wondered why he should hold me
off, as it were, at arm's length, for it was
something very remarkable and unusual
when I meet any one who takes and reads
Gleanings. Finally it came out where the

trouble was; and as T have his permission
I will give his letter below. You will no-

tice I kept it several months before deciding

to print it, and I do so now with a prayer
that good and not evil will come of it. Here
is the letter

:

A. I. Boot

:

—I am going to surprise you a little,

because you think you are trying to be such a just

man, by sending you something to read; and if after

you have read it you don't begin to see daylight in

some other direction than what you have been wont
to uphold (which is the present system of busine.ss

and Christianity), I shall not be afraid to bet my
soul (if I have any) that you will ever get even
within an imaginative distance of heaven.

I have been reading your vi-ritings for some years
back, and expect to read them for some time to

come; but if it has taken you forty years to advance
as far as you are now on the problem of high cost

of living and Christianity, I might better quit' for
I don't believe, and, furthermore, I know you will

never live long enough to get down to bedrock.
In one of your Home papers you made the re-

mark that you were not a socialist yet. You could
understand electricity to some extent and predict its

usefulness, but you cannot understand socialism, nor
even see wherein it can be any good, and all be-

cause of that "dollar;" for if we had socialism you
could not shine so far above the rest by the amount
of wealth you can pile up. You have always been
harping for the laborer to have a back yard and raise

something for his own use, and thereby make a
short cut between producer and consumer. Vov/,
don't you know that, if you do that, somebody e'se

has got to lose just that much? Well, if that is a
good thing (and in some respects it is) why not
have the laboring man go to work and dig up some
of the dirt in the back yard of his brains and grow
a little common sense, and then use that common
sense for his own good by studying the different

political parties and the system they stand for; and
as he goes along he can learn the multiplication

table ; and when he gets down to subtraction, for

example, let him take the Republican and Democrat-
ic parties, and also the Progressive, and subtra<^t

one from the other, and vice versa, and he wll
find he has nothing left but the Socialist party.

Haven't you got head enough on you, and a

heart big enough, so that you can see that a man
cannot be a strictly honest man and miko <:v be

come a millionaire ? If a man eats his bread in

the sweat of his face he doesn't eat it in the !sv,'e:it

of somebody else's.

We are going to have revivals down at the little

church among the hills for a while, and I expect to

go some of the time, and invite the ministers up,

for I am wanting to tell them some things which
they don't seem to know. If you want to write any
thing about this in some of your papers, do so, and
don't be afraid to use my name.

W. E. Boone.
Traverse City, Mich., March 10.

You will notice, friends, our good brother

(for I call all beekeepers brothers) seems
to doubt God's providence as well as to lose

faith in his fellow-men. The j^rinted matter

he asked me to read was much after the

style of the letter above. It did not com-
mend itself to me at all. If where he uses

the word " dollar " he means to imply that

I am myself giving my life in pursuit of

the dollar or the dollars, I appeal to the

readers of Gleanings if this is not unkind
and untrue. It is true that God has blessed

my labors in many ways, but I think I

speak the truth when I say that my life

has been silent in an effort to give employ-
ment to needy ones, more than to get the

dollars for myself. If you could see how
Mrs. Root and I live in order that we may
have more to give to the cause of missions

and other benevolent enterprises, I think

you would declare me " not g-uilty." So
far as wanting to " shine " above the rest

of humanity, I want to plead again not

guilty. Yes, friend Boone, I have been
harping on raising chickens, potatoes, and
garden stuff in the back yard; but it has

never occurred to me that by so doing we
could harm anybody else, as you put it. If

you mean that the middleman has been
thrown out of business, I reply that he

should get out in his back yard and grow
stuff as we do. There is a plea just now
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that if Ohio goes dry all the saloonkeepers'

business will be destroyed. Let them also,

with their wives and children, throw away
their diamonds and jewelry, and keep

chickens and raise potatoes in the back

yard.

Just now it occurs to me that I saw in

one of the papers that the Socialists or one

of the unions, one or both, as a body re-

iect-ed State-wide prohibition because a

great lot of men who belong to the union

are employed by brewers, and the union, out

of sympathy for these few, could not con-

sistently vote dry.

In my Home talks so far, or so far as I

can recall, I have never advised nor even

discussed, unless it was very indirectly, the

principles of the different political parties.

I have held up prohibition first, last, and
always; but I have criticised the Prohibi-

tion party, perhaps more than any other

political party, because they did not seem
to show a Christian spirit toward other

temjDerance organizations.

The em23hatic statement that a man can
not be strictly honest and yet become a
millionaire, seems to me is pretty severe.

If I am correct, our good friend Thomas A.
Edison is a millionaire, perhaps several

times over; but if any citizen of the United
States has ever, during his busy life, assail-

ed Edison's honesty and integrity, I have
never heard of it. Every great city, and
every town and village, and I might almost
say every home, is being blest just now by
Edison's discoveries and inventions. When
he comes to die I predict he will get the

thanks of the people in a way, perhaps, no
other one man has been remembered and
reverenced. Edison is one of the busiest

men the world has ever produced. He
hardly takes time to eat and sleep. Even
now, at the age of 67, he is giving em-
ployment to thousands of workmen; and I

thank the Lord that a man of such wealth
and intluence as Edison has had the courage
to come out against the cigarette habit and
put his decision in black and white on the
front of his factories.

My good friend Boone (for I still wish
to call him friend, notwithstanding the
above letter) seems to intimate that I have
more wealth than I ought to have. Perhaps
the readers of this have a right to know
that The A. I. Root Co., composed of my-
self, two sons, and thi-ee sons-in-law, are all

together worth only about half a million
dollars. Divide this sum into six parts, and
consider that we give employment to nearly
300 hands, men and women, the year round

;

then can anybody say we have more than
our share when we are expected to carry

969

on and maintain an establishment like ours?

On the front of our main building, carved

in sandstone, is the motto, " In God we
trust." And another little motto that has

been in my heart for many a long year,

and I am sure it is the motto of every

member of our family, the good wives as

well, is, " Do good and lend, hoping for

nothing again."

MISSIONARY WORK IN NEW MEXICO; ETC.

In our issue for June 15, page 20 of the

advertising department, I made mention of

the missionary talk by a lady from New
Mexico, Mrs. Fiances N. Hawkenmeyer
(now of Hudson, N. H.). Our printers un-

tortunately got it " a few years ago " when
it should read " a few days ago." Now,
shortly after that journal came out two

persons protested, declaring no such thing

was going on in New Mexico, etc. The
letter was forwarded to the lady herself, and
>ihe replied at length, besides sending in a

large number of tracts (some of them dated

March, 1914) in regard to the mission work
in New Mexico. I should be exceedingly

glad to give her letter and extracts from

said tracts, but it would take too much
space. Briefly, there is going on at the

present time a sort of worship—I suppose

that is what they call it—by a class calling

themselves " Penitentes." This custom has

been going on for ages among these igno-

rant and superstitious people. Their idea

is that they can commit all the sins they

choose for a whole year, and at Christmas

time they not only confess their sins but

make an atonement, as they call it, by
scourging themselves with cactus thorns,

etc. After the blood has started they dip

their scourges in pails of salt water to

make the smart and pain more excruciat-

ing. They also bear huge wooden crosses,

I suppose in commemoration of the way
the Savior bore his cross.

Now, some of you may call this all a "fish

story;" but my own brother, some years

ago, in a trip to New Mexico witnessed ex-

actly what I have described, and he asked

me what it all meant; and he wanted to

know if that could be classed among the

religions of the world. Well, now, these

tracts I have mentioned (there are over a

dozen of them) describe the change that is

being brought about by our missionaries.

The transition from superstition and sav-

agery is indeed wonderful; and the pictures

illustrating the change from savagery to the

gospel of Christ are indeed astonishing.

May God speed the missionaries, and

abundantly bless the work that they are do-
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ing right here in the United States. It is

evident from the letters embodied in these

printed tracts that this sort of self-scourg-

ing work and carrjdng of heavy crosses

barefoot, over ground covered with sharp

flints, is still going on, although it may not

be true just now that the crucifixion describ-

ed is at present going on, for the mission-

aries (now pretty well scattered over New
Mexico) are making such a protest that

these deluded people are waking up.

SOMETHING FROM OUR GOOD OLD FRIEND MRS.

SARAH J. AXTELL.

I am sure the following will be read with

much attention, especially by those who
remember Mrs. Axtell's history in the past.

As I have made frequent references to her

(see p. 695, Sept. 1) no further introduc-

tion will be necessary.

Mr. Axtell and I are still plodding on, caring for

our little fruit-farm of 18 acres, though much of the

work is done in weakness. I am sure if we were to

give up work and " move to town " we should not

have the strength we now have. We have three

acres of blackcap raspberries, and from six to eight

acres in peach-trees that require a good deal of

trimming, cultivating, etc. The fruit is very large,

budded, and sells itself. We let people come here

for the fruit, and pick that and the berries. The

latter bring ten cents a box, and peaches net $1.00 a

bushel.

Our little farm last year, including the bees,

brought in about $1900 besides our living. We had

only eight hives of bees last spring, as they all died

two years ago. We increased them to 16 colonies,

and got about 100 lbs. from each of the eight old

colonies.

The year they died we had a very large peach

crop, and many peaches rotted on the ground; and
as there was but little honey in the fall flowers, the

bees gathered a good deal of the peach juice and
stored it in their hives. As we toiled so hard to

save our peach crop and apple crop as well, we were

so worked out that we did not have strength to

extract their combs and give sugar syrup ; but we
thought that, if we fed quite largely of the syrup,

they would use it in winter first, and perhaps not

die (as we had done so the year before) ; but every

colony died ; and some that had only sugar syrup

died also. They all seemed drowsy or stupid all the

fall and wdnter.

The bees last summer and fall did not work on

the peaches at all. They seemed to gather white

honey until frost, and hence they have wintered fine-

ly. We have been greatly helped by reading your

Health Notes, and we try to follow them a good

deal; and Terry's book, too, has helped us much.
If we cannot go to sleep we go to manipulating

all over—face, neck, and all—^till sleep comes ; and
if I sleep all night I take some time before arising

in the morning. Deep breathing also helps much

;

and with large jugs of hot water, and a i-ow of them

at the back of the bed, which helps us to keep warm,
we can have our doors and windows open all night,

which I am sure helps us to good refreshing sleep.

-

Some are afraid to use jugs of hot water for fear

of the corks coming out. Yes, corks will easily come
out; but corncobs used for corks will swell and not

come out. We set the jugs on top of the stove with

a nail under them to keep them from breaking, and

thus they will last several years. If a crock cracks

and leaks, and a little milk is put into it and boned
for a while, it will be all right again for months.

But:
" Our hopes are built on nothing less

Than Jesus and his righteousness;

We dare not trust our sweetest frame.

But wholly lean on Jesus' name."
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

Roseville, 111., Ap.-il 2.

If I am correct, whenever bees work
around cider-mills, or gather the juices

from fruit left to decay on the ground, there

is more or less trouble in wintering. I would
suggest that, if it is a possible thing, the

windfalls should be picked up and either

be used for making cider vinegar or for

feeding to the pigs, etc., and thus avoid as

much as possible letting the bees get into

the habit of working on fruit.

This matter of insomnia among elderly

people interests me greatly—not because I

am troubled by it, but because Mrs. Root
has had trouble in that direction almost all

her life. Exercising the limbs just before

retiring, giving the body a thorough rub-

bing, and finishing off with a sponge bath,

I am sure is a great help. But I know one
often feels too tired, and neglects this; but
after the blood is caused to circulate briskly

you will forget all about " that tired feel-

ing."

For some time back, as soon as the weath-
er gets cold I have been troubled with cold

feet. I have before mentioned that, after a

good drj'ing-off, a warming-up of the feet

before an open gi-ate is a splendid remedy;
but as the nights keep growing colder, a

great many times I have been awakened by
finding my feet '' as cold as a frog," as the

expression goes, or perhaps a good deal

colder. At times it has seemed almost im-

poss'ible to warm them up. The hot foot-

stone or hot-water jug mentioned Avill warm
only one side ; and while that was warming,
the other would get cold. I have learned by
experience that it is quite important that

the feet be thoroughly warmed in some way.
Right here comes in another of my " discov-

eries;" and I know pretty well beforehand
that when I tell it a lot of you will say

with a grin, " Oh ! that is as old as the

hills." It is simply this:

When your feet actually refuse to be
warmed up, put them into a bowl or jDail of

water as hot as you can bear it comfortably.
After I made this discovery I felt like say-

ing to those stubborn and contrary feet,

" Tell me you won't get warmed up, you
contrary toes and heels and ankles." The
explanation is, that the heat makes a per-

fect contact all around and all over the feet

and ankles at once.

Some of you may suggest that it is lots
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of bother ; but if " lots of bother " helps to

" defer old age " I think we can Avell afford

this bother. Old people especially should

have access to a warmed-up bath-room every

hour and every minute in the day. Let me
say to you younger ones, if your old father

and mother have no such arrangement get

right about it and fix up one for them. I

was going to suggest it as a " Christmas

present;" but Christmas is too far away.

Make it a Thanksgiving present. Since

natural gas was brought to our premises, a

little heat in the basement heats the bath

water ; and in our bath-room there is a little

radiator that cost only a trifle, and this is

always hot. Now, I do not want hot water

nor very warm water for bathing all over.

Water at about 60 or 70 is to me more

agreeable, and I am sure a moderately

warmed sponge bath is more helpful. Well,

after I have been washed and scrubbed all

over I put on my night dress and draw off

into the bath-tub a little hot water, and

stand in it. When both feet are made hot

I slip on some flannel bed stockings that

cost only eight or ten cents a pair. When
I get tolerably well warmed up in body I

can easily push these stockings off; and if
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the weather is very cold we have a hot soap-

stone for " emergencies."

I have thus gone into details because I

know there are hundreds of old people

reading Glj:anings and profiting by every

thing that not only helps to defer old age,

but which helps us to care for ourselves so

we shall avoid as long as possible being a

burden on the younger generation. I wish

a'U of our readers would learn to repeat, or,

better still, sing, the beautiful hymn with

which Mrs. Axtell closes her kind letter.

Below is a clipping taken from the New
York Weekly Witness, which Mrs. Axtell

inclosed in her letter

:

KICKING THE KHEUMATISM OUT OF BED.

On Tuesday in the Senate, Senator Tillman (S.

C.) gave a dissertation on the conservation of health,

and describes how he kept himself alive four years

after his obituary had been written, and invited them

to come to his office for further instruction as to

details. He remarked, when he saw some of his

audience smiling, that he would bury some of them

yet. The four things to which he attributed his res-

toration to health after a severe paralytic stroke

were: careful diet, deep breathing, physical-culture

exercises, and drinking hot water (of which he

drinks at least three quarts a day). He described

his method of exercise as lying on his back and
kicking the headboard of his bed. By this means
he said he had " literally kicked the rheumatism out

of bed."

HIGM=PEE§§UME GAEDENING
FALL-BEARING STRAWBERRIES, ETC

Last spring I had about a dozen plants,

highly recommended, the Superb and the

Progressive. For some reason—I rather

think improper soil for strawberries—I lost

about half my plants. After I got irriga-

tion, however, they took a start, and during
October I had some very nice berries.

]My near neighbor, Mr. Henry Horn, had
about 60 plants of the Superb, and he

brought me about as fine a dish of straw-

berries yesterday, Nov. 3, as I ever saw.

To-day, Nov. 4, he has a large amount of

gr<?en berries, some just getting rii3e. In
the spring he prepared a piece of ground
(about 1/2 acre) for strawberries, and gave
it a very heavy fertilizing of bone meal.

The season got so late, however, that he

did not get his j^lants put out. To avoid

losing the use of the ground he sowed it to

purple-top flat turnip, and just now he is

pulling and selling a most prodigious crop
of beautiful turnips. One of them weighed
fully 11 lbs., and measured 32 inches in

circumference. When I suggested that it was
the heavy application of bone meal, he said

that when he pulled them up he found the

bone meal adhering to the roots. We have

just had a part of one for dinner, and the

quality is excellent, even if they are so

large.

Just a Avord more about fall-bearing ever-

bearing strawberries. It has now been
pretty well demonstrated that just as nice

berries can be grown in the fall, especially

when the frost holds oft', as in the summer
time. It has, however, been suggested, and
I think with some weight, that people will

not be so eager to buy the berries, no matter

how nice they are, when peaches and other

kinds of fruit are so plentiful. Strawber-

ries come in May and June, and are about
the very first fruit, when there is almost no
other fruit to be had; and yet strawberries

grown in Florida, so as • to be ready by
Thanksgiving, are often sold at high prices.

It looks now as if we should soon be able

to have strawberries every day in the year.

FROM THE FLORIDA HOME.
We have just had a beautiful rain, and

our garden looks fine. We have four trees

of oranges, one of tangerines, luscious per-

simmons, kumquats, and one big pineapple—our own growing—paypayas (muskmelon
tree) galore, one 19 inches around and a



foot long, and not done growing yet. There

may be 100 bushels of dasheens and cassava
" too numerous to mention." Our 56 chick-

ens laid one egg yesterday and two to-day.
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You see they are on the " up grade." Ducks
are doing about the same. You see they

were all waiting for the " boss " to arrive

and give them '' inspiration."

POULTEY DEPARTMENT
CHICKENS IN FLORIDA; BUTTERCUPS, ETC.

When I said we got only two eggs a day

I omitted mentioning that eggs here are 50

ets. a dozen and scarce at that. Even duck

eggs bring 40 cts. I found only two duck

eggs, but Wesley went after me and found

eight more in the same nest, covered up, so

the ducks are not doing so very badly. To-

day, Nov. 10, we got six eggs. Neighbor

Abbott was just over, and he says he has

two Buttercup pullets that laid 53 eggs in

October, or 261/2 eggs in 31 days. Mrs. A.

thinks they did nearly as well in September,

but no count was made. When I asked

about moulting he said they had not moult-

ed yet. I forgot to ask their age, but very

likely they were hatched so late they will

not moult this season, and here is a hint:

If we can have young pullets laying when
the older hens are moulting we can get the

big prices, even if the eggs are a trifle small.

Should I give the above without explana-

tion, it might look like a boom for the

Buttercups. Let me mention that the pret-

tiest Buttercup hen in our yards is a very

poor layer, yet she is always following me
around in the yard, and " wanting to talk,"

but she lays only once in three or four days,

apparently. Pullets of any non-sitting

strain can be hatched so as to lay during

moulting time.

INDIAN RUNNER DUCKS IN FLORIDA.

I have said so much in favor of the In-

dian Runner ducks that I felt loth to report

that when eggs were down to 20 cts. last

April no one wanted duck eggs here in our

market. It Avas no use to say they were
" just as good," and " much larger " than

hens' eggs, etc. Nobody wanted them. I

managed, however, to get about 15 cts., but

after I was gone Wesley reported no one

wanted them at all. Then I wrote Mm to

sell the ducks for whatever anybody would

give; but he replied no one would give any

thing for the ducks. The women said they

were " hard to pick," etc. As I have told

you, I found it hard to own up all this after

I had praised the ducks so much. Now,
this isn't all. Soon after he said the eggs

wouldn't sell, he wrote it didn't matter ; for

when the hot weather came on they all

stopped laying, and this was the condition

of things when I reached here Nov. 7. I

found hens' eggs 50 cts., and few or none
at that price; and even duck eggs were in

demand at 40 cts. As the hens are about all

in full moult I couldn't get them to lay;

but the duck doesn't seem to mind moulting
time, and I am now getting six eggs a day
from 12 ducks. Where are the rest of my
big flock, do you ask? Well, the alligators

decided if nobody else wanted ducks they

wouldn't mind having a few, and they took

all of Dr. Morgan's, and about half of mine.

Moral.—Just now, while duck eggs bring 40
cts., my ducks are not for sale ; and shall we
not keep ducks just to have eggs in moult-
ing time?

EGGS FROM CHINA, ETC.

Not only do the Chinese succeed in pro-

ducing eggs cheaper than we can here in

America, but I suppose we shall have to

admit that they succeed in getting them here

to the United States, especially on the Pa-
cific coast, in very fair order so as to com-
pete with home-gTown eggs. Good honest

authorities have declared the Chinese eggs

comi^are very favorably with the cold-stor-

age eggs of our large cities. Just now I

found the following in the Pacific Poultry-
man:

LABEL THE CHINESE EGGS.

A recent item in the daily press stated that a

customs inspector had held up a shipment of Japan-
ese toothpicks because they (each toothpick) was not

labeled " made in Japan." The importers protested

to Washington, and we are still awaiting the gov-

ernment's decision. If the customs inspector is up-
held, the rule should also apply to imported Chinese
eggs.

The above is a pretty good joke in regard
to the toothpicks. No matter if the Chinese
eggs are just as good as those in cold

storage, the consumer has a perfect right to

know if the eggs he buys are brought from
China. Tlien he can decide whether or not

they are just as good as the home-grown
cold-storage eggs. Of course the Chinese
eggs should go at a lower price. There is

still another point to be considered : If these

imported eggs are equally wholesome, may
they not be a benefit to poor people? I

hope and pray that the present war will not

prevent China or any other nation from
being benefited by honest traffic across the

seas.
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Perfection POCKET-KNIFE TOOL-KIT

Knife with Steel Tool blade in Place Ready for Use.

The Perfection Pocket-knife Tool-kit, a handy, useful, and compact Tool

Outfit is made up of a big four-inch heavy genuine cocobolo double-bolstered

handle, 2^-inch tempered steel-blade jack-knife, and FIVE highly tempered
blued-steel tool-blades, consisting of screwdriver, chisel, leather punch, flat file,

screwdriver end, and cork-puller. The tools are so constructed that each one

fits into the knife-handle, and opens out like a knife-blade, being held securely

by the spring of the knife. A most complete and serviceable tool. It comes
packed in a neat leatherette pocket-case as shown above. Exactly the kind of

oufit that every beekeeper needs with him in the apiary.

Premium Offer

We will send this TOOL-KIT postpaid to any reader who sends us ONE
NEW YEARLY subscription to GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE with remit-

tance of $1.00, or the same for FOUR NEW subscriptions to GLEANINGS IN
BEE CULTURE for six months each at 25c each.

Canadian postage on subscription for one year, 30c extra.

Canadian postage on each trial subscription, 15c extra.

The A. L Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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The reader's attention is particularly

drawn to our index for 1914, covering all

departments. There are about 3000 refer-

ences, showing that Gleanings covers a

wide range and a great variety of subjects.

Do not throw this index away nor these

copies of 'Gleanings for 1914. A single

reference may save hundreds of dollars.

During the long winter evenings a beekeep-
er can well afford to glance over this index
and pick out topics he has skimmed over
during the busy rush of the summer.

mow for

The short snappy cold spell refen-ed to

in our last issue, almost before the ink was
dried, gave way to a warm spell accompan-
ied by rain and snow. We are putting our
bees into the cellar to-day, Dec. 8, closing

the entrances with light fluffy snow. Snow
is an excellent thing for the purpose—the

best in the world. No attention need be

l^aid to it, for it will soon melt away after

the bees have been placed, but not before

they have quieted down for their long sleep.

Oer Cover Picture
At our Ault yard, west of Medina, we

formerly had the hives arranged on the

sidehill as shown on the Sept. 1st cover for

1913. In addition to the shelter afforded,

our idea was that the hill was so steep that

no fences would be necessary to keep the

cattle away. However, the cattle did not

seem to notice the inconvenience as much as

we did ourselves. Accordingly during 1914
we had the hives arranged on the top of

the hill as shown on our cover for this

issue. We concluded that we could buy
wire fencing cheaper than we could operate

those colonies on ground so steep that while

the back of the bottom-board rested on
terra firma the front end had to be support-
ed on stakes over a foot high.

Feeding Colomies ie winter Out-
doors and in the Cellar

We would call particular attention to an
article by F. P. Clare, on page 986 of this

issue. Our experience in feeding for winter
late in the fall indicates that he is right.
As a general proposition, however, late
feeding or winter feeding should be avoided
if possible; but we have repeatedly fed up
apiaries just before cold weather set in by
feeding a thick hot syrup—almost hot
enough to scald the bees' feet. The heat
generated will keep the colony warm until
the feed is all taken down.
Syrup for late feeding should be made

very thick—don't forget that. We never
tried a syrup as thick as that mentioned by
our correspondent, but see no reason why it

would not give excellent results provided
honey is used with it to prevent its harden-
ing and going to crystals.

Many and many a colony, owing to the
warm weather that has prevailed generally
tln-oughout the country until late fall or
early winter, would be short of stores. A
colony that is liberally supplied in the
month of September will often use up a
large part of its supply in brood-rearing.
It is astonishing how the stores will disap-
pear after a spell of breeding. Late breed-
ing is a good thing in that it supplies the
colony with vigorous young stock. It then
becomes necessary to feed up to supply the
deficiency.

se Carload
rginia

:

SMpments
ing and

The second carload of bees that was sent
to the Dismal Swamp, Virginia, Nov. 16,
arrived in excellent condition. When they
were set out after their flight it was ob-
served that a certain set of colonies showed
symptoms of dysentery. On checking up it

was found that these were the colonies that
were fed up on Porto Rican honey during
the month of September and the fore part
of October. The other colonies that gather-
ed only natural stores from the swamps
showed no spotting of the hives. The only
explanation we have to offer is that the
Porto Rican honey may possibly be the
cause. Or this may be true: That any fed
honey would do this when sugar syrup
would not. If any of om- correspondents
can throw any light on this matter we
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should be glad to hear from them. But we
may say that the Porto Rican honey fed

was of good quality ; in fact, practically all

the honey shipped from that island is suit-

able for table use.

The first carload of bees that started Oct.

20 are doing good work. The sealed brood

has hatched out, and the colonies have made
substantial gain in strength. The addition

of young bees ready for the nectar and
pollen will be a great help.

In both carload shipments it was observa-

ble that the shaking up, loading, and un-

loading en route started the queens to

laying in all the hives. By the time the

shipments arrived there were eggs and
larvae to be seen in all the hives. Taking
it all in all, the Virginia experiment so far

is more than coming up to our expectations.

This " shaking up " when bees are moved
long distances from one cellar to another

might not be such a good thing; and yet as

we have before explained we have handled

brood-rearing in our cellars to advantage.

Deatli of one the Veteran Bee-
ijaime is St a

It has been our practice at the close of
the year to chronicle the names of prominent
beekeepers who have died during the year.

It had begun to look as if the year 1914
would not claim any one of great promi-
nence. But as the last days of the year were
l^assing, no less a jDerson than T. F. Bing-
ham, of bee-smoker and honey-knife fame,

passed away at Sugar City, Col. Indeed,

the name of Bingham has been in every bee

journal and every bee-supply catalog for

nearly half a century.

He was not only a good beekeeper himself,

but one who was capable of devising short

cuts, developing new ideas—yes, going even
further, making inventions that caused no
little stir in the bee world. Among the

number might be mentioned his divisible-

brood-chamber hive. While it was never
called by him under that name, it was a
shallow hive that could be and was worked
by him on the divisible-brood-chamber i^lan.

It was much the same hive that was later

perfected and patented by the late James
Heddon.
During all the days the divisible-brood-

chamber hive was being exploited and its

priority discussed in the 80's we find our
old friend taking no hand in it, notwith-
standing he was really the inventor of the

closed-end frame and the divisible-brood-

chamber principle, both of which were basic

ideas in the Heddon patent, and around

which there was so much bitter controversy
from 1885 to 1890; but the records all go
to show that Mr. Bingham worked his hive

and frame for years and years prior to Mr.
Heddon's use of it.

Another of his inventions was the bee-

smoker. While Moses Quinby was the first

to bring out a bellows smoker, Bingham
was the first to develop a practical device

that would hold fire and not go out. He
and his partner, Mr. Hetherington (a broth-

er of the late Capt. J. E. Hetherington),
brought out the Bingham and Hetherington
honey-knife, the basic principle of wliich

was a thick blade with beveled edges and an
offset handle.

Mr. Bingham made a success of indoor

wintering. He built a bee-cellar that was
of the nature of a big cistern, wholly sub-

merged beneath the surface of the ground.
He developed a scheme for ventilating it,

through an upright shaft, that was quite

unique. He wintered his bees in this par-

ticular cellar for years and years with re-

markable success. A description of it is

given in several editions of the ABC and
X Y Z of Bee Culture. In later years he

i:)erfeeted his earlier bee-smoker; and it is

to-day one of the standard tools sold by all

dealers.

Mr. Bingham never wrote very much for

the bee-journals; but we find now and then

an article from him. He was usually pres-

gnt at the Michigan conventions; and wMle
he took no vei'y active part in the discus-

sions, yet what he did say was brief and to

the point.

We shall not soon forget a very delightful

chat with him in connection with the late W.
Z. Hutchinson, immediately following one
of the conventions a few years ago in

Lansing. During the course of that inter-

view we discovered that the subject of our
sketch was not only a practical beekeeper,

but one who had given the science of bee-

keeping no little consideration. He was a

charming conversationalist ; and one would
not be in his presence very long without
feeling that he was with a cultured gentle-

man—one who was a master of the busi-

ness.

Mr. Bingham died at the ripe old age of
84. An active business man as was the

subject of our sketch, who could live dui'ing

these strenuous days three score years and
ten, and then go it better by nearly another
score, deserves no small amount of credit.

To do such a thing, when nearly every one

else is living too fast, and eating too much,
is no small credit to the man, even if he

had not distinguished himself by his ad-

vanced ideas and inventions. It is right
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living that makes such things possible.

Young men will do well to remember that.

Invert Sugar vs. C

Mamiiiifactariiig Fiuiirp®ses

Those who have been selling their cheap
honey to the bakers have learned during the

last year or two that they have had a serious

competitor in the form of an inferior prod-

uct known as invert sugar. Chemically,

honey is invert sugar ; and all invert sugars,

whether natural or artificial, have a peculiar

quality when used in cakes and cookies that

makes them keep soft and moist much
longer than if cane sugar alone is used. A
large jaart of the products containing any
sweet sold by the large baking concerns

contain some invert sugar or honey. With-
out one or the other they Avill not keep very
long—that is, they will become hard and
dry. Up to within a year or two honey for

the pui'pose had no competitor, and it was
used by the carload.

Within comparatively recent times the

chemist has discovered a process for invert-

ing common cane sugar, so that the product
could be made and sold for less money than
some of the cheaper grades of honey. When
honey was cheaper than commercial invert

sugar, honey was used instead; but as a

general thing the bakers found that the

artificial product could be secured for less

money, and so they have been using it in-

stead of honey. But in making cakes and
honey jumbles they continued to use the

natural product—the cheaper grades of
honej-—because of the flavor; and right here

invert sugar is flavorless, and therefore can
not quite take the place of honey.

There is no great loss without small gain
somewhere. The war in Europe has brought
disaster in its wake, and has caused the

cheap honey of South America and the

West Indies to flow into the United States,

and to depress further the market for our
domestic product which was already ridicu-

lously low. But now for the compensating
feature

:

The war that brought cheap honey into

the United States also caused the price of
cane sugar to take a sharp advance. It

went so high that the makers of invert sugar
had to shut up their factories for the simple
reason that honey, a natural invert sugar,
could be bought for far less money than the
artificial product, invert sugar. With sugar
at seven to eight cents, it was impossible to
sell invert sugar for less money than cheap
honey ; and so, naturally enough, the manu-
facturers had to go out of business, or at

least so long as the war holds up the price

of cane sugar. The beet-farms of Europe
have been destroyed. Seed for sugar beets
came almost entirely from Europe; and
next year there will be no seed, so it is said,

except at extravagant prices. That means
that, even though the war is over by next
summer, there will be no beet sugar raised

for two or three years to come. In any
ease, it is a safe guess that granulated sugar
will not go down to normal, although it has
declined some; but it can't stay down long,

and that means that the beekeepers of the

world are not going to have, for the time
being at least, the competition of invert

sugar. If this be true the influx of South
American and West Indian honeys will not
depress the price of the American cheap
honeys, because it will just take the place
of the markets that formerly were supplied
by artificial invert sugar; but as soon as
cane sugar finds its normal level of cost, it

will be possible to make invert sugar again.

By that time, on the other hand, cheap
honey will have found an outlet in Europe
as before.

It is possible that invert-sugar manufac-
turers, after they have been shut down for
two or three years, will not resume opera-
tions again. In the mean time the war goes
on, with no immediate prospect of a cessa-

tion of hostilities. Cane sugar is still much
above normal, and will stay there. In the

mean time we should begin a campaign of
education to develop the fact that honey is

cheaj^er than sugar for canning. We should
show that honey is better because it has
flavor, and siiperior qualities as a preserva-
tive. The war is costing the world millions
and billions; but, as we said at the outset,

there is no great loss without some small
gain. Let us seize the opportunity that is

now presented; for it is to be hoped it will

never come again in the form that it has.

as a

We all know that America consumes a
vast aniount of honey—vast when quantity
alone is considered without reference to the
amount consumed per capita of population

;

but does it, for its own good, consume
enough of that delicious and wholesome
sweet, and cannot the average be raised?

There is a certain market for wliat honey
is now produced; but compared with the

population of the United States that market
is only in its infancy—it is capable of
enormous expansion.

In considering the possibility of this ex-

pansion there need be no question about
supplying the increased demand. Produc-
tion can be increased with no trouble at all
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to keep pace with demand

—

that goes with-

out saying.

Now, then, how is the demand to be

increased ? Every beekeeper in this country

has an interest in this question, and should

be glad to help solve and see solved the

problem, not just of increasing his own
individual market, but of enlarging the

general market; for the more universal is

the honey market, the more certain are all

to profit.

To arrive at the proper basis for answer-

ing this question of increase let us go into

the subject from the standpoint, primarily,

of why it is that comparatively so little

honey is used.

The first and most natural answer to that

question lies in the word ignorance—igno-

rance of the food value of honey. There

has come about a gradual general forgetting

on the part of the present generation of all

that honey means in deliciousness and
wholesomeness.

In our opinion, this has been brought

about by two things—first by the gi-adual

shifting of the bulk of the consuming popu-
lation to the big cities and the consequent

getting away from nature and natural foods

to the more artificial life and foods which

belong to city dwelling. The second cause,

undoubtedly, is the big advertising which

has been and is being done by the sugar-

refiners and the makers of all kinds of

syrups—cane and corn. This advertising

has steadily and forcibly directed the atten-

tion of the consumer from that choice prod-

uct of nature, honey, to the flavor, packing,

and supposed deliciousness of sugar and
syrups, the good points of which it has

heralded with such art and persistence that

to-day the average consumer thinks of su-

gars and syrups alone when he thinks of

sweets.

Then it stands logically to reason that the

only way to bring the bulk of the American
people back to honey, and to make converts

to the use of honey of those people who
nowadays never give it a thought, is to

bring honey forcibly and persistently to

their attention; in short, to lift them out of

their ignorance, as it were, by an education-

al campaign of advertising which will con-

vince them that the most wholesome of all

sweets is honey ; to tell them that the inimi-

table flavor of honey is a palate pleasure

they are robbing themselves of unless they

use honey freely—on their bread, wafiles,

etc., and to show them that, for many cook-

ing purposes, nothing in the world of sweet-

eners can compare with honey from the

standpoint of flavor, keeping qualities, and
economy.
We all know that, once the average person

is acquainted with honey goodness, it is

almost a certainty that that person will

continue to eat and use honey. We all

know the vast influence of advertising in

persuading the big general public to do
what you want them to do

—

provided the

thing you want them to do and the goods
you want them to buy are based on honesty
and quality. But who is to do that adver-
tising? who is to be the pioneer in opening
up the wildei'ness, to the profit of all pro-
ducers of honey? It would hardly pay all

the honey-raisers to try to get together on
such a campaign. The pro rata of expense
would be an infinitely difficult task. Yet, in

the interest of all, this advertising is almost
a necessary thing.

An attempt at the solution of this problem
is being made by the publishers of this

journal. Through their efforts, and at their

expense, a strong, persistent, and consistent

honey-advertising campaign has been plan-

ned, and is being put into operation. As is

generally known, the A. I. Root Co. has now,
as it has had for many years past, large

apiaries of its own. It will be remembered,
also, that Mr. A. I. Root is one of the

pioneers in the production and marketing
of extracted honey; and since his marked
success in this field, beginning nearly forty

years ago, the apiaries of Mr. Root and the

A. I. Root Co. have been prominent features

in their general business. In addition (this

is a most important feature to consider in

connection with this campaign) they are

large marketers of the honey outputs of

other apiaries (their friends and customers)

from all over the United States. Thus,

being known to distributers of food prod-

ucts as a big source of honey supply for the

general market, both under their special

brand of select honey known as Airline, and
with bulk or unbranded honey, they are in

the very best position to benefit all honey-

raisers by advertising honey generally.

A Ketrospect for 1914

No great floods or snowstorms struck 1914
as they did in 1913; but 1914 will go down
in histoiy suffering a calamity far worse
than floods, storms, hurricanes, and earth-

quakes all combined. If the whole of Eu-
rope were shaken by an earthquake the

destruction of life and propei'ty could not

be worse than what the " Great War " has

wrought already. But what has the war to

do with apiculture? A gi-eat deal. It has

affected the honey market. It has cheapen-

ed the lower grades especially because the

South American and West Indian product

that formerly went to Euroj^e is now dump-
ed into this country to the soiTow and dis-
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may of many beekeepers south and west.

Some of it has been sold in New York as

low as 42 cents a gallon after paying- 10

cents duty, freight, and package. But for-

tunately such a low price could not main-

tain long. But the low prices for the im-

ported article are affecting the market in

many parts of the South. It is hoped the

check will not be as great as was feared.

As a partial offset the war has increased

the i^rice of sugar ; and this naturally has a

tendency to increase the price of all honey,

provided, of course, honey can compete for

manufacturing and canning purposes, as it

has done in many cases. This has created

an outlet for some of the cheap honey that

would othenvise*have been a glut on the

mai'ket. The war has also eliminated the

competition of invert sugar that the bakers

have formerly used in place of honey. It

cannot now be manufactured, owing to the

increased i^rice of granulated sugar. Tak-
ing every thing into consideration, it is to

be hoped the market on cheap honey has

not been liit as haid as it might have been.

During 1914 the Government demon-
strated that its chemists could detect the

adulteration of honey with invert sugar.

Now, invert sugar comes the nearest to be-

ing artificial honey of any thing that was
ever put out. Chemists everywhere up to

this time knew that it reacted about the

same as pure honey, and were fearful they
would not be able to detect its presence
when mixed with honey ; and aj^parently the

old adulterator's, who formerly used glucose,

were of the same opinion. But the Govern-
ment chemists got busy, and worked out

methods for detecting the presence of invert

sugar. So successful were they that one
party was found guilty, and paid his fine.

The avei'age beekeepers of the country
may not realize the importance of this

achievement in chemistry; but had, not the

Government scored a victory in this case,

large quantities of bottled honey would have
been adulterated with invert sugar. Mr.
W. A. Selser, our chemist and manager at

our Philadelphia office, regards this as one
of the most important victories the Govern-
ment has ever won for beekeepers, for it

nipped in the bud, before it had hardly got
under way, a form of adulteration that

would have been serious.

The year 1914 will go down in apicultural

history as the greatest year for the manu-
facture of bee-supplies in all the factories

that was probably ever known. The record-

breaking honey year of 1913 cleaned up
all supplies on hand, and the prospects of
1914 were extraordinarily good at the be-

ginning of the season, because bees had

wintered well everywhere. But the bright

l)rospect did not materialize in a big honey
crop. Throughout the clover districts in

the northern part of the counti-y, the season

came very near being a failure. The West
and some parts of the South, however, fur-

nished nearly their usual quota of honey.

In the line of special legislation affecting

the bee business, the national net-weight law
stands out prominently as the product of

1914. It has already caused some hardships

and inconvenience to the producers of comb
honey, and many of them say they will

quit the business and run for extracted.

The elimination of the section or wood
surounding the comb is the source of com-
plaint. It is contended that the wood is

part and parcel of the package, always has

been weighed in, and that on account of its

varying weight it is impossible to get at

the exact weight of the comb and honey
inside. It is further contended that the

ruling of the Bureau of Chemistry is unfair

because it permits the wrapping around
hams to be weighed in with the whole ham,
but excludes the wood around a section of

honey.

It has been our opinion right along that

it was useless to buck against the inevitable,

and that the operation of the net-weight law
will in the end be beneficial. Under its

provisions only comb honey properly graded
can be marketed.

In the line of State legislation there have

been no foul-brood laws passed so far as we
know. Notwithstanding that, during 1913
ten States have passed such laws.

The year 1914 witnessed the installation

of at least one new school of apiculture in

the United States. We refer to the one

established in Minnesota. This school has

an annual appropriation of $5000. Of this

amount $2000 goes to the enforcement of

the foul-bi'ood law, and $3000 to establish

and maintain a division of apiculture.

Minnesota is the only State in the Union
that has such a division in beekeeping not

connected with some other department for

instruction. Rev. Francis Jaegar was ap-

pointed by the Board of Regents of Minne-
sota to take charge of the work; and, so

far as we can ascertain, he has done good
work.

Another school has been established at the

Agiicultural College at Ames, Iowa. While
this is on a much more modest scale than

the one in Minnesota or Massachusetts, yet

a beginning has been made.

Instruction is also given in apiculture at

Stillwater, Oklahoma, under Prof. Sanborn,
and at College Station, Texas, under Prof.

Wilmon Newell.
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In the mean time the apicultural school

in charge of Dr. Burton N. Gates, of the

Agricultural College, Amhei-st, Mass., is

pusliing ahead. It has done some splendid

work, and during 1914 it entered on some

new fields of investigation which have been

referred to in these columns. The same is

true of the school at Guelph, Ontario, Can.,

in cliarge of S. T. Pettit.

During the year 1914 Uncle Sam estab-

lished permanent headquarters in a building

and grounds devoted exclusively to bee

culture at Drummond, a suburb just outside

of Washington, D. C. All this is in charge

of Dr. E. F. Pliillips. He and his able

assistants have done excellent work the past

year in the line of diagnosing bee diseases.

This is worth all it cost, even if they did

nothing more.

But they have done a great deal more.

During the past winter Dr. Phillips and his

assistant Mr. Demuth conducted a series of

experiments in wintering that were exceed-

ingly valuable. The result showing the

temperature of the winter cluster was given

on page 879, November 15.

The year 1914 has seen some unusually

extensive operations in migratory beekeep-

ing. The A. I. Root Co. sent one carload

of bees to Florida and brought back three

and one half. They also sent two carloads of

bees to the Dismal Swamp, Va., and in the

mean time the Marchant Bee and Honey
Co., with headquarters at Canton, O., and
Apalachicola, Fla., has sent another carload

of bees to Apalachicola.

Migratory beekeeping, or sending whole

yards of bees by the wagon or truck to the

swamps, has been practiced to some extent

this year. Considerable attention has been

devoted to the feasibility of keeping bees in

and near swamj^s after the main honey-

flows are over. While the publishers of

this journal did, perhaps, the most extensive

work in this line during the past year,

others have been trying their hand at it.

In the line of improvements and inven-

tions we might mention the gearless friction-

drive honey-extractors. This will doubtless

supplant all other forms for power-driven

machines.

The year 1914 shows a still further ten-

dency to run to extracted honey rather than

comb. The operation of the net-weight law

will augment this tendency very consider-

ably. This is a mistake. Exti-acted honey
is getting lower and lower in price, and

comb honey is more than holding its own.

If a considerable number of comb-honey

producers change over to extracted they will

regret it. The fact is, there should be

more comb-honey producers. The net-weight

law will produce no hardship if we only

make up our minds to comply with it; and
the fellow wlio does will have no trouble in

disposing of liis crop.

During the early part of the year 1914
there was an unprecedented demand for

queen-bees. In the month of March there

was scarcely a queen-breeder who could fill

half the orders. During July and August
those same breeders could have reared twice

as many queens if they had had the orders

for them. The business is being overdone
in the latter part of the season and under-

done in the fore part. The breeders of the

South should get busy earlier.

The year 1913 seemed to set its seal of

approval on the A. C. Milter smoke method
of introduction; but 1914 seems a little in-

clined to raise a question of doubt as to its

reliability.

The year 1914 has been kind to us in

that it has taken only a very few prominent
beekee]3ers. First and foremost, without

question, was Mr. T. F. Bingham, of smoker
fame, dying at the ripe old age of 84, See
another column.

Dr. John Phin was another man taken

within the last year. While not known
generally as a practical beekeeper he was
the author of a number of industrial books
on various lines both practical and scientific,

including a dictionary of bee terms.

F. B. Cavanagh, of Hebron, Ind., a

director in the National Beekee^jers' Asso-
ciation, and one who produced large crops

of honey, also died within the year. He
was a brilliant beekeeper; and had he lived

lie would have practiced migi-atoiy beekeep-
ing on a large scale. He not only produced
large crops of honey, but sold it all direct

to the consumer, for he did a large bottling

business.

Aaron Snyder, of Kingston, N. Y., was
another beekeeper and honey-salesman who
died in 1914. He wrote more or less for

the bee journals, and was well known in his

part of the State because he came directly

in touch with the consumer with his honey.

This reminds us that the bottling of

extracted honey is now being carried on on
a larger scale than ever before in the United
States. Several large bottlers are engaged
in the business of putting up extracted hon-
ey in glass and tin. Honey in the liquid

form is now reaching the consumer in larger

quantities than it ever did before.

Taking it all in all, there has been a

steady gain in knowledge and progi'ess in

every thing connected with the bee business.

Wliile the gi-eat war is giving us a setback,

it is not without its compensating advaji-

tage.
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Dr. C. C. MiUer ITMAY Marengo, III.

The yeak 1914 was the worst honey year
ill 50 years in Germanjr. Same here in a

good many places. [The year 1915 will be
another bad year, not only for beekeepers
of Germany, but for all Germany, unless
this awful war lets up.

—

Ed.]

T. B. Terry tells about the warm drink
lie uses, Practical Farmer, 206, and says:
" I use extracted honey instead of sugar, as
it is more wholesome." I wonder how many
beekeejDers are as wise as Terry. If all the

people used honey in hot drinks it .would
lake tons and tons of it.

" The temperature at the center of the
cluster increased as the outside temperature
decreased, due to the crowding together of
the bees in cold weather," p. 903. Isn't it

increased activity and consumption rather
than crowding? Incidentally, tliis fact that
the colder outside the warmer the center of
the cluster explains why it is that breeding
begins earlier outdoors than in cellar.

Right 30U are, Mr. Editor, in saying that
beekeei^ers are constantly inventing things
that are old, p. 877, and one instance occurs
on the next page. I saw quadruple winter
cases used on a large scale 25 years ago
within 25 miles. [The quadruple winter
case was not mentioned because it was nerv,

but because it was an old device that had
been coming into prominence during late

years. The late Edwin France and some
before him used quadruple hives; and the
old files of the American Bee Journal, if we
remember correctly, show the modern four-
hive winter case.

—

Ed.

Dr. Bigelow, I believe I'm your friend,
and I want to offer a word of advice. Don't
you ever again run the risk of such a fool
thing as you describe page 930. [We have
done nearly the same thing, and we believe
we can do it again. We always caution our
audience, and make sure that the bees are
thoroughly disorganized. Throwing bees
into the air will do that to perfection, espe-
cially if their hive is obscured by a big
crowd. All that Dr. Bigelow said is possi-
ble, but we would not go quite so far as he
did with the average bunch of girls. We
sometimes select two or three people to show
that they can do the same stunts we do.

—

Ed.]

Jacob Alpaugh, you don't tell us the
thickness of foundation you use in putting
in splints, p. 941. I sliould suppose it must
be pretty heavy to bear such cutting. If
you can get combs l)uilt to tlie bottom-bar

with splints only two-thirds length, there is

a saving, and i^ainting with wax helps. But
what I can't understand is your " spoiled
row of cells " when using the Miller plan.
In all the years I've used the plan, in all

the thousands of cells I've seen built over
the splints, I don't remember seeing a single

spoiled cell. Looking close at a frame of
sealed brood, you will see a slight elevation
of the cappings over the splints, but never a

cell missing or imperfect on account of
them. What can possibly make the differ-

ence between us?

G. M. DooLiTTLE^ you say, p. 841, that
where queenless bees are made to start

queen-cells from brood given, " they gener-
ally err by selecting one or more larvae for
the purpose that are too old to produce the
best queens." I wonder if your queens have
really so much poorer judgment than mine.
I'm sure that my bees do not generally err

in that way, and I very much doubt that
they ever do. I've tried about all the

different ways of rearing queens, have rear-
ed hundreds by allowing the bees to make
their own selection from brood of all ages,

and these last have given just as good re-

sults as any of the others, and I think just
a wee bit better. For me to destroy all

sealed cells in four or five days would be
only at a loss. I wonder what's the shortest
time ever known from dequeening till the
hatching of the young queen.

The Editor tells, p. 919, about my being
caught with my bees outside and wishing
the}^ were in, yet hoping against hope a
warm spell might come. Yes, day after day
it was 4 to 20 above, with the hope of a
warm day growing fainter every day. Nov,
21 a very few bees flew. Nov. 24, 10 :15 A.

M., it was 44 degrees with hazy sunshine. I

went the lengih of the apiary and saw one
bee flying. Oh! but I felt good. I knew
there was " more to follow." It went up to

52, and the bees had a glorious flight. Next
day it was 58, and the next 61, and there
wasn't another cold day in November. To-
day, Dee. 1, it is 59 and rainy. So by leav-
ing my bees out I came out a long way
ahead. But—but, if the warm spell hadn't
come ! If it were to do over again—well, I
don't know which way I would decide.
[You have described our situation exactly,
only that our temperature did not drop
down as low as 4 above. Like yourself we
have been having beautiful weather, and the
bees have had good cleansing flights; but
just as soon as it turns cold again those bees
will go into the cellar with a hustle.—Ed.]
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EEIiEEPING IN CALIFORNIA
At this writing we are able to say that

Pres. J. W. Ferree, of the State Association,

has greatly improved from the result of his

mortorcyele accident, and is able to be back

on his ranch. His ultimate recovery seems

assured, though he is still under the care of

a physician.
» « »

Destructive forest fires were reported

from four southern counties last week.

These fires are in reality not forest fires,

but brush fires. As a rule they cover only

the brush-covered hills. Occasionally they

get into the heavy timber of the mountains,

but not frequently.

« » »

Mr. Crane, page 883, Nov. 15, you are

right in your eighth paragraph, as a rule.

But the colony that produced the most
honey for me the past season was about as

near pure nothing as any in my yard, and
would be a poor one to breed from in a

land of disease.

A kindly old gentleman from the remote

districts of the South applied to me for a

job with the bees. I asked him if he had
had experience in their care. He said, "No,

I ain't had no truck with them to brag

about; but I reckon I can swarm them and
keep things in kelter just about as good as

anybody."
» * *

Reports from various localities indicate

that both varieties of foul brood are much
less prevalent than last year. We hope the

beekeepei's have taken advantage of the

opportunity to get pure stock in their yards,

which is the best possible way to eradicate

black or European foul brood, and no
disadvantage in controlling the American
variety.

* * *

"Shall I build my own hives?" asks a

headline. The average beekeeper should not

undertake the work. The results, as a rule,

are very far from perfect, and too often

botched, which puts me in mind of what a

brother-in-law once said. He was working
in his shop when some one brought in a

piece of work that looked pretty bad, with

a request for him to work it over. He
viewed the job critically, and then said

:

" Well, that looks as if some one had done
it himself." I know of one small lot of bees

that belong to a carpenter's son, and are

Cal.

for sale. But the hives, though made by
hand and by a mechanic, are so far from
being the equal of machine-sawed hives that

his price is out of the question. This is

especially true of the frames.

Skunks, skunks, skunks. The eastern

beekeeper has little idea of the depredations
committed on an apiary of the West by
these troublesome little animals. During
August, while away in the East, some of
my hives had depressions two and three

inches deep worn in the dry soil by their

feet, rolling bees to kill them, after which
they were eaten. Upon my return I pur-
chased a pound of cheap beef, which I cut

in loieces as large as the end of my thumb.
In these pieces I cut a small opening with

a sharp penknife into which I droj^ped a
small quantity of strychnine. About thirty

pieces were thus prepared for the feed, and
the result was that the next time I visited

my apiary it looked like a slaughter-pen

—

dead skunks in every direction. This ended
my trouble for the season. I have previous-

ly recommended eggs for this work, but
find that raw beef is equally good, and
somewhat cheaper.

Mr. Doolittle, in the Oct. 15th issue, raises

the question as to whether bees visit more
than one kind of flower on a trip. I cannot

say that I have ever seen them make the

change, yet I feel sure that they must do
so at times. To illustrate my point I will

refer to the rapid change of the field force

of the hive from the wild alfalfa to the

sage bloom. On a cool foggy morning the

wild alfalfa will be swarming with bees for

several hours, from which they go immedi-

ately to the sage as soon as the sun comes
out warm and bright, which causes the sage

to secrete more freely. I cannot persuade

myself to the belief that each bee with its

sac more or less filled with honey from the

alfalfa returns to the hive before going in

quest of the nectar of the sage. The bee, as

a rule, utilizes time as economically as does

man, and would hardly return to the hive

half loaded with stores because it wished

to go to a different flower. Some claim that

bees do not mix the different colors of

pollen in the combs. This, to my positive

knowledge, is an error, for I have observed

the different colors many times in the same

cell.
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J. E. Crane IIFTENG^S I

Middlebiiirj, Vi

After three or four poor years in succes-

sion, that cover picture for Oct, 1 looks

pretty good, even if it is the other side of

the earth.

Gleanings for Sept. 1 is certainly a

special number on wintering. It came just

in time, too, to set us to thinking, and to

give us a chance to lay our plans for trying

experiments or improved methods before it

is time to place the bees in winter quarters.

• * »

Mr. Byer's experience in wintering small

colonies on three combs, page 675, Sept. 1,

shows the value of the close-fitting division-

board and a hive or brood-chamber the size

of the colony to be wintered. I am more
and more convinced that we have not em-
phasized the reduction of the brood-chamber

to the size of the colony as we should.

* * »

Those pictures of field meets and picnics

in the Oct. 1st issue are refreshing to us

who live on tliis side of the great beekeep-

ing world. My! but wouldn't I have liked

to be at some of them? What days those

were at Medina and Des Moines, as illus-

trated on pages 766 and 767 ! Queens that

will produce workers that will not do their

best after such gatherings ought to have

their heads pinched.

* * *

On page 671, Sept. 1, our friend Hand
pours a whole boxful of woes from dysen-

tery to European foul brood upon cellar-

wintered bees. Now, if he had stated this

as his opinion he would doubtless have told

the exact truth. There are cellars and cel-

lars; and my opinion of them is that they

are very much like the maid of nursery

fame whose " hair hung right down on her

forehead, and when she was good she was
very good; but when she was bad she was
horrid."

• • •

Mr. L. W. Wells, page 682, Sept. 1,

advises feeding bees for winter a syrup 2^/2

lbs. sugar to one of water. On the next

page he tells us that he has induced a

colony of golden Italians to store 20 lbs. of

sugar in seven days Now, if it takes one
colony seven days to take 20 lbs. of sugar,

how long and how manv colonies will be

required to store 8000 or 10,000 lbs. of

sugar? The thinner the syruj?, the faster

will bees take it ; but we find they do very
well when fed syrup of 2 lbs. of sugar to

one of water.

Dr. Miller says, page 661, Sept. 1, " For
the first three days the young worker gets

the same food as its royal sisters; then it is

weaned, and gets coarser food for the two
remaining days, while the better bill of

fare is continued to the royal youngster."

We infer that he is of the opinion that the

difference in development is due to the

quality of food the bees receive. I had
supposed that these results depended more
on the quantity of food fed than on the

quality. * * ,

On page 793, Oct. 15, Dr. Miller protests

against any one sending him samples of

foul brood, and advises sending them to Dr.

E. F. Phillips, Agricultural Department,
Washington, D. C. In a footnote the editor

says that nothing less than a stout wooden
box should be used for sending such samples

through the mails. Let me add that, if any

one wants to send Dr. Phillips a sample of

brood, just write to him first for a package,

and he will send you a nice little wooden
box with a frank that you can paste on to

it, and so save you postage.

* » *

J. L. Byer's experience with candy is very

close to my own, as given on page 750, Oct.

1. The first I made was not quite hard

enough, but later I used a thermometer and
boiled till the temperature rose to 275°, and
the cakes were as hard as bricks; but after

standing in a cool room for a time, they

would run. I could not see that bees did

any better on it than where they had honey
or sugar syrup in their combs. It is cer-

tainly a good deal of work to make it. We
have had to feed some 10,000 lbs. of sugar

this fall. If we had been compelled to make
half of it into candy I imagine there would
have been something doing. Candy is very

convenient for feeding during winter or

early spring; but as a I'egnlar diet, excuse

me. It looks as though it were a sort of

fad just now. There is nothing new about

it. Langstroth recommended it more than

fifty years ago. [The making of Good candy
is a fine art. It is so very easy to overdo

or underdo it that it is difficult to get it

just right. There is no use in denying it,

candy is expensive when compared to syr-

up; but for all that, it is about the only

substitute for good sealed stores we can use

in the dead of winter. Possibly " fondant "

as used and recommended by our Massachu-
setts friends may be easier made; but, if we
mistake not, that also must be made just

right ov it will " run " all over the bees.

—

Ed.]
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Beekeeping in the Southwest

TAKING INVENTORIES OF STOCK.

How many beekeepers make it a rule to

take an inventory of stock at the end of

each year"? We have often wondered how
many do so. I have kept up this practice

since the very beginning of my beekeeping,

and it makes interesting reading to go over

the various inventories of over twenty years.

They reveal the real progress that we have

made from the beginning, showing the

increase in the valuation of the property

from year to year, unless we have been

unfortunate and have gone " backward

"

for some reason or other.

We have not only found it interesting to

keep these yearly records, but of a great

deal of value besides. In fact, since our
business has grown to such an extent it

becomes necessary now to make these records

so that we can furnish our reports to the

commercial agencies for proper rating.

* * *

MARKETING BULK COMB HONEY ALL WINTER.
Quite frequently we are not able to

dispose of all of a lai'ge honey crop, espe-

cially when we harvest a good fall crop,

before the winter months set in ; and since

the danger of granulation makes a serious

inroad, it has become necessary for us to

devise some means by which we can over-

come this difheulty.

I have conducted some experiments along

this line during the last two years, and
have found it is possible to store comb
honey in such a way in a dry warm room or

a dry heated basement that it can be kept
from granulating, and used whenever there

is a demand for it. The extracted honej'

needs less attention since it can be relique-

fied after it has granulated; and since we
have made it a rule to heat all of our ex-

tracted honey that is used in packing the

comb honey just before making the ship-

ments to market, to prevent (for a time at

least) the rapid granulation of some of our
honeys, it does not matter so much if we do
have to reliquefy it.

We believe we are the first persons who
have adopted and successfully carried out

the method of shipping honey to our cus-

tomers tln'oughout the entire winter months.
Year before last we kept over winter about
6000 pounds of comb honey for an experi-

ment along these lines. Last year we used
12,000 pounds in this way, and this year
we shall carry over 40,000 pounds for this

purpose. The above amounts must be more
than doubled to get tlie amount of " bulk
comb honey " that will actually result after

g, TexaSo

it is packed in the various sizes of tin recep-

tacles used, as it takes more extracted honey
than comb honey to pack any of these in

the right proportions.
* * *

GUARD AGAINST FIRES.

It is amazing to And, in the reports from
the State fire-insurance boards, the great

number of fires that might have been pre-

vented. And this brings to our mind the

utter carelessness in this respect so often

displaj^ed by some of our beekeepers. Time
and again have I seen smokers, still filled

with burning contents, carelessly set inside

of a building with combustibles scattered

over the floor, and within easy reach of the

dangers lurking in such a smoker.

It has been our policy to teach all of our
assistants to be m.ore careful with such
things than they are generally, and to take

the contents of the smoker from any build-

ing or any thing else that might catch fire.

When they come from the out-apiaries they

have learned to throw the smoker contents

out before they come back home; and when
they use the smokers here they have been

taught to empty the contents in the fireplace

under the honey-liquefying vat and to ex-

tinguish any remaining fire by throwing
water o\'er it before leaving it.

There is also another important matter

that I wish to mention; and that is witli

regard to the cleanliness of our out-apiaries,

and even the apiaries at home. There will

be years when it is almost impossible to

keep down the grass and weeds successfully.

"We have just had one of these, on account
of the excessive rainfall and a consequent
lack of time. But we are putting all of

our efforts into a general " eleaning-up

campaign " now. With the oncoming of
winter and the drying-up of the vegetation

the fire risk in out-apairies where the grass

and weeds have had the upper hand is

exceedingly great. We have had several

minor fires of this sort, and might have lost

heavily in bees and hives burning if we had
not at least been careful enough to keep the

ground clean immediately around the hives.

It is a wonder tliat there are not more
apiaries destroyed by fire from conditions

that I have seen in many yards. Grass and
Aveeds and leaves, where the apiary is locat-

ed under deciduous trees, are all a menace,
and should be cleaned away as promptly
as possible. Doing this will save many a

restless moment, for we are never certain

about the safety of our colonies if this

danger lurks near.
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(Conversations with Doolittle

INTRODUCING QUEENS AND SOMETHING ELSE.
'' Will you tell us how to introduce queens

safely'?* I did not have good success the

past season, losing fully one-third of all

I tried to put in full colonies. I once asked

a man who said he had no trouble in intro-

ducing to tell me how it was done. He said

he would do so if I would give him $5.00,

and that it would be cheap at that price to

me. That might be so; but some way my
spirit rebelled, and I was not told how."

Many times, in my experience of over

forty years with queen introduction, I have
thought that I had a plan that Avould never

fail ; but Avhen a time of scarcity of nectar

came, sufficient to cause the bees to be crazy

for robbing, to an extent that, in trying to

find the queen I wished superseded, the bees

were worried almost to exasperation in try-

ing to defend their stores, or when I had a

queen to introduce which had come a long
distance so that she was inclined to run
about among the bees immediately on being
let loose among strange bees, then it was
that my sure plan did not always work as

formerly. In fact, there are few things laid

down in bee culture that are not likely to

turn out so contrary to our previous exi3eri-

ence and expectation that the whole indus-

try seems to be a series of surprises (and
they are not always happy surprises either),

so that there ai'e very few jjlaees where a

hold-fast rule will apply.

Generally the directions for introduction

accompanying a queen will prove safe in the

hands of most Ijeekeepers ; but where I have
any queen which I consider of special value

I take one frame of honey and two of

mostly emerging brood (as nearly so as is

possible), and put them in a hive, together

with two other frames containing mostly
empty comb. This hive has window-screen
tacked to the bottom, and a close-fitting

cover at the top, making sure that no bee
can either get in or escape till I am ready to

open it for the little colony which will be
formed by the emerging brood. Having the

hive thus fixed, with the five frames proper-
ly spaced next to one side of the hive, the
whole being in the honey-room next to the
window, so there is no danger of the queen
getting away if she should chance to fly, the

cage containing her is opened, and she and
all her accompanjdng bees are run in on
the combs when the cover is put on and all

made bee-proof. This hive is now placed
over the bare frames of a populous colony,
the heat from which is sufficient to cause

the brood to emerge the same as if a prime
swarm had left it, as is done at swarming
time. Six days later this hive is set on the

stand it is desired to have it occupy, and a

small entrance opened, when in a few days
a nice little colony will be formed which
can soon be built up into a good colony by
giving three or four frames more of emerg-
ing brood. By this plan I have never lost a

queen in an experience of over twenty years.

But with only an ordinary queen the labor

involved Avill more than otfset the occasional

loss which may occur with any of the many
good plans of introduction which are before

the public.

But I wish to say a few words regarding
selling a plan for $5.00. If the man in

question was a reader of any of the bee
literature now at the command of the public

he should have remembered that he had
received untold value from the many writers

who have gone on before. It would seem
that many—-yes, very many—have so for-

gotten, for the one desire which is appar-
ently taking possession of the hearts of

many of the people seems to be to get all

they can, by hook or crook, of the things of

this world, no matter what becomes of their

fellow-beings. I have prided myself in the

thought that beekeepers as a class are not

so selfish as many in other pursuits; but if

this is so the man wishing to receive $5.00

for information regai'ding how to introduce
a queen must be an exception to the general

rule. For nearly half a century I have
profited by the many good things which
have been freely given through the printed

matter in our books and papers on bees;

and should I not as freely give of whatever
I may have wrought out as have those who
have helped me?
Here is a thought I should like to leave

with the readers of Gleanings. When a

young couple start out on life's voyage they
put all their energies together that a com-
fortable and happy home may be made.
The husband does not try to defraud or take

advantage of the wife, nor the wife the

husband, but both work together to accom-
plish the same object—the blessedness of a

comfortable home. Now, I wish to say that

what is good for that family is good for

the great family of beekeepers in this nation

and in the world. Still further, what is

good for the family is good for a State;

what is good for a State is good for a
nation ; and what is good for a nation is

good for the world ; for we are all brethren.
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GENEKAL COEMESPONDENCE
NOTES OF THE SEAS

BY JAMES A, GREEN

The new power extractor, with friction

drive, has proven very satisfactory, and I

think the friction drive is much better for

an extractor than gearing. The unfortunate

thing this season has been that the extractor

has had so little to do. Only once in my
thirteen years' residence in Colorado have

I seen a poorer honey season. Yet I have

never known bees to be in better condition

in the spring, nor the prospects for a good

honey season to be better than this year.

Truly beekeeping is an uncertain occupa-

tion. The producers of extracted honey

have a little; but most of the comb-honey
men in this part of the State have had
practically nothing in the way of a crop.

What little surplus my bees stored was al-

most entirely from sweet clover, alfalfa

yielding almost nothing, and I believe this

was generally true.

EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD OR POISONING?

The letter from Dr. E. F. Phillips, on

page 615, expresses his belief that the loss

of bees that has been so serious in this

part of Colorado is due to European foul

brood rather than to poisoning, as has been

the general belief. While I do not doubt

that Dr. Phillips may be correct in his

diagnosis of European foul brood in the

sample of brood sent him, he is certainly

wrong in attributing our losses here to that

cause.

I lost a number of colonies myself in

1912 in two of my apiaries. In the spring

of 1913 I bought the remains of an apiary

that had been reduced from over 200 colo-

nies to less than 50, the outfit including a

number of sets of brood-combs on which the

bees had died. In none of the colonies that

died was there any thing to indicate any
disease of the brood further than the occa-

sional case of American foul brood which is

always with us. The only brood that died

was what was chilled or starved for the lack

of mature bees to care for it. The surviving

colonies, moved to other localities, nearly all

built up in good shape and gathered a good
crop of honey in 1913. Most of the combs
from the dead colonies were used for either

brood or extracting combs, without trans-

mitting disease thereby. The letter by James
G. Brown, page 641, describes the situation

very accurately as he has found it in Mon-
trose County. In Mesa County our greatest

loss was in 1912. After the losses of that

season, most of the beekeepers in the or-

chard districts near Grand Junction and
eastward either quit or moved their bees

elsewhere. It is rather unfortunate that

enough remained to prevent a thorough
demonstration of what an entire lack of

bees would do to the orchardists.

The heading of Mr. Brown's article is

misleading in calling this " A New Danger
from Spraying." It is an old story with us.

In fact, I wrote of it several years ago in

Gleanings when I was the editor of one of

its departments. It seems difficult to get

some people to comprehend that there is

any danger to the beekeeper from spraying
except during fruit bloom. Only once have
I ever known of much damage to bees

through the spraying of fruit-trees before

the blossoms had fallen, and that was a

trifle compared to the losses we have had
since from the poisoned spray falling on the

blossoms of plants growing under or near
the fruit-trees at the time of the later

sprayings. One of the heaviest losers, Mr.
John Wallace, has lately sent samples of

brood from one of the depopulated colonies

to Washington, and the report of the au-

thorities was that no disease could be found.

PEAR-BLIGHT NOT TRACEABLE TO BEES.

I wish to corroborate the statements of

L. V. Dix, page 641, in regard to pear-

blight. I have raised pears for a number
of years, and live in a district which ships

hundreds of carloads of pears annually. I

have had some serious attacks of pear-

blight in my own trees, and have seen a

great deal of it elsewhere, even to the de-

struction of whole orchards, but I have
never seen the slightest indication that bees

are in any way responsible for the spread

of the disease. I have never seen bees

working on blighted branches, nor ever seen

on such branches any thing that it seemed
to me would be attractive to bees. Pear-

blight sometimes spreads at an alarming

rate under some conditions, appearing to be

governed mostly by weather conditions ; but

the cure of it is simple when properly done,

and the man who cannot get rid of it is too

careless to be a fruit-grower. The cure

consists simply in cutting off all blighted

branches at least a foot below any sign of

infection, doing a careful and thorough job,

and keeping tools and the cut stub disinfect-

ed by swabbing them with a 1-to-lOOO solu-
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tion of bichloride of mercury. Other dis-

infectants are sometimes recommended. A
favorite one is kerosene; but until I hear of

surgeons using kerosene to sterilize their

instruments I should prefer to use what is

universally recognized as the best thing for

such purposes.

STERILIZING FOUL-BROOD HONEY ; A WARNING.

The recent publication of experiments

showing the degree of heat necessary to kill

foul-brood germs, showing that boiling for

a short time would do this, and the follow-

ing discussions, some of which at least

would convey to the inexperienced the im-

pression that this would be a safe practice

to follow, are, in my opinion, liable to work
great harm. Undoubtedly honey from dis-

eased colonies may be so disinfected that it

may be fed without conveying disease. I

have myself fed considerable such honey
without bad results. But the practice is ex-

ceedingly risky, and of this I have also had
ample experience. The last lot of such
honey that I fed was handled with every

precaution that experience and reasoning
had taught me was necessary and desirable

;

yet a number of cases of foul brood could

be distinctly traced to the feeding of this

lot of honey. I will now tell you just what
precautions I used, and I want to say to

you that nothing less thorough should be
even considered. First, the honey was
considerably diluted before boiling. I con-

sider this desirable for various reasons, of
which I will mention only the one, that this

makes it possible to boil a long time without
making the honey too thick to handle. Sec-

ond, the honey was boiled a long time, not
simply brought to a boil, but kept boiling

for over an hour. Third, the honey was
removed from the kettle in which it had
been boiled, and the kettle thoroughly
washed out. This is necessary, because

some of the honey, in boiling and stirring,

may have been left around the upper part

of the kettle, where it would not get the

necessary amount of heat. The next day
the honey was again placed in the kettle,

and again thoroughly boiled and stirred.

This is in line with the practice of the

canners of many articles of food, and the

experience of bacteriologists, who have

found that many spores and bacterial germs
are much more certainly destroyed by two
boilings, with a cooling period between,

than by a single boiling, even if longer con-

tinued. Now, can you suggest any thing

more that I ought to have done to this

honey to make it safe? I believe that I

am more careful in doing such work than

the average beekeeper—much more so than

some I know—yet I know that the feeding

of this honey caused several cases of foul

brood—just how many I do not know; but

I feel sure that this experience cost me
more than I ever saved by attempting to

feed such honSy. Never again for me ! In

my experience as bee-inspector I have come
across cases where the feeding of honey
from diseased colonies has had much worse
results than it did with me. I do not know
just why I failed on this occasion; but if

I with my long experience with foul brood,

dating back to twenty-five years ago, when
I had a long siege of foul brood in Illinois,

and exterminated it completely, could make
such a failure as that, then I say to you
that I believe it is a colossal mistake even to

suggest to the inexperienced that it is ever

advisable to feed such honey back to the

bees, or, what amounts to the same thing,

to feed any honey to bees that you are not

absolutely sure is free from any chance of

contagion; and that cannot be said of any
honey bought in the open market.

Grand Junction, Colo.

COLONY ODOM OF BEE« TRACEABLE TO
ONLY

BY JAY SMITH

I have read with a great deal of interest

the discussion concerning the odor of bees,

and it seems the matter is far from being
settled. That there is much concerning the

odor theory that is unknown to us all, can
not be doubted. Many of us have a thread
of the truth, and we think we have the
whole rope. I also have a thread, and I

propose to hang on to it till some one else

breaks it or gives me a stronger one to hang
on to.

My theory on the scent question is this:

The queen gives the colony its individual

odor. There may be other means which
enable bees to recognize bees from another
colony; but I believe the queen is the main
factor. No one who has had experience

with bees can for a moment doubt that the

queen had a strong odor that is easily rec-

ognized by the bees. Many have, after

handling the queen, while the swarm was in

the air, had bees alight upon their hands
and give the call to their comrades by fan-

ning, indicating that they had found their
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queen, when in reality the queen had not

been on the hand for a minute or more.

In requeening last year I had a number
of bees continually alighting upon my right

hand. If shaken off they wt)uld soon retu|rn.

At last I remembered that, in killing the

old queens, I gave tliem a pinch between my
thumb and finger, and it was this queen

odor that attracted the bees. I smoked my
finger thorougldy, and the bees ceased to

return. Here was a pointer: Smoke tvill

destroy the queen odor. Put your thumb on
this spot, for we shall come back to it later.

The experience that converted me to the

theory that the queen gives the colony its

individual odor came to me several years

ago while requeening my apiary, and I have

verified what I learned several times since.

One hot July day I had a queen I had
killed in my hand, and I sat down under a

tree to cool off. Out of idle curiosity I

placed the dead queen in a large bunch of

bees that were clustered on the outside

of a hive. I did this to see -if they would
ball her. They did not, but clustered around
her very much the same as they would do
with their own queen. As there seemed to

be nothing startling in this exi:)eriment I

forgot the matter and went on with my
work. Next morning I was surprised and
chagrined to find in front of this hive a

good double handful of dead bees. I was
nonplused. I thouglit that possibly the bees

from the hive from which I had taken the

queen and killed her had smelled their queen
and gone to her and started a rumpus with
its attending evil results, much the same as

might occur if two suffragettes wanted the

same office. (I have nothing against the

last-named joerson unless her malady takes

on the militant form.) I saw no bees flying

around that would suggest this theoiy, and
the matter for the time being was a mystery.

A year later I tried the same experiment.
This time it was about sundown, and no
bees flying. Next morning the ground for

two feet in front of the hive was strewn

with dead bees. I believe there was over a

quart. The bees of the colony were extra

yellow, and all the dead bees were the same.
There was no doubt that the dead queen had
caused the bees in this colony to flght among
themselves. (I have tried this several times

since Avith the same result.) Why did the

bees fight each other? This is the reason:

The bees on the outside of the hive clustered

around the dead queen and acquired her

odor. Later in the night, when they went
into the hive, they were taken for bees of

another colony, and killed.

Another point I have settled to my own
satisfaction is that the queen odor is ver}'

strong, but is not lasting beyond a very few

minutes, and is easily removed from the

bees. Now let us go back to the place in

this article where, if you have followed my
instructions, you still have your thumb.
Why did the bees fail to alight upon my
liand after I smoked it? Because the smoke
destroj^ed the c[ueen odor. Mr. Arthur C.

Miller, why is your smoke method of queen
introduction such a success? (Excuse me
for butting in, but I am going to answer
that for you.) Because the smoke destroys

the queen odor of the colony; and the new
queen, by coming in contact with the bees,

imjjarts to them her odor before they have
recovered from their demoralization.

Why will queenless bees readily unite

Avith another colony? Because they have no
queen odor. Why will bees coming in from
the field be accepted in any liive they may
happen to enter? Because they have been

for some time in the open air, and the queen
odor has left them. Why do bees usually

recognize and object to robber bees? Be-
cause they come from a hive near by and
have their queen odor still with them. A
young worker bee out for her initial flight

enters the wrong hive. She is seized, and a

ligid examination and cross-c[uestioning

takes place. She is young and innocent,

cannot be a robber, no harm intended; so,

after being mauled, and having some hair

pulled out, she may be allowed to pass on
into the hive. They would have probably
allowed her to pass without a word of sus-

picion, but they did not like that queen odor
she brought with her. Possibly those that

are admitted without an examination are

those that were in the air longer, and lost

more of their odor. Why are so many
queens lost by the cage method of introduc-

tion? Because they cannot communicate
their odor to the bees by coming in contact

with them; and when released they are

taken for a strange queen, and killed. Why
do bees ball queens instead of stinging

tliem? I don't know; but I have a suspicion

that ^ they wish to confine the queen odor
and not allow it to penetrate the hive, there-

by causing a riot as my dead queens did.

That bees also have the power to give off

an odor is not doubted ; but I believe they

use it only when necessary, when fanning
to call their mates of the hive, or upon like

occasions.

I have used with perfect success for some
years back the smoke method of introduc-

tion ; but I always used tobacco smoke. I

abandoned the plan, for I did not like to

make the bees sick with the nauseating

tobacco that God never intended should be

used by man or beast except to their hurt.

Thanks to Mr. Miller for telling us that

good clean wood smoke will do as well.
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Some have woiulei'ed wliy tobacco-smoked
bees are so suscepUI)le to robbers. It is

because they are made sick by the fumes,
and disg-orge the honey they liave in their

honey-sacs, which attracts robbers. I have
noticed, after tobacco-smoking them, that
the inside of the hive would be sticky with
honey.

Vincennes, Ind.

SOME OBSEMVATIONS ON MECENT REPORTS OF QUEEN INTKO=
DUCINC BY THE SMOKE METHOD

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER

Rejiorts of the Avidely varying results by
the new direct method of introducing queens
naturally raise the question, why the wide
difference?

A careful analysis of the articles suggests
at least three distinct causes; first, confus-
ing the new with the old smoke method;
second, improper use of smoke; and, third,
failure to grasp or follow the instructions,
simple though they are.

The new method is like the old in only
two factors—bees and smoke. The confining
factor was entirely lacking in the old meth-
od, and failure was more frequent than
success. Somebody a hundred years and
more ago ran in some queens by smoke.
Incidentally, about the same time it was
found that when twenty-four hours were
allowed to elapse between the removal of
the old and introduction of the new queen,
success was fairly well assured. From time
to time during the century following, other
persons tried the smoke method, only to
drop it, and but two or three in all that
time noting the twenty-four-hour factor.

Tlien arose a variation of the old smoke
plan in Avhich the new queen was compelled
to fast for half an hour, more or less, and
was then run in at night—a successful pro-
cedure in most instances, but time-consum-
ing, and a bit troublesome in the night
factor.

niPORTANT REQUISITES OF THE NEW SMOKE
METHOD.

Then came the new method, and in the
originator's hands always successful, the
rare exception merely proving the rule.
Other persons also have been equally suc-
cessful. The new method emphasizes the
closing of the hive so neither the queen can
escape nor the bees free the hive from the
smoke. The confinement of both is impor-
tant, and by the old smoke method neither
was confined. Naturally, if a person has in
mind the old way and tries it again the
results will be as variable as always. If we
are to introduce at any hour of the day we
must temporarily prevent the queen's es-
cape. If we are to create and sustain the
desired and necessary condition of distress
we must shut in the smoke and do it so

completely that the bees can get no relief

until it is the operator's pleasure. This is

not possible in cracked, warped, leaky, un-
painted hives. And in hives of two or more
chambers, or if much of the space is unoc-
cupied, as, for example, a small nucleus in

a full-sized body, smoke enough must be
used so that the contained air will be so
smoke-filled that its circulation will not
afford relief.

Then the smoke must be of a suffocating
nature; hence the instructions to get a cloud
of "thick white smoke," and use just enough
of it to get the bees into a heavy roar and
then run in the queen and shut in the smoke
and queen for about ten minutes.
At once somebody, " to make assurance

doubly sure, gives them a good hard smok-
ing." Now, a good hard smoking generally
means a vigorous pumping of the bellows,
getting up a strong hot fire, and the hot
jjurning smoke produced thereby works
very differently on the bees from the " thick
white " sort.

_
First, it irritates the bees

often to a point of vicious attack on every
thing, including each other. Second, it does
not fill the hive with a suffocating cloud
which will produce the desired distress. It

seems strange that some veteran beekeepers
are apparently quite ignorant of the effect

on the bees of various sorts of smoke.
Some persons never can grasp and follow

instructions; and the more simple they are,

the wider the operator digresses from them.
For example, I have only to cite the many
failures to make so simple a thing as hard
candy, the making of which every lively

youngster is supposed to be able to do.

FAILURE TO FOLLOW METHODS PRESCRIBED,
AND THE RESULTS.

Some persons are prone to make varia-
tions of any method to suit their precon-
ceived notions before trying the method as
given ; and then on failing they lay it to the
method and not to their innovations, which,
likely as not, were tried out and discarded
by the originator of the said method. This
is very evident in reading the reports on the
new introduction system, as well as on
scores of other things pertaining to bee
culture.
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H. A. McLendon's apiary, Andalusia, Alabama. In reach of these bees are black and white tupelo,

poplar, alder, ti-ti, gallberry, etc.

Not a few have mixed the introduction by

the new method to queenless colonies with

the suggested experiments with the method,

in requeening without dequeening; and yet

nearly as many have reported success in

requeening without dequeening as have re-

ported failure.

Bee culture met with almost as gi-eat a

misfortune as good fortune when Lang-

stroth introduced his hive and the book in

which he described it, and the manipulations

possible with it. The bee-world went man-
ipulation mad, and has never gotten over it.

Most of the wonders of bee-life described

by Langstroth were overlooked so far as

applying them to the art of bee culture is

concerned. Hot on the heels of the ap-

pearance of Langstroth's hive came a host

of others, and all sorts of claims and coun-

ter-claims, variations, inventions, new or

revamped, fairly overwhelmed the bee-press,

and each one added to the obscuration of

the most important things in Lang-stroth's

book.
Coincident with the publication of Lang-

stroth's book was that of that gi-eat bee-

master, Quinby, perhaps the greatest we
have ever had. His book was packed from

cover to cover with the art of understanding

bees and their ways. Appliances were in-

cidental to the work, not the work to the

appliances. His description of bee actions,

the why and when of sundry operations, the

reasoning from effect back to cause, are

marvels of bee-mastership. Later, learning

of Langstroth's invention he was quick to

see its value, but he did not let it run away
with him. No, he fitted it to his knowledge
of the ways and needs of the bee and the

beekeeper. Wherever one finds an old stu-

dent and follower of Quinby, he finds a true

bee-master. One cannot help wondering
where commercial beekeeping would be to-

day had Quinby's work been the text-book

of the beekeeping world instead of Lang-
stroth. Quinby unquestionably was the

father of commercial bee culture. He did

more with his simple appliances than many
a " big " beekeeper of to-day does with all

his implements and appliances. And he

was able to do it because he studied the

bees and their ways, and understood them.

And those persons who took the pains to

study his writings also learned to a marked
degree to understand the bee.

But to-day it is not so. Every thing re-

volves about appliances and their manipula-
tions. Very few beekeepers will carefully

read a painstaking description of bee struc-

ture or bee behavior, and fewer still will

grasp its importance or know how to use it.

This fact is brought home strongly to those

of us who address gatherings of beekeepers.

After a careful talk on some phase of bee
behavior and its application to bee culture,

one is shocked by the total missing of the

points by some of the listeners. Here and
there will be one who has grasped the re-

marks, and questioning usually brings out

the fact that such a one has been a student

of some branch of applied science, or is

trained in analysis.
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I doubt not that many who read this will,

in their championship for Langstroth, fail

entirely to grasp the lesson I would teach.

I would not detract one whit from tlie honor

given to Langstroth, but I do want to point

out what we have missed in not knowing
more of the manner and method of Quinby.

To observe, to read, to gi'asp, to under-

stand and apply, was what Quinby taught

as no other man since has done; and such

method is what we need now, in all that

relates to bee culture, be it introduction of
queens or any other part of the art.

The new method of queen introduction is

based on well-understood reactions of the

bees to certain conditions, and it is good.

Its failure in some hands is due to the

operators not understanding the principle

or the bees.

Providence, R. I., Nov. 6.

BEEKEEPING IN ALABAMA

BY H. A. M^LENDON

It is like a farmer endeavoring to farm
without tools to keep bees without a jour-

nal. My apiary of a hundred colonies did

well last season. Except for the extremely

long drouth which, by the way, has never

happened here before, my colonies would
have averaged around 100 pounds of section

honey. However, in spite of that they

easily averaged 50 lbs. to the hive, which, I

think, is a good average.

I am sending a picture of my three-year-

old yard. So few people realize how great

the industry could be made in southern

Alabama, especially in Covington County.

I started with about a dozen gums three

years ago, with some little experience that

I got while with my father, J. R. McLendon,
on the farm in Montgomery County. In

those days the surrounding beekeepers

would meet several times during the year

with well-filled baskets, and have a get-

together bee-meeting, talking over bee cul-

ture, and exhibiting specimens of honey.

I prefer the ten-frame hive. My bees are

of a mixed race, and it is more than inter-

esting to note the difference in bees. Even
the mixed Italians show a great superiority

over the common strain. We are sur-

rounded here by the Conecuh River Swamp,
Bay Branch Stream, the five runs, and
various branches. In fact, I know of no
better location for a dozen or more apiaries

than southern Alabama, where we have
black and white tupelo, gum, poplar, alder,

ti-ti, gallberry, and various other plants

which grow honey in abundance.
The flow of the honey-dew is abundantly

spread over leaves of the various trees ; and
the hum of the bees, as we sit under our
own vine and fig-tree in the spring of the

year makes one feel as if the glory of God
rests with us bounteously.

What has become of the old-time beekeep-

er? From observation I think the industry

is more neglected in this State than in any
other in the Union. We have no bee in-

spector nor bee organization for the State.

Cannot some plan be suggested that will

wake up beekeepers of our State to the

realization that we are sleeping, and losing

great things in bee culture by not being
organized ?

Andalusia, Ala.

THE ALEXANDER METHOD OF INCREASE

Some Discrepancies tliatt Confuse Begimieirs and Veterans Alike

BY A. SWAHN

Br. C. C. Miller:—I am taking up bee-

keeping with very much interest, and have

your book, also every other book of note on

the subject. I have made a close study of

the subject, and the more I study and prac-

tice the better I like it. I find, however, a

few points which arc very misleading to an

amateur like myself, and should like some
light on the subject. Please refer to page
366 of the last issue of A B C and X Y Z
of Bee Culture in a note from you com-
menting on the method of increase employed

by the laie E. W. Alexander. This note
makes the whole subject very misleading,
as it is without an explanation. This leads
one to come to several conclusions—either

Mr. Alexander was not a successful bee-
keeper or he has misrepresented his methods,
as you say, " What successful beekeeper
uses it ? " I wish you would answer this

through the pages of Gleanings.
If Mr. Alexander's method of increase is

too rapid for good results I cannot under-
stand your article in your own book, page
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35, where you state that you made an in-

crease of 164 per cent on a white-clover

pasture only. After reading all this I am
simply uji against it, and can get no head

nor tail to the whole business. Such
contradictory articles should not be written

without full explanations, in order to make
a work any good to an amateur. I shall

thank you very much for some light on this

subject.

Ellsworth, Wis. -

[Dr. Miller sends the foregoing to us

with his reply.]

Don't be discouraged if at first there are

some things not entirely clear of compre-

hension in the literature of beekeeping. It's

a study, and by no means a superficial one.

When you studied arithmetic or grammar,
more than once you came upon things diffi-

cult to gTasp, and you were glad to apply
for help to " Teacher." Why expect bee-

keeping to be so different from other stud-

ies? And please don't expect too much
in the way of " full explanations " in con-

nection with every thing written about bee

culture. If every thing were so fully de-

tailed that the beginner could not possibly

misunderstand, a year later he would com-
plain at having the columns lumbered up
with unnecessary material. Moreover, in a

text-book a misunderstanding often arises

because a detached item is taken without

full acquaintance with the rest of the book.

Having said all this, let me hasten to add
that there are (probably always will be)

discrepancies and contradictions among the

writings of beekeepers. Difference in local-

ities and conditions lead to difference in

views. Besides, beekeepers are human, and
so may err in their observations or conclu-

sions.

Now for the thing you say you are up
against. Mr. Alexander divides before the

clover harvest, and says, " I find I can get

nearly twice the amount of surplus " by
thus dividing. In the footnote I say, '' If I

should follow the plan it would only be at a

loss in the honey crop." In thus saying I

do not accuse Mr. Alexander of being un-

successful, or as misrepresenting. He was
a successful beekeeper of the highest integ-

rity. But his situation wa.s one out of a

thousand. His bees had the range of 50,000

acres of buckwheat. His late flow was his

chief fldw, if I am not mistaken. If he

divided a colony before white clover he

could have at the beginning of buckwheat
two colonies, each as strong as would have

been the one if left undivided. Clearly that

should double his buckwheat crop; and even

if his clover crop were lessened by dividing.

his total crop might easily be "nearly twice"
what it would be without the dividing.

My late floAV is small compared with the

early flow. If I get a colony to its highest

strength by the beginning of white clover I

am doing well. If I divide, the yield from
clover of the two divided parts will be so

much less than the undivided colony would
give that no increase of fall flow would
make up for it. So if I should divide " it

would only be at a loss in the honey crop."

It may be well" to explain that the thing I

tliink esi3ecially misleading on the page
mentioned is the statement that you can
divide so that " you can have two good
strong colonies in the place of one ready to

commence work on your clover harvest."

On the face' of it, what can the beginner
understand but that with the proper man-
agement he can, by dividing, double his

white-clover crop? Not only do I not be-

lieve that it can be doubled in other loca-

tions, but I do not believe it can be at all

increased in one place in a thousand. Of
course, I may be mistaken in my belief; but
if I am correct in that belief, such a state-

ment should not stand in the A B C and
X Y Z without some other warning than
the protest in that footnote. If the author
of that book thinks I am off in this matter,

I'll change the question asked in the foot-

note, and say, " What successful man dou-
bles his white-clover crop by dividing his

colonies before the white-clover harvest ?
"

If he thinks there's any unfairness in that

question, let him please answer this : "What
successful man (or unsuccessful) increases

his white-clover crop each year by dividing

his colonies before the white-clover har-

vest ? " Names, please. Two will elicit my
wonder; five, a handsome apology.

You seem to see inconsistency in my
thinking that I could increase 100 per cent

only at a loss in the honey crop, and then

make an increase of 164 per cent myself.

Bless your heart, I've made a good deal

bigger increase than that. But I didn't

increase the honey crop by it—didn't expect

to. I increased bees, not honey; and when
I increased 164 per cent I didn't get as

much honey as if I had increased less or

not at all.

Here's the whole thing in a nut-shell: I

believe that where the early harvest is the

chief one (and that probably covers the

most of the ground) the less increase the

more honey ; but if the late crop is sufficient,

early doubling may increase the total har-

vest.

Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

[The Alexander method, when it first

came out, received a great deal of favorable
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Summer home and apiary of S. George Stevens, Duhith, Minn.

comment; but, as Dr. Miller says, we must
take into consideration that his (Alexan-
der's) main honej^-flow was not from clover

but from buckwheat, goldenrod, and asters.

His method of inci-ease is all right ; but the

time to apply is all Avrong for most local-

ities in the North. ' Dr. Miller's points are

so well taken that we shall omit the time
when, as given by Alexander, from the

next edition.

—

Ed.]

A WINTER IE HAVING A LAEGE IPTY SPACE BELOW THE BEES

BY S. GEO. STEVENS

Having twenty hives of bees to prepare
for winter in the fall of 1912, and no place

ot|ier than their summer stands available, I

was up against the real

question in earnest. I

had read very careful-

ly all the articles in

OrLEANiNGS ou the Sub-

ject, showing that

packed hives are the

only thing, and, on the

other hand, that the

thin black hive with

large entrance is the

only way, etc. As I

sat on an empty hive

debating the question

in trying to decide

what was best for

my needs, the happy
thought struck me.

"I'lfdo both," and so

T did, in the most sim-

ple manner.

Many times have I watched
fanning at one end of a horizontal

forcing the air outward while fres

the bees

entrance,

h air was

A closer view of the apiary of S. George Stevens.



A NEW TYPE OF WINTER CASE.

Below the packed hive is an empty box having a vertical entrance instead
of the usual horizontal one, and a series of slots communicating

with the hive above.

drawn in at the opposite end; and I thought
how unnatural it all was compared to the

vertical slot in a tree, where natural circula-

tion of air invariably exists by reason of
the warmer air going out at the upper end
of the slot, and the cooler entering the lower
end, thus saving to the bees the trouble of
fanning.

This thought first led me to the vertical

tandem hive, the lower one of which is

single-walled, emjDty, and provided with the

vei-y necessary vertically disposed entrance
which always insures at least some circula-

tion of air. This lower hive is also painted

black, and designed to absorb all the heat

possible from the sun's rays. The vertical

entrance extends upward somewhat beyond
the center of the hive, performing not only
the function of air circulation, but that of
providing means of avoiding complete
'' bloekation " by snow, which is no small

item.

Upon this empty hive is placed a large

simple plain box, about three or four inches

larger all around than a hive, and having a

bottom to cover completely the empty hive

below.

In this bottom adjacent either side, and
so positioned as to occur within the walls of
the hives both below and above, is formed
a long narrow slot or beeway, these slots

being preferably just the proper width for

a bee to pass through comfortably.
The hive containing the colony of bees is

placed within the large box directly over

the empty hive below, and the space all

around the hive within the box is filled with
any convenient form of packing, such as
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shavings, dried leaves,

or the like, there be-

ing sufficient space to

put four or five inches

of the packing directly

above or on top of the

hive. The cover may
be of any desired form
—preferably a tele-

scopic water - tight

wooden one.

Thus we have our
colony of bees in a

comfortable packed
hive with a positive

supply of fresh air

entering the hive upon
either side of the colo-

ny, and not up against

the lowermost bees in

the cluster, and also

providing winter quar-

ters with all the bene-

fits and advantages of
the single-walled hive for absorbing and
radiating the heat of the sun to the bees,

without any of the disadvantages that the

single-walled hive otherwise carries.

The circulation of air within the hive

invariably changes once a day on account
of the heat of the sun being on one side of

C. Woodward, Wyandotte, Mich., standing by a
colony of bees which, during 1913, filled 10

suiJers of 24 sections each, without
swarming.
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the hive or radiating" chamber part of the

day, and shifting to the other side during

the other half of the day; that is, of course,

provided the hives stand north and south,

thus reversing the air currents, as is evident.

Twenty colonies wintered in this manner
came through in most beautiful shape; in

fact, one colony of only three frames ap-

peared as strong as when put in in the fall.

Seventeen colonies were again wintered

in the same manner during the winter of

1913, and came through in fine order, even

though in many cases their stores were so

light as to cause the starvation of the entire

colony after April 15.

Duluth, Minn., Aug. 27.

THE BRITISH EXPERTS

BY ONE OP THEM

The certificates of proficiency in beekeep-

ing awarded by the British Beekeepers'

Association are more and more essential

as the county associations grow warm to

their work and the county councils decide

to appoint lecturers, demonstrators, and
inspectors. It may be of interest to our
American friends to hear of the three grades

of expert certified in this country, and a

little of the test which discovers them.

At the lowest rung is the third-class

expert. He has to satisfy the examiner in

the first place as to his ability to manipulate
bees. Under the examiner's eye he opens a

hive, searches for and finds the queen, re-

places the frames in their proper order, and
makes the hive snug. Until quite lately the

examinee had also to drive the bees from a

skep or fixed-frame box hive, getting all

the bees out and securing the queen as she

ascends with the crowd. Undoubtedly this

will be a useful accomplishment for many
years to come, and it is, perhaps, a pity

that the test for it has been dropped.
The manipulation over, the third-class

examinee has a talk of more than an hour's

duration with the examiner on the topics of
apparatus and their use, management, the

treatment of disease, and other questions of

practical bee culture. If he has proved
himself a manipulator, and comes out of

this talk with credit, he gets his third-class

certificate.

A few months later he sits for the second-

class examination. This consists of two
papers—A, practical; B, scientific. All

candidates sit on the same day; but in

their own homes or places contiguous there-

to, a responsible person being appointed in

each case as " vigilator," to sit in the room
and see that the rules of the association are

observed. Two and a half hours' hard writ-

ing are needed for the answering of each

paper. The candidate will have read Cow-
an's " Honey-bee," the first volume (sci-

entific) of Cheshire and Cowan and Herrod
respectively on wax-rendering, preparation
of produce, and exhibiting.

The papers of a recent seoond-elass ex-

amination had five questions each. In the

practical, candidates had to deal with spring
work, wiring frames, the sources and qual-

ities of honey, all the details of rendering
and purifying wax, and were asked to give

a justification of the maxim, " keep your
stocks strong." In the scientific, the exam-
iner wanted a drawing and description of

each leg of a bee, a scientific placing of

Apis mellifica in the order of Annulates, an
enumeration and short description of the

trophi, something about the fertilization of

the queen and her eggs, and an illustrated

account of pollination of flowers by the bees.

For the first-class examination the candi-

date must have a still more exact knowledge
of Cowan's book, and must show " a satis-

factory acquaintance with the best litera-

ture on bees and beekeeping." He can
scarcely expect to pass without a good read-

ing, for example, of the "A B C and X Y Z,"

and he must expect some questions on the

most up-to-date methods of American bee-

keeping. He may be asked, in the light of
this complete knowledge, to say something
about queen-rearing, the prominent differ-

ences between American and British meth-
ods for securing honey, the prevention of

excessive swarming, the pitfalls that beset

a novice, and how to avoid them; the duties

of a judge, and so on. In the scientific

pai^er he may have to draw the microscopic
details of an antenna, and allocate the

various discoveries of smell organs, and so

on to Swammerdam, Schiemenz, and the

others. He must know equally well about
the tongue, spermatheea, the nervous sys-

tem, the trachese, the ventricals, and the

rest, and be able to explain scientifically

hygienic details within the control of the

beekeeper. And perhaps he will be asked to

tell just what we owe to the discoveries of

Mehring, Langstroth, Hrusehka, Huber,
and others. In other words, his paper
knowledge must be somewhat extensive and
peculiar.

One is not quite a first-class expert, even
when he has answered satisfactorily this

final paper. It has yet to be proved that
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the candidate can give

out orally that -which

he knows. A day is

arranged for his at-

tendance before the

Board of Examiners.

A paper is handed him
with a topic written

upon it. He is given

five minutes for "think

ing over the topic and
outline notes." Then
he re-enters the room
and gives a lecture
" extending to a quar-

ter of an hour."

I have written these

notes on the British

system, without know-
ing Avhat counterpart

it has in America. Un-
doubtedly the reading-

up for these examina-
tions is of gi'eat use to

the beekeeper, whether he takes them all or

not. It gives an incentive for a closer study

than most of us would take without it, and

Vn outdoor colony weighing 30 pounds

—

tees, combs, and all.

a profundity to the pleasures of beekeeping
that the mere practice of rule-of-thumb
methods can never give.

Sheepscombe, Gloucestershire, Eng.

BY T. DWIGHT WHITMAN

As I was going to town on the street-car

with part of a hive on July 14, 1913, a
gentleman sitting on the other side of the

aisle asked me if I was a beekeeper; and on

my replying that I was he told me that

there was a colony of bees in a small tree

oiDposite his residence that had been there

to his knowledge for three weeks, and had

Getting ready to transfer the colony into a hive.
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l)iult a piece of comb
as large as a soup-

plate. Many times I

have been told of a

fine swarm of bees at

a certain place, and on

y o i 11 g there found
Ihem to be hornets;

but he was so positive

that they were bees

that I went out July

l(i, and found that the

bees had located in a

small alder-tree about

four feet from the ce-

ment sidewalk, and
were busy at work
bringing in honey and
pollen. The comb was
attached to the branch-

es in a number of

pieces, and there were
several hatched queen-

cells in sight The bees

and comb weighed 30 pounds. They were
remarkably gentle bees, and never offered

to sting while I was cutting otf the different

branches or photographing them. I put
them in a box with a wire-screen cover, and
brought them home on the street-car.

I put a box with a West cell-protector

leading into the box in the tree; and when
I went back in the evening I had caught

most of the stray bees; and Avhat few were
still out I had no trouble in catching with
my fingers and putting in the box.

The amount of work that they had done,

and the liatching of the cjueen-cells, was
remarkable to me, as we had not been hav-

ing either warm or fine weather, it having
been as follows: two fine clays; two rainy

days; one fine day; one dull and windy;
one showers during the day; two fine; one
rainy; one fine; one dull; one dull with rain

in evening; two fine days; tAvo days with

showers; two dull days i3receding the day
I got them.

Fig. 1 shows one side of the colony with
a hatched queen-cell near the lower edge
about the center of the colony ; No. 2 the

other side of the colony, with queen-cells

between the sections of comb. No. 3 shows
the colony ready to shake in front of their

new home; No. 4, the bees shaken off and
safely housed; No. 5, ready to cut out the

comb and tie in frames; Nos. 6 and 7, taken
one week later; No. 6, looking for the

queen; No. 7, there she is!

The photos were taken by myself by
treading on the cameia bulb attached to a

lung rubber tube. Note artistic pose.

Tacoma, Wash., Aug. 11.

The job completed, and the bees safe for winter.

[Prof. H. A. Surface sent us a very fine

photograph of an outdoor colony last sum-

mer. A reproduction of it appears here-

with, showing the extensive comb-building

for a colony living out in the open.

—

Ed.]

An outdoor colony having an unusual amount of

comb. Sent by Prof. H. A. Surface, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fhotoyraphed by Deek Lane.
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Apiary of Anna Sommer, Ronne, Bornhelm, Denmark.

BY ANNA SOMMER

I am sending you a picture of my home
apiary. It is only a small affair, but I have

an outyard containing the same number of

colonies. Large apiaries are not found on

our island. We have a profusion of flowers

in the summer, but the climate is so change-

able that the yield of nectar is quite uncer-

tain.

This picture was taken a few days before

Christmas. We always winter out of doors

here. The corner of the honey-house shows
at the right.

Ronne, Bornhelm, Denmark.

FEEDING BEES WHEN IN WINTER QUARTERS, WITHOUT CANDY

A Practical, Simple, and Reliable Plan

T. P. CLARE

Can it be done successfully? the beginner

asks. Yes, as successfully as in September,

though a little more trouble. First, as to

the feed. As the bees cannot fly, and so

evaporate the excess of water, as in Septem-

ber, we save them this trouble by making
the syrup thick and feeding it warm. A
food that gives perfect results is made by
bringing one measure of water to the boil-

ing-point in a suitable vessel. Then stir in

three measures of granulated sugar. When
thoroughly dissolved (near the boiling-

point) remove the vessel from the stove and
stir in one measure of honey (the poorest

you have will do ) . The honey will keep the

thick syrup from graining as it otherwise

would. Now, to get this thick feed stored

in the central combs, just where it is needed,

make a rim of boards, about four inches

wide, as large as your hive (an empty sec-

tion case or super will do). Heat a couple

of bricks, and put them inside the super on

an extra bottom-board. For a feeder use a

baking-pan, a little smaller than the inside

of the super. Place this on the hot brick

and pour warm syrup into the pan. Spread
over this a piece of cheese-cloth, some bits

of comb, a handful of shavings or excelsior
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(anything that will keep the bees from sink-

ing in the feed). Now place the hive con-

taining the colony to be fed upon the pre-

pared super. The warmth and scent of the

feed will lead the bees to loosen and length-

en their cluster to the feed, and in a few
hours the contents of the pan will be trans-

ferred to the brood-nest, and the bees will

settle down for their long winter sleep.

For the benefit of beginners I will add,

while the bees are feeding keep the cellar

dark to prevent bees flying out. But what
about those that are wintered outside, whose
case is doubtful? Any pleasant calm day
remove the top packing; raise the burlap
that is over the bees; place two pieces of
lath across the top of the frames, and upon
these invert a 10-lb. pail of grained honey.
Drop the burlap in front of the pail

;
place

more burlap and soft paper behind and at

the sides of the pail to protect the bees.

Fill in the chaff, put on the cover, and your
bees are safe.

Last fall, in packing I found several

stocks that had been breeding after they
had been fed up for winter, and that were
near the danger line. As we had plenty of
sweet-clover honey in 5 and 10 lb. pails, and
I had experimented in this way the winter
before, I fed up the questionable ones as I

have described, and every one wintered

finely, though it was the coldest winter we
have had for years. When combs of honey
have not been reserved, or when the supply
of these is exhausted, I have found that

granulated honey aiul warm packing will fit

the bees to answer the roll-call on the first

of May.
Call this "emergency feeding," Mr. Editor

—not to be desired, I fully grant, but it is

much to be preferred to empty hives next

spring. Bees around Toronto have not

gathered their winter stores this season, and

the zeal of many has got cold.

Toronto, Canada.

SPRAYING VERSUS BEES

BY C. W, WOODWORTH

Ever since spraying has been recommend-
ed for the prevention of the codling-moth
injury there has been more or less insistence

upon the filling of the blossom-cui3 of the

apple with the spray; and from the first

there has been more or less fear expressed
as to danger that might follow from the

use of the poison. By carefully conducted
tests and experiments this was early allayed

so far as concerns the danger from the

consumjjtion of the fruit ; but there remains
a very prevalent belief that this practice is

fatal to bees, and liable to poison people
consuming honey if the spray is applied
before the blossoms have ceased to produce
nectar. For this reason the published direc-

tions for si^raying almost universally insist

on the delay of spraying till the petals have
fallen, and in several States the spraying of

trees in bloom is a penal offense. It appears
that this general fear is not based on
experimental data.

We i^ointed out ten years ago that in the

Pajaro Valley the fruit that sets may be
wholly that from the first blossoms, and
that this fruit may be already as large as'

cherries before the larger part of the blos-

soms fall, and that, to poison the blossom-
cups of the fruit, the spray would have to

be applied before full bloom. It was not
necessary at that time to take up the ques-
tion of the possible danger to bees, since

the most satisfactoiy spraying practice was
found not to require early treatment. Recent

studies by Mr. W. H. Volck, of this Depart-

ment, have shown the desirability of a spray
during blossoming for other purposes, and
thus raises this question, though there have

never been many bees in the Valley.

A colony was shipped from the Univer-

sity apiary at Berkeley to Watsonville, and
placed in a tree in the center of a forty-acre

apple-orchard just before spraying, with an

unusually heavy dose of arsenicals as the

trees were just coming into full bloom. The
colony was selected by Mr. R. W. Brown,
assistant in apiculture, and carefully ex-

amined by him before and after shipment

to Watsonville, and he was unable to find

any evidence of the poisoning of bees or

brood. On the return trip the hive was kept

closed until enough dead bees had accumu-
lated for analysis, and samples of pollen

and of newly stored honey were also anal-

yzed by Mr. G. P. Gray, with negative

results in the case of the latter. An amount
of arsenic was recovered from the dead
bees, nearly approaching a toxic dose—all

clearly showing that, even under the severe

conditions of the excessive dose, and a local-

ity where practically all the food was from
sprayed trees, there was no appreciable

danger to man from poisoned honey.

In order to determine more definitely the

danger to adult bees, a large number of the

dead bees were dissected by my assistant,

Mr. E. Ralph Ong, and the internal organs
analyzed by Mr. Gray, showing that none of
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the arsenic present was inside the body of

the bees. It appears, therefore, that in

spraying, while the outside of the body of

tlie bee may have received enough arsenic to

cause the death of the insect, it remained on

the outside, and therefore could have had
no more effect than the sprayer experiences

from the spray that falls on the coat.

We feel justified, from the results secured

ill these experiments, in holding that there

is no danger to bees from spraying opera-

tions with insoluble arsenicals; and that

reports to the contrary, of extensive losses

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

to beekeepers, are without foundation. The
recent account of losses in Colorado (Foster

in Gleanings^ Oct. 15, 1914, p. 798) could

not have been due to arsenical i^oisoning

because the symptoms described are entirely

different. We have experimented very ex-

tensively with arsenical poisoning, with a

large variety of insects, and have never, in

any case, produced swelling; nor have poi-

soned insects ever shown the kind of activity

tliat bloated bees always exhibit, and which
was referred to in the same article.

University of California, Oct. 21.

SHAKING BEES FROM COMBS FOE EXTRACTING

BY GEORGE SHIBER

A phase that has grown monotonous with

me this fall is, " We have no honey for

sale. This has been the poorest season I

ever had—a complete failure." So day
after day my old customers come on foot,

in buggies, and automobiles for honey ; and
to all I have to pass out the distasteful

phrase. I am hoping that I shall not have

to say it next year; for I have had practice

enough repeating it this year; and—say!

I have been having experience in getting

mail orders with checks enclosed, and hav-

ing to return them.

I am learning something new about bee-

kee^jing this year. The problem in the past

was, how to get the buyers ; now it is how to

exjDlain the failure; so, as I say, I hoi:)e I

can lay the phrase pei'manently away next

season. We have had plenty of rain late

this i^ast season, so next year may make
good again as usual.

The above was not what I intended to

write about when I sat down (it's the truth,

though) ; but about that article by '' Out-

law," page 864, Nov. 1, on taking off honey
and extracting; it is good, and there are

many good practical points in it. The most
satisfactory way of taking off honey, and
extracting too, is the way which has the

least number of false motions and fussing.

In taking off honey I use a wheelbarrow
that holds two twelve-frame bodies; and
when full I run them into the shop and then

get another load, and so on. I never use a

broom or brush of any kind. I used to, but

found the brush caused unnecessary Avork.

I simply take oft" the cover, using plenty of

.smoke; put a cloth over combs that rolls at

the edge as fast as the combs are taken out.

Shake each comb down in front of the

entrance. This shaking bees off from heavy
combs is hard work unless we do it just

right; but if done properly the weight of

the comb will do the work itself.

How is it done? By taking hold of the

top-bars with both hands in the usual way,
and letting the comb drop, pushing it down-
ward with the hands; then aim to stop the

comb within six or eiglit inches of the

ground in front of the entrance. When
starting to stop the comb I push down with

one hand and raise the comb a little with

the other, with a slight jerk; this is done
very cjuickly without any fussing or foolish-

ness. No, it does not clean all of the bees

from the comb. They will soon fly to the

screen window in the shop, so they are out

of the way. When the extracting is done a

rew colony can be made of the cluster of

bees. I used to use a broom, and brush
each comb ; but I <]uit it some time ago
because it was extra work tliat I got no pay
for.

The Outlaw's remarks about taking care

of empty combs from the extractor are

good. I do not know of any thing that will
" tear one's nerves to slirecls " like being a

little careless in handling combs. For in-

sJance, in the hurry, if a few combs are

left against the wall or the floor, and then

more combs from the extractor, these piled

against them, soon they commence to slide,

or a foot goes through one, and they keep

piling up, and so general misery and hatred

of extracting follow. The rule I observe is

to put empty combs into hive-bodies as soon

as taken from the extractor when the body
is full, while the combs are spinning in the

macliine. This is piled up at the side of the

'shop, and another emptj^ body taken to hold

moi'e combs. We always find great satis-

faction in keeping every thing picked up
and finished as we go along, and in that way
we can accomplish more with less labor than

to I':'t things slip and slide around "every

wliicli way."

Kandolph, N. Y.
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A PAM OF BOSSES

BY LEWIS P. TANTON

Tliis pictiue shows the "boss of the

house," Miss Ellinor, age 19 months, peiclied

on tlie " boss hive " of this latitude. She is

in good humor, and enjoying the situation;

but the strong sun playing on one side

blinks the eye to make her look otherwise.

My champion hive (her pedestal) is

packed full of brood and honey, and has

Ellinor Tantou standing on the champion hive
in the apiary.

two comb-honey supers of 24 sections each,

and one extraoting-super, all full and ready

to remove. Besides this I have already

taken off one 24-.section super and one ex-

tracting-super.

From this hive I took a strong three-

frame nucleus early in the season. This

nucleus is seen in the rear, to the right, in

the form of a three-story hive. From this

young colony I have taken one 24-section

super almost full and formed another nu-

cleus hive (not visible in this picture) which

is now full of brood and honey, and will

make a strong hive for winter. On the

brood-chamber, which is packed close with

brood and honey, is a 48-section super, full

and ready to be removed, and ihe top ex-

tracting-super will soon be tilled.

The parent colony swarmed once; but I

returned the swarm to its home, where they

settled down contentedly. I also took two

or three frames of brood from it to help

other hives, and have a fourth, nucleus with

a queen from her stock, also a vigorous

colony. What promises to be a very plenti-

ful fall honey-flow is just commencing, and

1 anticipate another super or more of ex-

tracted honey from this colony. I do not

think you can find a colony as far north as

this tliat could enter into competition with

it.

These bees are very gentle. The children

play around them with safety, and I fre-

ffuently handle them without smoke or veil,

and without stings. They are quite yellow,

some of them almost four-banded.

Charlottetown, P. E. Island, Aug. 24.

lAMMNG HIVES; HIVE MECOMDS

BY DK. L. A. SIMMON

First a notebook is indisiiensable. Six

strips of tin are necessary, IV2 inches wide
and 5 long, each one painted a different

color—red, wliite, blue, black, green, yellow.

Both sides are painted. A small hole is

punched ^o inch from one end of each strip.

They are now bunched on one nail, and all

placed the same way. As the tin is concave

on one side where the nail is driven through,

the metal projecting around the hole on the

side opposite this projection fits into the

concavity in the next strip, permitting any
one of the strips to turn in either direction,

and yet with enough friction to hold it in

any position in which it is placed.

The method of using is as follows : Fast-

en the bunch to the hive by driving a small

nail through the holes in the end of the

bunch. They may be fastened to the margin

of the cover or on the center of the end or

.side. They should be arranged so that when

one is walking between two rows of hives

both sides can be read.

Since red is the danger-signal I use this

to indicate "something wrong here." Ap-
jjroaching a hive with this red signal up, if

I cannot remember the conditions when last

examined I refer to the page of my note-

book corresponding to the number of the

hive. There I find a brief record of condi-
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and read at a glance the exact conditions
of every hive.

With the intelligent use of a pocket note-
book this system relieves the mind of carry-
ing or trying to carry the individual condi-
tions of each hive.

Anburndale, Fla.

TWO COLONIES THANSFERMED

BY A. ROWLEY

Section of a tree containing a colony of bees which
A. Rowley transferred to a modern hive.

I am sending three snap shots taken while

we were transferring a colony from a bee-

tree to modern quarters.

I used to keep a few colonies as a hobby
in Ontario, Can., and on moving here I set

about finding some more. Last spring 1

.secured two colonies from trees.

Lexington, Tex., March 15.

tions. All hives are

numbered, and each
hive is given a page or

two in the notebook
corresponding to the

number of the hive.

Thus the red flag and
notebook take care of

a great many condi-

tions for which it

would be impractical

to have a special sig-

nal.

There are five colors

left. Each one may
be used to indicate

some imi^ortant condi-

tion. For example,
white for me means
" 0. K." Blue means
"queen-cells;" gi-een,

"recently swarmed;"
yellow, "a prime swarm;" black, "queen-
less."

The combination of black and white
turned up from the bunch in the form of a
Y means " ready for supers." Black and
red combined mean " supers ready to come
off;" red and white mean "out of stores;"
red and green mean "light in honey;" red
and white signify " dwindling." Any num-
ber of combinations may be made.

This system has, to recommend it, that
it is inexpensive, easy of application, con-
venient in use, everlasting, and unaffected
by weather. After learning the signals the
beekeeper can walk up and down his apiary

The log split open, showing the combs, the outside one of
contains a little brood.

which

The bees safe in their new home ; the four-year-old
boy hunting for the queen.
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SOME EXPEKIENCES OF THE SEASON OF 1914

The Man Wlios

BY OREL L. HERSHISER

Originally Read before the Convention of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association

Once there was a beeman who got a

bumper crop of honey and then some. At
first he was happy, and had visions of

wealth; but when he read in the papers that

nearly all who kept bees had bumper crops

also, some much larger than his, and that

the " land flowed with honey " as well as

with " milk," he was alarmed. He cried,

" This is more sweetness than the people

can eat. Surely this business has been over-

boomed, for beemen have suddenly become
as the sands of the sea in number, and

honey has deluged the land. Our hives and

bees will avail us nothing henceforth."

Straightway he " went to it " and sold his

bumper crop for a sum not gi-eater than he

had received for meager crops in other

years ; for many other beemen thought like-

wise. Honey was fairly thrown at the buy-

er, and was easy of purchase, for the

offerings were many and great.

But the following- season was a lean one

;

and as the last prospect for a honey crop

faded away, and orders had to be refused,

he soliloquized :
" Last season I received

little better than a song for my bumper
crop, and demoralized my market; and this

year I have little to sell. What little I have

is ' going some.' Bees and beemen do not

seem too numerous, and honey especially is

not too plentiful. The honey flood has sub-

sided, and I calculate that last season's and
tliis season's crops amount to not more than

an average for the two seasons. If I had

carried over to this season such part of last

season's crop as could not be sold at a fair

price, I might have realized handsomely
for all of it, and be ' bones and beans

'

ahead. But I let that bountiful gift of

nature slip away from me for nearly naught.

Good night."

Moral:—Don't get a panic when you get

a good crop of honey, and sacrifice it for a

trifle, but " bide a wee " until supply and
demand are normal.

The above fable illustrates one experience

common to many beekeepers for the season

of 1913 and 1914. But a few who do not

attribute the bumper crop of 1913 especial-

ly to the efforts of colleges and beekeepers'

associations to train thoroughly those who
wish to engage in beekeeping, but, rather, as

a phenomenon not likely to recur the second
consecutive season, are enjoying the average

returns from their apiarian investments by

reason of the honey carried over from last

season.

THE DISASTROUS EFFECT OF AN UNUSUAL
SNOWSTORM.

To the north of an apiary, and about 150

feet distant, is a railroad embankment about

twelve feet high, which would seem to fur-

nish ample ijrotection from wind and drift-

ing snow from that direction. Some 700

feet to the west are houses and trees, and
immediately to the west is the honey-house

and other artificial windbreaks. Along the

south side is a windbreak of old hives five

feet high.

During the latter part of February last

we experienced a fall of several inches of

dry light snow accompanied by a brisk

northwest wind that, notwithstanding the

supposed protection, drifted the snow, not

only around the hives, but into them, filling

every space between and to the very top of

the combs, and enveloping the cluster of

bees. When first looked over, four or five

days after the storm, 75 colonies out of the

108 contained live bees ranging from a

handful up to strong colonies. Very soon

they dwindled until but 43 colonies re-

mained, nearly all of which eventually be-

came reduced to what would amount to

from very weak to strong nuclei, and 13 of

these eventually became queenless. The
blanketing of snow seemed to take the vital-

ity out of those colonies that survived the

immediate ei¥ects of the severe chilling.

Colonies that, on first examination, seemed
amply strong soon dwindled badly, and the

loss of so many queens out of Ihe 43 surviv-

ing colonies is attributed to the devitalizing

effects of the severe chilling.

The colonies were normally strong in the

fall when prepared for Avinter. About one

third of them were in double-walled hives,

well packed above. A part of the remain-

der were in single-walled hives in individual

packing-cases ; a few in packing-cases con-

taining four colonies each ; and four colo-

nies in eight-frame single-walled hives,

drawn into a cluster, two facing the same
direction, and just opposite the other two,

and each packed with an eight-frame hive-

body full of packing. There was no notice-

able difference in the wintering by the va-

rious modes of preparation except that

three out of the four eight-frame hives

came out much stronger than any of the
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others, which may have been due to their

location near the honey-house and being

better protected from the wind.

Another apiary of chaff hives on the

south edge of a bush of tall second-growth
timber, with a large neglected orchard im-

mediately to the south, wintered 101 strong

colonies out of 105. Another apiary, simi-

larly situated, wintered with a slightly

greater percentage of loss. About one-third

of the colonies in this apiary were in

double-Avalled hives, and the other two-

thirds were in single-walled hives and pack-

ed in clusters of four each.

It is evident that hills and embankments
do not always furnish proper protection

from wind and snow ; that the effectiveness

of artificial windbreaks may be often over-

estimated, and that they often induce strong

currents of air where least expected, as is

shown by snowdrifts and clean wind-swept
ground in apparently well-protected places.

Experience proves that fairly dense or-

chards or second-gTowth bush furnish the

ideal protection fi'om Avind and snowdrifts,

and that hills and embankments cannot be

depended upon.

WHAT SIZE OF ENTRANCE^ IP ANY, IS NECES-
SARY OR BEST FOR OUTOOOR WINTERING?
Various sizes of entrances to hives for

successful wintering have been advocated.

Those advocating the sealed cover, so called,

want a large entrance or the full summei
entrance. Those advocating absorbents im-

mediately above the cluster seem inclined to

the belief that it is desirable to have the

entrance more or less contracted to insure

best wintering. In all cases ample entrance

for the bees to fly on warm days is advo-
cated.

Contrary to anything I have heard or

read on the subject, and at variance with
any previous experience, a small apiary-

came under my observation last spring
where the entrances to the hives had been
closed with fly-screen. This was done to

exclude the mice, but it also included the

bees. In addition to the protection from
mice fui'nished by the fly-screen, protection

from wind from the west was provided by
leaning a broad board up in front of the

entrances of the hives facing westward.
The hives were ]iacked in the usual manner,
in cases, except that one case contained
eight colonies. They were unpacked late in

April after the weather had been warm
enough for flights on several days.

The remarkable thing about this occur-

rence was that every colony in the apiary
(fifteen, I believe) was alive, and nearly all

in excellent condition. Tliat all the colonies

were not overstrong was shown by the fact

that one was wintered on four L. frames,
and another on five. One of the stronger
colonies had the entrance closed with dead
bees from within, in addition to the fly-

screen, in such manner as practically to

exclude the air. Over the cluster was a quiU
of burlap, and above this a packing of
forest-leaves through which, of course, there

would be a slow circulation of air. Now,
what size of entrance, if any, is best, in

view of this occurrence?

INTRODUCING A QUEEN BY THROWING HER AT
THE COLONY, AFTER OTHER METHODS

HAD FAILED.

Important discoveries are sometimes made
by accident and in despair. Unusual meth-
ods are occasionally employed, not with any
l^articular expectation of success, but be-

cause approved methods and treatments

This picture does not represent a new if

fruit, but illustrates how a swarm settled down alter
finding the limb of a peach-tree too frail to hold
them. They dropped off bj' handfuls, then started
on a second branch. Finding that too weak for all

of them they commenced a third as shown in the
photograph. The swarm belongs to Aaron Radick.

White Plains, N. Y. H.arriet R. Whit.^ker.
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have failed, and tlieie appears to be nothing

else to do. Thus, accidentally, was intro-

duced a queen to a stubborn colony by a

method not heretofore tried by the writer.

A strong- colony was made up of hatching

brood, and a capped queen-cell given which

the colony destroyed. A second queen-cell

met with a like fate. An attempt to intro-

duce a laying queen by the wire-cloth-cage

plan resulted in failure. (This method, in

In'ief, is the caging of the queen with young
worker attendants from the colony to which
the queen is being introduced, in a wire-

cloth cage, on the side of a brood comb,

preferably over hatching brood and over

some honey, and kept so confined with the

colony for from 24 to 48 hours before re-

leasing.) After the colony had rejected the

laying queen the presence of fertile workers
was discovered, and the colony was treated

by shaking the bees from the combs at the

distance of about 100 feet from the hive,

and giving them two more combs of brood.

A second attempt was made to introduce

a laying queen by the wire-cloth-cage plan,

which failed. I had a dark but otherwise

desirable queen that had been caged and
kept for a possible emergency for about

three weeks; and when I exi^erienced the

second failure at introducing a laying queen
I determined to try this one. Upon exam-
ination, however, I found her attendants all

dead from starvation, and the queen so far

gone she could hardly move. I thought it

not worth while to try to introduce her, as

she a])peared almost dead. However, I

oi)ened the hive, dumped her on the center

of the clustei", gave a puff of smoke on the

top and at the entrance, and left her to her

fate. She was accepted, and now heads a

good colony. Is this the starvation method
of introducing queens?

THK EXPERIENCE OE HOPE IN WHICH MOST
BEEKEEPERS HAVE OCCASION TO SHARE.

The past season has come about as near

to being a failure with many of us, so far

as the honey crop is concerned, as has come
within the memory of the present genera-

tion of beekeepers; but he lacks in wisdom
who does not earnestly endeavor to rescue

something of success out of failure. If the

aj^iary has been kept up to full strength in

anticipation of a forthcoming season of

l^rosperity in honey production, a golden
opportunity has been embraced. If any
beekeeper's bees are still short of wintei

stores a golden opportunity is still his; for

feeding is practicable, even in winter, and
in the cellar or out of doors. The late sum-
mer rains came in time to save the clover

and give it a vigorous growth, for many of

us. We also believe the rains came in time

to cause the basswood and fruit-tree buds to

set for next season's blooming. With these

fair prospects, and with the bees well cared

for against the winter period, we cannot but

indulge the hope of a good honey crop next

season.

Kenmore, N. Y.

PREVENTION OF NATURAL SWARMING RESULTS IN A MUCH GREAT--
ER YIELD

nso of Extracted Honay froam 74 Colonies, Sprimg Coomt, and In-

creased to 155

FROM THE LIVE OAK APIARY

Considering this a little above the average

for this year in California I thought it

might be of interest to some to know how
the bees are managed. I have met quite a

number of beekeepers since coming here,

and I think every one jwefers to let his bees

swarm naturally; and the more swarms the

better. I met one old gentleman who has

been in the business here for over forty

years, and practices cutting comb founda-
tion in thick pieces, leaving a space in each

lower corner of the frame so the bees can

build drone comb. He gave for his reason

that, the more drones a colony has, the more
honey he would get. After quite a discus-

sion he admitted he was doing the wrong
thing; but the next spring I found him put-

ting in foundation the same old way. Lots

of people are so satisfied with the way they

have been doing things that they want noth-

ing better. Every beekeeper certainly needs

to know how to work his bees on the very

best i^lan possible for the best results.

It has been proven time and again by

such men as Dr. Miller, G. M. Doolittle, and

others that, in order to secuie a big crop

of honey, one must control swarming. The
big colonies make the honey.

But they argue that the swarm and par-

ent colony will make more honey than if

kept in one. Let's see. Before a natural

swarm comes off, the queen stops laying

for from four to five days, and four to five

more before she is at her best—twenty

days before her bees liatch. and sixteen

more before they become field bees—over
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forty clays of the honey-flow gone. If no

swarms, the queen continually lays, and field

bees increase every day.

Last February I found nay 74 colonies

with very little honey and few bees; but

the weather was warm and very favorable.

The bees found plenty to su^jport them-

selves, and they were going after it with all

their might. I helped them all I could by

changing the brood every ten days, placing

the capped brood on the outside, as I

thought it would stand more cold than the

little larvje and eggs. It is wonderful how
they built ujd. As soon as five or more
frames were filled with brood I put on the

super (mine has eight frames), or second

story. I took from the strongest and helped

the weak until I had them all about equal.

Whenever a colony begins to prepare to

swarm, or is crowded with bees, shake them.

First set the old hive to one side and place

a new one in its place with frames of

empty combs or foundation. Then open
the old hive, take from it a frame with

eggs and larvas, and the queen, and put

them in the new hive. Put on the queen-

excluder and a wire screen; shake two-

thirds of the bees in front of the new hive,

and place the two bodies with remaining

brood and bees on top of the excluder and
screen. Give a small entrance in the second

story, so that all field bees can get out and
return to the new hive. The screen keeps

all the bees down with the queen, and the

honey is stored below. This brings about

conditions like those of a natural swarm.
In five days remove the screen, and in

five days more cut out all queen-cells. In

fiftten davs from then time the bees were

shaken, remove the queen-excluder to the

top of the second story. The queen will at

once come above and fill the second story

with brood. When the queen was very

prolific I used a fourth story. One colony

on the scales from May 4 to June 9 aver-

aged 9 lbs. per day. May 16 they made 20

lbs.

No increase was made until the end of

the honey-flow. In raising brood to the

third or fourth story the bees will build

as fine queen-cells as in natural swarming.
A week or ten days before the honey-flow

was over I placed the excluder with the

Avire screen on under the top story, and
gave them an entrance in the back and
succeeded in mating a queen in almost every

colony, so at the end of the flow I separated

each colony, taking almost all the brood with

the new colony, as all fleld bees would return

to the old hive. This gave me a fair increase

;

and as there is some honey coming in all

through July and August the colonies liuilt

up in fine shape. Ordinarily I would not

have secured any surplus at all; so by hav-

ing no swarms at or before the honey-flow

the bees were kept constantly at work for

me storing surplus honey, and the increase

cam.e at a time ujst as good for the bees, but

much better for me.

My average was 229 lbs. per colony,

besides over 200 lbs. of comb honey for

home use.

The theory is, to keep more bees. This is

certainly the very best advice. It does not

mean a greater number of hives, but more
in a hive; and esr)ecially at the time of the

honey-flow.

Simi, Cal.

MANY TRIPS TO THE FIELD DOES A BEE MAKE IN A DAY?

BT JOHN II. LOVELL

The attempt to determine how many trips

to the field a bee makes in a day, recently

described by Mr. Heberle, p. 904, Nov. 15,

is certainly highly praiseworthy for the

great patience displayed. A number of bees

were marked with colors; and for 13 hours

continuously, on July 15, Mr. Lunden
watched the entrance of the hive for the

purpose of determining how often the col-

ored bees returned from the field. It is

admitted that not infrequently they were
overlooked, especially in the afernoon,

when the observer became tired. The con-

clusions reached were that a field-bee makes
about ten trips a day—a trip requiring'

from 30 minutes to two hours—on an aver-

age, about one an hour.

Clearly, the observation is only approxi-

mately correct, even for this particular day,

since it was found practically impossible

to record exactly the number of trips made
by any individual bee for so many hours,

where so many bees were constantly passing

in and out of the hive. For any other day
it might be very inaccurate. The number of

trips a field bee m.akes in a day depends
upon : 1. The distance of the honey-plants

from the hive: 2. The abundance of nectar;

3. Temperature and weather; 4. Length of

day; 5. Incidental factors; age and con-

dition of bee. location of nectar in flowers;

place of storage in hive, etc.

The best way to proceed, I think, is to

make observations, not at the hive, but at

the field end, and note how many visits an

individual bee will make in an hour under
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ideal conditions to a quantity of free honey.

In this way exact data can be obtained,

which can be used as a basis for further

estimates.

On Sept. 12 one bee was trained to visit

honey placed on a glass slide about 100 feet

from the apiary. The bee was kept under
observation for 2 hours in the forenoon and

2Y2 hours in the afternoon. The visits were
recorded as follows

:

Bee came Bee returned Minutes Minutes
to honoy to hive at honey absent

A. M. A. M.
10:04 10:09 5
10:15 10:20 5 6
10:28 10:33 5 8
10:45 10:48 3 12
10:52 10:55 S 4
11:03 11:06 3 8
11:14 11:17 3 8
11:22 11:27 5 5
11:34 11:37 3 7
11:42 11:46 4 5
11:52 11:55 3 6
12:00 M. 12:04 p. m. 4 .5
12:13 P. M. 9

For 30 minutes the hee was not under observation.
p. M. p. M,

12:34 12:41 7
12:46 12:52 6 5
1:08 1:15 7 15
1:26 1:33 7 11
1:44 1:49 5 11
1:57 2:05 8 8
2:11 2:20 9 6
2:27 2:36 9 7
2:45 2:51 6 9
3:00 9

In the forenoon the average length of 12
visits to the honey was about 4 minutes

each. In the afternoon the average lengih of

9 visits was 7 minutes. In the forenoon the

average length of the interval during which
tiie bee was at the hive was 7 minutes; in

the afternoon, 9 minutes. It will be noted

that on the average the bee required in the

afternoon 3 minutes more to load and 2

minutes more to unload than in the fore-

noon. The average number of minutes at

the honey during the entire 4^/2 hours was 5

minutes; and the average number of min-
utes at the hive was 8 minutes. In some

instances the bee flew about a little while

before alighting near the honey. The aver-

age number of trips per hour was 4 2-3,

which would be at the rate of 46 trips for

a day 10 hours long. Where the condi-

tions were ideal—for example, if the apiary
were located near a large buckwheat-field or

n basswood-forest—a bee would probably
make about the number of trips stated.

If, however, the honey-plants were dis-

tant some two miles, then a much longer

time would be required. I doubt if the

flight of a bee will average more than 10
miles an hour ; and very likely, when loaded,

or it is late in the afternoon, or there is a
strong wind, it will be much less. Assuming
the rate to be 10 miles an hour, then 24
minutes would be required to make the

round trii3 of 4 miles. Allowing 5 minutes
to obtain the load, and 8 minutes to unload,

then each trip would require 37 minutes;
and there would be only 16 trips in 10
hours.

Again, if the nectar was deeply con-

cealed, as in white clover, or was scarce,

then the bee would be unable to gather a
load in 5 minutes, but 10 or 15, or even a
longer time, would be necessary, so that the

bee would make but one trip each hour. It

is clear that the number of trips a bee makes
in a day varies constantly, and depends
upon many factors; but under the most
favorable conditions it probably very rarely

or never exceeds 50 trips in 10 hours, rang-
ing downward from this number to a few
occasional trips made during the middle of
the day.

Waldoboro, Maine.

[Is it not possible that, since the bees

were working on honey instead of nectar,

they became excited and worked more hur-

riedly than if they had been visiting flowers,

and getting nectar instead of honey?

—

Ed.]

PARALYSIS AND ITS VAGARIES

BY MAJOR SHALLARD

It seems to me that paralysis has consid-

erably altered its nature or its effect upon
the bees since it first appeared in Australia.

The disease seems to have passed through
a steady change, and the symptoms are

quite different now from what they were at

that time. So different are they that one
ivS inclined to think there are two or more
diseases. First, there was heat paralysis

—

a trembling disease which occurred only
during very hot weather. The bees in con-

siderable numbers would be hopping about
in front of the hives and trying to fly, but

they were not swollen in any waj^ We next

got the swollen bloated bees, which crawled

to the edge of the flight-board and fell off.

This was much more severe ; more bees were
affected, and they died in heaps in front of
the hives. Their bowels were obviously

choked with fermented food, but they did

not void any thing. Perhaps if they had
they would have recovered. In the last

stage, the one we have reached now, the bees

are scattered thinly all over the apiary.

There will be, say, a bee to every six square

yards. They are not of the hopping variety,
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like the first stage, neither are they swollen.

To all apjiearances they are just ordinary

bees which are running about the ground,

and for some reason cannot fly. If you
watch closely you will find that some of

them (what percentage I cannot say) will

succeed in flying; but the bulk of them will

get slower and slower in their motions, and
eventually die. If this were all, the trouble

would not amount to very much; but it is

not. It is onlj' the small end of it.

The disease attacks the bees very sudden-

ly. A bee is, so to speak, well one minute
and dead the next; and for every one that

dies in the vicinity of the hive, twenty die

in the fields. Occasionally, when I have
been eating my lunch near an apiary, bees

passing overhead have fallen dead in my
lap. It is quite a common thing to find bees

affected in front of the hive, loaded with

liollen.

I have mentioned before in Gleanings
what is locally known as '' disappearing
disease.'"' Last winter I and many others

lost a lot of colonies through it, and I dis-

covered an isolated case of it in the apiary

about an hour ago. It was a single-story

hive to which I had given a j^ure queen
from a nucleus six weeks before. At that

time it had four frames of brood and plenty
of honey and jJoUen ; and for the amount
of brood it was well off for bees. I opened
the same hive this morning and found one
piece of brood not two inches across, plenty

of pollen and honey, and about sixty bees

and the queen. All the rest of the bees had
" disappeared." I do not know what causes

this disease, and I do not know any one who
does; but I think it is caused by a malig-

nant attack of the sort of paralysis last

mentioned, where the bees die while out

foraging. I know this condition of affairs

is sometimes brought about by shortage of

pollen ; but in this case there was plenty of

pollen and a young queen about a month
old whose sisters are doing well in other

neighboring hives. If mine is not the right

explanation of the cause of the trouble,

what is it? The vagarious phases of pa-

rah'sis have puzzled me.

Mororo, N. S. W., Australia.

BEE TREE STRUCK BY LIGHTNING

BY JOHN E. KEEFER.

On July 27, 1913, lightning struck a large

chestnut-tree only a few hundred yards

from my home. After the rain my brother

walked to the tree to see the damage done,

when he noted some bees flying about. Call-

ing me we made an investigation and found
that the tree had been the abode of a colony

of bees. Lightning struck off the upper
part of the tree, but did no damage to the

trunk and lower part, in which the bees

were located.

We decided to cut out the combs, expect-

ing a lot of honey, as this was a very good
season for honey; but when we had a hole

cut in we saw a pitiful sight. Since the

tree was hollow, the lightning struck down
the inside of it and actually tore the combs
to pieces. All that was left was a conglom-
erated mass of honey, combs, dead bees,

brood, rotten wood, and a few demoralized

bees.

It Avas a fine Italian colony, and no doubt
the one that left me the June before without

as much as bidding goodby. " The way of

tlie transgressor is hard."

I hope the other bees in my apiary may
take this as a warning and never abscond.

Millcrsburg, Pa., Aug. 8.

BY GRACE ALLEN

Still—so still—so strangely still!

No gleam of flashing wings.

The days are miserly and chill.

My hives are still—so strangely still

—

And nothing ever sings.

Pale and wan the shivery hours
Are utterly bereft

Of warmth and glow and scent of flowers

;

Of flaming summer's perfumed bowers
Not one is left.

O silent home ! so like a tomb
;

Is every fair hope dead?
O dreamers in your shadowed room, .

Huddled close in dusky gloom,

Have all your visions fled?

Not so ? Then tell me, you that dare
To soar through sunlit gleam,

When skies go dark, and, through gray air,

Unfriendly winds blow everywhere.

How do you keep your dream ?
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THE BACKLOT BUZZER
// )iropolis is a secretion, why the Sam Hill don't

tJuij use it with discretion?

Winter Cluster—Where should it be in an
Outdoor-wintered Colony at the Begin-

ning of Winter? Importance of
Windbreaks

I am using a double-walled hive, and am going to

winter outdoors. Now, I was told that I would
surely lose my bees for the reason that they cluster

below the frames; and as there was little room, I

ought to put a three-inch super on the hive bottom
to give them this needed space to cluster. I have
only single-walled supers, and know that wouldn't do
under a double-walled hive. Tell me about it. Will
they go through as the hive is, or should I put a
super under? They are heavily loaded with stores
for winter ; in fact, combs are nearly full, as I took
my supers off early to let them fill up and also fed
them well.

Cedar Rapids, la. H. L. Walker, M. D.

[There is no reason why you should lose your bees
in the double-walled hive. It does not need an extra
super under it nor one on top. The fact that the
bees are low down on the frames near the bottom-
board is just exactly where they should be. If they
were up near the top-bars there would be danger of

your losing them before spring. The further fact
that the combs are filled with iitores is another thing
in their favor; and the only place they should clus-

ter is near the bottom, just as you find them in
your hive. If your colony is of fairly good strength

tliere is no reason why you should lose the bees

unless you leave the hive exposed where the piercing

winds from a level stretch of country would strike

the hive hard. If the hive is shielded by windbreak
in the form of fences, shrubbery, or bviildings of any
sort, there is no reason why you should not get good
i-esults in wintering. In cold weather the cluster

iirdinarily is not much larger than a double fist. As
it warms up to a temperature of about 50 or 60,

the bees, if the colony is strong enough, should cover

nearly all the frames; but when the temperature
drops down to about 10 degrees above zero, especial-

ly if there is a high wind, or if it is below zero and
still, the cluster will shrink down to about the size

of the double fist, as first mentioned.

—

Ed.]

Hand's Convertible Hive; Further Particu-
lars Concerning It

Mr. J. E. Hand :—I read with interest your arti-

cles on the 16-frame hive in the American Bee Jovr-

nal and Gleanings ; but while, to an experienced
beekeeper, jour description may be all that is nec-

essary to me as a beginner, some of your statements

are not as plain as they might be.

If your hive is such an improvement on othei

makes, why don't you give us all the details, so that

some of us tan make and try them? Would yon
advise a beginner to start with such a hive, or had
lie better take one like the ten-frame dovetailed?

As I understand your article in Gleanings for

Nov. 15 there must be a duplicate hive for each
colony when you divide it into two of eight frames
each and pack for the winter. What is done with

these extra hives the following spring? Are the 16
frames united into one colony again? Is there an
entrance at the bottom on one side, so that the bees
can reach the entrance to the hive proper? Are the

16 frames placed in the hive parallel to the entrance,
like Arthur iVIiller's, or at right angles in the regular
way? Shonld you write another article for the

journals I hope you will make the description of

this 16-frame hive so plain that a novice can under-
stand i^nless you intend to manufacture and place oi.

the market tliese hives joiirself.

Reading, Pa. H. B. Shollenberger.

[Mr. Hand sends the foregoing and his reply to

us. As others are doubtless interested, we are

pleased to place them before our readers.

—

Ed.]

I am not advising any one to adopt the Converti-

ble hive : but if you feel the need of improvement in

hive methods it may helj) you. In construction it is

exactly like the two-story dovetailed hive except in

length. As we now make it, it is 20 x 24, with 14

frames and a % division-board, and frames parallel

with entrance in summer, and at right angles to it

in winter. The wintering equipment is a simjale box
without cover or bottom, made of half-inch stuff, 13
inches wide and 12 deep. To prepare for winter,

assemble eight of the best-filled combs, including the

bees, within said box, and place it on the floor inside

the hive, with frames extending at right angles to

their former position, and at right angles to the hive

entrance, which is at the end. This creates a liberal

.space surrounding the inner chamber except the end
having the entrance, which faces south or east, and
is protected by a heavy sheet of flax-board paper
between the two hives, the two entrances correspond-
ing in position. The deep inner chamber creates a
liberal space under frames, and the top story of the

hive holds packing material above. The hive is not
moved, nor the entrance changed in position or ap
pearance. Increase is optional.

Birmingham, Ohio. J. E. Hand.
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A Device to Stop Robbing
I give you a device I use to stop robbing—the

worry of most beekeepers at times. No article I ever

used seems to hit the spot, and trap hives are a

bother, besides killing bees that are following their

natural instinct. With my plan the home bees do

what killing is to be done, and even a small nucleus

will take care of itself.

I take a frame about an inch deep, and of any
size to suit the hive to be protected, so as to cover

the whole entrance and to extend five or six inches

up the hive-body. I cover the frame with wire

screen, and across the short way of this frame
(which would be vertical when put on a hive) I nail

a thin strip of wood, say about an inch wide. At
the bottom I cut a hole half an inch square through

this thin wooden strip and screen. This hole will be

in the center, and on a level with the hive entrance.

Now the protector is ready for the fastenings, which
can be hooks, to slip over nails or screws on the

sides of the hive, or the frames may be toe-nailed

into the front of the hive.

The principle is this: Robbers, whether insects or

men, know they are doing wrong, and so try to get

in and out by attracting as little attention as possi

ble ; so when they fill up and get to the light at the

hive entrance they think themselves safe, and start

to fly ; but the screen stops them. The home bees

nab them; and if they get away from one, there is

another ready for him; and you will find very few

robbers get away to bring others. They are kept too

busy to take time to find the opening they came in

at. On the other hand, the home bees can get into

their own hive with little trouble; and, while it

bothers them to find their way out, yet they soon get

"on to it;" and during their search they find the

strange bee in the same boat, and finish him; for if

he does break away from one he runs into the arms
of another. It is but a short time until the home
bees begin to stand guard at the opening; and if a

few pass the sentries they never get out alive.

I have used this protector on strong and weak
colonies, and it has never failed to stop the robbing.

By " strong " I mean when feeding is going on in

the spring, before the summer strength has been at-

tained.

Hartstown, Pa. Lewis M. Shafee.

Dequeening without RecLueening to Prevent
Swarming

In Gleanings for Oct. 15, page 805, appears an
article by J. E. Hand relative to " Requeening with-

out Dequeening." I wish to know if the hole is

made in the super so the virgin can go out and be

fertilized, and return to that super, and whether, as

soon as she begins to lay, she is allowed to go below.

Will she take the place of the old queen the same as

a virgin would?
Phoenix, Ariz. B. Jones.

[This was referred to Mr. Hand, who replies:]

In requeening by the virgin-queen method with-

out dequeening, some have reported the virgin killed

instead of the old one. Perhaps it will be safer to

remove the old queen and substitute a ripe queen-

cell, for bees have a decided antipathy against vir-

gins when eggs and larvse are present. If done
just before the old queen reaches the zenith of fer-

tility it will prohibit swarming with large hives ; but
reports show that it is not uniformly successful with

small hives. It is virtually the same method prac-

ticed by Dr. Miller with eight-frame hives. Any
thing that restricts queen fertility will cause swarm-
ing ; hence undiminished queen fecundity, coupled

with large hives, is immune from swarming. Any
attempt to have a queen fertilized in a hive with

a vigorous queen will ultimately result in failure

where bees have access to both queens through per-

forated metal.

Birmingham, Ohio. J. E. Hand.

Beekeeping and Pigeon-growing
I have some bees here in Arizona, but not enough

to make my living with, and there are not any more
locations that I know of that would pay to locate

bees on ; so now I should be pleased to know if you
think raising some pigeons would pay along with my
bees, as I should like to have something besides the

bees to make my living, so if we have a poor year

for honey the pigeons would help out. I think there

would be a good market for the pigeons, but I would
have to ship them to Phoenix, which is 35 mileg

from here.

Buckeye, Ariz., Nov. 17. Albert J. Ross.

[We do not know very much about the business of

raising pigeons, but doubt very much if you would
find it a profitable industry to work along with the

keeping of bees. Perhaps some of our readers could

inform us. Poultry-raising or fruit-growing go very

well with the keeping of bees, and we should be in-

clined to think that you would do better to adopt

one of these in place of the business of raising

pigeons. In the last edition of our ABC and X
Y Z of Bee Culture we have articles on beekeeping
and poultry-raising, beekeeping and fruit-growing,

and beekeeping and gardening combined.

—

Ed.]

Bee-brush Made of Rope
I have several little conveniences that I use in my

apiary, one of which is a brush for clearing the

combs of bees. Take a round stick, 16 inches long,

and with a rip-saw divide it for about 9 inches,

leaving the other end for a handle. Take a piece

of one-inch manila l-ope 6 inches long, and with the

strands fill the opening in the stick, allowing them
to project on both sides of the stick. At the end se-

cure it with bee-wire and securely nail the stick with

one-inch brads. This makes the best brush I have
seen, and is almost indestructible.

Another convenience is my covered hive-seat and
tool-box. My hive-seat is 14 x 16, with a pocket on

each end 6 x 14. These pockets come within an
inch of the top, and a cover is made to telescope over

the seat and rest on the top of the pockets. Under
the seat I have my smoker fuel; in one of the

pockets my smoker, and in the other my tools. The
framework of the cover is made of % xli/4-inch

white pine. The roof is rubberoid. Every thing

under it keeps dry, though I leave it standing in the

apiary all summer, and at the same time I take no
chance of setting any thing on fire in the honey-

house.

Milo, la. B. A. Manley.
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Apparatus for Setting Wedges in Top-bars
I believe I have an improvement on tlie ordinary

method of putting in wedges. My work-bench is

about two feet wide, and the wedge-setting apparatus

is about the middle of it, so I have plenty of roon

to work in front of it.

In using it I start the wedge at the left end, draw

my right hand along, thus starting the wedge in the

groove its full length. This leaves one hand at each

end of the frame. It is lifted over the part of the

machine that projects above the bench, and is pulled

up square against uprights. One quick pressure on

the foot lever then forces the wedge home. The

weight lifts the wedge-driver up as soon as the lever

is released. It should be so hung that it rests upon

the foot-lever when it has raised the driver about

two inches.

The driver should be about half an inch shorter

than the Inside of the brood-frame so as to work
easily.

This device is very easily made, and its use leaves

both hands free to hold the frame.

Hobart, Ind. Joseph M. Mundell.

to have extraordinary ability to find their old hive

even though the latter be shifted to a new location.

—Ed.]

Bee-Stings for the Cure of Alcoholism; Will
Combs Placed Crosswise in a Super Pre-

vent a Queen from Laying therein?
The following item from L'Apiculteur can hardly

fail to interest the readers of Gi^eanings :

"The physicians of a London hospital have recent-

lyi hy pure accident, discovered bee-stings to be

efficacious in the treatment of alcoholism. Five men,

of whom four were inveterate alcoholics, were treat-

ed at this hospital for

chronic rheumatism by bee-

stings. Besides a great im-

provement in the state of

the patients, the physicians

observed with astonishment

that the treatment had done

still more—it had caused

them to lose the taste for

alcohol. After leaving the

hospital the very sight of

alcohol nauseated them,

and for several months
none of them have touched

the bottle."

In a back number of

L'ApicvUeur it is stated

positively that the queen
will not lay in the super if

the super combs run cross-

wise the brood-frames.

F. L. Pollock.
Stoufifville, Ont.

[There must be some
mistake somewhere, as we
do not believe that any
reputable bee journal like

L'Apicultexir would make
or allow a statement to be

made in their columns that

a queen will not lay in a

super with the combs running crosswise of those

in the brood-nest. At all events, it is not true.

Queens will seldom lay in a comb-honey super, no

matter how the sections are placed with reference to

the combs in the brood-nest. In an extracting-super

the queen will go above if she is crowded below, no

matter how the combs are above.

The statement of the effect of bee-stings on alco-

holism is interesting and valuable if true. Does any

one on this side of the great pond know?

—

Ed.]

Willow-herb with a White Blossom
I should like to ask you concerning a plant grow-

ing here in the burnt-over districts of northeast

Minnesota^ which seems to resemble in every way but
one the willow-herb described in the ABO book.

The one differing characteristic is that this plant

has a white blossom instead of pink. What is it?

Another question:
When I divided swarms last summer, changing

the position of the old hive and putting a new one
on the old stand, why did the old bees not return to

the old locality instead of nearly all, as it seemed,
staying in the old hive, thus leaving the new colony
very weak ?

Markville, Minn., July 31. Frank A. Grace.

[Undoubtedly the plant you mention is the willow-

herb, for very often the blossoms are white instead
of pink.

Probably your old colony was not far enough
away from the new hive on the old stand so that

the bees found it and returned to it instead of re-

maining on the old stand with the new colony. It

depends somewhat upon the bees, some bees seeming

Is it Feasible to Send Bees in Carlots in Cold
Winter Weather?

Knowing that you have had a great deal of expe-

rience in shipping bees I should like to know if it

would be safe to ship a carload of bees, say about

Christmas, from northern Iowa to northern Minne-

sota, a distance of about 350 miles.

Lime Springs, la. O. S. Feankson.

[We see no reason why you should not be able to

ship your bees at the time stated. We have moved
bees by sled in the very coldest winter weather, and

found that those bees came out in the spring in fine

condition. We see no reason why you could not

move them by rail just as well. There will be no

danger of the bees suffocating if it is cold; and, in

fact, it is our opinion that bees will go through

better in cold weather than during hot.

In Gleanings for June 1 and the July 15th

numbers you will find the plan that we used in mov-

ing bees south and back again. While it is not

quite the same as we use now, it would work very

well for a small number of colonies. One thing to
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bear in mind is tlint the hives must be loaded no that

combs are parallel with the track or rails.

—

Ed.]

Horizontal Openings through the Top-bars
I am a beekeeper of fifty years, and have had

quite good success in vs'interins out of doors. Eor
many years I have placed a Hill device of some sort

between the frames and enamel cloth; and now the

idea has struck nae, " Why not have a passage
through the top-bar for all seasons?" It seems as
though it would be a gi-eat help to the bees in sum-
mer working as well as for winter.

My bee\ard is enclosed by an eight-foot board
fence on three sides—about a quarter of an acre;
then it is grown up with trees—a sort of an idle-

wild, with evergreen windbreaks near by, so it is

well protected. My bees winter better than those
of most beekeepers here.

I have taken Gleanings from the first number.
I keep about forty colonies, and am engaged in

general farming, and mix in beekeeping.
South Lyon, Mich. Alonzo Boedon.

[Passageways through the top-bars have been
suggested, but it is doubtful whether the advantage
thus secured would pay for the comparatively great
expense of cutting the holes.

—

Ed.]

Why the Old Bees Leave the Hive to Die.
It's strange how popular beliefs cling—page 867,

Nov. 1, T. P. Robinson. The facts are, that no
kind of bee leaves the hive with the express purpose
of dying. Bees die in the hive in cold weather, and
are carried out on warm days and dumped in front.
They do the same thing when kept in for any reason.
When a bee wants to leave the hive it tries to do
so by wing; but if it can't do so by vsring it will go
on foot, and, more than likely, never be able to get
back, and consequently it will perish.

Galena, Kan., Nov. 5. J. P. Beumfield.

Geese for Keeping Grass Do-wn
On page 719, Sept. 15, Mr. A. J. Halter gives his

experience with rams in the apiary as mowiug-ma
chines; but it does not seem to have been a great
success, as he intends to try ewes nejct year. I'm
afraid he will not improve matters, as they are just
as likely to knock the hives over as the rams have
done; but if he will try a few geese they will crop
the grass bare, and not interfere with the bees in
any way. I keep sheep, geese, and bees.

W. A. Teare,
N. Ballabey, Isle of Man, England.

Do Not Stir the gjnrup when Making Candy
Please tell our bi-otber fj-om St. Paul, Minn., page

153, Feb. 15, that his trouble is that he stirs the
candy while it is boiling. That is why it goes back
to sugar again. I had the same trouble as long as
I stirred it. He should boil it slowly and not stir.
Then it will come out all right, and the quality of
the candy will be good. I tried about four batches
before I got one that was all right.

Tingley, Iowa, Feb. 31. F. G. Hausz.

Beekeepers, as a Class, Temperance Men
We had the annual meeting of the "f r land Si ate

Beekeepers' Association this week, and were fortu-
nate enough to have with us Mr. W. A. Selser, of
Philadelphia, who gave us a very interesting ad
dress. We then went out to a dinner given by the
Baltimore Beekeepers' Club at a hotel with bar at-

tached; although we had about 30 to dine, nearly in

sight of the bar, not one took a drink of any kind.
which I think speaks very well, as we have men of
all classes in the club.

Baltimore, Md., Nov. 23. S. G. Crocker, Jr.

[The same thing has been noted at other conven-
tions of beekeepers when they met at hotels. Men
who produce honey are a dry lot.—-Ed.]

County Association Advertises Bee Business
We are getting a lot of alfalfa in this cciuntry,

and only in the last two or three years did people
think bees would live here. A few of us have Lees,

and have done well here. There are very few in the

county. I have 70 colonies, which is the largest
apiary in the county. For the last two years some
of us have had to fight foul lirood. We organized a

county association to fight this, and, in general, pro-

mote the business, and have had several very profit-

able meetings.

To advertise the business our association made an
exhibit at a recent county " silo school," where all

the best farmers come. As secretary of the associa-

tion I had printed a little statement of what some of

the beekeepers here have been doing. We have a
fine bee country here, and our association is going
to develop it.

Cordell, Okla., Dec. 2. A. W. F. Lee, Sec.

Washita County Bee Keepers

Association.

Do Bees Pay?
Will Bees Live Here?

Tbii 1 tliia

criy buiilled, PAY BETTER DIVIDENS Ibsi

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS to to w»»
couary that might be naved by beea.

la additloa to Ibe hoaey Ibe allalfa aoed c

per ceal by beea.

ia ALFALFA. BEES prop-

leal on Iba. fann.

the alfalfa faraia ot tkia

SOME RECORDS
e of your oei£hbor8 and members of this a«*ociatioa arc doiot- Ask them.

'^"ffllp^i^
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OUE HOME Editor

Tho effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man
iivailetli much.

—

James 5:16.

His delight is in the law of the Lord; and in his

law doeth he meditate day and night. . . . His leaf

also shall not wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall

prosper.— P.<.\i.jr 1:2, 3.

In our recent talks about answers to

prayer there is one point upon which I did

not touch; and I think it is a point where
skeptics and infidels and everybody else will

agree, or pretty nearly so. I can illustrate

it by two incidents that happened years ago.

About twelve miles north of Medina, on

the road to Cleveland, there used to be a

fruit-grower and market-gardener. He was
quite successful when he could keep away
from the saloons of the great city of Cleve-

land; but whenever he took a load of fruit

or 23roduce to the city, some one would ask

him to have a drink; and too often his

money from the crop that his busy wife and
children had heliDed to produce and gather

went into the till of the saloon-keepers.

Finally one fall, when he had some extra-

fine grapes, bis wife, fearing to trust him
in the city, persuaded him to take his load

to Medina. In order to hold it all in good
shape he put on a big hay-rack which was
covered with baskets of nice grapes with

other produce in the middle of his load.

There happened to be a scarcity of fruit

and vegetables at that time, and in a little

time he sold out for something like $40.00
in cash. At this point his duty was to go
straight home. His wife and children need-

ed the money for clothes, shoes, etc., for the

coming winter. But some evil genius who
knew his weakness asked him to have a

glass of beer. At that time there were four

saloons running in full blast in our little

town of Medina. There was a saloon close

by each one of our three churches, and a,

saloon down by the railway. After Mr. B,

had taken "one drink "(?) he proposed to

go straight home; but I am sorry to say
that at that time in our history, some thirty

years ago, there was almost always a crowd
of loafers waiting for such a victim. They
gathered around Mr. B. and asked him to
'' treat." Under the influence of the one
drink he " mellowed up," as we might say,

and, as a matter of course, decided he could

afford to celebrate his good luck in selling

out by giving the crowd a little treat. After
they had had a drink all around, the whole
tribe marched over to another saloon and
then to another; and by the middle of the

afternoon somebody told me that he was not

only treating the whole crowd in every
saloon in tow:!, but some of the crowd fol-

lowing liini, who had been careful not to

drink too much, asked him for the loan of a

dollar ; and then some one else of the crowd
said that he needed to borrow a dollar. Be-
fore night his money was all gone. He had
made the rounds of the saloons, even the

one down by the railroad, half a mile away.
His last copper was gone. His good friends

loaded him on his wagon and started him
home. I went to an attorney and asked him
what could be done about it. He said noth-

ing could be done unless Mr. B. would con-

sent to testify against his chum friends.

Now, here is the point I wish to make to

you concerning the j^ower of prayer. I was
indignant to think that our town should be

so cursed by these " enemies of all right-

eousness," and i^rayed that God would di-

rect me. At that time I was conducting a

Sunday-school in Abbeyville, where there

was a saloon and also a brewery. This after-

noon Sunday-school was on the road to Mr.
B.'s place; but he lived about seven miles

further on. After Sunday-school I drove

out to his house. 1 reached there toward
nightfall. I do not think I had ever talked

with him, although I knew him by sight.

You may be sure I prayed over the matter

more or less during that twelve-mile trip

with horse and buggy. I knew it was a

delicate matter to go into an intemperate
man's home, and to attempt to talk with
him; and I was a good deal discouraged

when I found myself a very unwelcome
visitor. The good wife esjoeeially almost

resented interference from, a stranger, and
Mr. B. would not talk at all. They evident-

ly were anxious to get rid of me The sight

of the poorly dressed wife and children,

and the scanty furnishing of the humble
farmhouse all together, made me feel that

my visit was an intrusion, and that I had
made a mistake, even though I had prayed
to be guided. With a sad heart and a dis-

couraged feeling that none of you can un-

derstand unless you have " been there," I

ap]3roached the door. In almost complete

desperation that little prayer came once

more, " Lord, help !
" I do not know but it

is a good thinf/ for us, dear brother and
sister, to become discouraged once in a

while. As a rule our prayers are only half

jirayers unless we are in a tight place some-
where. Well, just after that brief mental
prayer it occurred to me there could be no
harm in asking them to kneel with me while

I prayed for the father and mother, and for

the cjiildren huddled together in silence in

that little home. They consented to kneel
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down. At that time I was comparatively
new in the Master's service and training, and
my prayer would not compare at all with

that of an educated minister of the gospel;

but as I finished and rose up, I was aston-

ished to see the mother in tears. By the

way, friends, mother's tears

—

sometimes—
move mountains. The mother broke down
completely, and amid her sobs she made a
complete confession. She said, in substance,
" Mr. Root, you do not know how we toiled

and slaved all summer to get np that nice

load of grapes and other things. We were
all sadly in need of shoes and clothing. In
fact, we have not been to church or Sunday-
school, because we have not things fit to be
seen like other folks. I looked forward to

the time when with the proceeds of this load

of stuff we could get shoes and clotliing;

and when my husband came home with his

money all gone, and hardly able to put out

his team, I felt as if I should have to give

up."
By this time the tears were running down

the face of Mr, B. also, and with broken
words he said he would do any thing in the

world to follow me, in any course I could

point out, in order to be free from the
" demon " of drink.

Do you think, friends. I drove home in

the dark discouraged? Bless you, no. Al-
though it was a long cold drive over roads
such as we had in olden times, I felt happy,
rejoiced at one more victory, and sang
praises all the way. Next Monday morn-
ing, according to promise, my friend was
on hand. The common-pleas court was in

session here then. He went before the jui-y

and told them there as much as he could

remember. He could recall loaning the

money right and left, but remembered posi-

tively only one man—one to whom he had
" loaned " a two-dollar bill. He and I went
to see this man, and the man made an
excuse for his part of the transaction as

follows : He said the crowd was going to get

all the man's money, and he decided he
would get what he could, and give it hack
to him as soon as he could find him sober.

This was the saloon-keeper's excuse for his

part of the transaction. You can take it

for what it is worth. All the rest of the

crowd who had followed him all day long
denied getting any of his money. This was
a good example illustrating the sort of
friends a man has when he treats the crowd.

Well, the outcome was surh a shaking-up
in the saloon business of Medina as it never
had before. The one down by the railroad

quit business, or at least it quit an open
business; and the whole matter was only a

prelude toward making Medina dry. Before

another Sunday came around a certain busi-

ness man of Medina called on me and said

something as follows :
" Mr. Root, your

starting Sunday-schools and looking after

the children, teaching them texts, etc., is

all right. Nobody makes any objection ; but
when you get out of your beat, as you did

last Sunday afternoon, and start up trouble

by poking your nose into other people's

business, you are out of your place; and I

warn you that you will get into trouble if

there is any more of it."

I do not remember what answer I gave
him, but I had a feeling in my heart that

reminded me of the words of Peter—" We
ought to obey God rather than man."
Now, friends, the above is an illustration

of the answers to prayer which I think none
of you will object to, no matter what may
be your belief. If prayer helps us to ac-

complish results that could never be brought
about otherwise, by all means let us pray
while we work.

Just one more point right here

:

Of course I knew that many men start

out like Mr. B. with faithful promises, and
yet they are tripped up by devils in human
form. I went to the pastor of the little

church nearest their home. I told him all

the circumstances, and he promised to look

after Mr. B. with fatherly care. In due time
I received word from the pastor, saying that

the whole family were going to church reg-

ularly, and gave abundant promise of good
results; and Mr. B. told the good pastor

that my visit to him did more good than any
thing that had ever happened during his

whole life. Whenever he came to Medina
after that he came to my store first to let

me see that he was keeping the promise he

made before God, and before his wife and
children. He died years ago, a sober man,
and I have reason to believe he never drank
a drop after that Sunday night.

" He that converteth the sinner from the

error of his way shall save a soul from
death, and shall hide a multitude of sins."

Now, while this matter is before us let

me give you another illustration. Four
miles west of us is a place that used to be
called York Center. There has never been
a saloon there, although I think liquors were
at an early day sold at a hotel there. One
Sunday after church here in Medina a good
brother spoke to me something as follows

:

" Mr. Root, unless yon stop it, a saloon will

be opened to-morrow morning at York Cen-

ter. A room has been rented, the liquors

purchased, and they are standing in the box
to be put out on the shelves to-morrow
morning."

"But," said I, "Mr. C, why should I
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stop it? Have the good people at York no
objection and no interest in the matter? "

" I do not know any tiling about that, Mr.
Root ; but a saloon is going to be opened, as

I told you; and if you do not put a stop to

it I do not know who will. In fact, I do

not think anybody else will bestir himself

unless you do, as I say."

I tried to shirk the lesponsibility as no

affair of mine; but I could not get rid of it.

It was on my conscience. I do not know
but I felt something as Jonah did when he

was told to go to Nineveh. Sunday after-

noon it began to rain, and then it turned

to snow. The liveryman would not be likely

to be willing to let a rig to go out in such

a storm. I put on some hea\'y shoes, got

an umbrella, and started off on a four-mile

trip up the railroad track. I was acquaint-

ed with just one man at York, and he was
a pronounced skeptic and an avowed infidel,

and a loud one. ,
Notwithstanding tliis we

were well acquainted, and I called on him.

Of course, he was full of talk, and in his

talk he said something like this

:

" Mr. Root, you Christian people make a

great ado about intemperance. You have
temperance meetings and organizations.

You pass resolutions and appoint commit-
tees, but you do not do a thing."

Our good pastor. Rev. A. T. Reed, once
said in one of his prayers, " Lord, we
thank thee for our enemies, because they

tell us the truth when our friends would not

dare to." Now, is there not some truth in

the words of my skeptical friend? I said

to him pleasantly, " Mr. V., this may be
true, but how about you infidels? You do
not talk, and pass resolutions, but do you
really do any thing? "

" Yes, sir ; we see what needs to be done,
and then we go right to work and do it."

Of course, the above was pleasantry, and
we both laughed ; but my walk in the snow-
storm had awakened me. I think I must
have prayed about every step on the way,
and I was ready for business. I rose up
and said

:

" Mr. v., there is going to be some real

work done this Sunday night, and a Chris-

tian and an infidel are going to do it to-

gether. I accept your challenge; and you
are going with me to visit this young man
who is going to start a saloon to-morrow."
"Oh, no! no! Mr. Root. You will do

very much better alone. You are the man,
but I have no gift that way. I am sure I

would just hinder matters."
" No, you wouldn't, Mr. V. ; I have looked

out for that; You see you are acquainted
with this man, and with his wife and chil-

dren. Now, you are going with me, and

you are going to introduce me and tell why
I came, etc."

As he still protested I told him (of course

good-naturedly) that he was going with me,
even if I had to pull him over by the coat-

collar, and he went. I wanted him to rap at

the door. But he protested and hung back,

so that I did the rapping. When the door
was opened I said, " Mr. V., you are ac-

quainted with these people—come up here

and introduce me."
I cannot remember his words of introduc-

tion ; but it was laughable, if the circum-
stances had not been so grave. We went in

and sat down. I reasoned and plead. Among
other excuses the father said he would have
to educate his children, and he did not know
any other way to earn a livelihood. Great
heavens, fi'iends ! Just think of it—start-

ing a saloon in order to get the means to

educate a family of children ! I appealed
to the mother, but she would not talk, more
than to say briefly that her husband was
going to be very careful to sell liquor only
to those where it would do no harm, etc.

Like the father and mother I have mention-
ed first, they deemed my visit an intrusion,

dnd were evidently very anxious to get rid

of me. My friend V., although he spoke
hardly a word, also felt very much out of
his beat. The former transaction I have
mentioned had given me faith. I felt that

God was on my side, and, consequently,

"whom should I fear?" With more faith

than on the previous occa.sion I knelt and
prayed that God would direct the father

and mother, and I prayed for the children.

What do you think happened then? This
mother, like the one I have mentioned be-

fore, arose with tears streaming down her

cheeks. But something happened more than
a woman's crying. She marched across the

room with a queenly step, shook her fist in

her husband's face, and said, as nearly as I

can remember, " Sir, I hereby give you
warning that, the minute you open that

saloon, you and I part. I have obj-ected

from first to last. I have been cajoled and
hoodwinked into this business against my
better conviction. I submit no longer. For
the sake of these children, you and I sepa-
rate the minute you unpack those goods."

I have told you, friends, about the "happy
surprises " that a Christian meets in life

—

3'es, unexpected happy surprises, and the

above was one of them; and I did not feel

troubled nor worried when the man jumped
up and said, " Mr. Root, are you not a

pretty specimen of a Christian to push
yourself into a man's house uninvited, and
make trouble between him and his wife?"

I cannot recall at this late day what
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answer 1 ga\e; but I rather think I laughed,

even if I had made trouble, although the

real trouble seemed to have started before

I arrived there. He asked me what he should

do with the goods he had just bought. I

said:
" Ship them back where they came from,

and tell them all the circumstances, especial-

ly that j^our wife objects to the business."

Do you think, friends, a divorce followed?

Why, bless your heart, no ! There was no
divorce, neither Avas there a saloon opened.
Wbeu we got outdoors my skeptical friend

was profuse in his indorsement of my way
of doing temperance work. Said he, "Amos,
that is just it exactly. What you did is

just according to my notion. I believe in

this kind of Christianity," etc. ,

Now, I confess I do not know whether
this man adhered to his profession of belief

in prayer at that time or not. In thinking

it over now it occurs to me I should have
taken him to the pastor of one of the two
churches there ancl got the minister to look

after him as the other pastor looked after

Bro. B. And right in here comes that

beautiful admonition the dear Savior gave
to Peter :

" If thou lovest me, feed my
sheep." Dear friends, are we who profess

to be followers of the Lord Jesus in our

several places of work, praying, " Thy king-

dom come " 1 and are you looking after and
feeding the sheep and the lambs that are in

such very great need of food and encourage-

ment ? May the Lord help us.

THE BEEKEEPERS OP OUR LAND; IS IT NOT
TRUE THAT THEY ARE^ AS A RULE^

GODLY MEN?
L. C. Root once said at the opening of a

convention in York State, that our industry

is an honest and an innocent one, and that

we produce something that is of benefit to

humanity, unlike the occupation of the

brewers or distillers. Well, it rejoices my
heart to see that the bee literature of our
land is, as a rule, in the hands of God-fear-

ing men. I was reminded of this by the

letter following from one of the directors of

the Beekeepers' Eevieiv:

In regard to the petition, " Lead us not into temp-
tation (sermon in Gleaxings for July 15) I would
like to call your attention to this point: The Spanish
version has it, "No dejanos caer en tentacion," "al-

low us not to fall in temptation" (or into temptation).
It seems to me that this simplifies the matter, if this

is a correct translation of the original text. Wliat
is your opinion ?

Franklin, Tenn., July 24. J. M. Buchanan.

Many thanks, my good friend, for youi-

additional light on this portion of the Lord's

prayer. Well, / should like it just as you
have quoted it, and I would further add tliat

1 would put the Avord " fall " in italics

—

" alloAv us not to fall in temptation." That
would take in the thought that temptation is

good for us, as we have it in that beautiful

hymn " Tempted and Tried." Jesus prayed
for his disciples, not that they might be
taken out of the world, but that they might
be delivered from the evil. Now, then, let

temptation come; yes, let it come with all

of Satan's ingenuity and subtilty; but let

us meanwhile pray, and pray constantlv,

that the dear Savior v/ill not allow us to

fall, even if we are temi^tcd. Many thanks,

my good friend Buchanan, for your timely

and wise suggestion. I believe the Holy
Spirit lorompted you to write it.

Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shalt find

it after many days.—Ecc. 11:1.

The two letters following by some coinci-

dence reached me at almost exactly the same
time. Years ago it used to be customary to

drive bees with tobacco smoke; but after

several of the younger ones had commenced
using tobacco in order that they might be

up-to-date beekeepers I remonstrated, and
finally proclaimed through our little jour-

nal, as it was a little one at that time, that I

would furnish a bee-smoker, free of charge,

postage paid, to every one who would ab-

stain from or give up the use of tobacco

provided also that he Avould permit me to

put his name and pledge in print. He also

agTeed to pay for the smoker should he ever

use tobacco again. More than a thousand

smokers were given aAvay, and the pledges

taken. It took some money to pay for the

smokers and postage stamps to mail them;

but I felt that tliis money was "treasure laid

up in heaven," and I have good reason to

belieA^e it turned out that way. Noav read

the two letters

:

Mr. A. I. Root:—On p. 714, Oct., 1885, I wrote

you that I had decided to quit using tobacco, aiid

asked that you send me a smoker, which at that time

you were offering as an inducement to beekeepers to

quit using tobacco. I received the smoker all right,

and from that time until this day have not used

tobacco in any form, and, more than that, have

raised three boys, none of whom have used it. I

have long since quit keeping bees, but have kept my
promise to you. If you are still publishing Glean-
ings, I wish you would mail me a copy.

AVoodlawn, Ala., Aug. 6. C. W. Plant.

Some 40 years ago A. I. Root did me a friendly

service in inducing rae to give up the use of tobacco,

which I have never since used.

Dr. A. W. Thornton.
Kerndale, Wash., July 17.
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Foul Brood, Prevention Better than Cure 762
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Foul Brood, Samples to Dr. Phillips. . 793, 836, 971
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Holyland, Beekeeping in 414
Honey and History 905
Honey-bee, Ode to 72
Honey-board, A. C. Miller on 761
Honev-boards, Unbound, Not Wanted 843
Honey-bound Brood-nest 368, 393, 518, 955
Honey-cans, Holes in 448
Honey, Color (See Color).
Honey Compared to Other Pood 148
Honey Crop, Colorado, Further Report on

.
.'. 663, 732, 751

Honey Crop, Holtermann on 688
Honey Crop from Ontario, Further Report 662
Honey Crop Creates Panic 991
Honey Crop in Colorado, Foster on 579
Honev Crop, Dr. Miller's Questions on 311
Honey Crop, Dr. Miller 749
Honev Crop, Remarkable, from 800 Colonies. . . .505
Honey, Dark, What to Do with 367
Honev, Diflferent Kinds in One Cell

. . ; 127. 205, 718, 797, 837
Honey Exhibit at Vermont Pair 103
Honev, Fisbeck's Plan for Increasing Yield of. .553
Honey for Different People 491, 573, 575, 661
Honey from Same Plant Varies

. .

.' 48, 74, 152, 154, 234, 245, 433, 575
Honey from Hive to Honey-house 865
Honey, Haphazard Selling 620
" Honey Harvest," Poem 868
Honey-house. Interior Arrangement of 866
Honey in Warm Drinks 969
Honev Market, " bearing " vs. " ))ulling " 450
Honey Market, Effect of War on 795
Honey Market, Foster on 838
Honey Market, Local, in Colorado 576
Honey Marketing, Organization in 556
Honev Moved by Bees 368
Hone.v Off-grade, Folly of Selling 20?
Honey, per Capita Consumption ?

Honey Prices, to Prevent Variation in

Honey Prospect at Haileybury, Ontario'
Honey Production in Iowa
Honey Prospects in Canada
Honey Prospects in Marengo
Honey, Serving at Table
Honey, Stipply and Demand
Honey, Unripe
Honey Used by .Tews
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Honey vs. Sugar 449, 681, 749, 793
Hopper, Bert \V 548
Horticulture and Bees 504
Hotels Advertising for Honey .125, 286
House Apiary in City 181
House Apiary, Crane on 366
House Apiaries, Strittmatter on 383
House. Transferring Bees from 232
" How doth the Little Bu>sy Bees," Poem 718
Hybrids vs. Pure Italians 81]
Hydrometer for Honey 555

Idaho Honey Crop 600
Idaho, 240-coIony Apiary 301
Imbedding, Heated Wires 495, 573
Imbedding Wires, Heberle on 810
Imbedding Wires Loose 605
Imbedding Wires on Alternate Sides of Foun-

dation 647
Immunity from Disease 730
Imperial Valley Quarantine 7, 154
Increase, Alexander Method 979
Increase and Swarm Control 213, 313
Increase and Swarming, " Outlaw " on 541
Increase by Nucleus Plan 353
Increase, Dunton's Way 631
Increase from One Colony to Three Apiaries. . . .194
Increase Made by Combs Taken from Strongest

Colony 227
Increase, Modification of Somerford Plan 735
Increase Not Wanted 909
Increase, Questions on 606
Increasing from Two Colonies to Eight 694
Incubator as Queen-hatcher 771
Incubation, Greiner on •. 589
Incubation, Crane on 366
Incubation of Queeiis _,_^ . . . 125, 705, 841
Incubation of WTnivgi-s ."7

! 12Bt-335, 570,-£2^
Indiana Notes 765
Insjiection, Crane on 708
Inspection in Arizona 645
Inspector's Opportunity 843
Inspection Work in Tennessee 225
Inspectors, Good Advice for 752
inspecting, Helps and Hindrances 144
Inspection, Problems of 532
Inspection, Prosser on Requirements of 406
In.surance out of the Question for Bees 956
Introducing by Water Method 685
Introducing by Throwing Queen in Colony . . . .992
lutroducinp; in Cage on Alighting-board 818
Introducing, Cage-plan Safer 752
Introducing, Doolittle on 973
Introducing Dual Plan 793
Introducing, Emotional Method 549
Introducing, Further Report on Smoke Plan. . . .774
Introducing Hungry Queens 113
Introducing, Origin of Cage Method 818
Introducing Queens Late 533
Introducing Smoke Plan, Trouble with 735
Introducing, Smoke Method, A. C. Miller on. . .

^\Q 537 977
Introducing, Smoke Method Old! . iis, 152,' 31oi 388
Introducing, Smoke Method Successful 776
Introducing, Smoke Method, Byer on 750
Introducing, Smoke Method, Hopkins on 912
Introducing, Smoke Method, Cozins on 842
Introducing, Smoke Plan with Tobacco 557
Introducing, Smoke Plan, Burton on 814
Introducing, Smoke Plan, Crane on 709
Introducing, Smoke Plan Unsuccessful 868
Introducing, Smoke Plan, Stuart on 560
Introducing, Smoke Plan with Tobacco 557
Introduction of Queen Causing Death of Workers 325
Introduction, J. E. Hand on 949
Introducing Virgin Queens 771
Iowa Beekeepers at McGregor 550
Iowa Convention Report 100, 754
Iowa Honey Production 431
Iowa Location, Pellett on 557
Iron in Honey 163, 366, 749
Isle of Wight Disease, More about 57
Isle-of-WMght Disease 539
Italians for Comb Honey 244
Italians, Lack of Standard 251, 258
Italians not as Long-lived as Blacks 163
Italians Not Immune to Foul Brood 749
Italian,? vs. Pure Hybrids 811
Italians vs. Blacks, Doolittle on 9
Italians vs. Blacks for Capping Honey 85

1009

J
Jamaica Earthquake 693
.(amaica. Good Prospects in 113
Jamaica Honey Forty Cents a Gallon 518
Japanese Apiary 335
Jews, Great Honey Users 405
Jumbo Hive for City 183

K
Kansas, Good Record from 196
Kentucky Convention Report 109
Kentucky, Foul Brood in 518
Kentucky State Fair 38 T

Killing Bees with Kerosene 663
King-birds Eating Bees and Queens 31

L
Labor, Eight Hours a Day 796
Labels, how to Paste 733, 802
Label, Pasting Edge of 233
Labor, Profitable and Unprofitable 72
Larva; of Workers, are they Fed Royal Jelly?. . .817
Law, Net-weight. See Net-weight Law.
Laying Worker Caught in Act 867
Laying Workers, Cause of 85
Laying Worker Colony, Queen Introduced to. . .605
Laying Workers, to Detect 836
Lebkuchen and Dr. Miller 85
Ijice, Ashes to Exterminate ' 24
Lice, Blue Ointment to Kill 32
Lightning Strikes Bee-tree 996
Linseed Oil, Doolittle on 49
ijiquefying, A. C. Miller on 131
Liquefying Honey in Large Tanks 694
Liquefying, T. P. Robinson on 58
Jjiquefying Honey in Leaky Cans 448
Loaf Sugar for Wintering Bees 67, 849
Locality, Don't Condemn 311
Locality Self Condemned 311
Locations, Difference in 493, 686
London, Bees in 192
London, Ontario Convention 308
Long Idea Hive ".90

Longevity, Dr. Miller on 205
Louisiana, Getting Stuck with Load of Bees. . . .425

M
Mail Carrier and Beekeeper 803, 942
Mailing-cage, Barstow's Plan for Water 517
Mailing Cage, Sponge to Hold Water 81b
Mailing Diseased Brood, Careless 793
Maine, Fine Honey Crop in 820
Maple, Doolittle oil 209
Market for Bees in Holland 804
Market Quotations, Foster on 8
'ilarket Stimulated by City Beekeepers .... 165, 193
Marketing Bulk Comb Honey in Winter. . . .128, 972
Marketing Honey, Foster on 576
Marketing of Honey Haphazard 620
Marking Hives 711, 989
Marvelous Record in Catching Swarms 820
Mating Nuclei with Three Combs 154
Mating Virgin from tipper Story 796
Medina Field-day Meeting '. 758
Meeting in July in Canada 662
Meeting Outdoors 662
Melted Wax for Fastening Foundation 534
Mendelism, Bullamore on 552
Mice Destroy Colonies 692
Michigan Convention Report 54
Michigan Honey Crop 584
Migratory Beekeeijing, does it Pay? 706
Migratory Beekeeping in Europe 925
Migratory Beekeeping in New York 423
Milkweed, Honey from 593
Milkweed in Swamp 662, 794
Minnesota Beekeepers Organize 752
Minnesota, No Honey in 904
Minnesota, Wintering in 725
Missionary Makes Living with Bees 628
Mixing of Bees among Different Hives 87
Moods of Bees Vary 813
Moore, J. P., of Kentucky 266
Motor Truck in New York 432
Motor Truck in New Zealand 413
Motorcycle Runs Power Saw 899
Movies, Bees in 689
Moving Bees and Getting Stuck 425
Moving Bees, Arrangement of Car 547
Moving Bees, Disastrous Experience 420
Moving Bees in New Zealand 413
Moving Bees in Car Lots in Winter 999
Moving Bees to Basswood 133
Moving by Auto Truck 577
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Moving by Enclosing Hives in Bags 434
Moving from Ohio to Florida 138, 410
Moving in Mid-winter 73
Moving on Loose-hanging Frames 427
Moving, Shutting Out Field Bees before 426
Moving South 311
Moving, Trials and Triumphs 428
Moving with Entrances Open 163
Mustard Practically not Grown in United States 149
Mysterious Trouble among Bees 942

N
National Convention in Denver 838
National Secretary, letter from 233
National, Wisconsin Beekeepers Lack Confi-

dence in 226
Nectar, what if all were Saved? 946
Net-weight Law, Crane on 708, 794
Net-weight Law, Chadwick on 884
Net-weight Laws, National and State 385
Net-weight Law Not for Local Sales 648
Net-weight Law, Scholl on 795
Net-weight Law and Light-weight Sections 626
Net-weight on Cartons or Sections 661
New Jersey Convention 212
New Jei'sey Field-day Report 759
New Jersey Field Meeting 63
New Jersey Specialist 211
New South Wales, Freight Rates in 956
New York Convention Report 69, 472
New York Honey Crop 582
New York, Not Massachusetts 912
New Zealand Bee Journal 638
New Zealand Field Day 635
Newspapers to Keep Down Grass 312
North Carolina, Woman Keeps Bees in 228
Norway, Further Glimpse of Mountain Life. . . .724
Novice in Bee Camp 543
Nuclei Wintered Outdoors 674
Numbers for Hive, Chadwick 533
Numbers Made of Paper 956
Numbering Hives 711
Numbering Hives, Beuhne on 66
Nurse Bees Remaining Nurses 244

O
Observation Stations 461, 811
Octagon Hives 350
Ode to Honey-bee 72
Odor, Imparted by Queen 975
Oklahoma Exhibit 848
Oklahoma Notes 381
Old Bees, why they Leave the Hive to Die ....

867, 925, 1000
Ontario Convention 308
Ontario Honey Crop 581
Ontario Honey Exhibit 62
Oregon Honey Crop 600
Oregon Sources of Honey 196
Organizing in Marketing Honey 556
Organization and Selling 663
Organization, Co-operative 752
Outdoor Colony, Capture of 984
Outlaw, Story of 177, 222
Outyards, Boats for Traveling to 86
Outyards, where to Locate 622
Overproduction, Danger 408
Overstocking, Dr. Miller on 646
Overstocking in Arizona 434

P
Packing Comb Honey 838
Packing for Winter Case 893
Packing Honev, Plea for Uniformity 707
Paint Blistered on Hive 606, 688
Paint for Hives, Sand on 531
Paint for Sterilizing Hives 718
Paint Good for Hives but Not for Bees 85
Paint, Why it Came Off 476
Painted Hives Not Bad for Georgia Bees 464
Painted Hives Used 32 Years 448
Painting, E. J. Ladd on 952
Painting, Figures on 533
Painting, is it for Looks ? 311
Painting, Miller on 5, 125
Painting Pays, Byer on 246
Painting Preserves Hives 26
Painting Top-bars white 373
Painting, value of 289
Palestine, Beekeeping in 414
Panama Pacific E.\hibition 647
Paper for Hive-cover 837
Paper Hive-numbers 956

Paper to Keep Down Grass 842
Paper Wrapped on Row of Hives 941
Paralysis and its Vagaries 995
Paralysis, Medicinal Treatment for 647
Paralysis vs. Starvation 475
Parcel Post, Comb Honey Sent by 693
Parcel Post for Shipping Honey 206, 286, 560
Parcel Post in Canada 164
Pasting Labels 733, 802
Pasturage in City 303
Peas, Honey from 955
" Peace of a Dream," Poem 724
Peach Trees nearest Bees Produce Best Crop. . . 98
Pear Blight, do Bees Spread?. . . .299, 365, 641, 974
Peddling Honey, Doolittle on 130
Pennsylvania Convention Report 382
Phin, John, Death of 45
Pigeon-growing and Beekeeping 998
Pine, Limber Not Lumber 328
Planing-mill bee supplies 166
Plum-trees for Shade 956
Poison of Stings as Medicine 596
Poisoning from Beesting 491
Poisoning of Bees under Trees that are Sprayed 641
Poisoning or European Foul Brood 798, 974
Poisoning, Severe Case of 768
Pollen, Abundance of in California 245
Pollen, Artificial Feeding of 606
Pollen, artificial. Dr. Miller on 365
Pollen, Artificial, Small on 141
Pollen, Artificial, Value of 274
Pollen, Chemical Analysis Wanted 448
Pollen, Chemical Composition of 708
Pollen, Cottonseed Meal Substitute for. .. .234, 693
Pollen, Crushed Oil Cake Substitute for 148
Pollen, Different Kinds in One Cell 718,827
Pollen, Early Sources in Canada 408
Pollen, Flour and Sugar Substitute for 434
Pollen, Flour Substitute for 166, 218
Pollen from Grape Bloom 232
Pollen from maple 209
Pollen from Poppy 597, 598
Pollen from sunflowers 533
Pollen Gathered by Queenless Colonies 74
Pollen, Flour Substitute for 166, 218
Pollen, Sawdust as Substitute for. 154, 233, 313, 687
Pollinating, Bees Sold for 765
Pollenizing fruit trees, value of bees 229
Pollinators, Bees, Value for 755
Poppv as Pollen-plant 597, 598
Porch, 200 lbs. of Honey on 180
Porto Rico Association 770
Potato-growing 287
Poultry and Bees, Hershiser on 29
Poultry and Bees, Gary on 14
Poultry and Bees, Woman's Experience 25
Poultry and Bees at Texas Dry-farming Congress 707
Poultry as Side Line with Beekeeping 15
Poultry, Bartlett on 17
Poultry, Bees, and Gardening 20
Poultry, Gifford on 18
Poultry-house, Bees in 32
Poultry-house, Upson 25
Poultry Journals Criticised 32
Poultrv, no money in 206
Poultry Plant in Back-yard 22
Poultry Raising in Town Does Not Pay 8
Poultry-raiser Successful in California 926
Poultry Show, Exhibit of Honey at 639
Power Extractor, Hutchinson 500
Power Extractors vs. Hand 31
Practical Farmer, Extract on Spraying 93
Price of Honey, Supply and Demand Controls. .373
Prices of Honey, Chadwick on 450
Prices, Temporary Slump in 326
Prices to Boost 354
Professional Folks, Bees for 191
Propolis for Dressing Wounds 868
Propolis Prevented by Tallow 842
Propolis, Various Uses of 858
Pulp-board Hive-covers 575
Puget Sound Beekeeping 644

Q
Queen Introducing. (See Introducing.)
Quarantine in Imperial Valley 7, 154
Quarantine Law in Iowa 101
Queen Accepted when Hungry 113
Queen and Drone, where They Meet 272
Queen-breeding, Achord on 265
Queen-breeder Moved to California 575
Queen-breeding Yard, Mott's 384
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Queen-cage Candy, Granulated Sugar not Suit-

able for 153
Queen-cells, Destroyed to Stop Swarming

33, 311, 368, 531
Queen-cell Production, Horizontal 516
Queen-cell Patched with Foundation 717
Queen-cells, Destroying to Prevent Swarming. .311
Queen-cells Grafted by Nine-year-old Girl 938
Queen-cells in Upper Story 39J
Queen Eggs Do Not Hatch 31
Queen-excluder, A. C. Miller on 761
Queen-excluders, Beuhne on 66
Queen Going to Other Hive 518
Queen, High Development Due to Better Food

661, 971
Queen Imparts Colony Odor 975
Queen Introduced without Dequeening. (See

Requeening.)
Queen Introduction for European, Not American

Foul Brood 622
Queen Laying in Combs Crosswise of Brood-
combs 999

Queen Larva, Difference in Feeding 661
Queen Laying Several Eggs in Cell 434
Queen Lays Six Thousand Eggs 475
Queen, Miles on Choosing of 249
Queen Not Always to Blame 340
Queen, Prolific, are Bees from Hardy? 273
Queen Raised by Eggs Stolen from Other Hive. .476
Queen Reared below under Excluder 573
Queen Reared in Upper Story Failure 775
Queen-rearing Discussion 309
Queen-rearing, Doolitle's history 245
Queen-rearing, Dr. Miller on 969
Queen-rearing, Holtermann on 254
Queen-rearing, Losses in 290
Queen-rearing, Questions on 33
Queen-rearing, Spicer's Method 760
Queen-rearing on Isle of Cyprus 271
Queen Returned to Wrong Hive 163
Queen, Sifting Bees through Excluder to Find. . 64
Queen Stung by Worker 85
Queen Tested Out by Another Colony 491
Queen, to Keep Out of Upper Story 819
Queens, Absolute Uniformity Not Possible 256
Queens Branded 551
Queens, Caraway on 263
Queens, Clipped, Advantage of 232
Queens Confined Below 620
Queens, Early Rearing of 387, 405
Queens, Exchange of, between Different Colonies 66
Queens, for Breeding, to Select 906
Queens, 400 from One Colony 132 . 268
Queens Given Room by Extracting 215
Queens Hatching in Incubator 771
Queens, how Long to Keep 882, 884
Queens, Incubation, Doolittle on 841
Queens in Upper Story a Failure 796, 925
Queens Introduced by Water Method 685
Queens Introduced Late 533
Queens, Judging of, by Colony 708
Queens Not over Two Years 466
Queens, Qualify from Supersedure Cells 556
Queens Reared Out of Season 491
Queens Reared over Colony with laying queens. .285
Queens, Replacing when Two Years Old 619
Queens Shipped with Combless Bees 33
Queens, Striking Variations in 260
Queens, Three-year-old, Good 705
Queens to New Zealand, Death of 517
Queens, Two-year-old, Dr. Miller on 793
Queens, Young, A. C. Miller on 843
Queens, Young, Advantage for Next Season .... 669
Queenless Colonies Gathering Pollen 74
Quilts Not Used by Dr. Miller 925

B
Races of Bees Exhibited 846
Rain Came Too Late 600
Rain in California 127, 207, 245, 926
Rain-barrel for Apiary 909
Reading up on Bees during Winter 929
Rebellion, Poem 680
Record Board, J. E. Crane's 85, 366
Record Keeping, Flora Mclnfyre on 711
Record-keeping, Simmon on 989
Record System, New 533
Record, Value of in Breeding 261
Records for Apiary, Dr. Miller on 85
Red-clover Honey Crop 125
Red-olover Italians 274
Red Clover, Conditions when it will Yield 559
Red Clover, Honey from ^ 508

Red Clover, Second Crop, Bees Rarely Work. . .285
Red Clover, Second Crop, Bees Work on 286
Red Clover, Second Crop, Bees Working on 125, 246
Red Clover with Short Corolla 905
Redeeming Neglected Orchard 94
Rent, to Pay for Location 795
Rent, Dr. Miller on 836
Repp, Charlie, apple grower 347
Requeening, A. C. Miller on 50
Requeening at Swarming Time 386, 405
Requeening, Best Time for 73, 386
Requeening by Putting Old Queen above Excluder 393
Requeening, Fall the Best Time for 131
Requeening not Necessary 292
Requeening without Dequeening

. . .56, 126, 236, 292, 366, 476, 514, 537, 805, 998
Ripening of Honey 710
Ripening, Natural vs. Artificial 594
Roltber Cloth, Cheney 63
iioblier Trap, Modifying Escape for 819
Robbers Spread Foul Brood 518
Robbers, Tin Spout for Trapping 736
Robbers, Trapping Out Not Recommended 817
Robbers, Trapping of 706
Robbing, Chadwick on 127
Robbing, Creosote Dip to Stop 353
Robbing, Dr. Bruennich on 377
Robbing, Feeding during 745, 836
Robbing, No Necessity for in Feeding 839
Robbing, Shafer's Device to Stop 998
Robbing, Stopping of 648
Robbing, Wholesale 633
Rocks and Caves, Removing Bees from 394
Roof, Beekeeping on 168, 172
Roselle Jelly 47
Roses, Honey from 539
Roosts for Chickens, Removable 32
Royal Jelly, Amount Fed to Queen Larva 661
Royal Jelly, is it Fed to Worker Larviv ? 817
Rubber Stamps vs. Printed Cartons 661
Rye flour substitute for pollen 166

Sage Killed by Freeze 234
Sagging of Foundation Prevented by Melted Wax 4 6

San Bernardino Mountains, Bees in 134
Sandwiches, Comb-honey 449
Saw Run by Motorcycle 899
Sawdust, Bees Working on 154, 233, 313, 687
Sawdust for Pollen 687
Scale Hives, Record of 598
Section, double length, cut in two 214
Section Holding Full Pound 661
Section-holder Improvement 151
Section of Honey, Cost of 776, 927
Sections Cleaned at Outyards 838, 882
Sections, 4x5, Used in Square Section Super.. 153
Sections of Snow-white Wood 887
Sections, Unfinished, what to do with 734
" Secret of Song of Bee," Poem 776
Self Preservation in Bees 690
Selling and Organization 663
Selling Bulk Comb Honey in Winter 972
Selling Honey by Peddling 130
Selling Honey as Oranges are Sold 88
Selling Honey, Miles on 946
Selling of Honey Haphazard 620
Separators Used Only at the Last 474
Shade Bad if Too Dense 286
Shade Boards of Bark 857
Shade, Effect of on Swarming 468
Shade for Bees 71
Shade from Castor Beans 195
Shaken-swarm Plan, Questions on 393, 394
Shaken-swarm Plan without Increase 909
Shaken SAyarming and Comb Honey 409
Shaking Bees from Combs 988
Shaking Energy into Bees 311
Shallow Frames, Putting Foundation in 534
Shallow Frames for Producing Comb Honey. . . .673
Shares, Working Bees on 468
Sheep for Keeping Down Grass 719
Shipping Bees by Carload 354
Shipping Bees in Car Lots in Cold Weather. . . .999
Shipping Comb Honey by Express 956
Shipping Honey by Parcel Post 560
Shooting Down Swarms 469
Sifting to Find Queen 64, 516
Skunks in California 970
Smoke Plan of Introducing. (See Introducing.)
Smoke, when to Use 517
Smoker, Burning Creosote Out 312
Smoker, Self Extinguishing 509
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Smokers, Heberle on 462
Smoking Bees from Supers 836
Snow and Ice, Hives Buried under 672
Snow and its Effect on Entrances 73
Snow does no Harm in Winter 408, 708
Snowfall in Colorado 89
Snow-white Sections 887
Snowberry in Iowa 895
Snowstorms, Unusual 991
Snvder, Aaron, Death of 353
Soil, Effect on Color of Honey 433
Soil Fertility and Honey Production 293
Soil Improvement Association 205
Solar Extractor, Heat of 153
South Africa, Beekeeping in 944
South Dakota Convention Report 150
Spacing Device, Simple 912
Spain, Modern Methods in 310
Special Section Super Improvement 151
Splints, Dr. Miller's Method 969
Splints for Supporting Foundation 285
Splints, Home-made 941
Spontaneous Combustion, Danger of 34
Spraying, Both Sides of 247

"

Spraying, Exact Time for 125 ~

Spraying, Extracts from Practical Farmer 93*-
Spraying Fruit Trees, Address 473 -

Spraying, Ignorant, Kills Bees 433-^
Spraying, J. A. Green on 974
Spraying, New Danger 641-
Spraying, Wholesale, Killing Bees 91 •

Spraying, Woodworth on 987
Spray-poisoning or Foul Brood 798
Spring Dwindling, to Check 394
Spring Dwindling in Vermont 448
Spring Feeding Advisable only to Prevent Starv-

ing 145
Spring Feeding, Chadwick on 328
Spring Feeding, Ideas on Compared 147
Spring, Vision of. Poem 153
Squash Blossom with Seven Dead Bees 794
Squash Honey . . 646
Standardization of Hives 128
Starters in Sections. Shape of 9.'^4

Starters, Top and Bottom 327, 447
Starvation. Not Paralysis 475
Starved, Fourteen Thousand Colonies 539
Stealins Honey, Poster's Experience 633
Steam Honey-knife Here to Stay 557
Sterilizing Foul-broody Honey 975
Stimulative Feeding for Brood-rearing . . . .885, 925
Sting Poisoning 709
Stings, Cure for Alcoholism 999
Stings for Medicine 596
Stings, Hundred at Once 206
Stings, Not Lost when Stinging Other Bees. . . .451
Stinging, Severe Case of 768
Stock, Taking Inventory of 972
Stores for Winter, Amount Needed 709, 753
Stores in Hives, Holterniann on 733
Straining Hone.x-, Importance of 814
Stump, Bees in 232
Sugar, Amount to Make a Colony 794
Sugar, Amount to Build up Weak Colonies 606
Sugar, Beet, Opposed 163
Sugar vs. Dark Honey for Stores 751
Sugar, Deficiency in Salt 205
Sugar Feeding, Miller on 45
Sugar, High Price of 752
Sugar, Loaf, Feeding 67, 849
Sugar, Price of Going up 705
Sugar Syrup, Amount for Winter 325
Sugar Syrup, Consistency of 971
Sugar Syrup Fed in Cold Weather 986
Sugar-syrup Feeding, Hand on 671
Sugar-syrup Feeding, Holtermann on 807
Sugar Svrup, Honey in 708
Sugar Syrup. Quart Draws Foundation One-

half 794, 925, 926, 927
Sugar Syrup vs. Honey 449, 681, 749, 793
Sugar, Ton and a Half at War Prices 816
Sugar vs. Alcohol 883
Sugar, what Kind to Use 394
Sunflowers, Pollen from 533
Super Covers, Metal-bound Warp 813
Super Drpping-pan 886
Super Made of Winter Case 818
Supers, Bees Entering 330
Super Dripping-pan 886
Supers, Fitting to Odd-sized Hives 56
Supers, Improvement in 55-t

Supers, when to Put on 70
Superseding, Time of 405, 622, 706, 836

Supersedure of Clipped Queens 909
Supplies Made at Home 166, 718
Surplus, Fisbeck's Plan for Increasing 553
Surplu.s Increased by Restricting Swarm 451
Swamp Bee Pasture, G. W. Haines on 812
Swamp Milkweed, Crane on 794
Swamp Milkweed 662
Swamps in North Carolina 908
Swarm Caught in Bag 622
Swarm Clustered on Fence 234
Swarm Clustered on Wagon 142
Swarm Control, SchoU's Method 449
Swarm Control and Increase 313
Swarm, Control of at Out-apiary 467
Swarm, Early in California .

.

". 245
Swarm, Effect of Cutting Queen-cells 368, 531
Swarm Hived on Sealed Brood 619
Swarm Prevention and Control 210
Swarm Prevention, Doolittle on 664
Swarm Prevention, Requeening for 806
Swarm Stores More than Old Colony 393
Swarm with Young Queen 911
Swarm, Removing Brood to Prevent 329, 532
Swarms, Camera Tripod to Support Hive on. . . .311
Swarms Carry Disease 206
Swarms, Catching Stray 516
Swarms, Catching by Decoy Hives . .473
Swarms, Four from One Colony 912
Swarms from Diseased Colonies 471
Swarms Going into Other Hives 365
Swarms, J. E. Crane's Narrow Escape 883
Swarms Made to Cluster by Stream of Water. . .723
Swarms Made to Cluster on Pole 540
Swarms on Fence Posts 31
Swarms, Prime, How Long before First Virgin 619
Swarms, Restriction of Increases Surplus 451
Swarms Settle on Low Slyubbery 339
Swarms, Shot Down 469
Swarms, why they Go to Hill 406
Swarms, why they Cluster in Same Place 955
Swarming and Increase, "Outlaw" on 541
Swarming at Out-apiaries 337, 467, 574
Swarming, Aspinwall Hive to Prevent 70
Swarming Bees that were Cross 518
Swarming of Carniolans in March 817
Swarming Caused by Heat 232
Swarming, Clipping Late No Effect on 244
Swarming Controlled by Young Queen 225
Swarming, Demaree Plan for 447
Swarming, Dequeening without Requeening, to

Prevent 993
Swarming, Destroving Queen-cells for

".

33, 311, 308, 531
Swarming Impulse, Detection of 688
Swarming Not Prevented by More Super Room 205
Swarming Not Stopped by Empty Sections 882
Swarming Prevented by Excluder under Hive. . .394
Swarming Prevented by Removing Brood 329
Swarming Prevented Makes Greater Y'ield 993
Swarming, Shaking to Prevent 311
Swarming without Increase 353
Sweet Clover, Biennial yellow 937
Sweet Clover, Crane on 366
Sweet Clover, Frank Coverdale 754
Sweet Clover Grown in Florida 234
Sweet Clover, Hundreds of Acres of 113
Sweet Clover Introduced by Beekeeping Farmers 126
Sweet Clover, More Information Needed 751
Sweet Clover, Overcoming Prejudice 462
Sweet Clover Seed, Foster on 8

Sweet-clover Seed, Slow Germination of 166
Sweet-clover Seed Harvesting 230
Sweet Clover, Several Acres Sown 883
Sweet Clover, World's Champion Grower 285
Syrup. (See Sugar Syrup.)

T
Tartaric Acid Not Necessarv 883
Taxes Paid by City Bees 173
Telegraphic Honev Reports 601
Temperature in Cluster 903, 969
Tenement Hives, Crane on 46
Tennessee Convention Reports 224
Tennessee Nectar and Pollen Plants 432
Terms, Explicit 365, 447
Terminology, Some Suggestions 736
Terminology Faulty 365
Texas Beekeeping, W. O. Victor on 707
Texas Convention Report 707
Texas Field Day 620
Texas Honey Crop 585
Texas Honey Market, Condition of 795
Texas Honey Prices 208
Texas Prospects for Season 289
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Thistle Honey, Byer on 6
T}iyme or Summer Savory 590
Tiering up without Excluder 66
Time from Laying of Eggs to Hatching 5
Ti-ti Honey, Strong Flavor 694
Top-bars, Apparatus for Setting Wedges in 999
Top-bars, Horizontal Opening through 1000
Toronto, Bees in 246
Transferring from Wall of House 232
Transferring from Box Hive 819
Transferring on Thanksgiving Day 219
Transferring, Marchant's scheme 345
Transferring, Rubber Bands for 952
Transferring, Time for 33
Trapping Robbers Not Recommended 817
Tree for Bee Hive 59, 341
Tree, Getting Bees from vpithout Cutting 232
Trees, Bees Transferred from 990
Tripod to Support Hive bv Swarm 311
Ti-ips, how many Bees Make in a Day ? 288, 904, 994
Tropics, Beekeeping in 65
Trouble, Mysterious, in West Virginia 942
Tunis, Beekeeping in 690

U
Uncapping with Butcher-knife 886
Uncapping-forks 125, 461
Uneapping-knife, Steam 394
Unfinished Sections, what to do with 734
Uniting in Spring 313
Unripe Honev 710
Utah Honey " Crop 600

V
Veil, Imjn'ovement in Alexander 305, 094
Ventilated Escape-board 717
Ventilation, Holtermann on 807
Ventilation in Bottom-board 516
Ventilation Removes Moisture 434
Ventilation to Prevent Swarming 457
Ventilated Escape-boards, Bee Space on Both

Sides 114, 717
Ventilating by Raising Brood-nest 233
Veranda, 200 lbs. of Honey on 180
Vermont Honey Crop 583
Vermont Honey Exhibit 103
Veteran Beekeeper, Experience of 374
Veteran in New York 430
Village, 190 Colonies in 293
Virgin, Caging Second One in Hive 793
Virgin, How _Soon after Prime Swarm 619
Virgin Mating from Upper Story 796
Virgin Queens, Introduction of 771
Virgin, Young, Accepted 837
Virgins, mating early are strongest ....... . . 256
Vitality of Bees, Holtermann on. . . . : . 807

W
War, Eifect of on Texas Honey Market 795
War, Honey in 689
Wa^ps in Comb Honey 515
Washington Convention Report 150
Water for Bees, Heberle on 811
Water for Bees Sent by Mail. . . .140, 461, 517, 819
Water in Mailing-cage 517
Water, Great Amount Carried by Bees 817
Water, is it for Bees or Brood? 887
Water Method of Introducing 685
Water, to Secure in Apiary 909
Watering Place for Bees 244
Wax and Digestion . . . . ; 489
Wax, Cause of Being Dark 34
Wax Locomotive in Exhibit 381
Wax, " Outlaw's " Method 233, 244
Wax Press for $1.00 820
Wax, Refining of 819

Wax Rendering, Crane on 46
Wax, Weight of in Comb Honey 325
Wax, Yellow, Bees Secreting 939
Wedges in Top-bars, Apparatus for Setting. .. .999
Weighing Hives during Day 904
Western Beekeeping, Future of 621
White Clover at Marengo 489
White Glover, Small Amount in Indiana 765
White Honev for California 884
Wild Flowers in Colorado 166
Willow-herb with White Blossom 999
Windbreaks, Importance of 997
Winter Case, A. C. Ames 889
Winter Case, C. H. Root 64
Winter Case, E. G. Carr on 684
Winter Case for Twelve Colonies 46
Winter Cases for Citv Beekeepers 681
Winter Case, Holtermann 665, 892
Winter Cases of Drygoods Boxes 676
Winter Case Projecting below Bottom-board 113, 717
Wmter Case Used as Super 818
Winter Case with Empty Space below Bees. . . .981
Winter Cases, Quadruple 877, 969
Winter Cluster, Location of 997
Winter Disturbance 114
Winter Evenings, to Spend 929
Winter Ijosses among Specialists 326
Winter Nest, Byer on 6
Winter Nest vs. Solid Combs, Byer on 673
Winter of War-time, Poem 596
Winter Stores, Amount Needed 709, 753
Winter Stores, Dr. Miller on amount of 325
Winter Stores, Holtermann on 733
Winter, Disturbing, Bees in 692
Wintering, Boardman Plan 678
Wintering, Holtermann's Comments on 806
Wintering in Australia 683
Wintering in Canada and Ohio 326
Wintering in Clamps Unsatisfactory 775
Wintering in Minnesota 725
Wintering in Pits 668
Wintering in Room with Open Window 153
Wintering in Shed 849
Winteriuj; in South and North 407
Wintering, J. E. Hand on 670
Wintering on Let-alone Plan 693
Wintering on Candy Alone 687
Wintering, Outdoor Ahead of Cellar 366
Wintering Outdoors Preferred in Ontario 86
Wintering, Poor Results in New York 475
Wintering Prospects in Canada 928
Wintering Row of Hives Wrapped in Paper. . . .941
Wintering Small Colonies on Three Combs. .675, 971
Wire Fence for Out-apiary 327
Wire Held by Staples 231
Wired Frames, Combs Built from Starters in. . .434
Wires. Heated, Imbedding of 495, 573
Wives, ImViedding by Electricity 897
Wires Imbedded Loose 605
Wires Imbedded out of Line 97
Wires on Alternate Sides of Foundation 647
Wires out of Line 97
Wiring Frames, A. C. Miller on 452
Wiring, Vertical, Makes Wavy Combs 705
Wisconsin Beekeepers Organize 752
Wisconsin Beekeepers at McGregor 550
Wisconsin Convention Reports 225
Wisconsin Honey Crop 600
Woman Keeps Bees in North Carolina 228
Wood-swallow of Australia 934
Worker Combs, to Secure 631
Workers, Time Required to Develop 125
Yellow^ Sweet Clover ahead of White 937
Yellow Wax, Bees Secreting 939
Field, Fisbeck's Plan for Increasing 553

EDITORIAL
Adulteration of Honey, Important Case of 43
Adulteration in Germany 122
Adulteration, very Little in Honey 614
Alaska Beekeeping 361
Apalachicola Apiary on Cover of July 1 Issue. .485
Apalachicola Apiary, Latest Reports from. .281, 321
Apalachicola Bees of Root 201, 243
Apalachicola Proposition Not a Money-maker. ..572
Apalachicola Proposition, did it Pay ?

363, 364, 403, 404, 444
Apiary of D. M. Bryant on Cover of Aug. 1 issue.
Apiary of E. G. Ward on Cover of Aug. 15 Issue.
Apiary of J. A. Nininger 121
Apiarian Laboratory of U. S. Government, cover

of Nov. 15 Gleanings.

.VpicuHural School at Iowa 82
Army Worm A'ot Destructive to Clover 745
.Yrmv Worm on Alfalfa in Colorado 614
Artificial Substitute for Pollen 121
Asters at the Swamps in and near Medina 746, 747
Asters that Furnish the Most Honey 747
Automobile Accident 878
Automobile Truck, liow much it Costs per Mile 789
Automobile Truck vs. Motor Boat for Moving

Bees 283
Baldwin on the Editorial Stafif of the Review. . .321
Bee Botany at Medina . 746
Bee Country, Wonderful in the Cold Northwest . 446
Bee Disease Not Transmitted by Foundation ..202
Bee Disease, Destruction of Germs by Heat 703, 704
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Bee in Advertising 659
Bee Inspection in Idaho 657
Bee Market in Holland, Cover of Oct. 15 Issue 789
Bee Moth, Life History of 83, 84
Bee Supply Year Big 443
Bees and Fruit 323, 324
Bees and Good Land 243
Bees and Grapes 82
Bees and Poppies 81
Bees and Poultry, Combination of Two 3

Bees and Red Clover 525
Bees, Black, Eliminated by Foul Brood 2
Bees, Destruction of in Colorado 615
Bees in Candy Factory 658
Bees in Two Carloads to Virginia Dismal
Swamp 572, 923

Bees Killed by Smelter Smoke around Denver. .401
Bees, Moving in Car Lots, Important Requisite. .404
Bees on Cover 241
Bees Recognized in Farm Papers 283
Bees, Shipping without Combs 446
Bees, Those Carload Shipments to Virginia ... .964
Bees, what Makes Them Cross? 834
Bees Wintered Well around Philadelphia 361
Beekeepers' Association in Louisiana 657
Beekeepers' Supplies, Standardization 124
Beekeepers of City a Menace to Other Beekeepers 162
Beekeeping in Alaska 361
Beekeeping in Brazil 363
Beekeeping in City Limits 162
Beekeeping Taught in Y. M. C. A. Schools 282
Bee-tree, Broken Arm and Hundreds of Stings. .401
Bee-tree, Climbing Dangerous 589
Bingham, T. F., In Memoriam of 965
Biology, Elementary 835
Black Bees Eliminated by European Foul Brood 2
Blue Verbena 571
Boardman, H. R 322
Boneset or Thoroughwort 571
Bottled Honey Sold by The Root Co. over the

Country 966
Breeding in Cellar 122
Brood-rearing in Bee-cellar 3
Brood-rearing, Plan to Keep Down in Florida. .281
Bulletin on Bees from Texas 83, 84
Bulletin of Indiana on Bees 526, 527, 528
Bulletin from Massachusetts Showing the Rela-

tion of Bees to Horticulture 701
Califoinia, Prospects in 121
Candy Factory, Bees in 658
Candy Hard, Less Water Used 81
Candy Hard, Softening and Melting in Hives.. 122
Candy vs. Sealed Stores 791
Candy, New Way of Making 121
Carbon Bisulphide on Combs Not Offensive to

Bees 616
Carload of Bees from Apalachicola 361
Carload of Bees, Second from Apalachicola. .. .402
Carload of Bees, Unloading in Warehouse 402
Carload Shipment of Bees 402, 403, 404
Carload Shipments of Bees to Dismal Swamp. .964
Carloads, I^ast Two, Safe Arrival 444
Carloads of Bees, Those Two to Virginia. . 572, 923
Cartoons for Gleanings 361
Cary, H. F., in Accident 878
Cavanagh, P. B., Death of 161
Cellar Breeding, Conditions for 122
Cellar Wintering in Medina 321
Chaff Division-boards, Cheaper and Quicker
Way to Make 833

City Beekeeping in Florida 202
City Beekeepers a Menace to Other Beekeepers. .162
Clover Not Promising 486
Clover vs. Buckwheat Flows and how they Af-

fect Temperament of Bees 834
Cluster in Winter, Temperature of 879
Cold February and Possible Effect on Wintering 201
Colonies, Making Out of Sugar 920
Colorado Honey-producers' Association on Net-

weight Law 529, 530
Comb Foundation Not Transmitting Foul Brood. 202
Combs, Old, Rendered at Massachusetts Station. 921
Co-operative Society of Beekeepers in Minnesota 658
Cook, A. J., Vindicated 81
Crop, Enormous, of Cuba 362
Cross Bees, what Makes Them ? 834
Destructive Smelter Smoke in and about Denver 401
Die Biene und der Breitwabenstock 746
Dismal Swamp Beekeeping 572, 923
Disturbing Bees in Winter 84
Dividing and Running for Comb Honey 83
Division-board, Chaff, Quicker Way to Make... 833

Donahey and Other Celebrities at Medina 525
Drouth Not Broken by Late Rain 657
Editorial Staff of the Review 321
Elementary Biology 835
European Foul Brood Not Feared as Formerly. . 2
Extractors, Gearless 968
Extractors, Power Driven, Greater Demand for 443
Fads and Fancies of Inventors 877
Federal Net-weight Law. See Net-weight Law.
Feeding Colonies in Midwinter, Outdoors and in

Cellars 963
Feeding, Outdoors at Medina 569
Feeding Sugar to Make Colonies 920
Feeding when Robbing is Bad 745
Ferree, J. W., in Accident 878
Field-day Meet at Medina 445, 486, 525
Field-day Meeting in Iowa 443
Field Meet, New South Wales on Cover Picture

of Oct. 1 Issue.
Field-day of the Wm. Edwards Co. at Medina. .525
Floods in Texas 41
Florida, Cruiser Trip on East Coast 243
Florida, East and West Coast of 242, 243
Florida Lands, Good and Bad 203
Florida Trip, Ours, Exaggerated 323
Florida Visitors of A. I. Root 204
Florida, will the Boom Last ? 203
Poods Rich in Sugar 920
Foul Brood, European, Not Feared 2
Foul Brood, Few Germs Not Killed by Boiling. .964
Foul Brood, how it Travels 202
Foul-brood Inspection Work Remarkable 322
Foul Brood Not Transmitted by Foundation. . . .202
Foul-brood Quarantine in Imperial County.... 4
Foul Brood Scattered by Careless Beekeeping. ..284
Foul Brood, Shaking to Cure, Effective 123
Fountain of Eternal Youth 203
Freight Rate to Dismal Swamp vs. Apalachicola 924
Frost and Effect upon Asters 747
Fruit Growers Tribute to Bees 324
Golden or So-called Five-banded Bees 485
Government Apiarian Laboratory for Bees, Cov-

er of Nov. 15 Gleanings.
Graham, C. I., the Case of 284
Guarantee Clause Ruling on Pure-food Packages

Deferred 485
Hard Candy. See Candy, Hard.
Hay from the Second Growlh of Sweet Clover . . 659
Hives, Basic Principles of Modern 877
Holland Beekeeping, Cover Oct. 15.
Holtermann Winter Cases 789
Holtermann Winter Cases Tried at Medina 878
Honey Adulteration with Invert Sugar, Impor-

tant Case 43
Honey Exhibit at Connecticut Fair 833
Honey for Canning Purposes 660
Honey from the South 42c a Gallon 792
Honey Market in Ontario 201
Honey, Mashed Sent by Parcel Post 919
Honey Not Adulterated Much 614
Honey of High Food Value 920
Honev, Price of Not Affected by War 790
Honey Prospects, 1914 486
Honey Slack during Holiday Period 1

Honey, should the Price Advance in Proportion
to the Price of Sugar ? 660

Honey, Standardization of 965
Honey, Substitute for Alcohol 702
Honey, 270 Tons by One Man 362
Honey, Use of Encouraged by Great Steel In-

terests 702
Honey vs. Syrup, Feeding Value 789
Honeybees as Pollinators 701
Honey-crop Conditions and Prices. . . .526, 613, 657
Honey-crop except of Clover Same as Last Year 745
Honey-dew Honey 701
Honey-plants in the Swamps 571, 572
Imbedding Wires in Foundation 485
Increase by Feeding or Swamp Beekeeping 920
Increase in Cellar 122, 321
Indiana Bulletin on Bees 526, 527, 528
Inspection Work, Remarkable 322
Introducing, Miller's Smoke Method 42
Introducing, Push-in-the-comb-cage Method 922, 923
Invert Sugar as an Adulterant Detected by

Government 43
Invert Sugar Eliminated by War 964
Inspector's Report for Iowa 363
Inventors, Would-be and Who are Not 877
Iowa, Foul-brood Inspector's Report 363
Langstroth, Old Book 281
Longevity a very Important Factor 242
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Man who Never Loses Bees 322
Marchant's Scheme of Transferring Not a Success 362
Market Quotation, Uniformity of 1
Medina Field Day 445
Mercer, H. J., in Sing Sing Prison 281
Migratory Beekeeping 968
Migratory Beekeeping to Apalachicola. . 42
Migratory Beekeeping in and about Medina. ..

Mileage of Automobile, Cost of 789
Milkweed, Pollen Masses 572
Miller Smoke Method of Introducing 42
Misbranding and Adulteration of Spraying Mix-

tures 82
Misbranding, Whom does the Resposibility Rest

upon ? 660
Montreal Beekeepers' Convention 963
Mosquito Hawks, Destructive Work of at Apala-

chicola 444
Motor Boat Load of Bees on Cover, June 1- - • .402
Motor Boat vs. Automobile Truck for Moving

570, 571, 572
Mountain Scenery on Cover Picture of Sept. 15

Issue 701
Moving Bees in Car Lots, Important Requisite. .404
Moving the Bees to Southland for Increase 42
Names, Simplifying 121
National Convention to be Held 42
National Net-weight Law 361, 401
National Net-weight Law. See Net-weight Law.
Net-weight Law, A. S. Mitchell on 701
Net-weight Law, All about what it Means. .487, 488
Net-weight Law, Alsberg on 488
Net-weight Law and how it Applies to Comb
Honey 530

Net-weight Law and its Relation to Extracted
Honey 487

Net-weight Law Causing Inconvenience to Pro-
ducers " 615

Net-weight Law, does it Affect Extracted Honey ? 488
Net-weight Law, Effect on Prices 616, 617
Net-weight Law, Flood of Inquiries Concerning. .617
Net-weight Law, Grumbling Over 790
Net-weight Law Interpreted by Solicitor 528
Net-weight Law Not Altogether a Nuisance. ... 616
Net-weight Law, Offensive Ruling 921
Net-weight Law, Responsibility for Misbranding 660
Net-weight, Who is Responsible for Violation of. 528
Net-weight Law, why one should Comply with.. 613
Nomenclature, Simplifying 121
Nucleus Yard, Ours, on Apalachicola River.... 525
Ontario, Northern, Pine Bee Country. 446
Orange Honey 203
Orchardists Asking for Bees 323
Outdoor Feeding at Medina 569, 570
Out-apiaries Operated by Motor Boat . .283
Outyards, where to Locate 403
Palmetto when Good and Bad 243
Parcel Post, Limitations of 569
Parcel-post Shipments of Honey Disastrous. ... 719
Pasturage, Fall, Cover of Dec. 1 Issue.
Phillips, Dr., on Cluster in Winter ... 879, 880, 881
Plain Sections Lighter than Beeway Sections. .. 701
Poison, Not, but European Foul Brood 615
Pollen, Artificial Substitute for 121
Pollen, artificial 282, 283
Pollen Masses from Milkweed 572
Pollen, Natural Par Superior to Artificial 282
Pollination of Fruit Trees 324
Poppies and Bees 81
Poppleton on Mosquito Hawks 444
Poppleton, O. O 243
Poultry and Bees, Combination of 3
Poultry Life Editor a Beekeeper 1
Power-driven Extractors, Greater Demand for. .443
Price of Wax 658
Prices for 1914 487
Prices, should they Advance on Comb Honey

because of Net-weight Law? 616, 617
Prospects for the Season 362
Prospects in Florida 161
Prospects of the Season Good 444
Push-in-comb-cage Method of Introducing. .922, 923
Quadruple Winter Cases a la Holtermann 878
Quarantine, Foul-brood, in California 4
Queen Business Slightly Exaggerated 323
Queen Mailing-cages, Water for 122
Queen May Not be to Blame 241
Queens, Early Demand for in 1914 443
Queen-bee Business of Quirin Slightly Exagger-

ated 443
Queen-breeding Articles 241
Quotations, Market Uniformity of 1

Quotations on Honey Easing up 2
Rains in California 81
Rains, Late, Starting Honey-flow 487
Repp Bros., of New Jersey 243
Retrospect for 1914 960
Reversible Frames Not Wanted 877
Robbing, New Way to Stop 613
Root, A. I., and His Florida Visitors 204
lioot, A. I. and his Windmill, Cover of Glean-

ings for Nov. 1.

Root Bees at Apalachicola 201
Root Bees in Apalachicola, Florida 243
Root Company Selling Honey over the Country. .966
Root, Cruiser Trip Down East Coast of Florida. 243
Root, E. R., Trip to Florida 123
Root, E. R., Open Letter from Florida 242
Root, Queen Business, Florida, Exaggerated. ... 323
Ruling of Guarantee Clause Deferred 485
Scythe, Handy for Bee-yards 444
Selser on Feeding to Make Colonies 920
Shaking to Cure Foul Brood Effective 123
Signing Name to Contributions 122
Smoke Method of Introducing Not Approved. . . .968
Smoke method of Introducing, Miller's 42
Smoke Method of Introducing not always Reliable 657
Snow for Closing Entrances 963
Snows and Clover 201
South American Honey, 42 cts. a Gallon in New

York 792
Spanish Needle 702
Special Numbers for Gleanings 41
Spraying Liquids to Kill Codling and Gypsy

Moths Devastating ^Vhole Apiaries 322
Spraying Mixtures Misbranded 82
Sprays for Fruit-trees Killing Bees 964
Standardization of Beekeepers' Supplies 124
Standardizing Honey as a Food 965
Straw Skeps of Bees in Holland for Sale, Cover

Oct. 15 Issue 789
Sugar, Brown vs. White 702
Sugar, is it too Expensive to Feed? 659
Sugar, will it Rise to 15 cts. ? 703
Sugar, will it Rise or Fall ? 745
Swamp Beekeeping in and about Medina

570, 571, 572, 614, 702, 747, 791
Swamp Beekeeping vs. Cheap Honey Feeding at
Home 791

Swamp Beekeeping vs. Feeding to Make Increase 920
Swamp Milkweed 571
Swamps at Hudson and Akron 702
Swamps at Mentor 572
Swarming, Methods for Controlling Same 83
Sweet-clover Hay, Second Growth 659
Temperature of the Honeybee Cluster in Winter 879
Temperature Necessary to Kill Germs of Foul

Brood 703, 704
Texas Bulletin 83, 84
Thermometer, Electric and Mercurial 879
Trainload of Bees from Florida to Ohio 403
Transferring, A. B. Marchant's, Not a Success. .362
Truck, Cost per Mile of Operation 789
War and its Effect upon West Indian and South

American Honeys 658
War and its Effect on Price of Extracted Honey. 792
War in Europe, Its Effect on Honey Prices. . . .613
War Lords of Europe, Crime of 792
War Not Affecting Price of Table Honey 790
Water in Mailing-cages 122
Wax-rendering Station in Massachusetts 921
Weather Conditions in Ohio and in Canada . . . .323
Weather in Southern Florida 201
West India Honey, 42c a Gallon in New York. .792
White on the Destruction of Bee Disease Germs

by Heat 703, 704
Wild Sunflowers 571, 702
Wiley, Dr., on Food Value of Honey 920
Windmill of A. I. Root, Cover of Nov. 1.

Winter Feeding Outdoors and Indoors 963
Winter Nest Again 4]
Winter Nest, A. I. Root on subject of 1
Winter Setting in Early 719
Wintering Reports 241
Wintering and Prospects for Honey Crop 282
Wintering Bees in South more Expensive than North

281
Wintering Conditions Compared in Ohio and

Ontario 323
Wintering Excellent all over United States 321
Wintering Experiments by Dr. Phillips 879, 880, 881
Wintering in Quadruple Holtermann Cases.... 789
Wintering in Quadruple Winter Cases 878
Wires, Imbedding in Foundation 485
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A. I. ROOT'S DEPARTMENT
Note.—Where two numbers are given, the first refers to the page in the aflvertising department, and the
second one to the number of the journal; thus, 18-20 means page 18, Oct. 15, etc.

ABC Book, Origin of 696
Achan, an, in Cleveland 278
Advertising Liquors in Dry Territory 80
Age, Old, Deferred 519, 522, 20-13, 699
Air, Fresh, for Sleeping-room 75
Air we Breathe 482
.\Ifalfa, Objections to 159
Amadumbe of South Africa 398
American Poultry Journal Yearbook 20-12
Anti-cigarette War 396
.Vnti-saloon League Yeaibook 21-10
.Vppendicitis and Surgery in General 442
Apples and Olive Oil 78
Astrologj- a Myth 610
Automobile, Climbing on 157
Automobile, My Electric 653
Automobile Pump that wouidn't Work 35
Axtell, Mrs. S. J 960
Baby, Youngstown, Left in Rain 76
Bees in Apple-orchards 479
Bees and Cherries 830
Bees in Orange-groves 479
Bees, Spraying 830
Beekeeping in 1870 607
Bible, Leaf from in Shoe-shop 914
Borax in Bathing 18-17
Bov, a Bright, Wanted 825
Bov, the Drowned 355, 395
Breathing, Daily 698
Brewers' " Home-rule Amendment " 16-20
Bryan on Woman Suffrage 484
Buttercups in Florida 962
Cactus, Spineless 828
Canadians as Good Neighbors 916
Cantaloup Melons 876
Casaba Melons 876
Cassava Cuttings 23-7
Cassava for Poultry 37
Cassava for Chickens 360
Cassava for Food 238
Cassava, More about 280
" Chasm," the Opening 400
Cheese as an Article of Diet 566
Cheese Well Ripened 699
Cherries as a Health Food 565
Chickens in Florida 962
Chickens in Garden-patch 279
Chiropractic Doctoring 525, 526
Church, Taking Front Seat in 198
Churches, Country, Doubling up 477
Cottage Cheese and Buttermilk 20-15
Cottages in Florida 740
Crime and Pauperism in Kansas 484
Criminals, Breeding 568
Crops, Two in the Same Ground 785
Cultivator Run hv Power 830
Cuttings, Rooted 440
Darkness, Out of, into Light 523
Dasheen and Irish Potatoes 79
Dasheen Bulbs for Planting 919
Dasheen Culture 199
Dasheen in Alabama 398
Dasheen in Canada 784
Dasheen in Cuba 611
Dasheen in Jamaica 318
Dasheen, Keeping Clear from Weeds 398
Dasheen Tubers to Our Readers 360, 21-10
Dasheens in Florida 39, 158
Dasheens in Ohio 39
Dasheens in our Florida Garden 610
Dasheens, 1000 Bushels per Acre 40
Dasheens, 21 lbs from One Plant 39
Dasheens when Frost Threatens 876
Desert, in the, with God 235
Divining-rod for Water-witching 157
Droppings, Poultry, for Fertilizer 439
Drugs, Baneful 38
Drunk, Getting, with a Clear (liinxcienee 823
Drunkenness a Disea.se 483
Ducks, Indian Runner « 238
Dwarf Essex Rape 397
Dynamite for Planting Trees 700
Early Years of Editor 913
Edison on Cigarettes 484
Edison and the Cigarette Business 21-15
Eggs from China 902
Eggs, Starting in Incubator by Hens 397
Farmers Fighting a Duel 738
Feijoa and Dasheen 18-17

Finger-rings, Galvanic 23-7
Flies, Repellants for 743
Florida, Buying Land in 118
Flying to be Made Safer 159
Flying-machines, 1000 Miles in 900 Minutes. ... 78
Forts and War-ships 739
Gallstones, Cause of 831
Garden, Our Florida 315
Gardening in Florida 876
Gardening, having the Ground Fine 199
Gas, Natural, in Old Times 913
Gaston, Lucy Page 396
Gasoline to Run Cultivator 21-13
Gifts of God, are there More to Come? 915
Gifts, God's Natural 913
Gleanings, Start of 695
God Repented he had Made Man 916
Grapefruit as a Medicine 442
Grasshoppers as Food for Poultry 37
Greiner, T., Death of 874
Helianti 918
Helianti and Artichokes 918
Helianti, New Wonder Plant 317
Heliantlms the " Wonder Plant '". 21-10, 440
Hen, the Busy 744
Hen, 300-egg 38
Hens, to Make Them Lay 869
Highway Robbery in Cleveland 870
Honey Crop, Large, in Florida 20-15
Honey, Selling 200
Horseradish and Christianity 478
Horseradish Business 277
Horseradish, Putting up for Market 829
Horse-trade Spoiled 650
Hotbed—to Make Rooted Cuttings 439
Indian Runner Ducks in Florida 962
Injustice, Defeat of 652, 780
Insurance for " the Home over There " 197
Insect Pests, how to Destroy 17-21
Intemperance, Efifects of Not Half Told 568
Intemperance in Large Cities 115
Irrigation for Gardens 917
Irrigation for Potatoes 917
Irrigation, Skinner System of 782
Job, Woman Gives Hers to Saloon-keeper 788
Keeping Something Growing all the Y'ear 918
License, Supreme Court Hits it 483
Life or Death, Mystery of the Sexes 77
Life, Best Days when 73 Years Old 278
Liquor in the Navy, End of 356
Liquor Advertisements 920
Living, High Cost of 18-20
Living, nbw Cost of 653
Living to be 100 Years Old 832
London Temperance Hospital 400
Love ye Your Enemies 651
Love-letters from a Subscriber 522
Lynching Colored Man in Bradentown 277
Marconi in Boyhood 564
Medical Societies Denounce Alcohol 612
Medicines, Quack 743
Midnight Sun, Land of 116
Miller, Dr. C. C, acquaintance with 697
Mites on Chickens 525
Mites on Poultry 441
Moth-ball for Squash-bugs 317
Moth-balls on Squashes 611
Murder, Penalty for 276
Mustard for Chickens 38
Notions, Silly and Superstitious 18-20
Ohio Dry .' 786
Oil and Gas 40 Years Ag-o 913
Old People when Helpless 520
Over-eating, Sore Throat, etc 319
Oxydonor and Other Fakes 483
Oxypathy, etc 567
Passenger Service by Flying-machine 160
Penitentes of New Mexico 959
Pests of Florida 238
Pews, Empty, in Our Churches 275
Pickpockets 873
Pickpockets, Beware of 742
Pistols, Toy, for Children 916
Pistols, Toy, should be Discarded 916
Plants, Choice, to Preserve 21-11
Plants. Potted 440
Poisons around the Premises 21-15
Pollyanna, Glad Book 155
Poor Man has No Cliance to Keep Bees 480
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Postal Cards, Addresesd 17-2]

Potato, Early Ohio, Grown by Editor 917
Potato, Picture of Large 917
Potatoes in Florida 316
Potatoes, New, 60 cts. a Peck 524
Potatoes, New, 40 cts. a Peck 438
Potatoes, Sporting Habit of 481
Potatoes, Northern-grown Seed, for Florida 200
Potato-growing in Florida 785
Poultry and Potatoes in Florida 435
Poultry, Cost per Year for One Hen 36
Poultry in Florida 480
Poultry-yards, Convergent 358
Prayer, Model, from a Friend in Texas 278
Preacher who Visited a Saloon 276
Producer to Consumer 482, 826
Prohibition does not Prohibit 484
Prohibition, does it Prohibit? 656
Prohibition in the Army 16-20
Prohibition, Nation-wide 786
Prohibition, State-wide 567
Pump, Automobile, Trouble with 35
Quail, Plea for 744
Queen, $20 609
Rainbow Corn, Burbank's 783, 827
Raisins by the Ton 481
Real-estate Business in Florida 741
" Rejoice and be Glad," 800 Times 156
Revenue Loss of $30,000,000 16-20
Rheumatism, Getting Rid of 961
Roaches, to Destroy 280
Robbing Deaf Folks 742
Robbing Invalids 525, 654
Robbing Sick People 483, 567
Roselle and Cranberries 40
Saloons and Manufacturing 788
Saloon Business, Doolittle on 526
Saloon Fight in Berne, Ind 20-13
Saloons, Good they have Done 17-20
Saloons in Berne, Ind 435
Saloons, Licensing 356
Sanatogen, Cottage Cheese, eic 655
Secrets of Success • 18-17
" Seed Bees " 479
Seed, Saving Your Own for Gardening 118
Sermon by H. S. Fitsch 561

Sesame in the West Indies 481
Sesame Plant 239, 917
Sesame, the New Food Plant 399
Shall Ohio be Drv ? 27-21
Sheriff Ready to Die at Post 276
Showers, Artificial Summer 781
Sitting-hen Story My 237
Skepticism and the Bible 777
Skirts, Modern, Women's Dress 319
Socialism, etc 957
Spurs, Cutting from Fowls 441
Squashes, Bugs on 524, 20-13
Squash-bugs, etc 785
Story about Bee Culture, A. I. Root's 649
Strawberries in November in Medina 961
Suffrage in Illinois 80
" Swat the Saloons " 824
Sweet Clover, Advance Crop for Sngar Beets.. 920
Sweet Clover as a Soil-maker 239
Sweet Clover by the Roadside 700
Sweet Clover Coming to its Own 829
Sweet-clover Seed, Load of worth $1400 919
Temperance and Missionarv Work in New Mex-

ico ". 20-12
Temperance Instruction 23-7
Tennessee, Good News from 18-20
Terry and Temperance 200
Terry, if all did as he does 280
Thanking God for Canadian Neighbors 916
Tobacco, Use of by Ministers 396
Tuberculosis, Prevention of 78
Urinary Troubles, Dieting for 23-8
Vera Cruz, Mexico 656
Virginia Goes Dry 787
Voting as we Pray 612
War in Europe 737
Waste, Annual, of $15,000,000 654
Waste of $100,000,000 a Year 744
We be Brethren 870
West Virginia Sets the Pace 568
Wheat, Flaked, Machine for Making 240
AVife, Blind, Killed by Husband .

': 875
Wilcox, Ella Wheeler, and T. B. Terry 240
Windmill that Printed Gleanings 40 Years
Ago 854, 855, 871, 872

Wright Brothers' Improvements 79

ILLUSTRATIONS
African Jungle 379
Alexander Feeder, Finsted's Metal 21, 218
Alexander Veil, Peterson's Improvement 305
Alfalfa, Government Bulletin Pictures 859
Anderson, Geneva 809
Ant-proof Hive-stand 901
Apalachicola Apiary, July 1 cover.
Apiary, Adamson's, Australia, Oct. 1 cover.
Apiary and Poultry Plant, Bartlett. Ohio 17
Apiary and Poultry-house, Wixson's 16
Apiary at Akahoshi, Japan 334, 335, 336
Apiary, Baldensperger among Alps 419, 420
Apiary, Bartlett's, Ohio, January 1 cover.
Apiary, Baumbach's, Wisconsin 803
Apiary, Bowen, Ontario 598
Apiary, Bryant's, Virginia, Aug. 1 cover.
Apiary, Caraway's, Texas 263
Apiary, Dervishian, Cyprus 587
Apiary, Donaldson, Missouri 105, 106
Apiary, Duax, Wisconsin 458
Apiary, Duax, Wisconsin, May 1 cover.
Apiary, Durden, Georgia 343
Apiary, Foster, Ohio 849
Apiary, Pox's, South Dakota 940
Apiary, Gaetano Plana, Italy 294, 295
Apiary, Gaylord's, Minnesota 942
Apiary, Gebhardt, Wisconsin 20
Apiary, Harvey's, Colorado 253, 254
Apiary, Henry's, Oklahoma 723
Apiary, Howden's, New York 298
Apiary in Bee-shed 720
Apiary, Jacobson's, New Zealand 635
Apiary, Johnson's, Kentucky 466
A».piary, Lininger's, Kansas, Feb. 1 cover.
Apiary, Mayo's, New Jersey 62
Apiary, Mayo's, New Jersey, January 15 cover.
Apiary, McClanahan's, Idaho 300
Apiary, McClanahan's, Idaho, April 15 cover.
Apiary, McLendon's, Alabama 978
Apiary, Mclntyre's " Sespe " 711, 712, 713
Apiarv, Mills, New Jersey 175
Apiary. Motl's, Mir-hi^itan" 384, 385
Apiary of Veteran Beekeeper 430
Apiary on New York City Roof, March 1 cover.

Apiary on Roof 168
Apiary, Paine's, Idaho 110
Apiary, Pollock's, Ontario 672, 67:!

Apiary, Robert Peschko's Connecticut 937
Apiary, Rodman's, Kansas 22, 224, 226
Apiary, Root, Apalachicola 306, 544
Apiary, Root Co.'s., Apalachicola, July 1 cover.
Apiary, Root's, New Jersey 64, 212
Apiary, Root's, Ault Yard, Dec. 15 cover.
Apiary, Root Co.'s Nucleus Yard, Florida, July

15 cover.
Apiary, Root's, New Jersey 64
Apiary, Sommer's Denmark 986
Apiary, Stevens', Minnesota 981, 982
Apiary, Stevenson's, Missouri 258
Apiary, Valentine Uhrich's Pennsylvania 936
Apiary, Ward's, New Zealand, August 15 cover.
Apiarv, Warner, New York 13
Apiary, Woodward's, New York 422, 423, 424
Apiary Yielding Large Crop of Milkweed Honey 594
Apiary, Young's, New York 179
Apiary, Zautner's, New York 177
Apiary, Zedeker, California 103
Apiaries of Iowa Beekeepers 714, 715
Apiarian Laboratory, Nov. 15 cover.
Apples on Tree 96
Apples, Growing on Trees, Feb. 1 cover.
Apples, 500 Bushels 95
Aster, White in Kentucky 465
Australian Bird, Bee Pest 934, 935
Automobile, Selling Honey from 425
Auto Truck for Moving Bees 414, 426
Baby Abandoned 76
Backache, Whiteside's Remedv for 434
Backlot Buzzer 433, 475, 516, 559,

605, 646, 691, 735, 775, 817, 867, 090, 953, 997
Barrels of Honey, Unloading of 546
Basswood Border to Field 854, 855
Bee Cellar, Selwn n's, Ontario, September 1 cover.
Bees, Enlarged Views of, April 1 cover.
Bee Enthusiasts, Crowd of 844 .

n-e T'li-,:-^:r.:;i>n on Writing-pal Covi-r Ill
Bee ^Market, Holland, Oct. 15 cover.

Bee Market 804, 805
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Bee Tree, Transferring from 990
Bee Tree.Largest in World 375, 376, 377
Bee Tree, Bees from -19, 231, 222
Bee-tree, honev from, March 15 cover.

Bees in City
" 931, 932, 933

Bees Flying on Warm Day 216
Bees on Hat 943
Bees Killed by Isle-of-Wight Disease 57, 58
Bee-brush, Manley's 998
Bee-shed in Arizona 720
Beekeeper Dressed in White and Black 721
Bird, Bee Pest 934, 935
Black and White, Effect on Bees 721
Blower to Free Supers of Bees 640
Boardman Feeders, Pilling 801
Boat in Florida with Load of Bees. . .410, 411, 412
Box Hive Split Open 851
Box Hive with Crock Sxiper 850
Brush Made of Rope 998
Buckbush 896
Buckwheat in California 135
Buckwheat in Missouri 590
Bureau Hive 52
Camel Carrying Beehives 417, 418
Canal by A. I. Root's Garden 318
Candy, Hard 27, 28, 29
Capping-melter, Reese's 558
Car of Bees, Interior Arrangement for 547
Cartoon, Donahey 184
Cellar, Boardman's 679
Cellar, Leonard 727
Cellar, Ritland's Side-hill 899
Cellar, Selwyn's 678
Cellar, Selwyn's, Ontario, September 1 cover.

Chaff Division-boards, Simpler Way of Making. .866
Chickens, A. I. Root 357, 358, 359
Chincapin 894, 895
City, Bees in 931, 932, 933
City Beekeeping Successful 349
City Map Showing Bees 188
City Roof, Bees on 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173
Clipping Queen 272
Colony Neglected 264
Colony that Filled Seven Supers 55
Colonies Strong in Spring 677
Comb Built without Foundation 853
Comb Honey from Double Colony 593
Combs Built Out of Doors 984, 985
Combs, Good and Bad 372
Combs in Box-hive Super 852
Comb-honev Super, Gressman 214,. 215
Concrete Hive-stands . . 629, 630, 776, 845, 846, 847
Convention, Canterbury, New Zealand 637
Convention, Iowa State 100
Convention, Iowa and Wisconsin 550
Convention, National 228
Corn, Rainbow 784
Cover, Abbott 847
Cover, Kearney's Combination 606
Cow Cabbage 134
Dadant, C. P., in Italy 296
Dasheens in Florida 317
Dasheens 6 V2 Feet Tall 860
Division-boards, Chaff, Simpler Way of Making. 866
Drone-laying Queen 309
Dutch Bee Market, Oct. 15 cover.
EUis Hall, Ohio Contention Held at 119
Engine, Hutchinson's 503
English " Skeppist " 588
Entrance Guard, Metal 911
Entrance, Jordan's .Adjustable 765
Exhibit of Crops of Honey 513
Exhibit, Martine's at Kentucky Fair 388
Exibit, New Jersev 630
Exhibit, Oklahoma State Fair 382, 848
Exhibit at Toronto Exposition 61
Exhibit, Vermont 104
Extractor, Home-made 174
Extractor, Hutchinson's Power 501
Extracting-house, Anderson's Portable 808
Extracting House, Hutchinson's 500
Fastening Foundation, Scholl's Method. ... 534, 535
Feeder and Hive-bottom 800
Feeder, Finsted's Metal 218
Feeder, Jay Smith's 632
Feeders, Filling Boardman 801
Feeding with Bottle 900
Feeding Hard Candy 27, 28, 29
Feeding Loaf Sugar 68
Fence, Too Much of a Good Thing 341
Field Meeting, Australia. O-'tol er 1 cover.

Field Meeting. Australia 762
Field Meeting, Brazil 756, 757

Field Meeting, Canterbury, N. Z 637
Field Meeting, Connecticut 898
Field Meeting, Iowa 754, 755, 756, 766
Field Meeting, Iowa 754, 755, 756
Field Meeting, Medina, Ohio 759
Field Meeting, New Jersey 65, 760
Field Meeting, New York 758
Field Meeting, Ohio, State 766
Fire-pot, Scholl's 534, 535
Florida Garden, A. I. Root's 314, 315
Florida, Unreclaimed Forest 741
Forest Unreclaimed in Florida 741
Foundation, Advantage of 853
Foundation Fixing Tools 497
Foundation, Plan for Fastening 897
Frame Broken 452
Frame Rack, Scholl's 534, 535
Frame Spacer 912
Frames, Malachowski's 542
Frame-nailing Jig 452
Freight House, Bees in 410
Garden, A. I. Root 314, 315
Goldenrod, Field of, Dec. 1 cover.
Government Apiarian Laboratory, Nov. 15 cover.
Government Experimental Apiary 856
Grafting done by Little Girl 9 . . 39, 939
Grape-arbor Apiary 103
Gum Trees in California 303, 304
Hammond, Uri 268
Hat, Bees on 943
Hive, Bureau Pattern 52
Hive Cover, Bender's 430
Hive, Double 592
Hive, Leonard 726, 727
Hive, Long Idea 391
Hive of Wickerware 716
Hive, Observatory 460
Hive Ornamental 380
Hive with Seven Supers 55
Hives, Earthenware 626, 627
Hives, Hopkins' Ornamental 182

- Hives in Solomon's Castle 415, 416
Hives, Malachowski's " Elita " 541
Hives, Octagonal 350, 351
Hives Ready for Winter Case 065
Hive-bottom and Feeder 800
Hive-cover, Abbott 847
Home, E. A. Duax 459
Home of Henry Mills 174
Hone}' from Bee-tree, March 15 cover.
Home, G. C. Brocaw's 740
Honey, Unloading from Car 546
Honey-house, Mott's, Michigan 385
Hornets, Device to Catch 383
House Apiary, Newsom 180
Introducing Blocks, Stewart's 560
Iowa Beekeepers and Apiaries 714, 715
Johnson, W. M 901
Jumbo Hive, Connor 183
Jungle in Africa 379
Isle-of-Wight Disease Killed Colony 57, 58
Laboratory, Government Experimental 856
Labels, Holtermann's Scheme for Putting Paste
on 802

Larsen, Anton, and Six Boys 22
Launch for Moving Bees, June 1 cover.
Launch for Moving Nuclei 413
Lewis, J. M 375
Lilacs, Mountain 135
Loaf-sugar Feeding 68
Mailing-cage, Water in 140
Mailing-cage with Water 517
Mailing-cage with Melted Candy 893
Malachowski, Auguste 540, 543
Map of City Showing Bees 188
Match-holder on Smoker 912
Mesquite in California 135
Migratory Beekeeping in Germany 421
Milkweed in Michigan 595
Miller, Arthur C 290
Miller, Lucile 514
Motorcycle Runs Saw 900
Mountain View in Norway, Sept. 15 cover.
Mud-wasp on Section 515
Moore, J. P 266
Moving Bees on Cart in Prance 418
Moving Bees on Camel 417, 418
Moving on Auto Truck 414, 426
Moycr, J. J., and Observatory Hive, June 15 cover.
Nailing Jig 452
National Convention 228
Norwegian Stone 724
Nucleus-yard, Root Co.'s, Florida, July 15 cover.
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Numborins; Hives in Apiary 712, 713
Obseivaloiy Hive, June 15 cover.

Observatory Hive, Mojer 460
Oil Palm 378
Orchard Apiary 110
Orchard, Apiary in 105, 106

Ornamenal Hive 380
Osborne, Fred E 231
Outdoor Colony of Bees 984, 985
Palm Oil 378
Paper-wrapped Hive 19
Paste to put on Labels 802
Peach Tree Blossomed in Cold Weather 99
Peach Tree, Pollinated by Bees 98
Pear Tree in Blossom 102
Pines in Bluejav Canyon 134
Pollen, Rye Chop Substitute for 297
Potato, Large, Grown by A. I. Root 917
Potatoes in Florida 316, 317
Poultry and Bee-yard 13
Poultry, Gebardt's 20
Poultry-house and Ajjiary, Wixson IG
Poultry-house, Bartlett's 18
Poultry-house, Bartlett's, January 1 cover.
Poultry-houses, Warner's 14
Poultry, Mrs. Larsen 23
Poultry Plant, A. I. Root 357, 358, 359
Poultry Plant, Bartlett's 17
Queen,' Clipping of 272
Queen, Drone, and Worker, April 1 cover.
Queen, Drone-laving 309
Queen-cells Grafted by Little Girl 938, 939
Rainbow Corn 784
Record-keeping in Apiary 712, 713
Repp, Charlie 347
Robbing, Shafer's Device for 998
Robbing, Wholesale 633
Roof, Outlaw's Bees on 302
Roosts, Collett's Removable 32
Root, A. I., and Old W^indmill, Nov. 1 cover.
Root, C. H 211
Roof Apiary 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173
Saw, Hutchinson's Home Made 502
Saw Run by Motorcycle 900
Saw, Wilson's Foot-power 143
Selling Honey from Automobile 425
Shade-board of Australian Bark 857
Shallard, Phil, on Bicycle 507
Sheep Keep Down Grass 719
" Skeppist," English 588
Smoker in Proper Condition 511
Smoker, Self Extinguishing 509
Skinner System of Sprinkling 782
Smoker with Match-holder 912
Snowberry 896
Spacing Device for Frames 912
Sponge to Hold Water in Mailing-cage 819
Sprinklers, Skinner System 782

Steamer with Bees in Florida 410, 111, 412
Sle\on.son, Mr. and Mrs. John 258
Story without Words 893
Straw Hives on Wagon 421
Straw Skep, Dutch 804, 805
Super, Gressman 214
Super Made of Winter Case 818
Super Made of Old Crock 850
Swarm-catcher, Malachowski's 542
Swarm Caught in Act of Leaving 628
Swarm on Child's Wagon 142
Swarm in Three Clusters 992
Swarm, Mammoth 508
Swarm on Wire Fence 141
Sweet Clover, Nodule on Root 463
Sweet Clover, Rank Growth 462
Sweet Clover, Yellow, in Oklahoma 937
Tanton, Ellinor 989
Thyme, or Summer Savory 591
Top-bars, Horizontal Opening through 1000
Top-bars, Mundell's Apparatus for Setting
Wedges in 999

Transferring from Bee Tree 990
Transferring, Marchant's Scheme 345, 346
Tree, Bees Taken from 219
Tree, Bees in 990
Tree Hive 59
Tree with Bees, Largest in World. . . .375, 376, 377
Trees, Too High for Swarms 339
Turnbow, Novella 809
Veil, Peterson's Improvement 305
"SVanted, a Bright Boy 825
Ward, E. G., in Apiary 636
Water in Mailing-cage 140, 517
Water in Mailing-cage, Sponge to Hold 819
Watering Bees on Boat 412
Wax-press, $1.00 820
Wax Press, Hutchinson's 503
Wedges in Top-bars, Mundell's Apparatus for. .999
White Clover, Second Crop 499
Windmill, A. I. Root's Original 854, 855
Windmill, A. I. Root's, Nov. 1 cover.
Winter Case, A. C. Ames 889, 890, 891
Winter Case, Bowden's 681
Winter Case, Holtermann 665, 666, 667, 668
Winter Case, Mills 175
Winter Cases of Drygoods Boxes ..675
Winter Case, Stevens 981, 982
Winter Case Used as Super 818
Winter, Hive Wrapped in Paper for 19
Wire Fence, Swarm on 141
Wiring, A. C. Miller's Plan 453, 454
Wiring, Gorton's Plan for 897
Wood-swallow of Australia 934, 935
Woodworth, C, of Wyandotle, Mich 982
Writing-pad Cover il]
Yellow Sweet Clover in Oklahoma ' 937
Young, H. C 180

Achord, W. D 265
Acklin, Mrs. H. G 647
Adams, L. Wayne 757
Adamson, T. G 905
Addison, R 360
Allen, Grace 648, 680,

724, 776, 820, 868, 908, 956, 996
Allen, O. G 807
Allen, Mrs. Susan E 691
Alpaugh, J 785, 941
Ames, A. C 889
Ammons, Jas 648
Anderson, A. G 808
Anthony, Stephen 647
Anthony, A. B 605
Archdekin, J. F 270, 354
Bachler, Jas 311
Baier, Jos. G 858
Baird, J. 154
Bakula, J 221
Baldensperger, Ph. J 414
Banks, J. Ivan 154
Barlow, J. B 232
Barnes, Wm 776
Barstow, W. A 153, 441, 517
Bartlett, Ira D 584
Bartlett, W. R 17
Baumbach, Carl 803
Beeman, The 31
Bell, A. H 195

CONTRIBUTORS
Bell, Harry 354, 953
Bender, C. P 261, 429
Beucus, Wm 462,800
Beuhne, F. R 66
Bigelow, Edw. F 930
Black, J. W 475, 476
Blackburn, B 859
Bohon, Henry S 154
Bolton, Thomas 819
Bond, E. T 560
Bonny, Dr. A. F 694, 895
Bordon, Alonzo 1000
Boswell, S. W 513, 956
Bout, C. Vanden 154
Bowden, Chas 681
Bowen, A. H 516, 587
Bowen, J. T 152, 397
Bowen, U. H 598
Bray, W. B 517
Brearlev, Douglas D. . . .648, 868
Brewer, John M 399, 481
Brewster, B 668
British Experts 983
Broomall, Frank 689
Brown, Charlie A 862
Brown, Jas. G 641
Brnennich, Dr 377
Brumfield, J. P 73, 1000
Buchanan, J. M 224, 432
Bucher, C. F 313

Budd, Thos. D 195, 434
Bull, John C 775
Bullamore, G. W 552
Bullock, E. D 234
Bunch, C. A 693
Bunnell, S. E 687
Burgard, J. T 434
Burton, S. H 98, 515
Burton, S. H 765, 815, 867
Butler, Frank 906
Byer, J. L 145, 337, 673
Byington, Steven T 809
Calcutt, M. Y 498
Calkins, J. H 38
Caraway, B. M 263
Cargo, Chas. H 817
Carling, Alfred 469
Carmona, Carlos M 65, 912
Carr, E. G 63. 67,

211, 471, 639, 684, 759, 846
Carter, J. M 912
Gary, L. G 14
Case, J. B 260
Case, Wm. W 457
Gather, Bavs D 399, 860
Catterton, C. H 647
Chadwick, P. C 68, 134, 582
Chapman, S. D 234
Cheney, CD 212, 868
Cheney, W. L 142
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City Beekeeper 931
Clare, P. P 312, 986
Clark, A. N 484, 555, 864
Clarke, F. H 955
Climer, E. L 481
Clute, C. H 560
Coburn, John F 433
Cole, E. M 476
Cole, Fred 472
Collett, Chas W 32
CoUingwood, H. W 480
Conklin, P. H 394
Connor, F. A 183
Cook-, H. C 394
Cooper, F. H 944
Copenhaver, Dr. W. M 191
Cowles, A. F 236
Cozins, W. B 844
Crabtree, F. A 393
Crandall, A. G 568
Crandall, A. E 843
Crane, J. E 549, 583
Crocker, S. G., Jr 1000
Crovatt, L. W

26, 220, 267, 464, 762
Danielson, Daniel 311
Darby, Mrs. W. T 74
Davenport, S 472
Davis, Ben G 693
Day, H. Clay 234
Davton, C. W 693
Dean, Julia F 400
Denham, Cora 481
Dennin, Albert W 830
Dervies, Thomas 482
Dervishian,M.G.271, ;383, 517, 911
Desmond, G. G 512
Devitt, A. M 312
Dexter, V. V 763
Dietzman, R. P 109
Dillon, W. A 196
Dix, L. V 641
Doolittle, G M 256, 526
Donahev, J. H 184
Donaldson, J. M 104
Dowling, Chas. E 153
Drevej-, W. H 341
Duax, E. A 459
Dunn, L. J 140
Dunton, Dr. W. A 630
Ellet, Minnie J 824
Engle, M. C 820
Essenhower, Lee 172
Ewbank, John 735
Fairchild, P. E 744
Parnsworth, W. \V 114
Farwell, Lewis P 475
Perry, D. S 693
Pinsted, Joseph 217
Fisbeck, J. H 553
Pish, S. T. & Co 599
Fisher, Ralph P 691
Pitch, J. H 476
Flanagan, E. T 200
Fooshe, J. D 813
Poster, Frank M 849
Foster, Weslev

253, 349, 401, 548, 579, 732, 798
Fowler, C. E 34, 955
Pox, Elias, 313, 559
Fox, E. W 941
Prankson, O S 999
Fraser, W. D 196
Frazier, E. C 74
French, Geo. J 149
French, J. G 234
Gardiner, N. Fred 381
Garee, P. A 648
Gates, Burton N 103, 734
Gault, W. C 160
Gavlord, L. E 942
Gebhardt, C. H 20
Gieck, \Vm 938
Gifford, Ruth C 18, 339
Gill, M. A 389
Gilbert, A. C 99, 466, 734
Gilstrap, W. A. H 190,266
Gomme, Wm 158
Gorton, P. R 897
Grace, Frank A 999
Gray, Frank A 776
Gray, .Tosie 353
Gravely, P. W 694

Green, James A
Greiner, F. ...
Greiner, T. ...
Gresham, E. P.
Grossman, Elmer
Griffin, W. E. .

Gunn, Edwin O.
Gunther, Geo. P
Guy, E. E. . . .

Hadzor Bros. .

Haines, G. W.
Hake, Chas Y
Halter, A. J

455, 974
340, 386, 589
483, 568, 656

.442

.214

.393

.694

.233

.518
114, 256

272, 812, 912
350, 627, 850

719
Hand, J.E., 10, 210, 292, 670,

771, 805, 860, 906, 949, 997, 998
Hanly, J. Frank 437
Happy Wife, A 912
Harper, Arthur T 311
Harrington, Edwin E.. . .200, 481
Harrington, H. E 956
Harris, C. M 643
Harris, E. A 628
Hart, Bird 394
Hart, Delos 313
Hastings, Bvron S 938
Hausz, F. G. 1000
Hawden, L. F 298
Hawkins, Kenneth 274
Heberle, J. A 132,

460, 538, 596, 624, 689, 810, 904
Henderson, Samuel 480
Henry, C. P . .723
Herrod, W 57
Hershey, N. G 279
Hershiser, O. L 29, 331, 991
Heverly, Chas 693
Hewes, W. G 74
Hibben, T. T 955
High, S. W 394
Hill, Chas. B 916
Hill, Prank 516
Hill, Lillian L 646
Hinton, Elmer E 394
Hirsch, Harry 168
Hitchcock, A. Lyndon 232
Hobson, W. H 231
Hodgson, Arthur P 640
Hoevel, P. J 476
Hollander, Otto 310,770
Hollingsworth, Albert 477
Holtermann, R. F 56,

114, 254, 308, 330, 369, 467,
581, 665, 688, 733,802, 806, 892

Hooper, P. A.. .113, 256, 518, 693
Hopkins, H. D 182
Hopkins, 1 594, 912
House. S. D 582
Hovind, Harold 117, 724
Howard, I. N 956
Howden, L. P 298
Howen, L. F 298
Howell, Chas 151
Howell, D. W 113
Hugentobler, R. C 820
Huggins, F. L 908
Hunter, R. B 234
Huntington, Geo. M 215, 518
Hurst, Kos 433
Hutchinson, Elmer ....500,772
litis, J 819
Irish, Arnold, 430
.Jackson, H. S 299
Jacques, P. M 912
James, A. J 143, 933
•Tenkins, Allen 785
.Tohansen, Julius 102
.rohnson, F. D 195
.Johnson, James S 465
Johnson, J. E 910
Johnson, Walter M 901
John.ston, J. C. M 229
Jones, B 998
.Jordan, Albert 394
.Jordan, J. E 266, 764
ICaufman, M. J 606
l^azmeier, Oscar 479
Keach, E. P 278
Kearney, Matthew 606
Keefer, .John E. .- 996
Kille, Harris T 173, 276
Kinney, Prank F 233
Kinsey, C. A 23, 385
Kinzie Chas S 820

Kinzie, J. M 473
Kirkpatrick, Geo. H 593, 599
Klinger, Fred 647
Klinger, H. C 382
Ivnowlton, H. P -.43 I

Koepfgen, Fred 19.t

Kolle, Herbert A 318
Ladd, E. J 736, 952
Lamkin, Lewis 113
Lamming, Mrs. W. E 657
Landrum, T. J 335
Langhor, Frank 195'
Lathrop, Harry 225
Lee, A. W. F., Sr 1000
I-ee, P. J 687
Lee, Theo 426, 628
LeMay, L. C 849
I^eonard, L. D 725
Lesser, P. W 230
Lewis, Rev. J. M 374
I^ewis, W. H 24
Lhommedieu, D. E 518,802
Jjincoln, LeRoy 468
Lindemuth, C. E 34
Lineback, J. C 606
Irishman, M. A 516, 669
Live Oak Apiary 993
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